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ABSTRACT
This two-part bibliography represents an effort to

collect, condense, and organize the literature on the hydrocarbons in
relation to air pollution. The approximately 2,300 documents
abstracted are all included in the information storage and retrieval
system of the National Air Pollution Control Administration's (NAPCA)
Air Pollution Technical Information Center (APTIC). Most of them are

from recent literature, 1959-1970. Abstracts are arranged in 13
categories: general; emission sources; atmospheric interaction;
measurement methods; control methods; effects - human health; effects

- plants and livestock; effects - materials; effects - economic; air
quality measurements; legal and administrative; standards and
criteria; and basic science and technology. A subject index, a
geographical location index (United States and Foreign), an author
index, and a title index follow the abstracts; they refer to the
abstracts by category letter and APTIC accession number. This
bibliography is composed only of selected references and is intended
as a balanced sample of available literature. (BL)
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HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION:

AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

INTRODUCTION

As the level of air pollution attributed to automotive ar.d stationary sources
increases, so does the necessity to extend our knowledge of hydrocarbon pollutants.

Certain hydrocarbon derivatives may have direct carcinogenic effects on lung
tissue. One of the major concerns with hydrocarbons as pollutants, however, is in
the indirect effects attributed to their role in the formation of smog through photo-
chemical reactions with other substances. Photochemical smog has boen associated
with plant damage, eye and respiratory tract irritation, and reduced atmospheric
visibility.

In urban areas, aerosols and exhaust gases have been found to contain not
only parafinic, aromatic, acetylenic, and olefinic hydrocarbons but also ketones,
aldehydes, phenols, alcohols, and halogenated hydrocarbons.

This bibliography represents an effort to collect, condense, and organize the
literature on the hydrocarbons in relation to air pollution. The appro.cimately
2,300 documents abstracted here are all included in the information storage and
retrieval system of the National Air Pollution Control Administration's (NAPCA)
Air Pollution Technical Information Center (APTIC). Most of them are from
recent literature (1959-1970); however, some were written earlier in this century.

The abstracts are arranged in 13 categories listed in the table of contents.
Each category is designated by a letter of the alphabet; each abstract is designated
by its APTIC accession ntarber. Since accession numbers are assigned as litera-
ture is received in APTIC, recent literature will more likely bear higher accession
nurnbe rs .

A subject index. a geographical location index, an author index, and a title
index follow the abstracts; they refer to the abstracts by category letter and APTIC
number. The author index lists the first and second authors separately; when there
are two or more, the first author is indicated by an asterisk (*). The geographical
location index has two major divisions; United States, and Foreign.

This bibliography is composed of selected references. It is intended as a
balanced sample of available literature, and no claim of all-inclusiveness is made.

All documents abstracted herein are on file at the Air Pollution Technical
Information Center, 1033 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, North Carolina. Readers outside
NAPCA may secure duplicates of the abstracted documents from libraries,
publishers, or from the authors .
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A. GENERAL

00164

STATISTICS JR PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS - SAN DIEGO COUNTY AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT (FIRST QUARTER 1966). San
Diego Dept. of Public Health, calif. Mar. 1966. 7 pp.

First Quarter 1966 Statistics on Particulate Contaminants
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District are
presented. Data are included on weight concentrations from high
volume filter samples, soiling indexes, and hourly averages of
gaseous contaminants.

00233

W.L. Faith

THE NATURE, SOURCES, AND FATE OF AIR CONTAMINANTS. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 13, (10) 483-5, Oct. 1963.
(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963.)

A brief synopsis of air pollution specifying the types of
pollutants, their habitat, the importance of aerosols and gases,
and effect of meteorology on air pollution is presented. In
broad terms, the problem of air pollution as it relates to health
impairment is discussed.44

00599

J.J. Schueneman

THE NEW JERSEY AIR SANITATION PROGRAM - A REVIEW AND
PROPOSALS FOR THE FUTURE. Preprint. 1964.

In order ot carry on a reasonably adequate air resource
management program which will insure a desirable air
supply for the State aad provide for continuing growth
of population, indlstry and commerce, a major expansion
of activities of the Air Sanitation Program is needed.
Major decisions concerning land and air use, degree of
control of air pollutant emissions, economics and public
welfare must be amde in the next few years. Some of these
(for example: auto exhaust control; sulfur compound,
nitrogen oxides and odor control; refuse disposal problems)
involve potential expenditures in the hundreds of millions of
dollars. It would be wise to spend euough money on evaluation
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of the situation, effects of pollution, education of the public,
and study of control problems to provide a sound basis for
these decisions. It is further essential that adequate
expenditures be made to implement the measures found to
be necessary. While it is impossible to arrive at an
entirely adequate estimate on the basis of the work
done in this review, it appears that the Air Sanitation
Program should be allocated about $900,000 per year and
be staffed with about 75 people. This amounts to about
15 cents per capita per year, based on the 1960 population.
The present budget of $190,000 per year (3 cents per capita)
is grossly inadequate. The proposed level should be reached
in stages over a period of three years of expansion. (Author's
abstract)**

00984

S. Tilson

AIR POLLUTION. Intern. Sci. Technol. No. 42:22-31, 1965.

The problem and the approaches to solving it are reviewed.
Pollution sources, research, air quality criteria, the need for
controls, social attitudes, standards, photochemical reactions,
and future prospects are included.**

01073

V.G. MacKenzie

AIR POLLUTION - WHOSE PROBLEM? Preprint. (Presented at A
Panel Discussion on Air Pollution at the Board of
Directors Meeting, National Petroleum Refiners Association,
Washington, D.C., Sept. 20, 1965.)

The need for conservation of air as a natural resource is
discussed, with emphasis on the role of the petroleum industry.
Vats and means for improving on past patterns of conservation
effort through Federal authority under the Clean Air Act,
establishment of automotive emission standards, and application
of technology to contrcl of sulfur oxides and automotive emissions
are delineated. Attention is called to the need for research
on oxides ot nitrogen and lead contamination. It is suggested
that business leaders, by their leadership in research and
education, can play a significant part in alleviating environmental
hcalth problems.**

01211

J. A. Maga

AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA.
(California State Dept. of Public Health, Bureau of Air
Sanitation). California Univ., Berkeley, Inst. of
Governmental Studies. 1965. 42 pp.

Author reviews the problems of air pollution in the San
Francisco Bay Area, stressing the need for effective air
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quality standards. Topics covered in the report (all germane to
the San Francisco Area) are: Lir Pollution in the Metropolis;
the concept of Air Nesource Management; Weather, Topography
and the Regional Air Resource; Air Pollution and its Effects;
Air Pollution and its Relatinship to other Regional
Problems; a regional approacn to the Control of Air Pollution;
control Programs in the Bay Area; and the outlook for the
Bay Area.**

.01378

I. Baxter

DETERMINATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF GASEOUS FUEL OCTANE
NUMBERS. J. Eng. Power, Vol. 87:166-168, April 1965.
(Presented at the Oil and Gas Power Conference and
Exhibit, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Dallas,
Tex., Apr. 12-16, 1964, Paper No. 64-0GP-6.)

gaseous fueled engines have for many years been built without an
undue concern for the octane number of the fuel, as long as it
contained a substantial amount of methane. The steady
increase in engine power ratings in recent years has made the
determination of octane numbers on specific gas mixtures desirable.
The introduction of turbocharging for gas engines places further
stress on fuel quality. A standardized apparatus and technique
for determining octane numbers of gaseous fuels in the ASTM-CFR
knock test engine is available. The means for making such
rating are described. While ratings on mixtures of saturate
hydrocarbon gases can be calculated with acceptable accuracy, the
presence of unsaturates or of antiknock additives make an engine
test necessary. (Author abstract)V0

01640

M. Katz

SOME ASPECTS OF THE PHISICAL AND CHEMICAL NATURE OF AIR
POLLUTION. World Health Organization Monograph Ser.
(Air Pollution). No. 46 1961. pp. 97-158.

This chapter of the WHO Monograph reviews works on air
pollution accomplished within the last ten to 15 yearsh The
subject of the physical and chemical nature of air pollution is so
broad and covers many fields of physics, chemistry and medicine
that only the most important works have been highlighted.
Discussed among others were the following problems: The
development of improved methods and techniques for the measurement,
separation and identification of air contaminants, the
standardization of methods of sampling and analysis of common air
pollutants, the application of meteorological concepts and
diffusion theory to the study of the dispersion of pollutants in
the atmosphere, the formation of smog.and the prediction of
pollution levels, the development of improved analytical
techniques, instrumentation and studies of motor vehicle exhaust
gas composition under various operating conditions and the
development of catalytic and other exhaust gas system control
devices, the study of the action of sunlight on motor vehicle and
traffic gas and of photochemical atmospheric reaction in general,
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the determination of the health and other effects of irradiated

gaseous and vapour pollutants, the continued study of carcinogenic

and other toxic substances presented in the urban environment and

the evaluation of their effects on health, and the study of
radioactive pollutants and their effects in connection with the

development of industrial uses of nuclear energy for power and

transportation.**

02237

J.P. Dixon J.P. Lodge

AIR CONSERVATION REPORT REFLECTS NATIONAL CONCERN. Science

148, 1060-6, May 21, 1965.

Pollutants, sources, political and economic factors, and the

role of scientists in the formulation ot public policy is

examined in the light of present knowledge.**

02951

A. C. Stern

AIR POLLUTION AND ITS ABATEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. De

Ingenieur 77, (29) G83-93, July 16, 1965 and 77, (31) G97-104,

July 30, 1965. (Presented before the Dept. for Public Health

Engineering, Royal Inst. of Engineers, Hague,
Netherlands, July 3, 1964.)

In the United States, visible smoke is no longer a major

problem. Present concern is principally with gases; their

chemical reactions in the atmosphere; the effects of both gases and

reaction products on humans, animals, plants, materials and

visibility; and their abatement. Considerable emphasis is placed

on the relation of meteorological conditions to air pollution

levels. Forecasting of weather conditions conducive to build-up

of pollution is now done routinely in the United States.
Although air pollution research is conducted nationally, abatement

is on local basis. The new Federal Clean Air Act seeks to

improve the effectiveness of local agencies, and to provide for

Federal abatement of interstate air pollution. (Author summary)

03058

A. P. Altshuller.

AIR POLLUTION: PHOTOCHEMICAL ASPECTS. Science 151, (3714)

1105-6, Mar. 4, 1966

This paper gives a brief summary of presentations at the

Symposium on the photochemical aspect of air pollution, which was

held April 1965 in Cincinnati, lhio. Topics ranged from the

measurement of solar radiation in the ultraviolet region of the

biological aspects of irradiation of model systems in the

laboratory to the relation between meteorological parameters and

chemical effects in polluted atmospheres.**
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03085

A.C. Stern

PRESENT STATUS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
Am. J. Public Health (Presented at the 86th Annual
Meeting, American Public Health Association, St. Louis,
Mo., Oct. 29, 1958.) 50, (3) 3116-56, Mar. 1960

The status of air pollution in the United States is reviewed
in terms of knowledge availabe and action taken to deal with
this problem. Studies by the National Air Sampling
Network, state, and local health agencies are reviewed.
Facilities for training persons for air pollution work are
discussed, and the Federal Air Pollution Engineering
Research and Technical Assistance Program is surveyed.
(Author abstract)**

03205

D. Epstein.

DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE USSR.
Detection et prevention de la pollution atmospherique en U.R.S.
S. Po llut. Atmos. (Paris) 8, (31) 273-83, Sept. 1966.
The problems of the toxic amounts of air pollutants (CO, S02,
112504, NO, and 3, il-benzopyrene) are described and the
criteria for standardization in Russia given. The methods for
detecting toxic proportions of these pollutants are given in
detail, the techniques used for animal experimentation, and studies
of the tests applicable to mankind and the techniques of applying
them are described in particular. The paper mentions that since
chronaxie was judged insufficiently sensitive, the Soviet authors
resorted to electroencephalcgraphic methods which reveal an
electrocortical reflex for small amounts of polluting agents.
These tests involving instantaneous maximum admissible
concentration are supplemented by statistically analyzed
experiments on animals. (Author sumary)111

031401

F. Bonamassa

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF A PHOTOCHEMICAL-ATMOSPHERE
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST FACILITY. Am. Soc. Testing Mater.,
Spec. Tech. Publ. 352, 32-9 pp., Dec. 1963. (Presented
at the Symposium on Air-Pollution Measurement Methods,
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 5, 1962.)
A photochemical-atmosphere environmental test facility is a
system designed to stimulate in the laboratory conditions
existing in polluted atmospheres. These test environments are
finding increasing applications in studying the effects of
contaminated atmospheres on humans, animals, plants, or
inaminate objects; evaluating air-pollution control systems;
establishing air quality standards and permissible contaminant-

A. General /7
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emission levels; idenitfying atmospheric pollutants and their

reaction products; and investigating the mechanisms of
reactions of polluted atmospheres. Many interdependent
factors influence the design of a photochemical-environment
test facility. Careful study of the proposed experimental program

and its objectives is needed to determine the required test volume

and operating conditions. The design and choice of
construction materials reflect certain compromises, usually

dictated by the relative importance of the various test conditions.

Although probably no simulated photochemical atmosphere can ever
completely reproduce all the conditions of the natural

atmosphere, enough control over significant variables can be

achieved to enable the test environment to assume an

increasingly important role in increasing our understanding of

the complex reactions and effects of photochemical air pollution

and in providing much needed information for its effective

control.**

031138

B. C. Blakeney and M. D. High.

CLEANER AIR FoR NORTH CAROLINA (A SURVEY AND APPRAISAL FOR AIR

POLLUTION PROBLEMS). North Carolina State Board of

Health, Raleigh, Div. of Sanitary Engineering and Public

Health Service, Washington, D.C. Div of Air Pollution.

Sept. 1959." 62 pp.

The most frequently occurring air pollution problems attributed to
industrial and municipal establishments results from eissions of

smoke, soot, or fly ash from fuel burning equipment. The

lumber, wood and furniture industries are frequently sources of

dust. Asphalt paving material plants create more acute

air pollution problems than any other industry. Pulp and paper

mills are the cause of odor complaints and are considered the cause

of some property damage. A variety of waste disposal operations

emit excessive smoke and odors. In eight cities, open dumps have

caused complaints and in five cities semi-landfills (burning before

covering) have resulted in public request for relief. Control

of gases, dusts, and other pollutants cannot be legally required

by the State except through the Nuisance Code or indirectly

through some other statue. The lack of specific State
legislation limits the control of air pollution to the
jurisdictional area of a fey cities, whereas pollution of community

air is not confined to man-made boundaries or jurisdiction.

Existing and potential air pollution problems requiring further

investigation are discussed.**

03547

M. K. Korth, R. C. Steward, R. C. Stahman

DEVELOPMENT OF A CYCLE CONTROLLER FOR CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER.

Preprint. (Presented at the 57th Annual Meeting, Air

Pollution Control Association, Houston, Tex., June 21-25,

1964, Paper No. 64-82.)

a HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION
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A closed-loop speed feedback ccntrol system has been
developed for a chassis dynamometer; the system permits precise
speed control of an automobile following a cycle that represents
average driving conditions. This system, when used in
conjunction with a variable-length cruise-mode device, permits
the generation of consistent exhaust emissions from an automobile
being used to charge large irradiation chambers with dilute
exhaust gas during lengthy air pollution experiments. The
application of this control system is being extended to include
operation with a range of vehicles having widely varying power and
response characteristics. (Author abstract)**

03556

M. Katz.

SOME TOXIC EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION ON PUBLIC HEALTH. Med.
Serv. J. (Can.) 16, 504-25, June 1960.

Nature of atmospheric contamination is reviewed. Brief
descriptions are given of air pollution episodes, legislation,
epidemiology, sources of air pollution and their effect on health.
Air pollution research in Canada is summarized.**

036714

J. P. Lodge, Jr.

AIR POLLUTION (REVIEW OF APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS). Anal.
Chem. 33(5):3R-13R, Apr. 1961.

This review covers the years 1959 and 1960, which have seen great
activity in the air pollution research field. It supplements the
previous review, with the exception that the growth of the
literature has been so great that explicit coverage of
radioactive pollutants has been omitted from this review. The
trend toward increased interest in automotive exhaust and
atmospheric carcinogens, noted in the previous review, has
continued. In addition, there has been a renewal of interest in
atmospheric lead. For the most part, these observations hold only
for the United States. The bulk of research in Europe
continues to be directed toward improved methods for measurement
and control of sulfur dioxide and dust. Meetings and conferences
were numerous. The annual symposia organized by the Committee on
Air Pollution, American Chemical Society, featured sessions
on automotive exhaust and on polynuclear hydrocarbons in 1959, and
on photochemistry and fine particles in 1960. The Air Pollution
Control Association continued its regular schedule of meetings.
A conference on air pollution research was sponsored by the U.S.
Public Health Service in New Orleans in early 1960,
continuing a series of meetings intended primarily for the Public
Health Service contractors and grantees in the field. More
specialized meetings included a conference on dust in Vienna, one
on adhesion of fine particles at Leatherhead,
England, and a symposium at Oxford on atmospheric diffusion and
turbulence. Increasing public interest zn air pollution resulted
in the publication of a large number of papers intended primarily

A. General



for public consumption. These are too numerous and in general too

lacking in novelty to warrant mention here. On the other hand, a
substantial number of books and review articles of a general nature

were published having high scientific merit.**

04052

R. Haddad and J. J. Bloomfield

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN LATIN AMERICA. Bol. Ofic. Sanit.

Panam. 58, 241-9, Sept. 1964. Sp. (Tr.) (Presented at the

Inter-Regional Symposium on Criteria for Air Quality and

Methods ot Measurement, Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 6-12, 1963.)

Latin America is an area which is experiencing a very rapid

population and industrial expansion. Although this growth is very
irregular, the cities which exceed a million inhabitants and the
industrial concentration in them is growing yearly. This
phenomenon has resulted in serious problems of air pollution in

Sao Paulo, Brazil, Santiago, Chile, Mexico City, Mexico,
which are in need of further investigation and control as quickly

as possible. There are potential problems in Buenos Aires,

Argentina, and in all those large metropolitan centres which are

growing and industrializing rapidly. The situation created in
Lima, Peru, because of the fishmeal industry, seems to be fairly

well controlled. The greatest necessity is to train personnel

capable of conducting studies in measuring air quality and
controlling the contamination of the air. There is also a
necessity to create a consciousness of the seriousness of the

problem among government authorities and the public in general.

It is hoped that the future development of the Institute of
Occupational Health and Air Pollution Research in Santiago,

Chile, will contribute effectively to achieve these objectives.**

04212

S. Abe

THE PRESENT STATUS OF AIR POLLUTION. Clean Air Heat

Management (Tokyo) 15, (7-8) 7-18, Aug. 1966. Jap.

The present status of air pollution in Japan is given naming the

kinds of contaminants and their origin, factors affecting
contamination density, and various types of smog. The types of

contaminants are: 1) minute particles (less than 1 icron in size)

such as found iu soot, carbon, ashes, dust; 2) coarse particles
(greater than 1 micron in size), as found in dust, ashes, and
minerals; 3) reactive substances found in mist, fog, and vapor

such as S02, S03, H25, CO2, CO, 1102, N203, 03,

aldehydes, HC1, NH3, HF, Pb, Hg, Cd, AS, Be and 3,

4-benzpyrene. The contaminants originate from factories, chemical

plants, power stations, domestic heating, public baths, hotels,

laundries, dry cleaning establishments, hospitals, schools, and

public buildings. Also discussed are the human factors affecting

air pollution such as public awareness and interest, seasonal,
weekly, and daily changes in heating and cooking. Meteorological

aspects are covered such as wind direction and velocity, turbu-
lence, temperature, rain and snow. The types of smog found in New

York, London, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and Yokkaichi are

10 HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION



described. Graphs and tables list symptoms and diseases affecting
plants and humans and give the density of dust particles and
S02 in the main cities of Japan. Data on the sulfur content
of various oils produced by Japanese refineries and on the number
of Japanese automobiles produced is included for information on
emissicn sources of pollutants.SS

04487

B. T. Commins

CHEMISTRY OF TOWN AIR. Research (London) 15, 421-6, Oct.
1962.

A review of the chemist.:y of urban air pollution in London and
other cities is presented. Topics briefly discussed and
summarized included: sources of air pollutants; fuel combustion
principles; pollutant measurements; concentrations; air
pollutant properties; chemical reactions affecting air
pollution. Chief sources of air pollution are seen to be
fuels burnt for domestic, industrial and commercial heating, and
for power generation and transportation. The sore important
pollutants are considered to be smoke (and associated particulate
matter including 82504 and tar) 502, CO2, oxides of
nitrogen, hydrocarbons, and ground deposits. The more important
meteorological factors affecting pollutant concentration are seen
to be timperature (highest in cold weather), turbulence and wind,
and temperature inversion. Factors which illustrate the
differences in air pollution characteristics to be found in
various cities are evident in a comparison between London and
Los Angeles, the latter being more affected by vehicular
exhaust contaminants and photochemical reactions than London where
the atmosphere contains more beating fuel exhausts such as 502
and smoke.14

06146

W. Rayher* and J. T. Middleton

THE CASE FOR CLEAN AIR (SPECIAL REPORT). Mill Factory 80,(4)
41-56, Apr. 1967.

The introduction in the form of a series of questions put to Dr.
Middleton is of special interest in indicating the forward thrust
of the Federal government in air pollution control since he is the
Director of the National Center for Air Pollution Control
which has the responsibility for the administration of the Federal
air pollution control laws and regulations. His answers indicate
vigorous activity by the Federal authorities where local authoLi-
ties fail to act. The major provisions of the proposed Air
Quality Act of 1967 are outlined as well as the existing'Federal
authority under the Clean Air Act of 1963. With this back-
ground of increased Federal activity and especially with the
issuance of emission standards, this definitive review continues
with an outline of the various types of air pollutants, their
sources, and the accepted methods of control. In the section

- A. General
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covering what is being done by industry today, examples are given
of the control measures in effect at a rubber processing plant, a
cement plant, steel plant, and a foundry...

06722

A. Goetz

PARAMETERS. Symp. Environ. b8measurements, Cincinnati, Ohio,
1963. (PHS Publ. No. 999-AP-15.) (July 1964). pp. 29-34.

Air and water as gaseous and liquid components of the environment
are considered essential ingredients for human, animal, and plant
life -- ingredients that are also acted upon by these live forms.
Air and vater are evaluated in terms of chemical and physical
parameters relating to their occurrence in the natural regenerative
and degradative cycle and to their physiological assimiliation.
Particulate pollutaLts and reactive gases are discusscd.
Emphasis is given to the physical and chemical characteristics of
aerosols and their potential role as pollutants of environmental
significance. (Author's summary)**

06723

J. S. Nader

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS IN AIR QUALITY. Symp. Environ.
Measurements, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1963, (PRS Publ. No.
999-AP-15.) (July 1964). pp. 107-23.

Two major automated data acquisition systems are now being used in
the United States for air quality measurements. These systems,
operated by the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control
District and by the U.S. Public Health Service (Continuous
Air Monitoring Program), are reviewed in detail; plans for
automated data handling by the California State Health
Department are discussed briefly. Design and operation of these
systems are reviewed in terms of sampling, detection, recording,
data validation, and data display. (Author's summary) **

06744

T. Suzuki

AIR POLLUTION IN JAPAN. Kuki Seijo (Clean Air - J. Japan.
Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 2, (2) 1-4, 1964. Jap.

The nature of air pollution in Japan has been changing.
Pollution from the chemical industry, petroleum processing, and
automobiles has become more prevalent than dust and soot from coal
and heavy fuel oil. At present, the degree of air pollution is
indicated primarily by the amount of dust and soot fall and
concentration of S02 and floating dust, and secondarily by the
concentration of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
hydrocarbons. Use of heavy oil and coal of very low grade makes

12 HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION



the situation worse. General considerations of the effects of
pollutants on the human body are given. Studies made by the
Yamaguchi Medical School on floating dust and S02 indicate a
correlation between concnetration and death rate. Mention is made
of the now familiar "Yokohama Asthma". It was found that in
Yokkaichi city, air pollution is especially heavy when the wind
velocity is greater than 5 m/sec and S02 is highly concentrated.
The death rate from lung cancer in Hokkaido for 1950 to 1960 was
1.6 times as great as the mean value tor the rest of Japan.
Maximum allowable concentrations of various pollutants are
tabulated for the United States, Soviet Union, and West
Germany.44

07181

F. Begemann

TRITIUM IN THE ATMOSPHERE. Tritium in der atmosphare.
Umschau (Berlin) No. 22 741-2 (1966) . Ger.

The current state of knowledge about trl.tium in the atmosphere is
reviewed. Tritium originates in the stratosphere through
bombardment of nitrogen and oxygen by cosmic radiation. Having a
half life of 12.3 years, it can be used as a tracer to study
various atmospheric problems. Since tritium is also contained in
radioactive fallout, the concentl.ation has doubled every 1.5 years
during the last 12 years. Tritium is also found in methane in the
atmosphere, but this probably stems from a leak in an industrial
facility.44

07204

S. Somazzi and G. Zezzo

LIQUID FUELS IN CENTRAL HEATING INSTALLATIONS FOR URBAN HEATING.
I Combustibili Liquidi Nelle Centrali Termiche per Il
Riscaldamento Urbano. Fumi Polveri (Milan) 7 (4), 79-84
(Apr. 1967). (It.)

Various sources of energy used throughout the iorld are compared
for the years 1900 and 1960. 17 1900, 57.8% carbon, 2.2%
petrole.um, 38.7% wood, 1.0% natu.7al gas, 0.1% hydroelectric energy,
and 0;2% other were used, whereas in 1960, 41.6% carbon, 26.6%
petroleum, 19.1% wood, 11.6% natural gas, 1.1% hydroelectric
energy, and 0.01 others were employed. A similar study in Italy
from 1920 to 1960 also shows that the use of petroleum has
increased. By 1970 it is estimated that 101.7 million tons of
combustible oil will be burned ccmpared to 70 million tons in 1965.
The use of solid fuels is expected to decrease in the future and
liquid fuels such as petroleum and natural gas, as well as nuclear
energy will increase. Liquid fuels are divided into distillate
oils such as kerosene i-nd gas oil and residual oil such as naphtha,
paraffins, and aromatic hydrocarbons. Air pollution results from
combustion of residual oil if the combustion chamber is not large
enough, if there is no turbulent mixing, and if the temperature is
not high enough to ensure complete combustion. The best source
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ot fuel would be distilled gas oil with a low sulfur content. The

use ot central heating systems in a manner which will produce
optimum conditions for heat output and eliminate air pollution is

mentioned.**

07599

Barnes, J. M., P. Bonnevie, G. M. Fair, P. J.

Lawther, M. Hollis, M. Laird, and R. Pavanello

MICROCHEMICAL POLLUTANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENT. Preprint, World

Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, ((20p.)), 1963.

(Paper No. WHO/PA/110.63.)

An attempt is made by the World Health Organization to assess
the contawination of air, soil, food and water by the many organic

chemicals man synthesizes. The problem, with respect to air
pollution, is the contamibation of air by the products of
combustion, complete and incomplete, of carbonaceous fuels and

their contained impurities. Pollution of industrial atmospheres
by synthetic organic chemicals and their intermediates is

common. The problems involved in this transient type of
pollution are likely to be local in extent and, since the chemical
concerned is already identified and its properties known,
precautions against its inhalation can be applied accordingly.
Pollution of the communal air by synthetic organic chemicals is

probably insignificant. It is doubtful whether the synthetic
pesticides, whether foraulated as liquids or powders, can easily be
redispersed in inhalable torn since their formulations and the

methods by which they are dispersed are designed to produce
aximum retention by the surfaces to which they are directed.
Emissions of synthetic organic chemicals by industry are likely to

be very small since they are prime products and not wastes.
Within a factory, any waste synthetic organic chemicals can be

destroyed in the same way as odoriferous gases. The

destruction of scrap organic material such as waste plastics ought

always to be complete and such material should never be burnt on

open dumps. There is good reason to deduce from investigations on

;he pollution of air by motor vehicle exhausts that the ultimate
1.:e of organic matter in the air may be complete oxidation. Some

chemicals may take part in reactions by which irritant ner

substances are formed as more cr less long-lived intermediates.
This type of pollution can hardly be said to be due to synthetic

organic chemicals, but exemplifies what might follow the emission

into the air of truly synthetic chemicals.**

07845

Parker, A.

WHAT'S IN THE AIR J. Inst. Fuel, 40(315):173-175, April

1967.

We each breathe about 35 lb of air in a day, consume 3 to 4 lb of

drinking water and 1 1/2 lb of dry food. This provides energy by

oxidation of carbon and hydrogen of which the thermal value is
about 12,000 Btu. equivalent to that provided when 1 lb of coal is

burnt. Sone of this energy is given out as heat, say about 400
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Btu/h. Records ot smogs in various countries since 1873 exist,
but that in London in 1952 had great effect leading to the
b8beaver Report and the b8clean Air b8act, 1956. 2.7 million ton
of smoke were discharged into the air during 1938 in Britain, of
which 63% vas from domestic sources, 10% from railways and 27% from
industry. This was reduced to 1.1 million tons in 1965, of which
0.9 million, 80%, was from domestic sources. This reduction was
also helped by the rationing of coal during the years of World
War II and by the desire for cleaner domestic heating methods.
4.1 million tons of sulphur dioxide were discharged into the
atmosphere in Britain in 1938 ahd 6.4 million tons in 1965, but
the concentration of S02 in the air near the ground has stayed
the same. The problem is not yet solved. About 14 million
motor vehicles in the U. K. emitted perhaps 5 million tons of
carbon monoxide and 1/4 million tons of hydrocarbons in 1965.
The interaction of hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen and ozone, in
sunlight causes the smogs of Los Angeles in which visibilit is
scarcely reduced and so they are of a different character from
London smogs. The International Union of Air Pollution
Prevention Associations vas recently founded. Its first
international clean air congress was held in London in October,
1966. (Author's abstract) **

08071

Gammelgard, P. N.

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS -- REFINERY AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL. Preprint, 13p., ((1966)). (Presented at the
National Conference on Air Pollution, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 13, 1966.)

The oil industry has been engaged in air conservation research and
practice for almost two decades, both through the efforts of
individual companies and through programs of its trade association,
thelmerican Petroleum Institute. The present status and
prospective methods for controlling smoke, hydrocarbons, oxides of
sulfur, particulates, and carbon monoxide in the petroleum
industry are discussed briefly.**

08273

AIR POLLUTION AND THE UBIQUITOUS AUTO. Environ. Sci. Technol.,
1(111:878-880, Nov. 1967.

The recent report of the Commerce Departmentls Panel on
Electrically Powered Vehicles is discussed. "The Automobile
and Air Pollution: A Program for Progress" details 16 specific
recommendations to serve as a basis for immediate action. There is
an urgent need for ore extensive information regarding the
significance of specific and combined air pollutants on public
health. Little is known of the social and economic costs of air
pollution. The entire area of meteorological effects of air
pollutants,is speculative at present and only a beginning has been
ade in the design of meaningful research programs. The panel
feels that Ithe Federal Government should continue to establish
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standards for all harmful automotive emissions and realistic

timetables for the achievement of such standards.) Lead emissions

particularly concerned the panel, because of possible impact on

human health, increased levels of hydrocarbon in auto exhaust;

modification of atmospheric processes; and deactivation of

catalysts or absorbants which may be necessary to reduce emission

of other pollutants. The panel feels that the emission standards

should specify total mass of specific pollutants. The National

Center for Air Pollution Control in its current organization does

not appear appropriate for effective action. The panel would like

to see an advisory board at the highest departmental level. The

use of low pollution performance criteria rather than detailed

product specification in the vehicle procurement process would

provide strong incentives. To meet future emission standards, more

and better technology must be developed. The panel feels that:

During the next decade, in the normal course of events, no

significant reduction in total air pollution will be achieved

through the introduction of unconventional low-polluting vehicles.

Gas turbines are reasonable alternatives to internal combustion

engines in the large sizes used in trucks, trains, and buses.

Hybrid power plants might provide satisfactory performance.

Because two separate energy sources are needed, such hybrids might

be too expensive for private passenger autos.

09310

Ralika, Peter W.

THE GROWING PROBLEM. Mach. Des., 39(17):19-21,

July 20, 1967.

The facts, figures, and concern about the national problem of air

pollution are covered. Past air pollution episodes, sources and

types of pollutants released in the atmosphere, and the mechanisms

and characteristics of temperature inversions are reviewed.

09780

Environmental Science Services Corp., Stamford, Conn.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL PRIME'. 35 p., ((1968)).

The main sources of air pollution are combustion processes,

especially internal combustion engines. In a general manner the

following are discussed: causes and effects of air pollution;

legal aspects; automobile emissions; fossil fuels and lead

additives; and control equipment and its market potential.

11227

J. E. Eocom

AIR QUALITY. In: Instructional Material for the

Connecticut kir Pollution Simulation Model Program

16
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Travelers Research Center, Inc., Hartford, Conn., 10p., 1968.
2 refs. (Presented at the TRC Seminar, Hartford, Conn.,
Oct. 12, 1968.)

The nature and composition of clean air itself is reviewed.
An almost infinite number of individual chemical compounds,
singly and in combination, and existing in a variety of
physical forms contribute to community air pollution. The most
important pollutants and classes of pollutants found in
majority of communities may be listed within five categories:
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides,
particulate matter. A discussion of each is presented to show
their sources and importance in air pollution problems.
Criteria background information which is required prior to
setting air quality criteria for SO2 and other pollutants is
presented.**

12177

John T. Middleton

AIR QUALITY AS A CONTROLLING FACTOR IN LIFE PROCESSES. In:
Biometeorology, Proceedings of the Twenty-Eighth Annual
Biology Colloquium, 1967, William P. Lowry (ed.) p. 67-79,
1967. (4) refs.

The quality of air is determined by the uses made of it and by
the pollutants injected into it by man. The quality of air
varies for a number of reasons, but principally because of
contaminants arising from economic and social developnents
throughout the world. Air pollution is one of the undesirable
side effects of this growth and developnent. The extent,
severity, and character of man-made air pollution are deternined
by the kind, number, and location of contaminant sources, the
chemical reactivity and interaction of the pollutants, the
topography of the land, the weather, the nature of the
community, and the characteristics of the airshed.**

14479

Biersteker, Klaas

AIR POLLUTION IN THE NETHERLANDS. Tijdschr. Soc. Geneesk.
(Assen), 47(3) :66-70, Jan. 31, 1969. 24 refs.

In a survey conducted in 1965, all Dutch municipalities with
populations above 50,000 reported experiences vith air pollution.
Many complaints center on local nuisances, particularly the odors
caused by a potato plant in Gronigen, textile industries in the
eastern part of the country, spice, tinber, and oil operations
north of Amdsterdam, and oil refineries and phosphat plants in
Rotterdam. The odors are frequently a result of vat r pollution,
indicating a connection between the two types of pol_ution, at
least in the Netherlands. Because of the increasing concentration
of population and industries in the area comprising Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, and The Hague, a further increase in air pollution
problems is anticipated. Tables give the standard snoke
concentrations in central Rotterdam in the winter onths for the
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years 1957 to 1968 and the 3,4-benzopyrene content at two
sampling stations in Rotterdam from 1961 to 1967. Also tabulated

are the distribution of Dutch municipalites according to the
nusber of inhabitants since 1900 and the population densities of

The Netherlands and other countries.

16523

Urrutia, D. Jose Llado Fernandez

ASPECTS OF INDUSTRIAL CONTAMINATION. (Aspectos de la contaminacion

industrial). Text in Spanish. Rev. San. Hig. (Spain), 43(9-10):
663-713, Sept.-Oct. 1969. (Pages 691-710 are pertinent to air

pollution.) (Presented at the Conference of the Sociedad de

Higiene y Medicina Social, April 16, 1969.)

The industrialization processes, the increase in industrial water

and air pollution, the causes of contamination, and Spanish
legislation for the control of air and water pollution are

discussed. The principal atmospheric contaminants are carbon

oxides, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and

particulates. The amounts were estimated and it was found that

half of the pollutants are concentrated in the major cities. The

main sources of pollutants are automobiles, heaters, incinerators,

and industrial processes. Industrial emissions are not controlled

because of poor equipment, insufficient finances, and inefficient

legislation. Another important source is radioactive contamination

from laboratories, hospitals, and nuclear centers. The irritant
effects of pollutants on the eyes, nose, and throat were briefly

discussed. Foreign legislation was also briefly discussed.

Generally, foreign regulations prohibit the emission of gases and

smoke above certain pre-established limits, provide vehicle
emission standards and regulation of some control equipment.
Spanish legislation is scarce and inefficient. Old regulations
include provision for industries to emit noxious gases with the

consent of Sanitation inspectors and weekly atmospheric analyses

for chemicals and bacteria. Other cld regulations prohibit
the establishment of vapor-producing industries within 500 m of

a town and a maxmimum emission limit for sulfur anyhydrides at

8 g/cu m. More recent legislation established maximum allowable
concentrations for smoke, particulates, sulfur anhydrides, and

carbon anhydrides, and an opacity index. The amounts of sulfur

allowed in combustible liquids for industrial use were prescribed.

Carbon monoxide emissions from vehicles and dust emissions from
cement industries were also regulated. It was concluded that

public and industrial responsibility and enthusiasm for control

should be encouraging and more flexible, realisticlegislation
should be passed.
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B. EMISSION SOURCES

00020

J. R. Goldsmith and L. H. Rogers

HEALTH HAZARDS OF AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST. Public Health Rept.,
74(6) :551-558, June 1959.

Of the substances which occur in automobile exhaust and their
. reaction products,_ hygienic standards have been established for
industrial exposure to carbon mot:oxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead, and
ozone. Establishing a full set of levels for community exposures
to these substances is very difficult because of the sensitivity of
frail or ill individuals, the indeterminate period of exposure, the
effect of agents in combination, and the cumulative effect of
exposure from other sources, such as cigarette smoking. The
hazard of automobile exhaust to the population of a large community
will depend, among other things, on the extent and way that
vehicles are used, and the meteorology of the area. In the
absence of effective control for air pollution from automobile
exhaust, the public health hazard should be evaluated. (Author) **

00027

A. H. Rose, Jr., M. Corn, R. R. Horsley, D. R.
Allen, and P. V. Kolp

AIR POLLUTION EFFECTS OF INCINERATOR FIRING PRACTICES AND
COMBUSTION AIR DISTRIBUTION. .3. Air Pollution Control
Assoc. 8(4) :297-309, Feb.1959.

The relationships between incinerator design criteria and
resulting atmospheric contaminant discharges were investigated..
Tests were made by burning a ,fuel of constant composition in a
prototype, multiple-chamber incinerator under controlled
conditions. Effects of variables were measured by analyzing the
flue gases for solids, hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and CO.
The series of tests reported was made to (1) provide information
on the relative importance of such variables as stoking and amount
of fuel per charge insofar as they affect the production of
atmospheric pollutants, and (2) evaluate the chosen levels of
variables such as excess combustion air, underf ire and secondary
air distribution, and fuel charging rate. Production of
particulates was highly dependent on the amount of excess
combustion air and the percentage of this air entering under the
fuel bed. At the 50% excess air level, particulate discharge
increased when underfire air was increased from 15% to 30% of the
total combustion air. This did not hold true for the 150% excess
air level. Reduction of hydrocarbons and CO appeared to be
more dependent on the level of excess combustion air available than

19
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on its distribution between overfire, underfire, and secondary air.
These pollutants were produced under combustion with 50% excess
air but not with 150% excess. Production of oxides of nitrogen
depended on the rate of fuel charging. the amount of excess air,
and the gas temperature in the igniti:Al zone. (Author)**

00030

W. S. Smith

ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS FROM FUEL OIL COMBUSTION (AN INVENTORY
GUIDE) . Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of
Air Pollution, (999-AP-2.) Nov. 1962. 102p.

This review provides a guide for the inventorying and control of
emissions arising from the combustion of fuel oil. Information
was collected from the published literature and other sources.
The report is limited to information on oil used as a source of

heat or power (eAclusive of process heaters). The data were
abstracted, assembled, and converted to common units of

expression to facilitate understanding. From these data, emission
factors were established that can be applied to fuel oil combustion

to determine the magnitude of air-contaminating emissions. Also

discussed are the compositions of fuel oils; the preparation and
combustion of fuel oil; and the rates of emission, their variables,

and their control. (Author) **

00052

MOTOR VEHICLES, AIR POLLUTION AND HEALTH (A REPORT OF THE
SURGEON GENERAL TO THE U.S. CONGRESS IN COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC LAW

86-493, THE SCHENCK ACT). Public Health Service,
Washington, D.C., Div. of Air Pollution. June 1962. 463

pp.

"Motor Vehicles, Air Pollution, and Health" is a report
prepared by the Division of Air Pollution of the Public Health
Service as directed by the Congress in Public Law 86-493.
The Report is presented in three parts as follows: Part I.
Summary--A Review of the Problem; Part II. Effects of
Motor Vehicle Pollution on Health; Part III. Air

Pollution from Motor Vehicles. Part I summarizes current
information and theories of the nature of air pollution
resulting from emissions from motor vehicles. It also
examines approaches to the reduction of such pollution, and soe
of the problems associated with control measures. Finally, it
presents an appraisal of the biological effects, proven or
potential, of such pollution. Part II reviews, in detail,
information which has been reported concerning the influence
of air pollution on health, with partictilar reference to the
effects from pollution arising from the operation of
motor vehicles. The results of mortality and morbidity surveys,
of laboratory research, and of other pertinent investigations
are given. The responses of vegetation and animals, as well as of
humans, to individual contaminants as well as to mixtures, such
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as are encountered in the atmosphere, are examined. Part III
describes, in some detail, how motor vehicle operation elates to
emissions of pollutants, the magnitude of the pollution problem,
the nature of chemical reactions in the atmosphere, factors
affecting concentrations, methods for reducing pollution, and
the subject of ambient air and emission standards.04

00054

A STUDY OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE INTERSTATE REGION OF LEWISTON,
IDAHO, AND CLARKSTON, WASHINGTON. Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Div of Air Pollution. (999-AP-8.) Dec.
1964. 166p.

As a result of an increasing number of complaints from citizens
about reduced visibility, damage to house paint, tarnishing
of silver, undesirable odors, and suspected effects of air
pollution on health, Idaho and Washington and Lewiston and
Clarkston officials requested assistance from the U.S. Public
Health Service. Subsequently, the Public Health Service, the
two states, and the two cities agreed to undertake.a
cooperative study; the two cities participated in the study.
The purpose of the study was to determine the nature and extent
of air pollution in the two-city area and to assemble information
to be used as a basis for technical and official action needed to
conserve air quality in the area. Because of its unique valley
location, the two-city area is susceptible to meteorological
conditions conducive to pollutant accumulation. Either city
can contaminate the other, and this creates a multi-
jurisdictional problem that requires joint and cooperative action
to control air pollution. As a first step to solve the problem,
an Air Resources management Council consisting of county,
city, and state officials is to be organized. This council
will be responsible for planning surveys and studies to determine
air quality guides and legislation and administration necessary
to control air pollution in this multi-jurisdictional area. The
Public Health Service in its advisory capacity will provide
technical assistance. (Author)OV

00081

R.T. Arnest

ATMOSPHERE CONTROL IN CLOSED SPACE ENVIRONMENT (SUBMARINE),
Naval Medical Research Lab., New London, Conn., Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery, (Rept. No. 367.) Dec. 14, 1961. 39
pp.

CPSTI, DDC: AD 270896

The purpose of this work was to make a general sumsary of the
toxicological problems associated with the closed space environnent
of submarines and to review the current state of development of
tools for aeasuring and rewoving the problem substances involved.
More than twenty-five atmospheric contaminants are listed, their
sources, and their maximum allowable concentrations (MAC) are
given, as well as the symptoms they cause, the long-term effects;
tools for measuring the amounts of contaminants present are
described and methods of removal indicated, in so far as known.00
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00107

S. S. Griswold

CONTROL OF STATIONARY SOURCES (TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPT. VOLUME

1). Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District,

Calif. Apr. 1960. 191 pp.

As a result of the intensive source control measures administered

in Los Angeles County,
Virtually all industrial operations have

been brought within the scope of the air pollution control

program. From the melting of metal to the painting of

manufactured goods, specific industrial processes and equipment

have been subject to air pollution control measures. This volume

provides individual discussion of control techniques applied to the

most significant stationary sources of air contamination. Certain

source emission problems, such as those traceable to the operation

of railroad locomotives and ships, are not discussed in this volume

in view of the current unimportance of the source. The material

reported in this volume generally contains only those developments

occurring subsequent to the publication of the Second Technical

and Administrative Report on Air Pollution Control in Los

Angeles County, 1950-51. (Author)Nil

00109

A. P. Altshuller

REACTIVITY OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOOXIDATION.

Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air

Pollution.(999-AP-14.) July, 1965. 29 pp.

The organic vapors emitted to urban atmospheres by motor vehicles

and other sources of emissions consist not only of paraffinic,

acetylenic, aromatic, and olefinic hydrocarbons, but also of

aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, phenols, and chlorinated

hydrocarbons. To estimate the contribution of each of these

classes of compounds to
photochemical smog, one must know both

their atmospheric concentrations and their relative reactivities in

atmospheric reactions. A review of the available literature on

concentration levels of organic vapors in urban atmospheres

indicates that uch more analytical work is needed. The existing

data are adequate, however, for the formulation of useful

estimates. Reactivities of organic substances in photooxidation

reactions can be considered from many standpoints. Rates of

disappearance of the organib substances, rates of disappearance of

nitric oxide or of formation and disappearance of nitrogen dioxide,

and rates or maximum yields of various products such as oxidant or

organic nitrates all can be used as chemical measurements of

reactivity. Eye irritation, various types of plant damage, and

aerosol formation are indicators of reactivity that can be related

only to a limited extent to chemical measurements of reactivity.

The problems of developing a single index of reactivity are

considered. The application of reactivity measurements to

automobile exhaust composition, to control devices, and to

improvements in atmospheric purity is discussed. (Author) IS
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00154

Beckman, E. W., V. S. Fagley, and Jorma 0. Sarto

EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROL BY CHRYSLER - THE CLEANER A/R PACKAGE.
In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress in
Technology Seri2s, Vol. 12, New York, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc. 1966, p. 178-191. 16 refs. Also: 90th
Congress ("Air Pollution--1967, Part I (Automotive Air
Pollution)" Hearings before the Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution of the Committee on Public Works, U.S. Senate,
Feb. 13-14, 20-21, 1967, P. 411-424.)

Air pollution problems in California required control of
vehicle exhaust emissions. The early development of catalytic
converters and direct flame afterburners led to relatively complex
mechanisms with substantial added cost to the vehicle. An
evaluation of the primary factors affecting exhaust emissions
indicated the feasibility of control by engine modification alone.
A series of engine modifications were subsequently developed
which reduced the exhaust emissions to below the California
standard of 275 ppm hydrocarbons and 1.5% carbon monoxide. b8the
primary changes were to employ optimum combinations of fuel-air
mixture and spark timing at all operating conditions. These
changes are known as the "cleaner Air Package" (CAP).
50,000 mile tests indicated that with normal maintenance the
exhaust emissions were stable and remained at a low level. The
CAP system was put into production on 1966 model Chrysler
Corporation passenger cars and light trucks marketed in
California.00

00171

THE CONTROL OF AUTOMOBILE EMISSIONS. (FORD CRANKCASE
EMISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM. FORD THERMACTOR SYSTEM FOR EXHAUST
CONTROL.) Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., Engineering
Staff. 1966. 6 pp.

An explanation of both Ford's Engine Crankcase Ventilation and
Thermactor Exhaust Eissions Control Systems, complete with
schematic drawings of cross-sections of the automobile engines is
presented. The rationale for its development, the chemistry
involved, and the future implications of the systems are
discussed.011

00186

J. H. Ludwig

SEMINAR ON A/R POLLUTION HY MOTOR VEHICLES. Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air Pollution. 1966.
52 pp.
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The contribution of motor vehicle emissions to community-vide air
pollution is discussed and related to other factors involved in air

pollution such as commercial and industrial sources, the size of

-he community and source distribution, topographical and
meteorological factors, and the degree of control exercised on

the sources. In particular, one section of the publication

analyzes the different pollutant types emitted from diesel and

gasoline engines. Another section discusses the photochemical
reactions in the atmosphere kncvn to produce air pollutants.44

00220

J. P. Sheehy, J. J. Henderson, C. I. Harding, and A.

L. Danis

A/R POLLUTION IN JACKSONVILLE, P1ORIDA (A PILOT

STUDY - AUG.-SEPT. 1961) . Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution (AP-3). Apr.

1963. 65 pp.
GPO: 802-899-6

The objectives of this pilot study were: (1) To develop a
preliminary opinion as to whether the city of Jacksonville has a

generalized air pollution problem. (2) To determine whether
certain pollutants - fluorides and S02, vere present in the
atmosphere in concentrations capable of producing the damage to
vegetation that had been experienced in the Jacksonville-Duval

County area. To accomplish the first objective, a one-week
intensive investigation was carried on in downtown Jacksonville,
at (emming Park, from August 3 to 10, 1961. To accomplish to
second objective, additional studies were conducted during the
periods August 4 to 12, and September 5 to 13, 1961, in the area

in which damage to vegetation had occurred. The two fertilizer
plants, located in the industrial area of Jacksonville, were not
in production during the first phase of this study. Pollutants

sampled in this study included fluorides, 502, H2S, R02,

nitrogen dioxide, and particulates. As a result of the
investigations it was concluded that: (1) Photochemical smog was

being produced in the air over Jacksonville. (2) Concentrations
of fluorides occurred in certain parts of Jacksonville during the

period of the study that could cause damage to sensitive plants.

(3) Pollutants from the city of Jacksonville can be transported

across the St. John's River. H2S concentrations measured
during this study were not of the magnitude known to cause
discoloration of paints containing lead pigments and/or mercury

base fungicides. Subsequent to the study, an incident of
darkening of paints occurred in the arlington area. Therefore, it

is evident that an 1125 problem exists in this area. S02
concentrations observed during this study did not reach levels

known to cause damage to vegetation. However, it appears
possible for S02 concentrations to reach levels during the
heating season capable of causing damage to sensitive plants,
particularly in localized areas downwind of major sources of

S02.44
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00221

L. E. Reed, H. D. Fawell, and P. J. Lawther

VEHICLE EXHAUSTS AND HEALTH. Smokeless Air, (London)
198-202, 1966. (Presented at the Royal Society of Health
Symposium, London, England, Feb. 16, 1966.)

A brief report is given of three papers on Vehicle Exhausts and
Health presented at the Royal Society of Health, London, Feb.
1966. Subjects covered include motor vehicle exhausts, petrol and
diesel engine emissions, and problems of controlling such
pollutants as hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide.44

00225

V.G. MacKenzie K. Flieger

THE CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS AND SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL ACT OF
1965 (P. L. 89-272). Health, Education, and Welfare
Indicators. Nov. 1965. 15 pp.

The Clean Air Act Amendments and Solid Waste Disposal Act
provide important new tools to help forge a comprehensive attack
on the growing national problem of community air pollution.
Under the Clean Air Act of 1963, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has undertaken the formation of a
national program for the prevention and control of air pollution.
The Amendments to the Clean Air Act and the Solid Waste
Disposal Act will enable the Department to carry its efforts
further in several of the most critical areas of the complex
problem of air pollution.#11

00268

R. M. Brice and J. F. Roesler

THE EXPOSURE TO CARBON MONOXIDE OF OCCUPANTS OF VEHICLES MOVING IN
HEAVY TRAFFIC. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.
16(11):597-600, Nov. 1966. (Presented at the 58th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, San Francisco,
Calif., June 20-24, 1966.)

Carbon onoxide and hydrocarbons were sampled at operator's nose
height inside vehicles moving in moderate to heavy traffic in six
cities. The samplen were integrated over 20 to 30 inutes by
collection in Nylar bags. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
were analyzed by infrared and flame ionization, respectively, with
instruments at the Continuous Air Monitoring Program (CAMP)
station in each city. Detector tubes for carbon onoxide were
also used to determine 5-minute concentrations at suspected high
points in the field. Estimates of traffic density were ade.
Three types of traffic arteries were considered: 1) heavily
traveled, wide expressways, 2) main city streets with oderately
rapid vehicular traffic, and 3) center city streets with
slow-moving traffic. /ntegrated half-hour CO concentrations
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obtained within the vehicles while in traffic were generally
considerably higher than the concurrent concentrations measured at

the CAMp sites. In-traffic co values in all cities sampled

exceeded 30 ppm in at least 10% of the integrated samples. The

range of city averages was 21 to 39 ppm carbon monoxide and the

range of individual integrated samples was 7 to 77 ppm of carbon

monoxide. (Author abstract) **

00271

W. F. McMichael and J. E. Sigsby, Jr.

AUTOMOTIVE EMISSIONS AFTER HOT AND COLD STARTS IN SUMMER AND

WINTER. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 16(9) :484-488,

Sept. 1966. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, San Francisco, Calif., June

22, 1966.)

The U. S. Public Health Service, as part of its continuing
investigations of automotive emissions, began a study early in 1965

to determine the effects of hot-start and cold-start engine

operation on exhaust emissions. This study was conducted in the

Cincinnati area in summer and winter ambient temperatures. The

effects of hot and cold starts on the mass and composition of

exhaust gases were compared. Emissions from the test vehicles

were measured in actual traffic with a proportional sampler. The

test route was developed in earlier work to represent average urban

driving conditions. Data from this study reflect the effects of

traffic density, route, and climate on hot-start and cold-start

engine operation. (Authors' abstract)#$

00288

H. C. Johnson, J. D. Coons, and D. M. Keagy

CAN MUNICIPAL INCINERATORS MEET TOMORROW'S REGULATIONS?

Preprint. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, San Francisco, Calif., June

20-24, 1966, Paper No. 66-131.)

Over the last two decades, Los Angeles, the San Francisco
Bay Area, and other Vest Coast areas have gone far beyond most

other parts of the country in the nature and extent of limitations

legally imposed on incinerator design and performance. With the

increasing population of these areas, and the problems of other

solid waste disposal methods, it seems prudent to consider whether

additional or tighter limitations may be imposed as rapidly as the

technology permits. It is the purpose of this paper to consider

briefly some of the implications of these possibilities. Et is,

therefore, primarily speculative in nature. Present and future

standards for incinerator emission control, incinerator performance

and design considerations are discussed. (Authors' abstract)**
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00319

SURVELLIANCE OF MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS IN CALIFORNIA
(QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPT. NO. 1, JULY- SEPT., 1965).
Callfornia Dept. of Public Health, Los Angeles, Vehicle
Pollution Lab. Spet. 1965. 77 pp.

The 1966 model automobiles which are sold and registered in
California must be equipped with exhaust control systems or
control devices which will meet California standards for the
emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Although all
control systems were thoroughly tested prior to certification
these tests were performed on a limited number of
preproduction model cars and their performance in the hands of the
general public may differ substantially from that of the earlier
test vehicles. Moreover, since the maintenance requirements
recommended by the car manufacturers are not enforceable by
law, the effects of quality and frequency of voluntary
maintenance on emission levels need further study. Under the
Federal Surveillance Grant the above conditions will be
investigated on a large sampling of cars at 3 separate surveillance
test stations in the Southern California area, each equipped
with a chassis dynamometer and an analytical sampling train for
the accurate determination of emission levels. The 1966
model vehicles equipped with exhaust control systems were not
available for testing during this report period. However,
test data were obtained and compiled on 2 groups of fleet
vehicles. In general, both groups of vehicles were driven
in a manner considered representative of the type of driving
expected of private owners. Servicing of the fleet vehicles
may have been different from the maintenance procedure of
private owners. Results of the survey are expressed in both
tabular and graphic form for cold and hot starts showing the
changes in emission levels of hydrocarbon and CO with respect
to mileage accumulation and/or engine adjustments. The data
are presented in categories by manufacturer, State-ovned Fleet,
General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co., American Motors,
2nternational Harvester, Kaiser-Villys. Data derived from the
testing of the fleet vehicles will provide a basic reference
pattern for comparing fleet-maintanined vehicles with; (1) the
1966 assembly line production models (with control system) sold
to private owners in California; (2) the 1965 unequipped vehicles
maintained by the general public.**

00324

G. C. Hass, F. Bonamassa, P. Reward, N. Kayne

THE INFLPENCE OF VEHICLE OPERATING VARIABLES ON
EXHAUST EMISSIONS. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 17(6)
384-7, June 1967. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Assoc., San Francisco,
Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper No. 66-69.)

This paper is a report of the operating variables and emission
characteristics of a 1964 283 cubic inch V-8 Chevrolet

.
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automobile. This vehicle was used as a laboratory tool in a
project to develop an improved driiing cycle to represent Los
Angeles peak hour driving. As a result it became necessary to
run many expoloratory tests to determine the relationships
between the primary variables of intake manifold vacuum,
engine rpm, and vehicle sreeds and acceleration rates.
Emissions of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides
were also determined for the entire range of operating conditions.
The effect of prior operating modes on closed-throttle
unburned hydrocarbon concentrations vas also determined.
The results of these tests are presented in tables and
graphs which make a comprehensive picture of one typical
automobile as a generator of air pollutants. (Author's

abstract)**

00337

A. R. Crouse and N. E. Flynn

SOURCE INVENTORY IBM SYSTEM FOR PARTICULATE AND GASEOUs

POLLUTANTS. Preprint. (Presented at the 59th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, San Francisco,
Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper No. 66-10.)

A source inventory IBM system of air pollutants is described
which makes use of an existing IBM card index-registration
system in an established air pollution control district and which
employs efficient utilization of engineering time, including
computer services, to establish and maintain current a detailed

source inventory of point sources of emissions. An emission
inventory specifies the (1) amounts, and (2) sources of air

pollution in a community. The knowledge of air pollution can be
relegated to three simple questions: (1) "What" the pollution
problem is in terms of primary air pollutants, (2) the "where" of
the problem -- i.e., a description of the industrial, commercial,

or domestic sources by tabulation of either (a) types and location
of basic equipment discharging pollutants, (b) a description in
broad source categories of industry, or (c) actual tabulation of
locations of plants in the community, and (3) the "how
much" or extent of air pollutants. In the case of gases, namely
organic compounds, the oxides of nitrogen and sulfur, and CO,

future regulation and enforcement of invisible gaseous emisions
requires an inventory which predetermines or estimates levels of
emissions and directs enforcing officers or inspectors to point

locations. This capability is discussed as well as the
description of the method of construction of a recent source
inventory, calculated on the basis of average emission factors and
known plant throughput data and plant locations (registered plant

equipment).**

00375

R. A. Prindle

AIR POLLUTION AND COMMUNITY HEALTH (CHAPTER EIGHTEEN).
Medical Climatology 505-18, 1964.
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In this chapter author reviews major pollution episodes which
have occurred since 1930 in various parts of the world. These
episodes have demonstrated the danger and the lethality that may
result when certain meteorologic phenomena occur in geographical
areas where potentially high concentrations of air pollutants may
form. Certain pollutants that might be tolerated in low
concentrations in some inhabited areas might become dangerous when
mixed with pollutants from other sources that could exert an
accentuating or synergistic action. S02, particulates, CO,
beryllium, lead, fluoride, photochemical, and allergenic
pollutants anO their effect on man and animals are discussed. The
most important animal experiments as well as other research are
reviewed.

00379

G. A. Jansen, and,D. F. Adams

ABSORPTION AND CHLORINE OXIDATION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
ASSOCIATED WITH KRAFT MILL EFFLUENT GASES. Preprint. 1966.

Absorption of methyl mercaptan and H2S into aqueous solutions of
Cl, Na0H, and Cl plus NaOH has been studied using a 2 in
diameter absorption column packed with 1/4 in. Intalox saddles.
Absorption rates were noticeably affected by chemical reactions
occurring in aqueous Cl and OH media. Potentiometric methods
were used to follow the reactions of mercaptan and sulfide in
aqueous chlorine solutions. Mercaptan apparently was converted by
aqueous Cl absorption media to dimethyl disulfide and stripped off
in the effluent ges. The percentage conversion increased with
increasing pH. ' The absorption of H25 in aqueous Cl (pH 2 to
13) was highly pH dependent. The absorption rate increased
slowly as the pH of the feed solution increased to pH 11.
Sulfate was the resulting oxidation product. At pH 11, the rate
of absorption dropped slightly, then rose sharply at pH 12.
Elemental S became the major product at pH 12 and above and
fouling of the packed column occurred. The effect of pH on
formation ot sulfate and/or elemental S in chlorinesulfide
reactions was explained by Choppin and Faulkenberry (1937).
The absorption of sulfide in aqueous NaOH increased until the
feed hydroxide to sulfide ratio was 1. At higher ratios, the
absorption rate remained constant. Apparently, sodium bisulfide
was the absorption product. The results of these studies indicate
that aqueous Cl solutions at pH above 12 can be effectively used
for removal of H2S in absorption equipment designed to handle
S in suspension. The absorption of methyl mercaptan in
aqueous Cl solu4on,appeared to be impractical since dimethyl
disulfide was apParently the only product formed and was stripped
from the toVer by the gas stream. Hydroxide solution was
effective for absorption of both methyl mercaptan and H2S when
hydroxide to sulfide or mercaptan feed ratios were greater than 1

or 1.8 respectively. (Author)NN
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00388

E. C. Tabor

CONTAMINATION OF URBAN A/R THROUGH THE USE OF INSECTICIDES.
Trans. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 28(5) 569-78, Mar. 1966.

Results of this investigation show that the air over many
communities is contaminated with substantial amounts of a
wide variety of insecticides. The concentrations observed
represent minimum values, since the sampling method did not
collect pesticide vapors and some of the collected aerosols could
have.been lost by vaporization during the sampling period.
These minimum values, nevertheless, demonstrate that the ambient
air can be a route for the nonoccupational exposure of people to
insecticides. The actual significance of this route requires
considerable further definition, particularly with respect to the
total pesticide concentrations. Before total air-borne pesticide
concentrations can be determined and potential physiological
effect on humans, flora, and fauna evaluated, suitable methods must
be developed for the simultaneous collection of both aerosol and
vapor forms and for subsequent analysis of the resulting samples.
Levels reported herein indicate the need for the development of
improved techniques and the further definition of the ambient air
concentrations. (Author) **

00464

C.F. Ellis

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GASES FOR OXYGENATES.
Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C. (Rept. of Investigations
No. 5822). 1961. 39 pp.

This report presents procedures for chemical analyses of
certain oxygenated compounds, procedures for sampling the
exhaust gases for these analyses, and the analytical results
of some experimental work in which these procedures were
used. A stationary 1956 model, 170 horsepower, V-8,
dynamometer-mounted engine, operated to simulate vehicular cruise
conditions, was used for the study. Exhaust gsees produced
from a regular-grade Hidcontinent gasoline during 15- , 40-
and 60-mile-per-hour cruise operations were analyzed by chemical
methods for formaldehyde, total aldehydes, total carbonyls, total
alcohols, carvon associated with the oxygenated compounds, and the
oxides of nitrogen. Experimental results indicate: (1) The
range of concentrations of the total of the functional
groups of oxygenated compounds, expressed as moles per million
moles of water-free exhaust gases, is about 90-100; the
concentrations increase with engine speed; (2) Aldehydes
comprise about 80-90 mole-percent of the total of the
oxygenated groups, and formaldehyde accounts for about
50 mole-percent of the total aldehydes; (3) The order of
magnitude of the concentration of the carbonyls is the same as
that for the aldehydes, indicating that ketones are not a
major group. A colorimetric test indicates that methyl ketones
consititute about 2 mole-percent of the oxygenated compounds;
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(4) The concentration of the alcohols is of the order of 10
mole-percent of the oxygenated compounds; (5) The total
carbon associated with the oxygenated compounds is about 175 moles
per million moles of water-free exhaust gas for all 3 speeds;

and (6) The concentration of N oxides, expressed as
oles of NO2 per million moles of water-free exhaust gas,
is about 150, 1,600, and 2,800 at 15, 40, and 60 miles per hour,
respect iv ely .0*

00504

D.A. Jensen

SEPARATING FACT PROM FICTION /N AUTO SMOG CONTROL. Arch.
Environ. Health, 14(1) : 150-155, Jan. 1967. (Presented at
the American Medical Association Air Pollution Medical
Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., March 2-4, 1966.)

Author gives a status state-of the -art summary of the various
sources of emissions from automobiles. Topics covered are:
crankcase emission controls; servicing and maintenance; requirement
of a "closed,' system or one equally effective, exhaust emission
controls; evaporative emissions; oxides of nitrogen emission
controls; diesel smoke and odor emission controls; cars and
fuels of the future. In addition, author discusses the impending
vehicle emission control which will be put into effect for
1968 motor vehicles.**

00566

N. L. Faith

ECONOMICS OF MOTOR VEHICLES POLLUTION CONTROL. Chen. Eng.
Progr., 62(10:41-43, Oct. 1966. (Presented before the
Symposium on Economics of Air Pollution Control, 59th
National Meeting, American Inst. of Chemical Engineers,
Columbus, Ohio, Nay 15-18, 1966, Paper No. 24 G.)

The cost of air pollution control devices to the motorist, for the
reduction of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and nitrogen Griddle in

general and per smog day, are discussed. Cost of the device, of
the installation and cost of maintenance are calculated. Results
are summarized in tables.**

00592

T. A. Huls, P. S. Myers, and 0. A. Uyehara

SPANK IGNITION ENGINE OPERATION AND DESIGN FOR MINIMUM EXHAUST

EMISSION. In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE
Progress in Technology Series, Vol. 12, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., New Tork, 1966, p. 71-91. 28

refs. (Presented at the Society of Automotive Engineers
Meeting, June 6-10, 1966.
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The purpose of the tests conducted on a single-cylinder
laboratory engine was to determine what can be done in the design
and operation of a spark-ignition engine to minimize emission
of air pollutants. For the engine used in this study, the
exhaust emissions were found to have the folloving dependence on
various engine variables. Hydrocarbon emission was reduced by
lean operation, increased manifold pressure, retarded spark,
increased exhaust temperature, increased coolant temperature,
increased exhaust back pressure and decreased compression
ratio. Carbon monoxide emission was affected by air-fuel ratio
and premixing the charge. NO and NO2 emission is primarily a
function of the 02 available and the peak temperature attained
during the cycle. Decreased manifold pressure and retarded spark
decrease NOx emission. Hydrocarbons were found to react to some
extent in the exhaust port and exhaust system. This reaction
appears to follow the Arrhenius rate equation relationship.
Calculations of theoretical HC concentrations vere made
based on quench theory using measured combustion pressures and
surface temperatures. It was assumed that the only source
of HC's in the exhaust is the quench volume, i.e., the thin
layer adjacent to the chamber walls through which the flame does
not propagate. The difference between actually measured HC
emission levels and the levels that quench theory predicts is
resolved by assuming 2/3 of the contents of the quench
volume leave the engine and Arrhenius type reaction during the
exhaust portion of the combustion cycle. It vas also concluded
that the HC's left unburned after flame passage in the combustion
chamber are proportional to the area swept by the flame per unit
charge. (Authors' abstract)00

00621

D.J. Von Lehmden, R. P. Hangebrauck, J.E. Meeker

POLYNUCLE1R HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS FROM SELECTED INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSES. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. Vol. 15(1):306-
312, July 1965.

A number of selected industrial processes considered as
potential sources of benzo(a)pyrene and other polynuclear
hydrocarbons was surveyed. Polynuclear hydrocarbon
emission levels were measured directly for asphalt hot
road mix preparation and asphalt air blowing. Emissions
of other pollutants, including particulate matter, carbon
onoxide, and total gaseous hydrocarbons were also easurd, and
are reported together vith pertinent data on process design and
operation. Results are discussed with reference to the type
of process; the type of equipment used, including control
devices; and other factors. The significance of some additional
processes as contributors of polynuclear hydrocarbons
vas examined indirectly by collecting atmospheric samples of
polynuclear hydrocarbons in residential areas in the vicinity of
(1) a carbon black manufacturing area, (2) a steel and cok
manufacturing area, (3) an organic chemical industry complex, and
(4) a residential and small-industry coal burning area. (Author
abstract)00
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00650

N.C. Battigelli

EFT1CTS OF DIESEL EXHAUST. Arch. Environ. Health Vol.
10(2) 165-167, Feb. 1965. (Presented at the Seventh Annual
Air Pollution Medical Research Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif., Feb. 10-11, 1964.)

Over the past three years the author's work at the School of
Public Health in Pittsburgh has been directed to the possible
detrimental effects brought about through exposure to diesel
motor exhaust. Attention was directed to railroad workers
employed in locomotive repair shops. Neither respiratory
complaints nor impaired pulmonary function, could be related
to this type of occupational exposure. As a second phase in
this investigation, volunteers were exposed to diesel exhaust
gas for short periods and pulmonary resistance was measured. The
levels utilized for these controlled exposures are
comparable to realistic values such as those found in railroad
shops. No effect could be measured in these volunteers after
they had been exposed at these varying levels of pollution
from diesel exhaust for short periods up to one hour.1111

00673

H.H. Hovey, A. Nissan, J.F. Cunnans

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIR CONTAMINANT EMISSION TABLES FOR

NONPROCCESS EMISSIONS J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.
Vol. 16(7) :362-366, July 1966. (Presented at the 58th
Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Toronto,
Canada, June 20-24, 1965, Paper No. 65-17.)

In New York State, the calculation of air contaminant
emissions from a variety of sources is an essential part of
comprehensive air pollution studies. The tables used to
calculate emissions were obtained from an extensive
literature search and modified to apply to Rev York State
conditions. For example, sulfur dioxide emission factors for
coal were selected to reflect the average sulfur content of the
coal sold in New fork State. Since the literature contains a
vide array of emission factors,

00679

V. E. Jackson

AD POLLUTION PION AUTOMOBILES IN PHILADELPHIA. Preprint.
(Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, Toronto, Caaada, Juno 20-24, 1965,
Paper No. 65-137.)

This report has been prepared with the objectives of describing
the problem created by automobiles in Philadelphia and
recoamending tho action which must be taken. The action
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recommended is as follows: (1) Positive crankcase ventilation
systems and exhaust control systems should be required on all new
cars registered in Pennsylvania. A well planned program of
controlling only the new cars with factory installed devices will
inimize the problem over a ten year period. If initiated

immediately, this reasonable approach would eliminate the need for
a crash program at some future date. All nechanical devices
require maintenance to insure proper and efficient operation; and
(2) The State-wide inspectional system should require a
aintenance check of all appropriate parts of the autoobiles to

insure satisfactory operation (as related to pollution emissions)
and to reject those cars with visibly excessive exhaust emissions.
This should apply to both nev and used automobiles and all other
types of motor vehicles.**

00746

R. Piper

1PE HAZARDS OF PAINTING AND VARNISHING 1965 Brit. J. Ind.
Aed. (London) 22(4):247-266, Oct. 1965.

A revise of paint hazards is made, giving brief descriptions of
ethods of application in use in 1965, of paint usage according
to resin base, and of paint ingredients. The most
interesting and complex of these are the resin bases, vhich have
such in common with plastics. Reference is made to some of the
any minor ingredients. The problem of keeping abreast of the

possible toxic effects, so that paint manufacturers and their
customers may be warned and protected is mphasized.
(Author's abstract)Oo

00798

R.I. Larsen

VEHICLE EMISSIONS AND EFFECTS, A SMART OF THE DECEMBER 1961
AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH CONFERENCES. Preprint. (Presented
at the Nov England Section Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, Worcester, Mass., Apr. 25, 1962).

In December 1961 air pollution research findings to that date
were presented at two conferences held in Los Angeles. The
conferences were the Fifth Air Pollution Medical Research
Conference and the Joint Research Conference on Motor
Vehicle Emissions and Their Effects. A few highlights follow.
Air pollutioe damages plants, animals, and property, and is

harmful to people. Plant damage in the United States enceeds
125 million per year. Present community air pollntios levels
weaken an individual's resistance to respiratory diseases such
as colds, pneumonia, and lung cancer. Smoking and air pollution
age and deteriorate lungs. Is one study, smokers' longs aged
50% faster than non-smokers' lungs. In another study, 90% of
heavy smokers (sore than tvo packs per day) had respiratory

disease. The disease rate for several respiratory ills was 3 to
5 times greater in these heavy smokers this ie individuals who had
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never soked. The death rate from emphysema (deteriorated lungs)

has increased
400% in the last 10 years. A recently identified

photochemical pollutant,
peroxyacyl nitrate

(PAN), at

concentrations as low as 5 parts per billion (ppb), damages

plants. It is quite possible that this pollutant is responsible

for most "osidant-typen
damage in Los Angeles. five times as

much exhaust gas from low-olefin fuel was required to produce

similar damage.
Russian air quality standards

probably have

at least one present use in the United States.

/n a given community, pollution concentrations
that do not

exceed the Russian standards
tentatively could be considered to

not be problems. The contribution
of the internal combustion

engine to smog could be reduced significantly by improved

carburetor
design, isproved

production coutrul,
and imporved

carburetor and ignition system maintenance. If the

conventional
engine without an afterburner is considered beyond

redemption, a lean-fuel engine
(such as gas urbine, stratified

charge, or diesel) could be used to eet present emission

standards. If an automobile that does not
contribute to ssog is

to be achieved, a new sense of mission, a lot more money, and

additional competent researchers will be required. (Author

abstract modified) oS

00835

B.P. Gourinoff

CANCEROGENIC
SUBSTANCES IN THE AIR 07 CITIES AND POSSIBLE

PREVENTIVE MEASURES.
Acta, Unio Intern. Contra Cancrum,

Vol. 19, 137-738, 1963.

Cancerogenic
properties as identified in emissions iron

notor vehicles,
fuels, and industrial exhaust,

are considered

an important
factor in human cancer epidemiology.

This paper

reviews briefly
studies at home and abroad. Exhaust from

carburetor and diesel engines are coapared, and other sources of

carcinogenic properties investigated.
It is briefly

mentioned that oso of coal tars for road surfacing is

prohibited in the U.S.S.R...

00895

V.L. Luree

(STUDY OF THE HARMFUL INDUSTRIAL
EXHAUSTS IN TIM ATOOSPHREE

IN THE STSTIMIC RUBBER PLAITS IN VOIONEZI AND TEMENOT.)

Obsledovanie Trednykh Proixvodstveanykh
Tybrosov

Atsosferu na Toromethshoa i tfremovskos
Zavodahli SN.

Nanchuk i Rezina No. (3) :36-37, 1966. Text in Russian

lasts emissions
both in the factory area and in the hygienic

control sone around it
(300-500 s from the factory) mere studied

both guali'atively
and guastitatively.

While

pollution did not exceed the established limits in the factory

areas, it did in the control nose surrounding the factories.

Contamiaants were butadieme, isobutyleae, styrene, bessoso aad

ethanol vapors.
Rost of the pollutiom was caused by styreae-
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butadiene rubber processing in the belt casting machine. Large
amounts of hydrocarbons were given off by shops producing isoprene
and latex. Pollution of the surrounding air also came from
exhaust ventilation of the factories and open pits of chemical
waste. This resulted in a fall of 1200 metric tons in Voronezh
and 700 tons in Efremov per year. Measures for the control of
exhaust ventilation from the factories are urged.PP

00905

0. Buchta

HYGIENIC CONDITIONS ON NOLDING POLYESTER GLASS REINFORCED
PLASTICS. Hygienicke Pomery Pri Lisovani Polyesterovvch
Skelnych. Plasticke moty Kaucuk (Prague) , 3(6):177-182,
1966.

Hygienic problems associated with the manufacture of polyester
glass reintorced plastics ate discussed. Results are given for
the polarographic measurement of styrene vapor concentration in
the atmosphere of tbe general Fressing room and the hand pressing
roomAs

00962

R. I. Larsen

AIR POLLDTICN FPON ROTOR VEHICLES. Ann. M. Y. Acad. Sci.,
136(12):275-301, Aug. 26, 1966. (Presented at a meeting of the
New York Academy of Sciences, April 6, 1966.)

Motor vehicles are a major source of urban air pollution. They
emit carbon monoxide tbat reduces manes ability to transport oxygen
to his tissues; lead tbat increases sanes body burden of this toxic
metal; cancerigenic hydrocarbons; and reactive hydrocarbons and
nitrogen oxides tbat combine with sunlight to produce
eye-irritating, Pldnt-damaging, visibility-obscuring photochemical
smog in New York as well as in California. Present and
predicted air pollutant ooncentrations are =spared with pollutant
effects and air quality standards. Emission-reduction features
presently used id new cars sold in California will improve air
quality, but will not completely solve the problem. Indications
are that 95 perdent reduttion id emissions of carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, 'and Aitrogen oxides from nem cars sold in the United
States may big needed by 1^75. SuCb a cleai-aic carei.by 1975 is
suggested as a research qoal'for automobile manufacturers. At
present, improved fuel cells or improved battery power seem to be
the most likely seams for achieving this goal. (Author
abstract)
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00969

P. A. Leighton

MAN AND AIR IN CALIFORNIA. Preprint. (Presented at the
Statewide Conference on Man in California, 198018,
Sacramento, calif., Jan. 27, 1964.)

Author discusses polluted air iu respect to automobile emissions
and projects the concentrations that can be expected by 1980.
Presented are charts and tables which easily delineate the
salient points of the article.

00972

M. Mayer

A COMPILATION OF AIR POLLUTANT EMISSION FACTORS FOR COMBUSTION
PROCESSES, GASOLINE EVAPORATION, AND AELECTED INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSES. Public Health Service* Cincinnati, Ohio, Div.
of Air Pollution, May 1965, 53 p.

The source emission factors presented in this report were compiled
prisarily for use in conducting an air pollutant esission
inventory. The compilation is the result of an extensive
literature survey and includes emission factors for the principal
combustion and industrial processes. Obviously, the best
emission factor to use for any specific source of air pollution is
that resulting from source tests of the specific source.
Unfortunately, many urban areas are not equipped to conduct the
nuserous and expensive stack testing studies needed for an emission
inventory. The purpose of this compilation of emission factors is
to provide the best available substitute to air pollution control
agencies unable to conduct extensive source test programs. In
certain cases, particularly in the combustion and refuse disposal
areas, a single nuaber is presented for the eaission factor for a
specific pollutant. It should be understood that the number is
usually a weighted average of several different values found in the
listed refrences. The compilation of source emission factors
presented is, in our judgment, the most accurate currently
availabl. As new technical advancs are made, however, and
additional ission data beton. available in theliterature, the
present compilation shouid be revised to reflect the newer data and
developsents.

00975

N. I. Weisburd, (Compilerland Ed.)

.
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL FIELD OPERATIONS MANUAL (A GUIDE FON
INSPECTION AND ENFOICEMENT). Public Meaith Service, Washing
ton, D. C., Div. of Air Polluticn, 1962. ,291p.

Author discusses sources, control thods, training
techniques and related aspects of air pollution. Documnt is an
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excellent source for specific information on eguipsent being used

in air pollution control. Pictures, diagrass, schematics and

charts are given.**

00985

R.E. Waller, B.T. Cossins, P.J. Lawther

AIR POLLUTION IM A CITY STREET. Brit. J. Ind. Med.

(London), Vol. 22:128-138, 1965.

Measurements of the concentrations of smoke, lead, and

five polycyclic hydrocarbons in the air have been made in the

City of London in the middle of a busy street and at two control

sites. Samples were taken only throughout the daytime hours on

weekdays to enable us to assess the saximum contribution made by

traffic to the pollution in the street. The results shoved that
during these periods the air in the iddle of the street contained
three times as uch smoke, four times as much lead, and 1.7 times

as much 3:4-benzpyrene as were present in the general atmosphere

of the City of London as estisated from samples taken at the

control sites. One of these sites was chosen because it vas only

150 feet from the street; analyses yielded no evidence that the
traffic contributed to the pollution sampled there. Sulphur

dioxide concenttations were determined in the early part of the

study and the results shovel that traffic appeared to add little

to the background level. The concentrations of lead found

were below those held to be safe by many authorities. Carboa

onoxide concentrations, reported in greater detail lsewhere,
sometises reached the accepted industrial maximus allowable

concentration of 100 ppm. (Author abstract)1111

01008

S. K. lay and R. Long

POLTCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS FROM DIFFUSION FLARES

AND DIESEL ENGINE COMBUSTION. Combust. Flame 8, 139-51, June

1964.

A study has been made of the effects of air floe rate and of
several additives to the fuel of a laminar diffusion flame on the

formation of: (1) soot, (2) carbonaceous residue (i.e.
chloroform insoluble material), (3) pentane-soluble aterial
(shown to be essentially polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), and

(4) 3,4-benopyrese contained in the latter. Increasing air floe

rate leads to a decrease in both soot and carbonaceous residue

which reach limiting values. Pentane-soluble aterial and

3,4-benspyrene decline continuously with increase is air floe rate

but at a diminishing rate. Dichlorosethane as additive increases
the formation of soot and carbonaceous residue to a considerable

extent without baying any appreciable ffect on the formation of

pentant-soluble material and 3,4-benspyrese. nitroethane,

1-nitropropene, ethyl nitrate and t-butylhydroperoxide all brimg

about significant reductions in the formation of chloroform-soluble
material, including pentane-soluble saterial and 3,4-benspyrese.
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Total soot formation is reduced slightly but the formation of
carbonaceous residue is virtually unaffected. Similar results
are obtained in a study of the particulate matter in diesel exhaust
when the additives are blended with a diesel fuel, and conditions
of inefficient operation are simulated. t-Butylhydroperoxide is
found to be most effective in reducing the formation of
3,4-benzpyrene. Both the diffusion flame and diesel engine
results are in conflict with the hypothesis that carbon formation
occurs through polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons as intermediates;
these may be the end products of side-reactions, probably
free-radical in nature. (Author abstract)all

01038

L. J. Goldwater, A. J. Rosso, and N. Kleinfeld

BLADDER TUMORS IN A COAL TAR DTE PLANT. Arch. Environ.
Health Vol. 11:814-817, Dec. 1965.

This study was undertaken in order to assemble additional
information on the occurrence and natural history of malignant
tumors in workers exposed to coal tar dyes and dye intermediates.
Specific points to be investigated were: 1. To determine the
incidence of urinary bladder tumors, especially in workers
exposed to beta-naphthylamine, benzidine, and alpha-napthylamine.
2. To establish the "incubation" period from the start of exposure
to the onset of first genitourinary complaints suggestive of
bladder tumor. 3. To establish survival time after diagnosis of
bladder tumor. 4. to determine the incidence of malignant tumors
other than those of the bladder. The major conclusions from this
study of the records of 366 male employees in a coal tar dye
factory are: 1. The incidence of malignant tumors of the bladdex
was 26.2%. 2. The time elapsed from first exposure to first
abnormal signs or symptoms ranged from 1 to 35 years, with a mean
of 18.4 years. 3. The time elapsed from first exposure to
diagnosis of bladder malignancy ranged from 2 to 42 years, with a
mean of 22.9 years. 4. The mean survival tine following diagnosis
of bladder malignancy vas about three years for all types of
exposure except beta-naphthylamine alone for which it was abon%
eight years. 5. There vas no evidence of any unusual incidence of
malignancies other.than those of the urinary bladder. 6. The
findings were similar to those reported by other observers.00

01059

P.J. Lavther, O.T. Commins, I.E. Waller

A STUD! OP Ter CONCENTRATIONS OP POLICYCLIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS IN OAS HONES RETORT NOOSES. Brit. J. Ind. Med.
Vol. 22:13-20, 1965.

Neasurements of the concentration of 3:4-benspyrene and other
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been made in gas works
retort houses of several types. The tarry fumes which
escaped from retorts contained extremely high concentrations
of polycyclic hydrocarbons, but in general men sere only
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exposed to these very briefly. The lean concentration of 3:4-
benzpyrene determined from long-period samples at sites
representative of normal working conditions in three works was 3

micro g./co.a., over 100 times the noraal level in the City of

London. Above the retorts in an old horizontal retort house

the concentration was over 200 micro g./cu.m., about 10,000 tines
that in the City, and the "top-manol working there could be exposed

to this in the nohial course of his duty. The authors
found no working areas in the vertical retort houses where men
could be exposed to such massive concentrations of polycyclic

hydrocarbons. Apart from defining these special conditions
above horizontal retorts the results did not reveal any gross
differences in pollution of the general air in horizontal and
continuous vertical retort houses. (Author abstraot)ae

01076

E. F. Darley, P. R. Burleson, E. H. Nateer, J. T.

Middleton, and V. P. Osterli

CONTRIBUTION OP BURIIING OF AGRICULTURAL PASTES TO PHOTOCHeNICAL
AIR POLLUTION. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. Vol.
16(12):685-90, Dec. 1966. (Presented at the 59th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Aasociation, San Francisco,
Calif., June 20-25, 1966.)

Agricultural wastes from orchards, grain fields, and range lands

are burned each year in California as the most practical means
of ridding the land of these wastes. In order to determine the
relative contribution of the burning of such material to
photochemical air pollution, the effluent from 123 fires of 'mows
weights of range brush, both dry and green, barley and rice
stubble, and prunings from various fruit and ant trees were
monitored in a special tower which provided an open burning

situation. Analyses were made for total hydrocarbon, expressed as

C, by flame ionization detection, and for 24 individual
hydrocarbons by gas chromatography, as well as for CO and CO2

by infrared spectroscopy. A few analyses were made for oxides of

nitrogen. These data, coupled with temperature and airflow
measurements, allowed calculations to be made on pounds of
e ffluent per ton of material burned and demonstrated that the
e missions from agricultural burning are such less than those from
the automobile, a principal source of such emissions. (Author

abstract) ff

01132

G. V. Niepoth and S. H. Nick

THE GENERAL MOTORS AIR INJECTIOR REACTOR SISTER POI THE CONTROL OP

EXHAUST ENISSIONS Gen. Motors Eng. J., 13(3):20-29, 1966.

The Air Injectioa Reactor (AIR) System developed by
General Rotors, aad initially applied on most 1966 GO car and
light truck models produced for Sale in California, provides am

e ffective means for controllimg hydrocarbon and carbon monoside
e xhaust emissions without a sacrifice is automotive performance.
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The AIR system, which meets California standards for emission
control, is basically simple in operation. Fresh air is injected
into the exhaust ports of an engine to provide complete burning of
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in the exhaust manifold. The
development of the system, however, involved uch design effort
and testing to prove its effectiveness, reliability, and
durability. System components, including a specially-designed
air pump, had to be designed to be compatible with all
engine-carburetor-transmission combinations used in GM car
models. In addition, the AIR system had to be designed to
require minimum maintenance. (Author summary)04

01133

N. B. Thompson

THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIR PUMP FOR THE GENERAL MOTORS
AIR INJECTION REACTOR SYSTEM. General Motors Engineering J.,
13(3) :30-35, 1966.

The development of the General Motors Air Injection Reactor
system for controlling the concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide in vehicle exhaust emissions required engine
modifications and the design of new components. The most vital
component in the system is the air pump, designed and manufactured
by the Saginaw Steering Gear Division. The pump developed by
Saginaw engineers is a semi-articulated vane type positive
displacement pump. The design displacement is 19.3 cu in. per
revolution with high volumetric efficiency and low horsepower
consumption. Additional design criteria included durability
consistent with the life of the vehicle and satisfactory
performance yithout maintenapce. (Author summary)40

01165

H. R. Holland

AIR QUALITY CONTROL BT PETROLEUM REFINERS. Pleprint.
(Presented at the Third Annual Meeting, Pacific Northwest
International Section, Air Pollution Control Association,
Vancouver, British Columbia,'Nov. 2-4, 1965.)

Air quality can best be maintained by controlling pollutiom on a
regional basis. Close cooperation between the technical staffs
of the province, municipalities and industries in the region is
required to achieve the best solution to the regional problem.
/leans are available to control the emisadons from petroleum
refineries to the degree required by our current understanding of
the problems.00

01228

L. Rispler and C. R. Ross

VENTILATION FOR ENGINE EXHAUST GASES. Occupational !health
Rev. Ottawa 17, (4) 19-22, 1965.
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Engine exhaust gases are capable of affecting health in varying
degrees, and confusion as to their relative importance often

arises. This is partly because most exhaust analyses are reported
only as concentrations within the exhaust system, without
specifying the total exhaust volue. For clarification, a
comparison is made of the actual amounts in which these components
are emitted from various engines. These data exemplify the
difference in ventilation requirements for dismal engines and
gasoline engines. The toxic effects of carbon nonoxid and som
basic ventilation considerations are outlined. (Author abstract) *

01362

E.X. Diehl E.A. Zawadzki

CONTAMINANTS IN FLUE GASES - AND METHODS FOR TIEHOVAL. Coal

Age, Vol. 70:70-74, Dec. 1965. (Presented at Technical
Sales Conference, National Coal Association And Annual
Meeting of Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., Sept. 1965.)

The relative importance of the harmful pollutants im stack

gases from coal combustion is described. Polynuclear
hydrocarbons, ocides of nitrogen, particulates, and sulfur oxides

are considered. Sulfur dioxide removal methods are described.**

01375

E.S. Starkman H.K. Newhall

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPANSION OF REACTIVE GAS MIXTURES AS
OCCURRING IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE CYCLES. California
Univ., Berkeley, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, 1965, 13 p.

(Presented at the Mid-Year Meeting, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Chicago, Ill., Bay 17-21, 1965, Paper No. 650509.)

The influence of nonequilibrium in the expansion gases of

spark ignition engines bas been studied theoretically to determine
bow poser output and exhaust gas composition might be affected.
Comparing a gas which is frozen in conposition during
expansion with a composition which continuously is ia
quilibriun shows the difference in expansion work can be as

large as 101. Maximum influence is in the fuel-air ratio range
of chemically correct sixture. It was found that carbon monoxide
and nitric oxide concentrations in the exhaust sore nearly reflect

the frozen composition than the quilibrium expansion. This is
particularly true for the range of mixture ratios - fros lean to

chemically correct.**

01381

V.V. Burn

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSES OF AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUSTS. Arch.
Environ. Health, Vol. 5:592-596, Dec. 1962. (Presented at the
session on Constituents of Motor Vehicle Exhaust at the
Air Pollution Research Conferences, Los Angeles, Calif.,

Dec. 5, 1961.)
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The nature of the gaseous or volatili2ed coaponents of autosotivo
exhaust is reviewed. Recent work conducted to define ore
precisely variations in exhaust-gas stream composition is reported.
Information on the simultaneous occurrences of the several
classes of components is presented. Analytical ethods: inert,
reactive, and noxious constituents: and hydrocarbon measurements
are considered.$11

01382

R.V. Horn, T.C. Davis

GAS CHROHATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS SHOWS INFLUENCE OF FUEL ON
COHPOS/TION OF AUTOHOTIVE ENGINE EXHAUST. Proc. A. Petrol.
Inst. 38(3) :353-375, 1958. (Presented at the 23rd Nidyear
fleeting, American Petroleum Institute's Division of Refining,
Los Angeles, Calif., Nay 12, 1958.)

Chemical differences in the exhaust products from different fuels;
and the effect of engine speed and load on these differences aro
reported. Experimental data were obtained with the use of a late
odel automotive V-.13 engine on a dynamometer block. Fuels which
were used included puce isooctane, coaeercial LPG (butane and
propane, separately), and seven gasoline stocks fro different
refining processes. Analytical data obtained by gas
chromatography show that exhaust composition varies with engine
speed and load according to consistent trends. These trends aro
influenced by feel composition, and the degree of fuel influence
depends upon node of engine operationnose basic fuel
characteristics are ore heavily reflected in the exhaust than re
others. Generally, differences in the composition of exhausts
fro different fuels are quantitatively smell, but they are
reproducible. (Author abstract odified)011

01383

ROI. Hera, T.C. Davis, P.E. Tribble

DO AUTOHOTIVE EHISSIONS INHERIT FUEL CHARACTERISTICS?
Am. Petrol. Ins., Proc 40(3):352-357, 1960. (Presented
at the 25th Hidyear Meeting, American Petroleum Institute's
Division of Refining, Detroit, Rich., Ray 11, 1960.)

In general, the composition of the hydrocarbon component of
exhaust produced during engine deceleration is closely related to
the fuel. !Weever, during acceleration and cruise the
hydrocarbons eitted may be quite dissimilar to the feel. I.
this latter instacne the amount of olefin emitted bears no direct
relation to fuel olefin. Horeover, redecod fuel olefin with
increased paraffinicity generally results in increased esissioss
of olefin. In all engine cycles, the aromatic content of the
exhausts follows the aroatic contest of the fuel. Thus,
hydrocarbons which are emitted inherit the fuel's characteristics
during only a portion of the average driving cycle. Miring the
remainder of the cycle many of the origisal fuel characteristics
are erased and the emissions become no more than characteristic
utations. (Author abstract odified)1111
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01384

R.V. than, C.L. Dozois, J.O. Chase, C.F. Ellis,

P.!. Ferris

THE POTPOURRI THAT IS EXHAUST GAS. Proc. As. Petrol. Inst.',

42(3):657-6mu, 1%2. (Presented at the 27th Midyear Meeting,
Anerican Petroleu Institute's Division of Refining, San
Francisco, Calif., May 17, 1962.)

Information concerning the myriad ccspositions and hydrocarbon
distributions that accompany changes in engine mode and that define
the variable character of an exhaust gas stream is given. Data

were obtained on exhaust gases produced using an engine
dynamoaeter cycled through steady-state and transient modes to

simulate demands on the engine in city traffic. Tea, procedures

were designed to optiite reproducibility of the tests. Moreover,

analyses were scheduled in 4 manner to perit determination of all

components on the same or on comparable saples. Carbon

hydrocarbons by major types, oxygen, oxides of nitrogen, aad
hydrocarbon-derived ocygenates were determined. Concentratioms

that were measured fell within a range of values that had been

reported in the literature. However, the analyses are Unique is
that they provide information on the simultaneous, concurrent
concentrations of materials that constitute the exhaust gas flow

and on how these concentrations vary with steady-state and
transient engine operatios. The data also show the rmaer in
which both absolute and relative distributions of hydrocarbon is
the exhausts vary with change in engine mode. (Author abstract

modified) NC

01404

W. P. Rangebrauck, R. P. Lauch, and J. E. Meeker

EMISSIONS OF POLVNUCLEAR HTDROCAPBONS FROM AUTOMOBILES AND

TRUCKS. Am. /nd. Pyg. Assoc. J., Vol. 27:47-56, Feb. 1966.

As part of a screening survey to deteraise the origin of the
benzo(a)pyrene found in urban atmospheres in the gaited States.

emission rates of several polynuclear hydrocarbons, including
benvo(a)pyrene, were measured on several automobiles and trucks

powered by gasolile engines. The vehicles were road-tested over

typical driving routes. The total exhaust was sampled by passing

it through a multi-plate condenser followed by large high

efficiency filters. Operating Bad emission data are gives. The

combined effects of vehicle-model age and mileage on polyneclear
emissions are discussed, as are the relationships between
polynuclear hydrocarbon eissions and the emissions of other

products of incomplete combustion. (Author abstract)at

0 1013

A. H. Rose, Jr., P. Smith, V. P. McMichael, and R.

E. Kruse
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COPPAAIS011 OP AUTO EIRADST ERISSIOWS Is TWO nAJOW CITIES . .1.

Air Pollution Control Assoc. IS, (11) 362-6, Aug. 196S.

Direct seasuresent of emissions from vehicles operating under
actual traffic conditions in Lci Angeles, California, and
Cincinnati, Ohio are presented. Ithaust emissions eltpressed as
pounds of containant emitted per vehicle ile traveled are a
functiot of average speed of the vehicles over the designated
route (average route speed) regardless of the characteristics of
the specific route and can be best shown as a logarithmic fuactios
of pounds of contasinant emitted per vehicle mile versus average
route speed. Exhaust emissions enpressed as concestratios puiwide
a less valid weasaresest of atmorpheric contamination than
emissions enpressed as pounds per vehicle mile trveled. The
reason is believed to be the variability in consomptios of
combustion air by vehicles and is characteristics f the test
routes. The esission data enpressed as a logarithmic functios of
pounds of contisinant emitted per vehicle ile versus average
route speed show no significant differences between Los Angeles
and Cincintati. The effects of peak versus offpeak traffic on
emissions ell/tressed by weialit are basically a function of the
changes in aver/acre route speed. (Author summary sodified)011

01453

W. Tye, R. .1. Parton, I. Bingham, Z. Bell, and A. I.
Porton

CASCIWOGEWS TW A CPACRTO PITIOLTUR easIaour OBE C(STAIDWTIOIS
OP VARIOUS POLTCTCLIC APORATIC RTDPOCAWHOWS TO THE enemata=
POTENCY OT A CATALTTICALLT CRACRPC OIL). Arch. inviron.
Health, 13(2) : 202-207, Aug. 1966.

An eztensive etasitation, which involved tbe preparation asd
bioassay of more than 100 fractions, of a petroleum residuum, Ite,
fros COMIlerCial fluid catalytic crackiag, was perforsed. The
preparation of the fractions involved distillatios at reduced
pressures, solvent estraction, chemical reactinns, and
chronatography. The fractions were assayed fot carcisogesic
potency by repeated application to tbe skin of C3W niCP. It was
possible to categorize the carcinogess and to evaluate tbe
contribution of each category to carcisogesic potency of the
whole residnus. The 'ajar carcinogens in this oil were
categorized acs-ordieg to whether they were found in the relatively
high boiling portion (438-4SSC) characterized by the presence of
5-ringe3 or alkyl 4-ringed PAP, in interediate fractions
(404-438 C) characterized by onsubstitated and methyl substituted
4-ringed PAli, and in lower boiling fractious characterized by
assorted snaller ccspounds including alkyl 3-ringeA PAR. Ts the
sane order the percentages by weight (of the whole oil) of
characteristic carcinogens found in each category were as follows:
nenzo(a)pyrene, 0.4%; benz(a)anthracene and alkyl hosologs 0.4%;
and bento(c)phenanthrenes, 0.01%. Larger quantities of
beszo(c)phenanthreses say have been present is the intereediate
fractions, which were not analyzed for these compounds. In spite
of the small percentage that was found, the presence of this
class of carcinogens say be significant because they were the
dominant carcisogess in the most volatile portion of the oil.
(Author sussary sodified)00
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01482

S. T. Coffe and R. W. Gerstle

PRISSIOWS ?}OR COAL-TIPPO POlit8 PLANTS: A COPPORRESSIVR
SORRART. Public Realth Service, Ciscissati, Ohio,
Rational Center for Air Pollution Control. (Presented at the
American Industrial Rygiese Association Peetisg, Royston,
Tes., Ray 1965.) (PPS Publ. So. 999-AP-35.) 1967. 30 pp.

A series of tests on sit coal-burning power plants has been
cosducted to determine certain stack gas cosposents of interest in
atmospheric polletios. The sit units tested included three
dry-botton pglverited coal-burning units, two wet-bottom units, and
8 large spreader-stoker traveling-grate unit. Reasuresents of
sulfur osides inoicate that essestially 90 to 100 percent of the
sulfur is the coal appears as sulfur otides in the stack gas. Of
this amount 1 to 2 percent is in the fors of sulfur triotide asd
the balance is sulfur diosile. Neither the type of furnace, the
conditicss of firing, nor the reisjectios of fly ash affected
sulfur otide emissions significantly. Coecentrations of sulfur
osides ate thus essentially determined by the anoint of sulfur is
the coal entering the furnace. Concentrations of nitrogen osiees
varied widely, ranging fros 221 ppm for the vertically fired unit
to 1204 ppm for the cyclone-type furnace. Concentrations of
nitrogen osides apparently are determined by: (1) initial flame
teeperateres in the firebot, (2) decoeposition in the
high-temperature region of the furnace, and (3) quenching of the
decosposition reaction as the gases are cooled is the
boiler secllos of the furnace. Control of particulate emissions
varied considerably in coel-fired power plants. Combination
cyclone and electrostatic-precipitator-type fly-ash collectors
gave collection efficiencies of about 96 percent and an outlet

grain loading of 0.20 grainiscf at fell load. Plertrostatic
precipitators asd sechasical cyclone collectors, when used
separately, gave average collectios efficiencies ranging fron 75 to
PS percent, with loadings at the fly-ash collector outlet varying
from 0.19 to 0.68 grainlecf. Additional emissions determieed
included polynuclear hydrocarbons, carbon nososide, gaseous
hydrocarbons, formaldehyde, and trace metals. Pose of these
cospoments vas found in appreciable quantities derimg normal
furnace operating conditions. (Author summary)AR

01488

Ludwig, J. 0.

St8/11AR On IIP POLLOTIOP 8I ROTOR VEN/CLES. Technology
Research and Oevelopeent Programs, Vashisgton, D.C.
((54)(p., 1968. 1 ref.

The contribution of sotor vehicle ealssions to cosmenity-side air
polletios levels; enissions from gasoliee and diesel engines; and
photochenical reactions In the atmosphere are revieved.
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on).
N. Vozniczek

All POLLUTION HT SOTO!! CAP MACS? GASES) ZATIUCIr
Powietrwa Prwel Spa ling saochodowe. Ochrous Pracy
(Varsec), 21(5):14-17, Ray 1966.

Pollution of towns and cities by automotive enissions is
described. Chemical analyses of the various constiteents of
exhaust gases are given. Toxicity of these constituents is
discussed.**

01544

J.D. Palasky

VENTILATION AID RETHANE MIRAGE IV LONGVALL NIVIVG. RIMING
tagissering 18 (8):79-82, Aug. 1966.

The facilities and procedures necessary for adequate
ventilation and meths's: drainage in longwall vises are described.
Schesatic di. .:ass showing air coursing and air inspection
stations are presented. Company standards require that methane
concvstration be kept below 0.50..S

01546

.34. rasps 11.D. Rube

ISDUSTPT ACTION TO CORSA? POLLUTION. Narvard Bus. rev.,
44(5):49-62, Oct. 1%6.

The respossibilities of indiidual corporations in air
pollutios abatenest are esphasired. Sources of pollution
discussed include the paper, steel, electric poser, transportation
and petroleum isdustries. Principal egoipmeat for resoval of
aerosols and particulates is described. It is concluded that
although air pollution eguipeent increases costa is certain
industries, recovery of pollutant, such as fly ash, say help to
offset the costs. Governsent activities in air pollution programs
are sussarited.

01558

B. !layer, B. Randl, and J. Doubek

DEVICE FOR SARPLIIG AID ANALYSIS OP /11TALLUNGICAL PUINACE
ATROSPREPES. Tariweni pro odber a analyze hutnich atnosfer.
BUTNICRS LISTY (PlAGUE), 21(8) 532-538, AUG. 1966.

Two types of devices for sampliag furnace atmospheres and an
instruseut for analyting waste gases and furnace atsospheres based
on gas chromatography are described. Specineas can be sampled
and delivered to the asalyter within seconds. Sampling from
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several points can be carried out anually or automatically.
Chronatographic analysis of 02, 12, CC, CO2 or CN4 can he
performed within five minute!. The system can he adapted for
other gases.st

01565

E. S. Starksan

ENGINE GENEPATED AIN POLLUTION - A STUDY OF SOURCE ANC
SEVERIM Preprint. (Presented at the Federal International
Societes Ingeneures Techniques De L'Autovotile, Germany,
June 15, 1966.)

A btief comprehensive view of the state of knnilledge, legislation,
research and application of devices to control the influence of
reciprocating engine emissions on man and his environment is
presented Iron the viewpoint and experience; of a California
observer. The pollutants considered are: unburned hydrocarbons;
carbon sonoxide; oxides of nitrogen; carcinogens; particulate
atter; lead; odor; and oxides of sulfur. Engine operating modes
and severity of emissions; engine factors and emissions; and
legislative control of emissions are considered.111

01572

OXIDES OF NITPOGEN IN THE ATROSPRERE (CHAPTER V OF TWE OXIDES
OF NITROGEN IN AIR POLLUTION). California State Dept. of
Public Health, Berkeley, Bureau of Air Sanitation, p. 33-51.
Jan. 1966.

This article discusses the air monitoring systems in California
which detect the concentrations of nitrogen oxides.
Concentrations are given for hourly, daily, monthly and seasonal
variations. Statistics are also stated for hydrocarbon emissions
but not in as much detail as for the oxides of nitrogen.44

01575

PROTOCRERICAL EFFECTS OF NITROGEN OXIDES (CRAPER VIII OF TRE
OXIDES OF NITROGEN IN AIR POLLUTION). California State
Dept. of Public Health, Berkeley, Bureau of Air
Sanitation. p. 69-89, Jan. 1966.

The chemistry of the photochemical reaction is reviewed, with
eaphasis on the role of nitrogen oxides. It is concluded that
quantitative predictions cannot be made about the changes in the
photochemical ssog effects that would result from various degrees
of control of either hydrocarbons or nitrogen oxides fros motor
vehicles.
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01582

R.V. Gerstle D.A. Reeniilt

ATMOSPHENIC EFISSIONS FROM OPEN BURNING. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 17 (5), 324-7 (May 1967).
(Presented at the 60th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16, 1967, Paper No.
67-135.)

Open burning of municipal refuse, of landscape refuse, and of
automobile components was sinulated. Carbon monoxide
emissions were: 85 pounds per ton of material burned when unicipal
refuse was burned, 65 pounds per ton when landscape refuse was
Darned, and 125 pounds per ton when auto components were burned.
These values are all very high when compared to emissions from
municipal incinerators or other combustion processes. Gaseous
hydrocarbon enissions paralleled the carbon monoxide concentrations
and averaged 30 pounds per ton of material burned for all tests.
The organic acid concentrations were also fairly high, averaging
about 15 pounds per ton of material originally present in all
tests. Formaldehyde concentrations varied from 0.095 pound
per ton for municipal refuse to as low as 0.006 pound per ton
for the landscape refuse. These formaldehyde concentrations also
exceed those norsally found in incinerators. Emissions of
nitrogen oxides varied widely and depended on the intensity of
burning. Highest values occurred during the initial burning
period when temperatures were high. After the initial intense
burning period of about 10 minutes, the nitrogen oxides
concentrations dropped off rapidly. Particulate emissions
averaged 16 pounds per ton of material burned when sunicipal refuse
was burned and 17 pounds per ton when landscape refuse was burned.
Emissions jumped to 100 pounds per ton when auto components were
burned. Emissions of polynaclear hydrocarbons were also quite
high, but for municipal or landscape refuse they were comparable
to emissions from small ccomercial incinerators. For auto
components, the concentrations were very high, comparable to
those found in emissions frcn small coal-burning furnaces.
(Author summary modified)01

01616

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL IN CONNECTION PITH DDT PHODUCTION
(INFORMATIVE REPT. 10 6). J. Air Pollution Control AsSoc.
14, (3) 94-5, Mar. 1964. 1TI-2 Chemical 2adustry Committee).

DDT (Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroetbane) is sad* from chloral,
onochlorbensene and Sulphuric acid. The air pollution aspects
of the process and of storage are considered.

01620

THE PETROLEUM REPINING MUSTS? - AIR POLLOTIOI 10206LIRM AND
CONTROL ESTROUS (INPORNATIP2 REPT. NO. 1). J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 14, (1) 30-3, Jan. 1964. (TI-3 Petroleum
Committee).
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Possible air-born contaminants from refining operations are
covered. Control eethods for gaseous and particulate missions,
and the industry's research projects are revieved.OR

01624

D.A. Jensen

SOURCES AND RINDS OF CONTARINANTS FOCH BOTO1 VEHICLES
(INFOIRATIVE REPT. NO. 4). J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.
14, (8) 327-8, Aug. 196e. (11-10 Vehicular Exhaust

Committee).

The sources of the pollutants, the important cosposnds, and the
magnitude of the several contaminant sources from both gasoline
and diesel powered motor vehicles are indicated.ff

01626

C. H. Festertield

LITERATURE AND RESEARCH SORT!? TO DETERHINE RECESS/TT AND
FEASIBILITT OF AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH PROJECT OP COMBUSTION OF
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FUEL OILS. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc. 14, (6) 203-7, June 1964. (TA-4 Committee, Oil
Burner Equipment.)

The basic purpose of this preliminary survey was to determine:
(a) whether the combustion of fuel oil presented a serious air
pollution problem by nature of its being a serious
pollutant contributor; (b) what work has been dome to evaluate its
pollution contribution; (c) what work is being done; (d) what metells

to be done; (e) if there is need and justification for a fuel oil
combustion study.1111

01654

A.C. Stern

TRE REGULATION OF AIR POLLUTION FRO8 POWER PLAITS IN THE UNITED
STATES. Rev. Soc. Roy. Belge Ingrs. Ind., Brussels
(Presented at the International Symposium on Immission
Regulatinns, sponsored by the Haus der Technik E.W. Essea and
the Arbeits -und Sozialministerium (Dept. of Labor and
Social Welfare) of Nortb-Rhine-Westfalia, Essen,
Germany Mar. 9, 1966; and before the Societe Royale Beige
des Igenieurs et des Industriels, Brussels, Belgium, Her. 16,

1966.)

Author discusses the types, concentrations, and levels of
control (state, federal and local) that the United States has
initiated for the abatement of air pollution from power generating
sources. Statistics are presented for various localities es wll
as specific pollutants which are emitted. The Clean Air Acts
(88-206 and 89-272) as they apply to the abatement of air
pollution are explaised.118
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01673

C.J. Coulee, P.A. Nenline, R.L. Cummins, v.J.
Nonopinski

MOP vtAICLE TINAUST STUDItS AT Mat SELECTID SITtS. Arch.
Inviron. Realth 14, (J) 29-46, Mar. 1967.

Air quality was Audied in relation to motor vehicle densities
at three selected sites: the Sumner Tunnel between Boston and
test Boston, Massachusetts; the International Peace Bridge
across the upper Niaoara River hetween Fort trie, Ontario,
and Buffalo, New York; mod Laidlaw Avenue near the Air
Pollution Research Facility in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pollutant concentrations mod meteorological findings are
premented for each site. Concentrations of pollutants kerma to
be associated with auto exhaust were greater at sites of higher
traffic density. A comparison ot particulate pollution levels
at the Sumner Tunnel operated as a one-way tube is 1963 with
the tunnel carrying two-way traffic in 1961, indicates a definite
decrease in pollutant levels. Other pollutants were assumed to
be dispersed in air in the same way as carbon monoxide is
detersing the contribution by motor vehicles to ambient air for
the Selmer Tunnel. Auto exhaust appears to be a prise
contributor (greater than 50%) for carbon monoxide, aliphatic
aldehydes, benxese-sollible particulate, and oxides of sitrogen.
Lead, bento(9,11,i)pyrefte, and coronere may also be armed to be
important pollutants from auto exhaust, but they do sot meet the
reguiresents for contribution calculations. (Author abstract)**

01687

S.C. Rothman

ENGINEeRING COWTROL OF INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION? STATE OF
ANT, 1966. Renting, Piping, Air Conditioning Bar. 1966.
141-8 pp. (Presented before the First World lit
Pollutiou Congress, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Nov. 1965.)

Probless encountered by the engineer are illustrated through
analysis of air pollution coutrol in the aluminum production
industry. Prebaked pots and Soderberg pots aad their fluoride
emissions are considered.**

01744

J. A. Adams, and E. G. Hamlin

Tat SUPPRESS/OW OF CARBON FOIMATION IN PAITIAL-CORBUSTION
GASIFIERS. Die Verhutung von Rohlenstoffausscheidunqes in
Gaserteugern sit onterstochiolvetrischer Verbremnung. Brae].
Roble (Members) 19, (8) 564-72, Aug. 1966. Text in Ger.

tide industrial application of partial-combustion, liquid fuel
gasifiers is limited by the occurrence of solid carbon in the
resultant fuel gases. The theory of solid carbon fornation and
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Its inhibition is discussed. Experiments are described in which
carbon formation was suppressed in partial-combustion distillate
fuel gasifier by vaporiting the fuel in the presence of stens,
carbon dioxide or nitrogen prior to conbustion. In the presence
of steam the amount of carbon formed is inversely proportional to
the steam/fuel ratio at constant air/fuel ratio. (Author

summary)**

or:Asir RALOCEW CORPOUNDS. (RETRODS POP TRE DETECT/ON OP TOXIC
sOBSTA1Crs IN Aft.) Rinistry of Labour, London, England
(Pootlet No. 12) 1966. 10 pp.

The booklet first describes industries and pXocesses in which
crIaLic halogen fupes say be encountered, i.e. artificial silk,
bleaching, dyeing and dye-making, dry cleaning, electroplating,
engineering, lithography, refrigeration and rubber. It then
describes the totic effects, notably liver damage as a long-ters
effect and narcosis. The chief sethod of detection described is a
halide detector lamp in which the halogen will react with a coppei
invert in the lasp to give a typical green ccpper color in the

flame. 'It is esphasited that this is sot a quantitative test
although approxinate limits of coloration for various organic
halogen compounds are given; chlorobentene, for etasple will show
color at a vitamins concentratios of 35 pps, while 1,2 dibroaloothase
will show color at 5 ppm. Approtiestely SO compounds are thus
classifiel.a*

0178,

W.P. Rangebrauck, D.J. Ton Lehnden, J.E. Meeker

ERISSIONS OF POLTIRCLEAR RTDPOCAPPONS AND POLLOTAITS ?NOR
REAT-GEgEeATIO1 AND IWCIIERATION PROCESSES. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. Iry (7) 267-78, July 1964. (Presented at the
56th Annual Peeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Detroit, Rich., Jure 11, 1963.)

This paper presents emission data from a series of tests, for

which the sources tested included typical conbustion processes
involving the burning of conventional fuels (cOal, oil, and gas)

and of certain coseercial and municipal solid wastes. /a addition
to obtaining over-all emission data fros different sizes
and types of combustion units, a primary objective of the study
was to establish the relative importance of various combustion
processes as contributors of benwo(a)pyrese (3,4 benspyrene) and
other polysuclear hydrocarbons with desonstrsted or potential
carcinogenic properties. The other pollutan_s Measered iscluded
particulate satter, carbon wonoxide, total gaSeous hydrocarbons,
oxides of nitrogen, oxides Of sulfur, and formaldehyde. Two
categories of C/ObIstioll sources sere teeted. Thoee bernief
conventional fuels were designated as heat-generation processes,
and those burning waste saterials were classed as incieeration
processes. Design and operation data for the snits studied are

given in tables.
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01803

D. Poffsann

A ST9D1 OP AIP muntoll CAPC1110GENES/S. II. THE ISOLATION AND
IDENTIFICATIOW CF PCIIIUCtEAP APCPATIC HYDPOCARBONS EPOS
GASOLINE ENGINE EIRAOST CONDENSATE. Cascer 15, 93-102, Feb.
1962.

I. Polynuclear arostatic hydrocarbons, both carcinogenic and
noncarciuogenic in /Meal tests, have been idestified is
automobile ethaust *tar*. These data do not iadicate the
nature or the anoint of these substances in the air.
2. The results are based upon autoobile ethaust obtained fros
a conventional engiee oiler road load, a typical ganolitte, and
used seder "city driving* conditions. Present evidesce suggests
that the mileage run by an engine does have an influence on the
fornation of polynuclear arcsatic hydrocarbons.**

A.P. Altshuller P.e. Leach

REACTIVITY Ov AWO8ATIC RIDWOCAWDCOS II IPOADIATIO AVT0808ILE
EtnAOST. Inters. J. Air Water Pollution 8, 37-112, 1964.

Gas chrosatographic asalyses for up to 14 arosatic hydrocarbons
is the 7-10-carbor range and foi ethylene aid propylene were made
in irradiated auto ethaust containing total hydrocarbons
at 3-. 5- and 12-carbon ;pa. The total and individual hydrocarbon
concentrations correspeaded to the range of atsospheric levels
which have been measured in Los Angeles, and Sas Frascisco.
About 40 per cent of the -tylene aud p-tylese and of the 1,31-
lethyl-ethylbenvino and 1,4-sethyl ethyl benzene reacted to form
products. Over 70 per cent of the trialkylbetients reactedto fors products. The average percentage comverskos of the
7-1 carbon aromatic hydrocarbons teasured was approtimately
the same as the percentage conversion fot the ethylene plus
propylene. These results provide confirsation at atenspheric
concentration levels, of the reactivity of aronatic hydrocarbons.
(Author abstract)aa

01837

a. F. acilichael and A. P. Pose, Jr.

A cCAPAPISON OF AUTOAOTIVE EllISSIONS IV CITIES AT tin Asp NM
ALTITUDES. Preprint. (Presented at the Set" Annual leetinge
Air Pollution Control AssoCiation, Toronto, Canada, Junl
20-24, 1965, Paper 65-22.)

Autotobile ethaust emissioas *ere stulied in Delver, Colorado.
Denver is unique asong large cities is the United States is that
it is situated at an altitude of approtimately 5,000 feet; the
opportunity was thus provided tor observing the effects of altitude
on auto ethaust emissions. The eaissioas seasured is Denver in
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1963 are cospared with the emissions obtained in a similar,
previously reported study in Los Angeles, California, and

Cincinnati, Ohio. The survey techniques and the instrusentation

used to colect and analyse the exhaust sasplea were the sass.
inission measureeelts were made on test vehicles driven under

actual traffic cosCitious while equipped with a proportional

sampler. This sethod produces data that reflect the effects of

traffic density, route, climate, and altitude.00

T. O. Sevens and P. A. Pohrman

GlkSTOOS ASO PAPTICOLATt tRiSSIOSS POOP MALI OIL OPTPATIOWS.

Preprint. (Presented at the Ailerican Chenical Society

Fleeting, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1966.)

World-uide aad dosestic demands for hydrocarbons tend to seek the

ost economical sad convenient sources for poteatial esroitation.

It has bees k.sid that the oil shale deposits of the world

constitute saay tiels the total of the world's

reserves of liquid petroleum. The vast shale oil industry is

nearly epos us as the problems of finding sew ecosonical sources

of liquid patroleum are becoeing sore acute. The nett 5 or *0

years could see the esergesce of shale oil industry producing a

millios or sore barrels a day is this small area of the Rocky

Roustains. Any ripples of unfavorable prices os iMported crude

or finished products could cause abrupt eaves of decision as to the

tim e of arrival of this isdustry. it is hoped that all
operations involving a future shale oil industry will take

cognisance of the potential air pollutios problem. To disregard

air pollutios at the early stages of development say regvire later

intensive amd estensive engineering at a much higher cost.II

Olesa

A. W. Pose

SUMMIT MORT OP VtRICULAR PRISSTOPS AID TRIM COWTROL.

Preprint. (Presented at the Winter Annual Reetisg,
Asericas Society of Dechasical Regime's*, Chicago, ill..

Nov. 1965.)

The report summarites average emissions from the four sources of

contaminants in the present day autosobile: the exhaust, the

crankcase, the fuel tank, amd the carburetor. Levels of

costasisasts presented are for enissioss under average urban
driving coselitioss, in coatrast to earlier work is which valves

were based on cyclic dynanoseter tests. tsission levels are

etpressed as pounds per day enitted amd, where applicable, as

concentration. Emissions are considered by gesepal chsical

classes to indicate the relative photochemical reactivities of
compounds from elect of the fogs sources. Control approaches are

briefly discvssed. (Author abstractISS
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01863

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTION; (SECOND REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO THE U.S. CONGRESS PURSUANT
TO PUBLIC LAW 88-206 - THE CLEAN AIR ACT.) 89th Congress(1st Session (Document 412) July 15, 1965. 17 pp.

Progress in reported On the resolution of the following problems:exhaust missions, crankcase mission, f uel evaporative losses.maintenance, fuel, and diesels. The relevnt literature isrevieved.

01868

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTI07. (THIRD REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OP
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO THE U.S. CONGRESS PURSUANT
TO PUBLIC LAW 88-206 - THE CLEAN AIR ACT.) 89th Congress(2nd Session) (Document 83) Mr. 25, 1966. 17 pp.
Reduced exhaust missions of hydrocarbons and carbon onoxidehave become a reality in California vith the introduction of the1966-model passenger cars and light commercial vehicles.Recognition of the need for still further control measuresis evidenced by the adoption of nitrogen oxide standards bythe California Board of Health. The Department of Health,Education, and flelfare is implementing the new responsibilities
and authorise conferred by the Rotor Vehicle Air PollutionControl Act. Standards for the control of emissions from
gasoline-fueled vehicles are being deveoped accordingly, tobecome effective with the 1968 models. Some additional
technical information has become available. Further studies ofthe effect of ambient temperature on exhaust emissions indicate
that low temperatures tend to increase xhaust hydrocarbons andcarbon monoxide, particularly following cold engine starts.Preliminary results obtained from a study of the effect of
leaded fueli0 indicate chat combustion chamber deposits may notsignificantly affect the quantities of hydrocarbons and carbonmonoxide emitted in exhaust gases. A survey conducted to measurecarbon monoxide levels in urban communities suggests thathuman exposure to carbon monoxide may be greater than routine
atmospheric monitoring data had indicated. I number of newprojects are being initiated by the Government to study the
performance characteristics of production-typo exhaust emissioncontrols in varied environments, to develop more definitivedata on exhaust emissions from small cars and diesel-powered
vehicles, to learn more about human tolerance of lead and carbonmonoxide, and to effect control of oxides of nitrogen. Anexpansion of industry research in automotiv air pollution end itscontrol is indicated by the recent activities of technicalassociations. (Author summary)SS

01885

V. T. ((clean, Jr., B. F. drutfiord, and K. V. Sarkanen

MIMIC ANALYSIS OF ODOR FORMATION IN THE ERIPT PULPING
PROCESS I. Paper Trade .7. 149, (35) 41-2, lug. 30, 1965
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and Tappi 48, (12) 699-704, Dec. 1965. (Presented at the
National Meeting, American Inst. of Chemical Engineers, San
:Francisco, Calif., Nay 1965.)

The kinstics of the consecutive formation of ethyl ercaptan and
dimothyl sulfide at constant liquor composition were determined at
several temperatures using a novel gas analysis based on vapor
phase sampling. Comparison of kraft pulping of softwood and
hardwood species shows that ore organic sulfur compounds aro
produced from the latter group. In softwood pulping, a general
enhancement in the reactivity of the lignin etboxyls occurs
during the alkaline delignification process which results in
accelerated odor formation during the last phase of pulping. The
activation energies of these reactions suggest a substantial
reduction in total formation of organic sulfur compounds ay be
accomplished by raising the reaction temperature and shortening the
time of the kraft cook. The significance of the results to actual
kraft pulping process is discussed. (Author abstract)00

01890

Williams, J. D., G. Ozolins, J. V. Sadler, and J. I.
Parser

INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY: PHASE II PROJECT MORT.
VIII. A PROPOSAL POW AN AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.
Public RealtbAlorvico, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center
for Air Pollutioc Control, 132p., May 1967. 7 refs

This report is devoted to %he development of an air use plan for
the St. Louis metropolitan area. An air use plan may be
thought of as a link between the potential pollutant omissions of a
community end the air quality goals. Its function is to optimise
the use of the air with respect to the amount of pollutants
emitted, by considering the diletion capacity of the air basin and
the configuration of the pollutant sources it the area. The air
use plan may then be used as the basic framework for achieving the
desired air quality by the various means available such as limiting
the emissions from individual sources, limiting the ellissions from
sources in cortaie areas, or even disallowing now pollution
sources in 'Overburdened areas. In short, it provide* the basis
for enacting cdntrol regulations and provides a guide for future
planning activities.01

01894

P. A. Bennett, R. V. Jackson, C. K. Murphy, and R. A.
Randall

CRANKCASE GAS CAUSES 40% OF AUTO AIR POLLUTION. SAE (Soc.
Autosot. Engrg.) J. 68, 31-6, Mar. 1960.

Crankcase gas ie a major contributor to air pollution. In fact,
tests show that hydrocarbon esission from the crankcase is of the
same order of magnitude as thst due to exhaust. Composition of
exhaust and crankcase vent or blowby gases of five test cars was
determined by: Orsat analyses (carbon dioxide, oxygen, and carbon
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onoxide) of grab samples obtained before and after a combustion
train; and a Beckman L/B Model 151 infrared analyzer, which
continuously measured exhaust and crankcase vent or blowby
concentrations. It vas quipped with an n-hexane detector and
quartz optics. By using gas chromatography, measured Beckman
concentrations were converted to absolute hydrocarbon
concentrations. Blowby gases were shown to be predominantly
carbureted sixture. This led to the conclusion that the specific
hydrocarbons in the fuel determine the specific hydrocarbons in the
crankcaiu ,:ases. Therefore, in cars whose crankcase missions are
not controlled, the fuel used will deterring the crankcase
hydrocarbons emitted. Feeding engine crankcase gases back to tho
intake system liminates crankcase hydrocarbon emissions without
appreciably affecting exhaust missions. An internal crankcase
ventilating srstes can thus eliminate approximatcly 40% of the
engine hydrocarbon emissions (considering crankcase plus exhaust,
under all operating conditions) exclusive of carburetor vent
losses.,0

01902

R. Nukai, J. P. Thomas, and B. D. Tebbens.

ARONATIC HYDROCARBONS PRODUCED DURING CONBUSTION 07 SINPLE
ALIPHATIC FUELS. Anal. Chem. 37, 398-403, Bar. 1965.
(Presented before the Division of Water, Air and Waste
Chemistry, 148th Nesting, American Chemical Society,
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1965.)

The combustion of simple aliphatic fuels such as methane and
propane at atmospheric pressure results in the formation of a widearray of prmducts. Previous work ham been concerned with
arene-type products. Current vork has shown the relative
production of benzene, toluene, ethybenzene, as well as other
simple alkyl substituted derivatives of benzene. The practical
aspects include an index of relative abundance of the latter type
of cospounds that might be found in polluted atmospheres as yell as
indicating a ethod for predicting the relative contribution of
automobile exhaust to atmospheric pollution. (Author abstract)OO

01941

N. B. Jacobs

NEALTH ASPECTS OP AIR POLLUTION PROB INCINERATORS. Proc.
Natl. Incinerator Conf., New York, 1964. pp. 128-31.

The public health aspects of incinerator exhaust gases are
discussed first in the light of the physiological rearms@
induced by specific contaminants such as sulfur oxides, nisrogen
oxides, and other inorganic gases and aldehydes, organic acids,
esters, polynuclear hydrocalbons, and other organic compounls;
second, vith respect to their relation to illness caused by air
pollution in general such qs emphysema and other raspiratory
diseases, allergenic res.crses, and cancer; and third on the
character of the effluen4 gases, namely domestic, municipal, or
industrial. One aspect of domestic incinerator effluents As
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particularly stressed, that is, the effect on nearby residents.
The contribution that incinerator xhaust gases make to the air
pollution of any given community depends on the ratio of the
amount of refuse and garbage burned to the total aount of fuel
used and consued in that region.SO

01958

P. V. Leach, L. J. Lenge T. A. Beller, J. E. Sigsby,
Jr., and A. P. Altshuller

EFFECTS OF IC/NOI RATIOS ON IRRADIATED AUTO EXHAUST, PART II.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (5) 176-83, May 1964.
( Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
ssociation, Detroit, Nick., June 11-13, 1963.)

he relative concentrations of individual hydrocarbons have been
;shown to be independent of autoexhaust concentration in dyhamic
strradiation experiments. The absolute concentrations of the
.individual hydrocarbons are linearly related to total hydrocarbon
concentration. The decrease in the concentration of reactive
hydrocar,ons during irradiation is found to be independent of
whether a 120- or a 180-inute average irraAiation tie is used.
A fourfold reduction in initial hydrocarbon concentration at
constant hydrocarbon to titrogen oxide level causes a slight
increase in the relative aouets (percent) of hydrocarbon connued
during irradiation. The same fourfold reduction in initial
hydrocarbon concentration at constant nitric oxide level results in
a decrease in the percent of olefins reacted, but dogs not affect
the percent of aroatics reacted. If the hydrocarbon level is
kept constant, while the nitrogen oxide level is varied, an
increase in nitrogen oxides causes a arked reduction in the
percent of elefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons reacted during
irradiation. The aldehyde yiolds are linearly related to the
total hy3rocartea level. No significant effect on aldehyde yields
was found when the average irradiation time was varied from 120 to
180 int.tes. The aldehyde yitids did vary with a decrease in
yield both at very high and very low ratios of hydrocarbon to
nitrogen oxide. The individual hydrocarbon and aldehyde
colwentrations are shown to fall well within the range of
atmospheric concentrations. Although the aldehydes may be
respons5.ble in part for the eye irritation, the presence of other
eye-irritating species ust be postulated to explain the shape of
ti.e oye-irritation response curves when plotted against nitrogen
oxrde concentration.110

02001

B. Gills E.L. Rove

OIL DURUM FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATION: PRESENT DESIGN AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS. Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air Cong.,
London, 1966. (Paper III/2.) pp. 37-44.

Published work fro various research organizations in Europe
and the U.S.A. concerning malfunctioning of domestic pressure
jet burnern is reviewed. It is shown that when poor cobustion
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performance of pressure jet burners is xperienced the cause can betraced to one, or a combination of the following factors: 1.Poor design of the air/fuel mixing system. 2. Bad
maintenance. 3. Bad matching of the burner characteristics to theheating appliance requirements. Bad performance of any
combustion system is reflected in the composition of the
final exhaust products. Results are presented which show that acombustion system can generally be operated so tbat it productsno smoke, carbon onoxide or unburnt hydrocarbons. Dueto attention which has recently been drawn to *exhaust odor* frooll-fired appliances reference is made to methods of measuringthe total hydrocarbon content of flue gases. Recent
developments with the objective of impo
developments with the objecti7e of improving the combustion
performance and reliability of domestic oil burners are described,together with references to research into methods of distillatefuel atomization and combustion using novel principles.
(Author abstract modified)1111

02017

M.A. Termeulen

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BY OIL REPIAERIES. Proc. (Part I)Intern. Clean kir Cong., London, 1966 (Paper IV/S).
pp. 92-5.

Stichting CONCAVE has been established by the 011 Companies'
International Study Group for Clean Air and Rater
Conservation (Western Europe). Its Working Group on
Atmospheric Dispersion is active in the field of abatement
and control of air pollution originating from both domestic andindustrial complexes. Major air-borne contaminations, from oilrefining operation but not petroc:Aesical operations, such a
hydrocarbons, mercaptans, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide
and sulphur oxides other than from refinery flue gas, arediscussed. Most common sources of the above contaminants are
discussed, together with the general refinery practices forpreventing or reducing emission of these contaminants. Theeffectiveness of modern refinery procwsses in reducing air
pollution is reviewed and examples of local conditions and the waythey affect the setting of practical limits of emissions arediscussed. In conclusion, the general oil industries views withrespect to the air pollution problem are summarized. (Authorabstract modified)SO

02023

G..% Cleary

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBON RATIOS: THEIR USE IN STUDYING THE
SEQUENCE OF COMBUSTION IN A RAND-FIRED IATERMITTENT BRICK KILN.Proc. (Pert I) Intern. Clean Air Cong., London, 1966,
Paper IV/11). pp. 111-4.

Concentration ratios of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons havebeen used to study combustion inn a hand-fired intermittent brick
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kiln. Soot sasples were obtained at various stages in the heating
cycle using a scrolltype high efficiency cyclone located at the
base of the stack. There is a gradation in the nature of the
tar adsorbed by the soot, that collected early in the drying
stage being primiry, as the temperature rises there is a
transition to secondary tar. The highest coucentration of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons coincides with the highest
soot fall from the kiln. Two possible echanisms are
examined. In both it in assumed that soot with absorbed primary
tar is deposited on kiln walls and product surfaces during the
steaming period and that towards the end of the preheating period
the higher flue gas velocities and greater temperature gradients
dislodge the soot: (a) in the early part of the steaming period, as
successive layers of soot deposit they prevent colatilization of
thq tar adsorbed on previous deposits. When the soot is
dislodged the adsofbed tar, no longer shielded, is thermally
cracked on the surface of the carbon particles; (b) the primary
tar is alternatively cracked on the surface of the soot
before the latter is dislodged and this assumes that the
adsorptive forces are sufficiently strong to prevent the
mass transfer of the adsorbed tar into the flue gas stream.
(Author abstract)O,

02066

W. Breuer, and K. lankier.

SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION OP AIR POLLUTIONS ASCERTAINED BY
STATIONARY RECORDING OF GASEOUS COHPONENTS. Herkunft Und
Ausbreitung Von Luftverunreinigungen, Ermittelt Durch
Stationare Pegistrierung Mehreror Immissionskomponenten.
Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air Cong., London, 1966.
(Paper VII/10). pp. 239-42.

Simultaneous, continuous and stationary measurement of the
concentration of gas components (CO. CO2, 502, H25, C12,
nitrous gases, hydrocarbons) combined with the recording of
meteorological factors (wind direction, speed of wind, atmospheric
stability etc.) enable the identifying of the source of air
pollutions (totor vehicle exhaust, domestic heating, power
stations, chemical works). The examination of special air
conditions and statistical evaluation gives information on the
process of distribution. (Author abstract) $$

02152

G. Weston.

EXCESSIVE EMISSIONS OF PIREDAHP IN THE VEST LANCASHIRE AND NORTH
VALES COALF'ADS. RISING ENGB. (LONDON) 126, (74) 81-96,
Nov. 1966.

Several recent sudden emissions of firedamp in the Lancashire and
North Vales coalfields are reported; steps taken to deal with the
emissions and recognition of common factors indicating when similar
occurrences might be expected are recorded and analyzed. Firedamp
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drainage by boring holes into the seas close below the one being
worked vas one ethod employed. The system should be capable of
dealing vith more firedamp than is normally encountered to protect
against sudden substantial emissions. Regular monitoring of
firedamp emitted from wastes and in the tunnels is necessary.
Fmissions of firedamp from the sea being worked ay be reduced if
steps are taken to "harden" the coal.00

02153

C. A. Rogue.

CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION AND WASTE HEAT RECOVERY FROM
INCINERATION. PUBLIC WORKS 97, (6) 100-3, JUNE 1966.

Furope has had for some time rigid governsent standards
controlling air pollution vith any large scale air pollution
control installations, particularly of refuse incineration
facilities. The nature of air pollutants from refuse incineration
is discussed. The chemical analysis of fly ash is given as well
as the size distribution of stack dust emissions. Air pollution
abateent equipment is described. The approxiate characteristics
and costs of ajor collector systems are tabulated.10

02232

R.L. Stenburg, T.P. Hangebrauck, D.J. Von Lhdmden,
A.H. Rose, Jr.

EFFECTS OF HIGH VOLATILE FUEL ON INCINERATOR EFFLUENTS.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 11, 376-83, Aug. 1961
(Presented at the 53rd Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 22-26, 1960.)

A readily vaporizable solid fuel normally considered as being
more difficult to burn than ordinary cellulose vas treated in a
ultiple chaber incineittoc having an 8.5 sq. ft. grate area
in a 19.5 cu ft. primary combustion chaber, a dovnpass mixing
chaber and a 16,5 cu ft. final cobustion chamber. One part
shredded asphalt saturated felt roofing composed of 60%
petroleum base asphalt, 37 1/2% felt, and 2 1/2% ash with one
part 4" squares of nevpaper vas the fuel mixture. The effects
of combinations of excess air (100 and 200%), fuel feed rate (100
and 150 lb/hr), fuel per charge, underfire air (15 and 60%), and
secondary air on the emission of particulates, oxides of nitrogen,
hydrocarbons, carbon onoxide, formaldehyde, and smoke were
evaluated. Optimum conditions imply a temperature range of 1800
to 2000 It in the secondary chaber, 15 to 20% underfire air, and
small batch on continuous charging.

02234

CHEMICAL INDUST'S? REPORT (REVISED IEFORHATIVE REPORT NO. 1).
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. (TI-2 Chemical
Committee). 13, (10) 496-9, Oct. 1963,
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?he chemical industry uses raw materials from mine, forest, sea,
air, and farm; fros oil, brine and gas wells; and from by-product
materials of many other industries. It converts these widely
diversified raw materials into more than 8,850 compounds, called
"end chemicals," in more than 12,000 plants operated by hundreds
of chemical manufacturers. Since World War II the chemical
industry has become so diversified that it is difficult even
to classify ft accurately. Today, petroleum producers are now
important chemical manufacturers; paper companies, rubber
companies, even manufacturers of electrical machinery and farm
equipment are chemical producers. This report will discuss in
general terms some of the characteristics of emissions from certain
kinds of operations and the relation of the plant operators to
the Air Pollution Control Officials.m.

02236

HYDROCHLORIC ACID MANUFACTURE, REPORT NO. 3. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 13, (10) 502-5,7, oct. 1963.(TI-2
Chemical Committee.)

This report, published as Informative Rpt. No. 3 of the Air
Pollution Control Association's TI-2 Chemical Committee
represents the "best thingking of the Association" on the
subject. ?he manufacture of hydrochloric acid involves the
generation ot hydrogen chlorid gam and its absorption in water
for the aqueous solutions. There are three principal processes
used to produce hydrogen chloride: (1) Reaction of salt and
82504 (Mahnheim Process) resulting in the production of
hydrogen chloride gas and sodium sulfate; (2) Burning chlorine in
a slight excess of hydrogen; (3) As a by-product from
chlorination of organic compunds. Up latil the early thirties
more acid was made by the salt-acid process; by 1961 the hydrogen-
chlorine process vas more in use. Air pollution aspects of the
processes are revieved.00

02244

A.H. Rose, Jr., R.C. Stahman, N.V. Korth

DYNAMIC IRRADIATION CHAMBER TESTS OF AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST, PART I.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 12, 468-73, Oct. 1963.
(Presented at the 55th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, Chicago, Ill., May 20-24, 1962.)

The data from this series of tests run under dynamic
irradiation conditions show differences attributable to: (1) the
concentration of exhaust gas at which the irradiation was made, and
(2) the composition of the fuel used to produce the exhaust gas.
Evaluations of the variations in chemical reaction and
biological effects show: (1) The rate of NO2 formation
increased proportionately with both exhaust concentration and
olefin content of the fuel. (2, The percentage of 1102 reacting
with unreacted fresh exhaust components and with secondary reaction
products varied inversely with the increase of the exhaust
concentration level. (3) No consistent change in oxidant
concentration level (primarily ozone) resulted from an inarease
in the hydrocarbon concentration level at which the irradiation
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vas made. (n) Formaldehyde formation increased in direct
proportion to the increase in hydrocarbon concentration at
irradiation. (5) Plant effects indicate a shift in the type
of phytotoxicant developed and a decrease in damage level
with increase in the hydrocarbon concentration level at which
thv irradiation vas sade. (6) Bacterial effect shoved a
simificant increase in degree of kill with increase in
hyirocarbon concentration level at which the irradiation vas
ade. (Author summary)mo

02335

H. K. Newhall.

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CHEMICAL K/NETICS
DURING RAPID EXPANSIONS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
(DOCTOR'S THESIS). (For the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Engineering, California Univ., Berkeley,
Graduate Div.) Sept. 1966. 198 pp.

Theoretical analysis predicts that during expannion of combustion
products occurring in internal combustion engines, the rate of
atom and free radical recombination is sufficient for
equilibration of these species. It in further predicted that as a
result of kinetic limitations, nitric oxide persists in
hyper-equilibrium concentrations. Theoretical analysis of the
kinetics of the expansion process vas performed through use of a
digital computer. Overall reactions considered were the
decomposition of nitric oxide and the recombination of atomic
oxygen, atomic hydrogen and the hydroxyl free radical. Rate
expressions for the overall reactions were formulated through
consideration of all tignificunt elementary reactions. Reaction
rate data for the elementary reactions were obtained from a largo
number of published s3urces. Nitric oxide is of considerable
importance in the problem of automotive air pollution and an
experimental study of nitric oxide decomposition occurring during
engine cycle expansion vas undertaken. A single cylinder
research engine was equipped with an infrared transmitting
window. The emergent infrared radiation vas studied by means of
spectroscopic equipment making possible the determination of
nitric oxide concentrations throughout expansion. The results
indicate that nitric oxide concentration remains fixed throughout
the entire expansion process. (Author summary modified)00

02362

J.H. Ludvig

STATUS OF VEHICLE EMISSIONS /I AIR POLLUTION. Preprint.
(Presented at the Eighth Annual Environmental Health Inst.,
Colorado Association of Sanitarians, Denver, Apr. 26, 1963.)

Review of the various classes of motor vehicles in use today
and associated pover plants indicates that as a group the
gasoline-powered passenger car accounts for the ajor share
of auto exhaust emissions associated with production of
photochemical smog. Of the various sources of emissions from
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all types ot vehicles, tailpipe missions from gasoline-powered
vehicles are the most significant, followed by crankcase

02375

J. E. Sigsby, Jr. and N. V. Korth.

COMPOSITION OF BLOVBY EMISSIONS. Preprint. (Presented at the
57th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Houston, Tex.. June 21-25, 1964, Paper No. 64-72.)

The composition of blovby emissions WAS evaluated from ten
different cars with displacements ranging from 52 co in. to 365
chromatographic analyses were ade of the blovby hydrocarbon
composition covering a group of approximately 75 components.
Nondispersive infrared and flame ionisation equipment were also
used to determine CO, CO2 and hydrocarbon concentrations.
(Author abstract)SS

02428

PI. P. SWOOP oy

THE POTENTIAL OF MODIFICATIONS TO THE ENGINE INDUCTION
SYSTEM OS PERFORMANCE AND EMISSIONS. Scott Renearch Labs.,
San Bernardino, Calif. 31 pp., 1966

Thin paper describes approaches to combining reduction in exhaust
emissions from spark ignition internal combustion engines with
equal improved 0performance0. In view of the new legislation of
vehicle emissions, a new criterion of engine design is being added,
so that now the basic criteria are: Power capabilities, economy,
driveability and emissions. The induction system modifications
discussed in this study are believed to play a large and increasing
part in exhaust emission redaction. Furthermore author states
that these improvements will contribute to improved general
operation and performance of spark ignition internal combustion
engines in the very Dear future.fl

02527

D. S. Smith and E. S. Starkman

PERFORMANCE OF ANHYDROUS AMMONIA AS A SPARK IGNITION ENGINE
FOIL. Califoraia Univ., Berkeley, Dept. of Mechanical
ingineering. 62 pp., Feb. 1966.

CFST/, DDC: AD 633632

The operating characteristics of anhydrous NO3 as a fuel for a
spark ignition engine were determined and compared, experisentally
and theoretically, to those of iso-octane, the roference
hydrocarbon fuel. Experimental data obtained over a vide range of
parameters--compression ratio, engine speed, manifold
pressuredisplayed no grossly divergent fuel characteristics for
1103 compared to iso-octane. Anhyds.Jus 1113 vas demonstrated to
operate successfully as a fuel for spark ignition engines.
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Principal requirements are that it be introduced into the
engine in the vapor phase and be partly dissociated to H2 and
N93. Dissociation was accomplished in a teperature controlled
catalytic dissociator using pelletized activated iron catalyst.
The optimal weight concentration of H2 to insure against power
loss is approximately 5%. The aximum theoretically possible
indicated output using ammonia vapor when adjusted for 5% hydrogen
dissociation is about 75% of that with hydrocarbon. The
presently obtained maximum experimental level is 7 2% at a
compression ratio of 10. Specific fuel consumption, both by
theory and experiment, is twofold at maximu power and 2-1/2 fold
at maximum economy when using ammonia as a replacement for
hydrocarbon. Spark timing for aximum performance must be
advanced slightly for ammonia but sensitivity to spark timing is
very little greater than with hydrocarbons. (Author summary
modif ied) II

02548

F. I. Dubrovskaya, I. A. Pinigina, and V. M. Styazhkin

POLLUTION OF AIR BY SYNTHETIC TATTY ALCOHOLS AROUND A FACTORY
PRODUCING FAT SUBSTITUTES. (Zagryaznenie atmosfernogo
vozdukha sinteticheskii zhirnymi spirtami vokrug proizvodstva
zhirozamenitelei.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (1) 113-5, Jan. 1966.

TT66-51160/1-3

The qualitative and quantitative composition of alcohols
contaminating the air around factories producing synthetic fatty
alcohols and synthetic fatty acids, is described for the first
time. Such air may contain volatile lower alcohols, as well as
less volatile higher alcohols. Since aliphatic alcohols differ
in their toxic properties, the maximum permissible atmospheric
concentration should be established for each alcohol separately.

02549

L. C. Buzunova, A. N. Bokov, A. N. Gurevich, and Z.
P. Nikitinskaya

SLAG HEAPS AS A SOURCE OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION. (0tvaly
ugolnykh shakht kak istochnik zagryazeniya atsosfernogo vozdukha.)
Hyg. Sanit. 318 (1) 118-20, Jan. 1966.

CFSTI: TT66-51160/1-3

The burning slag heaps of the coal mining districts in the
Rostov Region, where the principle combustible component is .

anthracite, do not present any carcinogenic hazard. However,
this conclusion cannot be extended to burning rocks in slag heaps
containing quantities of other grades of coal, such as
bituinous coal, and particularly coal which processes a higher
content of tarry substances. The burning slag heaps give rise to
consid.,,rable pollution of the atmosphere by carbon monoxide and
sul fur diox ide. AN
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02573

N.Y.A. Yanysheva, L.G. Andrienko, N.V. Balenko, I.S.
Rireeva

THE CARCINOGENIC PROPERTIES OF CORE OVEN WASTES. (0
kantsergennykh svoistvakh vybrosov koksovykh pechei.) Ityg.

Sanit. 29, (5) 6-11, Nay 1964.
CFST/: TT65-50023/5

The authors present data on the concentration of 3,4-benzpyrene,
anthracene, 1,2-benzanthracene, phenatrene, pyrene, phryzene in
the discharges of coke oven into the air and the effect exerted by
these discharges on animals in a biological test. /t vas shown
that the coke gas resin in the coke oven discharges contains 0.3%
of benzpyrene and certain other polycyclic aromatic carbonhydrates
and has a strongly marked blastogenic effect on experimental
animals. As a means of control of atmospheric air pollution with
cancerigenic substances the authors suggest a smokeless method of
charging coke ovens. (Author abstract) III

02610

C. V. Ranter, and R. G. Lunche

EN/SS/ONS AND POLLUTANT LEVELS (TRENDS IN LOs ANGELES).
Arch. Environ. Health 8, (1) 5-14, Jan. 1964. (Presented at
the Sixth Annual Air Pollution Medical Research Conference,
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 28-29, 1 963.)

For accurate assessment of the problems, needs, and progress of an
air pollution control program, accurate information must be
obtained on emissions of contaminants from sources, and on
contaminant levels. This is a very large task, requireinq the
acquisition of a great mass of data on a continuing basis. In a
large community suffering the blight of smog, the acquisition of
data is imperative in order to take effective action to stop the
advancing menace and to begin a trend back toward clean air. In
Los Angeles total air pollution surveys and air monitoring
activities have provided the means for understanding the basic
causes of the smog problem, and for guiding actions which have
slowed the advance of smog and which will turn it back.
Inspection ot trends of emissions and contaminant levels in Los
Angeles County affirms that a vigorous control program on
stationary sources can slow and even reverse trends. It is clear
though, that permanence of these effects cannot be achieved until
the increasing emissions frcm motor vehicles are controlled. Of
the major contaminants discussed, only sulfur dioxide, which is not
significantly affected by motor vehicles emissions, has regressed.

02635

J. H. Boddy and D. Turner

A DEF/NIT/ON OF THE PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE OF A/R POLLUTION FROM
PETROL-ENG/NED VEHICLES (PART / OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION: A
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SURVEY OF SOME ASPECTS OF THE EMISSIONS FROM PETROL-ENGINED
VEHICLES AND THEIR TREATMENT). British Technical Council of
the Motor and Petroleum industries, England. Sept. 1965.
pp. 1-34.

fiorld-wide legislation is reviewed; the existing and probable
restriction on vehicle use and design is presented. The motor
vehicle pollutants are detailed. The public health significance
is examined. Automotive emissions are compared to those from
other sources. Existing legislation in the western and
non-Communist world, other than the Californian legislation,
imposes negligible restrictions on the gasoline engine at present,
but shovs indications of imminent action. Legislation in many
countries is framed in such a way that regulations against emission
from gasoline vehicles could be enforced without major revision of
legislation. This is most apparent in recent revisions of
legislation, e.g. Ireland, France, and Belgiu. Shen and if
the present legislation in the U.K. is successful in controlling
pollution from industrial and domestic sources, ore attention oust
inevitably focus on the motor vehicle. The gasoline-engined
vehicle makes a ardor contribution to the following pollutants:
carbon monoxide, unburnt hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen.
Of these pollutants referred to, carbon monoxide is certainly the
most undesirable. Oxides of nitrogen may be ore damaging in
respect to chronic exposure but evidence is limited. Unburnt
hydrocarbons in vapour form appear significant only in relation to
photochemical smogs. Heavy hydrocarbons in association with
non-particulate matter, like oxides of nitrogen, have possible
significance in relation to effects of chronic exposure. The use
of lead in gasolines appears to have minor significance as a health
hazard in respect to its pollution of the atmosphere. Major
attention should be immediately devoted to the reduction of carbon
monoxide emission from automotive vehicles. In the interests of
clarifying the situation and, as a safeguard against possible
legislation of an unnecessarily restrictive nature, the motor and
petroleum industries should support research into the significance
of such emissions as oxides of nitrogen and heavy hydrocarbons and
methods of reducing these.ell

02636

J. A. Walker

INFLUENCE OF GASOLINE COMPOSITION ON THE CONSTITUTION OF ENGINE
EXHAUST (PART II OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION: A SURVEY OF SOME
ASPECTS OF THE EMISSIONS FROM PETROL-ENGINED VEHICLES AND THEIR
TREATMENT). British Technical Council of the Motor and
Petroleum Industries, England. Sept. 1965. 35-64 pp.

The major component, adverse to health, in gasoline engine
exhausts is carbon monoxide. Fuel composition has no
influence on the production of this toxic compound and it is
recommended therefore that work is carried out to develop other
practicable methods of minimixing CO in engines of European
design. Traces of unburned hydrocarbons are also present in
exhaust gases and in California they contiibute to smog formation
by participating in photochesical reactions promoted by sunlight.
This reaction rarely occurs in Europe, and thus hydrocarbons are
of importance only because they may make a *mall contribution to
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the presence of carcinogenic compounds in the air. The AMA has
stated that in soe 1966 model cars, an engine afterburner system
will be fitted as original equipment which will convert CO and
hydrocarbons to the harmless compounds CO2 and water. Any
method adopted in Europe fcr removing CO from exhaust gases
is likely to be of a similar type and inevitably the major part of
the hydrocarbons present in the exhaust will also be converted into
innocuous materials. It 1$2 recommended that work is carried out
to assess the importance of the presence of oxides of nitrogen in
the air, and if necessary to develop means of preventing their
emission from gasoline engine exhausts. Particulate matter is
emitted from engine exhausts consisting of sulphur compounds,
carbon, compounds of lead and other aterials. At the present it
is not considered that these represent any appreciable health
hazards, but it is recommended that close touch is maintained with
workers in the U.S.A. and in the U.K. who are easuring the
concentration and nature of particulate matter in the air,
particularly under high traffic density conditions. Evaporation
of gasoline vapours from the car fuel tanks and carburetors will
probably be controlled in the U.S.A. The contribution to
atmospheric pollution from these sources ust be extremely small,
but it is recommended that some work is carried out in European
engines to investigate the factors involved. (Author summary)AA

02806

F. J. Schuette

AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST STUDY CONDUCTED AT U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
PETROLEUM RESEARCH CENTER, BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA (FINAL
REPT. JULY 17-NOV. 10, 1959). California State Dept. of
Public Health, Berkeley, Air and Industrial Hygiene Lab.
(Rept. No. AIHL-1) June 9, 1960. 28 pp.

Based on the data included in this report it say be said that
exhaust hydrocarbon analyses by n-hexane-sensitized non-dispersive
infrared analyzers are reproducible from one instrument to another
when instrument variables are kept constant. Por this reason,
they make valuable survey instruments. It must be borne in ind
that n-hexane sensitized analyzers olseell only a fraction of the
total exhaust hydrocarbons, the fraction depending on the
instrument characteristics and the composition of the exhaust gas.
Analyzers sensitized to acetylene, benzene and ethylene used in
this study were not roliable. Efforts to obtain two analyzers
with comparable responses did not produce satisfactory results.
Preliminary investigations into flame ionization detection for
exhaust hydrocarbon analyses indicate this instrument to be
promising as a true carbon counter. Gas-liquid partition
chromatography, although very time consuming, still appears to be
the best method for analysis of exhaust hydrocarbons. Of course,
there is still need for further refinement of techniques in this
method. (Author conclusion)011

02911

R. L. Chass, R. G. Holmes, A. P. Pudurich, and R. R.
Burlin
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EMISSIONS FROM UNDERGROUND GASOLINE sTORAGE TANKS. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 13, (11) 524-30, Nov. 1963.
(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963, Paper No. 63-
460

A test program was designed and carried out in two phases: a
study of current service station filling losses, and determination
of variations in these losses using a prototype vapor return
system. Emissions from the filling of underground tanks amount
to 11.5 lb of vapor for each 1000 gal of gasoline delivered: in
Los Angeles County, this totals 38 tons per day, assuming
splashloading techniques are used at all locations. Equipment
auxiliary to the delivery and loading of this gasoline is
responsible for an additional controllable total of five tons per
day of vapor emissions. Use of various combinations of equipment
and techniques could provide vapor control of the following
agnitudes: A 37% reduction merely by converting from splash
filling to submerged filling techniques. A 93% reduction by
returning the vapors to the tank truck, but retaining the normal
vent line from the underground tank to the atmosphere.
Essentially complete reduction by using submerged filling,
returning the vapors to the tank truck, and eliminating the
atmospheric vent line. (Author summary modified)aa

02956

G. B. Warren

FUEL-ECONOMY GA/NS FROM HEAP!ED LEAN A/R-FUEL MIXTURES IN MOTORCAR
OPERATION. Preprint. (Presented at the Winter Annual Meeting,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Chicago, Ill.,
Nov. 7-11, 1965, Paper No. 65-NA/APC-2.)

Following suggestions resulting fros previously published
results a 1963 225 cu in., 8.2 to 1 compression ratio six cylinder
sedan with automatic transmission vas sIdified to permit cruising-
speed operation with 10 to 25% leaned mixtures, the leaning air
being separately heated by an exhaust heat exchanger. The heated
leaning air was introduced into the intake manifold through fixed-
area orifices below the throttle valve, with this arrangement, of
course, opening of the main throttle valve by depressing the
accelerator would drop the vaccuum in the intake manifold and
reduce or eliminate entirely the induction of leaning air and
return the motor to full throttle, cold inlet, and normal throttle
mixture immediately, and so result in no diminution of full-
throttle performance. Slightly less than 10% gain in normal fuel
consumption was demonstrated on a new and already very
economical motorcar; analysis indicates that up to 15% may be
obtainable. With thr. heated leaning air inlet no surging
difficulties were encountered except at very low idling speeds,
which it is believed could be obviated by refinements in controls
or adjustments. Also, the smog-making properties of the exhaust
should be reduciel by this system. This is not to be confused with
the more normal preheating of the air to the carburetor, which
will also result in simultaneously enriching the fuel-air ratio,
and will also reduce full-powet performance. (Author abstract) IN
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03113

R.N. Gerstle, S.T. Cuffe, A.A. Orning, C.H. Schwartz

AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM COAL-FIRED POVEG PLANTS, REPORT
NO. 2. J. Air Pollution Control ASSOG. 15, (2) 59-64,
Feb. 19659

The Public Health Service and the Bureau of Mines are
conducting a joint study to evaluate a number of flue-gas-stream
components from coal-burning power plants. Emissions of fly
ash, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, polynuclear hydrocarbons,
total gaseous hydrocarbons, formaldehydes, certain metals,
and f:arbon dioxide are determined. A previous paper
covered air pollutant emissions from vertical-fired and front-wall-
fired power plant boilers. This paper includes a comparative
evaluation ot emissfons from a tangential-fired and a turbo-fired
power plant boiler. (Author abstract)11$

03122

M. Brunner, P. Lemaigre

METHODS OF REDUCING POLLUTIoN CAUSED BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENG/NES. (Motor Vehicles). European Conf. on Air
Pollution Strasburg, 1964. p. 191-258.

As a result of the growth of indnstry and the subsequent
development of motor vehicles, European countries are faced with
an air pollution problem the nature and size of which depend not
only on the degree of industrialisation and the number of motor
vehicles in sue but also on the density of population and industry,
traffic conditions and geographical and climatic conditions.
The problem of pollution from motor vehicles in Ireland or
Norway is different from that in Germany. The problem in
France as a whole is not the same as the problem in Paris.
The problem in Paris is, in turn, different from the smog
problem in London, while the latter problem is different
again from the snog rroblem in Los Angeles. In Belgium,
Ireland, Norway, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and
even Italy, the interest of the public, the police and
legislature is concentrated mainly on the visible smoloe from
ditrAel vehicles, while petrol-driven vehicles are not yet regarded
as a very serious source of pollution. In Switzerland, the
inspection authorities have been primarily concerned from the
ontset (apart from gas emissions by factories) with the
quantities of CO and lead compounds to be found in the air
along traffic routes. This work began in the years immediately
following the appearance of ethyl motor spirit on the mrrket
(1947) . In the United Kingdom, attention also seems to be
directed mainly towards other sources of pollution. In the
Federal Republic of Germany and France mortality and
morbidity statistics, reports on pollution tvends in
particular areas, the effects of pollution on people, plants and
easonry have made doctors and learned societies alive to the
changes, led to Press campaigns and impressed public opinion
and government departments. The issue is not only the nuisanco
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caused by smoke, but, above all, the poisonous nature of
the exhaust gaaes of petrol engines. Considered are: (1) - the
organisation of anti-pollution action in each state; (2) -
studies and research; organisation, co-ordination and results;
(3) - ethods and equipment which can be used to reduce pollution;
and (4) - anti-pollution legislation in Europe.mm

03128

C. Padovani

METHODS OF REDUCING POLLUTION CAUSED BY SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES
(CHAPTER V. OIL INDUSTRY). European Conf. on Air Pollution,
Strasbourg. 1964. pp 323-36.

One general observation that can be made concerning the national
reports received is that the information they contain in not full
enough or specific enough particularly as regards pollution
statistics, the cost of anti-pollution equipment and the results
obtained. Furthermore, as regards sources of pollution and
methods of control, the reports mention nothing which cannot be
found in technical literature. Recent years have seen enormous
refinory development in Europe owing to a steady increase in
consumption and the transfer of processing plants from the areas
where the crude oil is obtained to those where petroleum products
are consumed. There are also signs of a tendency to concentrate
production in increasingly large refineries and of a continuous
increase in secondary or vertical reficing processes as compared
vith primary or horizontal refining processes. The pollution
problem has naturally been aggravated by the tendency to bring
refineries closer to consumption areas. By their very appearance,
the enormous size of the storage tanks, the tall distillation
towe:s, the flares for burning the surplus gases, petrol
refineries make a strong impression on the public at large and give
rise to suggestions out of all proportion to the actual threat
presented to public health. It should further be poiLted out
that the European oil industry was alaost completely reconstructed
after the second world mar and that, even in the field of pollution
control, it is in the van of progress. However, the oil industry
still needs to improve on the easures it has adopted.00

03129

Avy., A. P.

METHODS OF REDUCING POLLUTION CAUSED BY SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES.
(CHAPTER V/. CHEMICAL INDUSTRY). European Conf. of Air
Pollution, Strasburg, 1964. p. 337-356.

The pollutants discharged by the chemical industry ay be
subdivided into several classes. The fiist and most important
class is that of harmful products emitted in large quantities by
the "heavy" chemical industry and, in particular, orgsnic
chemical works: Sulphur dioxide, sulphuric acid, chlorine,
whether anufactured or in the form of impurities in the basic
material: fluorine in the case of fertilizers and fluorine again
in aluminum mlectro-chemistry. The chemical industry has a wide
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range of special problems which is in a constant state of flux
owing to the wide and ever-increasing variety of new synthetic
products (intermediate and finished) in the organic chemical
industry. From the technical point of view, the prevention of
pollution by such products depends on their presentation and
manner of application. A Froblem directly connected with
chemical manufacture is that of smell: mercaptans, hydrogen
phosphide, methylamines, etc., although, of course, it does not
arise in the chemical industry alone. Technical methods used to
reduce pollution are highly Sevellped for dusts and smoke and there
is a wide choice of apparatus. The chemical industry, like all
others, is subject to laws and regulations governing industrial air
pollution. A fairly sharF distinction, however, should be drawn
between laws, which lay down in general terms the objects to be
attained and the obligations to be fulfilled, and the regulations
which embody detailes of the limits imposed and the degree of
reduction demanded. In this last report, caution is necessary and
impossible or unnecessary standards should not be set. It is
clear that international liaison or even international
collaboration is not only desirable, but necessary.MA

03158

N. C. Kailos

UTILIZATION OF AMMONIA AS AY ALTERNATE FUEL /N ARMY AIRCRAFT
ENGINES. Army Aviation Material Labs., Fort Eustis, Va.
(Technical Report No. 66-52.) June 1966. 66 pp.

CFSTI, DDC AD 638360

The successful application of the Nuclear Powered Energy Depot
Concept is partly chipendent upon the practicability of
ammonia-fueled gas turbine engines. The purpose of this
investigation was to assess the feasibility of ammonia-fueled gas
turbine engines in Army aircraft. In accordance with this
objective, engine performance in the UH-1D helicopter and in the
CV-7A fixed-wing aircraft was compared utilizing both
hydrocarbon and anhydrous ammonia fuels. Aircraft fuel system
requirements were investigated, and an elementary cost comparison
was made for engine conversion kits and production engines.
Engine maintenance was considered briefly. From this study, it
is concluded that the use of ammonia as a gas turbine fuel results
in considerably lower aircraft productivity than the productivity
obtained from the use of hydrocarbon fuels. (Author abstract)00

03164

R. E. LePeta

INVESTIGATION OF THE AUTOMATION OF PETROLEUM FUELS (INTERIM
REPT.) . Army Coating and Chemical Lab., Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md. (CCL Rept. 204) (Project 1CO24401A106).
JUNE 1966. 24 PP.

CFSTI,DDC AD 641270

The deterioration of petroleum fuels was studied by investigation
.
of their autoxidation susceptibilities. Federal and Military
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Specification fuels and commercial gasolines were subjected to a
six-week accelerated aging test with analyses for generated
hydroperoxides determined at weekly intervals. The resulting
peroxide-time curves revealed autoxidation tendencies 'o varyconsiderably. Under the conditions of this aging techn-/ue, there
is evidence that the bulk storage supply of combat gasol,. e
(MIL-G-3056B) at Aberdeen Proving Ground is experiencing a
gradual depletion of antioxidant quality. (Author abstract) IA

03202

V. Del Vecchio.

THE PROBLEMS OF BAsIC URBAN AIR POLLUTION. II problema
dell'inguinamento di fondo urbano dell'aria atmosferica. Fumi
Polveri (Hila.4 6, (6) 177-8, June 1966.

Basic urban air pollution refers to the discharge into the air of
exhaust gases from motor vehicles and from heating units, which
are prevalently inefficient. Both sources discharge respirable
dusts and gases, the latter including some aliphatic and aromatic
hydrocarbons which have proven carcinogenic in experimental
animals. The problem arising from the incomplete combustion of
motor fuels is aggravated by the presence, in Italian cities, of
narroN streets and relatively high buildings which become
repositories of emitted fumes and dust from slow-moving vehicles.
As much as 12 40 13% CO may bn present in gasoline-driven motor
car exhaust. Nhile gross measurement of pollutants present in the
urban air is of high indicative value, public health aspects of the
problem demand that granulometric studies of the dust particles
also be conducted, since size is a factor in respirability. /n
addition, photochemical studies involving the interaction between
the pollutants in the air and the sun's rays indicate that solar
radiation transforms the otiginally present contaminants into
biologically more receptive compounds, quite different from their
precursors. Thus peroxacetylnitrate(PAN) is producee from
NOx, and the new substance is a powerful irritant of the mucus
membranes. The dramatic episodes of mass illness resulting from
smog in various places in recent years were caused by the
rhenomenon of thermal inversion which preysated the dispersion of
the irritants present in the air.

03255

R. L. Cummins and V. J. Konopinski

MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST CONCENTPATIONS IN A ROAD TUNNEL.
Preprint. (Presented at the Conference of the American
Industrial Hygiene Association, Philadelphia, Pa., Apr. 29,
1964.)

The contribution of motor vehicle exhaust to ambient air pollution
was studied by using a vehicular-road tunnel as a sampling site.1
An intensive aerometric study was conducted April 20 through 28;
1963, at the Sumner Tunnel in Boston, Massachusetts. The
tunnel is now operated as a one-way tube. Air quality was
determined on the fresh air supplied to the tunnel (inlet air),, on
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the air exhaust from the tunnel (exhaust air), and at three sites
Jithin the tunnel. Particulate pollutants were analyzed for total
suspended particulates, benzene-soluble organics, sulfates,
nitrates, metals, and polycyclic hydrocarbons. Concentration of
S02, oxides N, NO2, aliphatic aldehydes, and CO were also
determined. The average concentration of total suspended
particulates in the inlet air was 86 micrograms/cu m while that of
the exhaust air was 424 micrograms/cu . The concentrations of
total particulates, benzene-soluble organics, sulfates, and
nitrates for the inlet and exhaust ail: were less than reported in a
previous study. The ranges of concentrations of oxides N, NO2,
and aliphatic aldehydes in the tunnel were, respectively, 11.3 to
43.C, 3.5 to 8.8, and 3.1 to 12.6 parts per hundred million
(hereafter referred to as pphm). S02 concentrations ranged from
0.1 to 0.5 pphm, and were less than ambient concentrations. The
ean daily concentration of CO was 2.3 ppm in the inlet air and
50.8 ppm in the exhaust air. Mean concentrations in the tunnel
ranged from 20,5 to 54.2 ppm and increased with Increasing
distance into the tunnel. Other pollutants exhibited a similar
gradient. The particulate pollutaut concentrations measured
during April 1963 study are less than those measured in 1961.
This decrease may be attributable to operation of the tunnel with
one-way traffic and the concomitant piston effect, and to a 36
percent decrease in the average number of motor vehicles using the
tunnel. Values for polycyclic hydrocarbons reported for the 1961
study were in error; corrected values are given in this report.
(Author abstract) **

03264

J. N. Pattison and E. R. Stephens

COMPOSITION OP AUTOMOTIVE BLOM GASES. Proc. TecL. Meeting
West Coast Sect., Air Pollution Control Assoc., 3rd,
Monterey, Calif., 1963. 37-50 pp.

Blovby emissions from internal combustion engines have been
analyzed, and it has been experimentally shown that they have the.
same carbon content as exhaust and carbureted mixture. It has
also been found that blowby is composed of approximately two-thirds
carbureted mixture and one-third exhaust. Gas chromatographic
analyses have been made of the blowby from ten cars using the sane
fuel, and it was found that the ratio of one component to the next
(in the Cl to CS range) was very similar for all cars and that
the total emission level only varied by a factor of 2 or 3.
Cracked products accounted for about one per cent of the organic
carbon in blowby. The actual concentration of these compounds was
found to be the same in blowby and exhaust, which indicates that
sone reaction occurs during the compression stroke before any
appreciable amount of blowby occurs. Gas chromatographic analysis
o the aromatic portion of the blowby showed variations similar
i amount to that found.in the light hydrocarbons. The
cimposition of the blowby aromatics resembles the composition of
the fuel. (Author summary)**
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03265

A. F. Bush, R. A. Glater, G. Richards, and J. Dyer

EFFECT OF ENGINE EXHAUST ON THE ATMOSPHERE WHEN AUTOMOBILES ARE
EQU/PPED WITH AFTERBURNERS. Proc. Tech. Meeting Vest Coast
Section, Air Pollution Control Assoc., 3rd, Monterey,
Calif., 1963.)

Typicaln smog damage of the conventional type if induced in
Nicotiana glutinosa when the ratio of pure air to automobile
exhaust is in the range of 1000 to 1 in the test facility. A
specific cycle of engine operation involving acceleration, cruise,
deceleration and idle produced typical damage. The absence of
cruise in the cycle caused no damage to occur. With an after
burner on the exhaust of internal combustion engines, it becomes
apparent that a new type of injury was being induced in
Nicotiana glutinosa plants. Fumigations with afterburner
exhausts consistently produced atypical plant damage, whereas
automobile exhaust fumigations, without afterburner devices,
usually produced typical oxidant damage. 2t is considered that
since the concentration of hydrocarbons is reduced using the
afterburner, one of the principal air polluting agents has been
eliminated; typical air pollution therefore, does not occur. This
does not mean that plant damage is eliminated, only that the usual
type of plant damage appears to have replaced it (atypical).
Some of the exceptions to the trends described in #1 above can be
explained on the basis of lack of sweep of the tunnel so that
residual smog-forming materials may have remained behind. The
tunnel must therefore be carefully swept with air passed through
beds of activated charcoal for at least 15 hours before the
fumigation can have validity. Plant damage does not correlate
well with measured concentrations of nitric oxide. Atypical
damage is produced however in almost every instance of
afterburner exhaust fumigation. Since the fumigation period
includes the period when the oxides of nitrogen are high (ppm orso) it may be speculated that the new damage is due to oxides of
nitrogen in the absence of high hydrocarbon. There is fair
correlation between hydrocarbon concentrations and the appearance
of typical damage when no afterburner is used. Afterburner
exhaust in the chamber showed no appreciable human eye irritation
resulting from the new atmosphere while automobile exhaust without
afterburner produced eye irritation of the type described by
Buchberg. (Author conclusions)##

03352

J. P. Morris and A. B. Calongne

CONTAMINATION GENERATION OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
Preprint. (Presented at the Fourth Annual Technical
fleeting and Exhibit, American Association for Contamination
Control, Miami Beach, Fla., May 25-28, 1965.)

The contamination generated by various types of mobile equipment
used to support inplant operations was studied at the NASA
Michoud Operations in New Orleans. The contamination
sensitivity of various systems on the Saturn C-IC made it
mandatory that all contamination generating operations be studied
in order to effect the best possible control. Vehicles used
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inplant had to be selected on the basis of minimum contamination
generation. The exhaust gases of six vehicles were tested to
determine the generated waste products. One of these vehicles
was a crane that had two separate engines which increased the
number of tests to seven. Two 4,000 pound fork lifts; a 6,000
pound fork lift; a crane mobile power motor; and a crane boom
motor, all powered with liquid petroleum gas; and a gasoline
powered 6,000 pound fork lift and a Diesel fuel air compressor
were the vehicles used for these tests. The exhaust gases from
each engine were analyzed on a Fisher Orsat apparatus for the
following constituents; carbon dioxide, oxygen, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, hydrogen, water (calculated), and nitrogen
(calculated). In addition, the sampling tubes from each vehicle
were saved and photographed to show, candidly, the particulate and
oily contamination which was generated. The results of this test
show that all of the internal combustion engines are contamination
generators. The amount of contamination generated is dependent
upon two factors; (1) Condition of the engine, and (2)
Efficiency of engine operation. In some cases, the carbon
monoxide content was high enough to present a health hazard if the
vehicles were operated in a confined space. Cleaning by
trichlorethylene and by hot alkaline is not adequate if
carbonaceous particles from internal combustion engines
contaminate parts. Engines must be kept in perfect condition.
Exhaust gases should be analyzed frequently to determine engine
conditions. Vater-cooled manifolds or water mufflers should be
used to precipitate contaminants. Exhaust gases should be
filtered.**

03420

A. H. Rose, Jr., H. H. Black, R.C. Wanta

AIR AND VATER POLLUTION STUDIES RELATED TO PROPOSED PETROLEUN
REFINERY FOR SAND ISLAND - OAHU, TERRITORY OF HAWAII (-IREPORT
TO BOARD OF HEALTH, TERRITORY OF HAWAII). Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution. Dec.1955. 60 pp.

HEW

The objective of the atmospheric pollution phase of this
study was na evaluation of the possible effect on the
atmosphere of the City of Honolulu which may result from the
operation of a 24,000-barrel-per-day modern fluid catalytic
cracking refinery. Two factors were investigated, first
the extent and causes of the current atmospheric pollution level,
and second the potential impact on the pollution level which may
result from the refinery operation. Process design for the
proposed refinery was tentative in that only process flow and
major process units were fixed; interflow of components between
process units and their elements had not been finalized. Data
covering the operation of and atmospheric contaminant nischarge
from existing industrial operations were relatively meager. Data
on the concentrations of specific contaminants in the Honolulu
atmosphere were not available. Only published climatological data
were available The quantity of specific atsospheric
contaminants from both existing sources and the proposed refinery
are presented as determined from the best available data.**
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03543

B. J. Steigervald

CARCINOGEN APPRAISAL STUDY. Preprint. 1960.

The purpose of this study is the development of sampling and
analytical techniques which will allow and encourage more
widespread source and air sampling and analysis for suspected
carcinogenic and cocarcinogenic compounds. A sampling program for
the first year has been worked out which allows rapid advancement
toward the goals outlined: Development of source sampling
techniques for the appraisal of carcinogens in hot stack
gases, and exploration of the possibility of correlating short
chemical tests for aromatics, or indicator tests for CO with
the aliphatic and polynucleararosatic content of combustion
gases or automobile exhausts.. Development of routine
analytical methods for long-chain aliphatics. Sone estimates
of the possible importance of any other industrial sources
of these compounds. Additional.information on the distribution
of heavy hydrocarbons in urban areas, and estimates of possible
maximum exposure levels of polynuclear aromatic and long-chain
aliphatics near some of the suspected sources of such emissions.
A broad screening of the emission of polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons and aliphatic from major combustion sources and the
development of emission factors for automobile internal combustion
engines.ia

03562

A. H. Rose, Jr. and R. C. Stahman.

THE ROLE OP ENGINE HLOWHY IN AIR POLLUTION. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 11, (3) 114-7, Mar. 1961. (Presented at the
53rd Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 22-26, 1960.)

The results are presented of a survey of 13 late model cars is
which measurements were made of the concentration and quantit of
both crankcase and exhaust gas emissions during various modes of
vehicle operation. Measurements of CO2 concentration and flow
rate have established that the composition of the blowby gas is
approximately 75 to 85% carbureted fuel-air mixture. As such, the
specific composition of the crankcase gases will be controlled by
the composition of the fuel used in the engine. A high
correlation was found between manifold vacuum and both blowby
emission rate in cfn and gross emission in pounds per hour. Both
factors decrease with increasing manifold vacuum resulting in
substantially zero emissions at the low manifold vacuums
associated with closed throttle deceleration. A further ellect
also apparent from the data is a twofold increase in crankcase
emission rate and gross emission for the eight cylinder engine as
compared to the six. The effect of these variables for all
driving conditions vas based on the average driving cycle developed
by the Traffic Survey Panel of the Auiomobile Manufacturers
AsSociation. It was found that crankcase emissions account for
24% of the over-all automotive emission for the six cylinder engine
and 33% tor the eights.dd
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03580

P. I. Bennett, M. W .Jackson, C. IL Murphy, and R. I.
Randall

REDUCTION OF AIR POLLUTION HY CONTROL OF EMISSION FROM AUTOMOTIVE
CRANKCASES. Vehicle Emissions (Selected SAE Papers) 6,
224-53, 268, 1964. (Presented at the Annual Meeting, Society
of Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 11-15, 1960.)

Analyses of crankcase vent gases by several methods have shown
that crankcase and exhaust hydrocarbon eaissions from automobiles
are of the same order of magnitude. Internal ventilation of the
crankcaso to the engine intake system eliminates crankcase
emission, thus providing a practical control of this important
source of air pollution. (Author abstract)**

03584

G. R. Cann, W. M. Noble, and G. P. Larson

DETECTION OF SMOG FORMING HYDROCARBONS IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST
GASES USING PLANTS AS INDICATORS. Air Repair 4, (2) 83-6,
Aug. 1954.

Following the identification of hydrocarbons in the 4, 5 and 6
carbon atom range in autosobile exhaust gases, it became necessary
to determine whether these hydrocarbons, aimed with other exhaust
gases, could produce typical smog effects. A study vas carried
out in which the atmospheric reaction of hydrocarbons was
duplicated in the Air Pollution Control. District's plexiglas
house. Certain plants, which had already been proved susceptible
to smog damage, were used as indicators. Gasoline vapor was used
as the standard against which the plant damaging effects of
automobile exhaust gases were compared. Results show that
automobile exhaust hydrocarbons are capable of producing effects
equivalent to those resulting from smog. (Author abstract)II1

03761

P P. Mader, M. Eye, J. I. Orcutt, and L. A. Chambers

EFFECTS OF FUEL OLEFIN CONTENT ON COMPOSITION IND SMOG FORMING
CAPABILITIES OF ENGINE EXHAUST (INTERIM REPT. 2). Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District, Calif. Apr.
1959. 24 pp.

I proportionate sampling system was used which ade it possible to
collect continuously representative composite exhaust samples froa
all all driving cycles in proportion to exhaust volume, under
actual driving conditions. Six gasolines, with olefinic contents
ranging froa 1.0% to 30.911 were used (bromine number 1.6 to 49.4)-
The exhaust vas irradiated for one hour by means of aercury lamps.
I panel of laboratory personnel (usually eight in nusber, but
never less than six) vas then exposed to the contents of the flask
by the use of a specially designed eye ask, which fitted the outh
of the flask as well as the eyes of the individual. The eye
piece vas built with a shutter to open and close quickly, thereby
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enabling an exact measurement of time of exposure. The number of
seconds required for each individual to detect the initial eye
irritation was recorded, and the arithmetic aean of the
observations was calculated as an index of the eye irritation
potential of the exhaust sample. The olefin content of the fuels
used to drive the automobiles is directly related to the quantities
and relative distributions of olefins in the exhaust. The
amount of olefins present in the exhaust is directly related to the
intensity of eye irritation which is produced when the exhaust
gases are irradiated. Since a direct relationship exists between
olefins in fuels and olefins in the engine exhaust on the one
hand, and between exhaust olefins and eye irritation on the other,
it is reasonable to assume that the determination of total exhaust
olefin indicates the intensity of eye irritation that can be
expected fron a given fuel composition.**

03871

L. B. Hitchcock

AIR POLLUTION AND THE OIL INDUSTRY. Proc. Am. Petrol.
Inst., Sect. IV. 35, 150-4, 1955. (Presented at the spring
neeting, Pacific Coast District, American Petroleum /nst.
Division of Production, Los Angeles, Calif., Apr. 28, 1955.)

While most of Los Angeles' air pollution is traceable to
petroleum products, by far the largest share arises from the use
to which these products are put. Hotor-vehicle exhaust accounts
for the largest single source of pollution. Fuel oil and gas also
contribute. Incineration of refuse and metallurgical and
miscellaneous industrial emissions account for sost of the
balance. The public, through its motor vehicles and
rubbish burning, contributes sore than half the total
pollution. The oil industry, indispensable to the community's
growth, has done more than all the rest of the area in
developing and adopting corrective measures, and has reduced
its emissions very substantially. Petroleum production in Los
Angeles County contributes a very minor part to air pollution.
Hydrocarbonl and nitrogen oxides in combination produce smog
effects, although neither alone, at concentrations found, is
known to be deleterious. Cleaner air costs money, but less
than smog. Intevsive application of science and engineering
to the overall problem is the only road to success. (Author
abstract) **

03883

E. A. Schuck and G. J. Doyle

A STUDY OF IRRADIATED AUTO EXHAUST. Stanford Research Inst.,
South Pasadena, Calif., Southern California Labs. (Rept. 9
and Technical Rept. 11.) Feb. 1958. 65 pp.

Aerosol was formed by irradiation of exhaust-air sixtures. The
; aerosol thus formed was in the subsicron size region but was of
. sufficient concentration to reduce visibility appreciably--in some

instances from around 40 miles down to 2 or 3 miles. The
1 severity of eye irritation is dependent on the concentrations of
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hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides. More particularly, a
relationship has been established between the concentration ratio
of hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen and the degrees of eye
irritation, the degree of irritation being dependent on the
concentration ratio. This ratio also influences the rate of
formation of the aerosol, oxidant, and indicated nitrogen dioxide.
Varying the relative humidity in the exhaust-air mixtures between
40% and 80% and the temperature between 26 C and 40 C had no
detecta le effect on any of the measured symptoms. Eye irritatioa
increased as the light intensity was increased from zero to 3/4 the
intensity of noonday sunlight, but did not appear to increase with
a further increase in intensity up to about twice that of noonday
sunlight. Eye irritation intensity was found to be a function of
residence time under irradiation. The results indicate that the
length of time that pollutants reside under irradiation has an
effect on the severity of smog symptoms, i.e., leads to an increase
and then a decrease in eye irritation with time. The smog
potential from an auto exhaust mixture appears to be intimately
associated with hydrocarbon concentration, oxides of nitrogen
concentration, the concentration ratio of hydrocarbons to oxides of
nitrogen, light intensity, and residence time under irradiation.
The half life of the eye irritant produced by irradiating dilute
auto exhaust was determined to be in the order of 24 hr, indicating
the presence of a rather stable irritant. The half life of the
aerosol was found to be 12 hr, and that of the oxidant or indicated
nitrogen dioxide was less than one hour. Thus, from the measure
of halt life, the aerosol, oxidant, and indicated nitrogen dioxide
do not appear to be intimately associate.' with eye irritation.**

03887

V. J. Sweeney and C. E. Heath

THE FM CELL: ITS PROMISE AND PROBLEMS. Proc. Im.
Petrol. Inst., Sect. I// 41, 121-6, 1961. (Presented at the
26th Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum Inst. Division of
Refining, Houston, Tex., May 9, 1961.)

The inherent high efficiency of the fuel cell and its promise of
simple, trouble-free conversion of chemical energy to electricity
have prompted a research effort which extends to approximately 100
laboratories throughout the world. This paper discusses the
advantages of the fuel cell and the chemical and engineering
problems to be solved before its potential is realized. Recent
work has encouraged the prospects for development of a
general-purpose fuel cell. The question of its ultimate technical
and economic feasibility will depend on making the cell work
efficiently and dependably on conventional fuels and air. (Author
abstract)**

03935

L. H. Shabad, A. Y. Ithemina, Y. S. Fridman

POSSIBLE CONTAMINATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS NITH 3,4-BENZPIRENE
DURING THEIR MANUFACTURE. Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 304-6, Apr.-
June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6
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Increasing attention is directed to the possible carcinogenic
effects of different industrial products with which man may coneinto contact in the course of manufacture or consumption. The
relationship between the manufacture of ammonium sulfate and
coking industry led to the investigation of industrial samples
for their contents of 3,4-benzpyrene. The samples were
inrestigated according to the following scheme. A 10-g sample
was repeatedly washed, with vigorous shaking, with distilled
benzene until the resulting benzene extracts were no longer
luminescent. Luminescence was induced with filtered lightfrom a mercury lamp. This was followed by measurement
of the volume of the extract and by quantitative analysis to
detect 3,4-benzpyrene. Quantitative determination of 3,4-
benzpyrene was made by the method of addition from the
flucrescence spectrum of the n-octane solution at 77K. The
sample contained 1400 micrograms 3,4-benzpyrene per 1 kg ammonium
sulfate. The contents of this carcinogenic hydrocarbon
exceeded 1000 micrograms per 1 kg in all investigated
samples.**

03989

J. N. Freeman, Jr. R. C. Stahaan

FUEL INJECTION INCREASES ECONORY REDUCES EXHAUST EMISSIONS.S.A.E. (Soc. Automotive Engrs.) J. 74, (10) 70-5, Oct. 1966

The standard carburetors oo three test cars were Teplaced with afuel injection system. The automobiles were tested on a chassis
dynamometer and on four driving routes. Fuel consumption,
CO2 and hydrocarbon emission were reduced.**

04008 .

J. T. Gray, Jr., E. Dimitroff, N. T. Heckel, and R.
D. Quillian, Jr.

AMMONIA FUEL - ENGINE COMPATIBILITY AND COI:BUSTIN!.
S.A.E. (Soc. Automotive Engrs.), Preprint. (Presented at
the Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Rich., Jan.
10-14, 1966.)

Pull-scale engine studies were conducted to determine the
feasibility and compatability of ammonia combustion in various
systems. Briefly outlined is tho spark-ignition investigation
undertaken by the Army Laboratory to learn the potential and
effect of ammonia as a fuel and to study the influence of engine
variables on combustion. A study of compression-ignition
performince was made to ascertain the ability of ammonia to be
pumped in existing injection systems and various means of achieving
ammonia combustion were explored. Compatibility of ammonia and
its combustion products with engiw-ering materials and lubricants
presents no substantial problem. Satisfactory delivery of
ammonia may be accomplished by cooling the inlet to the injection
pump. Ammonia-only combustion requires high compression ratios
and temperatures (35:1 compression ratio, 300 P air and coolant).
Ammonia may be ignited by pilot fuels at compression ratios as low
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04028

R. E. Kruse and D. M. Hill

EXHAUST EMISSIONS PROM COMPACT CARS. Preprint. (Presented
at the Society of Automotive Engineers Meeting, Dayton, Ohio,
Mar. 14, 1967.)

The purpose of this study was to develop basic emission data that
will provide background information for the setting of Federal
eission standards that weigh as equitably as possible the relativ
contributions to air pollution of different passenger cars varying
both in gross vehicle weight and in engine displacement. This was
accomplished by determining for a variety of imported and domestic
compact vehicles the concentrations and ass levels of emissions
of hydrocarbons, carbon onoxide, and oxides of nitrogen during
operation on the road and on a chassis dynamometer (7-mode cycle,
hot start). The comprtct vehicle was defined as any car weighing
less than 3,000 pounds with an engine displacement of less than
200 cu. in.SS

04098

7. A. Gofmekler, M. D. Manita, Zh. V. Manusadzhants,
and L. L. Stepanov

CORRELATION BETWEEN 3,4-BENZPYRENE AND CARBON MONOXIDE
CONCENTRATIONS IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GASES. Gigiena i Sanit.
28, (8) 3-8, Aug. 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S.
Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and
Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

One of the most widely occurring cancerogenic substances in
ambient air, 3,4-benzpyrene, is also a component of automobile
exhaust gases. Seemingly, there exists a correlation between the
formation and discharge of 3,4-benxpyrene and carbon onoxide, as
both ay result from incomplete liquid fuel combustion. A bettr
understanding of this 3,4-benzpyrene and carbon onoxide
correlation in dealing with the problem of sanitary protection of
atmospheric air was the aim of this investigation. Concentrations
of 3,4-benzpyrene in auto exhaust gases were determined by the
spectral-fluorescent ethod, Carbon onoxide concentration in
auttsobile exhaust gases ran in corrlation with the concentration
of sisultaneously occurring 3,4-benzpyrene; accordingly, CO
concenZration can be used as an indicator of the rate at which 3,4-
benzpyrerte is discharged into the atmosphere with the automobile
exhaust gases. Automobiles with properly adjusted carburtors
generated akd discharged into the atmospheric air less carbon
onoxide and less 3,4-benzpyrene. The highest concentration of 3,
4-benzpyrene end of carbon onoxide was dischal4ed with xhaust
gases coming f,-om automobiles operated at low rpm, usually at the
as 12:1, depending upon the cetane nueber of the pilot. None of
the fuel additires investigated significantly lowered the energy
level requiremeut for ammonia ignition. Gases introduced into
the intake anilold resulted in ammonia combustion although
amounts required were high: (1011 hydrogen, 15-20% acetylene).
High temperaturc glow coils were suitable ignition sources but
spark plugs and standard glow plugs failed to initiate
combustion.**
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time of starting or accelerating atmospheric air pollution with
3,4-benzpyrene and carbon monoxide can be reduced substantially
as follows: by controlled carburetor operation at all times,
particularly when starting and moving into line with the traffic,
and most of all by keeping the carburetor clean and well adjusted;
by reducing to a minimum the number of stopz and starts at cross
sections and light signals. This can be done by proper manual and
signal traffic regulations and by instituting overhead and
underground auto routes which would allow automobiles to travel
without making many stops.**

04108

N. Ya. Yanysheva, I. S. Kireeva, and N. N. Serzhantova

3,4-BENEPYRENE IN CRUDE OIL AND IN BITUMENOUS PRODUCTS.
Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (11) 71-38 Nov. 1963. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on kir
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CPSTI: TT 66 61429

The present authors investigated the 3,4-benzpyrene concentrations
in crude oil tars of different trademarks. The investigation
aimed at finding which of the products contained the least amount
of 3,4-benzpyrene so their use could be recommended in the place
of other products which contained higher cancerogenic hydrocarbon
concentrations. The investigation included crude oil, tar and
pitch products trademarked 1314-IV and IN-V, obtained from
cracking residuals BN-V produced by the Kherson plant. This
plant processed crude oil coming from the Ukraine and partly
from Povolzheya. Samples for the invaatigation came in a variety
of forms of processed crude oil, such as crude oil asphalt
resulting from direct vertical crude oil aistillation, and cracking
residuals resulting from processing crude oil break down products.
The composition of products resulting from direct vertical crude
oil distillation depended largely upon the nature of the crude oil,
and the composition of cracking products characterized by high
content of aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons is determined basically
by the production technology. Tradeaarked crude oil bitumens are
distinguished by their melting point and viscosity. Results
indicated that even the maximal 3,4-benzpyrene concentrations found
in the crude oil tar residues were consiberably below the maximal
concentration of 3,4-benzpyrene found in coal pitch. Therefore,
it appears that replacing the coal tar pitch as a binder by crude
oil tar residue should reduce considerably the amount of.
cancerogenic coal products in coal dust brickettes. It should be
remembered, however, that crude oil tar residue binders may contain
cancerogenic substances other than 3,4-benzpyrene, the
concentration of which say be different in different types of the
crude oil binders. In view of this, final recommendations for
the use of the safest crude oil residue binders of different
trademarks should be based on experimenttl studies with animals.ai

04114

N. V. Dmitrieva, A. I. Kukhovkaya, and I. S. Khazanov

METHODS POR LOVERING SOLVENT CONCENTRATIONS IN THE AIR OP PLANTS
ENGAGED IN DRY CLEANING CLOTHES. Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (12) 71-
3, Dec. 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S. Levine in
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U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

Indoor air pollution with organic solvent vapors in dry cleaning
plants constituted a hazard to the health of the workers. The
following air pollution sources were found in dry cleaning plants:
open manual method of applying solvents in the spot removing
department; non-observance of safety regulations, primitive and
manual technological procedures in loading and unloading the
rotating cleaning drums, unorganized leakage, etc. The method
used in unloading dry cleaned clothes from the solvent containing
drums constituted a particularly hygienically unfavorable condi-
tion. Comparative evaluation of equipment and machines used showed
that highest solvent vapor air pollution was noted in dry cleaning
plants equipped with USA machines. Therefore, it is recommended
that the use of American machines be discontinued. Prevention
of air pollution with solvent vapors in dry cleaning plants can
be attained by the following means: (a) strict adherence to most
advanced technological defatting processes; (b) elimination of all
leakage sources, especially in the pipes and conduits; (c)

installation of a properly planned up-to-date overall ventilation
system supplemented by the installation of local exhaust devices at
points of workers exposure to the inhalation of the Aolvent vapor
polluted air. The present practice of manual spot removing from
clothes in the open should be unconditionally prohibited,
appropriate local exhaust ventilation devices be installed; the
rate of fresh air inflow should be increased. Employees of dry
cleaning establishments should be examined periodically by
industrial medical personnel, and persons unfit for such
occupation should be replaced. (Author conclusions) **

04233L

A. R. Poirier

ENGINEERING INVESTIGATION OF DIRECT LIQUID HYDROCARBON-AIR FUEL
CELLS. (FINAL TECHNICAL REPT). ONAN Engine-Generator
Div. of Studebaker Corp., Minneapolis, Minn. (Rept. No. 2.)
Dec. 31, 1966. 50 pp.

DDC: AD 487798L

Tne objective was to perform preliminary engineering design
audies that will lead to the development of a direct liquid
hydrocarbon-air fuel cell power plant operating on logistic
military fuels at moderately low temperatures. The basic cell
design approach is a matrix-type using phosphoric acid as the
electrolyte. Commercially available electrodes were evaluated
for their electrical performance in direct liquid hydrocarbon-air
fuel cells. American Cyanamid electrodes, type 1-1A, show
proaise as both hydrocarbon and air electrodes with phosphoric
acid electrolyte at temperatures below 200 C. These electrodes
have delivered as high as 10 watts/square foot on JP-4, 15 watts/
square foot on combat aviation gasoline, and 60 watts/square foot
on propane. Air was used as.the oxidant in all three cases.
There is a strong influence on the initial performance of the
present American Cyananid hydrocarbon electrodes with platinum
loadings under 30 grams/square foot. Higher anode platinum
loadings lose their sensitivity to initial performance, but become
important in the operating life of the electrodes. Humidification
of the fuel was found to have a pronounced effect on the
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electrochemical performance. As much as 10-fold increase in the
power output of the JP-4 fuel cells vas observed upon
humidification of the fuel feed. A six-cell matrix-type module,
employing 1/4 square foot electrodes, was fabricated and tested.
Gas leakage problems at operating temperature were encountered.
The cause of the gas seal failure was attributed to the "flovine
of the hypalon asbestos gaskets under compressive loading at
operating temperature. A any current collector vas designed to
employ silicone 'Ion rings along its perimeter. The Hydroform
Process which uses only one machined die was found suitable
for fabricating a variety of current collector designs at lor cost.
A design layout of a direct liquid hydrocarbon-air fuel cell
system vas established. The total weight and volume
estimates of a state-of-the-art 1 KW direct JP-4/air fuel
cell system are 624 pounds and 12 cubic feet respectively. The
high system weight is contributed primarily to the present-day
performance of the electrodes on JP-4 fuel.aa

04234

J. V. Pustinger, Jr., F. N. Hodgson, and W. D. Ross

IDENTIFICATION OF VOLATILE CONTAMINANTS OF SPACE CABIN
MATERIALS. Monsanto Research Corp., Dayton, Ohio. (Rept.
No. AMRL-TR-66-53.) June 1966. 210 pp.

CFSTI: AD 642054

Fifty-five candidate materials for spLce cabin constructiol were
stored for 30, 60 and 90 day periods tt 23-25 C, and 20-40W R.
H. in environments of air at a pressure of one atmosphere an4
oxygen at 5 psia. The composition of the gas-off products vas
determined by mass spectrometry and gas chromatography.
Considerable amounts of gas-off products were detected from
candidate materials prepared immediately prior to testing, e.g.,
coatings, paints, and adhesives. Very little, if any, gas-off
products were evolved from aaterials submitted as fabricated
sections, e.g., polycarbonates, polyvinyl-fluorides, and nylon
based material. In general, the major gas-off products were
solvents, plasticizers, and monomers. Some coatings desorbed
considerable amounts of carbon monoxide. Others gave off
relatively large quantities of trimethyl silanol and low
molecular weight methyl silt:slime polymers. Although slight
differences in relative amounts of alcohols and aldehydes were
observed in some gas-off atmospheres, no large changes in
atmospheric composition were observed that could be attributed to
increased oxidation when materials were exposed at 23-25 C to
oxygen at 5 psia. Quantitative analyses of the gas-off products
were influenced by: uniformity of sample lots, sample homogeneity,
freshness of sample, free surface area, adsorptive characteristics
of the encapsulating chamber, method of sampling the gaseous
atmosphere, and method of analysis. Additional analyses were
performed on desorbates from four carbon canisters from space cabin
simulators and the kArolysis products of MCS 198. (Author
abstract)ia

04272L

O. J. Adlhart and A. J. Hartner

FUEL CELL CATALYSTS (REPT. NO. 3, THIRD QUARTERLY REPT.-NOV.
1, 1965 TO JAN. 31, 1966). Engelhard Industries, Inc.,
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Newark, N. J., Res. Dev. Div. May 1966. 36 pp.
DDC: AD 482110L

The work consists of an investigation of fuel cell catalysts
permitting complete oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels under
conditions which all reaction products are rejected from the
electrolyte. Anodic catalysts and catalysts for oxygen reduction
were evaluated. A study was carried out on fuel cell catalyst
carriers used in oxidation of hydrocarbons. The carriers studied
were graphite, boron carbide, and because of its specific grain
structure industrial diamond. The crystallite sizes of the
applied noble metal and its distribution on the carrier were
determined by X-ray and electron micrographic techniques. It has
been demonstrated that whereas certain carriers may assure the
deposition of platinum with the desired small crystallite size,
they may not be able to retain it on their surface in a uniformly
distributed fashion. At an unfavorable and low surface area of
the carrier the noble metal may agglomerate or even separate from
the carrier. The anodic oxidation of propane and of carbon
monoxide containing hydrogen has been studied on supported
catalyst. For both types of fuel, utilization of precious metal
is improved by dispersing the metal on a carrier. Of the carriers
tested, graphite was found to be the best carrier for the
oxidation propane. Alloying supported platinum with ruthenium is
particularly beneficial for the oxidation of carbon monoxide
containing hydrogen. On the cathode the amount of precious metal
needed for a given current output could not be substantially
decreased by the use of catalysts on carrier.F4

04315

AUTOMOTIVE A/R POLLUTION (A REPORT TO THE U.S. CONGRESS PURSUANT
TO PUBLIC LAW 8)-206, THE CLEAN A/R ACT). 89th Congress
(1st Session.) (Document No. 7.) 1965. 26 pp.

Based on the information presented in this report the following
conclusions are made: (1) That all necessary steps should bc
taken to assure the reduction of pollutant emissions from motor
vehicles. For this purpose, there is need for (a) further
development of emission criteria, and (b) development of means for
insuring the national application of currently available technical
knowledge for reduction of such emissions; (2) That the need
should be recognized for an expanded automotive vehicle air
pollution research program to accelerate further development of
emission criteria and improve technical capabilities for controls
on automotive vehicles; (3) That means be deveioped through
vehicle inspection programs or otherwise to insure appropriate
maintenance of vehicle emission control systems; and (4) That
all practicable measures should be taken to expedite the flow of
traffic in urban areas, since this will, in itself, accomplish
significant reduction in vehicle pollutant emissions.MW

04316

FUEL CELLS. FOA Orienterar Om (5) 24-9, Apr. 1966.

The fuel cell has many acceptable properties. It has a high
efficiency, 60-80%, which means that with a given amount of fuel
a long time of action is obtained. Operating costs moreover
remain very low as cheap fuel can be utilized. Since the fuel
cell lacks movable parts it operates quietly and in addition has a
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greater effect per unit veight and volue than the conventional
battery. The fuel cell is utilized in applications where the
properties quoted are particularly valued. For current
aintenance of space ships for instance a high effect per unit

veight and volue is required vith aximum utilization of the fuel.
Fuel cells answer this need perfectly, and they are used in fact
in the space capsules in the American Genini project and will be
utilized in the Apollo project. The fuel cell is ideal for
subarines. No interruption for charging is required. Svedish,German, and American developments are reviewed with special
ention of cells for hydrocarbon fuels.**

04361T

B. G. Gills, E. L. Howe

OIL BURNERS FOR DOMESTIC USE: PRESENT STATE, RECENT
IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS. ((Olbrenner fur den
Hausbrand: Gegenwartigcr Stand, erzielte Verbesserungen und
Moglichkeiten der Veiterentvicklung.)) Schweiz. Arch.
(Zurich), 31(4):119-126, April 1965. 7 refs.

In oil furnace well built and aintained should cause no
intolerable air pollution. Soot and a smell of oil mill occuronly in case of improper adjustment or perhaps in starting up.
In the latter case an inadequate means of ignition, too low
carburetor temperature, or excessive cooling of the flame may bethe cause. Sone methods of combating this difficulty are
described here (beginning injection of fuel only after an adequate
oil pressure is achieved, in the pressure atomizer burner; asnearly continuous operation as possible for evaporator furnaces;
use of higher pressure for the air of combustion). In pressure
atomizer burners such difficulties can usually be traced to
defective ncazles or to poor combustion from other causes.
Installations vhich give reise to complaints aust therefore
be overhauled and if necessary replaced. Determination of
concerns itself among other things vith the following problems:
improved ixing of air and oil aists; influence of systems
for recirculating smoke gases; ultrasonic and airfoam atomizer
burners; electrostatic oil atomizing; total evaporation of the
fuel in the vaporizer burner; and speed of combust.ton.**

04419

N. V. First, F. J. Viles, and S. Levin

CONTROL OF TOXIC AND EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS IN BUILDINGS ERECTED ON
LANDFILLS. Public Health Rept., (U.S.) 81, (5) 419-28,
May 1966.

The principal hazard associated with construction on refuse-filled
land arises from anaerobic production of combustible gases by
methane-producing bacteria. Gas-tight construction over landfills
appears to be difficult, if not impossible, because of gas
pressures under the structure resulting from biological gas
production. During investigations of gas levels in a housing
development constructed on sanitary landfills, unsafe methane
concentrations vere found in a high proportion of the
buildings. A concrete slap laid on top of the fill did not
prevent gases produced in the fill from penetrating into the
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buildings. Several sealants were tested and found inadequate.
The results of periodic gas saaplings conducted over several
years in the sub-baseaent spaces of a number of buildings
indicated that organic fill located around and under heated
buildings becoaes coapletely degraded in approximately 5 years,
releasing ethane at a proportionately rapid rate. This produces
a severe explosion hazard unless suitable aethods of aerating and
venting are employed. Continuous mechanical ventilation at a rate
of one or two air changes per hour adequately reduced methane
concentrations. (Author summary)WW

04460

J. C. Gagliardi

THE EFFECT OP FUEL ANTI-KNOCK COMPOUNDS AND DEPOSITS ON EXHAUST
EMISSIONS. 90th Congress ("Air Pollution--1967, Part I
(Automotive Air Pollution)" Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Air aad Water Pollution of the Comittee on Public Works,
U.S. Senate, Feb. 13-14, 20-21, 1967, pp. 487-554.)
(Presented at the Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit,
Bich., Jan. 9-13, 1967, Paper No. 670128.)

The effect of fuel anti-knock compounds and combustion chamber
deposits on exhaust hydrocarbon emissions vas investigated. Six
Ford Galaxies equipped with production non-Thermactor 289-CID,
2V engines were operated on a light-duty driving schedule for
periods of 12- 30,000 miles at Ford's Bichigan Proving Grounds.
Three fuel blends were used in ileage accumulation-Indolence
Clear (a full boiling range nonleaded gasoline), Indolence 30
(Indolence Clear plus 3.0 ml/gallon of motor mix blend), and
Indolence 30 plus 0.2 theory of an organic phosphorous compound.
Two engine lubricants mere evaluated for the first 12,000 miles -
a petroleum base SAE - POP - 30 used for Ford factory fill and
a synthetic oil, di-2-ethyl hexal sebacate. After 12,000 miles,
all test engines were operated on the petroleum based lubricant.
Exhaust emissions were onitored at 3,000-mile intervals on the
chassis dynamometer using the California Motor Vehicle
Pollution Control Board seven-mode procedure. Additional
seven-mode cycles were conducted on each engine after combustion
chamber deposits were removed at the completion of the mileage
accumulation phase. The increase in exhaust hydrocarbon (BC)
emissions of the vehicles operating on Indolene 30 and Indolene
30 plus 0.2? phosphorus was substantially higher than the BC
increase of vehicles operated on Indolene Clear (an average
HC increase of 15 ppm for Indolene Clear versus an average
HC increase of 171 ppm for Indolene 30). Operation of
nonleaded fuel showed no deleterious effect on intake or exhaust
valves or other engine components. (Author abstract)80

04492

C. B. Smith

NUCLEAR POWER AND THE AIR POLLUTION 'MOHLER. Preptint.
(Presented at the Conference: "Engineering Solutions to Air
Resource Problems" Sept. 9, 1966.)
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After reviewing the air pollution problem, the role of nuclear
power in Southern California and its potential are considered in
terms of cost and feasibility. Nuclear power has promise of
reducing air pollution in Los Angeles, and has the added
advantages of safety and economic savings. In the long run,
clean air will require improved control techniques, new sources
of power, or perhaps a replacement for gasoline powered
vehicles. The scope of these measures - requiring substantial
engineering and scientific development - indicates the
agnitude of the effort that will be required to ftbring back 1940
air to Los Angeles. Nuclear power will undoubtedly help
attain that goal.**

04599

R. L. Chass

THE STATUS OF ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE FOR THE CONTROL OF AIR
POLLUTION. Proc. Natl. Conf. kir Pollution, Washington,
D. C., 1962. pp. 272-80. 1963.

Control programs are discussed and particular the control program
of Los Angeles County, also its deaogzaphy, urban growth which
is paralelled by increase in automobiles. Los Angeles, in spite
of stringent air pollution regulations, has continued to increase
its industries and to expand existing industries. In spite of the
growth pattern, the engineering and enforcement functions of the
District have resulted in preventing 4,500 tons of air
contaminants from stationary sources, froa entering the Los
Angeles atmosphere each day. As it is pointed out in this paper,
the air pollution problems can be solved, using sound technical and
engineering approaches coupled with enlightened administrative and
legislative action.**

04621

A. S. Bhullar

REACTION KINETICS IN DIESEL CONBUSTION. J. Inst. Engrg.
(India) (Calcutta) 46, (3) 41-4, Nov. 2, 1965.

The combustion process of injected fuel particle is analyzed.
The reaction kinetics theory has been utilized to obtain a gas
phase molecular mixture by allowing the fuel to evaporate in small
doses from the combustion chamber in N-combustion system used in
Indian army vehicles. In this systea, fuel is sprayed onto the
walls of a direct combustion chamber, formed on the piston head, is
a pencil shaped spray with no attempt for atomization. Most of
the spray reaches the spherical combustion chamber walls. A
portion of the spray suspended in the air.begins to absorb heat,
forms a vapor envelope, and commences to burn. The upper layer
of fuel on the combustion chamber vaporizes by absorbing heat from
the walls of the chamber. Thus, instead of liquid
particles, vapor is supplied into the combustion chamber. It is
mixed with air by an induction induced swirl. The mixture
becomes sore or lesslike a carburetor mixture, a gas phase
molecular mixture, instead of a suspended liquid particles
mixture. Thus, a gas phase molecular ixture can be burnt in very
high compression ratio Diesel engine. The N-combustion chamber
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not only gives better oxygen utilization, less smoke, less
Diesel knock, but comprises a multifuel system which can burn
petrol, Diesel or heavy oils.**

04630

Rose, A. H., Jr. and R. Smith

A DIRECT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST EMISSIONS.
Arch. Environ. Health 5, (6) 609-15, Dec. 1962. (Presented at
the session on constituents of Motor Vehicle Exhaust at the
Air Pollution Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Dec. 5, 1961.)

A new sampling approach vas developed using direct measurements of
the composite exhaust emissions from vehicles moving in actual
traffic. Contaminant emissions vere expressed at vt. of emission
per vehicle mile traveled within the metropolitan areas. The
effect of engine power demand on contaminant emissions was also
evaluated, since this factor is influenced not only by traffic
volume but by average traffic speed, terrain, and operating
modes. Emissions vere measured under both peak and offpeak
traffic conditions for all routes except the neighborhood route.
These measurements were made in 8 metropolitan areas chosen to
represent different types of geographic areas: Cincinnati,
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Philadelphia,
San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. The key to the
successful measurement of the exhaust emissions vas the
proportional sampler. The sampler obtained i composite exhaust
sample that is proportional to the exhaust flow under all
operating conditions. An electromechanical servo mechanism
system controled the amount of exhaust gas allowed to enter a
noncontaminating bag in a fixed proportion to the exhaust flow.
The sampling rate was 0.25% of the total exhaust emitted to the
atmosphere. Air-fuel ratios also indicate a marked dependence on
the effects of the various routes on engine power demand. Mean
air-fuel ratio for the downtown routes is 10.8:1; for arterial
and residential routes, 12.2:1; for freeways, 13.8:1. This
effect on air-fuel ratio is consistent with the effects of engine
pover demands on hydrocarbon emissions. The effects of olefin
production in the exhaust do not show the same degree of
correlation as do hydrocarbon emission trends. The conclusions
drawn from the limited data thus far are necessarily tentative.**

04663

B. S. Murthy, L. G. Pless

EFFECTIVENESS OF FUEL CETANE NUMBER FOR COMBUSTION CONTROL IN
BI-FUEL DIESEL ENGINE. Instn. Engrs. (India) , 45(7) :155-183,
March 1965.

Tour fuels covering a broad range of cetane number were
carburetted while injecting either a high or low cetane fuel.
The carburation rate vas about 25% ot the total heat input, which
was held constant for all tests. Ignition delay, as compared
with full load injection only, was reduced with all except
the lowest cetane fuel carburetted. Delay decreased with
increasing cetane number of the carburetted.fuel.
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Audible combustion noise was greatly reduced with the
carburation of high cetane fuels when the low cetane fuelvas injected. With high cetane fuel injection, the entirecombustion noise level vas lover. Further reductions were notevident when either high or low cetane fuel was carburetted.
Concurrent carburation of fuel improved the full load thermal
efficiency up to a certain cetane number range. At a
carburation rate of 12% of total heat input, methanol did notfire at the compression ratio for standard ignition delay of highcetane injected fuel. The ignition delay with methanol at thehigher compression ratio used when injecting the low cetane fuelwas longer than with any of the other fuels tested. Audiblecombustion noise, peak cyclinder pressure and rate of pressure
rise increased with the increasing rate of propane carburation.*hen low cetane fuel was injected, exhaust temperature wasslightly lower and smoke density slightly higher with methanolcarburation. With the injection of higher cetane fuel, theexhaust temperature was lower with carburation of all fuelscospared with full load injection only. Exhaust smoke donsity wasreduced with carburation of high cetane fuels, but vas increasedslightly with methanol carburation. This ssall effectof dual-fuel operation on exhaust smoke does not agree withlarge smoke reductions reported by other workers. The differencesay be due to the fuels used, percentage of total heat input carbu-retted, combustion chamber design of the engines used and/or meth-ods of measuring smoke density.**

04731

Alperstein and R. L. Bradow

INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE COMPOSITION OF END GASES FRON OTTO CYCLE
ENGINES. S.A.E. (Soc. Automotive Engrs.) Preprint.
(Presented at the Mid-Year Meeting, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Detroit, Mich., June 6-10, 1966.)

Techniques are described for determining the chemical nature ofthe end gas in a normally fired CFR Otto cycle engine.
Apparatus for obtaining and chromatographically analyzing
representative end-gas samples is described, and its utility
illustrated using isooctane as a fuel. Twenty-seven carboncontaining slow combustion products were identified before flamearrival; these consist principally of olefins, ring ethers,
carbonyls, CO, and CO2. Product formation is shown toincrease with increasing pressure and temperature stress and to beinhibited by octane number appreciating additives. Distinctproduct formation trends from the slow combustion of
isooctane were observed. (Author abstract) Ili

04792

R. E. George and R. N. Berlin

AIR POLLUTION PROM COMMERCIAL JET AIRCRAFT IN LOS ANGELESCOUNTY. Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control
District, Calif. (Apr. 1960). 67 pp.
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An investigation of commercial jet aircraft operations at Los
Angeles International Airport to determine the daily emission of
atmospheric air contaminants whs made. Smoke emissions and other
air contaminants are byproducts from the combustion of fuel used in
the turbojet engines. The jet exhaust vas tested for particulate
matter, aldehydes, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide and oxygen. Evaluation of the data
suggest that the total contaminant emissions from jet aircraft
operations are insufficient to produce any generalized
deterioration of air quality. Visible smoke emission from
commercial jet aircraft do occur during take off and landing but on
take-off the emission of smoke in excess of legally allowable
opacity limits is well within the allowable three minute time
limit and on landing the smoke emissions do not exceed the opacity
limits.**

04808

J. H. Ludwig

THE VEHICLE POLLUTION PROBLEM. Preprint. (Presented at the
American Public Power Association Conference, Denver, Colo.,
Hay 8-11, 1967.

The problem of emissions fcom motor vehicles is reviewed from
the standpoihts of the contribution of vehicles to community air
pollution, present progress in control regulations and application
of devices, and the immediate and longer-term outlook for
additional controls. (Author abstract) **

04922

V. F. Deeter and R. G. Jewell

FACTORS AFFECTING CARBURETOR VAPOR LOSSES. Am. Petroleum
Institute, Preprint. (Presented at a Session on Automobiles,
Hydrocarbons, and Clean Air, 25th Midyear Meeting, American
Petroleum Inst. Division of Refining, Detroit, Mich., May
11, 1960.)

Gasoline vapor, escapint_ from carburetors of motor vehicles during
operation, has been considered as a source of air pollution.
During a study made to establish the magnitude of this loss the
various contributing factors vere investigated. Carburetor vapor
loss is affected by: 1, the temperature of the carburetor bowl; 2,
the volatility of the fuel; 3, the manner in vhich the vehicle is
operated (driving pattern); and, 4, the rarburetor vent design.
Carburetors can be divided into tvo classifications depending upon
their venting: 1, those vith restricted internal venting capacity
(e.g., a single 1/16-in, diameter vent) from which large vapor
losses may occur; and, 2, those vith adequate internal venting
capacity from which vapor losses vill be small or nil.
Carburetors in the second category include those which have no
external vents, and externally vented models equipped with either
multiple internal vents or a single internal vent of approximately
1/4 in. diameter. Bench unit data indicated that vapor loss is a
function of carburetor bowl temperature, but tests with three
different vehicles ustng and 8-lb Rvp (Reid vapor pressure) fuel
indicated that such a relationship only exists for specific
driving patterns, such as low-speed cruising and extended periods
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of idle. Under these conditions carburetor bowl temperatures ay
rise by as much as 40 F to 80 F above the ambient, as a result
of pickup of engine heat by the fuel. Limited testing indicated
that carburetor vapor loss is also a function of fuel vapor
pressure, but analyses of the recovered vapors (70 percent of
C5+) suggested that fuel composition and front-end volatility were
also important factors. The driving pattern affects carburetor
vapor loss by influencing the pressure differential across the
external vent. At low cruising speeds and during extended periods
of idle, a positive pressure differential may exist and losses
occur. At higher cruising speeds, the pregsure differential tends
to become negative, thereby preventing losses. A survey of the
California car population (as of July 1957) indicated that
approximately 26 per cent of the vehicles were equipped vith
carburetors from which substantial vapor loss could occur.
(Author abstract) **

04993

J. Q. Payne H. W. Sigworth

THE COMPOSITION AND NATURE OF BLOWBY AND EXHAUST GASES FROM
PASSENGER CAR ENGINES. Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symp.,
2nd, Pasadena, Calif., 1952 pp. 62-70

The purpose vas to present results of work wherein over-all
rates and composition of blowby and exhaust from the engines
of three passenger cars were studied as a function of
operating conditions. Particular emphasis vas placed on the
so-called noxious products in exhaust and blowby. The tests
were carried out on a chassis dynamometer where actual road
conditions could be duplicated in an automobile operating
on a stationary test bed. Analyses vere made using a mass
spectrometer Blovby and exhaust rates increase with increasing
power output. Engine mechanical condition has little effect on
exhaust rates, but poor mechanical condition can cause a greater
than tenfold increase in the rate of blowby under some conditions.
Materials such as CO, CO2, 820, H2, 02, and N2, were
found to comprise over 99 percent of the composition of both
exhaust and blowby. The remaining less than one percent
contains the noxious materials. Except under decelerating
conditions exhaust gases contain a lover proportion of noxious
products than blowby gases and no materials of mass greater than
58. Common conditions of engine malfunctioning such as misfiring
and retarded timing can increase the concentration of noxious
products in the exhaust. The concentration of noxious products in
blowby was affected by fuel type, carburetor adjustment, and power
output. The following classes of compounds were identified as
present or probably present in blowby: Paraffins, olefins,
aromatics, cyclics, acids, alcohols, aldehydes, and an organic
hydroperoxide. No material of mass number higher than 86 was
found in greater than trace quantities.**

04994

P. L. Magill, D. H. Hutchison, J. R. Stormes

HYDROCARBON CONSTITUENTS OP AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GASES.
Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, Calif.,
1952. pp. 71-83.
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The aim was to present the results of mass spectrometer
analyses of hydrocarbons exhausted by passenger car exhausts.
The ultimate objective was to arrive at an estimate of the amount
of hydrocarbons released into the Los Angeles atmosphere by
gasoline-burning vehicles. The exhaust gases of automobile
passenger cars were analyzed for Cl to C7 ; hydrocarbon content
passenger cars were analyzed for b8c1 to C7 + hydrocarbon content
with the mass spectrometer. The hydrocarbons found include
methane, acetylene, paraffins, and olefins from b8c2 to C7+.
The exhaust composition was found to be independent of the
type of gasoline burned, using gasolines ranging from premium
gasoline of current-day producers to saturated
straight-run gasoline typical of prewar production. New cars
and old cars showed relatively little difference in exhaust
composition during acceleration and steady driving. Under
conditions of idling and deceleration, the hydrocarbon
content exhausted from prewar cars was approximately twice that
of postwar cars. Over the range of driving conditions encountered
in city traffic, there is a loss of hydrocarbon out of the
exhaust ranging from 5 percent of the weight of fuel entering the
carburetor under conditions of steady driving to 19 percent
during periods of deceleration. The total quantity of Cl to C7+
hydrocarbons released by automobile exhausts to the atmosphere over
Los Angeles County during a twenty-four-hour day is
estimated to be about 850 tons.**

04995

E. L. Hall

PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION OF GASEOUS FUELS. Proc. Natl. Air
Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, Calif., 1952. pp. 84-9.

Data on the combustion products of fuel gases is
reviewed. Work on the photochemistry of smog is related to work
on vapor phase gum produced in mandfactured gas by
hydrocarbons and 1102 catalytically oxidized from NO in the
presence of butadiene.40

05005

R. P. Hangebrauck, D. J. von Lehmden, and J. E. Meeker

SOURCES OF POLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE. Public
Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air
Pollution Control. (PHS Publ. No. 999-AP-33..) 1967. 48
pp.

Rates of emissions of polynuclear hydrocarbons mere measured at
several sour,:es considered likely to produce such emissions. The
sources included heat generation by combustion of coal, oil, and
gas; refuse burning; industrial processes; and motor vehicles.
The annual emissions of benzo(a)pyrene in the United States mere
estimated for each of the sources surveyed, to provide a rough
gauge of the importance of each source. Small, inefficient
residential coal-fired furnaces appear to be a prime source of
polynuclear hydrocarbons; other sources may be of local importance.
Production of polynuclear hydrocarbons was generally associated
with conditions of incoaplete coabustion. (Author abstract)ile
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05007

J. H. Ludwig

SEMINAR ON AIR POLLUTION BY MOTOR VEHICLES. Preprint. 1967.
54 pp.

The various facets of the vehicle pollution problem from the
standpoint of both effects on community atmospheres nationwide and
the source of variables are summarized. The problems that
remain today encompass a number of considerations, which may be
enumerated as follows; (1) The importance of the diesel problem
as it relates to smoke and odor control, the means for securing
reduction of smoke and odors, and the development of test
procedures for the setting of standards; (2) The importance of
relative reactivity of the various organic species, particularly
hydrocarbons, and the effects of reactivity on both standards and
control methods; (3) The importance of various emission sources
(exhaust, crankcase ventilation, fuel tank evaporation and
carburetor evaporation losses) in relation to reactivity and need
for control and the development of test procedures for these
sources from all types of vehic' (passenger cars, trucks and
buses) ; (4) The need fur con: of nitrogen oxides from
vehicular sources, both gasoline engine and diesel engine power
sources and concurrently for stationary sources; (5) The
importance of instrumentation in measurement of pollution
parameters for research, enforcement (certification) procedures,
surveillance and inspection; (6) The problems of maintenance of
devices on vehicles to insure their continued operation
(surveillance and inspection), and/or the upgrading of such devices
such that they vill be essentially maintenance free; and (8) The
importance of in-traffic carbon monoxide levels, particularly
their significance relative to driver fatigue.WW

05011

A. A. ()riling, C. H. Schwartz, and J. F. Smith

MINOR PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION IN LARGE COAL-FIRED STEAM GENERATORS
American Society Mechanical Engineers New York Paper 64-

wA/FU-2.
(Presented at the Winter Annual Meeting, American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, New York City, Nov. 29-Dec. 4, 1964)

An analysis is given of the minor products of combustion from
large coal-fired steam generators in relation to thermodynamic
equilibria, unit design and operating conditions. Concentrations
of nitrogen oxides and the ratios of sulfur trioxide to total
sulfur oxides are near equilibrium values at the furnace outlet.
Significant amounts of low molecular weight organic acids and
comparatively small amounts of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
are found under good coabustion conditions. (Author abstract)##

05012

A. A. Orning, C. H. Schwartz, and J. F. Smith

A STUDY OF THE MINOR PRODUCTS OF COAL COMBUSTION. American
Society Mechanical Engineers, New York. Paper 64-PWR-4.
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(Presented at the IEEE-ASME National Power Conference, Tulsa
Okla., Sept. 27-Oct. 1, 1964.)

A study of the minor products of combustion from large coal-fired
steam generators is described. Concentrations were deterzined for
sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, various organic materials including
organic acids and polynuclear aromatic compounds, and particulate
matter with spectrographic analyses for various metals. Analyses
of the data in relation to thermodynamic equilibria, operating
conditions, and unit design are in progress. Some of the more
obvious conclusions are given. Purpose of the paper is to
describe the testing plan and the difficulties involved, and their
importance in relation to extension of such studies to include oil
and gas-fired units. (Author abstract)**

05067

S. T. Cuffe, R. N. Gerstle, A. A. Orning, and C. H.
Schwartz

AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS; REPORT NO.
1. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (9) 353-62, Sept.
1964 (Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963.)

Air pollutant emissions from two types of coal burning power plant
furnaces were studied. Particulates entering the fly-ash
collector from the low-intensity-mixing, vertically fired boiler of
Unit A accounted for 60% of the ash contained in the coal charge.
In the high-intensity-mixing, horizontally fired Unit B, 85% of
the total ash entering the boiler in the coal vas carried to the
fly-ash collector. The fly-ash collectors effectively removed
85 to 95% of the particulate matter and showed essentially the
same efficiency in removal of common trace metal compounds.
Concentrations of sulfur trioxide ahead of the dust collector
varied widely. For Unit A, the vertically fired boiler, they
averaged about 4% of the S02 concentration; for Unit B, the
horizontally fired boiler, formation of S03 was lover,
averaging less than one percent of the S02 concentration. The
fly-ash collectors effected an appreciable reduction in sulfur
trioxide emissions on Unit A but not on Unit B. For both
units S03 emissions were less than one percent of their S02
emissions. Nitrogen oxide concentrations during normal full-load
operation were increased 30 to 40% by passage through an
electrical precipitator. Organic acid concentrations were
appreciably higher than those of gaseous hydrocarbons,
formaldehyde, and carbon onoxide. The very small concentrations
of gaseous hydrocarbons, formaldehyde, and carbon monoxide
ildicated very complete and efficient combustion during both
full-load and partial-load operation. Emissions of
polynuclear hydrocarbons from large power plant boilers were found
to be very small in comparison with those from smaller coal-fird
units having less efficient combustion processes.**

05097

R. E. Neligan

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE HYDROCARBONS IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST AND
THOSE POUND IN THE LOS ANGELES ATMOSPHERE. Preprint.
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(Presented at the Joint Research Conference on Motor Vehicle
Exhaust Emissions and Their Effects, Los Angeles, calif.,
Dec. 5, 1961.)

Ambient air samples obtained from the central Los Angeles
business district were analyzod by gas chromatography.
Hydrocarbons in the c2-C7 molecular weight range were
identified and their concentrations determined. The results
obtained from these analyses are compared to those obtained from
diluted automobile exhaust and diluted automobile exhaust that
had been irradiated for a period of four hours. Gas
chromatography was found to be an accurate reproducible
procedure for the analysis fo C3 to C7 hydrocarbons present in
the atmosphere. The procedure is litited by the inability to
determine the methane concentration as well as the C8
hydrocarbons. In the sixteen samples analyzed, it was found that
the relative concentrations of the individual hydrocarbon groups
did not change significantly with total concentration. This
would indicate that the hydrocarbon emissions to the atmosphere
are relatively constant. A linear relationship was also found to
exist between total hydrocarbons recovered and the sum of the
nitric oxide - nitrogen dioxide levels. Comparison of
atmospheric hydrocarbons to those produced by automobile exhaust
indicates that natural gas could be a major source of the low
boiling hydrocarbons present in the atmosphere. The
relatively low acetylenic level found in the ambient air samples,
as compared to diluted automobile exhaust, also indicate
significant contributions are made by automobile blowby emissions
as well as carburetor and fuel tank evaporation losses.AA

05106

G. M. Fiero

PROTECTIVE COATINGS AND ROLE 66. Am. Paint J. 52 (29), 70-1.
74, 76, 78, 80, 82 (Jan. 9, 1967).

Rule 66 defines "photochemically reactive" solvents as those
containing more than 20 per cent total of the substances listed or
more than: (1) 5 percent olefinic or cyclo-olefinic hydrocarbons,
alcohols, aldehydes, esters, ethers or ketones. (2) 8 percent
c8 or higher aroaatics except ethylbenzene. (3) 20 per cent
ethylbenzene, toluene, branche0 ketones or trichloroethylene.
Rule 66 requires reduction of 85 per cent of emissions of
solvents from various industrinl applications if "photochemically
reactive" solvents are used. There are some uncertainties with
regard to the rule. For example, both state and federal
protective coatings specifications in any cases specify the
solvents employed and often they are the "photoreactive" variety.
To make matters worse, Presidential orders require Federal
facilities to abide by local air pollution regulations. After
many consultations with industry, in March and April 1966
LA APCD, in conjunction with California Manufacturers Assn.,
conducted a series of tests on solvents and Rule 66 was finalized. ,

The reason for this rule was that an estimated 345 tons of
solvents were eitted each day in 1965 from the drying of
protective coatings. After the final Rule 66 was adopted, the
Hay Area APCD followed suit and in its current draft it
prohibits the sale or use of quart or larger sizes of building
coatings containing more than 8 per cent "reactive organic
compounds" plus 12 per cnt of monosubstituted aromatics.
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Industrial coatings are limited to 20 per cent of ^reactive
organic compounds." Thus, in the current draft, Bay Area APCD
regulations are somewhat less restrictive than LA APCD Rule 66,
but the number of pounds exempt per facility is less than LA.
The Bay Area APCD estimates 1964 emission of solvents to be
297 T/D of solvents. /ndustry is compiling data for a more
up-to-date figure. /t should be borne in mind that this is a
draft; final Regulation 3 is expected to issue in January of
1967 to become effective January 1, 1968.41#

05109

H. L. Falk, P. Kotin, and A. Biller

AROMATIC POLYCYCL/C HYDROCARBONS IN POLLUTED AIR AS INDICATORS OF
CARCINOGENIC HAZARDS. Intern. J. Air Pollution 2, 201-9
(1960). (Presented at the Air Pollution Symposium, 136th
National Meeting, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City,
N.J., Sept. 17, 1959.)

The concentration of 3,4-benzpyrene in air samples has been used
as an indicator of carcinogenic risks in breathing polluted air,
and rapid and reliable methods for the determination of benzpyrene
have been worked out. This approach has two shortcomings. First,
polluted air frequently contains carcinogens other than
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Second, there is no accounting
for other effects of polluted air. These effects may enhance the
carcinogenic process by inhibiting the normal physiologic process
by which foreign materials are eliminated from the lung. The
conditions under which guantitation of 3,4-benzpyrene in air
samples is carried out in the laboratory may be far different from
those existing in the lung. The liberation of benzpyrene from
rubber tire dust by an aqueous protein solution, as is encountered
in the lung, occurs rapidly. In the case of soots, particle size
plays an important role in determining whether elution of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons will take place. The smaller
particles that retain their hydrocarbons may also adsorb additional
hydrocarbons that have been elated from larger size particles in
the immediate neighborhood. Competitive effects have been
observed between aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons as found on soot
and dust with regard to the production of tuors. As there is
marked structural similarity between cancer-producing and inactive
copounds, the intracellular site of action may be common for both
groups and the latter ay thus inhibit the action of the former in
producing cancer. A chemical method for the evaluation of the
carcinogenic potency of polluted air requires determination of all
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons elutable by protein solutions.
There are still a number of unidentified hydrocarbons present.
The stability of these compounds adsorbed on soot when exposed to
the atmosphere differs from one compound to the next.**

05113

N. A. Renzetti

ANALYSIS OF AIR NEAR HEAVY TRAPPIC ARTERIES. Air Pollution
Found. Los lingeles Rept. 16. Dec. 1956. 30 pp.

The primary objective of this work was to obtain the range of
concentration of the principal constituents bf automobile
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exhaust in the vicinity of heavy traffic. Samples were taken at
essentially ground level (five feet) within 60 to 75 feet of the
traffic artery and analyzed for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and
carbon dioxide by infrared spectrometry. The carbon monoxide
values ranged from 4 to 93 ppm (by vol.); the hydrocarbons, from
0.25 to 2.3 ppm (by vol. as hexane); and carbon dioxide, from 0.05
to 0.14 per cent (by vol.). SamFles were taken from 6 a.. to
9 a.m., local time, on week days of the period from Septeber 4 to
October 2, 1956. This period was characterizei by low
inversions, low winds, and high solar radiation, and on a large
number of the days high oxidant values and eye irritation vere
experienced. Meteorological data and atmospheric oxidant and
eye irritation values for these days arq tabulated at the end
of the report. (Author summary)aa

05133

Nasser, J., R. P. Bangebrauck, and A. J. Schwartz

EFFECTS OF AIR-FUEL STOICRIOMETRY ON AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
FROM AN OIL-FIRED TEST FURNACE. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc., 18(5):332-337, May 1968. 19 refs. (Presented at the
60th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
June 11-16, 1967, Paper No. 67-124.)

An experimental, domestic-sized, oil fired test furnace to be
used for evaluation of fuel additives and combustion process
modifications in reducing air pollutant emissions is described.
Operating data and emissions of particulate matter, smoke, carbon
monoxide, gaseous hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and oxides of
sulfur are reported over the range of operable air-fuel ratio.
Emission levels are interpreted in terms of key operating
parameters and potential areas for reduction of emission.
(Authors' abstract modified)aa

05171

f. g. r ounds, P. A. Bennett, and G. J. Nebel

SOME EFFECTS OF ENGINE-FUEL VARIABLES ON EXHAUST GIS HIDROCARBON
CONTENT. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 5 (2), 109-19 (Aug.
1955) and Trans. SM
1955) and Trans. ASHE (Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs.) 63, 591-601
(1955) . (Presented at the Annaul Meeting, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Rich., Jan. 10-14, 1954.)

The ails was to obtain a better understanding of the factors
influencing the concentration of hydrocarbons in engine exhaust.
Initially, tests were made to determine the fraction of the total
fuel supplied to the engine which appeared as hydrocarbons in the
exhaust at different driving.conditions. Later, more exhaustive
tests were made to determine the effect of common engine-fuel
variables at each driving condition. The data are based on mass
spectrometer and/or Orsat analyses of exhaust gas samples obtained
from 163 passenger cars and 8 public transit buses. Reductions
in exhaust gas hydrocarbon content can be achieved through proper
maintenance and design. Mass spectrometer analyses have indicated
that the hydrocarbon content of engine exhaust gas varies
appreciably with driving condition. The most important engine-
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fuel variable affecting the hydrocarbon content at idle was ixture
ratio with the highest hydrocarbon contents being observed at rich
mixtures. A substantial reduction in the average hydrocarbcn
content could be obtained by adjustment of the idle mixture ratio
of all cars to the range resulting in best idle operation. The
current trend toward the overhead valve V-8 engine should also
help to reduce idle hydrocarbon losses since these engines will
idle acceptably with leaner mixtures than either 6 cyclinder or
line 8 engines. Fuel type was found to have essentially no effect
on the exhaust gas hydrocarbon content. None of the engine-fuel
variables investigated at part throttle were observed to affect
significantly the hydrocarbon content. These included ixture
ratio, compression ratio, fuel type, coolant temperature, engine
type, engine speed, and engine load. The most important engine-
fuel variable affecting the hydrocarbon content during simulated
deceleration was manifold vacuum. The hydrocarbon content was
found to increase sharply to high values at manifold vacuums above
21 inches of mercury. Since anifold vacuum during a closed
throttle deceleration depends upon engine speed, the trend toward
automatic transmissions and lower rear axle ratios Rade possible
by higher output engines tends to reduce hydrocarbon losses by
reducing engine speed at a given car speed. Limited studies using
gasoline, LPD, and Diesel powered public transit buses have
suggested that there is no significant difference in the total
amount of hydrocarbon released to the atmosphere by the three
different engines provided that the overall fuel consumption is-
comparable.**

05184

V. N. Trefilov, and N. D. Skanavi

HYGIENIC CHARACTERIZATION OF LABOR CONDITIONS IN THE CHLOROPHOS
INDUSTRY. Gigiyena Trude I Professional' Nyye Zabolevaniya.
Translated froa Russian. 41-3, 1963. Russ. (Tr.)

Analysis established the atmosphere of the chlorophos
production department ot be contaminated mostly by chloral,
dimethylphosphate and chlorophos vapours. Judging by the
available clinical data the detected concentrations of
organophosphorus compound (chlorophos and dimethylphosphite)
vapours reached dangerous levels, which, as it was noted, gave
rise to the development of intoxications. /n reconstruction
and erecting new analogous plants it is recomended that
particular attention be attached to proper sealing of equipment and
to elimination of manual operations. It is also suggested to
make provisions for automatic pouring of chlorophos, its
aeasuring, weighing and washing of barrels to be effected in
special shielded chambers. (Author summary)14

05292

J. M. Chandler

EFFECTS OF ENGINE-OPERATING VARIABLES ON THE COMPOSITION OF
AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST GASES Proc., Am. Petrol. Inst.,
Sect. III 38, 324-35 (1958). (Presented before a session on
air pollution, 23x0, Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum! Inst.
Division of Refining, Los Angeles, Calif., May 15, 1958.)
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The factors affecting hydrocarbon concentration in exhaust gas to
the greatest extent are manifold vacuum, engine detuning
(naladjustuent and/or poor mechanical condition) , and cold as
conpared to hot engine starting. Manifold vacuum of more than
approximately 21.5-in. Hg (mercury) accounts for high
concentrations of hydrocarbons during deceleration. This effect
is accentuated by high speeds at the start of deceleration and by
manual transmissions as compared to automatic transmissions.
Accelerating and cruising conditions at various engine speeds
produce similar hydrocarbon concentrations, generally in the range
of 1 per cent to 5 per cent of the supplied fuel, with hydrocarbon
concentrations tending to decrease with increasing engine speed.
Enriched carburetor idle setting increase hydrocarbon emission
during cruise up to approximately 30 ph. One misfiring plug may
more than double the average hydrocarbon concentration. 1 deposit
-fouled spark-plug set can increase the rate of hydrocarbon
emission moe than 2 1/2 time during a wide-open-throttle
acceleration. Among variables mhich affect oxides of nitrogen,
air-fuel ratio is of primary imi.attance. Lean mixtures promote
the formations of oxides of nitrogen and increase the relative
effects of other engine variables. Under full throttle, rich
mixture conditions, concentrations of oxides of nitrogen are
relatively low. Under part-throttle conditions, however,
mixtures are sufficiently lean to permit varying degrees of
importance to be attached to ignition timing advance, manifold
pressure increase, and compression ratio increase, all of which
promote oxides of nitrogen formation. Under road-load cruise
conditions and during full-throttle accelerations, higher speeds
produce higher concentrations. During part-throttle accelerations

there is no general effect of speed, and high concentrations nay
be exhausted even at low speeds. During idling and deceleration,
oxides of nitrogen concentrations are so low as to be considered
insignificant.$0

05312

Chironis, N. P.

SMOG: TOE DEADLY POISONS PERIL LIFO IN ALL CITY AREAS. Prod. Sag.
37, 33-41 (Dec. 19, 1966).

The air pollution problem is national in scope. Pollution-coatrol
officers continue to sake a point of cracking down on offending
factories, power stations, and incinerators. lint, behind the
scenes, the case against automotive contaminants is building up,
and nothing less than a revolution in automotive engineering will
satisfy tomorrow's standards. This design revolution is chartered
for three stages: Modification of existinoengisms--improved
carburetors, timing systems, cylinder-head designand the addition
ot devices to burn off hydrocarbons and noxious gases. A search
for new types of internal combustion engine--fmel injection
engines, improved gas turbines, rotary engimas. Entirely new
propulsion systems that don't use fossil fnels--electric cars with
batteries or fuel cells, linear motors for mass transportation
systems, perhaps nuclear pover either indirectly to charge
batteries or directly to drive vehicles. It was indicated that
pollutants from all sources amount to 135 million toms a year. So
motor vheicles account for about 60 percent of the nation's
atmospheric wastes, by weight. Moreover, government figures
indicate that vehicles are responsible for about 97 percent of the
olefin hydrocarbons and 40 percent to 60 percent at the aitrogen
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oxides. Controls are aimed at three specific targets: emissions
from the tailpipe, from crankcase ventilations, and from carburetor
and gas tank evaporation. The tailpipe is by far the greatest
source ot emissions, accounting for up to 65 percent of the
hydrocarbons and almost all the carbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxides. But the crankcase emission is the easiest to control, and
California chose it as the first target six years ago. These allow
275 ppm ot hydrocarbons and 1.5 percent carbon monoxide by voltam
Effective Jan. 1, 1970, however, California will cut these
allovables to 180 ppm hydrocarbons and 1 percent CO. The state is
also considering a proposal to adopt a standard of 350 ppm of
nitrogen dioxide.

05323

Jackson, Marvin V.

EFFECTS OF SOME ENGINE VARIABLES AND CONTROL SYSTEMS ON
COMPOSITION AND REACTIVITY DIP EXHAUST HYDROCARBONS. In:
Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress in Technology
Series, Vol. 12, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,
N. Y., 1966, P.
N. Y., 1966, p. 241-267. ((41)) refs. (Presented at the
Mid-Year Meeting, Society of Automotive Engineers, Detroit,
Mich., June 3-10, 1966.)
The effects of air-tuel ratio, spark timing, an engine
modification systole, and the Air Injection Reactor System on
the composition and reactivity of the exhaust hydrocarbons are
reported. The reactivity index and composition changes are
compared to those indicated by the nondispersive infrared analyzer.
Either retarding the spark timing or leaning the air-fuel ratio
reduced the hydrocarbon concentration measured by the infrared
analyzer. In contrast, the reactivity index increased as the
spark timing was retarded and the decrease in the reactivity index
due to leaning the air-fuel ratio was only 1/2 the decrease in the
concentration measured by the infrared analyzer. !or equal
reductions in the concentration measured by the infrared
analyzer, the reactivity index with the engine modification system
was 37% higher than that with the Air Injection Reactor
System. Conversely, in order to produce an exhaust with the same
level of reactivity, the engine modification system has to reduce
tbe concentration measured by the infrared analyzer about 70 ppm
n-hexane more than the Air Injection Reactor System. The
use of the reactivity index points out significant differences in
smog-forming potential resulting from both changes in engine design
variables and exhaust control systems; these differences are not
revealed by measurements made using the infrired analyser.
(Author's abstract)IIII

05337

G. G. Esposito

IDENTIFICATION OF AEROSOL PROPELLANTS IN PAINT PRODUCTS BY
GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY (FINAL REPT.) Army Coating and
Chemical Lab., Aberdeen Proving Ground, Nd. (Rept- No-
226.) Mar. 1967. 15 pp.
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Aerosol packaged paint products have gained widespread
acceptance in recent years. Because of safety and toxicity
factors, the type of propellant employed is of vital importance.
This report describes a rapid, specific procedure for the
identif:ution of propellants using gas-liquid chromatography. A
chilled Lan of paint is sprayed into a test tube and the ataosphere
above the liquid is sampled. The analysis is conducted on
silicone grease and porous polyser columns. (Author abstract)

05411

Z. S. Starkan

VARIOUS COMPONENT GASES OF ENGINE GENERATED POLLUTION POSE
DIFFERING HEALTH HAZARDS. S.A.E. (Soc. Autonot. Engrg.)
J. 75, (3) 85-7, Mar. 1967

Unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, carbon onoxide, and
carcinogens are among the emissions generated by engines. Each
produces hazards of varying importance and each presents a
different control problem. For example, the ultimate ethod of
reducing the hydrocarbon emissions is to supply a completely
stratified charge. As with the hydrocarbons, many engine
variables influence the concentration of nitric oxide. Carbon
monoxide concentration follovs directly the fuel-air ratio, and a
rich mixture operation nust be avoided at all tines. Reduction
in carcinogen content should occur as the concentration of
unburned hydrocarbons is roduced.et

05477

K. Gasiorovski

(ENERGY GENERATION FROM LIQUID FUELS.) Energieerzeugung aus
fluessigen Brennstoffen. Gesundh. Ingr. (Runich) 86 (4),
116-22 (Apr. 1965.) Geer.

air pollution due to oil-fired installations is caused by
sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and products of
incosplete combustion (carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, ashes, and
soot). Percentual share of these agents in flue gases produced
from different fuel oils under various combustion
conditions is gibes. Efficiency of high smoke stacks in
dispersing 502 is discussed and presented graphically.
Statistical data are presented on share of autosobile engines,
domestic furnaces, and industrial furnaces in cities' air
pollution due to $02.88

05679

A. Goetz

AEROSOL PORNATION IV NATURAL AND POLLUTED AIR.(Aerosolbildung is naturlichos end verunreisigtos Luftmassen.)
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Preprint. Ger. Tr. (Presented at the
Internationales Immissionsschutz Forum, Essen, Germany, 1966.)

The nature, type, and the effects resulting from odifications by
aerosols of reactive gaseous ccnstituents contained in the
biosphere are revieved. Aerosols acidify the physical as yell
as the chemical reaction pattern of the molecular-disperse
gaseous phase to a considerable degree in spite of the fact
that the total ass of this colloid substance is inimal
10 to the inus 7th to 10 to the minus 8th compared to that
of the gases vhich suspend the colloids. The increase in
concentration of aerocolloids becomes obvious through a rapidly
increasing visibility restriction due to contrast reduction by
light scattering should also be considered. The grovth of
aerosols demonstrates the presence of reantive emission components
by increased haze formation. It also has to be realized that the
origin of the haze production is not necessarily tied to the
locality of the pollution source because such reactions
proceed relatively slovly, especially vhen differnt reaction
partners originate at different localities or when a high
particulate level is already present due to climate conditions.
The formation of aerocolloids is by far not restrictd to
industrial and other an-ade pollutions but results also fro any
processes in nature vhich go on continuously over the earthes
surface in large variety. Consequently the final ffect
of emissions depends to a large extent on the geographical
and climatic conditions and the natural aerosol lvels, so that
knovledge about their origin and foration rate is necessary to
judge the final effect of various emission types over specific
population areas. The sources, cheical and physical interactions
and methods for determining the size distribution of aerosols

are considered.00

05596

C. J. Doak*, D. J. Lindley, and C. N. Sechrist

ROV TO STODT EPPECT OP BLOWN? GAS. Hydrocarbon Process.
(9) , 303-6 (Sept. 1966).

A nee technique for the study of blivby gas uses an engine vhich
costains Teflon parts and thus can operate vithout lubricating
oil. This alloys the gememtion and collection of uncontaminated
gas samples for studying vehicle omissions, engine sludge and
deposit formation. The character and cheaical composition of
blovby gases vere explored by ducting them from the engine and
fractionating thea in a series of traps at 32, minus 100, and miens
326P. Each fraction vas analyzed by (1) infrared absorption,
(2) mass spectrometry, and (3) gas chromatography. Changing
air-fuel ratio bad little or no effect on the composition of the
hydrocarbons being emitted from the crankcase. The hydrocarbon
portion of the blovby gas vas roughly 50% aromatics, 35% saturates,
and 15% olefins. The composition of the hydrocarbon portion was
approximately the same whether the fuel was a full range boiling
range gasoline or isooctane. The appearance of a broad spectrum
of paraffinic hydrocarbons, olefius, and aromatics whoa using
isooctane fuel is evidence of extensive chemical reactions
taking place within the combustios chasher of am engine. The
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combined concentration of oxygenated organic compounds present in
the blovby gas, collected in our studies, vas less than five parts
per illion. This includes all rays to C12. Only the simplest
of these oxygenated compounds, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,
methanol, and ethanol, were identified. The blovby gas fro the
operating engine vas bubbled through oil samples aintained at
2757. As a control, air at the same rate vas passed through
another sample of the same oil, maintained at the sae temperature.
Analyses shoved that the rate of oxy compound generation in the
oil contacted by blovby gas vas 10 ties greater than that in the
oil contacted by air. Details of engine modification, operating
conditions and gas evaluation are presented.00

05632

T. V. Legatski

THE ENGINE BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS OF L.P.-GAS FUELS.
Preprint. (1959).

The purpose vas to offer a further analysis of the findings of a
research program on engine requirementsoundor severe operating
conditions and on fuel behavior characteristics as related to fuel
composition. Eight two-component and two three-component
LP-Gas blends vere tested in one or ore of four 1958 odel
LP-Gas truck engines of different akes or models. The
permissible knock-limited spark advance vas determined throughout
the speed range. Neither ASTI! Rotor or ASTI! Research
octane numbers, as calculated from a knovledge of fuel
composition, nor any combination of them reflects fuel behavior in
the ore severe types of current LP-Gas engines. Behavior
of LP-Gas fuel formulations in severe engines and under severe
service conditions can be predicted from fuel composition using a
nem and different scale of values which has been designated as the
ESRU scale. Since the ESRU (service octane scale) nubers
are only significant vhen related to an engine of assigned high
severity, the nuabers lack utility as an overall quality yardstick.
Both propane and propylene are depreciated by about the sane
amount in current severe typos of LP-Gas engines. Behavior of
LP-Gas fuels in the ore common mild engines, operated under
ild conditions, can be predicted fro fuel composition and some
scale of antiknock values lying in betveen those of the
ASTN-Research and ASTN-Rotor methods of test.08

05631

London, A. L.

THE APPLICATION OF RESEARCH TO NOTON uncut INISSION CONTROLCAN
NE Avon AFTERBURNERS? (Presented at a Session of the
Air Pollution Research Conference on "The Application of
Research to Rotor Vehicle Emission Control,u Los Angeles,
Calif., Dec. 7, 1961.)

L. Emission Sown
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Basic improvements in the design, production control, and
maintenance of the carburetor and distribution system of the
conVentional spark-ignition four-stroke cycle automobile engine,
and a change of engine type to one having inherently the potential
for low hydrocarbon emissions are reviewed. Chemical
considerations, especially fuel-air ratio, are discussed. Engine
test results are considered. The low pollution potential of the
following possible alternate autootive power plants is discussed:
diesel engines, gas turbine engines, and stratified charge engines.
The cost factor is mentioned.

05648

J. H. Elliott, N. Rayne, and M. P. LeDuc

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE CONTROL OP ORGANIC EMISSIONS PROM
PROTECTIVE COATING OPERATIONS (INTERIM REPT. AO. 7). Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District, Calif. Jan.
1961. 26 pp.

The progress made on the experimental program for the control of
solvent emissions from surface coating operations is reported.
The results of 16 runs made with two industrial finishes, an air
dry lacquer and a high temperature baking enamel, are discussed
with respect to particulate matter removal before the air strea
enters the carbon unit. Various filters and combinations of
filters were used in this study. Additional runs were made using
single and mixed solvents with the four-tray adsorber. The
results are analyzed with respect to the effect of using saturated
versus superheated steam on the retentivity of the carbon for
these solvents. Carbon life, pressure drop, and temperature rise
for the four-tray absorber are also discussed. The status of the
program, together with the questions that have been answered, and
the questious to be answered, are delineated. A modification of
the first conical unit adsorber is described. The xperimental
work on this modified unit, now under construction, will conclude
the work on the spray booth phase of this project.00

05649

Smith, I. D.

NITROGEN TETROXIDE DISPOSAL UNIT CONBOSTION PRODUCTS. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Las Cruces, M. Mex., Manned
Spacecraft Center. May 1967. 7pp. (Rept. No. NASA TN D-3965.)

A test program vas conducted to determine the identity of the
i combustion products released to the atmosphere by the vapor
disposal units which dispose of nitrogen tetrozide by burniag with
propane. The burner unit, which is designed to dispose of at least
10 lb of nitrogen tetrozide per sinute, consists of an injector
system for the propane and the nitrogen tetroxide, a mixing
chasber, a burner bead comstructed to minimize flashback, and a
spark-plug igniter system controlled fro a blockhouse. Samples of
the combustion products were collected and analyzed by iafrared
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spectroscopy. When the unit vas operated in the normal, slightly
fuel-rich mode, the detectable cobustion products were carbon
dioxide, vater vapor, and unburned propane or other carbon-hydrogen
bond-containing materials. The hydrocarbon emission, which would
be undesirable in a smog-prone area, can be controlled to a degree
by adjustment of the propane feed. The propane adjustment becomes
important when disposing of an oxidized feed that continuously
diminishes in nitrogen tetroxide. The combustion products do not
contain any aterials which present any toxicity problems. After a
year of usage, the White Sands Test Facility concludes that the
disposal units provide a convenient, rapid, and safe ethod for the
disposal of excess nitrogen tetroxide.

05746

Ourusoff, L.

CLEAVER AIR AND THE GAS INDUSTRY (PART I). Am. Gas J. 194 (3), 32-
5; 38; 40; 42 (Mar. 1967).

The background of air pollution la briefly reviewed from both a
_universal and a gas industry viewpoint. The principal causes and
sources of air pollution in the United States are discussed. The
physiological effects of air pollution are considered. Current
methods and means of controlling air pollution are reviewed.
Regional aspects of the problem are exasined as they affect its
severity and bear on the attitudes of the public, the federal and
local authorities, commerce, and industry, and sore specifically
the public utility companies.

05844

THE EFFECT Of ORGANIC HATERIALS IN THE ATROSPHERE ON VEGETATION.
Preprint. California Univ., Riverside. (This is a
continuation of the report dated Jan. 21, 1957.)

A study on the effect of irradiated auto exhaust on plant damage
is_presented. No satisfactory amount of plant damage was produced.
in any of the coabinaLions of conditions available. Those
included varying residence time, light intensity, plant exposure
time, ratios of the auto operating cycles, and additions of
nitrogen dioxide, ozone or raw gasoline. In a few experiments,
very slight, but typical oxidant damage was produced along the
margins of some leaves, but tho amount was too small to be of use
in evaluating fuels. Of particular interest is the fact that whea
ozone was added to the exhaust, no damage occurred. Siailarly,
when raw gasoline and nitrogen dioxide mere irradiated ozooe was
forsed, but no oxidant damage was obtained. No explanation for
the failure to oftaia plant damage can be offered until the test
facilities are made available for intensive trials.e8
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05850

M. A. Elliott, G. J. Nebel, and T. G. Rounds

THE COMPOSITION OP EXHAUST GASES FROM DIESEL, GASOLINE AND
PROPANE POWERED MOTOR COACHES. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc. 5 (2), 103-8 (Aug. 1955). (Presented at the 48th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Detroit, Mich.,
Mky 22-26, 1955.)

Exhaust-gas samples were obtained from Diesel, gasoline, and
propane-povered otor coaches of similar passenger capacity under
idling, accelerating, cruising, and decelerating driving
conditions. The samples were analyzed for carbon monoxide, oxides
of nitrogen, formaldehyde, and hydrocarbons. In addition, the
exhaust-gas flow rates were measured to permit calculation of the
emission rate for each constituent at each driving condition.
Based on a typzcal city driving pattern, it vas concluded that:
1. The carbon monoxide emission from the Diesel coaches was oaly
a small fraction of that from the gasoline and propane coaches.
2. The differences observed in the emission of oxides of nitrogen,
formaldehyde, and hydrocarbons by the 3 coach types were relatively
small. No one coach type discharged either the greatest or least
amounts of all of these 3 constituents.44

05912

Larsen, R. I.

ROTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS (CONFERENCE
REPORT) . Public Health Rept. (U.S.) 77(11), 963-9 (Nov. 1962)
(Presented at the Annual Meeting, New England Section, Air
Pollution Control Association, Worcester, Bass., April 25, 1962.)

Highlights of the papers presented t tbe Fifth Air Pollution
Medical Research Conference on December 4, 1961, and at the Joint
Research Conference on Motor Vehicle Emissions and Their Effects on
December 5-7, 1961 are presented. Current research findings on
quantities and types of air pollutants from motor vehicles and the
effects of those pollutants on the health of gen, plants, amid
laboratory animals are reviewed.

06031

E. E. Lemke, N. R. Shaffer, J. A. Verssea, and R. G.
Lunche

AIR POLLUTION Peon AIRCRAFT IN LOS ANGELES COURT? - A REPORT OF
THE ENGINEERING DIVISION, DEC. 1965. 90th Congress. pp.
248-61. (00Air Pollution-1967, Part I (Automotive Air
Pollution)00 Senate Committee on Public Vorks, Washington,
D. C., Subcommittee on Air asd Water Pollutioa, Feb. 13-14,
20-21, 1967.
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The amount of air contaminants emitted into the atmosphere of Los
Angeles county as the result of the operation of aircraft was
surveyed. The emissions from aircraft with which the District is
concerned are those occurring below 3,500 feet altitude and within
the geographical boundaries of Los Angeles County. This
altitude (3,500 feet) is used as a parameter for the mixing height
below which atmospheric dispersion of pollution is inadequate.
Observations were made from airport control towers to establish
the average time duration of the various operational flight phases
for different types of aircraft. These phases are: (1) Taxiing
from the terminal to the end of the runway and idling while
awaiting clearance from the control tower: (2) Take-off and
climb-out through 3,500 feet altitude: (3) Descent from 3,500 feet
altitude to touchdown on the runway: and (4) Taxiing from
touchdown to the unloading terminal. In observing the departure
phase, radio contact was maintained with the pilot in order to
learn when the aircraft had climbed-out to 3,500 feet altitude.
The distance in males from the airport vhen the aircraft vas at
3,500 feet altitude was established by radar for both arrival and
departure. In the arrival phase, the pilot notified the control
tower as the aircraft descended downward through 3,500 feet
altitude. It was thus possible to determine the average lapsed
time for an aircraft to travel from take-off to 3,500 feet
altitude, and from 3,500 feet altitude to touchdown on the runway.
Emission factors were then anplied.00

06039

K. J. Springer

INVESTIGATION OE DIESEL POWERED VEHICLE ODOR AND MEE - PART 2
(MONTHLY PROGRESS REPT. NO. 4, APR. 15, - MAY 15, 1967).
Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio, Tex., Vehicle
Emissions Research Lab. (May 26, 1967) 12p.

Studis of the effect of engine derating on exhaust smoke and odor
are in progress. The 6-month fleet test of a smoke suppressant
additive, which began on April 1, is continuing. Preparations
for the evaluation of the three types of catalytic mufflers for
uso with two-cycle powered buses are nearing completion.
Preliminary studies are under way to establish the feasibility in
the laboratory of relating an instrumental odor measure:lent method
with the human odor panel.1111

06055

HEALTH PROBLEMS RESULTING PROM PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO AIR
POLLUTION IN DIESEL MOS GARAGES. Ind. Health (Japan) 4(1):
1-10 (1966).

An environmental and a health survey of two diesel bus gara9es is
Alexandria (Egypt) have shown an air pollution problem due to the
exhaust of engines containing 502, 1102, aldehydes and
hydrocarbons within permissible levels and a relatively higher
concentration of smoke. The examination of workers revealed the
occurrace ot upper respiratory tract disease, chromic bronchitis,
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astha, peptic ulcer, gastritis, and high blood pressure in
prevalences higher than expected. Respiratory diseases were
probably due to a synergistic effect of smoke and irritants as well
as the presence of acrolein and adsorbed hydrocarbons and the
smoking habits of workers. Cases of chronic dyspepsia and peptic
ulcers were probably related to the nervous tension of night
shifts, and other factors as the irregularity of meals and the
probable swallowing of dissolved irritants. The blood pressure
was relatively "higher,' among night shift workers. (Authors'
abstract, modified)**

06086

R. L. Stenburg, R. R. Horsley, R. A. Herrick, A. H.
Rose, Jr.

EFFECTS OF DESIGN AND FUEL MOISTURE ON INCINERATOR EFFLUENTS.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 10 (2), 114-20 (Apr. 1960).
(Presented at the 52nd Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Los Angeles, Calif., June 21-26, 1959.)

Tests were ade to deterine the effects of fuel oisture
content on pollutant eissions fro an experimental incinerator
of fixed dimensions while varying (1) the aount and distribution
of cobustion air, and (2) the burning rate as easured by the
aount of fuel charged per hour. Overtire cobustion air was
introduced into the front of the ignition chaber at the grate
level, and swept the surface of the burning fuel bed.
Underfire air entered through the ash pit and passed up
through the fuel bed. Secondary air vas introduced through
a duct built into the top of the bridge-wall and was
discharged through a series of Forts opening into the top of the
ixing chaber. Dry components of the fuel include qual parts,
by weight, of newspaper and corrugated cardboard, ixed in a ratio
of three to one with wood chips. Chopped potatoes wre
substituted for leafy vegetables as the wt component
because of their year-round availability. Five-pound charges
wer prepared with the vet-to-dry components adlustod to provide
a fuel with an average oisture content of eithr 25 or SOS.
Particulate, oxids of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, carbon onoxid,
and smoke wer measurd. Because of the basic physical and
chical laws involvd, factors dmonstratd by this study
as affecting the increase or decreaso of air pollutants
should be the same as those affecting production of pollutants
from laryer scale incinerators.**
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06104

Swartz, D. J., K. V. Wilson and W. J. King

MERITS OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS FUEL FOR AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTIONABATEMENT J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 13 (4), 154-9 (April
1963). (Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, New fork City, June 11-15, 1961.)

The purpose of this investigation is to establish trends and to
present some material which sould be both interesting and revealing
as regards the use of LPG as a motor fuel. Pe.rticular emphasis is
directed towards its potential for reducing atmospheric air
pollution. A major result of this investigation is to provide new
data emphasizing the striking differences in the composition of
exhaust gas from similar engines operating on Liquefied Petroleum
Gas fuel as contrasted with their operation on gasoline. Tests show
that in the case of LPG exhaust there are essentially no heavy
hydrocarbons (C4 or greater) present. since the olefins are the
worst offenders as regards smog formation from gasoline exhaust,
the absence of heavy olefins in LPG exhaust suggests the
possibility of a significant reduction in automotive smog if enough
vehicles in a given area use LPG fuel. The scaled fuel system
offers an additional advantage by eliminating the evaporation of
fuel to the atmosphere, which is currently a source of added
expense to the aotorist as well as adding to the total amount of
air pollution from cars.

06108

Hoffman, D. and E. L. Synder

STUDIES ON GASOLINE ENGINE EXHAUST. J. Air Pollution Cont.:col
Assoc. 13(7), 322-7 (July 1963). (Presented at the 55th
Annual fleeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Chicago,
In., May 20-24, 1962.)

Results of the chemical analysis of exhaust gas of a vasoline
engine under city driving schedule and road load are presented.
Various carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons, as well as
phenols and nitro compounds, were isolated and identified. A
benzene extract of the exhaust gas particulate phase and condeneate
was applied in five different concentrations to mouse skin. An
attempt bas bees made to explain the observed development of
papillomas and carcinomas xn terms of its chemical constituents.
The analyses of various standard runs with different fuels were
reported and the possibility of the most pertinent precursors for
phenols and aromatic hydrocarbons are dicussed. Caution must be
used in regard to the interpretation of these findings in respect
to their effect on man. (Authors( summary)

06280

Folks Hedlund, Gustav Ekberg, Sten Erik Bortstedt

DIESEL EXHAUST GASES. INVESTIGATION IIITH PROPOSALS FOR ACTION.
(Communications Dept., Stockholm, Swedes, Guidance Group
Concerning Developeent nark in the Field of Rotor
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Vehicle Exhaust Gas, Sept. 1967. Translated from Swedish.
Joint Publications Research Service R-8943-D, 74p., Dec. 12,
1967. 27 refs.

Diesel exhaust emissions and methods of controlling these
emissions in Sweden are reviewed. The diesel engine differs
from the gasoline engine in several respects, which have a decisive
influence on the pollution it emits. It uses a fuel that is
less volatile than gasoline. It normally works with a higher
excess of air (leaner mixture) and the devices fur feed and
ignition of the fuel are quite different. Due to the discharge
by individual vehicles of dense smoke and by the discharge of
foul-smelling substances they have been pointed out by the
public as qualified air polluters. Poor maintenance of the
engine or intentionally wrong pump adjustments can result in the
giving off of such dense smoke that this can constitute a hazard
for overtaking vehicles due to impaired or obscured visibility.
Diesel engines can give off various types of smoke. One type is
the heavy load smoke, which arises through load on a hot engine.
Exhaust gases from diesel vehicles, especially under certain
driving conditions, contain substances that are irritating
to eyes, nose and throat. These include: oxides of nitrogen,
hydrocarbons, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide
and sulfur dioxide. The smoke from a diesel engine can
be limited by various easures, undertaken on the engine or the
fuel pump, the fuel, and finally on the exhaust gases.
Regular maintenance of the engine is necessary to keep the smoke
values at the lowest possible level. Current and proposed
regulation of diesel exhaust emissions are discussed.**

06299L

Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa., Coal Research Center
pp. 51-61 (1366).

FLARE CHARACTERISTICS CAUSING AIR POLLUTION. (SECTION VI OF
AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT FOR QUARTZ! ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1966.)

A study is in progress of the factors that lead to or limit
e mission of oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and light
hydrocarbons by gas appliances, such as space heaters and hot water
heaters. The separate aad combined effect of thermally or
chemically perturbing the combustion gases above primary flames
of lean, stoichiometric, and rich propane-air mixtures are being
determined theoretically and also experimentally by means of
factorial experiments. Concentrations of oxides of nitrogen
w ith and without flue gas were determined at sampling
stations at the top of the primary flames and
concentration of oxides of nitrogen was reduced by the
addition of either of two simulated flue gases. Flue gas A
(containing no air) was sore effective in reducing the
concentration of oxides of nitrogen than flue gas B
(containing air). The data also indicate that for most of the
flames with or without flue gas the major increase in
concentration of oxides of nitrogen occurred within about the
first inch above the primary flames. The effect of
addition of flue gas on concentration of hydrocarbons was
measured at the top of the primary coebustion zone. Hydrocarbons
occurred at the edge of all flames when a flue gas vas added.
Since the addition of flue gas caused partial flame lift it i$
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possible that some of the isitial hydrocarboa plum otherhydrocarbons formed fres it say be scaping through the dead spacebetween the boner grid and the ban of the flame. (Aethoressummary, nodified)II

063001.

cusacTritsTIcs AID PROTOCRERICAL IlACTIVITT OP TreicotattRISSIOss. (Sectioa VII of air pollution research progressreport for quarter loaded Decesber 31, 1966.) Bureau ofOnes, Pittsbergb, Pa., Coal Research Caster, 1%6, pp.
IIR/63-1111/67.

The ffects of halogen, 302, asd humidity ea reactivity of ataadard ethylen pies SO plus air airtime were studied. Theresults showed so ffects en the systaats cbesical reactivity as aresult of the prosaic. of halos*. aad $02; the otos* seteres
response to otidast aad 102, however, was reduced is the
presence of 302. lucidity was fond to interfere with the
cbesical processes in a way that affected sigaificastlytbe reactivity-seasuremit results. Further studies osbackground reactivity is the irradiatios chamber showed thatthe becitgrovad oxidant formative result of photochemical
reectioas iswolwing lot aad hydrocarboa at estresely low
coscootratioas. (author sesoarylSO

063S0

Califoraia state Dept. of Public Wealth, Derkeley, Durenof Air sasitatios. (Sept. 1, 'MM. app.

COISIDRSATIOS OP IIIISSIOS STASI/AIDS P011 muss? 1TIMIOCA111011SIS TRIOS Or OSUMI (POZLIRTIMIT MORT.)

The gssatity of ethant costasisasts emitted froe looter nhiclesis proportiosal to the product of costasiust coacestraties aaderhaust volume (which is tura is proportiosal to fuelcossusptioa): a coscestratios stasdard esseatially allows geastityof omission from isdivideal vehicles proportiosal to feelcoessartios. Sy requiriag the son coscestratios of costasisaststo be 'sated by all vehicles, the coscestratioa stasilards areperhaps sore restrictive to seen cats. Pot this reason, it hasbees suggested that stasdards based es gesatity meld be sonequitable. Sussarited is this report are data es costae/antcoscestratios is eshant, aad ethant value flee rates forvehicles classified accordiag to @slims displacesest. Thereis so staple relatioaship betimes eagle. site sad qesatity ofhydrocarbos, cation sesetide sad elideo of sitroges emitted.Ituaatity esissiors of hydrocarbon from a/I classes etvehicles fall witbis a *arrow rain, *heroes then of earnstosonide mod asides of Siiroges Say earkedly free class tO class.
!twist hylcocarbos cescestraties seasered os eee /reap of SO
class A cats (displaceeeet less this 140 cal isp had a rasqe
ef 2l0 pps; the nallest valve was 440 pre chile tilelargest WWI 31110 pps. Similar Inflation also osist is thedata for other classes of *Miele*. The eshaust floe rates inlower is smaller displaceseit elegises. the elegant floe rates,as sell as the feel Cueseapties rates ware istersisel freetestial vehicle. ea a eenir-Inolle dysarroseter cyele. "Mina
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flow rates sight be expected to be closely proportioaal to feel
consemptios rates. Nowever, the relative ezhaust flov rates
between classes do sot folios closely tbe relative foil cosseeptios
rates, although similar trends are apparent. The differeace
say be duo to as insufficient number of cars tested for ethaust
volvse.m

Obese

Squires, Arthur 5.

rtille-fOtt P011111 CTCLIS. Americas Society of lechasical
Ingiseers, lee Tort, 57-11A/P111-3, 16p., 1%7. Sl refs.
(Presented at the lister naval Seetisq, Americas Society
of Sechanical Tagiseers, Pittsburgh, Pa., lot. 12-17, 1%7.

agsbitt of seperchargea-loiler power cycles Ate serveye0 which
are regarded as especially suited for use with clone feels, 1.e.,
feels which are dust-fres aad sulfur-free. The cycles are
isteeded for use is *clone power* systeas, which offer the
prospect that power cam be geserated sot oaly without discharge of
oblectiosable atmospheric pollutasts but also sore cheaply. Is
sech swells, dirty fuels would first be comverted to a cles fuel
qas by processes which recover elesestal sulfur for the sarkt, sad
the cleam gas woold be committed to as adwaseed power cycle
eaginered for clans fuel aad affordiag higher efficiency. The
cycles have in cosmos the feature that as asumany large scout of
superheat is added to the steal, so that steam exhausts fros as
orpansios is a highly superheated coaditioa. The oiliest I.
preferably at ataospheric pressen or above. The superheated
steam is cooled agaiast boiler feed water, aid is thee seat to a
low-teeperature power-recovery step. Is son cycles, high-level
heat is added iadirectly by heat escheage fros flee gases at high
pressure. Is others, high-level beat is added to the steaa
dirertly is the fors of prodects of cosbustios of a clear' fuel
either with air or with alma provided by aa iaproved version of
the historic Iris process. Rest rates are gins postalatisg
ntimee as fuel, with stems at 2,400 psis, isdirect additioss of
heat lisited to 1200 I, aad direct additions of heat limited to
ISOO P. Detailed ecososic evaleatioss of the several cycles are
aot yet available, aad oaly qualitative stateeents cas mow be saes
coacersing their probable relative worth. (Author's abstract)00

06751

P. tesaigre

Ant Pottilfion IT R0T01 fIVI*CitS. Li POLLIFTIOS St
Plat per les Vehicules Arosobiles. Pollet flees (Paris)
I. (32) 1135-02. Dec. 1966 P.
A gement reel*w is presented of tits, air pollution caused
by eater vehicles. The noes facts asd the rarest research se
air polletioa is prenatal om the basis of papers gives before
the Strasbourg Coefereace is Juse of 1964. The Various
polletisi agoutis are cossidered awl the costrol seasons shicS
imeolve the feels sod the elegises are described. Secest wet*
carried sit ia both Prince aad the felted States is
discassee eith the differeaces betwees tbe ester
traffic cosaitioss takes isto account. Preach legislatios is
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0721e

discussed esphasisisg the ispottance of proper sgisesaintesasce is air pollution control. The results of propercarburetor adjustseat duriag idliag are a good example of a sisplemethod of control. It is concluded that the evestual solatios.ill aot be easy. The necessity of preserving grees areas* assethod of air pollution coatrol is brought out sloe* theseplc*** hate a considerable absorbent role.011

06909

G. Scassellati-Sforsolial

TOBACCO MK! In 11 PICLOSED staCt. II Paso di TabaccoP.gU Aubiesti Coefisati. Thai Polveri (Silas) 7 (2-3),39-61 (ear. 1967) It.
The &freest of polycyclic arosatic hydrocarboss present iscigarette smite as well as the seoust of tar sad icotine presestla filtered asd safiltered cigarette ssolte (the part ishalod aidthe part is the surroesdiag air) was istestigated. Per the smokeparameters, the following standards were used: lesgth of mitts, 23an; period of ishalation, 2 sec; istersitteace period, 60 electvolute inhaled, 35 vl. The sethod esti to 44tterailloa the asoustof polycyclic hydrocarbons preseat was based on climatal trestnestof liquid through ehich snot* was babbled, thenseparatios of sissies aid silica gel coleass, followed byspectrophotooetric asalysis of the *Unites. The followisghydrocarbass were obtained is the ssoke ishaled sad is the make isthe ashielt air, respectively: anthraces. - 6.85, 5.60 -gausa/100 cigarettes; Pyrese - 5.56, 1.08 - geese/100 cigarettes;3^-9essopyreae - 2.95, 0.38 - gassaf100 cigarettes.Ch lot-afore estractioa was used is the detersisatios at the tarcontest. The sicotine cestent was deteitised by distillisg theacetic estract after additioa of 301 Sa01. The results.adicate that the impost of tar and nicotine is greater is theashiest ssoke thas is the inhaled smoke. Does the liascigarettes studied, those with filters showed bighet tar sada icotise costest tban the aos-filtered cigarettes.00

00950

tiehhafsky, H. A.

PULL CTLLS 110 PVC. BATTLVIPS--111 tlIGUIMING Titer. tan(Inst. tier. Electres. tagrs.) Spectres, 3(12):40-5O, Dec.1966. 9 refs.
Peel cells electrically cossected (is series, parallel or series-parallel) sate feel batteries. Peel ce/19 should reactceaventiosal feels (by which is West the fossil feels andsubstasces readily derived therefrom) electrochesically with sty-gee, preferably fros air. A feel cell, therefoter is aselectrochenical cell in which esergy frog sect a reectioe 1.9coaverted ditectly eel eseally isto low-voltage 11c clergy. Peelbatteties ars discussed is terse of the tattoos types ef feels,effiescy reliability, life, *ad operatisg teepetatstoe. All ofthese propezties are tied ia eith the Posttest ceesiestatioe ofecesposics.OS
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07089

Rosen, A.A., I. T. noel, and N. I. Ettinger

PILATI011sNIP OP SIM Mu (MOE TO SPECIFIC MUSIC
COITARINAIITS. .1. Water Pollution Control federation
(Presented at the 3Sth Annual fleeting, Water Pollution
Control Federation, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 7-11, 1962.)
3S(6):777-781, Jane, 1963.

The results of odor tests conducted in coalsactios with a stody of
organic costaninants is the Kanawha liver at (itro, lest
Virginia are reported. A *slot part of the odor of the river
cas be ascribed to 11 organic clinical coepounds that were
identified and ensured. naphthalene, Tetra lin, Styrene,
Acetophesone, tthyl benzene, lis(2-chloro-isopropyl) ether,
2-tthy1 hesanol, llis(2-chloroethyl) ether, 111-isobutyl csrbisol,
Phenyl *ethyl carbinol and 2-1Iethyl-5-ethyl pyridise.
Threshold odor concentrations for each of these responds were
determined fro* the responses of as odor panel. A sisters of all
the identified pollutants, in the saes proportions as fond is the
river, was shoes to covtribute nearly twice tho anuat of odor that
can be calculated on the basis of the sun of the individual
contributions. Thin, it vas indicated that odor sysergisa plays
its role as effectively is foliated streass as is the siseland
netnews tested i the laboratory.ee

07187

V. C. Larson Ind W. t. Sipple

LOS 111 !OVUM Ott Si AR EMIR SOLVERS. J. Paint
techael. 3ilgS014:259-264 (Nay 190?). (Presented at the Los
Angeles Society for Coatings Technology, Calif., Oct. 12,
1966: at tbe Golden Gate Society, San Prancisco, Calif.,
Oct. 17, 1945; aid at the Portland, Seattle, obi vascoewer
Sections of the Pacific Sorthwest Society, Washington,
act. 19, 20, and 21, 1966.)
The implication of Pale 66 of the Les Angeles Coast/ Air
Po nutlet Ceetrol District, which cotItrols the cassia's of
volatile organic solvents, are revision for their effect os the
paint industry. The various provision of Isle 66 are discussed
to illustrate the desirability of using *heart solvents.
Saturated hydrocarbon (iso, boreal, and cycloparaf fins)
alcohols, esters, ether-alcohols, and noi-branched ketoses are
entirely eteepr. 11040 inept lisits for photochemical reecrfee
Materiels are Se folio's: olefins - S$, C8 plol arosatics 811,
sad nine*, ethylbette**, breeched ketone, and
tricbloreetbylese - 20%. With sietetes of these pletechesical
reactives the total allowable agent is 20%. ?be prables facing
the paint industry is tin teplaceseet of the aresatic soleents
ehich are good solvents, but ate photochenically reactive. (igb
solvency sapthenic bass stocks will help offset the solvency of the
displaced arnatics for the leog oil alkyds and easy anise oil
altyds. Mall quantities of ine-etempt selvests can be smell
propyiaea the escapisg vapors are remained or boreal efficiestly.
Tbe Oetetal Satiric's Anisistration has asked for a revisies
of all their purchasing specification to colon to Rule WOO
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01214

eethge. Per Olof and Ulna Ihresborg

TOINTIPICATIOS OP ToLATILE COMPOOODS IN HIATT SILL EMISSIONS.
Sveask Papperstid. (Stockhols), 70(10):347-3S0, Say 31, 190.
3 refs.

Idostificatios of composed. costributisg to the odour fres kraft
sills Vas accospllabod by gas chrosatography, asd is sass Cages is
combisatios with sass spectrosvtry. Attestios was cestered os the
most volatile cosposeds. Resides styes terpeses, 25 cospessis
were idestifisd.SS

07223

I. Piala asd v. C. Isschsass

T*I !MUST CAS POODLES OP NOTOP TINICLIS. (Part 1). Ise
Abgasprobles der Strassesfahrteuge. (Tell 1). Autoeobiltech.
I. (Stuttgart) 67(9), 302-S (gept. 196S). (Ger.)

The various 2ollstasts is ethasst gases asd their origiss are
reviewed. T5e effects of sitiag ratios, lubricasts, evapetatios
fros tasks asd possibilities for raducisg the asoests of hateful
esissioss are discussed. homes other SeasO11111, feel isiectios aid
catalytic aftarbursers are eestiosed. The esploratiolt of sew
Torus of esergy storage sod cooversios are discussed, fuel cells,
asd priesty asd secesdary batteries are disc-asset. hs a criterios
N4fhp, is ssed.00

01230

W. RIMS

11/9 POLLVIISC PULS 71,01 ?SE ?Its POINT OP (MALTS P10TICT/011 OP
IRE POPOLATIOS IS ItS/DINTIAL Lsftverschsetitesde
ftersietrater lister des Aspekt des oesesdbeitsechsttes br
Revolhetssg is llohseebletes. I. Cos. VII. Crosse. (Setae)
13 (1) . 30-4 Was. 116?). (Ger.)

A survey of the Artiers of thersal esergy specific for &animal,
particularly cossidstiug solid feels os tbe brows coal baSis, is
pre...tel. A study eas sad. of the effect of them household
feels os air pollstios throeghost Oeteasy. frogsettly, the
satiates allowable coscorstratieSs of pellstasts, especially $02,
are etceeded. The leportasce of ashes, sulfur cosposeds, sittic
willies, slid bearopyrese as pollutusts is eSpbasised.
epidesiologicil studio* shoe the nista** of correlation betimes
high co*cestratioss of air pollutios sad ocestreace or diseases ei
the upper respiratory trect. flue possibility ef chisels, to a
distost heat supply by block bootleg starless sr lose-distamce
bootleg statists is dismissed. flue type of feel is of
cossiderable isportasce. tallies for satins aaioaahlo
coucestratioa should be strictly adhere, to by techsical plasters.
(author's sussary. sedified100
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07299

Oorelova, D. N. asd P. P. Dikus

TRE DETECTION OP 3,4 DENIPTRENE IN SORE SIWIES OP SHORED PISS.
(PLOONESCROCt-SPKTRAL AVAITSIS). Test is Russian. Sops.
Oskol., 4(4):398-403, 1958. 7 refs. Engl. transl. by D. S.
Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. 6 Relat. Occup. Dis.,
Vol. 2, p. 126-134, Nardi 1960.

CPSTI TT60-21188

An investigatios was made of the presesce of 3,4-besspyrese is
smoked fish comeosly used in the U.S.S.R. The fish were
subjected to saponification. Chromatographic partitiosing was
made with a SO g column of alumnus oxide. The ensaposifiable
fractios dissolved in 30 - SO sl of bosses. wan adsorbed by the
elegises wade colues. Smoke used for procession fish
contaised 3,4-besspyreme, which, together with other substasces
contairred is the saoke, was deposited os the walls of smokehouses
and on the surface of the processed products. It was shows that
3,4-benspyrese pesetrated into the isser part of the fish;
espeuially fish mot covered with heavy fish scales, asd split fish,
in which the costact betweem the flesh of the fish aid the ssoke
was direct. /a the case of the sprat, 'looked by the hot or cold
processes, 33 to 38% of the total 1,4 -bestpyrene cootaised i_ the
fish pesetrated isto the flesh; is the case of the bream or spilt
Plains, 26% of 3,4 -bemtpyrese pesetrated isto the flesh; asd for
the split Barbel up to 87% pesetrated isto the flesh. Is cases
of cooked whole bream, !Miles, Pelecus aid Chalcalburmus,
which are covered with heavy scales, the 3,4 -beaspyrene costest of
the flesh was easy Uses less them its content is the same types
of fish processed after splittisg. The reselts of the
iovestigatios isdicated that the combeat of 3,4-besspyrese is
saoked fish did sot depend solely os the process by which it was
spoked, whether cold or hot, or whether the smoke case from
openly bunted wood or fres special ssofte generators.**

07300

Dikes, P. P. asd I. I. likberg

A STODT Or AI, P0LLIITIO8 VITR 3,0-111111PTRI82 IN TRE VICTIM/ OP
Al OLD "I'M! -COSS PLANT. Vopr. Oskol., 4(0):00T-07*. 1950. 0
refs. Translated fros Russian by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R.
Lit. os Air Pollut. t Relat. Occup. Dis., vol. 2, p. 13S-
140, Retch 1960.

CPSTE; TT60-21188

Asalyses sere sade of three sets of samples collected is the area
of the pitch-coke plait at differest times, differest distasces,
aid is differest dnectiose Pros the plait: set 1 cousisted of 6
saiiples of dust sweepiegs; set 2 cossisted of 4 sedisemtatiom dust
sasples, asd set 3 cossisted of 3 aspiratios sasples. A
coeparisou of pollution before asd after the plait was
sodersiled slaws that 3,4-besspyrese costest of sweepisgs
collected beteees the inside asd store undoes befote the pleat was
Dodatait00 waS 100 tiees greater thas after the ispreeeseits were
installed. (0.03 to COS% aS agaiset 0.00031) Dust collected
is 1955 free the bricks stored os the plait fronds coutaised 10
Woes as each 3,0-benspyrase as the dust collected betwees the
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windows in 1957 (0.003 to 0.0099 against 0.00039). The fact
window pane washings gave negative or trace tests for
3,4-bestpyrene demosstrated the significant redaction in air
pollution attained by the plant conbustion sodersitation. This is
further confirmed by a comparison of analyses of aspiration
sasples. After the introduction of the isprowefeents aspiration
samples of 15 to 45 cubic meter of air contained only traces of
pollutants. comparison of asalytical results collected in 1956
with sasples similarly collected in 1'55 also shows a substantial
reduction la total pollution (95, 370 and 020 sg per cubic eater in
1955 as against 2.5 In in 1957) and in 3,4-benspyrese (0.002,
0.005, 0.400 ag per cubic ester in 1955 as against 0.0004 aq im
1957). Thus, results of the 1957 investigation revealed that
pollutios of the air in the vicinity of the pitch-coke plant
decreased sharply atter the coke !emcee were sodernited.a0

07451

Scharf, P. I., B. 9. Ooshgariam, N. N. Pelson, and O.L. Cody

TRI WIASORINfIT OF Tet IINAUST CORPOSITIOn OP SZLICTIV iitticorfav
ARRA/MIT. Air Porce Rocket Propulsion Lab., Edwards
APV, Calif. nod Aral Merosed. Res. Veit, Port Rucker,
Ala., Proj. Po. 310 2560 1A 619, Task Ro. 051, Rept. Wo.
AFRPL -TR-67 -203 and OSAAR0-67 -10, 46p., Jame 1967. 4 refs.

A stsey of the exhaust composition of rapid fire sachine guns and
rockets has been condected. &abode of asalysis were evaluated
and exhaust conpositions for the SO cal and 7.62ms sachias gun and
the 2.75' rocket were determined. A rapid scan infrared
spectropbotoseter was used for issadiate etanisatios of
effluent gases la order to detect reactive species. The stemma
gases were analysed at concentrations as high as 1000 tines those
present in helicopters to sinisite the chance of missing any
significant toxic product. A qualitative and quantitative
analysis of gas phase and aerosol components is gives, It saywell be that the proportios of carbon monoside in the: ethaust is
so high that persissible exposure tines cam be selected on the
basis of its concentration alose while still Unitise) etposures to
all other totic saterials to safe leevls. Remover, significant
anoints of nitrogen diotide, amnesia, carbonyl sulfide, hydrogen
cyanide, lead and copper were fouad.II

07'546

J. 6. Terrill, Jr., E. O. Warward, I. P. Leggett, Jr.

21IVIVOIRINTAL ASIIPCTS OF WOCUAll AIO COIttETIONAL P0881 PLAITS.
Tad. Red. Surg., 36(6):412 -419, Jose 1967. 24 refs.
(Presested at the 5th /stet -Aserican Conforescs on
Toxicology and Occspatiosal Redicine, Blasi, rla., Avg. 1-4,
1966.)

imAereat difficslties in coopering tbs health riots of
_conventional and nuclear poser plants ate pointed out, and
currestly available data ate presented. Ifforts of the
Public lealth Setlice to establish the relative health risks of
the power solaces are indicated. There is a lack of accepted
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standards for the permissible coucatratious of sonradioactiv
lsents in the nviromsent and also a limitd aoust of data
on th tact composition of the atmosphric radioactiv rOlAS S
fro operettas nuclar pleats. Is the year 2000, the U.S.
poeer-geseratiag capacity is xpected to 11=490 fros the
preeest 11 it IP to th 15th powerSTU/yr to 10 e 10 to th 1Stb
power STU/yr with the proportios of tbis capacity provided
by nuclear power iscreasing fros IS is 1966 to 43% is 2000. The
production of oxids of ulfur produced by a 1000 /1111 power
statios whoa fired by coal, oil, or gas is gives howise sissios
rates is millioa lb. per year of: 306 for coal; 116 for oil; mad
0.027 for gas. The oemeration of lectricity is th O.S. is
respossible for 15.6 sillios tons of atsospberic pollutasts per
year. There are soae radioactive satrials such as 1.1
pps of 2380 sad 2.0 pps of 232th in coal. the ouly case
is which a suclear plant sight be close to reguirisg as uch
dilution air as a fossil fuel plant to meet the required comlitioms
solid be to prevent the costasisatiom of milk by radioactiv
iodise. The Public Remit,' Service plass to cosduct a stsdy
of two oil-fired plans am/ two nuclear plants at th ame
site to evaluate the emvirousental release amd effects fros both
types of plants with identical seteoroloqical, hydrological,
populatios, amd topographic feetures.110

07561

Kaiser, I. R., J. Salitske, N. B. Jacobs, amd L. C.
11cCabe

PrIIPOSSANCE OP A et0E-Pt0 /SCIVERATOR. J. Air Pollutios
Costrol Assoc., 11(2)t115-91, Aug. 111S9. 7 refs. (Presented at
tMe 51st usual Seetimg, lir Pollution Control Assoc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nay 25-28, 19S8.)

A limited survey of represestative *odes cf operatios mud results
of mite flue-fed iscimerator is reported. The tsts wer cosducted

serve as a basis for cosperison with frau-0 tests os idemtical
iscieerators with modificatioss to isprove collbeeties mud reduce
air pollutiee. The imciserated refuse from a 128 -apertsest
banditti; was approsisately 430 lb. a dee. the flue-fed
iscierator redeced the apartuest refuse to about 371 of its
origimal weight and to about 10% of its origisal velvet. The bulk
dessity of the refuse averaged 4.1 lbfcu ft. is the iscisorator.
The residue bad a balk density of 15.4 lb/C11 ft. im the ash case.
the resideo averaged 64% metal asd glass, 12% asb, 114
cosbustible, amd 8% oisture, escludisq goesch water. ?be air
sorsally supplied to the Dormice was 10 to 20 times tbe tbeoretical
air ecessary for ceeplte combustios. The high CMOS. 411r
reduced the furnace tomperatsres mod undoubtedly affected
adversely the combustion of volatile setter amd esissios of fly
ash. The isfiltratiot air eaterimg the flue through vests om the
service doors aid cIacIte averaged 35% sore than teetered the
fursace. Seelisq the vests rodsced the isfiltratios air to the
flue to 4S% of the farmace air duriug the period of fast berhisg.
The peak furnace tesperatsres varied from 970 to 1200 deg P.
The missious of particalate setter to the atemilbere via the flee
gases rouged fres 0.83 to 1.S3S of the reheat 'might. The weight',
of particulate matter ranged fros 2.5 to 4.7 111,1000 lb of
fursace gas corrected to 12% CO2. Tie esissios of eight
otioss gases totaled O. to 3.0 lb,108 lb refuse. The presence
of additioSal unburied bydrocarbous im the flee gases was coafireed
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by ass-spectrometer tests. The average odor concestratioms
ranged from 2.5 to 100 ASTS odor Gaits. The incinerator bad
inherent features of design and operation that caused high
emissions of particulate setter amd unburned organic compounds.
The charging of refuse during burning could contribute to the
discharge of particulate atter. Suggested sodifications to the
conventional incinerator include control of the furnace air supply,
better mixing of air and volatile products from the beraimg refuse
in a zooe of figb temperature, new furnace desigms to eliminate
the necessity fot hooting and raking the refuse and reside', madresidue removal eith inimu air flow.0

07510

Silveira, I. E.

ANOSPN/PIC POLLUION 3,4-11fNEPTRES2 /V TN/ V/C211/11 OP ACOhi SPIQPI? PACTOPT. 10 sagryateemii atsosfersogo votdultba
3,4-benspirenos v raione briRetmoi fabrihi.) Test is Pussies.
Cigiesa i Sanit., 30(7), July 1965. 9 refs. Vogl. tramsl.by JPVs, Nyg. Smolt., 3071:126-128, July 1967.

cPSTI: TT66-51013/3

As imvestigation was coodected of a large briquet factory which
uses 11S coal pitch for the bimdiag of coal fines, so thmt the
3,4-besspyrene coateat is the coal briquets reaches 0.14%. Tbe
process of brigeetiag iscludes crusliag bitusisous coal amd pitch,
iling them in a certain ratio, amd soldiug the briquets.
Detersisatioss mem sade of the spoliate of 3,4 -boutpyrese is thegases discharged by the press shop, im the ateospbere, and is the
dust fallisg at distances of 200 to 10008 fros the factory.
Tarry substances were extracted with pure seufluorescon bessese
asd fractionated on a chrosatographic colons with as activatedeluvial". &inure. Idestificaties ol 3,4 -beaspyrese was
accomplished by cesperisg the fluoreacesce spectra of the
individual fractious froven is liquid mitroge agaisst
the fluorescence spectrum of a stamdard 3,4 -besepyrese. ?bequantity of the latter was detersited pbotoelectrically. Thus,
3,e-beuspyreme was foamd im all samples withim the radius of 1 I.from the factory, the coscentration decreasing regularly with
iscleasing distmace froe the factory. However, concentrations
esceeded the control determinations sade os the wiadward side
(0.14 - -0.30 micrograet100 cu. 8.) eves at a distance of 1000 .The results indicate tbe seed to elisisate coal pitch from the
technological process aud istrodsce a sew briquatisq techaelogy
usittg oscarcinogenic grades of petroleum bitumess as the
binder .4411

07593

Pavel ou Electrically Powered Vehicles

!WE AVIVROSILE ASD 111 POILLOT/011: A P500115 POV PROOSESS.
Los Amgeles Covet? Air Pollutios Cenral District, Calif.,
Sip., Oct. 1967.

CPO: 0..278-482

Air pollutios probleks frog the viewpoint of autosotive
transportation Imre studied is "moral asd all possible
-iltermatives to Ike currest qmsolime esgise were investigated by
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the Panel on Plectrically Powered Vehicles. The Pasel sad,
sistees recoseesdatiose for the federal Coverssest with respect
to its role coscerniag air pollutios resultisg froe autosotive
esissioss. Teclosology asd the costrol of automotive air
pollutios asd tbe role of isdustry are also discussed.00

07S96L

Styles, R. t J. Verbos, asd J. Lowther

PUBLIC REALIB ASP1CTS OP Aft POLLOTICS P109 OftSIL VIMICLtS.
Preprist, Loudon Traaspart, fsglasd: Trassport
Adsiaistratios, Brussels, leasing asd Bedical Research
Couecil Air Pollutios tesearch mitt, Losdos, tsglasd,
(46p.), 19E6. 8 refs. (Paper So. 1180/AP/67.284

An isdicatios of the eaters of air pollutasts which.sey result
fros the cosbustios of fuel, as esplasatios of the differesces
between petrol sad diesel esgises which give rise to the esission
of eshaust products bevies differeat characteristics, asd a
cosparisou betwees the tuo types of engines is respect of their
propessity to cause pollutios of the atsosphere is presested.
Ivideace derived fros sedical isvestigatioss coscersisq possible
health hazards arisisg frce sotfor vehicle eshausts is reviewed.
As indicatios is then gives as to seass whereby satisfactory
operatios of diesel eagised vehicles say be achieved without
prodectios of objectiosably sooty eshausts. There follows a
descriptioe of the legislative procedure which ese ceestry
(Belgiss) has istrodeced is the isterests OE OUStrill, that
vehicles ate so operated as to assets that they esit so widely
offessive eshaust protects asd, as as appeedis, as outlive is
provided of easeres takes by Losdos Trassport to prevent air
pollution by diesel-eagised public service vehicles. Tire fact
that saladjustsest or iscorrect operation of a diesel eugise alsost
isevitably leads to the productioe f as objectionably snotty
sebaast has gives rise to prejudice agaisst the use of such esgises
is road vehicles and as ill -isforeed illIdOssioll that the eshaust
which they esit causes sore serioes atsospheric polleties than does
the eshaust fros petrol esgises.10

07623

Larson, Gordon P., Jobs C. Chipsas, asd Liras S. Weeper

D/STRtletTIOt SSD 1111CTS Or AVT0100TIVE EIRAOsT GASES IS
LOS AUGURS. Is: Vehicle tsissioss, SAt Tech. Progress
Series, Vol. 6, Society of Autoeotive tagiseers, Wee fork,
1964. p. 7-16. 12 refs. (ftssested at the Aasual Bootleg,
Society of Autosotive taqineers, Jas. 19SS)

Wydrocarboss or gasoliee vapors are ksoea to be an isportast factor
is prodscisq sesetal of the deleterides effects of ssoq, however,
060 'oration to be assented is sietber or not the teem:oval of
hydrocarbess free all °Cher sources is the coseelfty *weld relieve
the berdes oft the air sefficiestly to avoid any control seassres on
auto *tamest. The seaseretests of the quastity of bytrocarboas
elitted by istersal cotbustioe ongiaes &saber source of
loydrocarboss costribltisq to the buildup vete etplored. The areas
of etbaust qas coscestratios buildup were detersised by a study of
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Los aageles traffic. Studies sou clearly show that removal of all
other coerces of bydrocarboas fros refiseries asd fros the
distributive of ga.olise will mot lower tbe coscestraties of
bydrocaress is doustove Los asgeles area asd the aortb-cestral
section of the Cossty sufficiestly to relieve the eye irritatios,
crop dasage effects, aid high otose costest of the air is those
areas. The Air Pollutios Coattol District recosseads that
eugiseerieg studies seeklug to resove bydrocarbou vapors fros
gamest gases sholld strive for a 9011 overall resaval seder
cosditioss of operatios etperiesced i heavy traffic.

07625

Rams, G. C.

TRt CAL/POSSIA ROTOR vtRICLI tRISSION STANDARDS. is: Vehicle
Massive*, Sat Tech. Progress series, vol. 6, Society of Astosotive
Pagiseers, See Tork, 196e, 39-44. 5 refs. (Presested at the
Satiosal lest Coast Beetles, society of astosotive tegiseers, Meg.
1960).

The legal lied tecbsical bases of the Califcrsia stsedards aro
reviewed lad the air pollutios laws of Califorsia ssaserited. The
evolutios of air quality stasdards is described. The trasslatios
of air geality stasdards isto **tor vehicl eaLssios stasdards is
described aloes with a statesest of the usderlyisg assesptioss
coscersieg the relatiouship of the phetochealcal seog effects to
the ateospberic coacestratioss of prisaty pollutasts esitted to the
atsosphere fros rotor vehicles aid other sources. Drivieg cycles,
asslytical eethods, evaluatios of device warmer characteristics,
aid related probless are also discussed.

07626

Neersas, .1. C., amid C. R. Pallet.

DtTMINISATIOS ASD STDROCASSOS flaSSIOW NATI Of COWTTIVOSS atteLosStAMINtAtIT AND 1111155T ISAIAS/S. Is: Vehicle Massioss, MitTech. Progress series, Vol. 6, Society of Astopotive
tugiseers, Pew Tort, Igis, 70-110. 36 refs. (Ptesestell atthe Satioual Pest Coast Neetieg, Society of astoeetive
ts9issots. Aug. 1957.)

Two isstreeeets developed as part of a progras of portable
isstrusestatios for eeassrisg the esIssios of isceepletely barbed
hydrocarboas is the ethaust of autoeotive vehicles os the road are
described. The first iestreeeet is as isfrared isterferesce filter
photoseter which treasures aid records the coucestrtAve of
hydrocartoes is the ethaust by seass of tbeir optical absorptioe at
3.34 icross. The secoud isstratest is a satrit flow seter
developed to Immure aid record total esgise air cossesptive is 8
sovisg vehicle operated is *prima service. These two isstrusests
seed together will detersiee the rate of esiesios of ethaust gas
cosposests tree behicles operated is characteristic *odes. The
iustrusestatios is relatively portable, cospect, staple to use, aid
adaptable to ast000bile (authors' abstract, sodified)
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07621

Ray, Gilbert, sod I. S. Pagley

PItLO SOPVIT OP EfRAOST GAS COMPOSITION. In: Vehicle taissioss
Sat Tech. Progress Series, Vol. 6, Society of Autosotive tsgiseers,
few fork, 1E64, 102-120. (Preseated at the Asaual Besting, Society
of Autosotive fugimvers, Jas. 1959.)

The operations and results of a cosproheasive field survey
coaducted in Los Asgeles are reported. The purpose was to measure
ethasst emissioss fres a representative group of cars during
operatiag CoUnitiOS2 eecoUtitered in settopolitas drivisq.
Two hundred asd sisety -three cars were tested seder a schedule of
Otiviag coaditiots which included a variety of ace:if:mations,
cruise speeds, deceleratioss, aid ill's. Gering the test cycle,
othaust gases were continuously aaalyted by the Model 29 Liet02-
Backe. specttoseter for CO. CO2, and ushatoed hydrocarbon asd by
Model IS Listoa -Becker spectrosetet for hydro:echoes. Airflow
was seasurod cootie:lovely by the viscous airflow meter. Isdica-
tioss free those Instrasests set* registered by recording escil -
lograph. As oscillogras processor was void on locatios for :eve-
lopisq the 10,000 ft of recordisgs takes deriag the test. Otides
of sitroges were detereined by asalyses of grab simples takes :W-
ise( the acceleratios and cruise cycles. A descriptiee is gives of
pteparatory operatioss: survey operatioss iscludisq
isstresestatios, test procedure, test cycle, asd supportiag
operatioss: data hasdlisq asd calcalatiess: asd test reselts.
Details asd steeples of calculatioss of results asd cosfidesce
istervals, alosq with calibratios charts for the illetrUSOUts used
are apse:idol.

07632

testworth, J. T.

CARBURETOR EVAPORAtIO9 LOSStS Is: Vehicle Emissioss SAt Tech
Progress Series, Vol. 6, Society of Autonotive tsgiseers, New fork,
10,60, 146-156. 8 refs. of Autoeetive Itsgiseers, Jas. 2959.1

As isvestigatios was sale of vapor losses free the carburetors of
five 1955-1557 autosobiles duties both 'suburbia' ail 'city'
drivisq. The test cars were selected to represent several
differest carburetor veatieg arrasgesests. Geserally, carburetor
losses were foleed to iscrease with iscreasisg carburetor
temporCarburetor vast desige detereised whether the vapor formed
vas vented to the atsosphore, where it coital:0*d to odor amd air
pollutios problels, or whether the vapor ins cossused by the ligiWo
where it could cause eaqine magi:mess at idle, especially uolet
high tesperature co:Milieus. (Author's abstract, 'modified(

01633

Wagon:, O. P. asd G. V. Boliday

?ft ETIPtCtS OP MIGIft oPEWAT/10 ASO OESIGI VARIABLIS OW EMUS?
VIISSIOWS. Is: Vehicle teissions, SAE Tech. Progress Series
Vol. 6, Society of Autosotive tagiseers, fw fork, 1954, 206-223.
refs. (Presested at the Society of Autototive tagiseets,

Watiosal Automobile 'Peek, larch 1962.)
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To determine the influence of engine variables on the composition
of exhaust gas, engine dynamometer tests were conducted on single
and multicylinder reciprocating engines. The following engine
variables were investigated: air-fuel ratio, power output, engine
speed, spark timing, exhaust back pressure, valve overlap,
combustion chamber deposits, and intake manifold pressure.
Hydrocarbon concentrations were found to be considerably affected
by changes in air-fuel ratio, spark timing, intake manifold
pressure. Hydrocarbon concentrations were found to be considerably
affected by changes in air-fuel ratio, spark timing, intake
manifold pressure, and combustion chamber deposits. Somewhat less
change in hydrocarbon concentration was obtained by varying valve
overlap and engine speed. Changes in engine power output and
exhaust back pressure had little effect on hydrocarbon
concentrations. Carbon monoxide concentrations were principally
affected by changes in the air-fuel ratio. No other variables
affected carbon monoxide concentration except where air-fuel ratio
was indirectly influenced. The influence of changes in the
variables on hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions in pounds
*per hour was also determined. Vehicles were tested on the road and
chassis dynamometer to investigate the effect of air-fuel ratio,
spark timing, and valve overlap on hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
concentrations. Carburetion leaning, spark timing retardation, and
reduction of valve overlap produced concentration reductions in
line with those predicted from engine dynamometer studies.
(Author' abstract)

07637

Nebel, G. J.

AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT - AN INDUSTRY REPORT. In:
Vehicle Emissions, SAE Tech. Progress Series, Vol. 6, Soc-
iety of Automotive Engineers, New York, 1964. 269-273, 298.
(Presented at the National West Coast Meeting, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Aug. 1957.)

Various methods of treating automobile exhaust to remove
hydrocarbons have been explored. Most of the usual gas-phase
separation techniques were quickly rejected as impractical for
automotive use. Only devices employing the principle of oxidation
appear feasible. A number of experimental afterburncrs and
catalytic converters have been tested, and their performdnce
characteristics are briefly summarized. Experience to date has
shown that exhaust treating devices will pose scme special heat,
noise, and design problems for the automotive engineer. (Author's
abstract)

07638

Schaldenbrand, H., and J. H. Struck

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST CATALYTIC
CONVERTER SYSTEMS. In: Vehicle Emissions, SAE Tech. Progress
Series, Vol. 6, Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, 1964,
574-298. 14 refs. (Presented at the Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Automobile Week, March, 1962.)
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A program vas conlucted to determine the performance and catalyst
life of the low temperature catalytic converter system. A program
was also aimed at defining and resolving problems associated vith
the operation of this sytem on vehicles. Much of this work
involved principles common to those encountered with any catalytic
converter system. An engine dynamometer screen test was later
devised and used to evaluate catalysts capable of oxidizing both
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Catalysts were selected from
these tests for evaluation on vehicles. Tests of vehicle systems
employing catalysts selected from the screening tests shoved the
systems to be inadequate from the standpoint of the catalysts
maintaining oxidation performance for extended mileage. If a
satisfactory catalyst can be found to improve the performance of
the systems to an acceptable level, much vork remains to be done to
develop an acceptable catalytic converter system for vehicles.
(Authors' abstract, modified)

07690

Cominelli, A.

AN EASILY CONTROLLABLE AIP POLLUTION SOURCE: NAPHTHA
ENGINES. ((Una fonte di inquinamento atmosferico che e
relativamenta facile controllare: i motori a nafta.)) Text in
Italian. Ann. Sanita Pubblica (Rome), 28(2) :367-375, March-April
1967. 9 refs.

The exhaust from diesel engines (naphtha engines) in contrast to
that from gasoline engines is not usually an important source of
air pollution. When in good condition and operated properly it
emits less toxic gases (CO and hydrocarbons) than a spark ignition
engine. Atmospheric pollution from diesel engines depends to a
large extent upon the driver as well as on the mechanical condition
of the vehicle. Public education is needed and punitive action
against offenders. Switzerland has established norms to prevent
vehicular air pollntion: rapid acceleration and deceleration must
be avoided, overloading is forbidden, the vehicle must be
frequently checked and kept in excellent working condition. Black
exhaust fumes quickly identify an offending vehicle. Maximum
permissible opacity for the exhaust fumes can be established by the
use of opacimeters. The ideal opacimeter should be ruggedly made
to withstand all road conditions and the 700 deg. C temperatures of
the gases emitted, it should be easily installed and easily read on
either a stationary vehicle or a moving one. The most frequently
used types (Hartridge, UTAC, Bosch) and the advantages and
disadvantages of each are disrussed. Permissible values (Hartridge)
are given for different types of vehicles. A schematic drawing is

given of the Bosch opacimeter.

07844

Maga, J. A., H. Wong-Roo, and M. G. Mason

A STATUS REPORT ON MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION IN CALIFORNIA. J.

Air Pollution Control Assoc., 17(7) :435-438, July 1967.

The accomplishments to date indicates problems that exist, and the
outlook for control are reviewed by analyzing emissions trends in
four urban areas in the state. To illustrate the effect of the
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current anticipated control efforts in California, six charts
are presented showing the emission estimates in four areas from
1940 to 1980. A review of all the factors involved indicates that
there is no simple and inexpensive solution to the complex
problem of motor vehicle created air pollution. The problem has
many aspects. It is legal, political, social, economical*, and
technological. The final solution must incorporate considerations
for all these aspects. The motor vehicle control program in
California has reduced emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide into the atmosphere. In spite of the increasing number
of vehicles there has been a reversal in emission trends for the
first time. If the goal of prewar air quality is to be
achieved, there must be a high degree of emission control.
Consequently, the program requires that effective systems be
available, and that virtually no cars be exempt. Lack of
efficiency control of some emissions, large numbers of cars
uncontrolled, and deterioration in efficiency of control systems
will lead to air quality poorer than that desired. Under the
present program, which is oriented toward the installation of
control systems on new cars, the reduction of contaminants
emanating from motor vehicles will be gradual. In order to
accomplish a rapid improvement, within a few years, exhaust
emissions from all cars (new and used) must be controlled.**

07853

Plust, H. G.

FUEL CELLS: PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION, DESIGN AND PRESENT STATE
OF THE ART IN FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT. ((Die Brennstoffzellen:
Wirkungsweise, Aufbau und Heutiger Entwicklungsstand der
Brennstoffzellen.)) Neue Zuricher Zeitung, Technol. Suppl.
No. 133, Jan. 12, 1966. 4 refs. Engl. transl. no. J-1352,
13p., Dec. 22, 1966. Translated from German.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 805336

The fuel cell has achieved great progress in recent years. With
the aid of this cell it is pogsible to convert the chemical energy
of fuels directly into electrical energy without any limitation due
to the socalled Carnot's degree of effectiveness. The
present-day state of the art in fuel cell development is marked
by the fact that for greater output (above 1 kW) only those fuel
cells that operate on hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as oxydizer are
sufficiently far developed in order to test them for practical
applications. DC voltages of 700 volts could be achieved by
placing such cells in series; however, it is customary to use
batteries below 100 Volts. Performance weights of 10 to 45
kg/kW and performance volumes of 10 to 40 cu dm/kW are usually
stated for these batteries. These data are reducea by the
necessary accessories (control system, heat exchange, water
removal, converter, etc.) which must first be developed and newly
designed in many cases. It is possible to purchase a ikW fuel
cell for about 10,500 dollars.**

07925

Beighton, J.

THE SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES. Roy. Soc. Health J.
(London). 87(4) :215-218, July-Aug. 1967. 2 refs. (London)
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The air pollution problems of a group of industries which
produce: sulfuric acid, nitric acid, petroleum and petrochemicals,
iron and steel, copper, aluminum, gas, ceraics and electric power
are reviewed. The basic technical approach is to avoid the
formation of the emission by design of the process, then to
require the treataent of any unavoidable emission, and finally to
require adequate dispersal of any residual amount which has to be
discharged. The legislation is designed to compromise between
safeguarding of public health and amenities and providing for a
realistic acceptance with adequate control of special processes.
Although the loss of gases in the manufacture of sulfuric acid is
limited to 2% of the sulfur burned, the loss from a contact acid
plant with a 500-ton-per-day capacity may be considerable so that
chimney heights as high as 450 ft may be required. Acid ist from
contact plants burning sulfur is a special problem as it is
difficult to control and its occurrence is unpredictable. There
are two nitric acid plants in Britain equipped with catalytic
tail-gas reduction units which should solve tbe problem of
brown nitrous fume emission to the air. The use of special
flares is required to control H2S and mercaltans emitted by oil
refineries. In the steel industry the development of the
Fuel-Oxygen-Scrap process is regarded as an alternative to the
electrIc arc furnace. It is claimed that melting and
refining can be carried out without exceeding a fume level of
0.05 grains per cu ft.**

07945

A. Parker

REDUCTION AND PROBLEMS OF AIR POLLUTION IN GREAT BRITAIN 1938
TO 1976. Roy Soc. Health J. (London) , 87(4) :204-209,
July-Aug. 1967.

Air pollution from the use of fuels is discussed. 1938 was
chosen as the beginning date because the 1939-1945 war caused a
coal shortage. The smog of 1952, which killed 4,000 people in
Greater London, stirred public opinion. The Clean Air Act of
1956 which resulted produced a marked reduction in smoke emission
and an improvement in the fuel use efficiency. In spite
of the decrease in the use of coal by railways, collieries,
industrial processes, and domestic heating, there has been
an overall increase since 1938. This increase is largely Alm to
increased consumption by electrical powerplants. The total saoke
production is down, but S02 produced by power-generating plants
has increased five-fold since 1938 resulting in an increased S02
total in spite of reductions in other areas. There is no section
in the Clean Air Act of 1956 for S02 control except one for
chimney heights. The chief British complaint about
transportation is the unnecessary black smoke from diesels. It

is estimated that by 1976 the amount of smoke emitted will be
reduced; S02 will not be any greater; and Ico and hydrocarbons
from exhaust gases will be the same for the country as a whole.
In the cities, the situation is such that the traffic could
hardly be any worse, so that with main roads bypassing the center
of towns, and more efficient engines, there may be an improvement
on the busiest streets.**
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07977

Conkle, J. R., W. E. Mabson, J. D. Adams, H. J.
Zeft, and B. E. Welch

DETAILED STUDY OP CONTAMINANT PRODUCTION IN A SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR AT 760 MM. HG. USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex., Aerospace Medical Div.,
Contract NASA R-89, Prog. 7930, Task 793002, SAM-TR-67-16,
142p., Feb. 1967. 18 refs. (Also: Aerospace Med.,
38(5):491-499, May 1967.)

A 27-day experiment designed to determine man's contribution to
trace contaminants in a sealed environment vas conducted. The
test cell used in this experiment vas an advanced testing device
for simulating manned spacecraft atmospheres. A total of 97
compounds vere identified and quantified during the 27 days.
Tventy-one compounds were noted only during the manned portion of
the study. Direct analysis of the sealed environment vas not
adequate for this type of comprehensive survey. The use of
cryogenic fractionation and concentration, however, did provide
samples vith sufficient concentration of contaminants for analysis
by means of gas chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, and mass
spectroscopy. Carbon monoxide vas the only compound vhich vas
produced by man at such a rate that clearly would require removal
in long-term scaled atmospheric system habitation. (Authors'
abstract, modified) **

07979

L. G. Austin

FUEL CELLS: A REVIEW OF GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RESEARCH,
1950-1964. North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, Dept. of
Chemical Engineering, NASA-SP-120, 439 p.. 1967.

Fuel-cell investigations funded by Government agencies of the
United States of America are reviewed. Primary Navy interest
is in more buoyant submarines; Army interest concerns silent
frontline power and more efficient use of fuel for motive pover.
Both services need silent, portable electric generators. The
Air Force and NASA share the desire for minimum-weight
spacepover systems. The Advanced Research Projects Agency
of the Department of Defense considered direct energy
conversion important enough to carry multimillion-dollar Project
Lorraine for several years, vhich included sizable funds for
fuel-cell vork. In addition, the Atomic Energy Commission is
looking into thermally regenerative fuel cells as possible adjuncts
to nuclear power plants. The high fuel efficiency of fuel cells
is a major advantage in vehicle propulsion. The fuel efficiency
of military vehicles is probably no greater that, 15 to 25 percent
and a fuel cell unit with an efficiency of 50 percent would have a
great impact on the logistics of fuel supply. 3nly cheap fuels
with a high specific energy (Btu/lb or Btu/gal) can be
considered. The poverplant must be efficient and capable of
(-54 degrees C), and have reasonable weight and size. Electric
otor :. have excellent overload capability and can be run at
several times its continuous rated capacity for periods of
minutes. Therefore, electric motors probably need only about
one-fourth of the nominal rating of gasoline engine; e.g., 28
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kilovatts to replace 150 bhp. Pover densities of 2kv/cu ft and
22 W/lb for fuel cells have been cited as requirements for vehicle
propulsion (assuming 60 percent efficiency) , but could be too low

by a factor of 3. (o present direct or indirect hydrocarbon fuel
cells satisfy these requirements.11$

08025

Conkle, James P.

CONTAMINANT STUDIES IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AT THE SCHOOL
OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE. In: Proc. 2nd Ann. Conference
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces, 4 and 5 May
1966, Aerospace Medical Research labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Aerospace Medical Div., AMRL-TR-66-120, p.
31-50, Dec. 1966. 14 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 646512

A 27-day experiment at 760 mm Hg (oxygen, 20%; nitrogen, 80%) vas
conducted to define the contaminants associated vith human
occupancy of a sealed environmental simulator. A second
experiment of 56 days duration vas performed to evaluate the
suitability of a helium (30%) - oxygen (70%) atmosphere at 258
mm Hg. The atmospheres to which the four human subjects vere
exposed vere analyzed for trace contaminants. A total of 105
compounds were detected. The concentration of these compounds
remained below a level thought to cause a physiologic effect.
Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide vere the only compounds vhich
vere produced by man at such a rate that clearly would require
removal in long-term sealed atmospheric habitation.

08033

J. V. Pustinger Jr., and F. N. Hodgson

IDENTIFICATION OF VOLATILE CONTAMINANTS OP SPACE CABIN
MATERIALS. Monsanto Research Corp., Dayton, Ohio, Contract
AF 33(615) - 3377, Proj. 6302, Task 630202, AMRL-TR-67-58,
164p., June 1967.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 658203

Ninety eight candidate materials for space cabin construction were
_tested to establish possible volatile gas-off and oxidation
products. These materials could be potential cabin contaainants.
Test conditions vere designed to simulate the normal space cabin
environment. After pretreatment at 0.1 torr and at 25 degrees C,
candidate materials were stored in bench-scale simulators for 14
days at 68 degrees C, and for 30, 60, and 90 days at 25 degrees
C, in a 5 psia oxygen atmosphere vith 20-40% relative humidity.
Individual components of the volatile contaminants vere identified
and the quantities evolved vere estimated by gas chromatographic
and mass spectrometric analyses. Paints and coatings,
prepared immediately before testing, gave off considerable amounts
of entrapped solvents. Lesser, but significant, amounts of
contaminants result from oxidation and from hydrolysis. In some
cases, larger increases in carbon monoxide levels vere observed
when the storage temperature vas increased from 25 degrees C to 68
degrees C. In addition tO the gas-off experiments, a cryogenic
system for Serial trapping of atmospheric contaminants vas
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constructed. Gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric analyses
were performed on four samples of atmospheres from
bio-environmental systems. (Authors' abstract, modified)**

08165

Nedogibchenko, N. K.

PRESENT DAY CONDITIONS OP ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION BY
AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GASES IN CITIES AND PROBLEMS OF ITS
CONTROL. In: Survey of U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases. Translated from
Russian by B. S. Levine. National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C., Inst. for Applied Tech., Vol. 3, p.
195-199, May 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21475

Air quality measurements in Russian cities indicated that carbon
monoxide was the most important automotive exhaust pollutant. In
Moscow, maximum concentrations of carbon monoxide reached 100 -
200 mg/cu m; in Leningrad 145 to 164 mg/cu m; in Saratov 20 to 60
mg/cu a; In Perm 40 to 60 mg/cu m, and in Ivanova 18 to 88
mg/cu m. /n Sverdlovsk the lead content in the exhaust gases
ranged between 0.069 to 3.70 mg/cu m, depending upon the made of
the motor vehicle. Investigations in 7oscow in connection with
the utilization of ethylated gasoline by the passenger auto
transport revealed only from 0.001 to 0.003 sg/cu m of lead in the
street air. Investigations disclosed in auto transport exhaust
gases the presence of a polycyclic hydrocarbon, 3, 4-benzpyrene,
generated at the rate of 0.75 mg/min. According to sost recent
reports auto transport exhaust gases were polluting atmospheric air
also with nitrogen oxides; the sore incomplete was the gas
combustion the greater was the quantity of formed carbon monoxide
and less of nitrogen oxides were emitted into the air; vice versa,
the more complete the gas combustion the less CO was formed and
the more nitrogen oxides were discharged into the air. Next in
importance to air pollution with carbon monoxide is air pollution
with soot discharged in large quantities with automobile exhaust
gases. The cause of this type of atmospheric air pollution lies
in the unsatisfactory technical construction and mechanical and
functional adjustment of the engines. The reduction of city air
pollution caused by anto-transport exhaust gases should be
carried out along the following basic lines: Improvement in the
design qf automobile motors and carburetors with a view to
increasing degree of combustion and of gasoline utilization.
Development of methods to render harmless exhaust gases emitted
by auto-transport engines, preferably by oxidizing them to smaller
non-harmful or less harmful molecules.**

08200

Gurinov, B. P.

THE EFFECT OF COMBUSTION METHOD AND OF FUEL TYPE ON THE CONTENT OF
3.4-BENZPYRENE IN SMOKE GLASS. Gigiena i Sanit., 23(12) :6-9,
1958. 5 refs. Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine, U. S. S.
R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases,
Vol. 4, p. 260-264, Aug. 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21913
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A study vas made to determine the effect of different methods of
fuel burning on the content of 3,4-benzpyrene in smoke gases.
Methods of burning hard fuel differ in different plants; the
pulverized and layer bed methods are examples of fuel burning

methods most commonly in practice. Both methods of fuel burning

were investigated. Dust sasples were collected from boiler room
smoke flues by an appropriate aspiration method. Two of the
boilers burned coal from the vicinity of Moscow, one burned

anthracite, and one burned peat. Analogous investigations in
boiler rooms using oil as fuel shoved that the process of oil

burning liberated the greatest amount of carcinogenic substances.
the method of layer or bed burning in non-mechanized furnaces
produced considerably greater quantities of 3,4-benzpyrene than in
mechanized furnaces; chamber burning of powdered fuel did not
produce any carcinogenic substances in smoke discharges. It is

recommended that boiler rooms using the bed or layer coal burning

method should be equipped with mechanized furnaces; boiler rooms
.with non-mechanized furnaces should be replaced by central regional
boiler rooms and heating centers.

08359

Feuerstein, D. L., J. F. Thomas, and D. L. Brink

MALODORODS PRODUCTS FROM THE COMBUSTION OF KRAFT BLACK LIQUOR.

I. PYROLYSIS AND COMBDSTION ASPECTS. TAPPI, 50(6) :258-262,

June 1967. 7 refs. (Presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of
the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry,
ANew York, N. Y., Feb. 21-24, 1966.)

The production of malodors is an undesirable side effect that has
always been associated with the kraft pulping process. Such

malodors may originate at six major points in the overall
digestion and combined recovery (inorganic chemical and heat) and

organic waste elimination processes. Based on information in the
literature, these points may be listed in order of decreasing
contribution to atmospheric pollution: the recovery furnace is the
major source, followed by evaporators, digester, lime kiln,
oxidation tower, and dissolving tank. In the present study it
was assumed that the recovery furnace operation covers a vide
spectrum, such as distillation and sublimation, pyrolysis,
auto-oxidation, stoichiosetric combustion, and quenching. It was
found possible to carry single charges of spent reaction liquors
sequentially through the various steps in the laboratory under
controlled conditions as well as to quantitatively collect and

analyze all products. The contributions from individual,
simultaneously occurring processes within a furnace are thus being
considered for the first time from the standpoint of air pollution.

Several unique control possibilities have been indicated as a
a result of this work. Results of the work relating to
combustion techniques and sample collection are contained in this

paper. Analytical methods and a discussion of the results
obtained are presented in the second paper of this series.

(Authors* abstract)Me
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08373

Baum, Fritz and Wolfgang Steinbach

WASTE INCINERATION IN SMALL UNITS. Staub (English translation),
27(7;:23-25, July 1967. 10 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51408/7

The incinerator investigated has a triple jacket combustion
chamber, and is heated up and charged with dry paper waste. The CO
and CO2 concentration was recorded by infrared gas analyzers.
During charging, CO concentration rose rapidly to 0.4-0.6 vol.%
then dropped gradually. CO2 concentration rose rapidly to
1.0 - 1.5 vol. percent, then dropped slowly. The CO and CO2
concentrations were as a rule much lower than with medium units.
Measurements to determine the emission of solids were performed
with a Strohlein instrument at the chimney end. The results
yielded a solid concentration between 300 and 425 mg/ cu m. Large
quantities of hydrocarbons were deposited on the measuring filters
apart from solids, which gave an impression of a deceptively high
dust emission. The stong hydrocarbon development was confirmed by
observations and measurements. For a long time white-gray clouds
were emitted from the chimney, causing noxious odors in the
vicinity.

08376

Fiero, George W.

SOLVENTS, SMOG AND RULE 66. J. Am. Soc. Lubrication Engr.,
23(11):448-458, Nov. 1967. 29 refs. (Presented at the 22nd ASLE
Annual Meeting, Toronto, Canada, May 1-4, 1967.)

Solvents and cleaners evaporate into the air and some of them may
become pollutants. Their quantity, however, is relatively small
and their photochemical reactivity is relatively low. Since,
however, certain solvents when tested in smog chambers at
relatively hihg concentration (4ppm) do produce eye irritating
products, their use is restricted in Los Angeles by Rule 66 and in
the San Francisco Bay area by Regulation 3. These are discussed in
detail. The topographical and meteorological characteristics of
these locations are unique. Therefore, such restrictions should
not be imposed in other localities until a thorough study is made
to determine the extent, if any, which solvents may contribute to
smog.

08390

H. E. Benson, C. L. Tsaros

CONVERSION OF FOSSIL FUELS TO UTILITY GAS. Am. Chem. Soc.,
Pittsburg, Pa., Div. Fuel Chem., Preprints, 9(2)004-113,
1965. 9 refs. (Presented at the 149th National
Meeting, American Chemical Society, Division of Fuel
Chemistry, symposium on Fuel and Energy Economics,
Detroit, Mich., April 4-9, 1965.)

Natural gas has nearly completely replaced the use vf coal
as a source of utility gas in the United Sates. The
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production of gas from coal, shale, and distillate and
residual oils is discussed in terms of conversion costs. The
following processes for converting coal to gas are
described in detail: (1) Lurgi gasification, (2)

Hydrogasification, (3) Hydrogasification and the steam-iron
process. The raw aterial costs and the plant investments for
4as made by these processes are tabulated. Estimates of gas
costs averaged for a 20-year period, indicate that wiLt an
improvement in coal gasification technology, it would be possible
to decrease the cost of utility gas made from coal by
$0.43 per thousand cubic feet for a 90 x 106 BTU/Day
plant. Next is described the process for the conversion of shale
oil to gas. This can be accomplished by two meaas: (1) to

hydrogenate the shale directly, (2) to
retort the material first and then hydrogenate the shale oil.
Process schemes are shown for these routes. The hydrogenation
of the oil and the difficultIms involved are described. A summary
is given of: raw material requirments, plant investments and gas
price. This shows that utility gas can be manufactured by the
hydrogasificAtion of oil shale at a reasonable cost. The lost
important prJcess variable influencing the cost of utility gas
is the hydrogen/shale ratio.

08391

R. D. Schlesinger, G. G. Dinneen, S. Katell

CONVERSION OF FOSSIL FUELS TO LIQUID FUELS. Am. Chem.
Soc., Pittsburg, Pa., Div. Fuel Chem., Preprints,
9(2)020-126, 1965. 12 refs. (Presented at the 149th
National Meeting, American Chemical Society, Division of
Fuel Chemistry, Symposium on Fuel and Energy Economics,
Detroit, Mich., April 4-9, 1965.)

Supplies of crude petroleum and natural gas, although abundant,
are not inexhaustible, and provision is being ade for the
time when our vast coal and oil shale reserves will be called
upon to supply a significant quantity of liquid fuels. The
approach on coal research has been to continue theoretical
and practical studies to reduce costs by improving stages in the
process or by developing new processes. Studies were made
in the following areas: coal hydrogenation, gas synthesis, oil
shale retorting systems, and bituminous sands and other
hydrocarbons. A flexible, integrated plant might
emphasize production of different fuels or byproducts under
different economic conditions and even at different tines
of the year. To reduce hydrogen requirements, an alternative
is the partial conversion of coal whereby most of the
hydrogen is utilized as a hydrocarbon product. The char
product is used for generating power or making additional
hydrogen by gasification. In recent years, oil shale
research by the Bureau of Mines has been liited to small
scale laboratory studies on refining analysis. The cost of
prodining gasoline from oil shale is almost competitive vith
gasoline from petroleum on the West Coast. One of the main
problems is the isolated location of major deposits. The
recent process developments discussed have added ore to refined
technology rather than to significant savings in cost. It has
been amply demonstrated both in the United States and
elsevhere in the world, that liquid fuels can be made from
coal. Except in isolated cases, costs are too high for coal
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to be a real contender with petroleum at current prices.
Only by continued research will tho remaining problems be
solved.**

08393

John N. Ryan

UTILIZATION OF PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS. Am. Ches.
Soc., Pittsburg, Pa., Div. Fuel Chem., Preprints,
9 (2):223-230, 1965. 6 refs. (Presented at the 149th National
fleeting, American Chemical Society, Division of Fuel
Chemistry, Symposium on Fuel and Energy
Economics, Detroit, Mich., April 4-9, 1965.)

In discussing utilization of petroleum, the existing or
potential technology of oil consumption must be considered,
also the effects of potential chalges in supply and of new
competitive forces. The demand for petroleum products
in the U. S. will probably grow at a rate of 2 or 3 per cent
a year. Abroad the annual growth rate will be perhaps twice as
great as the rate in the U. s. 50% of all the oil consumed in the
U. S. is used in the transportation sector. The growth
rate will be linited by the growth of the narket.
General industry and power plant use constitute a second
market, accounting for 7% of steam and electric power plant
fuel, and 13% of the manufacturers' heat and power market.
Another major arket is residential and comnercial consumption
in which oil supplies about one third of the total energy consuned.
Resources will not be a limiting factor either in the U. S. or
the free world and there should be no significant shift in
relative fuel prices in the foreseeable future. /t is
unlikely that oil demand will be increased appreciably in the
U. S. through research in utilization. Research on improved
exploratory and productive tect.nigues will probably have a
greater influence on domestic oil &mud than will research on
oil utilization. The changes in oil utilization which
appear most probable will not alter the growth rate of oil
demand in the F.S. so much as its composition. Finally, some
research is being conducted today on the supposition that crude
oil is in limited supply and hence that refined product
prices are likely to rise in the near future relative to prices
of cunpeting fuels. tt

08394

Daniel Parson

GAS UTILIZATION TODAY AND /N THE FUTURE. A. Chem. Soc.,
Pittsburg, Pa., Div. Enel Chen., Preprints, 9 (2) :231-241,
1965. (Presented at the 149th National fleeting, American
Chemical Society, Division of Fuel Chemistry, Symposinn on
Enel and Energy Economics, Detroit, Rich., April 4-9, 1965.)

A comprehensiva picture is given of the currrent and
future status of gas utilization in the United States.
Economic problens which affect all phases of industry, from
the wellhead to the consumer, are discussed. The research
and technological challenges within the industry are
exaained.1111
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08406

Loquercio, Peter

AIR POLLUTION CCNTROL FOR SCREW MACHINE OPERATIONS. Factory,
125(9) :163-164, Sept. 1967.

Generally there are three major sources of air pollution in screw

machine operations: machining, finishing, and heat treating and
quenching. The most common sources of pollution are the fuses
created when cutting oils, lubricants and coolants break dove

during machining processes. Metal dust is the most
signif icant pollutant in the finishing--grinding, polishing and

buffing--phase. Two types of air pollutants can arise from heat
treating; oil vapors from the quenching tanks, and toxic gases
emitted from heat-treating furnaces under special atmospheres.
Heat treating furnaces are suspected of emitting such toxic
pollutants as cyanides, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, methane, and

metallic oxides. Control equipment falls into several
categories. For "particulates" or solids (metal dust) removal,
dry and vet collectors are used. For general gaseous pollutants
(oil vapors, toxic emissions) , afterburners and absorbers nay do

the job.**

08486

Marchenko, E. N.

FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE IN PROCESSING OF

POLIFLUORETHILENE RESINS. ((Osnovnye voprosy gigieny truda
pri pererabotke ftoroplastov.)) Text in Russian. Gigiena
Trude i Prof. Zabolevaniya (Moscow) , 10(11) :12-18, Nov.

1966. 9 refs.

A literature survey is presented on processes involved in the
.degradation of polyfluoroethylene resins. Studies of operating
conditions during heat treatment of polyfluoroethylene showed
that the atmosphere may be polluted with perfluoroisobutylene,
tetrafluoroethylene, oxyfluorides, hydrogen fluoride, carbon
monoxide, and polymer aerosols. A system of prophylactic
measures has been developed which drastically reduces toxic air

pollution. Heat processing of polyfluoroethylene resins requires
the special attention of hygienists and engineers.**

08493

Shoji, Hikaru Takeo Yamamoto, Ronosuke Nishida, Yoshinori

Ishikawa, Sanaa Takada, and Kaori Inoue

STUD/ES ON A/11 POLLUTION OW/NG TO THE AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GASES.
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF C1-C6 HYDROCARBONS AND SONE INORGANIC
GASES IN THE EXHAUST GASES. Text in Japanese. Japan. J.

flyg. (Tokyo) , 22(2) :341-353, June 1967. 34 refs.

The exhaust of an idling 1959 Datsun vas analyzed, using gas

chromatography. Fuel consumption rate, air-fuel ratio, exhaust
gas temperature, intake air volue, emission gas volume and
concentration of the exhausted components were measured under
constant conditions (at 600 to 5,000 r.p.m.). Results, which are
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tabulated, were as follows: 1) Fuel consumption at 600 r.p.m. was
227 gm./ps. hr. and decreased with increasing revolutions. Thevolumetric efficiency of intake air-fuel mixtures was very low
(31-51%) during idling. The air-fuel ratio was 10.4 at 600
r.p.m., while a lean fuel state was observed when rotation wasover 2,500 r.p.m. 2) Temperature of the emitted gases (at the
tail pipe) was 60-80 deg C from 600 to 1,500 r.p.m. Temperatures
above 300 deg C were recorded at rotations above 4,000. 3) At
600 r.p.m., CO2 content was found to be 2.1%. Maximum CO2
level was observed at 3,000 to 4,000 r.p.m. The maximum
concentration of CO (9.9%) was found at 600 r.p.m.; concentration
decreased with increasing revolutions (4.4% a+ 5,000 r.p.m.).
These results suggest that exhaust gases containing 10% CO
would be discharged into the atmosphere when this car was stoppedat an intersection. 4) In the exhaust gases, 25 kinds of
short-chain hydrocarbons were identified: 3,645 p.p.m. total were
determined at 600 r.p.m. and 689.9 p.p.m. at 4,000 r.p.m.
Relatively large proportions (5.5 to 23.7%) were found as
methane ethane, n-butane, iso-bntane, ethylene, and propylene.
5) The composition of exhaust gases averaged: paraffin, 62%;
olefin, 33%; diolefin, 0.4%; and acetylene, 5%. 6) The ratio of
the emitted hydrocarbons to fuel was about .10 w/w at 600 r.p.m.
and .03 at 4,000 r.p.m. Emission of the hydrocarbons during the
idling was 1.79 gm./sin. at 600 r.p.m. and 0.94 gm./min. at
3,500 r.p.m.011

08497

Hoffman, Heinz

EXHAUST GAS PROBLEMS WITH GASOLINE AND DIESEL ENGINES. II.
DIESEL ENGINES. ((Abgasprobleme bei Otto- und Dieselmotoren.II. Dieselactoren.)) Text in German. Erdoel Koh le
(Hamburg), 20(9):644-648, Sept. 1967.

The various pollutants present in the smoke produced by diesel
engines were measured and discussed. The results, illustrated in
tables and graphs, show that CO emission is only 1/10 that
allowed for gasoline engines and is therefore of minor importance.
Aldehydes with their characteristic irritating odor are also
produced in small quantities and are considered annoying, but
medically unimportant. The nitrogen oxides, NO and NO2, are
produced in sufficiently large quantities to cause lack of oxygen
in the blood, and inflammation of the respiratory tract. The
antechamber motor produces fewer nitrogen oxides than the direct
injection motor. Amount of S02 produced is negligible.
3,4-Benzopyrene is emitted in significant quantities when an
engine emits a large quantity of smoke and then only if the otor
is run under high pressure. As a control measure a reduction in
smoke quantity is recommended. The smoke characteristics can
also be greatly influenced by the design of the combustion chamber
and proper maintenance of the engines.**

08524

Kapkaer, E. A., L. V. Trofimova, N. A. Evikeeva, and
A. K. Monkevich

HYGIENIC EVALUATION OF SONE PETROCHEMICAL
INDISTRIES. ((Gigienicheskaya otsenka nekotorykh neftekhiiches-
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kykh prnizvodstv0) Text in Russian. Gigiena Trude i Prof.
Zabolevaniya (Moscow), 10(11) :22-28, Nov. 1966. 10 refs.

Deficiencies in planning and actual operation of petrochemical
plants are responsible for the discharye of acetylene,
polyethylene, phenol, acetone, methylstyrene, isoprene, divinyl and
other toxic complexes which are products of decomposition,
oxidation, and hydrolysis. Desorption of toxic substances from
construction materials (concrete brick) plays an important part.
The authors recommend methods for improving working conditions in
petrochemical production facilities. (Authorse summary, odified)

08553

Coffman, Q. H.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AEROSPACE INDUSTRY'S PROGRAM TO CONTROL SMOG
PRODUCED BY CHEMICAL MILLING MASKANTS AND SHOP PROTECTIVE
COAT/NGS. S.A.E. (Soc. Automovite Engrs.), Preprint 670816,
10p., 1967. (Presented at the Aeronautic 6 Space Engineering 6
Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967.)

The materials, test criteria results, and conclusions for chemical
milling maskants an d hand-peelable shop protective coatings which
comply with Rule 66 of the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control
*District (APCD), and are used by the aerospace industry in Southern
California are discussed. The askants were.evaluated to deterine
the material best suited under Rule 66 to perform chemical illing,
and the shop protective coatings were evaluated to determine the
material best suited for protecting etal surfaces during
fabrication, adhesive bonding, and assembly operations. (AuthorOs
abstract, modified)

08557

George, J. C. and G. R. Morris

AVAILABILITY AND EVALUATION or NONPHOTOCHEMICALLY REACTIVE PRIMERS
IND TOPCOATS FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS. S.A.E. (Soc. Automo-
tive Engrs.), Preprint 670814, 7p., 1967. (Presented at the
Aeronautic 6 Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Los
Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967.)

New coatings with low smog producing potential have been and are
continuing to be evaluated for use in the aerospace industry.
These new coatings have been proved in laboratory and shop testing
to be equal in quality to the conventional coatings they are
replacing. Environmental exposure tests to date are satisfactory
and are continuing. Howsver, difficulty has been encountered in
obtaining consistent quality in large prnduction batches. Soe of
the new coatings contain solvents that are slightly more toxic.
Also, some of the odified coatings have lower flash points. These
new materials, vhich include both proprietary and military
coatings, appear to be readily available. Coating costs of the new
materials generally are higher, but vary from a reduction of
approximately 7 percent to an increase of 35 percent. (Authors0
abstract)
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08633

Cleary, Graham J.

A/R POLUTION AND THE AUTOMOBILE. Clean Air (J. Clean Air
Soc. Australia New Zealand) 1(1):7-9,11, June 1967. 18 refs.

The magnitude and nature of the emissions from automobile engines
are examined. Most of the pollution is discharged through the tail
pipe (about 60 percent on a total hydrocarbon basis), but crankcase
emissions (30 percent) are also appreciable. The remaining ten per
cent is made up of evaporation losses from the fuel tank and from
the carburettor after the engine has stopped. Eye irritation,
plant damage and cracking of typre rubber have been found in
communities heavily polluted by automobile exhaust products.
Control measures to minimize pollution are considered. These
involve burning the exhaust gases from the tail pipe by means of
either thermal or catalytic afterburners, and recycling the vent
gases from the crankcase to either the air manifold or the
carburettor. Statistics about the current car population in Sydney
and the anticipated futnre growth rate are presented, and an
estimate is made of the future date (1998) when the volime of
exhaust products in Sydney will be the same as that in Los Angeles
in 1942, when conditions of smog were first experienced. (Authoris
abstract)

08802

Hoffmann, H.

THE COMPOS/TION OF EXHAUST GASES FROM DIESEL MOTORS. ((Die
Zusammensetzung der Auspuffgase bei Dieselmotoren.)) Text in
German. Z. Praeventivmed. Vol. 11; p. 104-121, March-April
1966.

The smoke emission of different types of diesel motors was
determined and the results presented in a series of graphs. Under
full load little difference in smoke emission vas observed between
chambered engines and direct injection engines, while the latter
were superior under partial load. The various factors in engine
development which influence smoke emissions are discussed. The
carbon monoxide, aldehyde, and nitrogen oxide content of the
exhaust gas was determined and it was found that the CO content
is of no concern in diesel motors, since the concentration is not
over 0.1-0.15 Vol.% and in many cases below 0.05 Vol.11. The
same is true for aldehydes whose odorous annoyance has a
psychological but not medical effect at the emitted concentrations.
The nitrogen oxide content.was found to be higher with direct
fuel injection engines. The amount of 3,4-benzopyrene emission is
influenced by the fuel composition and the combustion system and is
only of concern if the motor is operated under high mean pressure,
when as much as 0.5 gamma benzopyrene in 500 liters of exhaust gas
was fouad at 1200-1500 U/min. under 3/4 load. /t is concluded
that by proper construction and development and particularly by
proper care of the engine, the smoke from modern diesel engines
can be reduced to an unobjectionable amount.##
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08851

Conkle, J. P., W. E. Mabson, J. D. Adams, H. J.

Zeft, and B. E. Welch

A DETAILED STUDY OF CONTAMINANTS PRODUCED BY MAN IN A SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR AT 760 MM. HG. School of Aerospace Medicine,
Brooks APB, Tex., Aerospace Medical Div., Contract
NASA-R-89, Proj. 7930, Task 793002, 141p., March 1967. 18

refs.
CFSTI, DDC: AD 653932

The atmosphere within the space cabin simulator contained 20%
oxygen and 80% nitrogcm. The study vas divided into three
parts: a preliminary stabilization period of 2 days; rn
unmanned background period of 11 days; and a manned period of 14
days. The unmanned portion provided information as to the conta-
inant materials associated with the test cell, previous occupancy
by man, and support items required during the subsequent anned
portion. The four volunteer subjects were sustained on a liquid
diet and were permitted limited hygienic activity during their
occupancy of the test cell. Direct sampling and concentrating
technics with subsequent snalysis were utilized for containant
detection. Dual flame-ionization gas chromatography and
microwave spectrometry were used for the analysis of unconcentrated
samples which were obtained directly from the chaeber. Methane
and carbon monoxide were analyzed by flame-ionization gas
chromatography and infrared spectroscopy, respectively.
To concentrate the sample, multistage cryogenic trapping systems
were operated daily during the 27-day study. Four sample sets
were analyzed daily. Rapid initial increases in methane and
carbon monoxide were observed soon after man entered the test
cell. The ethane concentration increased from 20.9 mg./cu m the
day after man entered the chamber to a high of 84.6 mg/cu . The
concentration of carbon monoxide ranged fro a low of 4.8 mg./cu
to a high of 23.7 mg./cu m. No significant data relating to
organic compounds vere obtained from the analyses of unconcentrated
samples during either portion of the study. Carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide vere identified as compounds vhich were produced by
man at a rate that would require removal in a closed system
operation.**

08873

Frysinger, Galen R.

FUEL CELL-ENERGY STORAGE HYBRID SYSTEMS FOR VEHICLES. Preprint,
Army Electronics Command, Fort Monouth, N. J., Electronic
Components Lab., 25 p., 1967.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 662236

So called vehicle battery problems can be overcome through the use
of a fuel cell-battery hybrid power source. This power source
allows an electric vehicle full range capability, excellent
acceleration characteristics, and very fast energy refuel. To
achieve such performance for militari vehicles, a 150 Vhr/lb olten
electrolyte battery and a 20-30 lbs./KV hydrocarbon fuel cell must
be developed. Research progress indicates that these goals should
be achieved in operational hardware within the next five to tn
years.
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09023

Epstein, George and Edward F. Westlake, Jr.

MATERIALS FOR SPACE CAB/NS: THE FIRE HAZARD AND ATMOSPHERE
CONTAMINANT CONTROL PROBLEMS. Aerospace Corp., El
Segundo, Calif., Materials science Lab., Contract
F04695-67-C-0158, TR-0158(3250-20)-8, SAMSO-TR-67-76, 27 p.,
Oct. 1967. 3 refs.

CFSTI: AD 663418

The flammability and atmospheric contaminant hazards associated
with the use of plastics and cther nonmetallic materials in .manned_.
spacecraft cabins are discussed. Outgassing characteristics and
mechanisms of typical materials are described. Flammability and
combustion rates are discussed'as highly important materials
selection factors. An approach is presented for minimizing the
hazards through judicious selection and batch control of cabin
materials. (Authors' abstract, modified)**

09094

A/R POLLUTION -- A sPECIAL REPORT. Power, 48p., ((1967?)).

The results of research on each phase of air pollution are
. reviewed. The nature of this planet's atmosphere, its natural
pollutants and the mechanics of their transport are outlined.
The contribution to air pollution made by man as he lives and
works is described. The effects of air pollution on man's social
and economic existence are examined. Constructive approaches are
given to help communities meet the challenge of air
pollution control effectively and economically. It is shown how
intelligent plant design and location can eliminate pollution
problems from the start and then how problems of existing plants
can be mitigated.**

09106

Asher, William J., Robert H. Shabaker, and Carl R. Heath

FUEL CELL FUEL STUDIES. (INTERIM TECHNICAL REPORT, 10
JANUARY 1967 - 9 JULY 1967). Esso Research and Engineering
Co., Linden, N.J., Government Research Lab., Contract
DA-44-009 AMC -1484(T), /TR-3, 65p., 1967. 12 refs.

DDC: AD 823 283

Research and development aimed at processes for field treatment of
military fuels to make them suitable for fuel cells have continued..
This program is divided into two tasks. Task A is directed to
the development of a process for removing components in jet fuel
which are harmful to fuel cell performance. Task B is concerned
with the feasibility of liquid phase reforming to generate
hydrogen fuel. In Task A, removal of naphthenes by
dehydrogenation has proved difficult. Molecular sieve absorption
processing can remove aromatics and sulfur or sulfur alone at an
increase yield. Desorption of the impurities adsorbed on the
sieve is the key to this process. A simple carbon dioxide
desorption process was ineffective. A new carbon dioxide-air
hybrid desorption process has shown promise in simulated operation.
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The feasibility study on liquid phase reforming has been contin-
ued. High reaction rates equivalent to reforning catalyst
requirements of 4 lb/kw with a H2-air fuel cell have been
obtained at 600 F using pure n-C12 and n-C15 hydrocarbon feeds.
The reaction rates declined with time on stream due to catalyst
oxidation in the intermittent once-through experiments. The
thermal efficiency of the system depends on the conversion level
per pass required for good hydrogen selectivity. Adequate
hydrogen selectivity has been obtained at conversion levels
100-fold higher than in the exploratory studies. Carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon fragments remain undetectable.**

09148

Heath, C. C., E. H. Okrent, M. Beazer, and G. Ciprios

DIRECT HYDROCARBON AND METHANOL-A/R FUEL CELLS. In: Power
Systems for Eectric Vehicles. Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control,
PHS-Pub-999-AP-37, p. 307-312, 1967. 3 refs. (Presented at
the Symposium on Power Systems for Electric Vehicles, New
Fork, N. Y., April 6-8, 1967.)

Research on direct liquid hydrocarbon and methanol-air fuel cells
_ has identified some of the problems that must be solved before fuel

cells can meet the specific requirements for an automotive power
plant. The question of whether the fuel cell can reduce air
pollution cannot be conclusively answered yet. Direct hydrocarbon
cells, operating at temperatures below 500 degrees F, appear to
offer no serious sourc of contamination. Studies have shown that
hydrocarbons are comp] cely consumed to carbon dioxide and water in
sulfuric acid electrolytes at 90 degrees C. Fuel cell fuels rill
probably be sulfur and lead-free. Furthermore, the low
temperatures should mininize nitrogen oxide formation.
Hydrocarbon losses from manifolds and tanks nay cause a problem,
but using low vapor pressure fuels and proper engineering should
mininize this contribution. No major obstacles o d low-saissioa
vehicle are known, but clearly uch more experience will be
required to define walution levels in operative systems. The
present state of hydrocarbon fuel cel] technology cannot meet the
requirements of a high-output, low-cost system suitable for
extensive vehicular application. Much progress has been made
during the past five years. If this progress continues and
suitable catalysts are developed, a fuel-cell-powered vehicle
conld become practical. However, much more research and
development will be needed before this stage is reached.**

09224

McDonald, James E.

VISIBILITY REDUCTION DUE TO JET-EXHAUST CARBON
PARTICLES. J. Appl. Heteorol., 1(3):391-390, Sept. 1962.
15 refs.

Pyrolysis of hydrocarbon fuels leads to emission of free carbon in
__the enhaUot of aircrnft turbojet engines, visible as a faint dark

trail. Carbon fornation rises markedly when water injection is
employed to augment thrust by 20-30 per cent in takeoffs under
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heavy loads or at high temperatures, the enhanced pyro:ysis
resulting from the lover combustion efficiency on such wet
takeoffs. During the takeoff run, while the aircraft is -Itill
moving at low seeds bit with maximum thrust, dense dark smoke fills
the exhaust wake, reducing visual ranges to as little as a few
hundred feet. To cross -check recent measurements indicating carbon
particulate emissions of the order of 15 lb per ton of fuel
consumed in wet takeoff, Mie extinction coefficients heve been
computed for carbon particles of the size known to form as a sequel
to pyrolytic freeing of carbon. These are used to make theoretical
estimates of the maximum visual range to be expected if the carbon
loading measurements were correct. A discrepancy exists in the
sense that the predicted visual ranges are found to be some five
times larger than the observed. It is concluded that a large
fraction of total carbon emission leaves the tailpipe still
unaggregated into large soot particles, whence the reported carbon
loadings may be too low by a factor of as much as five.
Consequently the aircraft operational hazards as well as the air
pollution problems implicit in rising volume of jet traffic at
certain terminals may become rather more serious than has been
predicted. (Author's abstract)

09331

Riles L. Brubacher. Eric P. Grant

DO EXHAUST CoNTROLS REALLY WORK? - SECOND REPORT. Preprint,
Society of Automotive Engineers, 10p., 1968. 12 refs
(Presented at the West Coast Meeting of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, Portland, oregon, Aug. 14-17, 1967,
Paper 670689.)

Emission tests on 739 cars (1966 and 1967 models) equipped with
exhaust controls in public use confirm that the vehicle
manufacturers have done a good job of designing cars with low
emissions. However, field data on emisdions higher than proving
ground results, and deterioration of emissions with mileage,
indicate that much more effort is needed with regard to proper
engine adjustments and quality control on the production
line as well as better servicing of the engines in the field.
continued effectibe emission control after initial sale of the
new car is the responsibility of the states. (Authors'
abstract)411

09341

Oberdorfer, P. E.

THE DETERMINATION OP ALDEHYDES IN AUTOROBILL EXHAUST GAS.
Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, 10p., 1967. 14
refs. (Presented tt the Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Rich., Jan. 9-14, 1967, Paper 670123.)

A method for the sampling and determination of exhaust
. aldehydes and ketones is described. The procedure consists of

absorbing and converting these compounds to the solid 2,4
di-nitrophenylhydrazone derivatives. Results are reported as
total aldehydes and/or the derivatives separated into individual,
identifiable components by chromatographit techniques. Exhaust
emission data employing this procedure are presented for a limited
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number of vehicles with and without exhaust control systems.
Total aldehyde levels (as formaldehyde) were found to range from
about 20 to over several hundred parts per million depending on
the mode of operation and the adjustment of such variables as
air-fuel ratio, spark timing, and exhaust emission control
devices. Effects of these variables on aldehyde emissions are
discussed. The relationship of the chemical structure of
inducted fuel to aldehyde emissions is also touched upon. The
amount of individual aldehydes was found to be telated to the
parent fuel to a considerable extent for pure individual
hydrocarbon fuels. This relationship is greatly diminished,
however, within the design limitations of current full boiling
practical gasolines. (Author's abstract)**

09347

D. T. 1, de

FACTORS INCLUENCING VEHICLE EVAPORATIVE EMISSIONS. Preprint,
Society of Automotive Engineers, 13p., 1967. (Presented at the
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9-13,
1967, Paper 670126.)

The basic factors influencing carburetor and fuel tank evaporative
emissions are explored. These factors Lre combined in a math-
ematical model to predict the magnitude and composition of evapo-
rative losses. A laboratory technique for simulating carburetor
losses is also described. The behavior of fuel in the carburetor
bowl during a short soak is adequately simulated by a one plate
equilibrium distillation. Factors influencing carburetor hot' soak
losses are: maximum bowl temperature; bowl volume (including after-
supply) ; and fuel temperature distillation curve from one plate
equilibrium distinction. Both quantity and composition pf car-
buretor losses can be calculated from the folicwing: otiginal fuel
composition, maximum bowl temperature, effective bowl volume.
Fuel tank losses occur because of tank temperature increases which
cause an increase in fuel vapor pressure and thermal expansion of
the tank vapor. Factors influencing fuel tank losses are: tank
temperature; vapor volume; tank pressure; rate of equilibration of
liquid and vapor; fuel vapor pressure; olecular weight; and
density. /f equilibrium between liquid and vapor exists, tank
losses can be calculated from a knowledge of the following: tank
temperatures, vapor volume, tank pressure, fuel vapor pressure,
fuel density, and olecular weight of fuel vapor.

09355

Pahnke, Alden J. and Edward C. Squire

LEAD IN GASOLINE: NO EFFECT ON EXHAUST EMISSIONS FOUND IN
18-MONTH CONSUMER-CAB TEST. Oil Gas J., 64(50)006-110,
Dec. 12, 1966.

Use of tetraethyl lead in gasoline does not significantly affect
exhaust emivsion characteristics of vehicles drivon by the

otoring public. This is the conclusion reached after a test of
leaded and anleaded gasoline in 122 privately owned and
operated cars spanning a period of 18 months and covering a total

of 2,500,000 iles. Carbon aonoxide and hydrocarbon-emission
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levels of the cars operated on leaded gasoline were essentially
equivalent to those of the cars driven on unleaded gasoline.
Photochemical reactivity and nitrogen oxide levels for the tvo
car groups were also equivalent, further demonstrating the
absence of any effects of tetraethyl lead on vehicle emissions
either positive or negative.

09385

Viroli, G. and E. Preite

AIR POLLUTION FROM ROOMS HEATED BY STOVES USING "LIQUID GAS".
(Sulla corruzione delllaria dagli ambienti riscaldati da stufe a
gas liquido.) Text in Italian. Riv. Ital. lIgiene (Pisa),
26(1-2)013-126, Jan.-April 1966. 26 refs.

The use of liquid-gas fuel in stoves causes the accumulation of
CO, CO2 and aliphatic hydrocarbons indoors. Measurements were
ade in two rooms, 92 sq. m. and 166 sq. m. on 6 different types of
gas stoves, two of them open flame. Gas chromatography and the
Fractovap D apparatus were utilized. Data for the levels of
CO2, CO, and hydrocarbons liberated by combustion are tabulated.
CO levels ranged from traces to 130 p.p.m. After 2-4 hours of
burning, the amount of CO2 in the room from open flame ovens was
5 percent or more, and , after 8 houro, up to 15.24 percent. The
effect of this type of indoor heating on pollution of the ambient
(outside) air is well below the limit considered toxic by present
standards, but increased use of such equipment would eventually
lead to considerable air pollution.

09389

Valori, P. A. Grella, C. Melchiorri, and N. Vescia

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERAINATION OF AROMATIC POLYCYCLIC HYDRO-
CARBONS. FURTHER DATA ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF ROME. (La deter-
minazione spettrofotometrica degli idrocarburi policiclici aroma-
tici. Ulteriori rilievi ntlllatmosfera di Roma.) Text in
Italian. Nuovi Ann. 'Ilgiene Microbiol. (Rome), 17(5):383-
414, Sept.-Oct. 1966. 23 refs.

From Jan. 1965 to March 1966, samples of polluted air, taken
three times a day, vere analyzed spectrophotometrically after
column chromatograply. The minimum and maximum values micrograms/
100 cu. m. of air) were: phenanthrene, 0.43-1.12; anthracene, 0.12-
0.22; pyrene, 2.40-4.62; fluoranthene, 2.10-4.92; chrysene, 2.50-
4.03; 1,2-benzanthracene, 1.10-3.09; perylene, 0.25-0.60; 3,4-
benzpyrene, 2.00-5.20; 1,12-benzperylene, 1.40-3.75; anthanthrene,
0.44-0.80; and corenene, 0.60-1.00. The highest levels were ob-
served during the winter months in morning rush hours and are due
to domeatic heating and automotive traffic.

09393

Hettche, O.

AIR POLLUTION IN LOCALITIES VITH HEAVY TRAFFIC IN
METROPOLITAN CITIES. ((Die Verunreinigung der Atmosphare an
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verkehrsreichen Punkten in Grossstadten.)) Text in German. Z.
Praeventivmed. 11(2):122-133, March-April 1966. 27 refs.

Data on the variations in time of CO, S02, NO, NO2, hydrocarbons,
polycyclic hydrocarbons, lead compounds and dust in various
European cities such as Stuttgarg, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Essen and
London are discussed and compared with data from Los Angeles. In
heavy traffic, concentrations of up to 20 mg. CO, 0.2 mg. NO, 0.1
mg. NO2, 0.05-0.4 mg S02, 2-10 mg. hydrocarbons and 4 microgram of
lead per cubic meter were found. Polycyclic hydrocarbons such as
benzpyrene and coronene can be determined accurately only in
tunnels by analysis of the intake air and the air in the tunnel.
In Germany, more diesel engines are in operation than the 0.3
percent in Los Angeles. Diesels generate only about 1 percent CO
but maintenance must be frequent and soot emission must be
controlled. Two-cycle engines give a very low CO emission.
Methods used in Germany for the determination of pollutants are
outlined. Standardization of analytical methods is emphasized.

09405

Candeli, A., G. Barboni, and G. Berioli Galoforo

CARCINOGENICITY OF POLLUTED AIR. I. ANALYSIS OF EXHAUST GAS FROM
A COMBUSTION ENGINE. ((Il problema della cancerogenicita
dell'aria inquinata. I. Analisi dei gas di scarico dei motori
a scoppio.)) Text in Italian. Riv. Ital. Igiene (Pisa),
26(5-6):438-453, Sept.-Dec. 1966. 25 refs.

Study was made of the amounts of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
exhausted from an Italian automobile which ran in neutral for two
hours on one liter of the most common commercial gasoline. A

filter vas attached lo the exhaust system and 0.3771 gm. of
particulate atter extracted from 112 cm of exhaust. The extract
was found to contain anthracene, fluoranthene, pyrene (70:'

microgram), coronene (612 microgram), 1,2-benzanthracene (381
microgram, 1,2-benzpyrene, 3,4-benzpyrene (52 microgram), and a new
unidentified substance called "Compound 409". The extracts,
obtained with acetone, were chromatographed on an alumina column
and the eluates examined spectrophotometrically. Emphasis is put
upon the high level of 3,4-benzpyrene, a notorious carcinogenic
agent.MM

09421

Keller, J. L. and Joseph Byrne

NHAT VALUE FRONT-END VOLATILITY? Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst.,
Vol. 46, p. 407-426, 1966. 18 refs. (Presented at the 31st
Midyear Meeting of the American Petroleum Institute's Divi-
sion of Refining, Houston, Texas, May 11, 1966.)

Detailed estimates of the vapor lost from California cars for
several potential control ethods, along with corresponding
estimates of fuel-associated costs, are presented. Factors
considered include tank and carburetor vapor loss, vehicle
performance and fuel economy, diversion of volatile hydrocarbons to
alternate uses, crude oil consumption, and investment and operating
costs of alternate refining processes. /t is estimated that the
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average car in California loses 1.7 percent of its fuel by
evaporation and that nearly half the loss could be eliminated by a
general reduction of 3 lb in Reid vapor pressure. However, fuel
consumption at equal warm-up performance would increase three times
as much as vapor loss decreased, adding more air pollutants to the
exhaust of pre-1966 cars than would be saved. Total fuel cost
would increase 85 dollars over the life of a car. A capital
investment of approximately 2 billion dollars would be required of
the U.S. petroleum industry to reduce volatility to this extent.
Alternately, a lossproof fuel system, for which one possible
arrangement is suggested, offers the possibility of eliminating
substantially all vapor emissions vith no penalty in fuel
consumption, and a net reduction of 41 dollars in fuel costs per
car, or 127 dollars lower cost than with reduced volatility. Ifsuch a fuel system permitted a general increase in volatility
equivalent to 3 lb Rvp, achieved gradually over enough years to
retire present cars, not only would vapor loss be eliminated but
fuel consumption would decrease 6.5 percent and total fuel costs
would increase by an estimated $228 per car.

09655

Major, William D.

VARIATIONS IN PULPING PRACTICES WHICH MAT EFFECT EMISSIONS. In:
Proceedings of the International Conference on Atmospheric
Emissions from Sulfate Pulping, Sanibel Island, Fla.,
April 2 8, 1966. E. R. Hendrickson (ed.), Sponsored by: Public
Health Service, National Council for Stream Improvement, and
University of Florida. DeLand, Fla., E. 0. Painter Printing Co.,
((1966)) p. 265-281. 8 refs.
Emissions from a kraft mill can be divided into two categories,
gaseous and particulate. Malodorous emissions are subject to far
less control and precision of analysis than particulate emissions.
The magnitude of loss is more sensitive to operating variables, the
chemistry is more complicated and the sources are more numerous.
This discussion is concerned with the effect of operating variables
on gaseous sulfur losses. Evidence is given which tndicates that
the wood species has a definite effect on the odor produced during
kraft pulping. Cooking variables include: sulfidity of the white
liquor, cooking time and cooking temperature. More recent cookingariables are: continuous vs. batch digestion, and the use of
black liquor dilution in the digester as a means of controlling the
liquor -to-vood ratio. Multiple-effect evaporators are the second
largest source of gaseous sulfur losses in the process. The high
vacuums set up by condensers result in the release of low vapor
pressure sulfur compounds. Operating variables in direct contact
evaporation are: black liquor pH, sodium sulfide concentration,
and per cent CO2 in the flue gas. Dust losses from the recovery
furnace are controlled with either a venturi scrubber or an
electrostatic precipitator. Operating variables which influence
the efficiencies of these two units are overloading, and the
temperature of the flue gas. The key tn the effect of operating
variables on emissions from a kraft pulp mill is to recognize the
degree to vhich the various steps in the kraft process are
interrelated, especially in the case of gaseous sulfur losses.
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09737

Ozolins, G. and C. Behmann

AIR POLLUTANT EMISSION INVENTORY OF NORTHWEST INDIANA. (A PRELIM-
INARY SURVEY, 1966.) Public Health Service, Durham, N. C.,
National Center for Air Pollution Control, APTD-68-4, 36p.,
April 1968.

Sources of air pollutant emissions were surveyed to quantify the
total pollution load emitted to the air over the Northwest Indiana
communities of East Chicago, Gary, Hammond, and Whiting. The
emissions are reported on an annual basis and subdivided into the
five major pollutants: particulates, sulfur oxides, nitrogen
oxides, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide. The four major source
categories that were utilized in reporting emissions from area and
point sources are: fuel combustion in stationary sources, fuel
combustion in mobile sources, combustion of refuse, and industrial
process losses. The results of this survey are reported by city
and illustrated on the grid system established by the Northwest
Indiana Air Resource Management Program. (Authors' abstract)

09751

Schmertzing, Hannibal and Julian H. Chaudet

UTILIZATION OF INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETRY IN MICROCONTANINANT
STUDIES IN SEALED ENVIRONMENTS. Helper, Inc., Palls Church,
Va., Contract AF 41(609)-1962, Task 793002, SIM-TR-67-2, 20
p., Jan. 1967.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 650000

Microcontaminants in a sealed environmental system were separated
and identified. The separation and identification of the collected
samples were accomplished with gas-liquid chromatography and
infrared spectrophotometry. Fifty-four sets of samples of the
atmosphere froa a space cabin simulator, comprising 162 individual
samples, were analyzed. The method used vas gas-liquid
chromatography using a flame ionization detector. The retention
time on the column vas used for identification, while the peak area
was used for quantitative estimation of the compounds. A
collection of the vapor infrared spectra of 146 compounds, which
are possible contaminants for space cabin simulators, has been
compiled during 2 years. A computer program for sorting infrared
spectra with the aid of the ISTM deck of infrared cards has boon
established. Analyses have been made of gases evolved from paint
panels, from the decomposition of a Teflon insulator, and from
human waste products.

09752

Beaver, Hugh

CONNITTEE ON AIR POLLUTION: REPORT. London, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1960, 80p. (Presented to Parliament by the
Minister of Housing and Local Government, the Secretary of
State for Scotland and the Minister of Fuel and Power by
Command of Her Majesty, Nov. 1954.)
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A committee on air pollution vas established to examine the nature,
causes, and effects of air pollution and the efficacy of present
preventive measures; to consider what further preventive measures
were practicable; and to 'lake recommendations. The report of the
committee examined current emission sources of pollutants, the
effects of air pollution on health, and the legislation and
administration of air pollution. Some recommendations made by the
committee were: prohibition of emission of dark smoke from
chimneys; arresting plant for grit and dust obligatory in new
industrial installations; control of smoke from railvays;
establishaent of smokeless zones and smoke control areas;
provisions of financial assistance by Local Authorities;
requirement of Local Authorities to submit annual reports on
progress of smoke abatement; preparation of documents on codes of
practice and standards; clean air should be national policy;
establishment of a "Clean Air Council" to coordinate and encour-
age research vork.

09759

Sharpe, L. R.

ENERGY SOURCES AND POLICIES, THEIR IMPACT 011 AIN POLLUTION,
CURRENT AND PROJECTED. Public Health Service, Washington, D.
C., Bureau of Disease Prevention and Environmental Control,
Contract PH-86-67-69, ( (227)) p., April 15, 1967. ( (76)) refs.

There have been a number of energy studies over the last 15 - 20
years that have attempted to project the national energy needs to
various dates in the future. This study compiles energy
projections and the "mix" of energy sources to the year 2000, made
as recently as 1967, and, on the basis of these data: estimates
the atmospheric pollution burden to be expected by the years 1980
and 2000 provided present fuel policies remain essentially
unchanged; summarizes some of the major technological developments
that could have an impact on energy source selection and total
energy requirements; identifies and discusses some of the major
government policies that affect both fuel source and energy demand:
outlines some approaches to an evaluation on a benefit/cost basis
of alternative policies that would reduce atmospheric pollution and
completes the analysis for the solvent refined coal process.

09781

Environmental Science Services Corp., Stamford, Conn.

SOLVENT EMISSION CONTROL LAWS AND THE COATINGS AND SOLVENTS INDUS-TRY. (A TECHNO/ECONONIC STUDY.) 56 p., ((1967)). 6 refs.

The widespread adoption of the strict California solvent emission
lams mill seriously effect practices and products in the surface
coating industry. The California codes contain three main
elements: the esission of photochemically reactive solvents is
restricted; the sale of coatings containing these materials is
banned: and the emission of these materials during the manufacture
of coating materials is restricted. Widespread adoption of these
codes would cause changes in the formulation of the coatings, and
would adversely affect the markets for mineral spirits, napthas,
substituted aromatics, branched ketones, olef ins, and
trichloroethylene. However alcohols, esters, odorless mineral
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spirits, and glycolesters would gain markets at the expense of the
photochemically active solvents. Emission control methods,
analytical techniques, and measurement methods are outlined. The
effectiveness of various organic solvents in photochemical smog
formation is discussed. An evaluation of existing regulations,
with emphasis on California Rule 66, is presented along with lists
of exempt sources.

Danielson, John A. (comp. and ed.)

AIR POLLUTION ENGINEERING HANUAL. (AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT,
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES.) Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
National Center for Air Pollution Control, PHS-Pub-999-AP-40,
999-AP-40, 892p., 1967. ((314)) refs.

GPO: 806-614-30

The control of air pollution at individual sources peculiar to the
Los Angeles area is considered. The practical engineering problems
of design and operation for many sources of air pollution are
emphasized. There are 11 chapters, each by different authors, and
4 appendixes. The chapter titles are: (1) Introduction: (2)

Contaminants; (3) Design of Local Exhaust Systems; (4) Air
Pollution Control Equipment for Particulate Natter; (5) Control
Equipment for Gases and Vapors; (6) Metallurgical Equipment; (7)
Control Equipment; (8) Incineration; (9) Conbustion Equipment; (10)
Petroleum Equipsent; hnd (11) Chemical Processing Equipment. The
introduction discusse: the Los Angeles Basin, rules and regulations
in Los Angeles Count!, and the use of the anual. The appendixes'
titles are: (A) Rulqs and Regulations; (B) Odor-Testing
Techniques; (C) Hypothetical Available Heats from Natural Gas; and
(D) Miscellaneous Data,

Dickinson, Janet, Robert L. Chess, and V. J. Ramming

AIR CONTAMINANTS. In: Air Pollution Engineering Manual.
(Air Pollution Control District, County of Los Angeles.)
John A. Danielson (coup. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for A$r Pollution Control,
PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 11-21, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

The parameters of an air pollution problem, particularly the
- problem in Los Angeles County; the measures taken to eliminate

the problea; and control measures still needed are described. The
air contaminants include: organic gases (hydrocarbons, hydrocarbon
derivatives); inorganic gases (110s, S0x, CO); miscellaneous
inorganic gases (1113, HU, Cl2, 1"2); particulates (carbon or soot
particles, netallic oxides and salts, oily or tarry droplets, acid
droplets, metallic fumes). Each is discussed indicating the sources
and significance in the air pollution problem.
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09803

Thomas, G.

CORE OVENS. In: Air Pollution Engineering Manual.
(kir Pollution Control District, County of los Angeles.)
John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, PHS-Pub-999AP-40, p. 309-315, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Various types of core ovens are described. These include the
shelf, drawer, portable-rack, car, and conveyor ovens.
Heating core ovens, core binders, air contaminants from core
ovens, and control methods are discussed. In foundries, core
ovens are used to bake the core used in sand molds. Host cores
contain binders that require baking to develop the strength
needed to resist erosion and deformation by metal during the
filling of the sold. Core ovens supply the heat and, where
necessary, the oxygen necessary for the baking. Generally,
emissions from core ovens are a minor source of air pollution
when compared with other metallurgical processes. The air
contaminants discharged from core ovens consist of organic
acids, aldehydes, hydrocarbon vapors, and smoke. Rost core ovens
are vented directly to the atmosphere through a stack.
Occasionally more than one vent is used, but if emissions are
such that air pollution control is needed, then ducting the
vents to a control device is all that is necessary. The use of
hoods or of excess air is not necessary to capture the
emissions. When operated below 400 Degrees 7 and when fired
with natural gas, most core ovens do not require air pollution
control equipment. Excessive emissions froa core ovens have
been reduced to tolerable amounts by modifying the compwation of
the core binders and lowering the baking temperature. When it
is not feasible or possible to reduce excessive emissions by
modifying the core mix or the baking temperature, afterburners
are the only control devices that have proved effective.

09818

Weiss, Sanford R.

SORPArE-COATING OPERATIONS. In: Air Pollution
Engineering Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los
Angeles.) John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 387-390, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Basic coating operations include dipping, spraying, floscoatimg,
and roller coating. Each operation is described.. Air pollution
problems, hooding and ventilation requirements, and control
equipment are discussed. The discharge from a paint spray booth
consists of particulate matter and organic-solvent vapors. Air
contaminants from paint dipping, flovcoating, and roller coating
exist only in the fora of organic-solvent vapors since no
particulate matter is formed. The usual spray booth ventilation
rate is 100 to 150 fps per squarefoot of booth opening..Insurance
standards require that the enclosure for spraying operations be
designed and maintained so that the average velocity over the face
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of the booth, during spraying operations, is not less than 100 fpn.
Dip tanks, flowcoaters, and roller coaters are frequently operated
without hoods. Vhen local ventilation at the unit is desirable, a
canopy hood may be installed. Particulate matter in paint spray
booths is controlled by baffle plates, filter pads, or water spray
curtains. Known solvent recovery processes make use of
condensation, compression, absorption, distillation, or adsorption
principles. In view of the small solvent vapor concentration in
the airstream from the spray booth or applicator hood, the only
economically feasible solvent control ethod is adsorption. Recent
work indicates that adsorption by activated carbon can be a
feasible method for the control of paint solvents. This work
indicates that control efficiencies of 90 percent or greater are
possible, provided particulates are removed from the contaminated
airstream by filtration before the airstrelm enters the carbon
bed.

09820

Bailor, William C.

DRY CLEANING EQUIPMENT. In: Air Pollution
Engineering Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los
Angeles.) John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control, PBS-
Pub-999-AP-40, p. 393-397, 1967.

GPO,. 806-614-30

Dry cleaning equipment follows two basic designs. One design is
tailored for petroleum solvents, and the other, for chlorinated
hydrocarbon, or synthetic, solvents. In a petroleum solvent dry
cleaning plant, the equippent generally includes a washer,
centrifuge, tumbler, filter, and, in many instances, a batch still.
With perchloroethylene, the washer and extractor are combined in a
single unit. The tumbler is equipped with a condenser for recovery
of solvent vapor. The tumbler is a closed system while in operation
and is vented to the atnosphere only during a short deodorizing
period. A muck cooker is often used to reclain solvent from filter
sludge. The dry cleaning industry contributes to air pollution by
the release of organic-solvent vapors to the atmosphere. The lint
generated when fabrics are tumbled dry is controlled by devices not
normally considered to be air pollution control equipment. The
synthetic-solvent tumblers are provided with a cloth bag to filter
the lint from the exhaust air. Because of safety requiresents,
hooding and ducting are an integral part of all dry cleaning
equipment. In synthetic-solvent plants, vents are provided near
the doors of the washer-extractor and the tumbler. An exhaust
system is automatically activated whenever thse doors are opened,
and the system exhausts the vapors resulting from transfer of the
wet textiles. When a carbon adsorption unit is used to collect the
perchloroethylene vapors, floor vents are also provided to capture
vapors from other areas. Activated-carbon adsorption can also be
adapted to control the solvent emissions from the petroleum solvent
dry cleaning plant, but the lower value of the recovered solvent
requires a such longer period of tine to pay the cost of the
equipment. Other methods of reducing emissions fron dry cleaning
plants include operational procedures and equipment saintenance.
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09825

Wetzley, Arthur B. and John E. Williamson

MULTIPLE-CHAMBER INCINERATORS FOR BURNING ROOD WASTE. In: Air
Pollution Enin
Pollution Engineering Manual. (Air Pollution Control Dis-
trict, County of Los Angeles.) John A. Danielson (comp. and
ed.), Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Cen
ter for Air Pollution Control, PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 436-
447, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Air pollution from the burning of wood waste can be reduced to a
minimum through the use of multiple-chaber incinerators. By
promoting complete combustion, ultiple-chambet incinerators
produce considerably less air pollution than !..s emitted from single-
chamber incinerators or by open burning. The design of ultiple-
chamber incinerators to burn all forms of wood waste--fron large
pieces of lumber to sawdust particles that may comprise from 10 to
700 percent of the total weight of the charge is discussed. The
designs of echanical feed systems are also included since the feed
systea aust be properly integrated with the design of the
incinerator to promote maximum combustion. An illustrative problem
shows calculations involved in designing a multiple-chamber
incinerator with a mechanical feed syatem. The calculations in
this problem fall into three genernl categories: (1) Combustion
calculations based upon refuse composition, projected air
requirements, and heat transfer: (2) gaseous flow calculations
based upon the products of combustion at elevated temperatures; and
(3) dimensional calculations based upon equations determined
empirically from source testing.

09830

Netzley, Arthur B.

VIRE RECLAMATION. In: Air Pollution Engineering
Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los Angeles.)
John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control,
PES-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 495-503, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Scrap copper wire, with a diameter in the range 14 gage to one
_ _inch, which has combustible insulatton is reclaimed by burning off

the insulation in an incinerator. A great variety of materials
composes the combustible insulation: Rubber, paper, cotton, silk,
and plastics such as polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride.
Boreover, the wire itself may have a baked-on coating of plastics,
paint, or varnish. As received for burning, the total combustible
content of the insulated wire may vary widely from several percent
to over 50 percent by weight. Rost commercial wire contains fro 20
to 35 percent insulation. Burning in the open is accompanied by
copious quantities of denre smoke, disagreeable odors, inorganic
materials, and oxygenated hydrocarbons. Burning in single-chamber
incinerators produces soewhat less smoke, odors, and other air
contaminants than open burning does, since combustioa air can be
regulated. The only practical industrial equipment available today
for controlling emissions from single-chamber insulation-burning
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incinerators is an afterburner or secondary combustion chamber.
The composition of stack gases fro equipment with and without
afterburners is presented. Design methods, materials of
construction, and operating procedures are discussed and
illustrated.

09835

Walters, Donald F.

WASTE-GAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS. In. Air Pollution
Engineering Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los
Angeles.) John A. Danielson (coup. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control, PHS-
Pub-999-AP-40, p. 565-606, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Petroleum refineries must dispose of large quantities of
hydrocarbon vent, waste, blowdown, and emergency pressure release
gases. Types, design, instrumentation, and operating practices for
gas disposal flares are presented. These include elevated and
ground level flares, burner design, steam injection, ignition and
pilot light systems, flare sizes and capacities, removal of
entrained mists, and provision for emergency overloads. Pressur
relief systems are also thoroughly discussed. Commonly used terms
dealing with relief systems are defined. Design methods and
operating procedures for safety valves (standard and balanced),
rupture discs, vent lines, vent headers, and *vent gas scrubbers are
discussed and illustrated.

09838

Cuffe, Stanley T.

CATALYST REGENERATION. In: Air Pollution
Engineering Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los
Angeles.) John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control,
PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 642-652, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

The regeneration of catalysts enployed in petroleum refining
processes, such as fluid and Thermofor catalytic cracking, is
accomplished by burning coke and sulfur deposits from the catalyst

surface. Combustion gases from regeneration include the pollutaats
CO, SOz, Mx, 11H3, hydrocarbons, and particulate matter.
Tables of data collected in 1956 are premmted which specify pro-

cess flow rates, catalyst circulation rates, regenerator air rates,
coke burn-off rates, flue gas temperatures, particulate losses,
hydrocarbon emission and analysis, and stack gas composition and

volumes. Pollution control methods presented and discussed are:
wet and dry cyclones, carbon sonozide waste heat boilers, and elec-

trical precipitators. The economy of a CO boiler depends on the
catalyst regenerator flue gas volume, temperature, fuel value, and

CO2/C0 ratio. An analysis of flue gases from CO waste heat
boilers is presented for cases where ammonia has and has not bees

injected into the gas stream before the electrostatic precipitator.
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09839

Kinsey, Robert H.

OIL-WATER EFFLUENT SYSTEMS. In: Air Pollution Control Dis-
trict, County of Los Angeles.) John A. Danielson (comp. and
ed.), Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Cen-
ter for Air Pollution Control, PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, P. 652-659
1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Oil-water effluent systems found in the petroleum industry collect
and separate wastes recover valuable oils, and remove undesirable
contaminants before discharge of the water to ocean, rivers, or
channels. The type of liquid wastes may be classified as waste
water with: Oil present as free oil, emulsified oil, or as oil
coating on suspended matter: and chemicals include acids, alkalies,
phenols, sulfur compounds, clay, and others. The oil-water
separator design must provide for efficient inlet construction,
sediment collection mechanisms, and oil skimmers. Clarification of
final-effluent water streams is accomplished by filtration,
chemical flocculation, and biological treatment. The most
objectionable contaminants emitted from liquid waste streams are
hydrocarbons, sulfur compounds, and other malodorous materials. The
method presented may be used to estimate the hydrocarbon loss from
oil-water separators. The most effective means of coni:rol of
hydrocarbon emissions from oil-water separators has been the
covering of forebays or primary separator sections with fixed roofs
or floating roofs. Isolation of certain odor-and chemical-bearing
liquid wastes at their source for treatment before discharge of the
water to the refinery waste-water gathering system is an effective
and economical means of ainimizing odor and chemicals problems.
Principal streams that are treated separately are oil-in-water
emulsions, sulfur-bearing waters, acid sludge, and spent caustic
wastes. Gravity-type oil-water separators are ineffective in
breaking the oil-in-water emulsions. Meth ods of separation
include direct application of heat, distillation, centrifuging,
filtration, use of an electric field coagulating chemicals, air
flotation systems, and biological treatment. Sulfide -and mercaptan-
bearing water may be stean stripped, or the sulfides nay be
oxidized to form acceptable thiosulfates, will produce R. S. Acid
sludge is duaped, burned, or processed to recover acid or to
produce byproduct. Spent caustic wastes are generally dumped, or
can be used in the neutralization of acid wastes.

09840

Kinsey, R. .

PUMPS. In: Air Pollution Engineering Manual. (Air
Pollution Control District, County of Los Angeles.) John
A. Danielson (comp. and ed.); Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Rational Center for Air Pollution
Control, PHS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 659-665, 1967.

GPO: 836-614-30

Pumps are used in every phase of the petroleum industry and are
available in wide variety of models, adzes, capacities_and

. _
materials used for construction. All the common machinable
metals and alloys, as well as plastics, rubber, and ceramics,
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are used. Pumps may be classified under tvo general
headings, positive displacement and centrifugal.
Positive-displacement pumps have as their principle of operation
the displacement of the liquid from the pump case by reciprocating
action of a piston or diaphragm, or rotating action of a gear,
cam, vane, or screv. Centrifugal pumps operated by the
principle of converting velocity pressure generated by
centrifugal force to static pressure. Velocity is imparted to
the fluid by an impeller that is rotated at high speeds. The
fluid enters at the center of the impeller that is rotated at
high speeds. The fluid enters of the impeller and is discharged
from its periphery. Pover for driving the various types of
pumps is usually derived from electric motors, internal combustion
engines, or steam drives. Any leak in the pumping equipment
causes emission of hydrocarbon vapors and malodorous sulfur
compounds. Several means have been devised for sealing the
annular clearance between pump shafts and fluid casings to
retard leakage. For most refinery applications, packed seals
and mechanical seals are widely used. Typical packed seal
generally consist of a stuffing box filled with sealing material
that encases the moving shaft. Lubrication of the contact
surfaces of the packing and shaft is effected by a controlled
amount of product leakage to the atmosphere. The second
commonly used means of sealing is the mechanical seal. This
type of seal can be used only in pump that have a rotary shaft
motion. A simple mechanical seal consists of two rings with
wearing surfaces at right angles to the shaft. One ring is
stationary while the other is attached to the shaft and rotates
with it. A spring and the action of fluid pressure keep the two
faces in contact. Lubrication of the wearing faces is effected
by a thin fill of the material being pumped. The wearing faces
are precisely finished to ensure perfectly flat surfaces. For
cases not feasible to control with mechanical seals, specialized
types of pumps, such as canned, diaphragm, or electromagnetic, are
required. A pressure-seal-type application can reduce packing
gland leakage. A liquid, less volatile or gangerous than the
product being pumped, is introduced between two sets of packing
at a higher pressure than the product. Volatile vapors that leak
past a main seal may be vented to vapor recovery by using dual

09857

D'Imperio, Joseph

OIL AND SOLVENT RE-REFINING. In: Air Pollution Engineering
Manual. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los Angeles.)
John A. Danielson (comp. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control, PHS-
Pub-999-AP-40, p. 799-801, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Used lubricants, hydraulic fluids, and solvents are purified to
produce usable products by re-refining techniques. Because the
profit margin is small there is very little effort or money spent
on pollution control in re-refining plants. Odors and hydrocarbon
vapors are frequently released without control. A simple control
technique is to enclose all emission sources and incinerate the
exhaust gasses in boiler fireboxes.
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10044

Starkman, E. S., G. E. James, and H. K. Newhall

AMMONIA AS A DIESEL ENGINE FUEL: THEORY AND APPLICATION. Society
of Automotive Engineers, Preprint, 20p., 1967. 8 refs (Present-
seated at the Combined Fuels and Lubricants, Powerplant and
Transportation Meetings, Pittsburgh, Pa., oct. 30-Nov. 3,
portation Feetings, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 30-Nov. 3, 1967.
1967. Paper 670946.)

Theoretical and experimental investigations were carried out for
the purpose of predicting and measuring the performance which re-
sults from operating of compression,ignition engines when anhydrous
ammonia is used rather than diesel fuel. Predictions were that am-
monia would give slightly increased ouput but that fuel consumption
would also increase 2-1/ fold. Hy equipping the engine with a
spark ignition system, it was possible to operate successfully on
ammonia at normal cospression ratios and retain the sate fuel injec
tion system. Fuel injection and spark timing were found to be cri-
tical. Indicated power output was reduced by about 105, which dif-
fered from prediction. The discrepancy was due to the poor combus-
tion characteristics of ammonia. Predicted increase in fuel con-
sumption were experienced. Because ammonia is not 'smoke limited'
as is diesel fuel, it was possible to increase the smoke free out-
put from the engine by going to richer mixtures with ammonia.
(Authors' abstract)

10075

Williams, A. P.

OIL FIRING AND ODOUR PROBLEMS. (Due Olfeuerung im Hinblick auf
Emissionsprobleme.) Text in German. Schweiz, Arch. Angew, Nies.
Tech. 31(4) :105-112, April 1965. (presented at the S.V.M.T. Meeting
Zurich, Switzerland, Sept. 11, 1964, Preprint in English.)

Smoke and smells are indicative of incoaplete combustion. We
propose to deal with underlying causes and curative measures which
concern mainly the design and operation of the combustion appliance.
We shall discuss the various types of burrers which are being used,
particularly those which are prevalent in Switzerland for room and
whole house heating. These are mainly pressure jet burners with som
pot burners rated 15000 k cal/h. and above and operated on
distillated gas oil. We shall comment on the relative merits of ON
OPE and HIGH/LOW fire operation and quote test results for smoke and
unburnt hydrocarbons produced by various burners during continuous
firing or intermittent operation. Such unburnt hydrocarbons can giv
rise to unpleasant odours. Re shall show that a low smoke condition
is related primarily to good draught and an optimum excess air value
inside the fire box. Various new attempts to procude small, highly
efficient atomizing burners will be mentioned. These include
ultrasonic atomization and the Ventres blue flame, atomizing with
vaporising burner. Lastly, in reference to typical Swiss oil qualit
and the standards set by SNV Institute, we shall give soae results
showing the influence of aromatic content of the oil on its smoking
propensity. Some mention will also be made about sulphur im the fee
and S02 emission from the chimney. (Author's sumsary, modified)
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10135

Brubacher, Miles L. and Donel R. Olson

SMOG TUNE-UP FOR OLDER CARS. In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II
SAE Progress in Technology Series, Vol. 12, New York
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., 1966, p. 268-290. 20

refs. (Presented at the SAE Southern California Section,
April 1964.)

Surveys of smog forming pollutants from the exhaust of the
California car population have shown a tremendous range of

emissions between the worst and the best cars. A study was
conducted to determine the effectiveness and cost of various tune-

up approaches to the auto exhaust emission problem. Four phases of
tune-up were explored and pertinent facts and data are included in

this paper. Three major engine systems affecting emissions of
older cars are ignition, carburetion, and exhaust valve leaks.

Exhaust control is predicted to be a $150,000,000 annual business
and the incentive exists to develop more effective and cheaper

control systems. The average annual tune-up cost was about $30.
(Authors abstract, modified)

10292

K. J. Mullin, N. Berkowitz

MECHANISMS OF COAL PYROLYSIS VIII--THE ISOTHERMAL DISENGAGEMENT
OF CO AND CH4 IN THE RANGE 570-670C. Fuel, 47(1):63-77,

Jan. 1968. 13 refs.

Isothermal rates of disengagement of CO and CH4 from
anthracite, bituminous and sub-bituminous coal chars at
temperatures between 570 and 670 C follow pseudo-first order
kinetics, but indicate that the initial gas discharge is

governed by two concurrent control-mechanisms. Of these, the more
sustained can be identified with a diffusion process for which E
is less than 5 kcal/mole and D is about 1 tines 10 the minus 8th

power cc/sec. The other, which superimposes itself on diffusion,
appears to be the actual rate of formation of CO (or CH4)

within the decomposing coal mass. The relative importance of
these two controls changes with rising reaction temperature,
diffusion governing virtually all gas discharge below about 600 C

but controlling only about 30-40 per cent of the total CO and
CH4 flow at 670 C. It is suggested that these findings, and,
in particular, the dual rate control, are the inevitable
consequences of the existence of partially interconnectd but
strongly size-differentiated and effectively @independent@ pore
systems in coal and coal chars. (Authors@ abstract, modified)IN

101428

Jenkins, G. I and R. P. Walsh

QUICK MEASURE OP JET FUEL PROPERTIES. Hydrocarbon Process.
Petrol Refiner, 47(5)061-164, Hay 1968. 2 refs.
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Luminometer nuber, smoke point, aromatics content, and hydrogen
content of kerosene type aviation fuels can be calculated directly
from the aniline point and gravity by using tables and graphs
compiled in this report. Calculated values for these properties hay
proven to be generally more precise than single experimental
determinations.

10429

Juntgen, H. and K. H. Van Meek

GAS RELEASE FROM COAL AS A FUNCTION OF THE RATE OF HEATING. Fuel
47(2): 103-117, March 1968. 10 refs.

Fundamental work on the kinetics of coal pyrolysis at continuously
rising temperatures is described. The theory of nonisothermal
reaction kinetics is used to calculate the dependence of gas
releasing reactions on temperature, taking as parameters the reactio
order, the activation energy, the frequency factor and the rate of
heating. Furthermore, it is possible to calculate the reaction
parameters from curves established by easurements under non
isothermal conditions. This theory was checked against the thermal
decomposition of simple organic molecules and has been found to be i
good agreement with experiment. The simplest curves of gas emission
rate from coal as a function of temperature are obtained for higher
gaseous hydrocarbons. This type of curve is interpreted in terms of
a single reaction, whereas the release of methane and hydrogen is
more complicated. To show the influence of heating rate, the releas
of ethane from a finelyground coal (19.15 VA) was measured at
different values between 0.01 and 100,000 deg. C/min. These
experiments agreed well with the theory, assuming a first order law
with a mean activation energy of 42.1 kcal/mol and a mean frequency
factor of 10 to the 11th power per min. Also, the theoretically
calculated shift of the reaction to higher teperatures with
increasing rates of heating was exactly confirmed by experiment.
(Authors' abstract)

1 0475

Sage, B. H.

PARTIAL OXIDATION PRODUCTS FORMED DURING COMBUSTION. (SUMMARY
REPORT.) California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Chemical
Engineering Lab., 26 p., 1968. 3 refs. ,

A research program dealing with the influence of oscillatory
. combustion of various fuels on the residual quantities of nitrogen

oxides and other partial oxidation products is summarized.
Experiments were conducted at a pressure of 50 lb./sq. in. employing
air and a range of fuels including natural gas, ethane, propane, and
butane. The highest NOx levels occurred at near stoichionetric
ixture levels, with a sharp decrease at richer mixtures, and a more
gradual decrease at leaner mixtures. The budget of the program,
along with a list of publications and reports and personnel
requirements, is presented.
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10631

Skvortsova, N. N. and S. N. Kimina

ATMOSPHERIc POLLUTION BY 3,4-BEN2PYRENE IN THE VICINITY OF A
TIMBER-CHEMICAL PLANT. ((0 zagryazenil vozdushnoi sredy
3,4-benzpirenom v raione raspolozheniya dsokhimicheskogo
proizvodstva.)) Hyg. 8 Sanit. (English translation of:
Gigiena i Sanit.), 33(1-3):159-163, Jan.-March 1968. 6 refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/1

A timber-chemical plant with retort, tar-distilling, chemical
carburation, drying and other shops, was investigated.
Atmospheric pollution by 3,4-benzpyrene, tarry substances, free
silicon dioxide, sylvan, phenol, a acetic acid and methanol was
measured around the plant. Aspiration samples were taken in
summer and snow samples in winter. Samples from wood pyrolysis
were investigated to give information concerning accidental
discharge of 3,4-benzpyrene. Environmental studies were
accompanied by statistical studies of morbidity and mortality
among population residing around the plant and in a control area.**

10660

Laffey, William T. and Robert W. Manning

SOLVENT SELECTION FOR THE REDUCTION OF AIR POLLUTION. Hercules
Chem., No. 56:1-6, March 1968. 5 refs.

Regulations restricting the use of solvents which partake in
photochemical smog reactions have caused the solvent and surface
coating industries to develop alternate solvent formulations. A

system is presented whereby a restricted solvent can be simulated
using combinations of allowable materials. The procedure is
graphical and depends on the solvent parameters and solubility
characteristics of the materials. When several formulations are
found which possess the required solvent properties, the choice
of the best one then depends on economic or other factors.WW

10662

Cline, E. L. and Lee Tinkham

A REALIST/C VEHICLE EMISSION INSPECTION SYSTEM. Preprint, Clay-
ton Manufacturing Co., El Monte, Calif., Dynamometer Div.,
((12))p., 1968. (Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting of the
Air Pollution Control Association, St. Paul, Minn., June
23-27, 1968, Paper 68-152.)

A one minute mass vehicle exhaust emission inspection system is
described to aid those seeking to establiNb an appropriate ffort
in compliance with the Air Quality Act of 1967. This proposed
inspectior is suitable for both emission controlled and pre-
emission controled automobiles. It is oriented to appropriate Auto
Service Industry corrective measures since it provides guidelines
as to probable cause of unnecessarily high emissions for each

rejected vehicle. This capability is essential to avoid abnormal
corrective expense due to excessive repairs or continued high
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emissions due to inadequate repairs. Low skill levels may be usedduring the inspection process, yet results are repeatable andconsistent in a plurality of inspection stations. The net gain inlover emissions through inspection of in-use vehicles is largebecause the point of rejection is no longer dictated by theinherently high emission vehicles. Not more than two rejectionstandards are required for emission controlled vehicles, and onlyone for pre-emission controlled vehicles. This includes alldomestic and foreign makes. These standards are flexible in thatthey may be initially liberal and gradually tightened ascircumstances warrant. Such policy changes or future sparkignition engine designs will not significantly obsolete thehardware required to perform this inspection. The fundamentaltechniques employed permit the use of greatly simplified equipmentand instrumentation with resultant lower initial cost and increasedreliability than previously envisioned meaningful inspectionmethods. A study of nearly 1000 automobiles over a one year periodevolved and documented this proposed inspection system. Qualifiedpersons may study this work to any depth desired by contacting theauthors. (Authors abstract, modified)

10734

Charles R. Hegelian, and Joseph M. Colucci

BENZO(A)PYRENE /N GASOLINE PARTIALLY PERSISTS IN
AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST. Science, 161(3838):271, July 19, 1968.

On average 36 percent of the benzo(a)pyrene in an automobile'sexhaust gas comes from the benzo (a) pyrene originally in thegasoline. Between O. 1 and 0.2 percent of the benzo (a) pyrenein the gasoline survives the combustion process and isrecovered from the exhaust; 5 percent accumulates in thecrankcase oil. Some of the benzo (a) pyrene in the gasoline isconverted into other polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and othermore polar compounds. For our experiments we used commercialgasoline containing benzo(a)pyrene at 1.0 part per million towhich was added benzo (a) pyrene-8,9 to the minus 11th power C at1.1 parts per million as a radioactive tracer. (Authors'abstract)**

10741

Chakraborty, B. B., and R. Long

THE FORMATION OF SOOT AND POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS INDIFFUSION FLAMESPART ONE. Combust. and Flame, 12(3) :226-236,June 1968.

The amount of chloroform soluble saterial, polycyclic arsatichydrocarbons (PCAH) and carbonaceous residue (CR)', in the drysoot recovered fros an ethylene diffusion flame have beendetermined and the effects on these of changes in the oxygen index(i.e. the sole fraction of oxygen in the mixture) of
oxygen-nitrogen and oxygen-argon mixtures supplied to the flamehave been investigated. In the oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, there isa rapid decline in the amount of PCAH in the soot as the oxygenindex increases from 0.18 to 0.26. The amount of soot reaches amaximum at an oxygen index of about 0.26 and above this value itdeclines rapidly being then composed almost entirely of
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carbonaceous material. The decline in the amounts of individual
PCAH in the soot with increase in oxygen index has been
investigated. Substitution of nitrogen by argon leads to higher
temperatures in the reaction and pyrolysis zones and at lower
oxygen indices the effect is to favour the foraation of CR and
to lead to a reduction in the amount of PCAH in the soot. At
higher oxygen indices, the amounts of soot (actually CR) are
less. From the point of view of air pollution, the results
emphasize the undesirability of either a general, or local,
depletion of oxygen. (Author's abstract)**

10748

Fenimore, C. P., and G. V. Jones

COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF SOOT FROM PREMIXED HYDROCARBON FLAMES.
Combust. and Flame, 12(3):196-200, June 1968.

Ethylene and acetylene gave eight times more soot when burnt with
oxygen. The comparison was made in flames having the same
temperature, and about the same pack concentrations of species from
which the soot is supposed to grow (hydrocarbon radicals, acetylene
and polyacetylene). We suggest that more effective oxidation of
the soot aggregates, particularly during their early stages of
growth occurred in oxygen flames, and this decreased the yield.
Hydrogen chloride added to acetylene-oxygen flames increased the
yield of soot without increasing the concentrations of
polyacetylenes. Here too, the yield may have been altered mainly
by changes in the oxidation of the early soot aggregates.
(Authors' abstract) **

10775

Qader, S. A., V. H. Wiser, and G. R. Hill

KINETICS OF THE HYDROAEMOVAI OF SULFUR, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN FROM
A LOW TEMPERATURE COIL TAR. /nd. Eng. Chem. Process
Design Develop., 7(3):390-397, July 1968. ((11)) refs.

The result of the batch hydrogenolysis of S, 0, and N compounds
of a low temperature tar in the presence of a VS2 catalyst
indicated that all the hetero atoms can be completely removed at
500 degree C. and a pressure.of 1500 p.s.i. Cracking,
aromatization, and possibly dehydrogenation reactions start at
temperatures above 375 degree C. The hydrogenation of
aromatic hydrocarbons starts at a pressure of 1250 p.s.i. The
hydroremoval reactions of S, 0, and N are all first order
with respect to the heterocyclic molecules. Sulfur removal
follows a true Arrhenius Temperature dependence, but the removal
of 0 and N shows slight curvatures in the Arrhenius plot which
can be resolved into two parts, each approaching linearitrwith a
break at 400 degree C. and having different activation energies.
The magnitude of energies of activation and enthalpies of
activation obtained suggests that chemical reactions but not
physical processes are rate controlling. The surface reaction
involving the rupture of the C- S. C- 0, and C- N bonds of
the heterocyclic molecules appears to be the rate-determining
step. (Authors' abstract)**
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11087

Rispoli, Jose A.

F/GHT AGAINST AIR POLLUTION IN ARGENTINA EDUCATIONAL, LEGAL
AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS. Preprint, Tecnica de Higiene
(Argentina), 20p., June 1968. 31 refs.

Air pollution is an increasing problem in the Argentina cities of
Buenos Aires, Rosario, La Plata and Mar del Plata. Air
pollution control measures are not keeping pace with the growth of
industries, which are often located in neighborhoods of
populated areas. The Huniciple Director of Hygiene
supervisors the problems of automotive emissions and
industrial and domestic emissions. About one million vehicles
travel daily in Buenos Aires. Traffic throughfares are being
modified in order to eliminate congested traffic areas. The
Director of Hygiene studies daily the chemical control of the
pollutants of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and sedimented
particles. The "Argentina Association for Air Contamination
of sanitary education on all levels for the population.

11143

Dearden, P. and R. Long

SOOT FORMATION IN ETHYLENE AND PROPANE DIFFUSION FLAMES. J.
Appl. Chem., (London) 18(8) :243-251, Aug. 1968.

Small samples of gas have been withdrawn from the luminous regions
of the diffusion flames of ethylene and propane burning on a

.

Wolfhard-Parker burner and these have been analysed by gas
chromatography. In general, the parent hydrocarbon is rapidly
decomposed on approaching and within the luminous region, acetylene
being the major hydrocarbon product found. The concentration of
acetylene falls rapidly near the interface with the oxidation zone
suggesting that the main hydrocarbon oxidised in the latter is
acetylene. The rates of soot collection, the uncorrected
temperatures in the flames and the concentration of stable
hydrocarbon species have also been measured when oxygen, hydrogen
and acetylene respectively were added to the fuel stream. Oxygen,
when introduced into the fuel, leads to increased temperatures and
sooting rates in the case of ethylene and to increased temperatures
but decreased sooting rates in the case of propane. The sooting
rates of flames of ethylene will acetylene or oxygen as additives
increased linearly with the area under the acetylene concentration
profile in the luminous zone (measured at a height of approximately
5 mm above the burner). This area is proportional to the amount of
acetylene present in the luminous tone at this height, which
corresponds roughly with the onset of luminosity. Acetylene thus
appears to be the major stable species via which soot is foreed ii
such flames. Propane flames with oxygen as additive to the fuel,
however, behave differently in that although there is an increase la
temperature and in the amount of acetylene in the luminous zone the
sooting rate decreases. This discrepancy remains unexplained and
requires further investigation. (Authors1 abstract, modified)
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11152

Heller, Austin N.

THE ROLE OF THE sCIENTIST IN URBAN ECOLOGY. Trans. N. Y.
Acad. Sci., 30(8):1027-1044, June 1968.

Scientists play a central role in the management of air problems
in New York City. An emission inventory procedure has been
established for evaluation of the emissions into New York Cityls
air from hundreds of thousands of sources. The principal
objective of this inventory is to give an estimate of the spatial
and temporal distribution of emissions. The monitoring network
is based on a technical evaluation of the coLplex meteorological
problems. Pollutant systems must be viewed from the point of
view of multi-components, since the synergistic interaction of
pollutants has a profound effect on the problem. The air
resource management encompasses economic, sociological,
technological, and physiological factors. Only through effective
use of computer techniques can the interplay of these diverse
problems be handled in a reasonable time.**

11171

Wheatley, R.N and R. J. Barger

NAY TO DETERMINE SULFUR IN PETROLEUM. Hydrocarbon Process.
Petrol. Refiner 47(10):133-137, Oct. 1968.

Emphasis upon sulfur-free products for the benefit of man and
machine as well as lov sulfur refinery feed stocks that permit
prolonged life of process catalysts has resulted in a concentrated
effort toward sulfur reduction. Because critical areas of analysis
are often in the range of 0 to 50 parts per million, a rapid and
accurate sulfur method in this range vas sought. Such a method was
found in the application of the.oxy-hydrogen Vickbold burner in
which the material is combusted and the reaction products absorbed
in water containing a small amount of hydrogen peroxide. The
sulfate formed in the combustion oxidation process is titrated with
standard barium perchlorate using thorinmethylene blue indicator.

11231

J. H. Nasser, G. B. Martin, and R. P. Hangebrauck

EFFECTS OF COMBUSTION GAS RESIDENCE TINE ON AIR POLLUTANT
EMISSIONS FROM AN OIL-FIRED TEST FURNACE. Preprint, Public
Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Air Pollution
Control Administration,((20))p., 1968. 5 refs. (Presented at the
National Oil Fuel Institute Workshop, Linden, N. J.,
Sept. 17-18, 1968.)

The effects of increased combustion gas residence time on air
pollution emissions from an experimental oil furnace are
described and compared with earlier data to illustrate the
resultant reduction of carbonaceous emissions. Particulate matter,
smoke, carbon monoxide, and gaseous hydrocarbon emissions
were reduced, and satisfactory operation obtained at lower excess
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air levels. Sulfur oxides emissions were essentially unchanged.
Nitrogen oxides emissions increased by a small amount. Oxygen
and carbon dioxide concentrations in the flue gas were closer to
theoretical values, indicating a significant improvement in
combustion efficiency. Revised combustion chamber design
criteria balanced with improved burner design should provide low
air pollutant emissions and optimum operating efficiency for fuel-
oil-fired domestic furnaces. (Authors' abstract, modified)**

11254

Springer, K. J., G. L. Williams, R. V. Olsen, and Kenneth
D. Mills

EM-SSIONS FROM GASOLINE-POWERED TRUCKS ABOVE 10,000-LB GVW
USING PPS PROPORTIONAL SAMPLING TECHNIQUES. Preprint,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, N. Y.,
lip., 1968. 8 refs. (Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting,
Symposium on Research and Development in Automotive Air
Pollution Control, Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1-5, 1968,
Paper 53C.)

Exhaust emissions, including hydrocarbons, CO, CO2, and NOx,
. from three gasoline-powered trucks above 10,000-lb gross vehicle

weight are presented. Proportional techniques were used to
obtain exhaust samples, permitting emissions to be analyzed and
reported on a mass basis. A discussion of the preparations and
dynamometer test procedures is included. (Authors' abstract)**

11263

Reamer, H. H., Joan Jacobs, and B. H. Sage

OSCILLATORY COMBUSTION AT ELEVATED PRESSURE. EFFECT OP FUEL.
Preprint, California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Chemical
Engineering Lab., ((29j)p., ((1966)) 10 refs.

The effect of varying the fuel from natural gas to ethane, propane
and n-butane upon oscillatory combustion in a cylindrical chamber
1 in. i.d. and approximately 24 in. in length was investigated
experimentally. A significant effect upon the residual
quantities of nitrogen and upon the double arplitude of the
perturbation in normal stress was noted. Little, if any, effect
upon the frequency of the longitudinal perturbations was
experienced. The results are presented in tabular and graphical
form. (Authors' abstract)**

11265

Reid, Villian T.

KILOWATTS FOR CARS - A COMPARISON OF ENERGY COSTS FOR ELECTRIC
AUTOMOBILES. Boston, Mass., Battelle Memorial Inst.,
Columbus, Ohio, 7p., 1966. (Presented at the 3rd Annaul
Meeting, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
lov. 29-Dec. 2, 1966, Paper 66-978.)
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Success of electric vehicles for passenger service will hinge
around costs as well as reliability, size, styling, and such
indirect advantages as the elimination of air pollution. Costs,
in turn, will depend mostly on the energy package, whatever it

may be eventually. Primary and secondary batteries, fuel cells,
combined cycles, and linear induction systems all have some place
in powering an electric automobile, but their price to the
eventual consumer is still uncertain. This paper outlines
briefly some of the basic cost factors underlying selection of the
optimum energy package. It points out where further scientific
and engineering development will be necessary to arrive at a
suitable compromise between what the average motorist will want and
what he can afford to pay. Many of these costs must be based on
engineering assumptions, but reasonable estimates are furnished
based on the present state of the art and on expected advances in
the foreseeable future. (Author's abstract) **

11457T

Brunner, B., H. Hoffmann, O. Hettche, L. Truffert, V.

Hess, T. Muller, D. Hogger, M. Brunner, J. Richter,
and R. Frick

AIR POLLUTION BY MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST GASES. ((Die
Verunreinigung der Atmosphare durch die Abgase der
Motorfahrzeuge.)) Translated from German. Alimenta
(Kilchberg), 4(6):213-220, 1965. (Summaries of papers
presented at a symposium held by the Swiss Commission for Air
Sanitation, Zurich, Sept. 22-23, 1965).

A review of several lectures presented at the Federal
Commission for Air Hygiene in Zurich, Switzerland on
pollution of the atmosphere by motor vehicle exhaust gases is
presented. The following lectures are included in the form of
brief communications: 1. The composition of exhaust gases
produced by gasoline-burning engines; 2. The composition of
exhaust gases of diesel engines; 3. The pollution of the
atmosphere in traffic centers of large cities Abroad; 4. Air
pollution caused by the exhaust gases from the automobile in
Paris and its environs; 5. Survey of investigations of the air
conducted in Zurich from 1961 to 1965; 6. The pollution of the
atmosphere-observations in Switzerland; 7. Effects of exhaust
gases on humans, animals, and plants; 8. The influence of the
fuel composition; 9. Traffic sanitation and hygiene of the air;
and 10. Police regulations and their enforcement. Pollution of
the atmosphere by motor vehicle exhaust gases in Svitzerland is
emphasized.**

11493

Maznina, N. I.

AIR POLLUTION BY VOLATILES LIBERATED BY SONE PLASTICS. ((0

zagryaznenii vozdukha letuchimi veshchestvami, uydelyaemymi
plastikami.))Hyg. Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i
Sanit.), 33(4-6):267-269, April-June 1968.

MTV: TT 68-50449/2

The liberation of volatiles from plastics based on polyester
resins PN-1 and PN-69 vas investigated. Plastic samples
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Nos. 1 and 2 contained polyester resin P11-1, isopropylbenzene
hydroperoxide, cobalt naphthenate and cement, while sample No. 3
contained resin P11-1 and P11-69, isopropylbenzene hydroperoxide
and cobalt naphthenate. Styrene was used as the solvent for the
resins. The dynamics of the liberation of volatiles by these
plastics as a function of temperature vere investigated
spectrophotometrically and chemically. The spectral
characteristics of samples suggested the liberation of organic
substances vith an optical denisty of wavelength range 214-300 m.
The concentration of liberated substances was found to be
directly related to the temperature. The air of premises in which
polymer materials are used is liable to be polluted by a complex
mixture of volatiles vhich are extremely difficult to identify by
the available techniques. The chemical and spectrophotometric
data suggest that plastics based on polyester resins and
anufactured by cold cure liberate appreciable amounts of vola-
tiles, the concentrations of which are S function of temperature.**

11562

Ewald, Herbert and Gustav Emrich

ANALYSIS OF THE INTERESTING COMPONENTS OF EXHAUST GASES.
((Die Analytik interessierender Abgasbestandteile von
Auspuffgasen.)) Text in German. Freiberger Forschungsh.,
(A387):133-161, 1966. 146 refs.

Recent ethods tor the determination of CO, CO2, NO, 1102,
hydrocarbons, and hydrocarbon combustion products in air and
exhaust gases are reviewed in detail, with a discussion of their
relative sensitivity, accuracy, and convenience. Data are also
presented on the concentrations of some of these components during
the operation of gasoline and diesel engines under various
conditions. The sensitivity of various methods for the
determination of some of these components and the prices of some
of the analytical equipment (gas chromatographs, mass
spectrometers, photometers, other spectrometers, and gas
analyzers) required are given in tabular form. It is concluded
that rapid testing or testing performed in mobile laboratories
usually must be made by Orsat analysis or test capsules, while
continuous measurements of exhaust gas components for control
purposes can be done photometrically. For most purposes,
ultraviolet and mass spectrometery have been replaced by gas
chromatography, which is cheaper and more informative; however,
spectrometric techniques are useful for identifying component
detected by gas-chromatograph. Although basically a discontinuous
process, gas chromatography can be automated.**

11615

lowakowski, Paul

LUMINESCENT SMOKE GENERATION FEASIBILITY STUDY (FINAL REPORT).
Missouri Research Labs., Inc., St. Louis, No., Contract
N61339-67-C-0095, Task 5709, NIVTRADEFCEN 67-C-0095-1, 25p.,
May 1968.

CFSTI: DDC AD 675503

The methods, test results and conclusions that comprise the effort
of expanding the potential of a saoke generating devic into the
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realm of fluorescent response are des:ribed. In order to satisfy
the requirements generated in this task, several areas of

investigation were included in this program. To determine
sources of fluorescent response and to ascertain the state of the
art, literature was surveyed. The next step involved a study of
the smoke generating device to determine the potential and the
limitations of the smoke generating mechanism. When the most
promising candidates for fluorescence had been procured, they were
tested in the apparatus varying the solvent and the concentration.
This physical testing prompted further work, using procured and
tested and when the most promising formulations were ascertained,
the stability of the fuel and the characteristics of the smoke
cloud were determined. The forments. (Author's summary,

modified)**

12084

Fink, C. K. and J. E. Weigel

OXYGENATED SOLVENTS. REFORRULATING NITROCELLULOSE LACQUERS.
Paint, Varnish, Prod., 58(12):38-43, Dec. 1968.

Oxygenated solvents in combination with allowable aromatic and
exempt hydrocarbon diluents have been accepted as an approach to
compliance with air pollution controls. A guide to reformulation
based on recent research into solvent composition-solution
viscosity relationships is presented. Data are presented
relating the composition of complying solvent systems to viscosity
of nitrocellulose solutions prepared with these solvents. In
addition to viscosity, a solvent mixture must have a balanced

evaporation rate. A listing of acceptable solvents by relative
evaporation rate is also presented.**

12085

Greaves, D. A. and I. G. Smith

NATURAL GAS CHALLENGES THE GAS INDUSTRY. PART TVO. Gas
World, 168(4394):422-426, Nov. 2, 1968.

Natural gas at present supplies 16 to 17% of total world energy
needs on a heat content basis and this say rise to about 25% by
1985 with the proportion varying widely from country to country.
Some of the problems encountered in burner design are discussed.
The need for ways of meeting peak loads cheaply is of importance.
Liquefied natural gas is more easily stored and transported.
Purification by removal of the acid gases is an important step
in liquefaction of natural gas. Some of the methods used are

discussed.**

12159

Friesell, J. N.

BURNING DEVICE ELIMINATES A/R POLLUTION IN THE DISPOSAL OF WASTE

ALURINUR ALKYLS. Preprint, Texas Alkyls, Inc., Houston,
Texas, 9p., 1964. (Presented at a meeting of the Air Pollution
Control Assoc., Houston, Texas, June 1964.)
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Disposal of industrial wastes containing aluminum alkyls presents
a difficult problem in the control of air pollution. Aluminum
alykls are not toxic or explosive, but they are so active
chemically that they ignite and burn spontaneously on contact with
air, releasing dense smoke. Their reaction with water is violent
and liberates hydrocarbon vapors. The design, construction and
performance of a unique smokeless burning device that has provided
a safe, efficient and economical method for eliminating air
pollution associated with disposal of waste aluminum alkyls is
described. The use of this device has been extended to disposal
of other materials such as kerosene, benzene and toluene.
However, its full potential as a toel for air pollution control
remains to be developed. (Author's abstract)**

12161

McKee, Herbert C. and George C. Lawrason

A STUDY OF ETHANOL-GASOLINE BLENDS AS AUTOMOTIVE FUEL. Preprint,
Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio and Houston, Texas, 11p.,
1964. (Presented at the 57th Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution
Control Association, Houston, Texas, June 21-25, 1964.) paper
64-76.

An investigation of ethanol-gasoline blends as a fuel for odern
automotive engines was undertaken. Primary emphasis in the early
phases of the program was devoted to determining the operating
characteristics of typical automobile engines with various amounts
of ethanol added to conventional gasoline. Along with this
investigation, a few preliminary tests were made to deterine the
amount of unburned organic vapor emitted in the exhaust, comparing
the emission of an ethanol-gasoline blend with the emission of a
leaded gasoline of the same octane number. It was immediately
evident that a significant reduction in hydrocarbon concentration
occurred with the ethanol-gasoline blends, and additional work was
performed to investigate this particular factor in more detail.
It is concluded, however, that before a large scale change in fuel
composition are undertaken, several factors needed extensive
investigation.

12521

R. U. Ayers

ALTERNATIVE NONPOLLUTING POWER SOURCES. S.A.E. (Soc.
Automot. Engrs.) J., 76(12):40-80, Dec. 1968.

An urban transportation crisis grips the nation--its symptoms:
__thickening pollution, rising accidents, and ever.increasing
congestion. Currently, emissions appear to be the ost
pressing problem, therefore, responsible engineers ust now
consider alternative nonpolluting power sources. External
combustion engines with stem* or another fluid as the working
edium are available now as an econonic alternative to the
internal combustion engine. The major virtue of the
external combustion engine is an almost complete lack of
emissions without compromise of engine performance. Steam
engines offer simplifications in power train design as they
possess high torque at zero speed liminating the need for a
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transmission. In hybrid systems, a small, constant speed
internal combustion or external combustion engine drives a high-
speed alternator-invertor which both powers electric motors at
the wheels and charges a battery. While overall
efficiency would equal that of present engines and emissions
would be drastically reduced, the cost penalties for private
automobiles would be substantial. Therefore, the use of hybrid
systems aprears likely only for specialized situations which
sight include trucks and buses. Electric propulsion systems
based on lead-acid batteries are possible now for small, limited
performance vehicles. If high energy batteries become an
economic reality, small cars comparable to the Volkswagen and
Renault will become p-,ssible. Vith the development of low cost
fuel cells, fuel cell .battery hybrids will present an attrative
alternative since the introduction of the fuel cell into the
system would give these vehicles a much needed,increase in range.
The present state of development and a careful overview of the
potential of these alternative energy systems is presented in
detail.**

12967

Saito, Takeshi

INFLUENCE OF FUEL TYPES OF COMPOSITION OF AUTOMOTIVE ENG/NE
EXHAUST. (Jidosha haiki gasu ni oyobosu nenryo sosei no eikyo).
Text in Japanese. Nenryo Kyokai Shi (J. Fuel Soc. Japan), 48(3):
148-159, 1969. 8 refs.

continuation of the investigation of the influence of different
fuels on the composition of automotive engine exhaust
constituents is reported. The relations between the olefin content
of fuel and exhaust constituents are experimentally shown using
an internal combustion engine on a dynamoseter block. Test fuels
included two gasolines of different olefin content, commercial
LPG, and pure propane. Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, 12, 02,
CO2,1112, and nitrogen oxides were analyzed by gas chromatography.
Unsaturated olefins were detected with an absorber reported by
W. B. Innes. A special sampling apparatus using a magnetic bulb
vas constructed for analysis under acceleration. A hydrogen
flame ionization detector was used for hydrocarbon analysis;
molecular sieve and active charcoal were used for inorganic
analyses; phenol disulforic acid was used for nitrogen oxide
determinations. Analytical data are shown for various engine
loads and speeds. It is concluded.that CO concentration depends
on air-fuel ratio only and is not influenced by fuel
composition. Differences in total hydrocarbon content of
exhausts from different fuels are quantitatively small, but
unsaturated hydrocarbons, which contribute to air pollution
reactions, increase slightly vith the fuel olefins.

13562

Chandler, J. H.

EFFECTS OP ENGINE-OPERATING VIR/IBLES ON THE COMPOSITION OF
AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST GASES. Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst., Sect.
38:324-335, 1958. (Based on a report of the Variables Panel of
the Coordinating Research Council Group on composition of exhaust
gases, Aug. 1957.)
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The effects of engine variables on the concentrations of
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides in automotive exhausts are
discussed. The factors affecting hydrocarbon concentration in
exhaust gas are manifold vacuum, engine detuning, and cold as
compared to hot engine starting. Manifold vacuum of more than
21.5 in. of mercury accounts for high hydrocarbon concentrations
during deceleration. This effect is accentrated by manual
transmissions as compared to automatic. Enriched carburetor idle
setting increases hydrocarbon emission at cruising speeds up to
30 mph. Spark-plug conditiln is important because one misfiring
plug may more than double the average hydrocarbon concentration.
Among the variables affecting nitrogen oxides, air-fuel ratio is
of primary importance. lean mixtures promote the formation of
nitrogen oxides and increase the effects of other engine variables.
Under full throttle, rich mixture conditions, the concentrations
are relatively lov. Under road-load cruise conditions and during
fuel throttle accelerations, higher speeds produce higher
concentrations. During part-throttle accelerations, speed has no
effect, and high concentrations may be exhausted even at low
speeds. During idling and deceleration, nitrogen oxides
concentrations are so low as to be considered insignificant.

13668

Robb, E. W., W. R. Johnson, J. J. Westbrook, and R. H. Seligman

MODEL PYROLYSIS - THE STUDY OF CELLULOSE. Beitr. Tabakforsch.,
3(9) :597-604, Dec. 1966. 4 refs.
Relating smoke products to smoke precursors is an ambiguous task

_ when burning any naturally occurring plant. To facilitate
interpretation, a simple model pyrolysis system was studied using
cellulose as the smoke precursor and monitoring benzo(a)pyrene
as the smoke product. Data obtained show how pyrolysis vas
affected by changes in atmospheres, varied pyrolysis temperatures,
the addition of inorganic materials, and chemical modifications
of the cellulose molecule. It is hypothesized that cellulose
can undergo pyrolysis by two different modes to forn
benzo (a)pyrene. Large quantities of the hydrocarbon can be
formed by high-temperature (850 C) isothermal pyrolysis of
cellulose via an efficient gaseous reaction route. In this
reaction, the benzo(a)pyrene yield decreased in the presence
of iron, cobalt, and nickel, while the yield increased with
increasing temperatures and with the introduction of oxygen into
the system. In contrast, graduated heating experiments
demonstrated that benzo(a)pyrene began to form at 450 C. This
reaction was inefficient with respect to benzo (a) pyrene yield
and was unaffected by the presence of metals. The bonzo(a)pyrene
precursors appeared to be nonvolatile, being formed from the
solid decomposition of cellulose. This reaction vas inhibited
by nitric oxide or salts generating nitric oxide. Additionally,
oxidation of the cellulose molecule at the C6 position
produced a decreased benzo (a) pyrene yield. (Author summary
modified)

13795

Lawson, S. D., Sr., .7. Byrne, A. R. Cunningham, D. L.
Hendrickson, and E. L. Winkler
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ECONOMICS OF CHANGING VOLATILITY AND REDUCING LIGHT OLEFINS--
U. S. MOTOR GASOLINE. Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst., Div. Refining,
vol. 48:643-704, 1968. 28 refs.
Three simulated refineries were used to evaluate five changes
in gasoline specification. These included one higher and two
lower levels of motor gasoline volatility and two levels of
reduced light olefin content at constant volatility. The
results were then extrapolated to obtain information applicable
to the entire U. S. Summaries of added costs and investments
for the various cases studied are tabulated. The costs are
presented relative to two reference points, the base case
and the modified case. The base cases resulted from a
rigorous simulation of the actual refining operations conducted
in the year 1965, including the proportion of zeolite cracking
catalyst which was actually being used during that year. The
modified base cases were obtained by allowing for the increased
use of zeolite catalyst from 30 to 100% and the addition of
capital investment. It is concluded that it is technically
possible with present refining technology to anufacture motor
gasoline of substantially lower volatility or reduced light
olefin content.

13951

Sorenson, S. C. and H. K. Newhall

KINETICS OF HYDROCARBONS IN ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEMS. Preprint,
Combustion Inst., Central States Section 5p., 1968. (Presented
at the Meeting of the Central States Section of the Combustion
Inst., Columbus, Ohio, March 1968.)

Chemical reactions possibly occurring in engine exhaust systems
are oxidation of hydrocarbons with an attendant reduction in
emissions and modification of hydrocarbon structure giving rise
to a change in photochemical reactivity or smog-forming
potential of the exhaust products. This work consists of a
theoretical estimation of the various hydrocarbon reactions
which might be of importance. 1 athematical odel of an
isothermal, well-mixed steady-flow system was used. Theoretical
results indicate that pyrolysis and oxidation mechanisms may
both be of importance in exhaust gas reactions, and that the
hydrocarbons ultimately found in the exhaust gas may be
significantly different frcm the parent hydrocarbons. The
results also indicate that the time required for complete
oxidation is approxiaately 4 sillisec at the high temperatures
and free radical concentrations employed. These are entrees
values and representative of only a completely insulated
exhaust system. The oxidation process is accompanied by a large
increase in the rate of energy release due to chemical reaction.
Preceding oxidation, a large increase in the concentrations
of free radicals and non-fuel hydrocarbons occurs. Significant
pyrolysis products building up prior to oxidation include
ethylene, acetylene, and ethane. All of these are ultimately
destroyed in the oxidation process, given sufficient time.
(Author abstract modified)
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13952

Lindberg, Walter

AIR POLLUTION IN NORWAY. I. THE GENERAL AIR POLLUTION IN
NORWEGIAN CITIES AND INDUSTRIAL TOWNS. (Den alminnelige
luftforurensning i Norge. I. Generelt on luftforurensning i
byer og tettbygde strok.) Translated from Norwegian. Oslo Univ.
(Norway), p. 1-65, 1968. 12 refs

General information is presented on air pollution in Norway
with attention focused 04 (1) the sources and types of
pollutants: sotor vehicles, heating plants, incinerators,
(2) air pollution levels in the cities, including dustfall,
902, and smoke seasurements in Oslo, Sweden, (3) special
investigations (sulfuric acid fog), the chemical composition
of solid particulates in smoke and suspended dust,
polynuclear hydrocarbons and particulates, trace elements,
(4) pollutants in Norwegian cities other than Oslo,
(5) directions for medicohygienic evaluation of pollution
levels in cities and other densely populated districts and
industrial regions, and (6) an evaluation of the economic
consequences of air pollution.

14033

Pahnke, Alden J. and James F. Conte

EFFECT OF COMBUSTION CHARBER DEPOSITS AND DRIVING CONDITIONS ON
VEHICLE EXHAUST EMISSIONS. Preprint, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., New York, N. Y., 24p., 1969. 15 refs.
(Presented at the International Autosotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Rich., Jan. 13-17, 1969, Paper 690017.)

Hydrocarbon xhaust emission levels of new cars driven under
consumer-type conditions increase during the initial 5000 to
10,000 miles of operation: the nagnituds of the iscrease is
less with vehicles equipped with exhaust control systems.
The role of combustion chamber deposits in increasing hydrocarbon
exhaust emission levels during the initial period of vehicle
operation was considered. Analyses have shown these deposits
to contain high concentrations of lead salts originating from
the combustion of lead alkyls present in gasoline. Tvo consuser-
type vehicle tests to determine Um fftct of leaded and
unleaded gasoline on exhaust emissions were completed. One
test involved 122 cars without exhaust control systems and the
other, 36 cars with exhaust control systems. In both tests,
hydrocarbon xhaust emissions of ths leaded and unleaded cars
increased during the initial period of aileage accumulation
and then lev*Isd out as equilibrium was reached. Average
hydrocarbon *mission levels of the lsadsd cars were higher
than those of the unleaded cars with the difference or met lead
effect amounting to 7% in both the 122-car and the 36-car tests.
No significant differences in carbon monoxide or nitrogen oxide
emission Immix Imre observed. Photocheical reactivity lamas
were essentially the same for the loaded and unleaded car
groups in the two tests. A limited study of the effect of
mileage accuulation conditions on sxhamst emission levels
was carried out. Results obtained undsr rapid or accelerated
mileage accumulation conditions did mot correlate with consumer
test results. (Author abstract odified)
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14045

Davis, H. P., O. A. Uyehara, and P. S. Myers

THE EFFECTS OF KNOCK ON THE HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS OF A SPARK-
IGNITION ENGINE. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,
New York, 9p., 1969. 12 refs. (Presented at the International
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 13-17, 1969,
Paper 690085.)

To determine the effects of knock in a spark ignition, single-
cylinder engine with cooled exhaust upon the exhaust composition,
exhaust products (CO, CO2, and total hydrocarbons) were measured
by non-dispersive infrared analyzers (NDIRA) and by a flame
ionization detector (FID). Individual hydrocarbons were
separated on a gas-liquid chronatograph. In fuel-rich mixtures,
the LID indicated noticeable decreases in the hydrocarbon
concentrations in the presence of knock. The NDIRA did not
Indicate a decrease in the hydrocarbons at knock of lower
intensities but showed decreases in hydrocarbons at knock of
higher intensities. Chromatograms indicated a preferential
decrease in acetylene at the time of knock, causing different
responses at lower intensities. In fuel-lean mixtures, no
apparent effect of knodk on the hydrocarbons was indicated. Thus,
it was concluded that in fuel-rich to stoichionetric regions,
knock generally decreases the hydrocarbon concentration in the
exhaust and the extent of the decreases is greater with the
intensity of knock. (Author abstract modified)

14074

Leggewie, G. and I. Skunca

SOOT FORMATION TENDENCY OP LP-GAS IN ATMOSPHERIC BURNERS.
(Untersuchungen ueber die Russbildungsneigung von Fluessiggasen
in atmosphaerischen 8m:urn). Text in German. Intern. Z.
Gaswaerne, 18(3):122-123, March 1969. 3 refs.

Using the cooker burner of a multi-gas rang., the authors
determined the tendency to form soot when the range was
supplied with hydrocarbon gases under equal pressure. The
input of primary air was so adjusted as to caume incipient
yellow flame tips to occur. The tendency to fors soot increases
in the order: propane, butane, propylene, and butylene.

14116

Horn, R. V.

AIR POLLUTION AND THE COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE. Preprimt.
Coabustion Institute, Pittsburgh, 14p., 1968. 9 refs.
(Presented at The Combustion Inst. Twelfth International
Sysposius on Coabustion, Poitiers Univ., Fraace, July 14-20,
1968, Paper 61-7.)

The compression-ignition engine, popularly known as the diesel,

is examined as a contributor to petropolitan air pollution.
Smoke and odor are recognised as the primary targets of public
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objection to the diesel, and factors relevant to the smoke and
odor problem are discussed. Problems ot diesel smoke are seen
as readily manageable, but a satisfactory solution to the diesel
odor problem is not yet available. Other pollutants, e.g.,
unburned or partially burned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen,
and carbon onoxide, are significant products of diesel
combustion. Of these, only nitrogen oxides and possibly the
aldehydes are typically discharged in quantities that in
equivalent volumes may exceed the quantities discharged by
spark ignition reciprocating internal combustion engines.
Features unique to the diesel combustion process are discussed
as factors relevant to generation or avoidance of objectionable
pollutants. The high temperatures and oxygen availability in
diesel combustion are seen as serious impediments to
satisfactory reduction of the yield of nitrogen oxides, but they
are favorable in holding concentrations of pollutants in other
categories to acceptable low levels.. To cospound this advantage,
the diesel has advantages both in fuel economy and in higher
heat value of diesel fuel compared with lighter fuels. Thus,
it would appear that diesel power offers an excellent
opportunity for continued and expanded application to seet
increasingly stringent clean air requirements. (Author
abstract modified)

14124

Elmenhorst, H. and V. Dontenvill

CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBONS IV THE SMOKE FRO! CHARCOAL GRILLING.
(Nachweis cancerogener Kohlenwasserstoffe is Rauch beim Grilles
uber Holzkohlenfeuer). Text in German. Z. Krebsforsch., vol.
70:157-160, Nov. 1967. 9 refs.

The smoke which is formed dnring the charcoal grilling of bacon
was analyzed for its content of polycyclic hydrocarbons. The
following polycyclic hydrocarbons were found: fluorantheme,
perylene, phenanthrene, pyrene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(e)pyrene,
chrysene, dibenzanthracene, anthracene, and benzanthracese. The
amount of carcinogenic benzo(a) pyrene in the smoke was 129
micrograms/kg of grilled bacon, and it was assumed that the
carcinogenic hydrocarbons in the grill smoke were produced by
pyrolysis of the fat which dropped on the glowing charcoal.
(Author summary modified)

14127

Stone, R. K. and B. N. Eccleston

VENICLE EMISSIONS VS. FOIL COMPOSITION. Preprint, Americas
Petroleum Institute, Montreal, Can., Div. of Refining, 50p.,
1968. 9 refs. (Presented at the Semsion on Air and Water
Conservation, 33rd Midyear Nesting of the American Petroleus
Institute Division of Refining, Philadelphia, Pa., Say 16, 1968,
Preprint Do. 43-68.)

Reduction of evaporation losses from motor vehicles ens
investigated as a means of lessening the amount of pollutants
reaching the atsosphere. The effort of feel volatility and of
front-end fuel composition on the quantity, compositios, and
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photochemical reactivity of vehicle emissions including both
tailpipe and fuel-system losses were studied. In addition, the
test variables included engine fuel-system features and ambient
temperature, vhich vas varied over a range of 20-95 F. Results
of tests on eight 1966 model cars are given. Driving cycle and
instrumentation typical of current practices for emission studies
were used. Test results shoved that at high ambient temperatures,
a large reduction in evaporation losses,accospanied a reduction
in front-end fuel volatility. However, there vas also a small
adverse effect on exhaust emissions from volatility reduction.
Reactive hydrocarbon emissions from evaporation vere reduced
substantially by either volatility reduction or saturation of
light olefins. Light olefin reduction also reduced exhaust
reactivity. Carbon monoxide emissions shoved a small increase as
fuel volatility vas reduced, while nitrogen oxides and aldehydes
shoved no significant fuel effect. (Author abstract modified)

14461

Hall, C. A., A. E. Felt, and V. J. Brovn

EVALUATING EFFECTS OF FUEL FACTORS ON STABILIZED EXHAUST ENISSION
LEVELS. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., New
Tork, 20p., 1969. 5 refs. (Presented at the International
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Rich., Jan. 13-17,
1969, Paper 690014.)

Single-cylinder engine studies shoved that the severity of the
test cycle used for deposit accumulation markedly affects the
level of exhaust emissions obtained vith stabilized combustion
chamber deporits. These studies also show that the relative
stabilized emission levels with non-leaded and leaded imam vary
significantly vith the aromatic contest of the base fuel. Au
extensive evaluation in three groups of passenger cars operated
by their owners in normal service showed no significant
difference between the stabilized emission levels obtained with
commercial non-leaded and leaded fuels. A dynamometer engine
test procedure vas developed that simulates short-trip, city-
type operation. The accelerated cooldovn procedure alloys for
rapid accumulation of test mileage. Use of this dyssmometer
procedure showed that a prototype highly aromatic son-leaded fuel
produced a higher deposit stabilised emission level than that
obtained with an average presently used leaded fuel. (Author
abstract modified)

14462

Gagliardi, J. C. and F. E. Ghanaan

EFFECTS 0? TETRAETHYL LEAD CONCENTRATION ON EXHAUST 'MISSIONS
IN CUSTORER TYPE VEHICLE OPERATION. Preprint, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., Nev York, 19p., 1969. 9 refs.
(Presented at the International Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Rich., Jan. 13-17, 1965, Paper 690015.)

Effects of various concentrations of tetraethyl lead on exhasst
emissions were investigated. Sight Ford Galaxies equipped with
production non-exhaust emission-equipped 289-CID, 2-V engines
were operated in customer service for 10,000 miles is the Detroit

area. Four fuel blends were used is mileage accumulation. All
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engines sere operated on the same petroleum base engine lubricant.
Exhaust emissions were monitored at approximately 3000-mile
intervals using the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Board seven-mode procedure. Additional seven-mode tests were
obtained on each engine after combustion chamber deposits were
removed at the completion of the mileage accumulation phase. The
increase in exhaust hydrocarbon emissions of vehicle operation
on the leaded fuels vas substantially higher than the hydrocarbon
increase of vehicles operated on Indolene Clear (a full boiliag
range non-lead gasoline). Pc the 12,000 mile point, for
example, the average hydrocarbon increase for the leaded fuels
vas approximately 100 ppm as hexane, while the hydrocarbon
increase on Indolene Clear vas negligtble. No deleterious
effect, due to the fuel used, vas observed on any engine component.
(Author abstract modified)

14487

Shoji, H., K. Nishida, N. Komatsu, S. Yamada, T. Donde, S. Takada,
and A. Hasegava

THE STUDIES ON THE AIR POLLUTION DUE TO AUTONOBILE EXHAUST GASES
(REPORT 12). Total, AMOUNT OF EXHAUST GASES IN KYOTO-CITY.
Jidosha haiki ni yoru taigi osen no kenkyu (Dai 12 ho). Kyoto-
shi ni okeru haiki seibun no hai shutsu). Text in Japanese.
Nippon Eiseigaku Zasshi (Japan J. Hyg.), 24(1):92, April 1969.

A method for calculating total automotive exhaust gases in Kyoto
is based on estimates of the average amount of exhaust gases
per automobile per running cycle and the ratio between traffic
density in center city and the surrounding areas. Assuming
that (1) the tatio between center city and outlying traffic
is 2.2 to 1.0: (2) the total number of cars varies betveen
200,000 to 300,000/day: (3) all have gasoline engines: and (4)
the running cycle for center city is the BC type and for the
circumferential area the HI type, the total amount of exhaust
would be 124.0 to 127.2 tons CO/day and 17.8 to 18.8 tons of
hydrocarbons per day for 200,000 cars and 186.0 to 198.8
tons CO/day and 26.8 to 28.2 tons of hydrocarbons per day for
300,000 cars.

14619

Cejka, Milan

DIESEL ENGINE EXHAUST GASES. (Pyfukove plyny z naftovych
motors). Text in Czech. Rope Uhlie, 9(6-7):208-211, 1967.

Cospositioe of engine exhaust gases depends largely on the
fuel-air ratio, which varies in accordance vith the loading
of the ngine from 18:1 to 100:1, and this greatly influences
the combustion process. In additioa, the content of
exhaust gases is determined by the shape of the combustion
chamber, the type of fuel injection, vhethor the engine is
tvo or four stroke, habits of the driver. etc. Analysis gave
evidence of 47 different coapounda ia engine exhaust gas.
nitrogen oxides comprised 40-85S of the emissions froe diesel
engines cospered to 1011 from combustion engines. The content
of aldehydes in smoke it the main cause of toxic effects in
humans. It is believed that ligUter feels redece smoke, but
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they yield more irritant compounds. In a garage for 200
buses whose engines were in good condition, the measured
concentration of carcinogens was 2.7 to 2.9 sicrograms/100 cu m,
which is less than values found in abient air fro burning
coal. The setting of maximum allowable concentration standards
is very difficult because of the vide range of individual
reactions to engine ezhausts. Reduction of pollution may be
effected by supplying specially treated fuel with lov sulfur
content, after burning of gases as practiced in the U. S., and
regular inspection of engines.

14680

aguer, T. O.

COMPOSITION OF DIESEL EXHAUST HYDROCARBONS. Franklia Inst.
Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Baterials Science and
Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham, N. C.,
N ational Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First natl.
Syap. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 241-252.

The technology required to develop an odor standard for diesel
engines is being acquired. However, diesel exhausts contain
such a vide range of compounds that sampling and analytical
procedures are difficult. When no more than an inventory of
hydrocarbon compounds is desired, capillary-column chromatographic
analysis of a bag sample is adequate, even though many 'heavy'
hydrocarbons are lost. Such an analysis revealed the presence
of Cl to C18 paraffins. Few, if any, ot the light and mid-boiling
compounds were present in the fuel. Compounds causiag diesel
odor are in the C8 to C18 range. Diesel exhaust contains many
oxygenated compounds which may be relevant to odor, but their
concentrations are low. The effect of fuel on diesel emissions
is small. Concentrations of hydrocarbons in diesel exhaust,
adjusted for excess-air dilution, are generally below
passenger car esission standards.

14697

Ilinksiek, K. E.

PAITICULAN P8OBLENS WITH EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS AT
VOLKSVAUSIVEIK AG. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers,
Inc., Nee York, 12p., 1968. 6 refs. (Presented at the
Aatosotive Engineering Coagress, Detroit, Nich., Jilt. 8-12, 1969,
Paper 6601224

Emission and durability tests of 1968 Volkswagens are
reported. Exhaust emissions from cars made is Europe and the
United States were seasured by a dyaamoneter and analyzed for
hydrocarbon and carbon mosoxide content by infrared and !lase
ionization detection methods. To determiso if any correlatioa
exists betvees present or proposed eaission steady:4s aad test
procedures, European, Japanese, and Anericam tests were seed to
calculate exhaust gas flows and quantity of pollutants. Carbon
mono:1de concentrations is the European test procedure are 1.3
times higher than is the official O. S. test procedure.
Coacentratioss of hydrocarbon is the Escapees test procedure is
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lover than in the U. S. procedure, reflecting the influence
of deceleration which is more rapid in the U. S. test. If U. S.
emission standards were based on mass emission rather than on
concentration, mass emissions of carbon onoxide would be higher
in U. S. test procedures. This is attributed to the relationship
between carbon monoxide and exhaust gas volume. Higher average
speed in the U. S. test results in a higher exhaust gas volume.
Fuel consumption does not correlate significantly with emissions,
but combustion tends to be better with the U. S. test procedure.
Worldwide legislation on omission standards with one common
test procedure is recommended.

14767

Narkus, G. A., Tu. G. Ozerskii, and V. I. Oratowskii

DISCHARGES TO ATHOSPHERE AT THE PHENOL WORKS. Coke Chem.
(USSR) (English tanslation from Russian of: Koks i Rhim.):
no. 1:37-39, 1969. 9 refs.

The quantity and composition of discharges from the phenol
vorks were determined. Discharges come from breather valves
in operational equipment as a result of evaporation from
quipment operating under a vacuum which discharges drawn-off
gases, and from spent gas leaving the unit for springing sodium
phenolates with carbon dioxide. The vacuum pump discharges
contain hydrogen sulfide and ammonia. Impurities such as
pyridine bases, phenols, neutral aromatic hydrocarbons, hydrogen
sulfide, and ammonia enter the common collector. Measurements
revealed that the voluve of the gas-air mixture discharged to
the atmosphere through the collector is 600-800 cu Wm'. Two-
liter samples mere taken over a 30-min period and analysed.
The fluctuations of the various contents were ascribed to
changes in the composition of the raw materials that were
processed and in the operating conditions of the plants. The
maximum concentrations of the noxious discharges were calculated.
The results indicated that the content of phenols, hydrogen
sulfide, and other impurities exceeded the maximum standards
and must be reduced 10-20 times. It vas concluded that work
should be done to reduce the volume of discharge by strict
observance of the process conditions to ensure that miaimum
discharges and effective equipment be developed to trap noxious
impurities.

14798

Liedmeier, G. P.

PREVENTION OP ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN PETROLEUM REPINRRIES.
(La prevention de la pollution ateospherique dams les
raffineries de petrole). Text in French. Pollut. Atmos. (Paris).
11(Special) :3-8, Feb. 1969.

A review of atmospheric pollution aad problems is controlling it
in the refineries of Eurcpe is presented. The author discusses
the founding of CONCUR (Conservation of Clean Air and Rates--
testers Europe), which is a group of oil companies and societies
representing 8011 of the refining capecity.in Western 'trope. Its
functions are to process information pertaining to polletioa
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by refineries and the joint study of pollution problems. It
now has working groups in the following areas: study of the
height of chimneys and atmospheric dispersion; liquid effluents;
petroleum pipelines; subterranean migration of petroleum; and
noise abatement. The sources and effects of refinery pollution,
particularly by sulfur oxides, hydrocarbons, and alodorous
gases are reviewed. Particulate matter and nitrogen oxides
are considered of secondary importance. A brief review of methods
for combatting pollution is also included.

14892

Currant, T.

TOWARDS CLEAVER SKIES. Aeroplane, 116(2966):16, 20-21, Aug.
21, 1968.

The ain contaminants produced by aircraft burning kerosene fuels
are xhaust smoke, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon onoxide, and
sulfur and nitrogen oxides. The presence of smoke in the engine
exhaust is a failure to control carbon production or coisusption
processes or both, but experience has shows that liminition
of smoke is difficult at increased engine pressure ream,. By
changing combustion-chamber design and including airsp:ay fuel
injectors, it is xpected that new large transport gas-terbine
engines will have a barely visible level of smoke emission.
Annular chabers now being introduced have a amaller flame tube
wall surface area and therefore use less cooling air than the
tuboannular system. Consequently, unburned hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide concentrations at idle and taxi conditions will
be lower on new engines than on those currently in service. The
sost difficult contaminants to control are nitrogen oxides,
although concentrations are low compared sit]) the automobiles.
Intensive investigations are being conducted to reduce these
emissions; it is suggested that one sethod of reducing their
concentration may be by running with a richer primary
combustion zone, although this is contrary to smoke-control
requirements and would involve design cospromises.

15310

Friedlanilor, S. X. and J. R. Seinfeld

A DYNAMIC MODEL OF PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG, Environ. Sci. Technol.,
3(11) :1175-1181, Nov. 1969. 19 :efs.

A simplified kinetic scheme is proposed as a dynamic model for
photochemical smog reactions. Unlike prevLous diffusion Yodels,
which have been concerned vith nonreacting pollutants, the
formulation of this sodel takes into account both the chemical
reaction and turbulent sixing aspects of the photochemical smog
problem. In the first part of the paper, a simplified kisetic
nechanism is presented for the formation of photochemical smog
from nitric oxide and unburned hydrocarbons. In the second part,
diffusion models based on the general equation of conservation of
species are discussed. The model is a cobinatio of the
transport ad chemical kinetic equations asd predicts the
behavior of a reacting pollutant clomd. The roles of sulfur
oxides and aerosols are not considered. Calculations basedoa the
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model lead to concentration deFendence on tie, similar in fors
to the experimental results for laboratory reaction chambers. The
Lagrangian similarity hypothesis for the diffusion of nonreactive
components is extended to reacting species to take into account
the effect of atmospheric mixing. This leads to a set of
ordinary differential equations for the reactive species of the
type describing a chemical reactor of variable volume. As a
preliminary example of the application of the model, a
calculation vas ade for a single bimolecular reaction.

15352

Scotield, Francis

AIR POLLUTION FROM SOLVENTS. Am. Chem. Soc., Div. Org. Coatings
Plastics Chem., Preprints, 29(2):393, 1969. (Presented at the
158th Meeting of the Am. Chem. Soc., Div. Organic Coatings and
Plastics Chemistry, New York, Sept. 1969.)

The organics and plastics coatings industries are among the ajor
contributors to photochemical 3m0g. A significant contribution
arises from the evaporation of organic solvents. The reactivity
ot solvents varies over a vide range and a substantial reduction
in the amounts of reactive aterials contributed by solvent
evaporation may be achieved vithout a corresponding reduction
of the total solvents. The only effective vay to date of
establishing the relative reactivity of these compounds is an
empirical method which exposes a mixture of the solvent and
nitrogen oxides to irradiation. A number of photochemical
reactors of this type are in operation and many of them provide
for the direct determination of eye irritation. It is very
difficult to predict reactivity of individual solvents, and
since there is a vide variety of reactions vhich may cake place,
not all of which lead to eye irritation or other damaging
products, even a high degree ot reactivity is not necessarily
an indication that a solvent is objectionable. An accepted
order of reactivity by classes of compounds is that, in general,
olefins are the ost reactive and should be cont!olled at the
lovest level. Aromatic compounds are less objectionable but
still requIre control, while most oxygenated and aliphatic
materials are relatively innocuous and under present conditions
do not appear to require control. However, within each of these
classes a vide range of reactivity can be encountered. More
information in this area is necessary in order to guide the
writing ot future regulations and possibly the revision of current
controls.

15367

Eberan-Eberhorst, R.

PROBLEMS OF MAUS! GASES FROM OTTO ENGINES - RESULTS OF OTHERS
AND ORIGINAL EASUREMENTS. (Probleme der Abgase von Ottomotorea -
Ergebnisse treader and igeaer *assuages). Text in German.
ATE (Antomobiltechnische Zeitschrift) (Stuztgart), 70(2):40-45,
1968. 19 refs.

Tests of the Otto eagine ln a dynamometer showed that all carboa
moaoxide asd hydrocarbons can be asily lisAaated is the load
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and speed range of the engine. Only when the engine acts as a
vehicle brake does the hydrocarbon (CH) Content exceed 1000 ppm.
Optimum spark timing and diminishing of the valve overlap
reduces the idle rpm to 730 with a CH content of less than

1000 ppm. Above 1550 rpm, extremely high CH concentrations of

more than 5000 ppm occurred. This phenomenon was studied in

greater detail. For this purpose, the combustion pressure

in the cylinder was induced, and PV diagramt. mere obtained with

a piezo quartz pressure pick-off and a cathode ray oscillograph
at 2000 rp and slowly closing throttle valve. Initially the

combustion vas rather coplete, as the emission concentrations
of 0.15% CO by volume and CH 2ess than 30 ppm, show. By

further closing of the throttle valve, the pressure decreased

from 4.0 to 0.28 kg force/sq cm, cobustion became markedly
irregular but still complete, and eissions decreased. At an

underpressure of 488 mm Hg in the intake pipe, the engine began
to act as a brake, but, the emissions were still only 50 ppm CH.

Upon closing of the throttle valve to 8 degrees, emissions
increased to 4000 ppm CH. There are two ways to avoid high
emission concentrations of CO and CH caused by misfiring;
namely, by prevention of the development of toxic exhaust
components in the engine, or by destroying the toxicants in the

exhaust system. A review of the major sethods developed by th
various autoobile anufacturers is given. In conclusion,

a regulator is described which maintains a constant fuel supply
and a constant underpressure in the intake pipe during all

operating states.

15392

Bean, Samuel L. and Howard Wall, Jr.

ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS FRON HYDROCHLORIC ACID MANUFACTURING

PROCESSES. Public Health service, Durham, N. C., National
Air Pollution Control Administration and Manufacturing Chemists
Association, Washington, D. C., Pub. AP-54, 59p. Sept. 1969.

15 refs.

The basic characteristics of the manufacture of hydrochloric
acid are presented, including growth rate of the industry,
manufacturing processes, product uses, and the number of

producing plants in the United States. The Mannheim, Hargreaves,
and Laury processes are discussed with respect to their
historical interest, even though the number of plants that use

them is decreasing. The concentration of hydrogen chloride
matted to the atmosphere is usnally less than 0.51% of the tail

gas volume sitted to tho atmosphere. Emissions fromfhydrochloric
acid plants are adversely affected by high temperatures in the
absorption system, improper balance of absorption area and

contact time, faulty equipment, and inadequate tail gas scrubbing

systems. No correlation exists between exit gas volumes and

plant production rates because of the diverse methods of

production. However, smaller volumes of exit gas usually show

greater hydrogen chloride concentrations due to the varying
amounts ot inert materials is this gas stream. Thus, the amount
of hydrogen chloride emitted in pounds per ton of acid produced
gives a more accurate description of the containant emissions.
The hydrogen chloride emissions are usually reduced by scrubbing
in a packed tower located behind the process tower. Water
scrubbers can reduce the concentration to less than 0.1 pound

per tom of acid produced. Hydrogen chloride absorption systems
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include falling film and adiabatic absort^rs. Other
contaminants such as chloride, chlorinati organic compounds
and other hydrocarbons emitted to the atmosphere are mentioned.

15399

NATURE AND CONTRoL OP AIRCRAFT ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSIONS.
Northern Research and Engineering Corp., Cambridge, lass.
Contract P1122-68-27, Report 1134-1, 388p., Nov. 1968. 208 refs.

The results of a study of the emissions of air pollutants by
aircraft engines in the U. S. are presented. The study included
four aspects of aircraft engine emissions: the nature of aircraft
engine emissions and quantities emitted, the effects or impact
of aircraft engine emissions on the populace, the reduction of
emissions, and governmental control of the emissions. In
addition, emission control requirements were considered and
guidelines developed for determining the degree of control
needed. The principal conclusion drawn from the study is that the
nature and extent of air pollutant emission by aircraft can be
assessed with sufficient accuracy to allow a comparison between
aircraft and other emissions sources. On that basis, aircraft
are a small contributor of pollutants in metropolitan areas.
in the vicinity of air terminals, however, the density of
pollutant emission by aircraft and the resulting pollutant
concentrations are comparable to emission densities and
concentrations in adjacent communities of the same pollutants
from other sources. Thus, the principle impact of aircraft
is local in nature and is expected to become more severe in
future years. it is also likely that aircraft emissions will
constitute a more significant portion of community-wide pollutant
loadings as new aircraft are introduced and as emissions from
other sources are reduced. It is further concluded that et waver
a reduction of aircraft emissions becomes desirable, a variety
of practical approaches exist to reduce both the quantities of
pollutants emitted and their impact on the community. Specific
conclusions relative to emission reductios and emission control
are presented. A program of activity with regard to aircraft
emission is recommended. All emission data is tabulated.

15769

Pursall, B. R.

POLLUTION IN ROAD TUNNELS. Consulting Egg., 33(8):57-58, Aug.
1969. 9 refs.

The sources and causes of the build-up of pollutants in road
tunnels are discussed. The two main sources of poisonous exhaumt
gases are gasoline and diesel engines. Diesel exhaust emits a
smaller percentage of carbon mosoxide than the gasoline engiee,
but because the diesel engine -e larger, it emits a larger voles.
The diesel engine also produces more nitric oxide and nitrogen '
peroxide. Vehicles eit up to 50% more carbon monoxide on th
up-gradient than on the level; on the down gradient, they emit
40% less. In calculations for two-way tassels, an average figure
for carbon monoxide emission cam safely be taken. Tests showed
that the amounts of carbon monoxide and other combustion
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products vary directly with speed. Differences in tunnel
concentrations for the Sumner Tunnel in Boston and the Central
Tunnel in London were attributed to different vehicle speeds and
variaticns between British and American vehicles and fuels. The
variations resulted in higher concentrations of lead and
hydrocarbons in the Sooner Tunnel: carbon unmade concentratioas
were similar for average daytime periods in both teasels. The
effects of carbon onoxide, nitrogen oxides, and lead compounds
are briefly discussed. It was concluded that if the concestratios
of CO can I), diluted to below 100 ppm, the concentration of
nitrogen oxides and other gases should be relatively harmless.
Visibility should also be satisfactory under these conditioas.
In a 2 way tunnel, the Darius ventilation rate was calculated
to be 200 cu ft/sin/ft. With one way traffic, ventilation is
inanced from the portals by the saving vehicles, but additioaal
artificial ventilation would be necessary when the traffic is
stopped or moving slowly. In most large tunnels, elates operate
if the CO concentration exceeds 250 ppm.

15883

Winkler, G. L., S. S. testa, W. E. Reyer

EIBIlosT GAS SABPLING TECHNIQUE TOP RELATING EBISSIONS AND CYCLE
CHARACTENISTICs. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,
New 'York, 5p, 1968. 10 refs. (Presented at the latiosal feels
and Lubricants Meeting, Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 2-31, 1%8, Pape
680770.)

tor investigating whether or sot there is a correlation between
the irregularity of combustion processes ill spark engine igmitiou
and undesirable emissions, a sampling system was developed which
collects bag samples from specified cycles oily. It consists of
au asolog portion for obtaining pressure and rate-of-pressure
change signals, a digital logic portion for discriminatimg
signals according to selected criteria, and as electrically
actuated samplimg valve is the engine exhaust system. Since
signal analysis and discrimination are instantaneous, gas saspling
is done durimg the exhaust stroke of the sane cycle for which
the logic generated the command to sample. Am analysis of the
total unberat hydrocarbons from 600 bag samples shows that there
is a separatios in the amount of unburat hydrocarbous accordimg to
tbe magnitude of the peak rate of pressure change. The separatioa
is repeatable for a given engine comditios and supports the
assumptive of a relationship between exhaust gas cospositios aid
the physical characteristi,:s of the cycle. (Author abstract
modified)

15996

Campbell, Trask Leslie esti Willis Cured

INSECTICIDE COMPOUND AID BETHOD Of DISPENSING AN
(Assignee not given.) U. S. Pat. 2,381,257. 2p., Aug. 7, 1955.
(Appl. July 25, 1951, 3 claims).

The invention provides as insecticide in a liquid or solid form
which decomposes at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, to
release a toxic gas for the destruction of insects. The sethod
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consists of exposing insects to a cospound of sulfur diotide
and acetone which decosposes to release sulfur diotide asd acetose
vapors IS a tOtiC Volute. Other compounds for SOS as
issecticides include 302 and ethylene oxide, 302 sad diotan, 302
and trisethylamise, 302 amd triethylaniae, aad 502 sad
disethylamiline. The iavention b ak es it possible to pack and
ship sulfur diotide is a readily usable fora.

15017

torture), J. A. and O. V. Weig

DITOWOIVIOG AIR POLLOTA1? inISSI0113 IVOR MISPOWTATIO11 SYSTEMS.
Prepriat, Associatios for Cosputing Sachisery, lee Tort, V. T.,
22p., 1%9. In refs., !Presented at the Associatio: for
Cosputing Nachinery, Sysposios os The Applications of Computers
to the Probless of an Urban Society, nee York, Oct. 24, 1%9.)

Internal conbustion vehicles ate a source of five sajor air
pollutants: carbon eonotide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen
particulates, and sulfur otides. because vehicular pollution
is essentially a problea of urbasitation, analysis of its
solace most be carried ost on a setropolitan or samller scale.
sethod is presented for estisatiag the imantity sad spatial

distribution of aotor vehicle emissions in a metropolitan area
from established speed-esissios relationships and transportation
study data. Om-the-roed saspling of exhasst enissioss froe
a representative sample of aatosobiles indicates there is a
cossisteat relationship between average route speed and the
gmastity of carbos eosotide and hydrocarbons esitted.
letropolitan transportation study aceecies developed detailed
descriptioss of future street and highway sevenths. The
Seattle, Washington, setropolitaa area was selected for the
initial application of the vehicle emission estisatios method
because of the transportatios characteristics of the area and
the nature of the transportation study data available.
tsissions are calculated for tiro 1985 street ard higheay
networks, one based as the land gee pattern prldicted if
etistiag treads +within the region continee, an (me based os a
pattorn chick sill etist only if certain developsent policies are
ispleseated. The calcelated vehicular emissions and estisated
enissioas froe not-vehicolar sources can be used with a
meteorological di'fasion sodel to predict future air quality.
[Author abstract nodified)

16024

Styles, A. t., J. Trebos, and J. Luther

POJLIC ROUTS asiourrs ol RIO POititt011 rwos
Preprint, World Wealth Organitation, Geneva, Seitterland,
36p., Aug. 1i, leib. II refs. (11/10/1P/37.28.)

Diesel aad casoliee engises are coepared eith regard to
differences beteeen their design and operating characteristics
and differences between their eahanst prodects. Satisfactory
contraction in a diesel engise does not regeire tire prodectios
of ma etplosive admittare of vaporived fuel and air. Cosplete
cosbastios is largely a setter of ensuring a correct patters of
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feel spray free injector nozzles aad a suitable degree of oft
swirl by proper comb:Betio:: chaeber demise. Is a diesel lionise

t rated capacity, as xcess of osyges is always presest dories
cosbestios and, is a properly saistaised eagise, the eshaust
seldos costaiss sore that sere traces of carbon sosoride, eves
though a bate of amok* is prodoced. As shows by asalyses of
stoke fro, isteatiosally saladjusted @seises, diesels are sot

ajor source of polycyclic bydrocarboas. Chile diesel soot has
prodeced timers is laboratory asinals, so ewes* of lung casein
has bees fooled asoag workers esposed to diesel sbausts. Diesel
eagises can be developed which seet esissios stasdards such as
those Ceataise4 is the Belsias Royal Decree of 1964. Properly
djusted aid saintaised, these eagises ciii sot emit dangerous

or dirty saoke. The use of stoke meters is recoesesded to check
diesel ssoke. tscleded is the appeadis are soesures takes to
reduce air polletio by diesel buses sad coaches is Loados.

16125

P asek, V.

DrPosITIOI Or COIL AID Plitt, DUST OR AID LIODID COSI ovtis.
Co Se chem. (05511) (teglish trasslatios from Missies of: fats i
Ibis.), vol. 4:29-31, 1969.
Tbe results of isvestigatioss out the aeousts of dust, the
cospositios, aad the sethod of dissesisatios Is pitch-coke
batteries aid coke owes batteries was described. Rost of the dust
deposited on try pitch-coke batteries was is the fore of spherical
particles with a sisieva diaseter of 0.3-0.5 sicros. The ajority
of the dust particles which settled as coke-oyes batteries had a
cbaracteristic crystallise structure. Maples of dust deposited
os Ube top of aid is tbe vicisity of five coko-oves batteries were
asalysed. Wo stritieg iff:meson sere obtaised ceder :dater aad
sesser couditioss. Wosogessoes samples were collected to
detorsise the costests of vitrais, clarais, durais, Passim, coke,
aid other coastituests. It vas established that the eajor
cosposest is vitrais. Results showed that with iscreasisq
distasce from the battery, the deposits col:tale larger
proportioss of particles below 0.2 as aid smiler asposets of
3,41-bessopyrese. The highest caste:it of 3,4-bestopyress: was
foued is the pitch :sad dust os aid aromed coike-oves batteries.
The asovat of dust deposited os the coke-oyes batteries depeads
or the charging procedure. Observations showed that rassiag
reduces dust emissioss asd loose charging increases the ellisaioas.

The results support the coaclusios that strict adheresce to
battery operatisg isstrectioes secures a sajor reductios is that
pollutios. A farther isproinesest cas be effected by adoptisg the
stolteless charging technique.

1

16135

Rashisoto, Richio &ad flasabiro ryjiwara

SITECTS OT AIITOROIILI 5I1111T 0115 1/I55101 OW AIR POLLUTION.
(Jidoshshaikigase so teikioses eso eikyo). Tett is Japasess.
J ido SIM Gilliam" (Antal/obi le Tog.), 23( 11) : 1151-1163, 1969. 25
refs.
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Is 1968, autoeobile productios is Japes was almost 4,100,000 cars,
sillios sore time produced is Vest Gereasy, aid secomd osly to

the 'MUM State's prodoctios of 11,000,000 cars is the sass year.
hile the Suited States, fest Osreasy, Frasce, Esqlamd, asd
Italy show so assual iscrease, automobile prodectios is Japes is
lactallsilla at as assual rate of 23-30A. If this rate is
aistaised, tbe approtisate assail output shoeld Data that of
the Coned Stated by 1974. It is difficult to hoagies tbe ttest
of pollutios by automobile eagles xhaust whom automobile
productios is a coestry approtisately the arse of Califorsia
approtisates that of the Suited States. Based os the results of
seaseresests is several cities, the followisg aspects of pollutios
by autosobile ethaust are discissed is detail; carbos sosotids
esissioss; dust fall iscludisq lead aid pyrese; photoehesical
costasimatioss; hydrocarbos eissions; asd odors. The tonicity of
air pollutasts for humus aid vegetatios is also etamised.
Although work os carbos somotide begss late is Japes, air
quality criteria are soe heist; forsulated with respect to carbos
mosotide. Air pollutios fros astosobile exhaust is feted to be
iscrsasimq by approtieately 10-1SS. It is hoped that costrol
policies will be is effect before automobile productios reaches
ose car for every two individuals.

16263

Ledwiq, Jobs W.

SUMAS OW A/P POLLS/IOW 89 80,011 VIM/Ctrs. Preprist, Assistast
Cossissioser, Sciesce sod /*theology, Vashiegtee, O. C. Sep.,
1970. 27 refs.

The costributios of setor vehicle esissioss to comassity -wide air
pellstios treblesa depesds os several related factors; the
ettest of colossally, commercial, sad isdustrial sources as
compared to vehicle sources; the site of the cosessity asd the
distribstios of these sources; topographical aid sateorolegical
factors; asd the degree of costrol exercised for sources. The
relative importabcc of eotor vehicle esissioss cam be approached
by evsleatisg specific effects, specific pollutasts, aid sources
with respect to pollutast esissioss of all types. Average
esissioss by sources are presested for Los Asqeles Colisty,
Louisville, Detroit, asd 11 Peassylvasia ceusties. Sources of
gaseous esissioss from Maar vehicles are reviewed, as well as
the sources of hydrocarbos aid stoke esissioss from diesels.
Califorsia stasdards are reported for vehicle smoke aid odor
esissioss, carbot sosotide, aid sitroges oxides levels. Also
repotted are 1970 Federal Stasdards for etbaust eaissioss fro*
automobiles and light trecks. As atteept is saes to assess
specific hydrocarbos comstitutests is gasolise esqise exhaust,
crask case vestilatioe, sad evaporation losses, aid diesel
etbassts sod their relatiosship to pbetochesical resctioss occultist
is the ateosphere. The seed of costisued laboratory research
aid detailed etasisatios of ethausts produced by costrol devices
is stressed.
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16298

Fiala, Brest and Ernst-Georg Beschmana

AVIOTAICI CAUSED BT ODOWOOS SINAOST CASES. (Laestigkeit von
Abgasgeruch). Text in dermas. IDE (Ver. Dent. Ingr.) I.
(Duesseldorf), 109(24)0139-1141, 1367. 5 rfs.

The intensity of odors caused by autosobile exhaust gases was
evaluated by measuring the odor intensity of dilutions of the
exhaust gas with fresh air that exceeded the odor threshold.
The tests were perform'd with a water-cooled foer-cyliader, four-
stroke Otto engine. The seasuresents were based om the follming
coesiderations. At low traffic density i.e., on weil-ventilated
streets, the exhaust gas odor is not noticeable; the odor
threshold is not reached. vith increasing traffic density, i.e.,
less ventilation, odor threshold is exceeded. The mess flows
esitted under the latter cosdition were indicative of the dilutioe
which was the measure for the odor intensity. The results showed
the familiar independence of carbon monoxide asd Ibvetocarbon
concentrations from eagle, operating state. Test personnel could
Buell the exhaust gas independently of the operating state at
800- to 1000-fold dilutios. The carbon *seaside and hydrocarbon
concentrations at the eosest the odor threshold was exceeded were
betwees 1 and 100 pps and 0.6 to 8 ppm, respectively. Addition
of air in the exhaust system reduced the coscestratioss, hot
increased the odor intensity.

16318

Risebrough, Robert and Virginia Brodine

ROBE LETTISS IV Tel RIND. Alsviromment, 12(1)06-26, Jas.-Feb.
1970. 15 refs.

The accideetal release to the atmosphere of toxic polychlorinated
biphenyls (PC8) Ls discussed. Like DOT, PCS contaiss chlorime,
hydrogen, and carbon; is soluble in fat sad insoluble in water;
and is extremly persistest is the envirousemt. It is found in
n atural and synthetic rubber, electrical products, floor tile,
printer's inks, coatings for paper and fabrics, brake linings,
paints, varnishes, asphalt, adhesives, and resias. /a addition,
PCB is used to suppress the vaporitation of chlorisated
issecticides. Its detection began in 1967 with the idestificatios
of 1980 pps PC8 in the fat of North American peregrise falcons and
17,000 ppm in the fat of Swedish white-tailed eagles. /t is
u nlikely that the insecticide is the only source of contasinatios.
Other suspected sources are stacks of the plant samufwturing
polychlorinated biphenyl's, industrial wastes, and the gradual wear
and weathering of PCB-Containing prodects. Little data is
available about PC8 is people, bet a sampling of sothers' milk in
Berkeley and Los Angeles shamed average concentrations of 0.06 pps
of whole silk. Snell animists were present is a sample of cow's
milk amd higher concestratioss in fish eaten by hem.
2stablishnest of tolerance Units of PC8 in food is clearly
essential. It is also secessary to identify the soerces of the
environmental PCD residues and to trace the paths by which they
nove throvgh the environment.
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16352

Del Vecchio. P., P. Naafi, Delchiorri, and A. Orella

ARONATIC POLICTCLIC NTDROCARDONS FOUND IN IDE EINAOST OASIS OF
MINIS RUN ON GASOLINE AND LIQUIFIED PITT:OLE:IN OAS.
(Idrocarburi polLciclici arosatici si gas di scene° di sotori
alieeatati a beszisa e a gas liguido). Text is Italias. lewd
Ann. Igiese Nicrobiol (Rose), 20(2)074-190, larch-April 1969.
33 refs. (Presested at the Symposium on the Chemical Aspects of
Air Pollutioe, Cortina deAspezto, July 9-10, 1969.)

Ligsefied petroleem (LP) gas is seldom used for motor vehicles
on the highway, even though its use would reduce air pollutioe
problems, but is used in isdustry and cossercial establishsents
to operate the sotors of lift tricks for loading, emloadisg,
trassporting, and stacking goods. A series of experisents were
made with a Towmotor model lift truck, type 461 MP, with a
4-cylisder coatisental sotor, 2400 rpa, liftiag paver 2000 kg.
The truck was operated for a total of 8450 hours during the
stperisent. The feels used very 84 WO gasolise asd propase-
Butane (LP gas). It was operated usder simulated operating
cosditioms with a load of 1000 kg as well as in as idling state
at approzisately 500 rps. The ezhaust gases were collected,
dried, asd filtered through glass wool aad cellulose triacetate.
Aspiration was by means of a vacuum pup, with a constant flow of
2813 I". Eztracts were prepared is a Sol:blot apparatus with
cyclobetase for a period of 20-30 hours. The ettract was
adsorbed in a columm of alesima and separated chrosatographically.
Quantitative determisatioss of arosatic polycyclic hydrocarboss
VIM were sade by spectrophotosetry. The gasolise exhaust
contained 19 ideatifiable APN, nose of which were kmown to be
catch:090111c. The LP gas ethaust contaised 18 APN. Qualitative
differeeces were very slight, but the APT Olaisioss fros the
gasoline ezhaust vete considerably higher is gas:stay, with the
etception of fleorese, anthraces', and astamthrese. Tests with
as idling sotor at SOO rpm produced considerably less
concestratioes of the isdivideal hydrocarbons for both fuels,
with the ezceptior of naphthalene.

Akamatsu, Isao, Hiroshi Rasishima, and Tutaka Kimura

DEODORIZATION OP EIRAUST GAS IN INAPT PULPING. (PART I). ON TOE
PORMTION OF SAL000000S COMPONENTS /I RRAPT PULPING. (Karafuto-
parspu seizo kotei haishutsu gasu no sushulta (1 ho): Jokai-chu
ni okeru akushu-seibus no seisei si tsuite). Tett in Jape:moo.
Rani-pa Gikyoshi (J. Japan Tech. Assoc. Pulp Paper Imd.), 22(8):
406-410, Aug. 1968. 3 refs.

The formatiou of malodorous substamces, sethy eercaptas (88A) aad
disethyl sulfide (DNS), in the process of kraft pulping was studied
is two types of Japaaese pulp woods: softwoods (red pine, cedar and
Japanese cypress) and hardwoods (beech, poplar, cherry and pasania
oak). Alkaline (1a20) and sodium sulfide (NaS) were added to a
400 g dried pulpwood block in an electric autoclave and boiled for
5.4/2 hours at 185 C. Then 5 cc of exhaust gas (raw blow gas) was
sent into the cyclone-separator (a cylinder with the diameter
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of 3 c and the length of 10 cs) and analysed for malodorous
substances (RNA and DRS) by the use of Tasagisoto OCO-S1111 type

gas chronatograph. Larger amounts of ERA asd DRS, especially

RNA, were prodeced by pulping hardvoods than by pulping softwoods.
In pelping the sum wood type, the amount of salodoroos substasces

vas increased with the increase of cooking hour aud temperature,
and the concentration of NS. The 'Mite lamas produced the ease
salodorous substances in quality and quantity as obtaised is the

(Halpin() of Jel4110110 hardwoods. When the pulping was perforned by

a batch systes, the concentration of DRS was decreased to trace
with the depression of pressure in the autoclave.

16119S

R011eet, A. R.

TRENDS IN AIN CONSEOWATION IN T111 OAPS= AlTs MOMS. Gravure,
1969:22-25, 45-41, Pleb. 1969. (Presested at the Fifth Graphic
Arts Conference of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper

Industry, Chicago, Nov. 1,68.)

The sais sources of polluticm from QVMeSSOS involving printing
and coatieg operations is exhaust fros ovens and dryers. Tie

principal contaminants are hydrocarbons fros the solvents used

in the inks and coatings. In addition, there can be pose
hydrocarbon residue fros iscosplete cosbustion of the fuel is

flane dryers and ovens. Odors are also a problen, attributed
to comples organic products of cracking and partial osidatios
of V01610008 materials in solvents. IS geeOrel, the solvents
themselves ate not responsible for odor couplaints. Solvent

emissions can be limited by direct-flame incineratios or catalytic
combustion, the latter technique Nang the sore econceical.
Because of the possibility of catalyst poisosiug or *oppression,
catalytic combustion say not neat Los Angeles air pollatios
regulations limiting solvent emissioas to satisue of OR olefiss

and 20% toluene. Direct -flan* ionisatios has bees approved by

the Los Angeles Air Pollutiou Control District. A sewer approach
to curtailing emissions fres graphic art processes involves the

use of inks and coatings which do sot pollute air or require
espessive effluent treatsent. Ways by which this goal sight be

net are esamined.

16526

Wheatley, G. A. and J. A. Rardsan

/ND/CATIONS OF TRW PRESENCE OP ORGAIOCNLONINZ INSECTICIDES II

WAINWATE1 IN CENTRAL ENGLAND. Nature, 207(4996) :486-4117, July

31, 1965. 5 refs.

Rainwatr samples collecte4 fros a locality is central Ragland

were analysed for orgasochlorine insecticides by both this-layer

and gas/liguid chromatographic techniques. Quantitative estinates

(90% for dieldrin, 70% for ganna benzene besachloride (sic), and

50% for DDT) were obtained by comparing the peak heights on the

gas chrosatograms of sasples estracted with hexane with those
given by standards prepared frou analytical grade specimens of the

insecticides. 111 the rainwater samples examined yielded deletes
identical in behavior to gonna-SRC and dieldris is both fag
thin-layer and gas/liquid chronatographic systems. 1 solute

corresposding to the behavior of p,p$ DDT was also detected.
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The coacentratioes of the solutes varied frog mith to oatb
aad appeared to be isdopeadeat of tbe total oatbly recorded
ralafall. It is coscluded that apparent lacreases in residues
is autreated droplets could sot be accounted for by falloet of
insecticide is the rata, elect calculatioes shoved that ose pert
of eolute could deposit oily 2.7 no :If solute per acre for a 2b-is.
asaial [airfoil.
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00139

C. ATMOSPHERIC IffERACTION

E. P. Allen amd R. D. Cane

A SPODE Of THE 2IPPECT OP NOLECULAN OITGEN ON ATOMIC
Mete -WTOROCAIMON *FACTIONS. fhotochen. Photobiol. 4,
979-97, 1965.

/mvestigatioss of the systess atosic otyges-sethase asd atoic
otygen-u-batane have bees sade, :miss techsigses for prodsciaq
atomic oxygen im the presesce sad absemce of caromed state molecular
otyges. the results isdicated that the imitial rate of motel of
atosic otygee trot: both systlies vas accelerate4 by the presence of
olecular otyges, whereas the iaitial rate of removal of
hydrocarbon, for n-bstase, was affected little if at 811.11

00173

O. J. Esqelsass, W. W. Perkins, D. I. Rages, amd W.
A. Waller

WASHOUT COAPPICIEWTS POW SELECTED GASES AND PARTICULATES.
Battelle Memorial /sst., Richlaud, Wash., Pacific
Northwest Lab. (NNW% -SA -657.) (fresested at the 59th
Asaval Netting, Air Pollution Coatrol Associatiou, Sas
Praucisco, Calif., Jume 20-24, 1966, Paper No. 66-119).
31 pp.

Precipitation scavesgiug is the primary cleansisq sechasiss for
airborme gases aid fise particulates. Scavemgisq below closd
base, called washost, acts to remove these fres pollstioa closds.
Advasces in radiochemical techniques allow the seassreseat of
such washout coefficiests dsriaq natural rail: aid stow. Washost
coefficients (fraction washed out per snit time) are preseated far
several gases as a flaction of precipitatios rate. Deviations
from theoretical predictions are discussed.00

00177

Bechberq, R. R. Jose*, E. G. Lisdh, aud E. W.
Wilson

AIR POLLUTION STUDIES WITS SIMULATED ATIOSPIMES. Califorsis
Usiv., Los Angeles, Dept. of Engineerlag. (*opt. Po.
61-44.) July 1961. 195 pp.

Part I of this report deals with the statistical relatioas
amoaq interectimg atmospheric variables. Also costaised in this
report are the results of several autiliary or suppoitiaq studies
as follows: Air Purificatioe Studies; Developsent of as Eye
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Mask to: the Reasireeest of the threshold of lye
Irritatioss Developeest of as Ossidirecioaal Solar ladioseter
for a Limited Spectral legios Cestered about 0.36 sicroess A
Comparisom of Coacestratios aid Ouratios as Beasures of
threshold for ty* Irritatios: A Comparisos of Threshold to
Eye Irritatios Vesultisg fres leacted Air Rimtures Sampled
at Oifferest Foists is the ntposure System: A Cosparisos of
Odor Threshold sad Eye /rritatios Threshold for Torsaldehyde,
Acroleis, asd Omose. (Author:II

00242

5.1. leek. C.S. 8rasdt, J.A. Dussisgo P.L. Pot

ECOLOGICAL PACtO1S I1PL0EICI10 PLAITS AS NOVITOIS OP
PR0T0C818ICAL AI1 POLL01101. Preprist. (Presested at the
59th Assual Neetisg, Air Pollutios Comtrol Associatios, Sas
Treatise'', Calif., Jose 20-24, 1,661 Paper 60 -48.)

the teepees@ of plait systess to the oedast cosples of tin' air
must be isterpratod is totes of the isflveace of the total
avirossest. Photoperiod, light istessity, carboy diomide
coucestratios, soil coeditioss, time of day, plait age, asd
frequescy of emposures affect the resposse of pisto beau asd
tobacco to omose. Tobacco is sogqestod as a relatively simple
somitorieg system for obtaisimg some data os photochesical
pollutiou. (Authors' abstract)SO

00302

A. P. Altshuller

1TIOSP8/11/C 1EAC1/01 STUDIES In:MIN To III P01.1.51109. Itch.
tsviros. Reale' 8, 27-30, Jam. 1964.

studies of air pollutios is urbas asd adjacest rural areas by
particles aid trace gases seed to be related to studies of
compositios of the earthos atmosphere. Oases artivitios geserate
pollstasts Witch is themselves or through photochemical reactioss
costasisate the geseral ateosphere. Cooperative efforts seed to
be sad* by air pollutios aid ateospheric sciesce laboratories to
obtain somitorieg data. Areas of such rematch is
seaseresest of pollutasts aid mospollatosts, seaseresest methods,
isstrusestatios, aid biological aid ebesical effects are reviesod
by the author. The proper selectios of systhetic ateospberes
for laboratory studis so that real cosditioss ate reflectod is
esphasIsed. As importast probles still teguiriag solutiom is the
obtaisimg of support, persossel, amd facilities for roseate' asd
developsest ou isstrusestatios for spoe.lised applicatiess.S0

00344

V. L. Psith

VSLAT/111 11Pr*IV/?/ OP 8/010CA1801S /I PAIOTOCIGGIICAL SlOG
702811/01 AID ItS 102ACIICAL INPL/CATIOSS. Prepriet.
fProsestod at the SlIth Asseal 'bootleg, lir Pollution Costrol
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Association, Sas Francisco, Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper
So. 66-40.#

Adequate and intelligemt costrol of photochemical ssog requires a
kmouledge of the relative reactivity of the hydrocarbons emitted
fros motor vela-cies as4 sethod of seasuriag thee. ha estessive
server of the literature yields the folloviss geseral
classification of hydrocarboss: (1) reactive (all oltfiss mid all
aromatics escept bessese and toluene) asd (2) mosreactive (all
paraffiss, acetylese, basses, and tolsese). Vithis the olefin
series, there is a wide ramge of reactivity; ethylese is far less
reactive than other olefis species. In fact, ethylese provides a
good lime of desarcatios between reactive and usreactive
compounds, so far as photochemical smog formatios is coscermed. A
nipple sethod of aaalysis that will distisguish bongoes reactive
aid nos-reactive hydrocarboss is sorely seeded. At present,
as instrwsest that would distisguish between olefins and
sosolefiss would be useful. (AstAor)00

00345

J. C. loeanovsky, O. R. Issels, aid 1. J. Cordos

ISTIWATIOS OP 51100 "WIC'S IS TOE SIOPOCA211011-11/T1IC
SYST2S. Preprint. (Presested at the Air
Pollutios Costrol Assoc. hansal looting, Jose 20-24, 19ii,
Sas Prascisco, Calif., Paper fo. 6i-42).

The comples role of sitric oside in photochesical swag has led to
cosflictisg cosclusioss coacetsimg its relatiosship to cod effects.
The cosfusion has sot bees dispelled by the tesdescy to employ
kisetic parameters of the photochemical reactioss accospanyisg the
fotsatios of ssog as isdicators of the sad effects. Is as attespt
to resolve these differesces a detailed study was carried out to
etasise the effects of vatiimg the coscestratioss aid reactast
ratios of 10 aid hydrocarbos' on a member of stog effects as
well as om various fusctioss of the reactios rate. lydrocarbos
composests iscreasieg is complesity fros propylese through a
simulated auto eihaust to astbestic auto esbaust ware irradiated
is the presence of WO is large chambers isstrusested for
seasuresests of savorous variables, lye irritatios was
Reasered ssisg a selected pasel of lima subjects; forsatios of
()some amd formaldehyde was followed asalytically. From other
asalytical data it was possible to derive half-lives for WO,
1102, asd hydrocarbos, as well as sexless reactios rates for
propylese, either OS the sole hydrocarbos or es & compoaent of tbe
eshaust. the various depesdest variables are promoted as
fusctioss of the reactast coscestratioss by seems of costour
diagrams derived by computer treatsest. ?le effect of
hydrocarboa* asd WO levels os ssog effects are discussed; the
observed relatiosships betwees esd effects mid reactios rates ate
cossidered. The study simulated the effects of varyimg degrees of
vehicslar esissioss control over one or both reactasts asd has a
beetles os the establishmest of vehicle emission stasdards is
Califotsia. (authet)011
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00453

J.P. Detrie

(METHODS AND TECHNIQUES CARRIED OUT IN FRANCE IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION.) Methodes et Moyens en
Oeuvre en France pour Lutter contre la Pollution
Atmospherique. Rev. Soc. Roy. Beige Ingrs. Ind. (Brussels)
No. (5):207-217, May 1966. Text in French

Legislative proposals put into effect in the Paris region over
the last five years are reviewed. There is a close liaison
established between private organizations, representing the
hygiene specialists and private industry and public powers.
Studies carried out to determine the extent of pollution, that is,
emission, dispersion, type of environment and its effect on
pollution, demonstrated the problems involved with means of
combating pollution. The solution cannot be found in
generalized formulas which are too often recommended, and which
mask the detailed effort necessary to obtain good carburetion
and combustion of fuels and proper construction of buildings
and equipment. (Author summary)**

00465

/L.P. Altshuller

AN EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF ORGANIC EMISSIONS. J. Air Pol-
lution Control Assoc. 16 (5) :257-260, May 1966.

The concept that control of organic substances in emissions
should be based on the relative ability to cause the effects
associated with photochemical air pollution (reactivity) rather
than on gross emission levels has gained vide acceptance.
Two general types of reactivity response scales have been
proposed. One of these is based on rates of hydrocarbon
reaction or nitrogen dioxide formation. This scale covers a wide
range because of the very high rates associated with
olefins having internal dougle-bonds. The other scale is based
on product yields combined with biological measurements. This
type of scale is considered superior to one based on rates. This
latter scale covers a narrow response range because olefins with
internal double bonds have only. slightly higher product yields and
biological effects than do other reactive olefins and
alkylbenzenes. Use of a response scale based on product yields
and biological effects also permits use of less detailed
instrumental procedures. A simple subrractive column technique
combined with a flame ionization analyzer should be sufficient
to estimate hydrocarbon emissions. Gas chromatographic analyses
of hydrocarbon emissions are of value when used with either type of
reactivity response scale. However, detailed gas chromatographic
analyses are essential for a response scale based
on rates. The response scale based on product yields and
biological effects indicates much less improvement in reactivity
from fuel composition changes than would be predicted from a
response scale based on rates. The most desirable approach is
to use a variety of control and engine modification techniques
to reduce all reactive organics to the low:St level possible.**
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00502

V. J. Hamming, V.G. MacBeth, R.L. Chass

THE PHOTOCHEMICAL AIR POLLUTION SYNDROME AS EXHIBITED BY THE
ATTACK OF OCTOBER 1965. Arch. Environ. Health.,
14(1):137-149, Jan. 1967. (Presented at the American
Medical Association Air Pollution Medical Research
Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., March 2-4, 1966.)

The photochemical air pollution syndrome which occurred on the
days of October 26, 27, 28, 1965, was typical and it followed
the pattern set by previous smog attacks. These factors
are: (1) low wind speeds to concentrate the pollution in one
area, (2) low inversion heights so that little vertical
mixing can occur to dilute the emitted materials, (3) a
trajectory which carries the emitted pollution to Los Angeles
Civic Center and to Pasadena and Azusa or Burbank in the
afternoon, and (4) sufficient sunlight to photodissociate
the NO2 formed, and to form nitric oxide and atomic oxygen.
The results are high oxidant or ozone and large quantities of
sub-micron size particles. In addition, eye irritants and
^plant damaging^ chemicals are formed. Some of these are, it
is believed, formaldehyde, acrolein, PAN, chemical free
radicals, other nitrates or nitroso compounds, and a peroxyformyl
activated complex. Authors present sixteen (16) charts and tables
to substantiate the events in this air pollution episode. They
include meterology, concentrations of various oxidants,
pulmonary blow resistance, and variations in eye irritation.**

00510

M. Neiburger

METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF AIR POLLUTION IN RELATION-TO BIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES. Arch. Environ. Health 14(1):41-45, Jan. 1967.
(Presented at the American Medical Association Air Collution
Medical Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Mar. 2-4,
1966.)

This report presents a brief review o' the meteorological
aspects of air pollution, as a background for the implications
they have on biological and medical effects. The
meteorological factors enter because they determine the rats
of diffusion of pollutants, and thus the concentrations of
contaminants in the air, given the configuration and intensity
of the sources. The two factors which enter are the wind velocity
and the vertical temperature gradient or lapse rate.
Meteorological considerations will have to enter into the
final determination of the air purity standards which will
have to be met. Much research will be needed regarding
the rates of diffusion from.line and area sources, and
especially the rates of removal of pollution. Much data will
be required to define the air pollution potential of regions
throughout the world. But we cannot await the anvsers to
this research before requiring controls to the full extent
presently feasible. Regulations are needed to enforce limiting
every emission into the atmosphere to the lowest possible level,
at the same time as we push research and developemnt programs
seeking means of reducing further the contamination of the
atmosphere.**
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00602

J.N. Pitts, Jr., J.K. Foote, J.K.S. Wan

SOME CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SPECTROSCOPIC AND PHOTOCHEMICAL
PRICESSES. Photochem. Photobiol. Vol. 4:323-333, 1965.
(Presented at the Photochemistry and Photobiology Symposium,
Fourth International Congress of Photochemistry and
Photobiology, July 26-30, 1964, Oxford, England.)

By applying the modifier 'Space' to the terms 'Photochemistry'
and 'Spectroscopy' one implies a concern with electromagnetic
radiation of wavelengths less than that found at the earth's
surface and with energetic particles, particularly electrons.
It has been observed that for certain classes of organic
compounds useful empirical correlations exist between reactions
induced by electron impact, non-ionizing ultraviolet radiation
and ionizing radiation. These correlations allow qualitative
or semi-quantitative predictions of specific reactions and/or
reaction mechanisms which rill occur during photolysis or
radiolysis, based on known optical or mass spectra. In accord
with recent spectroscopic evidence, benzene and toluene do not
significantly react photochemically in their first absorption
band (at about 2500 angstroms); however, they react with a quantum
yield approaching unity in their second and thired absorption
bands (at about 2000 and 1850 angstroms respectively). The
products of this decomposition are primarily carbon and/or
polymer which deposit on cell windows, however, small yields of
stable products have been isolated. Another example of this
extrapolation from one technique to another deals with the
correlation of cyclic elimination reactions observed in the
mass spectra, photochemistry and radiation chemistry of various
classes or organic compounds. Classic examples of this type
of reaction are the photolytic and radiolytic elimination of
olefins from esters and ketones having a hydrogen gamma to the
carbonyl group (i.e., the elimination of ethylene from ethyl
acetate and of propylene from methyl n-butyl ketone). Based
on mass spectral correlations with the above reactions, the
same type ot elimination should be expected from a great
number of compunds which contain hydrogens gamma to unsaturated
groups. In those cases where the photochemistry or radiation
chemistry of these compounds have been studied, an intra-
molecular cycloelimination of olefin has been observed to be
an important process. It is suggested that mass spectra are a
useful diagnostic tool for at least gross predictions in
'space photochemistry' and 'space photobiology', as well as
in considering reactions of importance under primi,tive earth
conditions. (Author abstract)**

00618

E. A. Schuck, J. N. Pitts, Jr., J.K.S. Wan

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CERTAIN BETEORLOGICAL FACTORS AND
PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution Vol.
10(10) :689-711, Oct. 1966. (Presented at Photochemistry
Symposium, Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Apr. 20-22, 1964.)

By a method of averaging, involving a large amount of
atmospheric monitoring data, it has been shown that
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interesting and perhaps valid information on the formation
and intensities of smog symFtoms can be obtained.
For example, it has been shown that the concentration of
aximum daily oxidant is a function of day of the week
and that this function ight be related to automotive
traffic patterns. Thus for certain time periods maximum
daily oxidant was at a rinimum on weekends at stations in the
northern protion of the Los Langeles Basin (Burbank, Pasadena,
Azusa) . During this same time period the maximum daily
oxidant was found to be at a maximum on weekends near
certain cities in the southern portion of the Basin (Inglewood,
Long Beach) . These two distinctly different weekend patterns
correspond in part to the recreatioual activities of the
populace, and in addition, indicate that ixing is less than
complete in the Los Angeles Basin. In spite of this lack
of complete mixing the macimum daily oxidant at stations
within a 600 to 800 square mile area are directly proportional
to each other in a predictable fashion. The weekend
daily temperatures are also affected presumably by the same
factors which influence the weekend oxidant intensity. Changes
in inversion height and wind speed appear to account for
twofold changes in acimum daily oxidant values. Maximum
daily oxidant concentration was also found to be directly
related to the square root of light intensity with little
if any dependence on temperature. This study also indicates that
pollution levels are proportional to each other over large
areas of the Basin. The analysis of atmospheric data indicates
that variable hydrocarbon to oxides of nitrogen rations do exist in
the atmosphere and that there exists a dependence of atmospheric
smog symptom intensity upon this ratioAr

00629

P. Ausloos and S. G. Lias

H2S AS A FREE-RADICAL INTERCEPTOR IN THE GAS-PHASE RADIOLYSIS
AND PHOTOLYSIS OF PROPANE. J. Chem. Phys. Vol.
44(2):521-529, Jan. 1966.

The gas-phase photolysis (1236 Angstrom units) and the gamma-ray
radiolysis of C3D8 has been investigated in the presence of
varying concentrations of H2S. When 10% or more H2S is
added to C3D8, the majority of the D, CD3, C2D3, and C2D5
radicals abstract an H atom from 825 to form HD, CD3H,
C2D311, and C2D5H, respectively. The fully deuterated
molecules formed in these mixtures result from the unimolecular
elimination of a stable olecule from C3D8 or C3D8(plus) and
from fast bimolecular processes such as ion-molecule reactions.
The mechanisms of the radiolysis and the photolysis proposed in
earlier studies have been re-examined in the light of the
information derived from the C3D8 - H2S experiments and of
some additional photolysis experiments on CD3CH2CD3 - NO
ixtures. The modes of decomposition of the neutral excited
propane molecule are indicated. The internally excited C2D4,
C2D5, C3D6, and C3D7 species formed in these primary
processes decompose to form D, CD3, C2D2, C2D3, and C2D4
unless they are collisionally stabilized. In the radiolysis of
C3D8 - H2S mixtures, yields of the free radicals can be
adequately accounted for by taking into account the modes of
fragmentation of the parent ion and of the excited propane. The
C2D5 (plus) ions are shown to react with 82S in part by the
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deuteron-transfer reaction. The effect of pressure and the
effectiveness of HI as a free-radical interceptor in the
radiolysis have been examined. (Author abstract)00

00757

A.P. Altshuller J.J. Bufalini

PHOTOCHEMICAL ASPECTS OF AIR POLLUTION: A REVIEW.
Photochem. Photobiol., Vol. 4, 97-146, 1965.

Materials that are emitted in the atmosphere are subjected to a

number of interesting and unuElal reactions. These reactions

lead to many products whose deleterious effects have now been
recognized as one of the most pressing problems in urban areas

throughout the world. These effects can be observed in reduced
visibility, eye irritation, plant damage, cracking of rubber, and

corrosion of metals. This paper is concerned with the present
state of the problems in air pollution, with emphasis on recent

literature. The chemical, aspects are covered in some detail

through 1963. The biological effects are surveyed more briefly,

vith literature reviewed up to the fall of 1963.00

00773

J.J. Bufalini A.P. Altshuller

KINETICS OF VAPOR PHASE HYDROCARBON- OZONE REACTIONS. Can.

J. Chem. 43,2243-2250, 1965.

The reaction of nine olefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons with

ozone in the vapor phase have been investigated in static and

dynamic systems. Some of the rate constants for the olefin-

ozone reactions are in good agreement with previously published
data, whereas others are larger than values previously

reported. Rate constants for trans-2-bueene-, isobutene-, and

ethylene-ozone reactions were measured between 30 and 100 degrees

C. The activation energies for the reaction of ozone with
trans-2-butene, isobutene, and ethylene are 0.2 plus or minus 0.3,

2.8 plus or minus 0.4, and 4.2 plus or minus 0.4 kcal/mole. In

general, the reactions of hydrocarbons with ozone are

nonstoichiometric. However, these reactions do appear to be

second order. The rates of reaction between alkylbenzenes

and ozone are too low to be of importance in air pollution

studies. (Author abstract)00

00783

D.A. Lynn, B,J. Steigerwald, J.H. Ludwig

THE NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1962 AIR POLLUTION EPISODE IN THE

EASTERN UNITED STATES. Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, b8div. of Air Pollution. (999-AP-78) 1964. 28pp.

This report documents the subject "episode', with respect
to meteorology, air quality, and public reaction. Particulate

and gaseous air quality data are reported and discussed.
Meteorology and public reaction are discussed with reference to
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the Public Health Service program of Air Pollution
Potential Forecasts. Epidemiological aspects are not
considered. (Author abstract)SS

00789

J.N. Pitts, Jr., L.D. Hess, E. J. Baum, E.A. Schuck,
J. K. S. Wan

THE TRANSFER AND CONVERSION OF ELECTRONIC ENERGY IN SOME "MODEL"
PHGTOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS. Photochem. Photobiol., Vol. 4:305-21,
1965. (Presented at the Rapporteur Session, the Fourth
/nternational Congress of Photobiology, Oxford, England,
July 26-30, 1964.)

Recent studies of the effects of molecular structure and
reaction environment on the mechanism of primary
photochemical processes involving transfer and conversion
of electronic energy in relatively 'simple' organic molecules
are presented and discussed. A quantitative i.r.
spectroscopic method for studying intramolecular and intermolecular
photoprocesses of u.v. irradiated substrates dispersed in solid
alkali halide atrices at rocm temperature is described.
Current data for the substrates ortho-nitrobenzaldehyde,
anthracene and benzophenone-benzhydrol are presented. A series of
'model' ketones containing cyclopropyl groups have been synthesized
and while their adsorption spectra are similar, the efficiency of
vapor-phase photodissociation into radicals is shown to be
strongly dependent on molecular structure. Butyrophenone and a
series of ring substituted derivatives have been photolyzed in the
liquid phase using the quantum yield of the photo-elimination of
ethylene (Type II split) as a uproben to determine the effect
of substituents on the internal H atom abstracting power of the
excited carbonyl chromophore. Phi sub C2H4 is very
sensitive to ring substitution, dropping grom 0.24 in
butyrophenone to 0.20, 0.058 and 0.00 in the p-CH3, p-OCH3
and p-NH2 derivatives respectively, and to 0.00 in both ortho and
para hydroxy derivatives. This effect is correlated with their
absorption spectra in terms of the lowest states of these alkyl
aryl ketones. While several 'classic' photochemical
reactions, unimolecular and bimolecular, proceed efficiently in
solid KBr matrices giving the same product as in liquid systems,
the 'model' cyclopropyl compounds and the alkyl aryl ketones did
not undergo their usual intramolecular processes. Implications
of this molecular environment effect are pointed out. (Author
abstract)SW

00834

C.S. Benson

ICE FOG: LOW TEMPERATURE AIR POLLUTION (DEP/NED WITH
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA AS TYPE LOCALITY). Alaska Univ.,
College, Geophysical Inst. Nov. 1965. 196 pp.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 631553

Ice fog crystals are an order of magnitude smaller than
diamond dust, or cirrus cloud crystals, which in turn are
an order of magnitude smaller than common snow crystals
(0901, 0.1 and 1 to 5 in respectively). The differences in
size are shown to result from differences in cooling rates over
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5 orders of agnitude. Most of the ice fog crystals have
settling rates which are slower than the upward velocity of air
ovdr the city center. The upward air ovement is caused
by convection cells driven by the 6 C "heat island" over
Fairbanks. This causes a reduced precipltation rate which
permits the density of ice fog in the city center to be three
times greater than that in the outlying areas. The inversions
which occur during cold spells over Fairbanks begin at ground
level and are among the strongest and ost persistent in the
world. They are three times stronger than those in the
inversion layer over Los Angeles. Thus, the low-lying air over
Fairbanks stagnates and becomes effectively decoupled from the
atmosphere above, permitting high concentrations of all pollutants.
The combustion of fuel oil, gasoline, and coal provides daily
inputs of: 4.1 x 10 to the sixth power kg CO2: 8.6 x 10 to the
third power kg S02; and 60, 46 and 20 kg of Pb, Br and Cl
respectively, into a lens-like layer of air resting on the surface
with a total volume less than 3 x 10 to the ninth power cubic
meter. The air pollution over Fairbanks during cold spells
couldn't be worse, because the mechanisms for cleaning the air
are virtually eliminated while all activities which pollute the
air are increased. (Auth4r abstract modified)**

00929

CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING PROGRAM IN CINCINNATI, 1962-1963.
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air
Pollution, (999-AP-21) . Jan. 1965. 193 pp.

This report presents results of the operation of the Public
Health Service Continuous Air Monitoring Program (CAMP) in
Cincinnati, Ohio, during 1962 and 1963. Data on atmospheric
levels of sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, total
oxidants, total hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide are
analyzed and discussed. The data are tabulated as hourly, daily,
and monthly mean concentration. Background information about
Cincinnati and descriptions of the instrumentation are included.
(Author abstract) **

00935

J. N. Pitts, Jr., R. Simonaitis, and J. M. Vernon

LIQUID PHASE PHOTOLYSIS OF Y-BUTYROLACTONE. Tetrahedron
letters, No. 36:3209-3213, 1965.

In view of the variety of interesting photochemical reactions
reported for saturated cyclid ketones and acyclic esters and the
lack of similar studies on lactone, the authors have photolysed
representatives of the latter class of compounds and report here
preliminary results with gamma-butyrolactone. Vacuum degassed
butyrolactone was irradiated in a guartz cell (9 ml) with a
Hanovia edium pressure SH lamp, and gaseous products were
separated by conventional high-vacuum techniques. The major
products, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, cyclopropane and
ethylene (relative anounts 2.5 : 0.9 : 0.9 : 1.0), were
identified by comparison of gas chromatographic retention times
(Hexadecane, 25 degrees) and mass spectra with those of authentic
materials. In addition, traces of ethane, propane and propylene
were characterised by gas chromatographic comparisons.**
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00952

A. C. Harkness and F. E. Murray

GAS PHASE OXIDATION OF METHYL SULFIDE. Preprint. (Presented
at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, San Francisco, Calif., June 20-25, 1966, Paper
No. 66-58.)

Methyl sulfide and oxygen react explosively at temperatures as low
as 210 degrees. At 195 degrees, the nonexplosive reaction
exhibits an initiation stage and a main stage. The rate of the
main stage as determined from pressure-time curves is linearly
dependent on initial oxygen pressure, but substantially independent
of initial methyl sulfide pressure. The activation energy of the
main stage is 42 kcal/mole. The extent of the initiation stage is
reduced by increasing oxygen pressure. The main oxidation
products are sulfur dioxide and carbon monoxide. Even with an
excess of oxygen not all methyl sulfide reacts. (Author
abstract) **

01027

R. J. Gordon

PHOTOCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS OF ULTRAVIOLET SUNLIGHT. Preprint.
(Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, San Francisco, Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper
No. 66-38.)

Measurements of solar ultraviolet radiation intensity were made,
using two photochemical reactions. These were the gas-phase bag
photolysis of NO2 in nitrogen and the photoisomerization of
o-nitrobenzaldehyde in liquid solution. Results of the two
methods were converted, as nearly as possible, to absolute light
intensities. The two sets were compared and, as applied, it
appears that the solution method is simpler and gives more
consistent results. It should be noted, however, that atmosphere
NO2 will affect the two methods to different degrees. A
continuous recording actinometer based on the solution method was
developed and gave satisfactory initial trial runs.**

01194

E. Grovenstein, Jr.

PHOTOCHEMICALLI INDUCED REACTIONS OE ACETYLENES VITA AROMATIC
COMPOUNDS (FINAL REPT.) Georgia Inst. of. 'tech., Atlanta,
Engineering Experiment Station. Aug. 1965. 30 pp.

DDC: AD 470946

Irradiation with ultraviolet light of a mixture of benzene and
acetylene under a variety of experimental conditions gave, at best,
only a trace of cyclooctatetraene. No photo-adduct could, be found
of acetylene with dimethyl phthalate, naphthalene, or anthracene.
Vinylene carbonate underwent no detectable photochemical
reaction with benzene. Chlorovinylene carbonate, however, upon
irradiation in benzene or cyclohexane solution undergoes reduction
to give vinylene carbonate in good yield. Benzene with a solution
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of the monopotassium salt of acetylenodicarboxylic acid gives,
upon ultraviolet irradiation, a different product from that

obtained with dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate. Naphthalene, upon
irradiation with a solution of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate,
gives a complex mixture of products which appear to be the result
of an initial 1,2-addition of the acetylenic ester to the various
aromatic multiple bonds of naphthalene. From the reaction
mixture a crystalline derivative has been isolated which seems to
have been derived from addition of dimethyl acet7lenedicarboxylate
to the 1,2-position of naphthalene. Furthermore, vapor phase
chromatography (v.p.c.) provisionally indicates the presence of
dimethyl phthalate, dimethyl naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxylate,
dimethyl cycl000ctatetraene-1,2-eicarboxylate, as well as
napthalene and dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate in the purified
reaction product. Since it was demonstrated that all of the
naphthalene should have been removed by the purification process,
the v.p.c. results indicate that the naphthalene adducts are
undergoing pyrolysis under the conditions of the v.p.c.
analysis. Reaction schemes are proposed to account for the
observed products. Preliminary experiments show that
phenanthrene reacts readily with dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate
upon irradiation with ultraviolet light. In experiments in which
benzophenone was added as a photo-sensitizer, benzophenone was
found to undergo addition of alcohol, especially methanol, to give
considerable amounts of mixed pinacol. (Author abstract)**

01244

J. J. Bufalini and J. C. Purcell

NITROGEN: FORMATION BY PHOTOOXIDATION OF ETHYLENE IN THE
PRESENCE OF ITS OXIDES Science 150, (3700) 1161-2, Nov. 26,
1965.

The apparent lack of nitrogen balance for the photooxidation
systems containing olefin and nitrogen oxides can be explained by
evidence for the production of molecular nitrogen; molecular
nitrogen was identified by gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry. (Author abstract) **

01264

F. C. Alley, G. B. Martin, and W. H. Ponder

APPARENT RATE CONSTANTS AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR THE
PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF VARIOUS OLEFINS J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (8) 348-50, Aug. 1965.

The photochemical reaction of various olefins and nitrogen dioxide
was studied under conditions of controlled temperature, pressure,
and humidity in a 200 liter stirred glass reactor. The
hydrocarbon concentration in the reactor during four and five hour
irradiation periods was monitored with a flaae ionization
chromatograph. Reaction rate constants, based on three
consecutive first order reactions, were calculated for reactor
temperature of 20, 25, 30, and 35 degrees centigrade. Activation
energies for the three consecutive reactions vere calculated from

the Arrhenius equation. Branched and straight chain olefins vere
studied at initial concentrations of 5.0 to 10.0 parts per million.

(Author abstract)**
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01481

Nader, J. S. (ed.)

PILOT STUDY OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION IN LOS ANGELES, OCTOBER
1965. (A REPORT ON CONCURRENT MEASUREMENTS MADE BY COOPERATING
ORGANIZATIONS BY VARIOUS METHODS.) Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control,
PHS-Pub-999-AP-38, 91p., (Presented at the Fourth
International Biometeorological Ctmlgress, Rutgers Univ.,
New Brunswick, N.J., Aug. 26 - Sept. 2, 1966.)

Measurements of 300-380-nm UV radiation in Los Angeles were
conducted under varying conditions of smug environment, below and
above the urban smog layer, and at various elevations through the
smog atmosphere in October 1965. The UV energy incident on a
horizontal plane surface detector near ground level at solar noom
on a clear day (no smog) was 31 r/m square meter or 37% of the
maximum possible for that date based on the value of 85 r/sq m of
UV radiation entering the earth's atmosphere. Attenuation of
UV radiation varied with smog intensity. Transmission through
the atmosphere from 5700 feet (Mt. Nilson) to 350 feet
(Laboratory rooftop) above sea level, average through the day,
was 87% for a clear day and 65% for a moderate-tc-heavy-smog day.
Outgoing radiation was significantly increased by the smog
environment. In heavy smog, values Imre higher by a factor of
about 2 than those obtained in a no-smog environment. Outgoing
radiation also tended to increase exponentially with elevation.
UV scatter or transmission measurements appear to offer
potential as a sensitive method of monitoring environmental smog
levels as an alternative to visibility rhich is subjective and
semiquantitative. The high scattering capability of a smog
atmosphere points to the need of measurements of UV radiation in
all directions, particularly as this applies to photochemical
reactions in the atmosphere, and a correlation of such measurements
with measurements of vertical components. (Author's summary)**

01504

W. J. Hamming and J. E. Dickinson

CONTROL OF PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG BY ALTERATION OF INITIAL REACTANT
RATIOS. J. Air Pollution Assoc., 16(6):317-323, June 1966.

A study of the variation in eye irritation rith irradiation time
demonstrates that the time at which eye irritation measurements are
taken is important in understanding the entire photochemical
mechanism underlying the smog problem in the summer in Los
Angeles. The data analyzed were obtained from 5 experinental
studies conducted under a variety of conditions. Analysis of the
data from chamber irradiation experiments indicate that eye
irritation is noted at the.same time as the max. concentration of
nitrogen dioxide. The chamber data have shorn that the initial
concentrations of the 2 principal reactant contaminants,
hydrocarbcns, oxides of nitrogen, and the relationship between
them, must be considered in studying the production of eye
irritation from photochemical smog. To determine hor the initial
reactant concentrations affect the degree of eye irritation which
can be produced, the available data from several experimental
studies were analyzed.**
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01587

G.J. Doyle

MODEL AEROSOLS FOR ATMOSPHERIC SMOG. Stanford Research
inst., South Pasadena, Calif., Southern California. 1961.
18pp.

One model reaction for formation of aerosol in the atmosphere
requires the presence of sulfur dioxide at fractions of a part
per million in photoxidizing mixtures of olefin and nitrogen
oxide at part per million concentrations. An experimental study
of this type of reaction and the results to date are described,
with particular emphasis on 2-methyl-2-butene as the olefin.

01602

E.A. Schack

NATURE OF EYE IRRITANTS IN SMOG. Stanford Research
inst., South Pasadena, South Pasadena, Southern California
Labs. 1961. 8 pp.

Three ppm of individual hydrOcarbons were mixed in pure air along
with 1 ppm Of nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxide. During the
subsequent two hour irradiation with near-ultraviolet light the
mixture vas monitored with a long-path infrared spectrophotometer.
The major products formed by photooxidizing many individual
hi Jrocarbons were readily identified and their concentrations
measured. In general, it was found that most olefins react
rapidly and generate irritation while saturated hydrocarbons
are relatively unreactive and do not result in irritating
mixtures. /n the absence of specific knowledge of the types and
concentrations of the components of smog-producing
atmospheres, control of olefins rather than oxides of nitrogen
appears to be the more practical approach to control of eye
irritation. The effect of control measures on eye irritation
will be a function of several factors. Some of these factors
are: the olefin-to-oxides of nitrogen concentration ratio; the
type of olefin or olefin mixture involved; and the length
of irradiation time and intensity of sunlight. To the extent
that these auto exhaust mixtures are typical, it is concluded
that ethylene and propylene are the most important precursors of
eye irritation in such mixtures.1111

01649

C. H. Nicol and J. G. Calvert

RELATIONS BETWEEN PHOTODECOMPOSITION NODES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
/N THE SERIES OF CARBONYL COHPOUPDS, N- C3H7COR. Preprint.
(Presented in part at the' Gordon Conference on Organic
Photochemistry, Tilton, N. H. Ju y 1965.)

The vapor phase photolysis of a series of carbonyl compounds of
general structure n-C3117COR was Studied at 3130 A as a
function of tesperatnte and pressure. The it group was varied
in the series, H, CH3, C2H5, n-C3H7, iso-C3H7, n-C4119,
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iso-C4H9, sec-C4H9, tert-C489, in order to evaluate the
effect of structure upon the individual primary photodissociative
processes and the relationship between these processes. Quantum
yields of carbon monoxide and ethylene products were used as
measures of the type I (n-C3H7 COR + h mu yields n-C3H7C0
+ R and n-C3H7 + COB) and type I/ (n-C3H7COR + h mu
yields C2H4 + CH2=C(OH)R primary photodissociative modes
in the ketones. A number of correlations vere noted betveen the
structural features and the efficiency of the Type I/
rearrangement. One striking effect was the relation betveen phi
/I and the extent of alkyl substitution on the alpha-carbon atom
of the R group. An empirical rule vas formulated vhich relates
molecular structure and the phi I/ values for the n-propyl
ketones. (Author abstract)44

01650

B. E. Saltzman , A. I. Coleman, and C. A. Clemons

HALOGENATED COMPOUNDS AS GASEOUS METEOROLOGICAL TRACERS:
STABILITY AND ULTRASENSITIVE ANALYSIS BY GIS CHROMATOGRAPHY.
Anal. Chem. 38, 753-8, May 1966.

Tracer compounds added to Roving air masses are useful for
demonstrating the transfer of pollutants from one local area or
city to another. A study of gaseous compounds resulted in the
selection of three suitable materials: sulfur hexafluoride,
bromotrifluoromethane, and octafluorocyclobutane. These materials
are non-toxic, are rare in the atmosphere, ahd can be readily
dispersed from weighed tanks containing them in liquid form under
pressure. An appropriate mixture can Se employed if necessary to
reduce possible errors caused by interfering emissions, and the
components in air can be determi' with high sensitivity in a
single 10-ninute run. An ultra itive gas chromatographic
procedure vith an electron-can' 14 detector vas developed
which utilized carefully purif.ed carrier gas and optimized
columns, detectors, and operating parameters. Sensitivity of
10 to the minus five power ppm was achieved for sulfur hexafluoride
without concentration of the sample. convenient procedures for
sampling and calibration were established. leactivities
of these materials with ordinary atmospheric pollutants such
as automobile exhaust, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone,
and sulfur dioxide were studied at various humidities, both with
and without irradiation equivalent to sunlight. Good stability
was indicated. Losses by washout due to rainfall appeared to be
negligible. These techniques should be very useful both for
tracing local emissions and for long-range meteorological studies
of movement of air masses. (Author abstract)110

01761

T. Kato

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OP SMALL AMOUNTS OY HYDROCARBONS IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. Nenryo Kyokaishi (J. Fuel Soc. Japan,
Tokyo) 45, (470) 406-13, June 1966.

Gas chromatographic analysis in practical air pollution research
was studied. Low temperature trapping and adsorption were most
important. In each method, sampling, concentration, O.C.
analysis and examples of the results were described. /n the
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former, sample air was introduced into a vacuum glass bottle,
which was evacuated through a concentration tube filled with
adsorbent and cooled with liquid oxygen to -183 C, then trapped
pollutants were transferred to G.C. sampling tube and
analyzed. For total analysis of air sample, sample air vas
introduced into the adsorption tube filled with charcoal, then
adsorbed pollutants were desorbed by heating to 350 C,
transferred to a G.C. sapling tube and chromatographed.
(Author summary)IP

01825

S. L. Kopczynski

PHOTO-OXIIATION OP ALKYLBENZENE-NITROGEN DIOXIDE MIXTURES /N
AIR. Intern. J. Air Rater Pollution. 8, 107-20, 1964.

Measurements of the relative reaction rates of various
alkylbenzenes in photo-oxidative reactions with NO2 in the air
are reported. The reaction rates are compared with the relative
basicities of the compounds. A partial analysis of the gas
phase and condensed phase products is also reported. It appears
that as much as 50 per cent of the reacted carbon atoms may be
contained in tho condensed phase. The several irradiation and
analytical techniques employed are compared. The
photo-oxidation reactions of olefins and alkylbenzenes are
compared. Free radical chains appear to play a more important
role in the photo-oxidation reaction rates of certain alkyl-
benzenes than in the reaction rates of ole.fins. Hyperconjugative
interaction of the methyl groups with the aroatic ring is
proposed as a possible explanation of the order of reactivity of
arious isomers of the methylsubstituted benzenes. (Author
abstract) **

01828

A. P. Altshuller, G. C. Ortman, B. E. Saltzman, and
R. E. Neligan

CONTINUOUS MONITORING OP METHANE AND OTHER HYDROCARBONS IN
URBAN. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 16, (2) 87-91,
Feb. 1966.
Continuous measurements of total hydrocarbons (and other organic
substances) and of methane were ade in Cincinnati and Los
Angeles for three-month periods. Some of the measurements were
ade during episodes of photochemical air pollution. Two
instruments, one for measurement of total hydrocarbons and the
other for methane, were operated in parallel. Both incorporated
flame ionization detectors having greiter sensitivity than
commercial flame ionization instruments. The flame ionization
analysis for methane was made specific by use of an adsorbent
carbon column preceding the analyzer to retain all organic
substances except ethane. Subtracting the 'methane concentration
values from those for total hydrocarbons gave nomethane
hydrocarbon concentrations. The data showed diurnal patterns of
concentrations of methane and nonmethane hydrocarbons in the
atmosphere. Average hourly values for ethane were
strikingly similar in Los Angeles and in Cincinnati (2.6 and
2.4 ppm, respectively) ; those for nonmethane hydrocarbons were four
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times as high in Los Angeles (3.0 and 0.8 ppm, respectively).
A bimodal frequency distribution pattern of the concentrations
suggested that atmospheric ventilation was either good or poor,
with less than a random amount of time in intermediate stages.
The width of the methane frequency distribution peak was about
half the width of that for nonmethane hydrocarbons, indicating a
different and more constant source for the former. (Author
abstract) **

01984

A. P. Altshuller and I. R. Cohen

STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON THE RATE OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE FORMATION IN
THE PHOTO-OXIDATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUND-NITRIC OXIDE MIXTURES IN
AIR. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution, 7, 787-97, 1963.

The rapid conversion of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide occurs
in the presence of certain organic species and of ultraviolet
radiation below 4000 A. The reaction is an important and
critical step in the over-all reactions of organic compound-nitric
oxide photochemical systems. These systems in turn are an
important part of the reaction complex associated with the
photochemically initiated type of air pollution. The eye
irritation and plant damage effects found in photo-chemical nsmog"
have been simulated by the irradiation of certain
hydrocarbon-nitrogen oxide systems (Leighton, 1961). Until
recently the available experimental data on the photochemically
initiated conversion of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide has been
restricted almost entirely to work on olefinic hydrocarbons

isobutene, trans-2-butene, and 1,3-butadiene
(Leighton, 1961; Tuesday, 1961). Recently, preliminary work has
been reported on other organic species including the aromatic
hydrocarbons (Altshuller et al. 1962a). It vas shown that a
number of dimethyl and trimethylbenzenes participate in this
reaction about as effectively as do the 1-alkenes and appreciably
more rapidly than tehylene. In the present work this study is
extended to additional aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes, ketones,
paraffinic hydrocarbons, and alcohols. Analyses for oxidant
concentrations have been made on some of the systems studied.
Some data have been obtained on the formation of aliphatic
aldehydes in the reactions of aromatic hydrocarbon-nitric oxide
systems. (Author abstract)**

02359

S.L. Ropczynski A.P. Altshuller

PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF HYDROCARBONS WITH SULFUR DIOXIDE.
Intern. J. Air Water Pollution, 6, 133-135, 1962

Gas ixtures of S02 and hydrocarbons n-butane, isobutane,
neopentane, 3-methyl-1-butene irradiated by either a mercury
arc or sunlamp, produced appreciable quantities of condensate
on the walls of the experimental flasks. A carbonyl band
was present at 5.7 microns. In several experiments with
isobutane as the hydrocarbon, a strong band at 5.7 microns was
observed along with other IR bands assigned to the acetone
molecule. A set of 3 strong bands in the 9.5 to 10 micron
region characteristic of ethanol was observed also. At 1 mm
partial pressure of S02 and n-bmtane or isobutane, a slight film
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of condensate could be observed when the Hq arc was used, but

not when the sunlamp orovided the UV radiation. Acetone and
methanol were indicated by spectral data on the more dilute

mixtures. At concentrations of 0.05 to 0.1 ma, no film could
be detected from S02 and isobutane or 1-pentene mixtures
irradiated by sunlamp; with the Hg lamp only weak IR bands

could be obtained after 20 hours. Evidence indicates that
photooxidation of S02 in the presence of saturated hydrocarbon
at concentrations found in the atmosphere does not
significantly contribute to formation of aerosols in air
pollution situations in comparison with aerosol results
from other reactions involving S02 in combination with NO and

olefins.**

02352

J.J. Bufalini A.P. Altshuller

SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS IN THE PHOTOOXIDATION OF MIXED
HYDROCARBONS. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1, (2) 133-8, Feb.

1967.

Since there is considerable disagreement in the published values
for rate constants for olefin-atomic oxygen and olefin-ozone
reactions, the reality of the so-called excess rate has been

questioned. If the excess rate is not real, then the rate
of oxidation of a given olefin should depend only on light

intensity and 1102 concentration. If a second olefin of
different reactivity is added to a given olefin, then no effect
other than the influence of different 0-atom and ozone
concentrations should be observed on the given olefin and

the hypothesis that the principal mode of disappearance of

olefins is due to 0-atom and ozone reactions is correct. As a

test of this hypothesis, 1-butene was irradiated at three light
intensities with 1102, both alone and in the presence of trans-2-

butene and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene separately. Synergistic
effects were observed that could not be explained by 0-atom

and ozone reacrions alone. (Author abstract)**

02476

E. R. Stephens.

REACTIONS OF OXYGEN ATOMS AND OZONE IN AIR POLLUTION. Intern.

J. Air Water Pollution 10, 649-63, Oct. 1966 (Presented at
the Symposium on Photochemical Aspects of Air Pollution,
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 1965.)

The reactions of free oxygen atoms and ozone as they apply to air
pollution and the factors which govern the oxygen atom and ozone

concentrations are reviewed. The role played by reactions of
oxygen atoms with oxides of nitrogen is discussed as it affects the
determination of light intensity by photolysis of nitrogen dioxide.

The realtionship of these inorganic reactions to the attack on
hydrocarbon molecules is discussed along with the various attempts
which have been made to account for the rate of disappearance of
hydrocarobon in terms of its reactions with oxygen atoms and ozone.

Since most of these attempts have indicated that these tvo

reactions fall short of accounting for the observed.rate of

reaction, it has been suggested that free radical attack may play a
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role. Some difficulties with this concep are pointed out.
Experiments on the reaction of olefins with ozone have produced
discordant results and are discussed. (Author abstract modified)*

02777

A. P. Altshuller, I. R. Cohen, and T. C. Purcell

PHOTOOXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE PRESENCE OP ALIPHATIC
ALDEHYDES. Science 156 (3777), 937-9, (May 19, 1967). 1966.

A new group of gas-phase reactions has been shown to contribute
to the photooxidation of hydrocarbons. The photooxidation of
aliphatic aldehydes in the part-per-million range at wavelengths
below 3400 A produces intermediates that react with olefinic and
aromatic hydrocarbons. The reactions have been investigated with
laboratory ultraviolet radiation sources and solar radiation.
Although the reaction rates are slower than those
associated with the corresponding nitrogen oxide induced
photooxidations, the rates are significant in terms of the time
scale of interest in urban atmospheric reactions. These results
may cause modifications of current considerations of whether
control of nitrogen oxides will effectively reduce photochemical
air pollution. (Author abstract)**

03064

Cadle, R. D. and J. V. Powers

SOME ASPECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC CHEMICAL REACTIONS OP ATOMIC OXYGEN.
Tellus (Uppsala) , 18(2):176-186, 1966. 44 refs.

Some features of atmospheric atomic oxygen chemistry that have
received little attention, that need to be re-evaluated in the
light of recent data, that have been studied in the author's
laboratory, or that encompass some combination of these three are
discussed. Newly-calculated values for the concentrations of
excited atomic oxygen below 100 km are so low that it is unlikely
that its reactions contribute appreciably to the concentration of
any atmospheric component in that region with the possible
exception of excited molecular oxygen. Reactions of ground state
atomic oxygen may constitute a sink for methane and a source of
sulfate in this atmospheric region. Many chemionization reactions
probably occur in the atmosphere, and three possible types are
considered in detail. (Author abstract)**

03381

R. Neiberger, Chairman."

THE DISPERSION AND DEPOSITION OF AIR POLLUTANTS OVER CITIES.
(Air Over Cities Symp., Cincinnati, Ohio, 1961.) pp. 155-71.

HEW A 62-5

In setting limits for the control of pollution sources in
industrial and urban complexes,.limits must not be established
solely on the basis of individual stacks and plants; the basic
concept must be the area-source strength, in terms of total
emissions per square mile, since the emissions from separate
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stacks and plants are additive as the air moves across them
toward residential and commercial communities. The
dispersion of pollutants from vehicle exhaust along congested
streets and roads deserves attention. Such questions as the
influence of heat from motor and the motion of the vehicles need
examination. Studies of dispersion have generally assumed
flat uniform terrain and wind conditions in which the direction
is steady and the average speed is high compared to turbulent
fluctuations. Studies must be performed on the dispersion of
pollutants over an irregular somplex of buildings and under the
influence of wind conditions in which the average speed is low and
the magnitude of windspeeds in fluctuations is as great or greater.
(Author summary) **

03673

Bainbridge, A. E. and Leroy E. Heidt

MEASUREMENTS OP METHANE IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND LOWER
STRATOSPHERE. Tellus (Uppsala), 18(2):221-Z24, 1966. 18 refs.

Two profiles of air samples have been collected over southern
U.S.A. (30 deg N lat.) between ground level and 23 km and
analysed for methane. The results show, with increasing altitude,
a mixing ratio nearly constant to the tropopause and decreasing
rapidly in the lower stratosphere. The results suggest that the
trophsphere is the major region of destruction of methane.
(Authors' summary)**

03858

A. P. Altshuller, S. L. Kopczynski, W. A. Lonneman,
T. L. Becker, R. Slater

CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF THE PHOTOOXIDATION OF THE PROPYLENE--
NITROGEN OXIDE SYSTEM. Environ. Sci. Technol., 1(111:899-914,
Nov. 1967. 29 refs.

Although it is not possible to fully represent all of the
diverse effects associated with photochemical air pollution
by studies of a single hydrocarbon, propylene was chosen as a
representative reactive hydrocarbon. The propylene-nitrogen
oxide or propylene nitrogen oxide-sulfur dioxide system when
irradiated reacts readily to produce oxidant, formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN),
and methyl nitrate, along with light scattering, and causes ozone
and PAN-type plant damage and eye irritation. Thus, all of
the major "smog's anifestations are reproducible, but not
necessarily at the intensitios experienced in the ambient

atmosphere. The chemical and physical measurements of the
photooxidation of propylene-nitrogen oxide or of propylene
nitrogen oxide-sulfur dioxide over a range of reactant
concentrations, at several light intensity levels, and under

static or dynamic flow conditions are reported. Biological
indicator easureent s will be reported in another paper.
(Authors' abstract, modified)**
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03875

D. E. Loudon

REQUIREMENTS FOR SAFE DISCHARGE OF HYDROCARBONS TO ATMOSPHERE.
Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst., Sect. II/. 43, 418-33, 1963.
(Presented at the 28th Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum
Inst. Division of Refining, Philadelphia, Pa., May 15, 1963.)

Current knovledge, opinion, and service experience relative to the
disposal of released hydrocarbons, is assembled with emphasis on
atmospheric discharge. Potential hazards to personnel and
equipment associated vith the release of hydrocarbon vapor to the
atmosphere include: 1, ignition of outflow, either immediate or
delayed; 2, explosive release of energy from delayed ignition; 3,
flame radiation; 4, condensation of vapor; 5, noise; and, 6,
pollution. The present state of knowledge relative to these
hazards is discussed. This leads directly to an appreciation of
aspects where genera knowledge, experience data, or fundamentals
are inadequate or totally lacking. The individual subjects
requiring attention are summarized. (Author abstract modified) **

04245

N. A. Krylova

COLORIMETRIC AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF
PHENYLURETHYLANE IN FACTORY AIR. Hyg. Sanit. 31, (8) 250-5,
Aug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI: TT-51160/7-9

Phenylurethylane solution boiled vith an alkali hydrolyzes to
aniline and sodium acetate. Thus, the determination of
phenylurethylane can be based on the determination of aniline. In
the present vork the diazotizing reaction of aniline vas used and
followed by the reaction of the diazo compound vith aloha-
laphthylethylenediamine. Colorimetric analysis vas
-ecommended for separate investigations of the tvo substances,
phenylurethylane and aniline, when present together.
Spectrophotometrie determination of phenylurethylane in samples
was also recommended. This method is non-specific as aniline
interferes by yielding an absorption maximum in the same range.**

04246

F. D. Krivoruchko

DETERMINATION OF AERIAL CONCENTRATION OF DECOMPOSITION AND
OXIDATION PRODUCTS OF CERTAIN ORGANOALUMINUM COMPOUNDS (TEA,
DEAC, TIBI, AND DIBAC). (Opredelenie produktov
razlozheniya i okisleniya vozdukhe nekotorykh
alyuminiiorganicheskikh soedinenil (TEA, DEAKh, T/BA i DIB-
AKh.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (8) 256-9, lug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

In connection vith studies of vorking conditions in the
manufacture of triethylalurinum (TEA), diethylaluminum chloride
(DEAC) , triisobutylaluminum (TIBI) and diisobutylaluminum
chloride (DIBAC) it vas necessary to determine health hazards in
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the factory air. Determination in air of substances formel by the
decomposition and oxidation of TEA, DEAC, TIBA and DIBAC
formed the purpose of the present work. Organouluminum compounds
in sealed glass ampules were used. Investigations were performed
in 100 1 chambers with a fan for uniform distribution of the
decomposition products from organoalumimum compounds. The
ampules with samples vere broken with a special rod. The
breaking of an ampule was followed by the formation of a white
aerosol in the chamber (obviously, aluinum oxide) which persisted
for 1.5-2.5 hr and then was slowly deposited on the chamber walls.
Air samples were taken from the chamber at different time
intervals (from 2 min to 3.5 hr). Aluminum oxide aerosols were
sampled on an ushless filter paper of "Blue Band" grade in a
Plexiglas cartridge. Samples for other toxic substances were
taken by menas of absorbers, placing filter paper in froat of the
absorber in order to exclude aluminum oxide. Investigations
showed that the processes liberated aluminum oxide aerosol,
isobutylene, lower and higher alcohols, aldehydes, carbon monoxide
and hydrogen. Moreover, the decomposition and oxidation of
DIBAC yielded hydrochloric acid aerosols while the decomposition
and oxidation of DEAC yielded ethyl chloride.**

04933

Niemeyer, L. E. and R. A. McCormick

SONE RESULTS OF MULTIPLE-TRACER DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS AT
CINCINNATI. J. Air Pollution control Assoc., 18(6):403-405,
June 1968. 7 refs. (Presented at the 60th Annual Meeting,
Air Pollution Control Association, Cleveland, Ohio, June
11-16, 1967. Paper 67-86.)

A number of diffusion expecients during near-neutral stability
conditions are described which utilize the siultaneous
dissemination of up to three gaseous and one particulate tracer
material. The gases are sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) ,
octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8), and bromotrifluoromethane
(CBrF3). The fourth tracer was a particulate, zinc-cadmiu
sulfide (ZnCdS) , referred to as FP. The magnitude and
sources of "non-meteorological" errors are analyzed with respect
to a single experiment using but one tracer. The relation of
observed ground-level concentrations out to distances of the
order 125 km fro tne source to those estimated by the
extrapolat%on of slorter-range experimental results is also
discussed. The magnitude of nonmeteorological errors in diffusion
experiments is shotn to be as high as plus or minus 50%. The
primary causes for these non-meteorological errors lie in the
analytical techniques, the loss of particulate tracer material,
sampling errors, and uncertainties in source strength.
Nevertheless, a limited nuber of long-range tracer experiments
deonstrate that both the SFl and FP tracer techniques can be
used to obtain quantitative diffusion data over ranges (greater
than 100 km) for which precise knowledge is almost non-existent.80

04988

R. D. Cadle H. S. Johnston

CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN LOS ANGELES SMOG. Proc. Natl. Air
Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, Calif., 1952. pp. 28-34.
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Chemical reactions in smog are either reactions between two
or more man-introduced contaminants or between an impurity
and the natural components of the atmosphere. This paper
discusses (1) certain well-known reactions which must certainly
occur, (2) experiments to determine the nature of other reactions
expected to occur under conditions which exist in the Los
Angeles atmosphere, and (3) speculations about some reactions
which may occur. Several investigators have discussed
certain types of reactions which possibly occur in smog.
Haagen-Smit has suggesthd that reaction products of olefins with
ozone and oxides of nitrogen in the presence of sunlight are
responsible for some of the unpleasant properties of smog.
Johnstone has discussed the oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur
trioxide in the atmosphere, which would result in the
formation of a mist of sulfuric acid. Blacet has proposed several
photochemical reactions which could contribute to the ozone
content of smog; in particular, he consieered photoactivation
and photolysis of nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and
aldehydes.**

05575

G. P. Larson, J. R. Taylor, and W. J. Hamming

STUDIES OF POLLUTION LEVELS /N RELATION TO AIR MOVEMENT /N THE
LOS ANGELES ATMOSPHERE. Proc. Natl. Air Pollutioh Symp.,
3rd, Pasadena, Calif., 1955. pp. 33-42.

Samples were collected in dustfall jars from a large number of
stations in the Los Angeles Basin. The results are plotted in
tons per square mile for S02, salt, total dustfall, and water
insoluble solids. The results of a nitrogen dioxide survey are
also plotted showing surface trajectories for air, cross sections,
and area distribution. Subsequent to these studies, 50 wind
stations were established throughout the basin making it possible
to demonstrate the effects of two separato source areas on
adjoining areas. To determine the variations that could occur
during smoggy periods when one source area might influence the ,

other, the variations in air flow trajectory were studied. CO,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons were measured hourly at several
locations in both areas. The oxidation of hydrocarbons to produce
eye irritation was also studied. These investigations illustrated
the importance of relating the air movement to the sources of
pollution, in order to anticipate influences that may be effected
in the surrounding areas.**

05533

Altshuller, A. P., S. L. Kopczynski, V. Lonneman, and
D. Wilson

PHOTOCHER/CAL REACTIVITIES OF EXHAUSTS FROM 1966 MODEL
AUTOMOBILES EQU/PPED TO REDUCE HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS. J. Air
Pnllution Control Assoc., 17(11):734-737, Nov. 1967.
(Presented at the 60th Annual meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16, 1967, Paper 67-6.)

/n the summer of 1966, some automobiles from the Cincinnati phase
of the GSA study were used in an irradiation chamber study to
evaluate the photochemical air pollution potential of
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representative models of equipped and unequipped automobiles.

Only one set of automobiles, the unequipped Chevelles, produced
exhaust capable under irradiation of forming significant levels of

oxidant and PAN. Neither the equipped Chevelles nor any of the
Fords or Plymouths, whether equipped or unequipped, produced

exhaust having the characteristics necessary to form oxidant or

PAN Upon irradiation. The eye irradiation level roported by the
panel upon irradiation of exhaust from unequipped Chevelles vas
much higher than that pLoduced by the irradiated exhausts from any

of the other types of automobiles. Overall, there does appear to
be some small improvement vith respect to eye irritation in
comparing equipped automobiles with unequipped automobiles. To a
large extent, the improvement in the air pollution potential of

exhausts from equipped Chevelles compared to the inequipped
Chevelles can be attributed to the reduction in the hydrocarbon to

nitrogen oxide ratio. The irradiated exhaust frcm equipped
Chevelles, exc:ept for aldehyde levels, is about the same in
photochemical air pollution potential as are the exhausts from

unequipped Fords and Plymouths. Such irradiation chamber
measurements are related to exhaust reactivities. Hydrocarbon
reactivities can be obtained by direct measurement of reactive and
nonreactive hydrocarbons in the automotive emissions.**

05817

E. R. Stephens

THE REACTIONS OF AUTO EXHAUST IN SUNLIGHT. Preprint.
(Presented at a Session of the Conf. Air Pollution Research
on "Atmospheric Reactions of Constituents of Motor Vehicle
Exhau,t," Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 5, 1961.)

When auto exhaust is diluted with air and exposed to sunlight
chemical changes take place which lead to a variety of noxious

products. Among these are eye irritants, plant toxicants, and
aerosols. These effects can also be observed when dilute
mistures of hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and sulfur dioxide with

air are irradiated. A number of the noxious products have been
identified. Ozone and a new series of compounds called the
peroxyacyl nitrates (PAN) are the principal plant toxicants
formed by this reaction. The various members of the PAN family
are powerful eye irritants as are the forMaldehyde and acrolein
produced in this oxidation reaction. The formation of products
such as PAN and alkyl nitrate indicates the presence of organic
free radicals since these compounds most probably arise through the
reactions of the appropriate radicals with nitrogen dioxide. The
corresponding reactions with nitric oxide probably lead to its
oxidation to nitrogen dioxide, a phenomena which is observed and
which is required to account fol. the formation of ozone.
(Author abstract) **

05818

E. R. Stephens, W. E. Scott, P. L. Hanst, and R. C.

Doerr

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF THE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY Or THE

ATMOSPHERE. Preprint. (Presented at a Session on Smoke and
Fumes, 21st Midyear Meeting, ((American Petroleum Inst.,

Division of Refining, Montreal, Canada)), May 16, 1956.)
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A long-path IR cell, with which it is possible to detect many
compounds in the air at concentrations in the parts-per million
range, is being used to study reactions of air pollutants. Field
studies of the Los Angeles smog by other investigators have
shown that photochemical reactions caused by sunlight play an
important role in its development. In the laboratory it has been
demonstrated that 03 is formed when mixtures of NO2 and an
organic compound in air are irradiated with artificial sunlight.
This paper presents the results of further studies on this and
other reactions of air-pollution chemistry. IR analysis of the
products of the photochemical reaction between NO2 and an organic
compound frequently reveals, in addition to bands of known
compounds, several unidentified absorption bands which apparently
belong to a single compound produced in significant quantity.
Although this compound is unstable, moderately pure samples of it
can be condensed if the reaction products are drawn through a cold
trap. Physical and chemical properties of this condensate,
referred to as compound X, are consistent with the belief that it
is an acyl-nitrogen compound, but its structure is not
unequivocally determined. The importance of compound X in an
explanation of the chemistry of the atmosphere is stressed. 03 is
formed when compound X is irradiated, with or without added
gasoline. 03 formation is slower with added gasoline, perhaps
because the olefins present in the gasoline react with some of the
03. 03 is also formed when nbutyl nitrite is photolyzed in 02.
The rate of formation of 03 vas only slightly changed when S02
was present in an irradiated mixture of olefin and NO2. Since
the S02 disappeared very slowly, it was concluded that neither
the 03, the free radicals, nor any peroxides which are formed will
oxidize S02 to S03 at a significant rate. (Author abstract
modified) **

06043

M. Neiburger

METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF OXIDATION TYPE AIR POLLUTION. (In:
The Rossby Memorial Volume.) California Univ., Los
Angeles, Dept. of Meteorology. 1959. pp. 158-69.

The replacement of coal by petroleum products as an energy source,
instead of eliminating air pollution, has led to a new type of air
pollution characterized by the presence of oxidizing :9ubstance8,
chiefly ozone, and the occurrence of eye irritation, damage to
vegetation, and reduction to visibility. It has been shown that
photochemical reactions involving hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide
in concentrations of a few parts per illion can produce all these
manifestations. The photochemical reactions require the
combination of (1) sources of reagents, (2) conditions which
prevent their dispersal, and (3) adequate solar radiation. The
tremendous concentrations of automobile traffic, the exhaust from
which is estimated to contain 7 percent of the hydrocarbons put
into the fuel tank, in all metropolitan centers in the U.S.
constitute sources which are at least as large as industrial
sources (refineries). However, only on the subtropical west
coasts of continents do the meteorological conditions for
accumulation of pollutants, namely persistent light winds and
temperature inversions, occur consistently together with adequate
solar radiation. The outstanding example of this combination is
Los Angeles, California. Studies of the relationship of air
trajectories to the smog manifestations in Los Angeles are
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presented. These studies demonstrate the contribution of
automobile exhaust as a principal source. (Author's abstract) 00

06235

Goetz, A. Stoeber, N. and T. Kallai

SYNERGISTIC PROPERTIES OP AEROSOLS (PINAL PROGRESS REPT. JAII. 20,
1961-Nov. 15, 1961) California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena,
49 pp. Nov. 15, 1961.

The general subject of this Report is the interaction of air-borne
particulates vith gaseous trace components of the atmosphere which
leads to their accumulation upon these nuclei and causes what is
commonly called ',aerosol formation. An understanding of these
processes is important because this accumulation of irritating
substances may produce their synergistic intensivation, and the
growth of these particulates increases their capacity for diffuse
light scattering and causes the well-known visibility restriction
by smog-like aerosols. The studies reported center on the physical
aspects of aerosol formation, particularly on those resulting from
photochemical reactions between NO2 and clef inic hydrocarbons.
Instrumentation and ethods, especially developed for the synthetic
production of such aerocolloid systeas, are described 'in detail
as well as the procedures resulting in the quantative size and mass
distribution of such aerosols. Experiments of exploratory nature
are discussed which demonstrate that su ch reaction products form
temporary condensates on artifically introduced particulates
whenever present during photoactivation.

061482

J. R. Hicks

IMPROVING VISIBILITY DURING PERIODS OP SUPERCOOLED FOG. Army
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab., Hanover, N.H.
(Rept. No. 181.) (Dec. 1966). 40 pp.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 648 484 .

Six twits of dispersal systems using propane were conducted im
Hanover, New Hampshire during winter 1964-65 and a like number
in Greenland during summer 1965 mainly on supercooled fogs and in
a few instances when air temperatures ',ere within the lower 2
eters at or slightly above freezing. Propane was introduced into
the fog as a liquid aerosol to induce spontaneous nucleation either
by cooling or by clathrate reaction which may be important in fog
odification. The tests show that liquid propane will improve
visibility in fogs, is safe to use, and no standby time is needed.
The system may be permanently installed with either radio or
manually controlled valve units, and is expensive, a cost of $20/hr
estimated to keep an airport approach zone clear of fog. Details
of the individual tests conducted are given. The dispensing
apparatus, flammability tests, and the theory of formation, growth,
and precipitation of ice crystals, thermal reaction, and the
clathrate concept are discussed. (Author summary) 00
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06632

A. Goetz and R. Pueschel

BASIC MECHANISMS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL AEROSOL FORHATION. Atmos.
Environ. 1, 287-306 (1967. I

A photochemical reactor vas applied to studies of the effects of
sulfur dioxide humidity, and order of iming of reactants on the
photochemical production of aerosol froa 1-octene and nitrogen
dioxide in air. The effects of all three parameters are complex
but explainable from a few reasonable assumptions, the most
important of which is probably that initial contact between the
aerosol nuclei and the more polar reactants has a governing effect
on the nature of the product. The experimental results presented
are obviously still lacking in sufficient detail for formulation
of an adequate description of the complex reaction patterns which
lead to the formation of photochemical aerosols in the presence of
S02 under various humidity conditions. Nevertheless, the data

.definitely indicate that the presence of stable particulates is
a dominant factor, not only as centers of accunulant formation,
but also as loci for the concentration of reactant gas molecules
(820, NOx, SO2) in their immediate environment. The
subsequent photoactiyation will thus be ore efficient at these
centers than in the free volume between them. The existence of
such localized statistical 'larder states,' appears to be the most
likely interpretation for the effect of the contact sequence order
between reactants and particles.1111

06994

S. Millman, G. Pressman, P. Warneck

OZONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION BY MISSILE EXHAUST. Geophysics
Corp. of America, Bedford, Mass. (GCA Technical Rept. ,

No. 62-14-G. Scientific Rept. No. 9.) 65 pp. (Dec. 1962).

A possible consequence of the increased launching of large
rocket issiles is the large-scale local or worldwide
modification of the atmosphere, in particular the occurrence of
perturbations that might disturb the existing equilibria by
causing chain, cyclic, or catalytic processes. This report
considers these possible issile exhaust chemically induced
changes in the ozonosphere, the lower reactive portioi of the
atmosphere. The possibility of chain, cyclic or catalytic
processes initiated by one of the components in a rocket's
exhaust trail that night cause appreciable changes in the
composition of the atmosphere is studied. Chain, cyclic, and
catalytic type processes are of greatest interest since
destruction (or creation) of ozone on the basis of 1 molecule
of ozone per molecule of initiating material would require
immense amounts of material released into the atmosphere. In
particular, possible reactions that occur when large
quantities of OH or H radicals are uniforaly released into the
atmosphere at a height of 30 kus from hydrocarbon - lox
systems are considered. Suggestions for experimental work are
made in order that sone of the preliminary estimates nay be
rendered less tentative. The results obtained indicated that
large scale perturbations of the ozonosphere are possible under
certain circumstances.**
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07257

Khan, A. U., J. N. Pitts, Jr., and E. B. Smith

SINGLET OXYGEN IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES: THE ROLE OP
SINGLET MOLECULAR OXYGEN IN THE PRODUCTION OF PHOTOCHEMICAL AIR
POLLUTION. ((Environ. Sci. Technol.)), 1(8) :656-657, Aug.
1967. 14 ref.

CPSTI; DDC 675 969

A new mechanism is proposed to explain the rapid conversion of NO
into No 2 with a concurrent disappearance of hydrocarbons and
appearance of oxidants in photochemical air pollution. Singlet
oxygen generated by triplet energy transfer from strongly
absorbing polynuclear aroaatic hydrocarbons to normal oxygen
produces excited singlet molecular oxygen which attacks olefins to
give unstable peroxides. A mechanistic chain is set up involving
free radicals generated by decomposition of these peroxides. A

solution of differential equations relating to the proposed
mechanism yields a set of rate-time curves for NO-102-03 which
have the sae general characteristics as those observed in actual
smoggy atmoEpheres. The presence of singlet oxygen in urban
atmospheres has potentially great implications in the
environmental sciences. (Authors, abstract)**

07518

Yantovskii, S. A., I. Yu. Sidorina, and N. V. Chernyak

CONDITIONS OP SAP! OXIDATION OF TOLUENE BY ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN.
Text in Rassian. Neftekhimiya, 6(1) :105-111, 1966. 22 refs.
Engl. transl. Intern. Chem. Eng., 7(1):144-149, Jan. 1967.

The maximum permissible amount of oxygen and the limiting
temperature to assure safe conditions for the liquid-phase
oxidation of toluene at Fressures from 1 to 20 atmospheres was
determined. In order to assure safe conditions for the
liquid-phase oxidation of toluene on an industrial scale it is
necessary to maintain minimum oxygen concentration after the
reactor at about 6%. In order to maintain a constant safe
concentration of the toluene air rixture in the reactor, in
which the amount of oxygen can be brought up to 21%, it is
necessary to maintain the temperature above the limiting
temperature. At 10 atm. the temperature of the reactor should not
be less than 130 deg. This value is 35-45 deg below the oxidation
temperature of toluene, which is recommended for the optimum
conditions.**

09430

Liberti, Arnaldo and Giuseppe Devitofrancesco

EVALUATION OP SULPHUR COMPOUNDS IN ATMOSPHERIC DUST. In:
Air Pollution. Proceedings of the Symposium on the
Physico-chemical Transormation of Sulphur Compounds in the
Atmosphere and the Formation of Acid Smogs. Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris Directorate for
Scientific Affairs, Paper 6, Dec. 1967, p. 47-51.
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Extensive research on the physical constitution and chemical
coaposition of atmospheric dust and physico-chemical transformation
of sulphur compounds is discussed. Surface area was determined
for dust collected in various Italian cities by using a gas
adsorption technique. The surface area vas found to be about
6.2 sq. m./g. Volatile compound3 were analysed by infrared
spectroscopy. CO2, CO, CH4, 11H3, 120, nitrocompounds,
and ethylene were detected. Sulphur content of atmospheric
dust vas determined by combustion and the sulphate by extraction
with dilute ineral acid. No detectable amount of sulphur
dioxide and of free acidity vas found.ee

10018

Fensterstock, Jack C. and Robert R. Fankhauser

THANKSGIVING 1966 AIR POLLUTION EPISODE IN THE EASTERN UNITED
STATES. Public Health Serivce, Durham, N.C., National Cen-
ter for Air Pollution Control, Publication 1/. AP-45, 45p,
July 1968. 12 refs.

The Thanksgiving 1966 Air Pollution Episode in the Eastern United
States is documented in terms of daily meteorology and abient air
quality. Analysis of the availabie air quality data indicates that
the Air Pollution Potential Forecast Program (APFP) of the Public
Health Service and Weather Bureau did forecast the stagnation.
Heteorological data for selected cities were based on the diurnal
average tenperature, cloud cover, afternoon ixing depths, average
wind speed through mixing depth, ventilation, resultant wind
direction and the average surface wind speed. Air quality
neasuresents on the gaseous pollutants sulfur dioxide, oxides of
nitrogen, hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide were ade daily. Suspend.
and settling particulate of solids and liquids were also measured
diurnally. The high level of air pollution in the eastern U. S.
during the period Nov. 24 through 30, 1966, created adverse health
effects. Researchers in New York City found an increase in the death
rate of approximately 24 deaths per day during the period.

11004

Schmidt, F. H.

HETEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ATHOSPHENIC POLLUTION AND ATHOSPEEMIC
CHEN/STRY. Atsos. Environ., 2(4)2423-426, July 1968.

Discussions are made in this report on the following topics:
network of stations for measuring background pollution; sampling
techniques tcom the meteorological point of view; meteorological
factors influencing the dispersion of atmospheric pollution;
boundary layer observations; special pollutants; forecasting
pollution problems.ee

11052

1. O. limedfall, H. Linsky

A NESOCLIHATOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR AIR POLLUTION
ENGINEERS. Preprint, Vest Virginia Univ., Morgantown,
Dept. of Civil Engineering, 59p., 1968. 21 refs. Mremented
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I

Gusev, N. I. and R. S. Gilodenskiblod, B. K. Baikov,
and E. V. Elfimova

at the 61st Annual fleeting, Air Pollution tontrol
Association, St. Paul, Minn., June 23-27, 1968, Paper 68-53.)

A method of deriving 3 air pollution potential indexes based on
selected climatic data and meso-climate topographic factors has
been defeloped, through not yet adequately field tested, for use
by engineers in choosing between alternate factory sites.
Three indexes, one for general air pollution, one for
photoreactive air pollutants, and ons for fog-reactive air
pollutants, the latter two based on the first one plus sunshine
and husidity factors respectively, are presented. These indexes
vary with locations, not with air pollutants or time. Weaknesses
and possible uses of the various stagnation indexes are discussed.
(Authors* abstract, nodified)**

11225

Hilst, Glenn R.

AN AIR POLLUTION MODEL OF CONNECTICUT. Preprint, Travelers
Research Center, Inc., Hartford, Conn., 33p., 1967.
(Presented at the IBM Scientific Computing Symposium,
Yorktown, Hgts, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1967.)

A working air pollution simulation model for the State of
Connecticut is presented. The model is capable of simulating
air pollution concentration patterns for conservative pollutants
within the State of an hour-by-hour basis, given the time and

'space variability of the sources of that pollutant within the
State, the flux of,that pollutant across the State border (also a
time and space variable), and the time and space variability of
atmospheric flow and diffusion patterns within the State.
Reduced to its pare essentials, the problem of predicting air
pollution concentrations in any arbitrary volume of the atmosphere
requires specification of the following factors: (1) The ,

immediate past trajectory of that volume of air - where has it
been? (2) The emissions of pollutant at each locality over which
the air has passed during the time of passage - how much
pollution has been injected into the volune? (3) The lateral and
vertical mixing of pollutants between this volume and adjacent
volumes-how much has each incresental input of pollutant been
diluted with air or other pollutants during its time of flight?
(4) The loss or alteration of the pollutant by chemical reaction,
deposition, sorption processes-bow much of each incremental input
of pollutant has been altered or lost during its time of flight?
The Connecticut odel structures the first three of these
factors.**

11479

DETERMINATIONS OF THE COMBINED EFFECT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES IN
PREDICTIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION. ((pb uchete summarnogo
deistviya tokischeskikh veshchestv pri pmeinozirovanii
zagryazneniya vozdushmogo basseina.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English
translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.), 33(4-6):88-80. April-June
1968. ((17)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2
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Several investigations of the combined effect of several
pollutants present simultaneously in the atmosphere have been
recently made. The results are listed. The data provide
convincing proof that as a rule the combined effect of toxic
substances in the atmosphere at the levels of liminal and
subliminal concentrations are in accordance with the principle
of simple sumation. Data from many specialized institutes and
organizations suggest that in most cases calculations of the
expected atmospheric pollution are based on the maximum permissible
concentrations established for individual pollutants, so that the
results of athematical determinations are compared only against
such standards. There is a definite gap between theory and
practice in the establishemnt of standards for atmospheric
pollutants and the application of its recommendations. It is a
matter of common knowledge that the implementation of the necessary
hygienic measures at an operating enterprise is undoubtedly more
caLplex and difficult than the prevention of marked air pollution
at the planning stage. All these considerations point to the
necessity for the planner to take account of the complex effects
on man of any combination of industrial pollutants discharged into
the atmosphere. The results cf comprehensive investigations
of the reflex effects produced by combinations of substances and
the largely unifora findings of such investigations make it
possible to recommend, with a high degree of :enormity, that for
practical predictive purposes the aPproved formula for calculations
of combined effects should be extended to all combinations of
substances present in discharges fro a specific industrial
enterprise or a complex of enterprises.**

14019

Altshuller, A. P.

COMPOSITION AND REACTIONS OP POLLUTANTS IN COMNUNITT ATMOSPHERES.
Bull. World Health Organ. (Geneva), 40(4) :616-623, 1969. 26
refs.

Data are presented showing the composition of gaseous and
particulate substances in community atmospheres, based on
measurements in various cities in the United States. Many of the
pollutants react further, usually to produce substances as
undesirable as the original ones, or more so; most of these
reactions involve thermal oxidation or photooxidation. Because
of the importance of considering air pollution on a regional
or even continental scale, a general fraework of residence
times of pollutants is postulated: up to several days under
adverse conditions in many regions, but less than 24 hours
across large urban areas under more usual conditions of wind
speed and movements of weather fronts. Pollutants and other
atmospheric substances are categorized as either reactants-
those substances emitted directly into the atmosphere from
combustion, industrial, and biosphere processes; or products
such as nitrogen dioxide and sulfates. Some substanCes ay fall
into both groupings. Data are given on rates of,7arious
reactions, and the nature of the products is described. In
general, the measureents shoved 1% to 15% conversions of
gaseous to particulate species on a long-term basis; rates
of conversion of nitrogen dioxide tb nitrate'vere consistently
lower than those of sulfur dioxide to sulfate. Recent work on
particle size distributions of various etallic and non-metallic
ions in particulates in U. S. cities is reviewed, with data
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given in terms of mass median diameters. It is pointed oat
that the biosphere is a source of, as yell as a sink for,
pollutants, and that urban levels of methane or nitrous oxide,
for example, reflect to a considerable extent biosphere, rather
than urban, emissions. Reactions originating in biosphere
processes may ,:ontribute significantly to regional pollution,
particularly during periods of stagnation. The need for increased
emphasis on atmospheric investigations, as oipposed to laboratory
work, and for improved sensitivity and specificity in monitoring
and sampling is discussed.

15308

Bockian, A. H., Frank Bonamassa, Herbert FaJgin, and Herman
Pinsicy

USE OF THE INTEGRATING NEPHELOMETER TO MEASURE AEROSOL FORMATION
FROM HYDROCARBONS. Preprint, California Air Resoul:ces Board,
Los Angeles, 9p., 1969. (Presented at the Am. Chemo Soc.,
158th Natl. Meet., New York, 1969.)

A recently-designed integrating nephelometer was used in
environmental chamber experiments to measure light scattering
resulting from the irradiation of different hydrocarbons in the
presence of nitric oxide at ppm levels. In some of the
experiments, 2 ml of gasoline were used; in others, several
individual alkene and aromatic components of gasoline, in
concentrations of 2 ppm each, were irradizted separately in the
presence of 0.4 ppm nitric oxide for about 5 brs. Six ppm of
some alkanes found in gasoline were also allowed to react
individually with 0.4 pp% NO. Several other experiments were
performed in which the hydrocarbon was alloyed to react with
ozone in the dark. Agreement in the amount of light scattering
between duplicate runs was excellent. In several cases, large
amounts of aerosol were produced while the net oxidant
concentrations vere at a fairly low level. It vas shown that
some short-chain olefins, which may be very reactive in producing
oxidant and eye irritation, produced little or no aerosol; in
contrast, many paraffins which were found to be non-reactive
in eye irritation studies produced aerosol. A great many aerosol
producers contain seven or more carbon atoms and do not seem
to be restricted to any class of hydrocarbon; a possible
synergistic action between a short-chain high oxidant producer
and a large molecule which produces aerosol remains to be
investigated. The agreement between nephelometer readings
and visual measurements of visibility vas excellent.

15712

SHERI DOES IT ALL GO. Stanford Res. Inst. J., 23:4-8, Dc. 1968.

The Environmental Research Department of Stanford Research
Institute undertook a global study of the atmosphere. The world
and its surrounding atmosphere were considered as a complete
system. Estiontes were made of the amount of sulfur compounds,
nitrogen compounds, organic ccspounds, and inorganic carbon
compounds discharged to the air by automobiles, home furnaces,
or power plants. Calculations were made of the amount of the
material in the atmosphere. By comparing the two figures it was
possible to estimate how effectively nature removes pollutants
from the atmosphere. Included in the atmospheric balance was the
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amount of aaterial contributed by nature since there are natural
sources for a vide variety of gaseous aterials and particles
which are classed as air pollutants when they are esitted by aan's
activities.

: 15729

Kozyrev, B. P. and V. L. Bazhenov

THE ROLE OF N20, CH4 AND CO IN ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION IN THE
INFRARED. (Roll malykh atmosfernykh primesey v pogloshchenii
infrakrasnoy radiatsii). Text in Russian. Fix. Atm. i Okeana
(Moscow), 5(7):738-744, 1969. 8 refs.

The transparency of minor atmospheric impurities is interpreted
in the form of a function of the mass of absorbing gas divided by
the equivalent sass of gas needed for 50% absorption at a given
wavelength. This function fits available data with a scatter of
not sore than 8%. When taking into account, the non-uniformity
of the atmosphere by the effective mass method, the selection of
the fitting parameter (n) may lead to significant error in
calculating transparency (T). If the average radiation absorption
(A) at the center of the nitrous oxide methane and carbon
onoxide and bands varies from 10-90%, then (n) may be selected
so that the maximum absolute error in calculating transmission
will not exceed plus or inus 14%. Taking into account the
variability of (n) with the mass of the gas and the pressure
reduces the error in calculating the transparency of minor
components to plus or inus 5-7%. Calculating the transparency
of various air misses in the centers of $20, CH4 and CO
absorption bands indicates the significant role of inor
ataospheric coapclents in the attenuation of infrared radiation.
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D. MEASUREMENT MEMODS

00011

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, and H. Johnson

DIRECT SPECTROPROTOFLUORONETRIC ANALYSIS OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS ON
TRIN-LAYIR CHROMATOGRAMS. Ricrochem. J., 8(3):257-284, Sept.
1964.

A simple ethod has been introduced by leans of whicl.
fluorescence spectra can be obtained directly from a thin-layer
chromatogram. The usefulness and sensitivity of the ethod have
been demonstrated for a wide variety of polycyclic copounds.
Soe of the spectral differences between the dry and wet spots
have been found to be useful analytically. The ease of
applicability of the method has been proved through the
characterization of the spots obtained fro the thin-layer
chromatogram of a coal-tar-pitch basic fraction.
Benzo(h)guinoline, methylbenzo(h)guinoline,
dimethyl(or ethyl)benzo(h)guinoline, benz(c)acridine, and
methylbenz(c)acridine have been identified in the sample.
(Author)111

00036

T.A. Beller, N.F. Brown, J.E. Sigsby, Jr.

DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS IN THE PART-PII-BILLION
RANGE BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY; A SIRPLE TRAPPING SISTER 1101 USE
V/TR FLAME IONIZATION DETECTORS). Anal. Chem., Vol. 35:1924-
1927, Nov. 1963.

A simple procedure is described for the deteraination of
atmospheric pollutants at concentrations as low as 0.1 p.p./b..
Hydrocarbons in the part-per-billion range.in 100cc. gas
samples can easily be determined. A simple trapping system
provides for high collection efficiencies over a vide range of
flow rates. Rost samples can be handled by this systea in less
than 10 minutes. This collection system is used in
combination with analysis by flame ionization gas
chromatography. Data are shown for analyses for .atmospheric
olefins and paraffins derived from automobile exhaust. IThe
general utility of the aethod is evaluated and described..
(Authoz) it

00051

.J. S. Nader E. C. Tsivoclou (Co-Chairmen)

SYMPOSIUM - ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURERENTS VALID DATA AND LOGICAL
INTERPRETATION. Public Health Service'.
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Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution and Div. of Water

Supply and Pollution Control. July 1964. 332 pp.

GPO: 814-105-12, HEW: 999-AP-15

This collection of papers on air and water environmental
measurements contains material pertaining to the data
acquisition fields of air pollution. The systems operated
by the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District
and the U.S. Public Health Swrvice (Continuous Air
Monitoring Program) are reviewed. Other articles connected
with air and air pollution information include those on data
acquisition systems for fields of meteorology, physiology, and
data interpretation.**

00060

F.J. Woods, M.E. Umstead, J.Z. Johnson

A STUDY OF THE IONIZATION PRODUCED BY THE CATALYTIC COMBUSTION

OF HYDROCARBONS. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., Washington, D.C.
(NRL Rept. 6316.) Oct. 15, 1965. 15 pp.

CFSTI,DDC: AD 623014

Ionization produced during the catalytic combustion of
hydrocarbons has been studied for its usefulness in applications

such as chromatographic detection. When a Pt filament is heated
above 500 C in an atmosphere containing the hydrocarbon, the
formation of ions takes place during oxidation of the compound.
The number of ions produced by the hydrocarbons is an
exceedingly small fraction of the number of C atoms oxidized and
varies widely depending upon the molecular structure of the
hydrocarbon and the catalyst temperature. Branched hydrocarbons
produce greater ionization than straight-chain compounds,
although the ease of oxidation is opposite. H and CO burned
in the combustion cell exhibit no ionization current, even when

completely oxidized. Because of the Warred effect of
molecular structure on ionization and the response of the
method to low concentrations of hydrocarbons in air, the
procedure may find future use as a specific detector in gas
chromatography. (Author) **

00068

N.V. Korth

DYNAMIC IRRADIATION CHAMBER TESTS OP AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST.
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air

Pollution, PHS-999-AP-5. Nov. 1963, 59p.

A dynamic irradiation chamber facility was designed and built for
investigations of irradiated auto exhaust under conditions of

continuous mixing. The facility consists of a programmed
chassis dynamometer, an exhaust dilution system, a dilution-air
purification system, two irradiation chambers, and various exposure

facilities. Three variables were considered in this first series

of tests: (1) initial exhaust concentration (approximately 13 ppm

carbon and 35 ppm carbon), (2) average irradiation time (85 and
120 minutes), and (3) fuel composition (14% and 23% olefins). The

effects of varying these test parameters mere determined by use of
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appropriate test criteria including NO2 formation rate, oxidant
production, total hydrocarbon losses and reaction of specific
species, aldehyde production, plant damage, and bacteria kill.
Of the three variables studies, the exhaust concentration at the
start of irradiation appeared to produce the most signiftcant
effects. Fuel composition had a lesser influence on some of the
test criteria; vdry little difference was noted in the effects
produced at the tvo average irradiation times. (Author)**

00092

R. Drexler N. Barchas

CHEHO-ELECTRICAL SENSING DEVICE. Airkem, Inc., New York
City, June 1961, 142p.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 262502

This report describes an investigation of the feasibility of
utilizing gas adsorption phenomena for the identification and
quantitative determination of various gaseous aterials. A

discussion is presented of the factors influencing the
performance of the various components of an experimental gas
analyzer based on the easurement of characteristic adsorption
energies. Reasons are given for the attempted use of this
principle in such an instrument together with a theoretical
discussion of the basis for concluding the instrument to be
non-feasible in practice within the limitations of the original
specifications. A review of aterial
obtained from available literature sources as well as
informa(ion resulting from experimental work is included in this
report. (Author)**

00108

A. P. Altshuller

AIR POLLUTION - PART IV - ANALYSIS OF POLLUTANTS. CHAPTER 18 -
ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS. Preprint. 1966.

The development of analytical procedures for organic gases and
vapors has progressed rapidly in recent years. Almost all of
these methods are available only as laboratory techniques and very
few have yet been adapted for menitoring instruments. The need
for total hydrocarbon or organic analysis became evident when it
was realized that organic substances and particularly hydrocarbons
were important reactants in the photochemical type of air
pollution. Ideally, a hydrocarbon analyzer should show little or
no response to the unreactive substances and high response to the
reactive substances. No analyzer has been developed that can
perform such analyses directly on enission or atmospheric samples;
however, subtractive techniques can be used to remove olefins,
aromatics, and aldehydes, and to determine these constituents by
difference. Hass spectrometry, dispersive and nondispersive
infrated instrumentation, and flame ionization analyzers have beea
applied to analysis for total organics in emissions or in polluted
atmospheres. Since each technique entails a different response
to various organic substances, considerable pare is needed in
interpreting and applying the results of such measurements.**
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00114

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, W. C. Elbert, J. Meeker
and S. McPherson

COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF BENZO(A)PYRENE
IN PARTICULATES FROM URBAN ATMOSPHERES AND AIR POLLUTION SOURCE
EFFLUENTS. Atmospheric Environ. (London) 1, (2) 131-45, Mar.
1967.

Fourteen methods for the determination of benzo(a) pyrene in air
and in other complicated mixtures are compared. Many of the
methods are introduced in this paper and all have been applied to
the determination of benzo(a)pyrene in airborne particulates. The
precision and accuracy of the methods, the man-hours of actual
work, and the time to complete an analysis are compared. Specific
recommendations are given for methods by means of which a high
order of selectivity, a maximum amount of information, a
considerably reduced analysis time, or a low cost of analytical
operation are possible. (Author)WW

00122

D. L. Klosterman and J. E. Sigsby, Jr.

APPLICATION OF SUBTRACTIVE TECHNIQUES TO THE ANALYSIS OF
AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1, 309-14 (Apr.
1967). (Presented before the Division of Water, Air, and
Waste Chemistry, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City,
N.J., Sept. 12-17, 1965.)

A simple system has been developed for chemical class analysis of
hydrocarbons found in automotive exhaust. The technique should
prove useful for evaluating the contributions of automotive
emissions to photochemical air pollution. A system of scrubbers
permits the sample to be analyzed for paraffins, olefins and
acetylenes, and aromatics. Benzene may be determined with either
the paraffinic or aromatic hydrocarbons. The system may be used
with existing standard hydrocarbon analyzers without requiring
their modification. (Author abstract)WW

00141

A. Zdrojewski, L. Dubois, and J. L. Monkman

INSTRUMENTATION FOR AIR POLLUTION MONITORING. Preprint.
(Presented at the Annual Symposium AID Division, Instrument
Society of America, Houston, Tex., May 11-13, 1966.)

The design of instruments for the continuous measurement of air
pollution is discussed. Particular reference is made to two
instruments, a carbon monoxide analyzer and a'total hydrocarbon
analyzer. , (Author)SW
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00142

R. G. Hinners, J. K. Burkart, and G. L. Contner

ANIBAL EXPOSURE CHAMBERS IN AIR POLLUTION STUDIES. Preprint.
1966.

Recent developments in animal exposure chambers and their use in
studying the biological effects of air pollution are described.
The various atmospheres studied include irradiated and
non-irradiated auto exhaust atmospheres, oxides of sulfur, and
oxides of nitrogen. (Author) WO

00146

E. Sawicki and J. Pfaff

ANALYSIS OF COHDOUNDS CONTAINING THE P-NITROANILINE PHOSPHOR AND
ANALOGOUS GROUPS BY PHOSPHORIMETRY AND BY ROOM-TEMPERATURE AND
LON TEMPERATURE YLUORIMETRY. Preprint. Microchem. .7. 12, (1)
7-25, Mar. 1967.

Since aromatic nitro compounds usually give poor absorption
spectra and do not fluoresce, and since the nitrophenylhydrazines
are useful colorimetric reagents for analysis of a vide variety of
compounds, the phosphorimetric properties and the room-temperature
and low-temperature fluorimetric properties of these types of
compounds were investigated. Results showed that
4-nitrophenylhydrazine could be a valuable reagent for the analysis
of aromatic carbonyl compounds present in auto exhaust fuses and
that low-temperature fluorimetric trace analysis is a tool well
worth exploiting. Most of the aliphatic aldehyde and ketone
4-nitrophenylhydrazones are nonfluorescent but strongly
phosphorescent, whereas many of the aromatic aldehyde and ketone
4-nitrophenylhydrazones are nonphosphosescent but strongly
fluorescent in solvents of low dielectric constant and are highly
fluorescent in all types of solvents at liquid-nitrogen
temperatures. Examples are given of compounds that are
neither fluorescent at room temperature nor phosphorescent but are
intensely fluorescent at liquid-nitrogen temperature.
Phosphorimetry and low-temperature and room-temperature
fluorimetry are three powerful complementary tools, such more
valuable when, used together in trace analytical researCh than
when used singly. (Author)WW

00155

Sweeney, M. Patrick and MileM L. Brubacher

EXHAUST HYDROCARBONS MEASUREMENT FOR TUNEUP DIAGNOSIS? In:
Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress in Technology
Series Vol. 12, New York, Society of Automotive Engineers,
Inc., 1966, p. 307-316. 5 .refs. (Presented at the SAE
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan.
10-14, 1966.)

With an activated control prbgram in California and its imminent
prospect nationwide, recently attention has beet focused on .

simplifying exhaust hydrocarbon measurement for potential use, as a '
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tuneup garage diagnostic tool. Work has been underway to evaluate
new instrumentation and procedures for hydrocarbon measurement
suitable for field use. It is concluded that: (1) With a

"one minute" cycle, measured emissions seem to correlate adequately
vith the California procedure; (2) There are prototype
instrulents which are inherently much less susceptible to
environment of use; and (3) For engine diagnostic purposes, the
principal uses of hydrocarbon measurements would be: (a) an

initial check (almost any engine malfunction raises hydrocarbons,
if low, engine does not need tuneup work) ; and (b) recheck after
tuneup (an increase in hydrocarbons indicates a tuneup oversight

or error, and the car would then be checked further). (Authors'

abstract)1111

00188

G. A. Cleeves, T. J. Lemmons, and C. A. Clemons

A LOW-LEVEL AIR SAMPLING AND METEOROLOGICAL SOUNDING SYSTEM.

Air Pollution Control Assoc. 16, (4) 207-11, Apr. 1966.

A captive-balloon borne radio transmitting device measuring
temperature and humidity at desired levels in the lover
thousand feet of the atmosphere over a city is described. A

companion device vhich captures a sample of air at a desired

altitude and a method of later determining trace gas concentrations
in the sample is presented. Temperature, humidity, and methane
concentrations in air samples taken above Cincinnati were
determined and are presented as examples of the system's
capabilities. (Author)

00203

E. Sawicki, T. W. Stanley, and W. C. Elbert

COMPARISON OF FLUOR/METRIC METHODS OP ASSAY FOR BENZ(C)ACRIDINE
AND BENZO(H)QU/NOLINE /N URBAN ATMOSPHERES AND AIR POLLUTION
SOURCE EFFLUENTS. J. Chromatog., Vol. 26:72-78. 1967.

live methods for the estimation of benz(c)acridine in urban
particulate samples are compared, as are three methods for
benzo(h)guinoline. The methods involving thin-layer
chromatography followed by some form of fluorimetry are compared
with the column chromatographic absorptiometric procedure for aza

compounds. Through the quick estimation of benz(c)acridine, the
analyst should be able to determine the presence and amount of the
polynuclear aza heterocyclic compounds in urban atmospheres and
other appropriate samples. (Authors' abstract)

00214

T. R. Hauser and D. V. Bradley

THE SPECIFIC SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION OF OZONE IN THE
ATMOSPHERE USING 1,2-DI-(4-PYRIDYL)ETHYLENE. Anal.

Chem. 38, 1529-32, Oct. 1966.
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A new method for the sampling and analysis of ozone in the
atmosphere is described. Atmospheric ozone is collected in a
solution of 1,2-di-(4-pyridyl) ethylene in glacial acetic acid.
The olllected ozone reacts with the 1,2-di(4-pyridyl) ethylene to
form an ozonide that undergoes cleavage to yield
pyridine-4-aldehyde for which a simple spectrophotometric
determination was developed. The relationship between the
micrograms of pyridine-4-aldehyde generated per microgram of ozone
sampled has been determined, so that pyridine-4-aldehyde may be
used for calibration. Various other oxidizing or reducing
substances do not interfere with the method, at least not in the
concentrations in which they are found in the atmosphere. The
method offers good sensitivity, reproducibility, and excellent
stability for delayed analysis after sampling. (Authors'
abstract)**

00224

N. Shepherd, S. M. Rock, R. Howard, and J. Stories

ISOLATION, IDENTIFICATION, AND ESTIMATION OF GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
OP A/R. Anal. Chem. 23(10)0431-1440, Oct. 1951.

Previous attempts to concentrate air pollutants in a cold trap
and analyze the concentrates by mass spectrometer have had
disappointing results. A new method by which the air of Los
Angeles County has been examined combines the isolation of
gaseous pollutants on a filter at liquid oxygen temperatures,
separation of the isolated frozen concentrate by isothermal
distillation or sublimation at low temperatures and pressures, and
identification and estimation of distillates by the mass
spectrometer. The method is capable of determining as little as
0.0001 ppm of some pollutants from a 100-liter sample of air; with
larger samples, 0.000001 ppm of some substances can be
determined. The gaseous phase of the Los Angeles smog was found
to be of the order of 0.5 ppm of the air. About 60 chemcial
compounds or families of compounds were identified or tentatively
identified, and the amounts of some of these were determined. /t
was shown that the gaseous phase of the smog was primarily a
mixture of hydrocarbons, and of hydrocarbons combined with 0, N,
and Cl. These hydrocarbons, principally the unsaturated ones,
when oxidized with 03 and NO2 in the presence of UV light,
produce substances which constitute a large proportion of the smog
concentrates. These oxidation products cause eye and respiratory
irritations such as are produced by the real smog, and smell like
spectra of the smog concentrates may eventually indicate the
presence of other irritants. The new method ay be applied to
special problems in air pollution over large areas or inside
industrial plants. (Authors' abstract)**

00230

D.P. Bender, E. Sawicki, R.M. Nilson, Jr.

CHARACTER/ZATION OF CARBAZOLE AND POLYNUCLEAR CARBAZOLES /N URBAN
AIR AND IN AIR POLLUTED BY COAL TAR PITCH FUMES BY THIN-LAYER
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND SPECTROPHOTOFLUOROMETRY. Intern. J. Air
Water Pollution, (London) Vol. 8, 633-643, 1964. (Presented
at the Air Pollution Symposium, Chicago, Ill., Aug-Sept.,
1964.)
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The presence of carbazole in urban air samples and of polynuclear
carbazoles in certain source samples is shown for the first time.
Carbazole is found in the benzene soluble particulate and in
the aromatic fraction of the benzene-soluble particulate from urban\
air. Certain source samples contain 11H-benzo(a)carbazole and
8H-benzo(c)carbazole in addition to carbazole. The already
known presence of these polynuclear carbazoles and of
5H-benzo(b)carbazole in coal tar pitch samples can be
demonstrated readily with thin-layer chromatography and
spectrophotofluorometry in alkaline N,N-dimethylformamide. The
characterization procedure consists of two thin-layer
chromatographic separations followed by running the fluorescence
emission and excitation spectra of the extract of the appropriate
spots in neutral and alkaline N,N-dimethylformamide.
Samples containing carbazole include the composite benzene-soluble
particulate from the air of 150 United States communities, the
aromatic fraction of the benzene-soluble particulate from the air
of a city, air polluted by coal tar pitch tarring operations, and
a coal tar pitch sample. (Author)**

00264

R. H. Wade, J. M. Ross and H. M. Benedict

A METHOD FOR THE DETECTION AND ISOLATION OF TRACES OF ORGANIC
FLUORTNE COMPOUNDS /N PLANTS. (FINAL REPT.) Stanford
Research /nst., South Pasadena, Calif., Southern California
Labs. Apr. 1963. 20 pp.

A method for the detection and isolation of submicrogram
quantities of organic fluorine compounds from plant materials in
the presence of much larger amounts of inorganic fluoride is
presented. The procedure consists first of a rapid screening step
for use with large numbems of vegetable samples and extracts and,
second, of a chromatographic step to isolate and characterize any
fluoro-organics found. These methods are developed in light of
specific chemical characteristics of organic fluorine compounds as
a general class. A modification of Soep's quantitative submicro
fluoride analytical method is presented as applicable to these
isolation methods. Microgram quantities of organic fluorine
compounds were found in the plant materials investigated but at a
level too low for isolation and identification. (Authors'
abstract)**

00275

J. R. Dewhurst and C. G. Holbrook

A TEST FOR THE SOOTING PROPENSITY OF TOWN GAS. Inst. Gas
Eng. J. (London) 6, (6) 387-400, June 1966.

A new test is described in which the sooting propensity of town
gas may be assessed as a Sooting Number. Laboratory tests and
district experience have been used to define the maximum Sooting
Number that is acceptable for British appliances adjusted for
G4 gas. Vhen the appliances are adjusted for other groups, the
test burner is similarly adjusted so that the same Sooting Number
limit is obtained. A simple method has been developed for
calculating the Sooting Number of a gas from its composition.
(Authors' summary)**
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00277

R. S. Spindt

COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE CALIFORNIA CYCLE. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc., 17(3):166-167, Mar. 1967. (Presented at the
59th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, San
Francisco, Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper 66-72.)

The State of Califcrnia, through its Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Board, has specified a characteristic driving cycle to be
used to evaluate the exhaust gas emissions of a motor vehicle.
The standard method of analysis may take several hours to
complete. While there are a number of short cuts that have been
used, most of these are suspect if "correct" data are to be
obtained. If one uses a data logger, then improvement of the
analytical capability will permit more extensive data analyses.
The California cycle requires measurement of only CO2, CO,
and hydrocarbons by means of nondispersive infrared analyzers. By
adding an oxygen analyzer, data on air/fuel ratio can be calculated
for each driving condition. The system selected consists of a
coupler, scanner, digital voltmeter, recorder, and manual entry
keyboard. The driver starts the car and the logger is started
before the first acceleration. Data are recorded to the end of
the run. The bag sample data (total exhaust gas collection) and
final zero and span data are each recorded with their preceding
manual entry code in a similar manner. (Author's abstract)88

00293

E. C. Tabor and G. V. Smith

NATURE OF THE BENZENE-SOLUBLE FRACTION OF AIR PARTICULATE
NATTER.. Preprint. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting,
Air Pollution Control Association, San Francisco, Calif.,
June 20-24, 1966, Paper 66-121.)

Annual composites of the benzene-soluble portion of air
particulate matter were obtained from suspended particulate
samples collected at 78 urban and 32 non-urbxn stations of the
National Air Sampling Network. These samples of
benzene-soluble organics were separated into the following
functional groups of organic compounds: water-soluble, acids,
bases, aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, and
oxy-neutral compounds. Tables are presented showing the
composition of the individual samples and frequency distributions
of percentage values for the different fractions. Results are
discussed and suggestions sade concerning causes of unusual
results. Infrared absorption curves are presented to illustrate
similarities and differences. (Authors' abstract)410

00328

H. Watanabe and T. Nakadoi

FLUOROPHOTOMETRIC DETERN/NATION OP TRACE AMOUNTS OF ATMOSPHERIC
OZONE. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 16, (11) 614.7.
Nov. 1966. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air
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Pollution Control Association, San Francisco, Calif., June
20-24, 1966.)

This work has initiated in an effort to obtaina better ethod for
the manual determination of trace amounts of atmospheric ozone.
The method described depends upon the fact that ozone oxidizes
nonfluorescent 9,10-dihydroacridine to fluorescent acridine.

When the ethyl alcohol solution of acridine is acidified by
611 acetic acid, the fluorescence maximum occurs approximately at
482 millimicrons and its intensity is sufficiently strong to be

useful in this analysis. Linear relationships between acridine
concentrations and fluorescence intensities were obtained fron
0.1 to 3.5 micrograms per ml. by measurement with a commercial

fluorophotometer. The results indicated that the low
concentrations of experimentally prepared ozone measured by this
method were in good agreemeut with those obtained by the

phenolphthalin method. This method appeared to be about twice as
sensitive as the phenolphthalin method but it is subject to some
interference fro nitrogen dioxide. (Authors' Abstract)**

,00386

E. Sawicki and J. D. Pfaff

QUENCHOPHOSPHORIMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR CONJUGATED COMPOUNDS.
Mikrochim. Acta (1-2) 322-33, 1966.

A new method of analysis that incorporates many of the reagents
found useful in quenchofluorometry is introduced. Since many
types of non-fluorescent and weakly fluorescent compounds can be
analyzed, quenchophosphorimetry is a complementary tool. This
method of analysis is superior to colorimetry and fluorometry in
simplicity, sensitivity and selectivity for many types of

compounds. Examples of this technique are given. One striking
example is the determination of p-nitroaniline in the presence of
carbazole, p-hydroxyacetophenone, triphenylamine and tri-phenylene
all of which are usually intensely phosphorescent. New types of
functional group analyses for individual compounds and families of
compounds should be possible with quenchophosphorimetry.
(Author)**

00399

M. C. Elbert and T. W. Stanley

A STUDY OF THE ELUTING POWER OF SOLVENT SISTERS ON THIN LAYERS OF

PLORISIL. Chemist-Analyst. 54, 68-9, July 1965.

This paper presents the results of investigation of the eluting
power of single solvent systems on thin layers of Plorisil with
'standards of immediate and future isportance in air pollution
studies. A polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon, aza and imino
heterocyclic hydrocarbons, an aromatic amine, a quinone, and a
'ring-carbonyl compound were selected for the study. Clean glass
plates (20 by 20 cm) were coated with a 500-micron layer of
Florisil from a slurry of 70 ml. of water and 35 g. of substrate,
which had been mixed for 3 min. The coated plates were
activated at 110 C and stored in a desiccator. Chambers
containing the solvent systems were lined on one side with
Nhatman No. 1 filter paper and allowed to equilibrate for 16
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hrs (or over-night) at room teaperature. Plates spotted with the
standards were allowed to develop to a height of 15-cm.; spots on
the developed chromatogram were outlined and the movement of the
standards relative to the solvent front vas determined by
observation under UV light. This study showed that the order of
solvents in terns of development on a plate varies with the type
of compound being separated. Because of this phenomenon,
two-dimensional development on a ?lorisil plate can be useful in
the separation and analysis of organic airborne particulates.44

00426

G. Lundeen and R. Livingston

CHEMILUMINESCENCE OF HYDROCARBON OXIDATION. Photochem.
Photobiol. Vol. 4:1085-96, 1965.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 631111

That chemiluminescence accompanies autoxidations and
decompositions of some peroxides has been known for some time.
Recently mechanisms have beeen proposed to explain such
chemiluminescence. This paper is a report of an experimental
study of the luminescence which accompanies the autoxidation,
spontaneous and induced by the decomposition of benzoyl peroxide,
of tetralin and amyl benzene. Anthracene, 9,10-diphenyl
anthracene and 9,10-dibromo-anthracene vere used as intensifiers of
luminescence.44

00440

E. Sawicki and H. Johnson

CHARACTERIZATION OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS BY LON-TEMPERkTURE
FLUORESCENCE AID PHOSPHORESCENCE: APPLICATION TO k/R POLLUTION
STUDIES. Microchem. J. 8(1):85-101, Mar. 1964.

Characterization through low-telperature fluorescence and
phosphorescence properties of al;omatic molecules under neutral,
acid, and alkaline conditions his been investigated. Compounds
that are fluorescent at room temferature are.usually fluorescent at
liquid-nitrogen temperatures. Many polar compounds that are
nonfluorescent at room temperature become strongly fluorescent at
low temperaturiss. Many azulene and Imo derivatives that are not
fluorescent under neutral conditions give vivid fluorescence under
aquid nitrogen. Many of the investigated compounds have vivid
phosphorescence properties. Many of the compounds show
)differences in fluorescence and phosphorescence dependent on
whether they are dry or in solution on the paper. Both paper
and thin-layer chromatograms can be examined for goom-temperature
fluorescence, low-temperature fluorescence, and phosphorescence in
neutral, acid, or alkaline media. Examples of the more difficult
thin-layer chromatogral procedure with air pollution samples are
given. An example of an applied paper-chromatographic procedure
is given also.44
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00449

H. Konosu and Y. Mashiko

TECHNICAL ANALYSES BY OPTICAL METHODS (XI) DESIGN OF A
NONDISPERSIVE ULTRAVIOLET GAS ANALYZER AND ITS APPLICATION TO
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF TRACES OF TOXIC GASES AND VAPORS /N
AIR.) Tokyo Kogyo Shikensho Hokoku 61(2) :62-68, Feb. 1966.,
Text in Japanese

Details of a nondispersive ultraviolet gas analyzer, designed to
determine traces of toxic gases and vapors in air, are presented.
The analyzer measures small transmission differences between a
standard gas and the sample gas. The principal parts of the
instrument are an ultraviolet source (hydrogen discharge lamp), a
double-beam optical system, measuring cell of 50 cm length, a
secondary electron photomultiplier detector, and a
measuring meter (ammeter). The sensitivity of detection in ppm
for gas and vapors in 50 cm cell is: S02-3, C52-28, C6H6-27,
CH3COCH3-32, C93C0C2H5-34, CHC1CC12-13. This
method has a precision to plus or minus 9.0% for the range of
0-100 ppm, to plus or minus 4.0% for 100-1,000 ppm and to plus or
minus 1.5% for 1,000-1,250 ppm S02. The equipment is relatively
simple, and its rapid response permits measurements to be
made in less than 1 minute. (Author summary)

00451

H. Sakabe, H. Matsushita, H. Hayashi, K. Nozaki,
T. Suzuki

MINERAL COMPONENTS AND 3,4-BENZPYRENE IN AIR POLLUTANTS OF
TOKYO. Ind. Health (Japan) 3(3-4)026-139, Dec. 1965.

Minerals and 3,4-benzpyrene in particulate pollutants in winter
air of Tokyo were studied by the methods developed by the authors.
Minerals in air pollutants of Tokyo were quartz, feldspar,
cristobalite, mica and kaolin minerals which vere the mineral
assemblage of Kanto loam constituting earth surface of Kanto
plain. The highest concentration of quartz in the air during this
survey was 0.034 mg/cu M and mean concentration of 3,4-
benzpyrene in Tokyo air was 15.1 micrograms/1000 cu N. Data
were discussed in relation to Toky/-Yokohama asthmall and lung
fibrosis. (Authors' abstract) **

00469

G.D. Jaros, N.V. Parkin, J.G. Mingle, N.H. Paul

THE FITE OP OXIDES OP NITROGEN THROUGH I DIRECT FUME AFTERBURNER
IN THE EXHAUST OP A GASOLINE ENGINE. Preprint. (Presented
at the Second Annual Meeting, Pacific Northwest International
Section, Aii Pollution Control Association, Portland Oreg.,
Nov. 5-6, 1964, Paper No. 64-110-10.)

This paper deals with a study which was made to deterainirthe
concentration of I oxides before and after a direct-flame
afterborner connected to the exhaust of an internal-combustion
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engine. The scope of the work covered in this investigation is
being confined to a single engine and one afterburner. The
laboratory setup consisted of a 6-cylinder overhead camshaft engine
direct-connected to an electric dynamometer. Steel flywheels
mounted on the dynamometer shaft made possible the simulation
of vehicle road operation during acceleration and deceleration.
Operation of the engine was automatically controlled to the
California sevenmode cycle. Analysis of NOx was accomplished
by drawing exhaust gas samples every 2-1/2 sec during the 129 sec
of the 7-mode cycly. NOx determinations were made by an
instrument partially designed and totally built at Oregon State
University. Other constituents of the exhaust gas (CO,
CO2 and unburned hydrocarbons) were recorded with continuous,
nondispersive infrared detectors. Polotted profiles of
instantaneous 1401 concentration during the 7-mode cycle time
show results before and after the direct-flame
afterburner for both rich and lean mixture operation.

J0479

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, S. McPherson, and N.
I Morgan

USE OF GAS-LIQUID AND THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY IN
CHARACTERISING RIR POLLUTANTS BY FLUOROMETRY. Talanta Vol.
13:619-629, 1966.

Relatively large amounts of alkylated derivatives of the
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are present in some urban
atmospheres. These compounds are believed to be derived from
industrial sources. Because alkylation of the tetracyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons can confer carcinogenic activity on the
derivatives, the presence of substantial amounts of these alkylated
compounds in the air needs thorough study. The R sub f value and
the retention time, by themselves, are inadequate for
characterisation of the polynuclear compounds. Gas liquid
chromatography followed by fluorometric examination of the eluent
bands, and mixed-adsorbent two-dimensional thin-layer
chromatography followed by direct fluorometriclexamination are very
useful in characterising all types of organic compound in the
organic fractions of airborne particulates andleffluerts from air
pollution sources. (Author Abstract)

0048:1

Holm', B.

SHOPT-TERM LONG CLEARANCE IN RABBITS EXPOSED TO A RADIOACTIVE
BI-DISPERSE (6 AND 3 MICRON) POLYSTYRENE AEROSOL. In:
Inhaled Particles and Vapours /I. (Proc. Intern. Symp.
Brit. Occupational Hyg. Soc., Cambridge, °England, 28 Sept.
-1 Oct. 1965.) C. N. Davies (ed.), London, Pergamon Press,
1967, p. 189-203. 8 refs. .

This paper presents a technique for external measurement which can
be used for studying the rate of lung clearance for two
monodisperse aerosols, i.e. a Ndi-dispersew aerosol simultaneously
in a single animal. Using this technique, the lung clearance of
6 micron and 3 micron polystyrene particles, tagged with Au(198)
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and Sc(46) respectively, has been studied in 8 rabbits for 48
hours after exposure. The results show that the clearance rate
is faster for the larger than for the smaller particles. (Author
abstract)**

00492

F. E. Ordoveza , and P. V. West

MICRODETERMINATION OF CAFFEINE USING THE RING OVEN TECHNIQUE.
Anal. Chin. Acta Vol. 30:227-233, 1964.

A rapid and highly selective method for the icrodetermination of
caffeine of special interest for.air pollution studies is
presented. With the ring oven technique and with solutions of
acetylacetone in sodium hydroxide and p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde
in hydrochloric acid, as little as 0.5 microgram caffeine on the
ring can be determined with an average error of 3%. Compounds
containing purine bases which would be likely to give the same
color reaction as caffeine do not interfere. Of the organic air
pollutants which might be collected from the atmosphere during the
sampling for caffeine, benzo(alph)pyrene and formic acid do not
interfere. Interferences frcm formaldehyde and urea are easily
eliminated. (Authors' summary)**

00542

T.A. Bellar J.E. Sigsby, Jr.

EVALUATION OF VARIOUS SILICA GELS IN THE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS OF LIGHT HYDROCARBONS. Environ. Sci. Technol.
1(3):242-246, March 1967. (Presented at American Chemical
Society, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar. 23-24, 1966.)

The paper describes the separations of light hydrocarbons
obtained with columns packed with the following Davison silica
gels: Types No. 08, 15, 35, 58, 62, 81, 113, and 950.
experimentally tkese silica gels were classified in 2 groups:
(1) high-activity silica gels with average pore diameter
around 25 angstroms, and (2) medium-activity silica gels
with average pore diameter around 150 angstroms. Light-
hydrocarbon chromatograms characteristic of the 2 groups
are shown. The effects of various polar liquid phases and
water upon the silica gels of 150 angstroms pore diameter
are discussed in detail. A system is desctibed that can
be used for analyzing Cl to C5 paraffins, C2 to C4 olefins,
and acetylene in automotive emissions and in ambient air.
Some of the advantages of using solid adsorbents for such
analysis are also discussed. (Author's abstract)**

00584

C.A. Clemons A.P. Altshuller

PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR SAMPLING AND STORAGE OF ATMOSPHERIC
HYDROCARBONS PR/OR TO GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS. J. Air
Polluiion Control Assoc. 14, (10) 407-8, Oct. 1964.
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The results of the present work indicate that Mylar containers
should prove adequate for sampling and long-term storage of Cl to
C5 aliphatic hydrocarbons prior to gas chromatographic analysis.
6ong-term storage of aromatic hydrocarbons in these containers
should be avoided. Containers made of plastic filas fabricated
from various fluorinated polymeric materials may prove more
useful for the storage of aromatic hydrocarbons. Difficulties in
storage of atmospheric samples containing higher-molecular-weight
hydrocarbons or polar substances for periods of weeks should not
deter workers from using these containers for short-term storage
of synthetic calibration mixtures or atmospheric samples. Mylar
containers have proved satisfactory for storage of a wide variety
of reactive substances for periods of a few hours to several days.
(Authors' abstract) **

00610

A. P. Altshuller

ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. Preprint. 1966.

A number of the gas chromatographic procedures developed for
atmospheric analysis have received little application. Several
investigators have done atmospheric analysis for hydrocarbons
and peroxyacetyl nitrate directly without concentration.
Monitoring gas chromatographs could be built for obtaining
large quantities of atmospheric analyses. Such equipment has
not yet been fabricated. A related problem is the read-out
of the large number of peaks or areas generated by making
analyses every 10, 15 or 30 min. for 24 hrs. a day. Integration
equipment capable of handling such outputs is available:
such equipment is already in routine use in measuring hydrocarbons
in auto exhaust studies. The application of the electron capture
detector to analysis of low-molecular-weight
halogenated substances, pesticides, and tracer materials in
air has been demonstrated. The capability to measure such
substance sby gas chromatography is excellent. Many future
applications in atmospheric chemistry should make use of such
procedures. (Author abstract)**

00620

W.D. Conner J.S. Nader

AIR SAMPLING WITH PLASTIC BAGS. Am. Ind. Hyg. Argoc. J.
Vol. 25:291-297, June, 1964.

An inexpensive sampler has been developed whereby air samples
can be collected in plastic bags without pump contamination
and shipped to a laboratory for analysis. Data are presented
to illustrate how well these bags contain (1) sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and ozone in samples collected from
synthetically prepared mixtures, and (2) Ihdrocarbons in samples
collected from an auto exhaust irradiation chamber. The
inorganic samples were in the concentration range of 0.5 to
1.5 ppm, and the hydrocarbon samples were in the concentration
range of 7 to 20 ppm. The samples were stored for periods.of
several days. (Author abstract) **
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00623

G.C. Ortman

CONTINUOUS SELECTIVE MONITORING OP HYDROCARBONS:
APPLICATION TO DETERMINATION OP METHANE. Preprint. 1964.

Described is an instrument system for selective monitoring of
trace hydrocarbons. It is comprised of sample pump, treated
column of adsorbent material, hydrogen flame ionization detector,
electrometer amplifier, and recorder. /n operation
a continuous flow of sample rtr is pumped through the column
to the detector. The column zeroves unwanted hydrocarbons
whole passing unaltered the one of interest. A protype
field instrument for monitoring atmospheric methane is
detailed and typical results characterizing its operation
reported. Response is linear and independent of the direction
of change of the measured variable. Principles, design
factors, application, and performance of the system are discussed
and experimental data presented. (Author abstract)WW

00624

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, V. C. Elbert

CHARACTERIZATION OP POLYRUCLEAR AZA HETEROCYCLIC
HYDROCARBONS SEPARATED BY COMM AND THIN-LAYER
CHROMATOGRAPHY PROM AIR POLLUTION SOURCE PARTICULATES. J.

Chromatog. Vol. 18:512-519, 1965.

By column and thin-layer chromatography approximately 200
spots have been obtained in the analysis of various air
pollution sources. With the help of direct spectrophoto-
fluorometric analysis of the spots on the thin-layer
chromatograms 25 aza heterocyclic and 8 polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons were characterized according to the present
ring structure. Eleven of the aza heterocyclic hydrocarbons
were identified unequivocally. The following carcinogens have
been found in air pollution source effluents: dibenz-
(a h) acridine and dibenx(a 1)acridine. In addition, alkyl
derivatives of benz(a)acridine and benz(c)acridine were
obtained, some of which could be carcinogenic. (Author

summary)WW

00728

S.S. Epstein K. Bush

A SIMPLE PHOTODYNAMIC ASSAY PON POLYCYCLIC ATMOSPHERIC

POLLUTANTS. Preprint. (Presented at the 58th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Toronto, Canada,

June 20-24, 1965, Paper No. 65-111.)

The photodynamic bioassay employed in CUB study is simple,

rapid, and reprodurible. However, the significance of data
acquired with this technique is, at present, not easy to interpret.
/t appears that the assay provides an in vivo measure of the
concentration of photosensitizing compounds in atmospheric
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particulates, and yields results which discriminate between
pollutant fractions from the same source, and between pollutants
from different sources. Whether these differences would
be paralleled in non-composite samples cannot be assessed at
present. The inter-source variations cannot be accounted for
merely by a concomitant difference in the concentration of
atmospheric particulates. Although there appears to be a
general association betveen the HaP concentration and
photodynamic potency of benzenesoluble extracts, the chemical
data are, at present, too restrited for sore meaningful
correlations. Apart from this, while the presence of BaP may
account for the major part of the potency of benzene-
soluble and aromatic fractions, it obviously does not account for
photodynamic potency in oxy-neutral or basic fractions. Both
these fractions are frequently very potent and chile largely
chemically undefined, are devoid of BaP. The presumptive
isolation of carcinogenic alkylated benz (c)acridines iron basic
fractions probably accounts for their occasional high
potency and should serve to direct biological attention to this
small but, hitherto, largely ignored fraction. (Author's
sumeary modified)**

007147

R.D. Stewart, H.C. Dodd, U.S. Erley, B.S. Holder

DIAGNOSIS OP SOLVENT POISONING. J. Am. Ned. Assoc.,
193 (13)11098-1100, Sept. 27, 1965.

The diagnosis of solvent poisoning or exposure can be rapidly
established by breath analysis. The analytical sethods employed
specifically identify the solvent and are sufficiently sensitive
to permit detection hours to weeks after exposure, depending upon
the amount of solvent absorbed, its rate of metabolism, and its
rate of excretion. Serial breath analyses after a solvent
exposure. allow the construction of an excretion curve which
can then be compared to the excretion curves of humans previously
exposed to knovn amounts of a given solvent. In this manner
the total body burden or total body burden of total amount
absorbed say be estisated. Based upon the identity of the toxic
agent and the amount present within the body, a reasonable
prognosis can be advanced and appropriate therapy begun. The
breath samples are collected in saran gas bags or glass pipettes
and analyzed directly for their solvent content in a long
path-length gas cell of an infrared spectrometer or in a capcir
phase chromatograph. (Authors' abstract)**

00765

E. Savicki, Bender, T.R. Hauser, B. N. Wilson,
Jr., J.E. Meeker

FIVE 111EN METHODS FOB THE SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION OP
ALRYLATING AGENTS INCLUDING SONE EXTREMELY SENSITIVE ADTOCATALITIC
METHODS. Anal. Chea. 35(10)0479-86, Sept. 1963.
The presence of alkylating agents in the air and in various air
pollution sources has been demonstrated vith the new reagents.
Because of the vide range of toxic ffects caused by alkylating
agents, a more thorough investigation of the coaposition of the
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air in terms of alkylating agents is necessary. Pour new
sensitive reagents for the determination of alkylating agents
are introduced. A much more sensitive 4-(4-nitrobenzyl)-pyridine
procedure is described for the determination of the relative
reactivity of over 90 alkylating agents. A nev type of
spectrophotometric method for the analysis of organic compounds
involves an autocatalytic reaction for determining alkyl iodides
in trace quantities. For example, in the 4-yrridinecarbozaldehyde
2-benzothiazolylhydrazone procedure for the determination of
1-iodobutane a molar absorptivity of 1,500,000 can be obtained.
The determination limit is about 50 nanograms of 1-iodobutane.
These reagents can be used to determine very lov concentrations
of iodine and iodine precursors through an autocatalytic reaction.
For example, in the determination of iodine vith 4-
pyridinecarbozaldehyde 2-benzothiazolylhydrazone a molar
absorptivity of 6,000,000 can be obtained. The determination
limit for iodize vith this reagent is 15 nanograms. Several new
methods use the nev reagents for the detection of acylating
agents. The relative activity of many functional groups is
discussed. (Authors' abstract)10

00766

J.D. Pfaff E. Sawicki

DIRECT SPECTROPHOSPRORINETRIC ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC CONPOORDS ON
PAPER AND THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAMS. Chemist-Analyst, 54(1):30
-31, 1965.

Author discusses the advantage of phosphorimetric nalysis
of organic compounds and concludes that it is a sore sensitive and
more selective method of analysis.00

00767

E. Sawicki H. Juhnson

TRIN-LAYER CHRONATOGRAPNIC CMARACTBRIZATION TESTS FOR BASIC
POLYNUCLBAR CONPOUNDS. APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION.
Nikrochim. Acta (Vienna), (2-4) 435-50, 1964.

A group of methods for the characterization and differentiation
of various classes of basic aromatic compounds has been described.
Polycyclic hydrocarbons, aromatic carbonyl derivatives, aromatic
ring carbonyl compounds, aza heterocyclic compounds, and polycyclic
aromatic amines show changes in fluorescence color with sulfuric
acid on the thin-layer plate and in solution. The piperonal color
test gave some selective reactions on the thin-layer plates vith
various polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. A trifluoroacetic
'color test for oxidizable aromatic compounds containing.nitrogen
atoms was investigated. Compounds containing carbazole rings
gave positive results. The piperonal test, the trifluoroacetic
acid oxidation test, and the trifluoroacetic acid test for
compounds more basic than the hydrocarbons were applied to the
study of the spots separated through thin-layer chromatography of
organic airborne particulates. Carbazole in amounts greater than
0.0311 in an organic air sample could be estimated after thin-layer
chromatography. With the help of thin-layer chromatography
and the trifluoroacetic acid vapor test, organic airborne
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particulates were found to contain fairly large amounts of
compounds more basic than the polycyclic hydrocarbons. A

spectral procedure for characterizing and differentiating aromatic
hydrocarbons, aromatic carbonyl derivatives, &zit heterocyclic
compounds, and aromatic amines has been described. (Author
summary modified)fle

00768

D.P. Bender, E. Sawicki, R.N. Wilson, Jr.

SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION OF ALKTLATING AGENTS WITH
4-PICOLINE AND 0-DINITROHENZENI. Analyst, 90 (1075):630-634,
Oct. 1964.

An accurate, sensitive spectrophotometric method has been
developed for determining alkylating agents. The method involves
the alkylation of 4-picoline at 100 c in 2-methowyethanol, with
subsequent reaction of the 4-picolinium cation with o-
dinitrobenzene in the presence of alkali to produce the chrologen.
With 2-phenylethanol as the solvent, the ethod is autocatalytic
at 100 C. The variables in the procedures were studied, and
the methods vere compared to one another and to methods in
literature. Some preliminary studies of other possible methods
for alkylating agents are discussed. (Authors' abstract)IIII

00772

T.A. Beller, N.L. Heller, J.E. Sigsby, Jr.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF PARAFFINS AND OLEFINS IN COMPLEX
HYDROCARBON NIXTURES: CHEMICAL FRACTIONATION WITH DUAL HIGH-
CAPACITY TUBULAR COLUMNS. Preprint. (Presented at
Pittsburgh Conferenc on Analytical Chemistry and Applied
Spectroscopy, Pa., Ear. 2-6, 1964.)
Auto xhaust and ocher complex hydrocarbon samples are analyzed
directly for over 40 paraffins and cycloparaf fins and numerous
olefins in 70 minules. By masa of a unique valving system, a
sample of exhaust Ls separated into tvo fractions by a silver
nitrate-ethylene g: ycol column and each fraction is ti:apped
individually. The fractions are then analysed simultaneously on
separate columns, one fraction for paraffins and cycloparaffins
and the other for olefins. The latter fraction also contains
the remaining hydrocarbons of the exhaust sample excepting
aldehydes and acetylenes, which appear to react irreversibly with
the fractionating column. (Authors' abstract)IS

00845

SELECTED METHODS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTANTS.
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air
Pollution. Nay 1965. 53 pp.

GPO: 820-519, HEW: 999-0-11
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This anual is an etfort to assist in the development of
uniform standard ethods of analysis of air pollutants. It akes
available the judgment and knowledge of a large group of chemists
in the Public Health Service. Rethods of determining
pollutants of common interest are presented in uniform format by
chemists on the staff of the Division of Air Pollution. The
ethods were critically reviewed by the Interbranch Chemical
Advisory Committee, which is composed of representatives of the
professional chemical groups in all branches of the Division.
Rethods presented are as follows: For determinatior of sulfur
dioxide, the Vest and Gaeke and the hydrogen peroxide ethods;
tor determination of nitrogen dioxide and nitric oxide, the
Saltzan ethod; tor determination of oxidants, the neutral
buttered-potassium iodide and the alkaline potassium iodide
methods; tor determination of aliphatic aldehydes, the 3-methyl-2
benzothiazolone hydrazone hydrochloride method; for
determination of acrolein, the 4-hexylresorcinol method; for
determination of formaldehyde, the chromotropic acid method; for
determination of sulfate in atmospheric suspended particulates,
the turbidinetric barium sulfate ethod; and tor determination
of nitrate in atmospheric suspended particulates, the 2,4 zylenol
method. (Author abstract)00

00862

V.A. Vomela

GENERATION AND DECAY OF SMALL IONS. SECTION.IV: THE CHARGING
AND MOBILITY OF CHAIN AGGREGATE SMOKE PARTICLES (PROGRESS
REPT.). Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis, Dept. of
Rechanical Engineering. (Particle Lab. Publication No. 95.)
June 1, 1966.

Using a oditied electrical particle counter, an experimental
study was made of two typical linear aggregate aerosols. These
were an aerosol generated by xploding a tine copper wire vith a
high current pulse and one produced by the burning of a sizture
of kerosene and benzene in air. The lectric charge acquired
by the particles by diffusion of ions in a pure diffusion charger,
the electrical mobility of the particles, and their size, were
easured and correlated. This information was then used to
calculate the dynamic mobility of the particles and the charge-size
relationship. The charge acquired by spherical methylene blue
dye particles under similar charging conditions was also measured
and compared to the data on chain aggregates.00

00867

E. Sawicki, T.V. Stanley, T.R. Hauser, V. Elbert,
J.L. Noe

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND COLORIMETRIC DETERRINATION OF AROMATIC
AMINES AND IRINO RETEROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS VITO 3-
RETRTL-2-BENZOTRIAZOLONE RTDRAZONE. Anal. Chen. 33(6):722-
725, Ray 1961.

A new analytical method is introduced for the detection and
determinatiom of organic compounds containiag the aromatic anise
grouping. among these compounds are the aromatic primary animen,
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aralkyl amines, aryl dialkylamines, diarylamines, indoles,
carbaxoles, and phenothiazines. In a preliminary survey of this
reaction, limits of identification, wave length axima, and
molar absorbance values have been given for approximately 100
compounds. Noteworthy were the brilliant intense colors abtained
with aniline, 11-alkylanilines, and N,N-dialkylanilines and
their ring-substituted derivatives. Nany carcinogenic amines were
found to be capable of analysis by the colorimetric sethod. The
colorimetric determination of V,V-disethylaniline was
studied and found to be xtremely sensitive and reproducible.
Heeres Law was obeyed from 4-64 icrograms of Nee-
dimethylaniline/ml of test solution. The shortcomings and
limitations of this procedure are also discussed. In as
alternative procedure modified for use only with the basic
aromatic aines Beer's Law was obeyed from 0.4 to 8 icrograms of
N,M-dimethylaniline/ml of test solution. The absorptivity of
the chromogen obtained from MIN-dimethylaniline was 0.70/
micrograms l/cm. (Author summary)110

00868

K. Sawicki J.D. Pfaff

ANALYSIS FOR AROMATIC CONPOUNDS ON PAPER AND TRIN-LAYER
CHROMATOGRAMS BY SPECTROPHOTOPHOSPHORINETRY, APPLICATION TO
AIR POLLUTION. Anal. Chim. Acta Vol. 32:521-543, Jane
1965.

A new technique is introduced in spectrophosphorimetric analysis
by menas ot which spectra can be obtained directly on an
adsorbent after chromatography. With this procedure spectra of
the phosphorescent compound, its salts, its reduced or
oxidized forms, or its derivatives can be obtained is all types
of solvents. A large number of examples of this simple technique
are given: detection limits range from 0.1 nanogram to
microgram amounts. A DWI system for the circular paper
chromatographic separation of axe heterocyclic hydrocarbons
using aqueous formamide is described. Many of these heterocyclic
compounds can be separated from each other as can the parent
compounds from their alkyl drivatives. Air pollution mixtures
separated by column and paper chromatography are analyzed with
the phosphorimetric technique. Spots obtained on the
paper chromatograms are analyzed directly in the phosphoriseter.
With these techniques benzo(f)quinoline, benzo(h)quisoline,
benx(a)acridine, benx(c)acridine, and hydrocarbons such as
phenanthrene and benzo(e)pyrene are really characterized.
(Author summary)00

00898

M.P. Chovin N.J. Lebbe

(AN EFFECTIVE 1108K INSTRUMENT: TIE LABORATORY TRUCK USED BY TUB
MUNICIPAL LABORATORY OF PARIS IN A STUDY OF AIR POLLUTION.)
On Instrument do Travail Efficace: Le Canion-laboratoire
:Pitted. de la Pollution Atmospherique de Laboratoire
Runicipal de Paris. toilet. Atmos. (Paris) 8(29):1-11, Mar.
1966.
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A Paris Municipal Laboratory truck used for air pollution
studies, principally for automobile emission studies, is described.
This mobile laboratory which was set up in 1961 by the
Technical Services Department of the Prefecture of Police,
helped in a long-term series of studies known as "Operation
Carbon Monoxide". It gave great mobility to these studies,
and because of the relatively small size of the truck, it could
be parked without interfering too much with normal traffic. It

was a Citroen H with a lengthened body and a reinforced
suspension. It vas equipped so that the instruments could be
operated wither with batteries or a central supply of
electricity. It vas thermally insulated to protect the
instruments. The roof was reinforced so that meteorological
observations could be made with instruments mounted on top, or the

area could be uaed for visual observations. Scientific equipaest
in the truck consisted of an analyzer for carbon monoxide
(infrared, autoaatic), a carbon dioxide automatic analyzer, a
Perkin Elmer apparatus tor unburned hydrocarbons, as well as a
Wohstoff apparatus, other types of apparatus specific for sulfur
oxides and hydrogen sulfide, equipment for gas phase chromatography
and a pump for a Millipore filter. All equipsent vas mounted on
special shock absorbers. The cost vas about 200,000 francs.00

00911

B. D. Barber E. Sawicki, and S. P. McPherson

SEPARATION AND IDENTIFICATION op PHENOLS IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST
BY PAPER AND GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY. Anal. Ches.,
36(5):2442-2445, Dec. 1964.

MEASUREMENT METHODS: Automotive exhausts, Gas chromatography,
Paper chromatography, Phenols

A method is described tor the separation and identification of
simple phenols in automobile exhaust by paper and gas liquid
chrosatography. Extended data are given on the separations in
Crump's system on Schleicher and Schuell 2040A and 35 to 4011
silica gel-impregnated 966 papers as well as separations oa
dimethylformaside-impregnated papers in dimethylformamide-hexame.
The results of analysis of several samples by paper and gas liquid
chromatography are presented. (Author abstract)OO

009 12

D. F. Bender, E. Sawicki, and R. N. Nilson, Jr.

FLUORESCENT DETECT/ON AND SPECTROPHOTOPLUOROMETRIC
CHARACTERIZATION AND ESTIMATION OF CARBAZOLES AND POLYNUCLEAR
CARBAZOLES SEPARATED BY THIN-LAYER CHROBATOGRAPHY. Anal.
Chem., 36(6):1011-1017, Hay 1964.

A modification of the solvent medium used in a previous method for
carbazole has resulted in considerable stabilization of the
carbazole anion. It has improved the earlier spectrophotometric,
spectrophotofluorometric, and fluorescent spot test technique for
carbazoles containing acidic hydrogen on the sitrogem. The
improved spectral ethods have been applied to carbazoles of
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higher molecular weight, including polynuclear carbazoles. The
fluorescent spot test has been applied to htese carbazoles
adsorbed on thin-layer chromatographic substrates. The
absorption and fluorescent spectra in N,N-di-methylformamide and
N,M-disethylformamide-29% methanolic tetraethylammonium
hydroxide (5 to 1), the fluorescent color changes, and the
identification limits are reported for carbazoles and polynuclear
carbazoles. A nuber of thin-layer chromatographic systems are
described, vhereby carbazoles can be separated fro other types of
compounds and fro one another. Commercially pure chrysene is
separated readily by thin-layer chromatography into
5H-benzo(b)carbazole and chrysene. (Author abstract)011

00926

E. Savicki, H. Johnson, and K. Kosinski

CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF POLINUCLEAR
ARORATIC AMINES AND HETEROCYCLIC IRISES. Microche. J.
Symp. Ser., 10(1-4)172-102, Jan. 1966. (Presented at the
International Symposium on Microchemical Technigues--1965,
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, Aug. 22-27, 1965.)

Many polynuclear aroatic aines are carcinogenic. Consequently,
methods ot separation and analysis for these compounds have been
developed. The separation ethods include the use of column and
thin-layer chromatography. Various eethods of characterization
for appnoximately 45 polynuclear aroatic amines and heterocyclic
iines on the thin-layer plate and in solution have been compared.
The absorption and fluorescene spectra of aromatic amines and
their cationic and anionic salts have been discussed. The use of
direct fluorometric examination of thin-layer plates for aromatic
aines vas useful in the nanogram to microgram range.
Quenching techniques were shown to make the fluorometric analysts
of aromatic amines and heterocyclic imines much ore selective.
(Author summary)ell

00927

E. Savicki and T. V. Stanley

A SENSITIVE NEI PROCEDURE FON THE aramrsts OF ALIPIATIC,
AIONATIC AND HETEROCYCLIC ALDERYDES. APPLICATION ?0 AID
POLLUTION. Preprint. 1950.

A new sensitive spot test for fliphatic, aroatic and
heterocyclic aldehydes is introdoced. Limits of identification
for over 70 aldehydes are recorded. All aldehydes except chloral
and hexadecanal give positive results in th4 tests. A positive
test is revealed by a blue or a green color with wave lemgth maxima
ranging around 610 to 630 u. For the determination of total
aldehydes the procedure is at best am estimation. (Author
summary)00
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00928

E. Sawicki

IDENTIFICATION AND DETERMINATION OF UNUSUAL FUNCTIONAL GROUPS.
Pure Appl. Chem., 10,101-23, 1965. (Presented at a meeting of
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry,
Pennsylvania State Univ.) 1965.

Functional group methods of analysis with sensitivities in the
nanogram to microgram region are described for the following
types of compounds: aromatic compounds more basic than benzeme
and with the highest electron density at an unsubstituted aromatic

carbon atom, azulenes with an unsubstituted 1-position, compounds
with a cyclopentadiene CO2 grouping by itself or as part of a
polynuclear ring system, compounds containing a fluoranthenic ring

system, pyrene and its derivatives, pyridine and its derivatives,
polynuclear aza heterocyclic compounds, various types of arosatic
amines, heterocyclic imines, 3-indoly-methylene compounds,
heterocyclic Woes containing the -MH-CH2-CH2- grouping,
quinones of various types, p-hydromystyryl compounds, formic acid
and formates, and acylating agents. In addition,
quenchofluorosetric methods and quenching reagents of value in

thin-layer chromatography are considered. (Author summary)011

00931

E. Sawicki, S. P. McPherson, T. V. Stanley, J.

Meeker, and V. C. Elbert

QUANTITATIVE COMPOSITION OF THE MAN ATMOSPHERE IN TERNS OF
MUUMUU AZA HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS AND ALIPHATIC AND
POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS. Intern. J. Air later
Pollution, Vol. 9:515-524, 1965. (Presented at the Air
Pollution Symposium, 149th American Chemical Society
Hooting, Detroit, Mich. Apr. 4-9, 1966.)

Nineteen polynuclear aza heterocyclic compounds have been toned in

the Nashville atmosphere. Of these compounds
dibenz(a,h)acridine, dibenz(a,j)acridine, and possibly some of the
alkylated derivatives of dibenz(a,j)acridine and
benz(c)acridine are known carcinogens. Because of this !lading,
a quantitative study has been sad* of the atsospheres of six large
American cities is terms of polynuclearaza heterocyclic
compounds and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. In addition,
the quantitative composition of a cosposite sample (consisting of
the yearly accubulation of airborne particulates fro over 100

Aserican communities) has been determined in terms of long-chain
aliphatic hydrocarbons, polyauclear aza heterocyclic compounds, and

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. (Author abstract)011

00934

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, V. C. Elbert, and N. Morgan

COLUMN AND TBIN-LATER CHRONATOGIAPNIC SEPARATION OP POLINOCLAR
RIVG-CARBONYL COMPOUNDS. Talanta, Vol. 12:605-616, 1965.
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Methods for the separation of polynuclear ring-carbonyl compounds
by alumina column chromatography and alumina and cellulose
thin-layer chromatography are described. A method for the
tbin-layer chromatographic separation of acridones and
phenanthridones from other types of polynuclear compound is also
described. Compounds on a thin-layer chromatogram are located
by fluorescence ethods employing trifluoracetic acid fuses and
tetra-ethylannonium hydroxide solution. Fluorescence spectra of
these compounds on the thin-layer chromatogram and in solution are
also reported. (Author summary)00

00942

D. P. Adams

IMPROVED SOLFUR-NEACTING MICROCOOLOHETRIC CELL FOR GAS
COROHATOGRAPHI. Anal. chem., 38(8)1094-1096, July 1966.
(Presented at the Air Pollution Symposium, 150th fleeting,
American Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N.J., sept.
1965.)

Because of the differences in electron requirements for oxidation
of fl25, S02, mercaptans, and organic sulfides and disulfides,
it is necessary to standardize the titration cell against each type
of compound or calculate the electron equivalents for each
oxidation reaction for quantitative gas chromatographic analysis.
To increase the sulfur specificity and to eliminate the need for
individual compound calibration, the column effluents ay be either
osidimed to 502 or reduced to 02S in a suitable furnace prior
to introduction into the icrocoulonetric titration cell to obtain
an equivalent response for an equivalent number of sulfur atoms.
The furnace oxidation prior to titration should also destroy say
olefinic compounds which might be present in complex gas
ixtures, be titrated by bromine, and be erroneously reported as
sulfur. Reduction to 02S rather than oxidation to S02 has the
added advantage of providing a four-fold increase in sensitivity
because of the greater electron change required for the bromine
oxidation of 02S. Although the need for individual calibration
for each compound favors tbe use of a furnace between the
chromatography column and the detector, it complicates the
analytical system and thus may not be suitable for process
control analysis under mill conditions. (Author sunnary)ell

00966

S. S. Epstein

TVO SENSITIVE TESTS TOR CARCIVOGENS IN THE AIR. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 16, (10)545-6, Oct. 1966. (Presented
at the 59th Annual !Meting, Air Pollution Control
Association* San Francisco, Calif., June 20-25, 1966, Paper
No. 66-19.)

This report describes briefly 2 new bioassays, the phototlyeanic
and mouse aeosate, which have bees developed recently as indirect
and direct aeasures, respectively, of the carcinogenicity of
organic atmospheric pollutants. The pbotodyaanic assay measures
concentratioss of photosensitizing polycyclic compounds is organic
extracts of atmospheric particulates, and reflects the ability.of
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these compounds to sensitize cells to the otherwise non-toxic
effects of long-wave ultraviolet light. The relevance of this
assay to carcinogenicity depends on the previous demonstration, in
a large series of polycyclic compounds of a strong positive
association between photodynamic toxicity, using the motile ciliate
Paramecium caudatun, and carcinogenicity attributable to
polycyclic compounds. The use of neonatal animals for the
carcinogenicity testing of pure chemicals is well documented.
Neonates have been shown to be highly sensitive to defined
carcinogens, administration of which in very low coscentrations,
in general, results in high tumor yields with relatively short

latency periods. The present studies, although primarily
methodological, established the high sensitivity of neonatal mice
to carcinogens extracted from air.011

00977

B.S. Yunghans V.A. Munroe

CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF AMBIENT ATMOSPHERES WITH THE
TECHNICON AUTOANALYZER. In: Autoation in Analytical
Chemistry, 6pp. (Presented at the Technicon Symposium,
wAutonation in Analytical Chemistry," New York City, Sept.
8, 1965.)

A variety of air contaminants can be monitored continuously with

Auto/Analyzers. Instrument sensitivity, precision, and
response time are more than adequate. The basic modules are
all interchangeable, the instrusent does not become obsolete as
chemical procedures change or are modified, new approaches can be
progressed easily, and the equipment is useful in methods
research. In addition, automatic baseline programing and
restandardization are decidedly advantageous as is the
capability for introducing liquid calibration standards at any
time.00

00998

E. Sawicki, T.V. Stanley, J.D. Pfaff, V.C. Elbert

THIN-LAM CRIONATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF

POLYNUCLEAR ABA HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS. Anal. Chim. Acta,

Vol. 31:359-75, 1964.

Many thin-layer chromatographic systems can be seed for the
general separation of aza heterocyclic compounds from
polynuclear arosatic hydrocarbons. Several can be used for the
separation of the ass compounds fron each other. With alumina
as the adsorbent the sterically hindered ass heterocyclic compel:ads
can be readily !separated from the son-hindered ass compounds. The
use of the trifluoro-acetic acid spot test on the thin-layer plate
is discussed. Spectral data for the ass compounds are presentint
and discussed. (Author SOMeary)88
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01023

H. Buchwald

ACTIVATED SILICA GEL AS AV ADSORBENT FOR ATMOSPHERIC
CONTARINANTS. Occupational Health Rev. (Ottawa) Vol.
17(4):14-18, 1965.

The use of activated silica gel as an adsorbent for atmospheric
contaminants is revieved. The basic principles influencing the
adsorption of substances on silica gel are discussd. The
advantages and disadvantages in the use of silica gel are
highlighted by soc studies on the adsorption of such common
solvents as acotome, aromatic hydrocarbons and son halogenated
hydrocarbons. (Author abstract)SS

01178

I. H. Williaan

GiS CHIOMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OP LOW
CONCENTRATIONS OF ATHOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS Anal. Chem. 37, (13)
1723-32, Dc. 1965.

Methods have been developed for collecting los concentrations of
volatile organic compounds from the atmosphere and qualitatively
analyzing them by gas chromatographic and related techniques.
An inert substrate at -80C is used as a collicting agent while
subtractive techniques, tvo different types of dtectors aad
retention times on tvo columns of differing polarity are used in
identifying the collected compounds. Over thirty organic
compounds have been identified. Those include a large member of
paraffins, some aromatics, particularly benzene and tolueue, some
chlorinated hydrocarbons and on a few occasions thyl ultrate and
methyl disulfide. The pattern of compounds present has varied
very little ever the period studie4, though concentrations have
varied by a factor of twenty or more. (Author abstract)O0

01205

D. Truitt and J. W. Robinson

RESIAICH ON NEW TECHNIQUES IN ADSORPTION AND EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
(QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPT.). Louisiana State Univ., Baton
Rouge. Jan 25, 1966. 17 pp.

DDC: AD 479-241

A demountable hollow cathode wan designed and constructed. The
signal was erratic an4 electrical shorting across the electrodes
took place. The cathode vas modified and tested. The emission
spectra of aluminum, copper, helium, fused ammonium dihydrogem
phosphate and naphthalese has been recorded. The VII4 AM*
(ia helium) gave emission lines characteristic of aluminum, PO
ard nn. Emission from metallic elements in sealed hollow
cathodes can be greatly intensified with an electron beam.
Initial experiments with molecules indicate that electrons can be
transported from one electrode to another without causing
emission. (Author abstract)1111
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01208

E. R. Stephens and F. R. Burleson

ANALYSIS OF THE ATHOSPHERE FOR LIGHT HYDROCARBONs. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 17, (3) 147-53, Aar. 1967.
(Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, San Francisco, Calif., June 20-25, 1966, Paper
No. 66-108.)

A procedure has been developed for the analysis of trace
quantities of light hydrocarbons in air. A freeze-trap filled
vith chromatographic packing vas installed in place of the gas
sample loop of a flane ionization chromatograph. An air
sample of 0.1 to 0.5 liter volume vas passed through the trap which
vas chilled with liquid oxygen. The trap vas then brought to ice
temperature and its contents simultaneously swept into the
column. The resulting chromatogram could be used to determine
about twenty-five hydrocarbons through n-hezane. The nininus
detectable concentration vas below one ppb for these hydrocarbons.
With such sensitivity it is possible to make useful measurements
even on samples of light air pollution. Air samples from the
Riverside area were analyzed in this fashion starting in the
summer of 1965. The relative amounts of these hydrocarbons were
then compared with the distribution reported for the various known
hydrocarbon sources. The attenuation of the sore reactive
hydrocarbons by photolysis was also observed. system for
irradiating trapped air samples vas also constructed. Samples
were collected in five gallon brosilicate bottles which vere then
irradiated with ultraviolet radiation and the concentration
changes followed. (Author abstract) 00

01225

E. S. Jacobs

RAPID GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OP Cl TO C10
HYDROCARBONS IN AOTOBOTIY2 EXHAUST GAS. Anal. Chem. 38,
(1) 43-8, Jan. 1966. (Presented t the 149th Meeting,
Division of later, Air and Mute Chemistry, Detroit, Bich.,

Apr. 1965.)

A gas chroeatographic procedure is described for the rapid
determination of Cl to C10 hydrocarbons im automotive zhaut
gas. The method features the application of a progranned
temperature run from -55 C. to plus 140 C. with a single open
tubular column and flame ionization detector. As navy as 85 Cl
to C10 paraffias, olefins and aromatic hydrocarbons say be
determined within 13 minutes. Automatic integration of the flame
detector signal is used to provide instantaneous quantitative
analysis for as little as 1 ppm (v./v.) of each hydrocarbon.
The equipment and operating conditions of the chromatographic
method are discussed and an analysis of exhaust gas is illustrated.
(Author abstract)OO
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01230

N. L. Soulages

SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF LEAD ALKYLS AND HALIDE SCAVENGERS INGASOLINE BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY NIT)) FLARE I011I2112/01 DETECTION .
Anal. chem. 38, (1) 28-33, Jan. 1966.

A gas chromatographic ethod vith flame ionization detection for
the determination of lead alkyls and scavengers in gasoline is
described. These compounds are separated in a partition coleus
and hydrogenated using a nickel catalyst, and the resulting ethase
and/or ethane is sepurated from gasoline hydrocarbons on an
absorption column. The eguipnent employed and its application to
the continuous analysis of leaded gasolines are discussed. The
reliability of results and the lack of interferences are verified
with both laboratory-prepared and cosnercial samples. (Author
abstract) CO

01232

E. Sawicki, T. I. Stanley, and V. C. Elbert

DIRECT FLUOROMETRIC SCANNING OF MN LAYER CHROMATOGRANS AND /TS
APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION STUDIES J. Chromatog. 20, 348-53,
1965.

A direct ethod is presented for autosatic fluorosetric scanning
of thin-layer chromatograms with such greater selectivity and
sensitivity than has hitherto boon possible. By use of the pro& ar
excitation and emission spectral bands, a chromatogram can be
exaained for an individual compoand or for a family of coepounds.
In addition, quenchofluorosetric techniques applied to the
thinlayer plate eliminate easy interferences and further improve
the sensitivity.#11

01238

L. De Betio and R. Corn

GAS CHRONATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF POLTOCLEAR ANOMATTC HYDROCARBONS
11/TH PACKED COLORII (APPLICATION TO Ant POLLUT/011 STUDIES).
Anal. Chen. 38, (1) 131-3, Jan. 1966.

A method utilizing gas chrosatography for the analysis of
polyauclear aromatic hydrocarbons has been suggested for general
use. The ethod was developed for use in asalyziag polyCyclic
hydrocarbons associated with particnAte natter in the air:
however, it can be used wherever it is required to analyze for
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. The prisary advantages of this
se', hod vhen coepared to the methods now used are the ease of
perforsance and tine differestial. One sae can easily cosplete
tbe analysis in two hours after the sample is extracted from the
filter. Previously, several analysts required two days to
complete the procedures.



01269

R. D. Fleming, B. Dimitriades, and R. I. Burn

PROCEDURES IN SAMPLING AND HANDLING AUTO EXHAUST. J. Air

Both the composition and discharge rate of auto exhausts vary
widely and rapidly as speed and load demands upon the engine are
changed. Moreover, among the combustion products are compounds
that are highly reactive under proper conditions and others that
are readily bound by receptive surfaces ot absorbents. Cinder
these conditions both the sampling procedure and subsequent sample
handling must be such that (1) the saple that is recovered
contains all or a fixed proportion of each incremental volume of
the total to be represented and (2) the products so sampled are ^t
allowed either to react with each other ot to be lost or diaimished
in sample storage or transfer. Experimental research and
development relevant to each requirement have bees carried out, and
results are reported and discussed. Two methods have bees used
for recovering small-volume samples representative of the total
volume produced during any combinhtion of steady or transient
engine modes. One employs servo-f ollovup system appropriately
coupled to both the engine air-intake and to the sampling element;
the sampling rate is continuously controlled to bear at all times a
fixed ratio to the engine air-intake rate. The second sethod
employs variable dilution, involving addition of diluent cies
necessary to maintain a constant total of (exhaust plus dilueut).
If the mixture is sampled at a constant tate, the sample will
contain exhaust appropriately proportioned. Experisents hare
shown differences in both hydrocarbon and 1101 values determined
for comparable saaples obtained by the two methods. The
seriousness of this problem is discussed in relation to the
sampling and sample handling procedures that are used. (Author
abstract) Oa

01278

R. Grob

GAs CHROMATOGRAPHY OF CIGARETTE SMOKE, PART III. SEPARATION OF
THE OVERLAP REGION OF GAS AND PARTICULATE PHASE BT CAPILLARY
COLUMNS .7. Gas Chromatog. 3, 52-6, Pei). 1965. (Presented
in part at Tobacco Chemists' Research Coaference, Raleigh,
P.C., Oct. 22, 1964.)

Following the investigation of qas phase constituents boiling
within the range of 20-100C, the section of less volatile
substances with boiling points betweea 100 an3 200C has been
studied. The separation by capillary columns is demosstrated, aad
64 substances are indicated as probable gas phase constituents.
The partition of certain substances between gas phase and
particulate phase is shown to be of great importance. Sake
influences upon the partitiou equilibrium, for instance charcoal
filters, are discussed. (Author abstract)1111
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01289

N. Peldstein, S. Balestrieri, and D. A. Levaggi

STUDINS OP Tat GIS allIONATOOSAPSIC DITISMINATIO11 or nicArms.
.2. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15(5)1215-7, lay 1965.
(Presented at the Sixth Conference on Methods in Air
Pollution Studies, California Dept. of Public Health,
Berkeley, Calif., Jan. 6-7, 1964.)
A series of partitioning agents were studied to determine their
ability to separate organic sulfur compounds by gas chroaatography.
Several colusu shoved promise, but did sot separate organic
sulfur compounds frog Norwelly occurring atsospheric hydrIcarboss.
Sigher concentratioss of organic sulfur cospounds in stack gases
are separated as metallic salts in a series of impingers. The
nature of the precipitated salter compound can be determised by gas
chrosatography after regeseration of the coepoond by addition ofacid to the eetallic precipitate. (Author abstract)I5

01302

S.S. Ipsteis, N. Small, E. Sawicki, W.L. Falk

PROTOMANIC SIOASSAT OF POLICYCLIC ATMOSPRZSIC POLLIMAITS.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., Vol. 15(4) :174-176, April
196 5. (Presented at the Sisth Conference on flethoes in Air
Pollution Stedies, CaliforLia Dept. of Public Realth,
Berkeley, Calif., Jan. 6-7, 1964.)
A photodynanic bioassay which can he coadected on ose age
amounts of organic atmospheric particulates is described. The
results of a pilot study on pollutants from several American
cities indicate that the assay say provide a rapid, sisple aad
econonical biological modes of potential carcinogenic hatard
attributable to polycyclic cospounds. The utility of theassay for this psrpose is ender further evaluation. (Authorabstract) II

01304

11.11. Sarlage, Jr. P.C. Alley

SANFLIIIG AID SASS storcr000rrel ANALYSIS Or 11SACTTOW PIODUCTS
TWOR TRW PROTOCREMCAL DEC0SPOSIT/011 OP VARIOUS 0111111S. J.
Air Pollution Control Assoc., 15(5) :235-238, flay 1965.

Pesults of this investigation have shows the sampling technigee
described in this paper to bate pteatial for sass spectrosetet
analysis of trace products fro§ the photochesical decospositios
of olefins. /a addition, preliminary results of this
investigation usiag 1-pesteme and 1-heitene as reactants, alosq
with nitrogen diotide la air (ditties, have shown the presence
of coaposads or ion fraqsents of compounds with solecalar Sisals
as high as 166 sad possibly higher. Sore work is needed to
determine if these cospoesds are indeed perosyscyl nitrites or
nitrates, *composed I,* or perhaps soee fros of a polymer
produced is the photochemical reactioss.tt
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01310

t.A. boettuer P.C. Dallos

Mints or AII ADD SITATN roo CNLOSIDATID STOSOCAMPONS NT
ISPVASED AND CAS coloorrimmoorotc TECNSIOVIS. As. tad. Wyg.
Assoc. J. Vol. 26:28V-293, Jose 196S. (Presested at the
Asssal Neetiag, Asericas Isdustrial Nygiess Associatios,
Philadelphia, Pa., April 28, 196S.)

This paper is a report of as iswestigatios establishisq the
sessitiwity of gas chrosatography sad isfrared techalques for the
chlociasted aliphatic hydrocarboss listed is the booklet
*Threshold Limit Valves for 1963.* Ike gas chrosstograpkic
sessuresests isclude those sale sith the followisq lotoctios
methods: thetas/ coadactivity, flame iositatios, arqoa
iosisatios, sad electros capture. The isfrared sork was doss
w ith the aid of scale espessios tochaiques and neltipass cells
u p to 40 setets is leagth. ?he asalytical tech:delta used
sad the sessitivities attaised is the asalysis of air sad ethaled
breath are presested. (Author abstract)SS

01333

A. T. Pisq, L. 2. Claytos, T. t. actives, sad J. S.
Paydo

TN/ APPLICATION OP MICA Ott /V SO8VCI TISTIVC. PAST /:
COLLECTIOV OP SANPLUI. Preprist. (Presested at the Seth
Assual Neetiag, Air Po/lotion Coatrol Associatios, Sas
Prascisco, Calif., Jose 20 -25, 1900, Paper So. 66-79.)

The esgiseeriag of air pollstios costrol deals with testisg gas
effleests for air costasisasts sad their coscestratiess. Is this
sdeavor, the Day Area Air Pollstios Costrol District
has doveloped sad isprated a terhalglo of esisq silica gel
adsorption tubes for detersisisq test data os the orqssic cospossd
esissioss fres cosomMlal asd isdestrial operatioss. Ibis paper
discusses a phase of source testisq for such gaseous emissiess frog
solvest -user operatioas. Oesoral details, lawolvisq the sample
probe, sampling trais, sad pressure drops ate ilM111404 is time
paper. Some typical test data sad calculations are also gives.
(Author abstract)S0

01356

C.V. Lose

TNT ollAlltTATITt ormatootros OP 11111/0(A)111111, /V !NI AIN OP
S08111 APII/CAS CMES. As. /sd. Nyq. Assoc. 3" Vol.
26:520-326, Oct. 1165.

The ateospberes of throes South Africa. cities base bees
isvestiqated for the premstce of polyasclear hydrocarboss.
Stasdard tecbsiques were improved asd applied for
separatist of besse(a)pyrese Trot ether pelpsclear hydrecarboss.
Ultraviolet -Sisible spectropbotesetty at the 402 icros peak
vas 'splayed for quatitative detersisstios of besse(a)pyrese.
A correcties factor for the isterferesce of besto(k)fluotasthese
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at the 402 a 'derma peak was detereised esperisestally aid
applied to the results. It is believed that this eethod
is sore reliable that those presently used. Soso
besto(o)pyreae coscestratioss are presested. (hathoc abatract)00

01392

C.t. twist, 1.11. Decease

CRAICOAt SWUM TOM TOW MIMIC VAMP IllAtTSIS WV GAS
CWWORATOCIPAPIIT. he. led. Wyg. Assoc. .7., 27(1)260-74,
rob. 1966.

Varieties is efficiescy of recovery of orgasic vapors collected
os activated charcoal asd desorbed isto carboa disulfide, vas
studied ith respect to certaia perimeters of the process.
Chesicals used were sethylethyl !Mose, totem's,
trichloroethylese, betyl acetate, 2-sethylcyclobetamol, aid
styreae. `taalyses sere perforsed with a gas chrosatooraph.
The effects of charcoal mesh site, samplimg rate, volute
collected, &ad vapor coseestratios were cossidered. Nish
sites of carboy gramsles studied sere 10/20, 2030,/ 30/40, asd
40/SO. Alen, a special veer° adsorptios charcoal, 110/110 Seib
w as used. Meets of sac.,,,tivig tate were deteraised over a 100
si/sis nage. Pros 0.5 to 1.5 liters of sample were collected for
esperiseats dealing with voluse collected. Is studyisq the
effect of caryieg coscestratios, a raage of 1 ?LT to 5 TO

as employed. (Author abstract)

0139S

V. Tye, 1.5. tortes, I. Valdes

Wt1ZO(11)PVItli 11110 011111 IIVOGATIC ITOVOCAIDOWS tItTlIACTAItt £101
DITORIWOOS COAL. ha. tad. Wyg. Assoc. .7., Vol. 21:25-28,
Teb. 1966.

Desto(a)pyreee, best(a)aathracese, aad other polycyclic
arlsatic hydrocarboms have bees shoes to be presest ia bitsmimous
coal. Utractios ith toluese, chrosatography os elusive, the
Die ls-Alder reactiom, solubility ia coacemtrated sulfuric acid,
aid catalytic iodisatios os &ludas lore coupled with
u ltraviolet spectrophotreetry sad mass spectrosetry to obtais
goastitative estimates of these cosposeds is the ettracts.
(Author abstract)90

O 1419

11. Tark, .7. I. borrow, S. S. Sto ldt, sod I. Seocht

EISAICED DESO1P11011 OP 111110SPI1111C MIMS non IICV/VITSD
C111111011 J. lir Polletioa Coatrol assoc. 15(7):3113-385, July
1955. (Prelisiaary portioa of this work was proseate4 before the
Divisioa of later asd Caste Chemistry, 144th Seetieg,
Americas Chesical Society.)

It has lees previously shoes that the desorptios of ither a
chealsorbed or a physically adsorbed gas cat be eabasced by the

D. likrammet MO* 250
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subsequest istroductios of foreign gas. Under cosditioss is
which dersorptios recovery of betas* from activated carbos was SO
to 6SS, subsequeat adsorptios of CCU) enhanced the recovery of
butase to 10011. lecovery of CC1272, origisally 7916 was
enhanced to 99S by the save sethod. The sethod of shasced
desorptios was applied to the recovery of simples fros activated
carboss exposed to atmospheres it Chicago. Nw Orleass,
Philadelphia, Washisgton, D. C., and Ciscianati. Three
differest types ef carbons, characterized by differest
distribetioss of pore diameters, were used sisultaseously is the
Ciscianati saspliag. In general, the subsea/id desorptios
technique was advantageous is providing asalytical isforsatios on
adsorbed sasples recovered from carbom media. The eshascesest
effect is especially sacked with hydrocarbon material. The
effects of these strectural attributes of the carbos sedia are
evaluated by detailed consideratios of infrared adsorptioss.
(Author abstract)I0

01430

V. V. Weebeer, N. G. tatos, sad J. R. Chaudet

A GAS CRWOSATOGVAPI POI Tit APOLLO SPACIMVAFT
etP1 .) J. Gas Chrosatog., Vol. 11:121-125, April 1966.

Gas chrosatogtaphic collets aid detectors suitable for sositoring
the atsosphere within a space vehicle are described. Solecular
sieve, liquid coated Teflos, sad liquid coated Chroeosorb
coleses were developed to achieve a high degree of seperatios and
freedos from adsorption for the most likely ateospheric
costanimants. Miniature crops-section ionizatios detectors have
bees designed to provide better Chas 10 ppe sessitivity for sost of
these contasisasts. The chromatographic system has bees desiqled
to operate at a flow rate of osly 12 al/mis, thus miseries a loeg
operational time froe a ssall gas costaiser. (Author summary
sodified)4141

014S1

N. J. Prager

OtTECTIOW OP 1,1-DINITRTLIITOVAItet SI PIUSISATED NULTIPLI
ISTIPWAt etPLIC/201 SPOCTSOSCOPT. As. Iad. Spy. Assoc. J.,
Vol. 27:272-277, June 1966.

The detection of vapors, especially of the sissile propellast
fuel, 1,1 -disethylhydratise, by frustrated multiple intersal
relectiou (PSIS) spectroscopy was studied. This sethod is most
sessitive to substasces with high boilisg poists; however, it can
be seed to detect microgras geastities of substascas with
relatively low boiling poists by coati's the Pint plate with a
this adsorptive film or by dissolviag the samples is a suitable
solvent. (Author abstract)4141

01461

a. J. Chiautella, P. D. sum, a. 1. Unstead, cud J.
V.
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AROMATIC MIDPOCARBOSS IN MIMI SMARM ATOMMES. Am.
/ad. Myg. Assoc. J., Vol. 27:186-192, Apr. 1966.

Am analytical study has been direct.d to the identification and
deternimation of individual aromatic hydrocarbons present in
nuclear subsarise ateospberes is concestratious of pacts per
illiom or less. Hydrocarboa oil samples were desorbed from
activated carbon which had been exposed in submarine atmospheres.
The aromatic hydrocarbon content of these oils was approximately
25 to 30% of the total. The quantitative distributions of
individual aromatic hydrocarbons fouad is subsarimes were
strikingly sisilar to those of typical petroleum distillates in the
same boiling range. Several commercial products were studied as
possible sources of hydrocarbons in subsarime atmospheres.
(Author abstract)00

01495

A. A. Strong and J. F. Horton

THE ISS:RONESTATIOS POI AUTOHATIC HIASUBEOM AID RECOIDISC OF
LABOIATOBI-PRODUCED AUTOMOBILE IIHAUST. Frepriat. 1966.

A system that automatically measures and records the concentration
of six different gases from twelve animal exposure chambers
supplied with diluted, laboratory-prodeced autosobile exhaust and
other gases is described. ?be gases are sequentially fed from the
animal exposure chambers to the appropriate gas analysing
instrument. Hultipoint recorders conmected to the oltput of the
gas inLtruments register the concentrations and control the
sequence of the gas measurements. A data acquisP.ion system is
also connected to the output of of the gas instruments to record on
a punched paper tape the time of meas.resent and the gas
concentration. The data ate punched on cards or inserted directly
into a digital computer for analysis. (Author abstract) SS

31499

I. I. Campbell aud R. R. 1de

A/2 SABPLING AID ASALTSIS eITH MICROCOLUM OF SILICA Olt.
Am. /nd. Hyg. Assoc. J. 27, (4) 323-31, Aug. 1966.

This paper describes a simple microcolunn of silica gel, its
behavior milder etperimental conditions and its applicability to air
sampliag. Data are presented for the ultraviolet spectral
absorbalice analysis of selected aromatic hydrocarbons, using a
base line correction for background interference. ?le problems of
direct silica gel elution and ultraviolet spectrophotonetry are
discussed, and resolution of the particulate background probles by
bast: line calculatioss is shown. The silica gel sicrocoluma is
proved.simple, practical, aad highly efficient for sampling air
contaminants. Althougb only spectropbotosetriC analysis of
eluates is reported bere, other methods of analysing the sorbed
coutaminant are suggested. (Author abstract)S8
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01503

L. 2. Green, D. R. Albert, and N. N. Sather

A S222-AOTORA1IC OAS C8808ATOOPAPS PO2 D1T228/11/NO N-PAVIAPPIVS
AND NTDV0CA2801 TIPLS IV GASOL2N2S. J. Oas Chrosatog.,
a(9):319-321, Sept. 1966.

A gas chromatographic method for deternising aromatics, saturates,
sad olefins in nasalises recestly was ttended to include
individual CS to C11 a-paraffins. Three optiosal analyses with
the instrument are described. To determine the acruracy and
precision of the semi-automatic method, 6 samples ears analysed and
the results coepered with those obtained by the PIA sethod. the

instrument is adaptable to routine use and is applicable to
sanples other than nasalises, and has recently bees adapted to tbo
determination of hydrocarbon types in exhaust gases.00

01560

C. J. Doite, D. J. Lindley, and C. O. Sechrist

NOV TO STUD? EPITCT OP BLOND? GAS. Bydrocarbon Process
5(9):303-306, Sept. 1966.

The character and chemical coepositioa of blowbv gases were
studied by ducting them fras as engine sodified with Taloa parts
and fractiosating then in series of traps at 32, -100, aad -326
P. The fractions were aselyted by isfrared absorption, mass
spectroeetry, aad gas chroeatography. The bydrocarboss porticos
of the Mosby gas was roughly SOS aroeatics, 33% saturates, and
155 olefins. The combised coscestratios of oxygenated organic
cospoends present in the blandly gas was found to he less thas
five parts per million. The analytical data showed that changing
air-fuel ratio bad little or no effect on the composition of the
hydrocarbons being emitted from the crankcase.041

S.D. Barbet

/DONTIPICATION 0? A208ATIC COISPOONDS AS SINPLI AIMS DI PAM AND
TN/N-LATER CAPONATOGNAPST. J. Chrosatog., Vol. 27398-406,
1967.

A sethod is described for the separation of carbonyls as simple
awines by paper and this-layer chromatography. Schliecher asd
Scluell 2040 a gl. papers were used in paper Chrosatography.
!atm:sive data are gives for separations on papers impregnated
with 11,8-disethylforeaside in (1) 2,11-dinetbylforsaside-
cvclobetame; (2) dibutyl ethertetrahydrofuran - 2, 2-
disethylformaside; (3) cyclohexase - 2,2-dinethylforeaside -
carbon tetrachloride: (4) cyclobetame - 1,1-disethylfornaside
ethylacetate - water and (S) decalla - P,N-disethylforsaside.
Separations vete also performed on papers impregsated lath
sethylforsanilide in cyclohetase-formanilide. Thin-layer 'oper-
ations were performed on silica gel in bentene; ethyl acetate -
hexane; bestese - paraffin - acetic acid-water; dibutyl ether
totrabydrofuran: dicta:tram:these: and decalin - dichlorosethane
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ethssol. As *sample of the this-layer separstios of sm
autosobile exhaust simple is gives. (Author abstract)40

01592

f.t. Lvdvig, D.8. Coulson, t. Wohissom, L.A. Cavahsgb

SIZE DtTEONIWATIOW OP afROSPRtRIC SOT-PATS 180 01012IC
PAPTICOMES (4112PIR REPT.). Stasford Research Inst.,
Sento Park, Calif. Oec. 1964. 78 pp.

Rethods of detersisiag tite distribetioss of sulfate aid
organic aerosols haw* bees developed amd tested is the Sas
francisco and Los Asgeles areas. The methods show promise
of providimg site distributios isforsatios which colld
significsetly add to the usderstsudisg of sose curtest public
health probless. The heart of the sample collectiom system is a
Goetz Aerosol Spectroseter, which has bees
odified to pretest loss of sample or estraissent of
costanisated air sod to allov collection of the particles which
are not deposited is the spectroseter itself. 2soegh data have
bees collected to prove the feasibility of the methods
developed. Purthersore, these imitial data provide a
prelisissry estisate of site distributioss of the sulfate sod
organic aerosols is the tested areas. The Appesdit costaiss
discussions of the calculation of site distribetios smd effect of
temperature asd humidity os selferec acid droplet simile

01593

arrwoos OP 82ASORIWG AIN PoLUTIOW (-41EPORT OP TIE 50112110 PART?
OW 82110DS OP 821402/20 AIR POLL22/02 AND SORT1T TIXIII(1112S).
Orgasisetion asd Dewelopsent, Paris, Preece, Directorate for
Sciestific Affairs. 1965. 94 pp.

Nethods for the sessureteat of the aliments of the follovisg
pollutasts is the ateosphere ost of doors seam; relatively
simple and isetpessive apparatss were etamised: grit sod dust -
particles coarse esoegh to settle out seder their ovn weight;
suspended latter - particles or droplets fise emough to
remain suspended is the air; sulphur otides; hydrocarbons; asd
fluorine compoesds.fe

01683

R. Klein, 1.2. Webbert, I. Stair, 2.S. Tipsom

AIR POLLOTIOW P200218, 11110111L 801210 OP STAIDARDS
(0111111LT LEP?. OCT.1, 1965 TO DEC. 31, 1965.) Rational
Bateau of Stasdards, Washisgton, D.C., Divisions of
Analytical Chesistry, Wetrology, asd Physical Chesistry
(Wept. lo. 9031). (,lis with PRS Support) 1965.

Progress is reported om: the perificatioa of maphthscese;
amthraguisome derivatives; otidntios prodects of pyres*: oxidation
products of perylese; photoclesical reactios os the solid
particulates asthracese asd pyres,: photochesical resctious of
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pyrene oa Raryland soil: photochemical reactions of pyres, os
silica gel -alesies: photosessitited decomposition of 3-
metbylpestanal: surface cheeistry: aid solar radiatios.40

01691

1.5. Cohen T.C. Purcell

SPEC*ROPNOTOME/RIC DETERRINATION OF R1DOMEN lotRORIDt ulTi 11-

00TROLTIPOL. Prepriet. 1906.

A ethod is reported for the spectropbotosetric detersination of
microgran quantities of hydrogen peroxide. The analytical
procedure sakes use of the colored complex obtained upon
extraction of titanive-hydroges peroxide mixtures with a 0.1%
solution of 6-qa.solisol in chlorofors. The sethod is very
specific and sore sensitive than that which uses the color
given by titanine asd hydrogen parotids alone. The optisus
procedural conditions were selected with regard for the effect of
tesperature, pn, rate of color formation, stability of coeplet,

and the like. Application of the method for the asalysis of vapor
concestrations is also discu;sed. (Author abstract)69

016%

R. Johnson, E. Sawicki

SPECTRAL CNARACTERIZATIOW OP NITPOARESIS AND POLTCTCtIC
ALDENTDES, NETONES, (MMUS, AND ARISES. Talasta 13, 1361-73,

1966.

Three setbods are introduced for the post-chrosatographic
spectral characteritatios of carbosyl and nitro composnds. test

oftes, elstiou from the cbrosatogran is necessary, but sosetines
fluorescence spectra can be obtaised directly from tbe
chroeatogran. The usefulsess aid sensitivity of the methods have
bees denosstrated for a variety of sitroareses and polycyclic
aldehydes, ketoses, quisones, ant anises. (Author abstract)af

01714

V. Rutscher and O. Tomingas

INVEST/GAT/NG SOOT AND ATROSPREVIC DOST IV ?NE RAVINEIN Atli.
STAUB (English Transl.) 26, (6) 5-10, Jame 1966.

The bestpyrese content of different types of soot was detervised

quantitatively. Soot frcs coke firing is practically free from

bestpyrene. Soot frost oil firing etbibits considerable variations
in its chesicalcoeposition and bensprteme contest. Soot from
bard coal firing has the highest bestpyrefe costest. In addition,
dust collected is a filter plant at a level of 49 m was also

investigated. The largest part of beetpyrese is bound to the
finest coal particles which penetrate to the deepest alveolar

chambers of the lungs. Note than 70% of the dust is comparatively
free from benspyrene. Pinally, a test is carried out to calculate
the anoult of dust in air and the amount of benspyrese to 'Mich a

breathing person is exposed. (Author Nues4rT)*0
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01720

t. 0. Barber and J. P. Lodge, Jr.

ratite CWW05ATOCIAPRIC IDIWIIPICA?I01 OP CAS00671. CORPOOPOS AS
?NIP 2,4 -01eITCOPRZW7L1170,0201tS TO 11010110SILI EIRAOS?.
Anal. Chen. 35, 3419 -50, (er. 1963.

A sethod is described for the separation and identificatios of
Carbonyl cospownds is autosobile exhaust by paper Chronatography.
Etteaded data ere given for separations in a odified Weigh
phase as sell es for linited separations is DeJongels systen.
Although bosologous aldehydes ace cospletely separated, ketoses
show higher Pf values then aldehydes of tbe sase carbon goober.
?be results of sslysis of several sasples are
presented. (Author abstract)11$

01729

I. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, ?. P. Causer, W. Jobssos,
and W. (lbert

COW1ELATIoW OP PIPEROWAL TtS? VALVES POI AlionATTC CORPOWIDS
TWE ATROSPNEW/C COWCEW7SAMI OP PEW20(A)PTIEWE. Intern.
J. Air Water Pollution 7, 57-70. 1963.

Several general setbods for the deternisaticm of arosatic
compounds in pollsted air ere described and conpared. Of tbese
the piperonal test is east thoroegbly investigated is respect to
precision, color stability, aid geseral usability. ?be color
obtained is tbe procedure is in cost-Hence with Weeris law.
Over the lest feet peers approtinately 200 satples of airborse
particulates bave bees analysed for their piperonal test R
values and tbeir coscentrationt of besto(e)pyreue. ?hese two
values show a fair bst definite correlatioa. tor sow
comassities, the correlation is good, for a few it is poor. A

broad range of values is obtaised: a "maple frog Gulf State
Park in Alabase showed a 1755 valve of 0.009 and a coscentiation
of 0.076 nicrograss of bento(a)pyrese per 1000 cubic seter of air;
for a loudon sanple the 1755 valve was 13 Ped tbe bento(a)pyrese
concentration 270 nicrogran; for an incinerator stack sasple the
1755 value was 4900 and tbe bento(a)pyreae concentration 49,000
sicrogran bestpyreee per 1000 cubic Mater of gas. ?he correlation
coefficieuts between besto(a)pytene concentratiou is *iris:ogress per
1000 cubic silliseter ft), and tbe piperosal test 1755 valves
(7), were 0.95 asd 0.19 for 174 urban and 25 son-urban 'peoples,
respectively. ?le corresponding fortalee ere t equal -0.52 plus
19.37 for urban 'Maples and T equal -0.132 plus 15.37 for
nos -urban samples. ?be piperosal test should be of valve la
studying conbustion processes, the mimetic cospo.nd pollution in
various parts of a coneenity, and in evaluating the effleents of
pollution sources. (Author abstract)OS

01735

E. Sawicki, ?. V. Stanley, W. C. ilbert, and J. 0.
Pfaff
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APPLICATION OF T11/1 LATte CNIIONATOGNAFIT TO Tit ANALTSIS OF
ATNOSPIIIPIC PfLLSTANTS AND DITIWNINATION OF DNNZO(A)PTIENI.
Asal. Chem. 36, (3) 497-502, Nt. 1964.

Pb-values, asd fluorescest colors have bees obtained through
this-layer chroaatography of 20 polysuclear aromatic hydrocarbous

with the following absorbests aid developers: alumina with

pestane: ether (19:1; v./v.); cellulose acetate with
ethasontoluese:water (17:4:4; v./v.); and cellulosrecellalose with
disethylfornasidetwater (1:1, v./v.). Of the three absorbests,
alumisa gave the best separative of fllowescest orgasic cospousds
from the organic fractious of airborse and air pollution source

particulates. The patters aid fluorescent color of the spots of a
this-layer chropatogras varied with the type of pollutios. The

cellulose acetate absorbest slates gave best results for the
separation of the bess-pyrese fracties obtaised is coleus
rhrosatography. The cellelcse adsorbeat system gave the best
results for the separatios of the polysyclear arosatic
hydrocarbons. The greatest range is lb-values was obtaised with
this absorbest. Two 'methods for the estisation of besto(a)pyrese
following thin layer chrosatography are described. one sethoi
involves ultraviolet asalysis at 382 sillisicross, the .ther

!method invol,es spectrophotalvorometric analysis is sulfuric

acid. (Author abstrack) 00

01781

P. Sawicki, T.2. Staaley, J.D. Pfaff, W.C. Elbert

TNIN-LATta CRPORATOGRAPNIC StPANATIOW OP DINZ0(1)PT1MI1 AND
1521120(1)TLIMPAITNR8t 1010n !Mallet PARTICCLATIS. Chemist-

Asalyst 53, 6-8, Jan. 1964.

81 comas chrosatography followed by this-layer chroeatograpy a
bettft separation was obtaiaed. The latter tectsic is
relatively sisple aid rapid and offers the advastage that esough
matetial cas bp readily obtained for spectrophotofluorosetric
study asd, with soll0Mhat sore difficulty, for absorption spectral

studies. It has bees fogad that tisisg a cellulose acetate
adsorbest and ethasol-toluese-water as the solvent besso(a)pyrese
aud beneo(k)fluorasthese can be readily separated fros each other

and fros other sesbers of the oibenapyreneo fraction. (Author

bstract)011

01784

D.T. Adass, P.R. toppe, W.N. Tuttle

ANALISIS OT RRATT6-NILL, SULTON-CONTAIIIING CAM WITS CLc

/011I2A2011. J. Air Polletios Control Assoc. 15, (1) 31-3,

Jan. 1965

The technique includes the use of two chrosatolgraphic collets is

series to separate 02, 12,CO,CO2, 520, 12S, S02, aud
MSS. Colvas 1, contaising Tritou 45 os Chrososorb,
separates 120, 52S, 302 and MSS. Colons 2, packed
with Nolecular Sieve, separates 02, 12, CO2. The
conditioas required to obtain adequate sensitivity fled

separatios are discussed. (Author abstract)**
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01795

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, W.C. Elbert

ANALYSIS OF THE URBAN ATMOSPHERE AND AIR POLLUTION SOURCE
EFFLUENTS FOR PHENALEN-1-ONE AND 7H-BENZ(DE)ANTHRACEN-7-
ONE. Mikrochim. Acta (5-6), 1110-23, 1965.

Through the use of one- and two-demensional thin-layer
chromatography and direct spectrophotofluorometric examination of
thin-layer plates, two mebers of a new family of compounds have
been found in the atmosphere. Phenalen-1-one and 7
H-Benz (de) anthracen-7-one were identified and determined in
particulates obtained f rcm urban atmospheres and air pollution
source effluents. Scanning techniques and other methods of
analysis were a3so used in characterization and estimation. Two-
dimensional thin-layer chromatography followed by direct
spectrophotofluorometric analysis appears to be the most promising
chromatographic method for the routine analysis of chemical
compounds in complex mixtures. It approaches colorimetric
analysis in siaplicity and speed and surpasses it in sensitivity,
selectivity and the amount of information that can be obtained
from one analysis. (Author summary)1111

01798

B.D. Tebbens, J.F. Thomas, M. Mukai

PARTICULATE AIR POLLUTANTS RESULTING FROM COMBUSTION.
Am. Soc. Testing Mater., Spec. Tech. Publ. 352. (Presented
at the Symposium on Air-Pollution Measurement Methods, Los
Angeles, Calif., Oct. 5, 1962.) pp 3-31, Dec. 1962.

An enormous variety of organic by-products result from both
oxidative degradation of fuels and synthesis of complex molecular
species occurring simultaneously when combustion is incomplete.
Synthesis is demonstrated by the fact that polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons with molecular weights up to 300 may be derived from
incomplete combustion of such a simple fuel as methane. These
hydrocarbons are part of the solid phase of combustion by-products
and may be filtered from gaseous components. Among them are the
arenes naphthalene, anthracene, pyrene, benzo (a) pyrene,
dibenz (a,h) anthracene, and others. Additionally, there exist
relatively non-volatile oxidation derivatives such as alpha- and
beta-naphthol and others. Only a few of the 90 or more
individual chemical entities found in these series have been
postively identified. Sufficient evidence exists from burning
a variety of gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels to state
categorically that it is the process of combustion rather than the
chemical quality of the fuel which leads to synthesis of these
arenes. Fuels studied include natural gas; propane; butane;
1-butene; 1,3-butadiene; ethyne, hexane; 2,2,4 trimethylpentane
cyclohexane; 1-hexene; benzene; toluene; and gasoline, as well as
the miscellaneous celluloses involved in incineration of paper,
wood, tree trimmings, and the like. The same range of aromatic
hydrocarbons has been separated from contaminated air in distressed
urban atmospheres. /nvestigation of aldehydes produced
by combustion indicated that only formaldehyde decreased with
increasing secondary air when combustion was incomplete. However,
with complete combustion, use of additional secondary air.
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was accompanied by an increasing quantity of formaldehyde. Thus

using large excesses of secondary air to contcol smoke ma be

inadvisable for air-pollution control. The total amount of

arenes produced depends in part on the incompleteness of the

burning process. While one would assume that the smoking point

of fuels would be an index of relative ease of combustion and of

relative desirability of fuels for urban usage, the possible

production of combustion nuclei is also suggested. Such a

criterion may become significant in choosing fuels suitable for

use in urban environments. (Author summary modified)**

01802

T.R. Hauser R.L. Cummins

INCREASING SENSITIVITY OF 3-METHYL-2BENZOTHIAZALONE
HYDROZONE TEST FOR ANALYSIS OP ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDES IN AIR.

Anal. Chem. 36, (3) 679-81, Mar. 1964.

A modification of the (3-methyl-2-benzothizolone hydrazone test)

procedure is described in which the addition of sulfamic acid,

in the oxidizing step of the reaction, gives a solution free of

turbidity and capable of colorimetric analysis without dilution

by acetone. A reduction in the volume of the oxidizing

agent originally added in this step further contributes to the

concentration of the color. Although a comparison of this
procedure with that of Sawicki shows a loss in molar

absorbance, the sensitivity of the pethod is increased

approximately sixfold. This increased sensitivity easily

permits the analysis of aliphatic aldehydes in the parts-per-

billion range in ambient air.**

01817

E. Sawicki, J.E. Meeker, J. Morgan

COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OP BASIC POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC

COMPOUNDS FROM COMPLEX MIXTURES. J. Chromatog. 17, 252-6,

1965.

A new method for the column chromatographic separation of

basic polycyclic fractions of extremely complicated mixtures is

described. Heterocyclic hydrocarbons sterically hindered at the

aza nitrogen atom are readily separated from non-sterically

hindered aza compounds. Aza heterocyclic hydrocarbons with the

same &mount of steric hindrance aro eluted in the order

of their increasing number of fused rings per molecule. The

method has been applied to the separation of the basic

fraction of coal tar pitch. An alkylbenzo(h)guinoline,
benzo(h)quinoline, benzo(f)quinoline, acridine, benz(a)acridine

and benz(c)acridine have been identified. In addition,

approximately 100 unknown compounds were believed to be present

in the fractions. The evidence for this conclusion was derived

from the absorption spectra. (Author summary)**
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01823

G.C. Ortman

MONITORING METHANE IN ATMOSPHERE VITH A FLAME IONIZATION
DETECTOR. Anal. Chem. 38, 644-6, Apr. 1966.

Complex analytical problems are involved in the study of the
reactants and products of atmospheric photochemical reactions.
One such problem is the determination of atmospheric hydrocarbons
levels and the relation of these to emissions of hydrocarbons from
vehicles and other sources. The greatest interest is in those
hydrocarbons that participate in photocheaical reactions.
While methane is innocuous and while it does not participate
in photoinitiated reactions, it does constitute a major portion
(about 65%) of the total hydrocarbons present in air and nearly
all of the nonreactive fraction. A rough correlation may thus be
seen to exist between ^reactive hydrocarbons" and ^total
hydrocarbons less methane." Pending the development of a type-
specific method for determing ractive hydrocarbods directly, it
has been found that a compound-specific method for methane has
real value. The system for methane measurement operates by
passing a sample air stream through a solid adsorbent which
has been stripped of all hydrocarbons and then saturated with
6 to 10 p.p.m. of methane in air. The effluent from a column
of air less all hydrocarbons except methane passes into a flame
ionization analyzer. (Author abstract)**

r

01826

V. C. Elbert, and T. V. Stanley
1

1

THE FLUORESCENCE-QUENCHING EFFECT IN THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY OF
POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND THEIR AZA ANALOGS.
J. Chromatog. 17, 120-6, 1965.

Fluorescence quenching effects were studied with volatile
quencher in the developer, with a relatively non-volatile quencher
after development. On the basis of quenching effects the aromatic
compounds can be divided for analytical purposes into
non-fluoranthenic aromatic, fluoranthenic and aza hydrocarbons.
The latter group can be further subdivided. Two systems for
the separation of polycyclic aza hydrocarbons elute according to
the size of the ring system and the amount of steric hindrance at a
ring nitrogen atom. Pyrenoline can be characterized by the
specific violet color it forms bn the plate. The various methods
show promise for use in air pollution studies. (Author summary)**

01831

L. C. Broering, Jr.

AN EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING AIR-FUEL RATIO.
Preprint. (Presented at the Annual Meeting, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 10-14, 1965.)

Four methods for determining air-fuel ratio by exhaust analysis
are compared. The methods selected for study are all potentially
useful with analyses of integrated samples ebtained in road tests
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or exhaust samples generated in the laboratory. A V-3 engine
mounted on an engine dynamometer vas used to generate exhaust,
from vhich the air-fuel ratios mere determined simultaneously by

the various methods. The air-fuel ratio of the mixture delivered
to the engine vas determined by measuring directly the quantities
of air and fuel supplied. This value vas compared to those
obtained by the four exhaust analysis techniques. Comparisons
vere made during normal operation and during conditions of
deliberate cylinder misfire to simulate the most adverse
combustion condition encountered on the road. (Author abstract)

01832

C. A. Clemons and A. P. Altshuller

RESPONSES OF ELECTRON-CAPTURE DETECTOR TO HALOGENATED SUBSTANCES.
Anal. Chem. 38, (1) 133-6, Jan. 1966. (Presented before the
Division of Water, Air, and Waste Chemistry, 148th Meeting,
American Chemical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1964.)

Authors' investigation of the respones of the electron-capture
detector to halogenated hydrocarbons revealed that the responses
varied over about seven orders of magnitude. Low responses are
shovn by saturated and vinyl-type fluorinated hydrocarbons
including those containing one chlorine atom. Compounds with the
chlorine atom attached to a vinyl carbon gave lover responses than
the corresponding saturated compounds. Attachment of the chlorine
to an allyl carbon atom resulted in greater sensitivity than that
obtained for the corresponding saturated compound. The
response characteristics of the fluorinated cyclobutane ring
closely resembled those of compounds vith allyl CF3 groups.
The completely fluorinated benzene derivative, C6F6, gave a
high response. As reported previously, the response decreased in
the order I greater than Br greater than Cl greater than F
and also increased markedly with increase in the number of Cl,
Br, or I atoms in the molecule. One iodine atom in a molecule
caused about the same nesponse in the same range as tvo bromine
atoms or three chlorine atoms. Responses in molecules of
different structures containing the same number of halogen atoms
varied by one to tvo orders of magnitude.

01871

CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING PROGRAM IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
(1962-1963) . Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div.
OF AIR POLLUTION. SEPT. 1966. 222 PP.

HEW: 999-AP-23; GPO: 827-224-15

This report presents the results of the operation of the
Public Health Service Continuous Air Monitoring Program
(CAMP) in Washington, D.C., during 1962 land 1963. Data on
atmospheric levels of sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, total
oxidants, total hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide are summarized,
analyzed, and discussed. The data are tabulated as hourly, daily,
and monthly mean concentrations: background information abont
Washington and a description of the instrumentation used
are included. (Author abstract)MV
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01876

Schuette, F. J.

PLASTIC BAGS FOR COLLECTION OF GAS SAMPLES. California Dept.
of Public Health, Berkeley, Div. of Labs.. AIHL-19, 8p.,
Dec. 1965. Also: Atmos. Environ., 1(4):515-519, July 1967.
((12)) refs.

Criteria for judging what kind of film is iikely to be most
suitable for a given application are delineated. Information
concerning supply sources of needed materials is provided.**

01922

E. Sawicki, R.A. Carnes, R. Schumacher

SPECTROPHOTOFLUORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 3-CARBON
FRAGMENTS AND THEIR PRECURSORS WITH ANTHRONE. APPLICATION TO
AIR POLLUTION. Mikrochim. Acta, No. 5 929-935, 1967.
5 refs.

Two modifications of an anthrone procedure for the
characterization and determination of -CH-CO-CHO and -CH-CHO
compounds and their precursors are described. Two main types of
fluorescence spectra are obtained. The procedure for analysis of
-CH-CO-CHO precursors works well for the aldopentoses; by
comparison, aldo and ketohexoses react poorly. Vater-soluble
fractions of airborne particulates were analyzed by the anthrone
procedure. At least three families of compounds were found: two
give fluorogens, of which one is a -CH-CO-CHO precursor, and
a third gives chromogen(s) absorbing at 423 and 540 microns.
(Authors' abstract)**

01926

T. Bellar, J. E. Sigsby, C. A. Clemons, and A. P.
Altshuller

DIRECT APPLICATION OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTANTS. Annal. Chem. 348 (7) 763-58 June 1962.

The use of a flame ionization detector permits direct
determination of hydrocarbons at concentrations found in the
atmosphere. Prior concentration of samples in a cold trap is not
necessary. With the system described, the investigators were
able to detect the lower molecular weight hydrocarbons found in
automotive emissions in controlled irradiation studies. Ease of
operation, high sensitivity, and reproducibility are advantages of
the technique. Concentrations as low as 0.001 p.p.m. may be
detected in air samples. The experimental parameters required to
obtain these results are evaluated. Instrumental modifications
required for several applications are discussed, with emphasis upon
development of a reliable system with which the hydrocarbons at
atmospheric concentrations can be determined routinely. (Author
abstract)**
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01973

E. Sawicki, . Johnson, and T. V. Stanley

THE DETERMINATION OP NITRATE OR NITRATE PLUS NITR/T2 WITH
AMINOPYRENE: APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION. Anal. Chem.
35, 1934-6, Nov. 1963.

A new procedure is introduced for the determination of nitrate or
nitrate plus nitrite. The two ions can be determined together
slime they produce similar spectra and Beer's law curves. These
ions can be determined in the presence of up to 50 equivalents of
bisulfite. The new nitrate procedure, which utilizes
1-aminopyrene, is compared vith the 2,4-xylenol, 2,6-xylenol,
phenol-2,4-disulfonic acid, brucine, and chromotropic acid
procedures. With the use of sulfamic acid, nitrate can be
determined in the presence of 6 'micrograms of nitrite ions. The

advantages of the 1-aminopyrene procedure are that it is simple
and direct and more sensitive than any method found in the
literature. Amounts ranging from 0.04 (A equals 0.1) to 1.6
micrograms of nitrate nitrogen per milliliter of aqueous solution
can be determined. The 1-aminopyrene procedure has been applied
to the determination of soluble nitrates in airborne particulates.
Nitrogen dioxide could be determined as nitrate plus nitrite with
the new method. The procedure introduced for the determination of
nitrate with 1-aminopyrene will be compared with these literature
methods. (Author summary modified)**

01979

A. P. Altshuller

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN AIR POLLUTION STUDIES. J. Gas
Chromatog. 1, (7) 6-20, July 1963.

Gas chromatography as a powerful tool in the determination of the
chemical composition of trace constituents in sources of pollution
and in the atmosphere is reviewed. Topics covered include:
Calibration Methods; Subtraction Techniques; Detectors
(Thermal-Conductivity Detectors; Infrared CO2 Detectors;
Electron-Impact Ionization Detectors; Argon Type
Ionization Detectors; Flame Ionization Detectors; Flame
Ionization Analyzers; Electron Capture Detectors); Column
Selection; Identification and Quantitative Analysis;
Atmospheric Analysis; Synthetic Atmosphere Analysis; Auto
Exhaust Analysis; Blowby Emission Analysis; Diesel Exhaust
Analysis; Incinerator Effluent Analysis.**

01991

V. Goppers and H. J. Paulus

MACROMOLECULAR COMPOUNDS ISOLATED FROM AIRBORNE PARTICLES BY
ELECTROPHORESIS AND PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY. Am. Ind. Hyg.
Assoc. J. 23, 181-5, June 1962.

Paper chromatography and electrophoresis are used to isolate
microquantities of two biologically significant compounds, "A"
and "B," from samples of airborne particles. Electrophoretic
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and chromatographic pattecns are pcesented and discussed. A new
rapid electrophoresis method is described which requires only two
hours tor separating a comFlicated mixture of aglycones.
(Author abstract)**

01994

E. Sawicki, T. W. Stanley, and J. Pfaff

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS METHODS FOR THE DETECTION OF
FORMALDEHYDE. Chemist-Analyst 51, 9-11, Mar. 1962.

Identification limits for formaldehyde in various tests are
discussed. Tests involving the reaction of CH20 in H2SO4
with chrcmotropic acid, J-acid, phenyl J-acid and
2-hydroxycarbazole may be considered together since a polynuclear
xanthylium dye is formed in all cases. The last reagent is the
least selective; the first 3 are highly selective but react with
CH20-releasing compounds in warm H2SO4. Heat is
unnecessary with J-acid and phenyl J-acid for good results.
Thus, most compounds that only release CH20 in heated H2504
do not interfere in these 2 tests. The J-acid test may be
conducted spectrophotofluorometrically, allowing 1 part of
CH20 to be detected in 2 x 10 to the 8th power parts of test
solution. Acrolein can be differentiated from CH20 by emission
spectra. Three N2H4 reagents give positive results with
aliphatic aldehydes; with 2-hydrazinobenzothiazole the test is
more sensitive for CH20 than for other aliphatic aldehydes. The
2-nitro-1,3-indandione test is very sensitive, especially when
conducted spectrophotofluorometrically. The pure triaethine dye
formed in the 1-ethyl-quinaldinium iodide test has a molar
absorptivity of about 210,000 liters/mole cm. A similar
selectivity was found with 1-ethyl-4-picolinium iodide as the
reagent.**

01995

E. Sawicki, T. W. Stanley, J. Pfaff, and A. D'Amico

COMPARISON OF FIFTY-TWO SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHODS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF NITRITE. Talanta 10, 641-55, 1963.

This paper can be considered as a concise.source of
spectrophotometric methods for the determination of nitrite.
Fifty-two methods, of which about 36 are new, are compared with
respect to molar absorptivity, selectivity, sensitivity,
simplicity, colour stability, and conformity to Heer's law. A
new type of spectrophotometric procedure-autocatalytic in
principle-is introduced; a molar absorptivity of 620,000 is
obtained. Over 20 new methods have been shown to give higher
molar absorptivities with nitrite than any of the Griess type of
reagents. Consequently they are worthy of further investigation
in respect of their application to the analysis of nitrites and
nitrite precursors. (Author summary)**
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01997

E. Sawicki and T. V. Stanley

DETECTION AND COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF POLYNITRO AROMATIC
COMPOUNDS. Anal. Chin. Acta 23, 551-6, 1960.

A sensitive new spot test for polynitro aromatic compounds is
introduced. In most cases a blue to green color is obtained using
tluorene (or soe other polynuclear cyclopentadiene derivative)
as the reagent. A colorimetric procedure for the analysis of o-
and p-dinitro copounds is also presented. (Author summary)**

01998

T. V. Stanley

DETECT/ON OF POLYNUCLEAR DIARYL KETONES: APPLICATION TO AIR
POLLUTION. Chemist-Analyst 49, 48 and 56, June 1960.

In air pollution research, the problem exists of assigning the

strong carbonyl bands present in the infrared spectra of airborne
This has prompted the development of new tests for specific
classes of carbonyl compounds. This paper introduces a new method
for the detection of diaryl ketones, ArCOArl. With the
exception of 2-benzoylthiophene, which gives a green color the
test is fairly selective for diaryl ketones having an equivalent of
three or more aromatic rings. It involves reaction of the ketone
with methylmagnesium bromide and subsequent solution in
trifluoroacetic acid giving red to blue colors of the diarylmethane
dye (ArC(CH3) Ar,) (plus). The colors formed are stable and
show no fading even after four hours. Aliphatic, alicyclic, and
aralkyl ketones do not give colors distinguishable from the
yellow color of the blank.**

01999

E. Sawicki and R. R. Miller

DETECTION OF PYRENE, BENZO(A)PYRENE, AND OTHER POLYNUCLEAR
HYDROCARBONS. Anal. Chem. 30, (1) 109-10, Jan. 1958.

A new color test has been developed for the detection of
polynuclear compounds. A brilliant dark blue color was obtained
vith pyrene and benzo(a) pyrene. Some eight compounds gave
red to violet colors. About 15 other hydrocarbons gave an
essentially negative reaction. (Author abstract)**

02048

E. Hunigen, N. Jaskulla, and K. Rettig

(THE REDUCTION OP CARCINOGENIC CONTAMINANTS IN EXHAUST GASES OF
PETROL ENGINES THROUGH FUEL ADDITIVES AND CHOICE OF LUBRICANTS.)
Die Herabsetzung Krebsfordernder Schadstoffe in
Ottomotoren-Abgasen Durch Kraftstoffzusat ze Und
Schmierstoffauswahl. Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air
Cong., London, 1966. (Paper VI/12). pp. 191-3.
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Data so far published about the content of 3,4 benspyrene in the
exhaust gases of petrol engines vary greatly. A measurement
stand was set up to carry out routine tests on GDR made engines,
and a quantitative analysis method worked out by the Berlin
Institute for Hygiene employed thereby. Numerous
easurements indicate that hitherto Fublications do not permit an
objective evaluation of various types of engines. The reason
seems to be the considerable degree to which the measurement value
of 3,4 benzpyrene depends on the temFerature at which the sample
is taken from the exhaust gas. Results indicate: the lever
the temperature at which the sample is taken the more hyperbolic
the increase of the 3,4 benzpyrene content. Hence, comparing the
amount of benzpyrene will only be meaningful as long as this is
done under clearly defined and identical test conditions-as long
as the pertinent causes remain unproven. Investigations of the
effect exercised by fuel additives and lubricants which were
carried out after the samples had been taken at comparable
temperatures indicate that the latter make the 3,4 benzpyrene
content practically disappear in the exhaust gases of twa-stroke
petrol engines, whereas this effect is only exercised at the
beginning if the amount of lubricating oil is reduced, and is
hardly exercised at all if the ratio is lower than 1:40. However,
the hygienic evidence presented by the 3,4 benzpyrene easurements
will remain unclear as long as the ways for and means of
separating the substance from the carrier particles have not been
found, and as long as this is only dcne by particulates with a
magnitude of 100-5,000 nm. Further work should be done in this
direction and for the purpose of laying down a MIK value.1111

02077

E. Sawicki R. Harry

NEW COLOUR TESTS FOR THE LARGER POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS. Talanta 2, (2) 128-34, March 1959.

An investigation of the reaction of the aromatic aldehyde-
phosphorus pentachloride reagents with polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons has shown that a number of aldehydes can be
substituted for piperonal in this spectral test but only tvo were
specific for the more basic aromatic compounds. The 9-
anthraldehyde reagent gives intense bands in the 800-900
millimicron spectral region with the larger hydrocarbons. The 3-
nitro-4 dimethylaminobenzaldehyde reagent reacts readily
procedure is ideal for the analysis of peri-condensed aromatic
hydrocarbons. It was found that
trifluoracetic anhydride could be substituted for phosphorus
pentachloride in the test reagent, but no particular advantage was
incurred by this substitution. (Author abstract)ee

02078

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, W. Elbert

NEW METHOD FOR THE SPECTROPHOTONETnIC DETERMINATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION OF N,N-DIALKYLANILINES, DIPHENYLAMINES AND
CARBAZOLES USING 5-NITROISATIN. Mikrochim. Acta 3, 1961.

N,N-Dialkylanilines react with 5-nitroisatin chloride to give
a blue-green chromogen with a chharcteristic absorption spectrum.
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Aniline and N-alkylanilines give an essentially negative test.
Determination of N,N-dialkylanilines and diphenylamime and
carbazole derivatives is possible. (Author summary)00

02079

E. Sawicki V. Elbert

NEN METHODS OF DETECTION OP GLIOIAL. Talanta 5, 63-5, 1960.

In the new colour and fluorescent tests for glyozal introduced
in this paper it vas found that a solution of the reactants on
filter paper could be heated with one-inch vide jet of steam
without any serious loss of solvent or acid. By this technique
the reagents 1:2-dianilinoethane, 2:3-diaminonaphthalene
and 2-aminothiophenol gave blue, green and blue stains
respectively, with corresponding identification limits of 0.1,0.2
and 0.05 microgram of glyoxal. with 2-hydrazinobenzothiazole a
golden-yellow fluorescence and an identification limit of 0.008
aicrogram of glyoxal vas obtained. On the other hand, 0.1
microgInm 2-aminothiophenol, 1 microgram 2:3-diaminonaphthalene,
and 1 microgram 1:2-dianilinoethane could be detected vith glyozal
as the reagent. (IPtuthor summary)

02080

E. Sawicki, T.V. StaLey, J. Pfaff, J. Ferguson

NES METHODS FOR THE SPOT TEST DETECTION AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OP FORMIC ACID. Anal.
Chem. 1962. pp. 62-9.

This paper describes the development of sensitive and selective
methods for the detection and determination of formic acid. The
following spot tests are discussed: J-acid spot test; HBT (2-
hydrazinobenzothiazole) spot test; 118TH (3-methyl-2-
benzothiazolone hydrazone hydrochloride) spot test; I-alkyl-
quinaldinium spot tests. The optimum selectivity and
sensitivity vas obtained with I-seth7lquinaldinium toluene-p-
sulfonate; no interference was caused by ketones, aldehydes, and
other acids. The other reagents are sore sensitive, but extremely
sensitive for formaldehyde. The J-acid spot test is the
simplest and gives a brilliant yellow fluorescence.
In spectrophotometric procedures, water vas found to have a
drastic effect on the intensity obtained, bpt high intensities
were obtained with the amount necessary for the solution
of formate salt. Yield of chromogens in quantitative methods
with diverse quinaldinium and lepidinium salts ranged from about
7 to 43% and the sensitivity might well be improved. A decrease
in the dilution factor (final vol. test solution vol.) would
improve'the sensitivities.

02081

E. Sawicki CC. Elbert

NEN SPECIFIC ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES POW THE DETECTION AND
CHARACTERIZATION 6F 1,4-NAPHTHOQUINONES. Anal. Chim.
Acta 23, 205-8, 1960.
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A new sensitive and specific color test for 1,4-naphthoquinones
is introduced. Stith the reagent, o-aminothiophenol, a red color
is obtained in neutral solution on paper. 1,4-Naphthoquinones
containing electron-donor groups in the 2-position give a
negative reaction. With additional spectrophotometric
studies the quinones giving a positive test can be
differentiated. A nev specific fluorescence test for 2-
hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone has also been developed. Reaction
vith o-phenylenediamine on paper and then treatment with alkali
gives a brilliant rose-red fluorescence. (Author sumary)1111

02083

E. Sawicki V. Elbert

A SIMPLE SPECIFIC TEST FOR INNER-R/NG 0-QUINONES. Anal.
Chim. Acta 22, 448-51, 1960.

A simple specific test for inner-ring o-quinones is
introduced. The test consists of the reaction of the
quinone with 3,4-dimethoxyaniline in hot acetic acid
to give dye(s) absorbing near 600 mu. Spot test and
colorimetric modification of the test are described. Other types
of guin,..mes and ketonic compounds give negative results.
The spectra of the o-quinones in sulfuric acid are also presented.
With the new method, fairly specific tests are now available for
(a) inner-ring p-quinones, (b) inner-ring o-quinones, and (c)
terminal reing o- and p-quinones. (Author sumary) le

02084

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser, P.T. Fox

SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION CP ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDE, 2,4-
DINITROPHENTLHYDRAZONES WITH 3-BETHEL-2-BENZOTHIAZOL/NONE
HYDRAZONE. Anal. Chin, Acta 26, 229-34, 1962.
A sensitive new spectrophotometric procedure is described for
the analysis of aliaphatic aldehyde 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazones.
The chromogens formed in the procedure absorb at 668 mu and are
approximately three times as intense at this band as the
starting aldehyde derivatives are in neutral and alkaline solvent
at their wavelength maxima. With further improvement the
procedure is capable of even greater sensitivity. Other
aliphatic aldehyde derivatives also should be analyzable by this
procedure, but 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazones of ketones do not react.
(Author summary) **

02085

E. Sawicki, T.N. Stanley, N. Elbert

SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION 01" AZULENE WITH ELECTROPHILIC
REAGENTS. Proc. Intern. Symp. Microchemical Techniques
2, 633-42, 1961.

In a study of the composition of the atmosphere in terms of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, analytical .sethods for various
classes of these compounds have been recently developed. A study
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is presented of ten different spectrophotometric methods for the
microdetermination of avilene. Seven of these methods are ner,
and two have been reported on recently. /n most cases,
electrophilic reagents are chosen that form intensely colored
cationic chromogens with azulene. The ner reagents are 4-
azobenzenediazonium fluoroborate, indole-3-carboxaldehyde,
flavylium perchlorate, xanthen-9-ol, 1-anthraguinonediazonium
chloride, N,N-dimethyl-4-nitrosoaniline, and 5-nitroisatin
chloride. The results with these reagents are compared with
those obtained previously with N,N-dimethyl-4-aminobenzaldehyde,
3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydrazone, and 2-hydrazinobenzothiazole.
In these diverse methods molar absorptivities are obtained ranging
from 12,000 to 100,000. Optimum conditions for reactivity,
sensitivity, selectivity, and stability are also discussed.
(Author abstract) OR

02086

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser, S. McPherson

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF FORMALDEHYDE AND
FORMALDEHYDE-RELEASING COMPOUNDS WITH CHROMOTROPIC ACID, 6-
AMINO-1-NAPHTHOL-3-SULFONIC ACID (.3 ACID), AND 6-ANILINO-1-
NAPHTHOL-3-SULFONIC ACID (PHENYL .1 ACID). Anal. Chem. 34,
(11) 11460-14, Oct. 1962. (Presented before the Division of
Water and Waste Chemistry, 142nd Meeting, American Chemical
Society, Atlantic City, N.J., Sept. 1962.)

Three highly selective procedures for the determination of
formaldehyde and formaldehyde - releasing compounds are
introduced. In all cases manthylium cationic or dicatonic dyes
are formed. Rhe procedures have sensitivities approximately tro
and one-half times that of the chromotropic acid method.
A sensitive therochromic blue spot test for formaldehyde with
6-amino-1-naphthol - 3 - sulfonic acid is described, and nine
different methods for the determination of formaldehyde are
compared. The interference of formaldehyde-releasing compounds
is discussed. (Author abstract)1W

02087

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, S. McPherson

SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION OF 1,4-NAPHTHOQUINONE AND ITS
2,3-D/CHLOR0 DERIVATIVE. Chemist-Analyst 50, 103-14, Dec.
1961.

Some new color and fluorescent spot tests for the detection
and characterization of 1,14-naphthoquinones have been
reported. In the present paper, one of these test is extended to
the selective and sensitive spectrophotometric determination of
1,4-naphthoquinone and its 2,3-dichloro derivative employing
o-aminobenxenethiol as the chromogenic agent. As described
previously, the color-forming reaction involves the
formation of a hydroxybenwophenothiazine salt. For both 1,4-
naphthoguincne and its 2,3-dichloro derivative, Deer's law is
obeyed at 790 and 495 millimicrons over a concentration range
of 1 to 27 micrograms per l. of final solution. The
molar absorptivities developed in the procedure at these two
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wavelengths by both compounds are respectively, 15,000 and 16,000
liters per mole cm. Various substituted 1,4-naphthoquinones, such
as the 2-hydroxy and 2-methyl derivative, give entirely different
spectra with bands only 1/4 of the intensity of only 1/20 to 1/50
of the intensity of the 1-4 naphthoquinone. At 790 millimicron,
their absorbance is negligible. The non-interference of many
other types of compounds in the spectrophotometric procedure can
be anticapated from the qualitative findings described
previously.
02088

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser

SPoT TEST DETECTION AND COLODIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF
ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDES WITH 2-HYDROZINOBENZOTHIAZOLE; APPLICATION
TO AIR POLLUTION. Anal. Chem. 32, (11) 1434-6, Oct. 1960.
(Presented before the Air Pollution Symposium, Division of
Water and Waste Chemistry, 138th Meeting, American
Chemical Society, New York City, Sept. 1960.)

A versatile new procedure for the detection and determination
of aliphatic aldehydes is introduced, all modifications
of the new procedure have an especially high order of
sensitivity for formaldehyde. On the spot plate 0.01 microgram
of formaldehyde, 0.3 microgram of acetaldehyde, and 0.3 microgram
of propionaldehyd" can be detected; on paper 0.05 microgram of
formaldehyde, 1 microgram of acetaldehyde, and 1 microgram of
propionaldehyde can be detected. With proper standards, the
amount of formaldehyde can be estimated. A tube containing silica
gel impregnated with 2-hydrazinobenzothiazole solution can be used
to detect or estimate formaldehyde in the air or in auto exhaust
gases. A new calorimetric method for the determination of
formaldehyde has also been evaluated. It is reproducible and
sensitive, and can be applied to the determination of formaldehyde
in the air. In all these modifications an easily visible
brilliant blue color is obrainable. (Author abstract)1111

02089

E. Sawicki, J.L. Noe, P.T. Fox

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF ANILINE,
NAPHTHYLAMINE AND ANTHRAMINE DERIVATIVES WITH 4-AZOBENZENE-
DIAZONIUM FLUOBORATE. Talanta 8, 257-64, 1961.

Some new sensitive procedures are introduced for the
detection and and determination of anline, alph and beta
naphthylamines, and alph and beta-anthramines, as well as their II-
alkyl and N,N-dialkyl derivatives. The chromogens are
(p-phenylazophenylazo)-aniline, -naphthylamine and -anthramine
dyes. For example with N,N-dimethylaniline, the blue di-cation
of N,N-dimethyl-p- (phenlazophenylazo) aniline is formed.
The absorptivity of N,N-dimethylaniline obtained in the
colorimetric procedure is 0823 microgram/ml/cm. In the
analysis for H,N-dimethylaniline, Beeros Law was obeyed from
0.1 to at least 3.6 icrogram per ml of final solution. Because
of the widely differing rates Of reaction, naphthylasine or
anthrasine derivatives can be determined in the presence of
prisary and secondary aines. Spot tests for aniline,
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napthylamine and anthramine derivatives are described, but
their sensitivity does not compare with the sensitivities obtained
in the colorimetric procedure. (Author summary) **

02090

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser, T.W. Stanley, W. Elbert,
F.T. Fox

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION AND
DETERMINATION OF CARBAZOLES, AZO DYES, STILBENES, AND SCHIFF
BASES. APPLICATION OF 3-METHYL-2-BENZOTHIAZOLONE
HYDRAZONE, P-NITROSOPHENOL, AND PLUOROMETRIC MtTHODS TO THE
DETERMINATION OF CARBAZOLE IN AIR. Anal. Chem. 33, (11)
1574-9, Oct. 1961. (Presented before the Divisions of
Analytical and Water and Waste ChemiEtry, 140th Meeting,
American Chemical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1961.)

Two new spectrophotometric methods for the determination of
carbazole are introduced. Beer's law was obeyed from 4 to more
than 90 micrograms of carbazole in the 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone
hydrazone and p-nitrosophenol prccedures. Both methods can be
used for the estimation of carbazole in the benzene extracts of
airborne particulates. Two new spot tests for carbazole are also
introduced. With the p-nitrosophenol test, 0.4 ricrograms of
carbazole can be detected. In strongly alkaline solution 0.2
micrograms of carbazole can be detected through the brilliant
blue fluorescence of the anion. Carbazole can be characterized
and estimated in the benzene extract of airborne
particulates by the p-nitrosophenol spot test and
spectrophotometric procedure, by the 3-methyl-2-
benzothiazolone hydrazone (MBTH) spectrophotometric
procedure, and by the excitation and emission spectra of the
material in pentane, dimethyl-formamide, and alkaline dimethyl-
formamide. The detection and determination of approximately
50 azo dyes and a smaller group of stilbene and Schiff base
derivatives using 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone are also described.
(Author abstract)**

02091

E. Sawicki, T.V. Stanley, V. Elbert

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIc DETERMINATION OF
AZULENE COMPOUNDS WITH 2-HIDRAZINOBENZOTHIAZOLE OR 3-
METHYL 2-BENZOTHIAZOLONE HYDRAZ NE. Microchem. J. 5, (2)

225-32, 1961.

Two sensitive new ethods are introduced for the ipot test
detection and spectrophotometrid microdetermination of azulene
and its compounds. With 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydrazone,
0.05 microgram of amulene can be detected. (Author summary)(111
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02092

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, W.C. Elbert

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATLON OF
AZULENE DERIVATIVES WITH 4-DIMETHYLAMINOBENZALDEHYDE. Anal.
Chem. 33, (9) 1183-5, Aug. 1961.

The detection and determination of azulenes with 4-
dimethylaminobenz-aldehyde have been investigated. One
microgram of azulene, guaiazulene, of 2,4,6-trimethylazulene can
be detected on a spot plate. These azulene compounds can be
determined spectrophotometrically at 620 or 642 micrograms (for
guaiazulene). Their mola7 absorptivities range around 90,000.
The chromogenes formed in the procedure obey Beer's law frni!
0.1 to 4 micrograms of azulene compound per ml. of final
soluticn. Spectrophotometrically it was possible to detect 1 part
of th) azulene compound in 5 million parts of test solution.
(Author abstract) **

02094

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, W.C. Elbert

SPOT TEST AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF NITRITES
AROMATIC NITFOSAMINES WITH BENZALDEHYDE 2-BENZOTHIAZOLYHYDRA21NE
AND P-PHENYLAZOANILINF. Mikrochim. Acta 6, 891-8, 1961.

Nitrous acid is reacted with p-phenylazoaniline to give the
diazonium salt which then combines with benzaldehyde 2-
benzothiazolyhydrazone to give a formazdn. Addition of alkali
gives an intensely blue anion. (Auttor sumeary),,

02095

E. Sawicki V. Elbert

THERMOCHROMIC DETECT/ON OF POLYNUCLEAR COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
THE FLUORENIC METHYLENE GROUP. Chemist-Analyst 48, 68-9,
Sept. 1959

A large number of aromatic hydrocarbons and their
derivatives contain the 6,5,6-fused, aromatic ring system of
fluorene. A simple, sensitive, and specific test for this
ring system would be of value in air pollution studies and in
organic analysis generally. Sprinzak found that fluorene reacts
in a strongly alkaline, pyridine medium with oxygen to yield
fluorenone. Sawtcki and co-workers found that fluorenone and
structurally related ketones give a thernochromic reaction
in dimethylformamide containing sodium borohydride involving
reduction to the fluorenol and its anion. The new color
test for the fluorene moiety is based on a combination of
these observations. The fluorene derivative in
dinethylformamide ade alkaline with tetraethylannonium hydroxide
forms a carbanion which is readily oxidized by shaking vith air
to the fluorenone, and the latter is reduced by potassium
borohydride at the boiling point to the highly colored fluorenol
anion. On cooling and ahaking, the less highly colored fluorenon
is regeneratedM
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02096

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, T. R. Hauser

A THERMOCHROMIc TEST FoR POLYCYCLIC P-QUINONES. Anal. Chem.
30, (12) 2005-6, Dec. 1958.

Many compounds containing a polyclyclic quinone structure show a
reversible thermochromic reaction in reducing media. This test
is useful for unsubstituted polycyclic q-quinones, such as
9,10-anthraquinone, 5,12-naphthacenedione, 6,13-pentacenedione,
7,12-benzo(alpha)anthracenedione, and naphtho(2,3-alpha)pyrene-7.12
-dione - e.g., boiling a pink dimethyl-formamide solution of 5,12-
naphthacenedione in the presence of potassium borohydride gave
a dark blue solution, which upon cooling became pink again. This
color change can be repeated at least a dozen times. The color
reaction has been applied to air particulate matter in that the
presence of polycyclic guinone-like compounds has been demonstrated
in the aromatic fraction. (Author abstract)**

02097

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser, T.W. btanley, W. Elbert

THF 3-METHYL-2-BENZOTHIAZOLONE HYDRAZONE TEST. SENSITIVE
NU METHODS FOR THE DETECTION, RAPID ESTIMATION, AND
DLTERMINATION OF ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDES. Anal. Chem. 33, (1)

S3-6, Jan. 1961.

Sensitive new analytical methods for water-soluble aliphatic
aldehydes have been introduced. Versatile spot plate, paper,
silica gel, and colorimetric modi?ications of the procedure are
of value in the detection, estimation, and determination of these
aldehydes. /n the test procedure an intensely brilliant blue
cationic dye is formed. Particularly advantageous is the
simple sensitive silica gel procedure for the detection or
estimation of aldehydes. The color of the dye obtained in the
colorimetric procedure for formaldehyde is much more intense than
any of the colors obtained for formaldehyde with well known
procedures. In the determination of formaldehyde, Beerls law
was obeyed from 5 to at least 125 micrograms per 100 ml. of
solution. The silica gel and colorimetric methods can le
applied to the analysis of auto exhaust fumes and polluted air.
Two simple methods for the synthesis of the reagent, 3-
methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydrazone, are described. (Author
abstract) **

02098

A.P. Altshuller L.J. Leng

APPLICATION OF THE 3-METHYL-2-BENZOTH71ZOLONE HYDRAZONE
METHOD FOR ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS OF ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDES. Anal.

Chem. 35, (10) 1541-2, Sept. 1963.

Presented in this study are results of work on fontrolled
synthetic atmospheres which provide data on collection efficiencies
and reproducibility and which give further indications of the
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accuracy of the method. Analyses alzo were made for
formaldehyde and acrolein, and results are compared with
those for total aliphatic aldehydes.44

02121

M. D. Babina.

DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPRENE IN AIR. J. Anal. Chem. USSR
(English Transl.) 20, (11) 1300-2, Nov. 1965.

Chloroprene was sampled by absorption on sili:a gel treated to
free it of chlorine ions at a through-put rate of 0.5-1 liters/min.
The chlorprene was then desorbed by the passage of hot air into
absorption flasks containing glacial acetic acid. Chloroprene was
determined photometrically by coupling with p-nitrophenyl-
diazonium. Error in this determination was plus and minus 20%.

02130

R. Eberaneberhorst

(ENGINE COMBUSTION AND /TS EXHAUST GAS PRODUCTS AS A PROBLEM OF
HIGH INCIDENCE). Die Motorische Verbrennung und ihre
Abgasprodukte als Haufigkeitsproblem. ATZ
(Automobiltechnische Zeitschrift) (Stuttgart) 68(8):263-268,
Aug. 1966.

The increasing incidence of gasoline engines necessitate- reducing
the air pollutants from exhaust gas by 40% within the next 10
years. The influence of engine operation on the emission of
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides is described,
e.g., in high gear, while changing gears and speeds (7-mode
California test), and in neutral. Limiting values for emissions
dependent on motor size and normal usage are suggested. Methods
to reduce exhaust gas pollutants included fuel injection systems to
replace carburetors and controlled turbulence techniques.V0

02135

E. S. Gronsberg

(COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF VINYL CHLORIDE IN THE AIR.)
Kolorimetricheskoe Opredelenie Khloristogo Vinila
Vozdukhe. Khim Prom (Moscow) (7) 30-1, 1966.

The method described in this paper is based on the ability of
ethylenic hydrocarbons to be oxidized by permanganate to glycol,
which on further oxidation with periodic acid yields formaldehyde.
The formaldehyde is then determined colorimetrically by reaction
with chromotropic acid. The air to be analyzed was passed over
activated charcoal; the charcoal was then extracted with a 1:1
mixture of glacial acetic acid and ethyl alcohol. The data
indicate that vinyl chloride in air can be detected accurately in
quantities as low as 0.5 mg/liter. Methyl alcohol will
interfere with the reaction and must be reoved by passage through
water and CaC12 before the vinyl chloride is absorbed on
charcoal. Ethylene also interferes with the determination.00
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02157

A. P. Altshuller, T. A. Bellar, and C. A. Clemons.

CONCENTRATION OF HYDROCARBON ON SILICA GEL PRIOR TO GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 23,
Apr. 1962. pp. 164-6.

In the determination of substances in various atmospheres by gas
chroaatography the sample often must be concentrated prior to
analysis. Silica gel at dry ice-acetone temperatures has been
found to be a satisfactory adsorbant for concentration of
hydrocarbon and sulfur containing compounds. In the present vork
recovery efficiencies are obtained for a number of four and five
carbon paraffins and olefins. Isomerization reactions of olefins
of silica gel at elevated temperature were investigated. Losses
of very light hydrocarbons ate discussed. Reproducibilities are
given for the analyses of several three, four and five carbon
hydrocarbons existing at concentrations betveen 0.005 and 0.2 ppm
in synthetic smogs. (Author abstract)WO

021 58

A. P. Altshuller, L. J. Lage, and S. F. Sleva.

DETERMINATION OF OLEFINS IN COMBUSTION GASES AND IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. U. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 23, 289-95, Aug.
1962.

Four-carbon and highe molecular veight olefins can be
quantitatively detert .ned in the gas phase by reaction vith
p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde in concentrated sulfuric acid, heating
at 100 C, and measurement of the absorbance at 500 illimicrons.
The mbsorptivities are such that less than 0.1 ppm of gaseous
olefins can be determined. Interference by formaldehyde is
appreciable. Excess amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons ane phenols
interfere somewhat in the procedure. Simple mettods for removing
possible interferences in gas mixtures are discussed. The
method has been applied to the analysis of automobile exhaust and
diluted irraditted exhaust mixtures. (Author abstract)00

02159

A. P. Altshuller and C. A. Clemons.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AT
ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS USING FLAME /ON/ZAT/ON DETECT/ON.
ANAL. CHEM. 34, (4) 466-72,.APR. 1961. (PRESENTED BEFORE THE
Division of Rater and Waste Chemistry, 140th Meeting,
American Chemical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1961.)

/n the present investigation, methods were developed for
preparing and transferring ta the chromatograph vapor state
aroatic hydrocarbon in air-ixtures in the 0.05 to 5-p.p.m. range.
Quantitative analysis of automobile exhaust for six- to 10- or 11-
carbon aroatic hydtocarbons in the 1-to 10-p.p.m. range has been
demonstrated. Quantitative analyses of synthetic photolhesical
vsmog have been ade on mixtures containing individual
aromatic hydrocarbons.in the 0.05- to 1-p.p.m. range. The
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accuracy attained is sufficient to permit measurement of ch,ctges in
aromatic hydrocarbon concentration during irradiation with solar
type light sources. These easurements provide evidence that
many aromatic hydrocarbons should photooxidize to an appreciablc3
extent in photochemical "smog" reactions in urban atmospheres.
(Author abstract)40

02161

A. P. Altshuller and S. F. Sleva.

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF OLEFINS. Anal. Chem. 33,
(10) 1413-20, Sept. 1961.

Four-carbon and higher molecular weight olefins can be determined
quantitatively in the gat; and liquid phases by reaction with
p-dimethylamiaobenzaldehyde in concentrated sulfuric acid, under
appropriate conditions, and measurement of the absorbance at 500
millimicrons. With gaseous olefins, the absorptivities are such
that 0.1 p.p.m. or less can be determined. Interference by
formaldehyd:. and excess aromatic hydrocarbons and phenols is
appreciable, and siuple methods for their re.loval and discussed.
The method has besn applied to the analysis of automobile
exhaust and diluted irradiated exhaust mixtures. Liquid olefins
have been studied under somewhat different reaction conditions;
consequently, the positions, shapes, and intensities of the
absorption bands differ somewhat. Although the work on liquid
olefins was not as extensive as in the investigation of olefin
gases, the results should have applicability in the identification
and analysis of small quantities of liquid olefins. (Author
abstract)aa

02162

A. P. Altshuller and S. F. Sleva.

VAPOR PHASE DETERMINATION OF OLEFINS BY A COULOMETRIC
METHOD. Anal. Chem. (Presented before the rivision of
Vater and Waste Chemistry, 140th Meeting, Awarican Chemical
Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1961.) 34, (3) 418-22, Mar.
1962

An instrument based on a bromocoulometrir ethod han been
evaluated for analytOs of olefins at concentrations between 20 and
1000 p.p.m. The instruent has leen calibrated for its vapor
phase response to a number of olefins, including ethylene,
propylene, propadiene, 1-butale, trans-2-butene, cis-2-butene,
isobutylene, 1,3-butadiene, 1-pentene, and 2-methyl-2-butene.
The possible interferenc4 of a number of substances, including
sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
n-butyl sulfide, acrole.ln, phenol, and -cresol, has been
investigated. Sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide,
and acrolein react appreaciably with ehe brominating solution.
Nitrogen dioxide lowers the response to olnfins. Severe
interference is experienced when the nitrogen dioxide concentration
equals or exceeds that of olefins. Even when the olefihs are
present in excess, the interference by nitrogen dioxide is
sufficient to necessitate reoval of ost of the latter. In
analyses of samples in containers, direct detersination of these
vapor phase interference effects may be comelicated further by gas
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phase reactions of olefin and nitrogen dioxide, and perhaps by
reactions within container walls. With this olefin instrument,
diluted automobile exhaust and a variety of synthetic mixtures have
been analyzed. Results have compared favorably with those
obtained by the colorimetric dimethylaminobenzaldehyde method.
(huthor abstract) **

02188

D. Bersis, and E. Vassiliou.

A CHEMILUMINESCENCE METHOD FOR DETERMINING OZONE. Analyst
(Cambridge) 91, (1085) 499-505, Aug. 1966.

A method for determining ozine is described which is characterized
by the direct recording and automatic determination of ozone withi%4
a wide range of concentrations. The development of the method is
based on the use of a chemiluminescent solution that is stable and
shows a linear relationship between the light emitted and the
ozone concentration. The electronic instrumentation used is
simple. Other methods of ozone analysis based on this principle
met difficulty, ow:.ng to the direct oxidation of the
chemiluminescent compound. The present method involves the use of
gallic acid as an ozone acceptor, and rhodamine B which remains
unchanged during the measurement as a photon emitter.
Observations made with an oscillograph of the light emitted by
single bubbles of ozonized air passing Through the
chemiluminescent solution gave valuable information about the
response time of the system. (Author abstract odified)**

02205

J.W. Thomas, R.H. Knuth

PATTERNS OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SETTLING IN STREAMLINE FLOP IN A
STRAIGHT HORIZONTAL TUBE. Intern. J. Air Water
Pollution 10, (9) 569-72, Sept. 1966.

The theory of particles settling in streamline flow in a
horizontal tube previously published has been expanded to take
into account the influence of the sampling filter in changing the
flow lines. Experiments with a 1.305 icron diameter onodisperse
polystyrene latex aerosol have shown excellent agreement with the
expanded theory. This odification of theory akes possible
4 new method of determining the settling velocity and density of
a onodisperse aerosol. (Author abstract)**

02226

E. Sawicki, F.T. Fox, W. Elbert, T.R. Hauser, J.

Meeker

POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBON COMPOSITION OF A/R POLLUTED
BY COAL-TAR PITCH FUMES. A. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 23, 482-6,
Dec. 1962.

Coal-tar-pitch pollution can be characterized by the large
amounts of anthracene, phenanthrene, pyrene and carbazole present
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in collected airborne particulates. Carbazole has not yet
been found in pollution due to incomplete solid fuel combustion
products or auto exhaust fumes. Coal-tar-pitch pollution is
characterized by much higher P/baP/BghiP, and BaP/Cor
ratios when compared to other types of pollution. The large
amounts of polynuclear hydrocarbons (and especially benzo(a) pyrene)
often present in coal-tar-pitch polluted air indicate the
necessity of a thorough study of this problem as it affects lung
cancer.**

02227

E. Sawicki, E. Elbert, T.W. Stanley, T.R. Harser,
F.T. Fox

SEPARATION AND CHAPACTERIZATION OF POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS /N URBAN AIR-BORNE PARTICULATES. Annal. Chem.
32, (7) 810-6, June 1960.

A simplfied procedure is described for the characterization of
polynuclear hydrocarbons in air-borne particulates. The method
involves one pass through a chromatographic column and subsequent
ultraviolet, visible, and fluorescence studies on the fractions
thus obtained. The final step then involves a destructive method
of analysis e.g., spectral analysis in sulfuric acid-or a color
test. The ultravioletvisible absorption spectra of analogous
fractions obtained from different communities are closely similar.
In the air-borne particulates of some 100 communities pyrene,
fluoranthene, benzo(a)fluorene and/or benzo(o)fluorene,
chrysene, benzo-(a)anthracene, benzo(a) pyrene, benzo(e) pyrene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene, perylene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene,
anthanthrene, and coronene are found consistently.**

02233

R.L. Stenburg, D.J. Von Lehmden, R.P. Hangebrauck

SANPLE COLLECTION TECHNIQUES FOR COMBUSTION SOURCES -
BENZOPYRENE DETERMINW2ION. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 22, (4)
271-5, Aug. 1961, (Presented at the 22nd Annual Meeting,
American Industrial Hygiene Association, Detroit, Mich.,
Apr. 1961.)

In evaluating combustion processes for their contribution of
benzo(a)pyrene and other potential carcinogens to the atmosphere,
the aterials of interest may be lost during sampling unless the
collection temperature is controlled. Cooling of the gases
under both wet and dry conditions has been tried. This study
demonstrates that collection of benzo(a)-pyrene from high
temperature gas streams can be effectively accomplished by
filtration after cooling the gas stream to or near ambient
temperatures. A series of water bubblers and condensate traps
immersed in an ice-water bath, followed by a high efficiency filter
proved to be a satisfactory technique. (Author abstract)**
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02248

P. DiMattei P. Melchiorri

EFFECTS OF ORGANOPHOSPHORUS ESTERS ON THE CILIARY MOVEMENT AND'
THEIR USE FOR THE DETEFTION OF TRACES OF ORGANOPHOSPRORUS
COMPOUNDS. Arch. Intern. Pharmacodyn. 153, (2) 339-45,
Feb. 1965

A correlation was found between the acetylcholinesterase activity
and the ciliary movement in cultures of ciliated epithelium
cells. DEP (disopropylfluophosphate) and paraoxon, added to the
culture medium at concentration levels of 0.00001M and 0.0001M
respectively, inhibited the acetylcholinesterase activity and
incredsed the ciliary movements.. Concentrations of 0 0001M of
DEP and 0.001M paraoxon slowed the ciliary movements.
DFP and paraoxon at concentrations which slightly inhibited
the acetylcholinesterase activity increased the stimulatory effect
of acetylcholine on the motility of Ciliated cells. This effect
may be used for the detection of very small quantities of
organophosphorus compounds. (Author summary)14

02323

J.P. Flesch, C.H. Norris, A.E. Nugent, Jr.

CALIBRATING PARTICULATE AIR SAMPLERS WITH MONODISPERSEAEROSOLS:
APPLICATION TO THE ANDERSEN CASCADE IMPACTOR. Am. Ind. Hyg.
Assoc. J., .p. 507-516, Nov.-Dec. 1967. 10 refs. (Presented
at the American Industrial Hygiene Conference, Pittsburgh,
Pa., May 16-20, 1966.

Monodisperse aerosols of methylene blue dye generated via a
spinning disk and polystyrene latex aerosols generated via
atomization have been applied in calibrating a multi-stage cascade
impactor, the Andersen Sampler Model 0203. Previous
calibrations of impactors relied almost exclusively upon
the size-count method of analysis of test aerosols, usually
polydisperse, retained at the deposition sites to determine
their collection characteri.stics. Many difficulties encountered
with this method are obviuted by using nearly monodisperse
aerosols for calibration. Collection efficiency characteristics
of the Andersen Sampler are computed directly from mass retained
at the deposition sites, since concurrent size distribution
information on each aerosol generated indicates that values for
number and mass median diameter are nearly equal.
Experimental Methods of generation, sampling, mass determination,
and aerosol evaluation are presented with representative data.
Collection efficiency curves obtained for the various stages of
the Andersen Sampler are given with computed values of effective
stage cutoff diameters for aerodynamically equivalent unit
density spheres. Results are compared with those of previous
experimenters. (Authors' abstract)WW

02336

C. A. Parker and V. T. Rees.

DETERM/NATION OF 3:4-BENZPIRENE IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF A
SUBMARINE. Admiralty Materials Lab., Poole, England,
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General Chemistry Div. (A.M. L. Report A/68 (A)) Mar.
1966. PP. 9.

DDC AD 486121

A direct nethod has been devised for the determination of the
carcinogenic 3,4-benzopyrene in the cyclohezane extracts of the
particulate matter collected f rom submarine atmosphres. The
method depends on the measurement of the characteristic quasi-line
emission spectrum shown by 3,4-benzopyrene when its solution in a
mixture of cyclohezane and n-octane is frozen at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Concentrations of benzopyrene less than 10 to the
-9th power/El of solution can be reliably identified without
separation. The maximu amount found in the present trials
corresponded to the concentration of 3,4 benzopyrene produced by
the dispersion of the smoke from one cigarette in 70 cubic metres
of air. (Author summary)**

02349

A. P. Altshuller.

NEEDS FOR NES INSTRUMENTATION FOR MONITORING THE ATMOSPHERE FOR
ORGANIC GASES AND VAPORS. Proc. Instr. Soc. Am. Natl.
Analysis Instr. Symp., Charleston, V. Va., April 30-May 2,
1962. pp. 239-43.

The importance of high sensitivity and specificity in
atmospheric monitoring instruments cannot be too strongly
emphasized. For almost all organic analysis of urban atmospheres,
instruments must be capable of detection at concentrations of 0.01
ppm or lower. Substances are present which can interfere in
almost all concerivable analytical procedures for determining
either a class of substances or an individual substance.
Processes for removing the interferences or methods of correcting
for them should be an integral part of the instrument development
work. The detection methods suggested in this discussion involve
either electrometric sensors or the ionization sensors used'in gas
chromatography. Alone or in combination with a chromatographic
column, such detectors also have satisfactory specificities.
These sensors offer considerable opportunity for the development
of compact equipment. The range of possible application of these
instruments covers many of the classes of organic Substances of
present interest in air pollution. (Author Summary modified)**

02354

W.F. Chrisman R.E. Foster

CALIBRATION OP AUTONATIC ANALYZERS Id A .CONTINUOBS- AIR MONITORING
PROGRAM. Preprint (Presented at the 56th Andual fleeting.,
Air Pollution Control Association, Detroit, Michigan,' June
9-13, 1963.)

The need for uniformity of instrument calibration along 'the
several stations of. the Continuous Air Monitoring Program
of the U.S. Public NealthService has prompted the development
of a comprehensive program of 'instrument calibration. The
program relies heavily upon static and dynamic'checks performed
by the station operators: The fregnency of these checks varies
with each specific instrument; but, in all cases, the' checks'
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are frequent enough to insure the continued accuracy of the
recorded data. The routine checks are substantiated and
supplemented by dynanic calibrations perforaed at all stations
by the headquarters staff. The dilution board method
for the preparation of standard gas ixtures has been adapted
to the requirements of compactness and portability, and has been
used successfully in this work, In a conscientious effort to
insure and maintain the accuracy of the data produced by the
progran, further refinements in the ethod will be ade and sore
suitable new methods will be adopted as they are developed.
(Author's summary)ti

02358

L.B. Graiff

A RAPID-RESPONSE TOTAL EXHAUST HYDROCARBON DETECTOR. Preprint.
(Presented before the Division of Rater, Air, and Vaste
Chemistry, American Chemical Society, Detroit, Rich., Apr.
5, 1965.)

This paper discusses the development and use of a rapid response
automotive exhaust hydrocarbon detector based on the hydrogen fleas
ionization principle. This instrument is ideally suited for
monitoring the total exhaust hydrocarbon content of cycling engines
The rapid response exhaust hydrocarbon detector has been used
to easure the hydrocarbon emission fron a nuaber of cars operated
on a chassis dynamometer according to the MVPCB test procedure.
A typical exhaust hydrocarbon emission pattern obtained fron a
car with a carburetted engine during one of the seven-mode
varmup cycles is included, from which it is seen that the
individual operatiag nodes are well defined. A car with an
inlet-port fuel-injection system was found to give a different
e mission pattern during deceleration from a carburetted car, as
illustrated. The fairly positive fuel cut-off with the fuel-
injection car during the early stages of deceleration is clearly
indicated. The rapid renponse hydrocarbon detector can be used
for purposes other than hydrocarbon eaission from automotive
e ngines. Por example, the unit has been used to onitor the
gases leaving a liguid-air trap in order to design an efficient
hydrocarbon trap. The device can probably be used to monitor
gas-turbine exhaust for unburned fuel.00

02378

R. Salth, A. H. Rose, and R. Kruse.

AN AUTO-EXHAUST PROPORTIONAL SAMPLER. INTERN. 3. Ant WATER
Pollution (Presented at the 56th Annual fleeting, Alr
Pollution Control Association, Detroit, Mich., Jou.' S-13,
1963.) 8, 427-40, Sept. 1964.

The developnent of an instrument to obtain a proportional sample
of auto exhaust gas is described. The proportional sampler is a
servo device, which controls the flow of exhaust gas in the
saspling line to maintain it at a fixed percentage of the
carburetor air flow rate. The flow rates in carburetor and
sasple line are measured continuously by seams of laminar-flow
elements and associated pressure-difference transducers. The
proportional sampler is used in a vehicle on the road to provide a
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representative sample of exhaust gas, which is then analyzed to
obtained mole-fraction measurements of various air contaminants in
the vehicle exhaust. The total volume of air entering the
carburetor is also measured. The values for total air volume
entering the carburetor and mole fraction of contaminants are used
to calculate the emission rates in pounds of each air contaminant
emitted per vehftle mile traveled. (Author abstract)ee

02406

A . E. Barrington

INSTANTEOUS MONITORING OF MULTICOMPONENT EXPIRED GASES. GC&
Corp., Bedford, Mass. (Rept. CR-619.) Dec. 1966. 17 pp.

CFSTI, NASA

Because of the urgent requirements of the manned space
flight program, the prototype gas analyzers described below were
developed specifically f or aerospace applications. Their design
thus inevitably vas subject to restrictions of weight, volume and
power consumption. Nevertheless, their operational
performance has been most encouraging. The sensing element of the
gas analyzer is called a mass spectrometer vhose concept
utilizes tvo basic physical phenomena: first, gaseous atoms and
molecules can readily be charged electrically; second, there is a
selective effect by electric and magnetic forces on such
charged particles which depends on the atomic or molecular
mass. A complete sampling and sensing system for 12
constituent gases, utilizing a magnetic deflection mass
spectrometer is shorn. It is designed to monitor 02, CO,
CH4, NO3, M20, 112, CON, 02, 02S, BC, CO2 AND COON. IT
includes 4 sample inlet capillaries, a calibration sample, a
liquid nitrogen chilled sorption pump and an electronic ion
pump.**

02415

C.V. Lour

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS (SPECIAL REPORT
SMOG 2) . Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research, Pretoria, (South Africa). Air Pollution
Research Group 1966. 60 pp.

In view of the recently passed Act on Air Pollution
(No. 45 of 1965) in South Africa and the anticipated increase
in interest and analytical activity in this field, it was felt
that the need existed for an up-to-date survey of air pollutants
and their analysis. A review report was consequently prepared and
is presented here. Aspects such as the types, sources and
occurrence, concentrations and methods of analysis of the various
pollutants are discussed. Also, recommendations are made vith
regard to the selection of suitable analytical methods.
(Author abstract)114
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02433

K. T. Whitby and R. A. Vomela

EVALUATION OF OPTICAL PARTICLE COUNTERS (PROGRESS REPT.)
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
(Particle Lab. Publication No. 86) 89 pp., May 1965

Monodisperse polystyrene, India ink, and dioctyl pthalate
aerosols have been used to evaluate the Royco, Southern Research
Institute and prototype Bausch and Lomb optical counters. The
cumulative particle size distributions neasured by the counters
on the monodisperse aerosols have been compared to the accurately
determined microscope size distributions. The size ranges of the
n onodisperse aerosols used so are: 0.365 to 1.3 microns for
polystyrene latex (PSL), 1 to 6 microns for polystyrene (PS),
1 to 10 microns for India ink (I.X.), and 1 to 5 microns for
dioctal pthalate (DOP). These aerosols have been used to
evaluate two characteristics of the counters: the ratio of the
edian size neasured by the counter to that measured by the
iicroscope (C/M), and the ability of the counter to resolve a
n onodisperse aerosol as measured by the geometric standard
deviation (og). Analysis of the standard deviation data shows
that the resolving power of all three counters is close to the
theoretical value for DOP and PSL aerosols larger than 1
micm, but is less than the theoretical value for the PS and
Ia. aerosols larger than 1 micron as evidenced by an increase
in standard deviation frcm about 1.3 at 1 micron to over 1.8 at
10 micron. The resolving power also decreases for PSL smaller
than 1 micron. Analysis of the C/N data for PS and NIP
shows that the counters respond alike to Ps and DOP, that the
absolute calibration of all three counters is good between 1 and
1.5 microns, but these show significant variations for both larger
and smaller aerosols. The C/M ratios of the counters for 1.1.
varied from 0.2 to 0.5 and showed significant shape effects for
aerosols larger than 5 microns. (Author summary modified)80

02439

A. V. Demidov, L. A. Mokhov, and B. S. Levine (Tr.)

RAPID METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF HARBFUL GASES AND VAPORS
/I THE AIR. Vol. 10 of U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related occupational Diseases. Medgis, Roscoe,
Russia. (Technical Transl. So. TT 66-11767.) 1962. pp.
114.

Volume 10 of the survey series "U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases" is a translation
.of A. V. Deidoves and L. A. Holhoves book "Rapid Methods
for the Determination of Harmful Gases and Vapors in the Air"
(Tekopehhlie Metoubi Oiipenejishar I 8 Boeupe Bpeuhlix
Iop000paehlix Bevectb), published by Hedgiz of NOWOO in 1962.-
The greater part of the outlined procedures have been developed by
U.S.S.R. analytical' chemists, while atone were taken from
literature of other countries. The collection of tests appears to
be intended primarily for !he detection of dangerous gaseous and
vaporous Mir pollutants in indoor' working presiSes. For each
harmful gas or vapor qualitative as well as closely approximate
quantitative procedures are given to make possible the early
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determination of dangerous harmful gas and vapor concentration in
the air of working premises and to forestall the occurrence of
serious accidents. The volume was intended to seet the needs
of smaller laboratories and of field industrial laboratory
workers.**

02460L

F.G. Sherrell J.A. Baltz

A TRACE CONTAMINANT ANALYSIS TEST ON AIR SAMPLES. ARO Inc.,
Tullahoma, Tenn. (Rept. AEDC-TR-66-42) pp. 84, Mar. 1966

CFSTI, DDC AD 478886 I

A test in which vet air samples were analyzed for trace
contaminants was conducted at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center for the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine. Sample processing and analysis techniques used
during the test are described. The sample processing
technique provided a way to transfer the 77K condensables in each
sample to a trap of small volume. This trap was designed to
allow removal of small portions of both the sample vapor and the
liquid for mass spectrometric and chroaatographic analyses.
The chromatographic and mass spectrometric instrumentation
calibrations, and data reduction procedures are described.
The basic test results are presented and discussed. Observations
are made concerning the utility of the procedures used.**

02500

A. B. Calongne and J. P. Morris

NEW TECHNIQUES FOR TESTING TRACE HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATION OF
GASES. Preprint. (Presented at the Fourth Annual Technical
Meeting and Exhibit, American Association for Contamination
Control, Miami Beach, Fla., May 25-28, 1965.)

This paper presents techniques for the analysis of total and
nonvolatile hydrocarbons. Terminology used to define hydrocarbon
limits in specifications include: (1) Total hydrocarbon content,
(2) Condensable hydrocarbon content, (3) Oil content, and (4)
Nonvolatile residue content. There are basically four methods of
analysis which are used for the detection of low hydrocarbon
concentrations. These eethods are as follows: (1) Gas
scrubber - infrared spectrophotoaetry. (2) Plane ionization. (3)
Gas chromatography. (4) Gas cell - infrared
spectrophotometry.e0

02538

(CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF POLLUTED ENVIRONMENTS,
INHALED OR INGESTED, AND OF ACOUSTICAL "NUISANCES.")
Caracterisation chimique et physique des milieux pollues, inhales
on ingeres et des "nuisances" acoustiques. In: Les pollution
et "nuisances" dlorigine industrielle et urbaine. Tome 1.
Leur prevention et les problemes scientifiques et techniques
qufelle pose en France, pages 27-32. Presijer Ministre
Delegation generale a la recherche scientifique et technique.
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In discussing the methodology of measuring and evaluating the
degree of pollution, the following are considered: infra-red,
emission, and mass spectrometers; x-ray and electron diffraction;
gravimetric, volumetric, and calorimetric methods; optic and
electronic microscopes, and spectometry for acoustic absorption.
In the section on the inhalation milieu, are discussed the
composition of the natural atmospheric air and of the air polluted
by cities (particles, gases and vapors, and smog) ; diffusion of
pollutants in the atmosphere; chemical reactions in the
atmosphere; international standardization of current methods and
neasurements (deposited material, funes, sulfur dioxide, and
hydrocarbons) ; cartiography; and principal concerns of research.
Discussed in this same section (chapter 2) are pollution of food

and water, and problems of noise.44

02544

I. A. Pinigina

COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF ALCOHOL VAPOR IV AIR. (0

kolorinetricheskom operedelenii parov spirta v.voulukhe.) Hyg.

Sanit. 31, (1) 5b-60, Jan. 1966.
CFSTI: T'66-51160/1-3

The reaction of alcohols with black vanadium-hydroxyquinoline
which produces a vivid orange color was modified by using sodium
hydroxide to destroy any excess vanadium-hydroxyguinoline. The

need of using xylene is thus eliminated. Benzene vas substituted
for xyelen in the preparation of the scale. The air sample is
adsorbed on sorbent-activated charcoal. These modifications
increase the sensitivity from 0.01 to 0.002 mg.#1

02559

B.E. Seleznev I.A. Chernichenko

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE CONCENTRATION OF
CHLORTETRACYCLINE IN THE AIR. Opredelenie kormovogo
khlortetatsiklina v atmosfernon voxdukhe spektrofotonetricheskin
metodom.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (3) 346-8, Ear. 1966.

CFSTI: TT66-51160/1-3

The possibility of using spectrophotometry for the quantitative
determination of chlortetracycline in the air vas studied. Among
the solvents investigated, the most suitable vas 0.1 N, 9C1
solution, since this produced the highest optical density in the

ultraviolet. The method is fairly sensitive (0.01 micrograms/al)
but nonspecific, interference being encountered from other
organic conpends which absorb similar vavelenghts.44

02581

N. Nettig

MODIFIED METHOD OF DETERMINING 3,4-HENZPYRENF IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. (Rodifitsirovannyi metod opredeleniya
3,4-benzpirena atmosfernon vondukhe.) Hyg. Sani!.. 29, (6)

66-8, June 1964.
CFSTI: TT65-50023/6
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For the purpose of determining 3,4-benzpyrene absorbed on dust
particles in the atmosphere, benzene extraction is used in the
majority of cases. The extract is subjected to chromatographic
fractionation on columns; the fractions containing 3,4-benzpyrene
are evaporated, and the residue is dissolved in cyclohexane.
Benzpyrene is determined from absorption spectra in the
ultraviolet region or by fluorescence spectra. The Grimmer
method described by author is charactorized, when the work is
properly performed, by a high degree of sensitivity (0.5-1
aicrogram of benzpyrene/ml), by a loss of material averaging
10-15%, and by reproducibility of the results. The polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons interfering vith quantitative evaluation of
the benzpyrene spectrum (1,12-bonzperylene, benzofluoranthen) are
particularly well separated. The determination of 3,4-benzpyrene
by the ethcl described takes 1 1/2 - 2 days.88

02595

I. N. Al,shits, T. A. Anikina, E. A. Babenkova, and N.
M. Grad

DETERMINATION OF STYRENE AND COMMIE HYDROPEROXIDE IN THE AIR
WHEN THEY ARE PRESENT TOGETHER. (Opredelenie v vozdukhe
stirola i giperiza pri ikh sovmestnom prisutstvii.) Hyg. Sanit.
29, (9) 64-7, Sept. 1964.

CFSTI: TT65-50023/9

Of the known methods of determining styrene in air in the presence
of cumene hydroperozide the simplest and most
specific is the Ivanov method, based on colorimetry of yellow
products of styrene transformation by concentrated sulfuric acid.
Of the known methods of determining cumene hydroperoxide in air in
the presence of styrene the most sensitive and specific is the
Alekseeva method, based on colorimetry of pink combinstion
products of phenol and diazotized p-nitroanline, obtained from
the decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide by the action of
concentrated sulfuric acid. Both methods are sufficiently
sensitive and specific for the analysis of the air of room
containing mixtures of styrene and cumene hydroperozide.ee

02601

V. I. Vashkov, A. P. Volkova, V. M. Tsetlin, and E.
Y. Yankovskii

DETERMINATION OF THE TOXICITY OF PROPELLANTS USED IN AEROSOL
TANKS. (Opredelenie toksichnosti propellentov, ispollzuemykh
v aerozollnykh ballanokh.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (10) 74-9, Oct. 1964

CFSTI: TT 65-50023/10

An azeotropic mixture of 60 percent tetrafluormonochlorethane
(Freon 124) and 40 percent octafluorcyclo5utane (Freon C 318)
was studied as a propellent for pesticide cylinders. Judging by
the elasticity of the saturated vapors and the chemical stability,
this mixture resembles that of Freons 11 and 12. The ameotropic
mixture of Freons 124 and t 318 with concentrations used for
practical purposes is non-toxic for warnblooded animals. A
slight irritation of the mucous membranes of the eyes may occur if
the concentration is exceeded 20-30 tines, i.e., np to 10-15
g/cu. The mixture with the concentration of 15 g/m and over
produced a slight narcotic effect. (Author abstract)ee
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11 02607

P. A. Korotkov, W. N. Serzhantova, Y. P. Tsyashchenko,
and N. Y. Yanysheva

DETERMINATION OF SMALL CONCENTRATIONS OF
1,2,5,6-DIBENZANTHRACENE. (Opredelenie malykh kontsentratsii
1,2,5,6-dibenzantratzena.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (12) 59-64, Dec.
1964.

CFST1: TT 65-50023/12

A sensitive and accurate method is suggested for the analysis of
1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene. A detailed study of the
luminescence of 1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene in various crystalline
matrices at the temperature of liquid oxygen vas aade. Of the
solvents investigated, hexane was.found to be the only solvent
which gave a chr-racteristic luminescence spectrum consisting of
sufficiently nekrrov lines and bands at the temperature of liquid
oxygen. In all other solvents, the bands were wide and amorphic
and the corresponding wavelengths were impossible to determine
with the accuracy required for the purpose of analysis.011

02657

G. Schonauer

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF PARAFFIN AEROSOLS BY ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY. Staub (English Translation) 25, (4) 24-8, Apr.
1965.

CFST/ TT 66-51040/4

A method of determination of particle-size distribution of
paraffin aerosol is described which enables spherical particles
which are unstable in the electron microscope to be measured with
an error below plus or minus 5%. The particles are precipitated
in a thermal precipitator and, in order to aintain the spherical
shape, are vapour treated with strong cooling. The shadows of the
spheres are photographed and measured electron-microscopically.
(Author summary) **

02685

H.O. Hettche

THE'NEASOREMENT OF POLYCYCLIC ARCMATICS IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
Staub (English Translation) 25, (9) 41-4, Sept. 1965.

CFST/ TT 66-51040/9

Methods for collecting, separating and measuring aromatic
polycyclic hydrocarbons in air are described. Investigations have
shown that concentrations of 13 aromatics contained in dust
corresponded, in a medium-size town, large town and industrial
town of Nordrhine-Nestphalia, to 1:1.5:2.5. In the industrial
town the content of anthracene and phenanthrene was
comparatively higher, and in the medium-size town the content of
coronene as a result of special emission sources.11%
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02747

W. J.. Jacuain and L. A. Ripperton

FURTHER EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON PHOTOCHEMICAL
OXIDANT PRODUCTION. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 14,
(3) 96-7, Mar. 1964. (Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting,
Air Pollution Control Association, Detroit, Mich., June
9-13, 1963, Paper No. 63-101.)

Oxidant production was observed for a photochemical reactant
system 102 plus hexene-1 over a pressure range of 640 to 860 ma
Hg at temperatures of 14, 25, and 35 C. An apparent inhibition
took place around 714 mm at all temperatures. From a low at 714
oxidants values rose to a secondary peak at 700 ma and then
dropped with decreasing pressure. The significance of these
results is discussed. (Author abstract) **

02785

R. H. Linnell and W. E. Scott

DIESEL EXHAUST ANALYSIS (PRELIMINARY RESULTS). Arch.
Environ. Health 5, 616-25, Dec. 1962.

Interest in the emissions from the exhaust of diesel engines on
the road is rising mainly because interest in possible sources of

air pollution has been steadily increasing. However, the
problems of sampling and analysis of diesel exhaust have not been

solved yet. This paper outlines of the techniques being used and
some being evaluated for the first time for exhaust analysis.
Many analytical problems remain to be solved. Some results are
presented vhich are considered preliminary.**

02786

R. H. Linnell and V. E. Scott

DIESEL EXHAUST COMPOSITION IND ODOR STUDIES. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 12, (11) 10-5, Nov. 1962.

Some of the techniques being used and evaluated for exhaust

analysis are outlined. Results except for soae qualitative and
tentative findings are shown in tables 1-8. Rost values are
averages of 2 or 3 determinations. These determinations were made
on new samples taken at different times, with intervals of
several weeks elapsing in some cases. Particulate aatter
information in table 1 indicates organic compounds adsorption.
This is of interest in eye irritation and odor work since
aldehydes may be present cn particulate matter in higher
concentrations than are present in the gas phase. The CC14
extracts of particulate matter show infrared bands characteristic
of hydrocarbons, olefins, aldehydes, and carbonyl. Comparison of
hydrocarbon measurements, formaldehyde and acrolein, and
miscellaneous compounds are discussed. 26 references.**
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02795

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, M. C. Elbert, and J. D.
Phaff

APPLICATION OF THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY TO THE ANALYSIS OF
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS. Simplified Analysis for
Benzo(a)pyrene. Preprint. (Presented at the 152nd Meeting,
American Chemical Society, New York City, Sept. 13, 1966.)

RB values and fluorescent colors have been obtained through
thin-layer chromatography of 20 polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
with the kollowing absorbents and developers: alumina with
pentane:ether (19/1;v/v), cellulose acetate with
ethanol:toluene:water (17/4/4; v/v) and cellulose with
dimethylformamide:water (1/1, v/v). Of the three absorbents
alumina gave the best separation of fluorescent organic compounds
from the organic fractions of airborne and air pollution source
particulates. The pattern and fluorescent color of the spots of a
thin-layer chromatogram varied with the type of pollution. In
samples from communities with different types of pollution
different types of patterns were obtained. The different
fractions obtained from organic airborne particulates - e.g.
aliphatic, aromatic neutral oxygenated, basic, acidic, and
water-soluble fractions - exhibited entirely different patterns.
The cellulose acetate absorbent system gave best results for the
separation of the benzpyrene fraction obtained in column
chromatography. The cellulose absorbent system gave the best
results for the separation of the polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons. The greatest range in RB values was obtained with
this absorbent. Two methods for the estimation of benzo(a)pyrene
following thin-layer chromatography are described. One method
involves ultraviolet anal;sis at 382 microgram; the other method
involves spectrophotofluorometric analysis in sulfuric acid.
(Author summary)**

02796

Sawicki, E., R. Schumacher, and C. R. Engel

COMPARISON OF MBTH AND OTHER METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
SUGARS AND OTHER ((ALPHA))-GLICOLIC DERIVATIVES. APPLICATION
TO AIR POLLUTION. Microchem. J., 12(3):377-39b, Sept. 1967.
15 refs.

Methods for the determination of aldoses, ketoses, and other
alpha-glycolic compounds are described. The various methods are
compared through their use in the determination of ribose.
These methods include the direct and oxidative MBTH, and the
azulene, J-acid, orcinol, and pyrogallol procedures. The
oxidative MBTH procedure introduced in this paper is especially
sensitive for the determination of alpha-glycolic compounds as
shown by the high molar absorptivities (=approx. 100,000)
obtained for ethylene glycol, glycerol, and other polyols.
Airborne particulates obtained from various cities contain a
substantial amount of water-soluble alpha-glycolic compounds.
In addition, a variety of dust samples have been found to contain
a large quantity of water-soluble alpha-glycolic compounds and
lesser amounts of adsorbed aliphatic aldehydes. Chromatographic
media were found to be contaminated with these chemicals.
(Author abstract)**
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02797

E. Sawicki, V. Elbert, T. W. Stanley, T. R. Hauser,
and F. T. Fox

THE DETECTION AND DETERMINATION OF POLYAUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS IN
URBAN AIRBORNE PARTICULATES. I. THE BENZOPYRENE FRACTION.
Intern. J. Air Pollution 2, 273-82, Mar. 1960.

A new simple procedure for the determination of benzo(a)pyrene in
complex mixtures is introduced. A comparison of the concentration
of benzo(a) pyrene in the air of nine cities for the month of
November, 1958, is given. Evidence is presented for the
identification of each hydrocarbon found in the benzopyrene
fraction. The relative concentration of benzo(a)pyrene,
benzo(e)pyrene, benzo(k)fluoranthene and perylene in the nine
cities is approximately constant. (Author abstract) **

02798

E. Sawicki, J. Noe, and T. V. Stanley

A NEW TEST FOR THE DETECTION OF ARALKYL AND DIALKYL KETONES
CONTAINING THE 0C-CH2-GROUPING. Preprint. 1960.

A new simple color test for dialkyl and aralkyl ketones containing
the structure, R-CO-CH2-, is introduced. Limits of
identification for some 50 ketones are recorded. A positive test
is revealed by a blue and occasionally a violet color with wave
length maxima ranging from 560-590 millimicrons. The advantages
and the shortcomings cl the test are discussed. (Author
summary) **

02799

E. Sawicki and J. L. Noe

A SENSITIVE NEW METHOD FOR THE DETERNINATION OF NITRITES IND
NITROGEN DIOXIDE WITH 4-AMINOAZOBENZENE-1-NAPHTHIYAMINE.
Anal. Chin. Acta 25, 16b-9, 1961.

A sensitive method for the determination of nitrites is
introduced. The method should also be applicable to the
determination of nitrogen dioxide. The test consists of the
reaction of 4-aminoazobenzene and 1-naphthylamine with nitrous
acid to form the blue dication of
4-(p-phenylazophenylazo)-1-naphthylamine. Beer's Law was
obeyed from 0.5 to over 15 micrograms of nitrite ion per 15 al of
final solution. Spectrophotometrically it is possible to detect
part of nitrite ion in 60 million parts of solution. (Author

summary) **
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02801

E. Sawicki, T. V. Stanley, and J. Noe

SIMPLE SENSITIVE TEST FOR COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THE CYCLOPENTADIENE
CH2 GROUP/NG. APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION. Anal. Chem.
32, 816-7, June 1960.

The reaction of 1,2-dinitrobenzene, 1,4-dinitrobenzene and
1,4-dinitronaphthalene in alkalire solution with compounds
containing the cyclopentadiene Ch2 group results in a stable blue
to green color with long wave length maxima ranging from 600 to
750 millimicrons. The wave length maxima and identification
limits obtained from the reaction of 1,2-dinitrobenzene with over
100 fluorene derivatives have been tabulated. In a neutral
aromatic fraction this test appears to be specific for the
cyclopentadiene CH2 grouping. The presence of fluorene and
benzo(a)-and/or benzo(b)-fluorene in airborne particulates has been
confirmed with the help of the test procedure. (Author szemary)11

02803

E. Sawicki and T. R. Hauser

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 4-AMINOAZOBENZENES,
4-1MINOSTILBENES, SCHIFF BASES, AND ANALOGOUS COMPOUNDS WITH
3-METHYL-2-BENZOTHIAZOLONE HYDRAZONE. Preprint. 1961

3-Methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydrazone is shown to be a poverful and
versatile electrophilic reagent which can be used for the spectral
detection and determination of strongly nucleophilic molecules
containing a carbon atom of high electron density. The
determination of approximately 50 azo dyes and a smaller group of
stilbene and Schiff base derivatives by a new procedure for these
coipounds is described. 4-amino-, 4-alkylamino, and 4-dialkylamino
derivatives of azobenzene can be readily analyzed. The
determination of N,N-dialkyl-4- aminoazobenzene was thoroughly
investigated. Beer's law was obeyed from 1 to more than 70
micrograms of compound per 10 al of final solution. The color was
stable for approximately 1/2 hour. The molar absorptivity for
N,N-dimethyl-4-aminoazobenzene vas 70,000.
1,1-Dimethyl-p-aminostilbene reacted readily in the procedure;
it had a molar absorptivity of 119,000. The procedure should
prove of value in the detection and determination of two types of
carcinogens, the aminoazobenzenes and the aminostilbenes. (Author
summary modified)11

02805'

E. Savicki, T. R. Hauser, and T. V. Stanley

ULTRAVIOLET, VISIBLE, AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OP
POLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS. Intern. J. lir Pollution 2,
253-72, Mar. 1960. (Presented at the 136th National lir
Pollution Symposium, American Chemical Society, Atlantic
City, N.J., Sept. 1959.)

1 novel approach to the analysis of polynuclear hydrocarbons in
mixtures is introduced. On the basis of this approach a new
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simple, sensitive, and specific test for benzo (a) pyrene was
developed. In a mixture of 50 compounds containing benzene,
naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, benzx
naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, benz (a) anthracene,
benzo (c)phenanthrene, chyrsene, pyrene, benzo (5) fluoranthene,
benzo(e)pyrene, perylene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene, anthanthrene, and
coronene, benzo (a) pyrene can be identified unequivocally. The
UV visible, activation, and fluorescene spectra in pentane of a
large number of polynuclear hydrocarbons are presented. The
fluorescene intensities of the different hydrocarbons are compared.
Some, like anthanthrene and perylene, have an extremely high
intensity, which simplifies their detection in a mixture. The
sensitivity of the fluorcmetric methods are of the order of
millimicrograms per milliliter, or parts per billion. From a
comparison of the activation spectra in pentane and sulfuric acid
of different hydrocarbons, it can be ascertained whether a given
hydrocarbon can be determined in the presence of hydrocarbons of
somewhat similar structure. In many instances it is possible to
obtain the pure fluorescence spectrum of an aromatic hydrocarbon by
determining the spectrum of the mixture at an appropriate
activation wavelength maximu of the aromatic hydrocarbon. Thus
benzo (e) pyrene can be dete rained in the presence of benzo (a) pyrene,
and vice versa. Perylene or anthanthrene can be detected readily
in a complicated mixture of some 25 analogous hydrocarbons.
Naptho(2,3-a)pyrene can be detected in a mixture of 50 polynuclear
hydrocarbons. Nam, other possibilities are apparent from an
examination of the activation spectra of the hydrocarbons. The
quenching effect of a fairly high concentration of miscellaneous
compounds in a mixture as it affects fluorometric analysis for
some particular hydrocarbons is also discussed. (Author abstract)

02843

E. Sawicki and 11. Johnson

NEW METHOD FOR THE PHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF PRIMARY ANINES.
Chemist-Analyst 55, 101-3, Oct. 1966.

A highly selective and sensitive method for the photometric
determination of primary amines, including amino acids and
aliphatic and aromatic amines has been devised based on the
reaction of the amine with succinaldehyde formed in situ from
2,5dimethomytetrahydrofuran, and then reaction of the
N-substituted pyrrole formed with p-(dimethylamino)
benzaldehyde (Procedure A) or rtth p-(dimethylamino)
cinnamaldehyde (Procedure B). Amides, pyrimidine and purine
amines, and secondary and tertiary amines do not undergo the
reactions and do not interfere.**

02848

Jackson, N. A.

ANALYSIS FOR EXHAUST GAS HYDROCARBONS - NONDISPERSIVE INFRARED
*RIMS FLAME-IONIEATION.. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.
(Presented at the Instrument Society of Aserica, New York
City, Oct. 1962.) 11(12):697-702, Dec. 1966.
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An investigation has been made of the suitability of a
nondispersive infrared analyzer and two flame-ionization analyzers
for measuring the total hydrocarbon concentrations of automobile
exhaust gas. The investigation consisted of measuring relative
responses of various hydrocarbons, checking for possible exhaust
gas interferences and finally comparing exhaust hydrocarbon
concentrations indicated by the flame-ionization analyzer to those
indicated by the infrared analyzer. The infrared analyzer has
high relative, responses for parraff ins and low responses for
olefins, acetylenes, and aromatics. Also, the infrared indicated
hydrocarbon concentrations must be corrected for exhaust water
vapor interference.**

02854

K. Marcali A.L. Linch

PERPLUOROISOBUTYLENX AND HEXAFLUOROPROPENE DETERMINATION IN AIR.
Am. /nd. Mfg. Assoc. J. 27, (4) 360-8, Aug. 1966.
(Presented at the 26th Annual Meeting, American
Industrial Hygiene Association, Houston, Tex., May 6, 19659)

Both perfluoroisobutylene (PFIB) and hexafluoropropene
(HFP) react in methanol with a mixture of pyridine and
piperidine to produce a stable yellow color at 25 C which
is measured spectrophotometrically at 412 illimicrons or visually
compared with permanent secondary standards. In the presence of
acetic acid only HIPP undergoes the color-forming
reaction with piperidine. The PFIB concentration can be
determined by difference. The effect of various halogenated
compounds with and without the R-C equals CF2 (R equal -F,
-CP3) function is presented. With a 0.1-cubic-foot sample
at 25 C, the method will detect 0.1 ppm of PF/B or 0.02 ppm of
HFP. A lightweight easily portable field kit with a Uni-Jetn
aspirator has been developed for field surveys. (Author

abstract)**

02875

C. D. Watkins and D. E. Hillman

THE EXAMINATION OF COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS BY GAS-LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY. PART I. ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS. Chemical
Insepctorate, London (England). (CI Memo. 185) Dec. 1965,

17 PP.
DDC AD 1183883

Aliphatic hydrocarbon solvents are of major industrial importance
and find uses in a vide range of products, e.g. paints, cleaning
solvents, fuels, polishes, etc. Gasoline, petroleum ethers, white
spirit, kerosene and similar solvents are complex istures of
aromatic, naphthenic and aliphatic hydrocarbons with the latter
type as the main component. In the simplest cases there are
comparatively few ingredients but as the boiling range increases
the number of possible constituents increases enormously. Such
solvents can however be identified by comparing the chromatogram
of the sample, with that of known solvents under similar conditions.
This has been done successfully for many years but occasionally
the chromatograms of samples have not matched those of the
standards, or alternatively agreement has been only moderate, with
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consequent uncertainty as to whether other ingredients have been
deliberately added or whether the discrepancy is due to variations
between different manufacturers' specifications for what is
nominally the same solvent. The main purpose of this report is
to list a number of fingerprint chromatograms for such solvents and
in some cases to consider the variations between products from
different sources. A second purpose is to outline methods for
specific separations e.g. of aliphatic and aromatic solvents.**

02886L

H. Konosu and Y. Mashiko

DESIGN OF A NON-DISPERSIVE ULTRAVIOLET GAS ANALYZER AND ITS
APPLICATION TO QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF TRACES OF TOXIC GASES
AND VAPORS IN AIR. (Hibunsangata Shigaisen Gasu Bunsekikei
no Shisaku oyobi Sono Yugai Gasu.Joki Bensekie no.) Kogyo
Kagaku Zasshi 68, 1868-72, 1965. (0.N.I. Translation 2127)

DDC AD 482365

A non-dispersive UV gas analyzer for measuring the concentration
of toxic gases and vapors in the air is reported. This analyzer
is a device which measures simultaneously the differences in the
UV absorption of a standard gas and a test gas over the total
range of wave lengths. The optical source employs a hydrogen
discharge tube and the optical system is a complex optical path
system. The gas cell is 50 cm long and a secondary electron
multiplier is used as an optical receiver tube. This analyzer
was used to measure 6 types of samples and to compile detection
lines. Values for the sample and detection limits (ppm) were 3
for sulfur dioxide, 28 for carbon disulfide, 27 for benzene, 32
for acetone, 34 for methyl ethyl ketone, 13 for trichloroethylene.
The relative error below 100 ppm for sulfur dioxide vas plus or
minus 9.0% plus or minus 4.0% for 100-1000 ppm, and 1.5% for
1000-1250 ppm. This method can be used for 1-min. measurements,
for the measurement of toxic gases and vapors in working
environments, and for determining lover explosive limits.
(Author abstract modified) **

02963

H. N. Schlipkoter

THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC DUSTS. Staub English
Transl.) 25, (10) 2-11, Oct. 1965.

CFSTT: TT66-51040/10

Increasing industrialization, growing population, traffic density
and closeness of industrial areas and residential districts
necessitate the continuous measurement, analysis and control of
air pollutants. Each method must be selected critically.
Proposals are made for a suitable dust measuring method. The
effect of air pollutants on breathing and, in particular,
their influence on the purifying action of the lungs must be
considered first of all. More attention must be paid to dust as
a carrier and catalyst, to soot with its cytotoxic effects and to
polycyclic aromatic compounds. Instructions for controlling air
pollution should take into account the protection of sick persons.
(Author summary)**
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03010

H. Devorkin, R.L. Chass, A.P. Fudurich, C.V. Kanter

SOURCE TESTING MANUAL. Los Angeles County Air Pollution
Control District, Calif. 181 pp., Nov. 1965

Specialized methods and techniques for the curtailment
of contaminants being released into the atmosphere, developed in
the laboratory and in the field are described in this manual.
These methods are concerned primarily with the measurement of
emissions from stationary sources, and in general, with little
or no modification, these methods can also be used for testing
vehicles or other moving sources. Information obtained .

form source tests is invaluable as a guide in selecting
appropriate control equipment and improving the design
of future installations to minimize the discharge of air
contaminants. Following topics are discussed: Planning a
source test; Determination of gas flow rate; Collection and
analysis of particulate matter, and of gaseous constituents;
Odor measurement; Source test report. The appendixes deal
with rules and regulations, conversion factors and constants, and
auxiliary field sampling equipment.**

03059

A. P. Altshuller and I. R. Cohen.

APPLICATION OF DIFFUSION CELLS TO THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWN
CONCENTRATIONS OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS. Anal. Chem. 32, (7)
802-10, June 1960

Diffusion coeffici.ints have been deterined for a nuber of
hydrocarbons, including 2-methyl-1, 3-butadiene, hexane,
1-hexene, heptane, 1-octene, decane, benzene, and toluene.
Diffusion coefficients at a number of temperatures have been
determined tor hexane, 1-hexene, heptane, 1-octene, decane, and
benzene. The effect of turbulence at the end of the diffusion
tube, resulting from the rapid flow of carrier gas over the top of
the tube, has been investigated as a function of gas flow rate,
temperature, diffusion tube diameter, and tube length. These
results, with related data in the literature, should aid in
defining the experimental limits within which a diffusion tube
apparatus may be operated so that calculated values of diffusion
rate can be used, if one experimental value of the diffusion
coefficient is available for the liquid compound of interest.
(Author abstract) **

03080

E. Sawicki

THE SEPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
PRESENT IN THE HUNAN ENTIRONNENT. Chem. Anal. (Warsaw)
53, 24-6, 28-30, 56-62, 88-91, 1964

The steadily increasing rate of lung cancer has stimulated
fforts to analyze the polynuclear hydrocarbons which are
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a group of carcinogens with which human beings come into contact
with in varying degrees. Because the polycyclic hydrocarbons are
present usually in very low concentrations together with thousands
of other types of compounds, separation is an essential part of
their determination. Methods used to accomplish this
separation include: sublimation, distillation, solid-liquid
extraction, liquid-liquid extraction, column
chromatography, paper chromatography, thin-layer
chromatography, gas chromatography. These ethods are reviewed
along with analysis procedures involving absorption spectra,
fluorescence spectra and phosphorescent spectra. Two hundred
and forty references are included.

03081

E. Sawicki, T.R. Hauser, S. McPherson

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND SPECTROPHOTOMMTRIC DETERMINATION OF
COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THE P-HYDROXYSTYRYL GROUP: 3-9ETHYL-2-
BENZOTHIAZOLINONE HTDRAZONE PROCEDURE. Chem. Anal. (Warsaw)
50, 68-9, Sept. 1961

In the present study the reagent vas applied to the detection
and determination of compounds containing the p-hydroxystyryl or p-
alkoxystyryl grouping. The test is highly selective for
phenols containing a p-vinyl group (and their ethers) as coapared
to phenols (and ethers) without a vinyl group. It is possible
that phenols with an o- or m-vinyl group will react as phenols to
give a red-orange color. A p-hydroxy compound having a
allyl group, i.e., where a methylene group is placed between
the ethylenic double bond and the benzene ring, gives practically
no reaction. Eugenol and safrol show this phenomenon and the
slight reactions observed are probably due to impurities such as
isoeugenol and isosafrole. The spot test procedure was
tried with several derivatives of p-hydroxystyrene which gave
a reaction in the spectrophotometric procedure. The
identification limits ranged froa about 0.1 to 0.7 micrograa.
Phenol and polycrclic phenols gave negative results.**

03096

N.A. Lyshkow

A RAPID AND SENSITIVE COLORIMETRIC REAGENT FOR NITROGEN DIOXIDE
IN AIR. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (10)
481-4, Oct. 1965 (Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Toronto, Canada, June 20-24,
1965)

Nigh speed instrumentation requires a colorimetric reagent
capable of detecting traces of nitrogen dioxide with little
delay for.color, development. Rate of color development
and sensitivity of Griess-type reagent have been improved by
adding a promoter (R-salt) and optimizing the concentrations of
diazotizing and coupling reagents. Field tests show that the nw
instrument -reagent combination can resolve short-duration peaks in
NOi concentrations of 5 to 10 ppha. (Author abstract)**
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03103

J. Harkins S.W. Nicksic

STUDIES ON THE ROLE OF SULFUR DIOXIDE IN VISIBILITY REDUCTION.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (5) 218-21, May 1965.

Highly sensitive radiotracer techniques were used to see if the
sulfuric acid aist from sulfur dioxide oxidation alloys the
incorporation of organic matter. Tagged organic compounds were
irradiated with and without sulfur dioxide. When the aerosol
was filtered off, no radioactivity was found on the filter paper
showing the absence of organic matter and the lack of sulfur
dioxide synergism. (Author abstract)**

03112

E.R. Stephens M.A. Price

A SEARCH FOR SOME NITRO-OLEFINS IN POLLUTED AIR. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (7) 320-2, July 1965.

An electron capture chromatographic method of detecting nitro-
ethylene and 1-nitro-1 propene was developed and applied to ambient
air samples, photolyzed propene/nitrogen dioxide 'fixtures and
auto exhaust. No trace of either compound was found in
ambient air or in the photolyzed mixtures. The detection limit
was estimated to be 1 ppb. A single sample of auto exhaust showed
several small peaks which, if attributed to nitro-olefin,
would amount to insignificant traces. (Author abstract)**

03185

D. L. Venezky and V. B. Moniz.

METHOD FOR ON-SITE DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL ADSORPTIVE CAPACITY
OF CHARCOALS USED IN CLOSED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM. Pavel
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. (NRL Memorandum
Rept. 1710) . Aug. 31, 1966. 21 pp.

CFSTI, DDC AD 639145

The relationship between the oisture content of adsorbent-type
charcoals and their residual adsorptive capacity for organic
compounds was studied. Investigation of fourteen charcoal
samples from submarine ain-carbon filters has shown that the
moisture content of the charcoals correlates with the organic
loading previously determined by a steam desorption method. A

simple apparatus for determining the moisture content of a charcoal
sample was devised, in which continuously recirculated air in a
closed-loop system transfers water from a charcoal sample to a
desiccant. The moisture content of the charcoal is determined by
weighing the sample and desiccant tubes before and after water
transfer. The on-site determination of the residual
adsorptive capacity of ain-filter charcoals is suggested by the
low cost of the closed-loop apparatus and the simplicity of the
ethod. For a monitoring procedure, a reference charcoal sample,
prepackaged for handling ease, could be exposed to submarin
atmospheres, thus avoiding the removal of samples from the
main-filter bed. Rather than a fixed exposure period, the
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remaining adsorptive capacity of the charcoal would determine the
Ume for replacement. Safety is enhanced, since heavy organic
loading of the charcoal brought about by unusual circumstances
could be rapidly detected. Since 70% of the charcoal samples
which were investigated had more than half of their adsorptive
capacity remaining, substantial savings should result. Soe
charcoals meeting the requirements of specification MIL-C-176051
are anomalous with respect to water content; this behavior is being

investigated. (Author abstract)**

03253

Sawicki, E. and R. A. Carnes

SPECTROPHOTOPLUORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OP ALDEHYDES WITH DIMEDONE

AND OTHER REAGENTS. Mikrochim. Acta (Vienna , No. 1:148-159,

1968. 16 refs.

Two new reagents, dimedone and 1,3-cyclohexanedione, are
introduced for the fluorimetric determination of aliphatic
aldehydes. Six fluorimetric methods for the determination of
formaldehyde and other aldehydes are compared. Of the selective
methods for the determination of formaldehyde the J-acid
procedure is recommended when a high order of sensitivity is

necessary, the 2,4-pentanedione method when a high order of

selectivity is desirable. The dimedone procedures are recommended
when it is necessary to analyze for aldehydes other than
formaldehyde. However, the dimedone procedures are the ost
sensitive for the determination of formaldehyde and can be used
for this purpose where conditions are appropriate and maximal

sensitivity is necessary. These various procedures should also
be useful in the analysis of various types of aldehyde
precursors.tt

03234

R. S. Tipson, A. Cohen, and A. J. Patiadi

AIR POLLUTION STUDIES. National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C. (NHS Technical Note 405) 1-28, 1966

The oxidation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is described.
Results are reported for the oxidation of naphthalene, anthracne,
phenthrene, pyrene, and perylene with a variety of oxidants.
Oxidation products are identified where possible. The results
obtained with periodic acid as an oxidant are particularly
noteworthy. Studies of photooxidation of the polycyclic
hydrocarbons on silica gel, alumina, soil, and air-borne
particulate natter have revealed, for each hydrocarbon, products
that may arise in contaminated air under smog conditions.
(Author abstract)00

03267

N. P. Sweeney and J. N. Pattison

A NEW AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST ANALYTICAL TRAIN. Proc. Tech.
Meeting lest Coast Section, Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
3rd, Monterey, Calif., 1963. 93-105 pp.
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Data has been developed to permit the recommendation of the
dilution technique with a hexane detector to minimize zero shift
problems. It is suggested that the hexane detector may be
operated at a span of about 3000 ppm, with dilution ratio of 3 to
1. It is recommended that the flow through the instruments be in
parallel. It is concluded that the propylene detector gives
results relative to hexane which are in the direction expected for
variations between high and low emitting modes and vehicles.111)

03291

S. Balestrieri, and M. Feldstein

THE DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF PART PER BILLION CONCENTRATIONS OF
HYDROCARBONS. Preprint. (Presented at the Sixth
Conference on Methods in Air Pollution Studies, California
Dept. of Public Health, Berkeley, Calif., Jan. 6-7, 1964.)

A liquid nitrogen freeze-out step has been added to the gas
chromatographic analysis of hydrocarbons using a flame ionization
detector. Concentrations in the low ppb range of C2 and higher
hydrocarbons can accurately be determined. Contaminant
concentrations of these compounds have been measured in nitrogen,
helium and hydrogen cylinders. (Author summary)fli

03354L

J. H. Sullivan, D. R. Robertson, and C. Merritt, Jr.

THE DETERMINATION OP THE VOLATILE COMPONENTS OF FOODSTUFFS. III.
COFFEE AROMA. Quartermaster Research and Engineering
Center, Natick, Mass., Pioneering Research Division.
(Research Report Analytical Chemistry Series No. 12.)
(Presented before the Division of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry, 135th National Meeting, American chemical Society,
Boston, Mass., Apr. 1959.) Sept. 30, 1959. 16 pp.

USTI DDC 636331

Hass spectrometric analysis has led to the identification of
several components of coffee aroma. The volatile compounds from
ground roasted coffee are collected by distillation under high
vacuum'at room temperature into a receiver at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Direct fractionation of a wcentercutIR on the mass
Spectrometer and subsequent analysis has shown the presence of sore
than twenty compounds. Among the compounds identified are furans,
aldehydes, esters, alcohols, nitriles and sulfur compounds. The
techniques which have been used offr the following advantages:
(1) The method of collection by vacuum distillation in a closed
system is superior to other ethods of collection.
(2) A minimum of sample handling reduces greatly any loss of
material. (3) Direct analysis on the spectrometer permits a
complete qualitative analysis in a rapid, fficient manner.and also
provides for the extension to quantitative analysis, if dsird.
(Author abstract)1111
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03369

S. Hantzsch and K. E. Prescher

ANALYZING AMINE TRACES IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. STAUB (English
Transl.) (Duesseldorf) 26, (8) 28-32, Aug. 1966.

A report on the concentration of primary aliphatic amines in air
is given. Absorption tests on low concentration of amines in air
were carried out in diluted hydrochloric acid, using wash bottles
and impingers. Material losses during the concentration of
absorption solutions were also evaluated. Practical experience in
extracting primary aliphatic Cl to C6 amines with amylactic
ester is reported. Reaction of primary amines with ninhydrine was
used for photometric amine determination. (Author summary)**

03425

S. B. Smith and R. J. Grant.

A NON-SELECTIVE COLLECTOR FOR SAMPLING GASEOUS A/R POLLUTANTS
FINAL REPT.) Pittsburgh Coke and Chemical Co.,
Research and Development Dept. Dec. 15, 1958. 63 pp.

Tests of the retentive power of various adsorbents indicated
activated carbon is superior to silica gel and molecular sieves for
the non-selective collection of air pollutant gases. When dry ice
is used as a refrigerant on a carbon column it is possible to
collect methane and all gases of lower volatility in a sample of .

reasonable size. Certain oxidizing gases such as No, NO2 and
03 appear to react with activated carbon and must be considered
separately. Columns of various sizes were tested over a vide
range of gas concentrations and a column containing 55 grams of
Pittsburgh HDL activated carbon chosen to sample 20 liters of
air for light contaminants. A smaller column for operation at
roo temperature containing 1.5 grams of the same carbon may be
used ahead of the refrigerated column to collect C4 and higher
compounds from 100 liters of air. A field collector kit vas
designed which affords a preliminary filtration and drying of the
air sample, positive displacement measurement of the sample volute,
continuous flow measurement and echanical pumping of the aiz
sample. A helium flushing system for the refrigerated collector
is also provided to remove the bulk of air adsorbed from the
sample. Prototype columns were tested satisfactorily for
retention under exaggerated test conditions on selected hydrocarbon
vapors. A few recovery runs indicated that good recovery can be
confidently expected after further experimental development of
recovery techniques. (Author summary)**

03430

2. S. Watson.

SPECTROPHOTORETR/C AND CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD OF MOW/TORING
SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERES. Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk,
Conn".Electro-Optical Div. 24 pp., Jan. 1964.

The basic principles of spectrophotometry and its application to
spacecraft atmosphere onitoring, using a iniaturiZed CO2 sensor
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are described. Also included is a brief summary of the elements
of gas chromatography and a comparison of spectrophotometric and
gas chromatographic techniques that indicates the way they
complement each other for space instrumentation.**

03448

A. P. Altshuller and A. F. Wartburg.

PRESSURE-BROADENING EFFECTS ON INFRARED PEAK INTENSITIES OF
HYDROCARBONS. Appl. Spectry. 15, (2) 67-9, 1961.

The pressure-broadening effects of one atmosphere of air or of
carbon dioxide on various infrared bands of hydrocarbons have been
investigated. Large pressure-broadening effects are shown by
ethylene at 10.52 microns and acetylene at 3.1 and 13.7 microns,
moderate effects by acetylene at 7.4 microns and propylene at 10.95
microns, and small effects by 1-butene at 10.85 microns,
trans-2-butene at 10.375 microns, and benzene at 9.50 microns.
The variation of absorbance at several of the infrared absorption
maxima of ethylene and acetylene was investigated using varying
partia7. pressures of air or carbon dioxide at fixed partial
pressures of the 2 hydrocarbons. (Author abstract)**

03449

Farmer, J. R. and J. D. Williams

INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY PHASE /I PROJECT REPORT. III.
AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENTS. Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, 182p., Dec. 1966. 71 refs.

The development of an effective air resource management program
begins with the determination of what pollutants are in the air,
the quantity of each, and where they originate. The aerometric
network was designed and operated to determine the nature and
extent of air pollution in the Metropolitan St. Louis area.
Once the air pollution problem is defined, the emission inventory
and the opinion surveys can be used in connection with air
quality criteria to set the air quality goals. Then the
aerometric network will be used to monitor the air to insure the
goals are attained. The salient portions of this report are the
tabular data on particulates, gaseous pollutants, and material
deterioration.**

03485

N. J. D. Low and S. Coleman

THE MEASUREMENT OF INFRARED EMISSION SPECTRA USIN.1 MULTIPLE-SCAN
yNTERFEROMETRY. Preprint. 1964

, A multiple-scan interference spectrometer is described, as are
exploratory experiments on the application of the instrument to
observe low-temperature emission spuctra from solid surfaces. The
instrument is highly sensitive and could be used for transmission,
reflection, and emission spectroscopy, especially in situations
where the signals obtained are weak. (Author abstract)**
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03520

R. I. Larsen

PARAMETERS OF AEROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS FOR AIR POLLUTION
RESEARCH. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 22,(2) 97-101, Apr.
1961.

A brief description of a continuous gas sampling network is
presented in vhich a number of air pollutants is to be measured in
six United States cities beginning about mid 1961. Parameters
are presented of aerometric measurements from a two year study of
sulfur dioxide in Louisville, Kentucky, to be related to health
and other effects. Six equations are developed to depict the
frequency, duration, and air pollution dosage. (Author
abstract) **

03523

E. Savicki

ORGANIC SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS - REVIEW. Record Chem.
Progr. (Kresge-Hooker Sci. Lib.) 22, (4) 249-80, 1961.

This paper is not a critical evaluation of procedures in the
literature; it is essentially a review of our recent work. The
detection and determination of trace amounts of chemicals in the
human environment has become one of the prime factors in the
necessary attempt to understand and control all aspects of this
environment. The chemical composition of the atmosphere is one
phase of this problem which is being probed by various methods of
trace analysis. These analytical methods are generally applicable
to the analysis for microgram or nanogram quantities of organic
compounds in extremely complicated mixtures. A knowledge of
collection techniques, separation procedures, organic synthetic
chemistry, and absorption and fluorescence spectrophotometry
(as applied to the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions of
the spectrum) is invaluable in the origination and application of
such methods.**

03527

R. O. McCaldin

EVALUATING AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS (ACCEPTABLE EQUIPMENT AND
PROCEDURES). Arch. Environ. Health 2, 228-33, Mar. 1961.

Some of the more colun equipment used in aaking environmental
air quality determination, such as Hi-Volume Samplers, Filter
Tape Samplers, Gas Samplers, and simplified onitoring
techniques, are discussed. Hi-Volume Samplers are frequently
used to measure suspended particulate which may consist of smoke,
dust, or other solids small.enough to remain air-borne for long
periods. This includes particulates under 100 microns in diam,
and, for the most part, those less than 1 micron in diam. Fiber
glass filters commonly used with this sampler collect
practically all particulates down to 0.3 icron in dia.
The sampler itself consists of a vacuum cleaner otor with
aounting to accoodate an 8-in by 10-in filter. Filter Tape
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Samplers are commonly used in the field studies and
usually are equipped with a diaphragm pump to draw air through at
a rate of about 7 liters/min. Various automatic instruments are
used for the continous collection and recording of gaseous
pollutants. However, various manual or semimanually operated
bubbler collection trains have been used in the majority of
gaseous measurements. Simplified monitoring techniques are
discussed in conjunction with dustfall sulfation rates, 025,
corrosion and fluoride sampling.**

03537

T. R. Hauser, D. W. Brad. ey

EFFECT OF INTERFERING SUBSTANCES AND PROLONGED SAMPLING ON
THE 1,2-DI-(4-PYRIDIL)ETHYLENE METHOD FOR DETLRMINATION OF
OZONE IN AIR. Anal. Chem., 39(10)0184-1186, Aug. 1967. 4

refs. (Presented at the Division of Water, Air, and Waste
Chemistry, 153rd Meeting, ACS, Miami Beach, Fla., April
1967.)

A new method for the sampling and analysis of ozone in the
atmosphere involves the collection of atmospheric ozone in a
solution of 1,2-di-(4-pyridyl)ethylene (PE) in glacial acetic
acid, reaction of the ozone with the PE via the
ozonolysis reaction to form pyridine-4-aldehyde, and
colorimetric analysis of the resultant pyridine-4-aldehyde using
a modification of the 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydrazone
method. This paper describes the effect of two additional
analytical parameters on the PE method. These parameters,
namely the eftedt of possible interfering substances present
in the atmosphere and the effect of prolonged sampling time on
final analysis, are very important when any analytical procedure
is applied to the field analysis of atmospheric contaminants. The
results demonstrate that the method can be used for 24-hr. sampling
simply by increasing the volume of absorbing solution since there
is no loss of collected ozone from the absorbing solution during
a 24 hr. sampling period due to a possible aeration effect.**

L. Reckner, F. R. Taylor, V. E. Scott, H. Vimette

03542L

DIESEL EXHAUST COHPOSITION, ODOR AND EYE IRRITATION
(PROGRESS REPORT MAY 1, 1962 TO FEB 15, 1963. Preprint 1963.

Further work with the two-cycle 6-cylinder'V-type diesel engine
is reported which which covers solid awl liquid particulate
emissions at various operating conditions, odur intensity and eye
irritation observations by a human panel at three operating
conditions, analyses of the particulate for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and further analyses of the gaseous emissions by
long-path infrared and colorimetric techniques. A number of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, including benzo(a)pyrene and
several other compounds with reported positive biological activity,
have been detected in diesel exhaust by fluorescence
spectroscopy. The concentrations of most polycyclics were
highest from 1/2 load to 7/8 load with a sharp decrease from 7/8
load to full load. The benzo(a) pyrene concentrations found in
diesel exhaust (0.6 to 7.4 micrograms per cubic meter) were
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lower than the 8.5 micrograms per cubic meter recently
reported for automobile exhaust, but the diesel produced ore
benzo(a)pyrene (0.15 to 1.3 milligrams) per gallon of fuel than
the automobile (0.27 milligrams). Fluorescence analyses of new
and used lubricating oil and the rate of oil consumption indicate
that the contribution of the oil to the exhaust particulate of
this engine is negligible. Values for the emissions of nitrogen
dioxide have been revisei downward as a result of using an
improved sampling technicoe vhich minimizes the oxidation of
nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide. Of the three engine operating
odes studied, the odor intensities and eye irritation observed by
the human panel were lovest at the 1200 RPH-1/4 load condition.
It is believed at this time that the eye irritation from the
exhaust can be accounted for by the formaldehyde and acrolein
found in the exhaust. There is no clear-cut correlation,
however, betveen the concentrations of these aldehydes and the
odor differences observed.44

03544

B. E. Saltzman N. Gilbert

MICRODETERMINATION OF OZONE IN SMOG MIXTURES (NITROGEN DIOXIDE
EQUIVALENT METHOD). Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 20, 379-86,
Oct. 1959.

A new method has been presented for conveniently and
specifically determining low concentrations of ozone in polluted
air, even in the presence of large amounts of other commonly
occurring oxidizing or reducing gases. Ozone was
stoichiometrically converted to (and deternined as) nitrogen
dioxide, by addition of controlled amounts of gaseous nitric
oxide to the sample air stream and allowing a short reaction
flow time. Better than 95% conversion was obtained in a
convenient apparatus vhich was developed, when 1 p.p.m. ezcess
nitric oxide and forty seconds reaction time mere used. In the
short time allowed, oxidation of nitric oxide by air and organic
oxidant was negligible. Results for pure ozone were in good
agreement with those of an iodide reagent. For synthetic smog
oxidant mixtures (generated by the ozone reaction with
1-hemene) the method appeared specific for ozone, whereas the
iodide reagent also responded to organic oxidants. (Thus the
ixture could be differentiated into two oxidant components by
simultaneous application of the two methods.) Reducing gases such
as sulfur diozide and hydrogen sulfide did not appreciably
interfere even in one hundred to one ratio to ozone. The ethod
should make possible interesting nev data for polluted air. It
should be readily adaptable to autoatic recording of ozone
in saog without interference from associated pollutants. (Author
summary)**

03569

A. J. Andreatch and R. leinland.

CONTINUOUS TRACE HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS BE FLAME IONIZATION.
Anal. Chem. 32, (8) 1021-4, July 1960. (Presented at the
Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and
Applied Spectroscopy, Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 1960.)
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An inexpensive, rugged, and portable flame ionization detector has
been designed for the continuous analysis of trace amounts of
hydrocarbons. The detector is insensitive to inorganic gases but
responds to hydrocarbons in proportion to the carbon atom content.
A detectable limit of 1 p.p.b. of hexane is obtainable. As an
automotive exhaust analyzer, the unit can first measure total
unburned hydrocarbons, and then by introducing an 8-inch silica gel
column, the unit can determine methane, ethane, ethylene,
acetylene, and propylene. (Author abstract)415

03592

S. T. Cuffs

AIR POLLUTANTS FROM POWER PLANTS (TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING
AIR POLLUTANTS). Arch. Environ. Health 6, 422-7,
Mar. 1963. (Presented at the 27th Annual Meeting, Industrial
Hygiene Foundation, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 24-25, 1962.)

The objective of the study is to evaluate the emissions of oxides
of nitrogen, oxides of sulfur, polynuclear hydrocarbons, total
hydrocarbons, total solids, formaldehyde, organic acids, and common
metals in the gases emitted from various types of coal-burning
power plants which say be useful in establishing the range of
atmospheric emissions under various conditions of operation.
Determination of the efficiencies of control equipment is also
essential for the long-range objective of reducing total air
pollution. This paper describes the sampling and analytical
techniques used in evaluating the several types of emissions under
study.111

03679

A. P. Altshuller and I. R. Cohen

SPECTROPHOTONETRIC METHODS FOR OLEFINS (COLORINETRIC
DETERMINATION or CONJUGATED DIOLEFIIIS). Anal. Chem. 32, (13)
1043-8, Dec. 1960. (Presented at the Division of Water,
Sewage, and Sanitation Chemistry, Symposium on Air Pollution,
136th Meeting, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City N.
J., Sept. 1959.)
In a new colorimetric method conjugated diolefins are coupled with
2-methomyethanol-phosphoric acid solvent medium. Isoprene-type
diolef ins couple to fore products with strong absorption near 490
millimicrons, while butadiene couples to form a product with a
maximum near 405 sillimicrons. The intensities of these saxima
are linearly related to concentration between at least 0.3 and 30
millimicrons per el. for isoprene-type diolef ins and 20 and 200
microgram per ml. for 1,3-butadiene. A 2- to 4-hour reaction
period is necessary to obtain optimum intensities. No
appreciable interference occurs from paraffinic, acetylenic, simple
aromatic, and most other types of olefinic hydrocarbons. Some
aldehydes, ketones, and phenols interfere moderately. Isoprene
has been efficiently collected and determined from dilute
isopren-air mixtures, and in several liquid mixtures containing
various other hydrocarbon components, including 1,3-pentadiene,
unconjugated diolefins, and various types of mono-olefins.
(Author abstract)Se
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03680

A. P. Altshuller, D. L. Miller, and S. F. Sleva

DETERMINATION OF FORMALDEHYDE IN GAS MIXTURES HY THE
CHROHLZROPIC ACID METHOD. Anal. Ches. 33, (4) 622-5, Apr.
1961. (Presented before the Division of Water and Neste
Chemistry, 138th Meeting, American Cheical Society, New
York City, Sept. 1960.)

The modification of the chromotropic acid method for formaldehyde
proposed by Vest and Son has been investigated. With only minor
variations, the present study confirms the previous findings of
reagent concentrations, color stability of the product, and the
stability of the reagent solution. A such ore detailed
investigation of the possible interference of olei/ns, alcohols,
aldehydes and ketones, aromatic hydrocarbons, phenols, and of
nitrogen dioxide has been made. Nitrogen dioxide, most aldehydes
and ketones, and straight-chain alcohols do not interfere
significantly. The interference of olefins and aromatic
hydrocarbons can be largely eliminated by the use of appropriate
sampling conditions. (Author abstract) **

03684

A. P. Altshuller and I. R. Cohen

DETERMINATION OF PRIMARY NITROPARAFFINS SI THE NITROOS ACID
REACTION. Anal. Chen. 32, (7) 881, June 1960.

Nitrous acid reactions with primary aitroparaffins,
dinitroparaffins, and a variety of nitroalcohols are reported. To
an aqueous solution of a sample containing a nitroalkane, about 0.1
gm of KOH was added to ensure solution; 0.25 gm of K102 and
0.6 l of 1811 H2SO4 were added; the solution was shaken with
10 al of diethyl ether and the layers were separated. The
aqueous layer was transferred to the absorption cell.
Absorbance at 330 illimicrons was read 5 sin after mixing. The
final alkaline aqueous extract of 1-nitropropane has an absorption
band at 330 millisicrons due to the formation of sodium
propylinitrolate. The reaction of H102 with nitroparaffins
gives solutions with red-orange or red-brown colors of low
intensity, resulting from far weaker absorption in the vinible
spectrum than that found at 330 millinicrons. The blue color
resulting from the reaction of H1O2 with secondary nitroparaffins
is also of low intensity and the visible absorption observed is aot
usable for determinations in the microgram range. Interferences
were determined for a number of other aliphatic nitro compounds.
Primary amines as well as large amounts of secondary amines will
interfere with the analysis of the primary nitroparaffins.06

03727

A. P. Altshuller, S. F. Sleva, A. F. Wartburg

SPECTROPHOTOMITRIC DITERNINATION OF OLEFINS IN CONCENTIATED
SULFURIC ACID, Anal. Chem. 32, (8) 946-54, July 1960.
(Presented before the Divisiom of Water, Sewage, and
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Sanitation Chemistry, Symposium on Air Pollution, 136th
Meeting, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 19594

A new spectrophotometric method for the determination of small
quantities of olefins is based on the absorbance produced in the
300 to 310 millimicron range from their reaction with
concentrated sulfuric acid. The procedure is insensitive to
ethylene under all conditions studied and to propylene
concentrations below 1500 p.p.m. Propyl an6 higher molecular
weight alcohols react to form absorbing products at 300
sillimicron. Some higher molecular weight aldehydes, nitrogen
dioxide, and sulfur dioxide interfere moderately. The method has
been applied to the analysis of a number of two componnt liquid
mixtures and to gas mixtures containing butrenes, 1-helene, or 1-
hexene-benzene in air. The experimental evidence favors
carbonium ions as the absorbing species. (Author abstract)**

03732

P. Urone J. E. Smith

ANALYSIS OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS VITH THE GAS CHROMATOGRAPH.
Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 22, (1) 36-41, Feb. 1961.
(Presented at the 21st Annual Meeting, American Industrial
Hygiene Association, Rochester, N.Y., Apr. 25-28, 1960.)

The qualitative aad quantitative behavior of eleven chlorinated
hydrocarbons on the gas chromatograph was investigated for
possible application to the analysis of their vapors in air.
Relative retention volumes and quantitative standardization
curves are given. Methods tor the sampling and measurement of
chlorinated hydrocarbons in air are described. (Author abstract)**

03773

J. Nay

ODOR THRESHOLDS OF SOLVENTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF SOLVENT ODORS IN THE
AIR. STAUB (English ?renal.) 26, (9) 34-8, Sept. 1966.
Ger (Tr.)

Detection limits of thirty seven (37) solvents were investigated
to determine their odor thresholds. Quantitative analyses of
vapor concentrations of the solvent sixtures sere carried out using
gas chromatography. Directives for the limitation of solvent
vapor emissions are proposed.OI

03828

Pustinger, John V.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES P01 IDENTIFICATION OF GAS-OFF PRODUCTS

FROM CABIN MATERIALS. Ins Proceedings of the Conference on
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spices: 30 March - 1
April 1965, Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th)
Wright-Patterson APO, Ohio, hecontract AP 33(657)-11305,
Proj. 6302, ANIL-T11-65-230, p. 276-295, Nov. 1965.

CFSTI, DOC: AD 629622
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A program was initiated to identify the gas-off products from a
variety of candidate space craft materials and to estimate the
concentration and gas-off rates of these potential space
contaminants. Eventually 50 materials sill be tested and
approximately 1000 analyses vill be performed. A listing of
general types is presented. Some standard procedures for
establishing minimum detection levels are needed. The simple
methods of weight loss from thermal degradation or olfactory
sensing, as used in the Mercury program, vill not suffice. As
shown in this study, the highly sensitive detection system of gas
chromatography and the specific identification possible with
supporting sass spectrometry and infrared absorption
spectrophotometry fulfill most criteria. The techniques employed
in this program sere developed for application to survey a vide
range of materials. In each material system, more optimum
instrument conditions, particularly gas chromatography operation,
could be established. It is felt that vith improved gas
chromatography techniques, considerably lower detection levels can
be tablished. The biggest problems in standardisation of
methods are sample preparation and handling. There are many
variables, .g., freshness of sample, surface area, mixing, curing,
sample uniformity and changes in proprietary mixes, vhich can
influence the nature and degree of gas-off products. Early
results indicate that standardization of methods for gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry can best be accomplished for
individual sample types, e.g., silicone polymers, rather than a
single comprehensive approach. Each system produces different
gas-off products, which require different analybes. Also, the
most significant data can be obtained when the materials are
valuated in the approximate form for final use...

03829

Saunders, Raymond A.

ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION IN SEALAB I. In: Proceedings of the
Conference on Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces:
30 March - 1 April 1965, Aerospace Medical Research Lab.,
(6570th) eright-Patterson APB, Ohio, Contract
AP 33(657)-11305, Proj. 6302, ANIL-TR-65-230, p. 296-305,
Nov. 1965.

USTI, ODC: AD 629622

The Nan-in-Seas Program bas several important goals, one of
which is to make possible the free movement of scuba divers for
extunded periods of time at depths up to 1000 feet. Present
practical dives are limited to a few hundred feet for useful work
periods measured only im minutes. More importantly, hours of time
may be required after such dives to return the divers safely to the
surface. Tochniques now being investigatred by the Navy,
however, are designed to permit divers to work at depths of
hundred. of feet for 6 to 8 hours a day, day after day, without the
Necessity for intervening returns to the surface. Suck long dives
will permit exploration of large areas of the undersea
continental shelf, areas which abound'inmineral and food riches.
Divimg exploratioss of this 'ignited. are wide possible by
eliminating the long decompression periods required for returning
divers to the surface. This is accomplished by providing the
divers with undersea living accomodations which they may enter or
leave at will. After working in the open sea the divers have only
to re-enter their undersea home to rest and.refremb themselves.
They will be able to.live coefortably Lathese quarters for months
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03929

E. G. Kachmar

DETERMINATION OF DIMETHYLAMINOASOHENZENE IN AIR. Hyg. Sanit.
31, (4-6) 234-5, Apr.-June 1966. Russ (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6

Dinethylaminoazobenzene is a basic azo dye and is used for
staining ethyl liquid (antiknock). During the manufacture
of this compound, its aerosol pollutes the air of the factory
shops. Therefore it vas necessary to devise a method for its
determination in air. The reaction proposed by Selina for the
investigation of another azo compound, viz. o-
aminoazotoluene was utilized. The aethod is based on the
reaction of azo compounds with acids, with the formation of colored
solution. It vas fouad that the highest sensitivity
(0.2 microgram) was achieved by adding 0.2 al of 15% HC1
solution to 2 al of alcohol solution of diaethylaminoazobensene.00

03937

0. G. Neronskii

PHOTOELECTROCOLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF HIGHER ALIPHATIC AMINES
IN AIR. Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 381-3, Apr.-June 1966.
Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6

The present metl4od vas developed for the investigation
of air with respect to enrichment of potassium salts in which
the flotation agent is represented by aliphatic alines (C16-C20)
in the hydrochloride form which are markedly toxic. There is
no established maximum permissible concentration for higher
aliphatic amines in factories and in the ataospheric air.
The method is based on studies of amines in aqueous
solutions. The determination is Mood on the reactions
of amines with methyl orange at a pH of 3.0-4.0, forming a
yellow compound which is readily soluble in organic solvents
(dichloroethane, chloroform). The sensitivity is 1
microgram in the analytical volume in the case of
octadecylamine. Ammonia does not interfere. The accuracy
of the method (99.8-100%) practically corresponds to the accuracy
of the instrument in the interval of 5 to 100 micrograms.
Addition of 25 micrograms of a mixture of KC1 plus Nadi
in the ratio in which they are present in potassium concentrate
does not affect the sensitivity and the accuracy of the
deteraination. The method vas used in studies of air
pollution by amines at the ore-dressing factory of the
1st Soligorsk Potassium Works. Amines were discovered in
all air samples, in concentrations of 0.001 to 2.09 mg/cu m.80

03939

G. I. Benzine

SPECTROPHOTOSETRIC DETERMINATION OF POSTURAL IN AII. Syg.
Sanit. 31, (4-6) 383-5, Apr.-June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6
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The use of modern construction matebrials involves the danger
of liberation of toxic substances into the air of the living
rooms. A laboratory investigation of samples of chipboard which
were subsequently treated with PA monomer (mixture of
furfural and acetone) was made. In addition to be
chemical methods (Alekseeva) for the determination of
turfural concentrations in air, adsorption spectroscopy
in the ultraviolet spectrum region vas used. The
spectrophotometric measurements resulted in the determination
of the absorption maximum for furfural and produced its
spectral pattern. According to the findings, the
determination of furfural can be performed within a period of
20 min to 5 days from the moment of the taking of air
samples. The air is drawn through a V-shaped absorption vessel
containing 5 ml ethanol at a rate of 0.5 1/m for 20 to 30 sin.
The spectral patterns of formaldehyde in ethanol containing
0.1 and 0.01 Wel were demonstrated. Formaldehyde did not
interfere with the determination IA furfural. Acetone likewise
causes no interference. Interference is caused by the presence
of phenol. However, the absorption maximun of phenol is
considerably higher and the method described can be used
for the investigation of furfural in the presence of
formaldehyde and acetone and in the absence of phenol.110

03940

A. S. Filatova, A. I. Nusminykh, F. D. Vedernikova,
N. S. Solomennikova

DETERMINATION OF 3,4-BENZPYREVE LIBERATED BY SUBLIMATION OF
ANODE MATERIAL IN ELECTROLYTIC SHOPS OP ALUMINUM PLAITS.
Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 381-4, Apr.-June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFST/, TT 66-51160/4-6

An investigation of the group of neutral multinuclear cyclic
hydrocarbons vith the intention of subsequent isolation and
quantitative determination of 3,4-benxpyrene which is the most
actively carcinogenic hydrocarbon was undertaken. Samples
at the electrolytic shop of an aluminium plant of dust fros the
anode, from the inlet connector of the cell, from the anode
pin and from the foga evolving from ander the pins as well as
at the position occupied by the operator were taken. Air vas
drawn at a rate of 20 1/min through a filter made of the
PPP-15 fabric fixed on a steel funmel, taking.laroer
volumes of air in order to concentrate the small quantities of
3,4-benxpyrene assumed to be present. Since the carrier
of carcinogenic substances is represented by tarry substances,
the dust samples were extracted in a Soxhlet apparatus and
quantitative determinations were made of the yield of tarry
substances. Nonfluorescent benzene vas used am the solvent.
Eros the complex mixture of tarry substances by 3.4-beaspyrese
was isolated by partition paper chromatography and
fluorescence. The contents of 3,4-benspyrene in the air
samples taken in the electrolytic shop of as elusion@ plant
were as follows: 0.0137 to 0.022 1 sicrograms/1 at the
worksite, 0.0361 to 0.2250 icrograss/1 duriog the removal
of the pins and 0.0519 to 1.3200 micrograms/1 in the stogie
issuing from under the anode pins.1111
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03949

B. Jeltes

ABSORPTION OF POLAR SUBSTANCES ON THE SOLID SUPPORT OF COLUMN
PACKING IN GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF AIR
CONTAMINANTS. J. Chromatog. 24, (2) 402-3, Oct. 1966.

The phenomenon of the adsorption of polar substances on the
solid support of nonpolar columns may be used in the
qualitative analysis of air contaminants. Mien this analysis
is performed on both polar and nonpolar packed columns very
probably polar substances will not be detected on nonpolar
packed columns.00

03955

N. Carugno and S. Rossi

EVALUATION OF POLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS IN CIGARETTE SHORE BY GLASS
CAPILLARY COLUMNS. J. Gas Chromatog. 5, (2) 103-6, Feb.
1967.

The dtction and identification of polycyclic hydrocarbons in
cigarette smoke, airborne particles, and petroleum waxes by gas
chromatography with flame ionization detector or electron capture
detector is reported. The use of capillary columns affrds the
opportunity of weparating a large number of polynuclear
hydrocarbons from complex mixtures. A large number of cigarettes
were used for the gas chromatographic analyses. solutions with
polynuclear hydrocarbons is high concentrations wre used, as
samples introduced in capillary columns must be small for good
resolution of the peaks.00

03965

N. J. Boldue and R. K. Severs

A NODIFIED TOTAL COMBUSTION ANALYZER YON USE IV SOURCE TESTING
AIR POLLUTION. Air Eng. 7, (8) 26-9, Aig. 1965.
Utesented before th Division of eatr, Air, and Vast
Chemistry, 189th National Meeting, Americas Chemical
Society, Detroit, Rich., Apr. 8-9, 19850

The developsent of a Total Combustion Analyser (TCA) tor
portable, on-site samplimg and analysis of combustiom gases for
hydrocarbon, carbon monozide, and carbon dioxide concentrations is
described. The TCA was tested is comparison with the Flame
Ionization Analyser and Detector at three industrial sources.
The data collectsd show the TCA unit to be reliable, accurate
and capable of on-site use.ee
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03967

R. S. Braman

FLAME EMISSION AND DUAL PLANE EMISSION-PLAME IONIZATION DETECTORS
FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. Anal. Chem. 38, (6) 734-42, May 1966.

A hydrogen-air flame emission detector vas constructed employing
interference filters and standard gas chromatography
instrumentation. Instrumentation variables were studied.
Detection sensitivity was in the microgram range, wavelength
dependent and generally greatest for heteroatom - containing
compounds. The study of emission response at 589, 515, and 415
illisicrons indicates that the eission intensity attributed to
C2 or CH olecules in the flame plasma are dependent upon the
structure of the chromatographed compounds. The design and
operation of a dual flame emission-flame ionization (PE/FI)
detector for gas chromatography is also described. The influence
of structure on response ratios was studied on a chlorinated
methane series of compounds, an aromatic series of compounds, and a
three-carbon series of compounds. The influence of structure on
responme ratios vas demonstrated thus establishing the potential

use of the dual detector in qualitative identification of peaks.

(Author abstract)06

03971

R. G. Confer and R. S. Brief

MAR BAGS USED TO COLLECT AIR SAMPLES IN THE FIELD FOR LABORATORY
ANALYSIS. Air Eng. 7, (10) 34-6, 1965.

Nylar plastic bags, as a means of sample collection, weLe studied
to determine bag conditioning ffects and decay rates at accepted
threshold limit concemtrations and to establish a method of
sampling. Industrial solvents mere of particular interest in the
study. It was determined that bag conditioning is necessary to
insure that sampled air represents workroom air contaminant
concentrations. Samplers collected remained at or above 90% of
the initial airborne concentration for several days for some
materials.00

03977

D. J. Maven

AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS ST GAS CHRONATOGRAPRT.

Anal. Chem. 38, (8) 1047-53, July 1966.

A nem gas chromatographic eethod has bees developed to analyze
the complete range of hydrocarbons in both ram and highly
diluted automobile xhaust gas. A coemercial gas chrosatograph
vas modified to include a separate oven for thermostating a
gas sampling valve and a floe - switching valve, a subtractor
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column for removing the unsaturated hydrocarbons, and an
adsorption column in dual arrangement vith a capillary column.
Sampling of exhaust gas and hydrocarbon calibration ixtures vas
investigated. The capabilities of the ethod are demonstrated
vith examples of analyses of exhaust gas from different engine
operating modes.**

03991

G. G. Esposito M. H. Svann

DETERMINATION OF AROMATIC CONTENT OF HYDROCARBON PAINT SOLVENTS BY
GAS CHRONATOGRAPHY. J. PAINT TECHNOL. 38, (498) 377-80,
July 1966.

The solvency characteristics of petroleum thinners for alkyd
resins can be related to the amount of aromatic hydrocarbons
present. Reny other synthetic resius require thinners of high
aromatic content and there is a need for a rapid, accurate
analytical method that can be used for quality control. A
procedure is described for the determination of aromatic
solvents in petroleum thinners by gas-liquid chromatography
(GLC) using a highly selective partitioning liquid. (Author
abstract)**

04014

D. Roadie

(ON THE VOLATILITY OF POLICYCLIC HYDROCARBONS.) SUR la
VOLATILITE DES HIDROCARBORES POLICYCLIQUES lateru. J. Air
Rater Pollution 9, (3) 113-21, Bar. 1965. Fr.

Despite the high boiling point of hydrocarbons, certain
polycyclics volatilise rapidly due to air currents with little
change in ordinary temperature. It is probable that such
products are disseminated from industrial establishments where
solid fuel (charcoal) is used. In air pollution sampling, the
concentration of particulate polycyclic compounds is estimated lry
collection of suspended matter on glass or paper filters. This
method introduces errors into the results because of evaporation,
especially tor thos e-. compounds which have particularly loe melting
points. Particle size, volume and temperature of the air flowing
through the factors during sampling should be considered as
important parameters in this type of sampling. Oxidation of
samples during storage is also a possibility to consider.00

04029

E. Sawicki, C. P. Engel, and V. C. Elbert

CHIONATOORAPRIC LOCATION AVD COLORIBUTRIC DETERNIVATION OF
NERCAPTANS, PROLIVES AND PRIM RADICAL PRECURSORS Talanta,
Vol. 14, p. 1169-1178, 1967. 19 refs.
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A new reagent is introduced tor the colorimetric determination of
free radical precursors, such as cysteine, proline, hydroxyproline,
the phenozazine family, and ercaptans. 7,7,8,8-
Tetracyanoquinodimethan (TM) is also useful in the location
and characterization on paper or thin-layer chromatograms of
proline, hydroxyproline, cysteine, polynuclear compounds,
ercaptans, thiocarbonyl amides, and thiosemicarbazones. In
addition, amino acid derivatives, such as the N-
(phenylthiocarbamyl) amino acids and the 3-phenylthiohydantoins,
can be located and characterized on chromatograms. TCNQ has been
applied to the location and characterization of atmospheric
proline, carbazole, and 11 H-benzo(a)carbazole. For
characterization purposes absorption spectra were obtained directly
from glass-fiber, paper, or thin-layer chromatograms from about
300 to 900 illimicron. (authors' abstract)00

03966

M. J. Bolduc), R. K. Severes, and G. L. Brewer

TEST PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION OF INDUSTRIAL FORE CONVERTERS
(SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES REVIEWED FOR). Air Eng.
8, (2) 20-3, Feb. 1966. (Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting,
Air Pollution Control Association, Toronto, Canada, June
20-24, 1965.)

The purpose for development of the source testing outline was to
permit systematic evaluation of air pollution control quipment
on oaseous organic fume streams. Data were obtained to fulfill
the following objectives of the source outline: (1) Determination
of combustible emission and conversion efficiency. (2)

Determination of particuixte matter emissions. (3)

Identification of specific emissions by laboratory analyses. (4)

Determination of the odor concentration of the effluent stream in
conjunction with these objectives of source test measurenents, the
outlined program was to include: (5) A nethod to check
credibility of sampling and analyses. (6) A technique for future
monitoring of the control equipment performance. Source tests
were conducted on catalytic fume converter units located on a
metal-coAting oven, a varnish-cooking kettle, a phthalic anhydride
plant and a wire-coating oven. Sampling procedures, analytical
techniques and developed equipment are discussed. The results of
each of the evaluations of the catalytic fume converters are
presonted.00

04049

R. A. Duffee, I. J. Schulz, and E. V. Ungar

DISTURBING FACTORS IN PARTICULATE SAMPLING. Preprint.
(Presented at the Third Conference on Applied Meteorology,
Santa Barbara, Calif., Apr. 5-8, 1960.)

The study reported in this paper, which was carried out in the
course of developing a tracer technique for industrial enissieas,
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vas designed to measure the sagnitude of the errors resulting from
anisokinetic sampling in the atmosphere and the effects of
deposition on tbe f ilter. Uranine dye, a fluorescent pigment, was
utilized as the sample particulate in all the experisental studies.
A 10% water-uranine solution was prepared and sprayed from two
pneuaatic nozzles, with liquid and atomizing air pressures of
40 psig. The water evaporated quickly, leaving dry uranlne
particles with sass median diameters of 6 and 12 microns as
measured by a cascade impactor. Sample analysis consisted of
dissolving the dry sample in 20 sl of distilled water and reading
the fluorescence on a fluorescent meter. These studies indicate
that, for particles with stokes diameters greater than 10 microns,
the error in mass concentration resulting from neglect of
deposition may be a factor of two. For particles with Stoks
diameters less than 10 microns, this error appears negligible.
The effect of variations in sampling velocity on sample
concentration, for the range of sampling velocities used in these
runs, indicates that a sixfold increase in sampling velocity
results in a doubling of the sample concentration. However, in
one case, a ninefold increase in sampling velocity resulted in only
a 15% increase in sample concentration, and, in another instance,
a sixfold increase in sampling velocity resulted in an increase in
the sample concentration by a factor of four. The results of
these studies serve only to identify sose of the potential errors,
and their relative magnitudes, involved in the sampling of
atmospheric particulates. Differences in the results of the
wind-tunnel and atmospheric tests indicate the difficulties
involved in measuring true sass concentration in the atmosphere.
Perhaps of sore importance is the fact that these results point
out the dangers inherent in using a measure of one physical
property, such as sass concentration, to predict another, such as
deposition rates, in a turbulent atmosphere.111

04053

D. Rondia

TESTS TO ESTABLISH ADEQUATE CRIT/SIA FON TEE HAIRPULNISS OF
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS AND SUGGEST/OSS ron A CAMPAIGN TO COREA?
AIR POLLUTION. Essais de Rise au Point dens Critere
Adequate de Novivite des Polluants Ateospheriques it
Suggestions sur une Caspagne de tette Contra la Pollution.
Preprint. (Presdemted at the Inter-Negional Symposium on
Criteria for Air Quality and Rethods of Reaseremeat, Geneva,
Switzerland, Aug. 6-12, 1963.)

In establishing the health hatards of polluteA air the measurement
of reflection and light transmission of smoke samples is inadequate
for two reasons. The first is techsological and is due to the
insufficient validity of the methods lased: the second is biological
and is due to the lack of relation between the toxicity of the
smokes which contaminate air sad their weight as obtained by the
sampling. A fluorometric approach to this problem was
investigated sad it was found that in. the particular industrial
area in which the study vas made there are seasonal factors that
would have to be taken into consideration, particularly during the
summer, in order to establish a reliable system for pollution
measurement. Air pollution programs should esrtablial priorities
in their approach to the geweral problem, giving first priority to
toxic contaminants, atter which the disagreeable pollutants froe a
psychological or ecosonic standpoint could be dealt with.10
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04064

N. V. Alekseeva, N. A. Kry lova, and V. A. Khrestaleva

SPECTROPHOTOPIETRIC DETERMATIOR OP HUM, ISOPUOPTLIMM,
ARO ALPHA-RITNTLSTTROL IN THE AIR. Gigiesa I Sault. 28, (1)
31-6, Jan. 1963. Russ. (Tr.) ("Translated by B. S. Levine
in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)
The following two problens were investigatod: (1) deternisatioa
of small amounts of bentene, isopropylbentene sad
alpha-Rethylatyrol in the air, asd (2) selection of a solvent
audios for the collection of sasples of the above substauces, which
sight sake possible the quantitative determination of the
substances. In this connection the spectrophotoeetric method
is based on the determination of the optical density of the
investigated substaace in solution at wave leagth corresponding to
its salaams absorption. An essential requisite of this method is
that the investigated substance must behave in the selected
solutiou in accordance with Beers law. Ethanol was finally
selected as the solvent is the study here described using
spectrophltoseter SP-4.00

04085

P. A. ltrotkove N. N. Serthastova, and V. 8. Tisofeev

A PUKITOELECTRORITRIC METHOD TOR THE DETRIRIWATIOs OT LOW 3, I-
BM/AMIE CORCRITRATIORS. Gigiena I Sault. 28, (5) 47-9,
Ray 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S. Louise ia
U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

The report published by P. P. Dikes ia 1901 costains a
quantitative spectrophotonetric method for the determination of
low 3, 4-benspyrene concentrations. The sensitivity of the setliod
makes possible the determination of 10 to the sinus 8th power
aicron of 3,4-bestpyrese in 1 al of solution. The
quantitative analytical procedure previously recoemeeded by the
same author which was based on fluorescent 3,4-besspyrese spectra
at low temperatures and on the use of a photoseter as described
by F. Weigart is 1934; V. R. ProkoVev, 1951; by that
procedure 1,12-beasperylene was used as the inside standard.
The spectra were recorded photographically. the present
authors increase the sethod sensitivity and rapidity by recording
spectral intensities photorlectrically.00

04086

G. S. Saivism'

COLOSIRLTIIIC RETWOD POI TOTAL ALM ARIUS DittnlIMIATIOU.
Gigieaa i Swat. 28, (5) 50-3, Ray 1963. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levis, in 11.5.8.1. Literature on Air
Pollutioe aad Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)
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The following reagents are used is deteraisisq seises is the air;
11 Assosia-free distilled water; remove ammonia asd acid by
coiling the distilled water tor 1-1/2 to 2 hours; keep is a bottle
with a stopper through which insert aa absorber tube costaillag
activated charcoal aid ascarite; Jtore so as to prevest contact
with air costaislaq aamosia or acid vapor; 2) 0.111 solutioa of
0-mitropliesol prepared at 40-50 degrees with istersittest stirring

31 gess solltift prepared from potassium iodide,
iodine, sorcery, and alkali, as described by 0. T. Toe is 1933;

Staadard 0.1 sillisolat (0.1 micro mole/s1) solutioss of
aliphatic amine lied Jossonia, prepared by hundredfold dilutiem of
0.01 R stock solutions, using ammosia-ftite cater; check by
titrating 100 ai of the 0.01 R amine solution with standard
0.11 11r1 solution using *ethyl red as the ladicator; 5)
Ascarite granular 2-4 as is diaseter. COSCIPOtrati01114 of seises
is the air was cosputed os the basis of total bases sinus asmosia
concentration. The valve of R91000, is the case of methyl amine
is 0.031: for disethyl ot ethyl anise it is 0.045, aid for
triethyl anise, 0.101. The tethod is accurate to 0.02 sicto sole
in the colorimetrically analyted voles*: for sethyl arises and
ethyl aime it corresponds to shoat 1 gamma, for di- and tri-
ethylasine 2 time, aad for ammonia 0.4 gamma per sample volume.
The sethod was applied is practice and yielded satisfactory
results is deteraisiag contest of aliphatic anises is the air of
aortas() premises aad is etperieestal animal esposare chambers.ed

04099

R. I. Poletaev

rotoeIRMIC BMW) FOP TRt DMPPIRIAT/08 OF
ROVOISOP1OPRID/PRILITL IS Tat 1I1. Gigiema I Sasit. 2R, (8)
40-1, Aug. 1963. Puss. (Tr.) (Trasslated by D. S. Levis'
is U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Po native aad lelated
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

The purpose is to report on attempts to develop a sethod for the
detersinatios of RIPD (Rosoisopropyldipihesyl) is the air of
working premises. This author seed the apothem] based os the
colorisetric detersimatios of IIIPD by the Tasovskii
reaction. Air samples were collected by the aspiratios method
using the Polethaew sicroabsorber shich coutaised 1 al of a ultra
ulture consistisg of 10 q of smosius filtrate is 100 sl of

sulfuric acid of 1.82-1.84 sp. qt.; the air was aspirated through
this sediss at the rate of 0.2-0.4 lif111.1. Inhere the
concentration of RIPS is suspected to be high, air samples cam
hr collected by the vacess method isto special costaisers of
100-200 al capacity. Teo ill of the sitro sitter, is added to the
air sample costaimiag vessel, aid let stand for 1 hour
melodically washing the calls of the sample costaieer eith the
nitro mittare. The minimal asoust of 8/PD detersised by the
acetone-alltaliae medium ettractios was I microus is colorieettic
volume, and by the ether ettractios is acid sedium, the Mideast
was 2 sicross. /a the presesce of other armeatic sabstasces, the
setbod is monspecific.41
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04102

P. V. Lisival hal I. V. TOrak0,4

ACt1ir1.tS2 DtTEIRISATIOS IW TRt AIR IT MEMO SPECTSOSCOPI.
Gillette I Sasit. 28, (9) 51-s, Sept. 1963. Buss. rfr.1
(rranslated by B. S. Levis, in U.S.S.R. Literature on
Air Pollytion Pelated Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

crSTI: TT 66 61429

AcetTlese waror is prPsent is the air of working premises is the
productios of calcine Carbide, is the air of acetylene statioas
ad of plants vide! use acetylene is their productive processes.
Po assisal permissible concestratios of acetylese vapor is the

air has as yet byes established. A colorisetric sethod for the
detersinatioa of acetylese Is the lit was previously developed.
Determination of very low coacestratioms of acetylese vapor is the

air by this wethod repaired the collectios of large voles, air
sasples, which is tiee cossetting. Is additioa differest samples
are characterized by differest color shades which sakes precise
detersisation at Uses difficult, if sot ispossible. 87 the
sethod described it is possible to detersise slate qsastities of
acetylese is the air with the aid of imfrared sicroscopy. Data

presented show that the colorisetric sethod yielded sost-what lover
results than the spectral sethod. A sethod wan described for the
quantitative determination of low acetylene caceatratioss is the

air; it was developed on the basis of isfrared spectrophotoatry
ad is safficiatly sensitive to detersise acetylene vapor is the

air withis the Molts of 0.002-0.5% by voles/p.(0e

T. tritest ad V. Rorishita

onAWT/TATIVI DCHMRISATIOn OP STVII88 TOL0181, SSD MASI IV
SOLVER? A50 IS AIO 81 GAS-CaOMATOGSAPIII. Japan. J. tad.
Wealth (Tokyo) 2, (6) 50-67, Juse 1960. Jap.

The gasifies detersinable concentrative of !testae, toluene, sod
zylese in solvents was towed with gas chrosatography to be 0.11

and the error was within 0.5% of the valve detersised. The
guretitative detetsiaatios of bate**, toisese, and tyIese is air

using coloriatty after separation by gas chrosatography shoved

gross error asd is of so practical nse, because tbe vapors
coudessed sear the outlet. ghee the air was supplied to the gas
chroeatograph waitron preparation, the Dialogs deteraiaable
value was abat 75ppe for 10 al of air, bst 7Spps is too high, to

be a desirable Shills value. To concettrate the air thee, 1
liter of air was passed at the rate of 100 steels throggs a small
coleus filled with 1 g of solid suppott (D010) sod cooled by dry
ice; elm, the gases are attached to the islet of the gas
cbraatograph asd heated to 130 degrees C, a satisfactory gas
chroestograa is obtsised. alma the Vapor detersinatioe is sada
is air, the adequate colunt teaperatare is 100 degrees C instead
of 125 degrees C (as with the analysis with solvents), sisce at
125 degrees C the vapors are sat separated sufficiestly fro*

Baas. /a order to prevent disturbance by stets, phosphorus
pettoside east be put aroend the concentratioa coleus durisq

air -saapling. Silica gel and a folectlar sieve are iaadequate as
desiccating agents siace they absorb bosses., toluese, Sod Ryles.
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as well as stems. This sethod proved reliable when air samples
containing known quantities of the vapors were asalyted. The
sinless determinable coacentration by this method ssisq 1 liter of
air is approximately 2pps for (*stone, 4ppn for tallies., and lOppm
for ellen*, and theme are equivalent to about 0.003sT (4mm) in
the peak height of gas chresatograms. Deasuresents cas be takes
in the field if the sanples are taken into concentration colts's
with phosphorus pentoxide colones and tightly corked. (Author
misery sodified)00

04199

I. logos.

OKTIVRIOATION OT ORGANIC sOnSTANCf VAPOP-Ate NISTONIS ST A
IGN-DISTSPSIVE OtTlIATIOiST GAS ANALIZRN. Gov. Chen. Ted.
lies. last., Tokyo 62, (1) 25-33, Jan. 1967. Jap.

vapors from organic substances used im chemical processes may have
hatardous bevels of toxicity or explosibility. A noadispersive
u ltraviolet vas analyser, a device for determiniag the
coacestratios of an ltraviolet -absorbing conposent in a
n osabsorbinq mixture of gates, has bees developed sad applied to
toxic or explosive gases. The samples were NCOOCR3,
5C00C2R5, Ce3COOCN3, CW3COOC2NS, C130129r,
(C2RS)2NR, and C113C12C52C52NR2. The coscentrations
of the gases in air were detersined from calibration curves
plotted as absorbance vs. wall. The analyser could operate over
a wide cencentration range from 6 ppm for (C2115)2IN to 6 vol%
for RCOOCN3. The coefficients of variation of asalysis (per
cent transnission) were 0.023 and 0.016% for the concentration
levels of 137 npn sad 2.74 vol% 5C00C112/15, respectively. Tise
required for an individual detersination was 1 sin or less.
(Author sansary)St

04206

T. Natsanura and P. Soda

GAS CRIONATOGPAPNIC ASALTSIS OT ATNOSTMIC POLIATASTS IN
INDOSTN/IS. Null. Natl. Inst. Isd. Health (Kawasaki,
Japan) 4, 4e-S1, 1960.

A description is gives of the sasplinq efficiency of six kinds of
sampling bottles used for absorbing organic vapors whets the
*sapling solstice is analysed quantitatively by gas chronatography.
Toluene was used as the saspling solvent and bentene as the
organic vapor. A sanplisq solstice was fed into the chromatograph
and the Sensitise and toluese peaks recorded. Pesten@ sampling
efficiencies were then detersimed and various factors affecting
efficiency discussed. It was found that bottles having the best
efficiencies are lofty sidget inpingers with glass beads at the
bottotc. The results of field neasucenents of *ethanol, ethyl
acetate, benseee, asd tylese in a dyeing factory are presented.00
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opredelenii malykk kontsentratsii 3, 0-henzpirena s pomoshchoye
effekta Shpoloskogo.) Ryg. Smelt. 31, (e) 264-7-, Aug. 1966.
Russ. (Tr.)

CPSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

The use of quasilisear fluorescesce spectra for the
quantitative determisatioa of 3,0-benspyrese is said to iscrease
the sensitivi'y by 2 or l orders of sagnitude in cosperisom to the
spectrophotometric sethod. The knour procedures suffer from
several disadvantages. The purpose of the provost work was the
development of a better procedure. A new procedure was devise4
for the quantitative detereinatios of 3,4-benspyrene without an
internal standard, by using the sorcery line of wavelength 390.6
no (3906 0 as the reference lice, and the advantage of using
this live was demonstrated. The range of determisable
concentrations lies between 0.002 and 0.05 aicrograa/ml. The
relative stamiard deviation for a single analysis is 76%. A

cruder qualitative determinatios of 3,4-benspyrefte is also possible
for lower concentrations of this substance. The new procedure
ensures a higher sensitivity than Dikes's procedure (approxisately
by one order of magnitude) and moreover is considerably simpler,
more readily available, and less labor consuming. A procedure
was devised for a quantitative determination of 1, 12-bessperylese
in the concentration range of 0.02-2 microgram/ml. The relative
standard deviation is 364.1111

04254

R. T. Tsupikov, and A. I. Crigoresko

RAPID RETRoOS FOR TR! DETERRINATIOR Or TERTIARY PAM ALCOSOLS.
LOWER prropEs AID IMAMS /A AIR. ((Bystrye netody opre4elesiya
tretichnykb rhirsykh spirtov, misshikh ketomov i ksilolov
vosdukhe.)) Ryg. Sault. 31(9):416-421, Avg. 1966. Russ. (fr.)

CPSTI: TT 66-5116017-9

The sethod for detersimatiom of tertiary fatty alcohols am4
lower ketoses is based on adsorption of vapors of these substasces
on silica gel, followed by acid-thermal coadessation with vasillis
to obtain colored reaction products. The reaction consists of am
acid-thernal condensation on silica gel of vamillis as a reagent
with active *ethylene alkyls that ate directly bovad with the
C-OR group in tertiary alcohols or with the CO group in
ketones. Tte intersediate reactions produce unsaturated hydroay
ketones or alcohols resembling curcumins in their chemical
strocture; these substances ate converted to dyes of a complex
composition by the acid-thersal factor. The procedure is as
follows: A thin short length of rubber tubing is attached to the
syringe of the air-sampling device. The narrow end of the tube
with silica gel (which is open at both olds) is connected to the
air-saspling device and a oasured volose of air is peeped
through. The tube is disconnected, 4 c.r 5 drops of the solutios
of vanillin-sulfuric acid ate introduced aad the tube is shaken
until the silica gel is cospletely impregsated. The silica gel
layer is then heated im a Hese. Oa cooling, the length of the
colored silica gel layer is seasured. A blank test is perforsed
in parallel, without the peeping through of air. The
concentration of substasces is the neasured volume of afr passed
through the sines' gel is found by eans of a graph, is which the
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length of the colored silica gel layer is arked on the s-auis
(in millimeters), while the concentrations (milligrams) ate arkod
on the 7-axis. The concentratiou is converted to milligrams per
liter by seams of the formula: 1ira.1000/b, where 2 is the
coscestration of the substance in question (mg/1), a is the
coscestration of the substance is the voluse of air passed
through the tube (sg), and b is the volume of air (ml). The

petaled for determination of comeercial sylese is based on the
production of red-colored anils by the reaction of syleses with
urotropinsulfuric acid on silica gel.1111

04255

R. S. Sykbovskaya amd W. W. Rakedonskaya

DETURIVATIOW OP ALIPRATIC ARIUS IV AIV. ((R oatcake
opredeleniya alifaticheskikh aminov v vozdukhe.)) Wyq. Sault. 31,
(9) 421-425, Aug. 1966. Puss. (tr.)

CPSTI: T 66-55160/7-9

In stodigs of the prinary aliphatic noises, optimum conditioss
were studied for their determination with ninhydrin,
potassium 1, 2-naphthoguinone-4-sulfonate and p-sitro-
phenyldiatonium. The best reproducibility was achieved is
an aqueous-pyridiee solution with the addition of a little
ascorbic acid. The reactioe product imparts a blue-violet color
to the solution, as distinguished fros the control solutioa which
displays a pinkish-violet color. The atins's light absorption of
the solution occurs at the wavelesgth of 575 CA. The
sensitivity is 1 microgram in the voles, analyred. In the
concentration range of 1 to 10 micrograms there is a lieear
relationship between the optical density and the smite
concentration in solution. Vo interfereece is caused by
secoedary and tertiary aliphatic seises or by aronatic seises.
Any ammonia interferes with the detersisatioe, because its
presence in the sample to the extent of 1 microgran colors the
solution an intense blue-violet. Tile most selective
reaction for the detersimation of secondary &sieges is hosed on the
formation of copper dialkyldithiocarbanate. Where as air sample
is taken in ethanol, and 0.1 el of 15% alcohol solution of
CS2, 0.1 sl of 0.1% alcohol solution of copvr acetate and 0.1
sl alcohol solution of 1R3 are added to the 2-ml sample. Tie

addition of each reagent is foliaged by mixing of the soluticm.
After 10 min, the intensity of the colored sample is compared
against the standard scales, or else the optical 6ensity of the
solution is eeasured in a cell. A method for the detersination
of trinethylasine in air usilg a citric acid solution in acetic
anhydride was developed. Reactioes with citric acid and acetic
anhydride as well as those with phosphotungstic or phosphosolybdic
acids may also be applied to studies of several tertiary amines,
no ilterference being caused by secoadary and (other) tertiary
anines.11e

04262

J. O. Adams, J. P. Coakley V. 2. Rabson, J. T.

Watsos, P. R. Wolf, and R. N. Welch
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STUDY OP IAN DURING A SA-DAT EXPOSURE TO AN OXOEN-NELION
ATROSPNEVE AT 258 ON. NG TOTAL PRESSONE. II. NAJOR AND
RIMOR ATEOSPNERIC CORPONENTS. Aerospace Bed. 37,(6) 536-8,
Jose 1966.

USTI: AO 641819, DDC

The atmosphere to which four buses volunteers were exposed for
56 days during 8 study designed to describe the effects of oxyges-
helium on man was analyzed for 111810t end minor comstitoests. The
partial pressure cr the major cosstitutents, cisme (175.2 plus
or mimes 2.4 ms. Ng) and belies (73.9 plus or gimes 2.3 sm. Eq),
remaised within the established experimental paraseters.
Sisty-eitht visor constituests were detected. The coucestration
of these cospouuds remaimed below a level thought to cause a
physiologic effect. The instrusestal methods employed were
sufficient for a comprehensive anaylsis of the synthetic
atmosphere. (Author abstract)00

04318

A. J. Rocker, N. 0. Tates, P. R. Say, and O. P.
Simesey

CERTIFICATION OF AUTONOTIVE EXHAUST EMISSION LADORATOPIES 11T CROSS
CHECKS OF TIE ANALYTICAL INSTIONEWTS. Instr. Soc. Am.,
Cold. Preprint. 1965.

Ispleeentation of the Califoruia law on auto eshaost esissioss
required the active partici,latios of laboratory facilities of the
imdustry is detersisiug emission levels of their products. Tbe
law authorizes the certification of 1 boratories. This paper
discusses the sethods used by the Sta... of California at its
official laboratory in testing automotive 02118V/it ellissioss and the
techniques employed and results cf typical cross check
pre-certificatios tests which were conducted to issure that the
California sotorist will receive 1966 model autonoblles that
comply with the legal standards. As a result of sech work,
fourteen private industrial laboratories have bees so certified.
These coupe:des include sit Anericas alitOSOsile nasufacturers.
Sisilarly equipped and instrumented laboratories is various
locations can duplicate the results obtained by another facility:
Similar instrusents if esposed to the sase coscestratios of
contasimants will yield the sane results. The technical
community has desomstrated the ability to evaluate exhaust
emissions in different test laboratories with the sane results.88

04328

E. Sawicki, R. Guyer, and C. R. Engel

PAPER AND TEIN-LATE* ELECTIOPEOIETIC SEPARATIONS OP POLTNUCLEAS
AILA RETEVOCYCLIC CONFOUNDS. Preprint. 1967.

A large nusber of polyseclear axe heterocyclic compounds have
been separated by paper and this-layer electrophoresis. The
pherograss were scanned fluorisetrically. Easy of the separated
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cospouads wee. capable of beim) characterised aid assayed by the

scassiag procedure. Asalysis by fluorieetric scassiag of the
pherograan was such ore selective dies the appropriate escitatioa
sad emission waveleagths were used. Samples of urbaa airborme
particulate caa be separated sad asslysed with the help of paper

or thia-layer electroshoresis. (Author abstract)O0

04329

7. V. Stanley, N. J. Rorgas, MAD J. I. Seeker

TRIP-LAM C.:IPORATODIVAPRIC sOPARATIOI AID SeECTPOPROTORIPTOIC
DOTTa8111TIOI oP 8,110(A)PIO111 II DOGASIC IIIPACTS OP

All-toll! PAPTICIMATOS. Prepriat. 1967.

A aodificatios of a recently reported procedure by Sawicki, et

al, for this-layer separatics dad spectrophotoleetric detersiaatioa
of besso(a)pyrese is reported. Nodified procedures are
discussed sad cospared with other sethods, aid the data obtaised by

differeat techuiciass are reported. Procedures isvolved the
spotting of a 0.5 -to-5-ag aliquot of a dichlorosethaae solution

of orgaeic residue of air particulates from the bottot of a

thie-layer plate. A 2 -alcrograa aliquot of a dichlorosethase

solstice of pure besso(a)pyrese was added to the sase plate.
Plates were placed is a developsest chaaber aad the solvest was
allowed to travel 15 cs from the origis. The developed
chrosatogras was observed soder a 3600 A light source sad the
fluorescest area of the pure stssdard sad corresposlimg area of the

sasple were scored with a styles. The amosat of beaso(a)pyrese
is the saaple was detersised at 375,382 aid 390 sicrograss os a

Becksan OD spectrophotoseter. The thin-layer chrosatograss
exhibited 14 distiactively differest fluorescest beads similar

is spectral characteristics to class-fractioss esergest from as

alumina coluss separatios. Advantages included: (1) the

separatios of crude orgasic extracts required less thee 1 hour,

sod the speed of separatios did sot affect resolutios; (2)
besso (Obi) peryleae, which absorbs at 382 sillisicros asd would

coustitute a aajor isterferesce, was contaised is a barrow yellow
fluorescent baud well separated from the besso(a)pyrese fractios;

(3) besso(k)fluoranthese aud several usksowa cospousds were foiled

is a blee fluoresceat baud separatiag the besso(a)pyrese sad
benso(ghi)perylese fractious; (4) sasples rsagiag fros 0.5 to 5
ailligraas could be resolved oa a 250-aicros file of the abeorbest

with so observed chasges is the chrcsatogras; (5) variatioss la

Of values above 0.5 aid sot prevent deteraisatios the

besto(a)pyrene presest is the sample; (6) over-activated plates

that gave poor separatioss could be retursed to sorsal is several
hours by storage in a Teases desiceator adjusted to 45% 118 with

freshly prepared agveous 82304. The sore esperiesced
techsician analyted samples ranging frog 0.34 to 3.26 ag; whet all

results were used the seas besso(a)pyrese coacestratioa per gram

extract was 546 sicrograa sad the relative staudard devistios was

plus or situs 7%. The iswestigatios showed also that
besto(Opyrene could be determised is the same fractious elated

for tie detersisation of besso(a)pyrese.00
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011540

f. T. Smith, Jr., asd W. S. Boras, Jr.

POPTANLE DITICTOR FOR NMI) RfDPUISIS PROPELLANT FOIL MORS
AT LOW COWCENTIATIOS. fatal Research :ab., Washington,
D.C., Engineerisg Research Branch. (NIL Semorandes Rept.
1602.) Apr. 1965. 15 pp.

DOC. AD 614821

Paradisethylanisobentaldehyde (DIM) was etasised as a color
forming agent for tbe colotieetric deternisatios of sited
hydratises propellant feel vapor is air. Costaminated air wail
draws through a filter paper disc which had bees moistesed with
ORM solution. The reactios between the feel vapor asd
the indicator until the Tallow color matched as arbitrarily
selected standard Tell°. color. The voluse of air required to
produce tne standard color was related to the coscestration of
fuel vapor in the air over the range of 0.5 to 10 pps.
Several gases which might be found is the air at least
occasionally were etasised for interferesce with the
fuel vapor test. Asnosia at SO ppm did sot isterfere, but higher
concentratioss either decreased the indicator sessitivity or
conpletely ishibited color forsation. Sulfur diotide at SOO ppe
did mot interfere with the test; higher concestratioss did
interfere. Carbon diotide at coacentrations op to 50,000 ppe (SS)
did mot affect the test. Chlorime at 2 and S ppm reduced the
sensitivity of the Vest isdicator. Fifty pps asd higher
concentrations of cllorise foreed brown or grees colors with the
indicator, thus interfering with the fuel vapor test. (Author
abstract)**

01158s

S. P. Ihdamov, A. V. itiselev, Ia. I. Toshio

OSE OF COMM MOOS GLASS IS CAS-ADSOIFTIOS CRIOSATOCIAPlif TO2
TRt SEPARATIOR 0? LUIVID WIDIOCAR8011S. Weftekhiiya
(Aussie) 3, (3) 417-24, 1963. fuss. (Tr.)

DDC, AD 630970

The possibility of using coarse prous glass for the separatios
of normal alkases and aromatic hydrocarboas eith boiling
temperatures up to 150 degrees by the method of gas-adscrptios
chrosatography was investigated. The depesdesce of tbe
effectiveness of the coarse proms glass coleus on the lisear
speed of the gas-carrier indicated the possible use of such
colusns at great limiter speeds. Pros the chrosatogralis takes
at variots tesperatures, the adsorption heate of a series of
hydrocarbons on the hydrotylated surface of silicon were
determined. The adsorption heats of Dorsal altases aad
morsel alkyl benteses iscrease linearly with the increase is
the number of carbon atoms in the molecule. The adsorption heat
of ethylene is greater than that of beatese, sad that of alkyl
bentene is greater than that of the corresponding n-alkaes because
of the specific interaction, prisarily of the electron beads
with the hydroxyl groups of the surface. The valves deterised
from the chrosat,,rass of heat adsorption were close to those
obtained calorimetrically.**
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04541

N. Poldstein and S. Palestrieri

THE DETECT/OX AID ESTIMATION 0? PANT PEN DILLION CONCENTRATIONS
0? PTDWOCARBONS. J. Air Pollution Coetrol Assoc. 15, (4)

177-21, Apr. 1965.

The addition of a freeze-out step in liquid nitrogen prior to
analysis by gas chrosatography with flame ionisation detection
permits the accurate determination of C2 and higher hydrocarbons
in the part per billion (ppb) range. The procedure involves
passage of an accurately seasured volume of approzisately one
liter of gas sample through a freeze-oat trap immersed in liquid
nitrogen. Atter flushing with a measured voluse of Re to
remove trapped 12 and 02, the hydrocarbons are flushed into the
gas chronatograph analytical column by insersing the trap is a
beaker of hot water. Coscentrations of C2 and higher
hydrocarbons have been eeasured in commercial cylinders of 52,
He and H2. Using a 150 el sample of gas, recovery of ppb
concentrations is 95 to 100%. (Author abstract lodified)Oe

04547

A. Turk, J. /. Morrow, P. P. Replan

OLEP/I ISOREPHATION IN ADSOPPTIVI SAMPLING ON ACTIVATED CARBON.
Anal. Chem. 34, (4) 561-4, Apr. 1962. (Presented before the
Division of Water and Waste Chemistry, 140th Meting,
American Chemical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1961.)

To assess the validity of adsorptive samplisg of atmospheres
for 94110, and vapors, it is necessary to determine the degree to
which the sample is altered prior to analysis. 2n sampling
atsospheres for olefinic vapors, the known proclivity of sone
structures to undergo double bond or skeletal rearrangement
and the inportasce of the nollcular location of the double bond
in determining the degree to which the olefin say act as a smog
precursor, sake the study of isoserizatios important.
Is this investigation, bisethallyl, biallyl, and 1-hetese were
selected for study of olefin isoserization in adsorption asd
desorptive with activated carbon. Bisethallyl, which Is
particularly labile to isomerization to conjugated dieses,
produces 5 to 15% rearranOed products. Biallyl, which is
generally more resistant to change, yields 1 to 2% rearrangement.
The mono-olefin, 1-hezene, gives no detectable change. /t is
concluded that most gasoline-range hydrocarbons can be sampled os
carbon and recovered for analysis without serious double bond
nigratios or sketetal rearrangenent. Pew designs for
desorption apparatus are described. (Author abstract)OO
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04596

R. Smith

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT THROUGH APPLYING MEASUREMENTS AND
MONITORING KNOW-HOV. Proc. Natl. Conf. Air Pollution,
Washington, D.C., 1962. pp. 233-45. 1963.

Author directs our attention to the problem of appropriate air
quality. Many large communities are able to deal with the direct
nuisance problem in which there is a specif ic individual source of
pollution and some rather direct social or economic effects on
adjacent inhabited areas. While such programs eliminate many
source of complaint, they seldom provide a community with an
overall air quality of a desirable nature. Although this problem
is coplex and knowledge is imperfect, author discusses simple
guidelines through which reasonable long-ranye objectives can be
delineated. Such objectives are capable of periodic evaluation
as knowledge and techniques improve.**

04631

J. Tighe, R. B. Engdahl, and E. J. Center

DIRECT INFRARED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE
ATMOSPHERE (A PRELIMINARY STUDY). Preprint. 1953.

A preliminary study of the application of infrared spectral
analysis to the direct examination of the atmosphere for
contaminants has been made. A Beckman IR-2 infrared
spectrometer and auxiliary equipment have been assembled and
infrared-absorption spectra obtained for compounds in the air in
the concentration range of 0.2 to 25 ppm (vol/vol). This range
is of interest in air-pollution work. Improvement of the
equipment should lover the minimum detectable concentration by a
factor of at least five. The work indicates that a commercial
infrared spectrometer, together with simple and inexpensive
auxiliary equipment, may be made mobile to permit direct spectral
atmospheric analyses in the field.**

04635

W. F. Serat, F. E. Budinger, and P. K. Mueller

TOXICITY EVALUATION OF AIR POLLUTANTS BY.USE OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA. Atmos. Environ. (London) 1, (1) 21-32, Jan.
1967. (Presented at the Seventh Confreence of Methods in Air
Pollution Studies, Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 25-26, 1965.)

Cells of a species of luminescent bacteria were treated with a
gas stream containing products formed by the photochemical
oxidation of cis-2-butene and NO. Luminescence and viability
decreased with the time of irradiation of reactants. The rate of
luminescence decrease was dependent on the ratio of the initial
concentrations of cis-2-butene and NO with a ratio of giving the
most rapid loss. Known photochemical oxidation products, ozone,
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1102, formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, end PAO were xamined

individually. Aldehydes did mot appear to contribute to the

decrease in luminescence but ozone and PAN did. Although 102

alone up to 0.5 ppm produced no decrease, it may contribute to the

luminescence loss in the total irradiation mixture. The total

oxidant concentration produced upon irradiation gave lusinesceace

decreases which were 'Patched by comparable concentrations of pure

ozone. However, this does not imply that luminesce' An losses

caused by photochemical oxidants are due only to r.one. A

possible mechanism of the toxic effect and the interpretation of

this bioassay in relation to other organisms are briefly discussed.

(Author abstract)4S

04648

Y. Matsumura

THE ADSORPTION PROPERT/ES OF ACTIVE CARBON. II. PRELIMINARY
STUDY ON ADSORPTION OF VARIOUS ORGANIC VAPORS ON ACTIVE CARBON BT

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. /nd. Health (Japan) 3, 121-5, Dec.

1965.

Gas chromatography was used to observe the retention times of
thirteen organic vapors on active carbon. The compounds were

n-alcohols of Cu-C4, n-paraffins of C5-C6, acetone, methyl
ethyl ketone, dipthyl ketone, ethyl acetate, cyclohexane, benzene,

and carbon tetrachloride. The active carbon was a commercial

activated wood charcoal produced for gas mask canisters. The

retention times of the organic vapors depended upon the temperature

of the column in accordance with Arrhenius' equation in the range

of 60-250 C. In the homologous series of n-alcohols and ketones,

the logarithmic retention times were in linear relation with their

boiling points respectively at each temperature of 150, 200, and

250 C. Retention time of each compound was extrapolated to 60

C. by Arrhenius' relation to obtain their relative retention
times to compare with that of carbon tetrachloride at that

temperature. (Author summary modified)PS

04667

R. K. Sharma, D. R. McLean, J. Bardwell

AN APPARATUS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS OBTAINED

DURING THE OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS. Indian J. Technol.

(India) 3, (7) 206-8, July 1965.

A gas chromatographic apparatus with several improved features,

permitting the analysis of complex mixtures of combustion products

Pbtained during the oxidation of hydrocarbons is described. The

improved.features are (1) a sampling device that avoids the use of

stopcock grease and permits operation at elevated temperatures

and pressures; (2) six-way valves that facilitate sample injection;

and (3) a dual-column gas chromatograph permitting separation

of compounds with widely varying boiling points. The products

obtained by the low temperature (284 C.) oxidation of propane and

butane have been analysed using this apparatus. Although the
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gas chromatographic method is particelarly appropriate for most
typos of combustion products, it is less satisfactory for certain
highly reactive products, namely hydrogen peroxide,
formaldehyde and organic acids. The presence of formaldehyde
in the combustion gases has a detrimental effect on the gas
chromatographic analysis for certain other compounds, notably
methanul. (Author abstract modified)SS

04716

S. L. Sachdev, J. V. Robinson, and P. V. West

EFFECT OF MIXED ORGANIC SOLVENTS ON ATOMIC ABSORPTION
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF REFRACTORY METALS. Anal. Chin. Ac a
37, 156-63, 1967.

The effect of various organic solvents on the absorption signal of
vanadium in fuel-rich oxy-acetylene flames and nitrous
oxide-acetylene flames vas investigated. The absorption of the
3183.9 A line of V vas greatly enhanced by the use of various
mixed organic solvents when fed to oxy-acetylene flames. In
general, the solvents' effect vas in the following order:
Propano1-2 greater than ethanol which was greater than methanol.
Results showed that absorption vas maximum in highly reducing
flames and increased as the concentration of organic solvent
increased. Maximum absorption vas observed when the solution
contained more than 70% of the respective solvents. In the case
of nitrous oxide-acetylene flame, the addition of diethylene glycol
(about 8% in the final solution), and similar compounds, to the
aqueous solution of V increased the absorption by about 50%.1111

04742

H. Sakamoto and T. Kozima

RELIABILITY OF MEASUREMENT OF EVAPORATED BENZENE HOMOLOGUE
CONCENTRATIONS WITH THE BENZENE-DETECTION TUBE. Japan J.
Ind. Health (Tokyo) 3, (8) 419-21, Aug. 1961. Jap.

A study was made of the reliability of measurement with the
benzene detection tube, widely used to measure the amount of
benzene and its homologues in the air of workshops. The richer
the benzene concentration in the air, the larger the probable error
of the mean of obtained values, whereas the coefficient of
variation of obtained values is at a minimum when a benzene
detection tube is used. The same results were obtained in cases
of toluene and its mixture with benzene in the air of workshops.
When the benzene-like mist in the workshop air which evaporated
from sprayed paint was examined, the values obtained with the
benzene-detection tubes shoved half of the values obtained by the
sulfuric acid-formalin method. (Author summary modified)*A
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04772

R. Alporstein and S. L. Mradow

COMBUSTION GAS SAMPLING VALVE. Rev. Sci. Instr. 36, (7)

1028-31, July 1965.

A valve suitable for xtracting a sample of high temperature,
high pressure gases and introducing this sample into a low
pressure regime has been developed and successfully operated for
two years. Slow combustion reaction studies in a normally-fireir-
spark-ignition engine are being accomplished with the aid of this
gas sampling valve located in the combustion chamber end-gas region
. The valve exhibits excellent sealing, achieves choked flow
conditions, and permits sampling times on the order of 1 msec.
The construction, operation, and onitoring of this gas sampling
valve are described. (Author abstract)$$

04796

J. E. Sigsby, Jr., L. J. Lage, T. Bellar, and M. L.
Eisele

CHEMICAL METHODOLOGY IN AUTO EXHAUST STUDIES. Preprint.
(Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, New York City, June 11-15, 1961.)

A major auto exbaust research project requires extensive chemical
analytical support. Such compounds as NO, 1402, acrolein, and
the individual hydrocarbons and such classes of compounds as
olefins and oxidants are determined routinely. Sampling
schedules and conditions are taportant in the over-all program.
This paper describes the specific analyses and the general
laboratory program that provide the greatest amount of
significant chemical information. The procedures discussed
include IR spectroscopy, wet chemical analysis and gas
chromatography. Vet chemical analyses are made for NO2, NO,
four-carbon and higher olefins, acrolein, and formaldehyde. All
samples for wet chemical analysis are taken with bubblers. A

Beckman Spectrophotometer, Model DU, is used to determine
absorbance. For hydrocarbon analyds the gas chromatograph used
is a modified three-stage instrument. The first and second stages
are operated in series, nsing therzal conductivity detectors and
helium carrier gas. The third stage operates separately with a
flame ionization detector and a silica gel column to determine the
higher hydrocarbons. The first two stages are used in
conjunction with a double trapping system to determine four-carbon
and higher materials. The utilization of this array of testing
ethods aud equipment requires careful planning, if each experiment
is to yield maximum information. On one occasion 50 samples were
analyzed in a 4-hour period; this is more than one sample every
five minutes, and is typical of the quantity col data that may be
obtained if necessary. Normally, the reproducibility of tha
chemical results is better than 10%.
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0482S

N. Nalanchuk

CONTINUOUS AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION OP SULFUR DIOXIDE IN TM!
PRESENCE OP AUTO ENGINE EXHAUST. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J.
28, 76-82, Pleb. 1967.

An instrument normally used for measuring nitrogen oxides vas
found suitable for the continuous automatic monitoring of sulfur
dioxide under conditions that exist in animal exposure chashors.
This vas accomplished by substituting a ferric-phenanthrolino
solution for the Saltzman reagent that is required for nitrogen
oxides in such an instrument. The arrangement has the advantage
of being specific for S02 determination under conditions
similar to those mentioned above. The conductimetric-detector
instrument employing water for the absorption medium has severe
limitations in accurately determining S02 in the complex
engine exhaust composite. The conductimetric instrument using
hydrogen peroxide has fever limitations. Typical of colorimetric
methods involving an absorption step and a color-developing
period, this instrument has a 20- to 30- minute delay in response.
Modification of the equipment to suit the analytical method
should result in faster response, greater sensitivity, and
vider range. For example, thermostating the absorption section
for operation at a higher temperature, such as the 50 C would
yield greater sensitivity. A lesser coil and sample cell
volume would produce a faster response.li

04839

R. K. Stevens and R. E. Painton

APPLICATION OF A HOT WIRE IONIZATION DETECTOR TO AUTOMOTIVE
EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS. Micro Tek Instruments Corp., Baton
Rouge, La. Mar 17, 1967. 26 pp.

The objective vas to investigate the application of a catalytic
combustion ionization detector to the determination of
hydrocarbons in automotive exhaust. The catalytic element is a
coiled platinum hot vire of the general type used in conventional
catalytic combustion detector dells in vhich thermal effects are
measured. In the present device the effect measured is the ion
current resulting from charged radicals formed during the process
of catalytic combustion. A major feature of this technique for
auto exhaust gas analysis is its complete selectivity to C2+
hydrocarbons in the presence of CO, H2, CH4, CO2, air and
H20. The effect of operating parameters on selectivity to
different types of hydrocarbons vas examined, results are
compared to those obtained vith the Flame Ionization Detector,
and typik:al results on actual auto exhaust samples are reported.
The CCID (Catalytic Combustion Ionization Detector) can be
a critical component in a composite nblack box" analyzer to be used
for field surveillance of automobile exhaust vith regard to
emission of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. (Author summary
modified)0S.
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04651

G. Dimitriades

DETEN31eATION OT NITROGEN OXIDES IS AUTO EXHAUST. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 17, (4) 2J8-43, Apr. 1967.

A new procedure for determining nitrogen oxides in automobile
exhaust has been developed. The new procedure vas included in
Bureau of Mines comparative study that aimed at evaluating
various widely used methods for determing NO* in auto exhaust.
The methods included in the evaluation study follow: (1) Static
oxidation in tank (ST method) . The method involves oxidation
of NO in residence with 02 in a stainless steel tank. (2)

Bureau ot Nines method (BB method). The ethod involves
application of the ST procedure in exhaust samples from which
the gydrocarbons have been revoced by combustion over catalyst.
(3) Chevron Research ethod (CR method), as described in the
literature. (4) Phenoldisulfonic acid method (PDS method), as
described in the literature. The principal objective of this
study was to generate experiemental evidence which would lead to
defining an optimum procedure for converting NO, present in
exhaust gas, into 1402; this conversion is desired so that the
total of NO + 1402 can be determined quantitatively in the form
of NO2. In pursuing this objective, the procedures prescribed
by the foregoing methods were comparatively tested. The results
indicated that all four methods are subject to error, the extent
of which depends on the conditions employed. The BM method was
superior from the standpoint of accuracy because it was less
affected by interferences due to hydrocarbon-NO2 reactions.
(Author abstract)**

04880

B. C. Newbury

THE USE OF THE CORRELATION SPECTROMETER IN THE STUDY AND CONTROL
OF AIR POLLUTION. Preprint. (Presented at the Air and Water
Pollution Conference, Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 2-3, 1967.)

The Barringer Correlation Spectrometer is a highly specific
instrument offering great advantages in pollutant monitoring: (1)

It is a physical measurement and does not require frequent renewal
of reagent solutions; (2) It can operate through a wide range of
temperature: it does not require constant temperature enclosures,
or even protection from freezing; (3) It requires no pumps or
valves. The passive model requires power only for the
electronics and remote operation using solar cells if possible;
and (4) The basic instrument is suitable for a large number of
compounds, reducing drastically, the spare parts and expertise
required, in comparison with the usual range of unrelated
instruments. The Barringer Tape Sampler is a modular sampler
of improved design and with a very flexible timing control unit.
The sequential sampler module will be additive for extended
sampling schedules.**
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Omf1141

A. R. Barringer

11114A INSTRUMENTATION AND TICHMIGUIS FOR POLLUTION MONITORING.
Preprint. (Presented at the Air and Water Pollution
Conference, Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 2-1, 1967.)

Correlation spectr.lmeters utilize an internal emory of tho
spectrum which it is desired to detect. Real time correlation is
carried out against the spectrum of the incoming radiation. Them

first of these devices uses a conventional grating spectrometer.
A photographic replica of the spectrum of the gas being detected
is installed in the position normally occupied by the slit of a
dispersive spectrometer. A spectrometer is used to make the
replica mask, by exposure through a cell of the gas, matching
exactly the dispersion and aberration characteristics of the
spectrometer. The unknown spectra of the incident light is caused
to vibrate across the correlation mask, by using a refractor plate
oscillating in a rotary fashion to displace the entrance slit
image from side to side. Phase locked detection of the output of
the photo-multiplier is carried out in synchronism with the
oscillations of the refractor Flate. Integration of the
synchronous detection can be made over a period varying from a
fraction of a second to several seconds. A telescope may be
incorporated in the instrument. Alternative means may be employed
for oscillating the slit image such nc a high stability tuning fork
ard dual refractor plate assembly. An instrument of this type has
been programed for sulfur dioxide detection. It is capable of
detecting concentrations as low as ten parts per billion over a
one hundred meter pathlength. It is highly specific for sulfur
dioxide having an excellent immunity ot interferences. Operation
is in the ultraviolet region between 2,900 and 3,150 Angstroms
where there is sufficient solar spectral radiant flux penetrating
the atmosphere to enable the equipment to function passively
using natural daylight. An automatic gain control
system operates on the average DC value of the photomultiplier
output. The AC signal under these conditions is directly
proportional to the percentage mowalation caused by sulfur
dioxide.**

04895

R. N. Thompson, C. A. Nau, and C. H. Lawrence

IDENTIFICATION OF VEHICLE TIRE RUBBER IN ROADWAY DUST. Am.
Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 27, (6) 488-95, Dec. 1966.

A technique combining pyrolysis and chromatography for the
detection of vehicle tire abrasion products in roadway dust is
described. Samples of elastomers used in tire formulations were
volatilized and separated by gas-liquid chromatography to provide
characteristic chromatograms. These identifying patterns appeared
consistently in the chromatographic separations of the pyrolyzates
of compounded tire rubber and various roadway dusts. To confirm
the technique, two chromatographic procedures were used for the
identification of specific components of the thermal degradation
products of raw elastomers, compounded rubbers, and roadway dusts.
(Author abstract)**
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Hsasr, T. R.

THE DETEIBINATION OF POI...MCLEAN AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN AID
PARTICULATE MATTER. preprint, ((Public Health Service,
Cincinnsti, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution,)) ((19))p., 1965. 12

refs.

The determination of the polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon content
of air particulate atter is described. Air particulate samples
are lollected on glass fiber filters using a high volume air
sampler. The samples are then extracted with benzene in a
Soxhlet axtractor to obtain a benzene soluble fraction of air
particulate matter which is normally referred to as the "organic
fraction." This organic fraction is then further separated into
approximately 30 to 40 sub-fractions by means of column
chromatography of alumina using increasing amounts of diethyl ether
in pentane as the eluent. Each of the sub-fractions is dried,
dissolved in pentane, 2nd spectrophotometrically analyzed for
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon content. The polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons that can be effectively separated and
analyzed by this technique if they are present in a particular air
sample are anthracene, phenanthrene, fluoranthene, pyrene,
benz(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(e)pyrene,
perylene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene, anthanthrene, and coronene.
Reference is made to review articles which discuss other
techniques for the analysis of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons,
particularly in urban air and from coal tar pitch.**

04931

R. J. Charlson, H. Horvath, and R. F. Pueschel

THE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC LIGHT SCATTERING COEFFICIENT
FOR STUDIES OF VISIBILITY AND AIR POLLUTION. Atmospheric

Environ. 1 (4) , 469-78 (July 1967)

The integrating nephelometer of Heuttel and Brewer has been
modified for studies of air pollution. The instrument, which is
simple, stable, and inexpensive to construct, has been operated
continuously for several months. Interpretation of the data is
simplified by use of a theoretical approach which indicates that

the measured light scattering coefficient is proportional to the

mass of suspended particulates for well-aged.atmospheric
aerosols. (Author abstract)**

04960

S. V. Nicksic and R. E. Rostenbach

INSTRUMENTATION FOP OLEFIN ANALYSIS AT AMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 11, (9) 417-20, Sept. 1961.
(Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, New Irak City, June 11-15, 1961.)
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Thin paps,c delcribes a brostaatien and cculosetrirr mists* mad the
isaxrusests aoaelopod to .4stire Olefinm in automobile xhaust
and tn the atm, 2phere. The concentration ot olefins in e2t0110p1LO
exhaust consi,Ieted here is over 100 pps whLle that in the
atmolpherw ts usually less than 4 ppm. The sethod I. bagel om the
observation that the olefins, xcluding ethylene, can be
quantitatively trominatei by passing a gas sample through a
solution of appropriate composition. The method is based also on
the principles of coulomotric titration. The system lifters from
the conventional coulosetric practice in the bromination is
carried out before corlosetry. The excess of bromine to do this
is about 0.00002 moles per liter. In this system, the gas
gample is passed through the sensing solution and the tine is
measured to generate the bromine absorbed by the sample. The two
Olefin Analys^rs developed - one for atmospheric use and one for
auto exhaust analysis are self-contained portable instruments for
automatic, continuous olefin analysi,; ot a gas sample or stream.
These were designed for operation with a recorder odified
slightly for this purpose.me

04973

P. L. Magill

TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN THE ANALYSIS OF LOS ANGELES SMOG. Proc.
Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 1st, Pasadena, Calif., 1949.
pp. 61-8.

An analysis of smog was undertaken with the major objectives being
the determination of the materials responsible for the reduction of
visibility and those responsible for eye irritation. The
instruments and methods used for collecting particulate and gaseous
matter from the atmosphere are described. A new method for
semi-quantitative analysis of samples by proton bombardment is
explained. A tabular summary of the components of Los Angeles
smog is provided. The effects of particulate matter on visibility
are described and a simulation experiment is mentioned which shows
eye irritation to be the result of the synergistic effect of
several substances.XX

05042

J. E. Johnson, Chiantella, A. J., W. D. Smith, and M.
E. Umstead

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ATMOSPHERES. PART 3. AROMATIC HYDROCARBON
CONTENT. Naval Research Lab., Washington, D. C.,
Chemistry Div. (NRL Rept. 6131.) Aug. 24, 1964. 32 pp.

A detailed analytical study has been directed to the
identification and determination of the amounts of aromatic
hydrocarbons present in nuclear submarine atmospheres. Many
individual aromatic hydrocarbons have been identified and their
occurrence in a number of nuclear submarines has been established.
The hydrocarbon oil samples were desorbed from activated carbon
which had been exposed in nuclear submarine atmospheres. The
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aroimotic hydrocarbon content of these oile 04* found to be
approatmately IS to 10 percent of th total. The quantitative
dtetribuclon of individual aromatic hydrocarbon* as very stellar
from mahmaciae to submarino with this distribution strikingly
misilac to that of typical petcoleus distillate* la thO 5411
polling range. (Author abstract)011

ONOSta

5056l
R. A. Stuart

APPLICATION 0? GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINATION OF
TRACE HYDROCAWBONS IN AIR AND COMPRESSED BREATHING GASES
Naval Research Establishment, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
Canada, Defense Research Board. Mar. 1963. 10 pp.

(NRE Rept. No. 63/3.)

A method for gas-liquid partition chromatographic analysis of the
hydrocarbons commonly found in petroleum vapors is described. The
relative retention times of some hydrocarbons are listed and
preliminary evidence of their distribution in gasoline vapors is

given. Modifications vhich allow the use of conventional gas
chromatographic apparatus for the detection of these hydrocarbons
at or below 1 p.p.m., and the technique as it can be applied to the
determination of such contaminants in compressed breathing gases
are discussed. (Author abstract)04

05084

K. Bothwell,* and J. K. Whitehead

COMPLEX FORMATION, ISOLATION, AND CARCINOGENICITY OF POLYCYCLIC
AR0MAT/c HYDROCARBONS. Nature 213, (5078) 797, Feb. 1967.

Methods for the isolation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
which are based on partition, adsorption or complex formation used
singly or in combination, aril reviewed. A new electrophoretic
method and its possible relationship to carcinogenic activity is
considered. Using curtain paper electrophoresis with platinum
electrodes in troughs at the top and bottom of the paper,
complexes of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons vith both caffeine
and 1:3:7:9-Tetramethryluric acid (TMU) have been found to
migrate readily. Complexes were formed before spotting on the
paper; the solvent vas a solution of 2 g purine in 90 ml. water-10
al. ethanol-2 ml. ammonia and the potential and current were
30-35 V/cm and 3-4 m.amp/cm. The twenty-five complexes of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons examined all migrated as
discrete spots vhich completely left the baseline. Using the
same method, it vas later shown that these polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons could be separated from twelve times their own
volume of 'Vaseline'. In large scale applications of the method,
as much as 1 g of hydrocarbon mixtures containing polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons has been adsorbed on 80-100 g silica and
the residue packed into a column 38 mm in diameter. By applying a
potential of 1,200-1,500 V to the column and slovly eluting vith
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the solvent already mentioned, almost all the species which could
be detected by electron capture during gas-liquid
chromatography have been separated from the bulk of the mixture
which remained on the column. Furthermore, in experiments in
which radioactively labelled polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were
incorporated in the hydrocarbon mixture, 97-9 8 per cent of the
labelled polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were isolated. The
exact experimental details of the method, which is now being used
with most encouraging results to examine the condensate of
cigarette smoke, are to be published subsequently.**

05092

M. G. Zigler, and W. F. Phillips

A THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF
CHLOROPHENOLS. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1, (1) 65-7, Jan. 1967.

A highly sensitive, rapid, and selective thin-layer
chromatographic method is used for the determination of
m-chlorophenol, 4-dichlorophenol, 2,4 ,5-trichlorophenol,
2,4,6-trichlorophanol and pentachlorophenol in a raw and treated
water. The two-directional thin-layer chromatographic technique
employs two supplementary reagents, aminoantipyrine and silver
nitrate, both of which provide independent sensitivities of less
than 1 p.p.b. The technique has been applied to surface waters
before and after treatment and should be usef ul to investigators
studying the ef fects of water treatments. Concentrations of 0.1
microgram per liter or more can be determined using 1-liter samples
and the silver nit ate reagent. Confirmation of 0.5 microgram
per liter or more can be readily achieved with the
4-aminoantipyrine reagent, again using 1 liter as the sample size.
The use of two separate chromogenic reagents, one of which
responds to phenols and the other to the halogen, in conjunction
with thin-layer chromatography, provides a very high degree of
specificity. The method is rapid, offers good recovery and
reproducibility, and has been found satisfactory for all samples of
waters encountered.**

05135

J. E. Sigsby, Jr.

DISCUSSION ON GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY - MEASURING EXHAUST HYDROCARBONS
DOWN TO PARTS PER BILLION BY L. J. PAPA. Preprint. (Presented
at the Mid-Year Meeting, Society for Automotive Engineers,
Chicago, Ill., May 18, 1967.)

A critical discussion of the subject paper is presented. The
subtractive technique, when applied to simple instrumentation,
may yield considerable information on internal composition
without producing vast masses of data. Schemes for the detailed
analysis of gas chromatograph data usually involve !naming either
by compound type or by a reactivity scheme, which partially
negates the value of the detailed analysis. The system described
for the total gas chromatOgraphic analysis of automotive exhaust
appears to be one of the, ost workable systems so far presented.
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It results in a single data output which might lead to significant
dollar savings in data reduction. The use of plastics at any
point, in any sampling procedure, should be evaluated. It is not
desirable to use polyethylene or saran for calibration, daily
standards, or any other application in which
higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbons may be involved. A column
of mixture Porapak Q and F separates most of the hydrocarbons,
but does not afford a separation of propane and propylene. The
use of silica gel for such a column, with or without support
modification, might well afford a complete separation.
Information on any technique, cther than an initial ice trap, for
removing the water would be appreciated. Most techniques
interfere with detailed analysis by removing many specific
hydrocarbons. Differences have been noticed between static and
dynamic sampling systems. If one samples dynamically through a
system that is maintained at reasonably constant flow, equilibrium
is reached rather quickly and there is no apparent increase in
response with increased flow time. The only apparent necessity
is to allow for complete flushing of all sample lines, for
approximately 10 times the volume. Valve leakage may be
corrected by lapping both the rotor and the base of two surface
valves carefully. Only valves of Teflon and stainless steel
should be used. Changes in composition of exhaust have been found
in various classes of hydrocarbons. Thesc.: differences are
quantitative rather than qualitative. The overall gas
chromatographic pattern of the fuel closely resembles that of
the exhaust. Quantitatively, however, variations as large as
20 or 30 per cent from predicted concentrations may occur.**

05136

Savicki, E. and R. A. Carnes

FLOORIMETRIC ASSAY FOR ALPHA-GLYCOLIC COMPOUNDS AND OTHER ALDEHYDE

PRECURSORS . Microchim. Acta, No. 3:602-607, 1968. 2 refs.

Three reagents and a variety of fluorimetric methods are
introduced for the assay of alpha-glycolic compounds, polar
olefinic compounds, and olefins. The procedures are based on the
controlled nxidation of these compounds to aldehydes and analysis
of the aldahydes with J-acid, 2,4-pentanedione, or dimedon.
Most of the methods show reasonable sensitivity and accuracy and
should be capable of use in air pollution studies.
Recommendations are ade for their use. Results confirm the
presence of large amounts of alpha-glycolic compounds in aqueous
extracts of urban airborne particulates. (Authors' abstract)**

05170

F. G. Rounds, and H. W. Pearsall

DIESEL EXHAUST ODOR (ITS EVALUATION AND RELATION TO EXHAUST GAS
COMPOSITION. Vehicle Emissions (Selected SAE Papers) 6, 45-
69, 1964. (Presented at the National Diesel Engine Meeting, ,
Society of Automotive Engineens, Chicago, I 11 , Nov. 1-2,
1956, Paper No. 863.)
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Techniques, based on panel estimates, were developed for
evaluating the odor and irritation intensities of undiluted Diesel
engine exhaust gases or of various dilutions of these gases in air.
Along with the estimates, chemical analyses were made to determine
the concen;:rations of total aldehydes, formaldehyde, and oxides of
nitrogen. Statistically significant correlations were found
between odor o_. irritation intensity estimates and the analytical
data, but these correlations were too weak to permit accurate
prediction of odor or irritation from chemical analyses. The
effects of some engine variables on Diesel odor were studied.
Possible means of reducing Diesel odor are discussed. Limited
studies indicated that engine load has a pronounced effect on
exhaust odor and irritation intensity. Engine make, engine speed,
engine condition, fuel type and lubricating oil type had
comparatively little effect.

05191

A. R. Barringer

DEVELOPMENTS TOWARDS THE REMOTE SENSING OF VAPOURS AS AN AIRBORNE
AND SPACE EXPLORATION TOOL Proc. Symp. Remote Sensing
Environ., 3rd, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1964. pp. 279-92. Feb. 1965

The remote sensing of geochemical parameters is investigated.
The techniques under study and development are concerned with
sensing the dispersion of volatile components of orebodies or
their oxidation products in the surface soils and in the air above.
The elements and compounds of interest include mercury, iodine
and sulphur dioxide in connection with metal bearing deposits,
and hydrocarbon gages and iodine in associa tion with oil fields.
(Author abstract) 4*

05210

A. A. Belyakov

DETERMINATION OF CARBON TETRACHL6RIDE IN AIR. Zavodsk. Lab.
(Moscow) 23, (2) 16 1-2, 1957. Russ. (Tr.)
Determination of carbon tetrachloride and chloroform by
colorimetric analysis is discussed. The method involves
application of the condensation reaction between
2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene and pyridine to form pyridinium chloride
which is converted by hydrolysis to glutaconic aldehyde and
2,4-dinitroaniline. The color reaction depends on the formation
of derivative of glutaconic aldehydes and reaction of the latter
with aniline. A standard scale of colored solutions was
established to evaluate the concentrations. It is possible to
determine 1 gm of carbon tetrachloride (CC14) in 1 el of
solution with an average error of 4.5%. In the case of
chloroform (CHC13) , 0.5 gm per O. can be analyzed.
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05257

F. E. Saalfeld

MASS SPECTROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE ALIPHATIC AND AROMATIC

CONTENT OF A HYDROCARBON MIXTURE Naval Research Lab.,
Washington, D.C., Chemistry Division. (NRL Rept. No. 6178.)

Nov. 12, 1964. 8 pp.

A simplified mass spectrometric technique has been devised for
determining the aromatic content in hydrocarbon mixtures of the

type that have been recovered from adsorptive carbon samplers
exposed in the atmospheres of nuclear submarines. The method is

based on the summation of ion currents at mass-to-charge ratios

(m/e) of 27, 28, 29, 41, 43, and 57 for aliphatic hydrocarbons and

aromatic hydrocarbons. The mass spectrometric results agree
reasonably well with Fluorescence Indiator Adsorption analyses

of the same samples. While, due primarily to cost and operational
complexity, no available mass spectrometers are suitable for

shipboard operation, future developments in the field of mass
spectrometry should be carefully observed for advances that make

such use possible. (Author abstract)

05263

P. G. Jeffery, and P. J. Kipping

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF EXHAUST GASES. Proc.

Inst. Mech. Engrs., London, Engl., 1966. 180 (3G) , 95-100

(1966).

The traditional methods for the analysis of vehicle exhaust gases

have never been entirely satisfactory. The recent development of
gas analysis by gas chromatographic methois offers considerable
improvement in accuracy, precision, and also in time required.
Difficulties still arise for certain constituents, notably sulphur
dioxide and oxides of nitrogen, for which chemical methods of
analysis are still preferred. The chromatographic analysis of the
hydrocarbon fraction and the remaining inorganic fraction of
exhaust gases, where this is required, is now a routine operation,
calling for niether expert chromatographic knowledge, nor
exceptional skill in manipulation. A typical gas chromatograph
may be considered as comprising a number of simple building
blocks, including a carrier gas flow system, a sample inlet
mechanism, a chromatographic material for component resolution, a
detector for those components of interest, and a display
mechanism. Some form of electrical control is required; this
may amount to little more than a Wheatstone bridge network, or

may be a high quality linear amplifier and associated Voltage-
decade supply for the more sophisticated ionization detectors.
Each of these building units is considered in detail, and the

errors that can arise in the course of making an analysis of an

exhaust gas are noted. The possibility of gross errors arising
from defective equipment is also considered.011
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05299

N. Katz

STANDARDIZATION OF hETHODS OF MEASUREMENT OF AIR QUALITY IN
MEMBER COUNTRIES . Preprint. (1963)

Measurement methods for dust fall, suspended particulates,
sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide, sulfuric acid, nitrogen
oxides, ozone or oxidants, and hydrocarbons are reviewed.
Standardization of techniques and methods of reporting data is a
prerequisite for international exchange of information and for
further co-operative research in order to establish a sound basis
for the control of air pollution.

05319

Engel, C. R., and E. Sawicki

A SUPERIOR THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCEDURE FOR VIE SEPARATION
OF AZA ARENES AND ITS APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION. J. Chromatog.,
Vol. 31, p. 109-119, 1967. 8 refs.

A thin-layer-chromatographic method for separation of polynuclear
aza heterocyclic compounds with silica gel is presented which is
superior to previously reported paper and thin-layer
chromatographic methods. Many of thb groups of compounds had run
together in previous separation methods. This procedure has been
applied to the separation of various basic fractions of interest in
air pollution studies. Ben(c)acridine, benzo(h)quinoline,
acridine, benz(a)acridine, and phenanthridine can be separated and
identified in these samples with the help of two-dimensional thin-
layer chromatography on silica gel-cellulose (2:1). In addition, a
column chromatographic separation of a basic fraction of coal-tar
pitch, with silica gel as the adsorbent, was investigated, and the
amoants of benz(c)acridine and benz(a)acridine were estimated.
Evidence obtained from the absorption spectra indicates the
presence of a large number of unknown and previously identified
compounds in the fractions. The various silica gel methods are
recommended for use in air pollution studies. (Authors' abstract)

05322

MONITORING OF CONTAMINANTS. THE FIRST sTEP IN AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL. Instrument Development Co., Reston, Va. Feb. 1, 1967. 27
pp.

This paper was prepared in Order to contribute to the better
understanding of the need for air contaminant monitoring. Included
are explanatory remarks on the Clean Air Act of 1963, some
histroical considerations on air pollution, lists of sources
pollutants, and specifications on air pollution monitoring
equipment currently offered by the Instrument DevelopSent Company.
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05339

Stebar, R. F., M. J. Cianciolo, F. M. Ward, and D. A.

Brownson

DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION AND COMPUTER DATA REDUCTION FOR THE

CALIFORNIA EXHAUST FMISSION TEST. In: Vehicle Emissions,
Part II, SAE Progr. .s in Technology Series, Vol. 12,

Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., N.Y. 1966, p. 342-351.

(Presented at the SAE Mid-Year Meeting, Detroit, Mich.,

June 6-10, 1966.)

The tedious, time consuming task of hand reducing data from the
California exhaust emission test has been alleviated through the

use of digital data acquisition equipment and a digital computer.
Analog pignals from exhaust gas analyzers and an engine speed

transduCer are converted to digital measurements which are

recorded on tape and submitted to a digital computer for data

analysis and computation of results. In the data analysis, the
computer identifies the required driving modes from engine speed
changes, taking into account the sample delay time. "Reported"

composite emissions determined by the automatic data reduction

method agree within 5% with results determined by careful hand

analysis of analog strip chart recordings. The results determined
by the automatic data reduction system are more consistent and
accurate because of human errors prevalent in hand analysis have
been eliminated, anfl because nonlinear analyzer response is

accounted for. With the automatic system, data reduction time has
been decreased from about 4 hr per test to less than

3 minutes. (Autharsl abstract)00

05376

Khrustalev, V. A.

DETECTION OF PHENOL IN THE ATMOSPHERE WITH 4-AMINOANTI-
PYRENE. Gigiena i Sanit. 10, 42-5 (1962) . Russ. (Tr.)

In the detection of phenol by the use of 4-A.A.P. (4-

aminoantipyrene), it was lstablished that dimethyl p-cresol,
acetophenone, alpha-methyl-styrene, diethyl ether, isopropyl
alcohol, hydroperoxide of isopropyl benzene, benzene, dimethyl
phenylcarbinyl; ethyl- and butyl-benzine do not interfere. In the
detection of phenol with diazotized p-nitroaniline, presence of

dimethyl p-cresol interferes to the extent of 0.7 microgram which
attests to the expediency of the use of the 4-A.A.P. and not of the

diazotized p-nitroaniline. The absorption of phenol from air can
be achieved by liquid media or sold sorbent. The use of 0.05 N
solution of sodium borate, of which 3 or 6 ml. should be put into a

V-shaped absorber ulth a No. 1 porous membrane is recommended for
liquid media. It is possible to carry out the liquid media
absorption of phenol at a speed of 5 L/min. Silica gel in
suspension was used as the solid absorbent. Absorption rates for
complete absorption here were 5-10 L/min. The use of 'ithyl alcohol
effected complete extraction of the phenol from the silica gel in

15 min. Results of these studies are presented in diagram. The
rose color of the sample in the 0.1 percent aqueous 4-A.A.P.

solution was compared with the standard curve.
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05383

grilov, N. A.

DETERMINATION OF ETHYLENE OXIDE IN THE ATMOSPHERE. Gigiyena i
Sanit. 10, 48, 1961. Russ. (Tr.)

A calorimetric method was developed for the estimation of ethylene
oxide in the atmosphere, based on the hydration of ethylene oxide
to the ethylene glycol and its subsequent oxidation by periodic
acid or potassium periodate to formaldehyde and the determination
of the latter with chromotropic acid. The sensitivity of the
method is 0.000 5 gm. in 5 ml. It is recommended that ethylene
oxide be sadtpled in 6 ml. of 40 percent H2504 conteined in a :1-
shaped absorber with a No. 1 porous membrane at a speed of 0.5 1/
min. (Author conclusions modified)

E. J. Levy and D. G. Paul

THE APPLICATION OF CONTROLLED PARTIAL GAS PHASE THEAMOLYTIC
DISSOCIATION TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC
EFFLUENTS. J. Gas Chromatog. 5 (3) 136-45, Mar. 1967.

A technique has been developed for gas chromatographic effluent
identification. In the application of this technique, the peak
selected for identification is transferred in a continuous flow
system, from the primary gas chromatographic unit, through a
tubular quartz pryolysis reactor, and then through a second gas
chromatograph for identification of the pyrolysis products. The
pyrolysis patterns obtained are characteristic of the parent
compound, independent of sample size and constant for the standard
pyrolysis condition. Under these standard conditions, the
pyrolysis product distribution may be treated in a manner analogous
to the mass spectral ion distribution reported as a percentage of
total ionization. The pyrolysis product distribution obtained
using hexadecane as a test compound agreed very closely with the
distribution predicted by the modified Rice free radical
mechanism for thermal dissociation. (Authors/ abstract, modified)

05456

Roschig, M. and Matschiner, H

INVERSE POLAROGRAPHIC DETERMINATIONS OF TRACES OF LEAD IN MIXTURES
OF TECHNICAL HYDROCARBONS. Inverspolarographische Bestimmung von
Bleispuren in Technischen Kohlenwasser-Stoffgemischen. Chem. Tech.
(Berlin) 19(2) :103-104, Feb. 1967. Ger.

A method is described in which lead in benzene in concentrations of
1 to 100 ppb can be determined. After reducing the tetraethyl lead
with bromine, the lead is extracted with 0.1N HNO3 and determined
in an inverse polarographic cell. The threshold of detection of
0.8 ppb of lead depends on the purity of the reagents used. The
method is fast, requiring about 45 min. with a standard deviation
of plus or inus 7 percent.
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05461

Y. Suzurki and H. Matsushita

THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF pOLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS
ON THE PLATE COMPOSED OF TWO ADSORBENT LAYERS. Ind. Health,

(Japan) 4, (3) 109-17, Oct. 1966.

In thin layer chromatography, the band widith of a sample
applied to a plate is one of the most important factors affecting
the efficiency of separation of a sample. A new method is
described to narrow and to separte adequately a band of a
mixture of polynuclear hydrocarbons applied to a chromatoplate
composed of two adsorbent layers by meails of a chromatocharger.
One layer of of the chromatoplate is used to narrow a band
of sample applied to a plate and the othez is used to
separate the narrow band into several bands corresponding
to each hydrocarbon. A successful separation of polynuclear
hydrocarbons is obtainable by thin layer chromatography
using 26% acetylated cellulose-aluminum oxide G plate, silica
gel WOELM-cellulose plate, and aluminum oxide G-cellulose
plate. By using this method, a mixture of several hydrocarbons in

10 ml of dilute solution can easily he separated into the
separate hydrocarbons without further concentration. (Author

summary, modified)**

05501

G. J. Cleary

NATURE OF POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN AI? PART/CULATES

(A REPORT OF SOME OBSERVATIONS IN THE SYDNEY AREA).
Proc. Clean Air Conf., Univ. New South Vales Vol. 1,

14p. 1962, Paper 2.

Procedures are described for the separation and
characterisation of polynuclear hydrocarbons in air borne
particulates and related samples. The basic method ilivolves
chromatographic separation using activated a1uminn columns
considerably longer than usually encountered. This factor,
coupled with careful elution, enables quite good separation

to be achieved in the column itself. Ultraviolet spectral
analysis is then used as a means of characterising the samples

whilst mixed fractions and trace quantities, after concentration,
may be rechromatographed on acetylated paper. Among the
compounds identified or characterised were asenaphtene,
phenanthrene, anthracene, pyrene, fluoranthene, 1,2
benzfluorene and 2,3 benzfluorene, chrysene, 9,10
benzpenanthrene, 3,4 benzpyrene and 1,2 benzpyrene, 2,3

benzfluorarthene, 1,12 benzpherylene, anthanthrene and
coronene. (Author abstract)**
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05502

N. Katz J. L. Monkman

THE ORGANIC FRACTION OF PARTICULATE POLLUTION, INCLUDING
POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS. Proc. Clean Air Conf., Univ.
New South Wales, Vol. 1, 25p., 1962, Paper 3.
Seasonal variation in content of oiganic material in urban
atmospheres shows the anticipated high winter low summer
trend. The constitution of the extremely complex ol:ganic
media besides differing with source, depends upon possible
photochemical, catalytic oxidation and polymerisation
reactions in the atmosphere. Solid fuel burning equipment is the
most prolific source of aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons.
Suggestions have been made for utilising the concentration
ratios 3,4 benzpyrene/coronene and 3,4 benzpyrene/1, 12
benzperylene as indicative of pollution from coal burning
plant or autornbile exhaust, however, extensive tunnel tests
have shown that the contribution of efficiently operated
internal combustion engines is less than expected. It should be
stressed that the separation and determination of polycyclic
constituents is a complex and delicate investigation and
cannot be considered routine research. There is still a need for
complete classification of aromatics and other hydrocarbons,
phenols, quinones, nitrogen derivatives and other organics.
Moreover, new and quicker methods of biological
appraisal of potentially cancerous air contaminants are long
overdue. (Author abstract)**

05536

Broering, L. C. Jr., Werner, W. J., Rose, A. H. Jr.

AUTOMOTIVE MASS EMISSION ANALYSIS BY A VARIABLE DILUTION
TECHNIQUE. Preprint. (Presented at the 60th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16, 1967,
Paper 67-200.)

The objective of this study was to develop an improved ethod for
measuring engine exhaust, to be used both for compliance testing
and for the design and devalopment of new engine-emission-controls.
The variable dilution sampling technique was chosen f or the system.
The operation of this nystemincludes collection and siultaneous
dilution of the total-exhaust volume with a variable volume of
dilution air, such that the total mass flow rate of exhaust gas
plus diluent air is constant for a given unit of vehicle operation.
Moasurement of contamivant concentration in the exhaust-diluent air
mixture provides direct measuremeni. of t.he mass of contaminants
discharged per unit operation of the vehicle. For continuous mode
mass e." ssion measurements, samples a...e withdrawn continuously
after the samPle pump. Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen are measured by the standard
exhaust measurement techniques. The practical capabilities of the
variable dilution system to measure auto exhaust emissions during
cyclic operation, were evaluated by comparing the mass-emission
levels indicated by this system to those obtained with the
proportional sampler. Toe determine the response characteristics
of the system under continuous sampling conditions, known
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quantities ot butane were injected at the inlet of the sampling
system, and the reqponse of the hydrocarbon (NDIR) instrument was

recorded. The redponse time of the total system, including that
attributable to the analytical instruments, compared favorably to
that obtained with the instrument train specified in both the
current Federal and the California Exhaust Emission Standard

Procedures. In summary, the variable dilution sampling technique
possesses 2 distinct advantages over present emission testing

procedures: (1) The technique is simple, practical, and accurate
for the direct measurement of vehicle-exhaust mass emissions. (2)

The rapid and highly sensitive response characteristics of the
system to changes in mode mass-emission levels establish its

usefulness as a design and development tool.

05561

R. D. Stewart and D. S. Erley

DETECTION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AND TOXIC GASES IN HUMANS

BY RAPID INFRARED TECHNIQUES. Progr. Chem. Toxicol. 2, 183-
220 (1965).

Advances in infrared analytical techniques and sampling
accessories have permitted the development of methods for
detecting toxic gases and volatile organic compounds in the

expired breath, blood, urine, and tissues. Inherent in these
infrared techniques are the desired specificity, sensitivity,

speed, and simplicity. Infzared analysis of the expired breath
may be used efiectively to detect the following groups of

compounds: (1) the halogenated hydrocarbons, such as carbon
tetrachloride, trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride; (2) the

alcohols, snch as methanol, ethanol, and isopropanol; (3) the
ethers a:(1 aldehydes, such as ethyl ether and paraldehyde; (4) the

ketones, such as acetone and methylethyl ketone; (5) gases such as

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and ammonia. Infrared
techniques for the determination of carbon monoxide in the

exhaled breath are faster and more sensitive than the standard

carboxyhemoglobin determination. Solvent extractions of body
fluids may be analyzed by infrared for the following groups of

compounds: (1) the halogenated hydrocarbons; (2) the alcohols;

(3) the ethers and aldehydes; and (4) the ketones. Infrared
analysis of body fluid extracts has proved valuable in the fields
of toxicology, industrial and forensic medictne, and pharmacology.
The infrared identification of any compound ultimately depends on
the compa-ison of its spectrum with that of a standard of known

purity. While it is true that the spectrum itself will often
reveal much information about the functional groups present,
specific identification and quantitative analysis always require

comparison with a standard spectrum. It is essential, therefort
to have 'a reference file of the spectra of pure materials, and scam

means for reaching this file efficiently.#*

05572

Scott, V. E. and E. R. Stephens

A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM. Proc. Symp. Cleaner
Air Urban Areas, Philadelphia, Pa., pp. 24-35 (1(1561
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Chemical reactions that take-place in a polluted atmosphere
produce substances that lend smog its eye-irritating,
crop-damaging, visibility-lowering characteristics. The autilors
relate how, in an effort to identify these reactions and
substances, the staff devised the long-path (up to 500 meters)
infrared absorption cell. They describe the construction of the
cell, and how it is used to detect and "fingerprint" the products
of photochemical reactions, both in synthetic and in actual smog.
Early work with this new tool was pointed to explaining the
characteristic high ozone concentrations of smog, and proceeded
from Dr. Haagen-Smitos evidence that nitrogen dioxide reacted
with organic compounds in air to produce ozone. They trace the
nitrogen dioxide studies that finally led to discuvery of Compound
X (peroxyacyl nitrite), believed to be the "missing link" in
the process of ozone formation in smog. Gasolines and auto
exhaust as sources of organic pollutants that take part in NO2
reactions are discussed. They relate their plans for further
studies with the infrared cell, and the possibility of applying
Los Angeles smog research to other afflicted cities. It may
appear that the work reported here is concerned solely with the
Los Angeles problem. This is partly true because there air
pollution problems in some cities which involve pollutants and
weather conditions entirely different from those of Los Angeles.
On the other hand, however, many larc,e cities do have pollution
sources of the same kind as Los Angeles: power plants,
refineries and other industry, incinerators, automobi),es, etc.
The results of studies of reactions of pollutants from these
sources are valid regardless of the city. Weather conclAtions and
topography in the Los Angeles area are such that the products of
reactions in the atmosphere frequently accumulate and result in
damage and irritation. While conditions for the accumulation of
these products occur less frequently in other cities, nevertheless
they do occur and the resulting smog is objectionable and costly.
With an inversion and no wind, we have a good trap for pollutants
from these sources, and as good a chance of having smog as Los
Angeles. Plant damage is reported in areas surrounding most
large cities of the world. Los Angeles studies show that there,
are other pollutants besides coal smoke and S02 that may be
objectionable, especially in and around large cities.**

05578

H. W. Patton and J. S. Lewis

FRACTIONATION AND ANALYSIS OF A MICRO SCALE BY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY. Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 3rd,
Pasadena, Calif., 1955 pp. 74-9.

The work reported in this paper concerned a study of the
usefulness of gas chromatography for the separation, isolation, and
identification of the components of a complex mixture. Automobile
exhaust gas was chosen as the source of samples because of its
ready availability and its importance ;in air pollution studies.
The ohjective was not,to obtain a complete analysis but to
discover some of the potentialities of the method alone and in
combination with other methods.**
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05583

R. R. Austin

AN EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENT FOR THE CONTItUOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE
CONCENTRATION OF OLEFINS IN AIR. Proc. Natl. Air Pollution
Symp., 3rd Pasadena, Calif., 131-3 (1955).

The principles of electrolytic generation of bromine and reaction
of this reagent in the gas phase at high temperature in a contact
bed with olefin have been studied and proved practical as the basis
for a continuous record of the concentration of olefins in the
atmosphere and in such sources of emission as exhaust gases. An
experimental model of a recording instrument of this kind has been
developed and successfully operated with manual control of sample
gas. Work is in progress to complete the instrument development
and carry out field tests.**

05605

Boubel, R. W. and L. A. Ripperton

BENZO(A)PYRENE PRODUCTION DURING CONTROLLED COMBUSTION. J.

Air Pollution Control Assoc. 13(11) :553-557, Nov. 1963.
(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Associatior, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963.)

A statistical experimental design was initiated to determine if
the quantitative production of benzo(a)pyrene during combustion
could be related to some of the variables of the combustion
process. Four fuels of different molecular structure, but the
same carbon number, were chosen. These were benzene, cyclohexane,
hexene-1, and hexane. Three air-fuel ratios were selected: the
richest and leanest practical mixtures plus one intermediate.
The combustion was investigated with and without the effects of
flame quenching by a cooled surface in the combustion chamber.
Choice of these levels of variables led to the establishment of a
rogram containing 72 treatments (4 fuels x 3 energy levels x 3
A/7 ratios x 2 cooling levels = 72 runs). The apparatus was
constructed around a surplus truck preheater. This heater was a
gasoline-burning type equipped with electric ignition, a forced
draft combustion air system, and a vaporizing pot-type burner.
Sample analysis was carried out spectrophotometrically utilizing
the variable reference technique of Jones, Clark and Harrow.
The results confirm previous work by others who have shown
measurable benzo(a)pyrene production during incomplete combustion.
The statistical method of this experimental design was very
efficient for indicating the significant differences of the
variables and magnitude of these differences. The curvlinear
regress:;on equations can be used in any future work with this
system to predict the mean value of benzo(a)pyrene
produced by any combination 'of the variables used in this
experiment. The fact that the benzo(a)pyrene can be minimized for
any one fuel used in the apparatus is highly significant. The
procedures used in this study can be applied to any combustion
process to determine the effects of the system parameters on the
quantity of benzo(a)pyrene produced, and can be adapted for use in
field studies and utilized to predict the quantity of this
carcinogen emitted by each of the many sources contributing to
its atmospheric concentration.**
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05617

Norris, R. A. and R. L. Chapman

EMMEtTECIMMITM12141,12P2E25. S.)!

FLAME IONIZATION HYDROCARBON ANALYZER. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc., 11 (10) :467-469, Oct. 1961. (Presented at
the 54th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
New York City, June 11-15, 1961.)

The empirical basis for the flame ionization method is the
observation that while the flame of pure hydrogen contains an
almost negligible number of ions, the addition of even traces of
organic compounds produces a large amount of ionization. In
practice, the sample to be analyzed is mixed with a hydrogen fuel
and passed through a small jet. Air is supplied in the annular
space around the jet to support combustion. Any hydrocarbon
carried into the flame results in the formation of ions which are
accelerated to a collector electrode by an electric field set up
between the let and electrode. The generated ion current is
proportional to the rate the hydrocarbon molecules are introduced
into the flame. If flow rates are held constant, the ion current
is proportional to hydrocarbon concentration. It has been found
empirically that the ion current produced in the hydrogen flame
is proportional to the heat of partial combustion of the sample
(to CO2 and H20). Therefore, it is possible to construct a
table showing the approximate relative contribution which carbon
atoms in aliphatic, aromatic, olefinic, acetylenic, and carbonyl
molecules will make on the observed signal. Such a table is
included. The hydrocarbon analyzer is ideally suited to
instrumentation for auto exhaust inspection. In general, it can
be used to determine the presence of total hydrocarbons in inert or
inorganic gases such as He, A, N2, 112, and air.
Determinations of carbon content in concentrations from 0.1 ppa to
2 5% are possible with excellent discrimination against water, CO.
CO2, and other inorganic gases. The instrument gives equivalent
sensitivity for various hydrocarbons, thus it is not selective for
mixtures of organic compounds.

0 5834

N. Feldstein

STUDIES ON THE ANALYSIS OF HYDROCARBONS FROM INCINERATOR
EFFLUENTS WITH A FLARE IONIZATION DETECTOR. (J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc.) 12, (3) 139-41, Mar. 1962.
(Presented at the 54th Annual fleeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, New York City, June 11-15, 1961.)

Flame ionization units capable of detecting small concentrations
of hydrocarbons sake use of the principle that when a hydrocarbon
is introduced into a hydrogen flame, electron concentrations are
formed and can be measured. The thermionic work function for
carbon is 4.35 electron volts which, apparently, is low enough
for electron emission at hydrogen flame temperatures. The
response of the instrument is proportional to the number of carbon
atoms in the compound being burned; that is, hexane will-give
six times the response of methane. The instrument can Cats be
considered as a carbon counter. Apparatus and equipment
included a Carad flame ionization analyzer and detector,
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recorder, a Carad gas sampling unit, and stainless steel
collecting tanks. A 30 ml sample of effluent was injected and
yielded a reading proportional to the total hydrocarbon content
of the sample. A second 30 ml sample was then injected with the
silica tube in line. Response due to methane, ethane, ethylene,
and acetylene was then noted on the recorder as these gases
separated on the silica column. The difference between the total
hydrocarbon reading and the methane reading is proportional to the
C2-C6 hydrocarbons present in the sample. The same samples were
also analyzed by gas chromatography. By converting the results
obtained with each method to similar units, direct comparison
may be made. For the series of effluents analyzed, agreement
between the two methods is excellent. The flame ionization method
ulk adsorption properties of particle and surface. Adhesion of
provides a more rapid procedure for the analysis and may be
considered as a comparable method for the analysis of C2 and
higher hydrocarbons.1111

05836

H. F. Clark

EVALUATION OF MICROBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR ESTIMATING AIR
POLLUTING SUBSTANCES. Preprint. (19 57).

The procedure used in the evaluation of microbiological systems
for estimating air polluting substances consisted of: (1) Placing
an indicator organism on a membrane filter strip in a logarithmic
increasing concentration; (2) Exposing the bacterial indicator on
the surface of the strip to a synthetic aerosol (irradiated
automobile exhaust) at a flow rate for the aerosol of 5/min with
the strip moving 7.8 mm/mm; (3) cultivation of the remaining
viable bacteria on the strip after aerosol exposure by
incubation on an appropriate medium at 35C for 18-20 hrs; and (11)
Comparison of the bacterial colony density on the exposed strip
with suitable control strips to estimate the growth inhibiting
property of the aerosol under examination. A recently isolated
E. coli. was used as an indicator. The procedure appears to have
valuable application in the study and comparison of exhaust before
and after irradiation. The concentrations of hydrocarbons in some
of the experimental tests were in the range of those which might
occur on a street during heavy motor vehicular traffic. The test
procedure has sufficient merit to justify further development work
on methodology, interpretation and application.WM

05837

E. W. Cieplinski and L. S. Ettre

A NEW SIMPLIFIED DETECTOR FOR THE ANLAYSIS OF ORGANIC
IMPURITIES IN ATMOSPHERE AND EXHAUST GASES. Preprint.
(Presented at the Joint Symposium on Air Pollution
Instrumentation, Instrument Society of America and Air
Pollution Control Association, New York City, June 12-13,
1961.)
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The Model 223 Flame Ionization Analyzer is a 117-volt, 60-cps,
line-operated instrument. It measures 10 1/4 inches on a side and
weighs about 25 pounds. A meter located on the front of the
instrument indicates the organic vapor concentration of the
sample. Since different classes of organic compounds give a
different detector response, the meter indication for a given
sample must be interpreted on the bases of instrument calibration
with an appropriate test gas. Output connections are provided for
using the instrument with a standard 0-5 or 0-10 millivolt,
potentiometer recorder. Hydrogen, air, test gas, and zero gas
supplies are necessary for operation. Filters containing 5-1
Molecular Sieve mus should be used to remove any small impurities
present in the air and hydrogen. The test gas contains a known
concentration, in the same order of magnitude as the sample, to
permit the proper calibration of the panel meter. The zero gas is
the same as the background gas of the sample and is usually only
necessary when the higher sensitivity ranges are being used. The
gas is used to check and eliminate any effect the background gas
may have on the flame detector operating parameters. The
instrument will continuously monitor organic impurities in the
atmosphere and exhaust gases. The unit is transportable, line-
operated, and is very stable. Samples ay be introduced in the
range of 35-75 millimeters of mercury pressure when external
regulation is used and between 0.4-9.5 liters per inute when the
instrument's back pressure regulator is used. The linearity of
response for the detecting system has been shown to be very good
over a wide range of concentrations ##

058148

R. Goldstein and J. H. Elliott

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE CONTROL OF ORGANIC EMISSIONS FRON
PROTECTIVE COATING OPERATIONS (INTERIM REPT. NO. 5.
DEVELOPMENT OF SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL METHODS.) Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Control District, Calif. Mar. 1960.
44 pp.

Analytical methods have been developed for the determination of
low concentrations of solvent vapors eitted from protective
coating operations. Organic compounds are detected and
determined as CO2 in a nondispersive infrared CO2 analyzer
after combustion. A chromatographic apparatus has been
constructed to be used in conjunction with the combustion-infrared
CO2 analyzer to determine low concentrations of organic vapors as
CO2 in the presence of background concentrations of CO2 as high
as six %. The development of a chromatographic procedure for the
complete separation and quantitative determination of individual
compounds in an effluent containing solvent vapors is in progress.
(Author abstract)##

05863

L. S. Ettre

APPLICATION OF GIS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS FOR AIR POLLUTION
STUDIES. J. Air Pollution Control.Assoc.
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11 (1), 34-43 (Jan. 1961). (Presented at the 53rd Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Cincinnati,
Ohio, May 22-26, 1960.)

The modifications of conventional gas chromatography apparatus are
described which allows the use of gas chromatography in air
pollution studies. The newest developments of supersensitive
chromatography are described with special respect to their
importance in trace analysis. The construction, and operation of
a new instrument based on the flame ionization principles is
detailed. (Author summary)111

05951

Alekseeva, N. V.

METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OP ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS. (In:1
Limits of allowable concentrations of atmospheric pollutants. Book
6.) U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 9. pp. 107-33. (1962) . Russ. (Tr.)

Development in the synthccis of high molecular compounds resulted
in the production and utilization of many new organic substances by
the USSR national industries. Plants producing these substances
and their intermediate products discharge into the air gases,
vapors and by-products as surrounding atmospheric air pollutants
the detection and quantitative determination of which require
special and highly sensitive analytical methods. Methods are
described for the detection of acetic acid esters, acetates, dinyl,
isopropylbenzene, furfurol, ethylene oxide, monobasic carbonaceous
acids, methylmetacrylate, dimethylformamide, and isopropylbenzene
hydroperoxide. In index of allowable concentration limits for
harmful substances in atmospheric air of inhabited areas is
appended.

05952

Ryazanov, V. A.

A SUMMARY OP 1961 STUDIES IN THE FIELD OP LIMITS OP ALLOWABLE
CONCENTRATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTANTS. (In: Limits of
allowable concentrations of atmospheric pollutants. Book 7.)
U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 9, pp. 138-41. (1963). Russ. (Tr.)

The Committee for the Sanitary Protection of Atmospheric Air
approved limits of allowable concentrations in the air for the
following new substances: furfurol, dimethylformamide and styrol.
Purfurol is a heterocyclic aldehyde which is a good solvent for
many organic substances used in the preparation of some plastics
and a selective solvent for the purification of crude oil
lubricants. The threshold of aldehyde odor perception in most
sensitive persons was established at 1 mg/cu . It was determined
that 0.05 mg/cu of furfurol constituted the subthrshold
concentration in all the tests employed. Therefore, 0.05 mg/cu
of furfurol was accepted as the maximal single allowable
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concentration. Styrol is a benzene homologue with one double bond
at its side chain. The maximal single allowable concentration of
styrol in the atmospheric air was suggested as 0.003 mg/cu ..
Dimethylformamide is a colorless liquid having a nauseating herring
odor; it is used as a polyacrylnitryl solvent in the synthetic
fiber industry known as orlon and nitron. It was recommended that
0.03 mg/cu m be adopted as the limit of allowable single and 24
hour concentration of dimethylformamide vapor in the air, since it
proved to be the subthreshold concentration in relation to all the
test indexes. The limit of allowable phenol concentration in
atmospheric air was set at 0.01 mg/cu m. Rats were exposed to the
inhalation of nitrogen dioxide 6 hours daily for 164 days at
different dose levels. No maximum allowable concentration was
agreed upon.

05959

Alekseeva, M. V. Tkachev, P. G.

METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF SOME ORGANIC ATMOSPHERIC AIR
POLLUTANTS. (In: Limits of allowable concentrations of
atmospheric pollutants. Book 7.) U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 9. pp. 203-12.
(1963). Russ. (Tr.)

Methods are described for the determination of aniline, xylol, n-
butyvinyl ester and dimethylterephthalate in the atmosphere.
Standard color scales are also included for the quantitative
determination of xylol, n-butylvinyl e3ter and
dimethylterephthalate (DMTPH). A method for the determination of
phenol with 4-aminoantipyrine is described and standard color
scales for the quantitative determinations are included.

05981

Cantuti, V.,G. P. Cartoni, A. Liberti, and A. G Torri

IMPROVED EVALUATION OF POLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS IN ATMOSPHERIC DUST
BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. J. Chromatog. 17, (1) 60-5, Jan. 1965.

In the investigation of the application of gas chromatography to
the determination of polynuclear hydrocarbons in airborne particles
new liquid phases were evaluated and programmed temperature
chromatography was used. An electron capture detector was used for
the determination of polynuclear hydrocarbons. Its relative
response was compared with results obtained with a hydrogen flame
ionization detector. It is shown in one of the chromatograms of an
atmospheric dust sample that the response of the electron capture
is very different from that of the flame and at the same time shows
many other unknown compounds as large peaks that are not detected
by the flame detector because of being present in too small an
amount.
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06008

D. J. Morgan and G. Duxbury

THE DETERMINATION OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE BY
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS. Ann. Occupational Hyg. (London)
8(3):253-256, July 1965.

The maximum allowable concentration for continuous exposure to
trichloretnylene varies by a factor of ten depending on the country
in which it is used; in this country it is variously quoted as 100
ppm or 200 ppm but recent studies (Morgan, 1964) have suggested
that these values may be too high. A limited experimental
programme using neutron irradiation was undertaken to examine its
potentialities and to demonstrate its utility in the field of
industrial hygiene. The air samples are drawn through charcoal,
which is then 'Lrradiated in a thermal neutron flux, where C1-38
is formed; this then decays with a half-life of 37 min, emitting
gamma-radiation of energies 1:60 and 2:15 AeV. The amount of
C1-38 is then determined by spectrometry. A series of
measurements vas carried out in a well-ventilated room in which a
degreasing tank vas situated. Concentrations less than 10 ppm of
trichlorethylene were generally found in the room air during
the day, a sampler operated at a height of 5 ft above ground level,
near the side of the tank, initicated a concentration of about 20
ppm averaged over the whole day.**

06021

Stanilewicz and E. Mirowska

(TnE USEFULNESS OP THE NEPHELOMETRIC ME21OD FOR BENZENE AND OIL
DETERMINATION IN THE AIR. (Przydatnosc metody
nefelometrycznej do oznaczania benzyny i nafty w powietrzu.) Med.
Pracy (Lodz) 16 (3), 223-9 (1965). Pol.

Nephelometric methods for the determination of benzene and oil
concentrarion in air were investigated. Detection ethods,
standard scale range, the effect of the addition of water on
turbidity, and the durability of oil and benzene solution in
glacial acetic acid were studied. The method of Zapolsky and
Vorochobina and that of Pieregud are not considered suitable for
the deterinalion of benzene concentrations in air because the
resultant values are too low.MA

06025

A. L. Linch, R. B. Davis, R. P. Stalzer, and V. P.
Anzilotti

STUDIES OP ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR LEAD-IN-AIR DETERMINATION ANL
USE WITH AN IMPROVED SELF-POWERED PORTABLE SAMPLER. Am. Ind.
Hyg. Assoc. J. 25(1):81-93 (Feb. 1964). (Presented at the
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Annual fleeting, American Industrial Hygiene Association,
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 10, 1963.)

The portable "Uni-Jet" Lead-In Air Analyzer was revised to
provide constant rate collection of tetraethyl (TEL) and
tetramethyl lead (TML). Reliable results from onitoring leaded
gasoline storage tanks, cleaning and decontamination procedures,
were obtained by drawing a two-cubic foot sample during twenty
inutes through methanolic iodine. The aspirating unit powcred
by nonflammable "Freon-12" has been used widely in fire and
explosion hazard areas. (Authors' abstract) II

06050

D. F. Adams

OZONE ANALYSIS WITH THE MINI-ADAK II. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 13, (2) 88-90, Feb. 1963. (Presented at the
55th Annual fleeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Chicago, Ill., May 20-24, 1962.)

The suitability of sodiue diphenylaminesulfonate (NaDS),
potassium iodide, and phenolphthalein reagents for ozone analysis
in a ultipurpose, automatic analyzer such as tha flini-Adak II
vas investigated. The oxidation potential for NaDS is :are
negative than that for iodine and, therefore, NaDS is believed
less susceptible to oxidative interference as a colcrimetric
reagent. The reagents were prepared along with a ixture of
ozone and oxides of nitrogen. The test atmosphere vas drawn
through a single manifold and thence to tvo midget impingers in
parallel, one containing 10 l of the neutral KI reagent and the
other 10 ml of either the NaDS or phenolphthalin reagent. A
second series of comparisons was ade between a idget impin9er
containing neutral KI and the Mini-Adak II utilizing the
NaDS or phenolphthelin reagent. Based on the literature and
the work herein reported, either the phenolphthalin or NaDS
reagents can be used in the flini-Adak for ozone analysis.
Selection of the reagent to be used should be based upon an
evaluation of the possible interferences which ay be present with
ozone in the atmosphere and the relative sensitivities (molar
absorbency) of the two reagents. Either reagent stows only
one-fourth as much response to 1102 neutral KI and is therefore
superior to XI in this respect. Based on the laboratory study,
the phenolphthalin reagent appears somewhat preferable for use in
the Mini-Adak. This selection is tentatively ade upon the
basis of the greater sensitivity (molar absorbency) of the
phenolphthaline which permits the use of a lover Mini-Adak
sensitivity range vith its attendent reduction in electronic
background noise.

06052

J. L. Jones, E. A. Schuck, R. V. Eldridge, N. Endov,
F. V. Cranz

MEASUREMENT OF AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GAS HYDROCUBONS. J. Air
Pollution Control b8assoc. 13, (2) 73-7, Feb. 1963. (Prssentod
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at the 140th National Meeting, American Chemical Society,
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 3-8, 1961.)

The purpose of the study was to compare hydrocarbon analyses
obtained with a non-dispersive infrared analyzer and those
obtained by other instruments. Automobile exhaust vas examined
with a dispersive IR analyzer, with a flame ionization
hydrocarbon detector, and gas chromatographs. As a part of this
study, the methods of handling automobile exhaust gases were also
examined. Dispersive IR analyses were performed using a
Perkin-Elmer Model 21 spectrophotometer equipped with 40-meter
gas cells and a scale expander. The nondispersive IR
hydrocarbon analyzer essentially measures the saturated hydrocarbon
fraction of the total hydrocarbon concentration in exhaust. Since
the ratio of saturated to unsaturated components in exhaust is not
constant, the hydrocarbon concentrations obtained with this
instrument are not necessarily proportionate of the total
hydrocarbon concentration in the exhaust. Specifically, this
instrument is insensitive to certain short-chain unsaturated
aliphatic hydrocarbons which are the principal reactants in
photochemical smog. Thus, this instrument could indicate that
an exhaust was relatively free of hydrocarbons when in reality it
contained high concentrations of smog precursors. The flame
ionization hydrocarbon detector, the IR spectrophotometer, and
the gas chromatograph can measure most of the hydrocarbon
components in exhaust. Using the flame ionization hydrocarbon
detector in conjunction with the n-hevane-sensitized nondispersive
infrared analyzer prevents erroneous conclusions concerning
hydrocarbon concentrations. If the flame ionization hydrocarbon
detector measures the total hydrocarbon concentration in the
exhaust and the nondispersive infrared instrument measures
saturated hydrocarbons, then the difference between the
concentrations will provide a rough measure of the unsaturated
hydrocarbons (plus methane) in an exhaust. In analyses of exhaust
gas hydrocarbons, the method of direct 5:1 dilution of the hot
exhaust gi:s vith nitrogen gas, followed by parallel analysis with
the nondispersive IR and flame ionization instruments, is
suggested in preference to the method utilizing condensate traps,
or heated exhaust sampling.WW

06065

V. Levin, r, W. Nippoldt, and R. L. Webertus

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF PRIMIRY AROMATIC AMINES WITH
THIOTRITHIAZYL CHLORIDE (APPLICATION TO DETERMINATION OP
TOLUNE-2, 4-DIISOCYANATE IN AIR). Anal. Chem. (U.S.)
39(6) :581-584, May 1967.

Highly colored istermediates form during the reactions of
thiotrithiazyl chloride with some primary aromatic amines. The
molar absorptivities range from about 21,500 liters/mole cm for the
red product from m-phenylenediamine to about 300 liters/mole cm for
the green product from aniline. Rapid color development is
achieved at room temperature either by direct combination of solid
thiotrithiazyl chloride with a solution of the amine in
methanol-chloroform, or by percolating the amine solution over a
bed of thiotrithyiazyl chloride mixed with dry sand. Although.the
colored species generally decompose within a few inutes, linear
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calibration curves are readily obtained by controlling reaction
conditions. These observations have been applied to the
determination of airborne toluene-2,4-diisocyanate at
concentratioas as low as 0.01 ppm by volume. (Author abstracts)**

06070

M. M. Rockind

INFRARED ANALYSIS OF MULTICOMFONENT GAS MIXTURES. Anal. Chem.
39, (6) 567-84, May 1967. (Presented at the 153rd National
Meeting, American Chemical Society, Miami Beach, Fla., Apr.
9-14, 1967.)

A new ethod for the infrared analysis of multicomponent gas
mixtures which involves a condensed phase sampling technique
employing commercially available cryogenic equipment is described.
Only a few micromoles of material are required for positive
qualitative identification of most chemical species; hence, the
method is sensitive and suitable for impurity analysis. The
technique is very general in its applicability. Structurally
similar molecules are readily differentiated, and olecules
differing only in isotopic content may sometimes be distinguished.
Molecules are characterized by a small number of well defined
frequencies. The method permits analyses to be executed rapidly
and is capable of creditable quantitative results. Herein
spectral analyses are demonstrated for a series of 13 C(1) -
C(4) hydrocarbons. (Author abstracts)**

06112

Tada, O.

MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTANTS. Bunseki Kagaku (Japan Analyst)
(Tokyo) pp. 110R-7R. 1966. Jap.

Important papers published in Japan Analyst in 1964 and 1965 are
summarized. The subject is limited to measurement methods of air
pollutants known to be toxic to health. Pollutants from stacks ald
automobile exhausts are covered, including many cyclic
hydrocarbons, aldehydes, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, ozone,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, fluorine compounds, hydrogen
sulfide, lead compounds, and offensive odors. Various sampling
methods are described, especially using filtering with glass wool
filters, electric dust collectors, gas absorbers, and portable
samplers containing silica gel. The pollutants can be measured by
electroconductivity methods, colorimetric measurement recorder, gas
chromatographic analysis, electron capturing detector, and hydrogen
ion detector. The papers summarized do not include those dealing
with industrial or occupational environment or mining.

06135

Clemo, G. R.

SOME CONSTITUENTS OP CITY SMOKE. Tetrahedron 23, (5) 2389-93, day
1967.
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An interest in the complementary action of cigarette smoke and the
neutral constituents of city smoke prompted this study of the
isolation and identification of the aromatic jydrocarbons collected
on cotton filters through which air had been drawn for 10-12 weeks.
Chromatography on an alumina column of the neutral portion of the
atmospheric soot which had been eluted from the cotton filters with
a light petroleum gave a nuber of nitrogen-free hydrocarbons from
which the crystalline 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene complexes were
prepared. Identification was based on infrared, ultraviolet, and
mass spectrometry as well as on the melting points. Pyrene, 3-
methylpyrene, 1,2-benzpyrene, triphenylene, chrysene, 1,12-
benzperylene, and picene were isolated and identified.
The 3,4-benzpyrene was identified, but not the
non-aromatics which formed the bulk of the neutral portion.
Mass spectrometry showed that the most volatile fraction of the
light petroleum extract contained a series of 10 compounds with
molecular weights from which a.base, C13H15N, has been isolated.

06200

Stanley, Thomas W. James E. Meeker, and Myrna J. Morgan

EXTRACTION OF ORGANICS FROM AIRBORNE PARTICULATES: EFFECTS OF
VARIOUS SOLVENTS AND CONDITIONS ON THE RECOVERY OF BENZO(A)PYRENE,
BEN(C)ACRIDINE, AND 7H-BENZ(DE)ANTHRACEN-7-0NE. Environ.
Sci.Technol., 1(11):927-931, Nov. 1967. 20 refs. (Presented at the
153rd National American Chemical Society Meeting, Miami, Fla.,
April 9-14, 1967.)

Recently developed spectrophotometric and spectrophotofluorimetric
methods of analysis for several known carcinogens were applied in
studies of extraction efficiencies of solvent systems used to
obtain the organic fractions of airborne particulates. Some of the
solvents investigated were pentane, benzene, cyclohexane, acetone,
diethyl ether, methylene chloride, and benezene: diethylamine (4:1,
V/V). Weights of organic extracts from known weights of carefully
composited air particulates ranged from 20 to 1300 mg. Variations
of time, temperature, and method of extraction affect total weights
of organic extracts and concentrations. In the analysis of equal
weights of air particulates enriches with pure benzo(a)pyrene,
benz(c)acridine, and 7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one the percentages of
these compounds extracted ranged from 50 to 100, 15 to 100, and 40
to BO, respectively. On the basis of these data extraction
efficiency studies are required for the proper selection of
solvents used to define the organic extracts of airborne
particulates. (Author's abstvact)

06203

K. T. Whitby, and B. Y. H. Liu

GENERATION OF COUNTABLE PULSES BY HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF
SUBCOUNTABLE SIZED PARTICLES IN THE SENSING VOLUME OF OPTICAL
PARTICLE COUNTERS. (IN: EVALUATION OF OPTICAL PARTICLE
COUNTERS-FINAL REPORT.) Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis,
Particle Technology Lab. (Particle Laboratory Publ. No.
110.) 25p., June 1967.
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It is shovn by analysis and has been confirmed by experiment that
large numbers of sub-countable particles in the sensing zone of
single particle optical counters generate spurious counts in the
counting range of the instrument. A statistical theory has been
developed vhich is capable of predicting the size distribution and
number of the spurious pulses from the concentration and particle
size of the sub-countable aerosol. The theory has been extended
to atmospheric aerosols obeying the distribution lav dN/dDp =
0.41 phi D/4 and it is shown that the many sub-countable particles
present in atmospheric aerosols can account for the false mode
often observed vhen single particle optical counters are used to
size concentrated urban aerosols. It.is also shovn that the
numerous sub-countable residue particles present in the atomized
poly-styrene latex aerosols can generate spurious pulses in the
lower channels, thereby affecting the accuracy of this
calibration method.**

06231

A. Goetz and 0. Preining

THE AEROSOL SPECTROMETER AND ITS APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR
CONDENSATION STUDIES. ((National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, Washington, DC)) Publ. 746.
(1960) pp. 164-82.

The Aerosol Spectrometer (A.S.) separates quantitatively
air-borne particles in the diameter range 3 microns to 0.03 micron
from the atmosphere in the form of a size-spectrum, i.e. a
continuoqs band-shaped deposit. The position of a particle
thereon is indicative of its "Stokes' diameter" vhile it was
air-borne, and independent of physical etc. changes incurred after
its separation from the suspending air. This size classified
separation results from the exposure of a laminar, continuous air
flow to a large centrifugal field (up to 26,000 g), the flow rates
vary between 3.3 and 7.4 lit/min. The size - (and mass-)
distribution of the aerosol is derived from the topical variation
of the deposit density along the spectrum. A brief description
of the instruments and the mathematical basis of the analytical
procedure is presented, as well as its application to a "model"
aerosol of polystyrene latex. From the size definition in terms
of the Stokes diaeter a relationship between the locus of
deposition of dry and hydrated hygroscopic nuclei is derived and
subsequently supported experimentally for NaC1 aerosols. The
A.S. has been applied to the analysis of natural and artificial
aerosols in the submicron range. The artificial generation and
conditioning of NaC1 aerosols and the so resulting size
distribution is described. Traces of organic vapors during
hydration and dehydration prevent or delay the equilibrium of the
nucleus vhen the humidity of its gaseous environment is altered.
(Author summary)**

06284

R. Buscaglia and S. Wallack

FEASIBILITY STUDY OP A MULTIPURPOSE INFRARED PROPELLANT
DETECT0R. (Patterson Moos Research,Division, Leeiona
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Corp., Jamaica, N.Y.) (ASD Technical Rept. No. 61-382.)
(Aug. 1961). 22 pp.

This investigation was concerned with determining the
feasibility of developing open-path narrow absorption infrared
(NA/R) instrumentation capable of detecting and measuring
very low atmospheric concentrations of various toxic propellant
vapors. In the course of this program a novel measureent
system was conceived, and a laboratory prototype of this system
was designed and fabricated. Because of the unique spectral
response characteristics of the NAIR detector, it was
possible to cobine in this one instrument the desiraLle features
of both single and double bean instrumentation. The system
was applicable to ethylene oxide, unsymmetrical dimethyl-hydrazine,
dinitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine. Tests performed with this
prototype instrument demonstrated system feasibility.
The easurement sensitivity was, in all cases, within one order
of magnitude of that required: in most cases it was
substantially better than this. Sensitivity to ethylene oxide
exceeded the specified requirements. In addition to
demonstrating feasibility and determining sensitivity, these
tests also indicated several sisrle modifications which
would substantially reduce noise and thereby improve
sensitivity. (Authors' abstract) **

06301L

MECHANISMS OF AIR POLLUTION REACTIONS. (Section VIII of
Air Pollution Research Progress Report for Quarter Ended
December 31, 1966.) Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Coal Research Center, 1966, pp. BA/69-BM/76.

The ROx-sensitiled photooxidation of 2-methyl-1-butene was
investigated. Yields with regard to the reaction production
formaldehyde, ethyl ethyl ketone, PAN, PPN, nitrates and
CO were determined. The study of the NOx-sensitized
photooxidation of tagged ethylene in the presence of other

p n
was terminated. Results indicated-that (n) the

hotochem 1 reactivity of ethylene in ixture with other
hydrocarbons varies with change in the ixture-composition, and
(2) the variation is unpredictable at the present tise. (Author
summary)**

06328L

J. D. Hocker

ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS WITH GAS CHROMATOTi:APHY
APPARATUS (A MASTER'S THESIS). (1963). 63 pp. (For the
degree of Baster of Science, Arizona Univ., Tucson.)

DDC: AD 410240

The purpose of this study was to deielop techniques for applying
principles of gns chromatography to the Analysis of fuel gases ana
cosbustion produCts.- By'effective calibration ut the gas
chroaatography aPparatus, unknown samples of combustion products

. ,
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and fuel gases were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively.
The procedure employed was to use known ixtures of pure gases and
to record on an electronic recorder the response of the gas
chromatography apparatus. Six different gases were used in the
calibrating mixtures: H2, 02, N2, CH4, CO2 and CO.
Techniques, procedures and methods were established to identify
the composition of unknown samples by the application and
principles of gas chromatography. (Author abstract)**

06380

Dubois, L., A. Zdrojewski, C. Baker, and J. L. Monkman

SOME IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DETERMINATION OF BENZO(A)PYRENE IN
AIR SAMPLES. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
17(12) :818-821, Dec. 1967.. 10. refs. (Presented at the 60th
Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Assoc., Cleveland,
Ohio, June 11-16, 1967.)

As benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) and benzo(k)fluoranthene (Bk) both
fluoresce strongly and it is possible to make accurate easureent
of BaP in the presence of BIC in an unchromatographed air
sample extract using fluorescence, this measuring technique served
as the basis of the research discussed here. In this method
benzene was first used as the extracting solvent, the coluns being
processed in a fue hood on account of its well known toxicity.
As more experience was gained it was found that toluene could also
be used with satisfactory results and benzene was abandoned as an
eluting agent. Both benzene and toluene, with their aroatic
structure, would be quite unsuitable eliting agents if subsequent
measurements were to be made by ultraviolet absorption. Since in
this method fluorescence is used, the aroatic structure is
irrelevant. The essential condition is that the toluene used be
free from fluorescing impurities. The ethod is siple and
direct, and probably demands somewhat less skill and experience
than older methods. It is worth mentioning that the calculations
of the final values require an appreciable percentage of the total
analytical tie. The use of a programed bench top coputer
reduces this calculation time for 20 saples from 5 hours to 5
minutes.**

06433

Singh, T., R. P. Sawyer, E. S. Starkman, and L. S.
Caretto

RAPID CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OP NITRIC OXIDE CONCENTRATIoN IN
EXHAUST GASES. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
18(2):102-105, Feb..1968. 8 refs.. (Presented at the 60th
Annual fleeting, Air Pollution Control. ASsociation;
Cleveland, Ohio, Jane 1 1-16, 1967, Paper 677 1 5 1.)

A continuous'sampling,:Continuous analysis ethod for measuring
nitric oxide was demonstrated. Rapid oxidation of nitric oxid to,
nitrogen dioxide is obtained through. oxonation'. Nitrogen dioxide .,
concentrations are deteriined by eans of an ultra-violet
absorption technique. Nitric oxide Concentrations between. 100 and
5000 ppm have been seasured'and. responsetimes of about 20 lea
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obtained. The presence of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust
sample has an adverse effect on the results of this technique which
requires either the removal, of hydrocarbons or adjustment of ozone
concentration. (Authors' abstract, modified)**

06435

Smith, D. S., R. F. Sawyer, and E. S. Starkman

OXIDES OF NITROGEN FROM GAS TURBINES. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc., 18(1) :30-35, Jan. 1968. 6 refs. (Presented at
the 6 Oth Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16, 1967.)

Experimental and theoretical studies were made to provide
information on nitrogen oxide concentrations produced by gas
turbine engines. Nitric oxide concentrations of from 10 0 to 350
ppm, adjusted to stoichiometric conditions, were measured in
aircraft turbojet engines. Concentrations of less than 50 ppm,
similarly adjusted, were measured in a 60 hp industrial, gas
turbine. Concentrations of about 1 00 ppm, also adjusted, were
measured in a laboratory combustor of a design similar to gas
turbine combustors. Carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon
concentrations also were determined. Comparison with predicted
equilibrium concentrations shows strong departures from
equilibrium. (Authors' abstract) **

06445

K. T. Whitby

RECENT AEROSOL RESEARCH - UNIVERSITY OF NINNI1SOTA. Preprint.
(Presented at the 60th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Associztion, Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16, 1 96/, Paper No.
67-10 3.)

Polystyrene aerosols produced by an improved generator (described
in study) have been studied with respect to the electrostatic
charge on the polystyrene particles and the size distribution and
charge on the residue aerosols resulting from the evaporation of
the non polystyrene containing droplets. The median number of
unit charges and standard deviation g of the charge distribution
found on the plus and (-) particle is summarized. The PSL
charges found are great enough to have a serious effect in many
experimental applications. Diffusion and field charging studies
,of icron and submicron aerosols at pressure from atmospheric to 1
torr have been ade. I A new diffusion charging theory based on an
improved kinetic odel has been developed. The final equation
which is identical in form to the White diffusion charging
equation has been shown by experiment to be satisfactory for
Knudsen numbers fro 0 to 1 and by calculation to be satisfactory
for larger Knudsen numbers. Work on an improved field
charging theory for Knudsen numbers on the order of 1 is in
progress. Considerable data has been obtained and an iproved
theory has been developed. A two stage electrostatic aerosol
sampler of accurate sampling of micron and submicron size aerosols
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onto any flat collecting surface of an area up to 50 sq. c has
been developed. The concentration and size distribution of
particles from 0.001 to 3 microns in radius dispersed in the urban
atmosphere vas measured with a continuous-sampling sizing system
composed of a nuclei counter, an electrical particle counter, and
an optical counter. Atmospheric aerosol size distribution
measurements made by previous investigators were reviewed and
compared vith the new information.

061471

H. W. G. Wyeth and G. W. Timmins

DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF INFLAMMABLE VAPOURS IN AIRCRAFT.
Ministry of Aviation, Farnborough Hants, England, Royal
Aircraft Establishment. (Rept. No. 65191.) (Sept. 1965). 74
pp.

DDC: AD477 232

A study is made of the feasibility of detecting and measuring
concentrations of inflammable vapour within compartments of
aircraft in flight. The basic requirements are outlined. A
reviev is made of properties of inflammable vapours that ight be
exploited. Mention is ade of some existing instruments and
techniques, and their limitations for the present purpose are
discussed. Especial emphasis is given to techniques of catalytic
combustion and ionization which with further development are
thought likely to be suitable. (Author summary)

06504L

J. N. Beebe and E. L. Dorsey

A FLUORESCENT DYE TRACER AS A MEANS FOR DETERMINING PHYSICAL
DECAY RATES OF AEROSOLS. Army Biological Warfare Labs.,
Fort Detrick, Frederic, Md. (Aug. 1958). 21 pp. (BWL
Technical Memorandu m 8-4 . )

The use of fluorescein as a dye tracer for the determination of
the physical decay rates of aerosols vas investigated. Two types
of chambers vere used for most of the preliminary experiments: a
20-liter horizontal irradiation ,chamber, and a 1500 -liter, 6 foot
diameter toroid which can be revolved at speeds of from 0.27 rpm on
up, for periods up to 24 hrs or more. Small chamber clouds vere
generated by a Vaponefrin Nebulizer Clouds in the toroid were
generated by a modifed UCTL atomizer. The spray edium in all
cases vas beef heart infusion. Two methods of sampling vere
employed. The small chamber samples were collected on
Millipore Filters. Samples from the toroid were collected in
standard 2.5 1/min impingers, containing 10 al of glass-distilled
water. Fluorometric analyses of the above dye solutions were
ade with a Light Scattering Microphotoaeter. A standard
curve, shoving the relationship between a known dye concentration
and photomultiplier reading, vas established with the particular
dye lot to be used. separate curve must be developed for each
dye, or dye lot, and/or for each solvent in which samples are to be
collected, since some impinger fluids contain materials that will
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fluoresce. Whenever possible samples were collected in
glass-distilled water, or on MF filters and then dissolved out
established for a particular dye lot and solvent it was but a
matter of a few minutes to determine the dye content of a series
of samples. The method is simple and can be performed rapidly
with a high degree of precision, sensitivity and reproducibility.

06624

R. A. Saunders

ANALYSIS OF THE SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE. Naval Research Lab.,
Washington, D. C., Chemistry Div. (NRL Rept. No. 5816.)
(Oct. 23, 1962) . 21 pp.

DDC: AD 288 255

A study has been made of the nature of the contaminants introduced
into the cabin atmosphere of a Project Mercury space capsule,
external to the pressure suit, by the deliberately induced
malfunction and overheating of certain parts of the capsule
equipment during simulated flight. The contaminants were
collected md concentrated by an adsorption-desorption cycle
employing activated charcoal as the adsorbing medium. An
analytical gas chromatograph was used to resolve the components of
the contaminant mixture, which were then recovered individually
from the effluent stream of the chromatograph and identified by
means of their infrared spectra. Thirty-five components were
detected in this atmosphere, 26 of which were identified.
Approximate minimum concentrations have been indicated for the
latter. The contaminant mixture comprised aliphatic and aronatic
hydrocarbons, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and aliphatic alcohols,
esters, and ketones. Some of the contaminants were present in
sufficient concentration that they could possibly reduce the
effectiveness or efficiency of an erposed pilot. (Author
abstract)W0

06634

K. Wettig

ESSAY ON THE PROBLEMITICS CONCERNING THE DETERMINATION OF
HENZPYRENE IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. Neoplasma 14 (2) , 181-4 (1967).

A proposal of method of hydrocarbon dotermination, which takes
into consideration the problems of interpretation, is discussed.
The majority of toxic'substances in atmospheric.air is present in
the same form in which they 'take effect, in.vivo._ The degree of
concentration of a' given, injurious substance, ,is in ost cases a .

measure for the endangerment of the health of human beings. Quite
different, however, is'the cancerogenic effect of polycyclic
hydrocarbon's in the air. The conclusiOns drawn from the ..

atmospheric content of cancerogenic hydrocarbons with 'regard to the
endangerment of health of huan beings depends solely in the
assumption, that the'total'content 'of hydrocarbons stands in
correlation with the active hydrocarbons. Owing to the
diversities of the possibilities which ,golern' the formation of
"active" hydrocarbons, such a correliiion ii'naturally very.
questionable. :A better'approximation may be attained by using.a
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method consisting of the following steps in succession: The
splitting-up of an aspirated sample of dust into its components
according to the diameter of the separate particles; The portional
extraction of the particles having a diameter of 100 to 5000
micrograms with a simulated body-liquor for a period of time
corresponding to the time of retention of the dust particles in
the human lung; and Review of the cancerogenic activity of the
extract. The usual determination of the content of hydrocarbons
in atmospheric air cannot be replaced but merely supplemented by
procedures tor the determination of their active components, as the
knowledge of the total amount of the various hydrocarbons permits
conclusions to be drawn with regard to their origin, this being of
great importance for the removal or abatement of emissions.AN

06661

E. G. Kachmar

DETERMINATION OF BENZENE TOLUENE AND XYLENE SIMULTANEOUSLY
PRESENT IN THE AIR U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 7, 143-7, 1962.
(Gigiena i Sanit.) 258 (5) 58-62, 1960. Translated from
Russian.

CFSTI: 62-11103

The new methods in this presentation were based on the formation
of azo-cospounds. Benzene vas nitrified with a 10% nitration
ixture to the dinitro form, which vas then reduced with metallic

zinc, diazotized in the presence of conceatrated hydrochloric acid
by a 1% solution of sodium nitrate, and combined with
-phenylenediamine. The resulting azo-compound is of a yellow-
brown color. The sensivity of this reaction is 0.005 mg in the
volume used for colorimetry. A series of experiments were
performed with known amounts of benzene determined on a parallel
basis by the azo-compound formation and the Yanovskii reactions.
Control tests showed that the presence of an equal amount of
toluene and of an equivalent 60% amount of xylene, did not
interfere with the determination. The toluene determination
method consisted in the reduction of trinitrotoluene and the
combination of the reduced products with diazotized sulfanilic
acid. The sensitivity of the reaction vas 0.01 mg of toluene in
the colorimetric volume. Additional control tests showed that the
presence of an equal concentration of sylene and of half the
equivalent volume of benzene did not interfere with the
determination. -No suitable basis found for.the development of a .

method for xylene determination in. the presence of toluene; for
this reason xylene, was separated from benzene and toluene. The
following studies were made; 1) conditions of benzene, toluene and
xylene absorption on silicagel; 2) conditions of desorption such as
effects of temperature and air volume passed through the silicagel
in orderAo displace, the benzene, toluene and sylene. On the
basis of results obtained conditions for the separation of xylene
from benzene and toluene are recommended.PA
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06662

P. P. Dikun

QUATITATIVE DETERMINATION OF LOW 3, 4-BENZPYRENE CONCENTRATIONS
WITH FINE STRUCTURE FLUORESCENT SPECTRUM . U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 7, 153-69, 1962. (Vopr. Onkol.) 7, (7) 42-53,
1961. Translated from Russian.

CFSTI: 62-11103

A new method is described for the determination of lower 3,
4-benzpyrene concentration than with any previous tests. This
method combines the principle of spectrofluorometry with the
fine structure spectral fluorescence phenomenon described by E.
V. shpol,skii. Quantitative determination is based on ratio
between 3,4-benzpyrene and 1,12-benzoperilene absorption intensity
lines. By the fine structure spectral fluorescent method,
determinations can be made of 0.05 - 0.10 gamma or less of 3, 4-
ber;zpyrene per sample with a high degree of accuracy. Average
deviation of 15 control tests was only + or - 8%. Deviations ex-
ceeding 10% occurred in 3 of the 15 control tests, and none ex-

06682

D. N. Sunderman, J. E. Howes, and H. S. Tosenberg

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPROVED METHOD OF SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
FOR ATMOSPHERIC IODINE . (Battelle Memorial Inst., Columbus,
Ohio.) (July 22, 1965). 20 pp. (Rept. No. BMI-X-10137.)

The feasibility was studied of an iodine sampler which will be
souewhat analogous to a gas-liquid chromatographic column
although the separation of the iodine species will not employ the
chromatographic principle. The system will consist of a column
of sodium bisulfite particles or sodium bisulfite on a solid
matrix such as Chromasorb, coated with a viscous organic solvent.
A glass-fiber filter will precede the column to reove particulate
iodine from the sample stream. In operation, the elemental iodine
and organic iodine compound will be absorbed and retained by
dissolution in the organic film on the particles. The elemental
iodine will diffuse to the interface between the liquid and solid
phase, react with the solid phase to form the iodide, and thus be
separated from the organic iodide. Gaseous inorganic iodine
compounds are expected to be absorbed on the surface of the organic
film or pass through the column unaffected. Following the
sampling period, water would be passed through the column to elute
any water soluble iodine compounds, organic iodides would be
recovered by dissolution of the organic phase with a solvent, and
the sodium bisulfite particles would be recovered to obtain the
reacted, elemental iodine. Reaction studies between the various
forms of iodine, dodecane, and NaH503 indicate that the
proposed iodine sampling technique is feasible. Elemental iodine
and methyl iodide will dissolve in the stationary liquid phase.
Methyl iodide will remain in stationary liquid, while the
elemental iodine will be reduced to the iodide by solid MaHS03,
the solid support material. The experiments show that both at
24 C and 100 C the extraction efficiencies for eleental iodine
are better than 94 per cent after 15 minutes contact times. The
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extraction of iodine in the solid NaHS03 should occur rapidly,
therefore, reaction with the organic phase will not be significant.
The experiments also show that no apparent reactions occur between
the methyl iodide and the reducing phase. When iodine was
extracted from a mixture of methyl iodide, iodine, and dodecane,
isotopic exchange occurred between the iodine and methyl iodide.
When NaI and HI solutions were contacted with dodecane, I-
in solution did not react with dodecane.**

06699

C. F. Ellis, R. F. Kendall, and B. H. Eccleston

IDENTIFICATION OF SOME OXYGENATES IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUSTS BY
COMBINED GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY AND INFRARED TECHNIQUES.
Anal. Chem. 37 (4) 511-6 (Apr. 1965).

A method for identifying certain oxygenates in automobile
exhausts by gas liquid chromatography with confirmation by
infrared spectra is described. The oxygenates were separated from
exhaust gases by scrubbing with a 1% solution of NaHS03.
Then, oxygenates which eluted ahead of water were separated from
the solution in a preparatory column. The carbonyls indicated in
the chromatograms were derived from the thermal decomposition of
the bisulfite complexes of these compounds in the
chromatographic column. The eluted oxygenates were collected in a
cold trapping needle and charged to an analytical GLC unit
employing thermal conductivity detection. A chromatogram was thus
obtained, and the individual components indicated in the sample
were collected in separate plastic bags and transferred to a
10-meter infrared cell for confirmation of the GLC IDENTIFICA-
tions. Acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde, n-
butyraldehyde, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, methanol, and ethanol
were present. Acrolein cannot be detected by this method. After
identification of the oxygenates present, GLC analyses
employing flame detection were made directly upon the scrubber
solutions and also on preparatory column effluents.**

06702

Pagnotto, L. D. and L. M. Lieberman

URINARY HIPPURIC ACID EXCRETION AS AN INDEX OF TOLUENE EXPOSURE.
Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 28(2):129-134, March-April 1967.
20 refs. (Presented at the 27th Annual Meeting, American
Industrial Hygiene Assoc., Pittsburgh, Pa., May 1966.)

A simple procedure is described for the analysis of hippuric acid
in urine. The sample is extracted with an isopropyl,
alcohol-diethyl ether mixture, and the hippuric acid is easured in
-the extractant by ultraviolet spectrophotoetry. The excretion of
hippuric acid in urine as a metabnlic product of toluene was
studied in relation to its usefulness in industrial exposures
to toluene. Good correlation of hippuric acid content of
end-of-shift samples and toluene exposure was found in studies
performed in leather-finishing and rubber-coating plants. The
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hippuric acid test was also found to be useful in measuring the
adequacy of cartridge-tyre respirators in tank painting work.
Air-urine correlation, although not complete, suggests that
exposures to 200 ppm (MAC) of toluene would produce a urinary
hippuric acid content of about 7.0 gm/liter or 5.0 gm/gm of
creatinine in samples collected at the end of the work shift.**

06858

A. Richardson, J. Robinson, B. Bush, and J. H. Davies

DETERMINATION OF DIELDRIN (HEOD) IN BLOOD. Arch. Environ.
Health 14 (5), 703-8 (May 1967).

Two methods for the determination of HEOD (1,2,3,4,10,10,
hexachloro-6, 7 epoxy-1,4,4a,5,6,7,8,8a-octahydro-1, 4 endo,
exo-5, 8-dimenthanonaphthalene (Dieldrin) in blood mere
assessed. The procedure using acetone as an extraction
solvent gives reproducible results and is rapid. The precision
of the extraction procedure, as reassured by the coefficient
of variation, is of the order of 6%. The accuracy, assessed
by comparison with the destructive hydrolysis technique, does not
appear to differ significantly from 100%. Evidence has been
obtained that the concentration of HEOD in the blood of the
same person can vary in random manner from time to time, and the
coefficient of variation for samples of blood collected at differ-
ent times from the same person is about 25%. The aceton extraction
procedure is nondestructive and should therefore be applicable
to the determination of the organochlorine insecticides,
particularly those which are unstable to alkalies and their
metabolites.**

1

06876

R. M. Lagoshnaya and N. A. Zhuravleva

DETERMINATION OF FREON-22 IN AIR. (Kolichestvennoe
opredelenie freona-22 vozdukhe.) Hyg. Sanit. (Gigiena
Sanit.) 30 (6), 366-71 (June 1965). Russ. (Tr.)

The colorimetric and manometric methods for the determination of
Freon-22 in the air were described. The colorimetric method is
applicable for freon-22 concentrations in the air ranging from 0.5
to 0.00006% and the analytical time is approximately five minutes.
The manometric method makes possible the determination of freon-22
in the air for concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 15 vol. % and the
analytical time is 10 to 15 minutes.**

06893

Belyakov, A. A., and V. 0. Smirnova

DETERMINATION OF FURFUROL IN THE AIR. ((Opredelenie furfurola
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l'-';M.'''ir-.!:1-='1"tilM!"!""teTID..7,TvrrresTrrtminmmrAm

vozdukhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. (Fifiena i Sanit.) 30(3) :390-391,
Mar. 1965. Translated from Russian.

CFSTI: TT 66,-51033

Methods bas?cl on color reaction vith aniline have been proposed
for determining furfurol vapors in the air of industrial preises.
The reaction results in the formation of dianilide of
oxyglutaconic aldehyde, belonging to the class of polymethine dyes.
A common defect of these methods is the instability of dyed
solutions, which is reflected in the reproducibility of the
results. Using the above-mentioned reaction, the authors were
able to find the conditions for a more reliable determination of
furfurol in the air. They used 98% of icy acetic acid as the
absorbent solution and solvent. An aniline concentration within
the limits of 50-70 mg per ml of acetic acid is perferable. In
this case the dying of the solutions reaches the maximu in 15
minutes and is preserved unchanged for the next 45 inutes.
Furfurol vapors are well absorbed by acetic acid. To determine,
for instance, the maximum permissible concentration of furfurol
(0.01 mg/1), it suffices to pass not more than 25 ml of air
through an absorbing instrument with 2 ml of acetic acid. The
air humidity is apparently little detained by the icy acetic acid.
Thus, the sucking of up to 10 1 of air through the absorbing
instrument with 2 ml of acetio acid containing 0.5-5 ug of furfurol
is not reflected in the results of the determination.

06894

Razumov, V. A., and T. K. Aidarov

A FAST METHOD FOR DETERM/N/NG LEAD IN THE AIR. ((Uskorennyi
etod opredeleniya svintsa vozdukhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. (Gigiena
i Sanit.), 30(3):392-394, Mar. 1965. Translated from Russian.

CFSTI: 66-51033

/n a number of cases there is a need for rapid and accurate
determination of the lead aerosol content in the air. The usual
chemical and physicochemical methods applied for this purpose are
rather lengthy and labor-consuming. The most advantageous is
color reaction on paper without any previous vorking of the ground.
The fullest response to all requirements is afforded by the color
reaction vith tetrahydroxy-p-benzoquinone. Here a legible scale
is obtained for microgram parts of lead on paper, the pink coloring
lasts for up to six months, and the reagent solution itself is
stable for up to 4 onths. Antimony, bismuth, zinc, copper, iron,
arsenic, chromium and calcium, also cadmium (in equal
concentrations with lead) do not .1.nterfere with deterination.
The air sample was taken out with an aspirator plant at a rate of
3 1/min onto filter paper (blue ballet). When the lead content is
within the normal limits, 10-15 1 of air have to be taken. 4.

disk of paper 17 ma in diameter was placed in a plexiglas holder of
the proper dimensions, and a drop (0.05 ml) of reagent was applied
to the filter in the holder; after it had dried, samples were
taken, and then a drop (0.05 ml) of buffer solution was applied.
The pink coloring appeared at once. Then the filter was taken
out of the holder and was placed on clean filter paper (with the
coloring upward) toldry. After a few seconds, the coloring was
compared with the saale on the paper obtained by the analogous
ethod for certain lead concentrations. The sensitivity of tit.
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method was 0.015 ug in the drop (0.05 ml). For ore reliable
results, it is better to make two parallel (in the wInst case,
successive) determinations. The duration of one detormination is
not more than seven minutes, if the air contains lead in more than
the normal amount.**

06902

R. V. Gorskaya

A NEW PHOTOCOLORIMETRIC METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
NAPHTHALENE IN AIR. (Novyi fotokolorimetricheskii metod
opredelenya maftalina v vozdukhe.) (Hyg. Sanit). (Gigiena
Sanit.) 30 (11), 243-4 (Nov. 1965 Russ. (Tr.)

A photocolorimetric method for routine analysis of naphthalene
is described. The method was tested under industrial conditions
by determining the naphthalene in the air of the naphthalene shop
of the Rutchenkovskii coke-chemical plant. Interference by
phenols was prevented by trapping them first in an absorber
containing 0.1 N alkali which was placed in front of the
absorber for the naphthalene. The determination was carried
out by two methods, with a nitrating mixture and with
alloxantin. There was good agreement between the results.**

06903

A. Pinigina

THE SEPARATION AND DETERMINATION OF ALIPHATIC ALCOHOLS IN AIR BY
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY. (Razdelenie i kolichestvennoe
opredelenie alifaticheskikh spirtov v vozdukhe s pomoshch,yu
khromatografii na bumage.) Hyg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.)
30 (11), 244-9 (Nov. 1965) . Russ. (Tr.)

Separate determination of aliphatic alcohols (CI-CIO) that
simultaneously pollute the air in.factories anufacturing
synthetic alcohols was accomplished by paper chromatography.
Volatile compounds can be determined by paper chromatography after
their conversion to nonvolatile compounds. The alcohols are
converted to the benzoates. The- derivatives.of alcohols C1-C6
arranged themselves on the chromatogram in the order.of'
increasing number .of carbon atoms. The derivatives of alcohols
C7-C10 arl:anged themselves on the chromatogram in -the
descending order of the number-of their carbon atos. The
alcohols can be .quantitatively determined'by chromatographic
separation,, by eans of the 'intensity of the color 'of the spots
formed by their eluates. In the case of alcohols C1-C6, the
color is eluted and the optical density of the elute easured with
an SF-4 spectrophotometer or a Thotocolorimeter.
Quantitative 4etermination of the alcohols.C7-C-10 was
performed visually by comparing.the colorAntensities of the
sample spots with those of reference spots made-Oith standard
solutions.FF
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06955

M. N. Inscoe

PHOTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAMS OF POLICYCLIC,
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS. Anal. Chem. 36, 2505-6 (Dec. 1964).

The change in spot color due to photochemical changes of thin
layer chromatograms in the identification of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons was discussed. The changes were observed on spots of
15 representative hydrocarbons following exposure to ultraviolet
light. The absorbents used were silica gel G, aluminum oxide G,
cellulose powder, and acetylated cellulose (21%). After the
initial exposure to ultraviolet light, the changes take place even
when the plates are kept in the dark. Similar, but slower,
changes also occur on plates kept in ordinary rooalight, without
exposure to other ultraviolet illumination. The changes are
accelerated by continuous irradiation, either by long-wavelength
ultraviolet light or by light of 253.7 millimicron. The nature of
the developing solvent appears to have little effect on the colors
observed. The presence of solvent often accelerates the changes
in the spots. This effect is particularly noticeable with
chlorinated solvents.**

07061

N. E. Whitman and A. E. Johnston

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF AROMAT/C HYDROCARBON VAPORS IN AIR: A
GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J.
25 (5), 464-9 (Oct. 1964).

The sampling and analysis of air for mixtures of benzene, toluene
and xylene vapors are described. The application of a olecular
sieve prefilter to remove water vapor and a silica gel adsorption
tube for the collection of the hydrocarbon was investigated. The
development of a method for the extraction of aromatic hydrocarbons
fro silica gel and their subsequent estimation by gas
chromatography is reported. The method is sufficiently sensitive
to permit accurate measurement at 10% of the MAC level.
(Authors' abstract)**

07097

L. H. Piette, J. H. Sharp, T. Ruwana, and J. N.
Pitts, Jr.

PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OF SOME BENZOPHENONE DERIVATIVES IN THEIR
PHOSPHORESCENT STATE. J. Chem. Phys., 36(11), 3094-5 (June
1, 1962).

Paraagnetic resonance absorption of the triplet or phosphorescent
state in several para-substituted derivatives of benzophenone was
observed. The phosphorescent states are formed during uv
irradiation of the compounds in rigid solutions at liquid-nitrogen
temperatures. Solutions of 4-aminobenzophenone,
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4-dimethylaminobenzophenone, 4,4', bis-(dimethylamino)benzophenone,
and 4-phenylbenzophenone were irradiated at 77 deg K.
Paramagnetic resonance absorption vas observed for all the above
compounds at a magnetic field of about 1500 gauss, (g equals 4).

In addition to paramagnetic resonance absorption at g equals 4,
the irradiated solid solutions show strong phosphorescence. This
phosphorescence decays exponentially with a mean lifetime of 0.41

plus or minus 0.04 sec and agrees favorably vith the decay of the
paramagnetic resonance absorption signal when the light is cut off.

Mean phosphorescent lifetimes of the other compounds range from
0.2 to 0.4 sec and are being correlated with the decay of their

EPR signals at g equals 4.##

07104

McEwen, D. J.

IMPROVED SAMPLING VALVE FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. J.

Chromatog., Vol. 9, p. 266-269, Oct. 1962.

For the gas chromatographic analysis of engine exhaust and air for
trace amounts of hydrocarbons, a gas sampling valve with the
following features was required: (I) no detectable gas leaks,
(2) no contamination or adsorption of the sample, (3) past
switching speed for instantaneous sample injection, (4)
interchangeable sample volumes with the smallest about 0.1 ml, and

(5) good sampling precision. A four-way solenoid valve for use
with industrial gas chromatographs leaked seriously, but otherwise
showed promise of meeting the ebove requirements. A ethod for
making the valve gastight and'an example of the use of the valve
in the analysis of highly diluted hydrocarbon mixtures are
discussed. In the disassembled valve the stainless steel part is
separated from the brass base by a Teflon diaphragm, which opens
and closes the valve ports by means of air pressure. The
surfaces separated by the diaphragm bore the arks (mainly long
scratches) of the grinding operation in the manufacture of the
valve. It was found that the valve could be made gastight with
Teflon diaphragms by polishing both surfaces to a mirror-like

finish. The smallest sample that has been measured with the
valve is 86 ul. The precision of the valve has not been
extensively investigated; however, the average deviation of peak

heights for repeat analyses of dilute hydrocarbon nirtures is
usually better than plus or minus 0.5%.##

07146

Gronsberg, E. Sh.

DETERMINATION OF VINYL CHLORIDE IN THE AIR. U.S.S.R.
Literature on,Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 1:148-150, Jan. 1960. (Also published in
Gigiena I Sanit., No. 11:43-44, 1954.) Translated from

Russian.
CFST/: TT 60-21049

The procedure described is based on bromination in chloroform
solution with a bromine solution in a 1:1 mixture of glacial acetic
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acid and chloroform. The method is sensitive to 0.10 mg of vinyl
chloride per test. The absorption of vinyl chloride from air is
accomplished by aspirating the tested air through chloroform kept
at -10 to -15 deg., at the rate of 10 - 12 liters per hour. This
method is specific in the presence of methanol and dichlorethane.
Observing the additional steps and precuations indicated obviates
the interference of ethylene and of chlorine.AA

07150

Dzedzichek, V. P. and A. V. Demidov

APPARATUS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND CARBON
DIOXIDE IN THE AIR AND OF GASEOUS COMPONENTS OF LIQUID FUEL.
U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 1:168-177, Jan. 1960. (Also
published in Lab. Delo 3(4):46-51, 1957.) Translated from
Russian.

CFSTI: TT 60-21049

The principle of the method described is the same as of the
combustion methods currently in use. The carbon monoxide or the
hydrocarbons contained in the air are oxidized to carbon dioxide in
a combustion chamber with the aid of an electrically heated coll.
The carbon dioxide is then passed through a coil condenser
(absorber) which contains a known volume of a known solution of
barium hydroxide, and the excess Gt the latter determined by
titration with a standardized selation of HC1, and the results
expressed in mg of CO or of hydrocarbons, as the case may be, per
liter of air. The apparatus consists of four main sections: the
purifying section, the distribuior, the combustion chamber and the
absorber. The apparatus and technic are described in detail.**

07153

Bronsberg, E. Sh.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF BENZENE AND ISOPROPYLBENZENE KVD
OF BENZENE AND CHLOROBENZYL IN AIR ANALYSIS. U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, vol. 1:187-191, Jan. 1960 (Also published in
Gigiena i Sanit., 23(1):77-81, 1958.) Translated from Russian.

The method studied consisted of a combination of thermal
desorption and chromatographic analysis. Sets of conditions
developed for the chronatographic partitioning of vapors of
benzene, isopropylbenzene and chlorobenzyl present in the air of
industrial manufacturing premises. The partitioning vas
accomplished at the time of the sample taking viten the air vas
aspirated through the syste0 vhich consisted of a V-shaped
tube containing grade ASK silicagel and of two absorbers
containing 2 ml of a nitro-mixture. The benzene is absorbed by
the nitro-mixture, the second component remaining adsorbed by the
silicagel. Colorinetric methods are &ascribed for the
determination of the isopropylbenzene and the chlorobenzyl in the
presence of benzene.**
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07156

Senderikhina, D. P.

DETERMINATION OF PARAFFIN AND CERESIN AEROSOLS IN THE AIR OF
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS. U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 1:206-207, Jan. 1960.
(Also published in Gigiena i Sanit., 23(8) :77-78, 1968.)
Translated from Russian

CFSTI: TT 60-21049

For quantitative determination of petroleum paraffin vapor its
differential characteristics of dissolving readily in ether and
with difficulty in ethanol were utilized. The ethanol is added to
the ether-dissolved petroleum paraffin and cooled to 0 deg which
causes the paraffin to separate from solution as an emulsion whose
turbidity varies directly with the quantity of the dissolved
paraffin. The standard solution to be used in the turbimetric
comparator is prepared from a weighed amount of petroleum paraffins
in ethyl ether, usually 1 mg per ml. Quantitative analysis of
synthetic cerecin is done gravinetrically by aspirating through
a glass filter No. 2 at the rate of 0.2 lit./ain. using ether
as the absorber. The absorbed cerecin is reoved from the glass
filter plate by dissolving it in hot gasoline; the latter is driven
off by evaporation in a preweighed porcelain dish over a vaterbath.
After the gasoline has been evaporated the dish is cooled for
20 - 30 minutes in a desiccator and weighed on an analytical
balance.IIII

07285

Ithrustaleva, V. A.

DIFFERENTIAL DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC LEAD IN THE
AIR OF GARAGES. Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit. No.
9:48-49, 1952. Engl. transl. by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit.
on Air Pollut. & Re lat. Occup. Dis., Vol. 2, p. 8-10,
March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

Air samples tor the determination of inorganic coapounds should be
collected by aspirating 300 - 500 li of air through absorbent
cotton at a rate of 10 li/ain. lath reference to tetraethyl lead
it nay be stated that, owing to the presence of carbon monoxide and
vapors of hydrocarbons in the air, and the nonspecificity of the
method, its determination in the form of intact molecules is not
feasible. It is necessary first to destroy the molecules and to
proceed with the determination of free lead. For this purpose
tetraethyl lead is absorbed from the air into alcohol at a rate not
exceeding 1 li/min, i.e., 60 li per hour; at a higher rate
evaporation of the alcohol-dissolved tetraethyl lead mill take
place. By the method used in this study metallic lead
determinations could be made reliably with 0.002 - 0.005 ag as the
lover limit. For the collection of tetraethyl lead air samples
the use of conventional equipment is proposed, such as a suction
dust collector, a high velocity flowmeter, corrugated tubes as
adapters for cotton filters to retain metallic lead, and Petri
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tubes containing 10 ml of alcohol for the absorption of the
tetraethyl lead. By the proposed method of air sampling it was
possible to aspirate within one hour and a half up to 1 cu. . of
air and to accumulate a quantity of tetraethyl lead sufficient for
a percise determination.$11

07298

Dikun, P. P.

THE DETERMINATION OF 3,4-BENZPYRENE IN PRODUCTS OCCURRING IN
THE MANUFACTURE OF sYNTHSTIC LIQUID FUEL. Text in Russian.
Vopr. Onkol., Vol. 4, p. 289-291, 1958. 4 refs. Engl.
transl. by B. S. Levine, U.s.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut.
Re lat. Occup. Dis., Vol. 2, p. 122-125, March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

The results of fluorescent-spectral analyses of a series of thc
primary, intermediate, and final products in the U.S.S.R.
anufacture of synthetic liquid fuels by the hydrogenation ethod
are presented. The analytical procedure was as follows: Ono
gram of the test material vas dissolved in 15 - 20 al of petrolic
ether. Highly viscous products, such as coal paste, petroleum
residue, etc., not easily soluble in petrolic ether were first
dissolved in 2 - 3 al of benzene, and then diluted with a
specified volume of petrolic ether, which was accompanied by the
formation of a heavy precipitate, the latter vas removed vith
the aid of a Buchner funnel filter. The filtrate vas passed
through a column of aluminum oxide: the adsorbed substances were
eluted with a ixture of petrolic ether and benzpne. The passing
of the substances through the column was followed vith the aid of a
luminescent light. The fluorescent spectra of the
chromatographically partitioned fractions vere photographed for
permanent recording of the presence of carcinogenic substances.
From the concentration of 3,4-benspyrene found in the
partitioned fraction the total content of 3,4-benzpyrene in the
product was calculated. The method employed vas designed for the
detection of 3,4-benzpyrene as the representative carcinogenic
factor of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. Results of
investigations by this method fully agree vith theoretical
assumptions that 3,4-benzpyrene and probably the other
carcinogenic substances of this type were not newly formed during
the production of synthetic liquid fuel, but vere destroyed, if
originally contained in the primary material. It must be borne in
ind that these conclusions apply only to the 3,4-benzpyrene
types of carcinogenic substances: the results of this investigatiom
do not exclude the possibility of the formation of carcinogenic
substances of different chemical structures.01

07335

R. Tanimura

AN APPLICATION OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO THE ANALYSIS or SOLVENT
VAPOURS IN THE INDUSTRIAL AIR. REPT. 1. Text in
Japanese. .7apan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo), 7(9) :7-16, Sept.
1965. 7 refs.
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1.\41ralsWinewarsamme

The determination of solvent vapours by means of gas
chromatography is discussed. Industrial air is sampled and a
survey is made on the method of quantitative determination
of aromatic hydrocarbons and others in the solvent. The best
result is obtained with gas chromatography under the following
conditions. Stationary phase: 2% squalane/diasolid M (40-60
mesh) 2 m packed column. Column temperature: 80 degrees C-100
degrees C. Sample inlet temperature: 80 degrees C-100 degrees
C. Sample inlet temperature: 80 degrees C-100 degrees C.
Carrier gas: Nitrogen. Gas flow rate: 20-30 ill/min. Detector:
Hydrogen flame ionization detector. After performing gas
chromatography with gas, the detector response peak is measured.
An then the concentration of the sampled gan is determined by

reading the value of the response peak against the standard
calibration curve of its equivalent gas.NN

07373

Hettche, O. and H. Von Becker

METHOD FOR THE GRAVIMETRIC TRACE ANALYSIS OF HYDROCARBON VAPORS.
((Verfahren zur gravimetrischen Spurenanalyse der Dampfe
von Kohlenwasserstoffen.)) Text in German. Stadtehygiene
(Uelzen/Hamburg), 16(3):64-68, Mar. 1965. 10 refs.

A survey of maximum allowable concentrations for various
hydrocarbons suggests that it is desirable to develop a simple
non-selective analytical method to determine quantitatively
hydrocarbons down to concentrations of the order of magnitude of 1
ppm. The method described in detail is based on the adsorption of
hydrocarbons on activated carbon. A 500-liter plastic sack is
used to sample the air. The fabrication of the sack is described.
With a sembrane pump the gas is taken from the bag, netered, and
passed through two drying bottles filled with sulfuric acid.
For aromatic compounds, the sulfuric acid must be replaced by
CaC12, P205 or Mg(C104)2. Then the gas passes through two
0-shaped tubes with activated carbon. The tubes are weighed
before and after the air passage. Weight differences of the
second tube are used to correct the neighing of the first tube.
The sethod was tested with n-hexane, benzene, carbon tetra-
chloride, ethyl acetate, trichloroethylene, diethyl ether, chloro-
form, tetrachloroethane, and butane. On the average, about 65% of
the theoretical amount could be detected. Butane and carbon
disulfide give large errors. Results from tests performed in the
laboratory and in an underground garage are presented in four
tables. Typical concentrations of the test substances were 10 to
70 mg/cu. a.

07375

S. Moriguchi, X. Shinagawa, T. Utsunomiya, X.

Iyoda, N. Tanaka

ATMOSPHERIC DETERSINATIONS OP CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS, ESPECIALLY
THE DETERRINATIOR OF 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE. Text in

Japanese. Japan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo), 7(5):25-28, Bay
1965. 5 refs.
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The determination of chlorinated hydrocarbons in air,
particularly that of 1,10-trichloroethane in air was
examined. Vapor of 1,1,1-trichloroethane is collected by
adsorption on silica gel in U-tubes. Extraction of the
vapor from silica gel is made by isopropyl alcohol at 52 C,
followed by filtration. Hydrolysis of the filtrate is made
at 52 C by dissolving some pellets of potassium hydroxide.
The solution is then neutralized with 5% acetic acid and 1 ml of
5% potassium chroate is added as an indicator, determination is
made for hydrolyzed chlorine ion by titration with 0.1N silver
nitrate.WO

07386

H. Konosu

DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC SOLVENT VAPOR-AIR MIXTURES BY A
NON-DISPERSIVE ULTRAVIOLET GAS ANALYZER AND EXAMINATION or
PRECIS/ON. Text in Japanese. Tokyo Kogyo Shikensho Hokoku
(Rept. Govt. Chem. /nd. Res. Inst. Tokyo) (Tokyo), 62(7):
257-265, July 1967, 11 refs.

A convenient and rapid procedure for determining the organic
solvent vapors in air has been studied which permits determination
by direct ultraviolet photometric absorbance measurements.
The higher boiling point samples were vaporized in a newly
designed, electrically heated evaporator. The organic
solvent capor can then be admitted to the sample gas cell until
its pressure equals atmospheric pressure. Precision and
accuracy of the determination by the analyzer were
examined statistically. Toluene ethylbenzene, chlorobenzene,
aniline, cyclohexanone, pyridine, nitromethane, nitroethane,
tetrachloroethylene, and furfuryl alcohol were detected in the
following inimum concentrations: 4, 3, 13, 1, 65, 44, 47, 1
and 1 ppm, respectively. There vas a linear relationship between
the absorbance and the concentration in the chlorobenze, aniline,
cyclohexanone, pyridine, nitromethane, and nitroethane.
Maximun allowable concentration value (75 ppm) of chlorobenmeme
can be determined, whereby a 95% confidence interval extends from
60 ppm to 90 ppm. Considerably less than the *animus allowable
concentration of many organic solvents can be detected by the
analyzer. (Author's summary, modified)011

07400

Shebat", L. M.

STUDIES IN THE U.S.S.R. ON TNE DISTRIBUTION, CIRCULATION
IND FATE or CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE HUNAN ENVIRONMENT AND
THE ROLE or THEIR DEPOSITION IN TISSUES IN CARCIVOGENESIS: A
RETIES. Cancer Res. 27(6):1132-1137, June 1967. 40 refs.
(Presented in part at the 9th lat. Cancer Congr., Tokyo,
Japan, Oct. 1966.)

By the use of quantitative spectrofluorescent assay of suck
carcinogenic hydrocarbonv as benso(a)pyrese (BP), it is possible
to follow the carcinogenic hydrocarbons at different stages of
their distribution and circulation in animal organisms and in
human environment. The carcinogens circulate from one product to
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another, and from industrial and transport exhausts into the air.

The exhausts from factories, heating systems, and combustion
engines fall on soil, appear in vater, accumulate or disappear,

pass from nutrient edium into icroorganisms, and contaminate

fodder and even huan food. The action of some soil bacteria in
transforning and destroying BP not only throws light on tLe fate
of this aterial in the soil, but indicates the possibility of
biological purification of the human environment from
carcinogenic hydrocarbons. Rodern accurate methods of hydrocarbon
determination (for BP the limit is 0.000001 mg/ml) shov nev ways

to cancer prevention.tt

07403

Syczewska, K., Z. Rartyniak, and B Glowiak

INTERFERORETRIC MEASURERENT RETHODS OF AIR POLLUTION.
((Interferonetryczna Zanieczyszczen.)) Text in Polish.
Ochrona Pracy (Mersey), 22(2)06-19, Feb. 1967. 4 refs.

Experiments confirming the suitability of the interferonetric
method for analyzing all knovn and unknown gaseous substances of

atmospheric air were ade. The basis of the sethod is the
refraction of light by gases measured in an interferometer. This
consists of tvo enclosed parallel tubes with the folloving

arrangenent: monochroatic light source, slit, collimator, lens,
diaphragm, cuvette, ovable ccepensator, telescopic lens
arrangement for observing the field of view, and a rotating drum

for anual adjustment of the compensator. By this method, a wide
range of concentrations of all chemical substances can be
measured in several seconds. A schematic of the instrument, a
discussion of the calculations, and a report of an experiment to
deterine the cyclohexane concentration in air are given. At

present, the method is still limited to the analysis of binary

mixtures...

07427

G. E. Moore, R. S. Thomas, J. L. Monkman

THH ROUTINE DETERMINATION Or POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS IN

AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS. J. Chronatog.. 26(2):456-464, 1968.
9 refs.

A sethod for the analysis of polycyclic hydrocarbons found
in polluted air and tobacco tars is described in detail.
The chronatography of polycyclic hydrocarbons involves
compromises including the activity of the alumina, the depth
of the adsorbent, and the aount of the ether, or other

polar solvent used. Ultraviolet spectroscopy as a monitoring
technique in not sufficiently SORIAUVO. This lack of
sensitivity ay be the rason Vat coluan losses have boon
reported. Fluorescence as a monitoring technique is uch
more sensitive and ust be used vhen benzolajpyrene is being
masurd, since the benzo(k)fluvranthene present in the
venzo(a)pyrene fractions causes verious interference vith

easurments ade at the charactyristic benzo(a)pyrene peak at
ca. 402ne.#1
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07432

M. Selucky, J. Novak, J. Janak

THE USE OF THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC EQUILIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR AIR
POLLUTION STUDIES. DETERMINATION OF MINUTE AMOUNTS OF BENZENE,
CHLOROBENZENE, AND NITROBENZENE IN AIR. J. Chromatog., 28(2):
285-292, 1967. 13 refs.

The equilibration technique was used for the determination of
benzene in the presence of nitrobenzene and chlorobenzene. The
applicability of the chromatographic equilibration technique
for air pollution control was verified for the systems
penzene-chlorobenzene, benzene-nitrobenzene, and for a ternary

: Mixture of the three compounds. For field assays, invaluable
advantages of the method used are: (1) Vater does not interfere
with the determinations when non-polar phase is used for the
concentration-tube packing. (2) The extent to which
individual components are trapped is proportional to their
partition coefficients, i.e. usually inversely proportional to
their volatility. Thus, the least volatile compounds that are
present in the atmosphere usually at lowest concentrations, are
most efficiently accumulated. (3) During sampling, care need
not be taken of the exact volume drawn through the concentration
not be taken of the exact volume drawn through the concentration
tube, thus eliminating the use of clumsy-to-operate sampling
devices. (4) The sampling procedure is very versatile and
extremely simple, thus rendering the method suitable for field
practive. Also the transport of the pocket-size tubular samples
is convienient. (5) The overall time necessary to prepare and
analyse samples of benzene in the presence of chloro- or
nitrobenzene is about 30 to 40 atn. as compared with standard
procedures, where a complete analysis takes several hours. The
equilibration method is thereflre of considerable advantage in
studying micro-climatic condit:ons and momentary surges of
exhalates.1N

07435

A. Zdrojewski, A. L. DuBois, G. E. Moore, R. S.
Thomas, J. L. Nonkman

COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHY AND SPECTROSCOPY IN THE ANALYSIS OF
AIRBORNE POLYCYCLICS. J.Chromatog., 28(2):317-325. 1967. 16 refs

Analytical difficulties encountered during the separation
(column chromatography) and measurement (spectrophotometric and
fluorimetric) of polynuclear compounds are discussed. A
glass tube 1.0 ca I.D. and 40.0 cm long is fitted vith teflon
plug stopcock. The column is filled to a depth of 12 cm with a
slurry of the deactivated alumina in cyclohezans. For
ultraviolet absorption a Bausch 6 Lomb spectrophotometer
and a Cary 14 recording spectrophotoneter wore used. For
fluorimetric measurements a modified Aninco-Bowman
spectrophotometer was used. The use of fluorescence is
mandatory in the measurement of polycyclic hydrocarbons is air
samplon. Vithout its.use, the analyst would be seriously
handicapped with regard to sensitivity. There seems to be no
vidence tor losses en the chromatographic column and
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accordingly no need to correct for such losses. It is
possible that appa ent losses may be due to interference from the
background. The background may be due to overloading of the
column or to incomplete separation of a mixture of
hydrocarbons having a comon structure. These hydrocarbons are
likely to be of the two to three ring type. Overloading of the
column and incomplete separation are different affects, but the
influence on the chromatogram will be the same.II

075(4

Jacobs, Morris B., N. N. Braversan, and Seymour
Hochheiser

CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OP CARBON MONOXIDE AND HYDROCARBONS IN
eut BY A MODIFIED IMAM ANALYZER. J. kir Pollution
Control Assoc., 9(2):110-114, Aug. 1959. 5 refs.

The estimation of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in small
aounts in the ambient air was achieved by modification of the
nondispersive type of infrared gas analyzer. Essentially the
analyzer consists of an infrared source, a sample and comparison
cell, a beam combiner and filter cell, a detector cell, an
amplifier and a recorder. The sensitivity of the instrument can
be increased by increasing the length of the sample and comparison
cells, and by increasing the pressure of the sample gas. Vater
vapor has an absorption throughout the infrared region and is
therefore an interference in the analysis of carbon monoxide aad
hydrocarbons. By saturating the incoming air strea with water
vapor and adjustment of the controls the concentration of water
vapor is constant and can he wliminated as a source of error. The
daily variation of hexane and carbon monoxide during a typical day
of high pollution in New York City is illustrated. The
sensitivity of this instrument was increased sufficiently so that
it could be used for the direct easurement of carbon onoxide in
the ranges of 0 to 20 ppm and 0 to 50 ppm and of hydrocarbons such
as hexane in the ranges of 0 to 5 ppi and 0 to 10 ppm.00

07575

Ranita, R. D. and G. Kh. Ripp

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OP LOV ATBOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS
IN THE PRESENCE OP OTHER PRODUCTS LIBERATED DURING THE
RANDFACTURE OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER. (Spektrofotometricheskii
etod opredeleniya malykh kontsentratsii divinila v atmosfornon
vozdukhe v prisutstvii drugikh produktov proizvodstva
sinteticheskogo kauchuka.) Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit.,
30(8), Aug. 1965. 1 ref. Engl. transl. by Israel Program for
Scientific Translations, Ryg. Sanit., 30M:231-234, Aug.
1965.

CFSTI: TT66-51033/3

The spectrophotometric method for the determination of DV
(1,3 butadiese) was tested under field conditions in the
atmosphere arousd tho factory manufacturing synthetic rubber SK.
The maximns DV concentrations were 6.12 to 0.5 mg/cn. a. at
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distances of 50 to 2000 n, respectively, from the source of
pollution in the summer season, and 3.8 to 0.1 mg/cu. a. at the
same distances in the autumn-winter season. Thus, the
spectrophotometric determination of DV in the atmosphere in the
presence of alpha-methyletyrene, isopropyibenzene, butane, and
butylenes is based on measurements of the optical density of the
isooctane solution of the ixture of wavelengths 224 and 245
millimicron in quartz cell with 1 equal 1 co with an ST4
spectrophotometer. DV concentration in the solution is
calculated from the provided formula. The sensitivity is 0.125
microgram/ml, the accuracy is within plus or inus 2.65.00

07578

Krylova, W. A.

THE SPECTROPHOTONETRIC DETERMINATION OF DIMETHYLPHENYLCARDINOL AND
DIMETHYL-PHENYL-P-CRESOL IN AIR. (Spektrofotometricheskoe
opredielenie dimethilfenilkarbinola i dimetilfenilparakrexola
vozdukhe.) Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit., 30(9), Sept.
1965. 2 refs. Engl. transl. by Israel Program for Scientific
Translations, Hyg. Sanit., 30(9) :375-379, Sept. 1965.

CFSTI: TT66-51033/3

The spectral characteristic of DPIPC (dimethylphenylcarbinol) in
the ultraviolet region was studied. The solvent vas ethanol.
The instrument vas an FE-4 spectrophotometer. The calibration
graph was checked against several synthetic samples prepared in the
laboratory. The mean error lay ulthin plus or minus 3.6%.
Consequently, the calibration graph can be used for the
determination of DAPpC (dimethylphenyl-p-cresol) in solutions.
The sensitivity is 0.5 microgram/ml. The degree of conformity of
DMPpC solutions to Beer's Law vas studied aud a calibration
graph in the region of 279-280 millimicrons vas constructed. The
sensitivity at lambda equaling 279 millimicrons vas 2
icrograms/ml. DRPC and DNPpC can bast be absorbed by
drawing air, at a rate of 0.5 1/min, through three Zaitsev
absorption vessels ronnected in series, each of which is filled
with 5 ml ethyl alcohol and cooled with ice. Up to 90% DMPC and
Dap pC is retained by the first absorber, and up to 10% in the
second. The next step vas concerned with the possibility of
deternining DOPC and DAPpC separately when present together.
This mixture was analyzed by eans of a modificiation of
Vierordt's ethod, in which one component absorbs light at a
wavelength at which the other is not detected. At lambda equaling
225 millinicrons, DMPpC solutions have an intense absorption
whereas DHPC solutions have an insignificant absorption up to a
concentration of 10 micrograms/ml, without producing any
appreciable deviations. At lambda equaling 210 millimicrons both
substances absorb intensely. The effects of phenol and acetone
on the determination of DRPC and DIIPpC sere verified.
Phenol interferes lath the determination of the substances ia
question because of its considerable light absorption in the
region 210-225 nillisicrons. Acetone hardly interferes with the
determination because even solutions containing 10 micrograms/al of
acetone cause only a slight degree of deviation (of the order of
0.015 to 0.02) in the regions used in the detersinatioa.00
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07627

Sturgis, B. M., V. F. Biller, J. V. Bozek, and S. B.
Smith

THE APPLICATION OF CONTINUOUS INFRARED INSTRUMENTS TO THE ANALYSIS
OF EXHAUST GAS. In: Vehicle Emissions, SAE Tech,
Progress Series, Vol. 6, Society of Autootive Engineers,
New York, 1964, 81-93. (Presented at the Annual Meeting,
Society of Automotive Engineers, Jan. 1958.)

The Infrared Analyzer, applicable to analysis of the hydrocarbon
component of exhaust gases, and the Exhaust Gas Analyzer which
analyzes exhaust gas siultaneously are described for hydrocarbons,
carbon onoxide, and carbon dioxide. The installation,
calibration, and operation of these instruments and their use for
the analysis of exhaust gases are discussed. Extensive use of
continuous ethods of analysis outlined here has ade possible
large scale field surveys of vehicle exhaust gases as well as
studies of the effect of engine variables on exhaust gas
composition. (Authors' abstract, modified)00

07628

Hurn, R. V., K. J. Hughes, and J. O. Chase

APPLICATION OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO ANALYSIS OF EXHAUST GAS. In:
Vehicle Eissions, SAE Tech. Progress Series, Vol. 6, Society of
Automotive Engineers, New York, 1964, 94-101, (Presented at the
Annual Meeting, Society of Automotive Engineers, Jan. 1958.)

Information providing historical reference to work and findings in
the early stages of development of gas-liquid chromatography (GLC)
techniques for separation of the hydrocarbons emitted in auto
exhaust gas are reported. Both equipment and techniques are
suitable for separation of the major portion of the hydrocarbon
component of exhaust gas condensate into separate fractions with
identification and quantitative measurement of each fraction. In
general, however, determinations are limited to C7 or lighter
hydrocarbons and do not include, or where included do not
differentiate, the oxygenated products of combustion. In the
procedure described, about 500 ml of raw exhaust gas are required
for the determinations to be made. Information is given on the
technique of analysis, exhaust gas sampling and transfer
procedures, and on the identification of fractions separated by the
GLC technique..

07692

Ixfld, H. and H. Buck

A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF COMBUSTIBLE ORGANIC
SUBSTANCES IN WASTE GASES. ((Eine Bethode xur Bestimoung dr
Gesaatoonee verbrnnbarr orgaaischer Substanzen is Abgasea.)) Txt
its Gerona. arnnstoff-Chs. (Essen), 47(3):79-83, March 1966. 2

refs.
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The gas sample is passed through a small tube filled with silica
gel on which organic compounds from the gas are,absorbed, with the
exception of CO2. These ccmpounds are then descrbed by heating and
oxidizing on platinum wool. In order to remove sulfur oxides and
halogen compounds which are also absorbed, the gas is passed
through silver wool which by chemo-sorption eliminates these
compounds. Subsequently the gas passes through a gas washing
bottle with Ba(OH)2 solution where the CO2 formed by combustion is
absorbed. Its amount is determined by titration with oxalic acid.
The applicable range of concentrations suitable for this method is
20 to 400 mg C/cu Nm, with 3% relative standard deviation. The
laboratory procedure is described in detail, and calibration lalues
are listed. The results of tests on 17 substances are also
reported.

07706

Feldstein, R., S. Balestrieri, and D. A. Levaggi

THE USE OF SILICA GEL IN SOURCE TESTING. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. JO,
28(4):381-385, July-Aug. 1967. 9 refs.

This is a study of the adsorption of a large group of solvent
vapors upon silica gel and their subsequent quantitative
desorption. Esters, ketones, aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons,
and halogenated hydrocarbons were among those studied. Except for
certain low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, the silica gel was
extremely efficient for adsorbing organic solvents. In general,
dimethylsulfoxide proved ideal for elution of adsorbed materials
and for subsequent analysis by gas chromatography. /t could not be
used for hydrocarbon solvent mixtures or for higher boiling
solvents. In these cases, carbon disulfide, alone or with water,
was used for desorption. (Authors* summary)

07743

Bender, D. F.

THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION AND
SPECTROPHOTOFLUOROMITRIC IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF
DIBENZO(AMPYRENE. Environ. Sci. Tecbnol., 2(o):204-206,
March 1968. 10 refs.

Only two hexacyclic aromatic hydrocarbons containing the pyrene
nucleus have been found in urban airborne garticulate matter.
An investigation of the application of thin-layer chromatograph7
and spectrophotofluoronetry to the identification of addit!snal
hexacyclic aromatic hydrocarbons containing the pyrene nucleus was
undertaken to determine whether these compounds are imdeed present
in urban atmospheres before proceeding to quantitative analysis for
them. Further experiments were conducted to produce a method of
estimating the amount of dibenzo(a,e)pyrene in urban airborne
particulate matter. Two-dimensional thin-layer chromatography was
used in exploratory research to find out whether any dibenzopyrenes
could be found in the air. The general patterns were not very
reproducible. Dibenzo(a,e) pyrene, placed on the plate and
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developed one-dimensionally, gave a higher Rf value than vas
obtaine0 with the same system in the two-dimensional procedure.
The identity of the components of each fluorescent area was
investigated by collecting the fluorescent area and extracting.
The fluorescence spectra obtained for the various fluorescent
areas in a composite particulate sample taken in Birmingham,
Alabama provide evidence for the presence of
dibenzo(a,e)pyrene in urban airborne particulate matter. With a
method using two one-dimensional separations and fluorescence
spectra, the amount of dibenzo(a;e) pyrene in the Alabama composite
vas found to be approximately 100 micrograms per gram of
benzene-soluble. The concentration of benzo(a)pyrene in
Birmingham vas approximately 1900 micrograms per gram of
benzene-soluble and in Atlanta, approximately 730 icrograms per
gram of benzene-soluble.

07749

Ives, N. F. and Laura Giuffrida

INVESTIGATION OF THERMIONIC DETECTOR RESPONSE FOR THE GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY OF P, N, As,AND Cl ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. J. Assoc.
Offic. Anal. Chemists, 50(1):1-4, Feb. 1967. 8 refs. (Presented at
the 8th Annual Meeting, Association of Official Analytical
Chemists, Washington, D.C., Oct. 10-13, 1966.)

Investigations vere conducted to determine the degree of
specificity and enhanced response of the thermionic detector (TD),
using alkali metal salts.fhe test compounds included the triphenyl
derivatives of group V (a) elements. Because of special interest in
nitrogen response, several types of nitrogen compounds vere
included. The effects of varying jet diameter, carrier gas, and
other operating parameters were also studied. Thermionic response
to grooup V(a) elements in organic compounds was found to depend on
the salt cation used in the TD. The magnitude of response vas
similar for different salts of the same cation. Increased response
for phosphorus vas 10,000 fold or better, for nitrogen about 100
fold, and for arsenic about 30 fold. With an unknown response,
phosphorus can be distinguished from nitrogen or arsenic by compar-
ing the thermionic and conventional flame responses.The detection
of nitrogen in organic compounds vas not affected adversely by us-
ing nitrogen as a carrier gas. Vith certain size flame jets, a
significant increase in thermionic response can be obtained by
substituting helium for nitrogen as the carrier gas. Detector
stability vas best vith potassium salts and was better vith
rubidium than vith cesium salts; KC1 vas preferred for phosphorus
compounds and RbC1 for nitrogen compounds.

07807

Altshuller, A. P.

APPLICATION OF REACTIVITY CONCEPTS TO EMISSIONS PROM DEVICE
EQUIPPED ARD UNEQUIPPED AUTOMOBILES. Preprint, Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, ((18))p., ((1967)). 12 refs.
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Various manifestations of atmospheric photochemical reactior-i can
be associated with the relative ability of various hydrocarbons to
participate in these reactions. The ratings derived froa such
manifestations have been used to develop a number of hydrocarbon
reactivity scales. These scales are utilized in evaluating the
effectiveness of automotive exhaust control devices. The
effectiveness of the devices as coaputed from reactivity scales is
compared with total hydrocarbon measurements.

07830

Popov, V. A.

THE PRESENCE OF OXIDANTS IN THE ATBOSPHERE OF CERTAIN TOWNS IN
THE U.S.S.R. ((Prisultstvie oksidantov atmosfernom vozdukhe
nekotorykh gorodov SSSR.)) Text in Russian. Engl. transl.
Hyg. Sanit., 31(1-3): 3-8, Jan.-March 1966.

Oxidants in the air of certain towns of the Soviet Union were
measured by the phenolphthalein method. Tte standard color
scale was a mixture of an alcoholic-aqueous solution (3:2) of
phenolphthalein and 1% borax solution. The maximum concentration
of oxidants on the highways of Moscow and Baku on sunny days was
as high as 0.1 g/cu m, and on cloudy days did not exceed 0.03
mg/cu m. A study of this type of pollutants in Baku
revealed their presence in the area of oil refineries at
concentrations within 0.15 mg/cu m. On the other hand, the
maximum value of oxidants in the vicinity of Batumi oil refinery
was considerably lower (0.04 mg/cu m).NN

07838

Dimitriades, Basil

METHODOLOGY IN AIR POLLUTION STUDIES USING IRRADtATION CRABBERS. J.
Air Pollution Control Assoc., 17(7):460-466, July 1967. 12 refs.

Experimentation in large irradiation chambers has been useful in
providing insight into the chemistry of the photochemical smog
formation problem. Initial efforts to reproduce the atmoshperic
phenomena artifically at controllable scale were successful in that
gross atmospheric smog symttoms rere observed in irradiation
chambers. However, as the experimentation and evidence produced
were becoming more elaborate, the question arose as to how much one
could rely on chemical data in understanding and interpreting
atmospheric phenomena. The question becones highly pertinent in
view of the difference in concentration levels between atmosphere
and chamber work. This issue was discussed during recent Amercian
Chemical Society meetings, ant the conclusions from prestretations
and discussions were as follows: (1) There is qualitative
agreement between chamber data and atmospheric data wherever
comparison is feasible. (2) There is need for more precise chamber
work at concentration levels more nearly equal to those ia the
atmosphere. Experimentation in chaabers under tycical atmospheric
conditions presents some special probleas associated with the
chamber design and chemical analysis. Chaaber aethodology has beim
the focus of considerable research effort, and it appears to be am
important factor affecting further progress iq air pollution
research. This paper describes methods and ttchniques used at the
Bartlesville Petroleum Research Center. (Author's abstract)
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07850

Walsh, .7. T. and D. R. Rosie

STUDIES OF TRE GAS DENSITY CELL. J. Gas Chromatog.,
5(5):232-240, Hay 1967. 9 refs.
The gas density cell as a gas chrosatographic detector possessesthe unique possibility of providing both quantitative and
solecolar weight information. Studies are reported in regard to
optics, operational parameters for saximum cell response and uponthe accuracy of quantitative and aolecular weight measurements.
The magnitude of cell response was found to be a ruectios of (1)
the value of referears and measuring gas flow rates, (2) tbephysical properties of tbe reference gas, and (3) the densitychange produced in the reference gas by sample vapor. Accuraciesof 1-2% for per cent weight aad 3-4% for olecular weights were
obtained on a large variety of compound types over reasonably wideconcentration and nolecelar weight ranges. An equation we:;
developed which accounts for the variables upon which cell responseis dependent and which persits comparison to other type detectors.
(Authors, abstract) II

07878

Engel, C. R. and F. Sawicki

AZULEWE PROCEDURE FOR CHROHATOGRAPRIC ANALYSIS Or ARORATIC AID
HETEROCYCLIC ALDEHYDES, CARBOHYDRATES, AID OTHER ALDERIDE
PRECURSOR3. Preprint, Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, National center for Air Pollution Control, ((27))p.,
((1967)). 9 refs.
A new location method for many types of conjugated aldehydes aad
their precursors is introduced. Because the coupoands of interest
are neither fluorescent nor colored, they are difficult to
locate once they are separated. This method, with azalea* as the
reagent, is cospared with a nether of other location lethods.
Evidence is presented for the location of arosatic aldehydes,
furfural derivatives, sugars, dinitrophenylhydrazones, and
azines on paper and silica gel plates with azulene. This locationprocedure was applied to the identification of
5-hydroxyeethylferferal in extracts of effluents fros a
coffee-roasting plant. Techniques describel in this paper tate
been developed for eventual application to analyses of airborneparticulate. (Anthors' abstract, modified)111

R. J. Levis, R. Smith, P. Baker

AN %CALMS OF INSTRUHENT Do MIRE FOR A LARGE AIR RONITORIWG
NETWORK. Preprint. Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control, (14p.,
1967. (Presented at the 60th Annual Heeting, Air Pollution
Control Association. , Cleveland, Ohio, June 12-16, 1967.)
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There is a prebalence of opinion encouraged by cospany sales
representatives that currently available continous air
oultoring eguipeent is truly continuous and automatic.
The word automatic as applied to present air monitoring
instruments is defined by a detailed analysis of the type of
instrument failures which can be expected. The expv!ience is
drawn fros the operating reports and records of the Continuous
Air Romitoring Project (CARP). Yailure of the instrusent
systea can cone about for many reasons, and is defined by the
loss of anticipated valid data output. Three ajor causes for
loss of data are instrunent failure, personnel failure, and supply
support failure. /t is concluded that successful network
operation of continuous air monitoring equipment desands careful
design of support fuections and personnel selection. A

Continual reanalysis of operating efficiency and upgrading of
personnel training is mandatory. (Authors' abstract,
sodified)1111

07887L

McCabe, J. P.

A TRACE Co/TART/IAN? ANALYSIS TEsT ON AIN SAMPLES - PRASE // Arsold
Engineering Developtent Center, Aro, Inc. Arsold Air Force
Station, Tenn., Contract-AT 40 (600) -1200, -4EDC-TR-67-19,
93p., teb. 1967.

DIX: AD 807485

Details of transferring and concentrating contasinants fro* 150-cc
stainless steel cryogenic traps to snail volume glass traps sore
suitable to trace analysis ate gives. A description of the gas
chrcsatographic eguipsent used in the aualysis ate given. A
description of the gas chromatographic eguipnent used in the
analysis, aud the asalysis procedures used, ate presented. The
chromatographic instrusentation, calibrations, and data
assifilation procedures are described. Basic test results aad
observations concerning the utility of procedures used, aloug with
coeparative discussions of various aspects of Phase 2 coal:area with
Phase 1, are noted. (Author's abstract, modified)

07898

tyant, R. E., B. K. Scott, A. P. Teatimes, and P. R.
Poirier

IRPROVED DETECTION AID IDEITIFICATION OF INCAPACITAT/IG
trim'. AGENTS. Battelle Remorial Inst., Columbus, Ohio,
Contract DA -18 -035 -ARC-379(A), Proj. IC6224011102,
801-6, 17p., Jan. 1947. 13 refs. DDC: AD 814888

The search for specific, sensitive, and direct sethods for
functional groups or moieties was contiweed. The synthesis of
reagents for the detection of lethal ageuts (organophosphorustype
agent) was espbasited. Raterials that are capable of undergoing
the second-order Beckman reactious that lead to detectable
frequents were eaphasited. Particular attention was directed to
otimes that would produce triaryl methane dyes or aliphatic
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nercaptans. Thus, through the high tinctorial strength of
triatyl *ethane dyes, or the highly odoriferous nature of cattalo
sercaptans, detection systems with enhanced sensitivity night be
realixed.22

07909

2drojewski, A., L. Dubois, G. 2. Boore, P. Thomas,
and J. L. Ronkman

mommict SPECTROSCOPY /I THE ANALYSIS OF AIR SAIIPLES. As.
Ches. Soc., Div. later, Air, Waste Ches., Preprint,
6(1):40-44, 1966. (Presented at the American Chemical
Society, Division of later, Air, and Waste Chemistry,
Pittsburgh, Pa., larch 1966.)

Colman separations and ultraviolet measurements are accepted as
almost the only procedure available for the analytical
determination of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is air
samples. The air sample extract is passed through an alumina
column and each fractiou is scanned in the ultraviolet. All the
fractions containing a compound detected by ultraviolet
seas:ire:lents are combined and a quantitative detersisation Ls made
on the composite. Teo analytical difficulties encountered in the
use of this technique are ose, low recoveries of scse of the
polycyclic hydrocarbons and two, the backgrousdo. To elucidate
these two problems, ultraviolet absorption and fluorescence
techniques vete used separately and in cosjunction. tack of the
following possibilities for low tqcovery of polycyclics was
investigated. 1. Lack of sensitivity of the technigee.
2. Irreversible adsorption. 3. Tailing. 4. Incomplete
separation. The minimum of limiting concentration requited to get
a measurable response was determined and is shoes is a table.
Prom results of column chrosatography combined with ultraviolet
and fluorescent measurements it was concluded that: the
adsorption is reversible, and that tailing, for all practical
purpose's, is negligible. When working with standards only,
recovery is not a problem. The results obtained by fluorescence
seam:re:lents on air samples indicate that the spectrum of the so
called background is identical to the spectres of as air sample
extract. Boreover, a curve of background fluorescence against
the elstios voluse has the sLape of a typical decay curve. it
seems therefore that overloading of the column by a high
concentration of unknowns is a possible explanation of the
background.fl

07981

Green, A. E. S., D. T. Williams, 2. S. Sholtes, and J. Dowling,
Jr.

THE BIDDLE ULTRAVIOLET AND 1/2 POLLUTION. in: A. E. S. Green, ed.,
The Biddle Ultraviolet: /ts Science and Technology, New York, John
Wiley 6 Sots, 1966, Chapt. 8, p. 159-164. 32 refs.

Currently in the air pollution field a great effort is underway to
find and develop more specific ',nods of mei:miring contaminants.
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it appears that ultraviolet spectroscopy would be an inportant tool
in measuring these trace species. The important pollutants such as
nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and Ozone all have strong
absorption coefficients in the ultraviolet, as do any of the other
lesser pollutants and tbe products of the photochemical reactions
which play such a large role in snog formation. Both chemical and
spectroscopic sethods have their advantages asd disadvantages.
Perhaps the greatest importance in utilizing ultraviolet
spectroscopy is that a program which complesents the chemical
program could be obtained. The two programs working together
should indeed contribute significantly to the body of knowledge
which is necessary to solve the air pollution problem.

08066

Vohlers, Henry C.

NECORBENDED PROCEDURES PON REASDRING ODOROUS CONTAMINANTS IN THE
?IUD. J. Air Pollutios Control Assoc., 17(9) :609-613, Sept. 1967.
15 refs.

Although the perception of odorous contamisants cannot be pkecisely
described, certain basic facts about began olfaction are known.
With known facts or principles, it is possible to investigate
odorous contasinants for air polluticm control purposes. Odor
remains, however, a very intangible commodity. odorous contaminant
investigations must be tailored to the individual problem or
locality. Consegmently, the sethods described were designed for
individuals who have working knowledge of either odor or air
pollution probless. Background refsrences are available for
workers who are not fasiliar with either field. Generalized facts
concerning &dors as well as subjective and objective methods for
seasuring odorous contasinaits in the field are described. The use
of specific portions of the method depends upon each individual
investigation. (Author's summary, odified)

08077

Johnson, F. A.

DETECT/OW OF LOW LEVELS Of TETRAFLUOROHTDRAZINE IN AIR. Rohm and
Maas Co., Huntsville, lia., Redstone Research Labs., Contract
DAABOI-67-C-0655, S-137, 19p., June 1967.

DDC: AD 815940

Tetrafluorobydrazine was converted to fluoride ion by nitrogen
dioxide and water. The flucride ion was detected continuously by a
commercial fluoride ion electrode. A 30-mV change is electrode
potential was obtained for one part per illion of N2F4 in the air.
Various factorr affecting sensitivity, stability, and speed of the
detection system were considered. (Authorls abstract)
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08079

Neenan Robert G.

CRERICAL ASPECTS OF INVIRONREITAL REALM Occupational Health
Rev.Ottava, 18(1):3-8, 1966. 39 refs.

Rodern methods of physical and chemical analysis, as applied to
biological materials, atmospheric samples containing gaseous or
particulate contaminants, industrial process aterials
intermediates and finished products are discussed briefly. A
discussion of the uses to be made of such analytical data
includes: (1) the "normal" concentrations of certain metallic
elements in body tissues and fluides; (2) the need to compare these
concentrations with those developed analytically on samples fres
exposed subjects: (3) the ccmprison of atmorpheric concentrations
of contaminating substances found in the working environment with
the A.C.G.I.H. Threshold Limit Values; (4) the analysis of
industrial process materials, settled dusts, and finished products
to help in assessitg the total exposure of the worker to chesical
elements. (Author's abstract, odified)

08083

Mercer, V. B.

CAL/BRAT/ON OF COULTER COUNTERS FOR PARTICLES ABOUT 1 RICION /I
CIARETER. Rev. Sci. lustre., 37(11):1515-1520, Nov. 1966.

A linear relationship between Farticle voluse and irstrument
response is confirsed for particles between 0.75 and 2.5 cubic
microns, but this relationship may not bold for smaller particles.
The imFlicit assumpti's of neglible surface conductance in
derivations of this stionship is found acceptable for
polystyrene spheres about 1 micron in diameter. A potential source
of error in calibration is identical and allowed for. A
relationship is developed between observed count and true count
which allows coincident passage correctiou to be based on all
available experisental points. The critical volume is found
experimentally to be a function of particle volume. (Author's
abstract)

08132

R. I. Poletayev

COLORIBETRIC DETERMINATION OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF STIMERE IN
THE AIR. In: Survey of U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases. Translated
from Russian by B. S. Levine. Rational Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D. C., Inst. for Applied Tech.,
Vol. 3, p. 14-16, May 1960.

MT': TT 60-21475

The determination of small quantities of styrene is based
on its nitration property and is made photocolorisetrically.
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An experimental attempt was made to absorb styrene directly
into the nitrating mixture. Absorption was made from a special
bottle, the air of which was saturated with styrene vapor, by
aspirating the test air through two absorbers connected in
succession. Nitrated styrene vapor acquired a yellow color: the
nitrated product was completely retained in the first absorber
eves when the air was aspirated at a rate of 1 1/min. To
prevent the yellow color fom fading it was necessary to change
the medium As follows: after styrene vapors were absorbod from
the air the content of the absorber was diluted with 3 sl of
distilled water and neutralized by a 25% ammonia solution until
litsus paper showed an alkaline reaction. Final colors were
compared with colors yielded by standard styrene solutions in
carbon tetrachloride.04

08136

Senderkhina, D. F.

DETERS/NATION OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS IS THE AIP BY THE
METHOD OF SICRO-CORBUSTION. /n: Survey of U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases. Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine.
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., Inst. for
Applied Tech., Vol. 3, p. 23-27, Ray 1960.
Mil: TT 60-21485

The sethod described is based on the quantitative oxidation of
chlorinated hydrocarbon vapor in a combustion chamber
equipped with a platinum coil heated to redness. The cosbustion
products are then passed through an absorber solution and the
ionic chlorine determined nephelometrically. With an
appropriately prepared standard scale accurate determinations
can be made in solutions containing 0.001 sg of chlorine in 1 sl.
Control tests were made with ethylene chloride, chloroform,
carbon tetrachloride and trichlorethylene. A portable
apparatus for the determination of chlorinated hydrocarbons in the
air by the micro-combustion method was constructed. The
micro-combustion method described proved to be accurate for the
detersination of thousandths of a milligram of chlorine within 30
to 40 minutes. A new sicro-abscrber is described which assures
complete ab-orption of products of hydrocarbon cosbustion. Air
samples are aspirated into gas pipettes filled with a saturated
solution of sodius sulfate or into vacuus gas
pipettes.

08171

Forsicheva, N. I. and P. A. Selonikova

RAPID DETERMINATION or SRALL QUANTITIES OF DIRETRYLANILINE /N THE
AIR. Gigiena i Sanit., No. 5:49-52, 1952. Translated
from Russian by B. S. Levine, U.s.s.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 4, p. 1-5,
Aug. 1960. CFSTI: TT 60-21913

CPST/: TT 60-21913
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A rapid colorimetric method is described for the determination of
small quantities of dimethylaniline in the air, based on the
formation of a yellow colored paranitrosobasic salt. The air
aspiration and the colorimetric estimation with the aid of an
artificial scale requires approximately 15 to 20 minutes: the
disethylaniline content per 1 al of the air sust be within 0.001 -
0.01 sq. The method is simple, requires no complex equipment
and is suitable for disethylaniline determination in the air of
industrial premises at concentrations in the order of hundredths
and thousandths of a millegram per liter. ACHIV

08226

Mina, R. T. and C. L. Borodino

LINEAR-COLORIRETRIC 'IMOD Too THE DETERBINATION OT CARBON DIOXIDE
IN A/R. Giqiena 1 Sanit., 24(8)230-32, 1959. 4 refs. Translated
from Russian by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 5, p. 212-215, Jan. 1961.

CFS71: TT 61-11149

A linear-colorisetric sethod for the determination of carbon
dioxide in sewage system air is described. The advantages of this
method over those used by the sanitary chemists are speed of the
analysis and the ease with which it can be used under field
conditions even at low air temperature, since the determining
chemical reactions depends upon a solid absorber. Hydrazine-
hydrate-N294. H20 is a good carbon dioxide absorber and it
combines with basic fuchsin in solution to form an unstable
colorless solution, the original fuchsin color is restored in
proportion to the carbon dioxide concentration in the air. Best
results are obtained with 125 al of the CO2-containing air. This
volume of air can be passed through the indicator tube for the
determination of CO2 concentrations ranging between 0.5 and 9.0
percent. Results of experiments indicate that unsaturated
hydrocarbons, gasoline vapor and small amounts of hydrogen sulfide
affected neither the height not the color in the indicators;
however, when the concentration of hydrogen sulfide was 0.3 sg/li
or more the color of the solumn faded almost coapletely. However,
the salamis content on the hydrogen sulfide in the air of the
sewage system never exceeded 0.007 mg/li.

08257

Baum, Fritz, Inge Reichardt, and Wolfgang Steinbach

SINPLE REASURING ARRANGEHENT FOR RECORDING HYDROCARBON COWTENT.
Staub (English translation), 27(6)216-19, June 1967. 11 refs.

CTSTI: TT 67-51408/6 (HC$2.00)

A lathed for using a batch-saspling gas-chrosatograph with
flemeionization detector to record continuously the presence of
hylrocarbons is described. Use of this seasuring device is)
illustrated by several examples. Hydrocarbons are thermally
ionized in a hydrogen flame in the none-ionization detector.
Flue gases ef an oil stove with vaporization burner, flue gases of
a sedins-size waste incinerator, and automobile exhaust were
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measured. The hydrocarbon content of the flue gas of an oil
stove only exceeded that of the air in the laboratory above a
combustion rate of 0.5 kg of oil per hour. With decreasing
chisney draft the hydrocarbon content of the flue gases rose
sharply, being acconpanied by an increase of the Bacharach soot
number. When the chianey draft was throttled to 0.1 mm N.G. at
the salines combustion rate, the concentration of hydtocarbons
rose to 350 tines the value of normal operation. The combustion
phases in a pedium size waste incinerator can be directly observed
with the censuring device. Total hydrocarbon concestrataon in the
exhaust of an automobile at various oeerating conditions is
presented. In neutral, a slight increase in hydrocarbon
concentration was recorded. During acceleratios in neutral the
concestraticm dropped ineediately. The ccncentratios varied when
the position of the accelerator was changed. On a 14% grade,
finally, the concentration dropped briefly and then rose
considerably.tt

08270

B. F. Frrcchia, F. J. Schuette, P. X. Mueller

A BETHOD FOR SABPLING AID DETERBINATION OF ORGANIC CARBONYL
COMPOUNDS /X AUTOBORILE EXHAUST. Environ. Sci. Technol.,
1(11) :915-922, Nov. 1967. 24 refs. (Presented at the
Division of water, Air, and Paste Chemistry, 152nd Beeting,
ACS, New York, N.Y., Sept. 1966.)

Autoeobile exhaust was sampled at 1 liter per minute through a
water trap and two babblers in series. The buNblers contained
aqueous acidified 2,4-dinitrophenylbydrazine. The carbonyl
compounds in the water trap were precipitated with the 1 Arazine
reagent. The hydratones in the trap and in the bubblers were
collected by filtration and extraction, dissolved in carbon
disulfide, and analyzed by gas chromatography using a flame
ionization detector. The water trap contained mostly
forsaldehyde. All aldehydes were quantitatively trapped is the
first bubblez, and the ketones were determined from the hydrazonos
in the second bubbler. The role of potential interferences
has been evaluated. Saapling efficiencies and analytical
errors have been estanlisbed for several compounds. Alkyl and
aromatic carbonyl coapounds obtained from selected automobiles
under several operating modes are compared. Bore sensitive
methods are needed for asalyzing carbonyl coapounds in air, but a
n ethodology is now available for studying conbustion sources.
(Authors' abstract)RO

08285

W . Briegleb

GASCHROBATOGRAPR COLIMA CINCuIT FOR ARALISIS OF GASES IN CLOSED
SISTERS FON BIOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL INVEsTIGATIONS.
((Gaschromatographische Kolonnenschaltung fur die Analyse der
Case in geschlossenen Systeeen fur biologische and
bioseditinische Untersuchunges.)) Tett in Getman. Deutsche
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Tersuchaanstalt fuer Left- und lausfahrt, Munich, Cersany,
DLI-P8-66-60, 12p., Sept. 1966. 4 refs.

DDC: AD 801715

A variable gaschromatographic column circuit is described for
easuriag oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
helium, and argon gases as well as the lower hydrocarbons in a
single run. Diagraas of the cire!uit in a specially developed
Beckman gaschronatograph column and a chromatogram of as
analysis are provided.$0

08290

Vender folk, Alvin L.

SAMPLING AID ANALYSIS OP ORCAI/C SOLVENT ERISSIOIS. Am. /ad. Ryg.
Assoc. J., p. 588-589, Now.-Dec. 1967.

Stack eissions were evaluated for air pollution purposes by using
both Rylar bag sampling and gas washing bottles contasing morsel
hexane asd orthoxylese. Analysis was done by gas chromatography.
Agreement between the two samplisg techniqs.es was good, and each
method has its advantages and disadvantages. (Author's abstract)

08295

Soettner, A. A. and Menjamin Veiss

AV ANALYTICAL STSTER POI IDENTIPTINC THE VOLATILE PIVOLTSIS
PRODUCTS OP PLASTICS.
An. Ind. Ryg. Assoc. J., p. 535-540, Nov.-Dec. 1967. 1 ref.
(Presented at the Aserican Industrial Hygiene Association
Resting, Houston, Texas, 1965.)

Techniques are described for determining the identity and toxicity
of the pyrolysis prodects of plastics. Differential thersal
analysis (DTA) and thersogravimetric analysis (TCA) detersiae the
tesperature at which the plastic welts, the temperature at which it
goes through physical and/or chemical change (otidatios or
redaction), aad the tenperature at which it undergoeU weight
losses. The identity and quantity of the conbusticm products are
determined with a costrolled cosbustion furnace, utilising the
tenperature information obtained by DTA and SCA. The combustion
products esitted by the furnace are separated by gas
chromatographic techniques and analyzed by infrared absorption,
ultraviolet absorption, other gas chronatographic techniques, and
sass sectroscopy. The results obtained utilizing polyvinyl chloride
are described. (Authors abstract)

08296

Talon., P. C. Relchiorri, A. Crone, and C. Alinesti

VOLATUATION AND DECORPOSITION 0? ARORATIC POLTCYCLIC RTDROCARSONS
0011110 THE USUAL PROCEDDIE rot Tat CONCENTRATIONS OP EITSACTS or
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ATROSPHEVIC DUST. ((Sella volatilizzaxione e la decomposiziono
degli idrocarburi policiclici aromatici nel corso degli abituali
procedinenti per la concentrasione degli estratti di pulviscolo
atsosferico.)) Tett in Italian. /Novi Ann. Igine Ricrobiol.
(Rose), 17(4):311-324, 1966. 37 refs.

Research is described on a series of coamercially a*ailable
hydrocarbons which are found in polluted air (naphtbalete,
acenaphthalene, fluorene, pbenanthrese, anthracene, 9,10-
dihydroanthracene, pyrese, fluorantbene, chrysese, 1,2-
bensanthracene, naphtbacene, perylene, 3,4-bensopyrene, 1,12-
bensoperylese, antbanthrene, 1,2,5,6-benzantbracese, and coronene).
The sasple hydrocarbons were evaporated at sedius boat (hot water
bath at 90-95 deg Co.), or dried with a jet of filtered air, or
with a jet of nitrogen: sasples were either evaporated to dryness
or to a liquid voles. of 2 al. The per cent loss for all three
techniqmes is tabulated. The highest proportion of saspl. loSs (up
to 100 percent) is generally encountered when dry beat is used to
evaporate to dryness. The per cent loss varies with the individual
hydrocarbon, and is generally correlated with volatility. Other
odes of sample loss are discussed: decomposition, reaction with
other chemicals, oxidation, and ultraviolet photodecoeposition. The
data are discussed with reference to experisentation with air-borme
carcinogens. These data were to be used in the developsent of a
procedure for the amalysis of polluted air.

08316

Louis, Rudolf

PROTOR RAGNETIC RESONANCE ANALYSIS OF
GASOLINES. ((Protonenresonanxanalyse von Rotorenbenzinen.))
Text in Cereal:. Erdoel Woble (Ramberg), 19(4):281-287, April
1966. e refs.

Gasolines exhibit typical proton magnetic resosance spectra.
Their qualitative and quantitative interpretation is discussed in
detail for 19 super and regular gasolines, covering characteristic
hydrocarbon gtoups as well as single compottents and additives.
Thus, far-reaching cosclusions about coaposition and quality of
gasolines are possible with a ninimal expenditure of tie. The
range of application of this eethod is shown by a cosparison with
CR-,FIA-, infrared- and gas chromatographic analyses.

08321

Stefanescy, A. and L. Stanescu

THE DEMME OF DANGER CAUSED BY THE INFLUENCE OF ARORATIC
POLYNUCLEAR BY:MCA/MONS DURING TRE BASUPACTURING PROCESS OF
CARBON MACE. I. THE DANGER OF ANTHRACES! AND TEE DETENRINATION
OF THE ANTRIACEES CONTENT OF TRE AIR. ((Der Gefahrdungsgrad
enter Einwirkung der aronatischen polynnklearen
fohlenwasserstoffe beis FabriltationsproXess von Russ. I. Die
Gefahrdung durch Inthrasen end die Bestimmung des
Anthraxengehaltes der Luft.)) Tevt in Geran, Z. Ges.
Xyg. Ihre Gresxgebiete (Berlin), .2(3):182-189, 1966.
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The toxic effect of anthracene was strongest in workers who
handle crude anthracene, while the ones who worked with refined
anthraceae showed very few dArinental effects. The skin cancer
noted in anthracene workers is lost likely caused through contact
of the skin with the polynuclear hydrocarbons which are impurities
in anthracene oil. The serious allowable concentration of
anthracene recommended by the Aserican Conference of
Governsental Industrial rygienists is 0.1 mg./cu a of air. A

n ew method for the determination of anthracene in air during the
production of carbon black is described. The hydrocarbons were
absorbed on active carbon and desorbed using benzene vapor and
oxygen-free nitrogen. The desorption apparatus is illustrated.
The aaount of anthracene obtained was deternined by gas-fluid
repartitioning chromatography. The chromatograms illustrated show
that besides anthracene, several lighter and heavier unidentified
components were obtained, most likely higher condensed polynuclear
hydrocarbons. The degree of danger caused by anthracene to
workers in the vanufacture of carbon black is tabulated, showing
the variations caused by different work places, work tine, and
concentrations of the toxic substance.

08354

Brink, D. L., and J. F. Thomas, and D. L. Feuerstein

H ALODOROUS PRODUCTS ?NOR THE COHHUSTION Or KRAFT BLACK LIQUOR.
II. ANALYTICAL ASPECTS. TAPPI, 50(6) :276-285, June 1967.
25 refs. (Presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of the
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry, New
York, W. T., reb. 21-24, 1966.)

Gaseous and liquid products isolated by pyrolysis of kraft black
liquor, were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively using
gas-liquid chromatography with detection by flame ionization.
B ore than 60 compounds were detected in the pyrolysis liquid and
at least 32 of these were present in the pyrolysis gas. Using the
microcoulometric titration system, hydrogen sulfide, methyl
eercaptat, dinethyl sulfide, dimethyl disulfide, and at least 19
unidentified sulfur-containing components were detected in the
pyrolysis products; 7 of the major components were determined
quantitatively. Using cochromatography and the aethods of
detection noted, the identities of methyl mercaptan, dimethyl
sulfide, and dimethyl disulfide were verified and tentative
identifications of several other sulfur-containing products were
also made. Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, methane, carbon monoxide,
ethane, carbon dioxide, and acetylene were resolved and
determined quantitatively. Hydrogen sulfide, aethyl mercaptan,
and five unidentified components were also qualitatively detected.
Sulfur present in pyrolysis residues was deterained using a wet
oxidation procedure. A powerful analytical method has been
developed for detailed st-udy of the effects of recovery furnace
operation on such emissions and it should prove to be a valuable
aid to industry. With adequate development, pyrolysis carried
out independently of gaseous, liquid, and solid products could
provide an answer to complete odor control; in addition, isolation
of organic by-products may be feasible. NAM
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08356

Cave, G. C. B.

THE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF ODOROUS GASES FROM KRAFT PULP
MILLS. PART II: A LABORATORY STUDY OF THE COLLECTION OF
POLLUTANTS FOR ANALYSIS. TAPPI, 46(1):5-11, Jan. 1963. 5
refs..

An experimental study was made of the performance of traps, in
collecting kraft-mill pollutants from an air stream. The traps
were in a mixture of dry-ice and acetone. some traps in the train
were empty; others contained ethylbenzene as a solvent. A

convenient experimental method is described for artificially
producing a polluted air stream, and for evaluating the
performances of traps. The distribution was found of hydrogen
sulfide, sulfur dioxide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, and
dimethyl disulfide among the traps of the train. The effect of
flow-rate, volume of solvent, and trap design on trap performance
was measured. The effect of varying the degree of air turbulence
in an empty cold trap was studied. It was confirmed that cold
ethylbenzene is a satisfactory solvent for all the pollutants
except hydrogen sulfide. For this latter pollutant, an aqueous
solution of cadmium was lused to trap it. A study was included on
the losses of the pollutonts that might occur on extended
storage of their ethylbenzene solutions. Apparatus and a
procedure are described for the concentration of the original
ethylbenzene solution of pollutants, to improve the sensitivity of
the method. (Author's abstract)**

08357

Cave, G. C. B.

THE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF ODOROUS GASES FROM KRAFT PULP
MILLS. PART III: THE ANALYSIS OF COLLECTED POLLUTANTS BY
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. TAPPI, 46 (1):11-14, ,An. 1963.. Li refs.
The qualitative and quantitative analysis of kraft-mill
pollutants in ethylbenzene by using gas chromatography is
discussed. Columns of tri-m-cresyl phosphate and of Carbowax
1540 are proposed for use at 35 and 85 C. These columns permit
the resolution of all known kraft-mill pollutants. Techniques are
described for qualitative analysis. They include the two-column
method, and graphs prepared by this method are presented for
homologous series of mercaptans, ketones, esters, and noral
alcohols. It is emphasized that the unequivocal identification of
an unknown pollutant is rarely possible by gas chromatography
alone. Quantitative analysiS is also described, including the
preparation of standard solutions and the presentation of prepared
calibration curves. These curves were straight lines. The use
of an ultrasensitive detector, the ionization chamber, is briefly
discussed. (Author's abstract)**
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08433

R. B. Tupeeva

THE DETERMINATION OF METHOXONE IN AIR. ((Metody opredeleniya
metoksona v vozdukhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English translation of:
Gigiena i Sanit.), 32(4-6):72-76, April-June 1967. 4 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51409/2

The optimum conditions were established for the determination
of methoxone by the method of vet combustion with a mixture
of sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate, followed by
iodometric determination of the liberated chlorine. The
sensitivity vas found to be 0.080 mg methoxone in the
analytical volume. A sensitive method was devised for the
determination of methoxone based on its hydrolysis with
concentrated sulfuric acid, with he liberation of formaldehyde,
followed by the photometric deteraination of the latter with
chromotropic acid. The sensitivity was found to be 0.010 mg in
the analytical volume. The hydrolysis of methoxone with
concentrated sulfuric acid in the presence of
chromotropic acid provides a more sensitive and accurate method
for the determination of this substance.**

08446

L. I. Gavrilova

METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF SODIUM AND BUTYL 2,4-
DICHLOROPHEN-OXYACETATES IN AIR. (Metody opredeleniya natrievoi
soli i buty-lovogo efira 2,4-dikhlorfenoksiuksusnoi kisloty v
vozdukhe.) Hyg. Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i
Sanit.), 32(4-6):394-396, April-June, 1967. 4 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51409/2

Different colorimetric methods for the determination of
different preparations of 2,4-D in air vere tested in order
to determine vhich vas most suitable for routine sanitary vork.
The 2,4-D herbicides are used in agriculture in the form of
liquid aerosols and dust, while under actual working conditions
they are present as dust. They should therefore be sampled on
FPP-15 filters placed in metal cartridges, by means of
electrical aspirators. It is recommended that the air for
sampling 2,4-D herbicides be drawn up at a rate of 10 1/min.
This vas tested un,er working conditions and found to be the
optimum rate.**

084.71

Yuhi, Kennosuke

STUDIES ON THE CHEMICAL ESTIMATION METHOD OF INDUSTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT. II. DETERMINATION OF TRICHLOROETHYLENE, CHLOROFORM
AND BENZYLCHLORIDE BY THE PYRIDINE-FORMALIN METHOD. Text in
Japanese. Japan. J. Hyg. (Tokyo), Vol. 21, p. 407-409,
Feb. 1967. 12 refs.
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sw.lvansIrrtt,', 7,4 7.,17

A simple method for the determination of trichloroethylene,
chloroform and benzyl chloride was developed, utilizing
formaldehyde to stabilize the color developed by the reaction of
pyridine and halogen compounds (Fuziwara reaction). An air
sample was passed through 5 ml. of pyridine-formaldehyde solution
(9:1 ratio), and the solution mixed with 1 ml. of sodium hydroxide
solution; amounts of halogen comFound were determinted
spectrophotometrically. The method is both sensitive and
specific. 1.5 gamma of trichloroethylene, 2.5 gamma of
chloroform and 1.0 gamma of benzyl chloride were measured in 5 ml.
of sampling solution.**

08490

Koltkovski, Peter

A NEW COLOR REACTION FOR VAPORS OF CERTAIN AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS. ((0 novoi tsvetnoi reaktsii parov nekotorykh
aromaticheskikh uglevodorodov.)) Text in Russian. Zh. Analit.
Khim. (Moscow),.Vol. 22, p. 456-458, 1967. 9 refs.

A new color reaction has been found for benzene, toluene and
xylene vapors using a solution of cesium disulfate in fuming
sulfuric acid supported on silica gel. Linear-colorimetric
methods have been developed on the basis of this reaction for
determining benzene, toluene and xylene vapors in the air of
industrial establishments.**

08519

Smith, Walter D.

THE NRL TOTAL HYDROCARBON ANALYZER. In:A.L. Alexander and
V.R. Piatt, Status of Chemical Research in Atmosphere Puri-
fication and Control on Nuclear-Powered Submarines (Fifth
Annual Progress Report), Naval Research Lab., Washington,
D.C.,NRL-6491, p. 18-22,Jan. 11, 1967. 7 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 648505

Sampling of atmospheric gases on submarines for later analysis in
the laboratory has always been a problem, The judicious choice of
equipment and techniques is paramount in obtaining a
representative sample that will not change during storage and
transit. The NRL Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer fulfills a need for a
method of analysis which can be used aboard ship to determine the
total hydrocarbon concentration. The instrumentation and procedure
of operation for this analyzer are described. The use of the
instrument 'Ias been made more practical by devising a scheme for
purifying the ships* air to make it suitable for use as an air
supply for the detector. Other applications of this analyzer are
mentioned.

08589

Kunte, Helga

CARCINOGENIC SUBSTANCES IN WATER AND SOIL. XVIII. THE
DETERMINATION OF POLYCYCLIC, AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS USING COMBINED
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THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENT. (Kanzero
anzerogene Substanzen in Wasser und Soden. XVIII. Die
gene Substanzen in Wasser und Boden. XVIII. Die mittels Misch
Dunnschichtchromatogtaphie und Fluoreszenzmessung.) Text in
German. Arch Hyg. Bakteriol. (Munich) , 151(3-4):193-201, Aug
1967. 25 refs.

A method is described for the separation of polycyclic,aromatic
hydrocarbons from extracts of water, soil, and dust by two-
dimensional mixed thin-layer chromatography and their quantitative
determination by fluorescence measurement. The behavior of these
compounds is described: pyrene, fluoranthene, 1,2-benzanthracene,
3,4-benzpyrene, 3,4-benzfluoranthrene, 10, 11-benzfluoranthrene,
11,12-benzfluoranthrene, perylene, indeno(1,2,3-cd) pyrene, and
1,12-benzperylene. These hydrocarbons are detected at
concentrations of 0.05-1.0 micro./ml. at wavelengths from 400 to
650 milli microns. This study was limited by the use of 365 milli
microns as the standard wavelength. Limitations, such as reduced
intensity, possible errors, and correction factors are discussed.
The simplicity, speed, and sensitivity of the method recommend it.

08592

Luft, K. F., G. Kesseler, and K. H. Zoner

NON-DISPERSIVE INFRARED GAS ANALYSIS WITH THE UNOR APPARATUS.
(Nichtdispersive Ultrarot-Gasanalyse mit dem UNOR.) Text in
German. Chem. Ingr. Tech. (Weinheim), 39(16):937-945, Aug.
1967. 7 refs.

A single or dOuble ray appartus can be used for nondispersive
infrared gas analysis. The new one-ray apparatus is schematically
Illustrated and its measurement principles and technical
performance are described. Measurement sensitivity and interference
effects are discussed, taking into consideration the underlying
physical principles. The UNOR apparatus is illustrated and its
technical applications are outlines. This method permits
sensitive, continuous readings of pollutants in the atmosphere, the
determination of single components in stack, exhaust and waste
gases, as well as the determination of synthetic gas components.

08643

Dubois, L., A. Zdrojewski, and J. L. Monkman.

MEASUREMENT OF BENZO(a)PYRENE, BENZO(k)FLUORANTHENE AND
BENZO(g,h,i) PERYLENE BY ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY. Mikrochim. Acta,
No. 5:834-842, 1967. 8 refs. (Presented at the Congress on
Occupational Medicine, Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 1966.)

Published ultraviolet data for BaP in air may be grosLay in
error, particularly those published before
1960. It is not possible to measure BaP in air
samples with accuracy, using the 401 nm peak,
unless BaP is present alone (no BkF) . The BaP detection limit
measurable at 401 nu by ultraviolet is too high. The horizontal
measurement technique produces results of greater accuracy than the
base line technique. Better analytical values for BaP are obtained
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if, instead of using the peak at 401 nm, the 388 nm peak is used.
BkF can be precisely measured using the 307 nm peak and a
horizontal drawn at 314 nm. The technique for determining
benzo((a))pyrene, bermo((k))fluoranthene, and
benzo((g,h,i))perylene respectively in microgram amounts by UV
absorption measurements is described. The feasibility of using
this technique to analyze air samples has been investigated.

08644

Dubois, L., A. Zdrojewski, and J. L. Monkman.

COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS FOR TRACE ANALYSIS OF POLYCYCLICS.
Mikrochim. Acta (Vienna), No. 5:903-911, 1967. 16 refs.
(Presented at the Anachem Conference, Detroit, Mich., Oct.
11, 1966.)

Several analytical techniques for the determination of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in air have been evaluated. Two solvents,
benzene and cyclohexane, were compared for effectiveness in the
preliminary preparation of the air sample. To identify and measure
the polycyclics, the techniques of ultraviolet absorption and
fluorescence were used. Air sample extracts were analyzed with and
without prior chromatographic separation. A rapid chromatographic
procedure using benzene as elutant was employed for th e first
time. The extract aliquot or eluate fraction was chromatographed
on fully activated alumina using benzene as the eluting solvent.
BaP and BkF are eluted from such a column in 30 minutes or less in
a total eluate volume of perhaps 50 ml and the two hydrocarbons are
determined by fluorescence emission. Rork in progress suggests
that benzene may be replaced in this application by the less toxic
toluene. By any method used the BkF values found were in good
agreement. The agreement between the various BaP values was poor,
suggesting not all were of equal validity. The highest, and also
least accurate, BaP values seem to be associated with the use of
benzene as extractant, or ultraviolet absorption as a measuring
technique. (Authors* abstract)

08681

Chapman, Robert L.

AN INSPECTION METHOD FOR AUTOMOBILE HYDROCARBON EMISSION.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 10(6):463-464, Dec. 1960.
5 refs. (Presented at the 53rd Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Assoc., Cincinnati, Ohio, May 22-26, 1960.)

There has been a need for a simple, inexpensive and extremely
sensitive method for the discriminate detection of hydrocarbons in
auto exhaust, that may be used by the law enforcing agencies. The
use of the flame ionization detection method to fill this need, is
discussed. The operation possibilities and limitations of this
method are discussed.
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08762

Katz, Morris

GUIDE TO THE SELECTION OF METHODS FOR MEASURING AIR POLLUTANTS.
Preprint. World Health Organization, Geneva (Switzerland),
WHO/AP/67.29, 115p., 1963. 2 refs.

The contents of this review are: main purposes of air pollution
investigations, units for expression of results, atmospheric
sampling, selection of sampling procedure and apparatus, gas
analysis methods, automatic sampling and monitoring instruments,
recent advances in instrumentation for gas analysis, analysis of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and carcinogenic air pollution,
and indicators and other rapid methods for identification or
measurement of air pollutants.**

08838

Hoover, Gary M., Charles E. Hathaway, and Dudley Williams

INFRARED ABSORPTION BY OVERLAPPING BANDS OF ATMOSPHERIC GASES.
Appl. Opt., 6(3):481-487, March 1967. 9 refs.

The spectral transmission of carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide, and
mixtures of the two has been studied in the 2200 per cm region,
where overlapping absorption bands occur. With spectral slit
widths sufficiently large to include several absorption lines, it
was found that the observed spectral transmittance of a mixture is
equal to the product of the transmittances of the components
measured separately, provided that sufficient mitrogen is added to
give the same total pressure for all samples. This result was
also.obtained for overlapping bands of nitrous oxide and methane in
the 1300 per cm region. The present work confirms earlier studies
of overlapping.bands of CO2 and water vapor. An investigation
of the possible breakdown of the multiplicative property of
transmission for narrow spectral slit widths was inconclusive.
(Authors' abstract, modified)**

08848

Vander Kolk, Alvin L.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC SOLVENT EMISSIONS. Am. Ind.
Hyg. Assoc. J., 28(6):588-589, Nov.-Dec. 1967.

Stack emissions were evaluated for air pollution purposes by using
both Mylar bag sampling and gas washing bottles containing
normal hexane and orthoxylene. Analysis was done by gas
chromatography. Agreement between the two sampling techniques was
good, and each method has its advantages and disadvantages.**
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08889

Dubois, I. and J. L. Monkman

THE ANALYSIS OF AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS. In: Pollution and Our
Environment: Conference Background Papers. Vol. 3, Montreal,
Canadian Council of Resource Ministers, Paper D25-3, p. 1-20, 1967.
23 refs. (Presented at the National Conference, Canadian
Council of Resource Ministers, Montreal, Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 1966.)
Available from the Canadian Council of Resource Ministers,
620 Dorchester Boulevard West, Montreal, Canada, $10.00 per
volume.

Some specific problems in the sampling and analysis of pollutants
are discussed illustrating some discrepancies in data already
obtained. The analysis of H2S and BaP are emphasized to indicate
that some data may be unreliable. Conclusions drawn from the
discussion indicate that measuring techniques and sampling methods
should be considered as an integrated whole. To avoid possible
conflict, the use of direct reading recording instruments is
preferred to batch sampling devices and methods. If the instrument
or batch sampling method does not produce accurate results, efforts
to measure a particular pollutant should be abaondoned until a
satisfactory method has been developed. Much is being said about
the setting of standards and criteria,. If methods do not exist
which can determine with accuracy the limit chosen, it is better to
avoid, at least temporarily, the setting of a limit. All factors
must be considered, including current data on toxicity and current
ability to measure before deciding on a standard or limit. Data
are not an end in itself but merely an intermediate from which
conclusions and correlations may be drawn. It is better to spend
some effort and money in the development of a better measurement
technique than to continue to use methods which are known to be
unsatisfactory.

09111

Chapman, Robert L.

THE ROLE OF OPTICS IN AIR POLLUTION MONITORING. Opt. Spectra,
1(3):15-18, 1967.

Optical instrumentation and analysis techniques commonly used in
air pollution monitoring are described. Beginning with a
definitive description of major.air. pollutants and their causes,
the article traces the development and use of optical instruments
for this purpose from the beginning more than two decades ago to
present. Comprehensive descriptions of instruments and techniques
currently in use and a brief discussion of developments that would
still further enhance the value of optical instrumentation in this
application are presented.**

09223

Kohler, M. and H. J. Eichoff

A RAPID METHOD POR THE DETERMINATION IN ATMOSPHERIC DUST. WEINE
Schnellmethode zur Bestimmung von mehrkernigen, aromatischen
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Kohlenwasserstoffen in Luftstaub.)) Text in German Z. Anal. Chem.
(Berlin), 232(6):401-409, Nov. 24, 1967 5 refs.

The dust is sampled onto a cellulose asbestos filter and is
extracted with benzene in a Soxhlet apparatus. The polycyclic
hydrocarbons are then isolated from the extract, using 2-
dimensional thin-layer chromatography on aluminum oxide-cellulose
acetate. The eluted spots are analyzed by fluorospectroscopy,
usually at normal temperature in solution or, in special cases, at
lower temperatures in a solid state. About 70 percent of the
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons originally contained in the dust
are detected, as determined by a test with labelled 3,4-benzpyrene.
The apparatus used is diagramed. (Authors summary, modified)

0934

MaFtinelli, Giorgio

T8E CONTINUOUS CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION WITH
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSERS. ((Il controllo continuo dell inguinamento
atmosferico con analizzatori industriali.)) Text in Italian.
Termotecnia (Milan), 21(10):558-565, Oct. 1967.

For protection against air pollution from increased vehicular
traffic, urbanization, and industry, Italy established a law on air
pollution control in August 1966. Some provisions of the law are
cited. A monitoring system for continuous measurements of air
samples involves wind direction, registration of concentrations,
determination of pollutants, and the emitter. Better results could
be obtained from a network of monitoring stations at various
cities, and a plan is proposed for their establishment and
operation, where continuous measurement would also be made of air
temperature and humidity, concentrations of 502, 1125, NO2, CO2,CO,
and hydrocarbons. Photographs showing equipment and apparatus for
the stations are reporduced. A schematic diagram depicts the
picoflux apparatus for S02 measurements; an electrical cell for
measuring H2S is also shown. The URAS infrared analyzer is used to
measure CO2. Analyses for CO, hydrocarbons and dust are discussed,
along with the equipment for air pollution monitoring in Frankfurt,
Germany.

09333

Lial V. Brewer, (ed.)

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
LABORATORY. Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
Industrial Hygiene Lab., SC-M-3044, 147 p., Feb.
1968. 13 refs.

This is a manual compiled of thirty-nine analytical procedures
used by an industrial hygiene laboratory. The procedures for
the following substances in air are included: The Determinaton
of Acetone, Acid and Alkali Contaminants; Benzene,
Toluene, and Other Aromatics; Beryllium (Spectrographic
Method); Beryllium (Morin Method); Cadmium; Chromic Acid,
Chromates,. and Dichromates; Formaldehyde; Lead; Methanol;
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Nitrogen Dioxide; Oil Mist; Ozone (Colorimetric Method);
Ozone (Titration Method; Phosgene; Silica (Colorimetric
Method); Sulfur Dioxide; Thallium; and Zinc.**

09342

Papa, Louis J.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY-MEASURING EXHAUST HYDROCARBONS DOWN TO PARTS
PER BILLION. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers,
20p., 1967. 26 refs. (Presented at the Mid-Year Meeting,
Chicago, Ill., May 15-19, 1967, Paper 670494.)

Several methods for determining hydrocarbons in automotive
exhaust are presented and discussed. These include:
nondispersive infrared, ultraviolet, flame-ionization detection,
and gas chromatography. A gas chromatographic method is
presented for determining individual hydrocarbon components in
automotive exhaust. The minimum detectable concentration of
each hydrocarbon is one part per billion (ppb) golume/volume.
The method has thus far detected over two hundred hydrocarbons
of all classes, i.e., paraffins, olefins, and aromatics, in
exhaust. The total analysis time is 25 to 30 minutes. A
'technique for collecting the exhaust sample in small plastic
bags is described along with a brief study on the selection of
suitable bag material. Technique for sampling, calibration, and
standardization are also discussed. Applications of the method
are presented along with a discussion of the results. (Author's
abstract) **

09343

Pearsall, H. W.

MEASURING THE TOTAL HYDROCARBONS IN DIESEL EXHAUST. Preprint,
Society of Automotive Engineers, 11p., 1967. 19 refs.
(Presented at the Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9-13, 1967, Paper 670089.)

In order to simulate diesel exhaust of known composition,
weighed amounts of various high-boiling hydrocarbons were
evaporated into a stream of heated air. These mixtures were
sampled continuously and the hydrocarbon contents measured with a
heated flame ionization detector (FID). The evaporator unit
and FID were operated at various temperatures and 375 F was
optimum as regards percentage of input material accounted for
(85-100%, for paraffins through C16), fast response, and
repeatability. The FID was then used at various temperature
total hydrocarbons in exhaust from a 1-cyl diesel engine.
Again 375 F was optimum for obtaining maximum apparent
hydrocarbon concentration, fast response, and repeatability.
Finally, FID measurements.were obtained at 375 7 on exhaust
from the engine at various operating conditions, to assess the
effects of operating variables on hydrocarbons. Increasing
compression ratio and temperatures of the inlet air and crankcase
oil were effective ways of lowering hydrocarbons. Some
principles for valid sampling and measurement of diesel exhaust
hydrocarbons are discussed. (Author's abstract)**
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09348

Westveer, J. A.

CORRELATIoN OF EXHAUST EMISSION TEST FACILITIES. Preprint,
Society of Automotive Engineers, 8p., 1967. 4 refs. (Pre-

sented at the Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich.,
Jan. 9-13, 1967, Paper 670165.)

Current legally specified test procedures for measuring hydro-
carbon and carbon monoxice concentrations in vehicle exhaust gases
contain intrinsic test variables which significantly affect test
results. These variables constantly hamper efforts to correlate
test data generated at one or more exhaust emission test
facilities. Some of the more prominent test variables such as
vehicle repeatability,.test driyer repeatability, instability of
calibrating gases and changing ambient test conditions and the
success of various measures which were undertaken to reduce or
eliminate the influence of some the variables on test repeatabiltiy
and facility correlation are described. It is recommended that
one of the facilities be designated as a control facility which
would be responsible for establishing and maintaining a set of

primary gas concentrations. Particular attention should be
placed on the driving patteras of the test drivers, as deviations
from the prescribed patterns alter test results. Standardization
of the analytical instruments improved correlation. Particular
emphasis should be placed on matching and reducing the sizes of the

internal cavities, such as water traps, filters, and common
manifolds, etc. The size of sample cells should be standardized
especially in the hydrocarbon sample train as the hexane to pro-
pane response varies with the sample cell length. The infrared
analytical instruments should be located in an area relatively
free of harsh drafts as the abrupt temperature changes may cause
the instrument calibrations to change momentarily. The analyzers
should be mounted in a console or cabinet type enclosure to re-
duce the possibility of rapid temperature changes within the ana-
lyzer case. Vehicle exhaust emissions are affected by barometric
pressure changes. The existing ambient barometric pressure should
be recorded for each test and appropriate correction factors
applied to the test results to compensate for barometric pressure
differences. Circulating a test vehicle among facilities for
correlation purposes has remained a standard practice within the
industry because it is presently the best known method for obtain-
ing comparative emission data. The development of devices and of
procedures which will eliminate the major variables will signifi-
cantly simplify the present correlation problems.

09365

Hill, R. L. and J. M. Sonley

A FOUR CHANNEL CHROMATOGRAPH FOR RAPID GAS ANALYSES. Lab.
Pract., 17(1):55-59, Jan. 1968.

A multiple column chromatograph is described which quickly and
accurately analyzes gas samples for'hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons. The total tine
for an analysis is just under six minutes. Operator fatigue is
reduced to a 'animus and electronic integrators enhance the
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accuracy. The cost of the equipment (3,250 pounds) is
justified by the large rumber of samples. Apparatus specifically
described include; the sampling system, detectors, the electrical
system, an d oven units. The operation and calibration of the
equipment are briefly discussed.

09369

Wilson, H. N. and G. M. Duff

INDUSTRIAL GAS ANALYSIS: A LITERATURE REVIEW. Analyst,
92(110 1) :723-758, Dec. 1967. 712 refs.

Analytical methods are reviewed for: permanent and inorganic
gases; analysis of liquefied or pure gases; fuel gases; flue gases;
motor exhaust gases; analysis of micro samples; and atospheric
pollutants. The years from 195R to about id-1966 were covered.
In no branch of analysis is the swing towards physical methods
more marked than in gas analysis. There have been no iportant
developments of the conventional methods during the last ten years;
the chief advances have been the application of galvanic methods to
"trace" of certain gases, and gas chromatography. The rapid
spread of the electrogalvanic methods for the "on-strea11
determination of traces is also ost significant. The other most
noticeable feature is the vast and increasing attention being paid
to atmospheric pollutants of all kinds, particularly sulphur
dioxide, sulphuric acid and hydrocarbons.a*

09388

Valori, P. and A. Grella

CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS,
A METHOD FOR CONCENTRATION AND PRELIMINARY PURIFICATION OF EX-
TRACTS FROM SAMPLES OF ATMOSPHERIC DUST. (Separazione cromato-
grafica degli idrocarburi policiclici aromatici. Netodo per la
concentrazione e la preliminare purificazone degli estratti di
campioni di pulviscola atmosferico.) Text in Italian. Nuovi
Ann. 1 Igiene Microbiol. (Rome) 17 (5) :351-382, Sept.-Oct.
1966. 35 refs.

Different techniques in chromatographic separation are discussed;
they generally yield different results. Another method is de-
scribed which involves: a) the concentration of polycyclic con-
stituents by absorption on alumina; b) the purification of extracts
from tars and colored materials; and c) a preliminary separation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons into two large fractions. The
differences between levels of hydrocarbons determined by classical
method and by this new one are considerable, for example, 0.98 and
3.71 micrograms/100 cu a air for phenanthrene respectively, and
5.40 and 13.56 for 1,12-benzperylene. This method can be easily
adapted for analyses of more complex materials and represents a
"small preparative analysis" in the gas chromatography of poly-
nuclear compounds.
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09432

Dubois, L., T. Teichman, R. S. Thomas, and J. L.
Monkman

SULPHUR COMPOUNDS IN URBAN AIR. In: Air Pollution.
Proceedings of the Symposium on the Physico-chemical
Transformation of Sulphur Compounds in the Atmosphere and the
Formation of Acid Smogs. Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, Paris, Directorate for
Scientific Affairs, Paper 8, Dec. 1967, p. 6 3-73. 6 refs.

Three sampling stations were set up using glass fiber filters.
All filters were carefu:.ly washed to reduce the relevant blank
levels as much as possible. Measurements were made of dust
loading, lead, polycyclics and sulphate. Using hot aqueous
extraction, sulphate blank values were determined on a larger group
of glass fiber filters. Sulphate blanks on organic filter media
are much lower than for the glass fiber type. Suitably low blanks
have only been achieved for polycyclic, lead and sulphate blanks.
Results currently being obtained for sulphate in air are shown in
histograms. The effect of wind direction has been applied to the
results. There seems to be a rough correlation between the three
stations. Peaks tend to occur on weekends. Dust and sulphate
air loadings are given in tables. Values are summarized for three
months, with some average values for the same months obtained
10 years previously in the same city at another location one mile
distant. Glass fiber sheet appears to be quite unsuitable for the
measurement of sulphate or sulphuric acid in air since it is
analytically unsound to try to measure sulphate if the total
sulphate blank is as large, or larger, than the quantity being
measured.110

09515

California State Dept. of Public Health, Berkeley, Air and
Industrial Hygiene Lab-

A GUIDE TO OPERATION OF ATMOSPHERIC ANALYZERS. SDP11-2-40,
14p., May 1966.

Methods for both manual and continuous automatic sampling and
analysis of the common air pollutants are described. Experiments
are described for the measurement of sulfur dioxide using the
West method. Total oxidant content of the atmosphere is
analyzed using the Neutral Buffered Potassium Iodide Method,
Cl through C5 atmospheric hydrocarbons are monitored and
analyzed. Guides to the operation of atmospheric analyzers are
reviewed.01

09574

Sanders, D. N. and J. B. Maynard

CAPILLARY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE C3-C12
HYDROCARBONS IN FULL-RANGE ROTOR GASOLINES. Anal. Chem. (U.

S.), 40(3):527-535, March 1968. 13 refs.
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A capillary gas-liquid chromatographic method has been developed to
determine the individual C3 - C12 hydrocarbons in full-range motor
gasolines. The analyses are conducted on a 200-foot squalane
capillary column in less than 2 hours. Approximately 240
chromatographic peaks are observed in the analysis of n average
gasoline; 180 of them (amounting to 96-99 percent vt of the sample)
have been specifically identified. The column temperature and
column inlet pressure are both programmed to obtain resolution of
close-boiling hydrocarbons. Standard deviations and the 95 percent
confidence limits are given for the quantitative repeatability and
reproducibility of the method. Chromatographic peak
identifications and the detailed quantitative composition of
typical premium and regular-grade gasolines are presented, as well
as the detailed composition of the American Petroleum Institute
Prototype Feul No. 1 -Premium Leaded Reference. Changes that can be
made in the temperature and pressure programs to obtain resolution
of specific groups of hydrocarbons are discussed. With
modifications of present sampling procedures, the method could
easily be applied to analysis of the individual hydrocarbons found
in automotive exhaust gases. (Authors abstract, modified)

09597

Engle, Carole and Eugene Sawicki

RAPID ITLC FLUORIMETRIC METHODS FOR THE ASSAY OF PHENALEN-1-
ONE AND 7H-BENZ(DE)ANTHRACEN-7-ONE IN POLLUTED URBAN ATMOSVHERES.
Preprint. Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center
for Air Pollution Control, ( (23)) p., Feb. 1968. 4 refs.

Through the use of glass-fiber paper impregnated with silica gel
(called instant thin-layer chromatography, or ITLC) , the rapid
determination of phenalen-1-one (PO) and 7H-benz (de) ant hracen-7-one
(BO) is facilitated. One method is introduced for the specific
determination of PO, and one method for the determination of both
PO and BO at the same time. Both methods are superior to previous
sensitivity. In addition, they give reasonable accuracy and
precision. Samples from urban atmospheres and air pollution source
eff=iemts can be analyzed rapidly for PO and BO by these ethods.
Analysis of one sample of organic extracts would take less than 1/2
hour; analysis of 'a dozen samples would take less than 2 hours.
For those laboratories without instrumentation the amount of PO and
BO can be estimated by eye after separation; eight analyses for
either compound can be accomplished in about 20 minutes. (Authors'
abstract)

097314

De Schmertzing, Hannibal, Sol S. Nelson, and Harold G.
Eaton

CRYOGENICALLY TRAPPED TRACE CONTAMINANTS ANALYZED BY IONIZING
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. Melpar,Inc.,Inc.,Falls Church, Va.,
Contract AF 41(609)-2958, Task 793002, SAM-TR-64-68, 15p.,
Aug. 1967.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 662330
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The concentrations of microcontaminants in a sealed environmental
system were determined guantitatively. The separation and
identification of the cryogenically trapped trace contaminants were
accomplished with liquid gas chromatography using a flame
ionization detector. Thirty-nine sets of samples were taken during
a manned simulator run; 29 sets from a similar run; one sample set
from a trapping efficiency run. The compounds contained in the
sample cylinders were identified by their time of elution from a
column and the amount measured with the aid of peak areas. The
response characteristics of the chromatograph were calculated from
responses obtained with standard mixtures. (Authors' abstract)
modified)

09738

Berner, Axel and Hemma Reichelt

THE ROTATING-SLIT AEROSOL SPECTROMETER (ROSL-SPECTROMETER) :

PROTOTYPE. In: Aerosol Research at the First Physics In-
stitute. Vienna Univ., Austria, p. 1-18, Jan. 1968. 3 refs.

A new aerosol centrifuge is described. Particle-size spectra
resembling those of the conifuge are produced; their selectivity,
however, is considerably better. Aerosols produced by nebulizing
monodispersed Latex suspensions are analyzed by the centrifuge.
The different locations and are completely separated. (Authors'
abstract)

09888

Flesch, Jerome P.

CALIBRATION STUDIES OF A NEN SUB-MICRON AEROSOL SIZE CLASSIFIER.
Preprint, Public Health Servicle, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Certer
for Air Pollution Control, 17p., 1967. 12 refs. (Presented at the
153rd Meeting, /merican Chemical Society, Miami Beach, Florida,
April 10-14, 19(10

The size-fractionating characteristics of a new aerosol classifier
operating in the size range 0.015 to 0.5 micron were inveistigated
with homogenous aerosols of zinc ammonium sulfate, polystyrene
latex spheres, and solium chloride cubes. Size analyses were
carried out by electron microscopy. Characteristic deposition
curves were nearly identical in the small-particle collection zone
and agreed with data for methylene blue spheres. Pot the zone
above 0.2 micron the curves differed significantly, probably
because of charging differeuces of the various aerosols.
Preliminary application of the classifier to ambient air sampling
has yielded size distribution data for lead in urban Cincinnati.
(Author's abstract, modified)

10034

Meyer, R. T.

PLASH PHOTOLYZED REACTIONS MONITORED BY TIME-OF-PLIGHT HASS
SPECTROMETRY. Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, M. Mex.,
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Aerospace Sciences Div., SC-R1-68-162, 20p., April 1968.
28 refs. (Presented at the ',Symposium on Applications of Mass
Spectrometry to Gas Phase Reactions, 155th National Meeting
of the American Chemical Society, Division of Water, Air, and
Waste Chemistry, San Francisco, Calif., April 4, 1968, Paper
55).

CFSTI: TID 4500 (51ST ED.)

The techniques of flash photolysis and time-resolved mass
spectrometry have been combined for the study of fast gas phase
reactions. The apparatus provides an incident ultraviolet
light flux of 1.0 x 10 to the 18th power quanta per cm2 per flash
and a spectrometer sensitivity of 5 x 10 to the minus 8 power mole
per liter. Time resolution is 1.4 micron sec. at successive 50
microns sec intervals. The following chemical systems have been
investigated: 1) nitrogen dioxide sensitized reaction between
hydrogen and oxygen; 2) decomposition of nitromethane; 3)
termolecular recombination cf iodine atoms in the presence of
nitric oxide; and 4) reaction cf excited iodiae (2P1/2) atos with
methyl iodide. The most promising development for pollution
studies seems to be the use of nitrogen dioxide as a
sensitizer and primary reactant. It should be possible to
explore the reaction kinetics of nitrogen dioxide as a sensitizer
and primary reactant. It should be possible to explore the
reaction kinetics of nitroge dioxide and various hydrocarbons with
this technique. The mass spectrometer sensitivity limit of 1 part
per 100,000 will not permit, however, reproducing the dilution
factor normally experienced in the actual atmospheric environment
(approximate range 0.01 to 1 part per 10 to the 6th power).AA

10089

Kol'kovski, P.

INDICATOR METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF MERE VAPOR IN THE AIR.
(Indikatoren metod za opredelyane na ksilolovi pari v'v vozdukha.)
Text in Bulgarian. ghim. /nd. (Sofia), 39(2): 76-78, 1967. 11 ref

An indicator method based on a color reaction was developed for
determining the xylene concentration in the atmosphere. The
indicator is prepared by treating 0.3-0.4 mm. silicate with 0.5 1./g
of a 25 solution of Ce(SO4)2. 4H20 in concentrated sulfuric acid. I
mm. long glass tube 0.4 mm. in diameter is filled with the

indicator and is then standardized for xylene concentrations of 0 to
0.5 mg./1. by passing 500 1. air through the tube, or for
concentrations from 0 to 25 mg./1. by passing 100 1. air through
the tube. The distance over which the color change from orange to
blue occurs is then recorded as a function of xylene concentration.
The method has a sensitivity of 0.01 mg./1. and an accuracy of 205.
It can be used in the presence of aliphatic hydrocarbons but not in
the presence of toluene, benzene, or benzene derivatives.

10238

Arutyunov, Yu. I. and Z. I. Geller

THZ ACCURACY OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF FLUE GASES WHEN
rsm THERROCATALITIC DETECTORS. Thermal Mag. (English
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translation of: Teploenergetika) 14(10) :94-97, April 1368 7

refs.

Thermocatalytic detectors, used to analyze flue gases, operate on
the principle of measuring the heat of combustion of the eluted
components in the carrier gas flow. Platinum wires, incorporated
into an unbalanced Wheatstone bridge, are measured for their
changed resistances during catalytic combustion with the eluted
gases. The theoretical basis for the relationship between input
voltage and measured resistances is explored. On combustion of
the eluted component by the wire, an additional dmount of heat
is liberated, raising the temperature of the wire's surface a
discrete amount. In experimental verification of the derived
relationships, a KhT-4 chromatograph was used for
automatic analysis of minute constitutent of combustibles in boiler

stack gases. A low-temperature detector of catalytic combustion
was employed. Theoretical and experimental values for
temperature of the heated wire and for internal current, depending
on the variations in supply voltage, differ by not more than plus
or minus 10-15%.**

10242

Dimitriades, B.

METHODS FOR DETERMINING NITROGEN OXIDES IN AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUSTS.
Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C., RI 7133, 29pp., May
1968. 10 refs.

Five direct and indirect methods for determining nitrogen oxides
in automotive exhausts have been evaluated from the standpoint of
accuracy and applicability in current exhaust studies. These
methods are: static oxidation in tank, Bureau of Mines method,
Chevron Research method, phenoldisulfonic acid method, and direct
measurement of NO. Results showed that methods requiring
conversion of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide as a part of the
analytical procedure are subject to errors introduced by the
instability of NO2. The extent of some of these errors has
been determined, and procedures have 'been developed to minimize
undesirable influences. On the basis of the results obtained from
this study, recommendations are made regarding procedures for batch
type or continuous measurement of nitrogen oxides in exhaust
streams.**

10489

Bufalini, J. J.

GAS PHASE TITRATION OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE. Preprint, Public
Health Service, Cininnati, Ohio, National Center for Air
Pollution Control (8)p., April 1968. 9 refs.

Ozone can be selectively removed from a gas stream containing a
variety of oxidants. Oxidant analysers can be made specific for
ozone by incorporating a small gas reaction chamber on the
instrument. Possible interferences from hydrogen peroxide, n-butyl
hydroperoxide, peroxyacetyl nitrate, nitrogen dioxide, and peracetic
acid are discussed. (Author's abstract)
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10668

Dubois, K., C. J. Baker, A. Zdrojewski, and J. L.
Monkman

CORRELATION OF THE BLACKNESS INDEX OF HI-VOL AIR SAMPLES WITH THE
POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATIONS. Preprint, Department of
National Health and Welfare, Ottawa, (Ontario), Occupational
Health Div., ((24))p., 1968. (Presented at the 61st Annual
Meeting of the Air Pollution Control Associaion, St. Paul,
Minn., June 23-27, 1968, Paper 68-124.)

The darkness of a soiling index sample being due to products of
combustion it would be interssting to find out if a relation could
be established the blackness index or the dark colored fraction of
the sample, and the polycyclic hydrocarbon concentration. Having
deduced such a relation one could use this blackness index to
indirectly treasure the polycyclics in air samples. The time
involved in measuring the blackness (a few seconds for a sample)
is insignificant A.s compared to two days required for a complete
determination of polycyclics in an air sample. The relation
between the blackness index and the concentration of
benzo((k))flouranthene (BkF) and consequentley of polycyclics,
vary from one station to the other. Each relation is
characteristic of a given station. Preliminary results indicate
that the curve are different from one city to the other although
the difference from one station to the next or from one month to
the next is more important in some cases. Tha relationship
between the blackness index and the concentration of BkF or
polycyclic is different from one month to the next. For a given
blackness index, the concentration of BkF is lower in summer
than in winter, and for a given amount ot particqlate matter, the
concentration of BkF is also lower in summer. It then follows
that the dark material is different, from summer to winter. The
blackness index seems to be a poor indicator of the polycyclic
concentration in air samples and it would be unwise to use it to
make such measurement unless a standard curve for a given city has
been prepared.**

10672

Hersch, Paul A.

CONTROLLED ADDITION OF EXPERIMENTAL POLLUTANTS TO AIR. Gould-
National Batteries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., 24p., 1968. 21 refs.
(Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution
Control Association, St. Paul,Minn., June 1968, Paper 68-
153.)

Experience with, and extensions of less known techniques of
providing an air stream with a steady and adjustable level of a
gaseous impurity are described. Leaviog aside those means that
employ moving solid parts, the paper discusses devices using liquid
pistons, mikro-flow through channels, diffusion across channels and
barriers, stream splitters for attenuation, and methods based on
evaporation, electrolysis, chemical conversion, and irradiation.
(Author s abstract, odified)
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10755

Jager, J.

UTILIZATION OF QUASILINEAR FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA IN ANALYSIS OF
POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBON. Atmos. Environ.,
2(3):293-294, May 1968.

The utilization of quasilinear fluorescence spectra in the
analysis of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons is proposed.
Quasilinear fluorescence spectra of many polynuclear hydrocarbons,
but also enable them to be determined directly in mixtures with
satisfactory accuracy, provided some specific conditions are
strictly adhered to. The method of obtaining the quasilinear
fluorescence spectra is breifly described. (Author's abstract)110

10'1'67

SLath, Charles G., Carl A. Nau, and Charles H. Lawrence

SEPARATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS IN RUBBER
DUST. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc., J. 29(3):242-247, May-June
1968.

A spectrophotometric technique is described for determining the
presence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in furnace black,
vehicular tire rubber, and lung tissue, utilizing benzene and
immiscible solvent system extraction followed by thin-layer
chromatography on cellulose with N,N-dimethylformamide as
developer. By use of this procedure, furnace black and new and aged
vehicular tire rubber are found to contain 3,4-benzyprene,
benzyprene, fluoranthene, and pyrene in quantities which are not
diminished by processing, aging, or wear. In a further application
of the procedure it was established that commercial furnace black
and furnace black deposited in the lungs of sonkeys are similar in
that both contain adsorbed 1,2-benzyprene, pyrene, and possibly
fluoranthene, and two unidentified fluorescent compounds. They are
dissinilar in that the furnace black from monkey lungs contains no
coronene or 3,4-benzyprene. (Authors' abstract)

10772

Yamamoto, Robert K., and Warren A. Cook

DETErMINATION OF ETHYL BENZENE AND STYRENE IN AIR BY ULTRAVIOLET
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 29(3):238-21,1,
May-June 1968.

In.the production of styrene, it ts important to be able to
determine ethyl benzene and styte7Ae in the presence of each other
as an indication of sources of dispersion of vapors from the closed
reaction system. The air is drawn at a fixed 'cite through a
fritted -glass bubbler containing spectro-'irade isooctane. The
absorption uf ultraviolet light at wavelenjths of 268 au for the
ethyl benzene and 291 mu for the styrene ie used as a measure for
the amounts of these compounds collected from the air. This sethod
has the dvantages of sampling over a wide rtnge of concentrations,
of specilicity, and of facility in both field and laboratory
phases. (Authors abstract)
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10946

Arito, H., R. Soda, and H. Matsushita

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF POLYNUCLEAR HYDROcARBONS
IN PARTICULATE AIR POLLUTANTS. Ind. Health, 543-41:241-259,
Dec. 1967.

An attempt to simplify procedure for analysis of polynuclear
hydrocarbons in particulates in town air vas carried
out. vacuum sublimation method was employed to extract organic
materials from the particulates instead of the method vith a
Soxhlet apparatus. The sublimate was dissolved in small amount
of benzene and the solution was submitted to direct gas
chromatographic analysis by utilizing a flame ionization
detector or an electron capture detector. It vas proved that
further purification of the sublimate by partition was unnecessary
in this method. Seven polynuclear hydrocarbons including
benzo(a)pyrene were determined on the collected
particulates from the air by this method. (Author's abstract) **

10960

Chapman, R. L.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS. Instr. Control Systems,
41(8) :79-82, Aug. 1968.

The methods for measuring the major air pollutants are reviewed
briefly. Some of the problems involved in calibration of
instruments are discussed.**

10964

H. J. Davis

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OP BENZO(A)PYRENE IN
CIGARETTE SMOKE. Anal. Chen., 40(10):1583-1585, August 1968.

An analytical method which is shorter and more versatile than the
fluorometric method for the determination of benzo(a)pirene in
cigarette smoke is described. Gas chromatography with an electron
capture detector is found to easure as little as 1 mg of BaP
witli satisfactory precision. The electron capture detector is
basically an ionization detector utilizing a helium glow
diseiarge as the electron source capable of operation at
teperatures up to 400 degrees C.RM

11030

Uanst, Philip L. and John A. Morreal

DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTANTS BY ADSORPTION OF

INFRARED LASER RADIATION. Preprint, 27p., 1968. (Prement40
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at the 61st Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, St. Paul, Minn., June 23-27, 1968, Paper
68-91.)

A technique of detecting gaseous air pollutants by means of
absorption of laser radiation is under development at the NASA
Electronics Research Center. The iodine infrared laser and the
carbon dioxide infrared laser are forced to emit spectral lines
which fall on the infrared absorption bands of atmospheric
pollutants. The attenuation of a laser line when passed through
an air sample is the measure of the pollutant concentration.
The narrow spectral width of the laser emission permits
sensitive detection, minimizes interference between pollutants, and
allows penetration of atmospheric water bands. The collimation
and high power outputs available from lasers permit transmission
of the radiation over long straight paths through the atmosphere
and over long folded paths in multiple-pass absorptirn cells. A
sample of absorbing ga l. placed within the laser cavity forces the
emission of the sele:ted wavelengths. With a one-half kilometer
path to a retro-reflector and back, it is predicted that the
following concentrations of air pollutants will be detected by
means of the indicated laser lines: carbon monoxide at 2 parts per
million in air (ppm), using the 10.53 micron carbon dioxide line;
sulfur dioxide at 1.5 ppm, using the 9.08 micron carbon dioxide
line; and ozone at 0.15 ppm, using the 9.52 micron carbon dioxide
line., It seems feasible to extend the technique to other
pollutants such as nitrogen dioxide, mcthane, butane, and peroxy
acetyl nitrate. Continuing effort is being devoted to development
and constr ;tion of the laser transmitting and receiving equipment.
Field testing is planned for the near future.04

11061

H. W. Theones, W. Guse

LATEST STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTS FOR THE CONTINUOUS
MONITORING OF GAS EMISSIONS. Staub (English translation),
28(3) :53-63, March 1968. 17 refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50448/3

For the measuremet of gaseous emissions, testing methods using
chemical analysis are used for emission control based on random
sampling while automatic gas analyzers are employed for
continuous concentration control. The different types of
measuring instruments, their possibilities and limitations are
explained, and difficulties occcurring during gag cleaning
are considered. Practical expee lce is available which has been
gained in many years during the c eration of gas cleaning
installations and of analysers for continous measurement of
sulphur dioxide present in flue gas. (Authors' sumpary)##

11068

C. R. Engel

DIRECT SPECTROPHOTOFLUORINETRIC ANALYSIS OF COMPOUNDS
PAPER AND THIN-LAYER CHROHATOGRAMS AND PHEROGRAMS.
Preprint,,Public Service, Cincinnati, Ohio
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National Air Pollution Control Administration, ((1))p.,
((1968)) 12 refs.

Direct spectrophotofluorimetric analyses can be coupled with paper
or thin-layer electrophoresis, and paper or thin-layer
chromatography. It is simple and offers many advantages.
Neither time nor compound is lost in extraction ot elution. A

thin-layer or paper chromatographic or electrophoretic spot can
be examined immediately after separation. Since no expensive
cells are ne-ded, there are no breakage costs. Characterization
is enhanced through the use of quenchofluorimetric techniques.
Thus, direct spectrophotofluorimetric techniques. Thus direct
spectrophotofluorimetric analysis has great potential ia trace
characterization and trace quantitative analysis of complex
mixtures. It approaches colorimetric analysis in simplicity and
speed and surpasses it in sensitivity, and the amount of
information that can be obtained from one analysis. (Author's
abstract, modified)44

11091

Sawicki, E.

MICROESTIMATION OF BENZC(a)PYRENE IN AIRBORNE PARTICULATES
AND AIR POLLUTION SOURVE EFFLUENTS. Preprint, Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air
Pollution Control, ((R))p., ((1967?)) 4 refs.

The particulate collected from the urban atmosphere is
extracted vith an organic solvent and then separated alongside
pure benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) with alumina thin-layer chromatography.
The unknown and standard spots are eluted, their solutions are
evaporated, and the residues are dissolved in concentrated
sulfuric acid. Readings of standard and test spot solutions are
taken at F 470/540 with the spectrophotofluorimeter or with a
filter fluorimeter containing a primary filter peaking at 460
millimicrons and a secondary filter peaking at 565 millimicrons.VI

11093

Stanle:', Thomas V.

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF BENZO(a)PYRENE IN
AIRBORNE PARTICULATES. Preprint, Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, ((8))p., 1968. 5 refs.

Airborne particulates collected from polluted atmospheres on
glass-fiber filters are extracted exhaustively with an organic
solvent. These extracts are carefully reduced to tarry residues
through evaporation and then separated on thin-layers of
activated alumina. The fluorescent area of pure benzo(a)pyrene
and corresponding area of the sample are renoved from the TLC
plate and eluted. Solutions of the pure compound and the unknown
are spectrophotometrically measured between 4000 and 2400
angstroms. Vavelengths 3900, 3820, and 3750 angstroms are used to
determine the aount of benzo(a) pyrene present in the sample.ff
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11164

Reid, Frank H. and Walter R. Halpin

DETERMINAT/ON OF HALOGENATED AND AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN AIR BY
CHARCOAL TUBE AND GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. A. Ind. Hyg. Assoc.
J., 29(4):390-396, July-Aug. 1966.

The preparation and use of a simple charcoal tube is described for
the collection of air samples for the determination of several
commonly encountered halogenated and aromatic hydrocarbons of
industrial hygiene significance. A rapid and efficient desorption
procedure is employed. Specific parameters are presented for
quantitative determination by gas chromatography. The method
provides an easily applicable technique with the advantages of
minimum field sampling equipment: and rapid, specific, accurate and
economical determinations at atmospheric con-centrations ranging
from a few ppm to several times the Threshold Limit Value.
(Authors' abstract)

11165

Rossano, August T. and Hal B. H. Cooper

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS. Chem. Eng., 75(22):142-146, Oct. 14,
1968.

Knowledge of the types and rates of eissions from a source or
group of sources is fundamental to appraising an air pollution
problem. Three factors are critical in source testing and analysis:
measuring gas properties in the duct, withdrawing representative
samples, and accurate analysis.

11218

Stanley, Thomas W., Myrna J. Morgan, and James E. Meeker

APPLICATION OF ITLC AND FLUOROMETRY TO THE ESTIMATION OP
7H-BENZ(de)ANTHRACEN-7-0NE AND PHENALEN-1-ONE IN ORGANIC
EXTRACTS OP AIRBORNE PARTICULATES FROM 3-HOUR SEQUENTIAL A/R
SAMPLES. Preprint, Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, National Air Pollution Control Administration,
((14))p., Aug. 1968. ((5)) refs. (Presented at the 156th
Annual Meeting, American Chemical Society, Division of
Water, Air, and Waste Chemistry, Atlantic City, N.J.,
Sept. 1968.)

Instant thin-layer chromatography (T/LC) was performed by use of
glass-fiber paper iMpregnated with silica gel to separate
7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one and phenalen-1-one found in acetone
extracts of airborne pirticulates from 3-hour sequential air
samples. Only 15 mimites was required to separate 0.2 to 1.25 mg.
of the crude extract with pentane:ether, 19:1 v/v. Compounds to
be assayed were located on the chromatogram by use of relative
Rf values and changes in fluorescence colors in an acidic
environment under long-wavelength ultraviolet light. Direct
fluorometric Measurement and scanning at F 418/550 and F 409/490
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indicated concentrations ranging from 2 to 47 microgram/1000 cu
of air for 7H-benz (de) anthracen-7-one and fro 0.3 to 17
microgram/1000 cu m for phenalen-1-one. For
7H-benz(de) anthracen-7-one the precision of the method calculated
as relative standard deviation was plus or minus 3.6% with a
detection limit at 5 nanograms. For phenalen-1-one, precision
was plus or minus 1.6% with a detection lialt at 2 nanograms.
The method was applied in analysis of 3-hour sequential air
samples taken with Hi-Vol samplers over two 24-hours periods
during January 1968. (Authors' abstract) **

11237

J. C. Chipman, A. .3. Rocker, and John chao

MEASURING AND EVALUATING AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST HYDROCARBON
EMISSIONS BY INTERRELATED TECHNIQUES. Preprint,
California Air Resources Lab., Los Angeles, ((19)) p., 1968.

10 refs. (Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting, American
Institute of Chemical. Engineers, Symposium on Research and
Development in Automotive Air Pollution Control, Los
Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1-5, 1968, Paper 53-E.)

The sog forming potential of exhaust gas from a 216 car survey
vas determined. This potential is defined in terms of reactivity
units. Exhaust hydrocarbon emissions were measured by
mondispersive infrared, ultraviolet and flame ionization analyzers.
The measurements of these analyzers were correlated with the
reactivity of the exhaust gas. The results show that each
analyzer is capable of delineating the smog potential of gasoline
powered vehicles. Hydrocarbon emissions were also correlated
with engine classes. The emission level differences for
concentration are larger than those obtained on a reactivity or
mass rate basis. (Authors' summary) **

11270

00Reeffe, Andrew E.

PROGRESS REPORT: PERMEATION STANDARDS FOR TRACE GAS ANALYSIS.
Preprint, Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio,
National Center for Air Pollution Control, ((6))p., ((1966)).
1 ref. (Presented at the 152nd Meeting, ACS, Division of
Water, Air and Waste Chemistry, New York, N. Y., Sept.
14, 1966.)

A microbottle for dispensing liquefiable gases at rates lower
than can be attained by an original method has proved useful.
The several steps of its construction and filling, are largely
self-explanatory. The glass envelope is drawn down to a size
that will not permit passage of the spherical bead; the
coefficients of expansion of bead and envelope should not differ
widely. For dispensing liquefiable gases incompatible with
PEP Teflon a similar icrobottle having a tetrafluoroethylene
(TFE Teflon) barrier has proved suitable. For dispensing
fixed gases a icrobottle similar to that -described above, but made
of metal, is connected directly to a cylinder of gas. A Bourdon
gauge assures that this "infinite" gas source has not been
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accidentally exhausted. This verion is incapable of providing a
gravimetrically calibrated primary standard; indirect calibration
will usually be necessary. Substitution of thin-wall TPE
Teflon tubing for the PEP tube of the original device adapts it
for dispensing substances whose properties are such as to limit
their permeation rates at undersirably low values. This
modification has extended the range of usefulness of permeation
tubes, operating at room temperature, to include compounds as
large as cumene.

11476

Andreeshcheva, N. G.

THE EFFECTS OF CERTAIN AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE AIR.
( (0 sanitarno-toksikologicheskoi otsenke nekotorykh
aromaticheskikh uglevodorodov v a tmosfernom vozdukhe.)) Hyg.
Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.),
33(4-6)03-17, April-June 1968. ((10)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2

A spectrophotometric method of determining a eta-aitrochlorbenzol
(MNCB), and 3,4-dichloraniline (3,4-DCA) in the air is
elaborated. The findings point to a definite relation of the
threshold values of smell to the changes in the chemical structure
of the substance due to introduction of nitro-aino- and chlorine
groups into the benzol ring. The action of chlorine products on
the light sensitivity of eyes becomes stronger as additional
chlorine groups, besides the nitro- and amino- groups, are being
introduced into the benzol ring.

11485

Kaznina, N. I.

DETERMINATION OP STYRENE IN AIR BY PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY.
((Opredelenie stirola ozdukhe s pomoshchyu bumazhnoi
khromatografii.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English translation of:
Gigiena i Sanit.), 33 (4-6):215-217, April-June 1968. ((2))
ref s.

CYSTI: TT 68-50449/2

A chromatographic method was developed for the determination of
styrene in air, based on the reaction of styrene with mercury
acetate in an ethanol medium. The minimu amount of styrene which
can be so determined is 0.5 microgram. Quantitative determination
of styrene is based on the color intensity of spots developed on
the paper by reaction with diphenylcarbazide.

11486

Petrova, N. S. and 0. N. Shevkun

HYGIENIC ASSESSNENT OP ODOR OF NONMETALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS.
((K Toprosu o gigienicheskoi otsenke nemetallicheskikh
stroitel,nykh materialo po ikh zapakhu.)) Hyg. Sanit.
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Ict,trtMenualons

(English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.) , 33(4-6) :218-220,
April-June 1968. ((2)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2

Testers vere first studied to ensure that they have a normal
olfactory threshold (as described below) . The testers then
evaluated the odor of the building material under test (Vozhzhova
and Denisenko) . The odor of several coatings and other materials
vas tested. A varnish coating based on styrene with epoxy ester
vas tested for its odor 8 months after its application to the
substrate. In the testing of a special adhesive with a
phenolformaldehyde base, an olfactory sensation vas produced by
0.6-0.8 ml air; i.e., it produced a mmoderate odorm. Every
material tested by this method (taking into account the specified
conditions of its envisaged use) may be categorized in ters of its
odor. The method makes it possible to appraise the odor of new
articles and materials at moderate cost and vith simple equipent.i

11496

Dmitriev, M. T., N. A. Kitrosskii, and V. A. Popov

FLAME-IONIZATION CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC
MATTER IN AIR. ((0 termoionizatsionnom khromatografichesko
veshchestv v atmosfernom vozdukhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English
translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.), 33(4-6):350-356, April-June
1968. ((4)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2

Flame-ionization chromatography performed with serially
manufactured gas chromatographs is discussed in detail. This
method is usetul where large ranges of substances manufactured by
the chemical industry makes it very difficult to devise and apply
specific colorimetric techniques for the determination of organic
atmospheric pollutants. A technique for the determination of
tetrahydrofuran in air on a chromatograph, according to the
standard methods is presented. Flame-ionization chromatography
possesses important operational advantages. The normal air
components, including vater vapor, do not produce background noise,
so that all the peaks are formed by organic pollutants. The
chromatographs are insensitive to vibrations, temperature
variations, changes in air pressure and wind velocity, and are
practically free from inertia. Small variations in the flow
rates of hydrogen and nitrogen are likewise immaterial.
Flame-ionization instruments may be used in mobile units and in
expeditions. Flame-ionization chromatography may be recoended
,as a universal method for the determination of atmospheric
pollutants of organic origin.

11498

Aigina, E. P., G. S. Lopukhova, and S. S. Khikmatullaeva

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THIOPHENE IN AIR.
((Opredelenie tiofena v vozdukhe spekrofotometricheskim etodon.))
Hyg. Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.),
33(4-6):409-411, April-June 1968. ((1)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2
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The spectral characteristic of thiophene in the wavelength range
220 - 250 millimicron, using ethanol, methanol, heptane, hexane
and octane as the solvents was studied. Measurements of the
optical densities of methanol solutions of thiophene with
concentrations up to 15 micrograms/ml at lambda = 231 illimicrons
showed these solutions to obey the Lambert-Beer law. Therefore
the concentration of thiophene in the solution can be determined
from the optical density using a calibration graph, or calculating
from an equation. For determinations of thiophene in air in the
presence of benzene, another variant was elaborated aking use of
Vierordt's method. This method makes it possible to determine
concentrations of each of the components of a binary mixture from
the optical density of solution. The spectral characteristics of
ethanol solutions of benzene and thiophene are shown. Thus, two
variants of the spectrophotometric method are proposed for the
determination of thiophene in air. The first variant, proposed
for hygienic experiments, is based on neasuring the absorption of
UV radiation by the methanol solution of thiophene at lambda =
231 illimicrons. Its sensitivity is 0.5 micrograms per 1 ml
solution. Benzene in concentrations of up to 20 micrograms/ml
does not interfere vith the determination. The second variant,
proposed for determination of thiophene in air in the presence of
benzene, is based on easurements of absorption of UV radiation
by a thiophene -- benzene mixture in methanol at 231 and 254.6
millimicrons. The thiophene concentration in the solution is
calculated from an equation. This variant is used in the presence
of benzene concentrations exceeding 20 micrograms in 1 ml methanol.

11540

Teich, R. A.

A METHOD FOR DETECTING LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF AIRBORNE GASEOUS
CONTAMINANTS. Western Electric Co., Reading, Pa.,
p. 219-229, ((1968)).

CFSTI: N68-934

A condensation nuclei counter, with suitable "converters, ay be
used to onitor concentrations of sulfur dioXide and certain
hydrocarbons. Problems encountered and item of value discoverd
in using this equipment are discussed. The ounter is not
actually a counter, but a photometer which easures the forward
scattered light in a dark-field optical system. The instrument is
unique because it enables onitoring of particles in the
submicroscopic range of 0.001 icron to 0.1 micron. The intensity
of the scattered light is read by a photomultiplier tube. The
eter is divided into linear steps of 300, 1,000, 3,000, 10,000 and
-100,000 nuclei per cc exponential steps of 1,000,000 and 10,000,000
and, thereby permitting A response time of only two seconds from
intake to readout of a nample. The nuclei counter and sulfur
dioxide converter are extremely useful for detecting inut
quantities of sulfur dioxide in the ambient air. They are
sensitive and reliable, as can be verified by our two years of
alaost constant monitoring. The value as a quantitative
instrument is linited because of a lack of ease in checking
operation and the narrow range of contamination easured on the
linear scales and the limitations of readout and sensitivity on the
exponential scales. The simplicity of operation far outweights
the faults of radout in the investigative area.11$
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11554

Bricteux, J., W. Fasotte, and P. Ledent

A METHOD FOR SAMPLING AND DETERMINING HEAVY HYDROCARBONS /N
COMBUSTION FUMES. (Rise au point d'une ethode de prelevement
et de dosage des hydrocarhures lourds dans les fumees de
combustion.) Text An French. Ann. Mines Belg: n(3) :309-331,
March, 1968. 16 refs.

A method has been devised for sampling and easuring heavy
hydrocarbons in combusticn smokes. The sampling technique is
based on the adsorption of the hydrocarbons on a short adsorbent
column placed within the chimney itself. The smokes can be
drawn up through the sampling tube in less than one inute with
the help of a rubber syringe. . In order to measure the
hydrocarbons collected, the sampling tube is inserted in a
carrier gas circuit which also includes a flame ionization
detector. The tube is brought up to a high temperature in a
mobile oven. The hydrocarbons are desorbed and carried by the
carrier gas towards the dector; there is no separation of the
hydrocarbons and the response appears in the form of a single
peak on the recording paper. It is possible to desorb
hydrocarbons having a boiling point above 500 degrees C without
inducing crdcking phenomena. The output, which depends on the
boiling temperatures of the sampled hydrocarbons, is excellent and
can be still further improved if, prior to the sampling, the tube
is refrigerated. A quantity of 10-6g anthracene produce:: a peak
allowing accurate quantitative determination of the compound.
The method also makes possible to perform a detailed analysis of
the sample and determine the individual concentrations of the
various components. For this purpose, a chromatographic
column must be inserted into the carrier gas, between the sampling
tube aud the detector. Several examples of the determination of
total and individual concentrations in various synthetic gas
mixtures, combusion smokes, cigarette smoke, automobile exhaust,
are presented. The possibility of applying the method to the
measurement of benzo(a)pyrene is being considered. Another
method for assessing the sample by methanol elution followed by a
spectrophotometric examination is also described.NO

11558

Delaunois, C.

ANALYSIS OF SMALL GIS SAMPLES FY REINS OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY.
(Analyse par chromatographie en phase gazeuse, de foibles
volumes de gaz.) Text in French. Inn. Mines Helg.
n(5):644-648, 1968. 7 refs.

In various fields of research, it frequently occurs that
gUantitative analyses of gas cannot be made by chromatography, if
the gas is present in small quantities, as the standard methods of
injection cannot be used. This problem vas solved during research
concerning the cracking of phenols in a micro-autoclave, when less
than one milliliter of gas is produced. I gas-drainage device,
under mercury, was devised, whereby the volume of gas could be
measured under atmospheric pressure. An original system for the
circulation of mercury, and a method for analysing H2, CM4, 12,
CO2, C2H4, C2H6, on a column of activated charcoal kept
permanently at a temperature of 150 degrees C, were developed.II
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11559

Delaunois, C. and B. Bettens

ANALYSIS BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF PHENOLIC AND AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
OBTAINED FROM THERMAL CRACKING OF PHENOLS. (Analyse par'
chromatographie gazeuse des constituants phenoliques et
aromatiques issus du craquage thermique des phenols.) Text in
French. Ann. Mines Belg., n(5):633-641, May 1968. 7 refs.

A capillary column of 100 m loaded with propylene glycol was used
to separate thirty-six components obtained during the thermal
cracking of phenols. In addition to the separation of several
aromatic hydrocarbons, it was possible, following previous
etherification with hexamethyl disilazane, to separate the isosers
of cresols and xylenols. A flame ionization detector vas used to
determine quantitatively the various components studied to
approx. 0.1% in weight. The use of a Perkin Elmer D 24
integrator, contributed greatly to the reproducibility of the
results, and reduced the time of analysis.**

11567

Hood, L. V. S., and J. D. Vineforder

THIN-LAYER SEPARATION AND LOW-TEMPERATURE LUMINESCENCE
MEASUREMENT OF MIXTURES OF CARCINOGENS. Text in English.
Anal. Chim. Acta, 42(2):199-205, Aug. 1968. 16 refs.

Low-temperature fluorescence and phosphorescence characteristics
of a number of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are reported.
Complex mixtures of hydrocarbons were studied to determine the
selectivity of low-temperature luminescence measurement.
Low-temperature fluorisetry is applied to measure several
hydrocarbon carcinogens after ethanolic extraction from thin-layer
chromatograms. The ethod described permits determination of 0.1
micrograms of most of the potent carcinogens (such as pyrenes,
anthracenes, perylenes, tryphenylenes, etc.). The results
suggest that the method may be well suited for environmental
studies of hydrocarbon pollution.**

11574

Lahmann, Erdwin

STUDIES ON AIR POLLUTANTS. I. ANALYTICAL METHODS. ((Die
Untersuchung von Luftverunreinigungen. I. Analysenmethoden.))
Text in German. Bundesgesundheitsblatt, (10) :145-150, May
12, 1967. 71 refs.

This detailed review of the apparatus and techniques used for air
pollution easurements deals with both sanpling and analytical
ethods. A distinction is made between enpirical or discontinuous
and continuous methods of sampling and it is pointed out that only
the latter can yield readily interpretable results. /n connection
with gas sampling techniques, the value of an inpinger for
increasing the rate of dissolution of gaseous pollutants is
discussed. Methods are then described for the quantitative
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determination of S02, S03, NO2, NO, CO, H2S, HP,
and NH3, and brief mention is made of the techniques of gas
chromatography and flame ionization detection for traces of
organic compounds. The two principal techniques for estiating
the total particulate content of the air are dust-fall and
dust-concentration determinations. The latter which depends on
photoelectric measurement of the particle density after filtration
is more difficult to perform, but more interesting from the health
point of view.**

12001

Jacobs, E. S.

GIS CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATIOF OF HYDROCARBONS AUTOMOBILE
EXHAUST. In: Report on CRC Symposium on Ezhayst Gas
Analysis. Coordinating Research Couscil, Inc., lei, York,
N.Y., Group on Composition of Exhaust Gas, CBc-RN-404,
pp. 34-38, Sept. 21-22, 1965.

The principle proposed for gas chromatographic determination of
hydrocarbons in automobile exhaust and gasoline is based on the
use of a wide range temperature program with an open tubular column
and a flame ionization detector. Automatic integration of the
flame detector signal provides peak area values for determining the
concentration of each component. All exhaust gas samples for gas
chromatographic nualysis are collected in 3 cubic feet coated
Nylar plastic bags. The hydrocarbon concentration of exhaust
samples decreased 3-5% after standing for one hour in these bags.
Typically, gas chromatographic analysis showed that the decrease
was due primarily to the loss of the more reactive components.
The use of the 0.01 in 1D column provides the separation and
determination for as little as 1 ppa mole carbon of each component
from Cl through C10 within 13 minutes. It present, an 0.02 in.
ID open tubular colun is being used to provide analysis for as
little as 0.1 ppm carbon for each component. The conditions for
use of the 0.02 in. 1D column are the same as for the 0.01 in.
1D column except for the final column temperature. The
separation of hydrocarbons on the larger bore column is quite
adequate for quantitative as well as qualitative inalysis. The
Cl and C2 hydrocarbons are determined on a short packed column of
silica gel with a flame ionization unit. The chromatographic
conditions are given. An average exhaust chromatogram contains
80-100 measurable peaks while a fuel chromatograi may contain
120-160 measurable peaks. At present, all components are
identified by comparison to retention times obtained with
standards. This technique was found to yield fast and efficient
information for the individual hydrocarbon components found in
exhaust and gasoline. Determination of the individual
components allows application of specific reactivity factors to the
individual components, so that a smog potential for fuel as well
as exhaust may be ascertained.**

12002

Harkins, John

BROMOCOULONETRIC OLEFIN ANALYSIS. In: Report on CRC
Symposium on Exhaust Gas Analysis. Coordinating Research
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Council, Inc., New York, N. V., Group on Coposition of
Exhaust Gases, CRC-RN-404, pp. 4143, Sept. 21-22, 1965.

The bromocoulometric method is based on the observation that
olefins, excluding ethylene, can be quantitatively brominated by
passing a gas sample through a solution of appropriate composition.
Briefly, the saaple is passed through the sensing solution and the
time to generate the bromine absorbed by the sample is measured
amperometrically, that is, by noting the current floving through
the solution when a constant potential of 220 or 230 v is applied
to the electrodes. With the exception of ethylene the
bromocoulometric method appears to do an excellent job in
measuring olefins in exhaust gases. Work completed several years
ago indicated that ethylene could be obtained by changing the
solvent in the cell.**

12072

Grupinski, Leonhard

MEASURING THE CONCENTRATIONS OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCE IN VASTE GASES
BY ABSORPTION AND INFRARED SPECTROMETRY. Staub (English
trnaslation), 28(8):28030, Aug. 1968. 4 refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50448/8

A method is described for determination of organic substances in
waste gases. 10 liters of waste gas, passed through three was
bottles connected in series, are sufficient for detecting 25mg of
organic substances in 1 cu m of waste gas by means of an infrared
spectroscope. Perchloroethylene is suitable to be used as the
absorbent. The efficiency of vashing may be determined with
sufficient accuracy by separate detersinations carried out in the
three gas washing bottles. The ethod permits direct samples to
be taken from waste gas lines at intervals of 10 - 15 minutes.
(Author's summary, modified)**

12086

Chakraborty, B. B. and R. Long

THE FORMATION OF SOOT AND POLYCICLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN
DIFFUSION FLARES. PART THREE. EFFECT OF ADDITIONS OF OMEN
TO ETHYLENE AND ETHANE RESPECTIVELY AS FUELS. Combustion
Flame, 12(5):469-476, Oct. 1968. 15 refs.

The amounts of chloroform-soluble material, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PCAH), and carbonaceous residue in the dry
soot recovered from ethylene-air and ethane-air diffusion flames,
respectively, have been determined and the effects on these of
inCreasing additions of oxygen to the fuel have been investigated.
With ethylene, the amounts of dry soot, chlorofora-soluble
material, PCAH and carbonaceous residue (CR) all increase to
maxima and then decrease. With ethane, the amounts of dry soot
and CR increase to maxima and then decline whereas the
chlorofora-soluble material and PCAM decrease steadily with
increase in oxygen/ethane molar ratio in the fuel stream. The
KAM adsorbed on the soot particles leaving the flame have been
analysed by programmed temperature gas chromatography. Pyreno
predominates in the nixture but the carcinogen 3,4-benzopyrome is
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to the fuel strea is shown to lead to higher temperatures in the

qualitatively for the above results on the basis of the effects on

present in smaller amounts. Increasing the addition of oxygen

pyrolysis zone and an attempt has been made to account

pyrolysis ot the fuel and on the oxidation of the products leaving
the tip of a diffusion flame. A "qualitative model" for the
formation of PCAH and "carbonyl has been proposed tentatively on
the basis of recent results from this laboratory and elsewhere.
(Author's Abstract)**

12663

N. G. McTaggart, C. A. Miller, B. Pearce

QUANTITATIVE HYDROCARBON GAS ANALYSES USING ALUMINA-PACKED
GLASS CAPILLARY COLUMNS. J. Inst. Petrol., 54(538) :265-277,
Oct. 1968. 11 Refs.

The experimental conditions necessary to obtain
quantitative hyOrocarbon gas analysis by gas chromatography
using alumina-packed glass capillary columns (o.ol inch id) and
flame ionization detection are described. These conditions
include the met'hod of reducing the activity of the alumina and the
procedure for maintaining a high and constint column
performance. The daviation of detector reoponse from true
weight proportionality and the need to apply determined correction
factors are shown. The quantitative results of a number of
analyses of blends,of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbon gases
are presented and statistically assessed repeatability figures are
given. Analysis times are about a half of that required vhen
using the conventional (3/16 inch id) columns. Inorganic
gases, if present, must, however, be determined by other
means. Chromatograms are shown to illustrate the application of
these columns to the quantitative analysis of saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbon refinery gas streams, and also to
natural gas samples. (Author's Summary)**

12579

Bovee, H. H. and P. A. Breysse

STUDY OF AIR QUALITY AND CONTAMINANT ANALYSIS FOR BORK UNDER
COMPRESSED AIR. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J.,
29(5) :432-438, Sept.-Oct. 1968. 6 refs.

The quality of air in a tunnel being constructed under pressures
varying fro 0 to 30 psig was monitored for a period of 24
months. Except for an electrical fire and an oxygen deficiency
incident, the tunneling was completed without hazardous levels of
air contaminants being encountered. The compressor facilities and
sampling and analytical procedures are described. (Authors'

abstract)**

12668

R. R. Forsey

A DUAL-COLUMN GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR THE ANLAYSIS OP
LIGHT GASES. J. Gas Chromatog., 6(17):555-556, Nov. 1968
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Although many separation methods for H2, N2, 02, CO2, CO,
CH4, C2H6, and H20 ixtures using gas chromatography have
been described in the literature, all have had certain limitations.
A system which combines a molecular sieve and a polyaromatic
polymer-bead column has the advantage of eluting 92 before N2
and resolving CO2 and 320, all at ambient or higher
temperatures. The column temperature was programmed at 12 degrees
C/min. from 30 degrees to 150 degrees C after the CO emerged
from the molecular sieve column to speed the elution of water
and higher molecular weight hydrocarbons from the polyaromatic
polymer-bead column. Higher molecular weight hydrocarbons,
amines, chlorinated and nitrated hydrocarbons may be analyzed by
this method because the column can be programmed as high in
temperature as 290 degrees C to speed the elution of these
compounds.

12887

Ludwig, C. B., R. Bartle, and M. Griggs

STUDY OF AIR POLLUTANT DETECTION BY REMOTE SENSORS. General
Dynamics Corp., San Diego, Calif., (122)p., July 1969. 124 refs.

The feasibility of detecting the major air pollutants by earth-
oriented, satellite-borne sensors is investigated. The major
pollutants considered are carbon onoxide, sulfur dioxide, ozone,
ammonia, nitrogen dioxide, typical hydrocarbons, and peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN). The spectral region considered extends from the
ultraviolet to the icrowave region. Considerations of the number
of species accessible to optical detection, the atter of day
and night detection, and of specificity indicate that the infrared
region extending from 3.5 icrons to 13 microns is the ost useful
one. A discussion of the pollutant species, their occurrence,
formation, chemistry, concentration levels, and distribution
profiles through the atmosphere is given. The problems of
detection in the UV and visible regions, in relation to aerosol and
molecular scattering, are discussed. Calculations of signal
changes expected for an ideal Rayleigh atmosphere are presented.
Some considerations of aerosol (particulate) pollution detection
are discussed. Then, the radiative transfer of the thermal
emission of the earth and atmosphere under the influence of
meteorological conditions is investigated. Signal changer arising
from the difference in radiation levels due to clean and polluted
atmospheres are calculated and found to be usually ore than 1%.
A performance evaluation of eight different spectroscopic
instruments for the remote detection of pollutants is made. These
include radiometers, grating spectrometers, Fourier-transform
interferometer-spectrometers, three instruments based on optical
correlation ethods, microwave radiometers, and one active
system--a satellite-based laser. Two instruments, which are
based on optical correlation methods (matched filter and selective
chopper), have the greatest potential for near-future application.
(Authors' abstract modified)

13028

Bernert, Jurgen

A METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF COMBUSTIBLE
ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN NASTE GASES WITH HIGH WATER VAPOR
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CONTENT. (Eine Methode zur Bestimmung der Gesamtmenge
verbrennbarer organischer Substanzen in Abgasen mit hohen
Wasserdampfgehalten). Text in German. Wasser Luft Betrieb,
13(6):215-216, June 1969. .5 refs.

The method for determination of tth: total amount of combustible
organic substances in waste gases described in two previous
papers by J. Bernert and R. Engsfeld becomes inaccurate in cases
when the waste gases have a high moisture content or are even
saturated with water vapor. This drawback is corrected by a
new sampling aspirator in which the waste-gas sample is cooled to
remove the moisture by condensation. In this manner, the sample
is separated into an aqueous phase and a gaseous phase. The
determination of the total C concentration in the latter can now
be carried out with high precision by the original method, while
the composition of the condensate can be determined in several
different ways. The method of Egli-Shar, which involves the
determination of dissolved organically bound carbon in waste
water, is believed to be best suited
for this type of investigation.

13050

Budzak, Paul M.

SAFETY AND VENTILATION. Mining Engineering, 21(2) :110-111, Feb.
1969.

Coal mine gas explosions may be due to an accumulation of
undetected methane, a flammable gaseous hydrocarbon. A new
methane monitoring system is being developed and tested by
industrial and government agencies. This system is designed as an
integral part of permissible face equipment and would
automatically cut off power to the mining machines when the
percentage of methane reached a concentration of 2% or ore for
a period of 3 sec. The monitor's electrical system is completely
isolated from the mine's power circuit, and the warning lights
of the monitor are visible to everyone in the vicinity of the
unit. The monitor offers greater protection from methane gas
liberated from the coal seam.

13154

Tada, Osamu

ON THE METHODS OF EVALUATING THE EXPOSURE TO TOXIC SUBSTANCES BY
ANALYZING THE METABOLITES IN THE BODY. (Tainai taisha sanbutsu ni
yoru yugaibutsu bakuro hyokaho). Text in Japanese. Rodo Kagaku
(J. Sci. Labour, Tokyo), 45(4):171-183, 1969. 177 refs.

Under certain conditions, the amount of toxic substance absorbed
by workers exposed to toxic air contaminants cannot be predicted
from air analysis data. .If the concentration of metabolites in
tissue or excreta is proportional to that of the toxic substance
in the air, the degree of adverse exposure may be evaluated by
analyzing samples of expired air, blood, urine, or hair, with
reference to atmospheric threshold limit values. Tests for
assessing the level of exposure to carbon monoxide, mercuric
vapor, inorganic lead, and chlorinated hydrocarbons are
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discussed. Of the various methods developed for determining the
carboxyhemoglobin level in the blood of workers exposed to
carbon monoxide, the 20-second breath holding method is the most

practical and convenient. If the determination is carefully made,
the urinary excretion of mercury can be used as an indicator of
exposure to mercuric vapor. The absorption of lead varies
according to whether it is absorbed as fume or dust. Therefore,
the degree of exposure should be evaluated by analyses of lead
in urine or blood during repeated exposure. The storage of lead
in the body can be determined by the increase in uriaary
excretion of lead following the administration of calcium
ethylenediaminetetraacetate. The determination of urinary
excretion of alkaline-pyridine reactants is tentatively suggested
as an indicator of exposure to chlorinated hydrocarbons.
(Author abstract modified)

13543

Brunauer, Stephen and Paul H. Emmett

THE USE OF LOW TEMPERATURE VAN DER WAALS ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS
IN DETERMINING THE SURFACE AREAS OF VARIOUS ADSORBENTS. J. Am.

Chem. Soc., Vol. 59, p. 2682-2689, Dec. 1937. 12 refs.

Iow temperature van der Waals adsorption isotherms of varicus
gases have been determined on a variety of adsorbents. Argon
and nitrogen were determined at -195.8 C; argon, nitrogen,
carbon monoxide and oxygen at -183 C; carbon dioxide at -78 C;
and butane and sulfur dioxide at 0 C. A number of different
adsorbents were used, including copper catalysts, nickel,
silica gel samples, and activated carbon. All the adsorbents
except carbon gave S-shaped isotherms. The values for the
surface area evaluated from the different isotherms for the
same adsorbent were consistent with each other.

13779

Thompson, C. J., H. J. Coleman, C. C. Ward, and H. T. Ball

DESULFURIZATION AS HL1THOD OF IDENTIFYING SULFUR COMPOUNDS.
Anal. Chem., 32(3):424-430, March 1960. 11 refs.

A desulfurization technique is described for pure sulfur
compounds and gas-liquid chromatography fractions of less than
0.0002 ml of sulfur compound concentrates fror crude oils. The
apparatus consists of an aluminum reaction tube packed with
catalyst, a furnace for heating the reaction tube to the
desired temperature, a motor-driven syringe for charging
relatively large quantities of pure compounds, and the necessary
adapters, valves, and connectors for handling very small trapped
samples from the GLC column. Samples are passed through the
apparatus at a temperature of 150 to 200 C, and the hydrocarbons
produced upon desulfurization are collected and identified by

gas-liquid chromatography. By analyzing the Wydrocarbons
produced, it is possible to determine the exact sulfur compounds
found in the crude oil fractions. rata are presented showing
the desulfurization of typical embers of the sulfur compound

classes: alkane and cycloalkane thiols, alkane and cyclic
sulfides, thiophenes, and benzothiophenes.
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Chaigneau, M., L. Giry, and L. P. Ricard

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF SOME TYPES OF SOOT, USING MASS
SPECTROMETRY. (Etude analytique de quelques suies par
spectrometrie de masse). Text in French. Chim. Anal. (Paris),
51(4):187-195, April 1969. 9 refs.

Application of mass spectrometry to soot obtained from the
combustion of fuel in a boiler furnace, from the combustion
of motor fuel, and from chimney deposits caused by the burning
of firewood revealed that carbonaceous deposits comprise
complex mixtures containing numerous organic substances. Of
the 74 organic bodies identified, 34 were hydrocarbons and these
included a number of condenspd-nucleus polycyclic compounds and
aromatic hydrocarbons. Among the main compounds mere
derivatives of naphthalene, pyrene, perylene, acenaphthalene,
and diphenyl. Other compounds identified were acridines, phenols,
and quinones. The data obtained show that the composition of soot
varies according to the origin of the fuel and the method of
combustion. Soot from wood contains more hydrocarbons than
soot from fuel oils or even motor fuels, but soot from fuel
oil contains only hydrocarbons. Quinones, phenols and their
ethers, acetic acid, and benzaldehyde are found only in soot
from wood.

13974

Mrose, H.

DETERMINATION OF HYDROCARBON CONTENT OF THE AIR BY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY. (Bestimmung des Kohlenwasserstoffgehaltes der
Luft mit Hilfe der Gaschromatographie). Text in German. Z.
Meteorol., 20(1-6) :60-67, 1968. 9 refs.

A flame ionization detector installed at the outlet of an
appropriate gas chromatographic column permdts direct
measurements for quantitative and qualitative analysis of
atmospheric hydrocarbons up to 0.1 ppm. Traces two orders of
magnitude smaller must be analyzed in concentrated form. The
physical-chemical fundamentals of gas chromatography are briefly
summarized, as is the function of the detector. Au experimental
apparatus which shows the stated sensitivities is described.
(Author abstract modified)

13989

Oblaender, K. and D. Kraeft

DETOXICATION OF AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST GASES - MEASURING METHODS AND
TEST CYCLES. (Abgasreinigung an Kraftfahrzeugen -
Messverfghren und Testzyklen). Text in German. ATZ
(Automobiltechnische Zeitschrift) (Stuttgart), 71(4):117-124,
1969. 24 refs.
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Detoxification of automotive exhaust gases raises not only motor
engineering problems but also measurement engineering problems.
The various methods for measurement of CO based on heat
conductivity, on heat evolution and an infrared absorption are
discussed and compared. The disadvantages of hydrocarbon
measurements in the hexane range and of the flame ionization
method are pointed out. Also discussed are the measurement of
nitric oxide and the existing and planned multi-stage test
cycles. A brief discussion of the possibilities of lowering the
exhaust gas emission by motor modifications, the effects of
traffic, and the fuel composition is included.

14109

Leonardos, Gregory, David A. Kendall, and Nancy J. Barnard

ODOR THRESHOLD DETERMINATIONS OP 53 ODORANT CHEMICALS. Preprint,
Air Pollution Control Assoc., Pittsburgh, 23p., 1968. 4 refs.
(Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution Control
Assoc., St. Paul, Minn., June 23-27, 1968, Paper 68-13.)
Recognition odor thresholds for 53 commercially important
chemicals were determined in the laboratory by an expert panel of
four members. By standardizing the method of sample presentation
and minimizing extraneous sensory interference, the concentrations
determined as producing the minimum identifiable odor response
provided consistent and internally comparable data for one
parameter of odor. The odorants were presented to the panel in a
static air system utilizing a low-odor background air as the
dilution medium. The odor threshold was defined as the first
concentration at which all panel members were able to recognize
the odor. Aspects of human odor detection and of the concept of
the odor threshold are discussed. The thresholds determined for
each odorant in terms of parts per million by volume are
presented. The minimum threshold observed was with trisethyl
amine at 0.00021 ppm. As a group, compounds with sulfur had the
lowest thresholds of the compounds tested. It was noted that
carbon disulfide, sulfur dichloride, and sulfur dioxide affect
the other chemical senses (taste and feel) as well. The
presence of unsaturation in an odorant chemical was not found to
be associated with low threshold concentrations, and it is
observed that extended generalizations pertaining to the odor
threshold based on similar chemical structures cannot easily be
made. With reference to benzenoid-type materials, substitution
on the benzene ring reduced the odor threshold by as much as a
thousandfold depending on the nature of the group added, and in
general produced a wide variation in thresholds. Three
chemicals, toluene, styrene, and tolylene diisocyanate were
purified by a gas- liquid chromatography to note the effect of
chemical purity on the odor threshold; differences from
thresholds determined from starting materials seemed slight, if
any.

14125

Matsushita, Hidetsuru, Yasutomo Suzuki, and Hiroyuki Sakabe

A SPECTROFLOOROMETRICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF 3,4-
BENZPYRENE IN BENZENE SOLUTION CONTAMINATED WITH 3,4-
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BENZFLUORANTHENE OR 3,4-BENZFIUORANTHENE AND 1,2-BENZPYRENE.
Ind. Health, (Japan), vol. 3:107-120, 1965. 11 refs.

A spectrofluorometric method is proposed which consists of removing
oxygen dissolved in a test solution, measurement of fluorescence,
and determination by a narrow base line method as*outlined by
Commins. By this method, 3,4-benzopyrene can be determined
accurately even in a solution containing 3,4-benzopyrene,
3,4-benzofluoranthene and 1,2-benzopyrene in a concentration ratio
of 1:100:100. This method has an advantage over the ordinary peak
method in that it eliminates interference of the contaminants
which may be attributed to the following facts. Fluorescence
intensities of the contaminants change in an approximately linear
manner over the narrow range of wavelength near 405 millimicrons
and removing the oxygen makes the characteristic peak of 3,4-
benzopyrene distinct at 405 millimicrons. However, the narrowing
of wavelength range has some limit, as it results in a decrease
in peak height and drop in sensitivity. The base line which
connects the two points 25-30A distant from the 405 millimicron
peak cn either side is assumed to be most suitable for the
determination of 3,4-benzopyrene in the benzene solutions
contaminated with impurities. Selection of a excitation source
seems to be an important factor to minimize interference of
contaminants, although in this case only 366 millimicron mercury
light was used. If the exciting light is so selected that it is
absorbed strongly by 3,4-benzopyrene and weakly by contaminants,
the present method will be also useful for the determination of
3,4-benzopyrene in a solution contaminated with various other
polynuclear hydrocarbons.

14173

Sharkey, A. G., Jr., J. L. Shultz, T. Kessler, and R. A. Friedel

DETERMINING ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS IN AIR AND WATER. Res./Dev.,
20(9):30-32, Sept. 1969. 14 refs.

In this limited investigation of organic contaminants in airborne
particulate matter and treated sewage, the potential of the high-
resolution mass spectrometer for expanding the knowledge of
pollutants in air and water supplies is demonstrated. A major
advantage of this type of instrumentation is that the elemental
compositions of a wide variety of components can be determined on
essentially total samples. Information concerning alkyl
derivatives, such as carbon number distribution data obtainable by
mass spectrometry, could be of prime importance in studies of
carcinogenic pollutants. A limitation is that particular
isomers cannot be determined. Com,bined gas chromatographic-mass
spectrometric techniques, particularly with the use of high-
resolution mass spectrometry in this combination, will increase
the usefulness of the method for studies of organic pollutants.
Data are presented on ten typical airborne pollutants to
illustrate the applicability of the high-resolution technique to
detect and determine the elemental composition of polynuclear
species in atmospheric particulate matter. Additional data are
given to illustrate the ability of the instrument to detect
organic compounds having the same nominal molecular weight but
different precise mass resulting from the presence of heteroatoms.
(Author conclusions modified)
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14301

Wallcave, Lawrence

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF POL1CYCLIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS IN SOOT SAMPLES. Environ. Scr. Technol., 3(10):
948, Oct. 1969. 3 refs.

An unknown pyrene derivative was isolated from soot b) Long and
Chakraborty in 1967. An apparently identical compound
isolated by this author from a coal tar pitch is presumed to
be cyclopenta(c,d) pyrene (or acepyrene) . The absorption
spectrum of this substance has the seemingly characteristic peaks
found by Long and Chakraborty at 378 and 358 millimicrons.
Its molecular weight is 228, and its mass spectrum possesses
peaks at m/e values greater than 228. Cyclopenta(c,d)pyrene is
the only compound of reasonable structure that can have a
molecular weight of 228 as well as the absorption spectrum and
chromatographic behavior of an alkyl pyrene derivative. It is
by.no means a trace element. Five to 10 micrograms were
isolated from 5 mg of coal tar pitch, indicating a concentration
of 0.1%.

14428

Hadzija, Olga

ABSORBENTS IN MICROANALYSIS. IV. ADSORPTION PROPERTIES OF
SILICA GEL /N SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF CARBON, HYDROGEN,
AND IODINE OR CARBON, HYDROGEN AND SULPHUR. Mikrochim. Acta
(Vienna), no. 5:1114-1116, 1969. 2 refs.

A simple gravimetric method is described for simultaneous
microanalytical determination of cArbon and hydrogen together
with sulfur, bromine, or iodine, in non-nitrogenous compounds.
Commercial silica gel is used as the external absorbent for
sulfur dioxide and halogens at room temperature. Under these
conditions, sulfur dioxide does not oxidize to sulfur trioxide.
The increase in weight of the silica gel tube corresponds to
sulfur dioxide formed from which the percentage of sulfu: can be
calculated. One silica gel layer can be used for 4-5 analyses,
provided that the first analysis is that of a sulfur-containing
compound. The method does not work for nitrogen-containing
conpounds.

14430

,
Benes, Milos, Milada Malechova, Jiri Malecha, and Jaroslav
Myslivecek

ANALYSIS OF GASEOUS MIXTURES CONTAINING CARBON MONOXIDE, CARBON
DIOXIDE, HYDROGEN, METHANE, NITROGEN AND OXIGEN. (Deleni sesi
kyslicniku uhelnateho, kyslichniku uhliciteho, vodiku, ethann,
dusiku a kysliku plynovou chromatografii). Text in Czech.
Che. listy,.63(6):703-709, 1969. 13 refs.

The title compounds are found in cobustion products, in chemical
plants, and in all cases where the burning of fuel is not fully
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accomplished. The use ot gas chromatography for measurement
gives more precise and rapid results than all other known methods.
Analysis of incompletely burned methane uses helium as carrier
gas and thermal conductivity and combustion detectors are used
for determinations. Gases are separated on a molecular sieve 5A
and Synachrome. Individual gaseous mixtures are recorded at
maximal sensitivity, in accordance with possible percentage
content of individual components in the sample. From empirical
results it is evident that the greatest accuracy is achieved for
carbon dioxide and methane and the least for nitrogen.

14470

Steger, Eberhard and Hermann Kahl

THE ANALYSIS OF GASEOUS AIR CONTAMINATICNS HY INFRARED
SPECTROSCOPY. (Die ultrarotspektroskopische Analyse
gasfoermiger Luttverunreinigungen). Text in German. Chem.
Tech. (Berlin), 21(8):483-488, Aug. 1969. 43 refs.

The detection thresholds of infrared spectrometry were determined
for diethylether, carbon tetrachloride, benzene, acetone,
methanol, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
propane, and acetylene in the gaseous state. The recorded
spectra were analyzed by the method of Wright. In all analyses
of the gases, such influences as pressure and interference by
other compounds must be taken into account. It is important to
use the same pressure for the measurement and the calibration.
Interfering substances, particularly 1120, were eliminated by use
of the drying agent calcium chloride. Study of mutual
interference showed that only methanol was slightly influenced
by diethylether. The error calculation method for evaluation
was used when the average value was determined from at least
five measurements. The detection thresholds found for the
substances measured are listed. It is concluded that infrared
spectrometry can be used for gas analyses in the concentration
range of the threshold limit value for eight hours (with the
exception of H25). It is not good enough, however, for
concentrations in the range of maximum allowable values in the
atmosphere.

14476

Ixfeld, H.

METHOD FOR DETERMINING ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN WASTE GASES.
(Verfahren zur Erfassung organischer Substanzen in Abgasen).
Text in German. Brennstoff-Chem. (Essen), 50(6):186-189, June
1969. 4 refs.

The method of Ixfeld and Buck for quantitative determination of
organic substances in waste gases (with the exception of the
hydrocarbons C1-C4) can be improved if the samples are carefully
taken and prepared. This improvement is illustrated by the
example of waste gases from a lacquer-drying stove. The waste ,

gases from these stoves are usually cleaned in catalytic after-
burners. The partially clean gases contain much higher fractions
of CO2 (50 to 100 g/cu n) and water vapor (20 to 50 g/cu ) than
the uncleaned waste gases. These high concentrations ay have a.
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considerable influence on hydrocarbon analysis by the Ixfeld and
Buck method. To determine the magnitude of this influence, CO2
and synthetic air were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and freed of
combustible organic substances. The gas mixture, cooled to room
temperature and saturated with water vapor, was passed for 10 min
through a silica gel tube. The tube was tightly sealed
afterwards and left to rest for periods of up to 24 hrs. After
that it was flushed for 5 min with nitrogen and desorbed. The
desorbed CO2 quantity was proportional to the length of time
the silica gel tube rested. The optimum resting period between
the two flushings was 4 hrs. After this period, further reduction
of the remaining CO2 content was found to be negligible. The
nitrogen flushings did not influence analysis of the adsorbed
organic substances. Similar experiments were conducted to
determine the influence of H20. So-called MN silica gel was used
as the adsorbent and hexane as the organic component with synthetic
air. The measurement errors increased with water content.
Lowering of the gas throughput in the same sampling time brought
no improvement. Aerosols can be better sampled if glass fiber
filters are inserted ahead of the silica gel tube.

14525

Innes, W. B.

SELECTIVE COMBUSTION ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION TO AUTO EXHAUST.
Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Materials
Science and Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham,
N. C., National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First
Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air
Pollution, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, P. 363-382. 4 refs.

The application of a vanadia catalyst to hydrocarbon analysis is
discussed. The combination of hydrocarbon-carbon monoxide
analysis involves a second parallel reactor with a Hopcalite
catalyst. Air with constant moisture content passes through a
temperature-controlled preheater and catalyst bed at a constant
flow rate, and the gas sample is added to the air stream in a
small quantity. A review of California data indicated that the
idle mode was reasonably good for predicting pass/fail
hydrocarbon emission levels and that it could be correlated with
cyclic values on a statistical basis. About 300 cars were tested
at local service stations, car washeL:, and dealerships which were
believed to be representavive of the Los Angeles basin car
population. About 200 car; were also tested in car clinics. The
results suggested that over half the emissions can be attributed
to the high emitters (greater than 1000 ppm), most of which are
believed to have defective ignition systems. The effect of
routine tuneup by tuneup specialists on emissions was also
studied. The results, in line with other studies, suggest that
cars with reasonably low emissions are not helped and emissions
may even increase, and that the average degree of improvement
from a professional tuneup is proportional to how much the levels
exceed that of a car in good shape. Together with the
distribution data, they suggest that an effective check and
correct program could lower emissions by as much as 50%.
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Skala, H., F. G. Padrta, and P. C. Samson

DIESEL ENGINE' POLLUTANTS. PART I. IDENTIFICATION. Franklin Inst.
Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Materials Science and
Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham, N. C.,
National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First Natl.
Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 209-220.

High molecular weight organic constituents of diesel exhaust
other than unburned diesel fuel were identified. Samples were
collected by the use of a thermal gradient trap from a slip
stream off the total exhaust effluent. The organic pollutants
were partitioned out with n-hexane. A portion of the diesel
odor concentrate was subjected to additional separation over
silica gel. Identification of the components was made by mass
spectrometry. The pollutants were found to be partially
oxidized components of the diesel fuel over its full molecular
weight range. Five different classes of oxygenated hydrocarbons
were found: aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids, alcohols,
phenols, and nitrophenols. These yielded a total of over
400 observable species. Aldehydes and ketone derivatives of
paraffins, cycloparaffins, olefins, and aromatics were observed.
In the aromatic series, benzaldehyde, indanone, cinnamaldehyde,
indenone, napbthaldehyde, acenaphthenone, and fluorenone and
their higher homologues were found. The aromatic carbonyl
compoun4s were the predominant species. The vital role of the
aromatic oxygenates in,the diesel odor picture was further
substantiated by the absence of diesel odor in the exhaust when
a fuel consisting of only n-paraffins was used. The precursors
of diesel odor are therefore considered to be primarily the
aromatics present in diesel fuel. Their observed relative
enrichment is reasonable when one ct,nsiders the relative rates
for oxidation of a paraffin versus an aromatic. For aromatics,
oxidL*tion to intermediate compounds is faster than for paraffins,
and complete oxidation is slower.

14658

Jaeger, J. and O. Lugrova

DETERMINATION OF 3,'4-HENZPYRENE IN A MIXTURE BY FLUORESCENCE
SPECTROGRAPHY AT THE TEMPERATURE-197 C. (Stanoveni
3,4-benzpyrenu ve smesi pomoci fluorescencni spektrografie
za teploty -197 C). Text in Czech. Chem. Zvesti, 19(10):774-782,
1965. 18 refs.

Analysis of aromatic polycyclic compounds is made possible
using fluorescence spectrography at very low temperatures.
Suitable solvents are chosen from the normal paraffin series.
Under this condition, the spectrum has very sharp peaks,
comparable to atomic absorotion spectra. The presence of the
substances can be detected Iven if they exist as traces in
concentrations of 10 to the minus 11th power to 10 to the inus
9th power g/ml. 3,4-Henzpyrene gives a sharp maximum at 4030 A
at a concentration 'of 10 to the minus 11th power in 1 ml of
octane. The test is carried out on a thin sheet of aluminum
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oxide. A standard solution of pure 3,4-benzpyrene is added to
the specimen so that after the dilution, the limit of 0.15
micrograms/ml is not exceeded. To keep error lower than 8%,
absorption of the solution should never be higher than 0.017 for
1 cc of solution at 3650 A. The other sources of measurement
error are high concentration, unsteady current in the source
of radiation, error in freezing the dilution, and error of
dilution.

DETECTION OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN POLLUTED
ATMOSPHERE AND OF OTHER POLLUTANTS BY MEANS OF QUASILINEAR
FLUORESCENCE SPECTR A. (Obnaruzheniye polit siklicheskikh
aromaticheskikh uglevodorodov v zagryazneniyakh atmosfernogo
vozdukha i drugikh ob'yektakh s pomosch'yu kvazilineychatykh
spektrov fluorestsentsii). Text in Russian. Zh. Prkl. Spektrii,
6(2) :202-209, Feb. 1967. 19 refs.

Contaminants present in urban atmospheres were investigated
by column and thin-layer chromatography and by spectral
analysis of ouasilinear fluorescence spectra. Nine substances,
including three colnpounds possessing very high carcinogenic
activity, were detected in contaminated atmospheres. Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon data obtained from the present
investigation were compared with earlier data. Structural
formull.e of the compounds found in the polluted atmosphere are
given. Tables give numerical information extrapolated from
data obtained by means of fluorescence spectroscopy.

STUDY OF THF CONTINUOUS DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES WITH
FLAME IONIZATION DETECTORS. (Beitrag zur kontinuierlichen
Summenbestinmung organischer Substanzen mit
Flammenionisationsdetektoren). Text in German. Nasser Luft
Betrieb, 12(2) :68-69, 1968. 8 refs.
Two hydrocarbon analyzers were used for continuous determination
of gaseous organic substances in the air. They were set up
in a busy street of Berlin and calibrated with 4.6 and 16.5 ppm
methane in synthetic air. The recordings were evaluated by
planimetry and half-hourly averages were computed. From these,
the daily averages were computed for a total of 20 measurement
days. From the daily averages for a concen.tration range of
2.0 to 7.3 ppm methane, a standard deviation of 0.146 ppm vas
obtained. The results showed that the flame ionization
detector can be used for such measurements if it is carefully
calibrated and serviced.

Starshov, I. N. and G. Ya. Ivanova

DETECTION OF TRACE QUANTITIES OF DICHLOROETHAVE IN AIR.
(Opredeleniye mikrokolichestva dikhloretana v vozdukhe). Telt
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in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit., no. 7:54-55, 1969. 4 refs.

Chromatographic detection of dichloroethane using a DIP-1
chromatograph is described. Analysis takes four minutes
and is sensitive to a concentration of 0.005 g
dichloroethane per liter of air. This equipment is suitable
for single determination or for continuous monitoring.
Preparation and calibration of the column is described.

14839

Freedman, R. W., H. W. Lang, and M. Jacobson

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF THE PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENTS
OF MINE ATMOSPHERES. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C.
RI 7180, 13p., Sept. 1968. 7 refs.

CFSTI: PB 183 373

A gas chromatographic method for the rapid and accurate
determination of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and if present,
carbon monoxide, in mine air was developed. This method
replaces presently used gas-reaction types such as the Haldane or
Orsat analysis, offering advantages of precision, accuracy,
speed, and convenience.' The gas chromatographic system can
detect 02, N2, CH4, and CO2 in a sample of air in concentrations
ranging from 0.01 to 100%. Precision and accuracy are
attainable over most of the range with a coefficient of variation
of plus or minus 1%. Chromatographic analysis is complete
within about 7 minutes of sample injection. If carbon monoxide
is present in excess of 0.01%, it can be determined as a peak
separating about 3 minutes later. The sample is introduced
by a gas sampling valve and is split into two analytical columns.
Column 1 separates oxygen, nitrogen, and methane, and, if
indicated, carbon onoxide. The methane peak appears in about
6 minutes, and the carbon monoxide peak appears in about 10
inutes. Column 2 effects the separation of carbon dioxide from
composite gases in about 2 minutes. Concentrations of the
gases are quantitatively determined by comparinc the
integrated peak areas with the areas of standard gas peaks under
similar conditions.

15171

Yamate, Noburu

MANUAL METHODS AND AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS INSTRUMENTS FOR
MEASUREMENT OF GASEOUS ATP POLLUTANTS. (Gasujo taiki osenshitsu
no sokutei to sono sokuteikiki) . Text in Japanese. Rogai to
Taisaku (J. Pollution Control), 5(10):785-796, Oct. 1969. 36

refs.

In order to prevent air pollution, measurement of pollutant
concentrations must be continuously performed. In this report,
both continuous onitoring and anual analyses of typical air
pollutants are reviewed. Numerous ethods are tabulated and ost
of them are explained, with particular attention to continuous
methods and apparatus. Sulfides are measured anually by
colorimetrie analysis with rosaniline or bariu molybdate, by tho
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lead per oxide method, or by test paper methods. Sulfides are
also measured continuouslr by means of solution conductance
(Thomas autometer) or by cptical absorption with rosaniline or
with iodine-starch. Carbon monoxide is measured manually with
palladium sulfate and ammonium molybdate, by gas chromatography,
or by the hopcalite method. It is measured continuously by
infrared or ultraviolet absorption of reduced mercuric oxide.
Nitrides are measured manually by the Saltzman or the Jacobs
method, or with ortho-tolidine sulfate. Hydrogen sulfide is
measured manually by methylene blue and continuously by a
colorimetric filter paper method. Hydrocarbons are measured
manually by gas chromatography and continuously by flame
ionization detectors. Formaldehyde is measured manually by
colorimetric analysis with a chrcmotropic acid or with
acetylacetone, or by the METH method. Ozone is measured manually
by the phenolphthalein or the potassium iodide method and
continuously by coulometric titration or by optical absorption
with potassium iodide. Fluorides are measured manually by
colorimetric analysis with thorium neothron(?) or lanthanum
alizarin complex and continuously by filter paper fluorescence.
Actual Tokyo data on changes in the concentrations of carbon
monoxide, nitric oxide, and nitrogen dioxide are tabulated.

15200

King, W. H., Jr.

THE CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF HYDROGEN, METHANE, AND HYDROCARBONS
IN THE ATMOSPHERE. Preprint, American Chemical Society,
Washington, D. C., 20p., 1969. 3 refs. Presented at the
American Chemical Society, 158th National Meeting, New York, Sept.
8-12, 1969.

Photochemically inert methane accounts for 90% of atmospheric
hydrocarbons, and its large signal interferes with the flame
ionization detection of active smog-producing hydrocarbons. To
overcome this problem in hydrocarbon monitoring, automatic systems
were developed which use a flame ionization detector or water
sorption detector in conjunction with a selective catalytic
combustor. The programmed combustor unit, consisting of a quartz
tube containing a platinum wire coil, takes advantage of methane's
inertness to analyze for it in the presence of hydrocarbons. The
combustor can be utilized in three ways, each of which was
evaluated for several months in the laboratory and in the field.
One method involves the selective combustor and a flame ionization
detector. An automatic zero level, methane, and total hydrocarbons
are recorded by this method. /n the second method, hydrocarbons
are dried, combusted, and converted to water and carbon dioxide.
The water is detected by a sorption detector. Hydrogen, olefins,
paraffins, and methane are recorded. The third ethod is analogous
to the second, except that carbon dioxide is determined, rather
than water. The second method is preferred since no extra gases
are required, calibration is simple, and equipment is portable and
battery-operated. With this technique, 1.6 ppm methane, 1.5 ppm
paraffins, and 1.9 ppm olefins and other reactive hydrocarbons have
been recorded. However, it is expected that air monitoring
stations with flame units will prefer the first method. The water
sorption technique should gain acceptance if hydrocarbon monitoring
becomes'important.
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Institut National de l'Industrie Charbonniere, Liege, Belgium

DESIGN OF A METHOD OF SAMPLING AND MEASURING HEAVY HYDROCARBON
CONCENTR4TIONS IN COMBUSTION FUMES. (Mise au point d'une
methode de prelevement et de dosage des hydrocarbures lourds
dans les fumees de combustion). Text in French. Bull. Tech.
Houille et Dorives, no. 36, 15p., March 1968.

A method was devised for sampling and measuring heavy hydrocarbons
in combustion smokes. The sampling technique is based on the
adsorption of the hydrocarbons on a short adsorbent column placed
within the chimney itself. The smokes can be drawn up through
the sampling tube in less than one minute with the help of a
rubber syringe of the 'Propipettel type. To measure the
hydrocarbons collected, the sampling tube is inserted in a
carrier gas circuit which also includes a flame ionization
detector. The tube is brought to a high temperature in a mobile
oven. The hydrocarbons are desorbed and carried by the carrier
gas towards the detector; there is no separation of the
hydrocarbons, and the response appears in the form of a single
peak on the recording paper. It is possible to desorb
hydrocarbons with a boiling point above 500 C, and it has been
demonstrated that no cracking occurs. The drainage output, which
depends on the boiling temperatures of the sampled hydrocarbons,
is excellent and can be still further improved if, prior to the
sampling, the tube is cooled to the temperature of the dry ice.
With regard to sensitivity, it was demonstrated that, in the case
of anthracene, quantities equal to 0.000001 g produced a peak
the area of which allowed a precise measurement to be made.
The method also makes it possible to carry out a detailed
analysis of the sample and determine the individual
concentrations of the various components. For this purpose,
a chromatographic column must be inserted into the carrier gas
between the sampling tube and the detector. Several examples
of the determination of total and individual concentrations
are given in various fields; synthetic mixtures, combustion
smokes, cigarette smokes, and automobile exhaust gas. The
possibility of applying the method to the measurement of
benzo(a) pyrene is being considered. In variation, a secondmethod
of assessing the sample by methanol elution followed by a
spectrophotometric examination is described.

15337

Stanley, Thomas V., Myrna J. Morgan, and James E.,Meeker

RAPID ESTIMATION OF 7H-BENZ(DE)ANTHRACEN-7-0NE AND PHENALEN-1-0NE
IN ORGANIC EXTRACTS OF AIRBORNE PARTICULATES PROM 3-HOUR
SEQUENTIAL AIR SAMPLES. Environ. Sci. Technol., 3(11):1198-1200,
Nov. 1969. 5 refs. (Presented at the Div: of Water, lir, and
Waste Chemistry, American Chemical Society, 156th Annual
Meeting, Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 1968.)

Thin-layer chromatography using glass-fiber paper impregnated with
silica gel was used to separate 7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one and
phenalen-l-one found in acetone extracts of airborne particulates
from 3-hr sequential air samples. Only 15 min was required to
separate 0.2-1.25 g of the crude extract with 19:1 pentane-ether.

IRO
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Direct fluoremetric measurement and scanning at F 418/550 and
F 409/490 indicated concentrations ranging from 2 to 48
micrograms/1000 cu m of air for 7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one and from
0.3 to 17 for phenalen-1-one. For 7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one, the
precision of the method calculated as relative standard deviation
vas approximately 3.2%, with a detection limit at 5 narograms.
For phenalen-1-one, the precision was approximately 1.0%, with a
detection limit at 2 nanograms. The method was applied in analysis
of 3-hr sequential air samples taken with Hi-Vol samplers over two
24-hr periods during January 1968 in polluted urban atmospheres.
In the absence of detailed meteorological and land-use data, no
meaningful conclusions can be drawn to explain changes in
concentrations of these compounds during the 24-hr periods
investigated At the same site used for this investigation, a
different diurnal distribution pattern was observed for four
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. However, the distribution
patterns were consistent with peak concentrations occurring from
6-9 a.m. and from 3-6 p.m. The direct spectrophotofluorcmetric
procedure reported in this paper and similar procedures show
potential for application to more comprehensive air pollution
studies.

15354

Vilson, K. N., G. J. Doyle, D. A. Hansen, and R. D. Englert

PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF TRICHLOROETHYLENE AND OTHER
SOLVENTS. Am. Chem. Soc. Div. Org. Coatings Plastics Chem.
Preprints, 29(2) :445-449, 1969. 6 refs. (Presented at the
158th fleeting of the Am. Chem. Soc., Div. Organic Coatings and
flastics Chemistry, New York, Sept. 1969.)

A special smog chamber was built to study the slowly reacting
solvents which, in the presence of nitrogen oxides, form smog
much more slowly than do automobile exhausts. The chamber has
Pyrex panels with an access wall of cast aluminum. The aluminum
wall incorporates eye ports for measurement of eye irritation,
an access hole fo:: the optics of a miltireflection infrared
cell, and sampling ports through which gas is removed for wet
chemical analysis. An air purification system for the chamber
removes contaminants by catalytic combustion over platinum
at 5-8 atm and 500 to 600 C and cools the purified air to below

327 C and about 1 atm. Performance of the chamber vas validated
by charging it with test hydrocarbons, e.g., ethylene, cyclohexane,
tricholoroethylene, xylenes, and paraffins at 1, 4, or 8 ppm
and nitric oxide at 0.25, 1, or 2 ppm. The photooxidation
experiments show that the rate of photochemical smog formation
decreases as the hydrocarbon:nitric oxide ratio decreases
and that eye irritation is caused primarily by foruldehyde.
As judged by its rlte of disappearance, trichloroethylene is
less reactive than ethylene. Trends observed with changing
concentrations of trichloroethylene also suggest that average
atmospheric concentrations of trichloroethylene would produce
no eye irritation or other measurable smog symptoms.

15355

Luis, P., C. V. Carducci, and A. Sa

DETECT/ON OF FLUORINE ON THE NANOGRIN SCALE; INORGANIC AND ORGANIC
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FLUORINE COMPOUNDS. Mikrochim. Acta (Vienna), no. 4:870-881,
1969. 6 refs.

Simple techniques are described for detecting fluorine on the
nanogram scale. They are based on the evolution of hydrofluoric
acid as revealed by an alizarin-3-methylamine-N,P-diacetic
acid-cerium(III) complex reagent and the use of a Pyrex
capillary s:qiconized to prevent the glass from retaining
hydrofluoric -acid at ordinary temperatures. The methods are
suitable for the detection of fluoride in waters, minerals,
salts, and organic compounds including complex pharmaceutical
preparations and plastics. Even 150 pg of fluorine can be
revealed in a 1:500,000 solution of the reagent.

15400

EXTENDED TESTING OF THE METHANE IONIZATION DETECTOR. (FINAL
REPORT). Contract AT(30-1)-37 17, Melpar, Inc./ Falls Church,
Va. Rept. NY0-3717-1, 21p., Dec. 1968.

A sensitive automatic detector was developed for monitoring the
tiLlding of methane in coal mines and detecting the gas before
it reaches the lower explosive limit. The detector uses a
cross-section ionization detector as the basic transducer. Each
transducer cell contains two foil electrodes and each electrode
contains titanium tritide. A preliminary series of mine tests
resulted in improved electronic-circuitry waterproofing,
conversion to a single-point ground system to prevent ground loop
problems, addition of a heater to prevent condensation of
moisture within the detector, and pneumatic balancing of the gas
transport system. A reference air system was added to improve
the units's response to small or slow changes in methane
concentration. Cross-talk and pickup problems were eliminated
when retested and operated continuously for 48 hours, the
unit gave no false positive indications of methane concentration.
Unfortunately, the probe or the probe line could be damaged
by large chunks of falling coal. It is though that this
difficulties can be ameliorated by using flexible armored hose
instead of stainless steel tubing in the sampling line. The
detector has good sensitivity and high selectivity, low noise
level and drift rate, and simple maintenance requirements.

15484

Lang, Helen W., W. E. O'Neill, B. A. Cnulehan, and R. V. Freedman

CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF DIESEL EXHAUST GAS FOR CARBON DIOXIDE,
CARBON MONOXIDE, OXYGEN, METHANE, AND NITROGEN OXIDES. Bureau
of Mines, Washington, D. C., RI 7241, 14p., March 1969. 9 refs.

CFSTI: PB 183386

A monitoring system was applied to provide rapid, continuous
analyses of diesel exhaust gas. Commercially available
continuous analyzers with strip chart readout were emploPed for
nitric oxide, carbon dioxide, methane, carbon monoxide, and
oxygen. All five continuous analyzers performed satisfactorily
during. the preliminary testing and were used.successfully during
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several actual diesel approval tests. The results were checked
by two independent analytical methods: gas volumetric and
gas chromatographic analyses. It was shown that the use of
nondispersive infrared analyzers is a generally accepted
technique for on-stream analysis of carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, and methane gases. Polarographic analyzers worked
well for on-stream analysis of oxygen. Mass spectrometry was
used to determine the nitric oxide content. Strip chart
recorders provided permanent records of all concentration changes
during the course of the approval tests. It was believed that
the use of analyzers would speed up the diesel approval testing
procedure.

15529

Johnson, J. E., M. E. [Instead, and W. D. Smith

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE ATMOSPHERES. PART 2. DEVELOPMENT OF A TOTAL
HYDROCARBON ANALYZER. (Interim Report) . Naval Research Lab.,
Washington, D. C., Chemistry Div., NBL Problems C08-30,1105-24B,
C08-33, Projects SF-013-08-03-4092-4095, WW-041, SP-89422,
NRL 6064, Sp., Jan. 30, 1964. 12 refs.

CFSTI: AD 431141

An instrument was developed for the shipboard monitoring of total
hydrocarbons in nuclear submarine atmospheres. In addition to
total hydrocarbons, the instrument also measures methane and
Freon-12 and, with a slight modification in operating procedure,
Freon-11. The system is based on a chromatograph technique
coupled with a highly sensitive newt* ionization detector. An
air sample is injected into a chromatographic column and
chromatographed in the usual manner until the methane and Freon-
12 peaks emerge. At this point, the flow of carrier gas is
reversed and the higher hydrocarbons are backflushed from the
column through the detector as a single peak. The area under the
backflushed peak provides a measure of the total atmospheric
hydrocarbon content. The instrument was successfully tested at
sea, with hydrocarbons detected within a few minutes. The
analyzer is relatively insensitive to interference by water, CO2,
and other organic gases.

15541

Turk, Amos, Jack I. Morrow, Stephen H. Stoldt, and Warren Baecht

ENHANCED DESORPTION OF ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLES FROM ACTIVATED CARBON.
Preprint, City Coll., New York, Dept. of Chemistry, 13p., (19637),
7 refs.

Enhanced desorption techniques as compared with normal desorption
provide significantly more information on the presence of
contaminants in air, especially hydrocarbon materials, thus
enabling sufficiently specific descriptions of individual
atmospheres to afford valuable characterizations. The feasibility
of enhanced desorption was first tested on butane and CC12Y2 using
carbon tetrachloride as the displacing vapor. The enhancement
of butane desorption ranged between 35% and 41%. The CC121,2
desorption was also enhanced but to a lesser degree, possible
due to the lesser difference in molecular weights between CC1.4
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and CC121,2 than between CC14 and butane. The percentage desorption
of CC12172, with or without CC14, decreased in successive runs,
accompanied by the formation of an insoluble white polymer that
probably caused some pore blockage on the carbon surface.
Preliminary tests on atmospheric samples using activated carbon
(wherein carbon tetrachloride was allowed to adsorb into the
carbon in vacuo and was then chromatographed) showed in increased
response. Infrared spectra obtained from carbon samples exposed
to air at gas sampling stations showed the following: 2360 and
2310 reciprocal cm peaks were probably CO2; the broad 2080
reciprocal cm peak was indicative of CO; the 2940, 2920, and
2860 reciprocal cm bands were due to CH2 and CH3 group
absorptions. Carbons of greater surface area per unit weight
have a greater adsorption capacity and will adsorb more rapidly
than carbons of more limited area. Charcoal with the smaller
pore diameter has adsorbate molecules with a lower vapor
pressure; diffusion through the narrower pores is more
difficult.

15708

Hoffmann, Dietrich, Yoshito Masuda, and Ernest L. Wynder

A-NAPHTHYLAMINE AND B-NAPHTHYLANINE IN CIGARETTE SMOKE. Nature,
221 (5177) :254-256, Jan 18 , 1969. 8 refs.

Epideniological data suggest an association between cigarette
smoking and urinary bladder cancer in men. Identification in
cigarette smoke was made of A-naphthylamine and B-naphthylamine,
which are known experimental bladder carcinogens. ?or the
quantitative analysis, A and B-naphthylamines labelled with 14C
were used as internal standards. Samples isolated
chromatographically were subsequently identified by mass
spectrometry.

15730

Tubina, A. Ya. and L. V. Melonikova

METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF NITROMETHINE AND NITROETHANE IN THE
AIR PRODUCTION INSTALLATIONS. (Netody opredeleniya nitrometana
i nitroetana v vozdukhe proixvodstvennykh pomeshcheniy). Text inRussian. Gigiena Truda i Prof. Zabolevaniya, vol. 6:49-50, 1969.

A polarographic method for detecting nitromethane and
nitroethane and a colorimetric method for detecting
nitrosethane in air are described. The polarographic method
adequately detects 0.2 micrograms of nitromethane and 0.25
micrograms of nitroethane per milliliter of water. The
colorisetric method is capable of detecting 0.2 micrograms of
nitrosethane in 2 milliliters of solution. A 0.2 liter air
sample is thus adequate for detecting concentrations of these
components at levels 3-15 times below permissible values.

15749

Ludvicka, Antonina

THE PROJECT OF NORMALIZED METHOD POI DETERMINATION OP VAPORS OP
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BENZYL CHLORIDE IN AIR. (Projekt znormalizowanej metody
oznaczania par chlorku benzylu w powietrzu). Text in Polish.
Ned. Pracy (Warsaw), 20(4):425-429, 1969.

Two standardized methods for the determination of benzyl chloride
vapor in air were discussed which use nitration or pyridine. The
nitration process consisted of nitrating benzyl chloride to form
2,4-dinitrobenzyl chloride. Methyl ethyl ketone was added to
extract 2,4-dinitrobenzyl chloride. Potassium hydroxide was then
added and the resulting violet colr determined the concentration.
The reaction of warmed pyridine and sodium hydroxide or benzyl
chloride resulted in a yellow-orange solution which also determined
the concentration. The analysis for both methods was 1 mg/cu or
5 g/cu m, depending upon the amount of air sampled.

15763

Candeli, A. and G. Morozzi

THE PROBLEM OF THE CARCINOGENICITY OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS. III.
THE RADIOACTIVE TRACER TECHNIQUE FOR THE QUANTITATIVE
DETERMINATION OF AROMATIC POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS. (I1 problema
della cancerogenicita dellearia inquinata: III. Tecnica dei
traccianti radioattivi per la determinazione quantitativa degli
idrocarburi aromatici policiclici) . Text in Italian. Giorn.
Igiene Med. Prevent. (Genoa), 10(11:3-15, 1969. 20 refs.

A tracer technique using H 3- labeled 3,4-benzopyrene was
employed to determine the extent of 3,4-benzopyrene loss during
analytical procedures such as column chromatography followed by
paper chromatography. The H 3-labeled benzopyrene vas added to a
solution of pure aromatic polynuclear hydrocarbons as an internal
standard. The amount of H 3-labeled benzopyrene was determined at
the beginning and end of the analysis by a liquid scintillation
couting technique. The experimental results showed that the
recovery percentage of tritiated 3,4-benzopyrene corresponds to
the recovery percentage of. the ncn-tritiate6 3,4-benzopyrene.
The tracer technique was also satisfactory with other polynuclear
compounds. The loss of the polynuclear compounds was about 30%
after column chromatography and 50% after paper chromatography.
The analysis of the particulate natter of gasoline engine exhaust
gases showed a loss of the tritiated comFound which was similar to
that revealed on ixtures of pure aromatic polynuclear comounds.
(Author summary modified)

15802

Hollis, O. L.

SEPARATION OF GASEOUS MIXTURES USING POROUS POLIARONATIC POLYMER
BEADS. Anal. Chem. (U. S.), 38(2) :309-316, Feb. 1966. 5 refs.
(Presented at Advances in Gas Chromatography, Third
International Symposium, Houston, Texas, Oct. 1965.)

Outstanding separations of volatile compounds were achieved with
columns of polyaromatic polymer beads synthesized by suspension
with a diluent to give a highly porous structure. Notable sharp,
symmetrical peaks, and low retention volumes were found for
water, alcohols, and glycols. These polymer packings have
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partition properties ot a highly extended liquid surface
without the problems of support polarity, liquid-phase
volatility, or freezing point which hamper gas-liquid
chromatography. The porous polymers can be synthesized from
monomers such as styrene, tertiary-butylstyrene, and
ethylvinylbenzene with divinylbenzene as crosslinker.
Applications of porous gel polymer columns range fron the analysis

of oxides of nitrogen to the determination of diethylene glycol

in dipropylene glycol. The analysis of trace quantities of
water in a variety of materials is greatly facilitated because
water i.s eluted very rapidly with good peak shape from the

columns. The columns are also useful where the adsorptive
properties ot the stationary phase contributes to tailing or
skewing of the peak from materials such as carbon dioxide and
acetylene on gas-solid chromatographic systems and water on most

gas-liquid chrosatographic systems. (Author abstract odified)

15898

Friedrichs, Karl-Heinz and Arthur Brockhaus

MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICULATE AIR POLLUTANTS WITH TVO FILTER
APPARATUS OF DIFFERENT UPPER SEPARATION LIMITS. (Messung
partikelfoermiger Luftverunreinigungen mitzwei Filtergeraeten
unterschiedlicher oberer Abscheidegrenze) . Text in,German. Staub,

Reinhaltunq Luft, 29(11):467-470, Nov. 1969. 3 refs.

Filters for the preliminary separation of coarse particles by the

forces ot gravity and inertia were used in the atmosphere. The

separation of the aerosol into two portions permitted aerosol

size to be compared at different measuring points. Chemical

analysis shoved a considerable difference between the conposition

ot the tine and coarse particles. Hydrocarbons and 3,4-
benzopyrene were found in the fine aerosol. (Author summary

modified)

15904

Branan, Robert S.

EMISSION-TYPE DISCHARGE STUDY OF SONE AIR POLLUTANT COMPOUNDS.
Preprint, American Chemical Society, Washington, D. C., Div. of

Water and Waste Chenistry, 16p., 1969. 3 refs. (Presented at

the American Chesical Society, 158th National Meeting, Division
of Water, Air, Waste Chemistry, New Torii, Sept. 8-12, 1969.)

The applicability of a four-channel DC discharge system to gas
chromatographic amalysis of air pollutants was investigated in
laboratory analyses of automobile exhaust and other gas mixtures.

Air pollutants utudied included carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, and carbonyl sulfide. Alkans, alcohols, and
other compounds were also investigated for comparison purposes.
The four major wavelengths observed were 5165 C2; 4312 CH; 4216

CN; and 6562 H. The detector gave gdod response patterns suitable

for qualitative identification of gases and pollutants and vas
particularly useful in confireing the identity of air peaks,

hydrogen, CO, hydrocarbons, and CO2. Limits of detection air in

the pps rang.. The lisits need improvement if sub-ppe.
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concentrations are to be directly analyzed and detected in air.
Data presented in the form of tables include wavelength and
band/line spectra of analyzed compounds, response data, and
emission ratios for a series of alcohols.

15909

Tsuda, Mitsushige, Shigekazu Hatano, and Ikuji Mizuta

CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST GAS IND ADJUSTMENT OF
STANDARD GASES. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., Tech. Rev.,
6(3):40-46, Sept. 1969. 4 refs.

Among the problems involved in analyzing automobile exhaust are
the techniques to be used in continous exhaust gas sampling and
in handling the standard gas to be used for calibration of the
analytical equipment. Cooling and dehumidifying of exhaust gas
is of particular importance in continous sampling. The cooling
temperature must be maintained below 41 F. Selection of materials
for the gas channel of an analyzer and the prevention of
hydrocarbon adhesion to filter surfaces are of particular
importance in minimizing measurement errors. To increase the
responsiveness of the analyzer, the volume of gas passage inside
the channel must be as small as possible and the flov of sampled
gas as large as possible. Continous easurement of total
hydrocarbons in exhaust gas is possible by combining a continuous
sampling channel with a flame ionization detector. The measuring
range of such an analyzer is 100 to about 42,000 ppm methane and
15 to about 7000 ppm n-hexane. Required concentrations of the
standard gas can be correctly determined by combustion methods for
hydrocarbons and by the Orsat ethod tor CO-0O2-02 mixed gas.
Standard gas whose concentration is guaranteed by the above
ethods should be used in calibrating an analyzer. (Author
conclusions modified)

15969

Mukherii, Anil K., T. Erdman, N. M. Trieff, and K. L. Gabriel

EVALUATION OF THE ADSORPTION PROPERTIES OF MOLECULAR SIEVE 569
COATED WITH 10% NT/NT TRITON X100. Preprint, Drexel Inst. of
Technology, Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. of Chemistry and Drexel Inst.
of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa., Environmental Engineering and
Science Program, llp., 1968. 1 ref.

The usefulness of molecular sieve 569 coated with 10% Triton x-100
as a dessicant for removing moistur from a gas stream vas
stablished in experiments vhich shoved that vater had so effect
on the elution of benzaldehyde, pentyl acetate, n-butyl al:ohol,
or hxane at 50 C in a gas chromatographic column. In xperiments
vith an uncoated sieve, hexane vas retained by the column at 50 C.
At 100 and 200 C no desorption vas observed. Shen the coated
sieve system is run for 30 min at 2.5 1/min flov rats, quantitative
recovery for hexane and butanol is about 100%; for petyl acetat,
85%; for benzaldehyde, 70%. Rhea the systes is run longer than
30 sin, all recoveris approach 100%. Recommended procedures
for regenerating the coated sieve are given. Use of the coatd
molecular sieve for collection of organic components present in
air are discussed.
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1 5977

Heszina, A. J.

QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBONS THROUGH
FLUORESCENT SPECTROPHOTOMETRY. (Carcinogen szenhidrogenek
ennyisegi meghatarozasa fluorescens szinkepelemzessel). Text in

Hungarian. Egezsegtudomany, 11(2):131-135, 1967. 4 refs.

The aromatic hydrocarbon content of air samples amounts to 1-100
ppm of the solutions prepared for spectrophotometric analysis. /f
the solutions are not purified by chromatography, the results of
the spectrophotometry will be rather uncertain. The ethod
reported here combines chromatographic purification of the
solution at room temperature with spectrophotometry at -196 C.
Liquid nitrogen is used for cooling because of this low temperature
the spectrograph shows very sharp lines. The low temperature
measurement is very fast and provides advance information on
whether time-consuming deep-cooling is warranted. The
chromatographic purification process uses an aluminum trioxide
column.

16016

Marsh, K. J.

THE MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTATION AROUND OIL REFINERIES. British
Petroleum Co., Middlesex, England, Rept. of the Working Group
'Stack Height and Atmospheric Dispersion', Concave, The Hague,
Netherlands, 15p., Jan. 1968. 13 refs.

Principles of air pollution measurements are summarized to guide
oil refineries in planning emission measurements and analyzing
emission data. Pollutants considered are sulfur dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, mercaptans, smoke, solids such as grit and acid smuts,
nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, ozone, and other oxidants. The
advantages of using new commercial instruments for continous or
consecutive measurements at fixed sites are contrasted with
discontinuous methods using discrete samples. To determine the
long-tern pollution pattern around a refinery, data must be
accumulated tor a number of years and cumulative frequency curves
derived for various concentrations of a pollutant at each
easuring point. Such a curve cen be used to determine the
'dosage, at each point and the damage caused by pollution. The
e ffect of wind direction on pollution measurements must also be
determined. To do this, easurements at each point are grouped
according to the principle wind directions, a cumulative
frequency curve is derived for each group, and concentrations
obtained from the curve are plotted on vector diagrams similar
to wind roses. These vector diagrams vill tell whether changes
in frequency distribution of pollutants are due to refinery
operations or variations in weather.

16132

Saitoh, Takeshi, Takamichi Hirematsu, Tatsuyuki Takahashi,
Tasunori Takemoto, and Akira Ochiai

INFLUENCE Of INGINE VARIABLES ON EXHAUST EMISSIONS FEOR AUTONOEILZ
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ENGINE DURING ACCELERATION. Hull. Sci. Eng. Res. Lab. (Tokyo),
no. 45:70-82, 1969. 1 ref.

A method vas developed to test transient performance of automobile
engines on an engine test bench equipped with an inertia wheel and
a dynamometer controlled by an analogue computer. The air-
controlled disc brake and the clutch actuator were incorporated in'
this acceleration equipment to simulate the start of the vehicle.
Accuracy and reproducibility of the equipment and method were
satisfactory. The influence of engine variables on the
concentrations of CO and hydrocarbon in the engine exhaust vas
studied with this acceleration simulator. The CO and HC
concentrations during acceleration were the same'Us the exhaust
composition of the steady running engine. Is a consequence,
exhaust compositions during acceleration could be estimated from
those in the steady state.

16170

Scherber, F. I. and J. H. Stoudenire

A MOBILE TEST STATION FOR MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST. Hendix Tech.
J., 2(3) :94-100, Autumn 1969. 4 refs.

The design of a fully integrated mobile test station was
described with emphasis on test-cycle criteria and instrumentation
techniques. Key components and functions performed in the test
facility include nondispersive infrared spectrometers for carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbon analyses, variable-flow,
fixed-dilution, or variable-dilution sampling, a chassis
dynamometer for engine loading, and integrated circuits on
printed-circuit cards for sensor signal conditioning. Also
included are reed switches driven by the program clock for
sensor scanning, a keyboard for anual inputs, and the best
available diagnostic sensors for engine diagnosis. One of the
ost important factors governing selection of a suitable testing
cycle is the time restriction imposed: no more than five minutes
may elapse between drive-on and drive-oft with hard copy test
data. A procedure under consideration is a high-speed
conditioning cycle followed by a medium speed surveillance cycle,
the total test time being 155 seconds. Exhaust emission levels
must be capable of direct correlation with Federal standards in
order that a eaningful pass or fail status can be readily
assigned to each vehicle tested. A number of approaches to the
automation of vehicle-exhaust gas analysis were proposed which
call on a variety ot techniques, among them analog, digital, and
hybrid schemes which vary in complexity with.the intended
application. Visual aids in the test vehicle and on the mobile
laboratory control panel will permit both the vehicle driver and
the dynamometer operator to monitor the test-cycle modes. The
gas levels measured for each mode of the test cycle will be
automatically recorded on punched cards for immediate computation
of concentration and mass-per-mile values. The Fries Data Center
mill be used to interface the analog outputs of the analyzers
vith the punched card terminal equipment. The nodular concept
utilized in the design of the Tries Data Center permit.; its
adaptation to a wide variety of systems configurations. All
functional circuits are contained on plug-in printed-circuit
cards which can be selected on the basis of the characteristics
required to provide any specified over-all system performance.
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16211

Bernert, Juergen and Reiner Engsfeld

EXPERIENCES WITH A MODIFIED METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OP THE TOTAL
AMOUNT OF COMBUSTIBLE ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN WASTE GASES.
(Erfahrungen mit einer modifizierten Methode zur Bestimmung der
Gesamtmenge verbrennbarer organischer Substanzen in Abgasen).
Text in German. Nasser, Luft Betrieb, 12(7) :422-425, July 1968.
6 refs.

A plant manufacturing glass fiber insulating panels, a brake
lining sanufacturing plant, a wire manufacturing plant, and two
chicken manure drying stations are discussed with respect to how
they determine organic substances in waste gas. In the first
three plants, vapors from solvents and phenols and their cracking
products were analyzed. In the first case, 3 silica gel probes
were used since it vas not known how the method would respond to
mineral oils. However, hydrocarbons could be detected at all
measurements. With larger volumes drawn through the probes within
an equal period of time, a higher loading of probe 2 was observed.
This may be explained by the fact that of the water vapor/oil
mixture, the former shows greater affinity to the silica gel than
the latter, which impairs the oil mist adsorption. The result of
30 measurements in the second plant showed that the carbon
concentration in the uncleaned gas experienced a maximum at each
temperature increase which subsided until the next temperature
increase. The carbon concentration of the cleaned gas is almost
independent of time, which indicates that the afterburning system
has an efficiency of more than 90%. Generally it can be said for
all measurements in all three types of plants that no major
difficulties were encountered. Quantitative adsorption was
achieved in almost all cases in the first sc.:tion of the iirst
silica gel probe. The result of measureents in the chicken
manure drying plants shoved that the initially present mercaptans
appeared in none of the analyses, which indicates that they are
oxidized to sulfates. It was further found that these gases
contain further organic emission cosFonents which can presently
not yet be identified (presumably fatty acids and their
derivatives).

16277

Hill, D. V. and H. A. Newell

THE VARIATION WITH POLARIZING VOLTAGE OF THE RESPONSE TO RETRANR,
cAssop DIOXIDE AND NITROUS OXIDE, OF I MACRO-ARGON IONIZATION
DETECTOR FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. J. Chromatog., vol. 32:737-739,
1968. 15 refs.

Response curves with unexpected characteristics were obtained for
methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide during an investigation
of the physical processes governing the operation of a macro-argon
ionization detector. A previously recorded response vs polarizing
voltage for an argon detector tc various concentrations of propane
is contrasted with the obtained response vs polarizing voltage of
an argon detector to various concentrations of methane. The
former is the commonly recorded response to organic vapors with
ionization potentials less than the energy of the argon etastable
atom. The methane curve illustrates a reversal of sign with
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voltage increase. This variation could explain previous,
contradictory observations at unquoted field strengths. At low
applied voltages, the positive responses for ethane, carbon
dioxide, and nitrous oxide are reported to have similar form, with
carbon dioxide having nearly twice the response of methane and
nitrous oxide. The negative response observed at the high voltage
region was approximately identical for all three vapors. At 30 V,
when the response of each gas was at a maximum, the response of
carbon dioxide coincided with that of propane. The results are in
contrast to predictions that responses to ',ethane, carbon dioxide,
and nitrous oxide would not occur, since tha ionization potentials
of the substances are higher than the argon metastable level. It
is suggested that the positive responses are due to lower
recombination coefficients resulting from a lowering of primary
electron temperature by inelastic collisions with added gas
olecules.

16361

Kessler, R. L.

QUALITY CONTROL ASPECTS OF CHRYSLER'S CLEANER AIR SYSTEM.
Preprint, American Society for Quality Control, Milwaukee, Wis.,
11p., 1968. (Presented at the Conference American Society of
Quality Control, 22nd Annual Technical, Philadelphia, Pa., 1968.)
(Also: Automotive Industries, 141(7):74-97, Oct. 1, 1969.)

The quality control procedures of Chrysler's program to comply with
Federal limits on allowable concentrations of certain automobile
emissions is described. The basic equipment for the testing
comprises tanks of purging and calibration gas, a non-dispersive
infrared analyzer with recorders, dynamometer instruments and
driver's aid, a sunk test console, and digital computer and
typewriter. Personnel required to operate the test facility
are two driver-mechanics, a quality control engineer, and an
analyzer-operator. A complete test consists of three cycles,
the first being a 'dummy' run to ensure pruper engine
conditioning; each cycle in turn consists of ten operating
conditions, or modes, which require 137 seconds to complete. A

vehicle fails the test if the emission level exceeds 275 ppm
hydrocarbons and/or 1.5% carbon monoxide content; or if spark
timing, idle rpm, distributor vacuur and/or idle CO content exceed
the specified limits. Rechecks and adjustments are made on any
vehicle which tails; if it does not then pass re-testing, the
carburetor and/or distributor are replaced. An important aspect of
the quality control program is the series of controls exercised
at the plants that supply auto components; these controls are
particularly carefully applied to suppliers of carburetors and
distributors and at engine-building plants.

16363

Vizioz, J. -P. and V. Leuckel

METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS UTILIZED AT THE F.B.I.?. EXPERIMENTAL
STATION FOn THE MEASUIEMENT OF DIFFUSION FLAMES. (Rethodes et
instruments utilises a la Station Experimentale de la F. B. I. F.
pour des mesures dans les flammes de diffusion). Text in French.
lie. Combust., 23(9):427-437, Sept. 1969. 4 Las. (Presented at
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the Conference 'I Probleni della combustione - Bruciatorio de
lgAssociaiione Terrotecnica Italiana, Milan, June 18-19, 1969.)

The investigation of turbulent diffusion flaes is a highly
complicated field of work, calling for a large number of
experimental data. For this purpose, two square section
experimental furnaces were built: one 6.5 a long and 2 m wide; the
other, 10 m long and 1.5 wide. The instruments used offered
extremely quick easureent readings, were compact, and highly
heat and corrosion resistant. Temperature was easured along the
furnace walls and on the gases of combustion. To easure
velocities, a Prandtl tube, 2arallel with the flame axis, was
employed. To analyze the cobustion products sampled at various
points of the flae, the expedient was adopted of cooling them
quickly to arrest the chemical combustion reactions.
Chromatography was used to analyze 52, CO2, 02, $2, CH4, CO.
Hydrocarbon levels were also assayed considered as C2, C3, and C4.
To determine unburned solids, a sample of gas was filtered under
isokinetic conditions. (Author summary modified)

16398

Noyes, Claudia Margaret

STUDIES OF THE DETERMINATION AND REACTIONS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE AS AV
AIR CONTAMINANT. Colorado Univ., Boulder, Thesis (Ph. D.), Ann
Arbor, Mich., Univ. Microfilms, Inc., 1966, 56p. 38 refs.

Analytical methods for sulfur dioxide itetermination, including
colorietric and contuctroetric ethrds, were valuated, and the
reactions of sulfur dioxide with hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
at high dilution in air were studied. Radioactive 5(35)02 was used
as a tracer to follow 502 in the gas phase and after its absorption
in the sampling solution. The Vest-Gaeke coloripetric ethod gave
slightly less color but better reproducibility and sample stability
than the Helwig-Gordon method. Liquid scintillation counting
showed that the dilute hydrogen peroxide-sulfuric acid solution
used for absorbing S02 in the Thoas conductometric ethod was also
less sensitive and less reproducible than the Vest-Gaske
colorimetric method. It was emphasized that the use of bubblers
in secies is not necessarily a reliable method for soasuring
absoioing efficiencies of solutions for gases. None of the
mixtures showed any easurable amount of reaction of 502 in dry or
oist air in the,dark during residence times as long as three
weeks. Since there was a reaction of 502 in an irradiated mixture
containirg both NO2 and hexenc in dry air but none with either NO2
or hexene alone, it seelled probable that S02 reacts with a product
of the hexene-NO2 photolysis. There was no appreciable S02
reaction in an irradiated mixture with benzene alone or in the
presence of $02. All products of the S02 reactions mere absorbed,
since both color and counts were low in the gaseous aliquots
taken fro flasks immediately after irradiation. Whether the
S02 is oxidized or held in sone form not detectable by colorimetric
analysis is not known. It is definite that those reaction products
which do not react as S02 in the colorimetric determination do not
remain in thw gaseous phase. (Author abstract odified)
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16507

Rolstenholme, E. F.

METHANE DETECTION. Colliery Guardian (London), 217(1):47-54,
Jan. 1969. 5 refs.

A recording methanometer and a specially designed recording air-
flowmeter were used to obtain continuous measurements of the total
quantity of firedamp emitted from a longwall coalface. The
sources and variations in total firedamp emission from a production
longwall unit were also analyzed. Results shoved it vas possible
to split the readings of firedamp emission into different trends
and to correlate theresults to coalface activities. Firedamp
emisSions from coal cutting operations were shown to be reasonably
constant, whereas emissions from adjacent strata were found to be
cumulative with time. The complex nature of the variations
measured emphasize the inadequacies of spot measuring techniques.
The results indicated numerous ways in which research into firedamp
emission could be extended utilizing continuously measuring
instruments. It was shown possible to continuously record the
variations in air quantity circulating a unit and the variations in
firedamp content ot that air. By recording the variations in a
number of units in a mine district and also recording the
variations in pressure across the units, it would be possible to
relate changes in firedamp emission to absolute values of coalface
resistance. A set of instruments on the ain return from the
district could be used as a check on the total variations. The
recording airflow meters were found to be reliable research
instruments although requiring regular maintenance. The main
hazard to their performance was the presence of dust which resulted
in a loss of sensitivity. Regular laboratory checks, however,
indicated that this did not affect the calibration. Definition
ot the normal sources variations, and magnitude of firedamp
emission by the methods described, could prove an invaluable aid
in increasin; the confidence with which abnormal trends can be
identified and analyzed.

16616

Hiam, Leon and Saul Chaikin

DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLE AUTO EXHAUST ANALYZER. (FINAL REPORT.)
Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif., Contract PH
86-66-60, SRI Proj. FMU-5859, 18p., Aug. 1966. 23 refs.

The feasibility of applying a heated filament combustible gas
detector for separately analyzing the total hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide in auto exhaust gases vas determined. The first
phase vas a detailed study of the filament temperatures required
for oxidation of selected hydrocarbons and CO on a platinum
filament. Additional work was conducted on the effect of 02 and
hydrocarbon concentration on the oxidation initiation temperature;
the interacting effects in simple gas mixtures were studied. The
data shoved that the required analyses could not be made on the
basis of the platinum filament temperature. Rhodium, iridium,
palladium, palladiue-silver, and palladium-gold alloys, oxidized
nickel, gold, and oxidized cobalt were tested in a search for
materials which might show, greater selectivity in catalyzing
oxidation of hydrocarbons and CO. None of these materials were
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found to sake the required analyses feasible on the basis of
filament operating temperatuLe. Two procedures were evaluated for
making a preliminary separation before analysis with a heated
filament. Ropcalite catalyst was used to remove the CO from the
gas sample by selective oxidation. Problems associated with the
adsorption of hydrocarbons on Hopcalite made the procedure of
doubtful use. Silica gel was used to selectively remove
hydrocarbons from the gas saple so that an analysis for CO could
be made on the heated filament. The complications it introduced
were such that the basic simplicity of the combustible gas
detector was lost. Since the separate analyses for hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide did not seem feasible, an effort was made to
construct a detector that would measure total combustibles minus
hydrogen and the lower aliphatic hydrocarbons. The procedure
utilized a platinu wire tpreburner whose function was to
selectively combust hydrogen. This procedure did not succeed
because carbon monoxide was found to inhibit the selective
combustion of hydrogen over platinum at low temperatures. It was
concluded that the combustible gas detector does not show any
great potential for auto exhaust analysis. (Author summary
modified)

16620

Freedman, R. V. and H. V. Lang

A COMPARISON OF INFRARED AND GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS TOR
DETERMINATION OF METHANE IN MINE AIR. Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D. C., RI-7179, ap., Sept. 1968.

CFSTI: PB 182672

The gas chromatographic method was compared with the infrared
method used for confirmatory determination of methane in line air.
In ters of speed, convenience, and precision, the gas
chromatographic method was far superior to the infrared method.
The comparable infrared analysis required almost a full day per
sample; the gas chromatographic analysis could be perforated in
10 min, including saple injection and calculation. Replicate
analyses were unnecessary. Only one or two standards had to be
run per day because of the lack of drift and the high degree of
precision. A coefficient of variation of less than 1% was
attainable. Separation of methane from other hydrocarbons vas
complete with the use of molecular sieve columns under proper
experimental conditions. This provided the specificity for
methane that is essential. The amount of sample required for the
chronatograph was only 10 ml compared with 100 el or more for the
infrared cell. The need for such a small quantity indicated the
possibility of taking mine-air samples in syringes. This would
save space, weight, time of sapling, and time of injection into
the instrument, and would avoid the use of mercury for gas
transfer. (Author conclusions modified)

167 01

Bell, .7. H., Sae Ireland, and A. W. Spears

IDENTIFICATION OF AROMATIC RETONES II CIGARETTE SNORE CONDENSATE.
Anal. Chem., 91(2):310-313, Feb. 1969. 12 refs.
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because of the complexity of cigarette snoke, extensive
fractionation was necessary to isolate and identify isor
components. The separation techniques involved solvest partition,
column, paper, and gas chrosatography. The gas chrosatographic
system allowed the collection of smoke constituents for
subsequent analysis by ultraviolet and infrared spectroscopy and
ass spectrouetry. From the study ot one subtraction which
represents 0.08% of the original weight of the condensate,
fluoren-9-one, the four sethylfluoren-9-ones and seven other
alkylated fluoren-9-ones were identified. (Author's Abstract)
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00003

18EAPI1GS - S 306. A Bill to Asead the Clean Air Act to
Reqire Standards for Controlling the Esission of Pollutants
from Gasoline-Powered or Diesel-Powered Vehicles, to
Establish a Federal Air Pollution Control Laboratory and for
Other Purposes. 89th Congress (1st Session) Senate
Committee ou Public Works. Special Subcoaittee on Air and
water Pollution. April 9, 1965. 308 pp.

This docutent contains Governsent repons, statesents made by
Government officials and indestrial,representatives, and
comnanications to Senator Ruskie. The following topics ate
discussed; (1) photochemical slime; (2) effects of air
pollution; (3) vehicle use trends; (4) recognition by state
governsents; (5) ethaust and crankcase emission control; (6)
fuel evaporator loss control; (7) fuels; and (R) diesels. Also

included are reports on causes and control of automotive esissious,
by J.D. Caplan; and descriptions of visits to General
Rotors Research Laboratories, ford Rotor Co. Vehicle
taissions Testing Laboratory, Aserican fiotors Corp.
(Air-guard systes for exhaust control), and to Chrysler Corp.
Laboratories (Clean air package components).

00015

1.. .1. E. Hofer, .1. F. Shultz, and J. J. Feenan

EFFECT OF LEAD DEPOSITS OW ACTIVITI OF ITITOHOTIVE EIHAOST
CATALYSTS. Bureau of Hines, Washington, D.C. (Report of
Investigations 6243.) 1963, 26p.

This study, part of a broad program of research in air pollution
related to minerals, was conducted to detersive the nature and
estent of the poisoning of catalysts when used to resove certain
air pollutants from ethaurt gases. The poisoning examined in this
investigation occurs when leaded gasoline is used as a fuel for
automotive engines. The snog in the Los Angeles area is
attributed to tbe effect of radiant energy on the sisture of
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides found in the atmosphere there.
To prevent the escape of these hydrocarbons into the atmosphere
catalytic Sufflets have been proposed. In principle, these are
sisple and nonsechanical, consisting of a vessel charged with a
catalyst capable of destroying the exhaust hydrocarbons by
catalyzing their osidation. However, these catalysts are severely
affected by the particulate tatter, sainly in the fors of lead
sulfate, lead oftysulfate, and lead chlorobrouide, contaieed is the
exhaust gas. Deposition of lead on the catalyst restricts
catalytic activity. After 20,000 iles of operation, the
temperature necessary to achieve 50% conversion of isopentane is a
istime of 0.2% isopentane, 2% CO and osygen, and the
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balance X at 10,000 hourly space velocity has risen from 400 to
SOO C. even with a catalyst taken from the etit portion of the
catalyst bed. The rest of the catalyst was ore severely
affected. it would appear that operatics for 20,000 miles is
near the limit for a catalyst.S0

00057

P.D. Rope

191808ATIC FUEL ATOILICATIOI AS APPLIED TO AOT0808ILt AIR
POLLUTION COX/POL. California Univ., Los Angeles, Dept.
of fugineerieg.(Pept. No. 63-61.) Dec. 1963. 19p.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 601025

The pritmiple of pueusatic fuel atosizatiou as applied to
internal combustion engine carburetiou was coaceived during
research activity concerned with exhaust gas recycling and its
effects on enoine perforsaice. The goal was to find a
solstice to thre engine *power surging* problem, a phenomenon
resulting from exhaust gas recycling as a ethod of nitrogen oxide
control. The test results were obtained during the operation of
an engine equipped alternatively with a factory standard
carberetor or with a fuel atomisation device. The earlier
developed exhaust gas recycling devices installed ou engines
equipped with standard carburetors were extensively road tested.
They proved to operate trouble-free for test periods exteeded
over 30,000 miles of driving. litrogeu oxides reduction averaged
80% and the specific fuel cousueptiou reuained substantially
tier:banged. The feel atosisatiou device elinilates the *power
staling* noticeable with the earlier recycling device, aud since it
cosbines the exhaust gas recyclimo with fuel-air mixture
hosogeneatiot, au additional benefit, namely, substantial reduction
of unburned hydrocarbons and of carbon monoxide is obtainable.
Rote research work, hovever, is seeded is order to gain a
comclusive picture about the full potential of pneumatic fuel
atositatios as a sethod of autosotive air pollutiot coutrol.nn

00087

A.?. Bush, P.A. Slater, J. Dyer, G. Richards

T88 EFFECTS OF E1011 IINAVST (1 THE ATROSP8ERE AUTOROBILES
APE EQUIPPED VITA A EIRDANEIS. California Univ., Los
Angeles, Dept. of Engineering. (Rept. No. 62-63.) Dec. 1962.
38 pp.

CFST/, DDC: AD 297976

In order to determike the probable composition of the atuosphere
aftrr automobile exhausts are controlled, tests were conducted
using the air pollutitu test facility on the campus at UCLA.
Autosotive vehicles were studied with gaud without afterbureers
using various concentrations of auto exhaust during sieulated
driving cycles. The objective of the experiseutatioa was to
simulate ambient attosphere and to trst this atmosphere for
coltamitatioe by exposing knows sensitised plants to it aud
testing its ability to produce !tunas eye irritation. Indications
are that atypical plait dasage reported is due to oxides of
nitrogen: Fmeigatious showed that, im all isstauces of
elevated forealdehyde seasureseets, eye irritation resulted.nn
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00097

L.L. Winkstros K Robe

CATALYTIC DECCRPOSITIOX OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE. Califorsia
Univ., Los Angeles, Dept. of Engineering. (Report 63-19.)
Apr. 1963. 40 pp.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 10683e

Reactions of the oxides of nitrogen are of considerable isterest
in current air pollution research. The investigation reported is
this paper is the study of the complete dissociation of 102 in
nitrogen and in air with CuO-Alusisa (1:1) and Ce02-Alsmina
(1:1) catalysts. The init!tl concentration of the 1102 was
varied within the range 720-2200 ppm. the reaction was studied is
a steady-state isothermal flow reactor with the tesperature varied
in the range 304 - 520 C at gas space velocities (STP) ranging
fron 1,400 to 11,200/br. It was observed that the kinetic data
were best represented by the rate eiptession, r=ap / (1 plus bp).
At low tenperatures and high flee rates the rate reduced to a
zero order reaction. Below 480 C the CuO had a higher
catalytic activity than the Ce02. Above 480 C, however, the
Ce02 had a higher activity. It was observed that there was
considerable decomposition of 1102 eves in excess air with CIO
catalyr's. Since it had been reportd previously that CuO
catalysts were quite satisgactory for hydrocarbon oxidation, the
results of this investigation indicate that both hydrocarbons and
oxides of nitrogen nay be sinultaneously elisinated to a
considerable degree with CuO catalysts. (Author)011

00103

P. Gustafson and S. R. Snith, Jr.

REROVAL GP ORGAXIC CORTABIXANTS PRO8 AIR BT TYPE 131 ROLECULA8
SIEVE. Naval Research Lab, Washington, D.C. (NIL Rept.
5560.) Dec. 6, 1960. 20 pp

CPSTI: AD 248512

The adsorption of low concentrations of n-decane, sethane,
benzene, toluene, xylene, pyridine, aniline, and nitrobenzene on
type 131 Linde nolecular sieve has bees studied at influent
concentrations of fron 5 to o'er 100 ppm and superficial linear
velocities (velocities if no sieve were present to reduce the cross
section) of up to 3000 cs/linute. The breakthrough weight
capacity at a flow rate of 2500 cm/minute for a representative
aliphatic coapourd (ft-decane) was 10 et-% of the sieve and for a
sononuclear aronatic (benzene) was 0.35 et-% at 25C. Decreasing
the flow rate of the aromatic to 500 cm/minute increased the
breakthrough capacity to 2.11. Regeneration cosditions were also
studied. Water vapor readily displices organic ad*orbates (except
high boiling polar compounds) at room temperature. Therefore,
solcular sieve with coadsorbed water may be reactivated by passing
dry air at 200 to 325C in the sase direction of gas flow as that
used during the adsorption cycle. The coadsorbed water will
displace the sorbed-organic compounds as it coves down the colea.,,
whereas the organic materials would be pyrolyzed in place if the
water were not there. (Authors* abstract)
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00257

A. G. Samdomirsky, D. N. Benforado, L. D. Grimes, and
C. E. PauIetta

PORE CCIATPOL IN ROBBER PROCESSING BY DIRECT-FLARE INCINERATION.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 16(12) :673-676, Dec. 1966
(Presented at the 59th Annual Meting, Air Pollution Control
Association, San Francisco, Calif., Faper 66-55, June 24,
1966.)

The application of direct-flame incineration to successfully
elisinate a smoke-oil-mist and odor problem is the manufacture of
rubber-base rug underlay is presented. The investigation of
various air pollution control processes leading to the developmemt
an) adoption of the direct flame incineration systee is covered.
The rug underlay curing process incorporating the direct-flane
incineration system with primary heat recovery is described.
Results and discussion of a source test to determine the
effectiveness of direct-flave incineration in this application are
included. (Authors' abstract)A4

00269

T. H. Luther, A. Lohner, H. Buller, and W. Zander

POSSIBILITIES OT DECONTARINATING EXHAUST GASES Of OTTO ENGINES.
Boglichkeiten eimer Entgiftung der Abgase von Ottomotoren.
Erdoel Aohle (Hamburg) 18(12) :964-972, Dec. 1965. Text in
German.

The composition of motor exhaust gases is discussed.
['ensuring methods and the possibility of decontamination before,
is, and behind tbe combustion chamber are described in detail.
Tundamental principles of the Cleaner Air Package, crankcase
blowby control devices, after-burner with spark ignition, and the
Ran-hir-Ox system ate given. The state of the art of catalytic
combustion is sumsarixed and it is shown that the combination of
other after-burner systess vith saall catalyst units are worthy of
further developaent.

00373

SUBBARINE ATBOSPHENE HABITABILITY DATA BOOR (REVISION-1).
Wavy Dept., Washington, D. C., Bureau of Ships
(WATSHIPS 250-649-1). Sept. 1962. 198 pp.

This publication brings together scattered information and
references to more detailed information on chemical principles,
experimental results, and operating experience concerned with
maintenance of atmospheric habitability in nuclear-powered
submarines. Habitability is defined as control of chemical
aspects of the ataosphere to meet the requizesents of equipsent
and personnel. Recommended methods for removal of carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, aerosols, and odors
are discusted. Basic opzration of an electrostatic precipitator
is dencribed. Details are given on the continuous air nonitoring
system required to insure Ban operation of the subsarine.ea
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00538

J. Schulte

SEALED ENVIRONMENTS IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND DISEASE. J.

Inst. Heating Ventilating Engrg. (London), Vol. 24:79-87,
June 1966.

The general health aspects of life in a sealed environment are
related prinarily to habitability and atmospheric control. The
control of the atmosphere involves : (a) some eans to provide the
continual addition of oxygen in sufficient quantity to support life
and preserve health, and (b) ethods to effect the continuous
removal of carbon dioxide, carbon onoxide, and other
atmospheric contaminants to prevent them from gradually increasing
to concentrations which could produce illness. A number of the
atmospheric constituents are discussed in detail in regard to
their source, effects upon health, and methods of control. The
need for control of temperature and humidity and for protection
from radiation has also been included in the discussion. These
needs and methods for controlling the atmospheric constituents,
temperature, humidity, and radiation exposure in a sealed
environment have been projected to the future space vehicle.ft

00562

E. Hunigen and W. Prietsch

THE ELIMINATION OF NC:HODS SUBSTANCES FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES. Probleme und Losungswege der Schadstoffbeseitigung
bei Verbrennungsmotoren. Technik (Berlin), 21(6):377-383, June
1966.

Control of air pollution ftom internal combustion engine is
reviewed. A table is given of maximum permissible concentrations
of various components of exhaust gases for both Gersanies, the
USSR, and OSA. The review emphasizes sethods of measurement
of various pollutants.IN

00583

D.E. Cooper, H.E. Griswold, P.M. Lewis, R. V.
Stokeld

IMPROVED DESORPTION ROUTE TO NORBAL PARAFFINS. Ches. Eng.
Prog. 62(4):69-74, April 1966.

In the over-all process economics, desorption of the n-paraffins
from the molecular sieve is the most important step of the
Tecaco selective finishin5 process. There are basically five
vapor phase techniques for iesorbing n-paraffins from molecular
sieves: (1) thermal swing, (2) pressure swing, (3) sweeping with
a nonadsorbable material, (4) desorbing with a material which is
more strongly absorbed than the product n-paraffins, and (5)
desorbing with an adsorbable material which is less strongly
absorbed than the product n-paraffins. The desorption proledure
used in the TSF process combines lost of the better features of
several of these desorption techniques and avoids most of
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the disadvantageous aspects of each. The process basically
esploys vapor phase, displacement desorption using an adsorbable
desorbing edium which is less strongly adsotbed by the sieve than
the product n-paraffins. The advantages of the TS° desorption
procedure over other methods of a-paraffin desorption are
numerous, especially vhen processing kerosine or gas oil range
materials. The most significant advantage is that n-paraffis
desorption rates are aximized within economically feasible
operating limits. Desorption rates are salamis/1d by
optioization of key operating variables including temperature,
pressure, desorbing medium saterial, degree of desorption per
cycle, and desorbing medium flow rate. Integration of this
desorption technique with the other steps of the cycle results
in a process which is relatively staple from an operational
standpoint and which is capable of efficiently producing high
purity n-paraffins from a variety of feedstocks.

00587

J.A. Brink, Jr., S.F. Burggrabe, L.E. Greenvell

RIST PEROVAL FPCR COSPRESSED GASES. Chem. fag. Progr.,
62(4):60-66, April 1966.

Fiber sist eliminators have been successfully used to purify
gases and solve difficult air pollution probleas involving:
*ethanol synthesis gas, sulfonation and chlorination process
gases, nitric acid process gases, chlorine, and compressed air.
Extensive research and development work resulted in the
developsent of fiber ist eliminttors for the collection of
submicron mist particles. The first plant-scale installations
were lade for the couttOl of air pollution from sulfuric and
phosphoric acid plants. After full-scale units bad been proven
highly efficient on stack gases containing subsicron
particles, further research was undertaken to develop fiber
mist elininators which would be most economical for the
collection of particles which are predominantly 1 to 20 nicrons
in diameter. The installation of fiber mist eliminators within
various processes to purify gases was started after several
difficult air pollution problems had been solved. The widespread
application of fiber units to chlorine plants was reported
in detail, but the applications to many other processes has not
been reported previously. it should be noted that mists are
present in many chemical processes at pressures ranging up to
5,500 lb./sq. in. gauge. The temperatures at whcih mists are
present are usually moderate since many mists vaporite at higher
temperatures.

00936

loreeman, J. R., Jr. end R. C. Stahnan

VEHICLE PERFORMANCE AND EtRAUST EMISSION, CARBDRETION VERSUS
TIRED FUEL INJECT/ON. In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II,
SAE Progregs in Technology Series, Vol, 12, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, 1966, p. 32-59. 5 refs.
(Presented at the SAE National Fuels and Lubticants Reeting,
Tulsa, Okla., lov. 2-4k 1965.)
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Vehicle perforeance and engine efficiency a:e evaluated fros the
point of view of carburetion versus gasoline injection. The
author discusses seasurement of conbustion efficiency;
saldistribution and fuel precipitation effects; how to determine
saldistribotion, heat rejection sinter. strength and timing
effects: exhaust gas cosFosition and vehicle performance in road
service, and octane reyairement effects. (Authors' abstracWil

01197

L. Pollute, E. Will, and P. Pederson,

ELECTWOHYDvODINABIC ll!HOVAL OF HICRCORGANISES FP011 HYDROCARBON
FUELS (FISAL WEPT. JUNE 25, 1963 - NOV. 20, 1965). Litton
Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, Hints., Applied Science Div
(ASD 2905). Nov. 20, 1965. 139 ;p.

CFSTI,DDC: AD 630 889

The feasibility of resoving microorganisas and other
particulates iron hydrocarbon fuels by electrostatic precipitation
was studied. Theoretic investigations describe the physics of
electrohydrodynasic precipitation and essential pareseters
influencing collection efficiency. Buasurements of fuel
characteristics and filter parameters have been lade which led to
the developaent of an electrohydrodynamic filter. Particulates
and a liquid are nnipolarly charged in a corona edge ionizer and
then are flushed into a precipitation tube in which particolates
are moved by Coulomb forces into porous non-conducting walls.
A 10-gpm ndel showed filter efficiencies of at least 85 percent
by number of particles larger than 1 micron diaaeter. The basic
advantages of the method investigated are the low pressure drop
over the Misr element and the ssall size of the unit. (Author

abstract)tt

01351

8.0. Engel C.D. Calnan

RESIN DERMATITIS IN A CAR FACTORY. Brit. J. Ind. Med.
(London), Vol. 23:62-66, Jan. 1966.

An outbreak of deraatitis in a car assembly factory is
described; it affected 50 workers who handled rubber
weatherstrips coated with an adhesive. The adhesive was found
to contain para-tertiary butyl phenol (P.T.B.P.) foraaldehyde

resin. Of those patch gested 704 gave positive reactions
to the adhesive and 65% to the resin. Isproved methods of
handling and personal protection succeeded in arresting the
occurrence of deraatitis. Barrier creass gave no protection in
these circoastances. The episode illustrates the different
preventive contrOl aethods which have to be tried when dealing
with a staple skin hazard which candot be abolished. (Author

abstract)at

0 1411

R. C. Stabaan and A. H. Rose, Jr.

Ell/SS/011S PROM CARBUIETED AND TIRED PORT FUEL INJECTED
ENG/NES J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 16(1) :15-18,Jan. 1966.
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A popular make car was tested. Spark timing and fuel floe
optimization was briefly studied. Perforeance and economy were
comparel betveen the fuel injected and carbureted versions.
tmissioa measurements of CO. CO2, and hydrocarbon were glade
in road tests by proportional sampling and through the California
Cycle by continuous nondispersive infrared instrueentation.
(Author abstract modified)Oa

01497

J. L. Blueenthal and X. lobe

CATALYTIC COMPOSTION AND ADSORPTION RIVETICS OP CARBON HOWOXIDE

ON COPPIC OX/DE. Ind. Eng. Chem. Process Design Develop.,
5(2):177-183, April 1966.

Studies have shown that cupric oxide-alumina is an effective
catalyst for the complete oxidation of low concentrations of
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. The catalytic combustio71 of
hydrocarbons and CO is of interest in the control of the quality
of automobile exhaust emission. The adsorption and oxidation of
CO on 4 unsupported cupric oxide catalysts were studied. The
adsorption If CO2 was also studied. The objective of tte work
was to determine the effect of different catalyst preparation
methods on the adsorption and oxidation kinetics.

01550

P. L. Collinson, C. Jones, and D. E. R. Lloyd

VEITILATION PROBLEMS ON RAPIDLY ADVANCING PACES, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THIN sEAns. Mining Engr. (London),
125(71):746-762, Aug. 1966.

Au assesseent of ventilation problems in coal mining is presented.
/t is of particular interest today in view of increasing rates of
production and the trend towards thinner seam sections. There is
need to discover the relation between nethane emission and coal
output in varying circumstances. The assumption often made that
gas emission is directly proportional to coal output may be a
sufficient approximation for minor iecreasea in output, but may be
wide of the truth where output is doubled or trebled. The reasons
for these variations are tot known, but they must be related to the
origin of the gas, particularly to the proportions coming fron
strata and froe the solid and broken coal. Variations in air
velocity over the cross-sectional area of the face affect the
scouring of gas and the dispersal of dust. This is the type of
information that must be obtained before it is possible to plan
with any degree of accuracy the ventilation requirements of rapidly
advancing faces and the !mans of providing such ventilation that
the highest levels of output may be attaintd.

01623

D.A. Jensen

STATUS REPORT ON COST ?ACTORS IN EXHAUST CONTROL (INFORMATIVE
REPT. NO. 5). J. Air Pollution Control Control Assoc.
14, (10) 427-9, Oct. 1964.
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The costs of devices for automotive exhaust control are
*stinated. The total costs paid by the custoser are
estisated based on factory installation. These systems include:
(1) exhaust afterburners - flame type; (2) exhaust afterburners -
catalytic type; (3) exhaust afterbutraers - linited mode type; (4)

exhaust afterburners - non-flame type (manifold air); (5)

deceleration devices; ;6) engine modification.ii

01645

A. J. Haagen-Smit

THE CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION. Sci. As. 210, (1) 25-31, Jan.
1964.

Using the development of Los Angeles' control program as an
example, smog, dust, fumes, photochemical reactions, automotive
emissions, control eethods, emissions standards, and control
devices are reviewed.te

01850

J.A. Bolt R. Boerna

THE INFLUENCE OF INLET AIR CONDITIONS ON CARBURETOR RETIRING.
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, 1966. 13

pp. (Presented at the Congress of the Society of Autovotive
Engineers, Detroit, Rich., Jan. 10-14, 1966, Paper 660119.)

This paper provides data concerning the enrichment of
automotive carburetors with variation of inlet air pressure
and temperature. These changes occur with weather and the season,
with altitude, and because of underhood heating. The early
opening of the conventional carburetor enrichment value at
altitude can add greatly to the *normal* carburetor enrichment.
Beaus for compensating the mixture ratio for these changes is
inlet air conditions are known, but will almost certainly add to
the complexity and cost of the engine induction system. the cost
of improved devices must be compromised with the possible
reduction in exhaust emissions and improvement in fuel economy.
(Author abstract)en

01851

C.R. Begeman

CARCIROGEWIC ARORAT/C HYDROCARBONS IN AUTOROBILE EIPPLUEITS.
Society of Automotive Engineers, inc., New York
also published in Vehicle Emissions (Selected SAE
Papers) 6, 163-74, 1964. (Preseated at Congress of the Society
of Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Sich., Jan 8-12, 1962,
Paper 440C.)

This paper is part of the joint effort by the General Rotor
Research Laboratories and the Sloan-Iettering Institute to
evaluate the contribution by autosobiles to the trace amonsts of
carcinogenic hydrocarbons in the atmosphere. Rentene-soluble
*tat containing carcinogenic polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons,
is recovered from the total volume of exhaust and blowby gases
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of an engine operated on a sisulated city driving schedule. Fuel
composition was found to influence both the pyrene, a carcinogen.
Iso-octane and diisobutylene fuels gave only 20% as much utarlm as
did a typical commercial gasoline, and a fuel comprised of equal
volumes of ortho-xylene and benzene gave 70% as much "tar,' as did
lasoline. The esission rate of benzo(a)pyrene with
diisobutylene fuel was only 7% of the rate with gasoline.
Benzo(a)pyrene emission in blowby gas was less than 4% of the
total benzo(a)pyrene emitted from the eLqine. On the assumption
that bento(a)pyrene from automobiles settles out of he air
in the same sanaer as the lead from exhaust gas, autosobiles may
contribute, on the average, about 2% of the total benzo(a)pyrene
in the air over cities. On the other hand, if benzo(a) pyrene is
dispersed with little or no settling, as is the case for carbon
sonoxide from exhaust gas, tte contribution of benzo(a)pyrene by

1

autosobiles may average about 10%. (Author abstract)111

01854

R.S. Reid, 3.G. Ringlet W.H. Paul

OYIDES OP NITROGEN FROH AIR ADDED Ii ExHAUST POSTS. In:
Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress in Technology
Series, Vol. 12, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,
New 'fork, 1966, p. 230-240. 6 refs. (Presented at the SAE
Automotive Engineertsg Congress, Detroit, Rich., Jas. 10-14,
1966. Paper 660115)

This paper presents the results of a study made to examine
quantitatively the oxides of nitrogen in the exhaust of an
internal combustion engine installed in a passenger car. The
effects of adding secondary air in exhaust ports, with both a rick
and lean carburetor, and for steady-state conditions, ate reported.
Experimental setup and procedures ate explained. (Authors'
abstract)tt

01867

R.J. Springer, P. Lepisto, C. Wood

INVESTIGATION OF DIESEL POWERED VEHICLE ODOR AND SNORE.
Southwest Research inst. San Antonio, Tex., Div. of
Engines, Fuels, and Lubricants. (Sell/ Proposal 10-4336A)
Nov. 19, 1965. 46 143.

This is a proposal from the Southwest Institute to assist the
U.S. Public Health Service in setting reasonable, practical,
and realistic ssoke and odor standards for diesel powered vehicles.
This assistance will involve obtaining additional basic data in
the fora of dilution ratios and operating conditions most conducive
to the production of odot and smoke. A usable panel technique
for measurement of odor will be developed as will chassis
dysamometer procedures for evaluation and test of ssoke aad/or
odor control devices. Various control devices will be
evaluated using these chassis dynamometer setkods and finally,
fleet evaluation of the most promising control device(s) will be
conducted.90
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01873

E. Bartholomew

POTENTIALITIES OF EMISSION REDUCTION BY DESIGN OF INDUCTION
SYSTEMS. In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE
Progress in Technology Series, Vol. 12, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, 1966, p. 192-211.
(Presented at the SAE Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 10-14, 1966.) Also published as 90th
Congress ("Air Pollution--1967, Part II (Air Quality Act)"
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution
of the Comittee on Public Works, U. S. Senate Feb. 8,
Apr. 3-4, 1967, pp. 9 17-36.

As an alternative to oxidation of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide in the exhaust system, a research program indicates that
the volume of the combustibles discharged from the cylinders can
be minimized by redesign of fuel-induction systems. .The
objective is achievable without lowering of the level of
acceleration performance or increase of fuel consumption. A
tw/-stage carburetion system is employed in combination with
a dual or single manifold. The single-barrel primary
stage of the carburetor, which is used alone in cruising up to
about 70 miles per hour, p:ovides good mixture preparation and
close to uniform fuel distribution to the cylinders. The one or
two barrels of the second stage are brought into operation when
maximum performance is desired. Other features of carburetors
and manifolds are described that contribute to ethission reduction.
(Author's abstract, modified)

02112

J. Westchester.

PREVENTION OF AIR POLLUTION BY FUMES FROM BAKING FINISHES.
Metal Finishing 64, (10) 702-77, Oct. 1 96 6.

After reviewing regulations, particularly in Los Angeles
County, for regulation of emission of organic solvents into the
ambient air, the author lists critical solvents and their maximum
permissible concentrations as established by the American
Congress of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. He then goes
on to review methods .for disposing of waste solvents when finishes
are baked on or cured at higher than room temperature. The most
effective method is catalytic burning of the solvents; this method
is employed in 2500 installations in the US and 1500
installations elsewhere. The disposal of chlorinated hydrocarbons
and sulfur containing compounds is more complex and require,s
additional methods .and equipment. . Silicone coatings give
5i02 on combustion and coat the catalyst with a fine powder.
The equipment for catalytic burning may be designed in several
arrangements, but aerosol formation and condensation must be
prevented before the vapors reach the exhaust fan, otherwise the
efficiency of the catalyst may be impaired. Some installations
recirculate the hot clean air reSulting -from solvent combustion to
help bake the finish.11
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02142

T. Tomioka

(POLICIES ON THE PREVENTION OF AIR POLLUTION DUE TO AUTOMOBILE

EXHAUST GAS.) Kuki Seijo (Clean Air-J. Japan Air

Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 4, (1) 31-5, 1966.

The toxic effects of exhaust gas components from internal
combustion engines and possible means of control are reviewed.

Types ot engines mentioned are those fueled with gasoline,
liquid petroleum gas and diesel fuel. Periodic inspection of

vehicles for proper engine performance, improvement of roads and

fuels, and equipping vehicles with supplementary devices for

decreasing exhaust emissions are proposed as control methods.

The filtering system required on 1966 model cars in California is

explained. The principle of the infrared spectrophotometric

analyzer for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons is discussed, and

the apparatus described.**

02373

D.E. Rounds

A BIOLOGICAL ASSAY METHOD FOR MIXTURES OF HYDROCARBONS USING HUMAN

CELLS IN TISSUE CULTURE. Preprint. (Presented at the Fifth

Conference of Methods in Air Pollution Studies,
California State Dept. of Public Health, Los Angeles,
Calif., Jan. 31, and Feb. 1, 1963.)

It was observed that serial dilutions of hydrocarbons altered
the growth rate of human fetal lung cells and an established line

conjunctival elements. Growth reached a maximum rate when a
chloroform extract of exhaust from an idling automobile was

diluted to 0.005 of the stock concentration. The exhaust from

the same automobile, after passing through a catalytic filter,
showed a peak growth effect with a dilution of 0.025. From

these data it was estimated that the exhaust device removed
approximately 80% of biologically active hydrocarbons.
Applications of the bioassay method to other problems are

discussed. (Author summary) **

02405

AIR-GUARD SYSTEM FOR CONTROL OF EXHAUST EMISSION. American

Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich. 1965. 13 pp.

American Motors' Air-Guard System for exhaust emission
control was designed specifically to meet the State of
California requirements which are based on its
photochemical-type smog. In 1959, the California legislature
enacted an addition ot the Health and Safety Code called
',Standards for Ambient kir and Motor Vehicle Exhaust.
This legal requirement was adopted December 4, 1959. To meet

the State's standards for exhaust emissions, the Air-Guard
System vas developed and designed to reduce the emission of
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide from the engine exhaust.

All of American Motors' Six and V-8 engines are equipped
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with the system. According to California law, 1966 model cars
registered in the. State must be equipped with an exhaust
emission control system approved by the California Motor
Vehicle Pollution Board. On July 14, 1965 the Board approved
American Motors' Air-Guard System after determining that it
meets all requirements under the California law. The purpose of
this publication is to assist service operators to properly service
and maintain the Air-Guard SysteM in order to assure its optimum
performance for controlling exhaust emission. (Author abstract)AA

02411

EVAPORATIVE LOSS CONTROL DEVICE. Esso Research and
Engineering Co., Linden, N.J. 1966. 31 pp.

The ELCD (an acronym for evaporative loss control device) is a
development of the Esso Research and Engineering Company,
Linden, New Jersey. Its function is to prevent the evaporative
emissions of hydrocarbon fuel from automotive vehicles, an air
pollution problem of growing significance. Based op a
convehicles, an air pollution problem of growing significance.
Based on a controlled adsorption-desorption cycle the ELCD traps
those hydro.:arbon vapors which would normally be lost to the
atmosphere and later feeds them into.the engine under controlled
conditions such that they neither alter engine operation nor
increase exhaust emissions of unburned hydrocarbons. A

comprehensive treatment of the ELCD system and its components,
the prinoiples on which it operates, performance data
on equipped cars (including evaporative control and exhaust
emission analysis) , the most current available information on
lite of this system and a design section which treats the
flexibility inherent ot the controlling parameters of this system,
are described. (Author introduction)t*

02442

G. R. Frysinger

A HYDROCA'RBON-AIR FUEL CELL USING AN ACID ELECTROLYTE. Army
Engineer Research and Development Labs., Fort' Belvoir, Va.,
Electrical Power Division. 11 pp., June 1966

CFSTI,DDC AD 634677

The utilization of liquid hydrocarbon fuels in a fuel cell to
produce electrical power is of high practical internst. The
ability to utilize the liquid hydrocarbon fractions available from
conventional petroleum refineries at energy conversion efficiencies
of 40-60% has the eIfect of greatly increasing the usable energy
content of our proven petroleum resources. A new fuel cell
concept which utilizes a phosphoric acid electrolyte offers a
highly compact fuel cell assembly which can be used in a very
highly simplified system for the generation of d. c. electrical
power from hydrocarbon fuels. Either the hydrocarbon can be
reached directly at the electrodes in an anodic oxidation reaction
or the active hydrogen of the hydrocarbon molecules can be
liberated by a hydrocarbon-stem reforming reaction and the
hydrogen subsequently reacted at the fuel cel anode. The
objective of this paper is to describe the electrode processes
involved in each of these alternatives and to discuss the
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hydrocarbon-air fuel cell system which is now possible, based on .
the recent achievements from U.S. Army research investigations.
(Author abstract) ##,

02474

G. Bergshoeff'

IMPROVED ABSORBERS T. R SAMPLING AIR CONTAMINANTS. Intern. J.

Air Water Pollution 10, (9) 62931, Sept. 1966.

In a discussion on the Technical Note of SKASE (1965a)
and the Letters to the Editor of NASH (1965) and MARTIN
(1965) attention is drawn to a six-fold absorber with special
pump-case, published by the author in the DUTCH CHEMISCH WEEKBLAD

in 1961. The advantages of this absorber over that of SKARE
(1965a) are discussed, and some suggestions for further
improvement are given. (Author abstract)##

02541

(SCIENTIFIC METHODS.AND TECHNIQUES. TO DECREASE THE youtmoN OF
THE ENVIRONMENT, THROU.GH INHALATION OR INGESTION, AND OF
ACOUSTICAL "NUISANCES.") Moyens scientifigues et
techniques,de diminuer la pollution des milieux inhales ou ingeres
et des "nuisances" acoustigues. (Chapter 3: es pollutions '

et "nuisances" d'origine industriel).e et urbaine. Tome 1. Leur
prevention et les Troblems scientifiques et techniques qu'elle
pose en France.) Premier Ministre, Delegation generale a, la .

recherche scientifique et technique. 'June 1966. pp. 47-.59.

The functioning of chlorophyll in the course of photosynthesis in
leaves of plants serves as.a method of air purification of
sufficient importance to consider its use in control. Vegetation,
like men and animals, can sustain a considerable amount of damage
to the point where the threshold limit of absorption of toxic .

substances is exceeded. The three gases causing the most
damage to vegetation are carbon monoxide, the sulfur oxides, and
those containing fluorine. Also to be considered are acid
"smog", toxic "smog", ozone, and nitrogen oxides. Other
industrial pollutants which have a toxic influence, but less
sever and localized, are dusts, hydrogen sulfides, hydrochloric

acid, etc. Ethylene and carbon monoxide cause great damage to the
growth hormones, particularly auxin. The effects of S02,
S03, and H2504 are related to the quanity of gas emitted, the
degree of resistance of the species,,their state of 'development,
and the various environmental conditions. The sensitivity of
vegetation to the action of sul.fur gases varies essentially as a
function of the speed of absorr.tion of the gas by the leaves.
Through experimentation it has been found that the plant species:
which are most sensitive to S02 are chickweed, Alfalfa, barley,
oats, wheat, rhubarb, lettuce, endive, spinich,;cabbage, and
tobacco. Apples, apricots, peaches, grapes, corn, and beans are
lesS sensitive, whereas the floral species.,such as gladiolus, rose,
and lilac offer considerable resistance.. Aquatic vegetation is
often used as purifying means for polluted streams.. Subsoils
purify themselves of pollutant materials 'in various ways, including
uptake by vegetation-and dispersion in the soil with nain water,
etc. In a section. on means of decreasing the inhaled pollutants.
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the following are mentioned: dust collectors, norma methods of
dispersion in the atmosphere, fumes from domestic fires, auto
exhaust fumes, fuel additives, improvement of combustion in
engines, recycling of crankcase gases, post-combustiO appliances,
and redesigning of motors. Also given in this section (Chapter
3) is some similar information on ingested pollutants and on
prohlers of Doise ##

02600

N. Y. Yansheva, I. S. Kireeva, and N. N. Serzhantova

THE PROBLEM OF REMOVING THE CARCINOGENIC PROPERTIES OF BRICK
COAL. (K voprosu o dekantserogenizatsii ugollnykh briketov.)
Byg. Sanit. 29, (10) 13-6, Oct. 1964..

CFSTI: TT65-50023/10

3,4 benzpyrene was found to be present in coal pitch from various
byproduct coke plants of the Ukraine, and in coal briquets in the
production of which pitch was used,a binding material. It was
shown that the use of a smaller amount ot pitch in briquet pressing
did not markedly reduce the 3,4-benzpyrene content in briquets.
3,4-benzpyrene was likewise detected in the bitumen produced by
Kherson oil refinery, however, its content in briquets made with
addition of petroleum bitumen was several-fold lower than in'
briquets with pitch. Thermic treatment of briquets proved to be
highly effective for decreasing benzpyrene content in the
product. (Author abstract)**

02637

C. L. Goodacre

BRIEF SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE RELATING TO EXHAUST GAS CONTROL BY.
MEANS OF ENGINE MODIFICATION (PART III OF ATMOSPHERIC .

POLLUTION: A SURVEY OF SO(E ASPECTS OF THE EMISSIONS FROM
PETROL-ENGINED VEHICLES AND THEIR TREATMENT). British
Technical Council of the Motor and Petroleum Industries,
England. Sept. 1965. pp. 65-74.

An appraisal is presented of published work on: air-fuel ratio;
ignition timing; power output and speed; value overlap;
combustion chamber deposits; manifold vacuum; carburetion;
combustion chamber shape; engine cycle variations; spark plugs and
electrical equipment; and pressure fuel systems.**

02638

R. A. C. Fosberry

EXHAUST SYSTEM DEVICES FOR PETROL-ENGINED VEHICLES (PART IV OF
ATMOSPHERIC POLIUTION: A SURVEY OF SOME ASPECTS OF THE
EMISSIONS FROM PETROL-ENGINED VEHICLES AND THEIR TREATMENT).
British Technical Council of the Motor and Petroleum
Industries, England. Sept. 1965. pp. 75r-92.

The major work on devices in exhaust systems has been on their
use for the oxidation of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. A, .

common feature of all these,devices is that air is added to the
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exhaust stream in order to allow combustion to take place; 3
methods of combustion are used, leading to 3 types of devices:
Catalytic converters, Direct flame afterburners, and Manifold
air oxidation systems. Devices on which results have been
published have almost exclusively been related to the requirements
of the Californian legislation for the control of exhaust
emissions; thus it is convenient to discuss performance where
possible in relation to the requirements laid down by California.
These requirements are broadly that in 12,000 miles of normal
driving the average emissions (as measured during a specified
driving cycle carried out at intervals in the 12,000 mile test)
should not exceed 275 ppm hydrocarbon (measured as hexane on a
nondispersive infra-red gas analyser) and 1.5% carbon monoxide;
certain criteria including ones on reliability, noise, odour and
safety are also stipulated. Five devices (4 catalytic and one
direct flame) have been approved by the Californian
M.V.P.C.B. as meeting their reguirements; brief details of
these devices and of their performance in the California tests are
given. A lesser amount of work has been published on the
reduction of oxides of N in exhaust gases. The present relative
status of the different devices is discussed.**

02648

M. Kuhn and R. Tomingas

ATTEMPTS TO PREVENT THE FORMATION OF POLLUTANTS IN THE EXHADc
GASES OF TWO-STROKE ENGINES AND DIESEL ENGINES BY ACTIVATING
COMBUSTION WITHIN THE ENGINE. Staub (English Translation)
25 (3) 2-17, B. 1965.

CFSTI TT66-51044/3

Combustion in two-stroke Otto engines and the diesel engine can
be influenced by chemical fuel additives in such a way that
oxidation is catalyzed and the side reactions of dehydrogeaation
and cyclization are suppressed. In the two-stroke engine it was
possible largely to reduce the formation of benzpyrene by using
salts and chelates of polyvalent metals, in particular manganese,
and to prevent it completely by means of ether and ether-like
additives. For precipitation of the oil mists and soot particles
the uadhesive oil methodu was employed. In the expPriments the
two-stroke engine was selected first; checking of the results by
experiments on four-stroke engines is in preparation. In the case
of the diesel engine it has been possible to achieve a reduction
in soot formation with overloading by 10 to 15%. (Author
summary)**

02725

A. P. Banner and E. M. Ilgenfritz

DISPOSAL OF COAL TAR PITCH DISTILLATE OBTAINED FROM CARBON
BAKING FURNACE BY CATALYTIC COMBUSTION. Preprint. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 13, (12) 610-2, Dec. 1963.
(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963, Paper No.
63-34.)

The air pollution problems associated with coal tar pitch fumes
evolved in the manufacture of baked carbon cannot be tolerated due
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to odor of fumes which contain pyrene, phenanthrene, fluorene,
chrysene and related aromatic compounds. Elimination of coal
tar fumes was obtained by catalytic destruction at a temperature of
550 C. Complete destruction of aromatic compounds is realized
with some unburnt free carbon discharged to the atmosphere.
Choice of installation was based upon economics and ability to
eliminate fumes. Preliminary data were obtained from work on a
pilot unit. (Author abstract)**

02737

J. J. Feenan, R. B. Anderson, H. W. Swan, and L. J.

E. Hofer

CHROMIUM CATALYSTS FOR OXIDIZING AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (4) 113-7, Apr. 1964.
(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963.)

The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the Public Health
Service, Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, has
investigated the feasibility of using various metals and metal
oxides as catalysts for the removal of the noxious components of
automotive exhaust gases. The phase of this program reported

. here is the study of chrcmia-on-alumina catalysts for the oxidation
of Co and hydrocarbons as represented by isopentane in a
continuous flow system. Agueous solutions of four comPounds of
Cr were tried as impregnating media for an alumina support to
study their effect on physical and catalytic properties of the
finished supported catalyst. Catalysts prepared from ammonium
dichromate were considered to be superior to the other preparations
on the basis of uniform dispersion of Cr within the support and
on activity. Preparations containing 0,1,2,4, and 8 percent Cr
were prepared and tested. The activity increased up to 4 percent
with little or no improvement at 8 percent. Three-component
catalysts containing in addition to chromia and alumina, small
amounts of Co, Ag, Mn, Co, and Fe were prepared and tested.
Chromia-alumina catalysts containing Ag or Cu were more active
than catalysts containing chromia-alumina alone in oxidizing Co
at temperatures from 200 to 500 C; chromia-alumina catalysts
containing Ag were more active in oxidizing isopentane. (Author
abstract)**

02753

R. Lawrence, III, E. Elsevier, L. A. Ripperton

THE EFFECT OF OPERATING VARIABLES ON AUTOMOTIVE HYDFOCARBONS
EMISSIONS. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (4) 126-9,
Apr. 1964.

The effect of varying engine load, air-fuel ratio, spark timing,
and compression ratio on a blocked, single cylinder, gasoline
engine was investigated with relationship to the production of
unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust gas. The study was conducted
on a fully instrumented CFR engine. An increase in engine Ioad
caused no significant change in hydrocarbon eission. At the
theoretical optimum air-fuel ratio the unburned hydrocarbons were
at a minimum. Advancing the spark timing caused a decrease in the
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hydrocarbon content. An increase in the compression ratio caused
an increase in the exhaust gas hydrocarbon content. (Author
abstract) **

02764

H.R. Rowe

RECOVERY OF ORGANIC SOLVENT FROM POLLUTED AIR. Preprint.

(Presented at the 56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963, Paper No. 63-

33.)

Many volatile organic solvents can be recovered profitably from

the air in and exhausted from industrial plants by activated

charcoal solvent recovery equipment. In some cases, the
recovered solvents are of better quality than the original

purchased material. Proper use of solvent recovery equipment can

prevent air pollution, eliminate fire and health hazards, and

reduce manufacturing costs. (Author abstract)**

02973

G. Schiemann

REDUCING THE EMISSION OF SMALL OIL-FIRING UNITS WITH SPECIAL
EMPHASIS ON CONTROL METHODS. Staub (English Transl.) 25,

(11) 2-10, NOV. 1965.
CFSTI TT 66-51040/11

In the case of small oil firing installations the type and
concentration of emissions depend on the combustion process.
Noxious.effects are mainly caused by soot and aromatic
hydrocarbons. Investigations into the possibility of reducing
these emissions show that the most convenient solution of the
problem is as complete a combustion of all combustible emission
components as possible. Practical experience indicates that the
present technical methods permit improvements to be achieved.
Control methods used in heating operations are here of particular
importance because of their effects on combustion. (Author
summary)**

03145

W. P. Calvert

AN ABSORBENT FOR PROVIDING CLEAN AIR IN SUBMARINES. Navy
Marine F:ngineering Lab., Annapolis, Md. (MEL Rept. No.
340/66) . AUG. 1966. 18 PP.

CFSTI AD 639 583

The components to be removed from the foul air of a submarine
atmosphere include moisture, CO2 and H2, each in a range up to
about.3% by volume, and lesser guantities of contaminations which
are off-gases from men and materials. These latter include the
halogenated hydrocarbons, other hydrocarbons, CO, sulfur gases,
nitrogen compounds, etc, which are in high concentration at their
originating sources but may average to only a few parts per
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million in the total atmosphere. Occasional situations may occur
when much larger quantities of these components enter a submarine's
atmosphere. /n addition it is necessary to remove certain
airborne solids and liquids (i.e., dusts, smokes, aerosols, haze,
bacteria, viruses, etc). Since adsorbents separate gases and
vapors and filter airborne solid and liquid particles from a foul
air steam, their capabilities are broadly inclusive. Cocoanut
shell carbon is the adsorbent now widely used by the U. S.

Navy for vents, filters, gas masks, etc. MS 544 is a sodium
aluminosilicate adsorbent which, recently, became a commercial
product. It is able to withstand thermal treatment in air during
repeated activation to desired adsorbency status. It flows easily
. An air purification process may need easy flowing adsorbent.
This material is an example of the inorganic adsorbents presently
available. Investigation of adsorbents included comparison of
active carbon with an active inorganic adsorbent (Ms 544) for
the removal of Freon-11, Freon-12, CO2, H2, moisture, and
background gases and vapors from prepared streams of foul air.0
Adsorption, various desorptions, and heat activation were
programmed in tests to compare the two adsorbents. Pressure
decrease and clean air purge effects are included. /t was
concluded that (1) MS 544 is a safer adsorbent than carbon in a
regenerative process and will remove more unwanted components frc,m
foul air, (2) termination of throughput in an air-purification
adsorbent process is dependent upon the nature of the gaseous
components which are to be removed from foul air; (3) moisture is a
principal adsorbate in an airpurification adsorption process; (4)

heating is necessary for rapid desorption and for complete
activation prior to subsequent adsorption in a regenerative
air-purification adsorption process.A*

03266

G. C. Hass, D. R. Olson,' J. N. Pattison, M. P.
Sweeney, and M. Brubacher

THE EFFECT OF COMMERCIAL TUNEUPS ON AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST EMISSIONS
(PRELIMINARY REPT.) . Proc. Tech. Meeting West Coast
Section, Air pollution Control Assoc., 3rd, Monterey,
Calif., 1963. 63-75 pp.

An exhaust test was conducted on the car as received. The car
was sent out for tuneup and returned for the "after tuneup"
exhaust test. The cars were then returned to the owners with
specific instructions for them to observe their normal maintenance
habits during the year. The cars are then to be brought back at
intervals of 3, 6 and 12 months for exhaust testing only. The
owners were also asked to keep a record of maintenance costs for a
period of one year. One hundred vehicle owners not involved in
the test program are also keeping a record of maintenance costs for
one year to provide a comparison. Little, if any, improvement in
average exhaust emissions can be accomplished by a conventional
tuneup. Little, if any, improvement in average exhaust emissions
can be accomplished by ordinary dealer tuneups with specific "
attention to items affecting emissions. If significant reductions
in exhaust,emissions are to be accomplished .by engine maintenance,
techniques and skills must be VOgraded over current levels.**
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03339

S. Calvert.

BASIC STUDY OF AIR POLLUTION CGITROL WET SCRUBBERS. (INTERIM
PROGRESS REPT.) Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park,
Center for Air Environment Studies. 268 pp. Sept. 1, 1966

The specific aims, method of procedure, and significance of the
research are reviewed. Reprints of work reported since January
1964 are appended; their titles are: "Design of Baffled Conduit
Particle Collectors" "Entrained Particle Collection in Packed
Beds" "Particle Collection in Packed Beds" "A Technique for
Determining Particle Penetration - Diameter Relationships"
"Removal of Small Particles from Air by Foam" "Gas Sorption
by Suspensions of Activated Carbon in Water" "Absorption by
Bubblers in Series" "Sorption by Suspensions in a Sieve Plate
Column" "Deposition of Particles from a Turbulent Stream by
Thermal Force" "Deposition of Particles from a Turbulent
Stream by means of Thermal Force" "Particle Collection in
Secondary Flows" "Aerosol Sampling with a Wide Port Prote"
Reprints of work reported before but published since 1964: "Gas
Absorption in a Ribbon-Grid Column*, "Mass Transtqr in
Horizontally Moving Stable Aqueous Foams" "Gas Absorption in
a Fin-Wall Conduit" and "Experimental and Analytical Study of
Plate-Type Gas Absorber Dynamics"##

03365

E. Kanz

DUST AS A GERM CARRIER IN WORKING ROOMS. STAUB (English
Transl.) (Duesseldorf) 26, (8) 10-5, Aug. 1966.

CFSTI, TT 66-51159/8

The importance of dust containing germa in working places is
discussed. In addition to sales rooms and other types of public
places, various industrial establishments have dust problems.
In particular, they are found ia chemical plants where large-scale
microbiological processing takes place, as in the production of
citric and lactic acids; also this problem occurs in pharmaceutical
plants producing antibiotics, and in packing and food plants.
Hospitals also have to be concerned with controlling dusts. Four
methods of air sterilization are discussed. These include UV
heating ventilation, UV ceiling radiation, triethylene glycol
evaporation and triethylene cold aerosol generation.##

03456

M. W. Jackson W. M. Wiese and J. T. Wentworth

THE INFLUENCE OF AIR-FUEL RATIO, SPARK TIMING AND COMBUSTION
CHAMBER DEPOSITS ON EXHAUST HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS. General
Motors Corp., Research Labs. 29 pp. (Presented during
National Automobile Week, Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12-16, 1962.)

Investigations of air-fuel ratio and spark timing were carried out,
using: (1) a laboratory single-cylinder engine, (2) a passenger
car operated at 30 nph road load (cruise) and 0) passenger cars
operated in accordance with the conditions specified'in the
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California Standards for Motor Vehicle Exhaust Emissions.
The study of combustion chamber deposits was limited to tests in a
single-cylinder engine and in a passenger car operated according
to the California Standards. Air-fuel ratio was found to have a
significant effect on exhaust hydrocarbon emission. However, the
problem of vehicle surge,u associated with leaner air-fuel
ratios, may present a practical limitation to reductions that
otherwise might be obtainable. Retarding the spark timing was
generally found to reduce exhaust hydrocarbon emission in both a
single-cylinder engine and in passenger cars. Reductions
achieved by this method, however, will be accompanied by losses in
fuel economy. The effects of leaning the air-fuel ratio and
retarding the spark timing were additive when used in combination
and consequently produced large reductions in exhaust hydrocarbon
content. The fuel economy effects tend to offset each other when
both methods of hydrocarbon reduction are used. The accumulation
of combustion chamber deposits in both a single-cylinder engine
and in a passenger car caused a significant increase in exhaust
hydrocarbon content. The hydrocarbon emission measured by means
of a nondispersive infrared analyzer sensitized to n-hexane was
always less than the total emission measured with a
flame-ionization analyzer. The ratios of the values obtained with
the flame-ionization analyzer to those obtained with the infrared
analyzer ranged from 1.5 to 5.5. Variations in air-fuel ratio had
little effect on this ratio but retarding the spark timing caused
it to increase markedly. This suggests that spark timing has a
significant influence upon the type of hydrocarbons in exhaust.**

03536

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTION III. (A REPORT TO THE U.S. CONGRESS IN
COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC LAW 88-206, THE CLEAN AIR AC1.)
Preprint. 1965.

Reduced exhaust emissions of hydrocarbons and CO have
become a reality in California with the introduction of the
1966-model passenger cars and light commercial vehicles.
Recognition of the need for still further control measures is
evidenced by the adoption of nitrogen oxide standards by the
California Board of Health. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare is implementing the new responsibilities
and authorities conferred by the Motor Vehicle Air
Pollution Control Act. Standards for the control of
emissions from gasoline-fuelled vehicles are being developed
accordingly, to become effective with the 196 8 models. Some
additional technical information has become available.
Further studies of the effect of ambient temperature on exhaust
emissions indicate that low temperatures tend to inCrease
hydrocarbons and CO, particularly following cold-engine starts.
Preliminary results obtained from a study of the effect of leaded
fuels indicate that combustion chamber deposits may not
significantly affect the quantities of hydrocarbons and CO
emitted in exhaust gases. A survey being conducted to measure
CO levels in urban communities suggests that human exposure
to CO may be greater than routine atmospheric monitoring data had
indicated. A number of new projects are being initiated by the
Government to atudy the performance characteristics of production-
type exhaust emission controls in varied environments, to develop
more definitive data on exhaust emissions from small cars and
diesel-powered vehicles, to learn more about human tolerance of
lead and CO, and to effect control of oxides of nitrogen.
An expansion of industry research in automotive air pollution
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and its control is indicated by the recant activities of
technical associations. (Author summary) 00

03645

S. J. Leach

VENTILATION OF ADVANCE HEADINGS. Colliery Eng. (London)
43(514):510-516, Dec. 1966.

Ventilation to remove methane from advance headings of mines is
discussed; ventilation must dilute the methane to below 5%, its
lower inflamable limit. The follbwing points are discussed: (1)
the "general body concentration" (concentration obtained when
methane and air are completely mixed) given by other ventilating
systems, (2) the systems giving the best mixing of methane
emitted in and near the heading, (3) the meana of restarting the
fans if accidentally stopped and methane was accumulated, (4)
the interaction of the advance heading ventilation with the main
ventilation, and (5) the control of respirable dust. A

discussion is also given on ventilation of roof layers where the
volume of inflammable gas is greater than on walls or floor.##

03762

Spencer, F., Jr. N. Kayne, M. F. Le Due and J. H.
Elliott

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE CONTROL OF ORGANIC EMISSIONS FROM
PROTECTIVE COATING OPERATIONS (INTERIM REPT. NO. 2). Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District, Calif.
Jan. 1959. 40 pp.

This report discusses the equipment and procedures used in the
evaluation of control equipment for solvent vapors from surface
coating processes. A pilot plant which was used to recover
organic solvents by means of activated carbon is described. Of
the control methods evaluated, adsorption with activated carbon
offers the sreatest promise. The advantages of the activated
carbon system are: (1) recovers solvent vapors in all
concentrations below the flammable range; (2) recovers all types
of volatile solvents; (3) recovers solvents efficiently in the
presence of water vapor; (4) recovers solvent vapors with high
overall efficiency; (5) operation of the equipment is simple; (6)
the equipment is sufficiently flexible for all types of surface
coating operations. Five complete adsorption-desorption cycles
were completed. The adsorption efficiency before reaching
saturation averaged 92 percent, while the desorption efficiency,
based on solvent recovery vs. solvent adsorbed during the
individual run, averaged 57 percent. Poor steam distribution is
believed responsible for the incomplete' desorption and the
equipment is being modified to improve the stripping of the carbon.
It is planned to investigate another fixed bed unit and one moving
bed un
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03763

E. F. Spencer, Jr., N. Kayne, M. F. LeDuc, and J. H.

Elliott

EXPERIMENTAL PRCGRAM FOR THE CONTROL OF ORGANIC EMISSIONS FROM
PROTECTIVE COATING OPERATIONS. Los Angeles County Air
Pollution Control District, Calif. July 19 59. 37 pp.

This report discusses the progress made in an experimental
program designed to determine the degree to which the emission of
solvent vapors from surface coating spra ying operations can be
controlled by adsorption with activated carbon. Twenty-two runs
have been made to date with single solvents and multi-component
solvent mixtures, representative of industrial formulations. The
experimental work has shown that the control of organic emissions
from surface coating operations by adsorption with activated carbon
is technically feasible. Single solvents or combinations of
solvents in low concentrations are adsorbed with high overall
efficiency. Solvents immiscible with water are recovered with
high efficiency. The desorption of mineral spirits appears to be
the most formidable economic factor as the required desorption
temperature is high and the value of the recovered solvent is low.
A small experimental test oven to investigate surface coating
oven emissions has been installed. Various surface coatings and
resin products will be processed.08

03796

K. C. Stein, J. J. Feenan, G. P. Thompson, J. F.

Shultz, L. J. E. Hofer, and R. B. Anderson

CATALYTIC OXIDATION OP HYDROCARBONS (AN APPROACH TO AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL) . Ind. Chem. Eng. '5 2, (8) 671-4, Aug.

1960. (Presented at the Division of Petroleum Chemistry, 135th
Meeting Chemical Society, Boston, Mass., Apr. 1959.)

The hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases from automobile engines are
a major source of the eye irritating smog occurring in urban
areas. Catalytic oxidation applied where the pollutants originate
in the individual vehicle is one of the methods of control. In a
search for suitable catalyst components, a large number of metal
oxides in granular form, unpromoted and unsupported, have been
investigated by a new microcatalytic technique based on gas
chromatography. The most active of the catalysts were, arranged
in order of decreasing effectiveness, the oxides of cobalt, nickel,
manganese, chromium, and iron. It is probable that different
forms or preparations of the same oxide would have different
activities. In general, the higher molecular weight hydrocarbons
were more easily oxidized than the lower. Hydrocarbons of a
given carbon number increased in reactivity according to the series
: aromatic, branched paraffin, alicyclic, normal paraffin,
olefinic acetylenic. Fortunately, the olefinic hydrocarbons
generally considered the most undesirable are relatively easy to

remove. OW

03797

R. C. Stein, J. J. Feenan, L. J. E. Hofer, and R.

B. Anderson
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CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS (TESTS OF SINGLE OXIDES AND
SUPPORTED CATALYSTS IN A MICROCATALYTIC REACTOR). Bureau of
Mines, Washington, D.C. (Bulletin 608.) 1963. 22 pp.

Pure oxides and catalysts supported on alumina were tested for
activity in the oxidation of hydrocarbons in a microcatalytic
reactor. The active components, oxides or metals, for oxidation
of hydrocarbons were found in the transition series and in the
lanthanide and actinide series. Partly completed d- or f-electron
shells seem to be a criteria for high activity. The 10 most
active elements in the 2 series of catalysts, in decreasing order
of activity, were: (I) Single Oxides (Codin,Ni,Cr,Fe,Ce,
Ti,Th,Al,Cu); and (II) Supported Catalysts (Cr,Pd,Ru,
Ag,Mn,V,Pt,Fe,U,Cu). The average reactivity of
hydrocarbons in catalytic oxidation was found to decrease in the
following order: 1-pentyne, n-hexane, 2-pentene, cyclohexane,
n-pentane, 2,3-dimethylbutane, benzene, isopentane, and methane.
Some catalysts were unusually effective in oxidizing particular
hydrocarbons. The appendix presents data obtained by the same
method for the catalytic oxidation of methane. The same general
order of activity of catalysts was found in the oxidation of
methane and C(5) and C(6) hydrocarbons. (Author summary
modified)VW

03851

L. Raymond

AIR POLLUTION AND THE AUTOMOBILE. L'Inquinamento
Atmosferico e l'Automobile. Fumi Polveri (Milan) 6, (9) 235-
45, Sept. 1966. Text in It.

The differences in air pollution between London (or New York)
and Los Angesles are tabulated. The type of smog in
London is due mainly to particulate matter in the atmosphere
and is usually aenser at night, while that of Los Angeles is
due mainly to photosynthesis and photochemical reactions and is
more frequent in the day time. The Department of Public
Health of the state of California decided that a reduction of
80% of hydrocarbons and 60% of carbon oxides is necessary.
The following rules to limit vehicular gas emissions are:
hydrocarbons - 275 parts/million in volume (0.165 moles/100 atoms
of carbon); carbon oxides - 1.5% in volume. The requirements of
gas purification equipment should be the following: The
equipment must be inexpensive and must function properly under
diverse climatic conditions for at least 12,000 miles. It must
be safe and well built and must not cause damage to the people.
Gas must not be allowed to leak to the passengers. The noise
level and the amount of gas consumed should not be higher than
in similar cars that do not use such equipment. Various equipment
of positive ventilation is illustrated, and methods to reduce gas
emissions are described.NO

03864

E. K. Daniels, J. R. Lutz, L. A. Castler

POLLUTION CONTROL AT FERNDALE, WASHINGTON. Proc. Am. Petrol.
Midyear Meeting, American Petrolium Inst. Division of
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Midyear Meeting, American Petroleium Inst. Division of
Refining, Los kngeles, Calif., May 14, 1958.)

Pollution control at the Ferndale, Wash., refinery of the
Genera] Petroleum Corporation involves the design and operation
of the various processes used to control liquid and air-borne
wastes. Every opportunity is taken to regenerate alkaline
solutions used in treating petroleum products, thus enabling reuse
of these solutions and providing a further reduction in the load
to the biological-oxidation units. When strong spent
caustic and potassium cl.esylate treating solutions are no longer
effective, they are enriched with the addition of excess
hydrogen sulfide or cresylic acid, respectively, prior to
sale. The use of stripped hydrogen sulfide gases in the spent
caustic sulfiding tower has helped to reduce the quantity of this
gas that has to be burned and, consequently, has reduced the
emission of sulfur dioxide to the atmosphere. Floating-roof tanks
are used extensively at the refinery to conserve hydrocarbons and
reduce emissions to the atmosphere. The incineration and flare
systems are discussed.011

03872

E. P. Kropp R. N. Simonsen

SCRUBBING DEVICES FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL.
Paint Oil Chem. Rev. 115, (14) 11, 14, 16, July 3, 1952.
(Presented at the 45th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution and
Smoke Prevention Association of America, Cleveland, Ohio,
June 10, 1952.)

In cooperation with the municipal program, potential sources of
air pollution from refinery operations were investigated.
These investigations shoved that, in the Sohio operations, there
were three major sources of possible air pollution, as follows:
1. Acid Treating of Lubricating Oil Stocks; 2. Grease
Manufacture; 3. Asphalt Manufacture. Experimental work with
a pilot-model fog-filter type scrubber has established the
utility of this type unit for absorption of fatty-acid odors, and
sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide from air streams containing
these contaminants. Further work with tunits
these contaminants. Further work with units of this general type
may reveal other applications. As a result of this program,
commercial units are being installed for the control of sulfur
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and fatty-acid odors.
Reducing the steam concentration of asphalt-oxidizer fumes by
means of water sprays can increase the effective capacity of a
fume system to dispose of asphalt fumes by combustion.WW

03983

H. F. Hartmann, G. R. Brown, B. R. Kean

USE OF CHLORINE D/OX/DE TO REDUCE VAPOUR PHASE GUM IN TOWN GAS.
J. Inst. Fuel (London) 39, (307) 325-35, Aug. 1966.

Vapour phase gum, caused by the condensation of trace amounts of
nitric oxide, oxygen, and diolefins has caused troublesome
blockages of pilots and automatic contro:, devices of gas
appliances. This paper deals with the prevention of
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minimizing of gum in the gas by oxidation of the nitric
oxide by chlorine dioxide. It is shown that
chlorine dioxide will oxidize 95% or more of the nitric
oxide, in concentrations of up to at least 24 p.p.m. in less
thanntwo seconds, and that in favourable circumstances, gum
formation will consequently be reduced to quantities too small
to cause appliance complaints even though the reaction
products are not removed. A considerable amount of control is
necessary to make the process operate efficiently and successful
application in any particular case will depend on the proper
assessment of individual conditions. The protective measures
outlined in the paper were instrumental in eliminating
corrosion from the chlorine dioxide. (Author abstract modified) **

04013

K. H. Rhodes

PROJECT STRATOFIRE. S.A.E. (Soc. Automotive Engr.),
Preprint. (Presented at the Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 10-14, 1966.)

The reduction to practice of a stratified charge combustion system
for automotive engines in the form of a bolt-on competitive product
was attempted in 1960 and 1961, as part of an all-out company
program aimed at smog elimination. The system and devices that
resulted from this Walker Manufacturing Co. project showed
promise as a fuel economy system, but in the end held little
promise for smog reduction. Insights of Projects Stratofire
that led to definition changes, theory modifications, and finally
to the project cancellation are set forth. (Author abstract)**

04139

J. A. Kenagy

DESIGNING A "CLEAN ROOM" FOR PLASTIC PROCESSING. Mod.
Plastics 44, (3) 98-9, 171, Nov. 1966.

A solution to the problems of dust and fume control in a facility
handling epoxides, polyesters, and polyurethanes is outlined. A
room complying with Federal Standard 209 for a class 100 clean
room with laminar down-flow was built to contain casting,
encapsulating, and potting operations involving a variety of
plastics, hardeners, and catalysts. Exposure to irritating and
toxic materials, as well as the existence of a fire hazard in the
use of epoxy systems cured with benzyl dimethylamine, polyester
resin systems catalyzed by organic peroxides, and urethane systems
were involved. The hazardous fumes are removed by the exhaust on
the downdraft benches which discharges to the outside. The
quantity of acetone, amine hardeners, peroxides, and other
flammable or toxic materials is kept to a minimum in the roon. A
bank of five blowers recirculates the air from the space beneath
the floor grating to a plenum chamber in the ceiling where the air
is filtered before being returned through the ceiling. The air
contains zero particles per cubic foot of 0.5 micron and larger.
There is a pop-out escape door in addition to the regular door in
case of fire.**
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04179

Z. Hertvik and O. Kralik

GAS REMOVAL FROM BITUMINOUS COAL PITS IN THE OSTRAVA-KARVINA
DISTRICT. Czech. Heavy Ind. (Prague) 11, 34-6, 1966.

Degassing stations are used to remove gases from bituminous coal
mines, especially in reducing methane exhalation by an average of
30 per cent. The reduced exhalation makes possible an improved
venting of the pits, smaller air shafts, and thus reduced
investment costs. The pits are also prepared for more rapid
accessibility and for seam working. It becomes possible to use
electric power on a wider scale and thus reduce the use of
compressed air .A.ch is more expensive. The removal of mine gas
is controlled and the possibility vf its industrial utilization
investigated. Absolute safety of operation of the degassing
station is ensured by its perfect equipment with safety and control
devices. (Author summary modified) ##

04226

THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIR PUMP FOR THE GENERAL
MOTORS AIR INJECTION REACTOR SYSTEM. Gen. Motors Eng. J.
1966. pp. 30-5

The development of the General Motors Air Injection Reactor
system for controlling the concentrations of unburned
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in vehicle exhaust emissions
required engine modifications and the design of new compouents.
The most vital component in the system is the air pump, 3esigned
and manufactured by the Saginaw Steering Gear Division. The
pump developed by Saginaw engineers is a semi-articulated vane
type positive displacement pump. The design displacement is 19.3
cu in. per revolution with high volumetric efficiency and low
horsepower c'Jnsumption. Additional design criteria included
durability consistent with the life of the vehicle and satisfactory
performance without maintenance. (Author abstract)0A

04279

S. T. Gadomski

DRY-PACKED BEDS FOR THE REMOVAL OF STRONG-ACID GASES FROM
RECYCLED ATMOSPHERES. Naval Research Lab., Washington,
D.C., Chemistry Division. (ARE Rept. No. 6399.) Aug. 30,
1966. 6 pp.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 642 274

Under certain conditions, strong-acid gases can be formed in
recycled atmospheres by the combustion of halogenated hydrocarbons.
One control measure involves the use of a dry absorbent filter.
Li2CO3 has already been used as an absorbent in these filters as
a result of a screening test of a number of scavenger materials.
In this report the absorptive properties of some other potentially
useful materials were examined. Baralyme and soda lime were
superior to Li2CO3 in air at 76 deg F and over 50% R.H.,
while the silica-alumina catalyst with monoethanolamine (MEA)
ipregnant arid the silica-magnesia catalyst iere almost as
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effective as Li2CO3. However, Baralyme, soda lime, various
basic materials (MEA, gaseous NH3, Na2CO3, and quinoline)
supported on the silica-alumina catalyst, and the silica-magnesia
catalyst were all useless at 140 deg F. especially under dry
conditions. Li2CO3, therefore, still remains as the most
effective absorbent throughout till range of probable conditions.
(Author abstract)VM

04357

S. Dauer

(COMB(JSTION TRAINGLE FOR FLUE GASES FROM COMPOUND FURNACES.)
Das Verbrennungsdreieck fur Rauchgase aus Mischfeuernngen.
Brennstoff-Vaerme-Kraft (Duesseldorf) 17, (5) 232-7, May
1965. Ger.

In order to utilize high value fuels, residues of production
processes vhich are not sufficient for the pover production
needed, other fuels have to be used in addition and compound
furnaces become necessary. These type furnaces are available for
all sizes of steam generators and varied fuelds can be burned
either individually or combined in one combustion chamber. If
several combustion chambers are used, the flue gases, after the
combustion process, flow combined through the rest of the boiler
surface. However, incomplete combustion may result if flues of
various characteristics are used. The flue gases have to be
controlled and analyzed by chemical or physical methods. For this
analysis, a combustion diagram is of great value. The
construction of such a diagram is discussed in the following
equations: Equation of the enlarged combustion triangle by
occurrence of hydrogen in the flue gas. Equation of the enlarged
combustion triangle by occurrence of hydrogen in the flue gas.
Equation of the enlarged combustion traingle by occurrence of loss
of carbon. Equation of the enlarged combustion triangle by
simultaneous occurrence of hydrogen in the flua gas and loss of
carbon. nfluence of carbon loss on air proportion. Mixed
(compound) fuels. Mathematical formulas are given for thi-:
construction of a combustion traingle.1111

04374

K. Yamazaki and Nenryo Kyokaishi

EXHAUST CONTROLS FOR AIR POLLUTION. (J. Fuel Soc. Japan
Tokyo) 44, (460) 564-74, Aug. 1965. Jap.

Principal differences in the burning mechanisms of premixed and
diffusion flames are discnssed in relation to carbon or soot
formation in order to elucidate the nature of exhaust troll
gasoline or diesel engine vehicles. The contents of euNtust
pollutants (carbon onoxide, nitrogen oxide, hydrocarbons and
their incomplete combustion products) vary extensioly according to
the driving mode of vehicle operation, as in idling, accelerAtioL.
cruising end deceleration. it is important to note that
hydrocarbon emission is extremely remarkable in the deceleration
step. Diesel exhaust is rather clean compared to gasoline
exhaust. Exhaust control devices, catalytic and afterburner,
developed in Aerica are briefly reviewed. Improvement of the
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engine itself in. order to reduce incomplete combustion is
discussed. American estimations of future hydrocarbon eission
under exhaust controls are cited. (Author summary) **

04417

AUTO EXHAUST STANDARDS WILL TIGHTEN. Chem. Eng. News 44,
(20) 56-8, Hay 16, 1966.

Stricter standards regarding automobile exhausts are being sought,
necessitating a more sophisticated approach to control systems by
auto anufacturers. It is conjectured that controls based on
reactive hydrocarbons, rather t'Nan total nydrocarbons, are likely.
Many laboratories are presently assembling data on the reactivity
of various hydrocarbons, but uch more is needed. The continuing
work on the modification of engines to reduce the emission of
undesirable exhaust products is dest-ribed. The need for
standards regarding the emission of nitrogen oxides is
controversial. However, research is proceeding on possible ways
to control nitrogen oxides, concentrating primarily on catalytic
systems. A diagram illustrating the formation of photochemical
smog is included.**

04470L

R. H. Johns, R. P. Garwig, and M. Markels, Jr.

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS IN SPACE VEHICLE
ATMOSPHERES. Atlantic,Research Corp., Alexandria, Va.
May 1965. 70 pp.

DDC, AD 465 711

The general purpose vas to study the kinetics of oxidation of
various atmospheric contaminants by several catalysts. A

differIntial rate method was Itilized to deterine a reaction rate
that depended only on catalyst type and was therefore useful for
comparing catalyst performance independent of reactor geometry.
The oxidation of 0.1 per cent of methane and Freon 12 as
contaminants in air was investigated. A reactor and gas
preheater were devised which allowed precise temperature control.
Hopcalite, palladiu supported on aluina, vanadium pentoxide,
and silver permanganate were the catalysts considered. Palladium
vas found to te ore effective catalyst than Hopcalite for
oxidizing ethane. Palladiu vas also effective in oxidizing
Freon 12, but ;he catalyst was poisoned with respect to further
oxidation of methane. Differential rates at various
temperatures up to 600 F were determined to compare catalyst
performance. Neither vanadium pentoxide nor silver permanganate
significantly oxidized ethane at temperatnres up to 600 PA*

04529

R. J. Everett, L. W. Brewer, G. W. Edwards, A.

JUskievickz, T. A. Linn, Jr., R. 0. rills, and A. J.

Jack
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INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE HANDBOOK. Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N.
Mex., Industrial Hygiene Lab. (Rept. No. SC-RR-64-562.)
Feb. 1965. 152 pp.

This handbook covers procedures, devices, and equipment for
controlling possible occupational hazards at Sandia Corporation.
Occupational hazards are usually divided into two general
classifications: exposure to toxic chemical agents an(1 exposure
to physical agents or environmental factors. Chemica) agents can
onter the body by three methods: inhalation, skin coatact, or
ingestion. Inhalation and skin contact are the most important
because the majority of occupational diseases result from
inhalat4on of dusts, fumes, vapors, gases, and mist's or from skin
contact with chemical materials. Toxic materials, vhen inhaled,
are frequently rapidly absorbed into the blood or J.:Ito the fluids
in the lungs. A classification of the chemical agents is given
which is valuable for control perposes.e*

04535

R. G. Woodland, M. C. Hall, and.R. R. Russell

PROCESS FOR DISPOSAL OF CHLORINATED ORGANIC 'RESIDUES. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (2) 56-8, Feb. 1965.

A continuous process for the disposal of halogen-containing
organic residues has been developed. This process is based on the
decomposition of wastes into gaseous byproducts by high temperature
reactions with air and steam. The exit gnses, which are
essentially carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and hydrogen halides, can be
scrubbed with water, thereby completely eliminating atmospheric
pollution. A unique refractory-lined rel:uperative heat furnace
has successfully operated in this fashicn to iiispose of more than
20 million pounds of liquid reeidues (average decomposition:
60% C12; 35% carbon; and the remainder oxygen, hydrogen, and
others) during the last year. This process is cheaper than most
conventional disposal methods (i.e., vound burial) and offers the
added advantage of complete and permanent disposal. (Author
abstract)00

04558

D, P. Thornton, Jr.

PLATINUM OXIDATION CATALYSTS IN TIE CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION.
Platinum Metals Rev. 7, (3) 82-7, July 1963.

A description is given of the coutrol of noxious products in
waste gases by platinum catalysts. Platinum alloys are supported
on specially prepared alloy steed ribbons, formed into mat-like
beds of various sizes and sharets. Temperature required to
initiate catalytic oxidation is Uscussed. Several typical
applications are cited and scheatics are included.M4
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04581

I. M. Khanin, V. I. Yakoviev, M. B. Kartsynel

A SPRAY-TYPE BENZOIE SCRUBBER WITH RADIALLY-SLOTTED GAS
DISTRIBUTORS. Coke Chem. (USSR) (English Transl.)
(1) 30-5, 1965. Russ. (Tr.)

The aim was to present the results of a study'of the
aerodynamics of a new stage-type benzole scrubber with radially-
slotted gas distributors. It has been found that: 1. The
radially-slotted distributors distribute the stream quite evenly
across the scrubber, irrespective of how the gas is supplied
(radially alpha equlas 0 degrees, along a secant alpha equal 35
degrees, or tangentially alpha equals 90 degrees) ; 2.

Increasing the number of plates in the top and bottom rows of the
distributors from 8 to 16 does not affect the distribution of the
gas; 3. The gas distribution through the scrubber is impaired by
increasing the depth of the slots between the two rows of plate.
Although reducing the depth of the slots improves the
distribution, it also increases the resistance of the scrubber;
U. The distribution of the gas improves noticeably as
it passes through the distributors. There is no doubt that
recovery improves as the number of distributors (and,
consequently, the number of stages as well) increases; 5.

Increasing the flow rate of the gas does not substantially
affect the pattern of its distribution across the scrubber.
However, the resultant increased turbulence of the gas
jets emerging from the distributor slots improves the
absorption; and 6. The resistance of a commercial stage-type
scrubber with a gas throughput of 846)0 cu m/h would be 53 mm
water gauge. (Author conclusions modified)OO

04610

B. S. Chittawadgi and A. N. Voinov

MECHANISM OF ACTION OF FERROCENE ON SMOKE REDUCTION IN
DIFFUSION FLAME:. Indian J. Technol. (India) 3, (m) 209-11,

July 1965.

The effect of addition of ferrocene on the smoke point (maximum
height attained by a flame.when a fuel burns in a standard lamp
under standard conditions) of different fuels and on the formation
and growth of carbon particles in a 240 mm diffusion flae was
investigated. A standard smoke point apparatus was used, the
method used being similar to the one recommended in British and
Indian standards. The smoke points of the following fuels were
determined: benzene, isooctane, isooctane-benzene mixtura, diesel
fuel (cetane No. 50) and gasoline A-72 (octane No. 68) . The
change in smoke point with different concentrations of fecrocene
added to these fuels was determined also. Ferrocene increased the
smoke point of gasolines and diesel oils appreciably. It reduces
the size of carbon particles and increases their specific surface

area. It has been suggested that ferrocene catalytically
accelerates the rate of oxidation of carbon particles and thus

reduces the smoke formation in diffusion flames.**
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04628

T. V. L. Rao

DIESEL SMOKE. J. Inst. Engrs. (India) (Ca)Cutta) 46, (1)

5-19, Sept. 1965.

This paper studies the feasibility of improving the combustion
characteristics in a Diesel engine with a view to eliminate smoke,
suppress noise and reduce the cost of operation and maintenance.
Based on a study of the reaction kinetics of combustion and the
associated problems, the effects of secondary fuel injection and
film vapourization on the elimination of smoke are analyzed. The
other features of combustion in a Diesel engine, e.g.,
augmentation of supply of air and its utilization, atomization,
vapour formation, mixture distribution, provision of adequate
velocity to the air, and construction of the combustion chamber,
are also studied. (Author summary)**

014659

POLLUTION BY EXHAUST: U.S. LAW AND A U.K. SYSTEM. Engineering
(London) 203, (5260) 213-6, Feb. 10, 1967.

A British system for the control of toxic exhaust emissions which
is inexpensive promises excellent results and minimum power
loss. It is emphasized that California's problem with
photochemical smog and the meteorological conditions which result
in the continual recirculation of the air are extremely rare in
Europe. b8carbon monoxide is considered the more serious
problem. There has been a suggestion that the Los
Angeles atmosphere be analyzed before and after a two-day
ban on motor-cars to determine just how much pollution is caused
by car exhaust. A very important contribution can be made by the
Duplix induction system which employs a hot spot to assist
vaporization in the manifold during part-throttle conditions only.
The Zenith Duplex system vaporizes the fuel in a by-pass or
primary anifold during idling, part-throttle, and over-run
when emissions are at a maximum. At the same time, the primary
manifold is inoperative at full throttle, so maximum
power is virtually unaffected. Charts are given representing.
the California regulations based on cold starting, idling,
accelerating, and stopping to resemble normal city driving.
A typical emission trace is given showing hydrocarbon emission
from a standard 1200 cc engine during deceleration, acceleration,
cruising, and idling. The emission with the Duplex induction
system vas 377 ppm of hydrocarbons with only a minor peak at
aximum depression compared to 1638 ppm of hydrocarbons with
severe peaks .during deceleration.**

04771

L. J. E. Hofer, P. Gussey, and R., B. Anderson

SPECIFICITY OF CATALYSTS FOR THE OXIDATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
ETHYLENE MIXTURES. J. Catalysis 3, (1-6) 451-60, 1964.
(Presented at the Catalysis Club Spring Symposium, Pittsburgh
Pa., May 10, 1963.)
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The specificity of 5 different catalysts for the oxidation of
ethylene and carbon monoxide vas determined in a microcatalytic
reactor at temperatures from 50 to 600 C. On all 5 catalysts
CO oxidized more readily than ethylene. Complete removal of
CO occurred on the cobalt oxide at room temperature, on the
copper oxide-chromium oxide on alumina catalyst at 100 C, on both
copper oxide and iron oxide at 200 C, and on chromium oxide at 450
C. On cobalt oxide, iron oxide, chromium oxide, and the copper
oxide-chromium oxide on aluminum oxide the presence of CO
enhanced the oxidation of ethylene. Conversely the presence of
ethylene inhibits the oxidation of CO markedly in the case of
cobalt oxide and iron oxide. Significant chemisorption at any
temperature was not observed for chromium oxide or copper oxide.
The other 3 catalysts shoved significant quantities of
chemisorption for both ethylene and CO. With chromium oxide,
ferric oxide, and cobalt oxide, hydrogen vas produced in amounts up
to 2% of the hydrogen in the initial ethylene. (Author abstract)M

0483 8

R. D. Reed

CONTROLLED ENDO-EXOTHERMIC OXIDATION OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES. Pre-

(Presented at the Oklahoma State Univ. Conference on
Industrial Wastes, Stilleater, Nov. 16, 196 5.)

Time, temperature, and turbulence are factors in disposal by
oxidation. The deciding factor for design temperature is the
proximity of molecules of fuel to molecules of oxygen. Complete
combustion, as defined by the author, does not exist if 500 ppm of
the toxic or noxious material is in the flue gases. Average
target concentration at grade and downwind of the stack is in the
order of 0.10 ppm or perhaps less. The concentrations of
substances which will cause odor nuisance .are restated. The
residence time factor must provide for the tine interval required
for conversion of -the liquid to-the gaseous state. In disposal of
liquid streams and when aineral salts are present, the mineral
exits from. the furnace in the form of its oxide in sub-micron size
par ticles.#11

04856

E. Z. ?infer

FUEL OIL ADDITIVES FOR CONTROLLING AIR CONTAN/NANT EMISSIONS. J

Air Pollution Control Assoc. 17, (1) 43-5, .7an. 1967.

An addition of additives to fuel oils prior to cobustion is one
way of reducing combustible contaminant emissions to the outer air.
Reported test results show that some additives improve,
moderately, the combustive properties of fuel oils. Combustion is
also improved but to a lesser degree, in boiler systems that are
deficient in operatioa and .design. Being combustible, polynuclear
hydrocarbons emissions would be reduced by use of additives. ,

Other types of additives to reduce slagging and inhibit corrosion
from combustion of fuel oils are also available. The cost of
using additives is low. Improved additives are required,
especially, ones to,better combusticn in the deficient boiler.
systems. These can be found by research and literature surveys.
Their effectiveness and ,nontoxicity would be confirmed by ;
laboratOry and field teating. AAuthor abstract)**
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04871

V. N. Jones

THE ADSORPTION OF BENZENE VAPOUR FROM AN AIR STREAM, BY BEDS OF
CHARCOAL. II. THE RATE-CONTROLLING MECHANISM. J. Appl.
Chen. 16, 349-55, Dec. 1966.

The rate-controlling mechanisms discussed are: (i) mass transportof vapour in the air; (ii) an irreversible surface reaction,
controlled by a thin, stagnant layer of air around the charcoal
granules; (iii) a reversible surface reaction, also controlled by athin layer of air; (iv) diffusion of vapour into the granules.
In each case, a linear eguilibriu adsorption isotherm of benzene
vapour by charcoal is assumed. An electrical analogue of the
obtained are discussed. It is concluded that diffusion of vapour
into the granule as the rate-controlling mechanis, gives the best
description of the observed results. (Author abstract**

04874

V. N. Jones

THE ADSORPTION OF BENZENE VAPOUR FROM AN AIR STREAM, BY BEDS OF
CHARCOAL. I. THE MOST EFFICIENT PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE
BED. J. Appl. Chem. 16, 345-9, Dec. 1966.

Air is often cleaned by passing contaminated air through a
granular bed of an adsorbent such as charcoal. In such a
situation the rate of flow of air is fixed and there is an upper
limit to the physical size of the bed and an upper limit to the

. resistance of the bed to air-flow through it. The problem
considered is the optium size fo granule to be used in the bed
and the optimum shape of the granule, leading to the longest life-
time of the bed. An empirical answer to the problem is given for
the uptake benzene by a BCNU steam-activated charcoal; apparatus,
experiments and results used are described. The method of working
and the conclusion are applicable to any vapour/solid system.
(Author abstract)**

04888

K. J. Springer

INVESTIGATION OF DIESEL POWERED VEHICLE ODOR AND SMOKE (MONTHLY
PROGRESS REPT. NO. 2, FEB. UR - MAR. 15, 1967). Southwest
Research Inst., San Antonio, Tex., Vehicle Emissions
Research Lab. Mar. 26, 1967. 16 pp.

Progress is reported on: catalytic muffler evaluation; engin.
derating; exhaust dilution and oxidation; Jacobs engine brake;
fleet test of smoke suppressant; odor correlation chemistry;
statistical analysis; and humidity control.**
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04892

ARCO Chemical Co. Anaheim, Calif. Feb. 1967. 13 pp.

THE ATLANTIC RICHFIELD VEHICLE VAPOR RECOVERY SYSTEM.

The nature of the evaporation loss problem is briefly reviewed,
and the control system developed for reducing these losses is

described. All tank losses during vehicle operation are prevented
by eliminating the vent and using a non-venting or one-vay fill

cap. The ixture of air and hydrocarbon vapor, normally vented
from the tank, is ducted forward through a separate line to a
condenser where any liquid condensable at ambient temperature is
separated and returned to the tank. The uncondensed hylrocarbon
plus the air flows from the top of the condenser to the crankcase
ventilation system for induction into the engine where it is burned
as air-fuel mixture. Any vapor which say come from the tank
during the soak period is drawn into the crankcase by the slight
vacuum which accompanies the decline in temperature. Vapor and
excess liquid from the carburetor float bovl, resulting from
boiling of the fuel or from afterfill during a soak, is skimed
from the bowl and ducted to the condenser for separation. The
liquid flows to the fuel tank and the vapor to the crankcase by may
of the crankcase ventilation system. Only one avenue is open to
the atmosphere - the air cleaner - and the filter element partially

impedes the escape route.**

04899

H. D. Daigh and V. P. Deeter

CONTROL OF NITROGEN OXIDES IN AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST. API (Am.

Petrol. Inst.) Preprint. (Presented at a Session on
Automobile Exhaust Gas, 27th Ridyear Meeting, American
Petroleum Inst., Division of Refining, San Francisco, Calif.
May 17, 1962.)

Large differences exist in the concentration of nitrogen oxides
in the exhausts from different akes and models of vehicles and
for different modes of vehicle operation. Maximum quantities of
nitrogen oxides are emitted during high-speed cruising with large
incremental increases occurring for each 10-mph increase in speed.
Full-throttle acceleration is another mode of operation which
causes the emission of large quantities of nitrogen oxides.

Nitrogen oxides can be reduced by several methods. Modification
of ignition advance and carburetion and changes in fuel composition
reduced emissions but did not achieve the 80-percent reduction
vhich vas the goal of this investigation. Hovever, the use of
recycled exhaust gas vas effective, and reductions of 80 percent or
more were generally obtained. A modified system for recycling
exhaust gas vas developed which offers an operable, inexpensive
method for reducing emissions of nitrogen oxides. Adequate
vehicle.performance vas achieved by recycling the exhaust at
elevated temperatures and by designing the system to shut off the
flov at idle and wide-open throttle. Concentrations of carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons (the latter during deceleration only)
mere also reduced. Limited testing with this system did not
reveal any adverse. operating effects or abnormal deposit problems.
The results indicated that moderate changes can be made in the
ignition and carburetion of those vehicles requiring such changes
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with little sacrifice of nitrogen oxides reduction. Individual
inert gases, such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide, were equally
effective for reducing nitrogen oxides emissions. The
effectiveness appears to be due to a modification of the combustion
process resulting in lower peak temperatures. A thorough study
of combustion should be made to identify those conditions
influencing the combustion phenomenon and to determine the
optimus conditions for reducing the concentrations of nitrogen
oxides. (Author abstract)IN

04962

R. G. Lunche, E. E. Lemke, R. L. Weimer, and J. A.
Yerssen

AIR POLLUTION ENGINEERING IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Los Angeles
County kir Pollution Control District, Calif. July 1, 1966.
51 pp.

Los Angeles County, the largest heavily-industrialized,
semi-tropical area in the world, is afflicted with a serious and
well-publicized air pollution problem. This problea is
accentuated by average wind speeds of less than 6 miles per hr.,
and teaperature inversions on sore than 260 days per year, which
restrict dispersion of the air contaminants generated by the
activities of seven million people. Since 1939 population has
more than doubled, industry has expanded from approximately
6000 establishments to more than 20,000 in 1966, and automobile
registration, gasoline consumption and fuels usage have increased
sharply. In addition to nearly two decades of expenditures 11 the
District for research engineering and enforcement, industry has
expended during this same period 127 million dollars for the
installation of new control equipment units and 882 illion dollars
for basic production equipment. This program is preventing some
5085 tons of various air.contaminants from entering the Los
Angeles atmosphere each'Clay. Cf this total, control measures of
the petroleua industry are responsible for removing some 3425 tons.
The prohibition of burning of bigh sulfur fuels accounts for
another 535 tons. The ban on single chamber incinerators and open
burning prevents another 605 tons from entering the atmosphere.
The control of air contaminants from mineral and metallurgical
industries accounts for another 420 tons. Of the 5085 tons of
various air contaminants now prevented from entering the Los
Angeles atmosphere from stationary sources each day, 1195 tons are
hydrocarbons, 1320 tons are S02, 1945 tons are CO, 470 tons
are aerosols, and 155 tons are oxides of nitrogen. The program
will not be complete however, until effective control over the
gasoline-powered vehicle, fuel oil burning and organic solvent
usage is carried out.IN

05147

L. S. Caretto and K.'Nobe

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBONS WITH COPPER OXIDE. /I.
CYCLIC COPPOUNDS. California Univ., Los Angeles, Dept. of
Engineering. (Rept. 63-4.) 1963. 59 pp.

In order to extend the'study of the,effects of chain length,,
saturation, and structure on catalytic combustion of hydrocarbons
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applicable to catalytic afterburners for auto exhaust, kinetic
behavior pertaining to copper oxide catalytic activity vith cyclic
compounds vas investigated. The experimental apparatus consisted
of a bench scale catalytic reactor and preheater with controls on
flow and temperature and an electronic analyzer using a flame
ionization detector to measure the hydrocarbon concentrations into
and out of the reactor. Three compounds, benzene, cyclohexene,
and cyclohexane vere studied. The flow rates used ranged fors 130
liters/hour to 600 liters/hour measured at room temperature.
Initial concentrations used ranged from 190pps to 2000pps. The
lovest temperature at vhich oxidation vas measured vas 195 C.
The highest temperature used in the experiments vas 360 C; at
this temperature all compounds vere greater than 90 % oxidized.
The data vere found to fit an apparent half order rate equation
vith activation energies of 29.9, 26.6, and 14.5 kcal/mole for
benzene, cyclohexande, and cyclohexene, respectively. The
relative positions of the oxidation rates of benzene and
cyclohexane vere approximately the same; the benzene being greater
over the temperature range studied. The cyclohexene rate vas
initially greater than the benzene rate but as the temperature
increased, it became less than the benzene oxidation rate. In
error analysis indicated a lover limit vas set to the range ef
conversion measurements by the increase of experimental errors at
lover conversions. Diffusion calculations indicated that
diffusion played a role at higher conversions. The derived
kinetic equations neglected these points and should not be
rigorously applied to higher conversions. (Author abstract
modified) **

05149

V. F. Hamilton, M. Levine, and E. Simon

SMOG ABATEMENT. Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.
(Dec. 1, 1959). 48 pp. (Rept. No. 14163.)

Techniques vere developed for simulating typical smog polluted
atmospheres. Methods and materials for reducing or preventing
smog formation as measured by ozone level were studied. Several
classes of materials vere found effective in various degrees.
Best results vere obtained by direct addition of iodine to
polluted atmospheres. Additions vere effective both prior to smog
generation by irradiation or after smog formation occurred.
Attempts to introduce inhibiting materials in gasoline through an
internal combustion engine vere unsuccessful. (Author abstract
modified)**

05155

W. Linville, and W. H. Parmelee

A STUDY OP CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM CONTROL DEVICE
INSTALLATIONS ON THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY FLEET Los Angeles
County b8air Pollution Control District, Calif. (June 1961).
83 pp.

Ninety-four vehicles vere studied to determine cost, service life,
and effect on the engine. During the nine-month period of the
test, sore than 1.5 million iles vere run. Tvo basic types of
crankcase ventilation system control devices vere installed: the
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Variable Orifice Metering Valve system, and the Direct Vent
Tube System. Both devices functioned satisfactorily throughout
the test period. The variable orifice etering valve systems
accumulated 957,115 miles on 50 vehicles. No increase in
maintenance or service costs resulted from the use of this system
but the combustion chamber and induction system deposits were
slightly greater than on similar vehicles not fitted with the
crankcase ventilation system. The cost of the variable orifice
system for new cars vill be approximately 16 and for used cars
from $11 to $35, including labor costs. No service life
complaints were received on the variable orifice system. The
direct tube to the air cleaner type of ventilating system
accumulated 633,783 iles on 44 different vehicles. The
increased maintenance or service costs resulted from the use of
this system either, but here, too, the combustion chamber and
induction system deposits vere slightly greater than on the
vehicles not fitted vith a crankcase ventilation system. The
original material cost for the direct tube system was
approximately 13 per unit with the installation labor costs
approximately 15. The direct vent tube system required no
servicing throughout the period of the test. Crankcase
ventilation control systems of either of the types tested
effectively reduce the amount of hydrocarbons emitted from the
crankcase; that original cost is moderate, reliability is
excellent, and service expense is negligible; and, although
deposits in the engine are increased slightly, the increase is not
of a magnitude to increase measurably the cost of engine
maintenance.**

05209

F. J. Woods, and J. E. Johnson

THE IGNITION AND COMBUSTION PROPERTIES OF ACTIVATED CARBON
CONTAINING ADSORBED HYDROCARBONS Naval Research Lab.,
Vashington, D.C., Chemistry Div. July 28, 1964. 32 pp.
(NRL Rept. No. 6090.)

Activated carbon contained in large filter beds is used in nuclear
submarines for removal of odors and trace contaminants. Because
organic vapors are concentrated in this vay in the carbon, a study
vas made to get information for assessing the fire hazards
involved in maintaining the carbon filter in the ventilation
system of the submarines. In this study, spontaneous ignition of
submarine-exposed carbons occurred at temperatures as low as 490 P
in air at one atmosphere. Exothermic oxidative reactions occurred
in a flow system at temperatures as low as 390 F. Combustion of
carbons containing hydrocarbon produced considerable quantities of
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, and signifivint amounts of
these gases were evolved even under precombustion conditions. Of
a number of carbons which had been used in submarines, the lowest
flash point found vas 160 F. (Author abstract)**

05214

Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C. (Jan. 1963 48 pp.) (Rept.
No. TID-8213.)

DEVELOPMENT OF DEPLETED-URANIUM CATALYSTS POR DESTRUCTION OP AIR
POLLUTANTS IN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST (REPORT OP RESEARCH
PROGRESS-PISCAL YEAR 1962).
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Catalysts were tested for oxidation activity in the continuous
flow system. Four catalysts, all impregnated on alumina spheres,
were active enough to oxidize isopentane from 0.2 percent
concentration to below 0.033 percent at 600 C. in the presence of
2 percent carbon monoxide and 4 percent oxygen at an hourly space
velocity of 10,000, (which corresponds to a reasonably sized
muffler of 1/2 cubic foot volume for an average automobile.) Two
catalysts were also active enough to oxidize the carbon onoxide
content from 2 percent to 1.5 percent at temperatures telow 400 C.
A promoted urania catalyst vas shown to be effective in oxidizing
automotive exhaust when used in a muffler of a 1/2-ton truck.
With a nonleaded gasoline practically complete conversion of
hydrocarbons and carbon onoxide was obtained during the idle
portion of the cycle and fairly high conversions of the
hydrocarbons :iere obtained while cruising at 30 mph. Carbon
onoxide produced by the engine during the 30 mph cruise was le:s
than 0.3 percent. At this low concentration, carbon onoxide its
not oxidized by the catalyst. However, this quantity emitted to
the atmosphere is not of significant pollutant value. In
operating the engine under idle conditions from a cold start the
temperature of the exhaust is insufficient to start and sustain
catalytic activity. However, during the driving cycle the
temperature of the exhaust leaving the engine is sufficient to
maintain high catalytic activity. After reaching operating
temperatures (400 C.) the catalytic reactor generates enough heat
to operate effectively even at id:le conditions for extended
periods. With a leaded gasoline there was a gradual loss in
catalytic activity. The efficiency of the catalyst in oxidizing
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide decreased by 23 percent over a
period of 122 hours and 1,366 miles with the leaded gasoline
(2 ml TEL/gallon). This rate of decline is excessive for
commercial application. To retard the decline in activity, a
replaceable zone of unimpregnated alumina spheres, located before
the catalytic reactor, may be sufficient to remove most of the
lead.1111

05250L

K. Nobe, and M. A. Accomazzo

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBONS WITH COPPER OXIDE. I.

Methane, Ethane, and Propane. California Univ.,Los Angeles,
Dept. of Engineering. (Rept. No. 61-83.) Dec. 1961. 39 pp.

The catalytic combustion of hydrocarbons present in low
concentrations is of particular interest in the search for ethods
to control air pollution. The results are reported of the
heterogeneous oxidation of ethane, ethane and propane with a
CuO-A1203 (1:1) catalyst with a BET surface area of 120 sq
m/gm and a mean pore radius of 65A. The combustion was studied
at initial hydrocarbon concentrations in the range 650 to 5,000
p.p.m., in the temperature range 313 to 591 C ant gas space
velocities 6,000/hr. The tydrocarbon concentrations were
easured with a Carad flame ionization analyzer and detector.
The experimental results showed that for gas space velocities up
to 10,000/hr., 90% combustion was attained at temperatures above
580 C, 500 C and 430 C for methane, ethane and propane,
respectively. The results indicated that the degree of
hydrocarbon oxidation increased with increase in chain length.
The experimental kinetic data was found to fit empirical rate
equations which were one, three-fourths, and three-fifths order
with resptct to methane, ethane and propane concentrations
respectively.
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05300

Lodwick, J. R.

CHEMICAL ADDITIVES IN PETROLEUM FUELS: SONE USES AND ACTION
MECHANISMS. J. /nst. Petrol. (London) 50, (491) 297-308, Nov. 1964.
(Presented at the Northern Branch Symposium, Manchester, ELgland,
Apr. 23, 1964.)

The paper enumerates the types of anti-oxidants, copper
deactivators, corrosion inhibitors, combustion chamber odiELers,
anti-icing compounds, anti-knock agents, and anti-static additives
in current use or proposed for use in the near future. Where
possible the action mechanisms whereby these additives operate have
been given and discussed. (Author summary)

05320

Grant, Eric P.

DO EXHAUST CONTROLS REALLY WORK? In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II,
SAE Progress in Technology Series, Vol. 12, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., N. Y. 1966, p. 291-296. 6 refs. (Presented at the
SAE VEST 'Zoast Meeting, Los Angeles, CALIF., Aug. 8-11, 1966.)

Descriptions of exhaust control systems used on 1966 vehicles are
given. California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board (CMVPCB) is
carrying out a surveillance program to gather data relative to the
efficiency of these systems; exhaust emission results obtained on
1966.vehicles in cold- and hot-start tests are presented together
with other data gathered. It was found that, based on emission
tests of 404 vehicles in public use, average emissions of 800,000
1966-model cars and light trucks are within California standards of
275 ppm hydrocarbons and 1.5 percent carbon monoxide; emission
levels in public use are higher than in proving ground testing; and
1966-model cars are 70 percent lower in exhaust emissions than
existing cars.

05380

Knopp, H. E. U. Joachim, and G. Baumann

THE INFLUENCE OF GASOLINE INJECTION ON THE EXHAUST GASES OF MOTOR
VEHICLES. (Beeinflussung der Kraftfahrzeugabgase durch
Benzineinspritzung.) Notortech. Z. (Stuttgart) 26, (9) 353-61,
Sept. 1965 and Bosch Tech. Ber. 1 (4), 206-20, (Sept. 1965). Ger.

(Tr.)

The eission of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and oxides of
nitrogen from various engines with intake-manifold fuel-injection
systems, and in some cases from their carburetor .zguipped
counterparts, was measured. IDnder steady running conditions, a fuel
injection system offers advantages,by making possible to adopt the
characteristics from poin to point to obtain the odt favorable .

exhaust conditions. This adoption is described for both a
mechanically and:an electronically controlled injsection system.
Fundaental advanatages are obtained with a fuel-injection system
under non-steady running conditions, during acceleration and,on the
overrun. A great influence of engine design on hydrocarbon .
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emission is detectable. Gasoline intake manifold injection offers
a sure way of meeting the current requirements of the California
test of a CO content of 1.5 percent by volume. If the limit is
going to be reduced tl 1.0 percent as of 1970, as has been
announced then it would seem possible to stay within this value
through additional efforts. As shown in the examples of the small
and the large engine, it is possible to fulfill the current
hydrocarbon requirements of the test, provided the engine design
takes into account the demands made on the exhaust gas. The 102
emission behaves exactly in an opposite fashion to the CO and
hydrocarbon emissions, because it is at a maximum when the other
components reach minimum values. At the present state of our
knowledge it is not possible to influence this through the mixture.'
It is fortunate that the percentage of nitrogen oxides at low
partial load values of the California cycle is low. In principle
it makes more sense to provide maximum combustion completion for
the fuel in the combustion chambers, rather than to install
afterburners. Injection offers the additional advantage of smaller
fuel consumption and larger rotational momeatum.

05409

B. F. Hrutfiord and J. L. McCarthy

SEROR I: VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN KRAFT PULP RILL
EFFLUENT STREAMS. TAPPI 50, (2) 82-58 Feb. 1967.

As part of a program of development of a process for stripping
aqueous effluents for kraft pulp mill odor reduction (SEKOR), a
study has been made of the volatile organic comPounds that may be
steam-distilled from kraft pulp mill effluent liquors. Some
compounds have been isolated and characterized by gas
chromatography. The materials studied include an oil isolated
from blow gas condensate, an aqueous blow gas condensate, and
several crude sulfate turpentines. Compounds identified include
hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide,
dimethyldisulfide, methanol, ethanol, acetone, methyl isobutyl
ketone, alpha-pinene, beta-pinene, delta 3- carene, camphene,
1 monene, cineole, and alpha-terpineol. A large number of
a ditional compounds have been detected. Turpentines from a
n ober of sources have been analyzed and compared. (Authors'
a stract)N*

. 05415

A. K. Ghosh, D. P. Rajwar, and D. Bhattacharyya

A MICRO-METROD FOR RAPID TESTING OP CATALYSTS FOR THE OXIDATION OF
COMBUSTIBLE GASES. Chem. Ind. (6), 255- 8 (Feb. 11, 1967).

The micro-method described is.of particular use in cases where the
catalyst should be tested quickly, precisely and with minute amount.
of the material. The oxidation of combustible gases (hydrogen,
hydrocarbons, etc.) is carried out over catalyst deposited on a
platinum wire-wound-mica foil that may be heated electrically.
An embedded thermo-couple:measures.theltemperature atAthich the'
oxidation takes place as well as the extent.of conversion:
Provision for sampling of the-oxidation'products'is also made tor
periodic analytical'checks on the extent of conversion
determined. Both the catalyst and the compensator are placed.in
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the flow duct in such a manner that the filaments do not lie
directly in the main stream. Only the convection currents fro
the stream maintain steady supply of gas to the filaments. A set
of aspirators and traps is employed for the supply of the gas
freed from carbon dioxide and moisture. A calibration curve for
methane oxidation is obtained initially by recording the maximum
rise in temperature due to oxidation of methane-air mixtures of
known composition. The curve is used for determining the degree
of conversion of the oxidation reaction. The temperature of the
filament is regulated by adjusting a suitable series resistance and
carefully read by means of the potentiometer bridge. Methane-ex
mixture is passed at the rate of 200 ml. per minute. The degree
of conversion is computed trom the observed differential
temperature rise and that in the calibration curve. As there is
no need to analyse oxidation products in a separate apparatus, this
method offers an advantage over other methods of rapid assessent.
The.observations of the oxidation temperature and of the
corresponding extent of conversion take place alost
simultaneously and the observed repeatability has been found to be
fairly high.**

05.471

J. Oliver

THE PAINT FINISHER AND AIR POLLUTION. Prod. Finishing
(Cincinnati) pp. 62-9. Apr. 1967.

Rule 66 adopted by Los Angeles County, July 28, 1966
requiring tighter control of the 550 tons of solvent capor
discharged daily appears to be a precursor of regulatory action
in other areas. The rule vas based on smog chamber tests of
the photochemical reactivity of various solvent vapors. Rule
66 prohibits the discharge of more than 15 pounds of organic
material into the atmosphere daily from heat-cured, baked, or
heat-polymerized material unless all organic material has been
reduced 85% or to not more than 15 pounds daily. With air-drying
finishes containing no photochemically reactive solvents
there are no restrictions. Control measures include a greater
use of water - based coatings and the substitution of a mixture
of oxygenated solvents and aliphatic hydrocarbons for aromatic
solvents. Where formulation changes do not control the exhausts
from spray booths or baking ovens, alternative controls include
absorption, liquid scrubbing, incineration, and catalytic
combustion. Substantial tax benefits are under considerEtion
in some states for companies installing pollution-abatement
equipment.**

05537

Clarke, P. J., Gerrard, J. E., Skarstrom, C. V., Verdi
J., Wade, D. T.

AN ADSORPTION REGENERATION APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
OF EVAPORATIVE CONTROL. Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., New York. Preprint.
(Presented at the Automotive Engineering Congress, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9-13, 1967, Paper
670127.)
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An approach to the containment of evaporative emissions of
hydrocarbon fuel from automotive vehicles, using an adsorption
system, is describe(1. The concept of the system is based upon
controlled adsorption-desorption cycling phased to engine operation
modes. Feasibility is shown for both the contaiLment of
hydrocarbon vapors which would normally be lost to the atmosphere,
and the teeding of these vapors to the engine under conditions such
that both exhaust emissions and engine operation are unaltered.
Extensive performance data are furnished on three cars equipped
with exhaust control devices, and system design is treated in a
semiempirical fashion demonstrating the flexibility of the
'approach. (Author abstract)

05742

Middleton, J. T.

CRITERIA FOR CERTIFICATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL
DEVICES IN CALIFORNIA. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 13 (2), 78-
80 (Feb. 1963). (Presented at the 55th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Chicago, Ill., May 20-24,
1962.)

It is the purpose of this paper to give the criteria for the
acceptance of devices and present some of the data used in
establishing them. It is presently estimated that crankcase
emission control systems are installed on about 10 percent of the
Statels eight million otor vehicles and thereby effect a 2 1/2
percent reduction in hydrocarbon emissions. This small but
significant beginning in returning clean air tO California will be
greatly increased with the mandatory installation of crankcase
devices on used cars, trucks, and buses.

05822

A. C. Stern

PROSPECTS FOP EXHAUST CONTROL HY ENGINE MODIFICATION.
Preprint. (Presented at the Research Conference on Motor
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions and Their Effects, Los Angeles,
Calif., Dec. 7, 1961.)

Automotive research is much needed on intsmnal combustion
engines designed to reduce pollution emissions from their
operation. If progress is to be made toward the smog-free
automobile, a new sense of mission and a lot ore fiscal support
has to be given and competent researchers have to be encouraged to
undertike the work. Although we cannot predict the results of
research, the several possible approaches which are available lead
one to be optimistic as to the probability of achieving reduction
in exhaust emissions by engine design odifications.**

05832

F. L. Hartley, C. C. Moore, and J. B. Gregory

THE SNOGLESS AUTOMOBILE. (J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc.) 10 (4) 141-6 (Apr. 1960). (Presented at the 52nd
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Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, los
Angeles, Calif., June 22-26, 1959.)

Recent studies show that losses from the carburetor float bowl
and the fuel tank are significant and can amount to 20 to 30% of
the total hydrocarbons emitted from cars in the Los Angeles
Basin. The purpose was to show how current fuel systems may be
changed to effectively reduce, if not virtually eliminate, these
losses. Automobiles with intentionally plugged external vents
were operated at altitude and lot, altitude, employing winter and
summer gasolines, and running under mild, and hot weather
conditions. No complaints were received from any of the
drivers that plugging the external vent has interfered with normal
car operation. A drain-back system vas installed which empties
the contents of the carburetor bowl into the fuel tank immediately
when the engine is turned off. This system is fitted with a
vacuum-operated valve which is closed while the engine is running
so that warm gasoline from the carburetor bowl is not continuously
circulated tothe tank. The drain time of the carburetor bowl is
approximately one minute. During this drain time some fuel does
evaporate but our experiments show that hot soak losses are
reduced by 95%. The.fuel tank was insulated with two sheets of
asbestos paper, a sheet of aluminum foil, and a final layer of
asbestos cloth. On the average, losses from the insulated tank
are reduced by about 70%. A vacuum-actuated valve was installed
which closes the fuel tank vent during engine operation. By
combining both insulation and fuel tank vent closure, fuel tank
losses are reduced by about 90%. A fuel gank cap,is provided
which aCts both as a pop-off yalve in the event pressure exceeds
two pounds within the tank and also as a vacuum breaker which
allows air to go into the tank as it is required. A vacuum
reservoir acts as a delay mechanism in opening the drain-back
valve. A fuel pressure regulator protects the float bowl.#11

05859

I. S. Deckert, R. G. Lunche, and R. C. Murray

CONTROL OF VAPORS FROM BULK GASOLINE LOADING. J. Air
Pollution Control Association. 8(3)223-7, 230-3 (Nov.1958)..
(Presented at the 50th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, St. Louss, No., June 2-6, 1957.)

An intensive development program by the petroleum industry has
succeeded in producing equipment capable of collecting and.
dispersing of the hrdrocarbon.vapors displaced.during the bulk
loading of gasoline into tank vehicles. Refinements to the
various types of loading arm asseWies have overcome the'problems
posed'by tank settling during loading and liquid drainage from
the loading spout after loading, as well as eliminating ftopen
topping. Inasmuch.as equiPment manufacturers belie been iniolved
in the development program, the equipment items comprising a
control system are commercially available. Where the loading into
tank vehicles is performed near existing vapor recovery facilities
(or gathering lines) absorption plants or fuel gas systems, they
can be used to dispose of the vapors. At other locations, such as
bulk terminals or bulk plants, where such fccilities do not exist,
a separate package-type disposal system has been devised. This
latter system employs absorption of the displaced vapors in liquid
gasoline at about 200 lbs. pressure to recover all.but a few per
cent of the displaced hydrocarbon vapors. .Each of.the described
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types of control equipment has been, installed and in operation for
nearly a year and each has proven wbrkable and effective. K
systematic program of maintenance should guarantee continued usage
without excessive costs. Hydrocarbon vapor emissions have been
reduced by about 30 tons daily. These controls represent
investments of approximately three million dollars by the
petroleum industry and payouts are estimated at thirty months to
five years.**

05899

D. S. Nehta S. Calvert

GAS SORPTION BY SUSPENSIONS OF ACTIVATED CARBON IN WATER.
Environ. Sci. Technol. 1 (4) , 325-31 (Apr. 1967) . . .

(Presented at the Symposium on Industrial Air Pollution,
Control, 59th Annual Meeting, American Inst. of Chemical
Engineers, Detroit, Mich., Dec. 4-8, 1966).
The objective of this research was to study and analyze the
process of mass transfer as applied to gas sorption by suspension
of absorbent particles in liquid. Major factors of interest in
this study are equiplibrium relationships and rates of
transfer. In gas transfer to suspension of absorbent
particles the solute gas first dissolves in the absorbent and from
luquid it is absorbed by the absorbent particles. Thus, there
are transport steps from gas to interface, through liquid, from
liquid to solid, and through solid. , It is necessary that there be
a useful adsorption capacity on the wet Solid, but high
equilibrium capacity does not nec.tssarily ensure high rates.
The rates and the factors af fecting rates , must be investigated.
It has been shown that the controlling factor,' for the
rates of transfer to suspensionE, is the solubility of
the solute gas in water. The rEsults of the Study suggest that
the overall efficiency of the syste for sorption by
suspensions can not be greater than the intrinsic .efficiencY of the
system for physical abSorption of the compound under the same
hydrodyna,mic cOnditions. The solubility of benzene, toluene,
and trichloroethylene in water were determined at 25 C. The
absorptionisotherm of CO2 on wet Nuchar C-190 was
determined in the range of 0 to 0.003 atm at 25 C. The
absorption' capacity of water can be increased to a great extent
by addition of an adsorbent. .In the presenCe of 2% (by wt.)
activated carbon,, the capacity of Mater increases by 0.2 times for
CO2, by 21 times for, propane, and by 142 timies for butane at,'1
atm. pressure.and 30 C. The overall efficiencY for...sorption.
goes through a maximu with.the increase of activated carbon
concentration.. 'The increase is explained by a athematical.
model for, the rates of transfet and the decrease. is suggested
to be due to hydrodynamic factors. Suspensions would give
a high overall efficiency in a,practical contactor for compouids,
with high intrinsic efficiency for physical absorption.** '
05929

V. S. Yyler

CATALYTIC OXIDATION OP ODOROUS INK SOLVENT VAPORS. ((Proc.
Tech. Conference,, Mid-Atlantic States Sect.,' Air Pollution
Control Assoc., Newark, N.J.,)) 1-7 (1962).
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This article reports the engineering approach to the development
of controls for fumes emitted during high speed printing opera-
tions. It was found that the kerosene-like solvent used was being
partially oxidized to irritating and obnoxious aldehydes by the
severe drying conditions, i.e., hot circulating air blast of 650 -

700 F. After pilot plant runs to test catalytic oxidation, it
was concluded that 30 to 40% of the recirculated solvent vapors
were oxidized to objectionable materials without a catalyst being
present, and with one present, 90 to 95% of the solvent vapors
being recirculated were converted to unobjectionable CO2 and
water. With this encouraging information, the Pt catalyst
installation was made. A second installation provided a six deep
catalyst bed of half the original cross sectional area. This not
only evened out the flow across the bed but appeared to .improve
efficiency as evidenced by increased temperature rise across the

catalyst. Location of the catalyst in the circulating systems has
the disadvantage of using about 4 times as much catalyst as would
be required in the stacks with their much smaller fans. This
disadvantage is more than compensated by the simplicity of
operation and the fuel gas economy. Catalytic oxidation not only
reduces the partly oxidized hydrocarbons discharged but also the

amount of tar formed in process.**

05966

S. T. Yuster, P. Staudbammer, N. Zuber, and E. K.

Se lover

EXHAUST CONTROL DEVICES: AN INVESTIGATION OF NON-CATALYTIC
AFTERBURNINC. (In: First report of air pollution studies.)
((California Univ., Los Angeles, Dept. of Engineering.))
(Rept. No. 55-2 7.) (July 1955). 41 pp.

A non-catalytic afterburner was designed and tested on a 1941
Plymouth-6 engine. The afterburner was designed to provide a
favorable reaction zone for the completion of the oxidation of
hydrocarbons in the exhaust. High temperatures were maintained in
the afterburner by minimizing the heat losses; and surfaces were
provided on which the oxidation resistant materials, such as
ketones, could be oxidized. Secondary air, preheated in a heat
exchanger, was introduced into the afterburner to insure the
presence of adequate oxygen. While the extent to which the
combustion can be completed in the afterburner is dependent upon
many factors, the temperature of the reacting gases is the most
important variable.* This temperature, unfortunately, is mainly
controlled by the engine characteristics and load. A power output
of 15 hp was required in order to produce a high enough exhaust gas
temperature (13 70 F) for the afterburner to reduce the hydrocarbon
concentrations in the exhaust stream from 600 ppm to less than 20
ppm. The surface provided by packing the afterburner chamber with
spherical silicate pebbles was found to promote the combustion
process. The packing in this form, however, was impractical
because of its high heat capacity and attendant long warm-up
period. A porous plate which combines favorable surface effects
with a short thermal time constant was being considered. An
equation describing the behavior of the afterburner was derived in
which two constants had to be evaluated experimentally. This
equation was found to correlate satisfactorily the experimental
results. By means of this semi-empirical relationship, the
performance of this particular afterburner, when coupled to any
engine can be calculated if the engine characteristics are known.
(Author summary modified)**
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06 )32

EFFECTIVENESS OF EXHAUST CONTROLS OF 1966 VEHICLES BY THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA PIOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD, AUG. 10,
1966. 90th Congress. pp 275-84. (Air Pollution-1967, Part
I (Automotive Air Pollution)o Senate Committee on public
Horks, Washington, D.C., Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution, Feb. 13-14, 20-21, 1967.

Based on emission tests of 404 vehicles in public use, the
average emissions of the 800,000 1966-model cars and light trucks
are within the California standards of 275 parts per million
hydrocarbons and 1.5 percent carbon monoxide. Emission levels in
public use are higher than in proving ground testing. This means
that the 1966-model cars are approximately 70% lower in exhaust
emissions than the existing car population. There is a very wide
range of emissions (at least five to one) between individual cars,
even with new exhaust systems. Available data indicate that there
may be emission deterioration as mileage accumulates with the
exhaust control systems in public use. 150 private owners of 1966
cars with exhaust control systems and 65 owners of 1965 cars
without exhaust control systems have been interviewed with regard
to the driveability of their cars. Slightly less satisfaction
with driveability was indicated on 1966 models compared to 1965.
However, some makes made substantial improvements in satisfaction
with certain driveability characteristics. Exhaust emission
control is sensitive to proper adjustment and proper servicing of
the engine and control system. Driveability also is affected by
proper engine adjustment. The vehicle manufacturers and car
dealers have done a good job of training mechanics regarding the
exhaust control systems. However, results on the 1966 models
indicate that many engines are maladjusted. Efforts should be
redoubled to develop better approaches to vehicle service.IIII

06127

Hess, K. and R. Stickel.

SOOT-FREE COPIBUSTION OP PETROCHEPIICAL WASTE GASES. Zur
russfreien Verbrennung Petrochemischer Abgase. Che. Ingr.
Tech. (Weinhein) 39, (5-6) 334-40, Bar. 20, 1967. Ger.

If soot formation is to be avoided in the combustion of
petrochemical waste gases, the flame ust be supplied with
sufficient oxygen in a mixture'.of steam and air. The:equations of
reaction (water gas process). and heat content are set up and solved
by an iterative digital. computer method. The results were
experimentally checked .with',a.turbulent.acetylene flame.
Concentrations and flow velocity. were .measured for 'the onset 'of
luminosity and generation of soot. Large flow velocities, ensure
good mixing with the surrounding air, thereby reducing the required
quantities of steam. For economic reasons it is therefore
desirable:to work with high-velocity flames, but .the-.stability of
the flame and the noise generated by it,set practical limits. 'The
numerical results of the theretical and experimental investigations
are represented in 13 diagrams as well as in three schematics for
suggested designs for burners.
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06144

Hirao, 0.

PROBLEMS OF AIR POLLUTION DUE TO VEHICLE EMISSIONS GASES. J.
Japan Soc. Mech. Engrs. (Tokyo) 69,575, 1568-72, Dec. 1966. Jap.

The reduction of air pollution due to automotive exhaust is
estimated to cost the Japanese tax payer $42 million. Likevise, a
great expense will be incurred in correcting pollution from steam
pover plants. Automobile exhaust causes pollution in local areas
such as heavy traffic circles. The harmful effects of,such
pollutants as CO, SO2, NO, hydrocarbonds, formaldehyde, and dusts
are discussed, expecially pollution due to CO. A supplement of
secondary air to convert, CO to CO2, and the even distribution of
gases to the cylinders,tould be useful in cutting pollution. The
production of various .1?drocarbons by the engine is tabulated.
Another possible methe for lessening the concentration of
automotive emissions would be in construction of over- awd under-
passes to avoid bottlenecks on the highvay. This method would be
cheaper than design and installation of engine modifications for
each car. For example, At is estimated that it would cost $900
million per year for cars in the United States to be properly
equipped to control automotive emissions, vhich money could more
favorably be used in carefully designed construction of 3000 miles
of highway.

06159

G. C. Patterson

PRESSURE RELIEF ANDBLONDONN: FUNDANENTALS OP ENGINFERING
OFFS/TES AND UTILITIES FOR THE HPI (PART 6). Petro/Chem
Engr. 39, (6) 53-4, 56, 58, May 1967.

The provisions to dispose of the vapors and liquids discharged by
various pressure-relJeving devices such as safety and relief
valves, rupture disks, pressure-control valves, and furnace
emergency blow-dovn valves are outlined. In the open systems, the
vapors and liquids are permitted to discharge directly to the
atmosphere, primarily within the process unit. In the closed
system, the vapors or liquids are discharged to a flare, burning
pit, or blowdown.drum andsare used especially vith offsite
facilities. Hydrocarbons. vith A molecular veight greater thin 80
are usually discharged to a water-quenched blovdovn drum.
Hydrocarbons having a molecular weight'of leswthan.80. which are
discharged-on. a.continuous basis are usually discharge throughW
closed..system-to a flare or burning pit.Hydrocarbons'having a
molecular:weight of less than .80 which.are discharged
intermittently .froivrelief valves or rupture discWare'
discharged directly to the atmosphere- exceptvhere'restricted by
localordinances orWherwthere-iwa'hazard of ekplosives
concentrationsat-ground level. Where- smokeleseflares are
required, one method,isto.induceAreater air:flowby.a.series of .
steam lets.qiwinq'a flame which .is-inwisible'in the- daytime.
Water-quenchblowdowstanks.prOwide'a facility'in which hot
liquids can be cooled.priorAo-ultimate'disposal., A blowdown drum
and..went.can be used'for liquid hydrocarbons.ihiCh are not
expected to-waporize-appreciably.- The'method of disposal'waries
vith the hazard.**
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06170

Mencher, S. K.

CHANGE YOUR PROCESS TO ALLEVIATE YOUR POLLUTION PROBLEM. Petro/
Chem. Engr. 39, (6) 21-4, May 1967.

The waste disposal problems involved in the production of olefins
by thermal cracking of hydrocarbons are reviewed as illustrative of
the sophisticated development of by-product usage by the
petrochemical industry and the solution of vaste disposal
problems by economically sound methods. Both air and water
pollution are covered because of their close relationship. The
loss of hydrocarbons from a 500 million lb/yr ethylene plant has
been calculated as 10,430 lb/day or 0.21 percent loss on the plant
feed. The techniques to maintain a low level of hydrocarbon
emissions include: floating roof tanks to control evaporation loss;
vapor recovery lines to vents of'vessels that are continually
filled and emptied; manifolding of purge lines used for startups
and shutdowns to vapor recovery systems or to the flare system;
venting of vacuum jet exhaust lines to recovery systems; shipments
by pipeline rather than by car or truck; covering of waste water
separators; and the use of flare stacks which operate with steal' or
air injection to obtain smokeless combustion. The H2S should be
extracted from sour gas streams with a suitable solvent. With
large quantities of H25 it might be advisable to extract the R2S
for eventual sulfur recovery. The aercaptans are converted by
various sweetening processes into odorless disulfides. The
mercaptans can also be stripped from the caustic solutions used for
their absorption by steam, flue gas,.or air. Flue gas stripping
converts the mercaptans chemically and the solution can then be
severed.

06221

THE COLLECTION OF TRICHLOROETHYLENE AND PERCHLORETHYLENE VAPORS.
La Captation des Vapeurs de Tri et de per. ((Galvano
(Paris))) 36, (361) 123, 125-6, 152, Feb. 1967. Fr.

The collection of solvent vapors such as
Trichloroethylene and perchloroethylene from the atmosphere of
work areas is required to prevent the contamination of the air and
to make the operation an economical one by reducing the cost of
degreasing. The classical methods used are based on the
condensation of the vapors on pipes in which cold water is
circulated or by adsorption on activated charcoal. In some
cases a combination of the two methods is used. The method need
depends on the concentration of the solvent in air, the
temperature and pressure of the,solvent, eventual contamination
of the solvent, the degree of recovery desired; and the
limitations imposed by the equipment. Condensation is practical
only in high concentrations of vapor where complete'removal of the
solvent from the air is not required. In.the,use of'activated
charcoal it is necessary to reverse the process by vaporizing the
collected vapor with steam for recovery and to permit the reuse of
the charcoal. /t is also possible to recover some lolvnts by
percolatimof liquids from decanting operations through
activated charcoal.
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06292L

J. Rousseau

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR SPACE VEHICLES. (Air

Research Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.,) 260p.,

Mar. 1963. (Technical Documentary Rept. No. ASD-TDR-62-527,
Part I.) (Contract No. AF 33(616)-8323.) (Project No.

6146.) (Task No. 614609.)

The studies performed on gas supply subsystems have shown that
supercritical storage of atmospheric constituents is preferable
to other storage methods. Cabin humidity control by the
cooler-condenser process, with subsequent liquid water
separation, seems to be the only suitable method of water
removal at present. The choice of a carbon dioxide management
subsystem is essentially based on the vehicle mission duration.
For short-dllration missions, lithium hydroxide appears the
only attractive chemical means of carbon dioxide control.
Depending on the design cabin conditions, carbon dioxide removal
by freeze-out technique is definitely applicable to missions
shorter than two weeks. For moderate to long-duration missions,
carbon dioxide removal by molecular sieve adsorption is
indicated. For long-duration missions, carbon dioxide removal by

the electrodialysis process appears attractive because of the
simplicity resulting from the continuous nature of this process.
The problems associated with oxygen recovery from carbon
dioxide arise from .the integration of the carbon dioxide reduction
subsystem with the rest of the atmospheric control system.
Hydrogen required for the process is produced by water
electrolysis. A control problem is associated with desorption of
molecular sieve beds at a rate consistent with stoichiometric
composition of the gases entering the catalyst bed. Heat
recovery from the methanation process also presents a problem.
Trace contaminant removal subsystem design is based on
assumptions relative to the contaminant production rates
within the space vehicle cabin. (Author's abstract, modified)**

06285

W. R. Calvert

DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPROVED PROCESS FOR THE CATALYTIC OXIDATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS IN SUBMARINES. (Navy Marine
Engineering Lab., Annapolis, Md.) Jan. 1966. 23 pp.

(MEL R&D Rept. No. 449/65.)

Studies in the development of an improved catalytic oxidation
process reveal that polluted air causes other problems along with
the corrosion which has been experienced in submarines.). CO/H2
Burner troubles are explained by data shoving inhibitten of
Hopcalite due to adsorption of CO2 and organic halidet and
showing catalyst granules,turning to dust because of hermal

fracture. Minimization of air pollutants is necessary, and
preprocessing to remove certain materials before the catalytic
oxidation is a necessary part of air purification. (Author

abstract)**
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06305

A. N. Skvortsov, V. V. Kudryashov, V. G. Mukhin

FOAMS FOR DUST CONTROL AT SUB-ZERO TEMPERATURES. (In: Air
Pollution in Mines - Theory, Hazards, and Control.) Akad.
Nauk SSSR., p. 224-231, 162. Translated from Russian

CFSTI: TT 66-51043

The possibility was examined of combining compatible
surfactants manufactured by U.S.S.R. industry with
antifreezes for water such as NaC1, CaC12 and Al2(SO4)3,
compatibility being understood as the quality of resulting in a
solution which does not separate into layers and does not produce
precipitates. There mare also grounds to assume that in
addition to lowering the freezing temperatures of our foaming
agents these salts woald improve the stability of the foams.
A low-cost foam - forming preparation was developed which
consists of an aqueous solution of 1.2% azolyat B (sodium salt
of polyalkyl benzene sulfonic acid) and 6-20% NaC1, the latter
playing the part of stabilizer. The foaming agent akes possible
the preparation of stable foam with a high volue factor at sub-
zero temperatures (down to 16.5C). According to tests made in a
mine at sub-zero temperatures, the foam prepared with the foaing
agent developed by the authors of the present paper can be used for
the fixing of coal dust.**

06479

H. Setzer and A. Kaufman

DESULFURIZATION OF LIQUID HYDROCARBON FUEL FOR FUEL CELLS.
(Interim technical progress rept. Jan. 10-July 10, 1966).
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn. (July 30,
1966). 58 pp. (Rept. No. PWA-2885.)

CFSTI, DDC: AD 643183

This report covers the work performed during the period January
10, 1966 to July 10, 1966 on contract DA-44-009-AMC-1446(T).
Removal of Organic Sulfur Compounds from Liquid Hydrocarbon
Fuels. It vas the purpose of this contract to investigate the
feasibility of using, and to select a ethod for utilizing,
sulfur-learing fuels of the JP-4, CITE or
cell powerplants by desulfurization of the fuel. System studies
were made and catalytic guard chamber materials evaluated
experimentally to select a desulfurization technique and guard
chamber catalyst-absorbent material. These investigations show
that using the optimum desulfurization process with a 100-hour
replaceable cartridge results in approximately a 31 weight
increase in the indirect hydrocarbon-air fuel cell system if
JP-4 with 400 ppm sulfur is used rather than a sulfur-free
hydrocarbon fuel. Two catalysts (both of which are high nickel
content, hydrogenation catalysts) were found to perform very
effectively as catalyst-absorbent iaterials for desulfurization in
the presence of steam reformer reactants. Finally, a
demonstration test with JP-4 containing 470 ppm sulfur was run
using an existing hydrogen generator odified for operation with a
desulfurization cartridge and utilizing recycled dilute hydrogen.
The 200-hour test without loss in performance demonstrates the
potential of this ethod for utilizing JP-4 or CITE in indirect
hydrocarbon-air fnel cell powerplants. (Author sumoary)Ot
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06512L

D. W. Marshall

CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF METHANE AT LOW SPACE VELOCITIES.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, Research and Technology Division. (June 1966). 34 pp.
(rechnical Rept. AFFDL-TR-66-56.)

The feasibility of removing methane from an airstream by catalytic
oxidation at low flows was investigated by passing a one percent,
by volume, methane in airstream through an inhouse designed and
fabricated stainless steel reactor. The reactor contained either
Hopcalite, 5% V205, 5% M003 on alumina, or one of the
following materials supported on alumina: 0.5% palladium, 0.5%
platinum, 0.5% rhodium and 0.5% ruthenium. Some discontinuity in
the data reported in the literature on methane oxidation at or
around the transition flow region prompted a closer investigation
in this area. In addition, space velocities around 500 fills per
hour were used to insure chemical equilibrium and for comparison
with the more common value of approximately 15,000 fills per hour
used in most industrial applications. Experiments performed using
the above catalysts revealed no deleterious effects associated with
operating in the transition flow region, but did point out the
advantage of using high space velocities for maximum catalyst
utilization. The palladium catalyst proved superior to all
others tested and catalyzed the reaction to completion at 560 F.
Conversion versus temperature curves are plotted for each
catalyst flow rate combination and the effect of space velocity on
conversion at constant temperature is shown for the Hopcalite and
palladium catalysts. Variables which affected the accuracy
of experimentation most are discussed and possible improvements
suggested. (Aughor abstract)111

06534

L. A. Chambers

GASOLINE COMPOSITION AS A FACTOR IN AIR POLLUTION. Preprint.
(Presented at the.American Chemical Society. Meeting, Atlantic
City, N.J., Sept..16, 1959.) .

The evidence accumulated by.the Air Pollution Control.District
of Los Angeles:for modifying gasoline composition as a neansof
reducing the formation of smog was illustrated. .Studies were made
with exhaust from engine operations,using fuels of high, very low
and intermediate olefin content. The evidence included
correlations between.the following: Relationships between fuel
composition and eye irritation;.gasoline.composition to:exhaust
composition; fuel olefins to plant damage; gasoline.composition.to.'
aerosol formation;,and gasoline,compositions to ozone,.aldehyde,,
and other intermediate formations. .No fully adequate conclusion
as to the explicit relationship betweenlasoline composition and.
smog can be formulated at present. It.is evident that .fuel ;

constituents influence the.smog.forming.properties,of exhausts and
that certain blends of gasoline are superior to .others in this' .

respect.AW .
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06611

Rengstorff, G. W.

FORMATION AND SUPPRESSION OF EMISSIONS PROM STEELMAKING PRO-
CESSES. In: (Open Hearth Proc., Philadelphia, Pa.), 1961,
Vol. 44, p. 120-147. 7 refs. (Presented at the 44th Conf., Nat.
Open Hearth steel Comm. of the Iron & Steel Div., Phila.,
Pa., April 10-12, 1961.)

Much nev information delineating the effect of process variables
on Iron-smoke formation has been developed from experiments on a 2-
lb converter. This information has been combined with detailed
analysis of the reactions betveen gases and molten iron to provide
valuable clues for understanding the mechanism of smoke formation.
Progress is being made tovard achieving this understanding. From
a practical standpoint, it appears that the possibility of adding
methane to suppress smoke in bessemer converters has merit. The
finding that an increased gas-inlet jet velocity decreases smoke in
top bloving needs verification. If true, it will probably be of
considerable practical importance. (Author's conclusions,
modified;00

06633

Constan, G. L.

MASS TRANSFER IN DROPS UNDER CONDITIONS THAT PROMOTE OSCILLATION
AND INTERNAL CIRCULATION (A DOCTOR'S THESIS). (In partial
fulfillment for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, (Case Inst.
of Tech., Cleveland, Ohio.) 143p, 1961

Single drops supported on hypodermic tubing have been studied in
a vind tunnel to determine the effect of drop oscillation on mass
transfer. The systems studied for the case where internal
resistance controls consisted of absorption of S02 gas by drops
of glycerine, propylene glycol, and ethylene glycol. The results
can be expressed in terms of effective diffusivity. No
significant effect was noted in glycerine, whereas the glycols gave
effective diffusivity values of 2-8. Frequencies, amplitudes,
and internal circulation velocities in the drops were studied by
cinematography, and are compared vith predicted magnitudes. The
effect of oscillation on external mass transfer coefficients was
studied by sublimation of napthalene spheres. In the cases where
the vibrational velocity was less than the stream velocity, no
effect was noted; this is in agreement with heat transfer studies.
A technique has been developed for studying the effect of internal
circulation on effective diffusivity, using forced circulation
through a drop suspended on hypodermic tubing. A pseudo-film
thickness" is determined as a function of circulation velocity,
and presents a means of predicting effective diffusivity. This
technique has been demonstrated for the system S02 and H20,
giving results in fair agreement with a correlation found in the
literature.08
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06636

Bureau of Mines, Washington, C.C.

AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE QUARTER ENDED
MARCH 31, 1968. In cooperation with the Public Health
Health .;..rvi,7-.) (Far. 31, 1917) 87 pp.

This report covers progress on research in the folloring areas:
Sulfur dioxide removal from flue gas; Removal of sulfur oxides
from flue gas with manganese oxide and improved regeneration;
Economic evaluation of processes for the removal of sulfur dioxide

from flue gas; Characteristics and removal of pyritic sulfur from
selected American coals; Pollution by chlorine in coal
combustion; Flaze characteristics causing air pollution;
Characteristics and photOchemical reactivity of vehicular
emissions; Mechanisms ofair pollution reactions; Effects of
engine, fuel and combustion system parameters on vehicular
emissions; Composition, smoke and odor of diesel exhausts.44

06674

M. V. Alekseyeva, and V. A. Khrustaleva

A STUDY OF AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST GASES. U.S.S.R. Literature

on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 7,

279-84, 1962. (Gigiena i Sanit.,) 25 (5), 10-4, 1960. Russ.

(Tr.)
CFSTI: 62-11103

Air samples taken in the immediate vicinity of automotive
exhausts during heavy traffic conditions were analyzed for
formaldehyde, acrolein, ketones, unsaturated and aromatic
hydrocarbons, and CO. The data obtained are correlated with the
type of vehicle and type of fuel used. Results showed that
incomplete fuel combustion in motor vehicles was a potent source
of air pollution. The effectiveness of a platinum catalytic
oxidizing device for treatment of exhaust gases was tested and

found to reduce pollution.44

06719

Harkness, A. C. and F. E. Murray

GAS PHASE OXIDATION OF METHYL MERCAPTAN. Intern. J. Air
Water Pollution, Vol. 10, p. 245-251, 1966. 8 refs.

The reaction between.methyl mercaptan and oxygen in the gas phase'

has been.examined in the temperature range 201 to 275 C. Sulfur.
diovide.is the chief product of the reaction, being formed together

with methane at'the.start of the reaction. Other products of the
reaction, are carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen,
formaldehyde and methanol. .

In the presence of excess oxygen,
complete. conversion to sulfur dloxide,is.obtained quickly at 275'

C. At lower temperatures and lower oxygen content.much of the

sulfur remains unaccounted for. In confirmation.of previous work .

the rate of reaction vas found to be strongly accelerated.by oxygen

and to be inhibited by mercaptan.44
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(SELECTION OF AIR FILTER.) Kuki Seijo (Clean Air-J. Japan
Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 2, (2) 20-9, 1964. Jap.

Various considerations are given to the selection qf air filters
for dusts (not gases): the type of indoor pollution being
controlled, type of filter desired, relation between combination
of filters and efficiency, air resistance, rate of collection,
maintenance, and economics. The kinds of dust collectors
available and the sizes of particles collected are tabulated.
For example, the large cyclone can be used for particles
between 20 microns and 1 mm in size, the small cyclone for
particles between 20 microns and 0.1 mm, the electrical
precipitator for 0.01 to 0.01 mm size particles, and the
supersonic collector for particles 0.05 to 2 microns in size.
Tabulations were made of the collection of dusts and mists of
such substances as cadmium, phosphorus, lead, o-dinitrocresol,
barium, pentachloronaphthalene, sulfuric acid, manganese, etc.
Standard temperatures and humidities were maintained according
to season, the values conforming to U.S. Air Force
Technical Order 00-25-203 for clean rooms. A discussion of the
efficiency and advisiability of using two or three filters is
given. In each case, total air resistance had to be considered.
Calculation for rates of collection are also given.V0

E. Fiala and E. G. Zeschmann

THE EXHAUST GAS PROBLEM OF MOTOR VEHICLES (PART 2). Zum
Abgasproblem der Strassenfahrzeuge (Teil 2). Automobiltech.
Z. (Stuttgart) 67(12), 419-22 (Dec. 1965) . Ger.

The CO content of cigarette smoke was determined by means of the
Orsat apparatus and the Draeger probe. The CO concentration
varied between 2 to 5% which is about ten times the concentration
in the engine exhaust gas of an automobile cruising at constant
speed. The origin of unpleasant odors of two-stroke engines was
traced back to strongly heated hydrocarbons forming aldehydes.
The effects of various adjustments of the carburetor on the CO
concentration were determined. Optimal positions of the choke
plate and other adjustable parts of the carburetor were determined
for some compact cars. Photographs illustrate the experimental
set-up, and results are presented in graphs. /gnition limits of
mixtures of air, nitrogen, and n-heptane were determined. The
exhaust gas composition can be improved considerably with little
effort if the loss of some peak power is tolerated.

ELIMINATING ODORS BY CATALYTIC COMBUSTION. ((Die
Geruchsbeseitigung durch katalytische Verbrennung.)) Text in
German. Stadtehygiene (Uelzen/Hamburg), 16(3):55-61, Mar.
1965. 11 refs.
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With the rapid growth of the chemical industry, air pollution by
odors has also increased. Catalytic oxidation and reduction offer
possibilities for an economic solution of the problem. The
principles of catalytic reactions are described. In a table the
properties of four catalysts are compared vith each other. These
catalysts are: platinum on metal, platinum-palladium on ceramics,
copper-chromium on aluminum oxide, and platinum on ceramics. The
effectiveness of a catalyst depends on the gas mixture, the
temperature, the type of catalyst, and the ratio: volume of
gas/hour/volume of catalyst. The heat generated by the
catalytic process is usually used to preheat the gas before it
enters the catalyst. If the concentration of combustible
substances is sufricient, steam may be produced in addition. An
example is quoted. where 47,000 cu. m. gas per hour with a latent
heat of 400 kcal/cu. m. produce 31 tons of steam per hour. The
equipment pays for itself in 2 1/4 years. For gases of low heat
content, catalytic combustion under ificreased pressure is
advantageous. Most economical is a gas turbine which compresses
the gas and, after it has passed the catalytic chamber, uses the
hot cleaned gas. The use of a gas turbine is recommended for gas
volumes of more than 100,000 cu. m./hr, if measures for air
pollution control become necessary.**

07560

STAINLESS STEEL ANTI-SMOG MUFFLERSCUT AIR POLLUTION. J. lir
Pollution Control Assoc., 9(2):83-84, Aug. 1959.

In August, 1956, installation of anti-smog mufflers vas started
on the Log Angeles City Schools' 81 big passenger buses. The
muffler is almost entirely fabricated from chromium-nickle
stainlass steel, in order to resist oxidation and corrosion at the
high operationg temperatures. The muffler is designed to dispose
of the unburned fuels presented in the exhaust system of a gasoline
engine. It consists of a primary burning tube (pilot tube)
through which the bulk of the exhaust gases pass during operations
of low exhaust volume. Air is introduced through an adjustable
opening into this tube and the resulting mixture is ignited by a
long-reach spark plug. The current model was designed for
heavy-duty gasoline-powered trucks and buses with 550 to 750 cu in.
piston displacement. The mUfflers have proved to be 97 percent
effective in eliminating smog-producing hydrocarbons from engine
exhausts (one of the principal causes of air pollution) on Los
Angeles City School and Transit System buses. Users report
less back pressure resulting in increased horsepower and gas
mileage and improved engine performance. Some of the mufflers
have successfully operated more than 100,000 miles without
failure.**

07613

Ridgway, S. L. and J. C. Lair

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTION: A SYSTEMS APPROACH. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc., 10(4):336-340, Aug. 1960. 1 ref.
(Presented at the 52nd Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Assoc., Los Angeles, Calif., June 21-26, 1959.)

The application of systems engineering to the control of pollution
from automotive exhaust is illustrated. First, the design and
complex mechanical function of the flae afterburner system are
analyzed. The efficiency of the device is discussed. Secondly,
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an analysis is made of the natural meteorological modulation of the
concentration of air pollution to form an estimate of the results
that might be brought about by the control of emissions. By

examination of past records, September was found to be the worst
month of the smog season. Concentrations of ozone and carbon
monoxide for the month of September from 1955-1958 vere studied.
It vas deduced, on the basis of analysis, that a pollutant vhich
contributes to smog formation must be reduced in concentration by a
factor of 2 or 3 in onder to reduce the worst September
experience to the leve of the best. The efficiency of control
devices required to reduce today's pollution is calculated.**

07620

Suter, H. R.

RANGE OF APPLICABILITY OF CATALYTIC FUME BURNERS. J. Air Pollu-
tion Control Assoc., 5(3):173-175, .184, Nov. 1955. (Presented
at the 48th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
Detroit, Mich., May 22-26, 1955.)

A more detailed exposition of the mechanism of vapor-phase
catalytic oxidation is presented. Catalytic oxidation proceeds
through 3 steps: adsorption on the active surface; chemical
reaction; and, desorption. During adsorption turbulence will assist
in the diffusion process and shapes of catalyst supports promoting
laminar flow should be avoided. The clearance between active
surfaces should be small. The general field of applicability for
vapor-phase oxidation in the air pollution control field lies in
streams containing combustible matter at concentrations below the
lover limit of explosibility. The limitations may be physical,
chemical, or practical and economic. Noncombustible inorganic
solids are not affected by the catalyst, and should be absent from
the stream lest they accumulate and cover the active surface. The

material to be oxidized must yield innocuous products in order to
serve the purposes of air pollution control. Specific catalyst
poisons must be absent. Catalytic oxidation units are not bought
floff-the-shelf but are specially designed for various
applications.

07836

Benforado, David M.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BY DIRECT FLAME INCINERATION IN THE PAINT
INDUSTRY. J. Paint Technol., 39(508) :265-266, May 1967. 1 ref.
(Presented at the 44th Annual Meeting, Federation of Societies for
Paint Technology, Vashington, D. C., Nov. 4, 1966.)

Direct-flame incineration is discussed and up-to-date information
available is summarized. Direct-flame incineration is an air
pollution control process in which objectionable organic vapors or
organic particulates are converted to harmless carbon dioxide and
vater vapor. The organic emissions are destroyed by exposure under
the proper conditions to temperatures of 1000-1400 deg. P in the
presence of a flame. Heat recovery equipment to cut down fuel
costs is usually easily justified. A typical forced draft direc.-
flame incineration system vith heat recovery shoving how solvent
vapors are elminated from a can coating process is presented.
Compared with other control processes for organic emissions, direct-
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flame incineration is capable of achieving a high level of
effectiveness. The basic variables affecting the design of a
direct-flame incinerator are: (1) Incineration temperature; (2) The
length of time the contaminated air is held at this temperature;
and (3) The amount of turbulence or mixing designed into the
combustor. Applications in which direct-flame incineration has
been used successfully by paint manufacturers include controlling
the exhaust from: resin and varnish cookers; and phthalic anhydride
plants. Applications in which direct-flame incineration has been
successfully used by industrial finishers include control of
emissions from bake ovens such as automobile can coating, sheet
etal, and wire enameling.

07846

Robison, J. A. and W. N. Brehob

THE INFLUENCE OF IMPROVED HIXTURE QUALITY ON ENGINE EXHAUST
EMISSIONS AND PERFORMANCE. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc., 17(7):446-453, July 1967. 6 refs.

A large, steam-heated, fuel vaporization tank was utilized as a
carburetor in multicylinder engine testing at steady-state
operating conditions. In comparison to normal carburetion, the
tank provided improved air fuel ixture quality, i.e., completely
vaporized fuel, thoroughly mixed with air, and at elevated
temperatures. Although not a practical piece of engine hardware,
the tank provided a means of determining the extent of gains to be
made with improved mixture quality. Improved ixture quality
produced slight reductions in rich mixture hydrocarbon and carbon
onoxide concentrations but did not reduce the minimum emissions
of these tvo exhaust containants. Rinimu fuel consumption sax
siilarly unaffected by iproved mixture quality. The most
important benefit of improved mixture quality vas derived from
improved geometric and cyclic fuel distribution; a substantial
extension of the isfire lean limit. The significance of lean
limit operation and its relationship to reduced exhaust
containants is discussed in detail. (Authors* abstract)411

07881

Grinner, J., M. E. Harris, V. R. Rowe, and E. B. Cook

EFFECT OF RECYCLING COMBUSTION PRODUCTS ON PRODUCTION OF OXIDES OF
NITROGEN, CARBON MONOXIDE AND HYDROCARBONS BY GAS BURNER
FLAMES. Preprint, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa., 42p., 1967. 24
refs. (Presented at the Symposium on Air Pollution Control
Through Applied Combustion Science, 16th Annual Meeting,
American Inst. of Chemical Engineers, New York City, Nov.
26-30, 1967)

Gas appliances designed to lessen the emission of oxides of
nitrogen, carbon onoxide, and hydrocarbons, are desired. The
formation and decay of oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide in
the secondary combustion zone of gas-burner flam,os mere
investigated as functions of temperature, cooling rate (temperature
gradient), and degree of recycling of combustion products into the
primary combustion zone of the flame; preliainary measurements sere
made on hydrocarbons fro flames. Recycling, though effective in
reducing nitrogen oxides concentrations in effluent from gas
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appliances, makes the flames longer and less stable. Nitrogen
oxides may be reduced by keeping the primary combustion temperature
as low as possible, preferably no higher than about 3,000 deg. F.,
and by starting to cool the combustion gases as soon as possible to
about 2,300 deg. F at which temperature concentrations of nitrogen
oxides do not increase within the residence tine in most gas
appliances. Concentrations of carbon monoxide are lowered by
recycling of flue gases. The oxidation rate of carbon monoxide is
strongly increased by increasing the oxygen concentration.
Although the point has yet to be proven by future research, it
appears that carbon onoxide concentrations ay best be lowered by
appliance designs that allow rapid induction of secondary air into
the secondary combustion zones. Hydrocarbons can escape fro gas
burner flames by flowing from the preheat zone of partially lifted
flames through the dead space into the surrounding cold atmosphere.
Recycling of combustion gases, very low fuel-air ratio, and very
high flow rates tend to promote partial lifting of flames fro
burner ports. It is possible that the emission of hydrocarbons by
gas appliances may largely be avoided by designing for well-seatd
flames on burner ports.

07882

Kaiser, E. R. and S. B. Friedman

THE PYROLYSIS OF REPOSE COMPONENTS. Combustion, 39(11) : 31-36, Nay
1968. 5 refs. Presented at the Symposium on Air Pollution Control
through Applied Combustion Science, 16th Annual Meeting, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, N. Y., Nov. 26-30, 1967.

Exploratory laboratory tests of destructive distillation of organic
wastes, and the prospects for complete gasification of the organic
atter are reported. The objective is to determine the quantity
and quality of the product gas that sight be produced for us as a
hot, raw boiler fuel, and possibly for chemical anufactur.
Results show that by heating to 1500 F out of contact with air, the
organic matter in municipal refuse can be converted to gas, organic
liquids, water and char in roughly equal proportions by weight.
The relative yields will be affected by the rate of heating.
Higher yields of gas result from rapid heating. The fixed gases
have a calorific value ot 350-400 Btu per standard cu ft. The
organic liquids range from alcohol to pitch. An extension of the
investigation to include complete gasification and analyses by
chromatography is suggested.

07884L

N. Lew, R. Woodruff, V. Johnson, V. Rusa

ION EXCHANGERS IN NENOVAL OF AIR COVTARIVAITS. San
Francisco Bay-Vaval Shipyard, Vallejo, Calif., Chemical
Lab.-8024-66, PR-1, ((30))p., March 1967. ((50)) refs.

DDC: AD 808060L

The ability of ion exchangers to be synthesized, modified,
regenerated, or used in customary form to react with gaseous air
contaminants and effect removal of these contaainants f rom air
was studied. Results show that treated and untreated ion
exchangers will react with a variety of gaseous aterials aad
thereby cause removal of these materials nom air. Reactions
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which occur between ion exchange resins and ionized reactants in
aqueous edia will likely occur in gaseous systems. The
possibilities of reactions between exchangers and organic
contaminants at nominal temperatures cannot necessarily be
foreseen. Favorable reactions between organic vapors and
exchanged groups on ion exchange resins are being sought.O4

07893

Stern, Arthur C.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL - PROBLEMS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINEER. Preprint, Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.,
National Center for Air Pollution Control, 15p., ((1967)).
(Presented at the National West Coast Meeting, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Portland, Oreg., Aug. 16, 1967.)

The contribution of the automobile and other gasoline power
vehicles to pollution are discussed. The adverse effects and the
contributing pollutants are cited. Control efforts are being
undertaken under the andate of the Motor Vehicle Air Pollution
Control Act, which authorizes the establishment of standards for
the emission of substances harmful to public health. Compliance
certification of new otor vehicles and engines and the technical
problems involved are discussed. Approaches to vehicular-emission
control are discussed, specially the inter-relationship of engine,
fuel, and refinery design. The corresponding problems of the
automotive engineer are cited.

07971

Rukin, Ira

CHEMICAL SUPPLEMENTS IN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL PROGRAMS. Apollo
Chemical Corp., Clifton, N.J., FL-57-65, ((32))p., 1967.
12 refs. (Presented at the National Fuels and Lubricants
Meeting, New York, N. Y., Sept. 13-14, 1967.)

Several classes of chemical additives for petroleum fuels sod
coals have been developed that reduce air pollutants from smoke
stacks. These are: (1) combustion catalysts, (2)

smoke-suppressants, (3) oil-ash (slag) modifiers, (4) absorptive
agents, (5) S03 neutralizing agents. The application of these
products to specific air pollution reduction programs is shown by
several case histories involving the following power plants:
(1) 4-cycle diesel trucks, (2) 2-cycle diesel buses, (3) diesel
power generating equipment, (4) gas turbine for peaking operations,
(5) school heating equipment vith No. 4 oil, (6) industrial plant
boiler vith Bunker C fuel, (7) refinery boiler burning No. 6 oil
and gas, (8) marine steam plant, (9) utility power plant, (10)
coal-fired utility. These specific examples cover the known types
of polluting materials from fuel and coal burning power plants. A
ready guide for specific utilisation of the chemical treatments is
summarized. It has been shown that chmical supplements are 80
to 100% effective for improving the combustion of the fuels
resulting in a decrease of smoke, particulate matter, odors and
aerosols as well as acidic and acrid S03 with a resultant
reduction in stack plume. Chemical supplements appear to be
uneconomical generally to completely eliminate S02 from the
exhaust gases. There are indications, however, that by reducing
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the aerosols forming soots and particulate matter from the exit
gases, the smog-forming tendencies of S02 are reduced
substantially.**

08075

Griswold, S. S.

REGULATION OF NEW MOTOR VEHICLEs. Preprint, Public Health
Service, Washington, D. c., Division of Air Pollution, 7p.,

1966. (Presented at the National Conference on Air Pollution,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 12-14, 1966.)

The problem of air pollution from motor vehicles is discussed.
The basis for the discussion is the Rotor Vehicle Air
Pollution Control Act. It is an amendment to the Clean Air
Act of 1963 and was signed by President Johnson on October 20,
1965. It is designed to achieve uniform national control by
limiting the emission from all new motor vehicles introduced into
commerce, whether manufactured in the United States or imported
from abroad. It authorizes the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to establish standards for the emission of
any substance which in his judgment is, or may be, injurious to
public health or welfare and to require compliance with these
standards. At the same time the Act specifies that appropriate
consideration be given to technological feasibility and economic
costs in prescribinq standards applicable to new motor vehicles or
engines. Federal emission standards were formally promulgated on
March 30, 1966. These standards are applicable to the 1968
model year and reflect those currently in effect in the State of
California. To implement these standards, to test for compliance
and, generally, to provide the necessary machinery for insuing that
the public gets the control it needs, the Abatement Branch of the
Division of Air Pollution is establishing a fully equipped
laboratory at the Willow Run Airport near Detroit. This
laboratory also has the responsibility for evaluating the adequucy
of existing standards and the need for more severe standards and
less complex test procedures. Field surveys of equipped vehicles
in California and elsewhere are also being being conducted.
Initial certification of new systems is approved on the basis of
performance of test vehicles, but the continued approval for
succeeding years will be determined by the systems' effectiveness
when evaluated under realistic driving conditions.**

08080

Rutin, I.

UTILIZATION OF ADDITIVES IN CONTROLLED COMBUSTION PRODUCTS.
Preprint, Apollo Chemical Corp., Clifton, N. J., 11 p.,
1966. (Presented at the BECAR Technical Symposium on
Combustion and Air PollUticn Control, Oct. 25, 1966.)

Practical applications of chemical additives for reducing air
pollution with petroleum fuels are discussed. Successful results
have been achieved in the field by the use of additives for fuel
oils, both distillate and residual fuels. The major pollutants
are: (1) black particulate matter representing primarily unburied
hydrocarbons; (2) sulfur oxides (S02 and S03). With
distillate fuels, where the sulfur content generally is below
0.5%, our primary concern is particulate matter and to a somewhat
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lesser degree, carbon monoxide, aldehydes and nitrogen oxides.
Sith residual fuels, sulfur, as so2 and s03, is the dominant
consideration, although the ability to reduce black smoke emission
by eans of chemical additive is certainly a valuable
contribution to air pollution control. The three effective
classes of chemical additives are: (1) combustion catalysts, (2)
oil-ash slag modifiers, and (3) chemical neutralizing agents.
In some cases, these chemical agents can be combined to give one
or more benefits. In a recent trial at a power plant, one of our
products, SSI-3(11), reduced the black smoke at the same time
that it lovered the S03 content of the flue gas from 90 to 5
parts per million. The case histories cited show how chemical
additives are being used to reduce air pollution at the same tine
that they make their contribution to better overall fuel
utilization. AAMIle

08082

J. Heaney, R. L. Novack

INVESTIGATION OF CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF IMPURITIES OF AIR.
Bolt, Beranek, and Newan, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
Prototech Co., Contract NAS-6085, NASA-111, NASA-CR-66368,
58p. June 30, 1967.

CFSTI: N67-29987

A study vas made of the catalyzed combustion of impurities in
air. These studies included laboratory tests of several
configurations of corrugated catalyst support to minimize air flow
resistance and optimize catalyst length. The two catalysts used
were; platinum and palladium, and the three impurities were
hydrogen, carbon onoxide, and methane. A catalytic coil
consisting of parallel corrugated ribbons of chromel
alternated with layers of asbestos coated with precious metal
catalyst, constructed to provide straight-through channels for
air passage, was used to oxidize carbon monoxide, hydrogen and
methane, present as dilute (0.5%) impurities in air. Platinum
when applied to the asbestos was significantly inferior to
palladium for the oxidation of methane. In addition, the catalyst
operating temperature was found to decrease with increasing
surface concentration of palladium, with length of catalyst, and
with decreasing channel size. Prom this, a plan for an
integrated air purification system including heat exchanger and
insulation was developed, based on a laboratory tested
catalyst. The system should remove virtually all of the carbon
monoxide aad hydrogen from the air while leaving a remidual of no
more than 250 ppm of Bethel:0.Se

08084

A. Richaels

STATUS REPORT. (SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL) Preprint,
Philadelphia, Pa., (7) p., (1946). (Presented at the
National Conference on Air Pollution, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 13, 1966, Paper No. D-1.)

The air pollution contribution made by urban society is disposing
of solid wastes, is discussed. It has been reported that an
average of 4.5 lbs. of refuse per person each day, is generated,
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as normally collected for disposal. Although no refuse disposal
method apportionment was available, an attempt was made to
estimate the percentage disposed of by the various methods used
in order to evaluate the relationship of refuse disposal to
air pollution. It is estimated that 10-15% of all refuse is
disposed of by incineration. It is further estimated that 20 to
25% of urban refuse is disposed of by open burning.
Approximately 40% of all refuse is disposed of by landfilling, and
10% by various other methods including hog feeding, grinding,
salvage and reclamation, etc. The quantity of particulates
emitted by incineration varies from 10-60 lbs. per ton of
material burned. Open burning accounts for quantities varying
from 60-100 lbs. per ton. Particulate emissions are tabulated
for the disposal methods. In addition to particulate matter,
poor refuse disposal by combustion results in the emission of
gaseous pollutants, particularly carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons. If all of the refuse currently disposed of by
burning were to be properly incinerated, the total particulate
emissions would be 800,000 tons per year, harmful gaseous emissions
would be negligible and the total pollution contribution would
be well under 1% of the total annual pollution quantity. Even if
all refuse were to be incinerated properly, the total pollution
emission quantity would be under 1 1/2%. It would appear that the
disposal of refuse by incineration need not cause meaningful air
pollution.110

081o2

Natsak, V. G.

THE PURIFICATION OF AIR POLLUTED BY VAPORS AND OASES. In: Survey of
U. S. S. R. Literature from Russian by B. S. Levine. National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., Inst. for Applied Tech.,
Vol. 3, 177-185, Nay 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21475

Methods for the recovery and purification of noxious substances
ejected by gas exhaust and ventilating installations are reviewed.
It was found easier to purify exhaust gases than ventilating air.
The methods include: Chemical purification method, Condemsation
method, Liquid absorption method, and Absorption by solid
absorbents (adsorption). Present methods for air and gas
purification can be rendered close to 100 percent free of most acid
and alkali gases, organic solvent vapors and sone other gases. But
no effective and cheap method has been founrup to the present for

the recovery of carbon monoxide. Purification of air from solvent
vapors, ruzh as gasoline, acetone, acetates, etc. can be used
effectively only in the case of tail gases and not in the
purification of ventilating air, even though it is ffective ia
both instances; the high cost mates its use for purification of
ventilation air economically prohibitive. The possibility of using
solid absorbents, such as activated charcoal and silicagel for the
purification of ventilation air nay apply to many cases. The
primary obstacle lies in the high cost of adsorbent material and in
the consumption of consi/erable electric energy in overcoming the
pressure drop of recuperating installations.
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08207

Sourirajan, S. and Mauro A. Accomazzo

THE APPLICATION OF THE COPPER OXIDE-ALUMINA CATALYST FOR AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL. Can. J. Chem. Eng. (Ottawa) , 39(2):83-93, April
1961. 8 refs.

The catalytic combustion of 1-hexene present in diluent nitrogen in
the concentrations of 1170 ppm and 3000 ppm by excess oxygen, has
been studied in the presence of CuO-A1203 (1:1) catalyst in the
temperature range 242 deg. to 424 deg. C. and gas space velocity in
the range 4000-16,000 hr.-1. The experimental data on the kinetics
of the reaction were found to fit an empirical half-order law with
respect to the 1-hexene concentration. The presence of rater vapor
in the reactants vas found to have no effect on the efficiency of
the catalyst at temperatures higher than 400 deg. C. The above
results were similar to those obtained for the catalytic oxidation
of n-hexene studied earlier. The possible use of the above copper
oxide-alumina catalyst for the simultaneous removal of hydrocarbons
and carbon aonoxide present in the auto exhaust gases has been
tested, making use of a 1955 six-cylinder automobile engine run on
leaded gasoline fuel. The hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
concentrations encountered in these studies varied in the range 170-
16,000 ppm and 1-7 percent respectively. It vas found that the
minimum initial temperature of the catalyst bed required for the
complete removal of both hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide,
simultaneously, vas 226 deg. C. under no load condition, 342 deg.
C. under an engine load of 2.5 hp, 400 deg. C. under an engine load
of 5.1 hp or higher, and 236 deg. C. under deceleration conditions.
The catalyst shoved no deterioration in performance even after 100
hours of continuous service in conjunction with the above auto
exhaust gases. Authors abstract

08345

Cooper, Jonathan C. and Frank T. Cunniff

CONTROL OF SOLVENT EMISSIONS. Proc. MECAR Symp., Rev
Developments in Air Pollution Control, Metropolitan
Engineers Council on Air Resources, Rev York City, p. 30-41,
Oct. 23, 1967.

Tour different approaches can be taken toward controlling solvent
vapor emissions from industrial and commercial operations. One
vay is to avoid air pollution entirely by using water as the
solvent. A second approach is to reduce the severity of the
pollution by changing to organic solvents with low photochemical
reactivity. A third control method is to destroy the escaping
solvent vapors by incineration. When properly designed and
installed this method is very effective and the capital costs
involved are moderate. The fourth type of control method is to
capture the emitted solvent vapors so that the solvent can be
recovered for reuse. Three techniques are available -
adsorption of the vapors in a scrubbing liquid, condensation by
cooling, and adsorption on activated carbon. Of these,
activated carbon adsorption is the most generally applicable and is
capable of achieving the highest degree of solvent recovery, with
resulting attractive payout.II
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08352

Rowson, H. H.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN SOLVENT RECOVERY. Proc. MECAR
Symp., Nee Developments in Air Pollution Control,
Metropolitan Engineers Council on Air Resources, New York
City, p. 110-128, oct. 23, 1967.

The growing understanding of the adsorption process has led to the

ability to modify the properties, such as pore size distribution
and overall activity of the adsorbent, to suit the particular
separation that is required. This has been accompanied by much
development in the last fee years of the fixed bed and fluid bed
mechanical contacting that is available to carry out these
separations, and as a result of these parallel developments, it is
now possible to carry out with very great efficiency a large
number of complicated separations. The fixed bed plant consists
of a number of vessels containing activated carbon into which the
solvent laden gas strgam is introduced in turn. The solvent
lades stream is alloyed to flow through the carbon bed, the
solvent is adsorbed onto the activated carbon, and the solvent free
air is discharged into the atmosphere. In the fluidized bed
process, the solvent laden air or gas stream is passed upwards
through the adsorber vessel which contains a number of shallow
fluidized beds of activated carbon. The solvent is progressively
adsorbed onto the carbon, and the solvent free air is discharged
through dust collectors to the atmosphere. This process has a
number of advantages compared with the fixed bed process: 1.

Exceptional contacting between solvent and adsorbent giving very
high efficiencies; 2. Complete continuous automatic operation,
with minimum labor requirements; 3. Competitive ih Cost for the
medium and larger installation; 4. Low stripping steam usage
(about half that of equivalent fixed bed plants) . 5. Low ground
area requirement; 6. High concentration of solvent in recovered
agueous liquor simplifying onward processing; 7. Inherently safe
even with highly inflammable solvents. Factors affecting the
choice of solvent recovery systems include 1. Air flow, 2.
Concentration of solvent, 3. Solvent type and 4. Operating
continuity. For the majority of applications in a well aintaiaed
fixed bed plant, efficiencies of 97$ to 98$, defined as the ratio
of solvent outlet to inlet concentration over the adsorber, are
quite easily achieved. In a well run fluid bed plant,
efficiencies of 991 peasured over the adsorber are quite readily
attainable. Other new applications for adsorption techniques
include the removal of small quantities of noxious material from
large volumes of air, the separation of hydrocarbon gases, and the
control of S02 emission from power station flue qases.et

08365

Howard G. Maahs, Lennart M. Johanson, Joseph L.
McCarthy

SEKOR III: PRELININARY ENGINEERING DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATES
FOR STEAM STRIPPING KRAFT PULP HILL EFFLUENTS. TAPPI,
50(6):2/0-275, June 1967. 9 refs.

An illustrative, preliminary engineering design and cost
estimate has been carried out relative to the SEKOR-B
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(refluxed column) process. As a basis for such
calculations, experimental determinations have been made of
vapor-liquid equilibrium constants for the sulfur-
containing components. CH3SH, (CH3)2S, and
(CO3)2S2 in dilute concentration in water at 1 atm total
pressure, and, also, for the substances limonene, alphapinene,
and alpha-terpineol, which are major constituents of the
recovered volatile oil. It is shown that all substances are
of higher volatility than water and ay be steam-stripped, and that
alpha-terpineol and dimethyl disulfide are the most difficult to
strip from water. The optimum feed/steam ratio, reflux rate,
and number of stages required to strip H2s and the above
components from condensates of a 400 ton/day kraft pulp mill were
calculated. To reduce the concentration of (CH3)2S2 to 1%
of its feed concentration, capital cost was estimated to be
$51,500 to treat 1,000,000 lb/day of blow and relief gas
condensates. If amortized over a 5-year period, this capital cost
together with operating costs is stimated to result in a total
cost per ton of dry pulp of $0.25/ton for 5 years and of $0.13/ton
thereafter. If the sale of recovered crude SEKOR oils at
$0..04/lb is feasible, and if hot process water is valued
at 10.03/1000 gal, the above costs for treating blow and relief
gas condensates are estimated to approximately $0.07/ton pulp.
The cost and design bases used are described in some detail to
allow potential users to undertake similar calculations compatible
with local conditions, and, thus, to obtain alternate costs per
ton of pulp if so desired. LAM

08476

Sherwood, Peter V.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN HYDROCARBON GAS TECHNOLOGY. ((Neuss aus
der Kohlenwasserstoftgas-Technologie - Polge 130) Text in
German. Gas Nasserfach (Munich), 108(15):402-403, April
1967.

Efforts have been made to combat S02 pollution by obtainisg
sulfur from stack gases as a by-product. An apparatus from the
Institute of Technology in Tokyo and one developed by
Monsanto work on the same principle. Stack gases containing
0.2% sulfur dioxide are separated from the fly ash and passed
through V205, thereby converting the sulfur dioxide to sulfite.
Monsanto then condenses the sulfite to 70% sulfuric acid, while
the Japanese add ammonia to the sulfite to form ammonium sulfate,
which can be used as fertilizer. In both nethods the purified
waste gas contains only 0.02% sulfur dioxide. Wide use of gas
fuel cells by 1970 is predicted by the Institute of Technology
in Chicago. The cells may be used in mass production items such
as automobiles within 10 years; in some trial cells efficiencies
of 70-80% have been obtained already. The most commonly used
fuel is hydrogen, although the econoeical production and safe
handling of this fuel still presents problems. Cells using
hydrazine and methanol are under development. ?or power plants
of 10 to 1,000 kW., paraffin fractions, which are split by a
nickel catalyst at 500-1,000 deg C., seem to be the most
economical tuel for the near future.10
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08488

Lohner, Kurt, Herbert Huller, and Walter Zander

ABOUT THE PROCESS-TECHNIQUE OF THE COMBUSTION OF EXHAUST GASES IN
GASOLINE ENGINES IN STATIONARY OPERATIONS. ((Uber die
Verfahrenstechnik der Nachverbrennung der Abgase von
Ottomotoren bei stationarem Betrieb.)) Text in German.
VDI (Ver. Deut. Ingr.) Z. (Duesseldorf), 109(31) :1488,
Nov. 1967.

To reduce the amount of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emission
during the stationary operation of engines without deleterious
effect on the engine, certain modifications were undertaken. It

was found that complete combustion can be obtained by the
addition of air at a fast or edium engine speed. However at
idling speed enough exhaust gases are formed to make additional
conbustion necessary. By adding air directly into the
cylinder during the exhaust cycle, a nearly complete combustion
can be obtained. Since this procedure is expensive, the simpler
procedure of adding the air behind the exhaust valve and providing
combustion by means of catalysts vas undertaken. A small
catalyst vessel vas constructed for idling speeds with a bypass to
reduce any excessive exhaust gas pressure which ight build up at
full speed operation. The catalyst vas placed directly behind
the motor to facilitate quick warn-up of the engine. The
catalyst can also be placed near the exhaust vents providing an
afterburner for each cylinder. To obtain a process with few
oving parts, wires with an array of catalyst beads were placed
vertical to the exhaust gas stream. The effectiveness of this
procedure is comparable to the bypass procedure, but the
catalyst must endure tenperatues above 1,000 deg C at full speed,
shortening its effective life, since there is no provision by a
bypass.00

08496

Hoffman, Heinz

EXHAUST GAS PROBLEMS WITH GASOLINE AND DIESEL MOTORS. I.

GASOLINE ENGINES. ((Abgasprobleme bei Otto- und
Dieselmotoren. T. Ottomotoren.)) Text in German. Erdoel
Kohle (Hamburg), 20(8):564-568, Aug. 1967.

The California Test and the events which produced the
California and U.S. Government laws for the reduction of air
pollution from gasoline engines are described. The differences
between the California and U.S.A. specifications are
outlined. The conditions in regard t.T. air pollution from
gasoline engines in various Europwan cities are discussed and
compared with those found in Lox Angeles. The Europa test,
concerned mainly with CO emission, is described, evaluated, and
compared with the U.S.A. tests which set limits for both CO
and hydrocarbons. The three most important control eethods for
exhaust gamin are: 1) Catalytic oxidation, which is
unsatisfactory, because the catalyst weakens after 8,000 km.
(it became nearly ineffective at the end of a 23,000 km. test
run). 2) The Chrysler Clean Air Package system, which
depends on a particular combination of gasoline mixture and
ignition ties, so that with small alteratiods in the combustion
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chamber the conditions of the U. S. lav are fulfilled. 3) The
exhaust air injection system, vhich depends on air being blovn
into the exhaust system. This system, vhich is used by Ford and
General Motors, also fulfills the U.S. requirements.**

08536

Miller, M. R. and H. J. Nilhoyte

A STUDY OF CATALYST SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR FUME-ABATEMENT OF
HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,17(12):
791-795, Dec. 1967. 8 refs.

In a stainless steel pilot plant system, operating vith combined
thermal incineration and catalytic oxidation, studies have been
ade of the influence of catalyst-support geometry on abatement
efficiency. Catalyst supports tested vere ceramic spherical
pellets, etal foils, and ceramic honeycomb structures, all vith
precious etal catalyst. Data obtained cover a range of space
velocities from 30,000 to 175,000 scf/hr-cu ft bed and a range of
catalytic reactor temperatures from 150 to 450 deg C. Results
show that optimum fume-abatement performance is ob tained by
combining incineration and catalytic oxidation and that catalyst
support geometry has a significant effect on performance.
(Authors* abstract)

08567

Derndinger, Hans-Otto

MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES. ((graftfahrzeugmotorr*11)) Text in German
VDI (Ver. Dent. Ingr.) Z. (Dusseldorf), 108(19):842-845, July 1966.
10 refs.

Tvo nev designs in motor vehicle engines are described. In one
engiue the compression ratio vas raised to 11.2:1 by direct
injection of air into the engine, creating a strong rotation of air
around the cylinder shaft. A savings of 10-20 percent of fuel vas
obtained. In the second design the compression ratio vas raised to
14:1 to 17:1 by external ignition using a specially developed
spark plug. Greater fuel savings and a lov carbon onoxide and
uncombusted hydrocarbon content in the exhaust vere obtained. A
detailed description of the California test for automobile exhaust
gas emissions as well as figures for the aount of permissible
carbon onoxide and hydrocarbon emissions in California and in the
United States at large, beginning in 1968, are given. Five ethods
to reduce the emission to the California standards are described:
(1) fuel injection; (2) reure of combustible gases vhich escape
around the piston into the crankcase; (3) the Chrysler Cleaner Air
Package (CAP); (4) recombustion (a good portion of the combustible
gases can be burned in the exhaust anifold by the addition of air
directly behind the exhaust valve); (5) catalytic recombustion at
lov temperatures. At the present time the catalyst is easily
poisoned, particularly by lead deposits. Further technological
developments along this line are possible.
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08594

Gamer, Carl H. and Hartinus Hus

ECONOMICS OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION AND HYDROTREATING. (Ifirtschaf-
liche Herstellung on Vasserstoff und
Hydrotreating.)) Text in Geran. Erdoel Koh le (Hamburg), 20 (7):482-
484, July 1967. 17 refs. (Presented at the Annual Meeting, German
Assoc. for Mineral Oil Science and Coal Cheaistry and the
Austrian Society for Petroleum Sciences,Hunich,Oct. 138 1966)

The increased upgrading of oil refinery processes--reguiring
additicnal sources of hydrogen--is advocated for Germany. Despite
added costs, such steps should result in financial gains of over 60
percent; moreover, the probable future liaitations of sulfur
content in fuels by means of governmental air pollution control
regulation also suggests increased use of such hydrogen refining
processes. Other technical advantages of the use of hydrogen
production facilities are cited. The conditions and costs of
hydrogen production for three different processes (steas methan
pyrolysis, steam naphtha pyrolysis, partial oxidation) are
tabulated. In the future it may be desirable, as an air pollution
abatement measure, to combine thermal rower pinats with refineries
so as to convert the heating oil to heating gas through partial
oxidation= should this actually become an accepted practice,
considerable added savings in hydrogen production--hence in
upgraded refinery processes--will be realized.

08604

Fiala, Ernst, and Zeschsann, Ernst-Georg

IRESOF,ENESS OP EXHAUST GAS oDCR. ((Lastigkeit von Abgas eruch.)
Text in German. VDI (Ver. Dent. Ingr.) Z. (Duesseldorf),
109(24).11139-1141, Aug. 1967. 5 refs.

The fresh air dilution of automotie exhaust gases at which the
odor was just detected by 10 subjects was used to measure the odor
intensity. The engine vas operated at various conditions and with
air added directly toward exhaust valve. The subjects first
breated fresh air, to which untreated exhaust was added until the
odor was detected. The amounts of carbon ;monoxide and hydrocarbons
were aeasured at this point, for each of the different operating
conditions. The sae procedure was repeated with the addition of
air toward the exhust valve. Graphically presented data show that
while the emission of CO and hydrocarbons considerably diainished
with the addition of air, the odor intensity of the gas increased
signif icantly.

08831

ZENITH DUPLEX INDUCTION SYSTEM. Automobile Engr., 57(3):96-99,
March 1967.

The basic features of the Zenith Duplex Induction System are
presented. The emission of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide from
the exhaust is effected primarily by increasing efficiency of
combustion in the cylinders. The basic aia is to supply a dry,
but not overheated, mixture to the cylinders. A relatively
small-bore mixture-feed pipe is used in parallel with the main
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anifold, whereby the mixture is taken through an exhitust-heated
chamber and dried. Two throttle valves are employed, one
controlling flow in the main systea and the other controlling flow
through the small-bore pipe. An interconnecting linkage is
arranged so that one throttle c,pens, before picking up and opening
the other. When the main throttle valve is closed the small-bore
systen is open. During the initial stages of acceleration from
rest or low speeds, the ixture is diverted through the
exhaust-heated chaber and returned to the main tract down-stream
of the secondary valve. The heat-exchanger box has thin sections
between the exhaust gas and the fuel-air ixture so that the time
lag, between the starting of the engine from cold and its warming
up sufficiently for control of the ixture, is inimized. With
this systen low air:fuel ratios can be adopted. Sudden
acceleration does not wet the walls of the manifold as the pressure
ithin it rises, and therefore a potential source of variation in
ixture strength is elininated. The sitture does not hAve to be
enriched for winter conditions. All these features leau to
significant fuel econony as well as reduction of hydro-carbon and
carbon onoride enissions.*0

09837

Kane, .1. 11.

STATUS FORECAST FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL - 1972. Air Eng.,
9(3) :33-34, 37, Hatch 1967.

A forecast of what ill happen in the field of air pollution
control in the next five years is presented. The pollutants
covered are smoke, isible dusts, visible pluses, hydrocarbons,
diesel engine fuses and smokes, and oxides of sulfur.tt

09027

California rotor Vehicle Pollution Control Board. Preprint,
((16))p., Ray 20, 1967.

EFFECTIVENESS OF EMUS? CONTROLS /11 PUBLIC OSE.

Analysis of enissions frog automobiles with exhaust control
devices indicates a 70% reduction in hydrocarbons and a 50%
reduction in CO compared to the existing car population in
Califonia. Rowever, the data indicate an emission deterioration
trend with ileage. Solve indications of these trends are: (1)

All eission trends go over the hot-start standards of 250 ppm
hydrocarbons and 1.22% carbon monoxide before 12,000 idles is
reached: and (2) All eissions except one manufacturer's carbon
onoxide show significant deterioration beyond the mileage normally

associated with deposit buildup in the combustion chambers.
Spark timing and idle speed inspection data on 50 new cars and 100
privately-owned cars show large percentages of the cars are outside
the tolerances when new and the percentages increase significantly
with time and nileage indicating that they are being further
maladjusted in the field. It is concluded that car cospanies must
ultiply their efforts in the following areas: (1) Isprovement of

basic performance ability oi exhaust systems; (2) Adjastsent to
factory specifications at the factory: (3) Actual perforsance of
proper adjustaents by dealer service personnel as part of their
training prof:man: and (4) Developnent of fined or limited range
adjustments.44
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09195

Fatherine C. Rental;

LIQUID FUELS FROR COAL WITH H-COAL. Preprint, nydrocarboo
Research, Inc., lieu fork, bp., 1966. (Presented at
National Coal Association Technical-Sales Conference and
nitusinous Coal Pesearch, Inc., Annual Rooting, Sept. 14-15,

1966, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

The R-Coal process is based ups(' a new reactor concept known
as the ebullated bed reactor. Dried and pulverized coal
is cosbined with recycled oil to fors a slurry. This slurry
is fed continuously with hydrogen isto a reactor
containing a bed of ebullatei catalyst. The coal is catalytically
hydrogenated and converted to liquid and gaseous products.
Products are separated and result in fractions of gas, light
distillate, mid-distillate, and vacuum' bottoss slurry. In this
reactor systes 90% of the coal on the moisture- and ash-free basis
is converted to liquid and gaseous products. Liguie products
from the coal hydrogenation step are hydrocracked, hydrotreated,
and reformed to produce gasoline, No. 2 furnace oil, and a very
stall asount of No. 6 fuel oil. All of the No. 2 furnace oil
can be converted to gasoline if desired, Heuzene and liquid
petroleum gas (LPG) say be recovered and sold. An econosic
sussary for au R-Coal refinery with a nominal capacity of
1000,000 barrels per standard day (BPSD) is presented.
Three cases are presented. The first case produces gasoline
and furnace oiI in a ratio of 2 to 1. The second case produces
all gasoline, and the third case is the sane as the second
case with the exception that 12,000 PHD of LPG and 1000

PPD of benzene are recovered. Eased on the progress sade in
developsest of the H-Coal process it is expected to be ready for
ccssercialization in the early 1970's and will provide the coial
industry with a seams to cospete for the gasoline sarket and to
utilize the large reserves of high-sulfwr fuel.44

09325

D. W. Golothan

DIESEL EIGINE EIRAUST SHONE: THE INFLUERCE or rim PROPERTIES
AND THE EFFECTS OP USING BARTUR-COWTAIRING FUEL ADD/T/VE.

Prepriat, Society of Automotive Engiueers, 23 p., 1967.

11 refs. (Presented at the Autosotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Rich., Jan. 9-13, 1967. Paper 670092.)

Even though the coebustion gases of diesel fuel are filch
less totic than those of gasoline, emhaust stoke has
increased proportionately with the number of diesels in use and
has becose a mador problem. This paper describes the
influence of base fuel cosposition on suoke, and the results
of using a barium-containing additive in tke fuel. The
tolicological aspects of using the additive are considered,
together with certain other side effects that sight arise.
Details are also given of the various means for seasuring smoke,
and of etisting legislation to control the nuisance. (Author's

abstract)SS
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09329

Sullivan, R. E., W. Cornelius, and D. L. Stivender

A C01180STIOI SISTER POW A VEHICULAR NIGENENATIVE GAS TORRINt
PEATONING LOY AIR POLLUTANT EnISSIOXS. Preprint, Society of
Autogotive Engineers, 20p., 1968. 18 refs. 1Presented at the
Coebined Fuels and Lubricants, Poverplant and Transportation
Reetiugs, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 30-now. 3, 1968, Paper
580936.)

The combustion system developed for the GT-309 regenerative gas
turbine is used to illustrate pertinent structural, performance,
and emhaust esission considerations when designing for a vehicular
gas turbine application. The developnent of each najor componemt
and the performance of the cosbestion system as a whole are re-
viewed. The satisfactory perforgance and durability potential of
the GT-309 engine conbustion system have been leuoustrated by
extensive operation in a couponent test facility and in several
test cell and vehicle installed engines. Exhaust emissions of
unburned hydrocarbons and carbon nonotide are ninisal and are of no
concdru frog an air pollution standpoint. So objectionable
exhaust sulking and odor are prodoced. As is the case with curr-
ent spark ignited and compression ignition engines, the emissions
of otides of nitrogen in the present state of developeent do not
satisfy the proposed 1980 California Mat for this air pollutant
on an equivalent weight flow basis. (Authors* Abstract)

09337

Lawrence G., J. Buttivant, and C. G. O'Neill

METOPE PlIE-TPEATREXT FOR CLEAN IIHAUST --- THE ZEVITR
*DMIPLEI* CAREDRATIOW SYSTEM. Preprint, Society of
Antovotive Engineers, 18p., 1967. 4 refs. (Presented at the
Hid-Tear fleeting of the Society of Autonotive Engineers,
Chicago, Ill., Ray 15-19, 1967, Paper 670484.)

A carburetor adapted to exploit the control of exhaust emissions
through consisteacy of netering and mitture quality,
particularly in conjunction with a dual bore inlet nanifold, is
discussed against the background problems faced by the
European gotor industry. The development and incidental
research data which determined the design are followed by a
description of production and quality assurance techniques, with
special reference to the evolution of autouatic flow testing
apparatus. (Authors* abstract)**

09793

LeDuc, Harc F.

ADSORPTION EQUIPHEWT. In: Air Pollution Engineering Hanual.
(Air Pollution Control District, County of Los Angeles.)
John A. Danielson (coup. and ed.), Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control, PBS-
Pmb-999-AP-40, p. 192-201, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30
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The echanisms of the adsorption process and adsorption equipaent
are described with particular emphasis on activated carbon as the
adsorbent. Saturation, retentivity, adsorption of eixed vapor, heat
of adsorption and carbon regeneration are included in the
discussions. Activated carbon is most suitable for resoling
organic vapors. It adsorbs substantially all the organic vapor
fro the air at abieat teperature regardless of variations in
concentration and humidity conditions. The liitation for
olecules capable of reoval by physical properties is that they
ust be higher in olecular weight than the noral constituents in

air. In general, reoval is practical for gases with eolecular
weight over 45. Probably the only solvent used with molecular
weight below 45 is 'ethanol. The design and operation of the fixed-
bed adsorber, conical filed-bed adsotber, and continuous adsorber
are described and illustrated. An activated carbon adsorption bed
should be protected fro particulate natter that can coat the
surface of the carbon. This can be accomplished by the use of
efficient filters. Corrosion of the bed ust also be prevented.
Corrosion can be controlled by the use of stainless steel or by
applicatiom of a protective coating of a baked phenolic resin.
tolar and non-polar solvents are equally adsorbed by activated
larbon, but tbe recovery of polar conpounds on stripping with steam
requires au additional step of fractionation to effect a separation
fro the aqueous solution. Other solids possessing adsorptive
properties are aluina, bauxite, bome char, decolorixing carbons,
Fuller's earth magnesia, silica gel, and strontian sulfate.
Their industrial uses are listed.

09795

Chatfield, Parry E. and Pay M. Ingels

GIS ABSORPTION EQUIPMENT. In: Air Pollution Engineering
Rangel. (Air Pollution Control District, County of Los
Angeles.) John A. Danielsoa (comp. and ed.), Public Realth
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, national Center for Air Pollution
Control, PAS-Pub-999-AP-40, p. 210-232, 1967.

GPO: 806-614-30

Gas absorption eqmipent is designed to provide thorough contact
between the gas and liquid solvent in order to pereit interphase
diffusion of the materials. This contact betveen gas and liquid
can be accoplished by dispersing gas in liquid or vice versa.
Absorbers that disperse liquid include packed towers, spray towers
and venturi aLsorbers. Eguipsent that uses gas dispersion includes
plate or tray towers and vessels with sparging equipsent. The
principles of designing plate towers and packed towers are
discussed in detail. The following items are included in the
discussion on packed towers: packing materials, liquid dispersion,
tower capacity, tower diaeeter, number of transfer units, height of
a transfer unit, and pressure drop through packing. An example of
calculations involved in designing a packed tower for the removal
of 1A3 is illustrated. Liquid flow, plate design and efficiency,
flooding, liquid gradient on plate, plate spacing, tower dianeter,
and the number of theoretical plates are included in the discussion
of plate towers with specific emphasis on bubble cap plates. An
exaple of the calculations involved in deterining the nueber of
plates required and estiated diameter of a plate tower is
illustrated. ?L.% :hoice of gas absorption equipment is usually
betveen a packed tower and a plate tower. Both devices have
advantages and disadvantages. Factors which the final selection
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should be based upon are listed. Spray-type absorbers and venturi
absorbers are also briefly discussed. These towers are primarily
used for removing particulates from gas streams, though they have
sose qas absorption applications. The gaseous air contaminants
most commonly controlled by absorption include S02. 103, 10s,
and light hydrocarbons.

10047

Conn, A. L. and J. B. Corus

EVALUATION 0? 'PROJECT R-COAL,. Aserican Oil Co., Whiting,
Ind., Pesearch and Development Dept., Contract 14-01-0001-1188
Proj. 612 78p., Dec. 8, 1967.

CPSTI, DX: PB 1777063

A feasibility study of the IH-coal, process is presented which
covers eiperiaental works, conceptual design, and economics. The if
Coal proCess is the manufacture of hydrocarbon liqcids by
hydrogenation of coal. Parts of the process disc-ased include: Coa
preparation, coal hydrogenation, heavy gas oil hydrogenation, fluid
coking, middle distillate hydrotreating, middle distillate
hydrocracking, naphtha treating and reforming, naphtha recovery,
hydrogen manufacture, hydrogen compression and sulfuric acid and
ammonium sulfate plant. Based upon a thorough study of the process
and the econovics involved, the H-coal process is seen to be
competitive with other seans of petroleum manufacture.

10458

wood, P. C., 0.C.Eubank, and J. Sosnowski

HIDROCRACKING SPREADS INTO NEW AREAS. Oil Gas J.,66(25):83-84,8
89, June 17, 1968. 11 refs.

Hydrocrackers are built primarily to produce gasoline from heavy
oils, but other product volume and quality demands are influencing
the design of new installations. Equipment modifications, feedstock
properties, yields, and product properties for various hydrocracking
processes are enumerated.

10539

Hay, Hans and Harry Schulz

A NEW DISTRIBUTING INJECT/ON SISTER AID /TS POTENT/AL ?ON
/HPROVING EIHAUST GAS EBISS/OW. Society of Automotive
Engineers, Preprint, 10p., 1968. 24 refs. (Presented at the
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 8-12,
1968, Paper 680043.)

The control principles and the design of a fuel injection system
are described. In this system, injection time and injection
pressure are controlled independent of each other. The injection
time is controlled by two rotating discs having slotz, which are
turnable to each other and which are turned by the influence of
a centrifugal governor in connection with a three-disensional cam.
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With the three-dimensional cam, a punctiform scanning of engine
characteristics can be realized. Some results obtained with
this injection system are shown for example, fuel quantity
characteristic, CO and n-heAane characteristic of a 4-cyl
4-stroke engine, injection pressure distribution depeadent on
crank angle, and consumption loops for injection and carburetor
operation. (Authors' abstract, modified)*0

10568

Schiele, G.

ELECTRIC CLEANING OF WASTE GASES FR08 CARBON ELECTRODE HAWING
FURNACES. ((Elektrische Reinigung der Abgase nos
Elektrodenbrennofen.)) Text in German. Aluminium
43(3):171-174, Narch 1967.

Waste gases from carbon electrode baking furnaces contain
extremely fine tar vapors with a range of boiling temperatures.
These vapors can be precipitated most effectively by means of
electrofilters. The gases in many cases must be cooled before tar
vapor removal, due to the differences in boiling temperatures: if
this step were not taken, the amount of tar vapor reaching the
atmosphere would still be too high despite the filter's efficiency.
The industrial application of the electrostatic precipitation gas
cleaning process is described and illustrated.**

10637

Ilenitskii, A. P., A. Is Khesina, S. II. Cherkinskii,
and L. R. Shabad

EFFECT OF OZOIATION UPON AROMATIC HEDROCARBOWS, INCLUDING
CARCINOGENS. ((Tliyanie ozonirovaniya na aromaticheskie,
chastnosti kantserogennye, uglevodorody.)) Hyg. 6 Sanit.
(English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.), 33(1-3) :323-327,
Jan.-March 1968. ((11)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/1

The efficiency of ozone in the inactivation of carcinogenic
hydrocarbons was studied. Experiments were perforeed with
1,2-benzanthracene (BA), 1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene (DBA),
9,10-dimethyl-1,2-benzanthracene (D881), 3,4-benzpyrene (BP)
and pyrene (P) in various concentrations. Ozone concentration
was 0.4 g per liter sixture. Ozonatiol was performed for periods
1, 2 1/2, 5 and 10 sin. Results of experiments demonstrated that:
carcinogenic hydrocarbons are vigorously destroyed by ozone.
Aromatic hydrocarbons vary in their resistance towards ozone,
3,4-benzpyrene appearing to be the most stable. The resistance of
a carclnogenic substance (3,4-benzpyrene) to ozone was found to
vary according to whether it was in solution or adsorbed on
particles of coal, soil, etc., it was found to be less stable in
solution. Ozonation is probably very efficient for the
purification of central water supplies containing dissolved
carcinogens.**
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10926?

Alekseyeva, R. V., A. S. Ozerskiy, and V. A. Nbrustaleva

DECREASING THE CONCENTRATION 0? TOXIC EXHAUST ?NOR ADTOROBILE
((0 snizbenii kontsentratsii toksicheskikh

otrabotannykb gazov avtonobil° nykh dvigatelei.)) Translated
from Russian, Gigiena I Sanit. (Roscoe), No. 27:3-7, Dec.
1962. 1 ref.

Automobile engines idling during change of gear, braking, or
standing operate in a regise during which the toxicity of exhaust
gases increases substantially. This is due to the fuel rich
:mixture yielding a high percentage of incomplete cosbustion
products. This phenoeenon has been studied and an air-fuel ratio
regulator was developed which is mounted in the intake line and
starts operation autosatically when the engine idles. Gar:

samples with and without the device were analyzed under various
operating conditions. Without the device carbon sonovide
contents ranged fros 3.2 to 7.8% while with use of the device it
was only 0.4%. Also the concentration of benzene, acrolein, and
forsaldebyde decreased substantially. The device was tested on
city buses with good results.1111

Ala, P. K., P. Datta, H. A. T. Racey, and B.
Senmens

REACTIONS OF SULPHUR-CONTAINING HYDROCARBONS IN AN ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGE. J. Appl. Ches. (London) 18(7):213-217, July
1968.

A study bas been sade into the effects of a low frequency
semi-corona discharge on carbon disulphide, ethyl ivercaptan, amyl
eercaptan and thiopbene present as 1 - 2% sulphur/hydrocarbon
mixtures. Sesi-corona discharge, which was carried out at
atmospheric pressure, has resulted in'the partial desulphurisation
of the sulphur-containing hydrocarbon sixtures. The efficiency of
the desulphurisation was influenced by the techniques employed and
by the nature of the central electrode. /n almost all instances
the reactions were accospanied by the forsation of solid material.
(Authors' abstract)80

11033

Gamble, B. L.

CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVENT EMISSIONS /N INDUSTRY. Preprint,
Continental Can Co., /nc., Chicago, Ill., ((24)) p., 1968.
4 refs. (Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, St. Paul, Minn., June 23-27, 1968,
Paper 68-48.)

Extensive and careful source testing is requireS in order to
evaluate a solvent esission pollution problem and to select
suitable emission control equipment. When new equipmest is
considered, the systes needs which are based upon a study of the
functions to be perforsed, are determined. Test equipment is
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important for appraisal of performance of emission control
equipment. For on site testing, the hydrogen flue ionization
detector offers a reasonable approach for direct reading
instrumentation design. Control methods for limiting the emission
of solvents can be classified as Process Flodification,
Incineration, and Solvent Recovery. Discussion of these
ethods are gives. Pictures and diagrams of control equipment
and systems used in the control cf organic solvent emissions are
presented.

11058

n. teske

IRPPOVERENTS II RE PROCESS1IS AID OPERATION OF PLANTS IN THE
CHER/CAL INDUSTRY LEADING TO REDUCED EBISSIOI. Staub
(English translation), 28(3):25-33. Batch 1968.

CESTI: TT 68-50448/3

The emissions from chemical plants can be reduced, in special
cases, by changing the production process or, in general, by
using a gas cleaning ethod. Change in the production process
ay be achieved by a basic alteration of the process itself, by
changing the mode of operation, by modifying the equipsent and by
using a different raw aterial. ?or this purpose, tbe
doublecontact aethod for sulphuric acid production, the pressure
sethod for nitric acid recovery and the introduction of a covered
carbide furnace are entioned as exasples. The superphosphate
process, viscose process, production of betanaphthol,
production of thermal phosphoric acid and production of
calcium chloride are given as etaa les for waste gas cleaning.
(Author's suroary)Ia

11234

X. C. Tessier, and H. E. Bachman

FUEL ADDITIVES FOR THE SUPPRESS/ON OF DIESEL EXHAUST ODOR AID
SMOKE. PART /: PROPOSED RECRANISB FOR SHONE SUPPRESS/OR.
Preprint, Awerican Society of Rechanical Engineers, Nee York

, 8p., 1968. 28 refs. (Presented at the ASME Winter Annual
Meeting and Energy Systems Exposition, New York, W. T.,
Dec. 1-5, 1968, Paper 68-1111/DGP-4.)

A combination of odor mask and barium containing additive in
diesel fuel is effective in reducing smoke, odor and
irritation from diesel exhaust. /t has shown no injurious effects
on fuel systems, exhaust systems or engines. This paper discusses
the engine evaluation of these additives in American diesel
engines. The major implications of using barium additives in
the fuel are discussed as well as possible mechanisms for their
action. Of special interest is a description of the results of
using the Ricardo, high speed cine technique to visually study the
combustion of additive treated fuel. This technique shows in
a spectacular way that smoke clearing occurs principally in the
combustion chamber. (Authors' abstract, modified)If
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11292

EYFECTIVEOESS OF EXHAUST CONTROLS OX 1966 VEHICLES. 11p.,
Aug. 10, 1966. 6 refs. California Rotor Vehicle Pollutios on
Castro), Board

Emission tests on 404 1966-model cars with enhaus. controls in
public use confirm that the vehicle manufacturers have dose a good
job of building cars with low emissions. !Weever, field data on
emissions hioher than - lving-ground results and some deterioration
of emissions with mileage, indicate that sore effort is needed on
emission control in the field. (Author's abstract)ef

11548

Cantwell, E. N., I. T. Posenlund, V. J. Barth, F. L.
Rinnear and S. W. Ross

A PfOGRESS REPORT ON TRE DEVELOPRENT OF EXHAUST HANIFOLD
PEACTOPS. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
Pew Fork, 56p., 1969. 22 refs. (Presented at the
International Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit,
Bich., Jan. 13-17, 19L9, Paper 690139.)

Exhaust manifold reactor systems using air injection have been
developed to control exhaust emission levels of a variety of
vehicles to less than 50 ppm hydrocarbons and 0.5 per cest
carbon monoxide. These systems have bees shown to be compatible
with other control systems used to reduce evaporative emissions amd
onides of nitrogen. Manifold reactors were constructed which
were sufficiently durable to control emissions effectively for
100,000 miles when run in accordance with the mileage accumulation
schedule suggested in the Federal emission control device
certification procedure. Problem areas hampering immediate
application of reactor systems are described. Manifold reactor
units are large and will not fit in the engine compartments of
many vehicles; furthermore, some current engine configurations are
not suited to the installation of reactors. Current reactor
construction techniques are costly and materials of proven
durability are relatively expensive. In addition, at the present
stage of development, some carburetor enrichment is required which
results in lower fuel economy. While preliminary work has
indicated that these problems are probably amenable to solution
much additional developsent will be required. (Authors*
abstract)af

11912

S. Puschenburg

EXHAUST GAS MEASUREMENTS DUPING A SIBULATED TRAFFIC JAR /I A
ROAD TUNNEL. ((Abgasmessungen bei simuliertem
Vetkehrsstau in einem Strassenverkehrstunnel.)) Text in German.
Stadtehygiene, 19(6):109-113, June 1968.

Prior to the opening of the Rlostervall-Glockengresserwall
Tunnel, the Hamburg Construction Cffice for Bridge
Construction and Engineering, utilizing 20 diesel trucks and 40
gasoline-powered automobiles (Volkswagens), tested the
efficiency of the tunnel's built-in sechanical ventilators and
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studied tilt% problem of dininished visibility from diesel exhausts.
Sctematic drawings of the 55a teasel with locations of measuring,
regulation, and warning instrusents are presented. A study
was made of the carbon monoxide (CO), nitrous gases, aid benteart
hydrocarbons in the tunnel atosphere while the vehicles, standiug
bumper to beeper, idled tor 20 stautes to stimulate the worst

possible traffic conditions. Following an initial increase during
startup, the CO concentration decreased slightly and thereafter
increased to 20 ppm with the diesel trucks after 50 aimutes. CO
increased to 330 ppm after 25 minutes and 380 ppm after 50
misutes with the gasoline-powered autonobiles. Neither the lower
explosive Hutt not tbe maximus allowable hygienic concestratioa
was reached for the be:mese hydrocarbons. No evidence of any
danger from visibility ispairnent was found. neasurements lade
at the various treasuring stations showed uniform distribution of
CO in the tunnel although none of the -ir turbulence which
would have been created by moving traffic was present. The
ventilators were able to move the air colusn towards the tunnel
exit. The study shows that continuous surveillance of tunnel air
for CO is needed and that autonatic installations for treasuring

and regulating CO and for warning against it are preferred to

sanual operations.tt

12503

Battelle Reaorial Inst., Richland, Wash.

AM/CAB/LITT or OPGANIC LIQUIDS TO THE DEVELOPHEIT Or NEM
PROCESSES FOR wino:mu SULFUR D/OX/DE PRCH FLOE GASES. (FINAL PRASE

I.) Contract P1-22-63-19, (114)p., Bards 1969. 32 refs.

MTh PB 183513

A study was undertaken, the purpose being to survey the literature
and, on the basis of the findings, to assess the applicability of
organic liquids to the development of mew processes for removing
502 fron fossil fuel fired power plant stack gases. This litera ter
search also extended to the process engineering field to indicate
the preferred methods of contacting the sorbent with the flue
qas and the preferred technique of sorbent regeneration and
recovery of sulfur values. A preliminary assessment of the
applicability of organic liquids for cleaning both svelter effluent
and power plant flue gases were lade, and conditions required to
assure adequate effluent gas plume dispersion were reviewed.
Economic factors important to the comparison of organic liquids
as scrubbing agents sere reviewed, along with other seas. of
sulfur dioxide removal.

12998

EXHAUST PURIFIERS CLEAN TBE AIR. Rater. Handling Eng., 24(8):

108-110, Aug. 1969.

lir inside Arustrong Rubber Company's West Haven, Conn.
warehouse is kept clean by using a combination of exbaust blowers

and LP gas lift trucks fitted with catalytic mufflers. Three
blowers on each of the three storage floors are used to change

interior air in the 600,000 sq ft building. The LP gas-fueled
lift trucks are fitted with PTX purifiers. Platinun on a
special ceramic support catalyses the oxidation of the CO,
hydrocarbons. and exhaust odors into CO2 and 820 vapor. The

catalyst lasts thousands of hours without requiring replacement.
The purifiers replace the conventional aufflers and work well
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with LP gas, white gasoline, or diesel fuel. They warm up in 30
to 45 sec. Zenith Corp. has equipped its seven tractors and 42
lift trucks with Oxy-Catalyst catalytic mufflers. These vehicles
are fueled with 87 octane aapthe gasoline. Exhaust gases are
oxidized into CO2 and 820 as they pass through a bed of
catalyst-coated pellets in the purifier. The mufflers require
saintenance after 500 to 600 bre of use. A 90 psi air stream
is used to blow off carbon deposits and more pellets are added.
Aftez 2000 hrs of operation, the entire catalytic bed is
replaced.

13033

Griffing, Hargaret E., Frances V. Lasb, and Ruth E. Stephens

HTTHOD OF CONTROLLING EXHAUST EMISSION. (Ethyl Corp., New York,
N.Y.) U.S. Pat. 3,449,063. 4p., June 10, 1969. 5 refs. (Appl.
Ray 13, 1966, 10 claims).

A method is presented for reducing unburned hydt..carbons, carbon
sonovide, and nitrogen oxides of the exhaust gas from internal
cosbostion pngines operating at an air/fuel ratio of 15 by
contacting the exhaust gases with oxygen, ammonia, and a catalyst.
Additional oxygen is first injected into the exhaust stream.
Asmoniam carbonate is added and vaporized to ammonia by the heat
of the exhaust gases. The assonia, oxygen, and exhaust gases are
then contacted with the catalyst at a temperature between 600 and
800 F. The catalyst consists of an alumina support impregnated
with 0.001 to 25 wt % copper oxide and with 0.001 to 3 wt %
palladium.

13036

Innes, Willies Beveridge

CATALYTIC HUFFIER. (American Cyanamid Co., inc., Stamford,
Conn.) U.S. Pat. 3,449,086. 4p., June 10, 1969. 5 refs.
(Appl. Sept. 22, 1964, 1 claim).

A catalytic muffler for the control of hydrocarbons emitted in
internal combustion exhaust gas is presented. The muffler is
of simple construction, readily adaptable for positioning in the
exhaust line and is designed to minimize the destructive
fluidization of the catalyst particles which has been prominent
in previous catalytic mufflers. This catalytic muffler is of
the radial type with the annular catalyst located between a
central foraminons gas-distributing pipe and an outer cylinder
retaining sleeve. Fluidization of the catalyst is prevented by
having an unperforated retaining sleeve top.

13144

Stephens, Ruth E., Daniel A. Hirschler, Jr., and Prances W. Lamb

OXIDATION CATALYSTS. (Ethyl Corp., New York, W. Y.) U. S. Pat.
3,447,893. 8p., June 3, 1969. 7 refs. (Appl. Feb. 4, 1966,
8 claims).
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In purification of mhaust gases from an internal cnebustionngin, catalyst must operate ffectively under a range of
temperatures from 400 to 1800 T. A method is presented for
oxidation of the unburned hydrocarbons and the carbon onoxide
comFonents of xhaust gas. The mhaust gas is contactd with
a catalyst consisting of a transitional alumina support containing
from 0.01 to 5 vt I silica, and as a catalytic agent, copper
oxide containing 0.5 to 25 wt It copper and 0.5 to 10 wt S cobalt
or silver and a combination of cobalt and vanadiu in oxide form.
The catalyst will operate at the required range of temperatures,
oxidizing the carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons.

13217

Mattia, Manlio M.

PROCESS FOR REMOVING ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS FROM AIR. (Day &
Zimmermann, Inc., Philadelphia) U. S. Pat. 3,455,089. 4p., July
15, 1969. 3 refs. (Appl. Nov. 27, 1967, 4 claims).

A process is presented for removing organic contaminants from
air by adsorption. This is accomplished in a continuous process
by using several parallel adsorbers, with one or more of the
units being regenerated vhile one or more remain on stream.
Contaminants driven from the adsorbers during regeneration are
used as fuel. for heating the regenerating gases. Adsorbent beds,
such as activated charcoal, that normally are adversely affected
by the very high temperatures associated with direct burning can
be used in the system. Combustion products are preferably
recycled through the adsorber so that only treated exhaust
leaves the system.

13467

Young, Stevart W.

FUME DESTROYING PROCESS. (Thiogen Co., San Francisco, Calif.)
U.S. Pat. 1,094,767. 3p., April 28, 1914. (Appl. August 15,
1911, 5 claims).
Decomposition or reduction of sulfur dioxide and formation of
sulfur occur simultaneously when sulfurous fumes are subjected
to the action of a heated carbonaceous fuel in the presence of
a calcareous substance or solid reagent, or the action of a
highly heated hydrocarbon fuel in the presence of a reagent.
Fumes are then cooled to a temperature at which the sulfur
will not recombine with oxygen. Decomposition is accelerated
by the use of 2ime, lime rock, or any substance which has the
property of neutralizing the sulfurous acid of the fumes.

13497

Saito, T., E. Shirasaki, and N. Toriyama

STUDIES ON SULFUR IN ACETYLENE GAS GENERATED BY DRY TYPE GENERATORS
AND P1ETHOD OF GAS PURIFICATION. Text in Japanese. .7.3. Synthetic
Organic Chem. (Japan), 27(4):345-3 51, April 1969. 7 refs.
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This study involved the removal of sulfur components fres acetylene
by washing with dilute sodius hypochlorito. Crude acetylene
generated from calcium carbide containing note than lit calcium
sulfide contained a sall amount of hydrogen sulfide. Alpha, beta,
alpha prim., beta prime-tettachlorodiethyl sulfide was extracted
after pacification of the precipitates in the sist separator using
a solution of pM 6.5-7.3. Hydrogen sulfide was effectively
removed by washing crud. acetylene with MI aqueous Va0H before
treatment with sodium hypochlorite.

13551

Paith, V. L.

AIR POLLUTION ABATEMENT. SURVEY OF CURRENT PRACTICES AND
COSTS. Chem Eng. Progr., 55(3):38-43, March 1959. 8 refs.

Pollutants and control methods of the chemical manufacturing,
pulping, petroleum refining, steel, food, and cement anufacturing
industries are reviewed. Chief pollutants from the chemical
industry are dilute vent gases, acid mists, waste sulfides,
nitrogen oxides, combustible wastes, and dust. Vent gases
are best controlled by catalytic oxidation, sulfides by
caustic scrubbers, nitrogen oxides by catalytic reduction,
combustible wastes by incineration, and dust by filtration.
No standard procedure has been adopted for abatement of acid
mists. Pul' and paper industry pollutants are fly ash, dust
and odors. Electrostatic precipitators, dust scrubbers, and
spray towers are used to combat these problems. Air pollution
by the petroleum refining industry is caused by sulfur
compounds and hydrocarbon loss. Sulfur compounds can be
reduced by absorption and hydrocarbons by several control
methods. The main pollutant from the steel industry is
dust, which can be controlled by electrostatic precipitators and
vet scruObers. The main problem of the food industry is
control of odor, which is combatted by activated carbon
adsorbers. Dust from cement industries is best controlled by
glass fabric bag filters or cyclone collectors. Costs for
1959 are given for the various control methods.

13554

Cohn, Johann G. E.

METHOD OF REMOVING NITROGEN OXIDES PROM GASES. (Engelhard
Industries, Inc., Newark, N. J.) U. S. Pat. 3,118,727. 4p.,
Jan. 21, 1964. 9 refs. (Appl. Oct. 12, 1956, 11 claims).

A process is described for recovering heating values and purifying
waste gases produced,by the oxidation of ammonia in the production
of nitric acid. Waste gases are mixed with a hydrocarbon fuel and
the mixture is passed over a 0.1 to 5.0% by weight rhodium and/or
palladium supported catalyst at the reaction temperature of
700-725 F. The heat generated in passing the mixture over the
catalyst may be used to raise the gas temperature or to generate
steam isothermally. Space velocity for the reaction say be in
the range of 60,000-110,000 standard vols of gas/vol of
catalyst/hr. The more hydrocarbon fuel used, the more complete is
the removal of nitrogen oxides.
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Miller, E. M.

ADSORPTION BY SILICA GEL. TX. Chem. Met. Eng., 23(29):1219-
1222, Dec. 22, 1920. (Presented before the As. Inst. Chem.
Eng., Montreal, June 28, 1920).

The lost satisfactory sethod for recovering solvent vapors after
they have been adsorbed by silica gel, consists of heating the
gel and sending steam directly through it. For volatile solvents
such as ethyl ether, acetone, benzene, and gasoline, 150 C
is considered the optimum temperature to bring about rapid
distillation of the vapors from the gel. It was found that
using a 1% mixture of ether vapor and air, silica gel adsorbs
an amount of ether corrJsponding to 14.4% of its own weight;
and, using a 3.08% ixture, it adsorbs 15.5% of its own weight.
/n each case it adsorbed at 8% of its weight at 100% efficiency.
The results of experiments conducted on the adsorption
efficiency for acetone, benzene, and petroleum ether are
presented graphically.

13784

Messen-Jaschin, Gregori

APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING AIR. (G. A. Messen-Jaschin, Sarnen,
Switzerland) U. S. Pat. 3,434,267. 7p., March 25, 1969.

20 refs. (Appl. Sept. 1, 1965, 9 claims).

An installation for purifying street air from automotive
exhaust gases is described. A number of electrofilters are
located in two rows on opposite sides of the street below

the street level. Venitlators suck in the air to be purified
from the streets and pass it through the electrofilters.
After the air passes through the filter, it is guided through
a combustion chamber where carbon monoxide is converted to
carbonic acid. The apparatus has a separate air-withdrawing
channel connected to each combustion chamber which opens
into the side wall of a discharge gutter.

13865

Schuetze, M.

FINE PURIFICATION OF GASES WITH A HIGHLY ACTIVE COPPER CATALYST.
(Feinreinigung von Gasen mit einem hochaktiven Kupferkatalysator).

Text in German. Angew. Chem., 70(22-23) :697-699, Nov. 26,

1958. 7 refs.

description is given of a novel, highly active copper catalyst
which is suitable for removal of 02, 82, CO, acetylene, and
sulfur compounds from a large variety of gas mixtures by
catalytic reaction or by absorption. The impurities are
removed at relatively low temperatures, in most cases, down

to the limit of detectability.
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1)958

Agnew, W. G.

?CURE EMISSION-CONTROLLED SPARN-/GAITION ENGINES AND THEIR
?DEIS. Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst. Sect. III, vol. 49:..112-280,
1969. 26 refs.

future trends in vehit:le and gasoline design for the pnrpome of
meeting increasingly utringent air pollution controls are
discussed. Federal eLhaust emission standards for 1970 are more
stringent than those for 1969. Standards now require 10% lover
hydrocarbon and CO emissions and measurement methods hate been
,changed from a concentration basis to a calculated ass basis.
Emission control systems are improved and are integral with 'Um
power plant and the fuel system. Included in future plans are
evaporative emission restrictions, nitrogen oxides emission
control, and more stringent hydrocarbon and CO emission contro1e.
New devices Available for control include large manifold air
injection reectors, catalytic converters, and alternate
power plants such as gas turbines, external combustion engines,
and electric propulsion. Attention will be given to reducing
the extreme deviations of high volatility gasolines in the
summer an& low volatility gasolines in the winter and reducing
eye irritation by reducing the amount of aromatic hydrocarbons
in the engine exhauut gas. Propane may be used since it
permits leaner mixtures. While emission standards are met,
companies vill try to maintain or improve present levels of
driveability, reliability, fuel economy, cost, and owner
convenience. At the same time, the oil industry will be making
necessary changes to ensure that the new hardware systems will
operate with the greatest possible satisfaction to the car owner.

14004

Franzky, Ulrich

COUNTERACTING OFFENSIVE ODORS CAUSED BY ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.
(Bekaempfung von Geruchsbelaestigungen, die durch organische
Verbindungen verursacht sind). Text in German. Staub,
Reinhaltung Luft, 28(3):113-119, March 1968. 13 refs.

The importance of removing odorous components from waste air and
exhaust gases is now recognized, but the selection of an
appropriate purification process is complicated by the
proliferation of chemical processes and treatment methods. A

survey of the most popular methods is given and measures that can
be taken to improve conditions in a small plant are pointed out.
(Author summary modified)

14028

FILTRATION OF WASTE AIR FROM DRY CLEANING MACHINES. (Filterung
der Abluft aus Reinigungsmachinen). Text in German. Wasser
Luft Betrieb, 13(4):127-128, April 1969.

The fifth regulation of the Law for the Prevention of Air
Pollution in North Rhine-Westphalia of 1967 is now in effect.
It concerns all machines for cleaning and drying textiles, leather
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goods, or furs if thy operate with chlorinated hyirocarbons
in the fors of trichloroethylene or petchloroethylene. The
regulations pertain to 411 sixes of achines so that tumble driers
and coin-operated cleaners are also affected. In a departure
fros other regulations, a specific method for cleaning of the
waste air is required, namely, filtration with activated coal.
The concentration limit cannot exceed 200 sg of solvent per
cu s waste air. Commercially available activated coal is
capable of storing 25 to 35% more solvent than oust be regenerated.
For this reason, installation of two filters is recommended.
The efficiency of a charcoal filter is rather high, so lower
concentrations than the prescribed limit concentration are
obtained. Since the odor threshold of trichloroethylene
fluctuates between 260 and 520 eg/cu s and that of
perchloroethylene is 360 mg/cu m, the effectiveness of the
filter can be roughly evaluated by the presence or absence of
odor at the filter outlet. According to the regulations,
official inspections will be made once a year without charge. For
this purpose, the Draeger trace gas-seasuring unit will be used.
The solvent retained by the activated coal can be recovered and
returned to the process. Investment costs should be amortized
within two years.

14036

Taylor, R. E. and R. M. Campau

THE IIEC - A COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION
CONTROL. Proc. Am. Petrol. Inst., Sect. III, vol. 49:309-327,
1969. 5 refs.

The Inter-Industry Emission Control Program, which now is
comprised of six petroleum companies alai five automobile
manufacturers (including four foreign firms), was established in
1967 and expanded in 1968 to pool the research efforts of the two
industries in the design and development of a virtually
emission free, gasoline-powered vehicle. Specific targets
call for a 90 to 97% reduction in the hydrocarbon, carbon
monoxide, and nitrogen oxide emissions of a typical vehicle
and are aimed at improving the coality of the Los Angeles Basin,
considered the most critical air shed area in the United States.
Of some 17 research projects begun under the program, those
associated with catalysts, thermal reactors, exhaust gas
recirculation, and modification of fuel properties are receiving
the major curreat attention, using techniques ranging from
mathematical modeling to component hardware development and
testing, to the building and testing of complete concept cars,
which combine various emission control sub-systems into fully-
functioning automobiles for total emission evaluation,
durability testing, and product acceptability evaluation.
Descriptions of the various research problems and methods are
given. Because of Federal emissions testing requirements,
much of the total effort is directed toward designing exhaust
control systems that can operate at high efficiency almost
from the moment of engine start-up. Summar.Les are given of
the investigations underway that deal with the fuel and hardware
components of a spark ignition engine: these involve the
development of additives to suppress nitrogen oxide formation,
hydrocarbon combustion-improving additives, hydrocarbon
deposit-modifying additives, surface tension and emulsifying
agents, and the study of the effect of fuel volatility on exhaust
and evaporative emissions.
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14191

Saito, Takeshi

AUTONOMIC? EMISSION AND MOTO OILS. (Docogai soko sharyo ni
saiteki no sekyu tenka zai). Text in Japanese. Junkatsu (J.

Japan Soc. Lubrication !torso, 14(2):61-69, 1969. 11 refs.

Exhaust gas, blowby gas, and carburetor vapors constitute
automotive emissioas. A Positive Crankcase Ventilator (PCV)
recycleg carbon monoxide- and hydrocarbon-containing blowby gas
from the crankcase to the cylinder. A 'road draft 3yste4*
results when there is no recycle. A high grade otor oil, e.g.,
*long life*, in necessary to prevent the PCV tube from becoming
filled with sludge and the PCV bulb should be a *zigle, pin type.
The motor oil test is discussed at length and the sludge
characteristics of a new oil are evaluated on the basis of its
total alkali number.

14202

Bjerklie, J. W. and B. Sternlicht.

CRITICAL COMPARISON OF LOW-EMISSION OTTO AND RANKINE ENGINE FOB
AUTOMOTIVE USE. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers Inc.,
New York, 16p., 1969. 16 refs. (Presented at the International
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 13-17,
1969, Paper 690044.)

RankiLe cycle external combustion engines, which are currently
used for low emission power plant systems, are considered in
terms of their application to automobiles meeting future pollution
requirements. A comparative study of theoretical reciprocating
and rotary Rankine cycle engines using steam and organic fluids
with existing Otto automotive engines indicates that the
performance of the former should be superior with respect to
size, torque, economy, emission, response, maintenance, and
relialility. Use of external combustion, which means that the
engine can use the same fuel burned in power plants, will reduce
fuel cost and produce inherently lower emissions. With presently
available fluids and with the most practical machinery presently
known, the steam reciprocator is best able to compete with the
Otto cycle engine. However, development of an *ideal* low
temperature, nontoxic, nonflammable fluid should lead to vapor
engines significantly better than the reciprocating steam engine.
These engines will require no regenemtor.or superheater and will
not have the cost and size disadvantage of the steam system.
Reciprocating vapor engines mill develop very high torque merely
by feeding high pressure vapor to the cylinder. It is hoped that
chemical and petrochemical companies will concentrate on the
development of the *ideal* fluid.

14264

Ebersole, G. D.

HYDROCARBON REACTIVITIES OF MOTOR FUEL EVAPORATION LOSSES.
Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, Bp.,
1969. 12 refs. (Presented at the International Automotive
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rngineoring Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 13-17, 1969, Paper

6900890

A calculation technique that accounts for nonlinear relations
between reactivity and misture concentration was developed and
used to study the hydrocarbon reactivity of evaporation losses
from a variety of original fuels. Results of calculated data
show that diluting the concentration of light olefins in an
original fuel, normally accomplished by additions of butane,
pentane, or saturated bass stocks, rsducss reactivities of
hydrocarbon evaporation losses. It was concluded that the
effects of fuel composition on evaporation losses is a parallol

study needed for complete assessment of the benefits that
changes in fuel cosposition may have on photochemical smog
formed from the evaporation losses.

111297

Hind, C. J.

CLEAN AIR AND THE DIESEL. Indian Eastern Engr. (Bombay),
111(2) :77-79, Feb. 1969.

A defense of the diesel engine against criticism that it is a
heavy contributor to air pollution is presented. Under ideal
conditions if all gasoline engines were replaced by diesel
engines, the emission of carbon monoxide, aldehydes, and nitrogen
oxides would te reduced, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbons, and soot
would be increased, and sulfur dioxide would be unchanged. Carbon

dioxide is not seen as a health hazard, and hydrocarbons are not

considered dangerous, as they are in parts of the U. S., because

the other conditions necessary for the creation of photochemical
smog, particularly climatic factors, are not present in the U.K.
Carbon monoxide, possibly the emission most hazardous to health,
would be reduced to almost negligible amounts. Sulfur dioxide
would necessarily be kept to a minimum, since in diesel engines
the sulfur content of the fuel is deliberately kept very low to
reduce internal corroo;ion of engines. In addition, because the
diesel engine is more efficient than the gasoline engine, the
absolute guantity of fuel oil used would be reduced, thus lowering
the total impurities discharged into the atmosphere. Efforts are

underway to reduce the major pollutants from diesels: smoke
(carbon) and odor (sulfur dioxide). Supercharging by making use
of energy remaining in the exhaust gases to drive a turbine
and compressor, is seen as one way of maintaining a satisfactory
fuel/air ratio for smokeless operation and greater efficiency

as fuel input is increased. Improvements in the combustion
process are being investigated as an engineering goal and,to
reduce odorous emissions.

14326

Hardison, L. C.

A SUMMARY OF THE USE OF CATALYSTS FOR STATIONARY EMISSION SOURCE

CONTROL. Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Materials Science and Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service,

Durham, N. C., National Air Pollution Control Administration,
Proc. First Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control
of Air Pollution, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 271-296.
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Catalysts have been used for about 20 years tor oxidizing
hydrocarbons to prevent that: emission into the atmosphere.
fnitiilly, all-mrmal catalysts of the Suter-Not: type, In which
the active catalytic material is conducted to the surface of
base armal support by 'sans of an electrochemical process tier,a
used; they were ost commonly of the platlous-palladium group.
These continue to be the most widely used catalysts for
stationary source control, but COCASIX honeycomb-supported and
particulate-supported catalysts have had significant application.
Particulate catalysts are widely used in petroleum refining and
chemical processes, and to A limited extent in air cozrection.
Ceramic honeycomb materials have an advantage oyez particulate
catalysts in that the preosuro drop for a given amount of ceramic
surface area is only a very small fraction of that across the
particulates. Vhile the scientific basis of catalysir is not as
clear as that of many of the nther industrial arts, the
thermodynamics are sufficiently well known that catalysts can be
characterized with good success. A summary of the thermodynamic
reactions involved in catalysis is given. The use of catalytic
air pollution control equipment in such industries as wire
enameling, kettle cooking (particularly in paint aneacturing),
metal lithographing, the chemical process industries and many
others is described. Additional applications for catalytic air
pollution control continue to appear as regulations and
community standards for air quality become aore rigid. An
appsndix presents a sample computer analysis of catalytic solvent
burning.

14333

Dwyer, F. G.

CATALYST SYSTEM MORPHOLOGY AND DESIGN. Franklin Inst. Research
Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Materials Science and Engineering Dept.
and Public Health Service, Durham, N. C., National Air Pollution
Control Administration, Proc. First Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous
Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution, Philadelphia., Pa., Nov.
1968, p. 73-86. 13 refs.

Common gaseous pollutants that are amenable to catalytic
transformation are discussed. Sulfur dioxide is eliminated by
catalytic hydrodesulfurization, oxidation with a vanadium
pentoxide catalyst, or reduction with carbon monoxide in flue
gases. Nitrogen oxides are eliminated by reduction with chrosite
and copper oxide catalysts, which lose their effectiveness.
Carbon monoxide is removed from atmospheric gases by catalytic
oxidation. More is known about the mechanism of CO oxidation,
which is catalyzed by transition metal oxides and noble
catalysts, tnan about any other methods. Carbon monoxide also
can be oxidized in the prer-rmce of H2 over Mn02, and indium
doped ZnO, based on electronic charge transfer. Mechanisms
for the oxidation of hydrocarbons are similar to those for CO
oxidation but more catalyst efficiency. Interaction of gaseous
pollutants presents a problem in finding the right catalyst.
The complexity of the problem is seen in the exhaust from
internal combustion engines. Here, CO and unburned hydrocarbons
are converted by catalytic oxidation and nitrogen oxides are
converted by catalytic reduction. The transition metal oxide
and noble metal catalysts must be supported on a base for ease
of handling, cost, and thermal stability. Problems encountered
in treating industrial gas streams are those of dilution. A
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further complication 4Cleee if tho diluent interferes la sod.

manner with the reaction being catalysed. Poisoning effects,
which ace present in 411 heterogeneous catelytix reectioes. suet

also be considgml. Although none of the catalysts I. a pesecea
each bring% the solution of air pollution closer.

14341

Lunche, gobert G.

FUME AND ODOR DESTRUCTION BY CATALYTIC AFTERBURNERS. Franklin

Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Materials Science and

Engineering Dept and Public Health Service, Durham, N. C.,

National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First Natl.

Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 297-320. 6 refs.

The operating and design aspects of the catalytic afterburning
process are reviewed, and its application and effectiveness are
discussed on the basis of the experience of the Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Control District in testing a wide variety
of catalytic afterburners in industrial use. because of certain
operating characteristics of these afterburners, they represent

a partial oxidation process which produces compounds in the
treated effluents that are often uore offensive and odorous
than the original fumes and odors. Investigations by the District

show that partial oxidation produces olefinic and other oxidation
products that often increase the eye-irritating, photochemical
smog-forming potential of treated effluents to levels greater

than those of the original fumes and odors. In general, an
afterburner must oxidize 90% or more of the carbon in the
entering materials to CO2 to be judged effective. On the basis

of the District's own experience and reports of others, the
actual performance of catalytic afterburners for reducing
many fumes and odors is considered inadequate. Without an
advance in performance, it does not seem likely that cat4lytic
afterburners will be able to comply with Los Angeles County's
organic emissions standards unless the operating temperatures
are at a level that renders the catalyst unnecessary.

14353

Yagi, Shizuo, Kazuo Nakagawa, Akira Ishizuya, and Yasuhito Sato

A STUDY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROLS FOR SMALL

DISPLACEMENT HONDA ENGINES. Preprint, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., New York, 20p., 1968. 11 refs.. (Presented

at the West Coast Meeting, Society of Automotive Engineers,

San Francisco, Aug. 12-15, 1968, Paper 680527.)

In the small displacement, high-speed, high-performance spark
ignition engines being developed by Honda, the difficulties
in reducing exhaust emissions without seriously impairing
inherent engine characteristics are different from those
encountered with the large displacement engines generally used

in American cars. The tandem throttle valve system was developed

as a control device to minimize exhausts emissions during the
frequent accelerations and decelerations in normal driving

conditions. The system serves to restrict the flow of fuel

from the low-speed system of the carburetor, to prevent fuel

remaining on th,1 intake manifold wall from flowing into the
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cyllindets, Arid to ail the fuel not restricted from floviny tato
cytindete to betn cosylete/y by 4441.44 secondaty att. ?n
application of an sic injection reactor slates ta *sail
dtsplac000nt engines ceduced carbon 8040iii. and hydtocatbos
concentrations. The sited% ot 'squish acttoe in 4 kesisphetical
cosbustion chasber on erhaust emissioss ;collates better mLxinq
of the gases, thereby increasing the nese speed and cesuItial
in more complete cosbestion in the cylinder. through cowmen
mnd doveIopeent. many ot the difficulties were overcome, and
matinfactory results were obtained in lls-lust osission control
under certain limited operating conditions.

14424

Massa, Victor F. and George P. Gross

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING AUTOMOTIVE EIMADST GAS.
(*5ao Research and Engineering Co., Inc., Linden, N. J.) U. S.
Pat. 3,460,901. lp., Aug. 12, 1969. 6 refs. (Appl. June 11,
1965, 2 claims).

The invention provides a method for abating air pollution from
automobile exhaust gas. It is concerned primarily with
lowering the emission of unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
by addition of an oxidation-initiating compound of aqueous
hydrogen peroxide which promotes the conversion of the pollutants
to innocuous CO2 and H20. The liquid oxidant can be aspirated
into exhaust gas for afterburning or injected in other ways
suitable for dispersing it in carrier gas or directly in exhaust
gas ports. An example of a device used for aspirating comprises
a venturi scrubber and jet stream. This device can be adjusted to
vary the amount of the oxidant in response to engine demand. The
carrier gas in which the hydrogen peroxide-water mixture is
dispersed can be air or recycled exhaust gas. Hy a simple valve
mechanism, flow of the oxidant can be controlled and limited
to periods of engine operation when unburned hydrocarbon *mission
tends to be highest, e.g., acceleration, deceleration, or idling.
The system described can be used with both spark ignition and
compression ignition engines. Further applications of the sethod
include the treatment of exhaust gases containing lead residues
or halogen compounds present in antiknock additives.

14459

Weaver, E. E.

EFFECTS OF TETRAETHYL LEAD ON CATALYST LIFE AND EFFICIENCY IN
CUSTOMER TYPE VEHICLE OPERATION. Preprint, Society of Autollotive
Engineers, Inc., New York, 8p., 1969. 18 refs. (Presented
.at the International Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit,
Mich., Jay. 13-17, 1969, Paper 690180.)

Effects of four levels of tetraethyl lead (TEL) on the efficiency
and life of a commercially available hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide catalyst were investigated. The four fuels usw2d in
mileage accumulation were the base Indolene with no added
lead and blends containing respectively 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 sl
TEL per gallon. The vehicles were eight Fords equipped with
289-CID non-emission controlled 2-v engines, unmodified except
for a lean carburetor and the catalytic exhaust system. The
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eight vehicles were paired off and each pair operated on one

of the four fuel blends. In each pair, a radial flow converter,

which required no supplemental air, was located under the

front seat in one vehicle and near the rear axle in the other

vehicle. Exhaust emissions were monitored at approximately

3000-mile intervals during accumulation of 18,000 miles in

customer-type service. Tetraethyl lead in the fuel adversely
affected the rate of warm up, the ability of the catalyst to

remove hydrocarbons from tha exhaust, and accentuated the
differences in performance between front and rear converters

as mileage was accumulated. On non-lead fuel, the catalyst

performed well in preferentially removing olefins and aromatic
hydrocarbons to yeild an exhaust of very low reactivity, until

problems were encountered with losses of catalyst. The

catalyst removed CO, aliphatic aldehydes, and acetylenes equally

well on leaded or non-leaded fuel. (Author abstract modified)

14463

Nelson, Edwin E.

HYDROCARBON CONTROL FOR LOS ANGELES BY REDUCING GASOLINE

VOLATILITY. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,

New York, 24p., 1969. 20 refs. (Presented at the International

Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 13-17,

1969, Paper 690087.)

Evaporative emissions from automobiles can be, reduced by lowering

gasoline volatility. A 3 psi reduction in Reid vapor pressure

will reduc. evaporative losses by about 50%. A test program

was conducted to determine if new and used cars presently on the

road in the Los Angeles basin could operate satisfactorily on

lower volatility gasoline. A 12% decrease in total vehicle
hydrocarbon emissions, equivalent to 228 tons of hydrocarbons

per day, could be obtained by lowering the Rsld vapor pressure

by 3 psi. Gasoline with reduced volatility gave acceptable
driveability and could be used to provide a significant reduction

in hydrocarbon emission.

14505

Haritatos, Nicholas J. and Phillip O. Harvey

SULFUR RECOVERY., (Chevron Research Co., San Francisco, Calif.)

U. S. Pat. 3,463,611, 9p., Aug. 26, 1969. 8 refs. (Appl.

May 1, 1967, 11 claims).

The invention presents an economical method of manufacturing
sulfur froa hydrogen sulfide and other sulfur compounds present
in the oil fed to a hydroconversion process. It produces a
sufficiently high ratio of hydrogen sulfide to inert gas (usually

carbon dioxide) to recover sulfur by the Claus process. A

purge stream is withdrawn from a hydroconversion zone recycle

gas stream containing hydrocarbons, hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide,

and other gases. The purge stream is then passed to a partial

oxidation zone where hydrocarbons are partially oxidized to
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. Hydrogen sulfide

and carbon dioxide are removed from the partial oxidation zone
effluent and'fed to the Claus process. Hydiogen and carbon
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monoxide present in the oxidation zone effluent are recycled
to the hydroconversion zone. Separation of the hydrogen sulfide
and carbon dioxide in the partial oxidation zone is accomplished
economically by a physical absorption process at 500-2000 psig.

14519

Frysinger, Galen R.

HYDROGEN REFORM/NG FOR FUEL CELLS. Franklin Inst. Research Labs.,
Philadelphia, Pa., Materials Science and Engineering Dept. and
Public Health Service, Durham, N. C., National Air Pollution
Control Administration, Proc. First Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous
Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov.
1968, p. 459-476.

Fuel cells are basically reactors of hydrogen and oxygen. They
are being considered for use in hydrocarbon-air fuel cell engines
which may have better pollution characteristics than conventional
engines. Since oxygen is readily available, the problem is one of
converting liquid hydrocarbons into hydrogen fuel with lightweight
equipment. Direct anodic oxidation is not practical because of
the amount of platinum catalyst required. Another approach to
hydrocarbon reforming is based on the internal reforming cell in
which the catalyst is located next to a silver-palladium anode in
the fuel cell. This anode transmits the hydrogen formed in the
reformer cavity directly to the fuel cell where it is oxidized
electrochemically on an electrolyte. Hydrogen formation depends
on current density of the fuel cell, which is reduced by catalyst
degradation. However, desulfurization cartridges should protect
reformers against excessive catalyst degradation. High
reliability in fuel cell systems is achieved by feeding fuel and
water through digital injection systems rather than through stroke
piston pumps. Fuel cell reactions using hydrogen and oxygen are
clean, since water is the only offgas product. Even using a
hydrocarbon fuel, these cells will enable 1980 emission standards
to be met.

14604

Hablin, R. J. J. and W. J. Faust

CATALYTIC SYSTEMS FOR LEADED AND UNLEADED GASOLINE EXHAUSTS.
Franklin Inst. Research Labs. , Philadelphia, Pa.. , Materials
Science 3nd Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham,
N. C., National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First
Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air
Pollution, Philadelphia Pa., Nov. 1968, p.131-159.

The problems of achieving complete catalytic combustioa of
oxidizable components other 'than unburned hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, and nitrogen oxides are discussed. A catalyst
placed in the exhaust system must be capable of dealing with
lead, halogens, sulfur, and phosphorus in all combinations with
oxygen and with each other. The catalyst must have a size and
shape consistent with requirements for good flow distribution
and low pressure drop. The catalyst bed itself and the
individual particles must also not be subject to plugging
by particulate matter. A catalytic converter lowers the
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concentrations of all pollutants in the exhaust gas stream
and does not manufacture any new ones. The automobile
manufacturers achieved significant reductions in carbon monoxide
ani hydrocarbon emission levels by controlling carburetion and
ignition and by adding secondary air to the exhaust system.
However, the still lower levels of emission desired after 1970

will be difficult to attain without further losses in vehicle
performance. They may even be unattainable without catalytic
converters. The use of present-generation catalysts may permit
the recovery of the performance that already is sacrificed
by engine modifications. The development of catalysts which can
operate successfully for extended mileage on leaded fuels was
accomplished. The performance of catalysts on unleaded fuels
is outstanding. With leaded or unleaded fuel, a catalytic
converter coupled closely to the exhaust manifold, under any
engine operating conditions, assures lower emission levels
than any other system.

14608

De Palma, T. V. and H. W. Perga

DIESEL ENGINE POLLUTANTS. PART II. CONTROL. Franklin Inst.
Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., ?laterials Science and
Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham, N. C.,
National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First Natl.
Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 221-234.

A catalytic system to control diesel, engine pollutants is
discussed. Catalytic oxidation of pollutants to carbon
dioxide and water is the most desirable method to use.
Several catalysts accomplished the task of odor improvement
and reduction of gaseous combustibles; these are made of
spherical alumina-base materials, one of which contains a
noble metal. The real advantage to the solution of the
environmental pollution problem by catalysis is its operational
persistence. It not only oxidizes odorous oxygenates but
also efficiently consumes other combustibles such as carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons. Converter and catalyst design
criteria are based on maximum throughput from the engine.
Space and mass velocity are selected to give high pollutant
conversion even with maximum exhaust gas output. Gas flow
distribution must be controlled so that catalyst utilization
is complete. This is accomplished by designing low pressure
drop beds, minimizing head losses, and balancing velocity and
static heads within the converter. The design problem becomes
critical when one understands that an exhaust pollution
control system must operate under a very wide range of
conditions. Engine characteristics also affect the performance
of a catalytic system. The two-stroke diesel engine., when
compared to the four-stroke engine, exhausts a greater volume
of gases which are lower in temperature and more dilute. These
conditions diminish the reaction rate for oxidation and make
conversion of pollutants More difficult. System design changes
in the inlet screen have eliminated the sooting of the catalyst
in that area. The need for rapid and accurate evaluation of
exhaust gas odorants is obvious. From the ca*alyst development
standpoint an accurate appraisal method is necessary in order
to demonstrate subtle differences in performance. A catalytic
system was developed which reduces odor emissions from diesel
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powered vehicles, which oxidizes hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
with high efficiency, and which can be fitted into existing
muffler spaces.

14609

McLouth, B. F., H. J. Paulus, and A. an Roberts

INCINERATION OF EPDXY GLASS LAMINATES TO RECOVER PRECIOUS METALS.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers New York Incinerator Div.,
Proc. Natl. Incinerator Conf., New York, 1968, p 171-175. (May
5-8).

Recovery of precious metals from electrical circuits printed
on epoxy-impregnated fiberglass,laminates was carried out by
incineration of the scrap and rejected printed circuits at
controlled temperatures, which resulted in the liberation of
a considerable amount of unburned hydrocarbons and obnoxious
odors into the atmosphere. The glass laminates consisted of
approximately 65% fiberglass (by weight) and 35% epoxy resins.
The material contained no chlorines and not more than a trace
of sulfur, but 16% petra-bromo had been added to the resins
to permit the use of the final product under various ambient
temperatures. In addition, there was variance in type and
consistency of the epoxy scrap. Based on information obtained
by research on the combustion characteristics of the material,
a prototype unit was constructed and tested. After successful
testing of the prototype unit, a new incinerator was installed
that solved the problem of hydrocarbon and odor emission. A
control system was designed that should assure proper burner
operation and unit temperatures and at the same time be flexible
in case adjustments become necessary in the new unit. The new
incinerator simplifies recovery of the precious metals due
to more consistent ash quality. polyesters and other plastics,
as well as wool and vinyls have been burned in this incinerator,
all with equal success.

14723

Derndinger, Hans-Otto

MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES. (Kraftfahrzeugmotoren). Text in German.
VDI (Ver. Deut. Ingr.) Z. (Duesseldorf) , 110(21):978-982, July
1968. 8 refs.

Recent developments in the field of exhaust gas cleaning are
discussed. Since the pazsage of laws in the U. S. A. limiting
the concentrations of carbon monoxide and of unburned
hydrocarbons in the engine exhausts, automobile manufacturers
have developed various methods of meeting these legal
requirements. Most of them are based on the principle of
afterburning, e.g., manifold air oxick.tion and thermal
reactors. The Clean Air Package aims at accurate adjustment
of the carburetor and delays the ignition, guaranteeing a more
complete combustion, although the exit gases have higher
temperatures. Another method is gasoline injection. The
effects of these measures are beginning to be felt. In Los
Angeles, the steep increase in hydrocarbon emissions has been
reversed. Great efforts are being matie to reduce the emissions
by 1980 to the 1940 level. To achieve this end, further
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measures are required. Control measures tend toward a smaller
ratio of combustion chamber surface to combostion chamber volume.

Caretul sealing will eliminate the emission of unburned
hydrocarbons trom the fuel tank evaporation. The two
toxicants which have received little attention to date by
legislators are lead and nitrogen oxides. In conclusion,
the marketing of two new Wankel engines is mentioned.

14728

Krynitsky, John A.

MILITARY PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM AIR POLLUTION
CONTRnLS. Preprint, National Petroleum Refiners Association,
Wash. ton, D. C., 11p., 1968. (Presented at the National

Fuel: .nd Lubricants Meeting, New Yor::, N. Y., Sept. 11-12, 1958,

F&L-60-61.)

The efforts of the Department of Defense (DoD) to comply with
Federal and local air pollution control regulations are
coordinated by its Environmental Pollution Control Committee,
established in January, 1966. As an example of these efforts,
to comply with Rule 66 of the Los tngeles Air Pollution Control
District which severly restricts the emission of organic materials
to Cle atmosphere and involves many paints and cleaners used by

DOD installations and contractors, substitute fluids and
solvents ate being sought and catalytic incinerators for
destroying the vapors are being employed. A time-phased 5-year
program for compliance is now in effect. The Department, which
may be the biggest buyer of heating oil in the World, is also
greatly affected by standards for Federal facilities limiting
the emission of pollutants from the burning of fossil fuels.
These include limits on particulate emissions, on the visual
density of smoke, on vapor losses from gasoline and other
volatile organic materials, and on sulfur oxide emissions.
Efforts are being concentrated on obtaining adequate supplies
of low sulfur heavier burner fuel oils. DOD has adopted a
policy of converting to fuel of 1% sulfur content as soon as
practical in order to comply with or surpass all local
regulations and provide leadership in pollution control. A

program to monitor the quality of fuels being received from
suppliers is in operation. Five-year plans covering 313
military installations in the three service branches have been
drawn up for the phased and orderly correction of air pollution
dqficiencies, and al:e now under review.

14757

Meites, Leonard

WEB PRINTERS AND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL. Web Printer, 1(6) :1-7,

1969.

Air pollution from web printing plants)consists mainly of a smoke

problem, which is relatively simple to control with afterburners,
and an odor problem, which presents co siderable control
difficulties. The most practical mean of counteracting odors
from paper coatings, ink solvents, imp operly adjusted gas burners,

and soiled papers is by either catalyt c or thermal combustion.
The first works best with a pure gas s ream from the press dryer;

in practice, however, the effluent of a press dryer may have
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impurities which can cause trouble with the catalyst and must
therefore be considered when the system is designed. Direct
flame combustion can handle impurities in the dryer effluent
since its temperature range is from 1:100 to 1400 F. The
initial cost of a catalytic afterburner system is higher than that
of a thermal system, but its operating costs are usually
considered lower, although recently there has been some
controversy on this point. The possibility of controlling
pollution by using mild and low aromatic solvents is briefly
discussed; the inks now used in web presses contain
photochemically-reactant hydrocarbon solvents which violate
regulations such as Rule 66 of the Los Angeles County Air
Pollution Control District, and therefore require the installation
ot highly efficient afterburners. It is notea that the cost of
air pollution control are mitigated somewhat because good
afterburners reduce condensate formation on oven walls and thus
increase production and improve printing quality.

14830

Meyers, R. A., J. L. Lewis, and J. S. Land

PHASE I REPORT. APPLICABILITY OF ORGANIC SOLIDS TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNIQUES FOR REMOVING OXIDES OF SULFUR FROM
FLUE GASES. TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif., TRW Systems Group,
Contract PH22-68-46, Report 10669 6003-R0-00, 52p., Oct. 31,
1968. 39 refs.

CFSTI: PP 185 887

A literature search was conducted to select promising organic
solids for removing sulfur dioxide from flue gas, and a
preliminary chemical systems analysis for candidate S02
removal materials was performed. Organic materials were selected
on the basis o.! ability to take up sulfur dioxide, price and
availability, thermal stability, regenerability, and mechanical
properties. Five organic materials were identified which offered
promise for removing sulfur dioxide from flue gas. These were
cellulosics, nigrosin, poly(N-vinylcarbazole) , pyrolyzed
poly(vinylchloride), and pyrolized poly(acrylonitrile). The
specific cellulosics were waste newsprint, sawdust and cotton.
The results of the preliminary chemical systems analysis
demonstrate that organic solid sulfur dioxide recovery from flue
gases is economically feasible where certain criteria are met.
The analysis was keyed to thermal regeneration of the organic
solids. However, in the case of cellulosic materials,
chemical reaction and conversion of the products to useful
commodities may also be a feasible process. As so little is
known about the parameters involved in conversion processes
at this time, a consideration of this type of regeneration was
not included. (Author summary modified)

14850

Trayser, D. A., F. A. Creswick, J. A. Gieseke, H. R. Hazard,
A. E. Weller, and D. W. Locklin

A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF FUEL ATOMIZATION, VAPORIZATION,
AND MIXING PROCESSES ON POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM MOTOR-VEHICLE
POWERPLANTS. Battelle Memorial Inst., Columbus, Ohio,
Columbus Labs., Contract CPA 22-69-9, Phase Rept., 145p.,
April 30, 1969. 120 refs.
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A study of automotive engine induction systems was conducted.
The objective of this non-experimental program was to explore
incentives and approaches for reducing exhaust emissions by
extending the lean-mixture operating limit through improved
induction-system performance. The study was divided into four
major subtasks: development of mathematical descriptions of
induction-system phenomena; evaluation of methods for measuring
mixture characteristics; conception of approaches to the
definition and measurement of mixture quality; and evaluation
of alternative atomization methods. The results of this study
indicated that extension of the present limits, made possible
by improved air-fuel distribution, can lead to modest but
worthw'Aile reductions in emissions of both unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide and to substantial reductions in the emission
of nitrogen oxides. Minimizing or eliminating the liquid-fuel
film on the intake manifold walls was concluded to be the most
promising approach to achieving improved distribution. The
liquid film can be reduced by employing atomizing e.evices that
wIll produce droplet sizes approaching 10 to 20 microns under
all operating conditions, by designing the induction system
for minimum impaction of fuel droplets, and by heating the
maniZold walls to vaporize the fuel that ;'.s avoidably impacted.
Recommendations included an experimental program comprising the
design, fabrication, and evaluation of an induction system with
a carburetor employing an alternative, improved atomization
ievice and a low-impaction intake manifold.

14944

Fukuchi, Tomoyuki and Takeo Yamamoto

A FEW IDEA ON COUNTERMEASURE AS TO BE CONNECTION WITH EXHAUST
GAS FROM GAS-WORKS AND DAMAGE ON MANDARIN. (Toshigasu
seizokojyo no haigasu to mikan no higai narabini sono taisaku ni

kansuru shokosatsu). Text in Japanese. Kogai to Taisaku
(J. Pollution Control), 5(9):17-23, Sept. 1969. 22 refs.

Because mandarin oranges fell from trees before the harvest
period, waste gas from a gas works near the orange orchard was
suspected to be the cause. With this idea as a starting point,
the relationship between waste gas and ripening oranges was
examined in a laboratory. The possibility that the ripening
period had been accelerated by other factors, such as hydrocarbon
gAses, especially ethylene, vas considered. It was reported
by Magill that the tomato is influenced by hydrocarbons such
as ethylene, 0.1 ppm; acetylene, 50 ppm; propylene, 50 ppm; and
butylene, 50,000 ppm. Thus, a very small aount of ethylene

a great influence on ripening fruit. According to the
result analysis of the waste gas, the assumption that windblown
ethylene influenced the ripening orange is reasonable. The
boiler system for waste 7as control is shown. By means of
chemical reactions, ethylene vanished at 260 C. Gas compounds
are first prevented from entering the boiler and are then sent
to a reservoir tank and mixed vith catalyst and steam, and
finally discharged in vapor form. By this treatment, the waste
gas compounds are vaporized. Since this boiler system has been
used at the gas works, damage to oranges has decreased.
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14967

Hein, G. M. and R. B. Engdahl

A STUDY OF EFFLUENTS FROM DOMESIC GAS-FIRED INCINERATORS.
(American Gas Association, Inc., New York, Proj. DG-3M, 27p.,
June 1959. 24 refs.

Measurements were made of the effluents from nine doncetic gas-
fired incinerators, including two new prototype mod16, five
new commercial units, and two older units. StandaA test charges
that typified wet domestic wastes and dry comtclstible materials,
and two special refuse mixtures were burned. A free-standing
chimney provided natural draft for the units. Sampling and
analytical techniques were based on recognized methods. The
concentrations in ppm in the flue gas and the emission rates in
pounds per ton of refuse burned were determined far aldehydes,
nitrogen oxides, organic acids, ammonia, and hydrocarbons. Grain
loadings and emission rates were determined for particulate
matter which included tarry organic materials. Odor and smoke
density were also determined. Results demonstrated that
significant reduction in emissions has been achieved through
recent improvements in incinerator design. When wet domestic
wastes are incinerated in new units, of up to 6-fold decreases
in the rate of aldehyde emissions are achieved. Decrease in
organic acids is 3-fold; decrease in saturated hydrocarbons is
8-fold. Although nitrogen oxides have increased 3-fold because
of increased gas in the afterburner, their concentration is
still lower compared to other combustion sources. Smoke, odor,
and particulate matter emissions decreased to acceptable levels.
Comparison of these emission rates with those from municipal
incinerators shows that the new improved gas-fired domestic
incinerators have lower particulate emissions, and, in general,
equally low emissions of gaseous pollutants. Emissions from
improved gas-fired units were in most cases lower than those from
other incinerators and large gas- and oil-fired industrial heating
units; they were much lower than those from automobile exhaust.
The results of the study provide a basis for modification of the
present restrictions in certain areas on the use of gas-fired
domestic incinerators and for confirration of their present
acceptance in other areas.

14975

Lee, R. C. and D. B. Rimier

EXHAUST EMISSION ABATEMENT BY PUEL VARIATIONS TO PRODUCE LEAN
COHBUSTION. Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.,
New York, 20p., 1968. 15 refs. (Presented at the National Fuels
and Lubricants Meeting, Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 29-31, 1968,
Paper 680769.)

Differences in the power producing capacities and exhaust ,

emission characteristics of various spark-ignition-engine fUels
are frequently obscured by interactions involving the particular
engine system used in the comparison. In an attempt to
minimize this problem, gasoline, propane, methane, and a
hydrogen-methane fuel gas were compared in a single cylinder
engine under conditions that were optimum for each fuel. The
resulting data, coupled with an estimated dnty cycle
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representative of traffic service, permitted the development
of internally comparable data on fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions. Smog-inducing hydrocarbon emissions from the exhaust
of a propane-fueled engine can be less than 13% of the minimum
value obtainable with a gasoline fueled engine. Such emissions
would be substantially eliminated wag a well designed methane
engine. Engines designed for propane and methane should have
substantially no carbon monoxide in the exhaust, and only
40-50% as much nitric oxide as an engine designed for gasoline.
In addition, lower specific fuel consumptions are possible with
propane and methane. These benefits are primarily the result
of better lean combustion performance with the two gaseous
fuels. It is recognized that a fuel gas that might be
steam-reformed from a liquid fuel would have even better lean
mixture combustion behaviour and lower emissions than propane
or methane. (Author abstract modified)

15257

Groezinger, H.

IMPROVEMENTS IN EXHAUST GAS CuMPOSITION OF CARBURETOR ENGINES.
(Abgasentgiftung bei Vergasermoteren). Text in German.
Motortech. Z. (Stuttgart), 29(9):355-3b5, 1968. 14 refs.

Recently developed measures for reducing automotive emissions are
reviewed. The carburetor, the ignition system, the shape of the
combustion chamber, stroke vs bore ratio, design of the intake
pipe, and the cooling system are responsible for the amount of
emissions. The amount of CO and hydrocarbon emissions can be
reduced (1) by oxidizing the CO aud the unburnt hydrocarbons
in the exhaust system through air injection (afterburning) and
(2) by limiting the emissions from the cylinders. Optimum
reduction of emissions through afterburning depends on an
adequate air injection, a carefully adjusted fuel-ta-air ratio,
and on a proper timing of Ignition. MeasUres involving the
carburetor include a limiting device for maximum and minimum
fuel-to-air ratio at idling engine, a device for thorough fuel
mixing at idling and partially loaded engine, adjustment of
the fuel/air ratio at idling engine to the different frictional
forces of :Aew and nsed engines, closer tolerance of the bypasses,
exact adjustment of the temperature of the fuel/air mixture to
the temperature of the engine, etc. Transport of the fuel/air
mixture to the cylinders and uniform distribution are of great
importance for emission control. Several illustrations of
the distribution of the fuel/air mixture by various types of
carburetors are given. Improvements through modification of the
carburetor are indicated in graphs. In California, hydrcarbon
emissions by automobiles Nave been limited te 275 ppm, CO
emission to 1.5%. In 1969, the Federal Republic of Germany
will limit CO coucentratiuns at idling engine to 11.5%.

1527;

Andersen, Holger C.

CLEANING OF INDUSTRIAL GASES WITH PRECIOUS METAL CATALYSTS.
(Industrielle Gasreinigung mit Edelmetallkatalysatoren). Text

in German. Dechema Monograph., 40(616-641):325-33, 1962.
28 refs.
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The applications of platinum metals as catalysts for removing
acetylene from olefins, cleaning coke-oven gas, and treating
residual gases from the nitric acid production are reviewed.
Of the family, platinum palladium is particularly suited for the
hydration of acetylene so that only a few ppm remain. Recent
laboratory tests indicate that at gas throughputs of up to
4500 standard cu m/hr/cu m catalyst, the addition of hydrogen
can be reduced to a mole ratio between hydrogen and acetylene
of 2. In the case of coke-oven gases, acetylene, nitrogen oxides,
carbon oxysulfide, and diolefins are converted into harmless,
easily removable compounds by palladium and ruthenium catalysts.
Catalytic treatment of residual gases from nitric acid
production has three goals: the removal of noxious components,
recovery of the nitrcgen in pure form for re-use at the ammonia
synthesis, and production of heat. Recent laboratory tests show
that the process can reduce the nitric oxide content of waste
gases to 9 ppm.

15321

Eberan-Eberhorst, R.

FORWARD-LOOKING EXHAUST GAS RESEARCH FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE PETROL
ENGINE. (Abgasforschung zukunftsweisend fuer den Fahrzeug-
Otto-motor). Text in German. Motortech. Z. (Stuttgart) ,
30(9):315-323, Sept. 1969. 18 refs.

The influence of engine operation modification on the emission of
such exhaust gas components as CO, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
is discussed. The use of an evaporator helps reduce carbon
monoxide emission to the lowest possible concentration. A spinning
motion in the air intake pipe also reduces the CO content. The
!:pe of carburetion has almost no effect on the CO or hydrocarbon
em_ssion. Study of the influence of temperature cooling agent on
hydrocarbon emission showed that emission could be considerably
reduced by raising the temperature of the agent. When the engine
acts as a brake, hydrocarbon emissions jump to high concentrations
due to misfiring. Spiral-like intake pipes or vortex-imparting
installations in the intake system, tangential inlets or deflector
valves have a considerable influence on hydrocarbon emission, which
is decreased because the wall layer is completely burned due to
the higher turbulence. This however, costs power. Compression
of the intake air and spark timing also reduce these emissions.
ath a commonly used idling mixture containing 3% CO, the
hydrocarbon emissions of a 1-liter/four cylinder engine were
reauced from 1720 ppm at 30 degree ignition advance to 180 ppm
at 18 degree ignition delay. The emission of nitrogen oxides can
be reduced by exhaust gas return to the fresh air which reduces
the caloric value of the fuel/air mixture and by water injection
into the intake pipe. Tests with the latter method showed that
nitrogen oxide emissions could be reduced from 2000 ppm to 583 pp.

lamda equal to one, a 20% addition of exhaust gas has the same
effect as water injection at a water to fuel ratio of 12.

15327

Rothe, Wilfried, Karl Achenbach, and Guenther Bretschneider

NEW PROCESS FOR DESULFURIZATION OP HYDROCARBON3 AND TECHNICAL
GASES. (Ein neues Verfahren zum Entschwefeln von
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Kohlenwasserstoffen und technischen Gasen). Text in German.

Erdoel Kohle (Hamburg) , 17(5) :352-356, May 1964. 37 refs.

A newly developed process for desulfurization of aliphatic,
uaphthenic, and aromatic hydrocarbons with sodium oxide or

sodium hydride is described. Gaseous hydrocarbo:As are passed

over sodium oxide tablets or granules; the best results were
achieved with a 1:1 mixture of Na20 and NaCl. The reaction of the
sulfur compounds with Na20 follows the equation 2Na20 + RSR
yields Na2S + 2Na0F, where R equals an organic radical or H.

At the prevailing temperature, NaOR dissociates again with
separation of carbon. A theoretical quantity of 124 g Na20 is
necessary for binding 32 g of sulfur; otherwise 200 kg of the
Na20-NaC1 desulfurizing mixture can bind 25.8 kg sulfur. In

experiments with a scaled-down model, 9 to 10 kg S (more than

70% of the theoretical value) were bound per 100 kg desulfurizing

mass. In the laboratory, gasolines with various boiling points
were evaporated at temperatures from 150 to 200 C and passed over
the Na20-NaC1 mass which was heated to 220 C. The results showed
that 95 to 99% of the total sulfur could be removed. The
successful laboratory results encouraged experiments with a 0.5

ton/day model. Light gasolines with sulfur content of less than
6 ppm and benzenes with sulfur content of less than 5 ppm were

used. The theoretical absorption capacity could not be reached,

owing to traces of moisture and organic nitrogen and oxygen

compounds. The process can also be used for cleaning technical

gases such as nitrogen and hydrogen.

15343

Lumiaro, Pentti

THE TECHNICAL PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF EXHAUST GAS PURIFIERS.
(Pakokaasunpuhdistimien teknillinen toimintatapa) . Text in

Finnish. Teknillinen Aikakauslehti, no. 4:71-73, April 1969.

The main principle of exhaust purification for internal
combustion engines is as complete a combustion as possible.
About 20-30% of the hydrocarbons reaching the tailpipe are
derived from crankcase ventilation. The air injection reactor
(AIR) system used by three larce U. S. automobile manufacturers
offers no advantages in terms of fuel consumption and slightly
decreases the net capacity of the motor. The controlled
combustion system (CCS) used 1)1 General Motors preheats the
air arriving at the cylinder intake while the motor is warming

up or during idling or low-speed operation. Volvo passenger

cars make use of twin carburetors in conjunction with CCS, which
offers the advantage of a slight fuel er;onomy. The Chrysler
Motors cleaner air package (CAP) makes use of a special vacuum

valve used in conjunction with new types of carburetor,
distributor, and gear box. This valve interprets motor speed
and load in such a way as to control the timing of ignition in

the distribution. Use of transistorized ignition systems has

been abandoned as impractical, but thyristorized ignition has
been successfully tested on. numerous vehicles. Since the
lifetime ot motor vehicles in Finland is about 9 years, there

are many American vehicles lacking exhaust purification, whereas
Volvo cars always have had exhaust purifiers as standard

equipment. Exhaust purification laws would thus tend to favor

Scandinavian industry. The argument that domestic manufacturing
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of autos would help combat pollution seems absurd when Finnish
manufacturers are constantly marketing motorized appliances that
foster pollution and have been banned in Sweden for this reason.

15418

HOT GAS ENGINE REVIVAL. Design Components Eng., no. 2:10-13,
Jan. 15, 1969.

A description of the hot gas engine used to decrease air
pollution by diesel fumes is presented as developed by the
Philips Research Laboratories at Eindhoven in Holland. All
hot gas engines depend on compressing a gas at high temperature
and expanding it to a low temperature, allowing the gas to do
work on a piston. Heat is conserved within the engine by
incorporating a heat exchanger between the permanently hot
chamber and the permanently cold chamber. The regenerator
receives heat from the media during expansion and returns it
to the media during recompression, when the gas is again pushed
back into the hot chamber. Most of.the multi-cylinder engines
are based on work carried out on single-cylinder units. The
invention of the rhombic drive enabled the use of the out-of-
phase layout and obviated the need for the pressurized crankcase.
It consists of a geometric shape enclosed by the piston rod yoke
and displacer rod yoke, and their associated connecting rods
at any position during the engine cycle. The working gas is
maintained at high pressure by an ancilliary pump which serves
to vary the mean effective pressure within the cylinder and
the power developed by the engine. A cylinder burner air
preheater shrouds the nest of heater tubes during engine
operation. The groll-sock, seal is used to seal the piston rod
and prevent oil from entering the cylinder from the crankcase.
Analyses carried out on the burner exhaust gases revealed
the following: 1-2 ppm of unburnt hydrocarbons, 0.007-
0.030% carbon monoxide, and 100-200 ppm nitrogen oxides.

15453

AUTOMATED LINE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF EXTRUDED AIR ROTORS. Macil.

Prod. Eng., 113(2917):748-752, Oct. 9, 1968.

The General Motors air injector reactor, used with high-
performance automobile engines and in cars equipped with manual
transmissions, controls the exhaust emission of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide. Fresh air is injected into the engine exhaust
ports to produce a higher degree of afterburning and to ensure
that the final exhaust gas composition is acceptable.
Supplementary air is supplied by pumps. Possible methods were
studied for mass production of the air pumps at the rate of
13,000 per day. Raw material and machining requirements were
reduced and stronger parts obtained when the air pump rotors
were cold extruded: the slug is sheared from a bar, coined,
extruded, and restruck. Slug shearing is carried out on a Verson
250-ton press operating at 60 strokes per minute,. Sheared slugs
are rolled down a discharge chute to a conveyor which delivers
them to an automatic weighing and segregating unit. Acceptable
slugs drop into one chute; overweight and underweight slugs slide
down separate chutes. Upsetting of the sheared slugs is performed
on a Bliss 800-ton knuckle-joint press. Upset slugs are washed
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and receive a normalizing annealing treatment to produce a uniform
structure and a hardness of 45 to 50 Rockwell B. Prior to

extrusion, the slugs are cleaned, phosphate coated, and

lubricated. Extrusion of the rotors is carried out on a Clearing
1500-ton, eccentric, gear-driven mechanical press. Final forming

of the closed bottoms of the rotcrs is carried out by a restrike
operation performed on a Bliss 1500-ton knuckle joint press.

Piercing of slots in the rotors and forLation of notches to

serve as chipbreakers during subsequent machining are performed

on a Dan ly 100-ton press. External surfaces are finished on
Landis plunge grinding machines; bores are finished on Bryant

Centalign internal grinding machines. Air sealing between the high
and low pressure areas of the pumps is provided by spraying
exterior surfaces of the rotors with an abradable coating.

15513

Jackson, Marvin W.

EXHAUST HYDROCARBON AND NITROGEN OXIDE CONCENTRATIONS WITH AN

ETHYL ALCOHOL-GASOLINE FUEL. Preprint, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., New York, 33p., 1964. 29 refs. (Presented

at Society of Automotive Engineers Summer Meeting, Chicago,

June 8-12, 1964.)

The exhaust hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxide concentrations of a
single-cylinder engine operating on a 25% wt ethyl alcohol-75%
gasoline fuel are compared to those of the same engine operating

on gasoline. Comparisons at an air-fuel ratio below 15.3 indicate
that adding ethyl alcohol to gasoline reduces exhaust
hydrocarbon concentrations but increases nitrogen oxide

concentrations. At an air-fuel ratio higher than 15.3 ethyl
alcohol reduces both hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxide concentrations.
However, tests at the same air-fuel ratio indicate that ethyl
alcohol increases surge and, in some cases, results in a power

loss. To overcome these performance problems, the ethyl
alcohol-gasoline fuel must be operated at about the same percent
theoretical air as gasoline and comparative tests at the same
percent theoretical air show that the additive has little effect

on exhaust hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxide concentrations. The

fuel, mixture offers no promise for reducing pollution by

automobiles. (Author abstract modified)

15526

Hitch, B. P., R. G. Ross, and H. F. Mc Duffle

TESTS OF VARIOUS PARTICLE FILTERS FOR REMOVAL OF OIL MISTS

AND HYDROCARBON VAPOR. Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.,
ORNL-TM-1623, 26p., Sept. 7, 1966.

CFSTI: TN 1623

Various filter and adsorbent materials were examined for
possible use in removing oil mists and hydrocarbon vapors.
controlled flow of oil was injected into a heated nickel

reaction vessel to cause vaporization and- somP cracking of the

oil. Helium flowing through the reaction vessel carried the

oil mist and hydrocarbon vapor through a filter. system. Filter
effectiveness vas determined by the use of a hydrocarbon
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detector, gravimetric analysis, and gas chromatographic
analysis. Good removal of mists vas achieved by the use of a
combination of felted metal fibers, and ceramic fibers in a
configuration proposed for use in the molten salt reactor
experiment. Granulated charcoal removed hydrocarbon vapors
(C6 and above) in a manner consistent vith the established
adsorption isotherms for this material. (Author abstract
modified)

15614

Olesov, N. A.

EFFECT OF NAPHTHENIC SOAP ON THE PROPERTIES OF INDUSTRIAL DUST.
(Deystviye mylonafata na svoystva tekhnologicheskoy pyli). Text
in Russian. Tsement, no. 9:14-15, 1969. 3 refs.

Pilot-plant studies revealed that the introduction of naphtLenic
soap into furnace flue gas increases the fluidity of the dust by
lpproximately 20% and reduces R20 (R is an unspecifieu radical)
and S03 content of the dust by a factor of about two. The
specific resistivity of a layer of collected dust remained within
the same limits as dust without the additive (1000 to 10,000
megohm-cm) thus maintaining electrostatic precipitator,
effectiveness. Addition of naphthenic soap to dry ground raw
material such as cement increased the mobility of the raw
material powder by 6-7% and its volumetric weight by 5-7%. In
addition, the load on the main grinder drive was reduced by 5%,
improving grinder operation and reducing power consumption. The
experiment lasted for 70 hrs, during vhich time 2.93 tons of dry
naphthenic soap were introduced.

15765

Newman, Daniel J.

ELIMINATION OF NITROGEN OXIDES FROM GAS STREAMS. (Chemical
Construction Corp., New York) U. S. Pat. 3,467,492. 6p., Sept.
16, 1969. 2 refs. (Appl. Nov. 6, 1964, 13 claims).

Conventional processes for eliminating nitrogen oxides from waste
gas streams, such as tail gases from nitric oxide production,
involve reacting methane with waste gases in one catalytic step,
after which the vaste gas is passed through a waste heat boiler
and/or a gas turbine; or in tvo catalytic beds with intermediate
cooling. The former methOd presents difficulties in design and
operation; the second requires an intermediate exchanger or
boiler, as well as ancillary control devices. In the present
invention, nitrogen oxides are eliminated by a sequence involving
two or more catalyst beds. The waste gas stream is divided into
at least two portions; one portion is heated to 900 F and mixed
with a proportion of methane less than the stoicniometric
requirement for complete reaction with the oxygen and nitrogen
oxides contained in the first portion. The gas mixture is then
passed through the first bed where the stream temperature is
raised to 1000-1400 F. Because the reaction with methane is not
complete, the catalyst bed is not subjected to overheating and
deterioration. The reacted gas mixture from the first bed is
therr quench-cooled to 900 P by the addition of a second portion of .
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methane and cold vaste gas. If only two beds are used, sufficient
methane is added betveen beds to react with all the nitrogen
oxides, and a final reacted stream free of nitrogen oxides is
produced from the second bed. Advantages of the process are the
substantial savings resulting from the elimination of the
intermediate exchanger and reduction of the six of the heater
required to preheat gases. In addition, improved operation is
provided because the valves controlling the flow of waste gas and
intermediate mixtures can be operated at low temperature.

15772

Okuno, Tosihide

THE REACTION BAD ODOR SUBSTANCES WITH OZONE. (Akushu seibun to
ozon no hannosei) . Text in Japanese. Kogai to Taisaku
Pollution Control), 5(8):633-639, Aug. 15, 1969. 8 refs.

The removal of industrial odors by the use of ozone oxidation was
studied, and their properties and behavior vere described with the
introduction of electron theory. Malodorous components are amine-
ammuniacal compounds, lover aliphatic acidic compounds,
sulfurous compounds, ofefin-paraffin hydrocarbons, and other
organic compounds. Olefinic hydrocarbons have a characteristic
odor and a reaction mechanism for olefinic hydrocarbons and ozone
was described. One of the most general reactions of the carbon-
carbon double bond is an addition of ozone and rearrangement of
the resultant ozonide whereby the ozonide is directly
hydrolyzed by boiling with water. Secondary and tertiary amines
were employed to examine reactivity and reaction products.
Reactivity was determined by measuring residual ozone quantity,
and reaction products were monitored by gas-chromatography.
Tertiary amines reacted extensively with ozone and formed various
compounds. Acrylic ester monomer, used as a raw material of
Acrylic acid resin, is very odorous. An oxidation experiment
using acrylic ester and methacrylate vas done for the removal of
this odor. Acrylic ester reacted faster than methacrylate; a
reaction of acrylic ester with ozone proceeded relatively fast,
so this odor can most readily be removed by selecting appropriate
reaction conditions. In conclusion, not all odorous components
can be removed by ozone oxidation, due to the difficulty in
reducing 1 ppm of malodorous components to 1 ppb (99.9% removal
rate). Optimum reaction conditions and apparatus must be found
for the use of ozone reaction methods on odorous sources.

15778

PROCESS OF PURIFYING GASES, ESPECIALLY SYNTHESIS - AND FUEL-GASES.
(Gesellschaft fuer Lind's Eismaschinen A. G., Hoellriegelskreuth,
Germany and Lurgi Gesellschaft fuer Vaermetechnik m. b. H.)

British Pat. 692,804. 13p., June 17, 1953. (Appl. Sept. 13,
1950, 16 claims).

1 process for purifying gases derived from synthesis, cracking,
hydrogenation, and other chemical processes was invented.
Undesirable components of the gases, particularly hydrogen sulfid,
organic sulfur compounds, carbon dioxide, resin-forming compounds,
and low boiling hydrocarbons, are removed simultaneously
in a washing and cooling process. The washing operation-is don
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at 0 C or lover and 2 at pressure vith a polar washing agent.
The washing operation can be carried out in a serias of stages with
the same or different washing agent. The freezing point of the
washing liquid must by lover than the washing temperature. The
liquid is usually composed of oxygen-containing compounds such as
low molecular weight alcohols, ethers, esters, ketones, and organic
acids or nitrogen-containing compounds such as ammonia, amines,
and pyridine bases. Complax-forming metal salts may be added
to the washing agent to increase the solubility of all the
components to be washed out. The regeneration of the washing
agent is done in stages to remove the substances separately in a
concentrated form.

15836

Hooker, George W., Levis R. Drake, and Stephen C. Stove

SULPHUR DIOXIDE RECOVERY METHOD. (Dow Chemical Co., Midland,
Mich.) U. S. Pat. 2,368,545. 4p., Jan. 30, 1945. (Appl. Aug. 18,
1939, 11 claims).

A method for recovering substantially pure sulfur dioxide from
mixtures with other gases or log boiling hydrocarbons involves
the absorption of sulfur dioxide in liquified diolefin sulfones,
preferably butadiene sulfone and isoprene sulfone. Equimolar
mixtures of these or other cyclic sulfones, obtained by melting
or by addition of a solvent, have great absorptive capacities
for sulfur dioxide. Gaseous mixtures can be treated in
scrubbing towers or other equipment suitable for extractants.
Sulfur dioxide is evaporated from mixtures by warming the sulfone
solution between 70-100 C, the temperature range below that at
which sulfone decomposes. The vaporized sulfur dioxide is
collected in the usual manner and the extractant is recovered for
further use. Other compounds in the sulfur dioxide mixture are
relatively unaffected by the sulfone treatment. The ratio of the
recovered sulfur dioxide is four times that of sulfur dioxide
recovered by using water as an extractant. In addition, sulfone
treatment, unlike water treatment, does not involve the formation
of a corrosive acid solution. Suggested applications of the
method include the treatment of sulfur dioxide-nitrogen-oxygen
mixtures produced by sulfur oxidation processes and hydrocarbon
mixtures produced by petroleum processes.

15837

Hebbard, George M.

RECOVERY OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE IND DIOLEFINS FROM SULPHONES.
(Dov Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.) U. S. Pat. 2,384,376. 7p.,
Sept. 4, 1945 (Appl. Nov. 3, 1941, 7 claims).

When liquified sulfur dioxide is used to separate diolfins such
as butadiene from cracked-oil gas or mixtures of the gas and
hydrocarbons, a sulfone is formed and then chemically
decomposed to form'a gaseous mixture'of sulfur dioxide and olefin.
Separation of the nelfur dioxide free the mixture by scrubbing
vith vater is unsatisfactory becauseCof the heat-required for
vaporization and the corrosive natur of the resulting sulfuric
acid. Au improved method for recovering sulfur dioxide from a
sulfone thermally decomposes'the sulfone, at pressures sufficient
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to liquefy the mixture, in the presence of a liquid paraffin
hydrocarbon of boiling point higher than the diolefin. The

solvent also effectively separates the reaction products to
inhibit or prevent recombination into the sulfone. Suitable
solvents are hexane, octane, or decane and liquid petroleum
factions such as gasoline, naptha, or kerosere. The sulfone-
solvent mixture is passed through the heating zone of a Isulfone
decomposer' and heated to 120-150 C. Here the sulfone is
partially decomposed into sulfur dioxide and the diolefin. The
resulting liquified mixture is then cooled below 120 C and,
while maintained under pressure, passed to an extraction tower.
Additional quantities of liquified sulfone are passed through the

tower in countercurrent flow. The resulting solution of sulfur
dioxide and sulfone is continuously withdrawn from the bottom
of the tower; the solution of diolefin and 1 quid paraffin
hydrocarbon is continuously withdrawn from the bottom of the

tower. The reaction products of the solution :act vaparized
and collected in 'a form of 95% or higher purity. The solvent
is cooled and returned to the tower for recyling.

15861

Johnson, Ava J.

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF ACIDIC GASES FROM FLUIDS. (Shell
Development Co., San Francisco, Calif.) U. S. Pat. 2,368,595.

4p., Jan. 30, 1945. (Appl. Aug. 29, 1941, 7 claims).

The invention describes process for removing acidic gases, such
as 1125, CO2, HCN, S02, found in natural gas, petroleum fractions,
and coke oven gas from a water immiscible fluid. It deals
especially with the purification of normally gaseous hydrocarbons
containing objectionable quantities of H2S. The method consists
of scrubbing the flowing fluid at an elevated pressure of 200-1000
pounds per square in. with a nonalkaline rater. A portion of the
acid gas is extracted by the nonalkaline water to form acidulated
water and a first residal fluid. The acidulated water is
separated from the first residual fluid. The residual fluid is
then scrubbed with a lean base solution chosen from organic
hydroxy amino bases or salts of inorganic strong bases and
relatively weak acids of low volatility. Another portion of the
acid gas is ;%xtracted to form a fat solution and a second residual

fluid. The fat solution is separated from the fluid and refluxed
with steam at a lover pressure to produce a vapor composed of acid
gas, steam and a residual lean base solution for use in another

scrubbing cycle. The acidulated water is stripped with steam
vapor to vaporize the acid gas and condense water substantially
free of the acid gas. The invention accomplishes a high degree of
purification of fluid with a minimum expenditure of heat for
regeneration of the absorption medium.

15862

Rosenstein, Ludwig

GAS PURIFICATION AND SEPARATION PROCESS. (Shell Development Co.,

San Francisco, Calif.) U. S. Pat. 2,368,600. 5p., Jan. 30, 1945.

(Appl. Jan 24, 1942, 5 claims).

The invention incres3es the efficiency of processes for removiag
R2S, HCN, CO2, etc., from hydrocarbon liquids by reducing the
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amount of heat required for regeneration or by removing ore
inpurity from a spent solution with a given aount of heat. The
fluid is contacted in a scrubber with a heat-regenerable absorbent
solution to form a fat, or spent, solution which contains the
impurities. The absorbent solution i.e., aqueous Na2CO3 or
aqueous R3PO4, contains a solute which removes the impurities and
a solvent which vaporizes above the boiling point of the
impurities. The fluid is separated from the fat solution which is
regenerated at reduced pressures for further scrubbing. The
improvement in the invention comprises the regeneration of the fat
solution in a primary stripper to produce a lean solution and
vapors. The vapor is composed of gases from the solvent and
impurities. A further portion of the lean solution is regenerated
in a secondary stripper in indirect heat exchange with the vapors
at a greater pressure than in the primary stripper. A secondary
lean solution and secondary vapors are produced which also contain
gases froi the solvent and impurities. The vapors fro both
stripper,1 are cooled to produce a cnndensed solvent and vapor
containing the impurities. The solvent is separated from the
vapor and added to the secondary lean solution. The lean
solutions are put into the scrubber in a vay that the fluid first
contacts the primary and then the secondary lean solution. Fluids
that can be scrubbed by the process include natural gas, refinery
gas, coke-even gas, smelter gas, other manufactured gases as well
as liquid hydrocarbons.

15875

Hooker, George N. and Franc A. Landee

SEPARATZON OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND LOW-BOILING HYDROCARBONS FROM
MIXTURES THEREOF. (Dos Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.) U. S.
Pat. 2,384,178. 5p., Sept. 4, 1945. (Appl. Nov. 3, 1941,
4 claims).

The invention concerns the separation of mixtures of sulfur
dioxide and aliphatic hydrocarbons, and particulary the separation
of sulfur dioxide and conjugated diolefines to recover each
in an anhydrous and purified form. Separation is acheived
vith tvo extractants: a liquified organic sulfone and a liquid
paraffin hydrocarbon having a boiling point of at least 20 C.
Sulfur dioxide is preferably separated from a conjugated
diolefine having 5 or less carbon atos by passing it into the
mid-section of an extraction tower. At the same time, a liquid
fraction of petroleum is passed into the bottom of the tower.
A liquified sulfone of the conjugated diolefine is passed into
the tower at the top and dispersed. The flow of liquids is
from the tower is under a superatmospheric pressure so the:
remain in liquid form. During the separation process, the
resultant extract of liquid petroleum and conjugated diolefine is
withdrawn from the top of the tower. The extract of liquified
sulfone and sulfur dioxide is withdrawn from the bottom of the
tower, the sulfur dioxide vaporized to leave the sulfone in
condition for recycling.

15895

Saitoh, Takeshi, Razuhiko Yakaichi, Masakuni Hirata, and Nasaaki
Hattori
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THE POSSIBILITY oF AUTOMOBILE AIR POLLUTION CoNTROL BY LOW

PRESSURE PETROLE INJECTION SYSTEM. (Teiatsu gasorin funsha
hoshiki ni yoru haiki kaizen no kanosei). Text in Japanese.
Waseda Daigaku Fikogaku Nenkyusho Hokoku (Bull. Sci. Eng. Res.
Lab., Waseda Univ.) , no. 45:6267, 1969.

The fact that automobile emissions can be controlled by petrole
injection is well known. The possibility that anifold gasoline
injection at a pressure less than 16 atg can reduce carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon contents in engine exhausts was
investigated. Injectivn systems with one, two, three, and four
element pumps and nozzles were used which corresponded to the four
cylinder engine. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon concentrations
were measured in various engine loads and speeds and compared
with the carburetor system. The results showed that systems with
only one or two elements could reduce carbon monoxide
concentrations, but not the hydrocarbon content. Three or four
elements in the system vere reqired to reduce both carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions, but this was less than toe
expected value. (Author abstract odified)

15941

Tow, Philip S.

CONSIDERATIONS OF THE FEASIBILITY OF CONTkOL OV OXIDES OF

NITROGEN. J. Air Polluticm Control Assoc., vol. 7:234-240, Nov.

1957. 28 refs.

A review of existing theories of the role of nitrogen oxides and
hydrocarbons in ozone and smog formation is followed by a
consideration of the nature and contribution of various sources
if nitrogen oxides in Los Angeles County and an evaleation of
methods for controlling the oxides. In Los Angeles, nitrogen
oxide emissions are primarily the result of nitrogen fixation in
combustion processes, according to the eguilibirum $2 plus 02
equals 2N0. Variables in combustion processes are temperature,
excess air, and in the case of automobiles, engine acceleration
rate. Theoretical and experimental data show that there is no
ready solution for the control of nitrogen oxides as a general
attospheric contaminant. Hach experimental work needs to be don
before satisfactory devices are developed. The importance of
research on the catalytic decomposition of nitric oxide is
stressed. It is also suggested that ethods of accelerating vapor
phase reactions of NO may have applications for controlling
nitrogen oxide emissions from stationary sources. Other possible
methods of control discussed are absorption, adsorption, and
changes in the design of combustion equipment or its operation or
changes in fuel.

15966

Jodeck, Paul

METHOD OF SEPARATING SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND THE LIKE FROM LIQUID
HYDROCARBONS. (Edeleanu GebH, Berlin, Germany) U.S. Pat.
1,910,341. 4p Nay 23, 1933. (Appl. Jan. 17, 1929, 4 claims).

A process for evaporating and recovering sulfur dioxide from
mixtures of liquid hydrocarbons and S02 is reported. A mixture
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is forced under sustained pressure through a series of alternate
heating and separating containers. Sulfur dioxide ges is alloyed
to evolve in each heating container and is separated from the

liquid in the following separating container. The remaining
liquid is raised to a higher temperature in the next heating

container. The gas is liquified as it evolves. This is cooled
in another container while still under sustained pressure. The
process has an important application for the refiniug of mineral
oils, increasing the capacity of the refining plant and
decreasing the cost of treatment.

15995

Herold, Paul and Georg Markus

RECOVERING HYDROGEN CHLORIDE AND SULPHUR DIOXIDE FROM GIS
MIXTURES. (Assignee not given.) U. S. Pat. 2,301,779. 2p.,

Nov. 10, 1942. (Appl. Nov. 19, 1940, 3 claims).

A method of recovering hydrogen chloride and sulfur dioxide

separately fros gas mixtures is described. A gas mixture is washed
with a medium liquid which consists of aromatic compounds
containing oxygen in an ethereal linkage and of aromatic compounds
containing oxygen in a phenolic linkage. Suitable compounds
are xylenol and diphenyl ether. The gas mixture may either be
passed through the liquid while it is stationary or led in a
counter-current to the liquid flowing down, preferably in
trickling towers charged with filter bodies. The hydrogen chloride
leaves the washing liquid in a dry state free of sulfur dioxide.
The washing liquid is easily regenerated by expelling the absorbed
sulfur dioxide by heating, applying reduced pressure, or by
subjecting it to both measures simultaneously. The washing
liquid can be reused after cooling.

15999

Bottoms, Robert Boger

PR0C:S.15 ?OR SEPARATING ACIDIC GASES. (Girdler Corp., Louisville,
Ky.) U. S. Pat. 1,834,016. 5p., Dec. 1, 1931. (Appl. Oct. 15,

1930, 7 claims).

A proc.-ass for the separation of acidic gases from other gases
by the use of an absorbent is described. A gas mixture containing
hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, or sulfur dioxide, is brought
into contact with a liquid or gaseous absorbent. Thl absorbent
is usually a phenylhydrazine or a hydrazine hydroxidc. The
solution is heated to free the absorbed gases and the'absorbent
can be recycled.

16020

Clarke, P. J., J. E. Gerrard, C. V. Skarstrom, J. Verdi, and
D. T. Wade

AN ADSORPTION-REGENERATION APPROACH TO THE'PROHLEH OP EVAPORATIVE
CONTROL. Preprint, Society. of.4ntomotive.Engiasers, Inc., Nee
York, 14p.,-1967. 5 .refs. (Presented at the Automotive

. .
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Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9-13, 1967,
Paper 670128.)

A device for preventing evaporative emissions of hydrocarbon fuel
from automotive vehicles is based on a controlled adsorption-
desorption cycling in a solid adsorbent system using activated
carbon. The system is capable of containing all types of
evaporative emissions: carburetor and tank running losses,
carburetor hot soak losses, and tank diurnal cycle losses.
The three essential components of the system are the canister of
adsorbent, the pressure balance valve, and the pnrge control
valve. The canister traps the vapors before they can escape
to the atmosphere and holds them until they cau be fed back to
the engine. The pressure balance valve maintains metering forces
in the carburetor exactly as originally designed. When the
engine is shut down, the valve closes all external vents and
routes vapors from the carburetor exactly as originally designed.
When the engine is shut down, the valve closes all external vents
and routes vapors from the carburetor bowl to the canister. ?he
function of the purge control is program stripping of the cannister
and consequent feeding of the hydrocarbon-laden, purge air stream
to the intake anifold. Evaporative emissions from cars on
which prototype devices were installed vere measured according
to proposed California standards for carburetor losses per hot
soak and for fuel tanks. All data fell within a range of 0.3
to 109 grams, well below t.e proposed gram losses.

16124

Gross, Edward

DRIVING WITH METHANE. Sci. Nevs, 97(3):73-74, Jan. 17, 1970.

A dual-fuel system vas developed vhich gives cars, trucks, and
buses the option of operating on gasoline or on the compressed
natural gas, methane. Converting the system is a simple matter
and the cost of an entire system is $350 (1970). The few moving
parts in the system and its adaptibility permits its continual
use. There are only three main functional parts to the system:
the cylinders of compressed methane, the regulator, and the gas-air
mixer. The pressure cylinders, which range from 30-lb units
containing 100 cu ft of gas to 100-lb cylinders containing 300 cu
ft, can be put in or under the flatbed of a pickup truck; in the
trunk of a car; or under, in, or on a bus of truck. The function
of the regulator is to reduce the pressure of the gas coming from
the highly pressurized cylinder so that it can feed into the gas-
air mixer mounted on top of the carburetor. The mixer, the heart
of the system, is the equivalent of a carburetor and air filter
and replaces the ordinary air filter that sits on ,top of the
engine. Because of the limited mileage (tvo 300 cu ft cylinders
constitute 120 Riles), the system is not meant to be operated on
natural gas on the open road where auto emissions are not a
problem. It is mainly designed for stop-and-go city traffic.
Advantages include quick starting in cold weather, no vapor lock
in hot weather, and lov maintenance costs because of cleaner fuel.
In addition, there is no venting of pollutants from the fuel and
no safety problem because the natural gas is lighter than air and
rises. Disadvantages include the amount of space taken up by the
cylinders because the engine is not modified in any way, and also
some power loss at high speeds. The system also accomplishes a
90% reduction in emission of gaseous contaminants.
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16156

Bernhart, Alfred

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR CARS. Eng. J. (Toronto),
52(12):12-16, Dec. 1969. 15 refs.

In North American cities, cars, trucks, and aircraft contribute
57% of the air pollutants; in Los Angeles, the percentage is 68%.
At 50 mph, the average car emits 80 cu m/hr of exhaust gases which
contain 17 lbs/hr carbon dioxide, 3.5 lbs/hr carbon onoxide,
0.5 lbs/hr hydrocarbons, 0.5 lbs/hr nitrogen oxides, 4 gram/hr of
lead particles, and 0.4 to 0.7 micrograms of benzo(a)pyrene.
Engine exhausts contribute 97% of the total carbon onoxide
emission, plus 65% of the total hydrocarbons, plus 100% of the
nitrogen oxides; crankcase ventilation, 3% of the total carbon
onoxide, plus 25% of hydrocarbons; carburetor, 5 to 10% of
hydrocarbons; and the gasoline tank, 10 to 15% of the
hydrocarbons. Combinations of crankcase emission return systems,
evaporation proof carburetors and gasoline tanks, crankcase
control devices, engine odification systems, or air injection
systems should reduce daily emissions to 2.4 lbs of carbon
monoxide, 0.05 lbs of hydrocarbons, and 0.08 lbs of nitrogen
oxides. The devices will not reduce carbon dioxide emissions,
which are expected to increase fro 40 to 52 lbs per day. The
cost of these devices will account for only 1.5% of the purchase
price of a car.

16159

Piatt, V. R.

SUBMARINE ATMOSPHERES AND AIR POLLUTION. Scientiae, 104(687):358-
374, 1969. 9 refs.

The development of air purificatAon and oxygen replenishment
systems for subarines is revieLA. The absorption of carbon
dioxide, which constitutes about 1% of submarine atmospheres, was
usually accomplished by soda lime in the 1920's and by lithium
hydroxide in the 1930's and 19400s. Even today these are the
preferred absorbents when logistics permit replacement of used
cannisters or vhen submergence is less than tvo weeks.
Regenerative onoethanolamine ust be used during the extended
submergence of nuclear submarines. Carbon monoxide
concentrations are kept within threshold limit values by
catalytic hydrogen burners, which also burn ost of the
hydrocarbons present. Since the ajor source of hydrocarbons in
submarines are paints, it is advisable to refrain from painting
for a onth prior to and during submergence. Of other trace
contaminants, methane is ost resistant to catalytic combustion.
Its sources are refrigerator gases and septic systems. Other
souzces of gases include solvents, lubricating oils and greases,
edicines, diesel fuel, shaving lotions, and chemical fluids. By
controlling the quantity of these items, the contaminants are kept
to a few ppm at the most. On submarines oxygen is provided by
electrolytic generators that decompose water into oxygen and
hydrogen. Electrostatic precipitators remove ost of the aerosols
from smoking and other sources, and filter some of the othr
aerosols and adsorbable gases. The equipment is discussed in
terms of its application to open atmospheres.
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16184

Lang, Ludwig

AN APPARATUS FOR CLEANING THE EXHAUST GAS OF AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE. (Nainenkikan no haikigasu o jokasuru sochi).
Text in Japanese. (Paul Heintz Fitteler, Germany.) Japanese Pat.
5ho44-20525. 8p., Sept. 3, 1969. 1 ref. (Appl. Sept. 7, 1966).

With conventional cleaners for engine exhaust, difficulties arise
in activating the catalyst at low temperatures and keeping the
temperature constant without overheating the catalyst. The
present invention provides a solution to these problems of
catalytic exhaust gas. Exhaust gas is injected vith air before
reaching the catalyst chamber which consists of two nozzle units,
one a blender and the other the catalyst housing. The catalyst is
formed into a basket shape. Its upstream side is covered with a
stream-lined thin, solid shell without a hole, its downstream side
with a shell with grooves or holes. One converging passage is
provided around the catalyst along the inner wall of the chamber
and another converging channel provided along the center line of
the catalyst. The end of the channel is partially or totally
closed. The device is a key to the present invention and is a
kind of improved bypass system. The catalyst oxidizes both carbon
monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons. When the engine speed is low,
e.g., below 60 km/h, the mixture of air and gas is lead through the
catalyst. When the speed is high, the gas mixture is bypassed
around the catalyst, since the catalytic reaction is not required
at high temperatures.

16187

Chikira, Hiroo

EXHAUST GAS CLEANER. (Haikigasu seijosochi). Text in Japanese.
(Assignee not given.) Japanese Pat. 5ho44-22566. 3p., Sept. 26,
1969. 2 refs. (Appl. May 13, 1966).

An insulated chamber is located behind an engine anifold. The
interior of the chamber is kept at around 1000 C and provided vith
air. Exhaust gas components such as carbon monoxide or
hydrocarbons are instantly burnt away. The device of the preseat
invention comprises a combustion chamber, a heat insulator, a
preheater, and a stirrer. The cylindrical combustion chamber is
composed of heat-resistant aterial. The heat insulator, which
consists of layers of reflecting insulators, surrounds the
combustion chamber. The preheater houses the heat insulator. Air
is first heated in the preheater before entering the combustion
chamber. Inside the cobustion chamber, a stirrer is provided to
mix the exhaust gas vith the air. Since carbon monoxide oxidises
at 600-660 C, and hydrocarbons at 680-800 C, the chamber
temperature is high enough. The merits of the invention are that
no catalysts are used and that the chamber is compact enough to be
installed in narrow spaces near the engine. There is no loss in
engine power.
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16427

Downer, Whit

AMMONIA ABSORPTION: REFRIGERATION SELECTED FOR GASOLINE PLANT.
Refining Eng., vol. 29:C25 to C30, July 1957. 1 ref.

A 200-ton capacity amonia absorption refrigeration unit at a gas
processing plant chills incoming gas to 0 F for the separation of
gas liquids. The only moving component in the pvstem is an
ammonia liquor pump: widely varying loads are Lutomatically
handled with no mechanical adjustments required. Power
requirements are directly proportional to the refrigeration load.
Liquid recovery, based on the total available in the incoming gas
stream, is propane, 19%; butanes, 47%; and 14 RVP natural gasoline,

95%. This corresponds to a total liquid recovery of 25,800 gal
per day, including 8600 of propane, 7500 of butanes, and 9569 of
natural gasolines. The operation of the amonia refrigeration
system, low temperature gas separator, and ammonia fractionator
is given in detail. Advantages of the absorption refrigeration
system are its low costs and operating flexibility. Though taking
up more room that a compression plant, the absorption unit is
constructed entirely out-of-doors: no buildings are needed to
protect the equipment. In small size ranges, the initial costs of
absorption systems are relatively high, varying from $700 to $1500
per ton of refrigeration. In contrast, initial costs for units
over 100 tons are less than $400 per ton.

16435

EXHAUST AIR PURIFICATION AND SOLVENT RECOVERY IN GRAVURE
PRINTING. Gravure, 1969:10-12, 64, March 1969.

The operation and economic aspects of a Geran solvent recovery
system for gravure printing shops are reviewed. Exhaust air iron
rotary presses is first forced through a filter to extract paper
dust and sall paper particles and then through one or several
parallel adsorbers filled with activated carbon. Continuous
operation requires at least two adsorbers which can be charged
and regenerated alternately. Regeneration of the activated carbon
is accomplished by stea treatent, followed by drying and cooling
in gravel placed underneath the activated carbon layer. The
econoic operation of the recovery system depends on a high
solvent concentration in the exhaust air and on autoatic
operation. To eliminate variations in solvent content of the
exhaust gas, each exhaust pipe on the individual printing units
can be equipped with a shutter that closes automatically as soon
as the unit comes to a standstill; air free of solvent cannot be
exhausted. The solvent content of air from the adsorbers is
measured by continuously functioning analyzers. When small
aounts of solvent are detected, the adsorber in question is
automatically shut off from the exhaust air stream. Estimted
operating costs for recovering 98% or ore of the toluol used
during printing are between $15-20,per long ton of toluol
recovered.
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16444

Varshavskiy, I. L. and R. V. Gargala

PROTECTION OF CITY AIR FROM MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST GASES.
(Zashchita vozdukha gorodov ot vykhlopnykh gazov avtotransporta).
Text in Russian. In: Sanitation Measures Against Air and Water
Pollution in the Planning of Cities. (Ozdorovleniye vozdushnogo
vodnogo basseynov gorodov). Government Committee on Civil
Building and Architecture (ed.) , Lecture series no. 2, Kiev,
Budivel Inik, 1968, p.56-61.

Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon levels in areas of heavy traff ic
in Moscow exceed permissible levels by as uch as tenfold, even
though these conditions are far better than in U. S. or Vest
European cities. Studies made in the USSR have shown that the CO
emission per km of travel of a motor vehicle depends on the travel
speed, road quality, and fuel system, but has little connection
vith the amount of carbon monoxide given off during idling. Some
50 stations for dynamic testing of individual cars for harmful
emissions have been set up in Moscow. These stations make about
600,000 tests per year. Various means of improving combustion
and eliminating crankcase fumes are reviewed. The use of electric
cars, especially those utilizing direct conversion of chemical
energy of a fuel to electrical energy, is seen as the ultimate
ansver to this problem. Research in this area is being carried
out in the USSR.

16484

Salooja, K. C.

CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION DUE TO PETROL ENGINES. Chartered Mech.
Engr., 15(7);301-305, July 1968. 22 refs.

Four sources of major pollutants from vehicles are discussed.
The exhaust accounts for 65%; the crankcase, 20%; and the
carburetors and fuel tank, the remainder. Among engine design
features, the fuel-air system has the greatest influence on the
emission of pollutants. Fuel injection systems, although more
expensive, eliminate the drawbacks of carburation. Variations in
fuel composition have little influence on exhaust emission. The
U. S. legal limits for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and
nitrogen oxides in exhaust gasses are given. Methods, such as the
Man-air-ox system, of reducing CO as well as hydrocarbon
pollutants are discussed. The most useful future developments
will be those that improve the performance of the fuel-air
induction system, the exhaust manifold, catalytic converters and
after-burners. In addition, the concentrations of pollutants
in the atmosphere of busy thoroughfarles injurious to health must
be deterined.

16486

Carter, J. V.

ADSORPTION PROCESSES. Chem. Process Eng., 47(8):37-44, Aug. 1966.
30 refs.
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The fundamental principles of adsorption by molecular sieves for
the preparation of high-purity materials are discussed. The
concept of 'mass transfer zone' has been utilized in the design of
adr"rbers. Both adiabatic and isothermal adsorption are surveyed.
The application of adsorption techniques provides pure hydrocarbon
feedstocks free from sulfur compounds, water, and carbon dioxide.
The physical features of useful adsorbents such as activated
alumina, silica gel and activated charcoal are characterized. The
amount of adsorbate an adsorbant material will take up at
equilibrium is important in determining the maximum capacity of
adsorption equipment. A simple circuit of a fixed adsorber bed,
the most widely-used form of adsorption plant, is shown and
discussed.

SEE PAGE 1041 IN PART II FOR COMPREHENSIVE - INDEX
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F. EFFECTS - HUMAN HEALTH

000 84

G.J. Doyle, N. Endov, J.L. Jones

SULFUR DIOXIDE ROLE IN EYE IRRITATION. Arch. Environ.
Health, Vol. 3:657-667, Dec. 1961.

An eye-irritation panel vas exposed to steady-state reaction
mixtures generated in a 520 cu. ft. irradiated stirred-flow

feaction chamber. The.reactants for one set of exposures mere
usually 0.2 to 2.0 ppm by colume of olefins and NO2 in
puri:ied air. Reaction residence times ranged from 1 to 2 hrs.
S02 vas used as an additional reactant (at a concentration of
about 0.1 ppm) in a comparable set of experiments. The
reacting mixtures vere evaluated for relative eye-irritating
ability, with and vithout S02. Aerosols derived fro the
co-photo-oxidation of S02 and from S02 itself probably have
little effect on the eye-irritating ability of irradiated reaction
mixtures. The net effect of the addition of 502 to the olefin
reaction mixtures is a slight decrease in eye irritation
accompanied by the appearance of an aerosol. Trace concentrations
of branched internal olefins, specifically 2-methyl-2-butene,
and of a cyclic olefin, cyclohexene, van produce significant
amounts of irritants,other than formaldehyde and acrolein. While
no conclusions on the identity of these irritants can be drawn ro
the data, it is speculated that they may be compounds of the PAN
type and/or,reactive or unstable reaction intermediates. The
use of dynamic (stirred-floi),conditions considerably enhances
the sensitixity of subjects to the irritants. Indications are
that small changes in the flow field about a subject's eyes may
have large effects on response to the irritants in the
floving air. Adding isobutane, a branched-chain paraffin having
a tertiary hydrogen atom, to a photooxidizing isobutylene-NO2
ixture produced no significant effect, either on the course
of the reaction or on the eye irritation. This finding held
true both with and without S02. A small decrease in eye
irritation was experimentally observed, but there are not
sufficient data to demonstrate that this effect is statistically
significant. The rate of response to an eye irritant is
a function of the chemical nature of the irritant or
irritants. Ethylene and proylene, olefins important in auto
exhaust, can produce signiiicant eye irritation at realistic
atmospheric concentrations.e*

00096

K.C. Back, A.A. Thomas, C. Sandage

DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE CABIN TOLERANCE CRITERIA TO TRACE
CONTAMINANTS. .

.Biomedical Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, 1
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Ohio, and Midwest Research Inst., Kansas City, Mo. (MRL

Memorandium M-3.) (Presented at the 33rd Annual Meeting,
Aerospace Medical Association, Atlantic City, N.J., April

1962.) 9pp.
CFsTI, DDC: AD 276202

This repot reviews the problems encountered when attempting to
establish criteria for space cabin environments. Space cabin
engineers have used speculative figures derived from Industrial
Threshold Limit Values (TLV for tolerable contaminant
concentration levels. Values of lOppm (by vol.) are cited
for CO, 82, CH4 and paracresol; 50 ppm are cited for 825,
indole, skatole, NH3 and methyl mercaptan. The TLV criteria
were designed for use for 8 hr. exposures for a 5-day vork week
over a 30-yr. span and extrapolation for longer continuous exposure

is not necessarily valid. To test the validity of such
extrapolations, the physiological changes in animals have been
studied during 90-day continuous exposures to the various
toxic vapors and gases listed: Results have proven that the TLV
criteria cannot be used for long term exposure. There are
apparently physiological actions and interactions between
different contaminants which may be categorized as additive,

synergistic or possibly antagonistic. Also, some animals appear
to have a tolerance for these contaminants.**

00174

H. Heimann (Ed.)

A/R POLLUTION RESEARCH PLANNING SEMINAR (PROCEED/NGS).
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air

Pollution. Dec. 20, 1956. 183 pp.

This document contains discussions of various participants in the
seminar which reviewed the trends of air pollution research.
Research results, interpretations, theories, and programs are
discussed.**

00176

B. M. Abel and R. B. Talbot

IN VITRO PULMONARY COMPLIANCE AND PHYSIOPATHOLOGY OF GUINEA PIG
LUNGS EXPOSED IN VIVO TO GADOLINIUM OXIDE DUST. Iowa State
Univ. of Science and Tech. Ames, Coll. of Veterinary
Medicine. Inst. for Atomic Research (Rept. No. C00-1170-

7.) June 1965. 77 pp.

Seventy-tvo guinea pigs vere divided into three groups of
tventy-four. each. Each group consisted of tvelve control guinea
Tigs, and twelve pigs exposed to an aerosol of 20 mg. of
gadolinium oxide per cu if ot air for periods of 240, 480, and 820
exposure hours. After the exposure period, the lungs vere removed
and compliance measurements made. Analysis of the data by a
three-vay factorial analysis revealed a significant interaction
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between the treatment and duration of exposure factors.
Further analysis for trend disclosed a highly significant linear
trend with time in the exposed groups. Histopathological changes
in the exposed groups, and the amount of deviation from control
lung tissue presuppose a difference in functional ability between
the two groups. The histopathological changes included alveolar
cell hypertrophy, septal cell thickening, lymphoid hypdrplasia, and

macrophage formation. (Authors' abstract)**

00195

P. Kotin and H. L. Falk

ATMOSPHERIC CARCINOGENS. Southern California Univ., Los
Angeles, School of Medicine. 1966. 6 pp.

A critical review of the data relating to the role of carcinogenic
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons reflects virtual unanimity that

__-
within the limits of current knowledge these agents alone are
unlikely to be the exclusive or necessarily the primary factors in
the initiation of bronchogenic carcinoma. This presentation,
therefore, will attempt to cover a broader area. The discussion
of carcinogenic agents in polluted air as distinct chemical and
physical entities is perhaps proper, but from a biological
viewpoint it is a misleading oversimplification to assume that
their potential effect is independent of the action of numerous
exogenous and endogenous factors. While the remarks will be
limited to atmosphericarcinogens because of the theme of this
conference, it will be emphasized that the principles developed
during the discussion, if valid, should be applicable to several
environmental sources suspected of being etiologically concerned
with lung cancer. (Author)**

00210

A. S. Josephson

IMMUNOLOGIC RESPONSE TO THE NITRO-OLEFINS. Preprint. 1965.

The conjugated nitro-olefins have been shown to be effective
agents in provoking the delayed contact reaction in guinea pigs.
Studies of a variety of substituted and unsubstituted, saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarbons indicate .that only the conjugated,
nitro-substituted compounds are sensitizers; Examination of
croserreactivity between nitro-olefins of differing chain length
indicates specificity of the 'contact reactions dependent upon the
size of the haptenic mbiety. (Author's abstract)**

00259

H. E. Landsbeil,.

WEATHER AND DISEASE. Environmental Science Services

F. Effects Human Health 686
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Administration,Washington, D.C., Weather Bureau.
(Technical Note 33-EDS-1) (OREPT. ONO. 1) OFEB. 1966. 7 PP.

CFSTI

The atmospheric environment can cause sunburn, heatstroke, and
frostbite. Air pollution may provoke or aggravate asthma.
Weather changes often influence scar and arthritic pains. There
are suspicions that the course of respiratory and certain heart
ailments is influenced by atmospheric conditions. Indirectly,
through influences on disease vectors, the climate plays a role
in tropical diseases. Favorable climatic conditions, on the
other hand, may alleviate the symptoms of various diseases.
(Author's abstract)**

00281

H. Heimann, L. O. Emik, R. A. Prindle, and W. M.

Fisher

PROGRESS IN MEDICAL RESEARCH ON AIR POLLUTION. Public Health
Rept., 73(12):1055-1069, Dec. 1958. (Presented at the National
Advisory Committee on Air Pollution, Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug.
28, 1958.)

GPO: 3303

For 3 years the Air Pollution Medical Branch of the Division
of Special Health Services has been working in the increasingly
more important but relatively unexplored field of air pollution
in its specific relation to human health. The work began with a
search for and a systematic appraisal of the scattered sources of
knowledge, followed closely by tentative explorations into those
parts of the problem holding promise of significant findings.
Sufficiently successful results of initial activities helped
chart the present course of action, which, in turn, points toward
ideas requiring emphasis in the future. (Authors' abstract)**

00308

H. Heimann

EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION ON HUMAN HEALTH. World Health
Organization Monograph Ser., No. 46 (Air Pollution), p.
159-220, 1961.

As one*chapter of a WHO Monograph on "Air Pollution," this
paper covers the stafe of knowledge and world trends in research

,.
on the effects of such pollution on human health. The acute air
pollution episodes in the leuse Vallef,'Donora, London, and
Po a Rica are reviewed. Data, causes, and effects for each
ep

i
sode are discussed. The symptoms of illness and organic

an systemic effects resulting from major pollutants such as
cm bon monocide, sulfur and nitrogen oxides, ozone, beryllium,
tluorides, aeroallergens, carcinogens and pesticides are
Oescribed. Further research to demonstrate that specific
pollutants or combinations thereof can cause ill health is urged
in order to obtain data to balance health effects against
economic aspects for the purpose of clearing the air. The
maximum allowable concentrations for community air, published by
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the Russians, are considered inadequate to solve the air pollution,
problem. However, studies already made of the effect of low-level
concentrations have been used as a base, despite controversy, to
reduce pollution in many locations.**

00310

P. J. Lawther, A. E. Martin, and E. T. Wilkins ,

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIR POLLUTION (REPT. ON'A SYMPOSIUM).
Public Health,.Papers, No. 15, 1962, 32p.

. 4

This sympositim held in Copenhagen'in December 1960, was'

attended by participants from fourteen European countries.
Although in some areas current methods of control'are
resulting in cleaner aik, in others air pollution is increasing
both in the chemical complexity of its composition and in
the extent of the areas affected. Motor traffic is the, cause
of growing anxiety in many areas because of the emission.of .

carbon monoxide, of lead compounds, and of polycyclic,

hydrocarbons with suspected carcinogenic proorties. .Air
contaminants are also discharged in wide variety in many chemical
and other industrial processes and may be responsible for local

problems of a specialized character. The Symposium, however,
was primarily concerned with the general pollution of urban areas
resulting trom.the use of domestic and industrial fuels, of

which the most freauently used indices are dustfall, suspended

matter, and sulfur dioxide. (Author)**

00429

A. A. Thomas

LOW AMBIENT PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS AND TOXICITY. Arch.

Environ. HealthVol. 11:316-322, Sept. 1965.
CFSTI, DDC: AD 628 566

A unique inhalation exposure facility has been built to study'the
effects of'low,atmospheric, presslre and oxygen-rich atmospheres on'
the characteristics of truly uninterrupted, long-term, continuous'

exposure to toxic chemicals. Tne first experiments reported
herein include eXposure of a large number of mice, yats, dogs, and
monkeys to'graded doses of ozone, nitrogen tetroxide, and carbon
tetrachloride in a 100% oxygen atmosphere,at 5 psi pressure for 2

weeks duration. 'Further, a 90-day exposure to 5 psi 100% oxygen
of a similar.animal Complement'is also reported. Biochemical and
enzymatic'changes'related to toxic exposure are discussed together
with the future experiments planned for this facility.**

00473
;

Hueter, G.L. Contner, K.A. Busch, -R.G. Hinners

, ,

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERES CONTAMINATED By AUTO EXHAUST.
Arch. Environ. Health 12, 553-60, May 1966. (Piesented at
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the 58th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Toronto, Canada, June 20-24, 1965.)

This report represents a status summary of the biological results
obtained from the chronic exposures of experimental animals to

arious concentrations of irradiated and nonirradiated auto
exhaust for periods of 6 weeks to 23 months. The chronic exposure
of experimental animals to various concentrations of irradiated

and nonirradiated auto exhaust-air wixtures resulted
in significant biological effects ina'.cating the following:

irradiated auto exhaust (1) increases the susceptibility to
pulmonary infection and chronic disease during the latter
half of the animal's lifetime, and (2) markedly decreases mouse
fertility and decreases the survival rate of infant mice;
both raw and irradiated auto exhaust cause a stress and adaptation

response in mice as measured via spontaneous activity, increase

bone lead concentrations, and increase the amount of nonfunctional

or abnormal lung tissue. No experimental atmospheric effects
were observed concerning: mortality; histopathology; grovth-
bodyweight; imunology; hematology restricted to erythrocyte count,

erythrocyte cell size distribution, hematocrit or hemoglobin
concentration; blood 02 and CO2 values; oxygen consumption; or
pulmonary function in relaticn to permanent impairment. Further

studies are indicated to elucidate more fully the affected

biologic parameters.

00499

N. Corn and G. G. Burton

THE CONCENTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF IRRITANTS IN POLLUTED
ATMOSPHERES. Preprint. (Presented at the American Medical
Association Air Pollution Medical Research Conference, Los
Angeles, Calif., Mar. 2-4, 1966.)

Consideration of maximu recorded U.S. concentrations of single

_gaseous or particulate pollutants indicated that alterations in
airway resistance and lung compliance in animals or man have not

been demonstrated after inhalation of single irritants at these

concentrations. At this time it is difficult to speculate on the
acute or chronic changes produced, if any, in these functional
measurements by inhalation of complel mixtures of lov
concentrations of individual irritants. Certainly, eye
irritation demonstrates that effects which are not predictable on
the basis of the action of a single irritant are produced by
mixtures 'of irritants. Airborne particulate irritants should be
assessed with respect to aerodynamic particle size, because (1)
chemical composition of particles has been demonstrated to vary
with size and (2) only certain particle sizes present in polluted

atmospheres are capable of reaching receptors after inhalation by

man. Among the defects of present routine sampling methodologies

are: (1) size distribution of sampled particles is not known; (2)

the optimum density of sampling stations for the procurement of
reliable results is unknown, and (3) the irritant potential of
pollutant mixtures is not taken into account when single pollutants

are evaluated. (Author summary)
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00518

E. Sawicki

AIRBOHRE CARcINOGENS AND ALLIED COMPOUNDS. Preprint.
Arch. Environ. Health 14(1) :46-53, Jan. 1967. (Presented
at the American Medical Association Air Pollution
Medi Cal Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., March
2-4, 1966.)

The billionfold range in concentrations of sone of the known
components of the urban atmosphere is presented. The variation
is from 6 X 10 to the 8th power icrograms/1000 cu. for
CO2 to 0.2 icrograms/1000 cu.m for dibenz (a,h)acridine.
A vide variety of large organic compounds are found in the
urban atmosphere. Some of the families of compounds which
have been identified include n-alkanes, proteins, aromatic
hydrocarbons, aza heterocyclic compounds, iino heterocyclic
compounds, polynuclear carbonyl compounds, guinones, acids,
and phenols. Four types of carcinogens have been found in th
urban atmosphere. These include polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons, polynuclear aza heterocyclic compounds,
polynuclear imino heterocyclic compounds (in air polluted by
coal-tarpitch fumes), and polynuclear ring carbonyl. compounds
(carcinogenicity needs confirmation) . The presence of
alkylating agents in the aliphatic and other fractions of
airborne particulates indicateds the probable presence of
utagens and other as yet unisolated types of carcinogens.

The number and type of carcinogens found in the atmosphere
indicate that attempts to correalte carcinogenicity of the
mixtures in our cheical environment with tbe concentrations
of benzo(a)pyrene are probably naive in ost cases, and
spring from lack of knovledge of the composition of the
ixtures. In the same way, not much can be said about the
anticar:inogens and co-carcinogens in the atmosphere until
the composition of environmental mixtures is better understood.
(Author abstract)##

00622

A.P. Altshuller, D. Klosterman, P.M. Leach, and
J. E. Sigsby, Jr.

THE IRRADIATION OF SINGLE AND MULTI-CONPONENT HYDROCARBON -
AND ALDEHYDE - NITRIC OXIDE MIXTURES IN AIR UNDER DYNAMIC
AND STATIC PLOW CONDITIONS. Preprint. 1964.

An investigation has been made of the chemical, aerosol plant
damage, and eye irritation effects of irradiating various single
Tidrocarbon - aldehyde or multi-component hydrocarbon - NO
systems under dynamic flow conditions. The systems investigated
included the following individual hydrocarbons which wre
irradiated in the presence of NO (and traces of 1102):
ethylene, 1-butene, 1,3-butadiene, tolun, zylene, and
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, n-hexane, 3-sethylpentane,
2,4,4-trimethylpentane, and cyclohezane. /fixtures of hydrocarbons
including ethylene and 1-butene; thylene, 1rbutene, and
trans-2-butene; and ethylene, 1-buten, trans-2-butene, and aimed
xylenes also were irradiated in the presence of nitrogen oxide in
air. In* addition the photooxidation of the formaldehyde - oxygn,
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propinaldehyde - oxygen, formaldehyde - NO and propionaldehyde
- NO systems were investigated. In these dynamic
irradiation experiments the 4 paraffinic hydrocarbon - NO systems
produced neither oxidant nor plant damage. In all of these
systems NO was only partially converted during irradiation and
NO2 did not peak. When 0.5 ppm of ethylene, 0.5 ppm of an
ethylene - butene-1 mixture, or 0.5 pp of xylene was
irradiated with 1 ppm of NO no net oxidant and no plant damage
occurred. At ethylene or toluene concentrations between 3 and 6
ppm with 1 ppm of NO, irradiation produced oxidant but no plant
damage of either the ozone or PAN type. Many of these
mixtures did react somewhat with the disappearance of part of the
hydrocarbon and the formation of significant yields of .

formaldehyde or aliphatic aldehydes. Propionaldehyde when
irradiated in the presence of small traces of nitrogen oxides
produced severge plant damage. (Author abstract)1111

00630

V. B. Deichmann, W. E. MacDonald, K. F. Lampe, I.
Dressler, and V. A. D. Anderson

NITRO-OLEFINS AS POTENTIAL CARCINOGENS IN AIR POLLUTION.
Ind. Med. Surg. Vol. 34:800-807, Oct. 1965. (Presented at
the 23rd International Congress of Physiological Sciences,
Tokyo, Japan, Sept. 1-9, 1965.)
The 21 possible linear, internally conjugated nitro-olefins having
from four to nine carbon atoms were synthesized and their
pharmacological and physicochemical properties studied. The
eye-irritating properties of three representative nitro-olefins
were investigated in a joint study vith members of the staff of
the Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District.
The acute toxicity of each of the compounds was
investigated by inhalation, oral, intraperitoneal, and cutaneous
routes, using rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, mice, chicks and dogs.
The subacute inhalation toxicity of each of four nitro-olefins
representative of the series was studied, using rabbits, guinea
pigs, rats and mice. Nitro-olefins were identified in the
exhaust of a one-cylinder, four-cycle internal combustion ngine.
Shen isobutylene vas used as fuel, 1-nitro-2-methy1-1-propene
were produced. Shen 3-hemene was used, 3-nitro-3-hemene vas
identified in the exhaust. (Author summary)1111

00638

P. A. Renline

OCTOBER 1963 NEW ORLEANS ASTHMA STUDY. Arch. Environ.
Health Vol. 12:295-304, Mar. 1966.
This paper reports on aeroetric activities carrid out in
Atm Orleans from Oct. 3 through Nov. 5, 1963. The objectives
of these activities were to stablish any differnc in air
quality betveen astha outbreak days and other days, evaluate
geographic and temporal variation in pollution characteristics, and
evaluate various uncommon ethods of neasuring air pollution.
(Author abstract)11
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00639

M. B. Gardner

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF URBAN AIR POLLUTION. III. LUNG TUMORS IN
MICE. Arch. Environ. Health Vol. 12:305-313, Mar. 1966.

This paper reports the long-term effect of inhaling Los Angeles
ambient air upon the incidence of lung adenomas in several i.lbred
strains of mice. Despite the absence of histopathologic evidence
for any.specific acute effect related to ambient air pollution in
the experimental ice colonies, the statistical evidence of this
study indicates a strong likelihood that ambient Los Angeles
atmosphere does possess a definite though slight activity in
promoting pulmonary adenomatous tumors in aging inbred mice.
These findings offer further evidence that some lung tumorigenic
activity does exist in the indigenous respiratory environsent.AA

00658

P.L. Estes, C.H. Pan

RESPONSE OF ENZYME SYSTEMS TO PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTI0N
PRODUCTS. 'Arch. Environ. Health Vol. 10(2) :207-212, Feb.
1965. (Presented at the Seventh Annual Air Pollution
Medical Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb.
10-11, 1964.)

Exposure to photochemical reaction products inhibited the activity
of glutamic dehydrogenase from Escherichia coli. With a
glutamate substrate the inhibition increased at a rate comparable
to the inhibition of the growth of the cells. Considerably less
inhibition was observed for the reaction in the reverse direction.
With increasing formaldehyde concentrations, the reaction of
glutamic dehydrogenase from ammalian source was OTO rapidly
inhibited in the reverse than in the forward direction. From
the data to date, it appears that only at very low concentrations
could formaldehyde produce the relationship of the reactions
observed with the photochemical reaction products. There is no
evidence, however, that such concentration would produce
comparable magnitudes of inhibition with time. (Author
summary)AA

00663

S.E. Epstein

PHOTOACTIVATION OF POLYNUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS. Arch. Environ.
Health Vol. 10(2):233-239, Feb. 1965. (Presented at the
Seventh Annual Air Pollution Medical Research Conference,
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 10-11, 1964.)

This review presents some incomplete studies having three
principal objectives: (1) to study photodynamic mechanisms as a
parameter of activity of polynuclear carcinogensC(2) to determine
the nature of the correlation existing between photodynamic and
carcinogenic 'activities in the class of polynuclear cospounds:
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and (3) to determine whether the degree of photodynamic activity of
crude organic mixtures, such as air pollutants, could provide a
useful and rapid biological measure of presumptive carcinogenic
hazard to man, attributable to polynuclear compounds. Prior to
separate consideration of these three objectives, the basic
techniques used in these studies were briefly described.00

00664

T.T. Crocker, B.I. Nielsen, I. Lasnitzki

CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBONS (EFFECTS ON SUCKLING RAT TRACHEA IN
ORGAN CULTURE). Arch. Environ. Health Vol. 10(2):240-250,
Feb. 1965. (Presented at the Seventh Annual Air Pollution
Medical Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb.
10-11, 1964.)

The present report describes organ cultivation of suckling rat
tsachea and the response of this tissue to exposure to three
known carcinogenic hydrocarbons. In some instances, contact
with the hydrocarbon was terminated to test either recuperative
function of the tissue or persistence of the influence of the
carcinogen.00

00750

H.L. Falk P. Kotin

AN ASSESSMENT OF FACTORS CONCERNED WITH THE CARCINOGENIC
PROPERTIES OF AIR POLLUTANTS. Nat. Cancer Inst. Monograph
(9) 81-9, 1962. (Presented at a Symposium on The Analysis of
Carcinogenic Air Pollutants, Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 29-31,
1961.)

The presentation is devoted primarily to the representative
carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbon, benzo(a)pyrene. The
biological significance of particle size of naturally occurring
benzo(a)pyrene is considered. Along with carcinogenic polynuclear
hydrocarbons, carcinogenic agents of a different chemical nature
occur in the atmosphere. These any act as cocarcinogens or nay
otherwide affect the action of benzo(a)pyrene. Moncarcinogenic
chemical and biological agents in polluted air also may affect
the biological action of carcinogenic agents, as may the
simultaneous presence of related compounds. Anticarcinogenic
action may be related to the ratio of the compounds, to one another
and to the stability of botb carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic
compounds in the atsosphere. In vehicle exharst studies further
modifying factors are the conditions of engine operation and
the variations in proportion of compounds due to atmospheric
exposure. Further, the solvent or velicle effect modifies the
rate of entry of carcinogenic agents through epithelial surfaces
and their subsequent anatomic distribution. The metabolism of
polycyclic aromatic hydorcarbons in the liver and associated
metabolic alterations are considered. (Authors' abstract)11
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00754

U. Saffiotti, F. Cefis, L.H. Kolb, P. Shubik

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE CONDITIONS OF EXPOSURE TO CARCINOGENS
FOR LUNG CANCER INDUCTION. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc., 15(1):23-25, Jan. 1965. (Presented at the 58th
Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Houston,
Tex., June 1964.)

A ethod is described for the experimental induction of lung
cancer. Syrian golden hamsters, receiving repeated intratracheal
administrations of benvo(a)pyrene in particulate form carried by
an inert dust, develop a high incidence of bronchogenic
carcinoma. The conditions of exposure to the carcinogen,
involving penetration and retention of carcinogen particles in
lung tissues with the dust, are of prise importance in the
determination of the results. Instillations of the same
carcinogen in other edia did not induce lung tumors. The
relative importance of the identification of carcinogenic
aterials in air pollution and of the conditions of exposure in the
origin of lung cancer is discussed. (Authors, summary)**

00779

H.E. Swann, Jr., D. Brunol, L.G. Wayne, O.J. Balchum

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 0? uRBAN AIR POLLUTION. II. CHRONIC EXPOSURE
OF GUINEA PIGS. Arch. b8environ. Health. Vol. 11:765-769,
Dec. 1965.

Guinea pigs have been directly exposed to ambient Los Angeles
air for two years. Monthly measurements of their total expiratory
resistance were made plethysmographically, and compared with those
of guinea pigs breathing air filtered hrough activated-charcoal.
Variations in resistance occurred from month to month, but no
difference in resistance vas noted between guinea pigs residing
in ambient air and those living in filtered air. Total
pulmonary resistance appeared to increase with aging. During the
second year of their life span, the mortality of guinea pigs
living in ambient air vas slightly greater than of those living
in filtered air, but this difference was not significant at the
5% level by the chi sguare test. (Author summary)**

00803

A.P.I. RESEARCH PROJECT MC-6 "TOXICITY OF AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS IN THE LUNG" (PROGRESS REPT. FOR NOV. 1, 19621-
OCT. 31, 1963 AND PROGRAM FOR 1964). Chicago Medical -

School, Ill., Inst. of Medical Revearch. 1143.

The first objective of this program, namely the experimental
induction of bronchogenic carcinoma, has been achieved. The
method used in these studies has given a very satisfactory
result with the induction of a high incidence'of
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tracheobronchial tumors, with a relative short latent
period and in very Hclean" experimental conditions. The
histological study of the treated lungs .shows no unwanted side
reactions such as chronic pneumonia or necrosis. The current
experiments with different dosage levels of carcinogen will
provide an initial understanding of the dose-response
relationship in the pathogenesis of bronchogenic carcinoma.. The
results so far obtained suggest that repeated exposure to the
carcinogen over a certain period of time is an essential factor.
The role of associated factors will become anenable to
experimental study: various factors have been associated
epidemiologically with lung cancer idduction in man, but these
observations, without an experimental study of their role, do not
provide final practical answers, because on e can not assess the
relative importance of these factors on a quantitative basis Or of
different exposures to individual.factors. A detailed study of '

of the histogenesis of bronchogenic carcinoma in these'various
conditions is also essential to the understanding of
its pathogenesis. The present experimental model seems Co lend
itself satisfactorily to the study of all these problems.1111

00809

H. Mikiskova A. Mikiska

TRICHLOROETHANOL IN TBICHLOROETHYLENE POISONING. Brit. J.
Ind. Med. (London) 23, (2) 116-25, Apr. 1966.

Trichloroethylene and trichloroethanol were given
intraperitoneally to guinea-pigs. Their effects were tested by
measuring the threshold current intensity of electrical Skin
stimulation, the electrical excitability, of the motor cerebral
cortex, by recording and analysis of the electroencephelogram,
and by electrocardiographic examination. The two compounds had
similar effects on the nervous system and the heart', but
trichloroethanol vas the more effective by a factor, of at least
three. These results support the opinion of Olinical
investigators on the important role of trichloroethanol in'the
pathogenesis of trichloroethylene poisoning. (Author summary)00

00842

U. Saffiotti, S.A. Borg, M.I. Grote, D.B. Karp

RETENTION RATES OF PARTICULATE CARCINOGENS IN THE LONGS.
Chicago Med. School Quart. 24(2):10-17, 1964.

This report describes a series of preliainary cheial
studies which were set up to investigate the rate of persistence
of carcinogens in the lungs. These studies are necessary to gain
clearer understanding of the mechanisms by which particulate
carcinogens affect the respiratory tract to the extent of inducing
bronchogenic carcinona.411
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00970

E. Sawicki, J. . Meeker, M. Morgan

POLINUCLEAR AZA COMPOUMDS IN AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST. Arch.

Environ. Health Vol. 11073-775, Dec. 1965.

Evidence is presented that automotive exhaust contributes only a
small percentage of the'polynuclear aza carcinogens found in air.
iir pollution source effluents, other than automotive exhaust, are
important sources of polynuclear carcinogens found in the urban
atmosphere. (Author suamary)011

00883

M. Kleinteld B. Feiner

HEALTH HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH WORK IN CONFINED SPACES. J.
Occupational Ned. 8(7):358-364, July 1966.

Safeguards for work in confined spaces were outlined under
three broad categories: (1) testing and preparation of the
confined space before entry; (2) use of precautionary measures
during occupancy; and (3) assurance of the availability of
prompt rescue and adequate first aid should an accident occur.
In general, these safeguards can be enforced readily in large
plants where they may be incorporated into existing safety
programs, if they'are not already part of them. However,
application of these safeguards in.small factories is not easy.
Such establishments, which most of the reported accidents
occurred do not usually have adequate safety programs or
supervisory personnel with clearly defined safety responsibilities.
As a result, the necessary safeguards are not available to
provide protection during confined space operations. The
conspicuous absence of safe guards in saall establishments
is due primarily to ignorance of the potential hazards inherent
in work in confined spaces. The cases discussed demonstrated the
need for a vigorous educational effort, particularly in small
plants, to minimize deaths and injuries due to work in confined
spaces. (Authors' summary)$$

00887

J.D. HcEmen,. J.H. naOrney, E.H. Vernot, D.T.

Harper

=IONIC INHALATION TOXICITY OF CHLOROBROHOSETHANI. 3.

Occupational Ned. 8(5):251-256, Hay 1966.

albino rats and beagle dogs were exposed to the inhalation of
chlorobrosonethan vapors during 124 6-hr. xposures, 5 days per
week over a 6-month period. The exposure lvels of 500 and 1000

ppm chlorobromomethane produced only one demonstrable ffct, the
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slight depression of growth in the albino rat. This finding,
while statistically significant, was not associated with
icroscopic pathologic changes in tissues. The chlorobroome-
thane-exposed animals were noral in appearance, and not visibly
different from the control anials. The blood bromide levels
in both species were above 95 mg.% in the exposed anials.
Fro the data presented, the most significant factor in
chlorobroaooethane intoxication is the serum bromide ion
concentration resulting from the metabolism of the
chlorobromomethane. It may be concluded from the present
experiments and other experiments cited that the current ACGIH
threshold limit value of 200 pp for chlorobromomethane is a
satisfactory working level for chronic daily exposure.
(Author summary)sa

00910

0. V. Brody

A REVIEW OP PITFALLS AND PAST, CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH IN THE
FIELD or AIR POLLUTION HEALTH EFFECTs. Preprint. (Presented

at the Los Angeles County Medical Society, Air Pollution
Section, Dec. 2, 1965.)

A general treatment of the reasons and rationale for health
impairment in regards to air pollution. Salient points covered by
author are: Host interactions easured on individual and among
groups; Possible cumulative aero-environmental effects on the
prevalence of types of sarbidity and mortality; Suggestions for
future research (nedical research).

00915

C. S. Veil, N. Condra, C. Haun, and J. A. Striegel

EXPERIMENTAL CARCINOGENICITY AND ACUTE TOXICITY or
REPRESENTATIVE EPDXIDES. Ind. Hyq. J., p.305-325, Aug. 1963.

Carcinogenic and acute toxicity potential mere assayed vhile sore
than 60 epoxy compounds mere being studied for commercial utility.
Raage-finding toxicity data are presented for 60; lifetime ouse
skin painting results are given for 28, and mouse sbaceous gland
suppression results ars listd for 26 of thse compounds. Noae of
the 11 onocpozides produced tuors vhile 5 of the 17 diepozides
were tumorigenic during lifetime skin painting of mice. The
median latent period for tumor production vith the diepoxides vas
15 to 23 months. No generalities about the toxic, irritative or
carcinogenic hazards ar justified by the presently known facts.
Zech compound must be individually studied to deteraine toxicity
and carcinogenicity potential. (Author abstract) 10
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00992

N.J. Jacumin, D.R. Johnston, L.A. Ripperton

EXPOSuRE OF MICROORGANISmS TO LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF VARIOUS
POLLUTANTS. Ind. Hyg. J., 25(6):595-600, Dec. 1964.

A technique for exposing microorganisms to air-borne
toxicants was developed. Serratia arcescens were exposed to
irradiated atmosphere of clean air, No2 at 0.5 ppm, hexene-1 at 2
ppm, and NO2 plus hexene-1. Only those containing NO2 differed
significantly from clean air, suggesting that hexene-1 played no
major role. The technique has inherent difficulties, liiting
its application pending turther development. (Author abstract) 00

01015

P. Kotin and D. V. Wiseley

PRODUCTION OF LUNG CANCER IN NICE BY INHALATION
EXPOSURE TO INFLUENZA VIRUS AND AEROSOLS OF HYDROCARBONS.
Progr. Exp. Tumor Res. (Karger, Basel/New York) Vol
3:186-215, 1963.

Sguamous carcinomas were induced in C57 black ice after
successive infections with three ouse-adapted strains of
influenza virus and continuous exposure to an aerosol of ozonized
gasoline. The progression of the pathological process from the
initial proliferative response to influenza virus through squamous
metaplasia with keratinization to the development of squamous
cancer has been histologically described. The last two classes of
changes were observed exclusively in mice concurrently exposed to
the influenza virus and hydrocarbon aerosols.011

01020

F. C. Pybus

CANCER AND ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION. Medical Proceedings
(Mediese Bydraes) Vol. 10(12):242-54, June 13, 1964; and Vol.
10(13):268-77, June 27, 1964.

Author discusses the relationship of cancer and air pollt..zon
jusofar as the following categories are concerned: Tar and
Soot as a Cause of Cancer in Huans; Benzpyrene in Tar, Soot
and Smoke; Nature and Sources of Smoke im the Atmosphere and
its Benzpyrene Content; Benzpyrene as a Universal Carcinogen;
Air Pollution and Cancer; Tobacco Smoking and Cuncer;
Positive and Contradictory Evidence; Nature of Cancr;
Cancer in Animals; Diagnosis and Treatment; Cancer
Education; Legislation: and The Cost of Air Pollution.1111
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01025

S. S. Epstein, M. Small, J. Koplan, N. Mantel, and
S. H. Hutner

PHOTODYNAMIC BIOASSAY OF BENZO(A)PYRENE WITH PARAMECIUM
CAUDATUM. J. Nat. Cancer Inst. Vol. 31(1):163-8, July 1963.

A bioassay for benzo(a)pyrene, based on its photodynamic toxicity
to Paramecium caudatum, is'described. This procedure permits
convenient and rapid analysis of a large number of replicates with
satisfactory reproducibility and sensitivity . (Author summary)00

01029

P. Kotin, H. L. Falk, P. Mader, and M. Thomas

AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS. I. PRESENCE IN THE LoS ANGELES ATMOSPHERE
AND THE CARCINOGENICITY OF ATMOSPHERIC EXTRACTS. Ind. Hyg.
Occupational Med. Vol. 9(2):153-63, Feb. 1954. (Presented in
part at a meeting of the Cancer Prevention Committee, N.Y.,
Nov. 3, 1953.)

The atmosphere of a large, urban, primarily petroleum-polluted
community has been analyzed, and carcinogenic hydrocarbons have
been demonstrated as part of the over-all picture of air
pollutants. Extracts of atmospheric samples have been
successfully used to produce skin paPillomas and skin cancers on
C57 black mice. The Presence of aliphatic hydrucarbons and taeir
oxidation products in theetmosphere is offered as being of
significance in the pathogenesis of lung cancer, first, by
providing an eluent for the separation of adsorbed carcinogenic
hydrocarbon from soot particles in the air and, second, by the
formation of various chemical compounds from unsaturated
hydrocarbons, including theoretically the formation of diepoxides
whose experimental carcinogenicity has been reported. (Author
summary)00

01030

P. Kotin and H. L. Falk

THE EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF PULMONARY TUMORS IN STRAIN-A
MICE AFTER THUM EXPOSURE TO AN ATMOSPHERE OF OZONIZED GASOLINE.
Cancer Vol. 9(5):910-917, Oct. 1956.

Strain-A mice have'been exposed to an atmosphere of ozonized
jasoline and to a mashed-air control atmospheric environment..,A
significant difference was found in the test-chamber mice both in
multiple-tumor-bearing animals. After forty reeks of exposure
there mere 21 per cent tumor-bearing animals in the control ice
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compared with 63 per cent in our test mice. Differences between
the multiple-tumor-bearing-animals have been more marked and
greater significance is attached to this variation in terms of
ascribing carcinogenic powers to the polluted atmosphere in our
test chambe:... Mice housed in a polluted atmosphere showed a
consistent weight deficit when.contrasted .with their.,washed-dir
controls. While no statisticalisignificance has been attributed
to this in relation to tumor,yield, the role of calorie restriction
in depressing spontaneous and.induced-tumor yield has been noted.
The ubiquity of gasoline and the presence of its reaction products
in urban atmospheres suggest that it be further investigated as a
possible etiological influence in the increasing
incidence of human lung cancer: Finally, the absence of aromatic
polycyclic hydrocarbons from the test chamber may be properly
regarded as establishing the innate tumorigenic powers of the
chemical substances in the test chamber. (Author summary
modified)

01049

R. L. Larkin and R. E. Kupel

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF POLYVIWYLPYRROLIDONE IN ATMOSPHERE
SAMPLES AND BIOLOGICAL TISSUES. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J.
Vol. 26(6):558-61, Dec. 1965.

A quantitative ethod for the analysis of polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) , collected in atmospheric samples or extracted from
biological tissues, is described. PVP is a cbmponent in many
aerosol hair sprays. A 0.4M citric acid solution is used to
collect or extract the PVP. The color is developed by using a
potassium iodide reagent, and the intensity of the color is read
on a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 432 millimicrons. The
low limit of detection for this method has been established at 0.5
icrogram of PVP per milliliter of filial solution. (Author

abstract)14

01051

W .J. Hayes, Jr. C.I. Pirkle

MORTALITY FROM PESTICIDES IN 1961. Arch. Environ. Health
Vol. 12:43-55, Jan. 1966.

There were 119 deaths in.1961 possibly related to pesticides,
and 111 of them were ascribed to identifiable aterials. About
90% of deaths attributed to pesticides were correctly diagnosed
as indicated by evidence of adequate exposure, a consistent
clinical course, or appropriate laboratory and autopsy findings.
Of the 111 reasonably definite cases, 51% vere in children under
10 years old; at ledst 58% involved compounds older than.
chlorophenothane (DDT); not more than 15% vere
occupational; and several cases were associated with alcoholic
intoxication, ental deficiency, improper storage of the poison,
or some other special circumstance. Safer use of pesticides in
this country should be attainable because, expecially in
children, a few countries already have a lover mortality rate
associated with these useful aterials. (Author summary)88
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01062

D.E. Rounds

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES ON LIVING CELLS. Arch. Environ.
Health Vol. 12:78-84, Jan. 1966. (Presented at the Second
American Medical Association Congress on Ervironmental
Health Problems, Chicago, /11., Apr. 26-27, 1965.)

This study included a consideration of only two environmental
factors on an established human cell line: (1) hydrocarbon
mixtures, which form a major contribution to air pollution in the
Los Angeles area, and (2) a sall portion of the spectral
emission of sunlight. Ambient air volumes were scrubbed
through either distilled water or chloroform in gas washing
bottles. The resulting pollutants were suspended in water,
flash sterilized, and added to double strength meliu. These
test solutions were compared with dilutions of a carcinogen,
3*-ReIDAB with respect to responses of an establishe3 line of
human conjunctival cells in vitro. All test media produced
(1) a growth stimulation, (2) an increase in chromososal
stickiness and scattering during sitosis, and (3) a decrease
in a positive staining reaction for Fhospholipid. Treatment of
conjunctival cells with either a chloroform extract of auto exhaust
or a f ive-minute exposure to near ultraviolet light produced no
marked morphological change. The combination of these treatments
induced cytolysis within two hours. (Author summary
modified) It

01077

I. I. Lubowe

THE EFFECT OF AIR POLLUTANTS on THE SHIN. *DERMATITIS URBIS."
General Practice 27(5):10-1, 27, Nay 1964.

/n older individuals the isible signs of aging skin may become
more apparent when continuously exposed to air pollutants. Thus,
the existence of a condition which may be referred to as *city
skin* is conceivable. It appears justified to conjecture that the
pollutants which present respiratory hazards, with continuous
long-term exposure, will also affect the epiderais and cutaneous
system. The deposition of soot and dust on the skin affects
bacterial growth and subsequent physioLogical activity. Contact
dermatitis due to airborne contactants such as smoke and
insecticide sprays is common, as well as industrial dereatoses
related to acids, organic sulf ides, and other substances. It
seems logical to attribute the dermatoses of the hands and face to
the irritating pollutants of industrial cities. Prophylactic as
well as remedial topical formulas must be devised to overcone this
insidious effect of air pollntion.aff
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01080

1 L. T. Davignon, .7. St. Pierre, G. Charest, aed F. .7.

It

Tourangean

I A STUDY OP THE CHPONIC EFFECTS OF INSECTICIDES /N BAN. Can.
Bed. Assoc. .7. (Toronto) 92, 597-602, Bar. 20, 1965.

Signs of possible chronic intoxication due to insecticides were
sought among 441 apple-growers. A group of 170 persons living is
the same environment and 162 other persons having no contact with
insecticides were used as controls. It was the first attempt
to determine sitIns of chronic intoxication by organic phosphate and
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides. The greater incidence of
leakopenia and of neurologic nanifestations found among the
subjects suggest that insecticides nay have sate chronic effects in
nan. This assumption is reinforced by the similarities in the
findings between the subjects and the environsonts, and by the
parallelist between the duration of exposure to insecticides and
the number of affected subjects. The repetition of this study at
five-year intervals seems desirable until a sufficient number of
apple-gravers have been studied who have been exposed to large
doses of insecticides for 10, 15 or 20 years. (Author abstract)**

01081

A. C. Allison and L. Nallucci

CPTARE OF 9YDPOCAR805 CARCINOGENS BY LYSOSOHES. Nature
(London) 203, (4949) 1024-7, Sept. 1964.

in vitro and in ivo experiments were undertaken to detersine
whether hydrocarbon carcinogens becose associated with particular
cytoplassic constituents. Cell cultures from sonkey kidney cells
and calf serum were developed and then exposed to fine particles of
hydrocarbon carcinogens. All cell types, after exposure, were
found to contain brilliant fluorescing granules in the cytoplasm.
No fluorexcence was seen in background cytoplast, mitochondria, or
nuclei. It vas concluded that the carcinogens were taken up by
the cells and selectively concentrated in lysososes. The authors
discuss various hypotheses previously advanced including relation
of hydrocarbon carcinogens to cell growth, cell setaboliss, enzyme
release, cytotoxicity, and sutagenesis. The hypothesis that
lysososes are involved in carcinogenesis night provide a simple
explanation tor co-carcinogenesis. Fllwevsr, results of these
experiments provide no evidence for direct interaction of
hydrocarbon carcinogens with genetic material. In opposition to
the theory that these carcinogens initiate cancerous transformation
through splcific binding to key protein, the authors suggest that
the primar! target is the lysososes and that secondary effects (due
to releasee lysosonal enzymes and perhaps involving DNA and
RNA) are perpetuated when the cells continue to divide.110

01286

E. L. Vynder and D. Hoffsann

SORE LABORATORY AND EP/DE/SMOG/CAL ASPECTS OP AIR POLLUTIOS
CARCINOGERESIS. .7. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15(4) 155-9,
Apr. 1965.
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Chesical, analytical and biological studies were completed on the
organic matter of large air pollution samples froa Detroit. The
high tumor response observed on mouse skin when the organic latter
was applied in 12.5 pet cent concentration can be partially
explained by the presence of polynuclear .romatic hydrocarbons
(*AR) as tumor initiators and certain acidic components as tumor
promoters. Cettain polaric neutral components of still unknown
nature are indicated also to act as tumor promoters. The
concentrations of PAR in various locations .. Detroit and New
York during different seasonal, meteorologic and traffic
conditions are comfared. The relative importance of
carcinogenic air pollutants in Ian's environment is discussed in
line with epidemiological evidence. (Author abstract)00

013%6

J. R. Eclerney and J. D. ?lac Ewen

CORPARATIVE TOXICITY STUD/ES AT PEDUCED AND ARBIEWT PPESSUWES.

I. ACUTE RESPOVSE. An. Tad. Hyg. Assoc. J., Vol.
26:568-513, Dec. 1965.

Conparison of the acute response to toxicants at ambient and
reduc.I. pressures (5 psia; 100t 02) were made by emposing monkeys,
doer>, rats, and mice for 2 weeks of continuous inhalation exposure

to 102, 03 and CC14. The emperimental results show 3

def reduction in the toric response to the pulaonaty irritants

102 and 03 at reduced pressure when compared with aabient

prensure emposures. With CC14, a systemic toticant, so
sicni ficant differences between the aniaals exposed at aabient or

reluccd pressure were observed. (Author abstract)all

01369

J.R. 11cCarrAl, E.J. Cassell, LT. Ingram, D.

nolter

REALTR AND /RE URBAN EIVIROIRENT: HEALTH PROFILES VERSUS
E1V/P0AMENTAL POLLUTANTS. An. J. Public Health, 56(2):266-
275, Feb. 1966. (Presented at the 92nd Annual Reeting,
Epidemiology Section, American Public Health Association,
Rev York City, Oct. 7, 1964.)

A severe and continuing lir pollution problen in Wes 'fork City
was demonstrated. The effects of this pollution on the health
of the average city divellr are subtle and often masked by symptoms
stealing froa other causes. Nevertheless, careful analysis
of variations in health of a sizable population followed forward
in tine may disctiminate between these different etiologic
factors. Subjecting such repetitive observations to the types
of discriminating analysis being devIloped nay permit
identification of many unsuspected health effects of atmospheric
pollution. (Author sannary)**
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01402

A. P. Altshuller, L. L. flosterman, P. V. Leach, I.

J. Rindavi, and J. E. Sigsty, Jr.

PPOEOCTS AID BIOLOGICAL EPPECTS DOB IRRADIATION OP NITROGEN
OIIDES VIT9 HYDPOCANBOIS OP ALDEHYDES UNDER MANIC CONDITIONS.
Intern. J. Air Water Pollution, Vol. 10:81-98, ?eh. 1966.

Heasureaents have been made for chemical reactants and products,
condensation suclei and aeroscl formation, eye irritatioa and plant
damage when a wide variety of individual hydrocarbons or aldehydes
or fixtures of hydrocarbons are irradiated with nitrogen oxids
under dynaaic conditions in a large chamber. Comparison of these
results under flow conditions with static measuresents also made in
this study show that significant differences do occur in the
chemical results obtained. Under dynafic elamber conditions,
irradiated hiaher folecular weight paraffinic hydrocarbon-nitrogen
otide systeas appear to be unreactive. The ascents of individual
olefins consuned in irradiated sulti-coaponent olefin-nitrogen
otide fixtures are the same as in single component olefin-nitrogen
oxide mittures. 'When aromatic hydrocarbons also are included in
the multi-component 'fixtures, interaction effects are observed.
The results of the present study show that irradiated aronatic
hydrocarbon nitrogen oxide mixtures not only undergo chemical
reactions but also cause appreciable levels of eye irritation,
plant damage and aerosol formation. It also has been shown that a
representative higher wolecular weight aliphatic aldehyde,
propionaldehyde, when irradiated with nitrogen oxide will produce
eye irritation, and moderale to heavy plant :Usage. The
corresponding irradiated formaldehyde-nitrogen oxide mixtures did
not cause damage to any of the plant varieties investigated.
Using dynasic chamber conditions irradiated synthetic :mixtures
containing nitrogen oxides and the initial concentration levels of
bath olefins and aroeatic hydrocarbons present in an irradiated
automobile exhaust system will reasonably well reproduce the
oxidant, aldehyde, eye irritation and plant dawage levels :measured
in the irradiated autoacbile exhaust mixture. It is not possible
to reproduce these results obtained for an irradiated autosobile
exhaust systea, by irradiating nitrogen oxides and the initial
olefin or aroaatic hydrocarbon levels only. These results prove
that aronatic hydrocarbons as well as olefins contribute a
significant portion of the reactivity of irradiated automobile
exhaust mixtures.af

0 1426

J. W. Clayton, Jr. D. B. Rood, B. S. Sick, and
R. S. waritw

INHALATIOV STUDIES OS CHLOROPENTAPLUOROETRANE. kf. Ind. Byg.
Assoc. J., Vol. 27:234-238, June 1966.

Dogs, rats, nice, and rabbits were exposed to an atmosphere of 10%
chloropentafluoroethane for 90 e..;posures of sit hours each. body
weight and clinical condition of rodents were unaffected. Rat and
dog blood, urine analyses, and urinary fluoride analyses revealed
no significant changes. Dog weight gain, temperature,
respiration, and pulse were norsal. Gross examination, histology,
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and organ weights of all species revealed no effects attributable
to chloropentafluoroethant. in industrial hygiene standard of
1000 ppm as an eight-hour time-weighted average is suggested.
(Author abstract)Ot

01440

L. Biller, V. E. Saith, and S. W. Berliner

TESTS TOR EFFECT OP ASSSETOS OW BEI120(A) P/REME CASCINOCiVESIS
/X TIM VESPIPATORT TRACT Ann. W./. Acad. Sci., Vol.
132:489-500, Dec. 31, 1965. (Presented at the Biological
Effects of Asbestos Conference, Yew Tork City, Oct. 19-21,
196e.)

Tine of appearance and yields cf papillosas and carcinomas in the
lespiratory tract of hassters after intratracheal injections of
bento(a)pyren* are reported. Addition of the chrysotile variety
of asbestos to the injections gave results consistent with an
hypothesis that this aterial promoted bento(a)pyrene
carcinogenesis in the respiratory tract. Addition of the
amosite variety of asbestos tn injections of bento(a)pyrene did not
increase the yield of tumors fornd in the respiratory tract. The
yield of tumors in the respiratory tract of hasters treated with a
limited series of intratracheal injections of bento(a)pyrene
decreased with tine after discontinuation of eaposnre. This
observation is of interest in relation to lung cancer risks in
snokers who discontinue smokiag. Further studies of histological
material from these etperiments are in progress.$4

01463

G. S. Doyle, X. Endow, and J. t. Joaes

TBE EFFECTS OP PROTOCREMICAL AEROSOLS OS EYE IRRITATIOX (FINAL
REPT.). Stanford Research Inst., South Pasadena, Southern
California Labs. June 1961.

An eye-irritation panel has benn exposed to any steady-state
reaction ixtures generated in a 520-cubic-foot irradiated
stirred-flow reaction chamber. The reactants for one set of
etposures were trace concentrations (usually 0.2 to 2.0 ppm by
volume) of various hydrocarbons, predominantly olefins, and
nitrogen dioxide in purified air. Reaction residence tines
ranged from one to two hours. Sulfur dioxide was used as an
additional reactant (at a concentration of about 0.1 pps) in a
cosparable set of experisents. The reacting mittures were then
evaluated for relative eye-irritating ability with and without
sulfur dioxide. In addition, the reactants and some of the
reaction products, especially formaldehyde, were determined, and
the light-scattering and particulate content of the mittures were
measured. Sose of the conclusions drawn on the basis of the
conditions of reaction and exposure used in this study are: (1)

Aerosols derived from the cophotoonidation of sulfur dioxide and
from sulfur diotide itself probably have little, if any, effect on
the eye-irritating ability of irradiated reaction mitture; (2)
Trace concentrations of branched internal olefins, specifically
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2-methyl-2-butene, and of a cyclic olefin, cyclohevene, can
produce significant amounts of eye irritants other than
formaldehyde and acrolein. (3) The use of dynamic (stirred-flow)
conditions considerably enhances the sensitivity of subjects to the
irritants; (4) Adding isobutane to a photooxidising
isobutylene-nitrogen dioxide mixture produced no significant
effect: (5) The rate of response to an eye iriitant is a
function of the chevical nature of the irritant or irritants; and
(6) Ethylene and propylene can produce significant eye irritation
at realistic atmospheric concentrations. (Author summary
modified)oe

01469

P. lotin

ENTIRONNENTAI CANCER. Am. Ind. H79 Assoc. J., vol.
27:115-120, April 1966. Also Wolished in Trans. Am.
Governmental Ind. Hygienists Conf., 27th, Tex., 1965, 48-61.

The increasing sensitivity and specificity of biological test
system being used to identify carcinogenic agents emphasizes the
need for correlation with human experience. The growing number of
reports demonstrating a relationship between congential
abnormalities and increased risk to the development of certain
forms of cancer in childhood suggests the possibility of a cosmos
mechanism for their developeent. The role of environmental agents
can be studied through the use of both experimental tetatogenic
techniques. The possibility that chemical carcinogens aay have
their effect mediated through viral agents or in combination with
viruses has been suggested by certain laboratory studies; this
possibility is in need of investigation. (Author abstract)ia

01584

H.O. Amdur

TEE EFFECT OF H/Gil FLOW-RESISTANCE OW THE RESPONSE OF GUISES PIGS
TO IRRITANTS. Am. /nd. Hyg. Assoc. J., Vol. 25:564-568,
Dec. 1964.

Data on the increase in pulmonary flow-resistance produced in
guinea pigs by exposure to irritants were examined to determine
whether animals with higher initial control values showed a
degree of response greater than the average, then the data
for all irritants was pooled the increase was
greater in the animals with high control resistances. When
the irritant data was ssparated as to type (gas, aerosol or gas-
plus-aerosol) the difference was not statistically significant for
the gas alone but was significant for the other two groups. The
differences were most marked when the exposures had been to low
concentrations of irritant gas plus inert aerosol and in the ten
animals showing the highest initial resistance. (Author
abstract) ea
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01591

J. L. Jones, N. Endon, I. A. Schuck, R. G. Caldwell,
C.J. Doyle

4 PROGRESS REPORT ON THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMINITY AIR POLLUTION.
Stanford Research Inst., South Pasadena, Southern
California Labs. Jan. 5, 1962. 59 pp.

When mixtures of propylene and nitrogen dioxide in
concentrations of 0.1 to 1.0 part per million (ppm) were
photochemically reacted by irradiation with near ultraviolet light,
the reaction products were irritating to the eyes of human test
subjects. The intensity of the ultraviolet light used in these
laboratory experieents was ccmparable to 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. fall
sunlight. Preliminary additional work on ethylene reaction
mixtures, which were irradiated with near ultraviolet light
corresponding to 12:00 noon summer sunlight intensity,
definitely produced eye irritating reacton product mixtures.
The evidence from infrared spectra of precipitated model aerosols
formed by the photooxidation of lower olefin homologs - nitrogen
oxides - sulfur dioxide mixtures at 50% relative humidity indicated
that the principal constituent of the aerosol was sulfuric acid.
A study ot the dark reaction of ozone wlth olefins has been
initiated. Preliminary experimental results indicate that a
kinetic reaction eechanism based on a simple bimolecular
reaction between ozone and an olefin cannot account for the
experimental results obtained to date. Some the-oretical
quantum mechanical calculations have been made that
satisfactorily account for some of the experimental rate constants
in the literature. (Author summary modified)40

01596

W.A. Renzetti P.A. Schack

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE RELLT/ONSHIP BETWEEN EYE
IRRITATION /N SYNTHETIC SISTERS AND IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
Stanford Research Inst., South Pasadena, Southern California
Labs. 1960. 17 pp. Also published in J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 11, (3) 121-4, Bar. 1961.

The eye irritation values found in Los Angeles smog were
tentatively related to the values found in laboratory mixtures.
In the synthetic systems, the major irritants appear to be
formaldehyde, acrolein, and, possibly, Compound I. Because of
the insufficient and inconclusive nature of the data obtained
from atmospheric sampling, a definitive statement cannot be made
on this matter. (Author summary modified)00

01603

E.A. Schuck, G.J. Doyle, N. Endow

A PROGRESS REPORT ON THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF POLLUTED
ATMOSPHERES. Stanford Research Inst., South Pasadena,
Southern California Labs. Dec. 1960. 122 pp
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During the photooxidation of olefins, three reactions appear
ieportant: the reaction of olefins with oxygen atoms, with ozone,
and with active intermediates. The active interaediates say be
free radicals or zwitterions. The rate of disappearance of
olefin, over and above that accountable by reaction with oxygen
atoms and ozone, has been termed the "excess rate." The
importance of active intermediates in the mechanism of olefin
photooxidation is suggested by these observations: 1. Sooe
products cannot be accounted for by simple rupture of the double
bond. 2. The excess rate is Froportional to the square root of
the light intensity and to the square root of the initial nitrogen
dioxide concentration. The major products of the photooxidation
are produced by rupture of the double bond, leading to various
carbonyl compounds. However, significant amounts of
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde are formed from olefins in certain
cases in which these compounds could not be formed by simple bond
rupture. Secondary Fhotooxidation of the initial products can
also contribute to the products. Alkyl nitrites were identified
among the minor products of olefin photooxidation. These
nitrites are probably contributing to olefin oxidation since, as
was shown previously, alkyl nitrites promote destruction of olefins
as well as does nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxide. Radius to
severe eye irritation was ebtained with photooxidation of mixtures
containing 0.5 Fpa each of certain olefins and nitrogen
dioxide. These concentrations are comparable to those existing
in the Los Angeles atmosphere. The anount of eye irritation
caused by photooxidation of auto exhaust probably may be reduced
most efficiently by control of olefins rather than by control of
oxides of nitrogen. This statement is based on studies of olefin
mixtures of the type found in auto exhaust; these studies show
that, under certain circumstances, reduction of the oxideh of
nitrogen can lead tc an increase rather than a decrease in eye
irritation. (Author summary)(111

01629

F. A. Vingiello, S. G. Quo, P. Polss, and P. Henson

9-THIENTLANTIOACENES. J. Med. Chem. 7, pp. 832, 1964.

Author discusses the thienylanthracenes which were prepared as a
pa:t of an air pollution study program to make new polycylic
aromatic compounds available for carcinogenicity testing.
Rethods of preparation are given.fil

01636

P. A. Vingiello and L. Ojakaar

PEW POLYNUCLEAR ARORkTIC CORPOONDS SHOVING CARCIAOGEPIC
ACTIVITY. Preprint. (Presented at the 58th Annual Reeting,
Air Pollution tontrol Association, Toronto, Canada,
June 20-24, 1965, Paper Po. 65-86.)

Four new polynuclear aromatic hydrocarboni containing sevn fumed
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rings have been prepared: naphtlio (1,2-a)perylese,
naphtho (2,1-)benzo (a) pyrone, naplitho (1,2-) ben zo (a) pyrene, and
naplitho (2,3-) benzo(a)pyrene. These are closely related
structuraliy to naphtho(2,1-a)perylene which was recently
prepared and which was found to be strongly carcinogenic. The
structures of the new hydrocarbons were established by elemental
analyses, and by ultraviolet, visible and infrared absorption
spectral studies. Further, the principles of annelation and the
forsation of TIT olecular coapounds are consistent with the
assigned structures. In analytical procedure based on
high-temperature gas chromatography has been estiblisled. A

new polynuclear aronatic hydrocarbon containing eight fused rings,
naphtho(1,7,8-efg)anthanthrene Z, has been prepared and
identified. The new hydrocarbone have been submitted for
carcinogenic actiity studies. (Anthor suaary)II

01668

E. Dellaeyer J. DeRaeyer-Guignard

EFFECTS OF POLTCYCLIC APORATIC CARCINOGENS ON VIRAL NEPLICATIOn:
S/NILANITT TO ACTINORTCIN D. Science 146, 650-1, Oct. 30,
1964

When incorporated into a nutrient overlay, the carcinogenic
hydrocarbons benzo(a)pyrene and 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene
inhibit plague forsation by herpes virus and vaccinia virus,
DIA viruses, but not by Sindbis vitas, an INA virus. These
carcinogens also decrease herpes am! vaccinia irus yields in
liquid medium, without affecting Sindbis vir-vs yields. Tour
structurally related, but noncarcinogenic po'...lyclic hydrocarbons,
namely benzo (1) pyrene, pyrene, ben: (a) anthracene and
anthracene, have no inhibitory effect on DIA irus replication.
Taken together with the known inhibition of interferon
production, these effects on virus growht resemble the action of
actinoycin D and hence provide evidence for a selective
interaction of these carcinogens with DNA. (Author
abstract) ft

01692

.1.R. Weisburger E.R. Weisburger

CRERICALS AS CAUSES OF CANCER- Ches. Eng. News 44, (6) 124-
42, reb. 7, 1966.
Cancer research falls into two broad groupings-diagnosis and
treatment, and etiology and prevention. Diagnosis and treatment
relate to the methods leading to the discovery of a cancer
already present, so that appropriate renedial seasures can be
used. Etiology and prevention deal with attempts to discover the
causes and origins of neoplastic diseases, to understand the
sechanism of their formation, and to delve into their inherent
nature. The underlying idea for research on the etiology and
prevention of cancer is that the disease can be prevented by
modifying its course or by eliminating causative or accelerating
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factors. This report covers a portion of cancer research
pertaining to etiology and prevention. In particular, the article
discusses cancer induction by aromatic amines, ato dyes,
nitrosamines, and sycotolins.ft

01722

L. L. Edfors, L. Priberi, 8. Rolma, and A. Welland

A DI-DISPERSE OCTADECANOL AEROSOL WITH NUCLEI OP A5(199) AND
SC(46) RESPECTIVELY. Proc. Intern. Congr. Occupational
Wealth, 14th. pp. 522-5. (Congress held in Madrid, Spain,
Sept. 1963.)

The knowledge that particle site is of importasce for
lung-clearance has led to the developsent of sosodisperse test
aerosols. The experiseuts achieved have shown that it is possible
to produce sonodisperse radioactive aerosols is the range of 1-10
icrons. This range has been considered to be of ?articular
isportance for studying the clearance of the ciltated respiratory
tract of anisals. By exposing animals to di-disperse aerosols,
where the two particle sizes are tagged with different isotopes,
it is possible to study at the save tise clearance of two sizes,
which are differently deposited and which also say have differest
clearance rates.at

01762

V. S. Payne

OCCUPATIONAL FACTORS IN CANCINOGENESIS. Public Realth Rept.
(g.S.) 81, (9) 777-81, Sept. 1965.

The author reviews the history of the occurrence of cancer in
various occupational groups resulting fro* exposure to specific
carcinogens. Examples are the occurrence of scrotal cancer in
workers exposed to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, bladder cancer
in dye workers exposed to aronatic amines, and broachogenic cancer
in workers employed in the chromium industry. Other inorganic
carcinogens are cited, asong them arsenic, nickel, and asbestov
dust. The isportance of studying occupational exposures to
possible carcinogens is esphasized.WO

01794

T. Pirila, L. Woro, A. Laasanen

AIR POLLUTION AND ALLERGY. Acta Allergol. (Copenhagen) 18,
113-30, 1963
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Atter describing sose exasples of acute air pollution
episodes, the authors give a brief review of natural air
pollution fros the allergoloqical point of view. Cultural air

pollution is considered under two headings: indoor or local, and

outdoor or general. The capacity of soae chemical present is
outdoor air-S02, R2S, 1193, Be and F-to pro:oke allergic
diseases is discussed on the basis of the literature and

personal investigations. Finally some figures and examples are
given regarding the quality and degree of air pollution in the

OSA and in Finland. The aut"..ors stress the difficulty which
arieses in fixing the sasisus allowable concentrations for general
air pollution, owing to the wide variations in physiological
response is general and An allergic reactivity in particular.

(Author sussary itodified)141

01805

A. Halland, M.L. Edfors, L. Friberg, B. Rolna

RADIOACTIVE MONODISPERSE TEST AEROSOLS AND LUNG CLEARANCE
STUDIES. Health Phys. 10, 241-5, 196s.

Data ate given fron investigations into the production of
radioactibe test aerosols and studies of lung clearance in the

rabbit. Lung clearance Vas seasured using a specially
developed profile scanning technique. This technique
lade it possible to follow the clearance rate fron repeated
seasurlsents of the lung activity in a single animal.
Furthersore, the anisal could be re-esposed. Heterodisperse
radioactive aerosols were used initially; s'te recently,
nonodisperse aerosols have bees used. Mosodisperse radioactive
aerosols in the particle range 1-10 micron have hitherto been
produced mainly by a sodified taper method for lung clearance

studies. Monodisperse radioactively tagged plastic
aerosols have also been produced by the spinning dist technique,
and methods for iodinating (with 131 I) latex particles are in

progress. (Author abstract)414

01806

P. Notin J.L. Falk

ATMOSPHERIC FACTORS IN PATHOGENESIS OF LUNG CANCER.
Advan. Cancer Res. 7, 475-514, 1963.

In this review of the atmospheric factors in the pathogensis
of lung cancer, the subject is considered under the major
headings of: general epidesiological considerations, esperieental
considerations; bioass,- studies, clinical lung cancer; and
etiology of lung cancer. There is a bibliography of 194
references.
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01813

1

A STUDY OF A/P POLLUTION CARCINOGENESIS. I. ANALTSIS OF
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE. Cancer 15, (1) 799-2, Feb. 1962.

E.L. Wynder E.C. Hammond

The evidence indicating that general air pollution increases the
risk ot developing lune: cancer is reviewed. In general, the
rates for an urban area are less than twofold greater than those
tor the rural areas. This increased risk sees to apply mainly to
smokers, but this is not certain, due to the scarcity of data on
nonsokers who die cf lung cancer. The urban factor ay not be
due to general air pollution but could be a result of other
variables, including the better reportin4 of lung cancer in
cities, the loving to cities of lung cancer patients prior to
death, the difference in stoking habits and patterns between
resiients of urban and rural areas, or occupational
differences in the 2 areas. Above all, the influence of
industrial exposures has not been adequately taken into
consideration in any of the studies that have investigated the
relationship of air pollution to cancer of the lung. Some cities,
because of particular geogsaphical or industrial situations, say
have special problems. This study has reviewed data in respect
to general air pollutants in ordinary city living. In this
sense we have excllded the kisd of air pollutants to which a
worker is exposed in a specific occupational environment, which
lust be regarded as occupational and industrial exposures, some of
which are clearly related to an increased risk of lung cancer.N4

01844

P. Fotin

AIR POLLUTION WITH CANCERIGENIC SUBSTANCES. Acta, Unio
Intern. Contra Capora 19, (3-4) 469-71, 1963.

Polluted urban air ust seriously be regarded as one of the
factors responsible for the increased incidence of lung cancer.
Carcinogenic agents have been identified in polluted urban air,
and extracts have resulted in the induction of malignant tumors
following skin painting or subcutaneous injection in inbred strains
of mice. Further, aerosols of ozonized gasoline, in conjunction
with multiple influenza infections, have resulted in the induction
of husan type squamous cell carcinomas in 07 black mice
following inhalation exposure. Evaluation of the carcinogenic
potential of pollute6 urban air requires an assesssent of the role
of (a) respiratory tract irritants, (b) the physical aspects of
particulates in relation to deposition in the tracheobronchial
tree, and (c) chenical compounds potentially acting as
anti-carcinogenic agents. (Author summary)tt

01916

V. A. Rjazanov.

CR/TER/A AND METHODS FOR ESTABI/SH/HG MAI/RUM PERMISSIBLE
CONCENTRATIONS OF AIR POLLUTION. Bull. World Health Organ.
(Geneva) 32, 389-98, 1965.
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Experience in the USSR in establishing standards for air
pollution control is described. It is emphasized that health
considerations must be main criterion in deciding permissible
concentrations, which constitute the "hygienic" standards
ultimately to be achieved. Economic and technological reasons may
dictate temporary "sanitary" standards, which modify the
requirements for a limited period. "Technological" standards
relate to the economic and technological consequences of air
pollution and do not concern health. The maximum permissible
concentrations of toxic substances used in toxicology and
industrial hygiene are not sufficiently stringent for general use,
and control standards are therefore based on the results of tests
carried out on animals and human subjects. Tests on animals show
that certain concentrations of toxic substances cause functional
changes (e.g., in higher nervous activity, cholinesterase
activity, and excretion of coproporphyrin) as well as a number of
protective adaptational reactions. The results are used to
establish maximum permissible concentrations of pollutants within
a 24-hour period. Tests on human volunteers provide a basis for
determining the maximum average concentrations at a given time.
Reactions to odorous substances give the olfactory threshold and
the level of concentration ,:ausing respiratory and visual
reflexes, as well as subsensory effects such as changes in light
sensitivity and in the activity of the cerebral cortex.
Morbidity statistics also provide evidence of harmful pollution,
but cannot serve as a basis for establishing maximum permissible
concentrations, which should aim not only at preventing illness
but also at avoiding pathological and adaptational reactions.
(Author abstract) 00

01968

H. L. Falk, P. kotin, and A. Mehler

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AS CARCINOGENS FOR MAN. Arch. Environ.
Health 8, 721-30, May 1964.

The preponderance of evidence would support the conclusion that
certain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are carcinogenic to man
just as they are to experimental species. The carcinogenicity is
dependent upon numerous polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. While
benzo(a) pyrene is perhaps the most ubiquitous and potent of all
four- or five-ring polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons found in
nature, others may still possess carcinogenic potency. The
cancers most easily produced with these agents in experimental
species are squamous cell carcincma of the skin and, similarly, the
most frequent cancer observed in man in association with
occupational exposure is skin cancer. The difficulty in induction
of pulmonary cancer with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in
experimental species may well reflect the low incidence of
occupational lung cancer. In both instances effective
physiologic defenses are at work to prevent the initiation of
carcinogenic processes.A#

01971

H. V. Warren

MEDICAL GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY. Science 148, (3669) 534-9, Apr.
23, 1965.
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The increasing evidence of the importance of trace elements in the
earth's crust to healthy living tissue in both animals and plants
was emphasized by a panel of an interdisciplinary symposium of
Medical Geology and Geography", held in Montreal, 28 Dec
1964. The themen of the four panel members, a chemical biologist,
a professor of pharmacognosy, a geologist, and a general medical
practioner, are summarized. It is believed that some of the
trace metals that find their way into soils and foods may play the
part, directly or indirectly, of carcinogens, as in the case where
certain chelates are formed. The complexities of the subject,
such as variations in geographical distribution of the elements and
the intricacies of certain biological processes, are discussed.**

01987

R. G. Hinners

ENGINEERING THE CHRONIC EXPOSURE OF ANIMALS TO LABORATORY
PRODUCED AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc. 12, 527-30, Nov. 1962. (Presented at the 55th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Chicago, Ill.,
May 20-24, 1962.)

A laboratory facility designed for studies to determine the
eZfects of lifetime exposure of experimental animals to auto
emissions is described. The emissions produced simulated
atmospheric concentrations and conditions generally found in the
air of a city like Los Angeles.**

01988

D. Hofreuter

THE AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST PROBLEM (ITS RELATION TO HEALTH).
Arch. Environ. Health 2, 55!)-63, May 1961

The problem of how automotive exhaust products may affect
the public health is examined by considering the following 6 broad
areas: the chemical composition of automobile exhaust; some past
investigations; the possible irritating qualities of automotive
exhaust gases; the possible relationship of lung cancer to
products of automobi]e exhaust; certain specific substances of
vehicular exhaust, namely, CO and lead, and their possible
effects on the public health, and, finally, a few of the current
medical projects that are under investigation by the Division of
Air Pollution.**

01992

P. V. V. Hamill

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION, THE PROBLEM - AN OVER-ALL VIEW.
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Arch. Environ. Health 18 241-7, Sept. 1960. (Presented at
the 12th Annual Meeting, American Academy of Occupational
Medicine, Williamsburg, Va., Feb. 12, 1960.)

Some epidemiological and laboratory studies are reviewed.
Statistical evidence suggests a relationship between air pollution
levels and mortality rates from lung cancer notwithstanding
smoking habits. Health statistics regarding air pollution
episodes in the United States and Europe are given.**

02173

A. S. Josephson.

IMMUNOLOGIC METHODS IN AIR POLLUTION RESEARCH. Arch. Environ.
Health 8, 143-6, Jan. 1964. (Presented at the Sixth Annual
Air Pollution Medical Research Conference, San Francisco,
Calif., Jan. 28-29, 1963.)

Author discusses the use of immunologic techniques, both direct
and indirect, to investigate the possible effects of air
pollution such as alteration of proteins and sensitivity
reactions to pollutants. Immunology also provides an approach to
study the body defense mechanisms to pollutants.**

02223

S.D. Mprphy, C.E. Ulrich, U.K. Leng

ALTERED FUNCTION IN ANIMALS INHALING CONJUGATED NITRO-OLEFINS.
Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol. 5, (3) 319-30, May 1963,
(Presented in part at the Third Inter-American Conference on
Occupational Medicine and Toxicology, Miami, Fla., Aug.
1961.)

Increased total pulmonary flow resistance and tidal volumes and
decreased respiratory rates of guinea pigs and decreased
voluntary activity of mice occurred during inhalation of the
vapors of conjugated nitro-olefins at concentrations near or below
the threshold for human, sensory detection. Increasing
concentrations increased the magnitude of the effects. Comparison
of the effects of 2-nitro-2-butene, 3-nitro-3-hexene, and 4-
nitro-4-nonene indicated that the effectiveness on pulflonary
function was inversely related to the carbon chain length.
However, 4-nitro-4- nonene was slightly more active than the
butene and hexene in producing depression of mouse activity.
At the low concentrations tested, the effects of nitro-olefias
'were reversible when the animals mere returned to clean air.
Injection of atropine sulfate overcame the increased pulmonary
flow resistance induced by 4-nitro-4-nonene. The response of
animals to inhaled nitro-olefins qualitatively resembles
effects which havc been observed when animals inhale high
concentrations of irradiated automobile exhaust. These effects
are, however, relatively nonspecific and are produced by several
other irritating vapors and gases which have been shown to be
present in measurable quantities in exhaust mixtures. (Author
summary)**
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02276

M.H. Simmers

CANCERS IN MICE FROM ASPHALT FRACTIONS. Ind. Med. Surg. 34,
573-7, July 1965.

Steamrefined asphalt was separated into four fractions:
asphaltenes, aromatics, saturates, and resins. The method of
separation is given. The aromatics and saturates fractions
showed essentially all the ultraviolet light fluorescence
of the 4 fractions. These two fractions were pooled and tested
for oncogenesis by painting on the skin of C57 black mice.
Thirtytwo percent of the mice thus treated and coming -to
autopsy developed cancers. This result is compared to previous
experiments testing the cancer producing properties of pooled air
and steam refined asphalt, and each tested separately.
(Author summary)**

02277

H.E. Swann, Jr O.J. Balchum

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF URBAN AIR POLLUTION. UV. EFFECTS OF ACUTE
SMOG EPISODES ON RESPIRATION OF GUINEA PIGS.
Arch Environ. Health 12, 698-704, June 1966 (Presented at the
25th Annual Meeting, American Industrial Hygiene Association,
Philadelphia, Pa. Apr. 30, 1964.)

Measurement of total expiratory flow resistances were made
on guinea pigs on days of unusual conditions of weather and smog.
When these resistances were compared with routine monthly
measurements on the same animals, significant increases in
resistance were found at oxidant levels of approximately
0.30 ppm or more. Also, significant increases in resistance
were observed when approximately 40% of alert,levels of the
oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons were
present. Only when high temperature was accompanied by
approximately 0.30 ppm oxidant did a significant increase in
resistance occur. During a smog episode when alert levels of
oxidant and 25% of alert levels of carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon were recorded on two successive days, older gunea
pigs breathing ambient air had highly significant increases in
resistance. Alert smog levels apparently act as a respiratory
stress which was more obvious in the older animals. Some
animals had little or no response to the smog while some
animals greatly responded and had quick recovery; other
animals greatly responded to the smog and had a slow
recovery or no recovery and died. This suggests a possible
individual difference in sensivity to smog among animals of the
same species. The pathological findings on the two animals that
died during the episode indicated s4vere pulmonary
abnormality. Also, some animals that died within 45 days
following the episode and had high resistances during the episode
also had pathological pulmonary changes. Gowever, others that had
high resistances and died had no such alterations. Although high
smog levels produced.a significant increase in pulmonary
resistance, this response may or may not be related to the
degree of impairment.**
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02288

W.C. Hueper

ENTS.RONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL CANCER HAZARDS. PART I OF
SYMPOSIUM: CHEMICAL CARCINOGENESIS. Clin. Pharmacol.
The;:ap. 3, (6) 776-813, Dec. 1962

The growth of an environmental carcinogenic spectrum composed
of recognized, suspected, and potential human carcinogens of
chenical, physical, and parasitic nature should provide an
impressive warning to all concerned with the maintenance and
protection of the health and well-being of mankind to exert all
possible effort to develop methods and facilities by which sources
of production, channels of dissemination, routes of
exposure, prospectiie and actual target organs and tissues, and
number end types of individuals exposed to natural and man-made
carcinogens can be more readily and reliably identified. It is
essential that, vhere possible, human contact with environmental
carcinogens be totally eliminated or, whenever such a stringent
neasure appears impractical or impossible, reduced to a mininum
with respect to degree, frequency, duration, and number of persons
exposed. While the presently available methods of identifying
carcinogenic agents are admittedly slow and not totally adequate,
experimental observations and their implications in man demand
that first and dominant consideration be given to the protection
of the community against actual or potential cancer hazards. In
such a decision, the health and life of the general public should
receive the benefit of doubt without any reservation. (Author
summary modified)**

02332

T. R. Lewis, F. G. Hueter, and K. A. Busch.

EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERES CONTAMINATED WITH IRRADIATED AUTOMOBILE
EXHAUST ON REPRODUCTION OF MICE. Preprint. 1966.

The exposure of mice to irradiated automobile exhaust prior to
mating significantly impaired reproductive function in male
members of sexual pairs. The impairment vas expressed at various
stages of reproduction: conception, fecundity, and infant
survival. These effects imply that the chromatin content of the
sperm was altered. This experiment suggests mutational effects on
mammalian cells from components or subsequent products of
irradiated automobile exhaust. Significantly, the concentrations
of these pollutants were similar to those present in many urban
communities today. A direct toxic effect on infant mice vas noted
during postnatal exposure to irradiated automobile exhaust.
Death rates during the first 8 days of life were higher cospared
to those for controls. (Authors' summary)**

02357

B.G. Giel

AIR.POLLUTION AND YOUR LUNGS. Preprint. (Presented at
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the Symposium on Respiratory Diseases, Syracuse, N.Y., Ray
14, 1964.)

The adverse effects of man-made air pollu<tants on man's health,
with particular reference to respiratory diseases, are discussed
generally in this paper.S*

02551

A.A. Minaev

DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF ALPHA-
METHYLSTYRENE VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE. (Issledovaniya po
gigienicheskomu normirovaniyu parov alpha-metilstirola v
atmosfernom vozdukhe.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (2) 157-61, Feb. 1966.

CFSTI: TT66-51160/1-3

Alpha-Methylstyrene vapor in a concentration of 0.04 mg/cubic
meter does not give rise to any subjective sensations or
reflex-sensory responses in man. In white rats which were
continuously exposed to the same vapor, in a concentration of
5 mg/cubic meter over a period of 3 months, some
depression of function of the central nervous system, as well
as disturbances in the biochemical reactions resulted. An
increased number of fluorescent leucocytes showed color
changes and there were histopathological changes in the
lungs, the central nervous system and the parenchylstyrene organs.
Under the same conditions, poisoning with an alpha-methylstyrene
concentration of 0.5 mg/cubic meter only caused a rise in the
number of leucocytes showing normal fluorescent reactions,
as well as some slight histopathological changes in the lungs and
liver of a few of the animals. It is therefore recommended that
the mean daily maximum permissible concentration of alpha-
methylstyrene vapor in the air be 0.05 mg/cubic meter (the
macimum one-time dose) because this concentration does not produce
a toxic effect upon prolonged exposure. The synthetic rubber
factory investigated polluted the air with alpha-methylstyrene
vapor up to a distance of 4090 from the factory, at which point
the maximum one-time concentration of the vapor was found to be
0.04 mg/cubic meter.**

02566

G.I. Solomin

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THE HYGIENIC SUBSTANTIATION OF THE SINGLE
PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF ISOPROPYLBENZENE AND ISOPROPYL-
BENZENE HYDROPEROXIDE IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. (Eksperimental'nye
dannye k gigienicheskomu obosnovaniyu maksimallnykh razovykh
predel'no dopustimykh kontsentratsii izopropilbenzola
gidropeekisi izopropilbenzola v atmosfernom vozdukhe.) Hyg.
Sanit. 29, (2) 1-8, Feb. 1964.

CFSTI: TT65-50023/2

Concentrations of isopropylbenzene equal to 0.06 mg per cu m
when present alone and 0.36 mg per cu m in a ixture with
isopropylbenzene hydroperoxide are the olfactory thresholds.
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Concentrations of HPIPB equal to 0.03 mg per cu when present
alone and to 0.017 mg per cu m in a mixture with IPB are the
olfactory thresholds. For IPB the threshold for a reflex
effect on the sensitivity of the eyes to light is 0.07 mc per cu m;
when present in a mixture with HPIPB 0.05 mg per cu m. The
threshold of the reflex effect on the sensitivity of the eye to
the light in the case of HPIPP is 0.02 mg per cu m when alone
and 0.01 mg per cu m when mixed with IPB. The threshold of
the reflex effect on cerebral electrical activity for IPB is
0.028 mg per cu m; when mixed with HPIPB, 0.014 mg per cu m.
For HPIPB the threshold of the reflex effect on electrical
cerebral activity is 0.012 mg per cu m; when mixed with IPB,
0.007 mg per cu m. The following maximum single permissible
concentrations are suggested: for 1PB, 0.014 mg per cu m; for
IPB in the presence of HPIPB, 0.007 mg per cu m; for HPIPB
0.007 mg per cu mo for HPIPB in the presence of IPB, 0.003 mg
per cu m, that is, half as much.##

02568

K.V. Grigor'eva

STUDIES ON POLLUTION OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR WITH MALEIC ANHYDRIDE.
(K voprosu o zagryzaneniilatmosfernogo vozdukha maleinovym
angidridom.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (3) 7-11, Mar. 1964.

CFSTI: TT65-50023/3

The investigations were carried out in the vicinity of phthalic
anhydride production plant, where the wastes discharged in the
air contained maleic anhydride. This compound was detected
in the air at a distance of 500 m from the site of discharge
in concentrations of 0.0 to 3.3 mg/cu m and within a radius of
1 km in concentrations of 0.0 to 2.6 mg/cu m. The work is being
continued to obtain hygienic backgrounds for determining the
maximum permissible concentration of maleic anhydride in the
atmospheric air. Its olfactory threshold value and that for
producing an irritating effect on the mucous membranes of eyes
and respiratory tract have already been determined. For most
sensitive persons they lie between 1.3 mg/cu m and 1.0 mg/cu m
maleic anhydride respectively. (Author abstract)##

02571

M.N. Ostrovskii

TOXICOLOGY OF GUAIACOL VAPORS AND RESINS. (K toksikologii
parov gvayakola i ego smoly.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (3) 105-8, Mar.

1964.

On the basis of experimental findings on the toxicity of
guaiacol vapors, a calculation of an approximate value vas made
for the permissible concentration of these vapors. On the basis
of the LC(soh)50 (7.57 mg/1), it vas found equal to 0.02 mg/1.

In the study of the effect of guiacol resin on the skin it vas
determined that it possesses neither an irritating nor a
blastomogenic effect.#*
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O25H9

N. G. Andreesheheva

SUBSTANTIATION OF THE mAxImun PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF
NITROBENZENE IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. (Obosnovanie predel'no
dopustimoikontsentratsii nitrobenzola v atmosfernom vozdukhe4
Hyg. Sanit. 29, (8) 4-9, Aug. 1964.

CFSTI: ITO-50023/8

The effect produced by icw concentrations of nitrobenzol on uan
and animals was studied to substantiate the maximum permissible
concentration of this compound in the atmospheric air. It was
found in the study of the reflex action to nitrobenzol that in most
sensitive persons the threshold value of the olfactory preception
amounted to 0.0182 mg/cubic meter, and that of the eye light
sensitivity to 0.0157 mg/m. The cerebral electric activity was
attected by a concentration of 0.0129 mg/cubic meter. Nitrobenzol
at a concentration of 0.008 war not detected by smelling and
produced no changes in cerebral potentials; this concentration is
suggested as the singular maximum permissible concentration. A

continuous round-the-clock action of nitrobenzol vapours or a
period of 72 days at a concentration of 0.08 mg/cubic meter
produced in the experimental animals changes in the motor chronaxy
of muscle-antagonists, and in the cholinesterase activity of the
whole blood; it also brought about methemeglobinemia,
sulhemaglobinemia, and a fall in the total content of hemoglobin
oxyhemoglobia. Under conditaons of continuous action (after the
same procedure) of nitrobenzol at a concentration of 0.000 mg/cubic
meter the animals' organism showed to be indifferent to it.
This amount is suggested as the maximum permissible concentration
of nitrobenzol in the atmospheric air. (Authou abstract)**

02596

A. P. Il,nitskii and S. N. Varshavskaya

RATER AS A FACTOR IN SPREADING CARCINOGENS IN THE ENVIRONMENT.
(Voda kak odin iz faktorov rasprostraneniya kantserogennykh
veshchestv vo vneshnei srede.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (9) 88-96,
Sept. 1964.

CFSTI: TT65-50023/9

Authors review the carcinogenic agent, 3,4 benzpyrene, and suggest
that reduction of it in the air is essential to prevention of
cancer. Although author recognizes the presence of 3,4 benzpyrene
in the atmosphere he emphasises its presence in oceans and rivers
(in general water) . The use of detergents (and their subseguent
dumping in the rivers) complicates the defection of 3,4 benzpyrene
because it becomes an emulsion and the public is potentially more
damaged.**

02605

A. A. Dobrinskii

ESTABLISHING HYGIENIC NORMS FOR SOME INTERMEDIATES IN
CAPROLACTAM PRODUCTION IN THE AIR. (0 gigienicheskom
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normirovannt nekotorykh promexhatochaykh veshchestv protzvodstva
kapsolaktama atsosferncm vozdukho.) Nyg. Sanit. 29, (12) 7-12,
Dec. 196e.

CFSTI: TT 63-50023/12

In order to substantiate the maximal permissible single
concentrations of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol, the author
detersined their threshold values of smell, changes of the ocular
light sensitivity after inhalation of small concentration of
cyclobexanone, the threshold values of their action on the lectric
cerebral activity by the method of obtaining electrocortical
conditioned reflexes and by the method of augmenting the cerebral
potentials. For substantiating the average daily maximal
permissible concentrations, round-the-clock chronic poisoning of
albino rats with vapors of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol was
carried out for a period of 87 days. The animals' general
condition and weight, the chronaxy correlation of
muscle-antagonists, the kinetics of the cholinesterase activity,
the content of the sulfhydryl group proteins in the blood serum and
content in the brain and the liver were studied. The author
suggests the maximal single and daily average permissible
concentrations in the atmospheric air of cyclohexanone to comprise
0.04 mg/cu m and that of cyclohexanone - 0.06 mg/cu (Author
abstract)00

02689

W. Kutscher, R. Tomingas, B. Ptekauskas

THE ABSORPTION AND EXTRACTION OF 3,4-BENZPYRENE WITH SPECIFIC
TYPES OF SOOT. Staub (English Translation) 26, (3) 5-11,

MAR. 1966.
CFSTI TT66-51159/3

Investigations into the absorption capacity have been carried
out for 3,4-benzpyrene in benzole (benzene) solution of two
types of soot, differing in their properties and average
particle size. In the case of very low benzpyrene
concentrations a complete absorption was not achieved.
It has been found during extraction of soot charged with
benzpyrene by means of benzole (benzene) that benzpyrene can be
separated from the soot if the extraction is carried out
intensively and for a sufficiently long time. (Author summary)811

02842

M. V. Korth

EFFECTS OF THE RATIO OF HYDROCARBON TO OXIDES OF NITROGEN IN
IRRADIATED AUTO EXHAUST. Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution, 64 pp., Oct. 1966

HEW 999-AP-20

As a part of a series of investigations of the problem of vehicle
exhaust as an air pollutant, photochemical reactions are being
studied in detail by the use of large dynamic irradiation chambers.
In these studies exhaust, generated by test vehicles on a
dynamometer, is diluted with air and irradiated to simulate the
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ettecta ot esalight unclog comlitloas similar to tbeso la tbe
atmosphere. The irradiated sister. I. used to study choelral
reaction. end to evaluate pleat Masao mad human eye icettatiom.
In this second merle* of irradiation tests performed by the
Public Health Service, U. ratio of total hydrocarbon (MC) to
oxleies ot nitrogen (N0s) was varied tete/pea 1-1/2 and 24.
Mytrocarbon coacentrations were varied from J ppm to 12 ppm total
carton; oxides et nitrogen concentrations were varied !Com 1/4 ppe
to 2 pps. Greatest plant damage occuRred when both U. NC/1102
ratios and hydrocarbon concentrations were high. The levels of
eye irritation were highest at the higher chamber hydrocarbon
concentrations. For a given hydrocarbon level, chemical reaction
rates were highest at the high NC/N011 ratios. (Author
abstract)**

02969

H. Petri

ASSESSING THE HEALTH HAZARDS OF GASEOUS AIN POLLUTIONS. Staub
(English Transl.) 25, (10) 50-7, Oct. 1965.

CFSTI: TT 66-51040/10

Many gases and vapours in molecular dispersion have
pathophysiologic effects, that is, effects dangerous to health.
Various substances can be detected by smell even if present in air
in small quantities, and at a certain concentration they may
become a nuisance; these substances are, for instance, mercaptans,
butyric acid, acrolein and amines, such as trisethylamine; hydrogen
sulphide, carbon disulphide, pyridine, etc. cause nuisance at
slightly higher concentrations. Sulphur oxides, hydrogen fluoride
and other acid aerosols, further, ozone, chlorine, bromine and
nitrous gases are dangerous to health, because they irritate body
tissue. As a result of the increase in road trAffic the
odourless carbon monoxide has become very important. The
biological assessment of gas or vapour esission vith regard to
their effect on man, and special effects of these substances are
discussed in detail. (Author summary)**

03076

S.D. Murphy, JAC. Leng, C.E. Ulrich, H.V. Davis

EFFECTS ON ANIMALS OF EXPOSURE TO AUTO EXHAUST. Arch.
Environ. Health 7, 60-70, July 1963 (Presented at Air
Pollution Pesearch Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Dec.
5-7, 1961.)

The effects on experimental animals of brief exposure (2-6 hrs.)
to exhaust polluted atmospheres were studied. The
concentrations of exhaust gases in the experimental atmospheres
It:3re varied between levels which approximated polluted ambient
atmospheres and concentrations several times greater than
present community pollution levels. Changes in physiological
function of experimental animals, which could be objectively
measured, vere produced during exposure to these polluted
atmospheres. Analyses presented are for comparative purposes.
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Comparison of concentrations in irradiated and nonirradiated
atmospheres of approx. equal dilution ratios shows the
photochemical formation of aldehydes, nitrogen dioxide, and total
oxidant at the expense of nitric oxide and olefin. Measurements
of pulmonary function, spontaneous activity, and mortaility of
impaired aniamals were the most sensitive indicators of effects.
Most of these effects rapidly returned to preexposure
normal when the animals were returned to clean air.1111

03086

P. stocks

ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN URBAN AND
RURAL LOCALITIES AND MORTALITY FROM CANCER, BRONCHITIS AND
PNEUMONIA, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 3:4 BENZOPYRENE,
BERYLLIUM, MOLYBDENUM, VANADIUM AND '4.RSENIC. Brit. J. Cancer
(London) 14, 397-1418, 1960

of polycyclic hydrocarbons and a statistical process of
. Lung cancer mortality is strongly correlated with smoke

density in the atmosphere in Northern England and Wales.
In 26 locr.lities the smoke samples were analysed in respect
successive elimination was applied to discover which hydrocarbon
was responsible for the smoke correlation with mortality rates.
For lung cancer and bronchitis 3:4 benzopyrene emerges
clearly as the substance of prime importance, with 1112
benzoperylene contributing weakly for lung cancer, but for
pneumonia 3:4 benzopyrene is apparently not important. The
composite group of other cancers in males is correlated with
several hydrocarbons, but cancers of the breast and othor sites
in females show no relations with any of them. In 23 localities
spectrographic analyses for 13 trace elements were made and a
similar process of successive elimination was applied to those
which showed appreciable correlations with mortality rates.
For lung cancer beryllium and molybdenum emerge as the
elements of most consequence, with arsenic, zinc and vanadium
showing weaker associations. For bronchitis molybdenum appears to
be the important element in both sexes whilst males beryllium,
arsenic, vanadium and zinc may also be concerned as for lung
cancer. For pneumonia beryllium emerges as the important element
in both sexes, with vanadium also concerned in males. With
other cancer in males beryllium, molybdenum and vanadium show
associations, but breast and other cancers in females show no
realtions with any element. (Author summary modified)1111

032 14

REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF
AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST ON THE HUMAN BODY. Kuki Seijo (Clean Air
-J. Japan Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 4(1) :39-43, 1966.

The measurement o CO, soot, nitrogen oxides, S02, S03, and
hydrocarbons and their medical psychological effects on the human
body were investigated in September, 1965 in two regions with
contrasting amounts of daily traffic. A quiet region to be
considered was the vicinity of Ohara-Plachi Setagagya-ku,
Tokyo and the other was in the vicinity of National Hygienic
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Laboratory at Yoga-cho Setagaya-ka, Tokyo. The results are
stated categorically for each air pollutant. To determine environ-
mental. effects meteorologiral data were supplied by Tokyo Dis-
trict Central Meteorological Observatory.

03270

W. J. Hamming and R. G. Lunche

EFFECTS OF EMISSIONS OF ORGANIC SOLVENTS ON LOS ANGELES
PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG. Proc. Tech. Meeting West Coast
Section, Air Pollution Control Assoc., 3rd Monterey, Calif.,
1963 153-94 pp.

Irradiation of mixtures of solvents and nitric oxide or solvents
and auto exhaust will produce ozone, aerosols and eye irritation.
The aromatic solvents produce the most eye irritation, and their
effectiveness is about 6/10 of that of auto exhaust. The mixed
ketones and chlorinated hydrocarbons are the next most active in
producing eye irritation, and their effectiveness is about 1/5 that
of auto exhuast; methyl ethyl ketone, the low-boiling alkanes, and
the mixed alcohols are on the average, much less active in
producing eye irritation. The high-boiling alkanes are
unreactive. Relative to their effect on aerosol formation, or
growth of aerosol, the solvents tested may tentatively bc listed in
the following order: 1. Aromatic Solvents, at 2 ppm - 1.2 ppm
auto exhaust - greater increase in growth of aerosols 2.
Chlorinated Hydrocarbons = Next in order - half the effect of
aromatics or less 3. Mi..7.ed alcohols = Questionable effect on
aerosol growth 4. It Alkanes = Questionable effect 5. Mixed
Ketones = May have slight effect 6. MEK = No effect 8. HB
Alkanes = No effect. There is a genertl tendency for high
concentrations of solvent to form more ozone than low
concentrations. The quantities of ozone formed by irradiation of
various solvents have the following orders of magnitude: (a.)
Aromatics and HB alkanes produce about 1/15 ppm ozone per ppm
of solvent. (b.) LB alkanes and chlorinated hydrocarbons
produce about 1/20 ppm ozone per ppm of solvent. (c.) Mixed
ketone (probably the active one is isobutyl ketone), 1/25 ppm ozone
per ppm of solvent. (d.) Mixed alcohols and MEK form about 1/30
ppm ozone per ppm solvent. When mixed with auto exhaust at only
4 ppm the LB alkanes, MB alkanes and mixed ketone show ozone
formation that has significant difference from that of auto
exhaust alone. lnder similar conditions both aromatic and
Cl-HC show positive, but significant effect on ozone formation.
A larger and more significant effect might be shown is 8 ppa of
these solvents had been used. The effect of solvent on the
formation of ozone when mixed with auto exhaust is much less than
when they are mixed with nitric oxide and irradiated.**

03480

N. H. Cromwell

CHEMICAL CARCINOGENS, CARCINOGENESIS AND CARCINOSTASIS. As.
Scientist 53, 2 13-36, 1965
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Many of the suspected environmental cancers of man have been
reproduced in animals. Research in recent years has been
intensified to gain more knowledge of the process known as
carcinogenesis, which will eventually lead to the control of this
scourge of mankind. This paper gives a brief account on the
attempt made to interrelate facts and concepts concerned with the
carcinogenic and carcinostatic action of certain organic chemicals,
with special emphasis on the polycyclic hydrocarbon and
heterocyclic compounds.**

03486

W. Haenszel and K. E. Taeuber

LUNG-CANCER MORTALITY AS RELATED TO RESIDENCE AND SMOKING
HISTORIES. II. WHITE FEMALES. J. Nat. Cancer Inst.
32, (4) 803-38, Apr. 1964.
For a 10 percent sample of all white female lung-cancer deaths in
the United States during 1958 and 1959, residence and smoking
histories were collected from family informants and additional
diagnostic details from certifying physicians. Residence and
smoking histories were also obtained for a sample of the general
population from the Current Population Survey. The findings
for females agree on many points with earlitir data reported for
males: (a) higher lung-cancer risk, increa Eiing with amount
smoked for cigarette smokers in all population groups; (b) higher
risks among residents of urban areas and metropolitan counties; (c)
residence gradients in risk much smaller ttaan smoking-class
gradients; (d) accentuation of urban-rural contrasts in risks among
lifetime residents; (e) higher risks for mobile populations with
3 or more exposure residences and for the foreign-born; (f)
identification of the farm-born migrating to metropolitan counties
as a high-risk group. The major difference between the results
for each sex is that female smokers residing in urbanized areas did
not display risks higher than those expected from the sum of 2
separate smoking and residence effects. Among nonsmokers, the
male-female ratio for lung-cancer mortality was 1.3, a figure in
line with the sex differential for most causes of death. Male
smokers of 1 pack or less and more than 1 pack of cigarettes
daily had lung-cancer rates 4 times higher than corresponding
females. The possibility of reconciliation of the disparate
risks for male and females smokers to bring the into line with the
relationship holding for nonsmokers through more accurate measures
of "effective exposure" is discussed. (Author summary)811

03490

R. F. Lampe, T. J. Mende, V. H. Deichmann, M. G.
Eye, and L. F. Palmer

EVALUATION OF CONJUGATED NITRO-OLEFINs AS EYE IRRITANTS IN AIR
POLLUTION. Ind. Med. Surg. 27, (8) 375-7, Aug. 1958.

Distinct eye irritation owing to 2-nitro-2-olefins at low
concentrations in air has been observed by two laboratories. For
the butene and hexene derivatives, concentrations between 0.1 and
0.5 parts per million by volume have been shown to produce
irritation within three minutes. For the corresponding nonene,
irritation was observed only at concentration above 1.0.00
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03602

7

W. B. Deichmann, M. L. Keplinger, G. E. Lanier

ACUTE EFFECTS OF NITRO-OLEFINS UPON EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
(PRELIMINARY FEPOPT). A.M.A. Arch. Ind. Health 18, 312-9,
Oct. 1958.

The nitro-oletins are very toxic compounds; they produce, in
addition, marked local changes in the skin or enteric tract,
depending upon the mode of administration. Their vapors
cause marked irritation of the entire respiratory tract, skin,
and eyes. Asborption from the respiratory or gastro-enteric
tract, peritoneal cavity, or skin is very rapid, and signs
ot systemic intoxication appear promptly, including
hyperexcitability, tremors, clonic convulsions,
tachycardia, increased rate and magnitude of respiration, followed
by a generalized depression, ataxia, cyanosis, and dyspnea.
Death is initiated by respiratory failure and associated with
asphyxial convulsions. Pathological changes were most
marked in the lungs, regardless of the mode of administration
of a compound. (Author summary)04

03652

B. Ogata and K. Sugiyama

STUDIES ON THE DETERMINATION OF URINARY HIPPURIC ACID IN TOLUENE

POISONING. Japan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo) 4(5):9-16, May

1962. Text in Jap.

An experiment using Gaffney's method of determining urinary
hippuric acid by paper chromatography is described: in a plastics
factory, workers exposed to 50 ppm of toluene excreted 3.4 ties
the pre-exposure value of hippuric acid and another group exposed
to 20 ppm excreted 1.9 times as much, which the authors think may
indicate that the urinary hippuric acid excretion is proportional
to the toluene concentration in the air. In another factory using
a toluene-benzene mixture (4:1), urinary hippuric acid excretitn
was observed after exposure to this gas mixture. (Author
summary modified)0A

03678

J. Bogacz and I. Koprowska

A CYTO-PATHOLOGIC STUDY OF POTENTIALLY CARCINOGENIC PROPERTIES OF

AIR POLLUTANTS. Acta Cytol. 5(5):311-319, Oct. 1961.

Comparative carcinogenic prnperties of air pollutants, tobacco tar
and benzopyrene were tested by eans of correlated cytopathologic
studies, utilizing the uterine cervix of ice as a target organ.
It was demonstrated that ZBC and C3H mice treated
intravaginally by air pollutants and tobacco tar develop cellular
abnormalities and histologic lesions, which are norphologically
indistinguishable from those accompanying the development of
benzopyrene-induced carcinoma. The ultiate stags of
development is, in general, reached later and is less advanced than
in benzopyrene-induced lesions, so that after 95 weeks of
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treatment, only a very small percentage of mice showed an early
invasive carcinoma. The oscillating nature of cytologic findings,
observed in a series of consecutive smears of air pollution and
tobacco tar-treated mice contrasted with the steady progression of
benzopyrene-induced cellular abnormalities, and may suggest the
presence of successive, possibly multicentric mucosal lesions, some
of which desquamate entirely before others progress to invasive
carcinoma. (Author summary)**

03686

J. M. Campbell and J. Clemmesem

BENZPYRENE AND OTHER POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE AIR OF

COPENHAGEN. Danish Med. Bull., 3(7) :205-211, Nov. 1956.

Correlation between cigarette smoking, air pollution and lung
cancer was the subject of investigations in Copenhagen. Four
sampling stations were set up and sampling was carried out
continuously between Oct 1954 to Oct 1955. Five compounds were
determined regularly: anthracene, pyrene, fluoranthene,
3:4 benzperylene and 1:12 benzperylene. Results are presented
graphically. Generally, the values for smoke content in
microgram/cu m at all 4 stations show a maximum in winter and a
minimum in summer. In ccmfarison with English towns, Copenhagen
appeared to have pollution equivalent to that of an English
country town. It is believed that even if the increase in the
incidence of lung cancer in Copenhagen has developed in the
practical absence of air pollution, the fact remains that it has
not reached the level of heavily polluted towns, and there is a
possibility that the pollution may contribute in some way to the
cancer development mainly because of cigarette smoking.**

03702

J. M. Barnes

MODE OF ACTION OF SOME TOX/C SUBSTANCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE. Brit. Med. J. (5260)

1097-1104, Oct. 28, 1961.

Biological mechanisms that are involved when human are exposed to
a polluted atmosphere are reviewed. The categories covered
are: (1) study of the toxic action, (2) irritant gases, (3) the

pneumoconioses, (4) delayed biological effects, (5)

conjugation and excretion, (6) biological effect of
trichloroethylene, (7) effects on the central nervous system and
(8) chemical carcinogens.**

03813

Vernot, E. H.

ANALYTICAL CONTROL OF CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION IN EXPOSURE
CHAMBERS. In: Proceedings of the Conference on Atmospheric
Contamination in Confined Spaces: 30 March - 1 April 1965,
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Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th) , Wright-Patterson
AFB Ohio, Contract AF 33(657)-11305, Proj. 6302.
AMRL-TR-65-230, p. 27-33, Nov. 1965. 4 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 629622

Methods used at the Toxic Hazards Research Laboratory in the
control of low concentrations of contaminants introduced into
exposure chambers of various sizes are outlined. For ozone the
method consists of pumping through a glass sampling tube or
tonometer, and isolation of the sample after sufficient pumping
for equilibration. The tonometer has a sidearm which can be
capped for sub-sampling by syringes or which may be used for the
addition of reagent solution. This method of sampling has proved
superior to flitted bubblers. For nitrogen dioxide, the
Saltzman method is used. For carbon tetrachloride, gas
chromatography is used. Analytical techniques described require
relatively simple operations which a technician can carry out with
ease and precision. With this system, satisfactory control was
maintained over contaminant concentrations in exposure chambers.**

03820

McNerney, 1. 11,

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF TOXICITY STUDIES IN 5 PSIA 100% OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENT. In: Proceedings of the Conference on
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces: 30 March - 1

April 1965, Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th),
b8wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Contract AF 33t557)-11305,
Proj. 6302, AMRL-TR-65-230, p. 98-123, Nov. 1965.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 629622

A 90-day continuous exposure of mice, rats, beagles and monkeys to
a 5 pounds per square inch absolute and 100% oxygen environment
produced the following pertinent results: A Wistar-derived
strain of rats proved to be sensitive to altitude conditions early
in the exposure (15% mortality within 14 days of exposure whereas
a Sprague-Dawley-derived strain proved resistant. A possible
association of increasing serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase
levels in beagles with length of exposure was found. Except for
these factors, the experimental animals gave no apparent indication
of being stressed throughout the expsoure. A one-year study has
been initiated to determine if the enxyme change was due to
sampling or is indicative of an accumulating stress. No
significant increase in the toxic response of animals to inhaled
atmospheric contaminants (carbon tetrachloride, nitrogen dioxide,
and ozone) under conditions of 5 psia and 100% oxygen was noted
when compared with animals exposed under normal atmospheric
conditions (except in the case of mice exposed to carbon
tetrachloride) . Based upon mortality data, a definite reduction
in toxic response to pulmonary irritants was found in the presence
of reduced pressure (5 psia) and 100% oxygen when compared with
ambient pressure at the same concentration for two weeks continuous
exposure. This difference in toxic response may be a beneficial
effect derived from the increased partial pressure of oxygen in the
experimental chambers even though total pressure has been reduced.
Specifically, this is an increase in oxygen partial pressure fro
approximately 150 millimeters Bg p02 to 255 millimeters Hg
p02. This increase in oxygen tension at the pulmonary surface
may be acting therapeutically against the pulmonary edema
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produced by the lung irritatns, ozone and nitrogen dioxide. In
the case of carbon tetrachloride, a systemic toxicant, no such
benefits were observable.##

03821

Back, K. C.

REVIEW OF AIR FORCE DATA FROM LONG TERM CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE AT
AMBIENT PRESSURE. In: Proceedings of the Conference on
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces: 30 March - 1

April 1965, Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th),
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Contract PF 33(657)-11305,
Proj. 6302, AMRL-TR-65-230, p. 124-133, Nov. 1965.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 629622

Work which was performed under Air Force sponsorship in the area
ot environmental toxicology of space cabin atmospheres over the
past 5 years is described. This work gave the warning that
materials in trace guantitiwa could prove toxic when presented to
animals over long continuous exposure periods. Four exposure
chambers were constructed for this work. This permitted use of
one for a control group of animals and three for contaminant
exposure chambers. All animals were followed by a number of
clinical laboratory examinations before, during and following the
90-day exposure, and the animals were terminally given stress
tests and then necropsied with both gross and microscoric
examination of tissues. Carbon tetrachloride, while not causing
death at 25 ppm, did cause serious clinical and microscopic liver
changes in all animals expos:A. The livers of the rats were so
much involved that the pathologist made a diagnosis of "cirrhosis".
Phenol caused absolutely no problems whatsoevar at the 5 ppm level
Hydrogen sulfide (20 ppm) did produce death in rats and mice,
but none in monkeys. Methy) ercaptan (50 ppm) caused serious
problems and death in 40% of the monkeys and 43% of the mice.
Tosts were conducted to find out whether animals could perform
strenuous tasks following the 90-day exposure and to compare the
long term, continuous toxicity of some propellants and propellant
types in which the Air Force has an interest. Hydrazine,
unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine, nitrogen dioxide and
decaborane were tested as candidate materials. The results are
discussed.041

03822

Siegel, J.

REVIEW OF AMBIENT PRESSURE ANIMAL EXPOSURE DATA FROM SELECTED
NAVY COMPOUNDS. In: Proceedings of the Conference on
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces: 30 March - 1

April 1965, Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th),
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio, b8contract AF 33(657)-11305,
Proj. 6302, AMRL-TR-65-230, p. 134-147, Nov. 1965.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 629622

Studies have been oriented toward operational requirements in a
resolution of existing or anticipated problems, although basic
research aspects are included in the Navy mission. For example,
there was, and still is, a constant need to search for better
ethods of contaminant generations, for ore reliable methods of
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analysis and monitoring, for new bio-chemical predictors, and for
new wLys of getting more information from the exposed animal.
Some chamber modifications, animals used, parameters studied, and
classes of materials studied are discussed. Experimental results
and plans for the future for the Navy Toxicology Unit are
summarized.00

03823

Hueter, F. G.

LONG TERM INHALATION EXPOSURE EXPERIENCE NITH REVERENCE TO AIR
POLIUTION. In: Proceedings of the Conference on
Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces: 30 larch - 1
April 1965. Aerospace Medical Research Lab., (6570th),
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Contract AF 33(657)-1/305,
Proj. 6302, ABBL-TR-65-230, p. 148-165, Nov. 1965.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 629622

As pert of the overall program by the Division of Air Pollution
the Laboratory of Medical and Biological b8sciences has been
charged with studying.the biological effects of plants and
animals, including man, of chronic exposures, long term exposures
to air pollution as it exists in the ambient atmosphere of
communities. The concentration has been on mixtures of normal
air pollution, not single agents or simple mixtures of pure gases.
The initial studies discussed primarily are concerned with
chronic exposure to auto exhaust-contaminated atmospheres, both
raw auto exhaust as it comes from the tail pipe, as well as
irradiated auto exhaust which simulates the photochemistry that
occurs due to sunlight. The results with laboratory animals are
discussed.NA

03839

S. Carson, R. Goldhamer, M. S. Weinberg

CHARACTERIZATION OF PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
OP MUCUS IN THE INTACT ANIMAL. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 130,
935-43, Sept. 30, 1966. (Presented at the /nterdisciplinary
Investigation of Mucus Production and Transport Conference,
New York City.)

The selective sensitivity of the mucus sheath component of the
mucociliary system of intact cats in respect to induced
environmental changes is discussed. An assessment is made of tho
relative utility of in vitro and in vivo studies, with sperdal
emphasis on the latter for the deterination of responses co acute
an d chronic exposure to cigarette smoke. Reactivity to aoute
exposures is considered as a function of acromolecular
constituents of the mucus. The resiliency of the system is
demonstrated by the rever:sibility of the changes effected. In
addition, a method for sirple in vivo measurement to determine
loapparent viscosity, is presented.**
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03886

P. Stock

AIR POLLUTION AND CANCER MORTALITY IN LIVERPOOL HOSPITAL REGION
AND NORTH WALES. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 1, 1-13,
1958.

Filters designed to collect for analysis samples of the "smokell
present in the outdoor air at 17 localities in the Liverpool and
North Wales region have been in operation continuously for
periods of 1 to 3 years, and data are given of the average
concentrations during 6 months in respect of total smoke,
3:4-benzpyrene, 1:12-benzperylene pyrene, fluoranthene and sulphur
dioxide. These are correlated with the density of population per
acre and with the standardized mortality ratios for cancers of
the lung and of the intestine. Another 6 filters have operated in
the Mersey road tunnel, a. bus garage, a motor garage and an office
in Liverpool, and comparflsons are made between the concentrations
of smoke and of its various constituents in the air inside and
outside these confined spaces. The work is continuing, Oth
inclusion also of spectrograpnic analysis of trace elements, and
only provisional conciuzions can be drawn as yet. (Author
abstract)0#

03898

03898
H. Matufuji ald T. Sakai

HEMATOLOGICAL STUDY CN TRI - AND PERCHLORETHYLENE WORKERS.
Japan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo) 4, (9) 5-10, Sept. 1962.
Text in Jap..

No remarkable abnormality was found in examinations of the
erythrocyte counts, hemoglcbin values, hematocrit readings,
specific gravity of blood, and differential counts of leucocytes in
136 male and 26 female workers exposed to tri - and
perchloruethylene vapors. (Author summary modified)WW

03900

K. 3omiyama, M. Minai, H. Kita, H. Shishido, K.

Kaneda, and Y. Onozawa.

THREE CASES OF APLASTIC ANEMIA IN FEMALES CAUSED BY BENZENE AND
TJLUENE. Japan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo',1 6, (11-12) 11-18,
Dec. 1964. Text in Japanese.

In a scan factory using benzene and toluene, 13 of 15 workers
sufferil from chronic benzene-toluene poisoning. Pure benzene had
been uoed about 5 yr as a solvent, then toluene only (May -
October) and toluene with 5% benzene for over 5 years. In June;
1964, the concentration of toluene vapor in the factory was 150-
550ppm and in a living room in the third floor, 30ppw. The
authors consider that aplastic anemia may have been caused in 3 out
of 4 females who had worknd 9 hr daily and stayed on the second or
third flonr of the factory at night for 110 yr. (Author
summary modified) **
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03902

S. Horiguchi, S. Morioka, T. Utsunomiya, K. Shinagawa,
and T. Korenari.

A SURVEY OF THE ACTUAL CONDITIONS OF ARTIFICIAL PEARL FACTORIES
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE WORK USING TETRACHLOROETHANE.
Japan J. Ind. Health (Tokyo) 6, (4) 17-22, Apr. 1964. Text
in Japanese.

Elimination of the use of tetrachloroethane as a solvent in
artificial, pearl factories reduced industrial poisoning. This
conclusion was made in a study of 127 coating workers chosed from
33 factories who were given health screening tests in Nov. 1960.

Lowered specitic gravity of whole blood and a decrease in white
cell count were found in 10% of the workers; 23% had a positive
result in the urobilinogen test, and 24% had subjective symptoms
ot the digestive system. Medical examinations were conducted on
the workers in three factories (A, B, and C) using
tetrachloroethane with air analysis of the working environment in
July, 1960 and in Nov. 1961. In July, 1960, the concentration
of tetrachloroethane in the air was as high as 70-225 ppm.
Lowered specific gravity of whole blood was seen in 12 of 18
workers examined; a decrease in red cell count was seen in 44% of
the 18, relative lymphocytosis was seen in 83% of the 18, a

positive result in the urobilinogen test was seen in 39%, and
neurological findings were seen in 39%. Since the first survey,
factories A and C had abandoned the use of tetrachloroethane on
their own initiative, while factory B still used it. In Nov.
1961, air analysis of factory B showed 20 ppm. The medical
examinations in Nov. 1961 showed remarkable improvement in the
health of the workers in factories A and C. (Author summary
modified)01

03933

G. I. Solomin

DETERMINATION OF MEAN DAILY MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
CONCENTRATION OF ISOPROPYLBENZENE AND ITS HYDROPEROXIDE IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. Hyg. Sanit. 31, .(4-6) 288-91, Apr-June 1966.
Russ. (Tr.)

CPSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6

Isopropylbenznne concentration of 0.014 mg/cu m and
isopropylbenzene hydroperoxide concentration of 0.007 mg/cu
and their mixtures in concentrations of 0.0074 and 0.0032 mg/cu m
had no effect on animals after continuous exposure for 80 days.
The recommended mean daily maximum permissible concentrations of
isopropylbenzene and isopropylbenzene hydroperoxide should
be at the level of the maximum one-time permissible concentrations.
If both substances are present at the same time the total
maximum concentration is calculated by simple addition of their
effects. In the organism, isopropylbenzene and
isopropylbenzene hydroperoxide are converted to phenol and
excrete4 with the urine.1*
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03934

I. G. Samedov, A. M. Mamedov, Pavlova

VARIATION IN ASCORBIC ACID CONTENT IN THE ORGlSM OF ANIMALS
CHRONICALLY EXPOSED TO SMALL CONCENTRATIONS OF HYDROCARBONS.

Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 299-303, Apr.-June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFsTI, TT-51160/4-6

Low concentrations of gasoline vapor to which animals were
exposed in a chronic experiment (mean calculated values not over
2 mg/1) caused disturbances in the vitamin C exchange in the

experimental animals. Intermittent exposure to gasoline vapor
had a more deleterious effect than continued exposure to

corresponding concentrations. The greatest changes in
vitamin C balance were exhibited by animals subjected to
concentrations which increased steadily or fluctuated abruptly

during the exposure. Variation in the daily diuresis and vitamin
C contents in the blood and urine revealed phases which were
related to the length of exposures and the exposure regimens.**

03962L

03962L
V. Fiserova-Bergerova, J. L. Radomski, J. E. Davies,

and J. H. Davis

LEVELS OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES IN HUMAN TISSUES.

/nd. Med. Surg. 36, (1) 65-70, Jan. 1967.

The storage and accumulation of chlorinated hydrocarbon
pesticides in the tissue of humani of various age group was

studied. Thene studies were limited to the analysis of adipose
tissue, since available colorimetric procedures were not

sufficiently sensitive to detect'pesticides in the other tissues of

the body. The application of gas chromatography to
pesticide analysis and the development of the electron capture
detector have made possible the analysis of pesticide levels in

these other tissues. In this investigation the fat, liver,
kidney, brain and gonids of 71 people were analyzed as part of a
total community study on pesticides in Dade County, Florida.
The pesticides analyzed were lindane, p,p,-DDT, p,p,-DDE,

p,p,-DDD, and dieldrin. (Author abstract)**

03976

S. W. Nicksic, J. 9arkins, L. J. Painter

STATISTICAL SURVEY OF DATA REIATING TO HYDROCARBON AND OXIDES OF
NITROGEN RELATIONSHIPS IN PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG. Intern. J. Air

Water Pollution 10, (1) 15-23, Jan. 1966.

Results from various photochemical irradiation chamber experiments
were examined by statistical procedures to determine the effect
of hydrocarbon and oxides of nitrogen concentrations on eye
irritation. The regression equations are given together
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with graphs drawn from these equations. Some aspects of the
practical interpretation of the results are discussed. Data on
existing ambient concentrations of hydrocarbon and oxides of
nitrogen in the Los Angeles atmosphere are compiled. (Author
abstract)##

04037

K. A. Moskovskaya

INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF AIR POLLUTION ON THE HEALTH OF
CHILDREN . Tr. Leningr. Sanit. Gigien. Med. Inst. 31,
36-40, 1956. Russ. (Tr.)

Previous studies of air pollution in Leningrad are reviewed and
data from these studies including concentrations of S02 and
effects on human lungs are presented. Results of experimentally
induced tumors in mice are reviewed. An x-ray and fluoroscopic
study is made of the lungs and lymph glands of two groups of
children of both sexes. One group resided in the vicinity of a
power station and a coke oven gas plant and the control group did
not; all children had resided in their areas at least five years.
It is inferred from the results of the study that the greater
degree of air pollution in the industrial areas was at least
indirectly responsible for the pulmonary changes observed in that
group of children.#0

04051

P. Stocks

A STUDY OF TOBACCO SMOKING, AIR POLLUTION, RESIDENTIAL AND
OCCUPATIONAL HISTORIES AND MORT/LITY FROM CANCER OF TH2 LUNG IN

TWO CITIES. Preprint. (Presented at the Inter-Regional
Symposium on Criteria for Air Quality and Methods of
Measurement, Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 6-12, 1963.)

The methodology of this epidemiological survey of two English
cities is described and a broad comparison of the results made.
Tabulations and appendices provide details necessary for future
simultaneous study of multiple factors in populations of many
cities in different parts of the world. The purpose of this study
was to test and standardize methods to be used, make modifications
when desirable and publish the detailed data with a view to
assembling comparable data as the project continues. Responses
of health authorities responsible for population surveys and for

air pollution analysis and measurement indicated that the methods
devised have worked well and can be applied to other cities.00

04070

P. B. Imasheva

EXPERIMENTAL BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF ALLOWABLE
ACETOPHENONE LIMITS IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. Gigiena i Sanit. 28,
(2) 3-8, Feb. 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S.
Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and
Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)
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Acetophenone is used .Ln chemopharmaceutical, aniline dye and
organic synthesis industries. For this reason such industries
constitute potential sources of atmospheric air pollution with
acetophenone. The basic sources of air pollution are production
of acetone and of phenol by the cumene method of which acetophenone
is a side product. Experiments for the determination of
acetophenone in the atmospheric air were conducted by the method of
V. A. Khrustaleva which was based on the reaction between
acetophenone and m-dinitrobenzene which resulted in the production
of a rose-colored substance, the intensity of which was
proportional to the concentration of acetophenone; the test color
is compared with a freshly prepared color scale. Maximal single
dose of acetophenone in atmospheric air vas determined by the
threshold of acetophenone odor perception method, and by the effect
of low acetophenone concentration on eye sensitivity to light, and
by the electroencephalographic method. The threshold of
acetophenone threshold odor perception for most sense persons was
determined as 3.01 mg/cu m, and the maximal nonperceptible
concentration (subthreshold concentration was determined as 0.01
mg/cu m. The threshold of acetophenone reflex activity on eye
sensitivity to light determined as 0.01 mg/cu m. Inhalation of
0.007 mg/cu m acetone-air mixture for a short time elicited changes
in the electrical brain activity but was inactive at 0.003 mg/cu
concentration. Chronic 24-hour inhalation of 0.07 mg/cu m of
acetophenone under chronic experimental conditions elicited no
detected changes in the above mentioned indexes. It is
recommended that 0.003 mg/cu m be adopted as the maximal single and
24-hour concentration limit for acetophenone in atmospheric air .111I

04083

N. I. Gusev and K. N. Chelikanov

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AS A BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE
MAXIMAL PERMISSIBLE AMYLENES (PENTENES) CONCENTRATION IN
ATMOSPHERIC AIR. Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (5) 3-8, May 1963.
Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S. Levine iu U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vul. 12.)
It was established that 1.8 mg/cu m of amylene in the
atmospheric air represented the concentration of threshold odor
perception of the substance. Continuous 24 hour exposure of
white rats to the inhalation of air containing 9.8+ of 0.51 mg/cu
of amulene for 75 days elicited statistically significant
enhanced porphyrin metabolism, lowered cholinesterase activity,
and increased number of luminescent leucocytes. In addition, the
animals' pattern of established reflex responses had become
disturbed. Some microscopic histologic changes had been noted
in the organs and tissues of autopsied rats, most noteable among
which were pathclogic lung changes. Exposure of rats to the
inhalation of 1.9 & or -, O. 22 mq/cu m of amylene under similar
experimental conditions elicited none of the above enumerated
changes, with very slight postmortem exceptions. On the basis of
the above discussed results, it is recommended that the maximal
permissible amylene concentration in atmospheric air be set at
1.9 ag/cu 1.##
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04084

N. S. Zlobina

THE TOXICITY OF LOW STYROL VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS. Gigiena i
Sanit. 28, (5) 29-35, May 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by
B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and
Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

Statistical comparative evaluation of orbidity and vork time
lcss records of workers employed in plants producing polystyrol
disclosed high rates of liver and gall bladder morbidity, fall in
arterial blood pressure and a variety of complaints characteristic
ot systemic intoxication vith styrol vapor. Since the
prevailing styrol vapor,concentration in the air of the plant was
below the permitted 0.5 mg/liter concentration it vas assumed that
the official limit vas set too high. Chronic experiments with
animals exposed to the inhalation of 0.05 mg/liter of styrol vapor
impaired the glycogenic liver function, the liver parenchyma and
brought about many other pathologic functional and morphologic
changes in the experimental animals. Some of the pathologic
changes vere reversible, others vere permanent. Results of tests
performed vith rats indicated that 0.005 mg/liter of styrol vapor
concentration constituted its threshold of harmful effect for rats.
It is recommended that 0.005 mg/liter of styrol vapor be adopted
as the maximal permissible concentration in the air of vorking
premises.**

011087

V. A. Chizhikov

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AS A BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL
PERMISSIBLE TOLUYLENE DIISOCYANATE CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERIC
AIR. Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (6) 8-15, June 1963. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature
on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

The concentration of toluylene diisocyanate threshold odor
perception for most sensitive persons vas experimentally
established as 0.2 mg/cu m and the maximal odor nonperceptible
concentration vas established at 0.15 g/cu m. The concentration
of toluylene diisocyanate threshold effect on electric brain
activity vas established at 0.1 mg/cu a, while 0.05 mg/cu
concentration elicited no changes in the electric brain activity.
The maximal single permissible toluylene diisocyanate
concentration in atmospheric air should be .set at 0.05 mg/cu .
Exposure of vhite rats to the inhalation of air containing 2.0 or
0.2 mg/cu m of toluylene diisocyanate 24 hours daily for 84 days
caused the animals to lose veight, brought about increased
cholinesterase activity, changed muscle antagonists motor
chronoxy, and disturbed the protein fraction ratios, and the
process of porphyrin metabolism. In 0.02 mg/cu I concentration,
toluylene diisocyanate had no observable unfavorable effects on
the organism of the exposed experimental rats. Based on the
results of the present investigation, it is recommended that 0.02
g/cu m be accepted as the maximal average 24 hour tolnylene
diisocyanate concentration in atmospheric air.**
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0140 92

M. V. Aldyreva

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AS A BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL
PERMISSIBLE POROPHORE CHKH 3-5 CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR OF
WORKING PREMISES. Gigiena i Sanit. 28(7):18-23, July 1963.
Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S. Lavine in U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 12.)

Toxicity parameter of porophore ChKh 3-5 vas determined by
administering the substance to experimental animals
intragastrically. Results shoved that LD100 equalled 0.5 g/kg,
LD50 equalled 0.35 g/kg, and the maximal tolerance dose
equalled 0.2 g/kg. The closeness betveen the tolerance and
lethal dose characterizes porophore as a substance having a
narrow toxic activity zone. Experimental inhalation of porophore
in 20 - 30 and in 7 - 10 g/cu a concentrations for a short time,
and in 2 - 4 mg/cu concentrations for a long time killed the
experimental animals, clearly indicating that prophore ChKh 3-5
vas a highly toxic preparation. Results of the investigation
brought out the dominant effect of porophore ChKh 3-5 on the
erythrocytes and on the central nervous system, the first being
in the nature of hypoxia and the second in the nature of profound
pathomorophologic changes in experimental animals which died as a
result of the porophore administration. Chronic effect of
porophore dust inhalation in average concentration of 0.6 mg/cu
elicited reversible functional shifts in the red blood cells and in
the arterial blood pressure; slight functional changes in the
nervous system and in cholinesterase activities were transient.
Based on the experimental data it is recommended that 0.05 mg/cu
of porophore ChKh 3-5 in the air or working premises be adopted
as its maximal permissiole concentration.

04104

0. G. Arkhipova, T. A. Kochetkova, and B. N. Shinkarenko

TOXIC PROPERTIES AND BIOTRANSFORMATION OF BENZOTRICHLORIDE.
Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (10) 30-4, Oct. 1963. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

Benzotrichloride is a toxic substance. Air containing 1 mg/1
of benzotrichloride.vapor vas lethal to vhite mice and rats.
Experimental animals subjected to acute benzotrichloride
poisoning developed irritated conjunctiva and mucous membranes of
the upper respiratory tract, dyspnea and disturbances of the
nervous system. A single exposure to the toxic effects of
benzotrichloride elicited in the experimental animals vascular
disturbance in the internal organs and in the brain, catarrhal
desquamative bronchitis and focal purulent pneumonia, also
dystorphic liver dysfunction. Repeated benzotrichloride
inhalation possessed.the potentiality of eliciting chronic
intoxication paralleled by loss of veight, leucopenia, and fall in
arterial blood pressure. Repeated benzotrichloride inhalation
elicited in the experimental animals changes at the point of its
entrance, of which purulent bronchitis and pneumonia were the
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gravest along with changes which indicate general resorption of the
substance and its capacity to disturb the blood circulation
system, to produce dystrophic liver, kidney and suprarenal changes,
as well as profound changes in the cortical layers of nerves, and
in the thalamo, hypothalamic region. Benzotrichloride is partly
eliminated with the urine as hippuric acid. Benzotrichloride
penetrated through intact skin, and elicited symptoms of poisoning,
such as leucopenia and alopecia. Damage done to intact skin by
the direct application of benzotrichloride healed very gradually.
(Author conclusions) **

04107

E. N. Burkatskaya and G. A. Voitenko

ORIENTATION DATA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL PERMISSIBLE
DDT CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR OF WORKING PREMISES. Gigiena i
Sanit. 28, (11) 36-9, Nov. 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by
B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and
Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

DDT inhalation proved toxic to war blooded animals. The
minimum toxic DDT concentration in the air under conditions of
acute exper.iments was 0.005 mg/1 for cats and toxic effects were
produced by 0.02 ag/1. In chronic experiments 0.008 mg/1 of
DDT in the air elicited sharp symptoms of intoxication and 0.15
ag/1 proved to be the LD50 for cats. Inhalation of air
containing an average of 0.003 ag/1 of DDT vas harmful to
workers' health, the gravity of the poisonous effect increased with
the DDT employment record. It is recommended that the axial
permissible DDT concentration in the air of working premises
be set at 0.0001 g/1 or 0.1 mg/cu m. (Author conclusions)**

04109

D. D. Shapiro and I. Ia. Hetmanets

BLASTOMOGENIC PROPERTIES OF CRUDE OILS PROB DIFFERENT OIL FIELDS.
Gigiena I Sanit. 27, (6) 38-41, June 1962. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on
Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

Results of the investigations show that crude oil coming from the
Bitkov, Gozhansk, Romashkin, Radchenkov and Kokaanov oil
fields possessed blastomogenic properties. Results of the
investigations, show that the blastomogenic properties of the
crude oils and of their derivative products differd to soe
extent with the concentration of paraffin contained in them.
The results showed that the greater vas the paraffin
concentration in the crude oil, the more intensive vas its
blastomogenic activity. The same vas true of the crude oil
tar-pitch and of the crude oil cracking residue.' The
blastomogenic effects of crud oil derivative lubricating and
cooling oils may be eliminated or greatly rduced: it is
recomended that such oils be prepared from crude oil, the paraffin
content of which originally vas or was artificially rduced to
less than 1%. (Author conclusions)**
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04110

M. M. Gimadeev

THE ROLE PLAYED BY PARAFFIN THE BLASTOMOGENICITY OF CRUDE OIL.
Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (11) 87-92, Nov. 1963. Russ. (Tr.)
(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

A critique is presented of "Elastomogenic Properties of
Crude Oils from Different Oil Fields," Gigiena i Sanit.,
Vol_ 27, No. 6, pp. 38-41, June 1962 (APTIC 4109) which was
by Prof. D. D. Shapiro and I. Ya. Hetanets.**

04111

E. A. Kapkaev

ORIENTATION DATA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL PERMISSIBLE
ALPHA-METHYL STYROL CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR OF WORKING PREMISES.
Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (12) 14-22, Dec. 1963. Russ. (Tr.)

(Translated by B. S. Levine in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

CFSTI: TT 66 61429

Results of experimental, clinical and physiological studies had
shown that alpha-methyl styrol had a definite effect on the
central nervous and cardiovascular systems; its action on the
peripheral blood produced mild polychromic anemia. Chronic
exposure to the effects of alpha-methyl styrol may produce trophic
and metabolic changes. Examination of workers in contact with
alpha-methyl styrol vapor should include arterial pressure,
mucous membranes of the upper respiratory tracts, and the
peripheral blood picture. The presence of some upper
respiratory diseases in applicant workers should be regarded as
contraindicative to their employment requiring contact with
alpha-methyl styrol vapor. Results of clinical observations
showed weakening of the liver function; wherever this is the case
workers should be carefully examined as a prophylactic measure
against any possibility of toxic hepatitis development. It is
recommended that 0.005 sg/1 of alpha-methyl styrol be adopted as
the maximal permissible concentration in the air of working
premises. (Author conclusions)**

04124

R. D. Stewart

POISONING PROM CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS. Am. J.

Nursing 67, (1) 85/87, Jan. 1967.

The fundamentals of the toxicology of the more common chlorinated
hydrocarbon industrial solvents is reviewed for nurses in industry
and emergency rooms. The predominant effect is central nervous
system (CNS) depression proportional to the amount.absorbed which
is different for each solvent. Each differs, also, in its
capacity to injure organs such as the liver and kidneys.
Emergency treatment is supportive to combat the effects of the
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CNS depression. The signs and symptoms of acute overexposure in
the order of increasing severity are: lightheadedness, dizziness,
lack of fine coordination, lethargy, mental dullness, drunkenness,
unconsciousness, hypotension, respiratory arrest, and
anesthetic death. The maintenance of an adequate airway is
assential and assisted respiration may be required. When the
CNS symptoms have subsided, attention is directed toward the
detection of liver or kidney injury.**

04142

S. Sato

RESULTS OF A HEALTH EXAMINATION ON BENZENE WORKERS AND THE
EFrECT OP THIOCTIC ACID. Japan. J. Health (Tokyo) 2, (6)
35-41, June 1960. Jap.

Decreased blood cell counts ani positive urobilinogen were found
in a health examination in a few of the 17 workers engaged in
painting with benzene mixtures. Positive albuminnria and
copi3porphyrinuria were not found in any of then. The examination
incluued counts of red and white blood cells, tests of protein,
urobilinogen and coproporphyrin in the urine. Subjective
symptoms such as feelings of fatigue, headache, vertigo, general
weakness, and intestinal disorders were reported in many of then.
The relative number of constituent leucocytes, specific gravity,
and hemoglobin content of the blood sugar and urobilinogen contents
in the urine were measured in five subjects who had both subjective
symptoms and defective blood counts just before, one week after,
and at the end of the intravenous administration of thioctic acid
of 25 mg/day for 2 weeks. During these 2 weeks, a marked
increase of the red and white cell counts, specific gravity of the
whole blood, and hemoglobin contents as well as a marked decrease
of urobilinogen excretion in the urine was noted but there was no
improvement of the relative counts of the leucocytes. (Author
summary modified) **

04148

I. Hara

HEALTH SUPERVISION OF ORGANIC SOLVENT HANDLERS. Japan J. Ind.
Health (Tokyo) 3, (4) 231-6, Apr. 1961. Jap.

The blood composition of workers has been improved since the use
of benzene vas stopped after the deaths of 6 women in a vinyl shoe
factory and 2 nen in printing plant due to benzene poisoning over
several years. Cases of poisoning by carbon tetrachloride,
tetrachloroethane, trichloroethylene, methyl acetate,
methylethylketone, cresol, and tetrahydrofurane have also been
reported recently in many other industries. There is a teniency
to use substitutes for benzene and.an increase in the use of mixed
solvents is prevalent. Attention must be paid to the toxic
activity of these solvents and the difficulty in diagnosis of
psycho-neurological symptoms due to solvent poison:;.ng. Measures
should be taken to sake note of the components of the solvents,
such as in the obligation of labeling and in the execution of
analysis. In recognition of the degree of exposgro, the
determination of the atmospheric concentration anC of the toxic
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substances and their metabolites in the blood and urine ust be
made. Examination of objective psycho-neurological symptoms is
very important and electrophysiological studies should be promoted
for such symptom diagnosis. (Author summary modified)1111

04177

R. Girard, Mallein, R. Fourel, and F. Tolot

LYMPHOMA AND CHRONIC OCCUPATIONAL BENZENE POISONING.
Lymphose et Intoxication Henzoligue Professionnelle
Chronique. Arch. Maladies Profess. Ned. Trav. Securite
Sociale (Paris) 27, (10-11) 781-6, Nov. 1966. Fr.

A possible connection between an 11-yr industrial exposure to
benzene and a diagnosis of lymphoma, 8 yr after the termination nf
the exposure is discussed. The worker was exposed to benzene
vapors as the result of gaging operations and leaky pumps involved
in the preparation of a motor fuel containing 10% benzol from
1945 to 1956, when the benzol was eliminated. The diagnosis of
lymphoma was indicated by splenomegaly, with hepatomegaly and
polyadenopathy, and confirmed by the examination of blood, marrow,
and ganglia. The worker had records of blood examinations from
1945-65 showing a progressive elevation of the leucocytes. The
rarity of reports showing a relation between lymphoma or
lymphocytic leukemia may result from the delay period of 5 to 13 yr
for the development of symptoms. In all cases involving lymphoma
or blood pathology, any past exposure to benzene should be

explored.1111

04252

D. P. Partsef

CHRONIC EFFECT OF CERTAIN COMPONENTS OF EXHAUST GASES FROM MOTOR
CARS. (Khronichesko deistvie na organizm zhivotnykh
nekotorykh komponentov vykhlopnykh gazov avtomobilei.) Hyg.

Sanit. 31, (9) 363-8, Aug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

Analysis of the motor-car exhaust gases and of the air of the
highways by separate chromatographic methods revealed comparably
high concentrations of pentane and hexane. Their concentration
in the atmosphere attained 4 mg/cubic meter and their ratio was
about 1:1. A 24-hr poisoning of albino rats for a period of 86
days showed that pentane and hexane at concentrations of 94.7,. 50
and 10 (at a ratio of 1:1) had no significant effect on the
animal's body and it was only at a concentration of 3 mg/cubic
meter that they had no effect at all on the behavior of the
animals, their weight, the motor chronaxy of muscle antagonists,
the blood pressure and the cholinesterase level. (Author
summary)1111

04253

N. V. Dmitrieva

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF TETRACIALOROETHYLENE IN
FACTORY 1IR. (Materialy k obosnovaniyu predellno
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dopustinoi kontsentratsii tetrakhloretilena (pmrlena)
vozdukhe proizvodstvennykh poneshchenii.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (9)
387-92, Aug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

The toxicity of tetrachloroethylene was investigated with a view
toto formulating hygienic standards. Acute and chronic exposure
studies were conducted on rats using varying concentrations of the
compound. The effects were investigated by electrophysiological,
biochemical( and histological ethods. Based on the results of
these studies, it was recommended that the maximum permissible
concentration of tetrachloroethylene in factory air should be 0.03
mg./1.

04258

I. N. Frolova

BAIIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF P-CHLOROPHENYL
ISOCYANATE IN FACTORY AIR. (Materialy k obosnovaniyu predelono
dopustimoi kontsentratsii parakhlorfenilizotsianata vozdukhe
proizvodstvennykh pomeshchenii.) Hyg. Sanit. 31, (9) 481-3,
Aug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

The effects of p-Chlorophenyl isocyanate were studied in
experiments on 152 white ice, 22 albino rats and 4 rabbits. The
substance was found to be toxic with respect to laboratory
animals vhen inhaled or ingested, whereas it toxicity vas only
slight in the case of cutaneous application. The edian lethal
concentration for inhalation by white mice vas 0.053 S or - 0.034
mg/1 (0.061 to 0.045 g/1). Its threshold concentration for rab-
bits, determined from variations in the characteristics of the
unconditioned reflex, was found to be 0.003 mg/1, with an increas
in the time necessary for the development of the reflex uscle
strain. Experiments on the inhalation of PCIC were
performed by the dynamic method. Since the liminal and the
subliminal concentrations of the substance in question vere found
to be 0.008 mg/1 and 0.0005 mg/1, respectively, as
44termined from its irritating effects (tested on human
volunteers), it vas possible to recommend a tentative maximum
peraissible concentration of PCIC at the level of 0.0005 mg/1.4A

04321

L. S. Jaffe

THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL AIR POLLUTANTS ON MAN AND
ANIMALS. I. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS IND CONNUNITY
CONCENTRATIONS. Preprint. 1967.

Photochemical smog consists of mixtures of gaseous and
particulate products resulting from atmospheric photochemical
reactions of gases evolved from the combustion of organic fuels
for heat and power. Ultraviolet radiation from sunlight initiates
a series of atmospheric reactions betveen the oxides of nitrogen
and photochemically reactive organic substances, such as the
olefins, aromatic hydrocarbons and effluents. The photochemical
oxidants are a major class of compounds found in community
photochemically polluted air. They consist of a dynamic,complex
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mixture ot oxidizing substances which vary in time and place.

Nonetheless, they can be measured routinely as "total oxidaLt",

i.e., the net oxidizing eftect of all substances in the atmosphere.

Ozone and the peroxyacyl nitrates (PAN compounds or PaNs), a

homologous group of organic peroxidic nitrogen compounds, have

been identified as important oxidants formed in photochemical smog.
Ambient "total oxidant" levels serve as useful practical indices

of the intensity of photochemical smog and of various biological

and physical manifestations of photochemical air pollution. The

sources, characteristics and methods of measurement of the
photochemical oxidants are described. Specific aerometric data on

the oxidant concentrations found in various urban communities in

the United States are provided. Thc!se levels are sufficiently

high to cause specific adverse effects on man, animals,

vegetation and certain.materials (rubber and textiles) . (Author

abstract)**

04416

R. F. Dils

ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS OF ALVEOLAR TISSUE OF MICE (I. DUE

TO HEAVY LOS ANGELES SMOG). Arch. Environ. Health 12, (6)

689-97, June 1966.

Three animal exposure stations have been in operation for 3 years

in the Los Angeles area to ascertain the effects of smog on mice.
During the course of this study alterations in the fine structure

of the alveolar tissue have been observed. Control animals were
kept in rooms with well filtered air. Similar groups were in
other rooms continually breathed the ambient air. The lungs of
groups of mice ranging from 2 to 21 months old were prepared for

electron microscopy. Each particular "group" of animals
represented at least four or five mice, and the results are
illustrated in this report.**

04500

C. C. Wang and G. V. Irons, Jr.

ACUTE GASOLINE INTOXICATION. Arch. Environ. Health 2, 714-6,

June 1961.

A case of acute fatal poisoning from the inhalation of gasoline

fumes is presented. Gasoline is an anesthetic agent with a very
narrow margin of safety, causing death by respiratory arrest it,

most cases. The maximal permissible concentration of gasoline

vapor for prolonged exposure is 500 ppm. There is a continuous

need for thorough and repeated indoctrination of workers with

toxic fuels concerning the hazards involved in their improper

handling.**

04539

D. Hoffman, E. Theisz, and E. L. Wynder

STUDIES ON THE CARCINOGENICITY OF GASOLINE EXHAUST. J. Aic

Pollution Control Assoc. 15, (4) 162-5, Apr. 1965.
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Gasoline engine exhaust tar was demonstrated to be carcinogenic to
the experimental animal. The activity of exhaust tars is to a
major extent due to the presence of four, five, and six ring
condensed, aromatic hydrocarbons. This concept was confirmed by
large-scale separations and mouse skin tests of four main
fractions and five subfractions of the neutral portions of exhaust
tar and by comparison with the activity of the whole tar. The
emission of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and phenols in
gasoline engine exhaust depends on the fuel used. Other methods
for the reduction of these agents in gasoline engine exhaust were
discussed. Used crank-case oil and blowby tar were biologically
inactive. The primary purpose of these investigations has been to
study the carcinogenicity of gasoline engine exhaust in an
experimental setting. (Author summary)**

04551

V. D. Won and J. F. Thomas

DEVELOPMENTAL WORK ON BIOASSAY TECHNIQUE FOR ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTANTS. Natl. Cancer Inst. Monograph 9. 1961. pp.

59-69. (Presented at the Analysis of Carcinogenic Air
Pollutants Symposium, Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 29-31, 1961.)

A bioassay technique for carcinogenic activity has been developed,
with bacteria as test animals and morphological and biochemical
changes as indicators of the activity. Striking mophological
alterations were noted in heart infusion broth cultures of
Bacillus megaterium supplemented with benzo(a)pyrene and
3-methylcholanthrene. These anomalies were not apparent in
cultures supplemented with noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons such as
phenanthrene and anthracene. The addition of hydrocarbons to the
heart infusion broth medium did not appreciably affect the growth
rate of the organisms. Biochemical examinations of B. megaterium
were made with cultures grown in a simple, chemically defined
medium that contained glucose as the sole energy source.
Morphological alterations did not develop in these cultures
supplemented with carcinogenic hydrocarbons, but a growth
suppression was noted. Other significant findings concerned
lipide synthesis, aerobic glycolysis, and infrared spectra of
lipide material.**

04553

E. L. Wynder and D. Hoffmann

A STUDY OF AIR POLLUTION CARCINOGENESIS. III. CARCINOGENIC
ACTIVITY OF GASOLINE ENGINE EXHAUST CONDENSATE. Cancer
15, (1) 103-8, Feb. 1962.

The benzene extract of a gasoline engine exhaust condensate has
about twice the carcinogenic activity of tobacco smoke condensate
in teras of skin tumors in ice. The degree of greater activity
of automobile exhaust "tar' is not readily correlated with the
fact that the concentrations of known carcinogens in this aterial
range from 50 to more than 100 times the concentrations in
cigarette smoke condensate. The possibility of anticarcinogenic
factors is being considered. The biological findings of this
study cannot be directly applied to man. Whereas man is exposed
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directly to the tobacco smoke condensate, automobile exhaust is

diluted several thousand times before reaching the lung. The
present study serves as a baseline for subsequent investigations
with other types of automobile exhaust "tars' and air pollutants.

(Author summary)**

04575

F. L. Estes J. H. Gast

THE IN VITRO EFFECTS OF ALIPHATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS ON TISSUES.
Arch. Environ. Health 1, 47-52, July 1960.

The oxygen consumption of whole polymorphonuclear leukocytes
and homogenates of heart and liver from guinea pigs was
determined in the presence and in the absence of aliphatic nitro

hydrocarbon. Saturated (C1-C3} and unsaturated (C3)
aliphatic nitro compounds were inhibitors at low concentrations.
As the concentration of the nitro compounds was increased, the
oxygen consumption passed through a minimum and increased with
further increase in the concentration of the nitro compound.

(Author conclusions)**

04589

P. Kotin and H. L. Falk

AIR POLLUTION AND LUNG CANCER. Proc. Natl. Conf. Air
Pollution, Washington, D.C., 1962. pp. 140-2. 1963.

Author discusses polluted air in relatioa to toher environmental
factors concerned with the pathogenesis of lung cancer, and reviews

data which warrants this incrimination. A synthesis of the
findings described suggests that the carcinogenic properties of
polluted urban atmosphere provide at least two indispensable

links in the pathogenesis of lung cancer: (1) The environmental
presence and the host entry of agents proved experimentally to be

carcinogenic and epidemiologically associated with increased
liability to development of lung cancer; and (2) The occurrence of
host-modifying factors in the atmosphere which by virtue of their

effect on the ciliated mucus secreting epi,:helium of the

tracheobronchial tree, facilitate the deposition and abnormal
retention of particular meatter in the lungs. Author states that
although reduction in lung cancer incidence may be possible by
reducing concentrations of carcinogenic agents in the air, removal
of the remaining sources of irritants and carcinogenic agents from
the respiratory environment will be necessary to achieve any

significant reductions.**

04590

E. L. Wynder and D. Hoffmann

PREPARED DISCUSSION: AIR POLLUTION AND LUNG CANCER. Proc.

Natl. Conf. Air Pollution, Washington, D.C., 1962. pp.

143-8. 1963.
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Epidemiological data have established an "urban factors' for lung
cancer, the exact basis of which, however, remains to be
determined. Laboratory data have presented several factors that
in the experimental setting contribute to the induction of cancer.
In view of these considerations, in addition to toher health
problems associated with air pollution, a reduction of pollutants
in the atmosphere is certainly a step to be desired. Work in the
field of air pollution is essential, not only because of the
potential health problems, immediate and distant, that are involved
, but also because of the general scienlific knowledge which can .
be gained. These studies will contribute to knowledge of-the
possible interrelationship of carcinogens, cocarcinogens,
anticarcinogens, cilia-static components, and infectious agents
as well as possible climatic factors on the induction of lung
cancer.**

04645

L. G. Wayne

EYE IRRITATION AS A BIOLOGICAL INDICATOR OF PHOTOCHEMICAL .

REACTIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE. Atmos. Environ. 1, (2) 97-104,
Mar. 1967. (Presented at the Symposium on Photochemical
Aspects of Air Pollution, Cincinnati, Ohio, Apr. 1965.) ..

Studies involving the quantitation of eye irritation produced by
experimental exposure of humans to synthetic atmospheres are
discussed. The principal methods used arepanel measurements of
intensity, threshold, or response delay. Advantages and
difficulties of each method are reviewed, as well as
characteristics of the data generated and appropriate means of
manipulating the data. Evidence regarding the possible chemical
identity of irritants in photochemical smog is discussed, leading
to the conclusion that not all observed eye irritation is .accounted
for by additive effect of formaldehyde, acrolein, and peroxyacyl
nitrates. Implications of the findings for air pollution control
policies are considered. As one of the undesirable manifestations
of photochemical smog, eye irritation has been the subject of a
number of studies in recent years. This article reviews several
of these studies with particular reference tO those aspects
relevant to air pollution research and air pollution control
policy. (Author abstract)**

04650

F. L. Estes

THE EFFECT OP INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF REACTANTS ON THE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION PRODUCTS. Atmos.
Environ. 1, (2) 159-71, Mar. 1967.

Synthetic air pollution mixtures were produced by the
irradiation of air containing nitrogen dioxide and butene-1 in
an all-glass flowing system. The percentage of but2ne-1 consumed
increased with the initial nitrogen dioxide concentration in
the range of 2.3 to,4.5 ppm. Further increase in the nitrogen
dioxide concentration led to less butene disappearance.
Atter the 'first 40-60 min of irradiation,the amount of
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butene and of nitrogen dioxide which disappeared was constant.
This observation, along with the small variations in oxidant
analysis, suggested that photochemical products were not
markedly changed with time. The amount of the reactants consumed
and the inhibition of the subsequent growth of E.coli vas a
function of the initial ratio of the reactants. A butene-nitrogen
dioxide ratio of 20 was most inhibiting. On doubling the
concentration of the reactants, the inhibition factor
doubled also. When the activity vas determined with a
glutamate substrate, the decrease in activity of glutamic
dehydrogenase was linear with time of exposure of the enzyme.
The activity of the enzyme was less inhibited In the reverse dir-
ection with an alpha-keto glutarate substrate. (Author abstract)

04701

C. A. Nau, J. Neal, and V. Stembridge

A STUDY OP THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON BLACK (I.
INGESTION). A.M.A. Arch. Ind. Health 17, 21-8, Jan. 1958.

The continuous feeding to mice of whole and extracted carbon
black in massive quantities for prolonged periods of time leads to
no detectable changes from the normal in the mice fed. Carbon
black may have an adsorbed component which can be removed by

extraction with hot benzene. The free benzene-extractable
adsorbed component when fed, mixed with dog food, to mice can and
does lead to tumor formation in the stomach of the mice. The
same results are obtained when methylcholanthrene, a carcinogen, is
fed to mice in a similar manner. Extracted carbon black can
effectively adsorb methylcholanthrene. In the adsorbed state, the
methylcholanthrene loses its carcinogenic potency.

04702

C. A. Nau, J. Neal, and V. Stembridge

A STUD/ OP THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON BLACK (II. SKIN
CONTACT). A.M.A. Arch. /nd. Health 18, 511-20, Dec. 1958.

Report covers study on skin contact with the ^whole,' carbon black,
extracted carbon black, the "free benzene extract of carbon black,
a known carcinogen, and, finally, a known carcinogen adsorbed to a
carbon black. Carbon blacks as manufactured and used produce no
observable harmful effects following skin contact. Carbon blacks
have adsorbed a component which, when free, and applied to the.skin
of mice, produces skin cancer. The adsorbed component is
ineffective as a carcinogen. Carbon blacks can adsorb effectively
knovn carcinogens such as methylcholanthrene and 3,4-benzpyrene and
by such adsorption do eliminate or reduce the carcinogenicity of
these substances.Vl

04703

C. A. Nau, J. Neal, and V. A. Stembridge

A STUDY OP THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON BLACK (III.
ADSORPTION AND ELUTION POTENTIALS; SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS).
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Arch. Environ. Health 1, 512-33, Dec. 1960.

This study deals with adsorption and elution possibilities and the
possible effects of subcutaneous or intraperitonal injection of
various channel or furnace carbon blacks. The carbon blacks used
in this study are representative of all blacks now in common use.
Their properties are well defined and reviewed. Author concludes
that neigher blood plasma nor gastric juice elutes any significant
adsorbed component when a channel or furnace black is suspended in
either medium for as long as seven days. Channel black binds
benzpyrene adsorbed artificially so firmly that it cannot be
removed completely by benzene extraction. No significant
extraction of either channel or furnace carbon black was
accomplished with gastric juice to which 10% cooking oil was added
when contact was maintained for 7 days. The subcutaneous or
intraperitoneal injection in mice of channel or furnace carbon
black leads to no significant changes from the normal. The
benzene extractives of furnace blacks when injected in oil into
mice lead to tumor formation. Carbon blacks, channel or furnace,
can adsorb and bind known carcinogens so effectively that no
tumors are produced when the adsorbed material is injected
subcutaneously.**

04705

J. Neal and R. H. Rigdon

ABSORPTION AND EXCRETION OF BENZPYRENE WHEN FED TO NICE.
Texas Rept. Biol. Ned. 22, (1) 156-64, 1964.

Benzpyrene is demonstrable spectrophotometrically in the kidney
and the liver of mice fed 20 mg. of the crystals per gram of
laboratory chow. The skin and the viscera have a blue
fluorescence. The urine likewise is blue when observed with
ultraviolet light. Benzpyrene is rapidly eliminated from the
body when food containing this hydrocarbon is discontinued, as
indicated by the absence of blue fluorescence in the skin and the
viscera, and the failure to demohstrate this hydrocarbon
spectrophotometrically in the kidney.**

04706

J. Neal, W. Thorton, and C. A. Rau

POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBON ELUTION PROW CARBON BLACK OR ROBBER
PRODUCTS. Arch. Environ. Health 4, 598-606, June 1962.

Suggestions that elution from carbon black as a component of
rubber tubing, conveyor belting, gasket or sealing materials ight
occur from contact with oils, food juice components, gastric or
intestinal juices, led to the studies of carbon black and rubber
test materials containing 10% to 20% by weight of carbon black.
The following conclusions have been drawn: There is no
significant elution of polycyclic hydrocarbons by: (a) huan
blood plasma, (b) artificial gastric juice, or (c) artificial
intestinal juice from the various types of channel or furnace
carbon blacks ade and commonly used in industry. There is no
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significant elution of polycyclic hydrocarbons from test rubber
sheets (for fatty or nonfatty foods) , prepared according to a
practical formulation obtained from a commercial rubber
fabricator, by: (a) cottonseed oil, (b) aqueous citric acid, pH,
3-85, (c) 3% aqueous acetic acid, (d) 3% aqueous sodium
bicarbonate, (e) 3% aqueous sodium chloride, (f) whole milk
(homogenized). Benzene extraction of gastric juice leads to a
spectrophotometric evaluation different from benzene extraction of
a gastric juice to which carbon black has been added. 2t appears
that carbon black removes some thing from gastric juice rather than
adds something to it. Artificial gastric juice elutes no
detectable polycyclic compounds from a channel carbon black to
which significant amounts of 3,4-benzpyrene have been added
(adsorbed), showing the extensive adsorption potential of the
carbon black.**

04708

I. M. Neiman

CARCINOGENIC CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES IN THE ENVIRONMENT.
(0 kantserogenno deistvwyushchikh khimicheskikh veshchestvakh v
okruzhayushchei srede.) Hygiene and Sanitation (Gigiena
Sanit.) 29 (12) 87-93, Dec. 1964. Russ. (Tr.)

This review of the carcinogenic substances generally present to
. some degree in man's everyday environment lists the following

examples and situations: (1) air quality and the fact that
statistics disclose that there is a greater occurrence of lung
cancer in cities than in less smoke polluted areas; (2) smoking and
the fact 3,4-benzopyrene; a carcinogen found in polluted city air,
is also to be found in cigarette smoke; (3) contamination of
foodstuffs with processing chemicals; (4) apparatus with rubber
parts which may have been stabilized with soot, which upon aging
may disintegrate and contaminate food stuffs, as in the case of
milking machines; (5) carcinogenicity of certain drugs; and (6)
hydrocarbons present in coal and petroleum. Ways of identifying
carcinogens or the carcinogenicity of a substances are discussed
and include spectrographic and biological methods.11%

04709

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

ABSORPTION AND EXCRETION OF BENZPIRENE OBSERVATIONS /N THE DUCK,

CHICKEN, MOIJSE AND DOG. Texas Rept. Biol. Ned. 21, (2)
247-61, 1963. (Presented at the Annual Meeting, American
Association for Cancer Research, Southwestern Section, New
Orleans, La., Nov. 16-17, 1962.)
Large amounts of benzpyrene crystals and/or benzpyrene suspended
in a physiologic solution of sodium chloride with a 1 per cent
solution of polysorbate 80 have been given orally to ducks,
chickenc, mice and dogs and intratracheally to ducks with no
noticeable acute injurious effect. Benzpyrene has been
demonstrated spectrophotcmetrically in the blood and bile of the
chickens and dogs and in the blood. of the duck. The presence
of this hydrocarbon in the blood ahd biles is influenced by the
interval elapsing between the injeCting of the benzpyrene and the
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time the sample vas obtained. The skin of the chicken and mouse
has a definite blue fluorescence with ultraviolet light following
oral administration of benzpyrene. The mesentery, gallbladder,
kidney and urine of the mice fluoresce. The kidney of the chicken
and duck likewise fluoresces. macroscopic observations of tissues
with ultraviolet light and photography of the specimen may be
helpful in the biological study of hydrocarbons. (Author
summary)**

04710

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

EFFECT OF FEEDING BENZO(A)PYRENE ON GROWTH OF YOUNG MICE.
Texas Rept. Biol. Med. 24, (3) 483-8, 1966.

Observations are reported on the growth of mice fed benzo(a)pyrene
before and after weaning. The average weight of litters of ice,
nursing mothers fed benzo(a)pyrene, was less than that of litters
from lactating mothers fed a normal ration. Some of the young
mice were very small, almost dwarf like. This decrease in weight
started at 10 to 12 days of age. After the young mice were weaned
and fed a standard ration, their weight continued to be lower.
This diminution in weight apparently was due to a decrease in
nutrition and not to a toxic effect resulting from
benzo(a)pyrene.**

04711

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

EFFECT OF INTRATRACHEAL INJECTION OF BENZO(A) PYRENE ON DUCKS.
Texas Rept. Biol. Med. 23, (2) 494-506, 1965.

A variety of pulmonary tumors were previously reported to have
developed in the respiratory tract of white Pekin ducks following
an intratracheal injection of methylcholanthrene. However, only
one microscopic tumor, a questionable carcinoma, occurred in a
group of 9 ducks given 200 mg of benzo(a)pyrene crystals-
intratracheally. Chronic inflammation and metaplasia did occur.
No pulmonary tuors were present in the respiratory tract of
ducks given an intratracheal injection of carbon black or carbon
black with benzo(a) pyrene absorbed. A chronic reaction frequently
occurred in the lungs when carbon black was injected
intratracheally. Two ducks injected intratracheally with 200 g
of benzo(a) pyrene developed multiple cysts in the retroperitoneal
region. Since no other ducks have been observed with similar
cysts, it is suggested that they developed as the resultof this
carcinogen. (Author summary modified) **

04712

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

EFFECTS OF FEED/NG BENZO(A)PYRENE ON FERTILITY, EMBRYOS, AND
YOUNG NICE. J. Nat. Cancer Inst. 34, (2) 297-305, Feb. 1965.
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Mice fed rations containing 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg of
benzo(a)pyrene per g of fooe absorb this hydrocarbon and develop a

blue fluorescence. Benzo(a) pyrene was demonstrated
spectrophotometrically in the kidney of some of these mice but not

in the embryos. Apparently the maximum amount of
benzo(a) pyrene that is absorbed is metabolized. Ametabolite
is responsible for the blue fluorescence. This blue fluorescence
decreases rapidly when the benzopyrene-containing ration is

discontinued. Mice do not like rations containing benzo(a)pyrene

after they have been fed standard laboratory pellets. Their

weight decreases and the weight curve correlates with the amount

of food consumed. Mice fed the ration containing 1.0 mg of
benzo(a)pyrene from weaning readily eat it and gain at the same

rate as mice fed laboratory pellets. In time mice will adjust
to eating food containing this hydrocarbon; however, cannibalism
frequently occurs when the higher concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene

are fed. This hydrocarbon in the concentrations fed these mice

had no injurious effect on fertility or on the developing embryos.

Mice fed 1.0 mg of benzopyrene per g of food for their entire

lives reproduce. No malformations were observed and, if
resorption of any embryos did occur, it was not evident.**

04713

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

FLUOSESCENCE OF CHICKENS AND EGGS FOLLOWING THE FEEDING OF

BENZPYRENE CRYSTALS. Texas Rept. Biol. Med. 21, (4) 558-66,

1963.

The skin, feathers and viscera of young chicks, fed for 6 days a

commercial ration containing 0.1 to 2.5 mg of benzpyrene per gram

of food, fluoresced blue. This blue fluorescence disappeared
within 6 days when the benzpyrene-containing food was discontinued.

Baby chicks readily ate food containing 2.5 g of benzpyrene per

gram of food and progressively gained in weight. No deaths

occurred during the 24 days they were fed the benzpyrene-containing

food. Benzpyrene apparently is absorbed from the intestines and

is metabolized within the body. This blue fluorescence may be due
either to benzpyrene or to one of its etabolites. The skin,

feathers, viscera and eggs from hens fed 0.5 and 0.1 mg of
benzpyrene per gram of fcod fluoresced a blue color. The amount

of benzpyrene fed to these chickens apparently produced no

injurious effects. All birds fed this hydrocarbon are now under

observation for the development of neoplasms.**

04714

R. H. Rigdon and J. Neal

GASTRIC CARCINOMAS AND PULMONARY ADENOMAS IN MICE FED

BENZO(A)PYRENE. Texas Rept. Biol. Med. 24, (2) 195-207,

1966.

White Swiss mice, as used in these experiments, fed commercial
laboratory pellets rarely had spontaneously occurring tumors in the

stomach but did have spontaneously occurring pulmonary adenomas.
Benmo(a)pyrene crystals, added to the commercial ration in
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concentrations of 0.25 and 1.0 mg per g of food and fed routinely
to the ice, resulted in papillomas and squamous cell carcinomas in
the first portion of the stomach and an increase in the number of
pulmonary adenomas. All the mice fed the 1.0 mg
benzo(a) pyrene-containing ration for 86 days or longer had
gastric neoplasms. Nice born of parents fed benzo(a) pyrene during
pregnancy and lactation, and fed the control ration when weaned did
not develop gastric tumors although litter mates fed benzo(a)pyrene
did. The histologic characteristics of these gastric and
pulmonary lesions were the same as desr:ribed by other
investigators. In this study no deaths were attributed to the
toxic action of benzo(a)pyrene.**

04723

R. P. Smith, A. A. Alkaitis, and P. R. Shafer

CHEMICALLY INDUCED METHEMOGLOBINEMIAS IN THE MOUSE.
Biochem. Pharmocol. 16, 317-28, 1967.

Nitrobenzene, aniline, p-aminotoluene (p-AT),
p-aminoacetophenone (p-AAP) and p-aminopropiophenone (p-APP)
have widely different activities as methemoglobin-forming agents
in mice. As assessed by circulating levels after intraperitoneal
administration, p-AT was the least potent compound of the series,
but nitrobenzene and aniline were also only weakly active evan at
lethal doses. Three hydroxylamine analogues from the above series
were all about equipotent as metheglobin-forming agents in mice.
Moreover, at a dose of 0.1 m-mole/kg each produced a transient
methemoglobinemia that was remarkably similar to that resulting
from p-APP. A methemoglobinemia with similar temporal
characteristics was also produced by o-aminophenol, but this
compound is about ten times less potent. p-Aainophenol was even
weaker, being about as active as aniline. When aniline or
nitrobenzene was given in combination with sodium nitrite,
circulating methemoglobin levels were prolonged. Such a synergism
was not seen when either was given in combination with p-APP.
Methylene blue in vivo attenuated the methemoglobinemic response
to both p-APP and nitrite. 2t was more effective, however,
against the latter, as evaluated at doses that produced equivalent
peak circulating levels. In its time pattern the effect of
nitrite was similar in vivo (intact mouse) and in vitro (mouse red
roll suspension). In contrast, methemoglobinemia produced by
phenylhydroxylamine appears to persist longer in red cells than in
the intact animal. Apparently, factors external to the red cell
,are important in terminating some kinds of induced
methemoglobinemias. (Author abstract) **

04738

A. A. Thomas

AEROSPACE TOXICOLOGICAL RESEARCH. Proc. NATO AGARD Conf.
(Paris) (2) 259-78, Sept. 1965.

The major'areas of aerospace toxicology such as propellant
toxicology, environmental pollution, and space cabin environment
are reviewed. Because of the short duration, high level, and
infrequent exposures, the industrial Threshold Limit Values are
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meaningless. The philosophy of emergency exposure assumes that no
one will be intentionally exposed to high concentrations of
propellant vapors under ordinary conditions; if there is
exposure, subjective and objective symptomatology may occur, but
pathology should be reversible and the performance of the operator
must not be impaired. Valuable information from the aerospace
toxicological research projects include: exposure data that can be
applied to community air pollution problems, new high-energy
propellants which are potential pharmacological research tools, and
a better understanding of the oxygen toxicity problem.**

04829

H. J. H. Colebatch, C. R. Olsen, and J. A. Nadel

EFFECTS OF 48/80 ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNGS. J.
Appl. Physiol. 21,(2) 279-82, Mar. 1966.

Injection of 48/80 into the right ventricle of paralyzed,
vagotomized, artificially ventilated cats increased total
pulmonary resistance (RL), end-expiratory transpulmonary pressure
and pulmonary arterial pressure and decreased pulmonary compliance
(CL), functional residual capacity, and femoral arterial
pressure. CL decreased before Rt increased; the changes were
prolonged and incompletely reversed by large inflations of the
lungs. The changes in CL and RL were similar to those
produced by right ventricular injections of histamine, and
suggest that 48/80 leads to constriction of alveolar ducts.
Premedication with polymethylene salicylic acid prevented these
effects, but mepyramine maleate, tripelennamine hydrochloride,
lysergic acid butanolamide, and heparin were not effective.
These findings are consistent with the possibility that the
48/80-induced changes depend on histamine release.

CP901

B. R. Wilson

FATE OF PESTICIDES IN THE ENVIRONMENT - A PROGRESS REPORT.
Trans. N.Y. Acad. b8sci. 28, (6) 694-705, Apr. 1966.
(Presented at a Division of Environmental Sciences Meeting,
Mar. 2, 1966.)

Pesticides can move horizontally and vertically by such eans as
leaching, erosion, and run-off and can reach areas for removed
-from the original sites of application. It is unsufficient to
know only the persistence of the parent compound: one must know the
fate of the compound until it is degraded to its simplest
components. Soil, water, fisheries, insects and plants were
selected as eventual investigative sites for pesticides. The

pesticides investigated were the following:
dichlorodiphenyltuchloroethane, cyclodiene, Malathion,
1-naphthyl N-methyl cabamate, Linuron, Diphenamid, Vernan, and
methyl N-(3,4 dichlorophenyl) carbamate. The conclusion is that
more research is needed if rational judgments on the hazards
presented by pesticides in the environment is to be adguately
analyzed.**
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0492?

R. A. Abbanat and R. P. Smith

THE INFLUENCE OF METHEMOGLOBINEMIA ON THE LETHALITY OF SOME
TOXIC ANIONS. I. Azide. Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol. 6, (5)

576-83, Sept. 1964.

The time course and extent of the methemoglobinemia induced by
intraperitoneal sodium nitrite and p-aminopropiophenone (PAPP)
have been characterized in female mice. The peak ethemoglobin
formation (34%) from sodium nitrite (75 mg/kg) is achieved in
about 40 minutes. Ccmparable levels from PAPP (15 mg/kg) are
achieved ore quickly (between 5 and 10 minutes) but decline more
rapidly to normal. Both nitrite- and PAPP-induced
methemoglobinemia afford a significant degree of protection against
poisoning by sodium azide when administered in an appropriate time
sequence. It was not possible under the same circumstances to
protect ice against death from fluoride, cyanate, thiocyanate,
selenate, or borate, although some prolongation of survival tie
was seen after fluoride. The formation of the azidemethemoglobin
complex has been demonstrated within intact mouse red blood cells,
and small amounts of the complex were identified in vivo in an
antidotal situation. It is considered important that the
protective action of methemoglobinemia has been deonstrated to
date only against established inhibitors of cytochrome oxidase.
(Author summary) **

04966L

AIR QUALITY CRITERIA FOR THE PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS. Public
Health Service, Washington, D.C., Division of Air
Pollution. Sept. 1966. 276 pp.

This document surveys published (and about to be published)
scientific information on the occurrence of photochemical oxidants

--in polluted air and the effects of those oxidants on various
receptors. On the basis of this survey, criteria are presented
for the informational use of unicipal, State, and interstate air
pollution control agencies. The sources of the photochemical
oxidants, methods of measurements, and typical atmospheric
concentrations in various communities are described. Current
information on the relationslap between the'
photochemical oxidants and eye irritation and other effects on
humans, various effects on animals and plants, effects on
aterials, and effects on visibility (haze formation) are
summarized. This review includes results of both laboratory
studies and ambient air exposure studies, and, for an, the
results of industrial and experimental exposures and the findings
of clinical and epidemiological studies. Tables summarize the
reported effects of abient photochemical smog. Supplemental
data are provided to cover the effects of pure ozone or peroxyacyl
nitrates--both important atmospheric photochemical oxidants--on
plants, animals, and humans exposed in laboratory studies by
various investigators. A bibliography at the end of the document
lists the important references reviewed in its preparation.
(Author introduction modified) **
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05176

L. G. Wayne

THE CHEMISTRY OF URBAN ATMOSPHERES (TECHNICAL PROGRESS
REPORT-VOLUME III) . Los Angeles County Air Pollution
District, Calif. Dec. 1962. 223 pp.

A major part of the research conducted by the Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Control District has been concerned with
the effects of fuel composition on smog, potencies of various

compounds as precursors of eye irritation, identification and study

of reaction products in photochemical systems, and plant bioassay

of polluted atmospheres. These studies have been supplemented by

research projects of other institutions. The objectives, methods,

and findings of such recent research in smog chemistry comprise the
subject matter of the following chapters. The status of research

dealing with eye irritation as a manifestation of photochemical

smog, including some discussion of the biometric concepts involved
in the measurement of eye irritation are discussed in Chapter 2.
Various suggestions as to the chemical identity of the eye

irritants are critically considered. Harmful effects of smog on

plants are discussed in Chapter 3. Participation of various

primary and secondary contaminants in the photochemical reactions

in smog is studied in Chapter 4. Detailed consideration is

given to the light-absorbing characteristics of primary pollutants

and the chemical consequences of light absorption. Evidence

about the development of photochemical products as secondary

pollutants is critically reviewed, with special attention to the

role and identity of a unique class of compounds, first discovered

in the course of smog research, known originally as Compound
X. A reaction catalogue has been compiled (Chapter 5) listing

the elementary reactions known or suspected to be important in the

development of photochemical smog. The experimental evidence
regarding the importance of airborne particulate matter in thel

chemistry of air pollution is reviewed in Chapter 6.11M

05231

B. P. Gurinov, V. N. Tugarinova, O. I. Vasil'yeva,

M. V. Nifontova, and L. M. Shabad

THE CARCINOGENIC PROPERTIES OF EXHAUST GAS SOOT OF MOTOR TRANS-

PORT. Gigiena i Sanit. 27, (2) 19-24, 1962. Russ. (rr.)

Translated as JPRS 13,691.)
Gigiena i Sanit. 27,(2) 19-24,1962. Russ. (Tr.) Translated as

JPRS 13,691.)

At the present time it is well knovn that in atmospheric air,
_Eroducts of incomplete combustion of fuel may be present, in which

there are carcinogenic hydrocarbons. Among them the most common

and best studied is 3,4-benzpyrene, which possesses a strong

carcinogenic effect. Among the sources of contamination of the

air with this carcinogen the exhaust gases of motor transport

occupy one of the leading places. The objects of this study were

samples of soot scraped from the inner surfaces of exhaust pipes of
automobiles with carburetor motors operating on gasoline and of

trucks with diesel motors operating on solar oil. As experipental

animals, use was made of mice of the black C587 and brown CC57

strains. Two procedures mere used: cutaneous applications and
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subcutaneous injections. Tar vas applied to the skin in a 20%
benzol solution in a dose of tvo drops in the interscapular region
over an area of one- 1.5 centimeters three times a week. The tar
applications were continued until the animals died. The results
obtained led to the conclusion that the soot of exhaust gases of
motor transport with carburetor motors possesses a blastomogenic
effect, which the same soot from diesel engines does not possess.

05238

A. I. Konstantinova, and N. D. Chertova

LUNG CANCER MORBIDITY IN RELATION TO AIR POLLUTION. Klinich.
Med. 40 (12) , 104-6 (1962) . Russ. (Tr.) (Translated as JPRS
17,523.)

In recent decades a considerable rise in the lung cancer
morbidity and mortality rates has been noted throughout the world.
A factor which plays a large role in the etiology of this disease,
is contamination of the air with dust containing carcinogenic
substances. In view of the fact that the air in the industrial
section of Ufa is contaminated with the discharges of petroleum
refineries and chemical and machine-building plants, it was decided
to study the effect of the environment upon the occurrence of lung
cancer in the clinic. Case histories of illness and statistical
data on lung cancer morbidity and ortality were studied over a
period of 10 years. The data show that the lung cancer mortality
rate among individuals over 29 years of age is higher in the
industrial section of the city.

05284

N. P. Buu-Hoi

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN CHEMICAL CARCINOGENESIS BY POLYCYCLIC
HYDROCARBONS AND RELATED HETEROCYCLES : A REVIEW. Cancer Res.
24, (9) 1511-23, Oct. 1964.

This paper is limited to the salient facts, interpretations, and
theories concerning the carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons and
their heterocyclic analogs which have been investigated within the
last decade. It comprises four parts: I. Improved Methods of
Analysis of Carcinogens and Analogous Heterocyclics; I/.
Relationships between Chemical Structure and Activity in
Principal Groups of Newly Investigated Compounds; III.
Experimental Evidence; and IV. Endogenous Biosynthesis of
Carcinogenic Hydrocarbons. Various bio-assay ethods are
discussed. Nuclear agnetic resonance spectroscopy, Rayleigh
depolarized light diffusion, and the study of complex-formation
processes give valuable inforation on the olecular properties
which can be coordinated with carcinogenic activity.
Non-condensed hydrocarbons, condensed hydrocarbons and
heterocyclic analogs without K-and L- zones, or where the
olecule's K-region is not free for biochemical interaction,
naphthacenes, hypercondensed hydrocarbons with at least 6 benzene
rings, polycyclic nitrogen copounds containing more than one
N-heteroatom are discussed with regard to carcinogenic activity.
Although there is not yet any proof that living organisms are able
to synthesize polycyclic aroatic hydrocarbons, carcinogenic or
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not, most of the reactions through which known metabolites of the
cell could in theory be converted into such hydrocarbons are
already known to occur endogenously, and others are conceivable.
Cholesterol has been considered as a possible source of
carcinogen endosynthesis. An interesting finding has been the
sarcomagenic activity of apocholic acid, a modified bile acid.**

05294

05294
C. H. Pan, J. H. Gast, and F. L. Estes

A COMPARATIVE PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF
GASEOUS AGENTS . Appl. Microbiol. 9, (1) 45-54, Jan. 1961.

(Presented at the 59th General Meeting, Society of American
Bacteriologists, St. Louis, Mo., May 1959.)

A dynamic method for comparison of the antimicrobial activities of
gaseous agents is proposed. Specially designed apparatuses for
multiple exposure and growth of organisms are described and the
validity of the method is discussed. Three gases, ethylene oxide,
methyl bromide, and formaldehyde, and five bacteria, Escherichia
coli, Bacillus cereus, Bacillus megaterium, Bacillus
licheniformis, and Staphylococcus aureus, were tested and compared
; typical data are presented to demonstrate the results.
Application of this dynamic method for the investigation of the
mechanism of action of gas sterilization is suggested.**

05298

W. V. Payne and W. C. Hueper

THE CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS OF SINGLE AND REPEATED DOSES OF 3,4-
BENZPYRENE. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc., J. 21, (5) 350-5, Oct.
1960. (Presented at the 21st Annual Meeting, American
Industrial Hygiene Association, Rochester, N.Y., Apr.
25-28, 1960.)

The aromatic hydrocarbon carcinogen 3,4-benzpyrene was
administered to mice by subcutaneous injection in a graduated
series of single and repeated monthly doses. For the smaller
single doses, the number of tumors increased and the latent period
decreased with increased amounts of benzpyrene. As the single
dose was increased further a plateau was reached and an increase
in the amount of benzpyrene did not increase the carcinogenic
effect. For repeated monthly doses, a similar plateau was not
observed in the dose range used An this experiment. Except
for the very small doses, a given total amount of benzpyrene
produced a larger percentage of tumors when it was injected in
twelve monthly doses than when it was administered in a single
injection. For 0.5 milligram, the largest dose used, the effect
vas almost threefold. For the repeated injections, there was a
longer time interval from the first injection to the first
appearance of tumors than for the single injections. At least
for mice, a given amount of carcinogen is more effective when it
is administered in small increments over a long period of tie
than when it is administered in a single dope. Canversely, it
appears that a low-level, recurring exposure to a:carcinogen is
more hazardous than a single exposure to the same total amount.
(Author summary modified)
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05304

Shabad, L. M.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE LINK BETWEEN ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION AND
LUNG CANCER. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 3, (4) 221-30, 1960

The experimental study of the carcinogenic effect of air pollution
and its role in the etiology of cancer of the lung is discussed
with particular reference to work in the USSR. The carcinogenic
hydrocarbon 3:4-benzpyrene 17.as been shown to be present in the
atmosphere and in the smoke from Rssian cigarettes. Tarry products
from air pollution have been tested by skin painting and
subcutaneous experiments in mice and malignant tumours were
obtained in about 8 per cent of cases. Adenomatous lung tumours
were also produced in mice. Earlier experiments had also shown that
painting the skins of mice with tar increased the number of lung
adenomas. Further, when the progeny of these painted animals were
themselves painted with tar, lung adenomas occurred twice as
frequently as in the parents. (Author abstract)

05372

Herrold, K. McD.

THE EFFECTS OF BENZO(A)PYRENE, CIGARETTE SMOKE CONDENSATE AND
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS ON THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OF SYRIAN
HAMSTERS. Acta Union Intern. Contre Cancer 19, (3-4) 710-4, 1963.

Benign and malignant tumors of the trachea, bronchi, and
bronchioles have been induced in Syrian hamsters following the
intratracheal instillation of benzo(a)pyrene suspended in Tween 60.
So far only atypical epithelial changes, suggestive of precancerous
lesions, have been observed with benzo(a)pyrene suspended in
distilled water. No significant changes vere noted in the animals
that received intratracheal instillation of benzo(a)pyrene
dissolved in olive oil. These findings suggest that both the
vehicle and the physical state of the carcinogen are important
factors in carcinogenesis. The intratracheal instillation of
cigarette smoke condensate and atmospheric pollutants produced
regenerative epithelial changes of the tracheogronchial mucosa.
These lesions included basal cell hyperplasia, and peribronchial
and peribronchiolar proliferation. Atmospheric pollutants often
induced extensive adenomatous proliferation that involved large
areas of the lung. No tumors of the respiratory tract have been
induced with cigarette smoke condensate or atmospheric pollutants.
(Author summary)

051418

G. J. Stopps and M. McLaughlin

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING OF HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO SOLVENT
VAPORS. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 28 (1) , 43-50 (Feb.
1967).

The purpose of the experiments reported here was to assemble
tests...sensitive enough to measure changes in psychophysiological
functions in human subjects exposed to low concentrations of
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solvent vapors. Four concentrations of trichloroethylene were
studied, ranging from the 1965 threshold limit value of 100 pp
upward to 500 ppa. Results shoved no significant effect of 10 0
ppm of trichloroethylene on psychomotor performance; however,
there was a progressive decline in performance with increasing
trichloroethylene levels at higher concentrations. Similar
experiments were performed using Freon-1 13 (1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-
trifluoroethane) in concentyitions rangin fro 1500 ppm to 450 0
ppm. No significant effect c.` Freon-11 3 on psychomotor
performance was seen at 1500 ppm, but slight deterioration appeared
at 2500 ppm, and progressively higher concentrations resulted in an
increasing decrement in performance. (Author abstract)**

0 5639

G.W. Griffith

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION AND LUNG CANCER. Cancer Progr. 86-94,

1963.

Correlation between the incidence of lung cancer and the
concentration of air pollutants in Wales, England, United
States, U.S.S.R., Denmark, Norway and Iceland is presented,
the air pollutant being 3,4-benzpyrene. The contribution of air
pollution to mortality rates in urban and nonurban areas, sokers
versus nonsmokers is discussed. It is concluded that removing
the 'urban' factor in the five ain cities of South Africa
without alteration of smoking reduces the mortality in these cities
by only ten percent.**

05650.

Amdur, N. 0.

HAZARDS TO HEALTH (AIR POLLUTION AND HUMAN HEALTH-CHRONIC BIOLOGIC
EFFECTS). New Engl. J. Fled. 266, 555-6, Aar. 1 5, 1962.

The effects of air pollution as a respiratory ailment are reviewed.
Pollutants Aound in urban atmospheres (sulfur dioxide, benz(a)
pyrene, ozone and carcinogenic substances) are the principles
discussed. It is conjectured that various irritants present in
urban atmospheres may also enhance the potency of even very small
amounts of carcinogenic substances. Sone irritants decrease the
rate of ciliary activity in the respiratory tract, thus interfering
with one of the mechanisms that normally remove inhaled particulate
natter from the airways, and chronic irritative damage to the
epithelial lining of the airvays could render it more susceptible
to the action of carcinogens.

0 5680

E. R. barley, J. T. Middleton, and N. J. Garber

PLANT DAMAGE AND EYE IRRITATION PROM OZONE-HYDROCARBON REAC-
TIONS. Agr. Food Chem. 8, (6) 483-5, Dec. 1960. (Presented
at the 136th Meeting, American Chemical Society, Atlantic
City, N. J., Sept. 1959.)
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Gas phase reaction products of several ozone-hydrocarbon ixtures,
including mono-olefins, a diolef in, and aromatics, were assessed
for their relative ability to damage pinto bean plants and to
irritate eyes. Plant damage vas obtained from all reactions whose
products, after cleavage at the double bond, contained three or
ore carbon atoms; ozone reactions with propylene and 2-butene
produced no phytotoxicant. Injury was markedly reduced by
attaching a methyl group at the double bond of a straight-chain
olefin; however, there vas no difference in injury between cis- and
trans- forms of a given olefin. None of the reactions irritated
eyes above that amount reported for clean, carbon-filtered air.**

05720

R. J. Johnson

SECONDARY ANEMIA AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HYDROGEN COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS (CASE REPORT). Ann Allergy 23, 148-50, Mar. 1965.

This case report presents data on an individual who demonstrated
susceptibility to hydrocarbon fuel with its combustion products
fio a- domestic gas furnace. This case also points out that the
cause of a symptom-complex of weakness, fatigue, palpitation,
faintness, etc., may not be an either-or situation, but can be
caused by both the medical entity of anenia and the allergic
entity of extreae susceptibility to the chemical environment; in
this case, to hydrocarbon fuel. The intensity of patient 's
symptos did not correlate with the degree of patient's anemia and
tended to worsen as the winter wore on. They were dramatically
alleviated by separating patient's from the airborne chemicals and
recurred when she was re-exposed to hydrocarbon fuel in her hone.
Nevertheless, patient's anemia was not cured and patient's did not
completely recover from the subjective symptoms until hysterectony
cured menorrhagia. 1111

05729

Rylin, B., Sunegi, I., and Yllner, S.

HEPATOTOXICITY OF INHALED TRICHLOBOETHILENE AND TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
LONG-TERM EXPOSURE. Acta Pharmacol. Tozicol. (Copenhagen) 22, 379-
85, 1965.

The hepatotoxicity of trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethylene,
was_studied. in nice submitted to long-tern exposure by inhalation.
Duration of exposure was four hours daily for six lays a week over
periods of one, tvo, four and eight weeks. Effects on the liver
were evaluated by histological examination and determination of
extractable liver fat. The ost conspicuous histologicza change
consisted ot fatty degeneration. with trichloroethylene this
lesion was slight even at a concentration of 1,600 ppm, but vith
tetrachloroethylene it vas massive at as little as 200 ppm.. Neither
liver cell necrosis nor cirrhosis was discernible. On the basis of
these findings the hygienic threshold for tetrachloroethylene is
discussed. (Authors) summary)
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05737

Plastromatteo, E.

RECENT OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH EXPERIENCES IN ONTARIO. .7. Occupational
Med. (Ottawa) . (Presented at the American Industrial Health
Conference, Bal .Harbour, Fla., Apr. 1965.). 7(10) :502-511,

Oct. 1965.

Industrial exposure to several toxic agents is reveiwed and case
histories are given. Included are mercury exposure in chlor-alkali
plants, electrical outdoor advertising, the hat industry, and the
treating of grain seed with an organic mercurial fungicide;
asbestos insulation and the manufacture of brake linings and clutch
faces; exposure to toluene didiisocyanate and a curing agent for
isocyanate-containing polymers; furfuryl alcohol exposure; illess
associated with urethane foam manufacture; and respiratory
sensitization in a rubber industry.

05790

H. A. Young

HEALTH HAZARDS OF ELECTROPLATING. .7. Occupational Ned.
(Ottawa) 7, (7) 348-52, July 1965.

In the electroplating industry, materials utilized, gases and
vapors evolved, and procedures applied are s,ch as to
warrant concern with respect to personal injuries and occupational
diseases. Offending agents characteristic of this industry are
chromic acid and mineral acids; the metals cadmium, lead, nickel,
and arsenic; and such gases and vapors as arsine, hydrogen,
hydrocyanin, cyanide, and trichloroethylene. A continuing
requirement in the operation of an electroplating plant is the
avoidance of mixing acid and cyanide solutions. The disposal of
some plating plants wastes may require special treatment prior to
their discharge into public sever systes. (Author summary

modified)IS

05819

Schuck, E. A. and N. A. Renzetti

EYE IRRITATIONS FORMED DURING PHOTOOXIDATION OP HYDROCARBONS IN
THE PRESENCE OE OXIDES OF NITROGEN. (.7. Air Pollution Control
Assoc.) 10 (1), 389-92 (Oct. 1960). (Presented at the 53rd An-
nual Conference, Air Pollution Control Association, Cincinna-
ti, Ohio, flay 22-26, 1960.)

Individual hydrocarbons were irradiated with near-ultraviolet light
jp the presence of nitrogen dioxide. Two products of the
photooxidations, formaldehyde and acrolein, were found to b. eye
irritents and to account for the ajority of the observed eye
irritation found in the photooxidized systems studied. At the
concentrations present in the photooxidized mixtures, epoxidos,
most aldehydes, ketones, nitrites, ketene, ozone, alkyl nitrates,
and acyl nitrates were not eye irritants. Terminal olefins in
general led to the greatest amounts of irritation. Internal
olefins were of lesser importance in the formation of eye irritants
in spite of their rapid rates of reaction. Saturates did not
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contribute to eye irritation because of their slow rates of
reaction. (Author summary modified)

05882

THE HEALTH HAZARDS OF COMMUNITY AIR POLLUTION. (Senate
Committee on Public Works, Washington, D.C., Subcomrittee
on Air and Water Pollution, June 7, 1966.) 64 pp.

In testimony before the Senate Special Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution on June 7, 1966, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare said: "There is no doubt
that air pollution is a contributing factor to the rising
incidence of chronic respiratory diseases - lung cancer,
emphysema, bronchitis, and asthma." This summary of the results
of scientific studies of air pollution and human health
provides documentation of the Secretary's statement. The topics
covered are: lung cancer, chronic bronchitis (and associated
respiratory diseases), effects on laboratory animals,
radioactibe materials, sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, oxides
of nitrogen and other facets of the ill effects of air pollution.
There are one hundred sixty one (161) references.**

05949

G. I. Solomin

HYGIENIC EVALUATION OF DINYL AS AN ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTANT.
(In: Limits of allowable concentrations of atmospheric
pollutants. Book 6.) U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 9. pp. 82-92. (1962).
Russ. (Tr.)

Results of odor perception study conducted with 15 persons
indicated that the concentraticn of threshold dinyl vapor odor
perception vas 0.06 g/cu.m. and that the concentration of
threshold dinyl reflex effect on eye sensitivity to light was 0.04
mg/cu.m. The concentration of threshold dinyl electrocortical
conditioned reflex formation was 0.03 mg/cu.m., and the
subthreshold concentration was 0.01 mg/cu.m. The maximal single
allowable dinyl vapor concentration for atmospheric air should
not exceed 0.01 mg/cu.m. Dinyl concentrations of 10 and 0.2
mg/cu.m. under conditions of chronic vapor inhalation elicited
changes in the muscle antagonist's chronaxy in white rats. Rate
of coproporphyrin elimination with the urine was lowered in rats
which chronically inhaled 10 and 0.2 g/cu.m. of dinyl vapor.
Prolonged inhalation of air containing 10 mg/cu.m. of dinyl
lowered cholinesterase activity, while inhalation of 0.2 mg/cu.m.
under similar conditions enhanced cholinesterase activity.
Inhalation of air containing 10 and 0.2 mg/cu.m. by rats increased
the number of leucocytes and decreased the number of lymphocytes.
Chronic 24-hour inhalation by rats of air containing 0.01 mg/cu.m.
of dinyl vapor for a period of 70 days had no effect on the rats'
functional activities noted in rats inhaling air having higher
dinyl vapor concentrations. The limit of average 24-hour dinyl
vapor concentration in atmospheric air could be the sam as the
limit of maximal single concentration, i.e. 0.01 mg/cu.m.
Sanitary clearancirzones surrounding capronic plants which
discharge up to 6 ton of dinyl per month.should not be lss than
800 s wide.10
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05954

Shen, L.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE HYGIENIC EVALUATION OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR
POLLUTION WITH STYROL. (In: Limits of allowable concentrations of
atmospheric pollutants. Book 7.) U.S.S.R. Literature on Air
Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 9. pp. 155-68.
(1963). Russ. (Tr.)

The results obtained from the hygienic evaluation of atmospheric
styrol showed the following: (1) The concentration of threshold
styrol vapor odor perception in ost sensitive persons was 0.02 g/
cu.m, and the subthreshold non-perceptible concentration was 0.01
g/cu.m.; (2) The threshold effect on reflex changes in eye
sensitivity to light in response to styrol inhalation was the same
as the threshold of odor perception, namely 0.02 mg/cu.n.; (3) The
threshold styrol concentration capable of forming lectrocortical
reflexes was 0.005 mg/cu.m.; and (4) The recommended limit of
allowable single styrol concentration in atmospheric air was 0.003
g/cu.m. Rats exposed to continuous 70 days inhalation of air

containing 50 and 0.05 mg/cu.m. of styrol vapor showed disturbed
muscle antagonists chronaxy ratios, a lowered coproporphyrin
elimination vith the urine, enhanced blood cholinesterase activity,
increased numbers of leucocytes and nonocytes and reduced number of
erythrocytes, also some histopathologic changes of the internal
organs. Inhalation of air containing 0.003 mg/cu.m. of styrol under
similar experimental conditions had no effect on any of the above
mentioned indexes. Sanitary examination of the atmospheric air in
the vicinity of a chemical plant producing polystyrol clearly
indicated that styrol vapor air pollution extended over
considerable distances from the plant and that only at 500 m from
the source of pollution was the styrol concentration in the
atmospheric air below the proposed limit of its allowable
concentration.

06003

P. J. Lawther

BRONCHIAL CARCINOMA, AIR POLLUTION, SMOKING, AND LUNG CANCER.
Trans. Med. Soc. London 81, 158-60 (1965).

Im 1960 about 200 deaths in England and Vales were reported as
being due to lung cancer; last year more than 26,000 people died
of the disease in England. This dramatic rise in prevalence,.
though most regrettable, has furnished research persons with clues
concerning the etiology of the disease and has made it possible to
discard sone unsatisfactory answers. There would seem to be good
reason to blame urban air pollution for lung cancer but there are
insurmountable objections to the complete acceptance of this
hypothesis. Morever,'a massive survey in the U. S. has revealed
an urban/rural gradient in lung cancer mortality among nom-smokers.
This fact would indicate that an urban factor is operating but
whether this is real or merely reflects the existence of better
diagnostic facilities and greater clinical skill in towns has yet
to be decided. Although the fumes of diesel engines have come
under suspicion as a carcinogenic agent, there appears no sound
evidence that populations exposed by virtue of occupation to sore
than average concentrations of petrol exhaust products suffer
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especially from lung cancer. Also under suspicion are automotive
exhausts from gasoline engines and various industrial emissions.
It is suggested not to ignore such potent "new', carcinogens as
asbestos or the possibility of synergism between air pollution and
cigarette smoke and other co-carcinogens.00

06004

. Lijinsky and P. Shubik

THE DETECTION OF POLTCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN LIQUID SMOKE
AND SONE FOODS. Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol. 7, (2) 337-43,
Mar. 1965.

The present study was undertaken to investigate the possible
occurrence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in a variety of
aterials commonly occurring in the environment of man. Clearly

the investigation has concerned only a small part of the total
problem. Since the use of liquid smoke is now superseding the
ancient chimney method, it was thought desirable to investigate
the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon content of liquid smoke and
to determine whether any carcinogens vere present that might
enter the food treated with it. A saaple of bacon (prepared in
a smoke oven) vas analyzed, in addition to smoked salmon and
Icelandic smoked haddock. In view of the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons found in commercial solvents it vas of interest
to examine some oils and fats used as food, since solvents are
commonly used in oil and fat processing. A sample of a vegetable
oil and of a solid hydrogenated fat vas examined. Finally,
because polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons occur in air pollutants,
it is conceivable that some of these enter drinking water by
falling into reservoirs. Lake Michigan is one such open source
of drinking water, and a sample of this was analyzed for polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons. The analyses of these materials involved
variants of the analytical methods for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons in use for aany years in these laboratories. The
aromatic materials were concentrated by extraction and solvent
partition, the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were separated by
chromatography and identified and estimated by absorption
spectrometry. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were absett from
the water and vegetable oils, but were present in bacon, smoked
salmon, smoked haddock, and liquid smoke at concentrations of the
order of parts per billion. Traces of the carcinogen
benzo(a)pyrene were present in smoked salmon and smoked haddock,
but no carcinogens were detected in bacon or in the two samples of
liquid smoke examined.le

06017

R. A. Schneider, C. E. Schmidt, and J. P. Costiloe

RELATION OF ODOR FLOW RATE AND DURATION OF STIMULUS INTENSITY
N EEDED FOR PERCEPTION. J. Appl. Physiol. 21 (1), 10-4 (Jan.
1966). (Presented at the Annual Meeting, Federation of
American Societies tor Experimental Biology, Atlantic City,
Y. J., Apr. 10, 1965.)

To ascertain the influence stimulus flow rate and duration of
olfactory perception of n-butane in nitrogen, thresholds were
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measured in eight adults for 16 combinations of 4 flow rates (10,
20, 40, BO ml N2/sec) and 4 durations (0.25, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.00

sec). Expressed as total amount of odorant, thresholds were
highest at the fastest flow rates and longest durations.
Expressed as concentration of odor, thresholds were highest at the
slowest flow rate and shortest durations. Analysis of variance
showed that flow rate and duration separately and flow duration
interaction significantly contributed to the observed variance.
It was concluded that the critical condition for perception is
that sufficient odor molecules strike the end organ within a given
period of time and that this condition could be defined as a
critical intranasal odor rate or as a critical intranasal
concentration. (Author abstract)**

06099

R. J. Bryan

INSTRUMENTATION FOR AN AMBIENT AIR ANIMAL EXPOSURE PROJECT.

J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 13 (6) , 254-65, June 1963.

(Presented at the 55th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution
Control Association, Chicago, Ill., May 20-24, 1962.)

A comprehensive physiological study on the problem of air
pollution from automobile exhaust was started by the
University of Southern California under a contract with the
U.S. Public Health Service. Several different types
of experimental animals, including mice, rats, guinea pigs, and
rabbits, were to be exposed at four separate locations
in the Los Angeles Basin. In determining the possible
biological effects of automobile-related air pollution on test
aniamals, the planned studies included those for cancer, lung
function, blood analysis, enzyme determinations, and tissue
tests. The animals were divided into 2 groups, one being
supplied untreated ambient air, and the other purified air
for a control. All other environmental conOitions were
designed to be as nearly identical as possible. The design
of facilities, including ambient air room ventilation and control
room air purification systems, is discussed. In the design of
facilities, the most important problem encountered was that of
existing limitations on air purification systems. The
experimental design concept used in this project called for no
alteration of the breathing air provided to control animals
except for the removal of air contaminants. It was not
possible to provide such a system in which removal of CO, lower
molecular weight hydrocarbons, and NO, could be
accomplished effectively. Experience to date, however, indicates
that the air purification system.selected does remove 03, higher
molecular weight hydrocarbons, 102, and filterable black
aerosols quite effectively. The conclusions to date are
limited. However, it is concluded that additional design
and evaluation projects are necessary in order to improve
ventilation and air purification equipment design for
environmental exposure projects.SS

06163

G. T. Smith

SMOG - ITS ORIGIN. Rocky Mt. Med. J. 64, (3) 55-8, Mar. 1967
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Volatile materials produced by vegetation may be responsible for
smog as well as man-made products. It has been calculated that
one billion tons of volatile organic substances (terpenes) are
released per year by vegetation over the surface of the earth.
Throughout the world the terpenes are present in the air at con-
centrations of 2 to 20 parts per billion. It has been postulated
that the dissipation of terpenes passes through the same cycle
as that of gasoline vapors in producing a pollution haze. These
blue hazes are seen especially in the mountain and desert regions
in the U.S. There is some evidence to suggest that these
terpenes may be toxic. In Reno, Nevada there vas a close
correlation between the occurrence of asthma attacks and the con-
centration of terpenes in the air as determined by monitoring with
a gas chromatograph. White rats exposed to 40-60 parts per
million of alpha terpene became lethargic in 10 min. Symptoms
progressed through agitation, staggering, and finally convulsions
in 25 min with death in 30 min. At autopsy, the rats had focal
loss ot tracheal aucosa, pulmonary edema, and cerebral edema. The
adult guinea pigs weighing more than the rats died on the first
exposure in 35 to 45 min. The pilot study showed that alpha
pinene is toxic in high concentrations to both htizans and labora-
tory animals. The investigation is being continued to study the
long term effects of lower concentrations found in nature to
determine if pulmonary lesions are produced by prolonged exposure.*

06196

Rector, D. D., B. I. Steadman, R. A. Jones, and J.
Siegel

EFFECTS ON EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS OF LONG-TERM INHALATION EXPOSURE TO
MINERAL SPIRITS. Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol. 9(2):257-268, Sept.
1966. 18 refs.

A series of short-term repeated and long-term continuous inhalation
studies were conducted with a widely used Navy paint thinner
(mineral spirits) at concentrations ranging from 114 to 1353 mg/
cu.m. Guinea pigs exposed continuously for 90 days to 363-1271 mg/
cu.m. showed mortality rates ranging from 27 to 79%. Hematologic,
biochemical, and pathological studies failed to reveal changes that
might account for these deaths. On the basis of theme studies a 90-
day tentative guideline for submarines has been established at 40
mg/cu.m. for mineral spirits containing 15-20% aromatic
hydrocarbons. (Authors' summary)

06219

J. N. Spencer

PESTICIDE POISONING: THE INSECTICIDES. S. Dakota J. Med.
20, (2) 25-9, Mar. 1967.

The purpose of this paper was not to present a comprehensive
review of insecticide intoxication, but to emphasize that with
prompt and adequate therapy, an uneventful recovery may be
anticipated. The insecticides and especially the organic
phosphates and the chlorinated hydrocarbons are highly toxic and
frequently are the cause of poisoning in man and animals. With
the large number of pesticides sold under a variety of trade names,
the diversity of their toxicology, and the multiplicity of their
symptoms, the physician may be confused when called upon to
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diagnose a case of insecticide poisoning. The two classes of
pesticides commonly involved in poisoning are organophosphates and
the chlorinated hydrocarbons. The typical reaction of the
organo-phosphates is an anticholinesterase action which vith an
early diagnosis can be treated by prompt administration of
atropine and pralidoxime. The chlorinated hydrocarbons-offer less
hazard to man than the organophosphates. There are no specific
antidotes for poisoning from the chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides. The treatment is symptomatic and supportive. In
addition to the actual treatment of the poisoning, the patient's
exposure should be terminated and the attending personnel should be
protected. In a well-ventilated area, ordinary surgical gloves
should control the hazard. All contaminated clothing should be
removed and the patient washed with generous amounts of soap and
water to which washing or baking soda may be added. When recovery
has been attained and no sequelae have been noted, the patients
usually show no further complications.811

06266

R. R. Rigdon

PULMONARY NEOPLASMS PRODUCED BY NETHYLCHOLANTHIENE IN THE WHITE
PERIN DUCK. Cancer Res. 21(4), 571-4 (May 1961).
(Presented at the Pan-American Medical Association Meeting,
Mexico City, May 2-11, 1960.)

Many neoplasms occurred in the respiratory tract of vhite Pekin
ducks following one intratracheal injection of methylcholanthrone
suspended in a 1.0% aqueous solution of polysorbate 80. No tumors
occurred when only polysorbate vas injected. The histologic type
of the tumors varied. Some vere neurofibromas, and others were
ganglioneuromas, hemagioman, squamous cell-like carcinomas,
adenocarcinomas, vhereas still others were unclassified types of
neoplasms. Frequently a single tumor shoved a variety of
histologic patterns. No metastases occurred. The first tumor
vas found 56 days after the injection of the carcinogen.
Fluorescence studies shoved the distribution of methylcholanthrene
in the respiratory tract. Methylcholanthrene crystals persisted
in the tract for long periods. This technic appears to be very
satisfactory for the production of neoplasms in the
respiratory tract of the duck. (Author summary)418

06268

Shabad, L. N., L. N. Pylev, and T. S. Kolesnichenko

IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL RETENTION OF CARCINOGENIC AGENT IN
PATHOGENESIS OF LUNG CANCER (EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION).
Federation Proc., Transl. Suppl. 24(4):T717-T720, Aug.
1965. (Translation of: Vopr. Onkol. (Moscow) (Probless of
Oncology) 10, (6) 65-72, 1964.)

Experiments were designed to study the elimination from the lung
of 3,4-benzpyrene with repeated administration of suspensions of
varied composition. Use vas made of 280 random-bred rata of both
sexes (138 males and 142 females), aged about 3 months aad weighing
80-100 9. The amount of benzpyrene detectable in the lungs 24 br
after a single administration of the substance in physiological
saline was somewhat lss than after administration of benzpyreme
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vith India ink and colloidal intusin. Three days after
administration with India ink and colloidal infusin, the amount
of benzpyrene retained in the lungs was nearly 12 times the anoant
remaining after administration in physiologic saline. After.5
days a difference vas noted betveen the results of adinistration
of benzpyrene with India ink and colloidal infusin and the
administration of this substance vith each of these ingredients
separately. A distinct relationship is noted betveen repetition
of administrations and the accumulation of benzpyrene in the lung.
With repeated administrations, there is evidently further
extension of inflammatory processes in the lung tissue, and the
latter acquire a chronic character with corresponding
exacerbations, vhich may be conducive to retention of the
carcinogen in the lung tissue. Therefore the decisive factor in
the retention of benzpyrene in the lung tissue is the nature,
combination and, probably, the quantity of the absorbent factors,
The greatest deposition of benzpyrene vas seen folloving its
adinistration vith India ink and colloidal infusin jointly,
vhereas its administration vith either of these ingredients
separately or with physiologic saline did not achieve this nd.1111

06329

H. Honma and E. H. Kavasaki

THERMAL DEGRADATION OF POLYNERIC MATERIALS. II. TOXICITY
EVALUATIONS OF SONE GASES EVOLVING ?NOM EPON 828 * LP 33
COMPOSITE POLYMER (TECHNICAL REPT.). Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., Wissile and Space Div. (1961).
36 pp. (Rept. LMSC-800894.)

CFSTI, DDC: . AD 263270

A toxicological evaluation of S02, CO2, and 02S
originating from the epoxy-polysulfide polymer is discussed in
detail. The evaluation is further xtendd to a ralistic cas
in which the laboratory data are extrapolated to 100 lb of polymer
pyrolyzing at different temperatures (150, 250, 350, 450 C) into
a constant air volume of 90,000 cubic feet. The concentration
levels for these gases are shovn at selcted significant time
intervals. Currently available threshold limit values for an
8-hour day are used for compariton in the assessent of the
toxicity hazard. Based on the evaluation infornation,
epoxy-polysulfide polymer does not present a hazard belov 150 C.
Sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide bacons problematic at 250 C
where a definite toxicological trend is stablishd. Beyomd this
teperature tho threshold limit values ar rapidly exceeded by the
sulfur gases, but carbon dioxide because of its high huan
tolerance presents only a arginal problem. Similar valuations
of the hydrocarbon gases (considered only hazardous and not toxic)
are possible by calculations from the gas composition tables.1111

06383

Epstein, S. S.

CARCINOGENICITY OF ORGANIC EXTRACTS OP UTROSPHERIC POLLUTANTS.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. (Presented at the 60th
Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Clveland, Ohio, Jane 11-16, 1967, Paper 67-81).
17(11):728-729, Nov. 1967.
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The carcinogenicity of atmospheric pollutants can be demonstrated
by chemical or biological methods. Chemical methods depend on the
identification and measurement of known carcinogens, such as
benzo((a))pyrene (BaP), in extracts of atmospheric pollutants.
The value of chemical approaches is limited as various pollutant
fractions, e.g., the oxyneutral or basic, contain undefined
carcinogens; additionally, chemical techniques cannot predict the
probability of in vivo interactions between various pollutant
components or of enhanced carcinogenicity due to promoting agents

such as phenols. Biological ethods for demonstrating
carcinogenicity are generally based on repeated skin painting or
subcutaneous injection of pollutant extracts in mice. Harked
variation in the carcinogenicity of organic extracts from various
urban sites, incidentally vith low activity in Los Angeles, has

been noted. In addition to BaP, the role of other carcinogens
in crude organic extracts is now generally accepted. Evidence for
this includes, tumor production by BaP-free pollutants such as
aliphatic aerosols of a synthetic smog and by aliphatic and
oxygenated fractions of organic extracts, lack of parallelism
betveon carciaogenicity of organic extracts and their IMP
concentrations, and finally by the pattern and ultiplicity of
tumors developing following injection of pollutant extracts in

infant mice. Recent indirect evidence, based on the photodynamic
assay has incriminated di-alkylated benz((c))acridines and
7H-benz((de))-anthracene-7-one as the probable major polycyclic
carcinogens in basic and oxygenated fractions, respectively.
Definitive identification of organic carcinogens in atmospheric
pollutants, inter alia, depends on the availability of adequate
amounts of organic extracts, their fractions and sub-fractions,
approxisately 10 kg of atmospheric particulates are required to
produce a 10 g sample of the basic fraction, and in correlated
chemical and biological investigations.00

061496

H. R. Rolfe, V. F. Durham, and J. F. Armstrong

HEALTH HAZARDS OF THE PESTICIDES ENDRIN AND DIELDRIN (HAZARDS
IN SONE AGRICULTURAL USES IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST). Arch.
Environ. Health 6 (4), 458-64 (Apr. 1963).

Studies were carried out to determine the health hazards
associated with endrin and dieldrin, under conditions of some of

their agricultural uses in the Pacific Northwest. Dermal
exposure of spray-egnipment operators was determined by exposing
absorbent alpha-cellulose pads on various parts of their bodies for
one or more complete cycles of spraying or dusting. Contamination
of hands vas measured either by rinsing in alcohol in a
polyethylene bag or by swabbing with alcohol-impregnated gauze
swabs. Respiratory exposure was estimated from the contamination
of filter pads of respirators worn during pesticide application
operations. The calculated exposure to endrin vhile dusting
potato tields was 1.8% of a toxic dose per hour of exposure.
While spraying endrin on orchard cover crops for mouse control,
and while spraying dieldrin on pear orchards, the calculated
exposure was only 0.2% and 0.3% of a toxic dose per hour,
respectively, for each of the operations. Although these studies
of acute exposure do not indicate that the workers studied were
contaminated with amounts of endrin approaching the toxic levl,
the fact that the compound 13 stored in body fat must be taken isto
account 1,11 evaluating the hazard of repeated exposures. (Author

summary moditied)Ot
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06600

Bils, R. F. and J. C. Romanovsky

ULTRASTRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS OF ALVEOLAR TISSUE OF NICE. II.
SYNTHETIC PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG. Arch. Environ. Health, 14(6):
844-858, June 1967. 15 refs.

The possibility of using artificial photochemical smog was
investigated. Male A-strain ice were exposed for three hours to
previously irradiated synthetic atmospheres which initially
contained propylene, nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, and water
vapor to simulate the oxidant concentration produced during a heavy
smog peak. The lungs of these treated mice showed a pattern of
ultrastructural alterations of alveolar tissue similar to that
of tissues in heavy natural smog. Wall cell laellar bodies
generally increased in size and number in exposed 8-month-old ice,
but only temporarily. Delaying death only 12 hours allowed the
lungs to return to normal. Some permanent changes seemed to occur
in exposed respiratory tissue of 15-month-old ice. Reasonably
good recovery of smog-disrupted alveolar and capillary lining
cells took place, but few wall cells remained. More extensive
disorganization of wall cell cytoplasm and disruption of lining
embranes occurred when the 20-month-old mice breathed the
synthetic smog and delayed death allowed further damage and
revealed cell debris in the alveoli. Since the synthetic smog
produces cytological effects similar to the heavy Los Angeles
smog, it ray prove to be a useful tool in further studies
concerning the effects of photochemical smog on biological systems.

06640

M. C. Battigelli, R. J. Mannella, and T. F. Hatch

ENVIRONMENTAL AND CLINICAL INVESTIGATION OF WORKMEN EXPOSED TO
DIESEL EXHAUST IN RAILROAD ENGINE HOUSES. Ind. Ned. Surg., 33,
121-4 (Mar. 1964).

Within the limits of exposure-to diesel exhaust products, of
locomotive repairmen in three representative railroad engine houses
over a period up to 15 years (average duration of 10 years), 210
workers (average age -- 50 years) did not show any significant
difference in pulmonary function performance from a group of 154
railroad yard workers (average age -- 50 years) of comparable job
status but without history of exposure to diesel exhaust products.
Environmental studies in two engine houses revealed levels of
exposure to several known constituents of diesel exhaust which wer
well within the tolerable limits of these substances considered as
separate agents. These low values support the negative edical
and physiological findings. In contrast, this investigation
suggests bigher frequency of respiratory complaints, physical
exaination of abnormalities of the chest, and decreased pulmonary
function and performance of cigarette smokers compared to
non-smokers regardless of occupation. (Authors' summary)11
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06663

fA. P. Rusinova

BENZENE AND ITS HOMOLOGUES AS POISONS IN ELECTRICAL WINDING AND
INSULATION PLANTS U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 7, 176-81, 1962.
(Gigiena Trude i Prof. Zabolevaniya) 1, (1) 20-4, 1957
Translated from Russian.

CYSTI: 62-11103

The air of winding and insulation department of the plant
investigated contained benzene and its homologues in concentrations
exceeding the allowable limits. Most unfavorable operations were:
application of adhesives to micanite on tables manually and their
loading into the drying ovens; insulation and lacquering of
windings; brush coating of pole coils; and finally, washing and
cleaning various finished products. Unsatisfactory labor
conditions produced occupational poisoning with aromatic
hydrocarbons among the women vorkers, with symptons of typical
blood picture changes and nervous system disturbances. A stale
of susceptibility occurred to some common non-occupational dil-
eases, as was shown by increase in the morbidity of such diseases
in woman with toxic symptoms as compared with the control womem.

06680

Hervy B. Elkins

EXCRETORY AID BIOLOGIC THRESHOLD LIMITS. As. Ind. Hyg.
Assoc. J., 28(e):305-314, July-Aug. 1967. 27 refs.
"The Industrial Hygienist today recognizes that the peril
incurred by the inhalation of harmful dust is a function of two
variable factors - the degree of harmful exposure and the specific
susceptibility of the exposed individual to ... injury." The
preceding statement was :made by DOD Cummings in a paper published
in 1938. The following year he repeated a suggestion he had
discussed previously. "...It is also suggested that for each
hazardous industrial dust two limiting concentrations should be
established. The first, to be designated as the primary
threshold, should express that concentration of dust in which a
healthy man may be e !ploy ea for a working lifetime without
incurring a disabling injury. The second, to be designated as
the secondary threshold, should express that concentration of dust
in which a healthy man will inevitably contract silicosis if
regularly employed for many years." Practically all
industrial hygienists presently pay lip service to the principle
stated in the first of these statements. The suggestion in the
second statesent has been only half adopted. Threshold netts,
so-called, or under a different nase, have been prepared for over
400 industrial hazards by various organizations in this country and
abroad. There seems to be some confusion outside, if not within,
the profession, however, over wheEher these values correspond to
the primary or secondary limits. Certainly, when the observation
that one or two workers can endure concentrations well above the
Threshold Limit Value for a few months, without obvious ill
effects, leads to the conclusion that the threshold limit is too
low, it would seem that the observer has the secondary
threshold in find, rather than the primary one. The only
biologic fluid finding much application for exposure tests is
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blood; limited use has been made of biopsy specimens of lung,

skin and fat, but these are not very practical for periodic

sampling. The excretory products most frequently analyzed are

urine and breath; sweat, the cther major excrgtion product, is sot

well adapted for exposure tests.5*

06710

J. Jagatic, B. E. Inbnitz, B. C. Godwin, and N. W.

Veiskopf

TISSUE RESPONSE TO MRAPERITONEAt ASBESTOS WM PRELIBINABT

REPORT 011' ACUTE TOXICITY 0? ASBESTOS IA RICE. Preprint

(1967).

The use of asbestos fibers exposed to a high temperature and

injected into the experimental animals produced a high degree of

toxicity, resulting in sixty per cent nottality. This experiment

gives further support to the general concensns that asbestos

produces fibrosis. Tissue in contact with asbestos needles not

only produced fibrosis, but a special and peculiar type which is

proliferative, granulonatons and invasive. It cannot be doubted

that tissue behaves differently around asbestos fibers than it does

around foreign body granulomas. /t is lot the intention of tbis

article to theorize as to how or why asbestos powders produce

fibroblastic proliferation or malignancies; these questions are

under investigation, utilizing tissue culture techniques. The

acute toxicity of heated asbestos observed was very unusual.

There are still twenty mice under observation seven nonths after

injection with the heated asbestos. After surviving the acute

toxicity, these sice have recovered and are in good health.

06820

G. P. Smith

TRICRLORETRYLENE: A 5E71511. Brit. .1. /nd. Bed. (London)

23 (4), 249-62 (Oct. 1966).

The physical and chemical characteristics of trichlorethylene are

reviewed in relation to its uses in industry and nedical practice

with special attention being paid to its metabolise, toxicity, and

determination in air. Although the acute toxicity of

trichlorethylene was recognizei scon after it cane into widespread

industrial use chiefly by its effects on the central nervous

system, the recognition of a possible chronic toxic effect

characterized by a aild psycho-organic syndrome came such later and

is still not universally accepted. The opinion that

trichlorethylene is non-toxic has long since been abandoned la

view of the increasing evidence to tbe contrary. The

preponderance of opinion is against any serious toxic effect on the

livar, although individual cases of liver damage in industrial

workers have been reported. The sudden fatal collapse of young

workers during mild exercise has been reported on rare occasions

which generally involved heavy exposure. The most common eethod

of determination involves the use of gas detector tubes. ?be

other chemical and physical methods of determination are discussed.

The maximum permissible levels for trichlorethylene in air were

reduced from 4600 ppm in 1947 to 200 ppm, and to 100 ppm iu 1961.

Effects on the henopoietic system are rare as are reports on Mal
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dasage. Air concentration as yell as urinary metabolite levels

are considered the best swans of sonitoriag working conditioas.

06840

D. E. Pounds

THE EFFECT OF AIP POLLUTANTS OP CELLS In IT110. Preprint.

(1964).

in this study the areas of investigation fell into three

categories: (1) The effect of hydrocarbon mixtures on cells in

tissue culture, (2) The effect of air pollutants on respiratory
activity, and (3) Considerations of a vital constitrent
(surfactant) of the lung under normal and pathological or treated

conditions. Since mitotic events are interrelated with the rate

of increase of the total cell population, it was concluded that an

evaluation of the effect of auto exhaust on cell nusber can provide

a simple, reproducible, and sensitive test system for estr.sating
the relative concentrations of physiologically active components of

automobile emissions. It was observed tbat serial dilution of
hydrocarbons stimulated the growth tate of banns fetal lung cells

and an established line of conjunctival elements is a linear

fashion. Anaphase and telophase figures which resulted from a

24-hour treateent with 3Re-DAB and air pollutants revealed a

twofold increase in the incidence of bridged or lagging

chroaososes. Time-lapse ciaematographic records of the
witochoniria of cells treated with ozone in culture revealed that
these organoids undergo aorphological alterations which suggested

a loss of respiratory function of these cells. Claws depletion
with Use was proportional to the cell nusber with 250,000 to
500,000 control cells showing a decrease of 35 to SO as Rg of

02 pressure over a two-hour period. A careful comparison of
sitochondrial isages of alveolar vall cells, taken before and after
treatment ith 20 ppm Wallin, suggested sole degree of
transfcrsation of the filasentoos morphology of the globular fora.
Studies on surface tension of mixtures of norsal and oxygen

poisoned lung extracts and studies using ultraviolet fluoresce:it
sicroscopy, suggest that oxygen poisoning results in both absence
of surfactant and presence of an inhibitor-11

06947

J. Gablits

INSECTIDICAL COMPOUNDS (EFFECTS ON REPLICATION OF VACCINIA AND
POLIO VIRUSES II HUNAN CHM-STRAIN LIVER CELLS). Arch.

V2

chronic ezposure of cultivated cells to insecticides alters their

To investigate the effects of insecticidal cospounds anisal

cells, the author pos*.elated that solve alterations in cell

Enwiron. Health 111 (5), 699-702 (Play 1967). (Presented at

Fl

setabolism may influence the mechanism of iral biosynthesis.
This possibility is supported by the previous observations that

the 50th Annual eeting, Federation of Aaerican Societies for

Saperisental Biology, Atlantic City, N.J., Apr. 14, 1966.)

Since virus replication is dependent upon the ietaboliss of host

susceptibility to diphtheria totin and to poliowirus ilvection.

irus replication, sit insecticidal cospounds in hymn liver cells
infected with vaceinia and poliovirus were tested. insecticidal
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compounds DDT, chlordane, dicofol, trichloroplion, stalathion, and
dinocap at subtoxic concentratioms inhibited vaccinia virus
replication in human Changstrain liver cells. Under the sane
experimental conditions, the replication of poliovirus was
inhibited only by chlordane and talathion, whereas dicofol and
dinocap increased the virus yields I and 18 titles, respectively,
ard DDT ethibited a light stimulatory effect. Since the
reduction in virus yields was not due to extracellular inactivation
of virus, the results suggest that some insecticides exert an
antiviral activity by altering some physiological activities of
cells. Consequently, the magnitude of virus replication may be
useful as a parameter for the detection of toxicity in insecticides
and other chemicals below their acute toxicity levels.nit

08869

R. L. Krasowitskaya, L. K. nalyarova T. S. Zaporozhets

AT8OSPREP1C POLLUTIOI BY PETROLEUR REFINERIES AND PETROCRERICIL
MARTS. (Zagryaznenie atmosfernogo vozdukha raione
neftepererabatyvayushchego i neftekiiimicheskogo
predpriyatiya.) Ryg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.) 30M:118-121,
Apr. 1965. Puss. (Tr.)

The nature of the atmospheric pollution in the area around a
large petrochemical industrial complex was investigated and its
effect on the health of children was studied. The pollutants are
hydrocarbons, carbon monoride, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioride
and chlorinated hydrocarbons. Three stationary observation
points were established to eramine the purity of air in the city.
One point within the industrial complex, another 2.5 km away and a
third 20 km from the plant. The comccntration of atmospheric
pollutants highest in the first district, a little lower in the
second and even lower in the third. At the lost distant
obsetvatiom point the atmospheric concentrations of CO and S02
exceeded the maximum permissible levels. The content of harmful
substances exceeded the maximum permissible concentrations in
51.2 of all the analyses. Studies of the records of first
visits et children's clinics showed that, other conditions being
equal, the incidence of influenza, upper respiratory tract
infections, the common infections of childhood, add pneumonia,
were higher in children residing in the area affected by the
discharge, than in the control group, the difference being
statistically significant. The children showed diminished
immunobiological and redoz reactions, as well as certain changes
that are specific for petroleum gases, such as leucopenia,
thrombocytopenia and hypotonia. A need for engineering
improveeents to reduce the industrial discharges from the oil
refineries and petrochemical plants was demonstrated. One of
the most important ways of combatting air pollution, which is
still awaiting its engineering solution, is the eztraction of
sulfur frog the raw materials and fuel used in the process of
of petroleum refining. Another neeessary measure is the
prevention of loss of petroleum products by evaporation from
storage tanks, by hetnetrically sealing the reservoirs against
gas leaks, their thermal insulation, and the installation
of the floating protective covers.nn
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06892

Tarkhova, L. P.

RATINIALS FOR DETERRINING TR! RAIIROR PERRISSIBLY CONCENTRATION
OF CRICRO8ENZ0L IN ATROSPRIRIC AIR. ((Raterialy k obosnovaniyu
predelono dopustimoi koutsentratsii khlorbenzola w atmosfernom
vo2dukhe.)) Ryg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.), 30(3)327-333,
Mar. 1965. Translate4 from Russian.

CFSTI: TT 66-51033

According to the data is the literature, the toxicity of
chlorobenzol is noted only in high concentrations. nut there ar
no data on the content of this substance in atsospheric air, or on
the action of small concentrations on man. The saximum
permissible concentration of chlorobenzol in the atmospheric air of
populated places has not been ascertained. The author undertook
the present investigation in order to fill this gap. The
threshold of olfactor7 preception of chlorobenzol is 0.4 mg/cu a
for tge ost sensitive persons. The threshold of the action of
this substance on the electric activity of the brain is 0.2
sg/cs a; the ineffective concentration is 0.1 sg/cu a. The
saxisuz single-tise nersissible concentration: of chlorobenzol lies
at the level of 0.1 ag/70 s. Chlorobenzol in 1 mg/cu a
concentration is the chronic treatment of white rats causes a
lowering asd distortion of the correct ratio of the chronaxia of
the antagonist muscles, raises the cholinesterase activity and
lowers the alpha-globulin content in the blood serum.
Chlorobeszol in 0.1 Woe m concentration in chronic action on
white rats does not cause the changes observed at a high
concentration of that substance (1 mg/co m). The average 24-hour
satimus permissible chlorobenzol concentration say be at the level
of the saximum single-time concentration (0.1 eg/cn m).
(Author Summary koeified)Of

06895

T. f2ldashev

flAIIROR PE/MISS/8LE CONCENTRATION or ETHYLENE OM! IN THE
ATROSPRENE. (Eksperisentalonue dannye k gigienicheskoun
obosnovaniyu predeltso dopustisoi kontsentratsii okisi etilesa
atmosfernom vozdukhe.) Ryg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.) 30 (10),
1-6 (Oct. 1965). Russ. (Tr.)

The maximum permissible ODO-tilIO and sean-diurnal coscestratioss
of ethylene oxide were determined. lhwenty human subjects are used
to deternine the olfactory threshold. The olfactory threshold
for ethylene oxid is 1.5 mg/cu a in the most highly sensitive
individuals, the threshold for a change in the sensitivity of the
eye to light is 1 ag/cu s, and the electrical activity of the
cerebral cortex is affected at the level of 0.65 mg/cn I. The
:maximum one-time permissible concentration of the substance in the
atmosphere is 0.3 sg/cu s. Prolonged round-the-clock poisoning
of albino rats with ethylene oxide concentration of 0.3 mg/cu m for
83 days causes changes is the ratio of flexors and extensors as
well as in the concentrations of chlorides and residual nitrogen in
blood. The sean-diurnal marinas peraissible concentration of
ethylene otie!e in the atmosphere is established at the level of
0.03 mg/cn m.011
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06905

I. S. Gusev

REFLECTIVE EFFECTS OF HICROCONCENTRATIONS Or BENZENE, TOLUENE,
/ILENE AND THF/R COMPARATIVE ASSESSBENT. (Reflektornoe
deistvie mikrokontsentratsii benzola, toluola, i ksilola i ego
sravnitelenaya otsenka.) Hlg. Sanit. (Gigiena 1. Sanit.) 30
(12), 331-6 (Dec. 1965) . Russ. (Tr.)

The reflective effect on the electrical activity of the
cerebral cortex of imperceptible concentrations of benzene, toluene
, and xylene was investigated on highly sensitive individuals.
Tbe threshold concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons decrease
from benzene to xylene with respect to their effect on cerebral
electric activity. The electric potentials are increased by
benzene and toluene, while xylene has the opposite effect, causing
a marked inhibition of the electric activity of the cerebral
cortex. Concentrations of 1.5 mg/cu.m. benzene, 0.6 ave.-a.m.
toluene, and 0.2 mg/cu.m. xylene are subliminal with respect to
their effect on the electric activity of the cerebral cortex and
imperceptible with respect to odor. These concentrations are
recoemended as the maximum pernissible one-time atmospheric
concentrations.

06907

A. I. Kopanev

VITAL STAINING OP TISSUES IN ESTABLISHING STANDARDS OE
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS. (Ob ispolezovanii metoda vitalenogo
okrashivaniya tkanei pri norairovanii atnosfernykh
zagriaznenii.) Hyg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.) 30 (12) 390-3
(Dec. 1965). Russ. (Tr.)

The method of vital staining was used in order to study the
functional state of the tissues of animals which had been
exposed for a prolonged period to relatively low concentrations of
ethyleneglycol vapor, and also to determine the effective threshold
for this substance. Three groups of albino rats were
continuously exposed to ethyleneglycol vapor concentrations of 75,
15, and 3 ag/cu.m. for 60 days, while the fourth group serves as
the control. The accumulation index, the elimination index and
the trophic potential are determined. The organs investigated
are the liver, kidney, brain, lungs and spleen. /n the first
group 75 mg/cu.m.) a high accumulation index was found in the
tissues of liver, kidneys, and brain; in the seCond
group (15 ag/cu.n.) the increase in the absorption of the vital
dye was less pronounced and was observed only in the liver tissues.
Changes directed at compensating the disturbed functions are
investigated by studies of the elimination index of vital
dye. in the first group (75 ag/cu.a.) the elimination
index is high in the lung and kidney and low in the liver; in
the second group the elimination index is low in the liver and
kidney. The group of animals exposed to the smallest investigated
concentration of 3 mg/cu.m. did not exhibit any difference from
the control group with respect to the iudices of the accumulation
and the eliaination of the vital dye. Animals exposed to
ethyleneglycol concentration of 75 ag/cu.n. exhibited a decrease
in the trophic potential in lungs. The liver, brain and
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spleen exhibited a significant increase in the trophic potentials
pointing to increased activity of the appropriate cells.
Animals treated with ethyleneglycol vapor concentration of 15
mg/cu.m. exhibit an increase .f trophic potential in the liver,
kidneys and spleen. Ethyleneglycol concentration of 3 mg/cu.n.
causes no changes of the trophie potential in any organs of the
animals, neither does it cause changes in any other indices of
vital staining in comparison with the control group. This
concentration of the substance also proved to be sublininal
in its effect on the chronaxie of antagonistic muscles,
acetylcholinesterase activity of blood and certain other tests.
Vital staining of tissues is a sensitive aethod and deserves
to be used when assessing hygienic standards for atmospheric
pollutants.OW

06910
H. O. Amdur D. A. Cresasia

THE IRRITANT POTENCY OF M-TERPHENIL OP DIFFERENT PARTICLE
SIZES. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 27, 349-52 (Aug. 1966.)

The effect of homogeneous aerosols of n-terphenyl of 0.30, 0.65,
1.0, and 2.0 nicrons diateter on pulmonary-flow resistance
of unanesthetized guinea pigs was studied. At equal ass
concentration the irritant potency increased as the particle size
decreased and the number of particles increased. A small increase
in mass concentration f4r the smaller particles produced a greater
increment in response than occurred when the large particles were
used. The results were in agreement with earlier work on
aerosols of zinc ammonium sulfate. (Author abstract)110

06947

D. A. Hockensmith

AN EVALUATION OF THE THEORY OF CARCINOGENIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS. California Univ., Livermore, Lawrence
Radiation Lab. (May 17, 1967). 27pp. (Rept. No. UCRL-
50269.)

Several polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons have been found to be
carcinogenic. One of the most interesting is 9, 10-
dimethylbenzanthracene, which causes mammary cancer in rats with
essentially 100% effectiveness. The purpose of this investigation
is to evaluate the theoretical explanation of this activity
insofar as it has been developed. The three major points under
consideration are the electronic properties of the carcinogens, the
influence of steric factors, and the formation of charge transfer
complexes. It is found that a qualitative theory can be put
together but is by no means complete. The most reliable aspects
of the aromatic hydrocarbon carcinogenesis theory are based on
experimental rather than theoretical evidence. It was already
known that the L region of anthracene was the most reactive part
of that molecule. When the L region is blocked as in
3,4-benzpyrene and 9, 10-diaethylbenzanthracene, the K region is
found experimentally to be the most reactive site. It is
reasonable to assuae even with no calculation that the
reactivity of this region is due to the locilization of Pi
electrons. The theory being evaluated here is primarily concerned
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with the carcinogens and their mode of interaction with the unknowa
cellular receivers. It can be combined with other theories
that specify the cellular receiver. For instance, the carcinogen
could fora a complex with a protein moiety of the cellular
membrane. Or a virus in an inactive state could be activated by
the interaction of a carcinogen with the virus nucleic acid. Even
though the theory is not well confirmed at present, the
approaches tried have been valuable in sharpening the concepts
involved and in providing an interpretation of the experimental
results as well as suggesting additional experiments. Appended:
the Nickel approximation theory and electronic indices of the X
and L regions of the aromatic hydrocarbons.O0

07026

A. Morgan, D. J. Morgan, G. M. Arkell

A STUDY OF THE RETENTION AND SUBSEQUENT METABOLISM OF INHALED
METHYL IODIDE. Proc. Intern. Symp. Inhaled Particles
Vapours II, Cambridge% England, 1965. p. 309-320, 1967.

Radioiodine released frcm irradiated uranium is predominately
in the elemental form, but a small amount is usually released as
methyl iodide. To enable estimates of the radiological hazard
resulting from the inhalation of radioactive methyl iodide to be
made, measurements of its retention in a number of volunteer
subjects were carried out using iodine-132 labelled nethyl iodide.
At normal breathing rates, the retention varied from 53 to 92%
depending principally upon the respiratory rate (breaths per
ninute); low rates corresponding to high retention and vice versa.
The mean value for retention is 72%. Studies of the clearance
of radioactive methyl iodide from the lung, showed that its uptake
into pulmonary blood and removal to other parts of the of the
body in the general circulation is extremely rapid. The
metabolism of iodine-132 introduced as methyl iodide was found
to be very similar to that observed after oral intake of
iodine-132 as inorganic iodide. It may be concluded that the
retained methyl iodide is broken down quite rapidly and that the
liberated iodide participates in norsal iodine metabolism. ASH

07027

B. Altshuler, E. D. Palmes, N. Nelson

REGIONAL AEROSOL DEPOSITION IN THE HUMAN RESPIRATORY TRACT.
In: )inhaled Particles and Vapours II. (Proc. intern.
Symp. Brit. Occupational Hyg. Soc., Cambridge, England,
Sept. 28-Oct. 1, 1965.) C. N. Davies (ed.), London,
Permagon Press, 1967, p. 323-337. 20 refs.

Regional deposition of aerosol in the human respiratory tract
is estimated from experiments in which aerosol concentration and
respiratory flow were measured continuously during individual
breaths and from a theoretical analogy with a tabular continuous
filter bed model of the respiratory tract. since the volume
of anatomic dead space is uncertain, regional distinction is
made by selected boundary volumes which separate the upper tract of
the selected volume from the more distal lover tract. The central
feature of the estimation procedure is the determination of a
combined upper tract penetration, for inspiration, pause, amd
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expiration, derived from expired aerosol concentration
corrected for aerosol mixing. The estimations indicate the
particle size for maximum alveolar deposition is greater than
2 microns, equivalent diameter of a unit density sphere. This
result is consistent with the calculations of Findeisen, Landahl,
and Beeckmans and higher than the 1 micron of Brown et al.
(Authors* abstract)

07068

B. Niewenhuis, L. Scheel, K. Stemser, and R. Rillens

TOXICITY OF CHRONIC LOW LEVEL EXPOSURES TO TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE IN
ANINALS. As. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 26 (2), 143-9 (Apr.
1965).

Toluene diisocyanate (TDI) is one of the important ingredients
in the manufacture of lacquers, fibers and pllyurethane foam
plastics. The production and consumption of these products has
increased greatly in recent years. TDI is known to have an
irritating effect upon the skin, eyes, gastrointestinal tract and
respiratory tract. Its Threshold Linit Value formerly
established at 0.1 ppm has been lowered to 0.02 ppm: however, the
Maximal Allowable Concentration level remains 0.1 ppm. The
toxicity of repeated inhalation exposures to 0.1 ppm of toluene
diisocyanate was studied in rats, rabbits and guinea pigs. The
experiment consisted of two parts: (1) 38 six-hour weekly
exposures on rabbits and rats, and (2) 58 six-hour daily exposures
on rabbits, rats and guinea pigs. The derelopaent of
bronchiolitis fibrosa obliterans in rats is the complication of
primary interest. A description and illustrations of the lesion
are given. other biological effect- of toluene diisocyanate are
discussed. (Authors* introduction, ..Jdified)11

07159

Clarke, J. R.

THE PROBLEM OF CANCER IN NEw ZEALAND. New Zealand Red. J.
Vol. 63:788-799, Dec. 1964

In considering the problem of cancer in New Zealand clinical
features are not discussed in detail, but a general view of the
situation is preseated. The subject is discussed as follows: 1.

The problem in New Zealand as shown by mortality returns, with
some comparisons with other countries. 2. Action taken in the
past to meet the porition. 3. Recommendations. In 1961, the
last year for which statistics are available, there were 3,572
deaths from cancer, about one-sizth of the total number of deaths
registered in Rew Zealand in that year. These figures include
Maoris, but in the sore detailed figures and comparisons include,
the reference is to Europeans only. This number of cancer deaths
is the highest total ever registered hero in one rear, an increase
of 282 over the previous year. The death rate per 10,000 of the
population is also a record, being 14.72, as compared to 13.84 in
190. Deaths due to cancer, according to sex, at 15 major sites,
in New Zealand in 1961 are tabulated.110
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07161

N. C. Delarue

RECONSIDERATION OF SORE SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF THE CIG.RETTE
SHORING - LUNG CANCER CONTROVERSY. Can. Red. Assoc. J.
(Toronto) 89, 1277-83. (Dec. 21, 1963). (Presented at a
sectional eeting, American Coll. of Surgeons, Toronto,
Canada, Apr. 25, 1963.)

The five-stage procedure used in the assessaent of epidesiological
evidence for the verification of assumptions drawn from
observations about the characteristics of human disease incidence
is as follows: First, retrospective and prospective studies are
undertaken to define the nature of the specific problem. Later,
in subsequent sters, the responsible agent is isolated and if
possible eliminated. The hypothesis underlying these studies is
then tested by a further prospective study if the Injurious agent
has been resoved from the vehicle to be tested. In line with this
procedure it was hoped that a single carcinogen could be identified
and recovered from cigarette smoke and, on the elimination of this
agent, a safe cigarette could be produced, tested and provided for
public consusption. Unfor.unately, the .mmplex
interrelationships of carcinogens and co-carcinogens seem to make
the attainaent of this ideal, the safe cigarette, renote indeed.
The cigarette manufacturer faces a Herculean task in eliainating
all of the various agents of this nature while aintaining a
cigarette with aroma and flavour. If such an ideal solution
cannot be reached and if no dramatic improvements in therapy are
discovered, no alternative remains but to pursue as vigorously as
possible every available means to curtail the cigarette smoking
habit. (Author conclusion) 00

07162

H. G. Ferris, Jr. and N. R. Frank

AIR POLLUTION AND DISEASE. Anesthesiology 25(4) :470-478
Aug. 1964.

Ataospheric pollution can be classified under three headings:
general, occupational and personal. The components are complex
and variable so that it is difficult to extrapolate the prevalence
of disease in one area to that of another unless the two have
similar chemical compositions. Significant exposures can occur at
work and nay produce impairment of respiratory function. /t is
emphasized that tobacco smoking, and particularly cigarette
soaking, Ls a most inportant factor in the causation of chronic
nonspecific respiratory disease. Ruch research has been done to
elucidate the mechanism whereby such changes are induced but
specific answers concerning the mechanisms have not been
forthcoming. Tables are included showing types of atmospheric
pollution: comparison of Los Angeles and London types of
pollution: categories of airborne aterials with selected examples
that may occur tn industry and that may cause disease: age
standardized rates of respiratory diseases by tobacco usage and
sex: age standardized rates (%) of respiratory disease by current
cigarette stoking habits and sex.Oa
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07D5

V. I. Glass and N. G. Thom

VESPIRATOPT HAZARDS ASSOCIATED VIVI TOLUENE DI-ISOCIANATE IN
POLT-ORETHANE ?OAR PRODUCTION. New Zea.and Red. J.
(Toronto), Vol. 63. 642-647 (Oct. 1964).

Three plants engaged in the prodsction of poly-urethane foam were

visited. Air samples were taken at different stages of productios
and considered in relation to symptoms recorded from workers who
had been or were affected. It is suggested that a minus
allowable concentration of toluene di-isocyanate in air of less
than 0.01 ppm for the unprotected worker would lead to the
appearance of few if any cases of illness in previously unexposed

w orkers. The clinical pattern of the symptoms of the nine cases
is discussed. Symptoms developed among different workers at
different tines after first beginning work with the compounds.
The severity of the symptoms varied from slight drytess of the
throat to a severe asthmatic type illness. The sequelae varied
from the developeent of tolerance or of hypersensitivity, to the

w orker who remained unaffected or who was affected to a mild
extent but whose condition did sot deteriorate. (Authors'

summary)va

07251

TOLERABLE LIMITS FOR TOXIC MATERIALS IN MOSTA?. DIVERGENCES
AND POISTs OF AGREEMENT AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. (1) ((Les

lisites tolerables paur les substances toxiques dass 1
lindustrie divergences et points d'accord a Pechelle
internationale. (1))) ((Arch. Maladies Profess, Red. Trav.
Securite Sociale (Paris))), 26(1-2):41-56, Feb. 1965. Text

in French.

The report of the International Committee on the Study of
Tolerable Limits presented to the XIV International
Symposinn on Maximum Tolerable Concentrations of Toxic
Raterials in Industry held in Patis in 1963, which are given,
represent a summary of the present knowledge on *slimes allowable

concentrations. The chief difficulty in establishing
international staudards involves the widely different views of the
concept of tolerable limits and the nethodologies of the U.S. and

Russia. The study of the effects of many toxic materials on the
central nervous system by Russian workers has led to the
establishment of standards that are much sore rigid than the U.S.

standards for many materials. The Russian and U.S. limits for
soie toxic materials is mg/cu s, respectively are: ethylene oxide
1 and 90; chlordane 0.01 and 2.0; carbon tetrachloride 20 and 160.
For 34 gases and 8 dusts, fumes, and sists, the Soviet standards
are at least one fifth of the U.S. limits and in most cases even

less. Sone workers object to the methods used by the Russian
experts on the grounds that they are too sensitive and show
physiological rather than pathological effects. Because of the
differences in concepts, the objective approach should be a
discussion of the interpretation of the results obtained by both

groups to understand and reconcile the different approaches.
Fortunately, th e are 21 gases and vapors and 19 dusts, fumes,
and aists in which there is practical agreesent and which can serve
as a core for international standards which can be amplified with
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an exchange of inforsation and results. There is a necessity for
further research to obtain data to permit the establishment of
zones of tolerable concentrations rather than rigorous limits.NN

07270

Advisory Committee on Tetraethyl Lead, Washington, D. C.

PUBLIC HEALTH ASPECTS OF INCREASING TETRAETHYL LEAD CONTEST IN
MOTOP FUEL. ((Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.,
Occupational Health Program,)) PBS Publ. no. 712, 49p.,
1959. 7 refs.

GPO: 526258-59-2

The advice of the Pulbic Health Service was sought on
increasing the itemising concentration of tetraethyl lead (TEL) in
auto gasoline from 3.0 to 4.0 cc per gallon. An ad hoc committee
was appointei to determine whether the proposed increase
represented a public health hazard. Data on technical zeasons for
the increase, the results of research, the consumption of TEL by
year, and a review of the wedical problems are presented by the
Ethyl Corp. Pepresentatives of the duPont Co. supplied
production figures, and information on actual and estimated TEL
demand on U. S. producers. The Committee concluded that (1)
a change in the maximum concentration of tetraethyl lead in motor
fuel from 3.0 to 4.0 cc. would not increase the hazards involved
in the manufacture and distribution of leaded gasoline and (2)
available data do not indicate that such change would significantly
increase the hazard to public health from air pollution.

07291

Gurinov, B. P., F. D. Mashbits, and L. R. Shabad

A STUDY or THE BLASTOBOGENIC PROPERTIES OF SORE TARS DERIVED
FROH ATMOSPHERIC DUST AND ?ROM COMBUSTION PRODUCTS OF
DIFFERENT FUEL TYPES. Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit.,
No. 10:12-16, 1954. 3 refs. Engl. transl. by B. S. Levine,
U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. 6 Relat. Occup. Dis., Vol.
2, p. 74-80, March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

A study was conducted of the blastomogenic properties of some
tarry substances, particularly of the products of combustion of
various types of fuel, such as coal, wood, peat, oil and its
by-products, as well as of substances isolated from atmospheric
dust. Samples were collected either by sedimentation or by
aspiration and CC57 mice 2 - 3 months old were used as the
experimental animals. The fur was removed from the skin between
the shoulder blades and 1011 benzene solution or the tar under study
was applied to the exposed skin section about three times a week.
The reactions observed were recorded up to the time of the death
of the test animals. After that, and following autopsies, all
tumors discovered were examined histologically. The data obtained
strengthens the belief that the number of malignant tumors which
developed in mice subjected to the applications of different
tars, is to some ettent related to the amount of 3.4-bentpyrene
contained in the tars. Futhermore, on the basis of the results of
experiments with test animals and of the spectral-fluoremeence
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analysis of atmospheric pollutants, it can be stated that
3.4-benzpyrene, a carcinogenic substance, is present in the air
of certain towns. ASP!**

07301

Shabad, L. M.

THE PRESENCE OF CARCINOGENIc SUBSTANCES, AND OF 3,4-BENZPYRENE
IN PARTICULAR, IN THE ENVIRONMENT OF MAN. Vopr. Onkol.,
5(3) :271-275, 1959. 35 refs. Translated from Russian by B. S.
Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. 6 Re lat. Occup.
Dis., Vol 2, p. 141-146, March 1960.

CFSTI: TT60-21108

The ability to produce experimental tumors in different organs and
tissues by blastomogenic substances, presented the opportunity to
make a detailed study of the origin and development of blastomata.
Results of numerous experiments on the development of a variety of
cancers carried out in the laboratory of the Institute of
Oncology in Leningrad by a number of investigators indicated that
four distinct phases were distinguishable in the development of all
cancers. I. Irregular diffuse pretumlor hyperplasia. II.
Focal proliferations, the precancer .1tage proper. III. The
so-called benign tumors. IV. Malignant
so-called benign tumors. IV. MaligOant tumors. Although the
morphological changes may be different in different organs and may
depend on a number of contributing factors, the basic
characteristics of the process were identical in all cases. The
enumerated states of development progressed from one into
another without shapr demarcation: the development may become
teporarily arrested at any one of the phases, or the arrest may
become permanent and not attain the cancer phase. Tumors acquire
specific cancer characteristics gradually in the process of
development. This applies not only to the morphological
characteristics, but also to the pathophysiological, biochemical
and immunological characteristics. The mechanisms of the action
of blastomogenic substances are unique and differ from the
mechanisms of action of most stimulating agents. For instance,
carcinogenic hydrocarbons suppress the inflammation and distort
the course of the inflammatory reaction. The aforesaid
illustrates that the study of carcinogenic substances considerably
broadened the concept of the etiology and pathogenesis of malignant
tumors and points to the means for their prevention in the
following two ways: 1) early diagnosis and elimination of a
precancerous condition, and 2) prevention of tumor formation by
clearing the efivironment of carcinogenic agents.**

07302

Mironova, A. T.

A STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE BLASTOMOGENIC PROPERTIES OF SORE
SUBSTANCES RESULTING FROM THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC LIQUID
FUEL. Vopr. Onkol. , 5 (5) : 534-539, 1959. 5 refs. Translated
from Russian by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air
Pollut. & Relat. Occup. Dis., Vol. 2, p. 147-155, March 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21188
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Mice were tested with the primary and finished products of the
manufacture of synthetic liquid fuel. A total of 588 two-month
old mice were used in the experiment, using from 40 to 50 animals
for each sample. One small drop of the test material vas applied
twice a week to the interscapular area of the mice. After the
third or fourth application alopecia of varying degree developed in
the majority of the animals. In the mice treated with the primary
products the alopecia was extensive, the skin was hard, crusty and
cracked. Simultaneous falling out of the old and the appearance
of new fur vas observed throughout the period of application of the
test substances. Treatment of the skin with the final synthetic
product produced limited alopecia. The tests consisted of 50
applications, after which the mice were kept under careful
observation up to the time of their natural death. The dead
animals were preserved in 10% formaldehyde and histologic
examinations made of sections of the skin parts to which the test
substances were applied and of pathologically affected organs.
Four of the five primary products tested caused skin cancer
development at the site of application in 12 to 16% of the mice;
this justifies the conclusion that the substances possessed mild,
but definite carcinogenic properties. Among the seven final
synthetic products of hydrogenation, two manifested slight
blastomogenic properties; no carcinogenic properties were detected
in five products of this group. The conclusion regarding positive
carcinogenic properties possessed by two primary materials, namely,
the heavy tar and the mazout from direct distillation, originally
arrived at on the basis of 3,4-benzpyrene presence in these
products, as indicated by fluorescentspectral analysis, vas
confirmed by the results of tests with animals. The biological
tests also established the blastomogenic properties of four
additional substances which gave negative fluorescent-spectral
tests, indicating that carcinogenic substances other than those
which yield a positive 3,4-benzpyrene test may be present in the
substances investigated.O#

07306

Novikov, Yu. V.

EFFECT OF SMALL BENZENE CONCENTRATIONS ON HIGHER NERVOUS
ACTIVITY OF ANIMALS IN CHRONIC EXPERIMENTS. Gig. Sanit., No.
2:20-25, 1956. 4 refs. Translated from Russian by B. S.
Levine, U. S. S. R. Lit. on Air Pollut. & Relat. Occup.
DIS., VOL. 2, P. 185-191, MARCH 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

Groups of three types of conditioned reflexes were developed in
mice: two positive, (one strong and one weak), and one negative.
The group pattern was as follows: 2 positive conditioned
reflexes in response to a ball (strong) ; 2 positive conditioned
reflexes in response to a red light (weak); 1 positive conditioned
reflex in response to a bell (strong); 1 negative conditioned
reflex in response to a buzzer; two positive conditioned reflexes
in response to a bell and 2 positive in response to a red light.
After this pattern of motor conditioned reflexes had been
established tests Imre made to determine the animal's type of
higher nervous activity by extending differentiation to 3 min. and
by testing the effects of 24 hour starvation. The average length
of latent period of the second and third conditioned reflexes to
bell ringing was thus calculated; first and second reflexes to red
light stimulation and average length of conditioned motor
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nuiritional reflex reaction were calculated covering a period of
ten days. The data thus obtained served as reference points for
the evaluation of further changes in tbe conditioned reflex
activity of the experimental animals. After having determined the
typological characteristics of the rats' higher nervous activity
animals were separated into groups according to higher nervous
activity types. Final test groups contained rats of every
neurotype. Chronic exposure to 64 mg/cu m of benzene vapor
concentration produced functional changes in conditioned reflex
activity of white rats. The changes were most marked in
animals of weak and strong unbalanced type of higher netvous activi
animals of weak and strong unbalanced type of higher nervous
activity. In chronic intoxication with 13 mg/cu m of benzene
vapor no changes occurred in the activity of the cerebral cortez.
Results presented can serve as physiological basis for the
adoption of the limit of allowable benzene concentration in
atmospheric air.**

07308

Koslova, T. A.

THE EFFECT OF BENZENE ON THE ORGANISM AT HIGH AIR TEMPERATURE.
Gigiena i Sanit., 22(4):18-24, 1957. Translated from Russian
by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. G Relat.
Occup. Dis., Vol. 2, p. 196-203, March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

The study was conducted over the years of 1953 - 1955 along two
channels: direct observations in a leatherette factory (the
Nogin plant), and experimental studies with laboratory animals.
Observations under direct factory conditions were conducted during
the months of June, July and August, when the temperature inside
the work shops ranged between 28 - 42, and again during the months
of December, January and February when the air temperature of
the work shops ranged between 20 - 28. The control group
consisted of individuals who lived under local climatic conditions
free from benzene air pollution. The study covered blood pictures
of 273 workers. The results showed that during the summer months,
when the effect of benzene vapor on the workers was paralleled by
high atmospheric temperature, the number of workers having anemias
of moderate intensity incieased (Hb. by Sahli hemoglobinometer
was 55% and erythrocyte count below 4,000,000/cu mm). The

number of workers showing signs of early leucopenia, with
leucocytes below 5,000/cu mm also increased. In some workers the
number of leucocytes fell during the summer months to 3,800 and of
thrombocytes to 8,000/cu mm, pointing to the onset of a chronic
state of benzene intoxication of I degree. The increase
benzene toxicity with increase in air temperature may haw: been due
to the effect which increased temperature exerted on the rate of
benzene permeation into tissues, its distribution rate and rate of
toxicity neutralization by the organism and effect of temperature
on the functional state of the nervous system (hyperthermic

effect). The simultaneous exposure of animals to benzene vapor
and elevated air temperature brought about a lowering in the
resistance of the animarto temperature effects as indicated by
increased disturbance in the processes of thermoregulation. There
arises the possible need to determine differential limits of
allowable benzene vapor concentrations in the air of industrial
work rooms. This may apply equally to other gaseous air
pollutants.**
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07316

Alexeyev, A. Ye.

THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND THE PHARMACO-DYNAMICS OF SOME
VAPOR FORMING SUBSTANCES INHALED W/TH THE AIR. Farmakol.
Toxilogiya, 18(6):22-24, 1955. Translated from Russian by B.
S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. & Relat. Occup.
Dis., Vol. 2, p. 251-254, March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

A study was conducted to determine whether the CNS plays an
important role in the penetration of pharmacological agents
through the alveolar membrane. Frogs were used as cold-blooded
and white rats as warm-blooded animals. The study was made by the
method of heart-lung preparation retaining its connection with the
central nervous system; therefore, the method can be described asthe heart-lung-brain-preparation method. The frogs were
anesthetized and the thoracic cavity opened; blood vessels were
ligatured in the followiny order: both cutaneous arteries, then
both basal arteries, inferior vena cava and subclavian veins. Inthis way the pulmonary and carotid arteries and the internal and
external jugular vens and the pulmonary veins remained open;
through them blood was supplied to the brain via a small circuit.
The posterior part of the frog's body was severed between t'te
thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. A tube was then inserted in o the
trachea connecting the latter with a device for artificial
respiration; heart contractions.were registered kymographically.
When a frog woke from narcosis, as was indicated by the appearance
of protective reflexes in the yes or skin in response to needle
prick, the administration of the test substances vas begun. Anintact frog served as control and its heart action was registered.
Tests were made with chloroform, formalin, and paraldehyde. It
was demonstrated that the central nervous system played an
important part in regulating and directing lulu) membrane function.
Severing the connection )letween the lung membrnne and the central
nervous system substantially affected the pharmacoa-dynamics of
some vapor forming pharmacological substances inhaled with the air.
Volatile narcotics such as chloroform, and vapor forming
substances such as paraldehyde freely permeated through the lung
membrane which changed their pharmaco-dynamic effects when the
connection between the lungs and the central nervous system
remained intact.**

07332

F. Sperling, W. L. Marcus, C. Collins

ACUTE EFFECTS OF TURPENTINE VAPOR ON RATS AND MICE. Toxicol.
Appl. Pharmacol., 10(1):8-20, Jan. 1967. 16 refs. (Portions
of this paper were presented at the Second Int. Pharmacol
Congr., Prague, Czech., Aug. 20-23, 1963, and at the Third,
Fourth, and Fifth Annual Meetings, Soc. of Toxicol.,
Williamsburg, Va.)

The use of a small, inexpensive, dynamic inhalation system to
determine the 2-hr LC50 for mice and the 1, 2, 3, and 6-hr
LC50 for rats exposed to turpentine is described. The mice
and rats were placed in individual glass cylinders which ere
so sized that the animals could move back and forth and rotate
on their long axis, but could not turn around. The turpentine
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vapor was obtained by pumping air through a wash bottle

containing turpentine. A parallel system supplied air

alone and by rotameters, the concentration in the exposure chamber

could be caried from zero t...) saturation. The LC50 of
turpentine vapor for rats for 1 to 6 hr of exposure ranged from

20 mg/liter to 12 mg/liter. The 2-hr LC50 for mice was 29

mg/liter. Exposure to the vapor caused an increase in

respiEatory rate, a decrease in tidal volume, and no change in

the minute volume in rats. No evidence was found of pulmonary

lesions induced by turpentine. Tissue distribution of turpentine

in rats following exposure showed that the brain and spleen had

the highest concentrations immediately after exposure as well as

60 min after exposure.**

07340

U.kSaffiotti, R. Montesano, A. R. Sellakumar, S. A.

Borg

EXPERIMENTAL CAWCER OF THE LUNG. INHIBITION BY VITAMIN A OF THE
INDUCTION OF TRACBEOBRONCHIAI SQUAMOUS METAPLASIA AND SQUAMOUS

CELL TUMORS. Cancer, 20(5):857-864, May 1967. 16 refs.

(Presented at the Sth Int. Cancer Congr., Tokyo, Oct. 1966.)

The purpose of this investigation was o explore the mechanisms
controlling the initial metaplastic change in the response of
the tracheobronchial mucosa to carcinogens using vitamin A

as a tool to investigate the role of cellular differentiation in
the pathogenesis of tumors derived from the bronchial mucosa.

Two groups of Syrian golden hamsters, each containing 36 males

and 36 females received 10 intratracheal installations of 3

mg. of benzo(a)pyrene (BP) and 3 mg of hematite suspended
in saline given once weekly. One group received stomach tube
feedings of vitamin A parmitate (5 mg or 5,000 IU in 0.1 ml of

corn oil) twice weekly for life beginning one week after the
end of the BP treatment. In the group receiving no vitamin
A, there were 13 cases of squamous tumors and 13 cases of
squamous metaplasia in 53 animals at risk. In the group
receiving vitamin A, one developed a microscopic squamous tumor
in a bronchus and one developed a patch of squamous etaplasia
in the trachea among 46 animals at risk. There was a marked
reduction of forestomach papillomas among the vitamin'A group.

It is indicated that vitamin A administered following a
carcinogenic exposure to the respiratory tract to benzo(a)pyrene
can interfere with the induction of squamous metaplasia and
squamous tumors in the tracheobronchial mucosa.##

07342

C. W. Elston

PNEUMONIA DUF TO LIQUID PARAFFIN: WITH CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
Arch. Disease Childhood (London), 41(218):428-434, Aug 1966.

13 refs.

1 case of liquid paraffin pneumonia is reported in an infant
with congenital abnormalities and a method of extraction and

identification of the oil is included. In most of the cases
recorded since the first description of oil aspiration
pneumonia in man by Laughlen in 1925, the diagnosis was made
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on purely histologic grounds. In this fatal case of lipid
pneumonia due to inhalation of liquid paraffin in an infant who
had a congenital oesophageal atresia repaired 24 hours after birth,
identification of the oilwas not possible by histological or
histochemical means. After the material was extracted with
petroleum ether and purified by chromatography, it vas
identified as liquid paraffin by its refractive index and
infrared spectrum. The administration of liquid paraffin to
infants, especially those with feeding difficulty is potentially
dangerous. In adults, the physical condition plays a part in
determining the degree of lung involvement. In debilitated
patients there is a tendency to develop a generalized lipid
pneumonia, whereas, a person in good general health is more likely
to develop a localized granuloma.##

07352

Iizuka, Y.

TOXICOLOGICAL AND HYGIENIC STUDIES ON DIELDRIN. (REPT. 1.

BIOASSAY OF DIELDRIN BY USE OF LARVAE OF ORTHOCLADIUS AKAMUSHI,
TOKUNAGA. REPT. 2. EXTRACTION OF DIELDRIN FROM MOTH-PROOFED
KNITTING YARN BY HUMAN SALIVA AND IT5 HYGIENIC SIGNIFICANCE.
REPT. 3. DIELDRIN CONCENTRATION IN AIR IN MOTH-PROOF
PROCESSING.) Text in Japanese. Japan J. Ind. Health
(Tokyo) , 5(8) :531-541, Aug. 1963. 24 refs.

Dieldrin (chemical abbreviation, HEOD) is widely applied as an
insecticide in agriculture, and for vector control and recently as
a moth-proofing agent for knitting yarn. The author devised a
simple bioassay method of dieldrin using larvae of Orthocladius
akamushi Tokunaga which is sold on the market as fish feed
throughout the year. By aid of this micro-determination method,
the author investigated the possi:ole hazard to babies by chewing a
moth-proofed woolen dress. It was concluded that some amount of
dieldrin, which adheres to the surface of yarn, will be readily
dissolved by saliva while the remaining portion (70% or more) is
firmly fixed to the wool protein. The magnitude of extracted
dieldrin by saliva (0.4 mg from three grams of knitting yarn) is
far beyond the estimated toxic doses'for babies and infants (1
mg/kg) , but the washing by detergent after the moth-proofing
process will increase the safety by more than twice. Dieldrin
concentration in air in the moth-proofing process was determined by
the bioassay method. Near the boiling dye bath containing
dieldrin, it was 0.09 mg/cu. m. on an average (range: 0.04 to
0.14 mg/cu. m.), revealing the concentration for less than 0.25
mg/cu. m. in the threshold limits by ACGIH. When the lid was
kept hlaf opened simulating the most careless conditions, the
concentration rose to 9.62 mg/cu. m. This was, however, an

, unreasonable figure in routine conditions. (Author's summary,
moditied).##

07368

Harashima, S. H. Sakurai, and K. Nakamura

DIFFERENCE IN RESPONSES OF TWO STRAINS OF RICE TO BENZENE
INHALATION. Text in Japanese. Japan J. Ind. Health
(Tokyo), 7(11) :8-12, Dec. 1965. 13 refs.
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Strain ditference of responses to acute and long-term
benzene inhalations vas investigated in male mice of CFN and ddN

lines. Observed responses included mortality and lethal time by
acute exposure to higher concentrations of benzene, and changes in
leucocyte counts and hemoglobin levels after repeated inhalations
of lower concentrations. Groups of mice aged 5, 7 and 10 weeks
for both strains were exposed to 1.5% benzene and mortalities were

observed. Mice of both strains were exposed, at 10 weeks of age,
to 3% and 2% benzene and lethal time was determined for each

animal. After 20-days exposure to 200 ppm benzene, leucopenia
was found only in ddN, and a decrease of hemoglobin concentration,
on the contrary, was observed in CFW and not in ddN. Prom
the results, it was concluded that the susceptibility of adult mice
to the inhaled benzene of higher concentrations was greater in
ddN than in CFW, and its variance was smaller in ddN than in

CFW. Consequently, it was noted that ddN was more suited for
studying acute response, such as mortality or lethal time, to

benzene inhalation in mice.**

07475

Gusev, I. S.

A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OP BENZENE,
TOLUENE AND XYLENE. ((Sravnitel 'naya otsenka deistviya
malykh kontsentratsii benzola, toluola i ksilola.)) Hyg.

Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.) , 32(2): 159-
163, Feb. 1967. 7 refs.

CFSTI: TT67-51409/1

Investigation of the effects of exposing animals to low
concentrations of benzene, toluene and xylene over a prolonged
period of time (85 days) is described. The 105 male albino rats
used were divided into seven groups: 15 animals in each group.
Purified air was supplied to the chamber containing the first
group of animals (controls) at a rate of 30 - 35 1/min. ,The other
chambers were supplied, at the same rate, with air containing
admixtures of the vapors with the substances in question. The
concentrations of benzene, toluene and xylene in the chambers
were checked daily. Concentrations of 15 mg/cu. m. caused marked
changes in cholinesterase activity and in the white blood count of
animals continuously exposed to these substances over a prolonged
period ot time. The magnitude of the changes increased from
benzene to xylene, while the rate of recovery diminished in the
same direction. Toluene in a concentration of 0.6 mg/cu. m. and
xylene in a concentration of 0.2 mg/cu.m. produced no effect on the
experimental animals throughout the period of exposure, so that
these may be recommended as the mean daily maximum permissible
atmospheric concentrations. As little is yet known regarding the
absence of cumulative properties when low concentrations of benzene
are involved, the mean daily maximum permissible concentration
should remain at the present level of 0.8 mg/cu. m., which is
only half the noneffective concentration of this substance
established by the above experiments.

07573

Tkach, N. Z.

COMBINED EFFECT OF ACETONE AND ACETOPHENONE IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
(Konbinirovannoe deistvie atsetoma i atsetofenona v atmosferno
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vozukhe.) Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit., 30(8), Aug.
1965. 7 refs. Engl. transl. by Israel Program for Scientific
Translations, Hyg. Sanit., 30(8):179-185, Aug. 1965-

CFSTI: TT66-51033/3

When acetone and acetophe%one act together, their odors are
completely summated. The combined effect of acetone and
acetophenone on ocular sensitivity to light and electrical
activity ot the brain displays complete summation. When acetone
and acetophenone are simultaneously present in the atmosphere,
their maximum one-time concentration, expressed in fractions of the
accepted separate maximum permissible concentrations, should not
exceed 1.5. Prolonged poisoning of albino rats vith acetone and
acetophenone concentrations of 1.855 and 0.0165 mg/cu m. (the sum
total of the fractions of their separate maximum permissible
concentrations being 10.9) for 84 days caused disturbances of the
normal chronaxial ratio of antagonistic muscles, inhibited the
activity of cholinesterase, increased the excretion of
coproporphyrine and 17-ketosteroids in the urine, and produced
eosinopenia. No effect vas produced by an acetone plus
acetophenone mixture having a total concentration of 1.2. in
the case of the combined presence of acetone and acetophenone in
the atmosphere, their mean daily concentration expressed in
fractions of their separate maximum permissible concentrations
should not exceed 1.2.#*

07574

Statsek, N. K.

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF DICYCLOHEXYLAMINE NITRITE
IN THE AIR CF FACTORIES. (Materialy k gigienicheskomu
normirovaniyu nitrita-ditsiklogeksilamina v vozdukhe
prozvodstvennykh pomeshchenii.) Text in Russian. Gigiena i
Sanit., 30(8), Aug. 1965. 3 refs. Engl. transl. by Israel
Program for Scientific Translations, Hyg. Sanit.,
30(8):208-212, Aug. 1965.

CFSTI: TT66-51033/3

Dicyclohexylamine nitrite (DAN) is an inhibitor of the
atmospheric corrosion of ferrous metals and belongs to a class of
aminocyclic compounds. On intragastric introduction, LD50 of
this compound for mice amounts to 80 mg/kg and for rats 325 mg/kg,
no local irritating effcct vas noted. Repeated inhalation of
DAN in the form of vapors at a concentration of 0.009, 0.004 and
0.002 mg/1 produces no signs of intoxication. The maximum
permissible concentration of DAN in the air of the vorking zone
is recommended to be at a level of 0.001 mg/1. (Author's Summary

07782

Hsu, Wen-Tah, John W. Moohr, Albert Y. M. Tsai, and Samuel B.
Weiss

THE INFLUENCE OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS ON BACTERIOPHAGE
DEVELOPMENT, II. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S., Vol. 55, p.1475-
1482, June 1966. 11 refs.
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Further information is provided on the nature of the hydrocarbon
response in infected and noninfected Escherichia coli speroplasts.
A method is described for preparing infected speroplasts from cells
preinfected with phage which permits one to assay the hydrocarbon
effect on the replication of both single- and double-stranded
viruses whereby significant differences are observed. The present
study demonstrates the inhibition of viral nucleic acid and protein
synthesis by 7,12-DMBA, and, in contrast to one of the authors
earlier observations, it is now reported that 7,12-DMBA inhibits
nucleic acid and protein synthesis in the bacterial host itself.
The protective effect of various aromatics on 7,12-dimethyl-benz-
anthvacene induced viral inhibition is also reported.

07783

Harington, J. S. and Marianne Smith

STUDIES OF HYDROCARBONS ON MINERAL DUSTS: THE ELUTION OF 3:4
BENZPYRENE AND OILS FROM ASBESTOS AND COAL DUSTS BY SERUM. Arch.

Environ. Health, 8(3):453-458, March 1964. 12 refs.

The effectiveness of serum to remove 3-4 benzopyrene and oil from
asbestos and coal was investigated. The material examined
consisted of virgin crocidolite, amosite, and chrysotile from South
African asbestos fields. The following experiments were performed:
1. The Adsorption of 3:4 Benzpyrene on Washed Asbestos and Coal

Dust. 2. The Elution of Freshly Adsorbed 3:4-Benzpyrene from
Washed Crocidolite, Chrysotile, and Coal Dust by Serum. 3. The
Elution of 3:4-Benzpyrene From Natural Crocidolite and Coal Dust by

Serum. Chrysotile asbestos adsorbed 100% 3:4-benzpyrene from
solution after 48 hours at 37 C compared with 40% and 47% for
crocidolite and coal, respectively, and 10% for amosite. No
correlation was found between the degree of adsorption of 3:4-
benzpyrene and the extent to which it was eluted by serum. Serum
eluted the naturally occurring oils more effectively from coal dust
than it did from crocidolite fiber and was slightly more effective
than cyclohexane in eluting 3:4-benzpyrene from coal and
crocidolite. 3:4 Benzpyrene was eluted more easily from !naturall
coal and crocidolite than it was after it had been freshly adsorbed
on dusts previously freed of their naturally associated
hydrocarbons. These findings are discussed in relation to the
pathogenesis of coal workersi pneumoconiosis and asbestos
malignancy.

07785

Toth, B. and P. Shubik

CARCINOGENESIS IN AKR MICE INJECTED AT BIRTH WITH BENZO(A)PYRENE
AND DIMETHYLNITROSAMINE. Cancer Res., 28(1) :43-51, Jan.

1967. 26 refs.

Newborn AKR mice were injected s.c. with either 200 micrograms
of benzo(BP) or with 30 micrograms of
dimethylinitrosamine (DMN). The BP was found to result in a
more rapid occurrence of malignant lymphomas than observed in the
controls and to result in many lung adenomas. The DMN had no
apparent effect on the development of virally medicated lymphomas
but resulted in the appearance of benign and malignant liver tumors
and lung adenomas.**
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07842

Lewis, T. R., F. C. Hueter, and K. A. Busch

IRRADIATED AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST. (ITS EFFECTS OW THE
REPRODUCTION OF MICE.) Arch. Environ. Health, 15(1):26-35,
July 19'1)7. 20 refs.

This study attempts to define the relative importance of
pre-erposure of each member of the sexual pair to irradiated auto
exhaust, and exposure of the female partner and her litter,
following removal of the male vith regard to conception, fetal
development, fecundity, and infant survival. Mere were 150
virgin female mice preconditioned to either filtered air or
irradiated automobile exhaust for 46 days, vho wire randomly paired
vith 150 similarly preconditioned males. All ice vere 12 to 13
weeks of age at the time of mating and were caged individually
during the preconditioning period. Males and females were
paired randomly to form approximately equal numbers of sexual pairs
(18 or 19) in each of eight treatment groups. The experiment was
repeated with a nev population of mice of the same strain 15 daya
after completion of the first investigation. The adverse effects
of pre-conditioning male mice vith irradiated auto exhaust on
conception, implantation of fertilized ova, fecundity, and infant
survival appear to be induced by a common mechanism. This is the
first experiment the results of which imply autational effects on
mammalian cells by components or subsequent products of
irradiated auto exhaust. An effect of the alteration of one
environmental factor in this investigation, i.e. atmospheres to
which the females vere exposed, was evidenced by mild stress on
litter sizes. Litters born in an atmosphere of irradiated auto
exhaust shoved a marked increase in mortality in both experiments,
but the magnitude differed.

07886

Masirangelo, J. J., W. P. Giordan, and R. P. Johnson

SURFACE BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUAL LI1DIDS SIhILAR TO CONSTITUENTS OF
PULMONARY SURFACTANT. Edgevood Arsenal, Md., Medical
Research Lab., Project 10622401A097, Task 10622401A09708,
EATR 4087, 22p., April 1967. 22 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 651001

Surface films of amphipathic neutral lipids and phospholipids,
similar to those found in pulmonary surfactant, were characterized
by their surface behavior, including that under high surface
pressure. Each lipid was studied with respect to equilibrium
point, hysteresis, hypercompressibility, and isotension point, the
last two being newly defined parameters. It was found that
saturated (straight) hydrocarbon chain molecules exhibited much
lower isotension-point surface tensions than did their respective
unsaturated (branched) analogs, whereas the reverse was true for
the equilibrium-point surface tensions. Saturated compounds
exhibited considerably more hypercompressibility than did their
unsaturated analogs. The ordering of limiting surface tension at
highest compression (the isotension point) vas not exclusively
dependent on obvious steric factors; rather, subtle and undefined
electronic factors vere also participating. The significantly
lowest surface tensions obtained on compression were exhibited by
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dipalmitoyl lecithin, sphingomyelin, and palmitic acid. The last
compound demonstrates that lipids other than phospholipids can
exhibit surface activity similar to pulmonary surfactant.
Development of post-isotension-point hysteresis was limited to the
saturated class of molecules tests. AA

07952

0. Tope

HEALTH IMPAIRMENT FROM EXHAUST GASES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
SPECIAL VEHICLES AND POWER EQUIPMENT. (Gesundheitsschadigungen
durch Auspuffgase unter besonderer Berucksichtigung von
Spezialfahrzeugen und motorisiertem Gerat.) Text in German.
Stadtehygiene (Uelzen/Hamburg), 16(2) :29-37, Feb. 1965. (37)
ref s.
Data on concentrations and effects of lead, carbon monoxide and
carcinogenic compounds like benzpyreve were assembled. The
maximum allowable concentration of 4 mg lead/cu m is exceed on
many urban arterial streets e.g. in center city Philadelphia,
Pa., 9.5 mg/cu m were found. Milk from cattle grazing
on pstures near highways may be endangered since up to
3000 mg lead/kg grass have been found. But the most
dangerous component of exhaust gases is CO which causes impaired
vision, fatigue and may lead to heart and brain damage. It thus
may become directly responsible for traffic accidents. The
maxioum allowable concentration value is 0.01% by volume which may
be exceeded in heavy traffic in particular if the driver of an
automobile smokes. Organic compounds ma; lead to lung cau:er.
Here especially benzpyrene which can be found both in
exhaust gases and on road surfaces originating from tar and
rubber tires may be incriminated. Control measures such as
scrubbers and afterburners on exhausts are described. Their
maintenance is tricky and expensive which so far has prevented
compulsory use. Particularly hazerdous are street cleaning
equipment and trash removal trucks since workers must almost
constantly be near the exhaust. Similar problems are posed
by lawn mowers, chain saws, cranes, tractors, pesticide sprayers
and similar equipment. Small enclines are very difficult to
modify to limit air pollution. The problem of air pollution
from engine e-thast gases can only be tackled by legislation and
technical improvements and innovations.10%

07956

Schuttmann, W.

POLYNEURITIS APTER OCCUPATIONAL CONTACT WITH DDT.
((Polyneuritis nach beruflichem Kontakt mit DDT.)) Text in
German. Z. ges Hyg. (Berlin), 12(5)1307-315, May 1966. 16

ref s.
For more than 11 yrs a woman was exposed to DDT. She
frequently worked 8 hrs/day disinfwcting indoor areas, wearing
neithet masks nor gloves, and had inhaled or swallowed air
containing DDT. The symptoms - a severe polyneuritis, with
pre vious and/or concomitant tiredness, anorexia, circulatory
disorders, interrupted prcfgnancy - all support the view that the
etiological. factor was contact with DDT. The literature on the
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untoward effects of DDT-inhalation is reviewed and the data from
15 cases are compared with the present instance.**

07964

Upholt, W. M. and P. C. Kearney

PESTICIDES. New Engl. J. Med., 275(25) :1419-1426, Dec. 22,
1966. 28 refs.

The modern trend in the introduction of new pesticides has been
toward those with more specific biologic activities. This results
in less disturbance of the environment, but multiplies the number
of chemicals that must be considered. Pesticides may contribute
to pollution of the air to some extent, but their major effect is
in the contamination of vegetation and water. Due to the activity
of soil microorganisms, most pesticide residues are not showing a
progressive accumulation in the soil. For humans, pesticides do
appear to present a hazard at distances greater than the spray can
be seen to drift. However, herbicides may damage crops several
miles from the point of application. Understanding the health
hazards of specific pesticides is simpler if they are grouped
according to chemical structure. Among the organic phosphorus
compounds, tetraethylpyrophosphate (TEPP) has a direct
inhibitory effect on acetyl and non-specific cholinesterases and it
is rapidly absorbed making handling quite hazardous. The mode of
action of chlorinated hydrocarbons has never.been clearly
established, although for DDT it has recently been proposed that
it might be the formation of a charge transfer complex in the axon.
The carbamate group includes the methyl carbamates, which are
weak cholinesterase inhibitors, and the phenyl carbamates which
have a very low order of toxicity. Approximately half the annual
deaths due to pesticides occur through ingestion. It seems,
therefore, that the greatest human hazard stems from careless
handling.**

07972

Hays, Richard B.

APPLICATION OF CELL CULTURE AS A PRIMARY TOXICITY SCREEN OF
POSSIBLE SPACECRAFT CONTAMINANTS. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Langley Station, 'ampton, Va.,
Langley Research Center, NASA-TN-D-4251, 12p., Nov. 1967.
11 refs.

Cell culture has been investigated with regard to its
applicability as a primary toxicity screen. Forty-nine compounds
have been screened by this method. These compounds are all
contaminants which may occur in manned spacecraft. The data
presented indicate that cell culture can be a useful tool for
selecting, from a long list, those compounds most likely to be
toxic to a living system. The compounds tested might be ranked,
in terms of decreasing toxicity to cells in culture, as follows:
unsaturated aldehydes, amines, aldehydes, acids, ketones, and
alcohols. (Author's summary)**
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080 15

M. H. Simmers

PETROLEUM ASPHALT INHALATION BY IIICE. EFFECTS OF AEROSOLS AND
SMOKE ON THE TRACHEOBRONCHIAL TREE AND LUNGS. Arch.
Environ. Health, Vol. 9, p. 728-734, Dec. 1964. 14 refs.

The effects on the tracheobronchial tree and lungs of 20 C57
black mice inhaling an aerosol of petroleum asphalt and
another group of 30 mice inhaling smoke from heated petroleum
asphalt were studied. The most frequent changes were
peribronchial infiltration of round cells, bronchial dilation,
and destruction and atrophy of the epithelium. Thickening of the
alveolar septa and emphysema were seen occasionally. Squamous
metaplasia was frequent but byperplasia occurred. The changes
were characterized by variability with respect to length of
exposure and location of the lesion in each animal. If any
generalization can be male regarding the changes in the lungs
of the mice, it is the reduction in the amount of functional
respiratory tissue. This is accomplished by a variety of
pathological changes. The findings sufficiently parallel
those reported by others for the inhalation of cigarette smoke,
artificial smog, and other air pollutants, so as to suggest
the possibility that the changes in the tracheobronchial
tree and lungs are only loosely related to the composition of the
inhaled material. The concordance of findings by all
investigators on the effects of air pollutants containing
aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons supports the suspicion
that the changes are a general phenomenon caused by the
non-specific irritating effect of the intire class of
chemicals when inhaled over a long time.**

080 26

MacEwen, James D. and Robert P. Geckler

COMPARATIVE TOXICITY STUDIES ON ANIMALS EXPOSED CONTINUOUSLY FOR
PERIODS UP TO 90 DAYS TO NO2, 03 AND CC14 IN AMBIENT AIR
VS. 5 PSIA 100% OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE. In: Proc. 2nd Ann.
Conference Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spaces,
4 and 5 May 1966, Aerospace Medical Research Labs.,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Aerospace Medical Div.,
AMRL-TR-66-120. p. 238-257, Dec. 1966. 6 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 646512

The data obtained from a 90-day continuous exposure of animals to
the industrial threshold limit value (TLV) of NO2, 03 and
CC1 4 are presented. Animal exposure facilities of the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories were used for the
90-day continuous experiments. The atmosphere compositions were
100% oxygen at 260 mm Hg pressure and air at either 820 (rbo 02 =
154 mm Hg) or 740 mm Hg (rho 02 = 148 is Hg) pressure. The
data are unremarkable except for the deaths at 720 es Hg pressure
in the ozone exposures. nice appear somewhat more
sensitive to ozone than the other species. Guinea pigs also
showed mortality upon exposure to ozone, which was the only
material to which this species was exposed. Note that most of the
deaths occurred during the first half of the 90-day exposure
suggesting some degree of adaptation in the survivors. The data
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are consistent with the hypothesis that the animals first respond
to the atmospheric contaminant and then adapt to the changed
environment. The data do not, however, reveal significant
differences between those animals exposed to contaminants at
reduced pressure in 100% oxygen and those exposed at normal
atmospheric pressure (740 mm Hg) . With respect to the clinical
data, although the values of serum enzymes of exposed animals were
different from the control values, no adverse effects on the
experimental animals were noted. It appears clear that the TLV
for space applications may not be radically different from
industrial TLV if only the factors of continuous dosage,
reduced pressure, and pure oxygen atmosphere are considered.##

08028

D.T. Harper, Jr. F.R. Robinson

COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY OF ANIMALS EXPOSED TO CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE AT AMBIENT AIR VS. 5 PSIA 100% OXYGEN
ATMOSPHERE. In: Proc. 2nd Ann. Conference Atmospheric
Contamination in Confined Spaces, 4 and 5 May 1966,
Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB
Ohio, Aerospace Medical Div., AMRL-TR-66-120, p. 265-285,
Dec. 1966. 18 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 646512

The provocative aspect of these findings is not so much their
correlation with the observed histological events as their
similarity to the mechanisms thought to be important in oxygen
toxicity. Lipid peroxidation, mitochondrial swelling and
reduplication, uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation and
depressed levels of reduced pyridine nucleotides have all been
observef with oxygen. It is very likely that the basic
biochemical mechanisms of both oxygen and CC14 toxicity are
highly similar. The superimposition of the one stress on the
other therefore would be expected to have an additive or
synergistic effect, and this is what was found.##

08042

D. V. Booker, A. C. Chamberlain, J. Rundo, D. C. F.

Muir, M. L. Thomson

ELIMINATION OF 5 MICRON PARTICLES FROM THE HUMAN LUNG.
Nature(London), 215(5096):30-33, July 1, 1967. 5 refs.

Experiments in which a monodisperse aerosol of particles 5 micron
in diameter was tagged with chromium-51 so that easurements could
be made by external gamma ray counters over the lungs are
described. On each occasion the subjects inhaled only a single
breath of the aerosol and the particles could penetrate the
airways only as far as they were carried by the volue of the
inhaled air, which varied between 140 and 500 ml in the different
experiments. The eleimination of particles from the
respiratory tract has two ain phases. The rapid phase
corresponds to the removal of particles initially deposited on the
ciliary mucosa and takes 10-20 hours; the slow phase, which has a
half period of from 150-300 days, corresponds to those particles
which have reached the nonciliated regions.**
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08109

R. M. Norris, J. M. Bishop

THE EFFECT OF CALCIUM CARBONATE DUST ON VENTILATION AND
RESPIRATORY GAS EXCHANGE IN NORMAL SUBJECTS AND IN PATIENTS
WITH ASTHMA AND CHRONIC BRONCHITIS. Clin. Sci. (Cambridge) ,
Vol. 30, p. 103-115, 1966. 24 refs.

Some effects of inhaling calcium carbonate dust have been
studied in twenty-tour healthy subjects, eight patients with
bronchial asthma, and eleven patients with chronic bronchitis.
The distribution of ventilation was yeasured by the single-
breath oxygen test and respiratory gas exchange was studied
by sampling expired gas and arterial blood. Alveolar
ventilation was distributed more unevenly, after breathing
dust, in ten of the normal subjects, all of the patients
with asthma, and eight of the patients with chronic
bronchitis. The increase persisted for 43-55 minutes. In
normal subjects the alveolar-arterial difference in oxygen
tension (A-aD 02) increased after breathing dust, and remained
elevated for 23-25 minutes. There was no significant change in
physiological dead space and only a small transient decrease in
anatomical dead space. The patients with asthma showed a
change in the single breath test which was similar to the normal
subjects but the increase in A-aD 02 was more protracted.
It was difficult to compare the ventilatory changes in the
patients with chronic bronchitis, since the initial slope of the
single-breath test was greater than normal. The time course
of the increase in A-aD 02 was similar to that in the
patients with asthma. Acetyl chcline infused into the
atrium caused a small increase in A-aD 02 in the control
state. On three occasions the infusion was repeated at a time
after dust when the A-aD )o2 had returned to normal but the
single-breath test remained abnormal; there was then a greater
increase in A-aD 02. These results support the hypothesis that
vasoconstriction was released, causing a flow of blood through
poorly ventilated lung units.**

08151

Borisova, M. K.

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE LIMIT OF ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATION
OF DICHLORETHANE IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. In: Survey of U. S. S. R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases
Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine. National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D. C., Inst. for Applied Tech., Vol. 3, p.

110-118, May 1960.
CFSTI: TT 60-21475

Data were obtained regarding the intensity and other
characteristics of dichlorethane air pollution by industrial
production and manufacturing plants; parallel with this some
experimental data were secured regarding the effect of low
dichlorethane concentrations on man. Chlorethan determinations were
made by the microcombustion method in a gas analyzer. The results
obtained for each plant investigated show'that the average
concentration ranged form 3.5 to 19.4 mg/cu m. The effect of low
concentrations of dichlorethane on man was studied by the method of
threshold of odor perception of dichlorethane by the adaptometer
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method and by the methods of plethysmography and spirography.
Twelve test subjects sensed the odor of dichlorethane in 23.2 mg/cu
m concentrations, 6 in 17.5 mg/cu m concentration and one each in
12.2 and 24.9 mg/cu m concentrations. The results of experiments
indicate that a 6 mg/cu m concentration was the threshold
concentration of dichlorethane affecting the functional state of
the vision analyzer and of the vascular and respiratory reactions
which was below the threshold concentration sensed by the olfactory
organs in Russia that the limit of maximal single concentration of
dichlorethane in atmospheric air should not exceed 4 mg/cu m.

08153

Izmerov, N. F.

HYGIENIC STANDARDIZATION OF THE LIMITS OF ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATIONS
OF vAPORS OF GASOLINE IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR. In: Survey of U. S. S. R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases.
Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine. National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D.C., Inst. for Applied Tech., Vol. 3, p.
126-134, May 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21475

The physiological effects of low air concentrations of gasoline
were studied. On the basis of the experimental results it can be
comcluded that the inhalation of gasoline vapors in 100 mg/cu m
concentration under conditions of chronic exposure elicited in
white rats clear cut changes in the higher nervous activity, the
intensity of which increased with the duration of the exposures,
and which disappeared only two weeks after exposure was
discontinued. In the case of man the inhalation of gasoline vapors
in concentration of 217 mg/ cu m for a brief period of time
elicited reflex changes in the optical analyzer so far as
sensitivity to light was concerned. The threshold of gasoline odor
perception was considerably below the concentrations which elicited
the previously noted changes in the functional state of the
cerebral cortex; the odor perception threshold concentration was
between 6.5 - 10.0 mg/cu m. It appears safe to conclude that the
threshold of olfactory gasoline odor perception is the most
sensitive index for the determination of limits of allowable
concentrations of gasoline vapors in atmospheric air. It is
proposed in Russia that a concentration of 5 mg/cu m calculated as
C be adopted as the allowable limit of a single maximal
concentration of the three grades of Groznensk gasoline
investigated.

08210

Vysamyae, A. Yu

THE CARCINOGENIC EFFECT OF SHALE FUEL SOOT ON WHITE MICE. Vopr.
Onkol., 4(4):408-411, 1958. 8 refs. Translated from Russian by B.
S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 5, p. 191-195, Jan. 1961

CFSTI: TT 61-11149

The cancerogenic properties of shale fuel soot was investigated..
Experiments were performed with 218 white mice. The benzene
extract of the shale fuel soot was applied to 100 mice twice every
week for approximately 25 weeks, or 50 applications. Eighteen
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control mice were treated in a manner described above with 2 drops
of a mixture of benzene and vaseline. The basic control group
consisted ot 100 white mice which received no treatment of any
kind. Special-fluorescent analysis showed that 3.4 -benzpyrene
was present in soot of shale fuel; benzene extract of such soot,
applied to the skin of mice, or injected subcutaneously, produced
malignant growths, indicating that it possessed cancerogenic
properties. Papillomas appeared 5 months after the application of
the benzene soot extract to the skin of the experimental mice.
Most of the malignant formations resulting from the application of
the soot extract to the skin of the experimental mice were
malignant epitheliomas, more often squamous cell carinomas,
occasionally cytoblastomas, which frequently metastasized int: the
local and lung lymphatic nodes. Benzene extract of the shale fuel
soot extract vehicle had no blastomogenic properties. Results of
the investigations point to the urgent need of adopting energetic
measures for the prevention of air contamination with shale fuel
soot.

08221

Gtigorlev, Z. E.

EFFEcT OF VOLATILE SUBSTANCES AND OF GASES ON THE HIGHER
NERVOUS ACTIVITY OF WHITE RATS IN THE COURSE OF INHALATION
EXPOSURE. Farmakol. I Toksikol., 18(4) :49-52, 1955.
Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine, U. S. S. R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 5, p. 125-130, Jan. 1961.

CFSTI: TT 61-11149

A tightly closing chamber was built which could be used
simultaneously for the development of light, sound ani motor
nutrition conditioned reflexes in rats, and for their exposure to
the inhalation of gas, vapor or dust under investigation. Some
data of the effects of gasoline vapor and of carbon monoxide on the
central nervous system of rats ire presented to illustrate the
suitability of the chamber described for thc recording of rats'
conditioned reflex activity changes on a dynamic basis while they
are being exposed to the inhalation of gases, vapors or suspended
dust.00

08241

Hueper, W. C.

METHODOLOGIC EXPLORATIONS IN EXPERIMENTAL RESPIRATORY
CARCINOGENESIS. Arzneimittel-Forsch, Vol. 14, p. 814-822,
July 1964. ((84)) refs.

The study, by bioassay ethods, of chemicals introduced during the
past 30 years into the human environment or to be introduced in the
future into the human economy, for carciogenic effects on the
respiratory organs, is assuming increasing importance for the
following reasons. The rapid rise in the frequency of lung
cancers among the populations of all industralized countries since
the turn of the century indicates that new and potent man-made
respiratory carcinogens have entered the human environment. This
epidemiologic phenomenon has been associated with the recognition
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of a growing number of occupational carcinogens to which large
worker groups become exposed and which in part also pollute the
general atmosphere and thus act increasingly on the general
population. Additional and epidemiologic and experimental
evidence incriminates an appreciable number of other chemicals
as respiratory carcinogens, some of which are evidently operating
following their introduction into the organism by various
non-respiratory routes. The thereby demonstrated polyetiology of
lung cancers in man and animals militates strongly against a
blind acceptance of the widely propagandized scientifically
unsound and sociologically irresponsible allegation that
cigarette smoking is the proven predominant cause of lung cancer
and that, therefore, the control of pulmonary cancer hazards can
largely be achieved by simply reducing the consumption of
cigarettes and by technologic decarcinogenization of cigarette
smoke. Despite the various shortcomings in the presently
available bioassay methods for testing chemicals for possible
carcinogenic effects on the respiratory organs, their wide
application nevertheless provides effective safeguards against a
further disseminatien of these agents. ASOO

08243

Fotin, Paul, and Hans L. Falk

POLLUTED URBAN AIR AND RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN THE
PATHOGENESIS OF PULMONARY CANCER. Diseases Chest.,
45(3) :236-246, March 1964. 21 refs. (Presented at the 29th
Annual Meeting, Aterican College of Chest Physicians,
Atlantic City, June 13-17, 1963.)

Data from several spheres of laboratory investigation lend
support to tbe belief that the epidemiologic association betveen
urban residence and lung cancer is of pathogenetic significance.
Admittedly, the identification of carcinogenic agents in pollutant
sources and in the atmosphere does not inevitably connote an
adverse biologic effect. Nevertheless, the findings of the
present investigation unite to form a constellation that strongly
implicates the atmosphere as one dominant factor in the
pathogenesis of lung cancer. The data are accorded additional
significance by virtue of their congruity with the epidemiologic
pattern of lung cancer. Epidemiologically, a reduction
in lung cancer incidence may be properly anticipated as a result
of reducing or eliminating the concentration of any of the
environmental factors discussed. However, predictions as to the
extent of reduction when but one of the factors is eliminated are
meaningless in light of the multiplicity of factors described. It
is wholly unwarrented to anticipate a quantitative reduction in
lung cancer rates equal in number to the percentage showing ,*A
statistical association with rny environmental source or spe;ific
carcinogenic agent. Vhile atmospheric pollution is advanced as
but one potential source of agents carcinogenic to the lung, proper
evaluation of its contribution to the pathogenesis of lung cancer
will be possible only in torms of its relation to the action of
other significant environmental sources. ASMOO
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08244

Litvinov, N. N., Goldberg, M. S., and Kimina, S. N.

MoRBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN MAN CAUSED BY PULMONARY CANCER AND ITS
RELATION TO THE POLLUTION OF THE ATNOSPHERE IN THE AREAS oF
ALUMINUM PLANTS. Acta, Unio Intern. Contra Cancer, Vol. 19,

p. 742-745. 1963.

The discharge of carcinogens by aluminum plants was studied by
sedimentation and aspiration methods. It was found that over 10 kg
of 3,4-benzpyrene was discharged per day into the atmosphere. The
distribution in snow and dr,st in the environment was analyzed.
Chronic morbidity of the respiratory tract was studied as a disease
predisposing to cancer in three test groups and a positive
correlation with air poLlution was established, as was done for
actual cancer incidence. (Authors) summary)

08274

Schlipkocer, H. W., A. Brockhaus, and E. Weisser

EXPOSURE OF LARGE CITY INHABITANTS TO SOLID AND LIQUID AEROSOLS.
((Die Belastung des Grossstadtmenschen durch feste und flussige

Fremdaerosole.)) Text in German. Zentr. Bakteriol.,
Parasitenk., Abt. I, Orig. (Jena) , Vol. 198, p. 113-131,
Dec. 1965. 5 refs.

Hamsters were froced to-inhale a dust of a constant Degussa
soot concentration of 25-50 mg./cu m daily for 8 hours,

simulating the dust in large cities which contains about 30%
caxbon and soot caused by incomplete combustion. The animals
were killed at intervals varying from 1 1/2 to 67 hours. The lung
tissue vac fixed and examined with an electron microscope. Nine
illustrations are provided shoning the cytological condition of the

tissue at various time intervals. After one to two hours
exposure, the soot particles were found exclusively in the
extvecellular tissues of the aveoli. After 8 hours a
phagocytosis of the soot dust was observed. The soot particles
which lay in the vacuoles were extremely hard; with increasing
exposure the vacuoles increased in size and eventually overlapped,
causing the cytoplasm to dissolve. After 32 hours the tissue
consisted mainly of cell fragments containing soot particles and
after 67 hours fused particles were found who!'e primary parts
could not be differentiated. These experilv,n%s show that even
relativtly insolublo compounds can cause harmful alterations in

lung tislue. Since benzopyrene is readily absorbed by soot and
can be f)und in the atmospheric dust of large cities, 12 gamma
benzopyrene absorbed on 20 mg. soot was injected into white ratb
and the animals killed at different time intervals. Eighty per
cent of the benzopyrene was dissolved from the soot and 20% stayed
absorbed over a period of 20 days. The damage caused to the lung
tissue, and the relatively quick dissolution of benzopyrene in

vivo, makes the elimination of soot as a pollatant a matter of

primary implrtance.00
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08295

Barnes, R. and R. C. Jones

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., p. 557-
560, Nov.-Dec. 1967, 6 refs.

Three cases of poisoning by carbon tetrachloride in one industry
are reported. Liver damage as evidenced by altered liver function
tests was a feature of other workmen of this plant also exposed to
carbon tetrachloride. Kidney damage, which is m feature of other
reported cases of carbon tetrachlorice poisoning, was only shown by
one of the cases reported here. The dangers of carbon
tetrachloride are noted, and care in its industrial and household
use is emphasized. (Authorsi summary)

08305

Kagawa, Jun

THE USEFULNESS OF THE METHOD OF SINE WAVE OSCILLATING PRESSURE FOR
MEASURING TOTAL RESPIRATORY FLOW RESISTANCE IN HUMAN SUBJECTS AND
GUINEA PIGS. Text in Japanese. Japan.. J. Hyg. (Tokyo), 21(6):424-
436, Feb. 1967. 18 refs.

The validity and applicability of a sine wave oscillation method
for measuring total respiratory flow resistance in man and guinea
pigs were investigated. Diagrams giving exact measurements of the
body plethysmographs and the pressure imposing device used in the
experiments are provided. The frequency of the sine wave
oscillation with which the activity of the chest-lung system
becomes zero, aas found to be 7 approximately 9 c.p.s. in both man
and guinea pig. Over 12 c.p.s. the impedance of the system showed
a steep rise. By analyzing the flow and its Imposed pressure
curves, it vas found that the total respiratory flow resistance
showed continuous change according to the different stages of the
flow curve. By the use of an artificial mouthpiece resistor having
three kinds of known resistance in man, the frequencies 7
approximately 9 c.p.s. also showed the most pertinent
reproducibility, and the impendance was overestimated by
frequencies below or abov., this range. When this technique vas
applied to the short term inhalation study of low concentration of
S02 (1.5-2.0 ppm) in man, it revealed rapid response and individual
difference of the sensitivity of the total respiratory flow
resistance after a few seconds of the exposure. In long term
exposure of guinea pigs to 0.1 ppm of toluene diisocyanate vapor
without any surgical treatment, the animals showed a repeated day
to day response with different individual sensitivity, and when
sodium chloride aerosols were added the response of the total
respiratory flow resistance was affected in a meaningful pattern.
The results, which are illustrated in graphs and tables, show this
procedure to be a relevant and sensitive method to evaluate the
behavior of the respiratory air way in.both man and guinea pig in
short or long term studies of environmental toxic materials.

08329

Laws, Edward R., Jr., August Curley, and Frank J. Biros
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MEN WITH INTENSIVE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO DDT. A CLINICAL AND

CHEMICAL STUDY. Arch. Environ. Health, Vol. 15, p.
766-775, Dec. 1967. 25 refs.

A study was made of 35 men with 11 to 19 years of occupational

exposure to DDT. Findings from medical history, physical
examination, routine clinical laboratory tests, and chest x-ray

film did not reveal any ill effects attributable to exposure to

DDT. The overall range of storage of the sum of isomer and
metabolites of DDT in the men's fat was 38 to 647 ppm as compared
to an average of 8 ppm for the general population. Based on their

storage of DDT in fat and excretion of DDA in urine it was
estimated that the average daily intake of DDT by the 20 men with
high occupational exposure was 17.5 to 18 mg per man per day as
compared to an average of 0.04 mg per man per day for the general

population. There was significant correlation (r = +0.64) between

the concentration of total DDT-related material in the fat and

serum of the workers. The concentration in fat averaged 338 times
greater than that in serum. Workers store a smaller proportion
of DDT-related material in the form of DDE, and the difference
is related chiefly to intensity rather than duration of exposure.
DDE is relatively much less important and DDA much more
important as excretory products in occupationally exposed men
than in men of the general population. (Authors, summary,

modified)**

08339

Tomingas, Rene

SOOT HAZARDS INVESTIGATED FROM THEIR CARCINOGENIC ASPECTS. Staub
(English translatton), 27(8):8-10, Aug. 1967. 3 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51408/8 (-.HC $2.00)

Experiments carried out on rats ihown that subcutaneous
implantation of benzopyrene combined with soot can cause sarcomata.
The result is affected by the high number of soot eruptions.
Sarcoma yield depends on complete remainder of the implantate. The
investigation of the residual implantate in the case of rats has
shown that, if the action in an animal body is sufficiently long,
benzopyrene is completely eliminated from the implantate.

08415

Lawther, P. J.

AIR POLLUTION, BRONCHITIS AND LUNG CANCER. Postgrad. Med.

J. (London) , Vol. 42, p. 703-708, Nov. 1966. 13 refs.

The emission of pollutants at levels close to the ground and
during adyerse meteorolog4.cal conditions, such as temperature
inversion, contribute to low altitude air pollution. Particulate
matter in the air can be measured by optical and electron

microscopy. An electron micrograph of common solid pollutants and
a table showing the average and maximum winter concentrations of
common gaseous pollutants in central London during 1954-1964 are

provided. The results of various field and laboratory tests
indicate that irritants in smoke, rather than SO2, were the
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causative agents for the exacerbation of existing chest diseases.
While simple bronchitis may be caused by cigarette smoking,
chronic bronchitis is related to urban factors. Tests further
support the theory that the rise in the incidence of lung cancer
is correlated with the incidence of cigarette smoking rather than
with the level of polycyclic hydrocarbons in coal tar, coal smoke,
and soot. Urban factors are also involved in the genesis of lung
cancer. As a remedial measure it appears reasonable to recommend
that fuel be burned centrally, and that the effluents be dispersed
from tall stacks.##

08431

V. R. Tsulaya

THE SANITARY AND TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EFFECT OF
A MIXTURE OF BENZENE AND ACETOPHENONE VAPORS IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
((Sanitarno-toksikologicheskaya kharakteristika
kombinirovannogo deistviya smesi parov benzola I atsetofenona
v atmosfernom vozdukhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English
translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.) , 32(4-6):6-10, April-June
1967. 1 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51409/2

As a result of studying the reflex action of a mixture of
benzene and acetophenon vapors on the human body, it is
concluded that the effect produced by this wixture is the
summation of effects of the two substances. An investigation
of the resorptive action of a mixtures of benzene and
acetophenon vapors in a concentration of 9.2 and 0.030 mg/cu m
consecutively revealed a series of shifts in the central nervous
and hemopoietic systems and the nucleic acids content in the blood
of experimental animals. A mixture of benzene and acetophenon
vapors in a concentration of 0.91 and 0.0030 mg/cu m,
consecutively, had no noxious effect on experimental
animals. (Author's summary)##

08442

I. L. Kulinskaya

EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF TOLUENE ON
THF ACETYLCHOLINE SYSTEM IN THE BLOOD OF RABBITS.
((Vliyanie khronicheskogo deistviya malykh kontsentratsii
toluola na sistemy atsetilkholina v krovi krolikov.)) Hyg.
Sanit. (English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.),
32(4-6):291-295, April-June 1967. 9 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51409/2

Alterations in the acetylcholine system were studied with a
view to identifying early signs of poisoning with small doses
of toluene. This spitem is a sensitive indicator of the
functional state of the nervous system. Shifts occurring in this
system on long-term exposure to benzene had been determined
earlier. Chronic effects of low concentrations of industrial
substances are accompanied by changes in the overall reactivity
of the organism. Therefore this experiment combined the
poisoning of experimental animals together with immunization
with typhoid vaccine. Changes in acetylcholine
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concentration in blood appeared already at early stages of the
unfavorable effect on the organism, before the appearance of
changes in the activity of the AC-decomposing enzyme.
Therefore, it is not expedient to limit studies of chronic
poisonings to investigations of acetylcholinesterase
activity, but parallel determinations of AC concentration
should also be performed. Accumulation of AC in blood and
increase in the ACE activity in the first and in the second
periods of chronic poisoning point to an increased
functional activity of the nervous system vhile the decrease
in the mediator exchange indices in the third period points to
possible inadequacy (humoral decompensation phase) . The results
confirmed that the process of prolonged poisoning initially
intensified the functions of different systems but later
these functions become veakened according to the depletion
of the compensatory resources of the body.**

08443

Sh. S. Khikmatullaeva

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF THIOPHENE IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. (Materialy k obosnovaniyu predel'no dopustimoi
kontsentratsii tiofena v atmosfernom vozdukhe.) Hyg. Sanit.
(English translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.) , 32(4-6) :319-322,
April-June 1967. 8 refs.

CFSTI: TT 67-51409/2

The single maximum permissible concentration of thiophene in
the atmosphere vas set at a level of 0.6 mg/cu a by eans of
determining its threshold values of smell (2.1 mg/cu a), of
ocular-light sensitivity and that of the bioelectric activity
of the human cerebral *cortex (0.8 mg/cu m). A study of the
resorptive action of thiopene at concentrations of 20 and 3
g/cu m on albino rats revealed definite shifts in the chronaxy
muscle-antagonists, in the content of protein fractions, of
sulfahydride groups, and that of syalic acids in the blood
serum, in the leucocyte count and formula of the blood, in the
level of coproporphyrins in the urine and that of ascorbic and pyro
tartaric acids in the organ tissues. As thiophene at a
concentration of 0.6 mg/cu m proved to be ineffective, it is
suggested that this concentration be set as the daily average
maximum permissible concentration of the substance in the
atmosphere. (Author's summary) **

08483

Momotani, Hiroshi

THE RESPIRATORY DEPOSITION OF POLYSTYRENE AEROSOLS IN RAN.
Text in Japanese. Japan. J. Hyg. (Tokyo), 21(6) :417-4 23,
Feb. 1967. 15 refs.

Aerosols were generated from three sizes of polystyrene particles
(0.188, 0.557, and 1.305 micron diameters) suspended in vater.
The aerosols were stocked in a 9-liter, Benedict-Roth type
spirometer to dry and then vere inhaled. Subjects (7 healthy
males and 1 female, 22-29 years old) vere asked to breathe the
aerosols through the nose, vhile sitting, at rates of 10, 15; or
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20 inspirations per minute. Each experiment lasted 1-2 minutes;
60 were performed in all. Results are tabulated. Aerosol
concentration vas measured by the Kimoto light-scatter
photometer (Sinclair-Phoenix type); 10 consecutive respirations
were recorded to get an average deposition rate for one
experiment. Average concentrations of the aerosols were estimated
for inspired and expired air, and deposition rates computed for one
respiratory cycle. The effects of respiratory rate, tidal
volume, and respiratory flow rate on deposition are discussed.
Aerosol deposition in the respiratory tract varies from subject
to subject, and according to particle size, so that the larger
the particles, the higher the percentage deposition. Aerosols
with diameters of 0.188 or 0.557 microns exhibit similarly low
deposition rates, suggesting that the minimum deposition size
approaches these tvo sizes. The lover the respiratory rate, the
greater the deposition (particularly for 1.305 micron particles).
Tidal volume and flow rate have no relation to deposition rate.BB

08511

Anderson, Donald 0.

THE EFFECTS OF AIR CONTAMINATION ON HEALTH: A REVIEW. PART II.
Can. Med. Assoc. J. (Toronto) , Vol. 97, p. 585-593, Sept. 9,
1967. 103 refs.

The literature on the health effects of specific pollutants is
revieved. Included are studies on dustfall, sulfur dioxide,
oxidizing pollution (as a mixture, or when broken into these
components; carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, ozone, and
peroxyacetyl nitrate) , polycyclic hydrocarbons, industrial sources
of community air pollution (especially arsenic, beryllium, and
asbestos) , and several other pollutants. The effects of low levels
of common air pollutants, classified as particulate atter,
irritants, oxidants, and systemic poisons, are not known precisely.
According to one study, high and significant correlations were
obtained between lung cancer mortality in men, and levels of
beryllium, arsenic, zinc, molybdenum, vanadiu, cobalt, manganese,
lead, and titanium. No correlation vas observed for nickel and
antimony. In terms of magnitude of the effect, the hazard of long-
term exposure to levels of urban pollution is uch less than that
of personal air pollution by cigarette smoking. The biological
effect, however, is similar to that of smoking, and is documented
in excess mortality, respiratory conditions, and possibly also in
respiratory cancer. The most important constituent currently
easured in the air is dust.

08526

Zorina, L. A., T. M. Sukharevskaya, and E. A. Soloveva

THE MECHANISM OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEMORRHAGIC SYNDROME IN
CHRONIC BENZENE INTOXICATIONS. K ekhanizu raxvitiya gemorra-
gicheskogo sindroma pri khronicheskoi intoksikatsii benzolom.)
Text in Russian.
Gigiena Gruda i Prof. Zabolevaniya (Moscow), 10(8):26-31,
Aug. 1966. 19 refs.
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A study of the blood coagulation system in chronic benzene
intoxications shoved that hemorrhage is caused mainly by the

quantitative and qualitative deficiencies of the platlets
(thrombocytopenia and thrombocytopathy) vhich lower the activity of

the blood coagulation system, increase fibrinolysis and change the

properties of the vascular walls (disturbed endothelial barrier and

increased permeability). Hemorrhagic symptoms are experienced not

only in patients vith thrombocytopenia but also in patients vith

normal platelet counts suffering from thrombocytopathy.

08598

Davis, Kieffer

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH: /NTERACTION OF SULFUR AND OTHER

ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS. PROGRESS REPORT Ned. Bull. Standard

Oil New Jersey, 27(3) :258-2698 Nov. 1967. (Presented at the 32

Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum Institute As Division of

Refining, Los Angeles, Calif., 1967.)

The objectives and general experimental designs are presented of

research projects which are currently sponsored by the American

Petroleum Institute: 1) research into biological tolerance to air

pollutants and mechanisms of S02 toxicity; 2) research into the

chronic effects of pollutants in rand and the realtionship between

onset of acute morbidity and death; 3) study of experimental

emphysema in laboratory animals and possible effects of S02, oxides

of N, and particulates; 4) investigation of the conditions and
concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons that may produce lung

cancer; and 5) study of the combined effects of environmental

contaminants. Available results indicate that monthly morbidity is

quite high in a selected group of out-patients and may give

sufficient data to correlate with air quality. In the animal

studies, no pattern is found indicating any effect which nay be

relatable to inhalation of the dusts used, vith or without adsorbed

gas. Benzo(a)pyrene particles instilled intratracheally in hasters

induce a high incidence of carcinomas.

08801

flogger, Dieter

EFFECTS OF THE ROTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST GASES ON HUMANS, ANIMALS

AND PLANTS. ((Ausvirkungen der Motorfahrzeugabgase auf

Menschen, Tiere und Pflanzen.)) Text in German. Z.

Praeventivmed., Vol. 11, p. 161-178, March-April, 1966. 20

refs.

The various toxic components in automobile exhaust gases are

reviewed. To determine the amount of carbon monoxide inhaled by

the population, the carbon monoxide hemoglobin content of 331

policemen and 597 automobile drivers was determined during a test

for alcohol. The nonsmoking policemen did not exceed the 5%

limit, but 25% of smoking policemen and 40% of the drivers did.

The amount of lead in the street, in windowsill dust, and in the

street air was well as in the blood of office workers, metal work-

ers and garage vorkers was determined in Zurich between 1948-1963.

While the amount of lead in the dust of the street, air, and win-

dow sills increased significantly by 1955, the amount found in the
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blood increased only slightly. Soot is considered deleterious as
a carrier of other water soluble toxic substances into the lungs.
The hygienic limit of 0.5 cc./cu m for oxides of nitrogen is only
seldom exceeded. Sulfur dioxide emissions are negligible.
Hydrocarbons and polycyclic hydrocarbon emissions from motor
vehicles contribute only a few percent to the rise in lung cancer.
The paraffin and olefin hydrocarbons are nontoxic to humans,
animals and plants, while ethylene is highly toxic to plants.
While in Europe oxidants do not contribute significantly to air
pollution, compounds such as ozone and peroxyacylnitrite
contribute to air pollution in tropic and subtropic climates with a
high concentration of motor vehicle traffic, particularly under
adverse meteorological conditions. The psychological problems
caused by air pollution are discussed and it is cc.ncluded that
the psychological effects cannot be dismissed lightly.00

08897

Felmeister, Alvin, Mohammad Amanat, and N. D. Weiner

INTERACTION OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE--OLEFIN GAS MIXTURES WITH LECITHIN
MONOMOIECULAR FILMS. Environ. Sci. Technol., 2(1):40-43,
Jan. 1968. 15 refs.

The interaction of nitrogen dioxide-olefin gas atmosphere with
saturated lecithin monomolecular films were investigated using
surface pressure measurements. Films of dipalmitoyl lecithin, a
saturated phospholipide, shoved no interaction with any of the test
atmospheres used. Films of egg lecithin, an unsaturated
phospholipide, showed significant changes in the urface pressure -
surface area curves in the presence of all atmosphere containing
nitrogen dioxide. The observed effects appear to be the result of
a chemical interaction of NO2 with the double bonds of the egg
lecithin rather than a simple physical penetration of the film.
Biological implications are discussed. (Authors' abstract.)

09002

Smith, T.

THE PULMONARY TOXICOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF TERPENE
PARTICLES. Intern. J. Bioclimatol. Biometeorol. Suppl.
(Leiden), Vol. 11, 171p., 1967.

In 1964, at the Washoe Medical Center in.Reno, Nevada,
asthmatic patients had questionnaires completed as to their
residence, sites of visitation, and vegetation in their
immediate surroundings during the 24-hr. period immediately
prior to attack. Attacks ware seasonal and occurred primarily
when the number of terpene particles in the atmosphere vere at
their highest levels, as determined with gas chromatography.
Rats were then exposed to measured quantities of terpeae
particles liberated into altitude chambers under controlled
atmospheric conditions. They vere sacrificed, autopsied, and
the lungs studied using gross, microscopic, and angiographic
techniques in order to correlate pathologic changes with those
occurring in the asthmatic man. When normal white rats were
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subjected to approximately 20-30 parts of alpha-pinene for the
first time, the animals became lethargic within 5 win., severely
agitated in 10-15 min., convulsed in 20 min., and died within 30
min. It autopsy, they had lost uch tracheal mucosa and evinced
severe pulmonary and cerebral edema. If reoved from the toxic
alpha-pinene within 25 min., and placed in either 02 or open air,
they recovered; 24 hr. later, the trachea and large bronchi were
largely denuded of mucosa. Focal areas of inflammation occurred
which involved the basement embranes and subencosal glands. If
the animals were placed into the chamber for the second or third
time, death occurred earlier. (Author's abstract, modified)**

09024

Fried, Josef and Dorothy E. Schumm

ONE ELECTRON TRANSFER OXIDATION OF 7,12-DIMETHYLBENX(A)ANTHRICENE,
A MODEL FOR THE METABOLIC ACTIVATION OF CARCINOGENIC HYDROCAR-
BONS. J. Am. Che. Soc., 89(21):5508-5509, Oct. 11, 1967.
((15)) refs.

In the study of carcinogenicity of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, there is a basic question of whether it is the
hydrocarbon itself of sone etabolite produced in vivo that is
the primary trigger for biological activity. A chemical model
systea is described which is converting the potent
7,12-diaethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMB1) into biologically ore
active products. The action of one electron transfer agents,
manganese dioxide, ferricyanide and Ce(IV) on DMBA was
investigated. Fractionation of the manganese dioxide products
yielded in addition to DMBA, five compounds, which were
identified with several procedures. The biological activity of
each was investigated using an E. coli bacteria phage assay.**

09055

Anghileri, L. J.

EFFECT OF OTHER HYDROCARBONS ON THE 'IN VITRO' BINDING OF
3,4-BENXPYREVE BY PLASMA PROTEINS. Naturwissenschaften
(Berlin), 54(10):249-250, 1967. 1 ref.

The effect of other polycyclic hydrocarbons on the in vitro
binding of_3.4-benzpyrene (3,4 BP) by plasma proteins has been
assayed. The procedure is described. The plasma proteins
albumin, alpha-globulin, and beta globulin, and radioactive
3,4-BP were combined with each of the following hydrocarbons:
1,2-benzpyrene, 1,2,3,4-dibenz-anthracene,
9,10-dimethyl-1,2-benzanthracene and 20-methyl-cholanthrene, then
taken through the various assay procedures. The samples were
finally counted in a liquid scintillation spectrophotometer. The
distribution of 3,4, BP in the different plasma fractions
was studied by starch gel electrophoresis. Under these
experimental conditions the 20-mc decreases considerably the
binding of 3,4 BP (approximately to 1/7 in albumin and to 1/5
in alpha and beta globulins) . The other tested hydrocarbons
decrease the binding in the following order of decreasing
activity: DMBA; 1,2,3,4-DBA; Py; 1,2 BP.1111
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09060

Ludwig, John H.

SOME RAMIFICATIONS OF AIR CONTAMINATION. Public Health
Rept. (U.S.), 75(5):413-419, May 1960. 4 refs. (Presented at
the 47th National Safety Congress and Exposition, Chicago,
Ill., Oct. 20, 1959.)

The ramifications of air pollution are discussed in terms of
health effects, urbanization, and economic losses. Particulates,
benzo(a)pyrene, sulfur oxides and photochemically reactive species
are discussed.**

09074

Lester, David and Leon A. Greenburg

ACUTE AND CHRONIC TOXICITY OF SOME HALOGENATED DERIVATIVES OF
METIONE AND ETHANE. Arch. Ind. Hyg. Occupational Med.,Vol. 2, p.
335-344, 1950. 6 refs.

The effect of inhalation of dichlorodifluoromethane,
trichlorofluoromethane 1, 1-difluoroethane, 1-chloro-1,1-
difluoroethane, 1,1-difluoroethylene, fluoroethylene, and 1,1-
difluoro-1,2-dibromoethane were studied in rats. I'll of the
compounds with the exception of vinyl and vinYlidene fluoride are
anesthetic. 1,1-difluoroethane, 1-chloro-1,1-difluoroethane and
1,1-difluoro-1,2-dibromoethane are pulmonary irritants. No dlmage
to the liver was observed from inhalation of these compounds. The
toxic effects of the compounds are discussed in relation to their
boiling points. (Authors' summary, conclusion, 'modified)

09090

World Health Organization Expert Committee on Insecticides,
Geneva, Switzerland

SAFE USE OF PESTICIDES IN PUBLIC HEALTH. (SIXTEENTH REPORT.)
World Health Organ. Tech. Rept. Ser., No. 356:1-65, 1967.

The report of the WHO Expert Committee on Insecticides
which met in Geneva, Switzerland, in September 1966 is
presented. In vector control programs DDT has been in use for
over 20 years. The concern that has been expressed in recent
years about contamination of the environment by this very
stable and persistent insecticide should not, in the opinion of the
Committee, be considered sufficient reason for substituting other
insecticides for indoor residual spraying against mosquitos.
Nhere vectors have developed resistance to DDT it has become
necessary, to introduce alternative insecticides. The Committee
reviewed those compounds and is of the opinion that with one
exception - malathion (ONS-1) - those insecticides so far
developed as indoor residual sprays are likely, to present a
greater hazard in use than DDT. The Committee Urges health
authorities to take a realistic view of the hazards presented by
these new insecticides. The insecticidims now under trial for us
in vector control programs belong to the orgenophosphorns and
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carbamate groups of antichloinesterases. Recovery from severe
poisoning by either type of insecticide will be complete, provided
that prolonged asphyxia is avoided by proper treatment. While
bearing in mind the importance of good public rslations throughout
a control or eradication program, the Committee considers that the
demonstration of non-symptomatic enzyme depressions in the
inhabitants or the spraymen should not preclude the use of
entomologically effective compounds capable of controlling or
eradicating malaria and other serious vector-borne diseases. The
occurrence of symptoms with compounds of the carbamate group may
indicate the need for a review of safety procedures and
application techniques rather than for a discontinuation of the
program. While the deliberations of the Committee were confined
to compounds and procedures in use in public health, many of the
points raised are Ipplicable to some uses of similar compounds in
agriculture and food storage.BB

09316

Parker, D. R.

APPLICATION OF TRICHLOROACETIC ACID LEVEL IN URINE AS
A MEASURE OF TBICHLOROETHYLENE VAPOR EXPOSURE. Sandia Corp.,
Albuquerque, N. Rex., 9p., July 1967. 7 refs.

CPSTI: SC-M-67-431

Trichloroacetic acid is a natural etabolite of trichloroethylene
which is readily recoverable from urine specimens. The amount of
trichloroacetic acid excreted in the urine is generally a function
of the trichloroethylene vapor exposure. Although the day-to-day
excretion levels fluctate significantly, they can be used as an aid
in evaluating an individual s exposure to trichloroethylene vapor
when a series of samples are analyzed. (Author s abstract)

09435

Tye, Russell and Klaus L. Stemmer

EXPERIMENTAL CARCINOGENESIS OP THE LUNG. II. INFLUENCE OF
PHENOLS IN THE PRODUCTION OF CARCINOMA. Nat. Cancer Inst.,
39(2):178-186, Aug. 1967. 8 refs.

After examining the contribution of the phenols to the pulmonary
carcinogenic potency of the tar aerosol, a modest evaluation of the
hydrocarbon carcinogens was ade by class. The acidic fractions
(including phenols) were separated from two somewhat different coal
tars. Various blends and an original tar produced aerosols to
which 5 groups of male C3H/HeJ mice were exposed 2 hours,
3 times weekly, for 55 weeks. Animals were killed at intervals. .
The lungs and tracheas of all ice were examined grossly and
microscopically for neoplasms, or relevant morphologic changes.
After 46 weeks, 32 survivors in groups 2 and 4, which received
similar aerosols containing phenols, had 4 incidences of
adenocarcinoma, 19 of intrabronchial adenoma, and 10 of squamous
metaplasia. In 20 survivors of group 3, which received the same
tar without phenols, there was no incidence of adenocarcinoma: 11
bad intrabronchial adenoma and 2 had squamous metaplasia.
(Authors' summary, modified)WW
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McCarron, James, Michael Lebowitz, Doris Holter,
Eric Cassell and Donovan Thompson

AIR POLLUTION AND ACUTE RESPIRATORY ILLNESS. Preprint,
Washington Univ., Seattle, School of Medicine, ((28))p.,
1967. (Presented at a joint meeting of the Pacific Northwest
Section, American Industrial Hygiene Association and
Northwest Association of Occupational Medicine, Portland,
Oregon, Nov. 12, 1967.)

A three year study vas conducted in New York City to determine
10-at variations in the health of a normal urban population might be
related to variations in their environment. The population
studied included whites, Negroes, and Puerto Ricans from upper,
middle, and lower income groups, and vas divided into four
categories: children (those under 15 years of age); adults;
heavy cigarette smokers; and non-cigarette smokers. The total
number of participants in the study was 1747 and each vas observed
for an average of 45 weeks. A questionnaire was developed
containing approximately 120 items regarding variations in health.
Each family was visited each week by a trained health
interviewer who orally asked the questions in the questionnaire;
questions vere asked for each of the seven preceding days. An air
pollution monitoring station was established in the center of the
study area and measurements were made of S02, particulates,
carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons. Also, monitoring records of a
variety of other pollutants vere obtained from the City.
Continuous records vere maintained on common meteorologic
variables. The association between the daily prevalence rates of
various health symptoms and the levels of air pollution are
examined by several methods. The multiple correlation
coefficients and the multiple regression Loefficients of some of
the symptom prevalence rates with air pollutants and meteorological
factors are summarized. It is concluded that: a) there are
associated relationships between symptoms in a normal urban
population and a variety of environmental factors and b) no one
factor, including air pollution, acts alone to produce most of the
common illnesses.**

09713

Kotscher, W., R. Tomingas, and H. P. Weisfeld

INVESTIGATIONS INTO DUST-CAUSED DAMAGE, ESPECIALLY CARCINOGENIC
EFFECTS. REPORT 8: INVESTIGATION OP HUMAN LUNGS FOR THEIR DUST
AND BENZOPY1ENE CONTENT IN THE HEIDELBERG AREA. ((Untersuchungem
uber die Schadlichkeit von Russen unter besonderer Berucksichtl-
gung ihrer cancerogenen Wirkung. 8. Mitteilung: Untersuchung
von Humanlungen auf ihren Staub- und Benzpyrengehalt im raum
Heidelberg.)) Text in German. Arch. Hyg. Bakteriol.
(Munich), 151(7):666-668, Nov. 1967. 3 refs.

This contisuatlon of a study of the industrial area around Mannheim
concerns only the dust levels in the lungs. The lungs of 10
persons (aged 22-73) who had lived most of their lives in the
Heidelberg area vere autopsied. Similar to findings in previous
work, traces of benzopyrene occurred in 3 cases. Dust content
ranged from 0.35-1.30 g. in 9 cases, the tenth exhibiting 2.28 g.
(Average of 9, 0.92 g.).
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09985

Vykes, Arthur A. and Juanita H. Landez

TOXICOLOGY OF BORON HYBRIDES--STUDIES OF ALTERATIONS IN TISSUE

AMINES TOXIC DECABORANE-14 (B10H14) AND PEMTABORANE-9 (8589) AS

MODIFIED BY BYDRAZINES AND PROPYNYLABINES. Air Force School of

Aerospace Medicine, Brooks APB, Tex., Aerospace Medical

Div., Task 630207, SAM-TRV-66-112, 10p., Dec. 1966. 20 refs.

CFSTI,DDC: AS 648537

Investigations of the influence of the toxic boron hydrides,

decaborane-14 and pentaborane-9, on hiogenic amine metabolism were

undertaken to assist in the elucidation of the toxic mechanisms and

sites of action of boron hydrides in animals. Brain and heart

tissue serotonin and norepinephrine vere found to be significantly

depleted after treatment of test subjects with the boron hydrides.

The testing of a number of potential antidotes for the treatment of

the toxic symptoms and biogenic amine changes due to exposures to

boron hydrides has resulted in the discovery of several new
antidotal drugs for the toxic effects of decaborane-14. Pargyline
(N-methyl-N-bensyl-2-propynylamine), a potent nonhydrazide

monoamine oxidase (RAO) inhibitor, provides protection against the

depletion of rat brain and heart norepinephrine, as well as the

raserpine-like sedation and ataxia observed in decaborane-

intoxicated rats. In contrast, several close analogs of pargyline

do not protect against the depletion of tissue norepinephrine due

to decaborane poisoning. .7B-516 (1-phenyl-2-hydrazinopropane), a
potent hydrazine-related MAO inhibitor, greatly potentiates the
toxic effects of decaborane-14, as does iproniazid (1-isonicotinyl-

2-isopropyl hydrazine). Doses of the 86-vitamin pyridoxine also

appear to counteract the toxic effects decaborane-14. Monoamine

oxidase inhibition and elevation of tissue amines per se by a drug

do not appear to be required properties for the drug to decrease or

eliminate the toxic actions of boron hydrides. Followup studies,

which include investigations of the mode of action of pargyline and

pyridoxine as protective agents in boron hydride-intoxicated
animals, are in progress. (Authors' abstract)

10105

M. Wasserman, D. H. Curnow,' P. N. Forte, Y. Groner

STORAGE OP ORGANOCHLORINE PESTICIDES IN THE BODY PAT OF PEOPLE

IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA. Ind. Med. Surg., 37(4):295-300,

April 1968. 37 refs.

Between Ray 1965 and Noveber 1966, 58 samples of hymen adipose
abdominal tissue were collected from routine autopsies in Perth,

Australia. None of the persons aged 14 to 93, with 82% above 50

years, had any known occupational exposure to pesticides. In 46

specimens analyzed by the Schechter-Haller spectrophotometric

method, the average concentration of total DDT-derived material

was 9.5 plus or minus 2 ppm. The mean value of DDT was 3.6 plus

or minus 1 ppm, and of DDE was 5.9 plus or minus 2 ppm. UDE

averaged 62% of the total DDT-derived material. In 12 samples

analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography, the average concentration

of total DDT-derived material was 9.3 plus or inus 2 ppm.
Isomers of BHC averaged 0.68 ppm and dieldrin 0.67 ppm.

Comparable data from Canada, America, Czechoslovakia, England,
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France, Germany, Hungary, Spain, 2ndia, and Israel are
tabulated. The average concentration of dieldrin found in body
fat of Western Australians (0.67 plus or minus 0.1 ppm) is
rather high when copared vith values found in other populations
(0.002-0.31 pp0.11

10118

Weete, J. D., J. L. Laseter, and D. J. Weber

HYDROCARBONS FOUND IN WAXY LAYERS FROM SPORES OF BASIDIOMYCETES.
'Preprint, Houston, Univ., Tex., (18)p., (1968). 10 refs.

Oaraffinic material vas extracted from spores of six basidomycetes
and analyzed by gas chromatography. The individual hydrocarbons :ler
characterized as the eluted from the chromatographic column by a
cobustion gas chroatograph-mass spectrometer. The hydrocarbon
pattern vas distinct for each species analyzed with odd-chain
hydrocarbons predominating in every case. The predominate n-alkane
peaks were: C27 for Ustilago aydis, C29 for Puccinia graminis, C29
and C31 for Urocystis agropyri, C27 and C35 for Ustilago nuda, C29
and C31 for Ustilago avenae, and C29 for Sphacelotheca reiliana. Th
concentration of normal and branch- chain hydrocarbons varied from 4
ppm to 146 ppm. The hydrocarbons are part of the waxy outer layer o
spores and the significance of this layer is discussed. (Authors'

abstract)

10239

Bohlig, H.

PATHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS DUE TO INHALATION OF ASBESTOS DUST.
((Rrankheitserscheinungen nach Asbeststaubinhalation.)) Text
in German. Zentr. Arbeitsmed. Arbeitsschutz, 16(12):353-355,
Dec. 1966.

In a brief literature review, in which authors are entioned but
no references cited, the problem of asbestos dust as a carcinogenic
substance is surveyed. Despite greatly increased preventive
measures taken in many asbestos plants, and the resultant
reductions in cases of asbestosis, problems of asbestos inhalation
have acquired new significance during the past fine years. The
retrosr,ective examination of mesothelioma autopsy material in
various countries has implicated asbestos dust as a malignant-tumor
inducing agent, not only in asbestos workers but even in others.
The vell-knovn 'pleura-plaquest of asbestosis and diffuse
mesotheliomas have been observed in individuals vho had never had
occupational contact vith asbestos but who had resided in the
vicinity of asbestos plants or mines. It can be stated with
assurance that pollution of the ambient air (imission) by asbestos
factories - which vere relatively late in utilizing the asbestos
dust of their dedusting installations instead of simply releasing
it to the atmosphere - has been a causative factor in a significant
increase in the rate of appearance of both pleural plaques and
mesotheliomas. Whether or not the quantities of asbestos dust
released into the atmosphere from brake linings of automobiles are
also responsible for these alignancies is a question vhich has yet
to be determined; however, asbestos was detected histologically in
the lungs of city dwellers not exposed occupationally in the
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following percentages: Pittsburgh, 41.0%; Miami, 27.9%; Cape
Town 26.4%. Individuals endangered by asbestos, in addition to
those just cited, include persons who have occasional contact with
asbestos in construction or other activities (such as roofers,
insulation specialists) . The properties of asbestos ores,
including their benzopyrene content, are briefly mentioned.01

10241

Cuthbert, J.

THE COMMUNITY HAZARDS OF ASBESTOS. ((Die Gefahren des Asbest
fur die Allgemeinheit.)) Text in German. Muench. Med.
Wochschr. (Munich), 109:1369-1372, April-June 1967.

The inhalation of asbestos is far more dangerous than is generally
recognized by the public, since even a transient period of
exposure can lead to disease (intErstitial fibrosis of the lung,
lung cancer, mesothelioma, endothelioma of the pleura and the
peritoneum, painful dermal warts) and death many years later.
Electron microscopic studies have shown that for every asbestos
fiber recognizable under an ordinary (light) microscope, there
are hundreds of tiny unrecognized particles, which dust experiments
with juinea pigs have shown to be just as deadly as the larger
fibers. While the asbestos industry has taken energetic measures
toward the prevention of classical forms of asbestosis by dust
elimination in its plants (vacuum removal of the dust, use of gas
masks, automation of manufacturing processes) , such prophylactic
measures have not prevented the gradual long-term development of
cancer in persons who come into occasional, slight, or temporary
contact with asbestos. This group certainly includes wives of
asbestos workers nd all persons living within 1.5 km. of an
asbestos plant; these persons tend to succumb to mesothelioma
after many years of such contact. A number of examples are given,
including those of carpenters and construction workers, who do not
realize that their relatively brief contact in sawing or handling
asbestos materials can lead to lung cancer many years later. The
great increase in asbestos production and in asbestosis in recent
years is tabulated; the need for utilization of alternate materials
in industry, and for further research on biological effects is
emphasized. The presence in asbestos of carcinogenic oils and
other components, including benzopyrene and chromium, is mentioned.
**

10456

Wayne, Lowell G. and Leslie A. Chambers

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF URBAN AIR P OLLUTION. Arch. Environ.
Health, 16(6):871-885, June 1968. 14 refs.

Rodents exposed to the ambient atmosphere of Los Angeles
throughout their lives have been studied in comparison with animals
maintained in smog-filtered atmospherees. In aging inbred mice of
certain strains, there vas an increased incidence of pulmonary
anenoma. In one strain mortality of males (but not females) during
the first year of life vas increased. Severe smog episodes caused
lung tissue alterations at the ultrastructural level, especially in
mice older than 15 months. Severe episodes produced transient
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increases in pulmonary resistance in old guinea pigs but no
demonstrable chronic or cumulative effects o'n this parameter. In
guinea pigs sensitized by prior stress treatment, urinary excretion
of 17-ketogenic steroids was enhanced by ambient atmosphere exposure
Aftsr two or three years of exposure, rabbits exhibited reduced
activity of glutamic oxalcetic transaminase in blood serum.
(Authors' abstract)

10613

Anthony A. Thomas

SPACE CABIN TOXICOLOGY. In: NASA, Marshall Space Flight
Center 5th Annual Meeting, Air Force Systems Command,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, p. 207-217, March 3, 1967.
18 refs.

NASA: N68-17369

Space cabin toxicology is a new and challenging area of
research in life support. The unique problem of this branch
of toxicology is the truly uninterrupted continuous nature
of exposure to chemical toxicants. Fundamental research in the
last two years has answered the following most urgent basic
questions. Continuous exposure can lead to a "summation of
interest" type of toxic effect because daily recuperative
periods from exposure are non-existent. The exotic atmospheric
environment can influence the outcome of toxic damage; reduced
barometric pressure and oxygen-rich atmosphere are influencing
factors. All cabin materials can and must be screened
by analytical and biological methods to increase the health and
performance of the crew in future manned space missions.
To answer these questions, experiments were conducted with
animals in controlled atmosphere chambers at reduced pressure.
Various contaminant materials were introduced for long
exposures times. The tests themselves lasted up to eight
months, thus giving a good indication of the effects of
long-term exposure to a "space cabin" atmosphere.**

10987

Monntain, Isabel M., E. J. Cassell, Doris W. Wolter,
J. D. Mountain, Judith R. Diamond, and J. R. McCarroll

HEALTH AND THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT. VII. AIR POLLUTION AND
DISEASE SYMPTOMS IN A "NORMAL" POPULATION. Arch.
Environ. Health, I7(3):343-352, Sept. 1968.

The effect of each of several pollutants on the health of urban
families on the lower, East Side of New York City has been
assessed. Prevalence of certain symptoms on one day of the
week (Monday) was assessed according to level of each
pollutant (low, medium, or, high). Prevalence was treated as a
binomial variable (number of "yes" responses/number of "yes" and
"no" responses) whereas pollutant level was a continuous variable
(but ordered, by thirds), according to the method of Armitage.
In summer, in children under 8 years of age, prevalence of
respiratory symptoms was directly related to increasing levels of
particulate matter and of carbon monoxide. (Authors' abstract:1A*
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11241

E. N. Roth, W. H. Teichner, and A. 0. Mirarchi

CONTAMINANTS STANDARDS. (SECTION 13.) In: Compendium of
Human Responses to the Aerospace Environment, Volume III,
Sections 10-16, Emanuel N. Roth (ed.) , Lovelace Foundation
for Medical Education and Research, Albuquerque, N. Hex.,
CONTRACT -.NAS-1 15, P. 1-115, Nov. 1968. 233 refs.

CFSTI: NASA CR-1205 (III

Toxicological problems in space operations cover three
situations: (1). the acute, short term, high-level exposure either
in ground support or space cabin conditions; (2) the 8-hour work
day,exposure found in manufacturing and ground support
situations; and (3) continuous, long term exposure to trace
contaminants, s uch as would be anticipated in extended space
missions. In view of the necessity for provisional limits of
manned space flights of 90 to 1000 days duration the following
criteria for trace contaminant control in manned spacecraft have
been derived: Contaminants must not produce significant adverse
changes in the physiological, biochemical, or mental stability
of the crew. The spacecraft environment must not contribute to a
performance decrement of the crew that will endanger mission
objectives. The spacecraft environment must not interfere with
physical or biological experiments nor with medical monitoring.
Based on these criteria air quality standards for prolonged manned
missions have been established. The following topics are
discussed: kinetics of contaminants in space cabins; toxicological
factors; toxicology in the spacecraft environment; source of
contaminants; particulates and aerosols; microbial contaminants.
Tables presenting chemical analysis of all contaminants with
standard levels for space cabins are listed.**

11259

Stout, B. M., Jr. and Roger E. Flora

KANAWHA VALLEY AIR POLLUTION STUDY HEALTH EFFECTS. II.
CONDUCTION OF THE STUDY. Preprint, West Virginia Univ.,
Morgantown, Div. of Allergy and Div. of Preventive
Medicine, ((19n8n8p., ((1967?))

A method for obtaining information concerning the eye and nasal
symptoms of a sample of hypersensitive persons by daily
telephone calls vas explored. These symptos w re correlated with
air pollution measurements taken within one haUj mile of the
residence of these reactors. Pollutants measur d were
sulfates, soluble benzene compounds, and partici lates. Results
showed that 35% persons studied reported repeated nose symptos
and 22% reported eye symptoms. A history of bronchitis was
obtained in 21%, but 66% brought up phlegm several times a year.
Asthma was reported by 2% and 43% had a history of dyspnea.
Thirty-seven per cent had allergies, 36% of these haying had
allergy skin tests.**
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11260

Stout, B. N., Jr. and Roger E. Flora

KANAWHA VALLEY AIR POLLUTION STUDY HEALTH EFFECTS. II/.
SYMPTOM RESPONSE TO DAILY MEASURES OF AIR POLLUTION. Preprint,
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown, Div. of Allergy and
Preventive Medicine, ((21))p., ((1966)) 3 refs.
Daily surveys were made on persons living in the "Kanawha Valley
N. Virginia fpr effects of particulates, sulfates and
benzene soluble compounds or the eyes and nose. The "Kanawha
Valley" contains industrial plants where the products are
synthetic rubber, urethane foam, vinyl, sulfuric acid, solvents,
agricultural chemicals, ammonia, anti-freeze, chlorine and its
derivatives, paint components, organic esters, plasticizers,
polyethylene, rayon, aeress yarn and ferroalloys. No indication
of positive correlation of sympton prevalence with levels of
pollution as measured in this study could be detected.

11261

Stout, B. m., Jr. and Roger E. Flora

KANAWHA VALLEY AIR POLLUTION STUDY HEALTH EFFECTS I. DESIGN
OF THE STUDY. Preprint, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown,
Div. of Allergy and Preventive Medicine, ((114))p., ((1966?))
13 refs.

A method for studying human response to air pollution was
explored. Hypersensitive reactors to air pollution were selected
for the study. Daily information on symptoms involving the eye
and nose were obtained by telephone interviews from persons living
in the valley under study in W. Virginia. An outline of plans
for the study was: 1) to obtain a panel of hypersensitive
reactors: 2) to follow these reac::ors through 12 months prospective
study by daily contact by telephone interview; 3) to correlate
their reactions with certain measurements of daily air pollution.

11272

Hnatsakanyan, A. V.

EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OP CHLOROPRENE IN THE ATMOSPHERE
ON SUPRARENAL FUNCTION IN CHILDREN. Hyg. Sanit.
31(13) :115-117, Jan.- 1965. ((7)) refs.
The qualitative and quantitative composition of alcohols
contaminating the air around factories producing synthetic fatty
alcohols and synthetic fatty acids, is described for the first
time. Such air may contain volatile lower alcohols, as well as
less volatile higher alcohols. Since aliphatic alcohols differ
in their toxic properties, the maximum permissible atmospheric
concentration should be established for each alcohol separately.#11
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11275

Kotin, P.

THE INFLUENCE OF PATHOGENIC VIRUSES ON CANCERS INDUCED BY
INHALATION. Public Health Service, Bethesda, Md.,
National Institutes of Health, pp. 485-499, ((1966)). 27 refs.

Sguamous carcinomas were induced in C58 Black mice after
successive infections with three mouse-adapted strains of
influenza virus and continuous exposure to an aerosol of ozonized
gasoline. The progression of the pathological process, from the
initial proliferative response, to influenza virus, through
sguamous metaplasia with keratinization, to the development of

squamous cancer, has been histologically described. The last two
classes of change were observed exclusively in mice concurrently
exposed to the influenza virus and hydrocarbon aerosols.**

11299

Crocker, T. Timothy and B. J. Nielsen

PRIMATE, CANINE AND RODENT TRACHEOBRONCHIAL EPITHELIAL RESPONSE TO
POLYCYCLE HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTANT EXTRACTS IN ORGAN
CULTURE: A PROGRESS REPORT. Preprint, California Univ.,
San Francisco, Cancer Research Inst, 15p, 1968. (Presented
at the Air Pollution Medical Research Conference, Denver,
Colo., July 22-24, 1968, Session III: Pathogenetic Role of
Atmospheric Pollutants, Paper 1.)

Chemicals known to cause experimental lung cancer in lower
animals are present. in urban air, tobacco smoke, automobile
exhausts and industrial smoke. In order to learn whether man
(or other primates) can be expected to be more or less susdeptible
than rodents or canines upon exposure to these materials, a test
system is needed that would expose respiratory mucosa of all
species to the suspected chemicals, under uniform conditions.
Tracheobronchial structures, of rodents, dogs and monkeys were
maintained for 2 to 3 weeks in organ culture. Polycyclic
hydrocarbons known to be carcinogenic by various methods of
testing in rodents were added to organ culture media and produced
abnormal histologic states of respiratory epithelia. Among these
are: (1) basal cell hyperplasia, (2) replacement of differentiated
columnar cells either by one' or more layers of undifferentiated
pleomorphic cells or by stratified cells of a sguamous epithelial
type, (3) excessive height and crowding of columnar cells to form
redundant epithelial folds, and (4) loss of all or most epithelial
cells. Weakly carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic hydrocarbons did
not produce these abnormal states. Whole benzene-soluble extracts
of solids from filters used to collect air pollutants were applied
in this system, and one or more of the abnormal states described
above were induced. Effects of benzo(a)pyrene and of a composite
of air pollutant extracts are compared in evaluating the biologic
responsiveness or rodent, canine and primate respiratory epithelia
to a pure compound or a crude extract of material under
consideration as having possible effects on health.**
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. 11307

Emik, L.O. and R.L. Plata

DEPRESSION OF RUNNING ACTIVITY IN MICE BY EXPOSURE TO POLLUTED
AIR. Preprint, California Univ., Riverside, Statewide Air
Pollution Research Center, 12p., 1968. 6 refs. (Presented at
the Air Pollution Medical Research Conference, Denver,
Colo., July 22-24, 1968, Session IV: Animal Toxicology,
Paper 1.)

Mice in activity wheels were exposed continuously to diluted raw
or irradiated and unirradiated auto exhaust for a period of 8
weeks, using a diurnal cycle simulating Los Angeles conditions
in heavy smog. Those in irradiated exhaust showed an immediate
depression greater than those in raw exhaust, each gradually
recovering and finally surpassing the controls by the end of the
experiment. A balanced half each of control and irradiated
exhaust groups was switched to the other exposure for the second
4 weeks. The controls later placed into irradiated exhaust ran
significantly less than any other group. On a daily basis, no
significant treatment effects were found although the LAF males
always ran significantly (P less than .01) farther than their
BALB chamber mates. The exhaust atmospheres appeared to modify
the diurnal cycles of activity, generally flattening the usual
night peak, but no detailed analyses were made. The mice
exposed to ozonized gasoline fumes gradually recovered their
control level of activity when continually exposed for several
weeks. With this background of experience, mouse activity was
included as one measure of the effects of ambient air pollution
exposure.$0

11309

Ishikawa, S., D. H. Bowden, V. Fisher, and J. P. Wyatt

THE EMPHYSEMA PROFILE' IN TWO MIDWESTERN CITIES IN NORTH
AMERICA. Preprint, Manitoba Univ., Winnipeg, Dept. of
Pathology and Saint Louis Univ., Mo., Dept. of Anatomy,
11p., 1968. 7 refs. (Presented at the Air Pollution Medical
Research Conference, Denver, Colo., July 22-24, 1968,
Session VI: Emphysema, Paper 3.)

In a comparitive study there was considerably more emphysema in
St. Louis than Winnipeg and the anatomic emphysema was found
much earlier and appeared to progress more rapidly. In neither
city were cases of severe emphysema observed in non-smokers. From
these basic observations on these tvo cities, which have striking
differences in the degree of environmental pollution, it appears
that smoking is not the only factor concerned in the development of
emphysema. The importance of environmental pollution is further
strengthened by the fact that the incidence of severe emphysema in
comparable groups of cigarette smokers is four tines as high in
St. Louis as it is in Winnipeg. These findings suggest that
the development of emphysema may be related to a synergistic effect
of smoking and environmental pollution. The sharp distinction
betveen the emphysema profiles of these two cities further
emphasizes the epidemiologic value of correlating various
parameters of urban living with patterns of lung pathology.#*
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11426T

Dubrovskaya, F. I., M. S. Katsenelenbaum, Ya. K.
Yushko, G. V. Bulychev. and V. As -Korolova

ATROSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION WITH DISCHARGES FROM SYNTHETIC FATTY
ACIDS AND ALCOHOLS PRODUCING INDUSTRIES AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE
HEALTH OF THE POPULATION. ((Zagryazneniye atmosfernogo
vozdukha vybrosami proizvodstva sinteticheskikh zhirnykh kislot
spirtov i vliyaniye ikh na zdordov'ye naseleniya.)) Translated
from Russia. Gigiena i Sanitariya, 26(12):3-8, Dec. 1961. 5

refs.

Investigations of the atmosphere in Shebekino have revealed it to
be intensely polluted up to a radius of 3 Km from a synthetic
fatty acids and alcohol plant in the shebekino /ndustrial
Complex. Its discharges contain fatty acids, hydrocarbons,
acetone, methanol and formaldehyde. Investigations showed that
that combustion of exhaust gases occurred at low efficiency,
with hydrocarbons, acids and acetones only 30% burned. The
concentrations of pollutants in escaping gases, and of
saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, ketones, acetone, and
fatty acids in atmospheric air, are tabulated. Construction
inadequacies of the furnace used were blamed for the.low efficiency
of combustion. A complete medical examination of the children
in Shebekino shows their health to be somewhat affected by the
atmospheric pollution. Diseases of respiratory tract prevail
among other affections. /t has been determined experimentally
that the threshold value of olfactory perception of valerianic
acid in most people fluctuates from 0.5 to 1.0 mg per m3.##

11484

Krasovitskaya, M. 1. and L. K. Malyarova

LONG-TERM EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF ETHYLENE AND
TRICHLOROETHYLENE ON NEWBORN ANIMALS. ((0 khronicheskom
deistvii malykh kontsentratsii etilena i trikhloretilena na
organizm novorozhdennykh zhivotnykh.)) Hyg. Sanit. (English
translation of: Gigiena i Sanit.), 33(4-6)046-149,
April-June 1968. ((3)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2

Adult albino rats (aged 2 1/2 months) and newborn ones,
respectively designated as series / and II were exposed to
ethylene and trichloroethylene continuously for 98 days. The
experiment included 12 groups of rats, 13 to 15 animals in every
group. Animals of both series were expozmd to identical
concentrations (3 and 1 mg/cu ethylene; 4, 1 and 0.5 mg/cu
trichloroethylene). Adult animals weighing 110-130 g were used
in Series I and newborn rats were used in experimental series
II. The initial physical development parameters of the newborn
animals were practically the same. By the fifth day of exposure
the weight increments in all the experimental groups (8.7-9.8 g)
differed significantly from those in the controls (7.0-7.6 g). A

statistically significant differences in weight persisted through-
out the exposure in all the experimental groups, with the exception
of animals exposed to trichloroethylene in a concentration of 0.5
mg/cu m. The experimental animal's physical development also
lagged somewhat with respect to the appearance of the coat,
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dentition, and the opening of eyes. From the age of six weeks,
series II animals exhibited definite changes with respect to
other indices also. Blood pressure measurements revealed
hypotension in animals exposed to 1 and 4 mg/cu m trichloroethy-
lene. The experimental animals also exhibited changes in
subordinative chronaxy. Inversion of the chronaxial ratio between
flexors and extensors was found in animals exposed to 3 mg/cu m
ethylene and 4 and 1 mg/cu m trichloroethylene. A change in the
cholinesterase activity of whole blood was found in animals exposed
to 3 mg/cu m ethylene and 4 and 1 mg/cu m trichloroethylene during
the last stages of the exposure period. All these indices
returned to normal following a recovery period. Observations of
physical development showed that the effect of poisonous substances
on newborn rats became obvious in the earliest stages of exposure.
The adult experimental animals did not differ from the controls
with respect to weight even on exposure to relatively high
concentrations.**

11489

Gol'dberg, M. S.

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS AND HYGIENIC
STANDARDS FOR ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS OUTSIDE THE USSR.
((Problema biologicheskogo deistviya atmosfernykh zagryazneii i
ikh gigienicheskogo normirovaniya za rubezhom.)) Hyg. Sanit.
(English translation of: Gigiena 1 Sanit.), 33(4-6):245-250,
April-June 1968. ((13)) refs.

CFSTI: TT 68-50449/2

A brief discussion is presented of a few achievements in the
biological effects of pollutants and standards in the U.S.A.,
Great Britatin, and Germany. Studies being conducted on the
effects on man of prolonged exposure to low concentrations of
atmospheric pollutants are mentioned. Air pollution episodes in
New York (1953) and London (1952) are briefly mentioned. Also
discussed is the problem of the effect of the dispersity of dust
particles containing 3.4 benzpyrene upon carcinogenic activity.**

11539

MacEwen, J. D. and R. P. Geckler

COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF 90-DAY CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO 03, NO2
AND CCL4 AT REDUCED AND AMBIENT PRESSURES. (FINAL REPORT.)
Aerosjet-General Corp., Azusa, Calif., Contract AF
33(657)-11305, Proj. 6302, Task 630201, AMRL-TR-67-68, 67P.,
Feb. 1968. 25 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 669079

Ninety-day continuous animal exposures to ozone, nitrogen dioxide
and carbon tetrachloride at Threshold Limit Values were
ciinducted under ambient pressure and 100% oxygen-reduced pressure
(5 psia) conditions. Four species, dogs, monkeys, rats, and mice
were exposed to each material. Guinea pigs were also used for
ozone exposures due to their reported susceptibility to this
pulmonary irritant. Minimal biologic responses were observed
with exposure to each of the compounds tested ane, consequently,
lower tentative exposure limits are recommended for space cabin
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environments. The recommended limits, based on the time period
tested, are 1 ppm for nitrogen dioxide, 0.01 ppm for ozone, and 0.5

ppm for carbon tetrachloride. (Authors' aostract)44

11593

Thomas, A. A.

MAN'S TOLERANCE TO TRACE CONTAMINANTS. Aerospace Medical
Research Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, AMRL-TR-67-146,
38p., Jan. 1968. 9 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 669356

Atmospheric contaminants in sealed cabins originate from a
multitude of sources: off-gassing from cabin materials,
production of contaminants by the life support system components,
continuous exposure, a combination of physiological stress from
problem increases with progressing mission duration and can become
the limiting factor for man's tolerance to extended space flight.
Several important aspects must be considered: truly uninterrupted,
, continuous exposure, a combination of physiological stress from
the use of artificial atmospheres and the chemical stress imposed
by the trace contaminants, and the great potential of
synergistic toxic effect by various constituents of the highly
complex mixture of many contaminants. Superimposed on these
factors are the other aggravating characteristics of prolonged
space flight: logistics problems of life support and psychological
effects of isolation on performance. Clearly, these factors must
be weighed singly and in combination to allow safe design of future
manned systems. Validation of human tolerance to trace
contaminants can be accomplished by prolonged animal exposures
coupled with mathematical model verification. Traileoffs in life
support system design can extend tolerance to contaminants and
long range logistic tradeoffs should be considered by utilizing
extra-terrestrial resources for contaminant removal purposes.
(Author's abstract)W*

11632

Vaughan, Thomas R., Jr., Lesta F. Jennelle and Trent R.

Lewis

EFFECTS OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVELS OF AIR POLLUTANTS ON

PULMONARY FUNCTION IN THE BEAGLE. Preprint, Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio National Air Pollution Control
Administration, ((19))p., ((1968)). 29 refs.

One hundred and four beagles have been exposed for 18 months to
natural and photochemically reacted auto exhaust, oxides of
nitrogen and oxides of sulfur. No differences in single breath
carbon monoxide diffusing capacity, dynamic pulmonary compliance

or total expiratory pulmonary resistance were found between
exposed and control animals. Removal of reactive gases in the
upper airway was studieu during brief exposures in an additional

small group of animals. Under these conditions, 100% removal of
03 and SO2, 90% removal of NO2, 73% removal of NO and no
removal of CO or hydrocarbon were found. (Authors' abstract)WO
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11682
Alvin Felmeister, Mohammad Amanat and Norman D. Weiner

INTERACTION OF PROTEIN AND LIPOPROTEIN MONOLAYERS WITH
NITROGEN DIOXIDE-TRANS 2-BUTENE GASEOUS MIXTURES. Preprint,
Columbia Univ., New York, Coll. of Pharmacy, ((8))p.,
((1968)). 4 refs.

The interactions of pollutant atmospheres with oriented protein
and lipoprotein films was studied. A gas train assembly, Teflon
coated trough, and Wilhelmy plated method of surface pressure
measurement was used. The films were then exposed to a standard
atmosphere (i.e., air flowing at the rate of 300 ml/min) or to
the following test atmospheres, all flowing at this same rate of
300 ml/min: (a) 0.33% nitrogen dioxide in air; (b) 0.08% trans
2-butene in air; and (c) 0.33% nitrogen dioxide and 0.08% trans
2-butene in air. Significant changes in the -A curves for
the pure protein films were observed in the presence of all
atmospheres containing nitrogen dioxide, while the trans 2-butene
did not interact with the film, nor did it appear to influence the
nitrogen dioxide film interaction. However, whereas exposure of
unsaturated phospholipid films to nitrogen dioxide containing
atmospheres resulted in a large expansion of the film, exposure
of bovine albumin film to these same test atmospheres resulted in
a significant contraction of the film. The data obtained suggest
that the effect of NO2 on the lipoprotein films studied, appears
to be a function only of the phospholipid component of the film.
In general, membrane lipoproteins contain a large proportion of
unsaturated phospholipids attached to structural and functional
protein. In vivo interaction of the supporting phospholipid with
nitrogen dioxide, or other reactive pollutants, could result in an
expansion of the exposed cell membrane. This expansion would then
lead to a change in the conformation of the attached protein.
In the case of a functional protein, changes in conformation would
be accompanied by changes in enzyme activity.#0

12175

L. S. Jaffe

REVIEW ON CHEMICAL MUTAGENESIS. Preprint, Public Health
Service, Vashington, D. C., Div. of Air Pollution, ((10))p.,
Oct. 4, 1963. 19 refs.

Chemical utagenesis is the process whereby the somatic cells
of an organism are induced to produce a change ( utation) by
chemical eans or by exposure to chemical substahc:es, wherein
as a result of this exposure the cell themselves or the daughter
cells, formed upon dividings, function less efficiently Or
differently from the parent cells. In chemical utagenesis we
are concerned with the influence of certain chemicals found in
air pollution to fore deleterious mutations in the somatic cells of
the individual (or animal population) causing it to age more
quickly; to change the appearance and nature of the cells
anatomically or in function; or to act carcinogenetically and
fors cancers in the organism. The prime effects of chemical can-
cers sutagenesis are of three broad categories; (11 a change in
the aging process induced by chemical means; (2) change in the na-
ture and ajpearance of the cell and/or its function (metaplasia) ;
(3) carcinogenesis.114
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12272

Yuldashev, T.

TOXICITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE IN LOW CONCENTRATIONS. In: The

Biological Effects and Hygienic Importance of Atmospheric
Pollutants, Book 10. Translated from Russian by B. S.
Levine, U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 17, pp. 33-39, 1968.

CFSTI: PB 180522T

In exposure tests ethylene oxide (Er)) as a poison affected all
body organs and systems, principally the central nervous system.
The EO odor perception threshold for most sensitive test
persons was found to be 1.5 mg/cu m; threshold eye sensitivity to

light 1.0 mg/cu m; and threshold of electrical cerebral activity
0.65 mg/cu m. It is recommended that 0.3 mg/cu m at EO adopted
as the limit of its maximum concentration in atmospheric air.
Chronic, 24-hr. exposure of white rats to the inhalation of air
containing 0.3 mg/cu m of EO for 83 days produced changes,
affected the animals' flexor-extensor chronaxy ratio and the
chloride and residual nitrogen blood contents. It is suggested
that the average daily maximal allowable EO concentration in
atmospheric air be set at 0.03 mg/cu a. (Author's conclusion,
modified)**

12276

Gusev, I. S.

COMPARATIVE TOXICITY STUDIES OF BENZENE, TOLUOL, AND XYLOL BY

THE REFLEX ACTIVITY METHOD. In: The Biological Effects
and Hygienic Importance of Atmospheric Pollutants, Book 10.

Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution Occupational Diseases, Vol.
17, pp. 6047, 1968.

CFSTI: PB 180522T

The odor threshold and the effect on brain electropotentials of
benzene, toluene, and zylene were determined. Experimental
methods used are described. The author proposes the
following conclusions: (1) Odor perception thresholds decreased
with increase in the number of methyl groups in the benzene ring.
Odor thresholds were: 2.8 mg/cu m benzene; 1.5 mg/cu toluene;

and 0.6 mg/au m zylene. (2) Concentrations of odor perception
thresholds used as indexes in evaluating effects on cerebral
electrical activity decreased benzene, toluol, xylol in the
following order: (3) Benzene rnd toluol enhanced the electrical
potentials, while xylol had the opposite effect, causing a
decrease in the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex.
Return to normal electrical brain activity in toluol and xylol
poisoning proceeded slowly. (4) 1.5 mg/cu n of benzene, 0.6
mg/cu m of toluol, and 0.2 mg/cu m of xylol are subthreshold -

concentrations as shown by results of electrical potential brain
tests. These concentrations are recommended as maximal
permissible single-exposure concentrations for atmospheric air.
(Author's conclusion, odified)**
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12284

Gusev, M. I. and A. A. Minayev

AN HYGIENIC STANDARDIZATION OF ALPHAMETHYLSTYRENE IN ATMOSPHERIC
AIR. In: The Biological Effects and Hygienic Importance of
Atmospheric Pollutants, Book 10. Translated from Russian by B. S.
Levine, U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 17, pp. 139-145, 1968.
CFSTI: FB 180522T

The toxic effects of alphamethylstyrene (AMS) were investigated, and
the maximum average-daily allowable concentration of this vapor was
determined in experiments using white rats. On the basis of tha
data obtained, it is concluded that: (1) Alphamethylstyrene vapors
in concentration of 5 mg/cu m and lower had no effect on the
behavior, weight, and general blood picture (leucocyte, erythrocyte,
hemoglobin count) of the test animals. (2) An AMS concentration of
5 mg/cu m depressed the central nervous system (increased reflex
time), altered the bio-chemical reactions (reduced the content of
nucleic acids in the blood and of coproporphyrin in the urine) , and
changed the luminescent properties of the leucocytes. Functional
changes were confirmed by pathohistological changes in lungs, liver,
heart, and kidneys. (3) In concentration 0.5 mg/cu m ARS altered
mg/cu m had no effect. (4) The aximum average tolerance allowable
concentration of ARS vapors in atmospheric air can be set at the
level of its accepted single-exposure allowable concentration of
0.04 mg/cu m which is the inactive level in chronic inhalation
exposure of the experimental animals.

12580

Holma, B.

THE INITIAL LUNG CLEARANCE OF DI-DISPERSE (2 MICRON AND 7
MICRON) POLYSTYRENE PARTICLES IN RABBITS. Arch. Environ.
Health. 17(6):871-873, Dec. 1968. 3 Refs.

The difference in the simultaneous initial course of lung
clearance of 2 micron and 7 micron monodisperse polystyrene
particles has been studied in rabbits. This lung function was
registered with a fixed detector system during the first two hours
after the animals had been exposed to the test aerosol via a
tracheal tube. The results.point out the importance of frequent
and early data of the lung retention of studied particles for the
evaluation of the function of lung clearance. (Author's
Abstract) **

12955

Peters, John M., Jere Mead, and Willem F. Van Ganse

A SIMPLE FLOW;VOLUME DEVICE FOR MEASURING VENTILATORY FUNCTION
IN THE FIELD. RESULTS OS WORKERS EXPOSED TO LOW LEVELS OF
TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE. Am. Rev. Respirat. Diseases, 99(4):617-
622, 1969. 10 refs.
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A new, simple, portable device for easuring the maximum
expiratory flow=malase_ CREVI) curve vas discussed. The
ventilatory capacity of 35 workers exposed to toluene
diisocyanate was assessed with this device. Measurements were
made on Monday morning and afternoon, and on Tuesday orning.
The results showed a significant qualitative and quantitative
depression of the MEFV curve during the working day which did
not return to baseline levels on Tuesday orning. This device
is well suited for survey work in the field and is particularly
useful when serial measurements of the same individual are ade.
(Author summary modified)

12969

Golubev, A. A.

EFFECT OF CERTAIN /NDUSTRIAL IRRITANTS ON CHANGE OF PUPIL
DIAMETER IN THE RABBIT. (Ob izmenenii diametra zrachka krolika pod
vliyaniem nekotorykh promyshlennykh yadov razdrazhayushchego
deystviya). Text in Russian. Gigiena Truda i Prof.
2abolevaniya, no. 4:58-59, 1969.

The effects on pupil size in the rabbit were determined over a
30-min period for the following industrial irritants (molar
threshold concentration given in parentheses): ethanol (2),
dioxane (2), methylethylketone (1/4), epichlorohydrin (1/4),
acetic anhydride (1/8) , crotonaldehyde (1/16), ethylene glycol
(1) , and xylene (1/132). Indications by the ethod described
correlate well with the usual means of determining irritative
effects (dioxane is an exception for which this method
indicates a higher irritative effect). It is noted that this
method is effective at concentrations which cause no visible
changes in either the conjunctiva or cornea of the rabbit.

13657

Pilov, V. A.

KINETIC MODEL OF THE ACCUMULATION OF GASEOUS SUBSTANCES IN THE
ORGANISM DURING PERIODIC INHALATION. (0 )cineticheskoy modeli
nakopleniya v organizme gazoobraznykh veshestv pri ikh
periodicheskom vdykhanii). Text in Russian. Doklady Akad. Nauk
SSSR, 184(6):1458-1460, 1969. 9 refs.

A mathematical model vas constructed to determine the
concentration of an inhaled gas in tissues of an individual
exposed to the gas diring his, working days. An equation vas
developed which defined the concentration in tissues at the nth
working day in terms of the concentration of the substance in
the inhaled air, the time of exposure, the days of exposure,
and constants related to the distribution of a particular gas
betveen tissue and air. When the equation was tested against
chloroform and ethyl alcohol, for which most of the constants
were known, the result corresponded with experimental data. The
equation was also successful in predicting tissue concentration
of benzene and carbon disulfide in the fatty tissue of rabbits
exposed for various periods to these gases.
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13860

Feldstein, M.

TOXICITY AND ANALYSIS OF AIR POLLUTANTS. J. Forensic Sci.,
14(3):337-351, July 1969. 44 refs.

The emission of solids, liquids, and gases from industrial
operations, power and heat generation using fossil fuels,
combustion of organic waste materials, and auto exhaust
constitute the major sources of air. pollution. Carbon
monoxide, as a community air pollutant, is emitted to the
atmosphere from most combustioi operations where incomplete
combustion of organic matter (.1.:curs. Exposures to 30 ppm for
four to six hours may result in blood carboxyhemoglobin
concentrations as high as 8% of the total pigment. Nitrogen
dioxide is the primary reactant in photochemical smug, and is
found to cause acute pulmonary edema. Physiological response
to low concentrations of both S02 and 503 is similar and involves
bronchial constriction. The response with 503 is 4 to 20
times greater in experimental animals than with S02 on an
equal concentration basis. It is now believed that there
is no tolerable dose of a carcinogen. Skin tumors were
produced in animals by as little as 0.4 micrograms of
benzpyrene. Part of the reason for increased lung cancer is
ascribed to carcinogens present in air pollution. Several
other pollutants and the various ways of analyzing pollutants
are also discussed.

13886

Epstein, Samuel S. and H. Shafner

CHEMICAL MUTAGENS IN THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT. Nature, 219(5152):
385-387, July 27, 1968. 13 refs.

Preliminary data are presented on the feasibility of Intagenicity
testing in mice based on screening a wide variety of
environmental pollutants. In the dominant lethal test, treated
males were mated with groups of females. The females were
subsequently dissected at mid-term of pregnancy to evaluate
the incidence of dominant lethal mutations. Such effects
conveniently reflect mutagenic activity and represent fetuses
killed in utero by mutations directly induced in male germ
cells. The possibility of systemic drug effects in females
vas thus excluded. Test materials were freshly prepared and
injected intraperitioneally. A mutagenic index (M.I.),
reflecting the incidence of dominant lethal mutations in an
experimental group of animals, was calculated. The index does
not reflect anti-fertility effects or the distribution of
deciduomata in affected animals. It was found that organic
extracts of atmospheric particulate pollutants displayed control
R.I. levels. The dominant lethal test described appeared to be
a practical screening procedure, especially because 803 of gene
mutations in man are attributable to dominant autosomal traits.
Modification of the tcst procedures to evaluate the role of
chronic low-level exposure to environmental mutagens, either
singly or in combination, is in progress.
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13953

Lindberg, Walter

AIR POLLUTION IN NORWAY. III. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AIR POLLUTANT
CONCENTRATIONS AND DEATH RATES IN OSLO. (Den alminnelige
luftforurensning i Norge. III. Korrelasjoner mellom
luftforurensninger og dodelighet i Oslo.) Translated from

Norwegian. Oslo Univ. (Norval, p. 78-102, 1968. 92 refs.

Extensive data are presented to show the correlation of

air pollution in Oslo, Denmark and death rates. The data
include causes of death, types of pollutants, S02 concentration,

and meteorological factors. The results indicate a
casual connection between mortality and air pollution.
More investigations are recommended.

13960

Deynega, V. G.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ADRENALS IN.THE EFFECT OF METHANF-OXYGEN
HYPDXIC GAS MIXTURES. (0 znachenii nadpochechnikov pri
vozdeystvii metauo-kislorednoy gipoksicheskoy gazovoy smesi).

Text in Russian. Gigiena Truda i Prof. Zabolevaniya, 13(3):
57, 1969.

Groups ot white rats were exposed to a hypoxic mixture of gas

with a composition approximating that of firedamp after various

preliminary treatments. The gas mixture consisted of 87%
methane, 4% ethane, trace amounts of propane, butane, nitrogen,

krypton, and 6% oxygen. The control group was untreated; the
second group consisted of 10 rats which were adrenalectomized;
the third group consisted of 9 rats which were laparotomized with
the adrenals left intact; the fourth group consisted of 9 rats

which received 30 mg/kg hydrocortisone 20 min before being
exposed to the firedamp gas; and the fifth group consisted of 11
rats which received 40 units/kg of ACTH 20 min prior to exposure.
Behavior of the animals, frequency of respiration, oxygen
consumption, and survival time were monitored in all groups.
After a few minutes, the animals developed increased motor
activity, respiration increased in frequency, and there were
other signs of irritability. After 1-2 hrs, the animals were
sedated, respiration vas still rapid, and death resulted in

about 4 hrs. Survival time was half as long in the
adrenalectomized rats as in the controls and.oxygen consumption
was increased. There was a slight increase in resistance to the
hypoxic gas in laparotomized animals. Survival time in animals
given hydrocortisone was significantly higher--429 plus or minus
27 min versus 237 plus or minus 16 min in the controls. ACTH

had no etfect on survival.

14119

Heuss, Jon M. and William A. Glasson

HYDROCARBON REACTIVITY AND EYE IRRITATION. Environ. Sci.
Technol., 2(12):1109-1116, Dec. 1968. 21 refs.
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Twenty-five hydrocarbons and nitric oxide were irradiated in a
smog chamber. Eye irritation and various chemical reaction
rates and product yields were used to measure hydrocarbon
reactivity. Although the chemical measurements of reactivity
correlated with one another to a fair degree, there was no
correlation between any of the chemical easurements and
eye irritation. A correlation was found between hydrocarbon
structure and eye irritation; a hydrocarbon reactivity scale
based on eye irritation is presented. The ost potent
precursors of eye irritation were benzylic hydrocarbons and
aromatic olefins. A new and extremely potent eye irritant,
peroxybenzoyl nitrate, a lachrymator 200 times as potent
as formaldehyde, was identified as a product from the
irradiation of benzylic hydrocarbons and aromatic olefins.
(Author abstract odified)

14422

Shabad, L. M.

BLASTOMOGENIC SUBSTANCES IN THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT AND SOME
MECHANISMS GOVERNING ORIGINATION OF CANCER. (0 blastomogennykh
veshchestvakh v okruzhayushchey cheloveka srede I nekotorykh
mekhanizmakh vozniknoveniya raka). Text in Russian. Vesta. Akad.
Med. Nauk SSSR, 24(6):3-13, 1968. 17 refs.

During a study of atmospheric pollution by carcinogenic
hydrocarbons, aircraft engines were discovered as a source
of contamination. Both carbon black and exhaust gases contained
considerable amounts of benzopyrcne(BP). The amounts of this
substance detected in the ground of airfields decreased with
distance away from the runways ard landing strips. A study
of soil contamination with BP shcmed it was capable of passing
into plants and was liable to dentruction by soil bacteria.
Weeds and silt found downstream :Ln a river flowing near a big city
contained more BP than the upstream portion. Experiments showed
it was possible to remove BP from the water. Certain medicinal
preparations may be a source of carcinogenic hazards to man.
The mechanism of action in carcinogenic substances is in its
deposition in the tissues. Tests with transplacental
blastomogenesis demonstrated that embryonic tissues display a
high sensitivity to various carcinogenic substances and are apt to
stimulate the growth of embryonic tissue organ cultures and
produce tumors in then. (Author summary modified)

14494

Imamura, S., K. Nomiyama, and H. Matsui

PUBLIC NUISANCE DUE TO ORGANIC SOLVENTS AND PROPANE GAS (LPG).
(Yuki yo zai oyobi ekika gas ni yoru kogai no ichi rei). Text
in Japanese. Nippon Eiseigaku Zasshi (Japan J. Hyg.), 24(1) :89,
April 1969.

Because of complaints about offensive odors emanating from 4
factory producing propane gas and organic solvents on days
when wind direction was southeasterly, simultaneous investigations
were undertaken to measure mercaptan, butyl acetate, and tolune
levels inside and outside the factory and the effect of these
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compounds on factory workers and residents of the area. The
surveys were carried out on a day when the prevailing wind was
southeasterly. Workers and residents were examined for
subjective and clinical symptoms, the latter including liver
swelling, pharyngeal inflammation, inflammation of the eye and
conjuctiva, and the urobilinogen, albumin, sugar, and hippuric
acid content of the urine. In the factory, methyl mercaptan
levels did not exceed 0.2 ppm and butyl acetate 20 ppm. Outside
the factory, toluene did not nexceed 0.1 ppm, methyl mercaptan
0.2 ppm, and buytl acetate 5 ppm. At an exit of an organic
solvent washer, 100 ppm toluene was found but was attributed
to a defect in the wsher's design. Comparison of the subjective
and clinical symptoms with those of a control group suggests that
the rate of positive urobilinogen and abnormal discharge of
hippuric acid in urine of people living near the factory is
higher. Residents living within 30 downwind of the factory
exhibited an abnormally high discharge of hippuric acid. Workers
also showed higher rates of positive urobilinogen and an abnormal
discharge of hippuric acid.

14596

Arkhipova, 0. G.

MECHANISM 0? ACTION OP THE NEW ANTIKNOCK COMPOUND MANGANESE
CYCLOPENTADIENYLTRICARBONYL ON THE ORGANISM. English translation
of: Gigiena Trude i Prof. Zabolevaniya (Moscow), No. 4:T51-T514,
1963. 5 refs.

It has been suggested that manganese cyclopentadienyltricarbonyl
(ACT) be used as an antiknock compound in internal combustion
engines to replace tetraethyl lead. Investigations which give
a general description of the changes that occur in tbe organs
and systems of organisms following the administration of
PICT are reported. The compound was administered by inhalation
to rabbits and white rats. Results showed that the PICT is a
toxic substance of polytropic action; MCT vapor disturbs the
function of the nervous system and kidneys, and reduces the
osmotic resistance of the erythrocytes. It affects the
normal source of the oxidation process and the processes of
oxidative phosphorylation. Oxygen inhalation bas favorable
effect in acute MCT intoxication.

14711

Dontenwill, W., H. Elnenhorst, G. Reckzeh, H. P. Rarke, and
L. Stadler

STUDIES ON THE REMOVAL AND CATABOLISM Of CANCEROGENIC
HYDROCARBONS IN THE RESPIRATORY TRACT OF GOLD7N HAMSTERS
EXPOSED TO SMOKE. (Experimental le Untersuchun9en ueber die
Beeinflussung von Abbau und Abtransport cancerogener
Kohlenwasserstoffe i Heroic!: des Respirationstraktes durch
passive Berauchung von Goldhamstern). Text in German. Z.

Krebsforsch., 7 2(1) :63-64, 1969. 2 refs.

Three groups of ale golden Syrian hamsters were studied: (1)
hams_ters_not exposed to smoke which recived a single
intratracheel injection of 500 sicrograns of 3,4-benzopyrene
in carboxymethylcellulose; (2) hamsters xposed three tie's
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a day, 5 days a week, for 10 min to cigarette smoke (equivalent
to 30 cigarettes each time) , and receiving an intratracheal
injection of benzopyrene after four weeks of exposure: and (3)
hamsters exposed for four weeks to cigarette smoke prior to
and following administration of benzopyrene until killed. The
times from administration of benzopyrene to killing of the
animals were 3 min, 4 hrs, and 7, 4, 8, and 12 to 20 days.
The results show that there is no clear difference in the
removal from the lungs and catabolism of 3,4-benzopyrene in
smoke-exposed and non-exposed animals.

14724

Dontenwill, V., H. Elmenhorst, G. Rechzeh, H. P. Harke, and
L. Stadler

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ABOUT THE INTAKE, TRANSPORT, AND
METABOLISM OF CANCEROGENIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE RESPIRATORY
TRACT. (Experimentelle Untersuchungen ueber Aufnahae,
Abtransport und Abbau cancerogener Kohlenwasserstoffe im
Beroich des Respirationstraktes). Text in German. Verhandl.
Deut. Ges. Pathol. (Stuttgart), vol. 52:401-408, April 1968.
3 refs.

While the various methods of subcutaneous and cutaneous
testing of carcinogens are standardized, the intravenous
methods are not. Therefore, studies vere conducted to
standardize the experimental techniques and to gain information
on the relationship of dose and effect, absorption and
metabolism of various carcinogens in the lung. Benzopyrene
(BP) and soot were administered to hamsters as suspensions
(150 mg DMBA + 150 mg Fe203 + 10 ml NaCl solution;
150 mg BP + 150 mg Fe203 + 10 ml NaCl solution; and
1% Bp + 1% carboxymethylcellulose (cNC) + 98% NaCl
solution) and solutions (BP and DMBA in polyethylene oxide and
BP in sesame oil). The Saffiotti method vas used. Column
chromatography and fluorimetry were used for deteraination of the
carcinogenic substances in the organs and the blood. The effects
of the carcinogens on the lung depended to a large extent on
the type of solution and residence time. Dissolved
carcinogens remained in the lungs just for a short time so that
the carcinogenic effect was diminished. Suspended carcinogens
were slowly dissolved in the lung and very slowly absorbed.
Thus, their long residence time enhances the carcinogenic
effect. Only the benzopyrene-CMC suspension was reproducible;
the hematite-benzopyrene suspension fluctuated widely so that
only about 50% of the theoretical amount reached the lung.

15345

Hayata, Yoshihiro, Kenkichioho, and Yuji Saito

AIR POLLUTION AND LUNG CANCER. (Taiki osen to haigan). Text
in Japanese. Kogai to Taisaku (J. Pollution Control), 5(9):9-15,
Sept. 1969. 16 refs.
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The relationship of lung cancer to cigarette smoking was
.inyestigated among workers in an industrial city vith special

emphasis on the types of cancer.plcullar to some occupations.

Among the total number of subjects with lung cancer (4648),

88.3% of the males and 21.1% of the females were cigarette

smokers. The relationship of cancer types to smoking habits

was the following: 25.4% of the non-smokers, 44.2% of the light

smokers, and 47.8% of the heavy smokers had squamous carcinoma;

49.8% of the non-smokers, 32.2% of the light smokers, and 25.6%

of the heavy smokers had adenocarcinoma: and 24.8% of the
non-smokers, 23.6% of the light smokers, and 26.6% of the heavy

smokers had amorphous-type carcinoma. Squamous carcinoma
originates in the basal cells of the bronchial ucosa due to

specific irritations. A cigarette smoker's bronchial ucosa,
when cancerous, typically contains a mixture of partly
metasticizing, partly destroyed and desgamating cells, and

amorphous cells, and presents a means of identifying cancer due

to smoking. The highest death rates from cancer were found in

the most industrialized cities, such as Tokyo, Fukuoka, and

Yokohama. 3,4-Benzopyrene is considered a carcinogen; in

Okunoshima, where mustard gas has bees produced for 19 years, a

tremendous nuaber of bronchial cancer cases vas found. Another

study of the mining industry showed a relationship between

organic dusts and pneumonia and lung cancer.

15490

Holland, George J., David Benson, Albert Hush, George P. Rich,

and Robert P. Holland

A/R POLLUTION SIMULATION AND HUNAN PERFORMANCE. Am. J. Public

Health, 58(9):1684-1691, Sept. 1968. 35 refs.

The effect of short-term exposure to moderate levels of
photochemical air pollutant constituencies on the efficiency of
various types of human motor performance vas determined. Reaction

time, vital capacity, and submaximum work performance on the
bicycle ergometer were measured in 14 college student volunteer

subjects. The subjects mere randomly assigned to one of two

groups according to the Latin square method of experimental

design. They served alternately on two occasions as either

control subjects in a normal atmospheric environment or as
experimental subjects in an air pollution environment. /n order

to simulate the conditions of the Los Angeles Basin, a test

facility was designed. Irradiated exhaust gases from an automobile

were pumped into an exercise booth near the reaction tunnel. A

ventilation system was used to replace the exhaust gases with
filtered atmospheric air during the control experiments. Air

samples were analyzed for carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitric

oxide, nitrogen dioxide, oxidants, hydrocarbons, aldehydes, and

formaldehyde. It did not appear from the study that the

performance of fine neurouscular tasks such as reaction time or

cardioreapiratory work efficiency were significantly altered by
short-term exposure to moderate levels of air pollution. Bore
study is required to elucidate the effects of air contaminants on
other types of human psychomotor performance, especially maximum

work capacity. Many atmospheric pollutants may have an insidious
qualitative biochemical effect on human physiological processes

which can only be identified through careful longitudinal study.

Future studies involving higher levels of contamination with more
precise measures of airway resistance are recommended.
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16219

Schlipkoeter, H. V.

DANGERS OF THE METROPOLITAN CITY AIR. (Gefahren der
Grossstadtluft). Text in German. Oeffentl. Genundheitswemen
(Stuttgart), 29(3):117-126, March 1967. 37 refs.

Differentiation betveen the amount of fine dust and coarse dust
makes it feasible to obtain information on possible health perils,
since it is known that primarily the fine dust penetrates iato
the human body, while the coarse dust deposits on buildings and
objects. The dust concentration fluctuates vith the wind
conditions; it varies with the seasons and over the course of a
week. The fine dust shows a maximum at the beginning of the
week; the coarse dust, in the middle of the week. It is much
more difficult to assess objectively the harms of odors. Test
persons have to render their subjective opinion on the intensity
of odors. In order to determine the effect of gases, dusts, and
liquid aerosols on humans, the physical disposition and age must
be taken into consideration. Several tests were conducted to get
an estimate of the amount of bensopyrene retained by a human
during his lifetime. It was found that only a maximum of 0.06
microgram of benvo(3-4)pyrene (BP) was retained by the lungs. To
test how fast the benzopyrene content is dissolved, white rats
received 20 mg of soot containing 12 microgram BP/4 dust. In the
first three days, 80% of the BP content separated from the soot
while 20% remained adsorbed on the soot for more than 20 days.
Tests also shoved that sudden high air pollution concentrations
(at temperature inversions) speeded the death of humans. The
increase of the mortality rate of such conditions but no higher
mortality over a longer period of time (e.g., 2 years) leads to
this assumption.

16252

Munson, Edwin S., V. Reynolds Maier, and Donald Caton

EFFECTS OF HALOTHANE, CYCLOPROPANE IND NITROUS OXIDE ON
ISOLATED HUMAN UTERINE MUSCLE. J. Obstet. Gynaecol. Brit.
Commonwealth, 76(1):27-33, Jan. 1969. 14 refs.

The spontaneous contractility of isolated human non-gravid
uterine muscle strips vas studied during exposure to various
concentrations of halothane, cyclopropane, and nitrous oxide.
Mean contractility values for 10 per cent cyclopropane and 50 per
cent nitrous oxide were not significantly different from control
values. Halothane in 0.37 per cent concentration produced a
significant reduction in contractility. Further reduction in
contractility was proportional to the halothane concentration.
It is predicted that inhibition of contractility would occur at
a halothane concentration (partial pressure) of 1.2 per cent. At
an equivalent anaesthetic concentration of cyclopropane (15 per
cent) contractility vas 57 per cent of the control value. The
results showed no significant reduction in the resting tension of
non-gravid muscle strips during exposure to halothane in
concentrations capable of affecting marked reductions in
contractility. It was concluded that at equivalent anaesthetic
concentrations, halothane is a more potent depressant of non-
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gravid uterine muscle than nitrous oxide or cyclopropane. Of

the agents studied, cyclopropane vas the least depressant.

(Author summary modified)

16345

Biersteker, K.

POLLUTED A/R. ORIGIN, MEDICAL SIGNIFICANCE /ND COMBATING OF
POLLUTED OUTSIDE /IR. (Verontreinigde Lucht. Ontstaan, medische
betekenis en bestrijding van verontreinigde buitenlucht). Assen,
van Gorcum, 1966, 214p., 339 refs. Translated from Dutch.
Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Science Info.
Services, 275p., July 29, 1969.

Factors affecting emissions are considered, together with trends
in emissions in the Netherlands and Rotterdam. The qualitative
and quantitative significance of air pollutants as potential
disease agents in Rotterdam is evaluated. The maximum sulfur
dioxide concentration so far recorded in Rotterdam is 1600 micron
cu a; the maxinum smoke concentration, 500 micron/cu m. No
epidemiological significance is attributed to measured
concentrations of fluorides, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide,
or lead. Concern is shovn for the role of benzpyrene and other
carcinogens in the etiology of lung cancer. Distinctions are made
between acute, sub-acute, and chronic air pollution. During acute
air pollution, S02 and smoke concentrations in Rotterdam show five-

fold increases. Sub-acute pollution occurs vhen mind speeds drop
below 2 m/sec. Chronic air pollution is present on all other days,
especially in winter. Though the effects of pollution can also be
categorized as chrunic, acute, and sub-acute, the level of air
pollution is still too veak to cause illness. Methodologies
employed in determining the relationship between air pollution and
human mortality and morbidity are reviewed, and hypotheses
developed to describe the effects of pollution on illness and death

in Rotterdam. Refinements in analytical methoes are urged so that
the factors influencing increased chronic non-specific lnng
disease mortality and lung cancer mortality can be identified.
It is also suggested that emission standards be supplemented by
regulations making it possible to restrict esissions when
meteorological data and monitoring station readings point to
certain dangers.

16356

Lichtenstein, E. P., K. R. Schulz, T. V. Fuhresann, and T. T. Liang

BIOLOGICAL INTERACTION BEMS', PLASTICIZERS /ND IOSECTIDICES.
J. Econ. Entonol., 62(4):761-765, Aug. 1969. 10 refs.

The toxicity of polychlorinated bi- or triphenyl plasticizers, both
si:Nly and in combination vith dieldrin or DDT, vas investigated
in tests on Drosophila melanogaster Meigun and house flies. Many
of the more volatile plasticizers were toxic to both test
insects, but to a lesser extent than dieldria or DDT. As measured
by the percent mortality of the insects over a 24- or 48-hr
expobure period, dieldrin vas the or.t toxic compound.
Approximately 25 and 30 times more tDT and 8000 and 1000
times more plasticizers vele required to obtain mortalities
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comparable to those achieved with dieldrin. The toxicity of the
plasticizers increased with a decrease in their chlorine content.
The more highly chlorinated and less volatile plasticizers
were nontoxic, even when used at dosages of 2000 icrograms with
D. elanogaster and 20 micrograms/ house fly. Though no
appreciable insect mortalities were observed with plasticizers
alone, they significantly increased to toxic effects of both
dieldrin and DDT. While no conclusions can be drawn concerning
the combined effects of plasticizers and insecticides in tissues
of higher animals, the potential hazards of plasticizers,
especially in combination with other synthetic chemicals, should
not be disregarded.

16542

saruta, Namio, Noburu Ishinishi, Yasushi Kodama, and Eizaburo
Kunitake

EFFECTS OF GASEOUS POLLUTANTS ON HUHN HEALTH. (Yugai gasu ni
yoru taiki osen no jintai ni oyobosu eikyo). Text in Japanese.
Kogai to Taisaku (J. Pollution Control), 2(7):445-450, Aug. 15,
1966. 12 refs.

In London, the average daily death rate has increased 1.3- to 2.6-
fold on days of dense smogs. For instance, the death rate
during the smog episode of 1952 was 2.6 times higher than average.
About 6000 persons, mostly over 40, who had chronic
respiratory difficulties were affected by the smog. The symptoms
they exhibited were severe cough, throat pain, labored
respiration, harsh voice, fever, headache, and vomiting. The
death rate due to air pollution in London or other northern
European countries is of particular interest because heavy smoggy
days are frequently characterized by the absence of wind. This
has not been the case in Japan. A comparative medical survey of
industrial and rural areas showed a higher incidence of
respiratory organ disease and lung cancer than in industrial
areas. Though suggesting that lung cancer bas a close
relationship with air pollrtion, the finding should be reconfirmed
in connection with cigarette smoking, since 3,4-benzpyrene,
supposedly responsible for causing lung cancer, is contained in
both smoke dust and cigarette smoke.
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G. EFFECTS - PLANTS AND LIVESTOCK

00009

O. C. Taylor

',OXIDANT* AIR POLLUTANTS AS PHTTOTORICANTS. California
Univ., Riverside, Air Pollution Research Center. (Paper
64-91). 1964. 13 pp.

This report attespts to outline some of the advances made in the
identification and study of caidizing toxicants other than ozone in
the "slog., complex and to indicate some of the avenues of
research that are prerequisites to the establishment of effective
control measures. Assuming that the total elimination from the
atmosphere of oxidant-forming pollutants is not economically
feasible, it is essential that investigations be continued to
determine acceptable levels of the pollutants, to find resistant
plant materials and to search for chemical additives that might
offer protection to the vegetation.**

00184

H. E. Heggestad, F. R. Burleson, J. T. Middleton, and
E. P. Darley

Six tobacco varieties representing a range in susceptibility to
naturally occurring ozone fleck in field plots at Beltsville,
Maryland, were: (1) fumigated with ozone, (2) fumigated with
ozonated hexene-1, and (3) exposed to ambient air at Riverside,
California. Prior to fumigation, all plants were grown in a
greunhouse with carbon-filtered air. Injury caused by ozone to
tobacco in fumigation studies could not be distinguished from
naturally occurring fleck in fields at Beltsville. The
susceptibility of the six varieties to ozone fleck vas very
similar at Riverside and Beltsville. When fumigated with
ozonated hexene-1, however, the injury occurred only on lowmr leaf
surfaces and the reactions of varieties were very different. Some
injury to the lower leaf surface of young leaves, perhaps caused
by peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) was noted when plants vere
exposed to unfiltered ambient air in a Riverside greenhouse. No
injury occurred to any of the varieties of N. tabacum grown in the
greenhouse with carbon-filtered air. The sequence of damage by
ozone and ozonated hexene-1 vas from oldest to youngest leaves.
Ozone caused more damage to leaves at the bottom of the plant,
whereas ozonated hezene-1 injury was more severe about aid-plant.
Although ozone injury occurred on tobacco exposed to ambient air
at Riverside and Beltsville, some differences in leaf damage and
plant sensitivity at theme two widely separated geographic
locations are discussed. (Author)SO
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00229

J.T. Middleton A.J. Haagen-smit

THE OCCUNRENCE, DISTRIBUTION, AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
PHOTOCHEMICAL AIR POLLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AND

MEXICO. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 11(3):129-134,
Mar. 1961. (presented at the 53rd Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 22-26,
1960.)

The cracking of rubber, production of elevated oxidant and the
occurrence of both ozone and oxidant plant damage are shown to be
manifestations of photochemical air pollution. Geographic areas
considered are Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, D.C.;
urban and non-urban areas.$11

00235

F.W. Oliver

ON THE EFFECTS OF URBAN FOG UPON CULTIVATED PLANTS. J. Roy.

Hort. Soc. 16, 1-59, 1893. (The Second Report presented to
the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Feb. 14, 1893.)

Author discusses the ce.:fect of foreign material esissions
associated with fog as they sight cause damage to plants. The

categories covered by author are: Remedial Measures to be
Taken; Behavior of Different Classes of Plants (i.e. ferns,
Monocotyledons, Dicotyledons); Effect of Reduced Illumination;
Changes whi:h the Chlorophyll Undergoes in Leaves Injured by

Fog; Behavior of Flowers toward Fog and Certain of Its
Ingredients; Action of Pyridine and of Allied Bodies; and
Action of Pyridine and of Allied Bodies; and Action of Acid

and Other Vapors.

00316

A. R. Gregory

EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION ON EDIBLE CROPS. North Carolina
Univ., Chapel Hill, Dept. of Environmertal Sciences and

Engineering. Hay 1964. pp. 21-3.

The effects of air pollution on edible crops should be
differentiated at the onset from the effects of air po" otion

on vegetation in general. For example, sulfur dioxide
has a very pronounced effect on pine needles, but pine needles

are a minor tood source. It has been variously estimated
by different authorities that the annual loss of vegetable
produce amounts to 40 to 60 million dollars. Although this
over-kill type of damage is very real to the vegetable producer

and is of great economic interest, it is of less concern
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to those in public health. Their concern is vith the damage
that alters the content s of crops but does not alter the
appearance sufficiently to prohibit their sale. This
results in threats to public health through the insidious
route of the gastro-intestinal tract. The alterations
in edible crops that are usually not apparent to the
consuer fall into tvo categories: (1) loss of nutiirnts
such as vitamins, proteins, essential fatty acids, etc. and
(2) the addition of some substance to the food which is
toxic when absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract. The
loss of nutrients has been established in any cases.
Some of the substances vhich have been shown to produce
nutrient damage to produce are: ozone, nitroolefins,
perocyacyl nitrates, nitrogen oxides, and ethylene. Of
probably greater importance to health nov and assaredly in
the future is the addition of some toxic substance to the
produce. Pith the advent of possible atomic pover plants, Be
vas studied for toxicity and found to be extremely toxic.
It vas found that Be taken up into bush beans vas not only
toxic itself, but decreased the Cu content. In this vay
it fell into the category of primary toxicant and also into the
category of nutrient depletor. Many other compounds also
fall into both categories. With the many nev insecticides,
herbicides and larvicides being manufactured, it has become
imperative to be avare of the problem of both the effect on
edibles of a toxicant and also its effect on the plant, that
is, loss of inerals, vitamins, etc.$11

00601

S. Kotaka, A.P. Krueger P.C. Andriese

EFFECT OF AIR IONS ON IAA CONTENT OF BARLEY SEEDLINGS.
Plant Cell Pbysiol. (Tokyo) Vol. 6:711-9, 1965.

Exposure of barley seedlings (Hordeum vulgaris) groving in
sand and liquid cultures to either negatively- or positively-
ionized air results in increased grovth in ters of integral
elongation, and fresh and dry veigbt increase. Using large
quantities of tissue and a modified ethod it vas found that
free and bound IAA coutents vere not significantly odified
by exposure of seedlings to ionized air. It ight be supposed
that an equilibrium betveen free and bound IAA vas not odified
by exposure to air ions. (Author abstract)00

00696

A. P. V. Cole and M. Katz

SUMMER OZONE CONCENTRATIONS IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO IN RELATION TO
PHOTOCHEMICAL ASPECTS AND VEGETATION DAUM J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. Vol. 16(4):201-206, Apr. 1966.
(Presented at the 5Rth Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Toronto, Canada, Jun 20-24, 1965, Paper No.
65-113.)
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This paper describes an air pollution investigation at Port
Burwell, Ontario to determine the pollutant responsible for
fleck damage. The study was part of a cooperative project vith
groups representing the Canada Department of Agriculture, the
Meteorological Branch of the Canada Department of Transport,
the Air Pollution Control Branch of the Ontario Department of
Health, and /mperial Tobacco Co. of Canada Ltd. In 1960 and
1961 the air pollution phase of the project vas undertaken by the
Occupational Health Division of the Department of National
Health and Welfare.**

00737

J.T. Middleton, L.O. Emik, 0.C. Taylor

AIR QUALITY CRITERIA AND STANDARDS FOR AGRICULTURE.
J. Air Pollution Contorl Assoc., 18(10) :476-480, Oct. 1965.
(Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Toronto, Canada, June 20-24, 19659)

Air pollution damage to crops is not only important for the

damage it causes agriculture but because vegetation damage is

a harbinger of air pollution problems affecting man and his
well-being. Some of the effects of varying dosages of ethylene,
fluoride, ozone, PAN, and sulfur oxides on plants and animals
are given. Knowledge of the response of certain plants and
animals to specific air pollutants permits the establishment
of air quality standards for certain of these pollutants. The
importance of environmental conditions on host responses to
these several toxicants is also presented to illustrate the

need of stipulating environmental conditions as well as toxicant
dosages when establishing air quality criteria and
standards for the protection of the agricultural resource.**

00950

V. N. Dugger, Jr., J. Koukol, and R. L. Palmer

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OP ATMOSPHERIC OXIDANTS ON

PLANTS. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 16(9):467-471,
Sept. 1966. (Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, San Francisco, Calif., June
20-25, 1966, Paper No. 66-47.)

Photochemically produced oxidants in the atmosphere cause injury
to plants primarily through inhibition of basic metabolic
processes. Plants vary in their response to the oxidants and this
variation must be dependent in part on the variation in metabolic
activity with age or environmental conditions for growth, to a
large degree not understood. Data are presented in this paper to

show: (1) The changes in permeability of leaf tissue to
exogenous substrate and in catabolic utilization of this substrate
after exposure of plants to ozone but before visible symptoms

appear: (2) The change in leaf carbohydrates as a result of

exposure to ozone; (3) The protective effect of red light (700
millimicrons) during exposure of bean plants to peroxyacetyl
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nitrate (PAN); (4) The correlation of sulfhyd_yl (SP) content
in bean leaf tissue with age of plants and light regime; and (5)
Effect of light regime and age of plants on incorporation of
C14 from C14-Pan by bean leaf tissue. (Author abstract)06

00961

I. .3. Hindavi and A. P. Altshuller

PLANT DAMAGE CAUSED BY IRRADIATION OF ALDEHYDES. Science
146(3643):540-542, Oct. 23, 1964.

The report that damage to petunia has been correlated with
the presence of aldehydes in the atmosphere is discussed in
relation to recent laboratory findings. Laboratory investigations
have shown that irradiation of formaldehyde in air will not cause
plant danage to the varieties of petunia, pinto bean, and tobacco
wrapper used, even when nitrogen oxide is added to the system.
Irradiation of propionaldehyde in air does cause damage to these
plants. Addition of nitrogen oxide to the irradiated
propionaldehyde-in-air system does not markedly increase damage.
(Author abstract)

01179

P. B. Abeles

THE EFFECT OP ETHYLENE ON AUXIN TRANSPORT (TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPT
279). Army Biological Labs., Frederick, Rd., Directorate of
Biological Research. Jan. 1966. 12 pp.

DDC: AD 476769

Ethylene was found to have no effect on auxin transport in
hypocotyls, coleptiles, or leaf petioles. (Author abstract) II

01809

J.T. M iddleton

TRENDS IN AIR PO/LUTION DAMAGE. Arch. Environ. Health 8,
19-23, Jan. 1964. (Presented at the Sixth Annual Air
Pollution Medical Research Conference, San Francisco,
Calif., Jan. 28-29, 1963.)

Plant damage from particulates, oxidants, ozone, ethylene,
fluoride and sulfur dioxide are discussed. The trends
in California are emphasized. The relevant literature is
reviewed.111
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02299

J.T. Middleton

PLANT DAMAGE: AV INDICATOR OF THE PRESENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
AIR POLLUTION. Bull. World Health Organ. (Geneva)

34, (3) 477-0 0, 1966.

Air pollutants say damage plants and cause death or
destruction of tissue with visible pathological symptoms, reduce
growth, productivity, and coamodity quality, and interfere with
biological processes without causing visible injury syaptoms. The
contasinants responsible for damage nay be either particulate or
gaseous in nature. The solid particles released into the
atsosphere are sosetises the cause of soiling of fruits and
vegetables, tissue damage to exposed leaves and fruits, growth
reduction; in adiition, they add a toxic burden to forage crops
used as feedstuffs for livestock. Liquid particles, such as aCid
aerosols and toxic mists, are sometines responsible for leaf
spotting. The greatest asount of dasage to anisals and Vegetation
is usually caused by gaseous air contaminants, which directly
injure plants and indirectly injure aniaals by the toxic effects
produced after the animal has consumed contaminated foraqe and
food supplements. This discussion of plant damage symptoms and
responses hat: been directed to the qualitative aspects necessary
for assessing the presence and distrioution of pollution. As to
the evaluation of the concentration and duration of exposure to
specific pollutants, experimental systeas are available, or caa
designed, to meet these specific quantitative needs once the
presence of given pollutants has been detersined.ta

02537

G. Seidman

EFFECTS OF AI?. POLLUTION OW PLANTS. African Violet Hag. 18,
(3) 44-7, Mar. 1965

The first indication of an air pollution problem is often the
injury that appears on ccaparatively sensitive vegetation. Sole
plants are sore resistant than others to a given phytototicant.
Plant injury fros air pollution is caused prisarily by the major
gaseous pollutants (sulfur dioxide, flioride gases, ethylene, and
the components of the photochemical smog couplet) and is
produced in various ways in urban or industrial areas. These
mafor pollutants and several of the minot pollutants are
discussed in this paper.$0

03116

G. Tendron

EFFECTS Or AIR POLLUTION OW ARIRALS AND PLANTS. European
Conf. on Air Pollution, Strasbourg, 1964. pp. 25-69.
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There is no doubt as to the effects of air pollution on plants
and animals, particularly In the case of a few specific sad very
dangerous pollutants which are emitted in considerable quantities.
in certain regions of Europe, life depends on immediate steps
being takes to protect flora and fauna. There is so doubt that
they will seed to be mainly of a technital nature. tt is a matter
of reducing the discharge of polluted waste and atteavatimg, if
sot completely elinisating, the dangers involved. The
necessary technical research ost be organised in such a way as
to cover all the different aspects of anisal and plant life, the
safety of which is isdissolubly bound op with that of lama life.
In the Netherlands, a teas of workers succeeded in attesting
the devastation of horticultural crops by fluorine emissioas
thanks to the use, duriag the period of growth, of a raw material
which when processed did not give off toxic fuses. In Prance,
the Association for the Prevention of Air Pollution las set
up a study group known as the "Cosmittee for studying the
effects of air pollution on cultivated plants and &sisals* to
standardise working methods throughout the country.
aeration should also be wade of the Norwegian and British
studies of the preventive effects of various fluorise
alleviators and the research being done in the Federal
Republic of Cersany on the stimulation of plant nutrition by
industrial enissions, as yell as on countering the effects of
such emissions by the addition of fertilisers. These few
achievements show tbe isportance of rational organisation and
cooperation in research.110

03292

F. R. Burleson, E. R. Stephens, and E. A. Car lifi.

THE PROCUCTION OF PURE PEROITACIL VI/PATES. Preprint.
(Presented at the Sixth Conference on Methods in Air
Pollution Studies, California Dept. of Public Health,
Berkeley, Calif., Jan. 6-7, 1964.)

Sone naturally occurring photochemical products of *smog* were
first identified as *CCIllycuna I" by Stephens et al it 1956. Is
1960, the first ember of the series was recognized as
peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAR) by Stephens et al. The C3
hosologue, perotypropionyl nitrate (Pig) was reported in synthe-
tic mixtures by Stephens in 1961. Both the C2 and C3
hosologues were detected in abient air by Harley et al in 1963.
only from synthetic preparations. The first 3 organic P cot-
pounds have been synthesized and purified at the Air Pollution
Research Coster, University of California, Riverside, for the
past several years. Plant fumigatioas have demonstrated that
these compounds are capable of inducing injury symptoms
indistinguishable from those caused by photochemical smog. They
are also powerful eye irritants. They have been identified (as a
class) 17. artificially irradiated dilute auto exhaust, and is
attificially irradiated mixtures of realistic concentrations of
pure hyorocarbon plus oxides of nitrogen. The three purified
synthetics have been usee in plant fumigation tudies, in eye
irritation studies, in physical and chemical studies designed to
confir the structure of the compounds, and in instrument design
and calibration. The principal problem in this preparation is tbe
extreme instability of these compounds.II
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03395

M.O. Thom

irrIPCTS Or A/P POLLUTION ON PLAITS. Soria Realth Organ.
Monograph Ser. 46 (Air Pollution), 1961. pp. 233-78.

The literature on the effects of air pollution on plants has
been reviewed with special reference to those pollutants that
present najor problems - vit., S02, BF, Loados type suog, and

Los Angeles type slog. The others, which are definitely of
minor istortance, are referred to more briefly. S02 has long
been recognired as an air pollutant because it arises fres the
combustion of nearly all fuels, especially coal, and from the

roasting of sulfide ores. /t is phytotoxic iu concentrations
above 0.1 x 0.2 p.p.m., depending on the length of
exposure. below about 0.4 p.p.n., the gas tends to be
oxidized in the cells as rapidly as it is absorbed, and
interference with functions such as photosynthesis is slight.
Toxic concentrations of sulfate are finally aCcusulated. Chronic
rather than acute injury, if any, is generally nanifested with
these snail concentrations. Above about 0.4 p.p.u., acute injury
occurs more frequently, owing to the reducing properties of sulfate

in the cells. Temporary interference with photosynthesis or
"invisible injury* can occur to some extent, but these
concentrations cause acute injury if maintained for sore than
short periods, and recovery is rapid when the fumigation is
stopped. RP behaves sosewhat similarly to 502, escept that
with a fey species of plants it is effective in causing lesions and
interfering with photosynthesis it concentrations 2 or 3 orders
of nagnitude saallor than in the case of 502. With nost
species it is up to 10 tines as effective as S02. Fluoride
accuuulated in the cells in sublethal amounts tmterferes with
photosynthesis as does sulfite, but whereas the latter is
deactivated by simple oxidation to sulfate, the forser must be

removed by translocation, volatilization, or sose obscure chemical
reaction, which sakes much slower the recovery of the plant
functions after BF fumigation. There appears to be a
concentration of RP for each species below which *invisible
injury* does not occur. The Los Angeles type smog is fairly
well understood as to its node of formation and its phytotoxic
effects, hut the actual compounds that cause these effects are
still unknown. The smog causes characteristic leaf lesions
which are quite different fres those produced by other
pollutants, including Mote, which say be a constituent of the
slog. /t also causes sone "invisible* injury. Visible
damage to crops id Southern and lorthern California was
estivated at over S5 000 000 and $1 100 000 respectively,
annually, iu 19S6. (Author sunset) Sodified)st

03472

C. S. Brandt

A/R POLLUTION EVVECTs ON VEGETATION. Conn. Med. 27, (9)
484-6, Aug. 1963.
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The effects of air pollution particularly of sulfur dioxide,
fluorides and photochemical slog on plants are briefly reviewed.
The characteristic sysptoms of air pollution injury to plants can
be useful tool in field surveys. Great care must be exercised in
using plants as indicators of air pollution, because sany factors
affect the symptoms, developsent, and interpretation of plant
indicators.af

03573

W. W. Arnold.

TWE LOOGEVITT OF THE PIITTOTOXICANT PRODOCED rime GASEOUS OZONE-
OLEFIN REACTIONS. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 2, 167-
74, 1959.

Gaseous miztures of an olefin and ozone were blown at constant
rate through a 32 ft. tube of unifots cross section. A snail
aquatic plant was placed at prescribed intervals within the tube.
The phytotozicants produced frog the ozonization of both
3-heptene and 2-peutene were shown to be unstable. The
distribution of plant damage within the exposure tube indicated the
longevity of the phytot^ticant. The reduction in chlorophyll
content of fusigated piant.; was used as a quantitative measure of
damage. The results suggest that the decay af the phytotoxicant
follows a first order or pseudo-first order reaction. The
half-life of the phytotoxicant from ozonated 3-heptene is 1/4 hr
while the phytotoxicant from ozonated 2-pentese has a such
shorter half-life. This difference in stability can be
explained in terms of the wzwitterion" sechanism. (Author
abstract)aa

03595

E. F. Darley, E. P. Stephens, J. T. Middleton, and P.
L. Hanst

OXIDANT PLANT DAMAGE FROM 02011-0/EFIN REACTIONS. Intern. J.
Air Water Pollution 1, 155-62, 1959 and Proc. Am. Petrol.
Inst., Sect. /II 38, 313-22, 1958. (Presented at the 23rd
Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum Inst. Division of
Refining, Los Angeles, Calif, May 15, 1958.)

The reaction of ozone with five-, six-, and seven-carbon olefins
is quite rapid even in the gas phase at concentrations of a few
p.p.m. These reaction mixtures produce a toxic material which
causes damage symptoms on pinto bean plants which are
indistinguishable from those attributed to oxidant-type air
pollution. Ozonides, forsed in small yield by this reaction, are
stable saterials which do not damage pinto beans in any way even
at concentrations higher than those arising in ozone-olefin
reaction mixtures or in outdoor air. Evidence was obtained that
the toxic material is unstable even at low concentrations in air.
Its half-life appears to be no more than a few min. This result
suggests that either a transitoty ozone-olefin complex or an
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unstable iwitter ion formed by its decomposition is the actual
toxic substance. Attempts to confirm this by adding excess
aldehyde or sulfur dioxide to scavenge the toxicant were not
successful. (Author abstract)OO

03596

E. F. Darley, V. 4. Dogger, J. B. Rudd, L. Ordin,
O. C. Taylor, and E. R. Stephens

PLANT DARAGE HT POLLUTION DERIVED THOR AUTOROBILES. Arch.
Environ. Health 6, 761-70, June 1963. (Presented at the Fifth
Session, Air Pollution Research Conference on "Effects of
Rotor Vehicle Emissions on Visibility and Vegetation," Los
Angeles, Calif., Dec. 6, 1961.)

Emissions from motor vehicles are now known to be the principal
source of the raw materials contributing to photochemical dir
pollution in California. Scse of the products of the reaction,
ozone, peroxyacyl nitrates, and the unidentified products of
ozone-olefin reactions, are very dasaging to the leaves of a
variety of crop plants. The injury that was once confined to
Los Angeles County now occurs in many states and causes economic
loss estimated in excess of $25,000,000 annually. Ethylene,
one of the compounds found in the exhaust, is also very injurious
to several crops. The ability of a given toxicant to incite
injury is dependent on the age of the leaf and the conditions of
illumination under which the plant is grown prior to, during, and
after fumigation. In addition, the growth of plants, even in the
absence of visible injury, is materially affected. Evidence is
presented to indicate that the chemical and physical systems
within the plant are disrupted by the phytotoxicants. (Author
summary)00

03608-

J. T. Riddleton, J. B. Kendrick, Jr., E. F. Darley

AIR-BORNE OXIDANTS AS PLANT-DARAGING AGENTS. Proc. Nat. Air
Pollution Sys., 3rd, Pasadena, Calif., 1955. pp. 191-8.

The relative susceptibility of some plants to oxidants and
determination of the plant-damaging effects of hydrocarbon, ozone,
and ozonated olefins are compared. The response of pinto beans
to air-borne oxidants occurring in the Los Angeles area
are described. The survey data were subjected to further analysis
by comparing the prercent of plants damaged at five stations
with the oxidant mean and maximum ranges observed. .Data is
presented and show that the mean percent of plants damaged
increased with increasing oxidant maxiu. Author states that
the experiment described is the first of its kind designed to
determine the relationship between plant damage and
oxidant level in the naturally polluted Los Angeles Rasin.
The results of the study show that the frequency of damage to
plants is associated with the osidant concentrations for both
oxidant maximum and daily oxidant mean.aa
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03609

J. T. Middleton, J. P. Kendrick, Jr., E. F. Darley

AIR POLLUTION DAMAGE TO AGRICULTURAL CROPS. Lasca Leaves
5(1)116-11, Jan. 1955.

Significant damage of celery, spinach and lettuce was noted
in 1945 in the vicinity of Los Angeles. Since these
symptoms were different from damage usually associated with
recognized pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, fluoride,
chlorine and aonia, investigations vere ade which revealed
that the toxicants causing this silvering and slight
glazing followed someties by a bronzed discoloration, are
oxidized hydrocarbons. This phenomenon occurred only during
periods of reduced visibility due to inversions. Research
being conducted at the University of Riverside was concerned
with how agricultural crops can be grown in an area receiving
polluted air masses, and to investigate cheical behavior
of pollutants using plants as assay ethod. These laboratory
investigations revealed that concentrations of oxidized
hydrocarbons as low as 0.1 ppm cause plant damage. These
observations corroborated those made in the field shoring
that &image to crop is directly proportioned to the length
of the pollution period. Methods for protection of plants are
being studied and briefly discussed in this paper..01

03610

J. T. Middleton, J. B. Kendrick, Jr., E. P. Darley

AIR POLLUTION INJUPY TO CROPS. Calif., Agr., 7(11):11-12,
1953.

Econoic losses from air pollution injury on plants in Los
Angeles County alone exceeded $500,000 since 1949 when losses
were estiaated to be $479,495. The components identified
causing this damage were certain olefinic peroxides, found
when ozone reacts with the vapers of unsaturated hydrocarbons
derived from gasoline and other petroleum products. Research
is in progress to develop ethods for the economic production
of agricultural crops in areas affected by air pollutiond$

03611

J. T. Middleton

CLEAN AIR FOR GOOD CITRUS. Western Citrus Grower 1(6) :6-9,
June 1958. (Found in Western Fruit Grover 12, (6), June
1958.)

The adverse effects of polluted air on citrus crops are
reviewed. Included in the discussion are the effects of sulfur
dioxide, ozone, oxidants and fluorides. It is concluded
that abatement easures ust be taken to protect agricultural
areas.II
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03612

J. T. Middleton, E. P. Darley, R. F. Brewer

DAMAGE To VEGETATION FROM POLLUTED ATROSPRERES. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 8, 9-15, May 1958. (Presented at the
22nd Ridyear Meeting, Anerican Petroleum Inst. Division of
Pefining, Philadelphia, Pa., May 14, 1957.)

Damage to vegetation from polluted atmospheres has been recognized
for more than a century. Early interest in air pollution centered
largely on smoke and fumes from industrial wastes, particularly
those of chemical manufacture, seelting, ceramic voductioe,
and coal and petroleum conbustion effluents. Vegetation damage
has increased with industrialization and urban developeent.
Whereas the principal plant toxicants recognized several decades
ago were sulfur dioxide and fluorine, in the last decade a new
group cf airborne phytotoxicants has been described and
identified as oxidants. The principal source of these
oxidants is believed to be photolysis reaction products of auto
exhaust. Atmospheric contaminants responsible for damage
to vegetation may be described as particulates - such as
dusts and acid aerosols - and gases - such as sulfur dioxide,
halogens, oxidized organics, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, ameonia, and carbon monoxide. Of these diverse
pollutants, gases generally cause more daage to plants than do
particulates.00

03613

J. T. Middleton A. O. Paulus

THE IDENTIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OP IIR POLLUTANTS
THROUGH PLANT RESPONSE. A.P.A. Arch. Ind. Health 14,
526-32, Dec. 1956. (Taken from a paper presented at the 17th
Annual Meeting, American Industrial Hygiene Association,
Philadelphia, Pa., Apr. 23-27, 1956.)

This paper presents an annual summary of onthly tabulations
showing plant damage occurring in 12 of 51 counties. Regional
tabulations show that plant damage is liited to the
San Francisco Bay area and the coastal plain of
southern California. The areas reporting plant damage ate
those of greatest population density. The toxicants responsible
for plant damage are recognized in decreasing order of importance
as oxidized hydrocarbons, ethylene and fluorides. Sulfur dioxide
is of unusual occurrence and its distribution usually associated
with sp.lcific industrial wastes. It is generally believed that
o2one is present in the urban areas of Los Angeles and San
Francisco and responsible for a significant part of the total
atmospheric pollution. The wide-spread distribution of
ethylene and smog, or reaction products from the oxidation of
hydrocarons, emphasizes the need for regional, research and
abatement programs.11
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03615

J. T. Middleton

PROTOCRERICAL AIN POLLUTION DARACE TO PLANTS. Ann. Nev.
Plant Physiol., No. 12:431-448, 1961.

The toxic cosponents in photochemical air pollution are typically
the oxidation products Pf hydrocarbons and result either from
the dark reaction of (none and olefins or the photolytic
reaction of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons im the presence
of sunlight. This paper describes the occurrence and
distribution of photochemical air pollution, enumerate some of
the ray materials and products of these oxidation systems
responsible for plant damage, and indicate the biocheaical,
physiological, and pathological effects of these
contaminants upon plants.Of

03616

J. T. Middleton, A. S. Crafts, R. F. Brewer, O. C.
Taylor

PLANT DARAGE BT AIR POLLUTION. Calif. Agr. 9-12, June 1956.

In sany of the important growing areas of California the
production and quality of vegetables and crops are adversely
affected by air-borne toxicants such as ethylene, fluorides,
herbicides, oxidised hydrocarbons, ozone and sulfur dioxide.
Injury to plants by oxidised hydrocarbons -mog) is distinctly
different from crop damage by the other above named
precursors. Leaves of celery, lettuce, spinach, and some
other vegetables, and of flower crops and African violets
usually show silvering and glasing on their lower surfaces,
sometimes followed by a bronze or reddish discoloration.
Examples of the plant damage are shown in color photographs.
Visivle injury to all crops in the Los Angeles areas has caused
losses exceeding $3,000,000 annually since 1953. This does not
include economic losses fro. reduced growth and lowered production
in the absence of visible injury.#11

03617

J. T. Hildleton

RESPONSE OF PLANTS To AIR POLLUTION. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 6, (1) 7-9,50, May 1956.

This article compares the relative susceptibility of some
plants to oxidants to determine the plant-damaging effects of
hydrocarbon, ozone, and ',zonated olefins, and to describe
the response of the pinto bean to air borne oxidants occurring
in the Los Angeles area. Plants vary in their susceptibility
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to the reaction products from the oxidation of hydrocarbons. The

pinto bean has been selected as a test plant for measuring
the sechanisms of damage and soee of the effects of oxidited
hydrocarbons upon the life processes. Costrolled fumigations

have shown that the severity of plant damage varies with the air

temperature. The atnosphere in Los Angeles and San

Prancisco has allegedly high concestratioss of ozone. Ilt

typical crop damage there is reproduced only by ozosated

olefins and not by ozone alose. Glasshouse grows crops can be

protected from damage by passing air through activated carbon

filts,rs. The response of plants to air pollution depends epos

the type of pollutant present, its concentration, and the

length of exposure to it. The specific symptoms incited by

exposure to oxidants can be used to detersiee the presence of

ozonated olefies and ozone in polluted air sabses.410

03618

E. R. Stephens, 5. F. Darley, O. C. Taylor. if. r.

Scott

PNOTOCAIRICAL REACTION PRODUCTS IX A/11 POLLUTION. Intern. J.

Air water Pollution 4, (1/2) 79-100, 1961. (Presented at the

25th Rilyear Reeting, American Petcolema Inst. Division of
Refining, Detroit, Rich., Ray 11, 1960.)

when low concentratious of simple olefins and nitrogen oxides

is air are irradiated with artificial sunlight, the olefin
nolecule splits at the double bond. One end forts a carbomyl
conpousd, and the other yields a variety of products. Asong these

is a highly oxidized, unstable organic nitrogen cospound
previously described as compound I or peroxyacetyl nitrite (PAN)

and detected is polluted atnospheres. This compound has nom bees

purified by gas chronatographic techniques, and its
chemical, physical, and physiological properties have bees

examined. At coacentrations well below 1 p.p.m. in ait,

this compound produces damage symptcss on plants, siailar to those

observed from oxidant ait pollotion bet different in sone

respects fron the phytotoxicant fro* ozone-olefin

reactions. PA; is the first pure compound isolated from
photochemical reaction sixtures which has been found to produce

the characteristic oxidant dosage symptoms. /t is also

a strong eye irritant at concentrations in the 1 p.p.a. range

and is therefore probably responsible, along with acrolein and
formaldehyde, for the eye irritation in photochenical air

pollution. (Author abstract)00

03627

G. N. Todd

EFFEcT OF 07011E AND ()ZONATED 1-HEIENE ON RESPIRATORY AND
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF LEAVES. Plant Physiol. 33, (6) 416-20,

Noy. 1958.
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The treatment of ;Leto bean leaves with either ozone or ozonated
hexane gas in air caused a rise in the respiration rate up to sore
than four times that of untreated control leaves. Plait responses
to the two gases were similar. The rate of photosynthesis of
treated bean leaves was less than that of controls. Both the
asounts of stimulation of respiration and the inhibition of
photosynthesis were directly related to the developaent of
visible injury symptous in certain tissues of the bean leaves.
So stimulation of beam leaf respiration or inhibition of
photosynthesis occurred unle,.s visible injury developed. However,
ozone caused a rise in the respiration rate of Valencia orange
leaves with no concomitant development of visible injury. Citrus
leaves gave no response until ozone concentrations approached those
required to prodece visible injury symptoms. Treattent with
ozonated herrn at concentrations eliciting changes in
respiration and photosynthesis in bean leaves caused no change in
these processes in citrus leaves. A coaparison of ozone- and
ozonated herene-treated bean leaves showed that the respiratory
quotients were not different from that of the control leaves.
(Author abstract)**

03629

03629
G. W. Todd

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PLANTS TO A/R POLLUTANTS. J.
Appl. Nutt. 10, 456-8, 1957. (Presented at the 20th Annual
National Convention, Auerican Academy of Nutrition, Los
Angeles, Calif., 1956.)

The nechanisns whereby plaat3 are damaged and the various ways ie
which they say show sanifestations after fumigation by air
pollutants ate reviewed. The discussion is primarily coacerned
with the effects of ozone, °zonated unsaturated hydrocarbons,
naturally-occurring air pollutants in the Los Angeles basin, and
to a snail ettent hydroqen fluoride.**

03630

G. W. Todd aed R. J. Garber

SOME EFFECTS OF AIP POLLUTANTS OF THE GROWTH AND PRODUCTIV/Tf or
PLANTS. Botan. Gar. 120, (2) 75-80, Dec. 1958.

Fumigations with ()zonated herrn caused a repression in growth of
bean plants (varieties Red Kidney and Bountiful) even though
they showed no vi3ible symptoms of injury. This effoot was
evident fron neasureeents of linear growth, leaf area, fresh and
dry weights, ala fruit production. Both primary and trifoliolate
leaves failed to enlarge as such as control leaves when treated
with ozonated herene, although the treatment seemed to have little
or no effect on the number of leaves inititated. Primary leaves
on treated plants aged and were lost presaturely. stems of plants
treated with ozonated herene consistently bad a higher water
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content than did stems of control plants. The leaves did not

show this reltionship. The height growth of pea plants
(variety Alaska) was slowed temporarily by as little as a

single half-hour fumigation with ozonated hesene, although treated

plants fully recovered and were growing normally 1 or 2 days later.
1 02one alone caused no repression of growth, and repeated

fumigations of pea plants with 1-hexane elicited no response.

(author summary)00

03783

D. R. F. Atkins, R. C. Chadwick, and A. C. Chamberlain

nEPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVE BETHEL IOD7DE TO VEGETATION. Health

Phys. 13, (1) 91-2, Jan. 1967.

It is well established that a proportion of radio-iodine released

froa irradiated fuel elesents cr other sources may appear as

methyl iodide. Rethods for removing methyl iodide from gas-cooled

reactor systems have been developed, but it is desirable to.know

the possible hazards of release of radio-iodine as aethyl iodide

to the ateosphere. As regards the inhalation of effluent be

by persons in the vicinity, it makes little difference whether the

iodine is elemental or as 'ethyl iodide, since experiments with
human volunteers have shown that the uptake of methyl iodide

vapour by the lung is sutstantial and rapid.
However, the hazard from contamination of milk supplies depends on

the transfer of iodine vapour from the air to grass. To enable

the hazard from release of methyl iodide to be assessed, two
experiments were done to determine the velocity of deposition of

methyl iodide, tagged with radio-iodine to vegetation. both

laboratory and field experiments indicate that methyl iodide is

very poorly absorbed by vegetation. Although care was taken to

reove any elemental iodine from the sources used, it is possible

that the observed stall uptake was due to traces of iodine. For

assessment of hazards, the grass-milk route of entry is unlikely to

be serious compared with the inhalation route for methyl iodide.

There is, however, the possibility that prolonged exposure of a

cloud of methyl iodide to sunlight might lead to dissociation and

formation of elemental iodine, which would then be available to

plants.ta

04256

H. S. Burakhovich

ATROSPHSPIC POLLUTION BY DISCHARGES PROR CHERICAL PLANTS.

(Zagryaznenie atsosfernogo vozdukha vybrosami khimicheskikh

predpriyatii.) Ryg. Sanit. 31, (9) 437-40, Ang. 1966. Russ.

(Tr.)
CPSTI: TT 66-51160/7-9

The purpose of the investigations was the determination of one-
time concentrations of injurious substances in the ambient air of
populated areas within a radius of 3000-4000 m. from two chemical
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plants. Among the substances included in the determinations
were: nitrogen oxides, methanol, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide,
formaldehyde, and cyclohexane. The effect of emission's from apower plant, on coniferous forests, was also studied. Needlesfrom dried trees contained greater concentrations of sulfur
compounds than needles from healthy trees.**

04544

H. E. Stokinger

EFFECT OF AIR POLLUTANTS ON WILDLIFE. Conn. Ned. 27, (8)
487-92, Aug. 1963.

A review of information derlied from both field and laboratory
investigations of the effects of air pollutants on terrestrial
animals indicates that (1) of all known air pollutants, economic
poisons pose the greatest current threat to the health of wildlife.
(2) Inorganic substances, (certain heavy metals and fluorides)
account for limited and local injury to wildlife based on known
effects on domestic animals. (3) The hazard to wildlife is
chiefly from ingestion of the nfallout" of the air pollutant.
(4) Relative species susceptibility to specific air pollutants is
far from clear, but it would appear that the mammals are
considerably more susceptible than birds. (5) Laboratory studies
have revealed three rather general phenomena associated with
exposure to air pollutants: a. Synergism, the exalted or
potentiated toxic effect of combination of certain air
pollutants: its converse, antagonism, in which the summated
toxicity is either far less than predicted or nonexistent. b.
Tolerance and cross tolerance to pulmonary edema-producing
agents. c. The immunochemical response.**

04984

P. W. Zimmerman

IMPURITIES IN THE AIR AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON PLANT LIFE.
Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 1st, Pasadena, Calif., 1949
pp. 135-41

The fact that several impurities in the air influence plant life
has been fairly well established. The toxic impurities most
frequently encountered are sulphur dioxide., hydrogen fluoride,
chlorine, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, esters of growth-
regulating substances, and constituents of manufactured
illuminating gas. To aid in identifying characteristic
effects, several species of plants have been subjected to these
gases under controlled experimental conditions.NI
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04998

H. M. Hull F. W. Went

LIFE PROCESSES OF PLANTS AS AFFECTED BY AIR POLLUTION.

Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, Calif., 1952.

122-8.

Proc.
PP.

Either natural smog or artificial smog produced by the

ozonization of 1, n-hexene or gasoline was used. Plants used

included: alfalfa, var. Chilian; sugar beet, var. U.S. 22/3;

endive, var. Pink Ribbed; oats, var. Kanota; spinach, var.

Viroflay; and tomato, var. San Jose Canner. A sensitive

biological assay for detection of phytotoxic
constituents in the atmosphere is described. Differential

sensitivity of cotyledons and young folidge-le'SsieS-fp smog

injury was observed. The growth of alfalfa, and
especially of endive, has been greatly increased by carbon

filtration of the atmosphere. Tcmato plants' growth was very

significantly greater in the carbon-filtered air. An

iron-zinc-steel wool filter was practically as efficient as the

activated carbon, as indicated by the luxurious growth of all

five plants. The effect of smog on growth, transpiration, and

stomatal behavior was examined. The effects of temperature,
illumination, humidity, and soil moisture on the sensitivity
of the plants to smog was studied. The effect of ferrous
sulphate, stannous chloride and sucrose sprays upon the

plants' susceptibility to smog injury was studied. The

sensitivity of several different species of plants and of

different types of spinach to smog damage was investigated.**

04999

R. A. Bobrov

THE ANATOMICAL EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION oN PLANTS. Proc.

Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, b8calif., 1952.

pp. 129-34.

The damaging effects on the leaf anatomy of susceptible

crop plants were investigated. The leaf was considered to be

the logial point of departure, since it almost invariably
manifests physical response to smog within a very brief exposure

period. The structure of the ncrmal leaves was very carefully

observed in order to enable detection of even the slightest

alteration in cell shape. From careful comparative studies made

of the cellular structure of normal and damaged leaves, it uas

possible to establsih the microscopic anatomy of smog damage.

Regardless of the macroscopic picture of damage, microscopic
studies indicate that the reaction of the cell to
hydrocarbon-ozone products is the same in all susceptible plants.

The plants studied were table beet, sugar beet, romaine

lettuce, spinach, Swiss chard, endive, oats, and corn.**
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05103

W. M. Noble

THE RELATION OF PLANT DAMAGE TO FUEL COMPOSITION. Preprint.
(Presented at the Joint Research Conference on Motor
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions and Their Effects, Los Angeles,
Calif., Dec. 5, 1961.)

Plants exposed to irradiated auto exhaust gases containing
initially less than 0.5 ppm of olefins and less than 2 ppm of NG
exhibit the same symptoms of damage as do plants exposed to the
atmosphere in the Los Angeles area. The plants used in these
studies were Poa annua and petunia, var. Rosy Morn. The
symptoms observed were banding, necrosis, glazing, silvering, and
cellular plasmolysis in substomatal regions. Exposure time was 1
hour. Exposures were initiated at half hour intervals. Poa
annua was the most useful plant because of its greater range,
simplicity of evaluation, and uniformity and also because a
larger number of plants could be used in a given space. The
length of exposure required for the production of maximum damage
appears to be related to the reaction rate of the fumigants, which
depends in part on fuel bromine number and on the concentrations
of the fumigants. Differences in concentrations also produced
marked differences in the degree of damage. (Author abstract) ##

05342

Darley, E. F., Nichols, C. W. and Middleton, J. T.

IDENTIFICATION OF AIR POLLUTION DAMAGE TO AGRUCULTURAL CROPS. (AIR
POLLUTION RESEARCH REVEALS CHEMICAL TOXICANTS INJURING VEGETATION
IN PCPULCUS AREAS OF CALIFORNIA.) Calif. Dep. Agri. Bull., 55(1):11
19, 1966.

The subject of this paper is the damage air pollution does to the
plants that feed us, clothe us and please our aesthetic sense.
This damage is considerable. Estimates of visible damage to
agrucultural crops amount annually to about $8 million in
California and approximately $18 million along the Atlantic
seaboard. Damage to vegetation has increased with
industrialization and urban development. Several decades ago
sulfur dioxide and fluorine were recognized as the principal plant
toxicants. These two gases continue to be very important but within
the last 20 years a new group of toxicants has been identified.
These are products of atmospheric photochemical reactions between
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides. The principal products of these
reactions are ozone and the peroxyacyl nitrates (PANs) . The
distribution of plant damage in California shows that it occurs
only in recognized geographical areas which, in each instance, are
located within airsheds. Because damage to plants is often the
first indication of air pollution, it is important that the
surveillance of pollution damage to agriculture be continued. Such
information will help communities, in their planning, to take
cognizance of the relationship between the air ressource and the
community needs for commercial and industrial development, energy
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production, tuel usage and transportation, agriculture, and forest

and recreation land. The air contaminants responsible for damage

may be either particulate or gaseous in nature. The greatest
amount of damage to animals and vegetation is usually caused by

gaseous air contaminants which directly injure plants and
indirectly injure animals by the toxic effects produced after the

animal has consumed contaminated forage and food supplements.

0531414

Darley, E. F., and Middleton, J. T.

PROBLEMS OF AIR POLLUTION IN PLANT PATHOLOGY. Ann. Rev.

Phytopathol. 4, 103-18, 1966.

Air quality affects plant growth and development. Whereas oxygen

is necessary for aerobic plant respiration and carbon dioxide is

necessary for photosynthesis in green plants, a number of
pollutants may alter plant metabolism and incite disease. It is

the purpose of this paper to enumerate some of the principal air
pollutants which adversely affect plant growth and reproduction, to
describe the diseases incited by them, and to identify some of the

problems of air pollution in phytopathorogical research. A primary

responsibility of the pathologist is to alert agriculturists of
impending air-pollution problems, so that sccial action may be

taken to insure the continued productivity of crop, pasture, and
forestry enterprises. Another responsibility, because plants ara
early indicators of an air pollution problem, is to assist pub:dc

health and resource agencies in the planning, conduct, and
evaluation of air-pollution abatement programs. Plant pathologists

must become increasingly concerned with the effects of air quality

on plant growth.

05421

Merriman, G. M.

FLUORIDES AND OTHER CHEMICAL AIR POLLUTANTS AFFECTING ANIMALS.

In: Agriculture and the Quality of Our .Environment. Brady,

N. C. (ed.), American Association for the Advancement of

Science, Washington, D. C. AAAS-Pub-85, p. 91-95, 1967. 11

refs. (Presented at the 133rd Meeting, American Association

for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D. C., 1966.)

A review of air pollution problems involving animals is presented.

One pattern of procedures useful in investigating and controlling

the effects of chemical air pollution upon animals was developed

during United States and British studies of effects of fluoride

effluents upon cattle. Generally the effluents collected upon the

surfaces of vegetation and exerted their effects only after

ingestion by animals. The investigational procedures included

methods of detecting pollutaitt effects upon animals, diagnosis and

evaluation of effects, consideration of pollutant sources, and
pollutant control as related to animal well-being. All

procedures depended on research with laboratory and farm animals.AM
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05420

Daines, R. H., I. A. Leon, and E. Brennan

AIR POLLUTION AND PLANT RESPONSE IN THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED
STATES. In: Agriculture and the Quality of Our
Environment. BI:ady, N. C. (ed.), American Association for
the Advancement of Science, Washington, D. C. AAAS-Pub-85,
p. 11-31, 1967. 56 refs. (Presented at the 133rd Meeting,
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Washington, D. C. Dec. 1966.)

A review of pollutants that have been found to elicit plant
response is confined to the discussion of acid gases, primary
products of combustion, and products of reactions occurring in the
atmosphere. Other topics discussed include: plant response as an
indicator of meteorological conditions and the fuels used for heat,
light, and power.**

05485

W. M. Noble

AIR POLLUTANTS. Lasca Leaves. 15 (1) , 7-1 e ;Jan. 1965).

After years of careful study, some of the cowponents of smog
have been sorted out. The more important ones, their effects on
vegatation, and a list of sensitive and resistant plants are
discussed. The components are peroxyacetyl nitrate, ozone,
ethylene, hydrogen fluoride, sulfur dioxide and aerosols.**

05610

W. W. Heck

PLANT INJURY INDUCED BY PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION PRODUCTS OF
PROPYLENE-NITROGEN DIOXIDE MIXTURES. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 14(7):255-261, July 1664. (Presented at the
56th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Detroit, Mich., June 9-13, 1963.)

Plants developed typical ethylene injury symptoms when fumigated
for 21 to 48 hr with ethylene or various combinations of ethylene,
acetylene, propylene and nitrogen dioxide. When propylene and
nitrogen dioxide were included in the gas mixture and the mixture
irradiated typical oxidant symptoms were recorded. Slight to
severe necrotic spotting, due to nitrogen dioxide, was noted in a
48 hr fumigation at one ppm nitrogen dioxide and in a 21 hr
fumigation at 3.5 ppm nitrogen dioxide. Twelve hour fumigations
using irradiated mixtures of ethylene, acetylene and propylene at
three concentrations (2,4, and 8 ppm) each in combination with one
ppm of nitrogen dioxide gave typical oxidant damage with only the
propylene-nitrogen dioxide mixtures. From reported oxidant injury
symptoms the propylene-nitrogen dioxide irradiated mixture
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produced plant injury which is typical of both ozone and PAR.

The presence of other phytotoxicants was not dicounted but the

severity of injury, under the conditions used, made it difficult

to evaluate other possible types of oxidant damage. The

production of the phytotoxicants using various ratios of
propylene-nitrogen dioxide mixes was determined using the plants as

biological indicators. A ratio of one ppm NO2 to 2-3 ppn

propylene produced the highest concentration 4f the phytotoxicants.

The effects of varying light and temperature conditions during

the fumigation period indicated that plants must be in the light

before they are sensitive to oxidant damage and that a temperature

above cx below normal will reduce oxidant injury. Results stress

the need for studying the interrelations of oxidant injury and

various environmental factors. (Author's summary)

05666

Brewer, R. F. Guillemet, F. B. and Creveling, R. K.

INFLUENCE OF N-P-K FERTILIZATION ON INCIDENCE AND SEVERITY OF

OXIDANT INJURY TO MANGELES AND SPINACH. Soil Sci. 92, (5) 298-301,

Nov. 1961.

The study reported in this paper was designed to further study the

influence of nitrogen supply and.explore the possible effects of

potassium and phosphorus supply on the sensitivity of plants to

oxidant damage. Several Mangel seed (Burpee No. 5131) were planted

in 1-gallon cans filled with a previously fertilized soil-sand-poat

mixture. After emergence the plants were thinned to one plant per

can. Twelv different treatments, each replicated 8 times, were

used in a 3 x 2 x 2 factorial design consisting of 3 levels of N

and 2 each of P and K. Two months after emergence, half the

plants, chosen at random, were placed in a special greenhouse
fumigation chamber and exposed to ozonated hexene. The remaining

mangels were placed in a duplicate fumigation chamber which

received activated-carbon-filtered air to remove ambient oxidants.

At the end of 2 days, during which the one group of plants was

exposed to two 6-hour fumigations with an average organic oxidant

concentration of 0.01 ppm., all the plants (fumigated and controls)

were returned to the smog-free greenhouse where they were grown.

Thirty-six hours after fumigation was stopped the plants were

systematically examined for incidence and severity of damage. A

similar experiment was conducted using spinach as the test plant.

A statistical analysis of the mangel fumigation data indicate that

the severity of injury was very significantly increased as the

nitrogen level was increased. There were also highly significant
interactions of nitrogen with phosphorus and between phosphorus aind

potassium on severity of injury. The results of differential

fertilization on the sensitivity of spinach to ozone injury indi-

cate that increasing the nitrogen supply very significantly in-

creased both the incidence and the severity of ozone injury.

fertilization on the sensitivity of spinach to ozone injury.

03723

J. B. Kendrick, Jr., E. F. Darley, and J. T. Middleton
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CHEMOTHERAPY FOR OXIDANT AMD OZONE INDOCEP PLAIT DAMAGE.
Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 6, 391-402 (1962).

A number of common fungicides, as well as antioxidants from the
rubber industry, were dusted and sprayed onto leaves of test
plants to determine their efficacy, as well as their mode of
action, in protecting plants fro subsequent exposure to ozone
and oxidants generated from ozonated hydrocarbons. Not all
chemicals were equally effective. Some protected against both
ozone and oxidants, some protected against one but not the other,
while some gave no protection. The most effective materials
were dithiocarbamates, mercaptobenzothiozole and their derivatives,
while the least effective were amine derivatives. The degree of
protection was directly related to concentration of chemical.
Longevity of protection was related to accumulated periods of
exposure to toxicants. Over a 10-hour accumulated exposure period
plants were significantly protected, although the degree of injury
gradually increased with exposure time. In contrast, when several
days lapsed between application and exposure, the chemical was as
effective as when applied on the day of exposure. Action of the
protectant was local and not systemic; the toxicant appeared to be
deactivated at the leaf sdrface. Leaves remained free of injury
only when the chemical was applied to the lower leaf surface and
then only on that portion actually covered with chemical. Some
degree of protection was achieved in field tests against
atmospheric oxidants as well as against those generated in the
laboratory. (Author abstract) **

05724

J. B. Kendrick, Jr., E. F. Darley, J. T. Middleton,
and A. O. Paulus

PLANT RESPONSE TO POLLUTED AIR. Calif. Agr. 10 (8), 9-10
(Aug. 1956).

Field observations and controlled fumigation experiments have
shown that plants differ in their response to atmospheric
contamination by ethylene, herbicides, fluorides, sulfur dioxide,
and smog, or oxidized hydrocarbons. Controlled experiments have
also shown that plant response to air pollution varies with species
and variety of plant, age of plant tissue, soil fertility levels,
soil moisture, air temperatures during the prefumigation growth
period, and presence of certain agricultural chemicals on leaves.
Plants also vary in their susceptibility to sulfur dioxide, with
alfalfa, barley, and cotton damaged at comparatively low levels,
and citrus, corn, celery, and melons damaged at much higher levels.
Field observations show that young leaves are seldom marked during
periods of aggravated air pollution. The young, unexpended leaves
are typically uninjured; the mature, expanded leaves are severely
injured; and the old, somewhat chlorotic leaves are rarely damaged.
In grasses, where the youngest tissue is at the base of the leaf,
injury first occurs at the tip, grading off in intensity of injury
toward the base of the leaf. Old chlorotic leaves on grasses
are seldom injured. Several groups of chemical compounds are
capable of preventing injury to plants caused by oxidized
hydrocarbon fumigations when the chemicals are applied to the
lower surface of leaves. These chemicals belong to the
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dithiocarbaate, benzothiazole, and thiura sulfide gromps, aS6

have ben used xtensively am agricultural fungicides for the

contral of any fungus diseases. Two of the best chemicals for

this purpose are zineb--zinc
thylenebisdithiocarbamate -- and

thiram--tetramethyl thiuramdisulfide. The dove^ o: protectios

is directly related to the amount of active ingredient contaimed

in the spray or dust preparations. Protection is achieved only

when the underside of leaves are adequately covered. both groups

of chemicals when properly applied to laboratory test plants

protect leaves from damage fro both ozone and ozonated heves..

Pinto bean leaves dusted with zineb in the laboratory and

exposed to naturally polluted air near Los Angeles wore

protected from serious injury.e11

05756

Rasmussen, R. A. and Went, F. V.

VOLATILE ORGANIC MATERIAL OF PLANT ORIGIN IN THE ATHOSPHERE. Proc.

Natl. Acad. Sci. (U.S.) 53, (1) 715-20, Jan. 1965. (Presented

before the National Academy of Sciences, Apr. 27, 1964.)

Quantitative data on the actual concentration of plant volatiles in

air are given. Using a sensitive gas chromatograph mounted in a

mobile trailer laboratory, the presence in air of many organic

compounds in molecularly disperse state can easily be measured.

The hydrogen flame detector, which responds only to organic

molecules, has a sensitivity of better than 1:10 to the 9th power,

using 5-cc air samples. Whereas in cities gasoline and other Inn-

produced organic vapors constitute the bulk of the organic
volatiles in the air, in the cuuntryside, away from highways and

human activities, plant products predominate. Among these, alpha-

and beta-pinene, myrcene, and isoprene were identified. Their

concentration depends on meteorological conditions and density and

activity of plant cover; during summer usually more than 10 to the

minus 8th power organic volatiles occur in country or forest air;

during winter this decreases to 2 x 10 to the minus 9th power.

After one or more dark rainy days plants release less terpene.

Upon the death of cells large amounts of terpenes are released,

explaining the aromaticity of drying hay or of forests during

autumn. High concentrations of terpenes in the air were associated

with the dying of leaves in autumn, and with the mowing of meadows.

A world production for plant volatiles released to the atmosphere

is estimated to be 438 x 1,000,000 tons per year. (Author

conclusions)

05777

G. W. Todd B. Propst

CHANGES IN TRANSPIRATION AND PHOT0SYNTHETIC RATES OF VARIOUS

LEAVES DURING TREATMENT WITH OZONATED HEIENE OR OZONE GAS.

?hysiol. Plantarum 16, 57-65, 1963.
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Reasuresents sere sad. on the rates et pliotoslatheeis tad
transpiration ot bean, tosato And clieum leave* ductal and
leseutiately following tusigatios with either ozone or ozosated
hemene gas. Both fumigants C4111101 marked decreases in the
rate of photosynthesis in all I species although Is toeato
and coleus leaves, the reduction is photosynthesis took
place only during fusigation with ozonated hezmt gas and
afterwards the vete returned tc normal. Ozone fumigation
caused decreases in transpiration but the durcredams Vas sot
as large as that obtained for photosynthesis. Transpiration
in toaato and coleus leaves showed little response to ()zonated
hexane gen although bean 1.4v.s responded in such the same say
as they did when they were treated with ozone alone. The white
portions of coleus loaves (whore the green outer orrtion had been
resoved) were used for similar fumigations and an increase in
respiration and a decrease in transpiration with ozonated
hexane was noted. There sere no changes in transpiration froa
leaves following ozone fumigations. Increases in respiration
after ozone and ozonated hexene fumigations were obtained fot bean,
tomato and intact coleus leaves as had been reported previously
for bean leaves. It was postulated that part of the decrease
in growth (not accompanied by visible injury) obtained when
plants were treated w_th ozonated hexene gas might be due
directly to the reduction in photosynthesis. It would
not appear in the species tested that the more recistant species
close their stomates and ttateby prevent the fumigant from
entering. (Author sussary)410

0577t1

Todd, G. W. and Arnold, V. N.

AN EVALUATION OF METHODS USED TO DETERMINE INJURY TO PLANT LEAVES
HT AIR POLLUTANTS. Botan. Gaz. 123, (2) 151-4, Dec. 1961.

An evaluation was made of three methods of analyzing the damage of
plant leaves after exposure to ozone or ozonated hexene gas. A

visual estimate was made of the amount of leaf surface damaged.
The same plants were used for measurements of the change in fresh
weight and ot chlorophyll content. The latter two measurements
were chosen because injury results in desiccation of parts of the
leaf and a loss of pigmentation. Also these would be a measure of
the actual amount of functional leaf material which vas damaged.
It was found that losses in fresh weight were nearly proportional
to losses of chlorophyll in injured leaves. The visual-rating
system appeared to be sensitive in the lower range of injury but
rather insensitive at the upper end of the range. The visual-
damage index appears to be logarithmic with respect to both
chlorophyll and fresh-weight changes. It was concluded that a
measurement of the change in either fresh weight or chlorophyll
content would give a better estimate of impairment of leaf
function, since the visual-damage system tends to overestimate the
damage inflicted, particularly when only a small amount of leaf
surface is involved. (Author summary)
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O. L. Nicnards, J. 11. *11410ton. an4 0. M. 4sotte

ZEN PottdItee MITI OttATtCe To AgOomcalL cmcweas V. 04(0407

iTtPPLt OP (OWL airon. J. O. 1%1.10 114.%4). episeessej

at the ii0th haniveraary estetinl, ilericaa society of llgteseet.

Nov. JO, 14,00

Seall, brows to blact, discrete, pus,tsie lesions occur oa Ike
upper leaf surface of grape green in areas polluted ay ait-berse

osilante. The leetons are typically restricted to Ph. palisade
layer and may be easily distinguished from other grape disorders

because of their stippled appearance. Tho dieser/. cos be Sacited

in grape by fumigation with ozone. Toxic ()lone levels occur is
the polluted air saes above the tom Willies isul nal Francisco
areas wharf/ oxidant stipple le found. Stipple hem not yet bees
seen in the grape producing areas in the C,Iachellm, saps.
Sacramento, aril &an Joaquin valloys of California. Osidast
stipple CAA be distinguished from smoq-type osidant injury due to
oxidised organics in that the epper leaf surface is stippled is
grape and there is no common and pronounced silvering oc glaring
cf the lover leaf surface es found on herbaceous crops amd seeds is

and adjacent to affected vineyards. Leaf injury to grape due to
foliar fluoride accumulation can be readily distinguished because

it is marginal red to brown in color, necrotic, and cosmoaly
eahibits zonate sackings. Stipple can also be easily separated
frcm foliar salinity and drought injury, both of which produce
marginal and intercostal leaf necroses similar to those indLced by

fluorides. Although ozone occasionally say cause leaf injury to
sops plants particularly grasses, grown in areas receiving
naturally polluted air, it is unusual to note ozone dasage to
agricultural crops; oxidant stipple of grape is, therefore, a
unique disease both in its symptcmology and etiology.$41

06078

G. D. Clayton T. S. Platt

EVALUATION OP ETHYLENE AS AN AIR POLLUTANT AFFECTING PLANT

LIFE. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 28(2):151-9 (Apr. 1967).

A comprehensive survey of the literature reveals that
ethylene has been clearly implicated as an air pollutant only for

certain greenhouse plants. Ethylene is produced naturally by some
biologic systess and may cause some plant damage. Host studies
have been in closed systems with shifts in gas
concentrations occurring. Adequate data are lacking on the
response ot field-grown plants to ethylene as an air pollutant.
(Author's abstract) ta
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06498

L. Ordin, and B. Propst

EFFECT OF PHOTOCREMICALLY PRODUCED OXIDANTS ON GROWTH OF AVENA
COLEOPTILE SECTIONS. Plant Physiol., 36(3) , 326-30, (flay
1961) .

Avena coleoptile sections incubated in solutions through which
photochemically produced oxidant mixtures, ozone or peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN) are passed, display subsequent repressed growth in
fresh solutions to which auxin has been supplied. Treatment by
oxidant recording as 1.4 ppm derived from an irradiated mixture of
trans-2-butene and NO2 results in about 50% inhibition of
elongation. About 1.5 ppm PAN also inhibits growth to the same
degree or more. Approximately 170 ppm ozone produced comparable
magnitudes of inhibition. In all cases basal respiration was
inhibited little or not at all. Although the concentrations dealt
with here are about tenfold above those found in the atmosphere
(200-fold for ozone) the results may be helpful in the
interpretation of mechanisms of growth inhibition in the field.
There are probably several reasons why high concentrations of
PAN are required to produce growth inhibition in Avena
coleoptiles while much lower concentrations af fect ?sore sensitive
intact plantr. Although the coleoptile is cutinized and has few
stomata, suggesting a transport barrier, there are indications that
root tissue which is neither cutinized nor suberized to any great
extent may be even less sensitive. Thus the answer is ore likely
to lie either in the resistance of the cellular membranes
themselves to the uptake of the oxidants or in the presence of
reflucing agents in the cell or, simply, less sensitive enzyme
sy :items. It was found that intact seedlings in the gas stream are
not more sensitive than sections floating in water during gas
exposure. The lack of illumination during exposure may also be a
factor, since even sensitive petunia plants exposed in the dark to
0.5 ppm oxidant derived from an irradiated mixture were not
damaged.110

06499

L. Ordin and B. Propst

EFFECT OF AIR-BORNE OXIDANTS ON BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF
INDOLEACETIC ACID. Botan. Gaz.. 123(3), 170-5 (mar. 1962).

This investigation concerns the effects of some of the known
atmospheric pollutants, namely ozone, peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN),
and ultraviolet-irradiated mixtures of olefin and 7102 on
indolacetic acid in vitro. It is apparent from the results that
air-borne oxidants such as PAN and ozone can inactivate MA in
vitro. whether such a mechanism of inactivation is of importance
in the living plant cannot be answered fully at present. Ascorbic
acid prevented the inactivation of IAA by chemically reducing
the oxidant level in the solutions. The residual ascorbate, or
its decomposition products, in the growth solutions exerted a
slight subsequent inhibitory action on coleoptile growth. This
observation does not agree with the results of other investigators.
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Since the concentration of ascorbate was much higher in the
present experiments than that used by other investigators, it is

possible that the growth-stimulating range was exceeded in the

present investigation. The failure of IAA activity to recover
despite low residual amounts of PAN or ozone in solution and,

more particularly, despite the addition of ascorbate to the
previously treated solutions indicates that the inactivation is
not similar to that caused by 11202 or peroxides. In the
peroxide-induced inactivation, there is an apparent interference
with the bioassay rather than an irreversible change. In the case
of inactivation by ozone or PAN the change is irreversible as
shovn by the changes in ultraviolet spectra. Some light on this
irreversible inactivation is shed by the ultraviolet spectra.

They shov that the change in IAA caused by ozone and PAN is

probably a ring alteration.**

06546

W. W. Heck, E. G. Pires, and W. C. Hall

THE EFFECTS OF A LOW ETHYLENE CONCENTRATION ON 'PHE GROWTH OF

COTTON. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 11(12), 549-56

(Dec. 1961) . (Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, New York City, June 11-15,

1961.)

The present study vas designed to determine the effects of a low
level of ethylene on cotton grown uncle:: controlled conditions,
during the entire grovth period of the plants. The chambers were
designed as gas-tight compartments with controls for the following

conditions: light, temperature, humidity, vater, air flow, and

gas concentration. Plants vere grown for one month and the
chambers then opened for an eight hour period. The following
quantitiative data were obtained for all plants: plant height; the
number of cotyledons, leaves, squares (flower buds) , flowers,
bolls, laterals, and nodes; the number of plant parts abscissed;
.and the leaf size in square inches. Preliminary experiments
indicated that cotton vas very sensitive to ethylene air pollution.
Thus it was decided to grov plants from the seedling stage
through maturity at an ethylene level which might readily prevail
in the vicinity of a polyethylene industrial plant. The level of
0.6 ppm was chosen as a possible mean level of ethylene air

pollution.**

07167

Abeles, Frederick B.

INHIBITION OF FLOWERING IN YANTHIUM PENSYLVANICUM WALLN. BY

ETHYLENE. Dept. of the Army, Fort Detrick, Md.
Biological Sciences Lab., Project 1L013001A91A, Technical
Manuscript 376, 5p., April 1967. 11 refs.

CFSTI: AIN 8 13720
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In this report ethylene inhibited the formation of flowers in
cocklebur (Xanthium pensylvanicum Wal ln.) plants that were
exposed to an inductive dark period. Indoleacetic acid had been
shown earlier to have this same effect. The two large apical
beaks were cut from cocklebur fruits (Chicago strain) and the
fruits were washed in running water for 24 hours and planted in
4-inch pots of soil; seedlings were grown for 3 weeks at 25 C on a
16-hour light cycle (1,500 tt-c) supplied by daylight fluorescent
bulbs. The plants were induced to flower by exposure to 16 hours
of darkness in 10-liter desiccators containing 0, 1, 10, or 10'3 ppm

ethylene. After the induction period, the plants were returned to
the growth chamber; the sizes of the inflorescences were measured
8 weeks later. Ethylene evolution from the plants was measured by
gas chromatography. Because it stimulates ethylene evolution from
cocklebur leaves, the results suggest that the effect of auxin may
be an ethylene effect.**

07446

L. Ongun, J. B. Mudd

BIOSYNTHESIS OF GALACTOLIPIDS IN PLANTS. Preprint,
California Univ., Riverside, Dept. of Biochemistry and
Statewide Air Pollution Research Center, ((36))p. 1967. 25

refs.

Spinach chloroplasts very actively incorporated
radioactivity from UDP-galactose C14 into lipids. Among the
products formed, monogalactosyl and digalactosyl diglycerides
together with a third compound, tentatively identified as the
trigalactosyl diglyceride, contained 95% of the total
identified as the trigalactosyl diglyceride, contained 95% of the
total lipid radioactivity. Chloroplasts from young leaveo showed
higher enzymic activity than those obtained from matire leaves.
Dissociation of the enzymes from the acceptors was
accomplished by acetone powder preparation of the chloroplasts.
It was shown that diolein could serve as an efficient acceptor
for the monogalactosyl diglyceride synthesis but not for the
diagalactosyl diglyceride synthesis. Monogalactosyl diglyceride,
naturally found in chloroplasts, was shown to be the acceptor for
the second galactosylation. Incubation of radioactive
digalactosyl diglyceride with the acetone powder of spinach
chloroplasts resulted in the formation of trigalactosyl
diglyceride when cold UPD-galactose was used as the substrate.
Evidence indicated that two enzymes were involved in galactolipid
synthesis in spinach chloroplasts. The enzyme responsible
for the synthesis of monogalactosyl diglyceride was more tightly
bound to the membrances than the enzyme synthesizing digalactosyl
diglyceride. Particles from etiolated pea leaves as well as
other non-chlorophyllous tissues were shown to contain active
enzymes that synthesize the galactolipids. A light induced
increase in the enzyme activity was observed in pea leaves.
(Authors' summary)**
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10099

Shabad, L. M.

ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND THE FATE OF THE CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBON

BENZ(A)PYRENE (3,4 BENZPYRENE), IN T11: SOIL. Z. Kreboforsch.

(Berlin), 70(3) :204-210, Jan. 5, 1958. 20 refs.

Soil samples from seven areas of Moscow were taken and 10 gm.

portions extracted with benzene, followed by fluorometric analysis

to determine the quanitities of benz(a)pyrene (BP). No BP was

found in the control samples taken from resting land near a water

reservoir but the highest level of* (191,00 gamma/kg.) was found in

soil near larga factories which were known to discharge large

quantities of carcinogenic hydrocarbons. Within Moscow, soil was

slightly pollutea, with 436.5 gamma/kg. found in a district with

old buildings with an asphalt plant, and 104.5 gamma/kg. in a dis-

trict with new housing. An industrial suburb had 81.4

gamma/kg. and a field near Moscow had 79.3 gamma/kg. The suburb

was polluted by a railroad station and the field was very close to a

well-traveled highway. Thus, soil pollution depends on the overall

pollution of the environment and may serve as an indicator of the

level of BP a...r pollution. Some investigators have found air

pollution to spread at least 3 km. around factories, with intensity

dependent upon wind direction. The level of BP on vegetation was

also examined. Plants from the vicinity of the factory were found t

carry 600-5900 gamma/kg. of BP before washing, and slightly less (40

1900) after washing. More BP was found in plants with broad, le-

vel leaves than in those with narrow, vertical ones. Three test

strains of soil bacteria actively destroy BP CONTENT IN SOIL SAMP-

les taken near an oil refiaery. The amount of transformed BP can

reach 535 in four days. Thus, carcinogenic hydrocarbons can fall

on soil, appear in water, can be accumulated in soil or disappear,

can be destroyed by soil microorganisms, or pass into plants-

10116

Laseter, John Luther

DISTRIBUTION AND NATURE OF SURFACE WAX IN FUNGAL SPORES AND MECHA-

NISMS OF WAX BIOSYNTHESIS XII BRASSICA OLERACEA. Thesis (Ph. D)

Houston Univ., Tex., June 1968, (8) p.

Normal alkanes were common in surface waxes of all Basidiomycete

chlamydospores and uredospores analyzed as well as the conidiospores

for the Ascomycete studied. The spore samples were extracted with

organic solvents, the extracts fractionated by silica gel

chromatography and then analyzed by gas chromatography and by a gas

chromatographic- mass spectrometic technique. Odd carbon-numbered

alkanes predominated. Carbon numbers ranged from C14 to C37. The

major n- alkane components and total hydrocarbons present were C27

for Ustilago maydis (40 ppm), C29 for Puccinia graminis (105 ppm),

C29 and C31 for Urocystis agropyri (126 ppm), C27 and C35 for

Ustilago nuda (58 ppm), C29 and C31 for Ustilago avenae (53 ppm) and

C29 for Sphacelotheca reiliana (146 ppm) . The conidiospores of

Aspergillus niger had n-C25 as the predominaSt alkane and a total of
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5-10 ppm hydrocarbons present. For the most part the alkanes present
in fungal spores were similar to the distribution known to occur in
many higher plants; however, ezch spore type possessed a different
distribution pattern. (Author's abstract)

11010

Smith, M. E.

THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION ON THE EXPOSURE OF
PLANTS TO AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS. Phytopathology, 58(8):1065-1088,
Aug. 1968.

Variations in atmospheric dispersion.and the typically nonuniform
distribution of pollutant sources cause wide fluctuations in
pollutant concentrations at a fixed point on the ground. These
variations in concentrations are usually correlated with other
meteorological parameters, time of day, and the levels of other
pollutants. The details of this variability differ strikingly,
depending upon the relative location of the plants and the sources
and upon the climatology of the area in which the problem exists.
An outline of the magnitude and time scales of these fluctuations
is presented. Specific correlatioas with other factors that nay
be important in designing meaningful dosage tests for pollutants
are indicated. Without tests that simulate conditions in the
normal atmospheres laboratory experiments will be misleading,
and apparent sensitivities may bear little relation to the
response of the plant in the field.**

11072

Heck, Walter W.

FACTORS EFFECTING THE RESPONSE OF PLANTS TO OXIDANT AIR
POLLGTAHTS. Preprint, Dept. of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C., Agricultural Research Service and Public Health
Service, Washington, D. C.0 National Air Pollution Control
Administration, 9p., ((1968)). 6 refs.

The effects of oxidants in general, including ethylene and
N_Ox on plants are discussed. The problems of chronic plant
damage and synergistic etfects, such as those discovered for
ozone-502 mixtures, are considered and are shown to be
difficult to detect and evaluate. Projections of ozone
concentration producing injury in various plants are presented, and
the topics ot crop yield reduction and land use are briefly
covered.**

11100

Abeles, F. B., and H. E. Gahagen, III

ABSCISSION: THE ROLE OF ETHYLENE, ETHYLENE ANALOGUES, CARBON
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DIOXIDE, AND OXYGEN. (TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPT.) Dept. of the

Army; Prederick, Md., Plant Sciences Lab., Proj.

18522301A061, TM-462, 15p., June 1968. 25 refs.

For beans, ethylene vs the ost effective abscission accelerant

examined, with decreasing activity shovn by propene, carbon

monoxide, dioxide, acetylene, vinyl fluoride, 1-butene, and

1,3-butadiene. Carbon dioxide inhibited abscission, but its

effect was overcome by ethylene. Oxygen was required for
abscission as an electron acceptor for respiration and not as a

potentiator or activator of the ethylene attachment site. The

molecular requirements for abscission vere similar to those shown

by other workers for other biological processes under the

influence of ethylene. (Authors' abstract)**

12042

Heggestad, H. E.

DISEASES OF CROPS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS INCITED BY AIR

POLLUTANTS. Phytopathology, 58:1089-1097, Aug. 1968. 80 ref.

Air pollution injury to crop and ornamental plants is increasing

in the J.S.A. Estimates of annual losses to agriculture from

air pollutants, vhich ranged from $150 to $500 million during the
decade 1951-1960, are nov $500 million. Although most of the loss

is due to growth suppression or chronic injury, it is the acute

injury that suggests the nature of the air pollutant and reveals
the distribution of the problem. Each pollutant tends to produce

its own pattern of injury, leaving graphic records of air pollution

episodes. Photochemical oxidants, ethylene, sulfur dioxide,

fluoride, and other pollutants produce marked reactions in various

types of plants. The recent developments and current research

trends in the assessment of these reactions are reviewed.**

12045

Johnson, H.

THE HIGH COST OP FOUL AIR. The Progressive Farmer, 4 pp.,

April 1968.

The President's Science Advisory Committee reported in 1965

that air pollution damage to plants had been observed in 27 states,

the District of Columbia, Canada, and Mexico. Total damage

each year to crops in the United States is estimated at $500

million. Weat%cr fleck damage to tobacco, which is caused by

ozone, has caused substantial crop loss in all producing states.

Sulfur dioxide, fluorine, ethylene, and photochemical smog are

known to be harmful to plants. A research program to solve
unanswered questions, and a program to enforce the cleaning up of

pollution sources is urgently needed.**
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14968

Daines, Robert H., Eileen Brennan, and Ida Leone

AIR POLLUTANTS AND PLANT RESPONSE. J. Forestry, 65(6):381-384,
June 1967. 15 refs.

The effects of a number of acid gases and photochemically-
produced pollutants on plants are described. A great variation
in susceptibility to damage by such gases as fluorides and 502
exist both among plant species and within a single species.
Injury from these gases occurs primarily to younger leaves,
with little or no damage shown by old leaves. Symptoms usually
consist of marginal and tip necrosis with accompanying
discoloration of the affected areas. Limited studies with
chlorine suggest that it is less phytotoxic than hydrofluoric
acid, requiring about 0.1 ppm to injure the more sensitive
plants. Among the photochemically-produced pollutants,
ozone has been known for many years to be toxic to a wide variety
of plant species; ozone toxicity symptoms appear as flecks,
stipple, streaks, spots, and tip necrosis. Injury appears on
mature leaves, with the oldest leaves ot young plants and
hdddle-aged leaves of old plants being most susceptible.
Peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) and its analogues ere highly phytotoxic,
producing symptoms called 'silver leaf' and Ileaf banding' in
California, the northeastern U. S., and other urbanized areas.
Like ozone, these compounds are believed to cause severe annual
economic losses in crop damage. Investigations of damag catised
by other photochemical pollutants, namiy ozonated hydrocarbons,
bisulfite reaction products, and nitrogen dioxide, are briefly
summarized, and the major spurces of all the pollutants
discussed are noted.

16357

Otto, Harry W. and Robert H. Daines

GENESIS OF PHYTOTOXIC AIR POLLUTANTS AND THEIR IDENTIFICATION AND
MEASUREMENT BY CHEMICAL AND PHYTOLOGICAL METHODS. IEEE (Inst.
Elec. Ectron. Engrs.) Trans. Geosic, Electron., GE-8(1) :59-69,
Jan. 1970. 105 refs. (Presented at the First Annual International
Geoscience Electronics Symposium, Washington, D. C., April 1969.)

Phototoxic air pollutants derived from bombustion of fossil fuels
and from subsequent photochemical reactions in the atmosphere are
discusscd. Among the major pollutants that adversely affect
vegetation are sulfur dioxtae, ozone, peroxyacyl nitrate (PAN) and
analogs, nitrogen oxides, and ethylene. The chemical methods
currently employed to measure the occurrence of these pollutants
frequently lack specificity and sensitivity to specific pollutants.
In the absence of collaborative testing, their reliability,
precision, and accuracy remain uncertain. Because the plant
kingdom serves as a constant atmospheric monitor, the chemical
methods should be supplemented by a study of plant response. Each
pollutant has its oun spectrum of responding plant species and each
produces a characteristic response for each species affected.
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While man-made monitoring devices record exact chemical

concentrations unaffected by environmental factors and pollutant

mixtures, a plant responds biologically not only to concentrations,

but also to all other environmental factors that alter response,

i.e., humidity, soil moisture, light, temperature, etc. In

addition, the plant also responds to the total impact of the

pollution mixture.
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H. EFFECTS - MATERIALS

00115

R. L. Ajax, C. J. Conlee, and J. B. Upham

THE EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION ON DYED FABRICS. J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 17,(4) 220-4, April 1967.

This report details results from the first 6 months of a 2-year
study begun in February 1965 by The American Association of
Textile Chemists and Colorists and the Public Health Service
to evaluate the effects of air pollution upon dyed fabrics.
Groups of 69 dye-fabric combinations reptesenting widely used
dyes have been exposed in light-free cabinets to ambient
environments at urban znd rural sites at Chicago, Washington,
D.C., Tacoma, and Los Angeles, and at. urban sites at
Cincinnati, Phoentx, and Sarasota. lesults from consecutive
3-month seasonal exposures and controlled-environment expostwes
utilizing irradiated and nontrradiated automobile exhaust for
short duration show an extreme fading on one quarter of the
dyed-fabrics, a higher fading at urban compared with rural sites on
susceptible fabrics, and a marked effect upon the dyed fabrics by
the photochemical by-products of automobile exhaust. (Author
abstract)$#

0 1467

J. S. Harington

CHEMXCAL STUDIES OF ASBESTOS. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., Vol.
132:31-47, Dec. 31, 1965. (Presented at the Biological Effects
of Asbestos Conference, New York City, Oct. 19-21, 1964.)

The present paper reports the results of chemical investigations
of the organic matter and metals in different types of asbestos.
The primary oils which exist in natural association with
crocidolite ane amosite have been found to occur in larger
amounts than reported earlier, although the content of
benzo(a)pyrene and cther polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons remains
low. Secondory oils, the composition of which is fairly well
known, may contaminate asbestos in various ways. Insulation
matetials, recently shown to be a carcinogenic hazard to workers
handling them, also contain considerable amounts of extractable
materials thoJgh their significance, like that of the asbestos
oils, is at present unknown. The possibility that metal
constituents may play a role in asbestos carcinogenesis was
suggested by the results of the spectrochemical analysis of. the
three main types of asbestos, and by their chemical composition.
Consideration was also given to the possibility that radioactivity
may play some part in the carcinogenic process.110
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01983

A. P. Altshuller, A. F.. Wartburg, I. R. Cohen, and

S. F. Sleva

STORAGE OF VAPORS AND GASES IN PLASTIC BAGS. Intern. J. Air

Water Pollution 6, 75-81, 1962.

Plast:,.c bags of Scotchpak are satisfactory over 24 hr periods
for storing synthetic and atmospheric samples of aliphatic
hydrocarbons and acrolein, but not for storing formaldehyde, ozone,

nitrogen dioxide. Plastic bags of Hylar" are satisfactory for
storing synthetic mixtures contaAning formaldehyde over 24 hr

periods and czone, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide for at

least several hour periods. Formaldehyde in atmospheric gases can
be stored for several hours. New bags of these materials should
be conditioned for several hours using the gases of vapors of
interest at the same or somewhat higher concentrations than are to

be used in the investigations to follow. Bags which are so
treated should serve as convenient storage containers for the
gases studied, as well as many other chemical species over

periods of many hours. However, very appreciable losses of many
of these gases may occur when present as part of combustion gas
mixtures collected in such plastic containers. (Author

abstract)**

02060

Z. Travnicek.

EFFECTS OF ATP POLLUTION ON TEXTILES, ESPECIALLY SYNTHETIC

FIBRES. Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air Cong., London,
1966. (Paper VII/4). pp. 224-6.

The Czechoslovak Knitting Industries Research Institute's
laboratory for atmospheric defectocnemistry of fibres has
investigated the deterioration of fibres due to atmospheric

pollutants. By analyzing witnesses' reports, by inspecting
t?xtiles damaged in the open and, above all, by operating special
simulation apparatuses it has been established that apart from hot
particles textiles, aspecially those of some synthetic fibres, can

be destroyed by sulp!%ur dioxide, especially if the latter is
absorbed to solid carrier aeLosols, by nitrogen oxides, by some

substances contained in automotive exhaust gases, by various
acid fumes, by strong oxidizers and by solvent vapours. Exhaust

gases cross-link the fibre-forming polymers while, at the same

time, degrading them. Light stabilizers in fibres also act as
preventers of damage by exhaust fumes, to L certain degree.
Dyestuffs can be efficient in a similar way. Automotive exhaust

gases are sometimes more destructive if present in great
dilutions in air irradiated by sunlight. In this case, a
formation of strong oxidizers from residual olefins and nitrogen

oxides is suspected. (Author abstract)**

02074

G. F. HollShakov, P. I. Davydov, T. G. Potapenko,
P.,Yu. Rachinskiy, and N. M. Slavachevskaya.
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INFLUFP.,2 OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC SULPHUR- AND NITROGEN-
CONT'AINING COMPOUNDS ON THE THERMOOXIDIZING STABILITY OF DIRECT
:n.STILLATION OF FUELS. Gostoptekhizdat (Moscow) (FTD-MT-64-
215). 5, 149-82, 1963.

CFSTI, DDC AD 611071

Synthetic sulfur- and nitrogen-containing organic compounds
basically lower the thermooxidizing stability of directly
distilled fuels, with the exception of 2-phenyl-2-
nercaptobutylamine, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline; certain
i:erivatives of ionol; and the product, obtained by the
Lnteraction of syrene with phenol. TS-1, T-1, and DA tars
contain compounds, which, in small concentrations, are able to
improve effectively the thermooxidizing stability of fuels.. These
are basically - heterocyclic compounds, containing thiol, amine,
and phenyl groups.**

02380

J. B. Upham.

MATERIALS DETERIORATION AND AIR POLLUTION (PRESENT STATUS OF THE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE'S PROGRAM). J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 15, (6) 265, June 1965. (Presented at the 57th
Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Houston,
Tex., June 21-25, 1964, Paper No. 64-31.)

Four separate studies dealing primarily with atmospheric corrosion
are presently in progress and constitute the first phase of an
over-all program to assess materials deterioration due to air
pollution. The objectives of these studies and the methodology
used are described, and limited preliminary data are reported.
From the findings of these and subsequent studies we hope to
determine the role of air pollution in the deterioration of many
materials. (Author summary)**

03215

M. Kobayashi, T. Mikani, and Y. Senoa.

EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION AND ITS PREVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. Kuki Seijo (Clean Air - J.
Japan Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 3, (6) 45-51, Mar. 1966.

The effects of inorganic gases, organic gases, and soot on pure
palladium are investigated. Palladium is used at the contacts
in crossbar switches and vire spring relays and pollutants cause
poor electrical connection.**

03524L

S. Miller

OZONE RESISTANCE BARRIER MATERIAL. Army Tank-Automotive
Center, Warren, Mich. (Rept. 4811.) Mar. 28, 1960. 6 pp.

DDC: AD 477 540

In order to establish the efficacy of plastic barrier material in
delaying ozone deterioration on rubber items, static 03 tests
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(50 plus or - 3 pphm 03 by vol) were carried out at temperature

of 100 P on rubber test specimens wrapped in the following

plastic materials: black polyethylene sheet films, 2 and 4 mils
thick; transparent saran sheet film, 2 mils thick; commercial
transparent plastic shirt bag, 1 mil in film thickness; black
polyethylene bag film, 2 mils thick, formed by folding and sewing

2 sides; and transparent polyethylene envelope, heat sealed on 3

sides, film thickness of 6 mils. Rubber specimens were reported
in satisfactory condition after 20, 40, 25, 40, 22, and 250 days'
exposure, protected respectively, by the above named materials.
Doubling the black polyethylene film doubles the time before
deterioration takes place; also the better the seal, the longer it

takes before ozone deterioration commences.##

03995

HOW TO PROTECT ELASTOMER PARTS FROM OZONE ATTACK. Mater.

Design Eng. 64, (2) 82-3, Aug. 1966.

Susceptibility of an elastomer to ozone deterioration is related

to its proportion of unsaturated carbon-to-carbon bonds. As 03

attacks these bonds, elastomers with a large proportion of them

are very vulnerable. Commercial elastomers can be divided
into 3 groups according to their 03 resistance: Gronp A

(inherently 03-resistant) includes fluoroelastomers, silicone
rubberf fluoronated silicone rubber, polyacrylate, chlorosulfonated
polyethylene, ethylene-propylene copolymers and terpolymers,

polyurethanes, polysulfide rubber, epichlorohydrin elastomers;

Groul. B (03-resistant but requiring special formulation for
optimum performance) includes butyl and halogenated butyl rubbers;

Group C (inherently non-03-resistant) includes natural rubber,
polyisoprene rubber, SHR, UER, polybutadiene rubber.
Hydrocarbon waxes and lacquers have been used in the past
for protection but have the disadvantage of rupturing when flexed,

leaving the vulnerable elastomer exposed. A new class of
chemical derivatives, P-phenylenediamines have been found to be

effective against 03 attack. These additives are added to the
rubber during mixing, bloom to the surface during vulcanization and

form a film which reacts with the atmospheric 03 before it comes

into contact with the elastomer. When an elastomer will be
exposed to substances which may dissolve the protective films,
blending of highly resistant 03 materials is the best approach.**

04320

Jaffe, L. S.

THE EFFECTS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS ON MATERIALS. J. Air

Pollution Control Assoc. 17(6):375-378, June 1967.

The deterioration of materials exposed to photochemical smog, in

particular to the oxidants and ozone contained therein, are

reviewed. One of the earliest indications of photochemical

oxidants was the excessive cracking ot rubber products. It has

been demonstrated that this excessive cracking of rubber is

caused by ozone formed in the photochemical smog formation process.

Other materials known to deteriorate under atmospheric
photochemical smog conditions are textiles and certain dyed
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fabrics, particularly under conditions of high humidity. Loss of
tensile strength of cotton textiles when wet or moist, and siilar
fading of these dyed fabrics, particularly, under high huidity,
can be produced by laboratory exposure of these textiles to pure
ozone. Depending on the formulation of the rubber, cracking
under stress can be readily detected within 3/4 hr when
atmospheric oxidants levels are as low as 0.03 ppm. NP.tural and
certain synthetic rubbers are particularly vulnerable. These
rubbers when stressed show cracking when exposed to 0.02 ppm ozone
for about 1 hr. Ozone effects on asphaltic aterials are reported
also. AAP!**

05233

P. J. Hearst

VOLATILE PHOTODEGRADATION PRODUCTS OF ORGANIC COATINGS. Naval
Civil Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme, Calif. July 1966. 36
pp. (Technical Rept. (No. R 460.)

Various clear and pigmented vehicle films were irradiated in air
with a mercury arc and a xenon arc. The volatile photodegradation
products were identified by infrared spectroscopy. The coatings
included alkyd, oil, vinyl-alkyd, vinyl copolyer, partially
hydrolyzed vinyl copolymer, polyvinyl acetate, epoxy-amine, and
epoxy-polyamide films. The major product from all films vas
carbon dioxide. Eleven other products or types of products were
obtained, as well as some unidentified products. The addition of
pigments decreased the yields of almost all the products.
However, the yields of different products were affected in
different degrees by pigmentation, and this difference may in part
be related to the penetration of the light responsible for the
production of each particular product. (Author abstract)

08475

Veber, A.

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION AS A FACTOR IN THE AGING OF
ELASTOMERS. ((La pollution atmospherique comae facteur de
vieillissement d'elastomere.)) Text in French. Rev. Pathol.
Coparee (Paris), 67(7810;21-24, Jan. 1967. 2 refs.
A technique tor the evaluation of aging of natural rubber films
is described. Aging is determined either by loss of resistance
to breaking, exprssed in gm./sq. of section, or by variation in
the modulus of elasticity. The matheatical calculation of
resistance to rupture correlates with the observed results. I
series of rubber films formulated with the following agents were
tested: (1) with the bridge catalyst,
phenylethyldithiocarbarate; (2) with the catalyst and an
antic.xygenating agent, bis-(2-hydroxy-3-butyl-5-methylphenyl)
methaue; (3) with the catalyst and titaniu dioxide; (It) with the
cata3fst and isopropyl N-phenyl-D-phenylene diaine; and, (5)
with all four agents. Samples of the first three rubber
formulations, when exposed to polluted air, exhibited arked
decreases in tensile strength with age (25.5-65.2% decrease).
Only the samples formulated with the diaine or with all four
agents exhibited no significant decrease in tensile strength
(1.5% increase, and 0.2% decrease, respectively).
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15657

Fink, Ferdinand

THE COMBUSTION OF DOMESTIC REFUSE CONTAINING A HIGH PROPORTION OP

SYNTHETIC MATERIALS. (Verbrennung von Hausmuell mit hoeheren

Kunststoffanteilen). Text in German. Brennstoff-Vaerme-graft,
21(9)f472-476, Sept. 1969. 8 refs.

The domestic refuse in the city of Zurich contained 1.1 to 2.7%

by weight of synthetic material in the years 1963 and 1964, as

compared vith other large cities vhere it contained 4 to 5%. In

Germany, half of the synthetics in domestic refuse are composed

of polyvinyl chloride pm. The relatively lov PVC fraction in

the waste causes corrosion problems. Polyvinyl chloride begins

to melt at 120 C; at 200 C, it begins to separate. It has a

heating value of 6000 kcal/kg; the ignition point is 460 C.

Domestic refuse is incinerated vith a large amount of excess air.

The heterogeneous waste composition causes a fluctuating

combustion process. Thus, the waste gas composition varies as

follows: 7 to 11% by volume CO, 10 to 16% water vapor, 6 to 10%

oxygen, and 0.2 to 1.0 g/cu HC1. Varying gas composition and
fluctuating temperatures damage the oxide layer on the steel

pipes. There are two types of corrosion: sulfate corrosion and

chlorine corrosion. It is generally thought that sulfate

corrosion is due to alkali pyrosulfates which, when superheated,

yield activated S03. The latter substance is highly corrosive.

Chlorine corrosion is due to the presence of HC1. In oxidizing

vaste gases, HC1 attacks only metal; in reducing waste gases,

ircn oxide and dust incrustations may adsorb HC1, which is

liberated again at higher temFeratures. The chlorine gas and the

HC1 which develop in this manner are both highly corrosive after

desorption. To prevent chlorine corrosion, large amounts of water

vapor must be present in the waste gas. Injection of water into

the combustion chamber helps to fulfill this demand. Furthermore,
reducing components in the waste gas must be avoided. The

temperature at the pipe vall should never exceed 400 C.
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03289

N. J. Sterba.

'

I. EFFECTS - ECONOMIC

REFINING TO PRODUCE GASOLINES OF REDUCED LEAD CONTENT.
Universal Oil Products Co., Des Plaines, Ill. (Presented
at the Syposium on Environmental Lead Contamination, Public
Health Service, Washington, D.C., Dec. 13-15, 1965-) Mar.
1966. PP. 113-30.

GPO 0-210-345; HEW 1440

In the variations of the generalized situations considered in this
discussion, the estimated incremental manufacturing cost to the
refiner for making an unleaded gasoline of current octane number
quality ranged from 1.1 to 1..5 cents/Gal. above what it costs to
make current gasolines. This incremental cost vill vary, both
above and below the range indicated, depending on the refinery
size, its type, its location, crude characteristics, crude supply
situation, products made, price structures, labor costs, accounting
methods, and many other factors. The important conclusion to be
made is that it is possible to make unleaded gasolines, but at
costs that must be passed on to the driving public. In order to
market the same amount and quality of clear gasoline as the refiner
presently sells of leaded gasoline, he ust either market less of
distillates or residual fuel, or process more crude oil. Based on
estimates ade for a 50,000 BSD refinery, the U.S. refining
industry would be required to make a capital investment of 1.5 to
2 billion dollars. This is to be compared vith annual
expenditures of the order of 500 million dollars for normal
refinery expansion and modernization.**

07698

Liston, Linda

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION: DOES IT UNIT INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION?
Ind. Develop., 136(5):14-21, July-Aug. 1967.

The cost of cleaning the nation's air and water is discussed, vith
particular emphasis on the role of industry. The Public Health
Service estimated that the cost of air pollution in 1960 vas $7
billion- They estimated that it is nov costing about $11.5
billion and it may increase to $20 billion by 1975 for abatement
equipment, extra cost of cleaner fuel, and damage to crops, build-
ings and other property. The need to deal vith the increasing
amounts of air and vater pollution affects plant operations and

11204

Lavson, S. D., J. F. Moore, and J. B. Rather, Jr.
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A LOOK AT LEAD ECONOMICS IN MOTOR GASOLINE. Preprint, Phillips

Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., Bonner and Moore
Associates, Inc., Houston, Texas, and Mobil Oil Corp., New

York, 35p. 1967. 7 refs. (Presented at 32nd Midyear Meeting

of Refining, Fuels and Emissions, Los Angeles, Calif., May

16, 1967, Paper 36-67.)

The potential economic effects on the domestic refining industry

that would result from completely eliminating the use of lead

additives in motor gasoline were investigated. A complete

technical and economic report containing results as well as a

compilation of data is presented.**

16174

COSTS AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL FISCAL

YEARS 1970-1974. Ernst and Ernst, Washington, D. C. Contract

PH 22-68-29, Task Order 2, 321p., Oct. 1969. 26 refs.

A study vas conducted to estimate prospective additional costs to

the private sector of the economy of controlling air pollution

from both stationary and mobile sources during the years

1970-1974. The pollutants considered are particulate and sulfur

oxides from stationary sources and hydrocarbons and carbon onoxide

from automobiles. Estimates of control condition's
prevailing prior to the passage of the Air Quality Act (1967) were

taken as a base. Tvo types of stationary sources are considered:

combustion and process. Costs are estimated for controlling three

classes of combustion sources: steam-electric pover generation
industrial fuel combustion, commercial fuel combustion. Industries

for vhich process emission control costs are developed are sulfate

pulping, sulfuric acid manufacture, petroleum refining, asphalt

batching, hydraulic cement production, steel production, ferrous
casting, and nonferrous metals smelting and refining. Only
automobiles are included in the mobile source class. Estimates

of additional costs to the private sector, are developed for
nationwide control of sulfur oxides and particulates from

stationary combustion sources; nationvide control or particulate
from process sources in eight selected industries and of sulfur

oxides from sulfuric acid and petroleum refining process;

nationwide control of automobile exhaust emissions; and combined

control of sulfur oxides and particulates from combustion and
process sources in 85 geographical areas. Estimate' costs are

presented as ranges vithin vhich actual costs can be expected to

fall. The economic implications of control costs for the nation

are discussed. The additional costs range from $0.9 to $1.7

billion dollars for 1970 and rise to $1.0 to $1.9 billion in

1974. (Author summary modified)

16417

Francis, A. V. and Judson D. Lovd.

HON TO INCREASE LIQUID RECOVERY FROM YOUR GIS-CONDENSTATE OIL

WELLS. Gas J., 57(51):68-75, Dec. 14, 1959.
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High-efficiency liquid recovery methods, economically justified,
are used on wet gas streams. Evaluation of the wellhead or
lease-type processes covers: stage separation, liquid processing
(stabilization), adsorption recovery from high-pressure separator
gas, or combinations of these. Three divergent but typical
gas-distillate well streams classified as lean, rich, and very
rich are considered. The factors evaluated for each process on
each stream are: liquid recovery efficiency, optimum separation
conditions, gross operating incomes generated by increased recovery
efficlency, differential expenses associated with increased
recovery zificiency, the pattern for payback of increased
investment, and the rate of return on the increased investment.

I. Effects Ecommic
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1. AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

00110

R. I. Larsen

DETERMINING SOURCE REDUCTION NEEDED TO MEET AIR QUALITY
STANDARDS. Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air Cong.,
London, 1966. (Paper III/8.)pp. 60-4.

Air pollutant concentrations can be expressed as a function of
locatior, averaging tine, and frequency that a certain
concentration is exceeded. Concentration data can be used with
air quality standards to calculate the overall source reduction
needed to teet a standard. The calculations can be refined to
consider the effects of future growth, rural background
concentrations, secondary pollutants arising from photochemical and
other atsospheric interactions, and the contribution from each
source or source type in a city. (Author)VI

00111

E. Sawicki, H. Johnson and M. Morgan

COMPARISON OF FLUORIMETRIC METHODS OF ASSAY FOh
7H-BENZ(DE)ANTHRACEN-7-0NE IN AIRBORNE PARTICULATES AND AIR
POLLUTION SOURCE EFFLUENTS. Mickrochim. Acta (2) 297-306
1968.

Various odifications of a thin-layer chromatography fluorimetric
method for the determination of 7H-benz(de)anthracen-7-one (BO)
and phenalen-1-one (PO) in complex mixtures have been compared.
The best odifications consisted of one-dimensional thin-layer
chromatography followed by elution, solution in trifluoriacetic
acid, followed by either spectrophotofluorimetric of fluorieetric
assay. In some cases a quenching agent vas necessary to quench
the fluorescence of the interferences. Urban ataospheres and air
pollution source effluents can be analyzed by these icromethods.
These methods with slight modification could be applied to the
determination of the aza heterocyclic and the other ring-carbonyl
compounds found in urban atmospheres and air pollution source
effluents. (Author)VI

00241

R.R. Burn D.E. Seizinger

AIR POLLUTION INVENTORY - ENTER THE DIESEL. Proc. 1.
Petrol. Inst., 45(111):127-132, May 1965. (Presented at the
30th Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum Inst. Div. of
Refining, Montreal, CI:sada, May 10, 1965.)
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Exhaust gases from truck-type diesel engines tested on a
dynamometer stand were shown to involve hydrocarbons, oxides of

nitrogen, and formaldehyde in significant quantities. Without

reference to similar modes of operation, each class of pollutant

was found to be generated in the diesel combustion in
concentrations comparable to concentrations found in automotive

(gasoline-powered) equipment. Although some trends in the data
were observed, the experimental program was not extensive enough
to justify conclusions regarding effects of fuels, engine design,

or mode of engine operation. In comparing present findings with
previously published information, the authors have noted
interpretations of data that do not readily reflect the significant

magnitudes of diesel emissions. Poth the real contribution of
diesels to air pollutant loading dnd the participation of these

pollutants in the photochemical system should be weighed more

carefully. (Authors' abstract)MM

00251

L. R. Reckner, W. E. Scott and W. F. Biller

THE COMPOSITION IND ODOR OF DIESEL EXHAUST. Proc. Am.

Petrol. Inst. 45(111):133-147, May 1965. (Presented at the

30th Midyear Meeting, American Petroleum Inst. Division of
Refining, Montreal, Canada, May 10, 1965.)

Sampling and analysis techniques are described for determining
light hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, formaldehyde, acrolein,

total aldehydes, total particulate, and polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons in diesel exhaust. Using the techniques described,
results are reported on the composition of exhaust from two diesel
engines, a two- and a four-cycle, under a variety of operating
conditions. Smoke ratings using different techniques are also
reported and compared to total particulate results. No
correlation was found between smokemeter ratings and particulate
loadings at other than black smoke conditions. Human panel
observations of exhaust odor are being made as part of a
continuing program, but no panel data are reported. (Authors'

abstract)MM

00447

W. H. Toliver, Sr. and M. L. Morris

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT AND ORGANIC GASES IN A 30-DAY
MANNED EXPERIMENT. Aerospace Ned. 37(3):233-238, Mar. 1966.

Chemical analyses of the permanent gases and'the trace volatile
organic constituents were performed on a 30-day manned

experiment. This experiment vas primarily concerned with the
feasibility of providing a suitable atmosphere for three men. The
major portion of the oxygen required by the subjects was obtained
from their exhaled carbon dioxide by means of the Sabatier

process. The primary instrumentation used was the gas
chrosatograph. The adjunct instrumentation was infrared
spectrophotometry and mass spectrometry. Consideration is given
to the sampling and analytical procedures used. Organic compounds
unique to space cabin and evaluator studies are reported.
Indications of future gas chromatography methodology are given.0*
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00534

C. B. Robinson, F. L. Meadows, and J. J. Henderson

AIR POLLUTION PATTERNS IN THE GREATER BIRMINGHAM AREA.
Preprint. 1965.

In 1962, the Alabama Respiratory Disease and Air Pollution
Study was initiated to determine the prevalence of various
pulmonary disorders and to relate these findings with air quality
data. This paper describes part of the aerometric effort begun in
December 1963 in the Greater Birmingham Area. Samples for
analysis of suspended particulate, dustfall, sulfation, and 24-hour
gases (nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and aldehydes) were
collected routinely from 21 stations located primarily in
residential areas. The sampling network, analytical methods, and
statistical procedures used are discussed. Air quality results
are presented with emphasis on spatial and temporal variations.
(Authors' abstract)**

00321

R. I. Larsen, C. E. Zimmer, D. A. Lynn, K. G.
Blemel

ANALYZING AIR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION AND DOSAGE DATA. J.
Air Pollution Control Assoc. 17, (2) 85-93, Feb. 1967.
(Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution
Control Association, San Francisco, calif., June 20-24,
1966, Paper No. 66-93.)

Continuous air pollutant concentration data have been
analyzed for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitric oxide,
nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxides, oxidant, and sulfur
San Francisco, and Washington for years 1962 through 1964.
Concentrations are approximately lognormally distributed
for all pollutants in all cities for all averaging times.
Maximum concentration is inversely proportional to averaging
time to an exponent. Air pollutant dosage (concentration
times time) above various threshold concentrations has been
.:Gnrmted for all of the pollutants in all of the cities for
year 1964. Equations have been developed from these analyses
to predict the frequency cf occurrence of air pollutant
dosages of various intensities as a function of the geometric
medn and standard geometric deviation. An example is shown
for predicting the number of occurrences of sulfur dioxide
dosages that might cause acute plant damage. (Author) **

00526

Middleton, J. T.

CONTROL OF ENVIRONMENT - ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROSPECTS.
Preprint. In: Environ. Improvement: Air, Water, Soil,
pp. 53-71, Oct. 1966. (Presented at the Dept. of Agriculture
on or about May 24, 1966)

Manos exploitation of land, water, and air has caused serious
pollution of his environent, not only affecting man but other

J Air Quality Measurements
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00625

E. Sawicki, J. E. Meeker, and M. J. Morgan

THE QUANTITATIVE COMPOSITIOr OF AIR POLLUTION SOURCE EFFLUENTS IN

TERMS OF AZA HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS AND POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC

HYDROCARBONS. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 9, 291-8,

1965.

Eleven heterocyclic compounds and twelve polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons have been determined in the effluents from the stack

of a coal-heated residence, in effluents from tvo industrial

sources and in air contaminated vith coal-tar-pitch fumes. These

compounds were present in extremely large amounts. In addition

to the hydrocarbon carcinogens, such as benzo(a)pyrene and
benzo(a) anthracene, some aza heterocyclic carcinogens were found,

e.g., dibenz(a,h)acridine, dibenz(a,j)acridine, and some possibly

carcinogenic alkylbenz(c)acridines. A large number of the other

aza heterocyclic compounds were present but were not determined

becauSe of the unavailability of standards. (Author abstract)**

00682

W. Ingram, J. R. McCarroll, E. J. Cassell, and

D. Wolter

HEALTH AND THL ABAN ENVIRONMENT (AIR POLLUTION AND FAMILY

ILLNESS: II. TWO ACUTE AIR POLLUTION EPISODES IN NEW YORK

CITY). Arch. Environ. Health Vol. 10(2) :364-366, Feb.

1965. (Presented at the Seventh Annual Air Pollution
Medical Research Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb.

10-11, 19640

Article briefly describes two air pollution episodes in New

York b8city, October 10-27, 1963 and November 8-December 4,

1962. The factors of meteorological conditions (and similarities)

are considered in the study; also relative concentrations of S02

and hydrocarbon content.**

00689

G. E. Moore, V. B. Drowley, and N. Katz

POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN URBAN ATMOSPHERES IN

ONTARIO. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. Vol.

16(9):492-497, Sept. 1966. (Presented at the 58th Annual

Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Toronto,
Canada, June 20-24, 1965, Paper No. 65-116.)

In Canada a considerable number of polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons has been extracted from particulate samples
collect.1 from the atmospheres of Vindsor, Ottawa, Montreal and

Vancouver, and the presence of 3,4-benzpyrene has been confirmed
qualitatively, and, in a few cases, quantitatively but the samples

have been collected somewhat at random and primarily for the

purpose of developing analytical methods. This paper describes

the results of a comprehensive sampling programme and the
concentrations of a number of polynuclear aromatics found'in the

atmospheres of over 20 Ontario cities and towns.**
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living organisms, quality of the land, water, and air resources.
Not only dust large sums of money be spent to restore the
quality of manos environment, but it must be done quickly. The

*quality of air is determined by the uses made of air and by the
pollutants injected into it by man- While some air contamination
results from pesticides and chemical aanufacturing the greatest
degradation results from the use of air to support combustion.
Principal pollutants from combustion for the development of
energy and the propulsion of motor vehicles, and the manufacture of
goods are liquid and solid particles, oxides of S and N, organic
vapors, CO2 and CO. The pollutant released in
largest quantities throughout the nation is S02, amounting to
23,300,000 tons a year. The quality of air within a given air
shed depends upon the nature of pollutants, the quality of the air
supply and the geographical and meteorological factors affecting
the movement and dispersal of contaminants. One result of
multiple pollution sources is the combination of N oxides and
organic vapors in the presence of sunlight, resulting in
photochemical air pollution i.e. ozone, peroxyacetyl nitrate
(PAN), aldehydes, and organic acids. The resulting pollution
effects are metal corrosion, building and fabric deterioration,
cracking of rubber, visibility reduction, forest and agriculture
damages, livestock injury health problems, and the spoiling of air
environment. The recognized importance of these effects, the
recognition of air pollution as a social problem, and the
enactment ot legislation to control air quality has occurred at
both state and national levels.

00727

L. DeMaio M. Corn

POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS ASSOCIATED WITH PARTICULATES
IN PITTSBURGH AIR. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
16(2):67-71, Feb. 1966. (Presented at the 58th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Toronto,
Canada, June 20-24, 1965, Paper No. 65-37.)

A sampling method which separately collected "respirable" and
"non-respirable" particulates was used in conjunction with a new
method of analysis to study the aromatic polynuclear hydrocarbon
content of suspended particulates in the air of Pittsbutgh
during summer and winter months. Gas chromatography was
successfully used for the first time to analyze airborne
particulates for polycyclic hydrocarbon content. After benzene
extraction of a particulate sample the tine required,
ben!.(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene,
and benzo(e)pyrene in respirable and non-respirable sample
fractions are presented in terms of micograms/1000 cubic meter
of air, micrograms/g suspended particulate, and micrograms/g
benzene soluble fraction. More than three-fourths by weight of
the hydrocarbons studied were associated with respirable
particulates, i.e., material collected on the filter stage of the
sampling apparatus. Concentrations of all polycyclics except
pyrene and benz(a)anthracene were greater in winter than in summer.
The concentration of the highly carcinogenic benzo(a)pyrene
vas found to vary from 0.8 micrograms to 37.4 micrograms/1000
cubic meter. Approximately 60% of the 94 urban sites samples
in 1959 by Sawicki were characterized by values below this
average. In general, the profile of concentrations of the
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons studied, with the exception
of benz(a)anthracene, was quantitatively similar to those
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reported by Sawicki for other Aerican cities.
Benz(a)anthracene vas found to be present in Pittsburgh air at
a concentration exceeding that of any other compound studies.
Concentrations of benz(a)anthracene in other American cities
are not reported in the literature and this new result awaits
confirmation by analysts elsewhere. Presumably, lack of interest
in this compound stems from its lower capacity for carcinogenesis
relative to benzo(a)pyrene. (Author's summary)**

00730

E.M. Ilgenfritz, J.F. Shively, M.E. Krienke

SURVEYING AIR QUALITY AT DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY (AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL ENGINEERS EXPLAIN). Air Eng., 7(10):20-28, Oct. 1965
(Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Toronto, Canada, June 20-24, 1965.)

An 18-station survey program was established in 1958 for
Midland, Michigan, headquarters of The Dow Chemical Company
and location of the Midland Division. This site contains
a chemical complex with over 500 organic and inorganic chemical
processes. Measurements of dustfall sulfation, sulfur dioxide,
suspended dust, stain index, chlorides, hydrocarbons and corrosion
are recorded and correlated with meteorological data. Air
Pollution complaint data are also recorded both within the plant
and in the community and form a part of this surveillance
program. (Author's abstract)**

00739

C.E. Zimmer R.I. Larsen

CALCULATING AIR QUALITY AND ITS CONTFOL. J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc., 15(12):565-572, Dec. 1965. (Presented at the
5Bth Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Toronto, Canada, June 20-24, 1965.)

Air quality is shown as a function of averaging times of five
minutes to one year for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitric
oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxides, oxidant, and sulfur
dioxide in Chicago, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, D. C.
Concentrations are approximately lognormally distributed fot all
pollutants in all cities for all averaging times. Maximum
concentration is inversely proportional to averaging time to an
exponent. The exponent is a function of the standard geometric
deviation. General air quality and control parameters are derived
and shown for one example, nitrogen oxides in Washington, D. C.
These values are compared to one air, quality standard. (Authors*
abstract)**

00802

I.H. Williams

AN ATMOSPHERIC.SURVEY OF CHILLIVACK,A3RITISH COLUMBIA.
Preprint. 1961.
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A one-year study of the air pollution level of the City of
Chilliwack has been completed. Methods employed and data
collected for dustfall, sulfation rates, soiling index,
hydrogen sulfide, oxidants and total hydrocarbons are
presented. Difficulties experienced in the determination of
very low oxidant levels are discussed. The results obtained
indicate that the City is particularly free of air pollutants
and thus will serve as a suitable base for comparative
studies on the relationship between air pollution and other
factors in the prevalence of certain chronic respiratory diseases.
(Author abstract)**

00847

J.D. Williams N.G. Edmisten

AN AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE NASHVILLE METROPOLITAN
AREA. Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of
Air Pollution. Sept. 1965. 160 pp.

GPO: 822-811-8, HEW: 999 AP - 18

This report is based on the numerous technical and scientific
papers resulting from a major study of air pollution and effects
made in Nashville, Tennessee, by the Public Health Service,
Vanderbilt University, and state and local agencies during
1958-59. These papers have been supplemented by field
investigations to complete the background information needed for
preparation of an air resource management program plan. The
report summarizes a number of the technical and scientific papers
and uses all of them to develop new concepts as well as unify new
and old approaches to air pollution control in preparation
of the air resource management program plan. Air quality
goals and the means to reach those goals are suggested.
Supporting data are provided and methodology adapted for relating
air quality goals to control of emissions. Methods for predicting
air pollutant levels by use of mathematical models are presented.
Public opinion survey results and their implications for the air
resource management program are.giv.en...The report has specific
use for development cd an air resource management program in
Nashville and general use for program development and reference
in many other places. (Author abstract)**

01010

A REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON. AIR POLLUTION IN COLORADO.
Colorado State Dept. of Public Health, Denver. Feb. 5,
1964. 66 pp.

A series of studies by the State Department of Public Health,
local health departments and other interested agencies and
groups led to the present Colorado Air Pollution Law calling
for the State. Department of Public Health to,study the.air
pollution problem and to recomend ambient air.standards and
control.measures. Colorado is experiencing a'rapid growth of
population, urbanization'and sources of air pollution; and
eteorological and topographical features.over much of the State
Are conducive to the development of serious air pollution
conditions. Vith the assistance of:the Colorado Air. Pollution'
Advisory.Committee,:the'State Dept.-of Public Health has'
recommended standards.for ambient'air guality'in the State. Air
quality monitoring programs.in six'of.ColOradoes largest cities
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were conducted and much information about the extent and nature
of the air pollution problem was obtained. Three onitored
areas (Denver Metropolitan Area, Boulder and Pueblo)
def initely do not meet the ambient air quality standards
established and one (Grand Junction) might not meet the
standards. The geographical air pollution basins of the areas
that do not meet the standards have been outlined, with the
exception of Boulder. The geographical boundaries for Boulder
will be determined at an early, date. Measures for the abatement
of air pollution within the State have been recommended and are
listed. (Author summary) **

01089

V. .3. Konopinski and L. .3. Schafer

ORGANIC LEAD - CINCINNATI 1964. Preprint. 1964.

The U.S. Public Health Service and Kettering Laboratory
cooperated in making this study to obtain additional data on the
concentration of alkyl lead compounds in the atmosphere by varying
the sample air volumes. Two different locations in Cincinnati
were used to obtain ambient air samples. Particulate lead was
removed from the air by millipore filters while scrubbers filled
with iodine crystals served to separate out the organic lead
compounds. Analysis for organic lead was by wet-chemistry
techniques. Results corroborated the findings of Cholak and
associates that organic lead compounds are present in the air in
very small concentrations.**

01202

M. Nolan

A SURVEY OF AIR POLLUTION IN CONNUNITIES AROUND THE JOHN F.
KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (Sept. - Oct. 1964).
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air
Pollution. June 1966. 82 pp.

GPO,HEW: 826-792-2

A 1-month air-quality study was conducted in the communities
adjacent to John F. Kennedy Airport in Queens and Nassau
Counties, New York, from September 24 to October 24, 1964.
Eight sampling stations were located in the area. Limited
measurements of particulate matter and hydrocarbons, and odor
observations yielded some evidence to indicate that aircraft
operations contributed a small amount to particulate and
hydrocarbon concentrations and to odor occurrence. Concentrations
of particulates, odors, and hydrocarbons at the sampling stations
were substantial and came from many sources in the metropolitan
area. Thus, the small variations that occurred in measured air
quality were not significantly correlated to aircraft emissions on
a statistical basis. The number and percentage of jet aircraft
using water injection during takeoff decreased markedly from
1963 to 1964 at the J. F. Kennedy Airport; therefore, smoke
emissions caused by water injection have been reduced. This
downward trend is expected tO continue. Meteorological, conditions
during the study were near normal for this period of the year.
Poor conditions for atmospheric dispersion were experienced for a
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5-day period; however, no prolonged severe atmospheric stagnation
occurred. Therefore, air contaminant concentrations that would
exist under extremely adverse meteorological conditions could not
be measured. The limited, modest studies did not show any
difference in the characteristics of particulates emitted from jet,
diesel, or gasoline engines.**

01270

M. Katz

QUALITY STANDARDS FOR AIR AND WATER. Occupational Health Rev.
(Ottawa) 17(1) :3-8, 1965. (Presented at the Occupational
Health and Safety Conference, Canadian Congress of Labour,
North Bay, Ontario, Nov. 16, 1964).

Author reiterates air quality standards and threshold limit values
for gases and vapors (ppm) in the USSR and USA; ambient air
quality standards and workroom air threshold limit values for some
gases (carbon monoxide, chlorine, hydrogen chloride, ethylene,
ozone, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur dioxide) ; air quality
standards and threshold limit values for solids or liquids; and
comparative ambient air quality standards for particulate atter.
Data are given for California, Oregon, USSR, Czechoslovakia
and West Germany.**

01471

S. P. McPherson, E. Sawicki, and F. T. Fox

CHARACTERIZATION AND ESTIMATION OF N-ALKANES IN AIRBORNE
PARTICULATES. J. Gas Chromatog., Vol. 4:15 6-159, April
1966.

A system is presented for the characterization and analysis of
atmospheric n-alkanes, C15 to C28, Several atmospheric samples
obtained from Nashville have been analyzed for these compounds.
Their importance is derived from their reported cocarcinogenicity.
(Author abstract)**

01736

A. P. Altshuller, T. A. Bellar, C. A. Clemons, and E.
Vanderzanden

METHANE COMPOSITION OF URBAN ATMOSPHERES. Intern. J. Air
Water Pollution 8, 29-35, 1964.

Methane levels have been determined in Los Angeles, Cincinnati,
Chicago, and Washington, D.C., by analysis with flae
ionization gas-solid chromatography. Samples were analysed
directly fro the atmosphere and after collection in a variety of
flexible containers. Most of the concentrations of ethane
easured in urban atmospheres are in the range between 1.5 and
2.5 ppm. However, values ranging from slightly below 1.2 pp to
6 ppm are observed. The geophysical ethane level appears to be
in the 1.0 to 1.2 pp. range. (Author abstract)fie
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R. M. Brice and J. H. Ludwig

THE DISTRIBUTION OF VEHICULAR AIR POLLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
Preprint. (Presented at the 58th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Toronto, Canada, June
2 0-24, 1965, Paper 65-2 1.)

The contribution of automotive vehicular emissions to air
pollution and the magnitude of the effects of these emissions have
been well documented in Los Angeles County and to a lesser
extent throughout the State of California. Data are
presented which show the presence of photochemical "smog" and
prevalence of "smog" in eastern communities is not as high as in
Los Angeles; however, evidence from most large cities where
atmospheric pollutants have been measured shows some photochemical
activity with production of oxidants throughout the year and severe
"smog" when adverse meteorological conditions occur. Plant damage
of the types associated with photochemical pollutants has been
observed in many areas throughout the country and further indicates
the presence of adverse levels of motor-vehicle-derived
pollutants. Source surveys in a number of cities in the United
States show that motor vehicles are responsible for very
appreciable amounts of the total emissions of hydrocarbons,
nitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide. The facts presented
clearly point to potential problems under current conditions and
problems of increasing severity as population densities and use of
motor vehicles increase. (Author abstract)**

019 12

D. A. Lynn and T. B. McMullen.

AIR POLLUTION IN SIX MAJOR U.S. CITIES AS MEASURED EY THE
CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING PROGRAM (CAMP). J. Air Pollution
Control Assoc. 16, (4) 1 86-90, Apr. 1966. (Presented at the
5 8th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
Toronto, Canada, June 2 0-2 4, 1965, Paper No. 6 5-92.)

Data obtained by the Continuous Air Monitoring Program
(CAMP) in six cities during 2 years are summarized. Six
gaseous pollutants were monitored in Cincinnati, Chicago, New
Orleans, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.
during 1962 and 1963. The data serve as a basis for describing
several contrasts and similarities in the nature of air pollution
experienced in six cities, which represent a broad geographical and
climatological range of urban environments. Specific topics
covered are: typical pollutant levels, patterns of daily and
seasonal variations, and unusual phenomena such as atmospheric
stagnation periods and photochemical smog formation. (Author
abstract)Oft

019149

P. W. Hildebrand and R. L. Stockman

AIR QUALITY IN CLARK COUNTY, WASHINGTON. Washington State
Dept. of Health, Olympia, Division of Environmental Health. 74 PP.
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This is a report on a community air pollution survey which began
Feb. 1, 1961 and which was conducted in cooperation with the
Clark County Air Pollution Committee and the Clark-Skamania
Health District. The following findings, and conclusions, are
given. Clark County air pollution problems are primarily
restricted to localized areas in the immediate vicinity of specific
sources. Existing nuisance conditions and the potential for an
area-wide problem in the near future warrant corrective and
preventive action on the part of the community. Air polltAtion
concentrations in Portland, Oregon are demonstrably higher than
those measured in Clark County leading to the conclusion that
area-vide pollution in the County will increase as community
development progresses. Air pollution effects that can be
established include fallout of solid materials, odor, soiling, and
esthetic considerations. Heating and transportation make
significant contributions to the total problem. Gaseous emissions
and wIlcentrations have not been studied sufficiently to establish
their effects upon the community. Local legislation is presently
inadequate to control the problem on either a corrective or
preventive basis. This report recommends that an air pollution
control district, as provided for by the lays of the State of
Vashington, be established encompassing Clark County and the
cities of Vancouver and Camas.44

01980

A. P. Altshuller and T. A. Bellar

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS'OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE LOS ANGELES
ATMOSPHERE. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 13, (2) 81-7,
Feb. 1963. (Presented at the 55th Annual Meeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, Chicago, Ill., May 20-24,
1962.)

AAmost 900 gas chromatographic analyses for hydrocarbons were
ade on 3 ml gas samples collected directly from the atmosphere
outside the monitoring station at the San Pedro Street
Laboratory. Analyses were made on a molecular sieve column for
methane; on a silica gel column for ethane, ethylene, acetylene,
propane, propylene, n-butane, isobutane, n-pentane, and isopentane;
or on a carbovax column for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and ,
p-, and o-xylene. A concentration range for 0.005 to 4 ppm was
covered for the various hydrocarbons in these analyses. The gas
chromatograph was operated as a monitoring instrument with samples
anually injected for analysis every 15 to 20 inutes. It was

demonstrated that rapid repetitive analyses of sall-volue
samples taken directly from polluted atmospheres are possible wAth
gas chromatographs equipped with flame ionization detectors. A
wide variety of hydrocarbons can be analyzed. /t appears that(
monitoring gas chromatographs should be entirely feasible for
atmospheric hydrocarbon analyses. Data nov available indicate
that only a small part of the hydrocarbons present in the
atmosphere are highly reactive in producing smog manifestations.
The fraction of hydrocarbons present that are moderately to slight
reactive is several times greater than the highly reactive
fraction; a majority of the hydrocarbons present in the atmosphere
are essentially inert in smog-producing reactions. This vide
variation in the reactivity of hydrocarbon species makes it very
difficult to interpret results from infrared of flae ionization
hydrocarbon analyzers for total atmospheric hydrocarbons or
organics. Both instruments, and especially the infrared one, give
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the paraffinic hydrocarbons much more weight than is warranted by

their reactivities. This intrinsic disadvantage will prevail

until more specific monitoring instruments are developed for: the

various hydrocarbon series.a1

01981

A. P. Altshuller and I. Cohen

THE GAS PHASE REACTIONS OF NITROGEN OXIDES WITH OLEFINS.

Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 4, (1/2) 55-69, 1961.

(Presented at the 134th Annual Meeting, American Chemical

Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1958)

The nature of the condensation products formed in the gas phase

reactions of nitrogen dioxide and nitric oxide with pentene-1,

2-methylbutene-2, and 2-methylbutadiene-1,3 vas investigated.

The reactants were combined at partial pressures in the range of

0.1 to 2.5 on with the total pressure at one atmosphere. The

products vere determined by infrared and ultraviolet upectroscopy

and colorimetry. The condensates included primary and

secondary nitro compounds and alkyl nitrates. Strong hydroxyl.

and singld bond carbon to oxygen stretching vibrations indicate the

presence of either nitroalcohols or simple aliphatic alcohols

formed through oxidation reactions. Carbonyl stretching

freguencies observable in sone of the reactions support the

conclusion that a portion of the reactants disappear

by oxidation rather than by nitration processes. The available

results do not indicate the presence of appreciable amounts of

tert.-nitrocompounds, conjugated nitro-olefins, or

gem-dinitroalkanes. The reactivities of the olefins with the

nitrogen oxides are in the decreasing order:

2-methylbutadiene-1,3, 2-methylbutene-2, pentene-1. (Author

abstract) ##

02061

H. Watanabe and K. Tomita.

CARCINOGENIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF OSAKA CITY.

Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean Air Cong., London, 1966.

(Paper VII/5). pp. 226-8.

During the two-year period from September 1963 to August 1965

local and seasonal variation in the concentration of benzo(a)pyrene

(BaP) in the atmosphere in the district of Osaka City was

determined. Hydrocarbons in the sample were extracted by

benezene for about 10 hours. Utilizing column chromatography with

active alumina, 22 fractions of the extract were obtained. The

nature of the hydrocarbons in each fraction was determined by

ultraviolet spectrophotometry. Thin-layer chromatography
(silica gel) was used to measure the concentration of hydrocarbons.

BaP concentration in the dustfall (nicrograms/sg m/month) in

respect of various sample districts varied; industrial area 10.8,

commercial area 7.3, residential area 5.2, suburban residential

area 2.4. Seasonal variations of BaP were found to be 14.8 in

the winter, 8.5 in the autumn, 4.7 in the spring and 3.0 in the

summer. BaP concentration in the suspended matter microgram/1000

cun air in the commercial district was 14.0 in the winter, 9.4 in

the autumn, 5.7 in the spring and 2.7 in the summer. In the
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suspended matter collected in the street crossing in the
commercial district, with heavy automobile traffic, during the
.winter period the BaP concentration was 20 to 50 microgram-1000
cum air and higher than the corresponding BaP concentration in
the industrial district. The ratio of BaP concentration to that
of other polycyclic hydrocarbons was (setting BaP as 100):
pyrene 90, fluoranthene 105, 1.2-benzanthracene 20, 1.12-
benzperylene 95. (Author abstract) **

02129

A. P. Altshuller

AIR POLLUTION. Anal. Chem. 35, (5) 3R-10R, Apr. 1963.

Author presents a literature review in the field of air pollution,
January, 1961 to February 1962. There are two hundred forty
(240) references.**

02169

02169
S. S. Epstein, M. Small, J. Koplan, N. mantel, H. L.
Falk, and E. Sawicki.

PHOTODYNANIC BIOASSAY OF POLYCYCLIC AIR POLLUTANTS. Arch.
Environ. Health.

Fifteen fractions of organic atmospheric particulates from
several American cities were bioassayed for photodynamic
activity, and results obtained were expressed as apparent potencies
relative to an arbitrary benzo(a)pyrene standard. All six crude
benzene extracts assayed showed photodynamic activity, with a
correlation evident between apparent relative potencies as
chemical analysis. Five aliphatic fractions were photodynamically
inactive. The single aromatic fraction tested had high activity.
Three oxygenated fractions showed photodynamic activity, despite
the absence from them of benzo(a)pyrene and other polycyclic
hydrocarbons of known structure commonly found in atmospheric
particulates. Such oxygenated fractions are reportedly
carcinogenic. In recovery experiments, the constituents of
neither crude benzene extracts nor oxygenated fractions interfered
wi,th the activity of added benzo(a)pyrene. Photodynamic bioassay
o nine other polycyclic hydrocarbons commonly found in atmospheric
p rticulates showed that their activities and/or atmospheric
rticulates showed that their activities and/or

ptmospheric concentrations, generally, were so limited as not to
tontribute materially to the potencies of the air samples. This
pilot study suggests that photodynauic bioassay may provide a
rapid, simple, and economical biological index of potential
carcinogenic hazard attributable to polycyclic hydrocarbons.
The utility of the assay for this purpose should be further
evaluated. (Author summary)**
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02210

J.P. Lodge, Jr. E.D. Barber

THE IDENTIFICATION OF ALIPHATIC AMINES IN AIR AS THEIR BENZAMIDES

BY PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY. Anal. Chim. Acta 24, 235-40, 1961.

A method is described for the separation of amines as their

benzamides by paper chromatography. Data are given on separations

in two systems. Homologous benzamides from Cl to C10 are best

separated on S 6 S 2040a paper. When radiocarbon labelled
benzamides vere chromatographed and placed on x-ray film for

eight to ten days with subsequent development of the
radioautograph, the lower limit of identification vas finnd to be

ca. 2.5 micrograms of each benzamide. The results of
analysis for amines in two samples of air particulate matter, and

one of atmospheric vapors are presented. (Author summary).#

02225

E. Sawicki, N.C. Elbert, T.R. Hauser, F.T. Fox,

T.W. Stanley

BENZO(A)PYRENE CONTENT OF THE AIR OF AMERICAN COMMUNITIES.

Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 21, (6) 443-51, Dec. 1960.
(Presented at the 21st Annual Meeting, American Industrial
Hygiene Association, Rochester, N.Y., Apr. 1960.)

Examination of the benzpyrene content in the air of 131 urban
and non-urban areas in various parts of the country has disclosed

that benzpyrene is universally present. Samples from sites in

urban areas yielded higher concentrations of benzpyrene in the

air and in air borne particulates than those from nonurban

areas. The concentration of benzpyrene at theEe sites vas found

to vary from 0.01 to 61 micro grams per 1000 cu m of air. A

12-month study of the atmospheric benzpyrene concentration in nine

large, widely separated American cities has shown that, for the
majority, the concentration of benzpyrene in airborne
particulates and in the air is at the highest level during the
winter months and at the lowest level during the summer months.

The concentration of benzpyrene in the benzene-soluble
fractions of particulates from the air of different urban and

nonurban areas varied from 0.00093 to 0.26 %. The concentration
of benzpyrene in the airborne particulates of urban and
nonurban areas varied from 0.00001 to 0.041%. In cigarette tar,
the concentration of benzpyrene is in the range of 0.00002 to

0.00001%. (Author summary modified)8#

02239

R.I. Larsen V.J. Konopinski

SUMNER TUNNEL AIR QUALITY. Arch. Environ. Health 5, 597-608,

Dec. 1962, (A revision of a paper presented at the session on

Constituents of Rotor Vehicle Exhaust at the Research
Conference on Motor Vehicle Exhaust Emissions and Their
Effects, Southern California Univ., Los Angeles, Dec. 5,

1961.)
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Aerometric studies of the Boston Sumner tunnel were conducted
in July and Sept., 1961. The 35,000 vehicles/day that
traveled this 2-vay tunnel produced an average carbon monoxide
concentration of 7Oppm. in the tunnel, with instantaneous peaks
as high as 257 ppm. The soiling index values in Cohs/1000ft. of
air were approximately 1 for tunnel inlet air, 2 for the
toll station, and 4 for tunnel outlet air. The amount of
pollutants/cehicle mile of tunnel travel vere: carbon monoxide
60 gm, total suspended 0.36, organic suspended 0.16, and
particulate lead 0.31. The relative significance of vehicular
exhaust on -Atdoor concentrations was estimated for the
suspended particulates measured. Ranked in order from most to
least significant, the 1st several pollutants were caronene,
benzo(a pyrene; benzo(g,h,i)perylene, lead total organics, iron,
titanium, and total suspended particulate.**

02317

N.J. Basbagill J.L. Dallas

AIR QUALITY IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS (NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1963).
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air
Pollution. Nov. 1964. 55 pp.

A short-term air contamination pilot study was conducted using a
mobile air-sampling laboratory. This laboratory, designed and
constructed by the Technical Assistance Branch, Division of
Air Pollution, Public Health Service, contains continuous
automatic equipment for monitoring air quality, manual air-sampling
equipment, meteorological instrumentation, and laboratory
facilities. This mobile laboratory was used to: (1) obtain
comprehensive measurements of gaseous and particulate air
contaminants at a single test site, (2) train air-contamination
investigators in the application of methodology, (3) evaluate and
compare air-contamination measurement techniques, and (4) enhance
public awareness of the air-contaminition problem to encourage
support for local air-contamination control and monitoring
programs.**

02340

AIR QUALITY DATA FROM THE NATIONALIAIR SAMPLING NETWORKS AND
CONTRIBUTING STATE AND LOCAL NETWORKS 1964-1965. Public
Health Service, Cincinnati,.0hio, Division of Air
Pollution pp. 128, 1966.

The Air Quality Section of,the Public' Health Service's
Division of Air Pollution, vith the assistance and cooperation
of state and local agencies,,carries on a variety of air sampling,
activities to obtain information about airquality in the United
States. This report summarizes data gahtered during 1964 and
1965 at nearly 300 stations that gatherecibi-weekly samples of
suspended.particulate matter, about 30 stations that gathered
bi-weekly samples.of two gaseous pollutants, and another seven
stations that continuously monitored six gaseous pollutants,
suspended particulates and soiling index. ..This volume also
continues the policy of including sumaries of data contributed by
state and local agencies that operate their own air sampling.
networks. . This effort to bring together'inone publication as
such air quality data as possible is particularly important in
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light of the continuing rapid expansion of state and local

sampling activities. In addition to the basic data on suspended

particulates and gases, data on several fractions of the

particulate matter are included herein. (Author abstract)XX

02351

G.R. Hilst J.G. Bryan

PRELIMINARY METEOROLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL AIR SABPIING

NETWORK DATA. VOL. II. COMPARISON AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

(FINAL REPT.). Travelers Research Center, Inc., Hartford,

Conn. (Rept. TRC-19). Jan. 1962. 72 pp.

This report is the second of a two-volume presentation of the

analysis of relationships between particulate pollution levels

and concomitant meteorological variables, both measured in urban

areas. Data from 51 stations for the period 1957 through 1959

have been used for these analyses. The methodology for
statistical discernment of the relationships between urban

pollution levels and the meteorological variables observed
routinely at nearby U.S. Weather Bureau stations for

each area has been presented in Volume I. The results of

application of these analytical techniques have also been presented

there. In the present volume the comparison and
interpretation of these results are presented and
suggestions for future studies are outlined.ill

02587

O. L. Danetskaya and P. P. Dikun

CONTAMINATION OF THE AIR OP A LARGE CITY WITH CARCINOGENIC

AGENTS. (Zagryaznenie kantserogennymi veshchestvami vozduzhnogo

basseina bolshogo goroda.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (7) 121-3, July

1964.
CFSTI: TT65-50023/7

Purpose of study was to determine the main potential industrial
carcinogenic foci in a large city and the recommendation of

measures for reducing the carcinogenic waste of these industries.

These determinations were based on the polynuclear compound,

3,4-benzpyrene. Samples were taken at industrial sites such as

cOncrete/asphalt plant, tar roofing plant and a rubber

manufacturing facility. Recomendations for reducing the
concentration of carcinogenic agents are: (a) the technical

process should be altered in the direction of the greatest
possible air-tight enclosure of the machine units; (b) all vapors

should be recovered, and (c) old asphalt concrete plants operating

in open yards should be replaced with new plants where the
technical process is carried out in adapted buildings and the

units for drying the ingredients are gasified. Recommendations

for plants engaged in rubber manufacturing are: (a) powdery soot

should be replaced with the granulated form in the rubber

compounds; (b) all carcinogenic ingredients should be excluded

from rubber compounds and replaced with noncarcinogenic

ingredients and; (c) the units should be enclosed as much as

possible.X1
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A. V. Mnatskanyan

DATA FOR SUBSTANTIATION OF THE PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF
CHLOROPRENE IN THE ATMOSPHERIC AIR. (Materialy k
obosnovaniyu predel,no dopustimoi kontsentratsii khloroprena
atmosfernom vozdukhe.) Hyg. Sanit. 29, (9) 14-8, Sept. 1964

CFSTI: TT65-50023/9

Determination was made of the sulfhydryl groups content in the
brain and liver homogenates, as well as of the adnosine
triphosphatase activity of the liver in rats. One group of the
animals had been receiving chloroprene in concentrations of 0.48
plus or minus 0.02. 0.22 plus or minus 0.009 and 0.088 plus orminus 0.004 micrograms/cu mc throughout 60 days and nights, and
thereupon vas immediately sacrificed. The other group of rats was
sacrificed 15 days after the completion of the chloroprene
administration. The threshold concentration of chloroprene in the

groups was found to be 0.22 micrograms/cu mc. The effect produced
by the substance in question on the sulhydryl groups in the brain
homogenates was that of a drop in their content by approximately 10
per cent as compared with control, while the effect on the
adenosine triphosphatase activity in the liver manifested itself in
the enhanced enzymic activity which increased approximately 30 percent. The ehloropreae concentrations under examination produced
no statistically significant shifts in the sulfhydryl groups
content in the liver homogenates. The investigations performed
substantiate the USSR standard for maximum permissible
concentration of chloroprene in the atmospheric air, the standard
providing for the daily average value of 0.08 micrograms/cu c.(Author abstract)**

L. Dubois, R.G. Reynolds, T. Teichman, J.L. Monkman

THE HYDROCARBON CONTENT OF URBAN AIR - A SIX MONTH SURVEY.
J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (8) 295-8, Aug. 1964.

Flame ionization detection, with or without prior gas
chromatographic separation, is probably the best method of
continuously monitoring hydrocarbons in air. It can be used to
monitor concentrations in both external air pollution, and also
in plant atmospheres. Response to changes is rapid, and in air
pollution studies some indication of inversion conditions is
possible. It is planned to carry out future work using both
approaches simultaneously, the gas chromatographic separation, and
the total. It is hoped to operate on a 24 hr. basis to elucidate
any daily trends, such as for example, the occurrence of axima at
12.00 midnight to 2.00 am.**

S. Hochheiser and R. E. Wetzel

AIR POLLUTION MEASUREMENTS IN INDIANAPOLIS (JUNE-JULY 1963).
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air
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Pollution and Bureau of Air Pollution Control, Indianapolis,

Ind. 67 pp., July 1964

The Indianapolis Bureau of Air Pollution Control and the

Division of Air Pollution, U.S. Public Health Service
conducted a joint air pollution study in June and July 1963. A

mobile air sampling laboratory was used in the study. This

laboratory contains continuous automatic equipment for
monitoring air quality, manual air sampling equipment,
meteorological instrumentation, and laboratory facilities. This

mobile laboratory is used mainly to (1) obtain comprehensive
measurements of gaseous and particulate air pollutants at a single

test site in various communities; (2) train air pollution
investigators in the application of methodology; (3) evaluate and

compare air pollution measurement techniques, and (4) enhance
public awareness of the air pollution problem and encourage support

for local air pollution control and monitoring programs. Some

of the data obtained in this study, such as the range of
concentrations of air contaminants, relationships among levels of

air pollutants, and the relationship of meteorological factors and

air pollution levels are presented here. Detailed tabulations of

air pollution and meteorological measurements are given in the

Appendix. (Author introduction modified)44

02825

T. E. Kreichelt and E. V. Dahle, Jr.

AIR POLLUTION MEASUREMENTS IN BALTIMORE, HD. (MARCH AND APRIL

1964). Public Health Service, Cincinnati; Ohio, Div. of
Air Pollution and Baltimore City Health Dept., Md., Bureau

of Industrial Hygiene, Nov. 1964. 58 pp.

GPO: 817-288-2

Air pollution concentrations measured in this brief study are
sufficiently great to justify further planning and development of

an air resource management program in the Baltimore area.
Conclusions based on the limited data of this study are as

follows; Pollution due to particulate matter is higher than

desirable. Atmospheric particulate concentrations exceeded 200

micrograms per cubic meter 5 out of 36 days of the study or 14

percent of the time. Soiling index values were rated as "heavyll

or greater during 22 percent of the study period. Pollution due

to sulfur dioxide is sometimes a problem. The average sulfur
dioxide concentration during the study was 0.06 ppm but did reach

an hourly concentration of 0.24 ppm. Photochemical-type smog was

neither detected nor expected during the spring season. The

relatively large concentrations of oxides of nitrogen,
hydrocarbons, and aldehydes present suggest, however, that
photochesically produced smog may be a problem during.the summer

months with the occurrence of greatest intensity and longest

duration of sunlight. (Author conclusion modified)114

02833

f

AIR POLLUTION IN ER/E COUNTY (COMPREHENSIVE AREA SURVEY REPORT

NUMBER TWO.) New York State Air Pollution Control
Board, Albany. 1963. 109 pp.
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The objectives of this survey uere: To determine, by eans of a
contaminant emission inventory, the relative contribution of the
respective sources of air contaminatior to the overall loading of
the community atmosphere. To determine population, land use,
agriculture and industrial development trends and the ability of
the air reservoir to idlute and disperse air contaminant emissions.
To extrapolate, from applicable meteorological, air sampling and
source data, the potential atmospheric concentrations of the ore
common air contaminants. To assess the effectiveness of
presently applied emission controls and the administrative steps
that have been and can be taken by government agencies to control
both existing and potential air pollution sources.**

02944

E. Sawicki, T. R. Hauser, U. C. Elbert, F. T. Fox, and
J. E. Meeker

POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBON COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE IN
SOME LARGE AMERICAN CITIES. And. Hyg. Assoc. J. 23, 137-
44, Apr. 1962. (Presented at the Air Pollution Seminar,
Aerican Chemical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1961.)

The air of 14 American cities was examined for the following
polycyclic hydrocarbons: pyrene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(e)pyrene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene, perylene, benzo(g, h, i) perylene,
anthanthrene and coronene. Usually, fluoranthene, chrysene, and
benz(a)anthracene were also found in ambient air samples. In all
urban samples the concentration of the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons was generally greater in winter than in summer. The
ratios of benzo(a)pyrene to benzo(g, h, i)perylene and to
coronene are introduced as possible indicators of air pollution due
to autonobile emhaust fumes or coal combustion pollution. (Author
abstract) **

03024

SUMMARY OF DATA FROM THE CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING PROGRAM.
Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air
Pollution. Oct. 1965. 16 pp.

This report contains data gathered furing 1962, 1963, and 1964,
with the data from 1964 presented more extensively than
data from the earlier years. The annual average
concentrations, the maximum and minimu monthly average
concentration, and the maximum daily concentration of the several
pollutants sonitored are summarized. The minimum daily
average concentration was, in each case, below the minimum
concentration detectable by the instruments. The following
summaries are contained in tables: 1964 average and aximum
pollutant levels in greater detail for the several cities.
Relative cumulatively frequency distributions for 1964 3f basic
CAMP data recoreded at 5-minute intervals, and similar
distribution of data for 1962 and 1963. These frequency
distributions permit the ready determination of the
concentration that was exceeded only 5 percent of the time, the
median concentration. Total oxidant data for 1964 in the
form of the number and percent of day when the macimum hourly total
oxidant concentration equalled or exceeded 0.15, 0.10 and 0.05
ppm, and the averave and maximum soiling index levels for 1964.**
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03027

J. D. Williams, F. D. Maddox, T. 0. Harris, C. II.

Cope ley, Jr., and V. Wand Dokkenburg, Jr.

INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY PHASE II PROJECT REPORT. VI.

EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION. Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National 0.nter for Air Pollution Control

66 pp., Dec. 1966

The Air Quality Goals Subcommittee, appointed under provisions
of item 5-A-5 of the Interstate Air Pollution Study Phase

II Project Agreement, revieved literature, met with

consultants in the air pollution effects field, and selected air
quality goals for consideration by the Project Executive

Committee. The Committee limited its consideration to goals

because it does not have authority to adopt air quality standards,

a function restricted to legally constituted governmental agencies.
The Committee does, however, by approving this report, accept the
consensus of 'professional and technical personnel. The
explanations of effect levels presented herein vere prepared by the

staff of the Public Health Service Technical Assistance
Branch who utilized the advisory resources available within the
Division of Air Pollution. The effects of air pollution as a
program element, is only one part of an air resources management
program. Air pollution effects, air-quality levels, and pollutant
emissions are the major program eleents that previde the basis

for air quality goals. Actually, if no consideration were given
to the length of time needed to reach goals or to the priorities of
community needs, air pollution effects would be the only progra
element to be considered in establishing goals. Suggested goals
are listed and are based on the air quality (indicating ajor
types and aounts of pollutants present) as well as actual and
anticipated effects of air pollutants in the Interstate Air
Pollution Study area. The effects of air pollution have been
considered in this report from the viewpoint of a consultant whose
task has been the development of a set of goals that will eet the
future need of the area. Some of the quantitative relationships
betveen effects and air quality levels have not yet been
established, but enough is known that a guide for a constructive
air resource anagement progra has been provided for the

Interstate Air Pollution Study area. This guide is intended
to serve the needs of the study area only, and is not intended to

have general application.

03104

H.C. Wohlers M. Feldstein

INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE THE POSSIBLE NEED FOR A REGULATION ON
ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES IN THE SAN
FRANCISCO BAY AREA. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15,
(5) 226-9, May 1965.

On the basis of evidence presented, it is concluded that
photochemical smog is a major air pollution problem in the San

Francisco Bay Area. Attempts should be made to reduce
the intensity of photochemical smog effects by controlling the
emission of organic compounds to the atmosphere. In order
to reduce the intensity of photocheaical smog effects in the
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Bay Area, it is estimated that an 80 percent total reduction of
organic aterial emitted to the atmosphere is necessary. The
nitrogen oxide problem needs clarification. Because of the
complexity of the photochemical smog reaction in open atmospheres,
technical answers to all phases of the problem are not vailable.4141

03363

M. S. Sokoloskii, Eh. L. Gabinova, B. V. Popov, L. F.
Kachor, and B. S. Levine, "Translator.,

SANITARY PROTECTION OF MOSCOW ATMOSPHERIC AIR (U.S.S.R.
LITERATURE ON AIR POLLUTION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES,
VOLUME 14) . Moscow Sanitary-Epidemiological Station. 1965.
68 PP.

CFSTI, TT 67-60046

Moscow is a large industrial center with various types of
industries discharging a complex of solid and gaseous, organic and
inorganic chemical substances into the air, causing considerable
damage to the National economy. This work reviews the Moscow
Sanitary Service in its efforts to control air pollution fro the
many sources described.111

03404

D. S. Mathews J.J. Schueneman

MANAGEMENT OF DADE COUNTY'S AIR RESOURCES. Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Division of Air Pollution.
(In cooperation with Florida State Board of Health and Dade
County Dept. of Public Health, Oct. 1962. 43 pp.

HEW

Metropolitan Dade County has a long history of being a desirable
area in which to live, work, and play. A great sub-tropical
agricultural industry abounds. Touris is one of the largest
incoe producing industries in this area. Population
and urban development are increasing rapidly. In general, these
trends have to reduce agricultural incone. Due to the doinance
of tourism and agriculture, economic return has been somewhat
uncertain ahd has not been balanced equally throughout the year.
To compensate for this situation, a significant effort is being
put forth to bring new kinds of incone producing activities into
Dade County. A specific proposal has been made to construct
and operate a petroleum refinery near Hossestead as part of an
extensive industrial development. The Dade County Manager
and the Dade County Department of Public Health requested
technical assistance fro Florida State Board of Health and the
United States Public Health Service in reviewing the
refinery proposal, evaluating it spossible environmental effects
and in planning a long range air resource anagement progras.
Air pollution aspects are considered and presented herein.
(Author introduction modified) 10
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03409

G. J. Raschka

AN APPRAISAL OF AIR POLLUTION IN MINNESOTA. Minnesota Dept.
of Health, Minneapolis, (In cooperation with the Public
Health Service.) Jan. 1961. 78 pp.

This appraisal of the air pollution situation in Minnesota
arose Irom a growing concern about air pollution problems
in the state. Increasing requests for inforation and assistance
registered with the State Departent of Health Service were
obtained concerning aethods of conducting a survey which
would establish the nature and extent of the air pollution
problem in the state and indicate vhat activity is needed on the
part of the state and local governments in meeting tbe
problem. Data used in preparing this report were obtained
by interviews, direct observation, questionnaires, limited
air sampling, and review of existing information. The appraisal
was made from October 1959 to July 196 0.1111

03410

A STUDY OP AIR POLLUTION IN MONTANA JULY 1961 - JULY 1962.
Montana State Board of Health, Helena Division of Disease
Control. 1962. 110 pp.

The principal pollutants in the air were determined with the
staff and analytical equipment available to the State Board of
Health and some idea as to the carcinogenic potential of the
naterials in the air in the various cities as well as tlie over-all
characteristics in each of the cities were determined as a
base-line for future reference. Esission inventories are

03426

E. C. Tabor, J. E. Meeker, and J. N. Leavitt.

AIR POLLUTION IN ST. BERNARD, OHIO. Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution,1958. 17 pp.

HEW

An area survey was conducted in St. Bernard, Ohio. It was
deterined that the levels of susEended particulates and crude
organics were considerably higher than that in downtown
Cincinnati for the same days. The average levels of 270
micrograms of suspended particulate per cubic meter of air and
65.5 micrograms of crude organics per cubic 'Ater of air wre
somewhat higher than for other communities of size comparable to
St. Bernard. Nitrate and sulfate concentrations also were
slightly higher. The highest levels of sulfur dioxide, while not
high enough to be of great concern, were associated vith northerly
winds. On several occasions the level of oxides of nitrogen was
high enough to be detectable by the odor. The large amount of
aliphatic hydrocarbons in the organic natter vas very unusual. /t
vas considerably higher than that f con any other community in the
United States for which similar neasureaents have been reported.
The soiling power of the air vas higher when the wind blew frost
the North.fle
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03433

F. A. Bell, Jr., G. Bisel, Jr., T. N. Hushover,
L. B. Perry, F. J. Schuette, and E. Vihman.

FRESNO AIR POLLUTION STUDY. Public Health Service,
Washington, D. C., Div. of Air Pollution; California
State Dept. ot Public Health, Berkeley; and Fresno County
Health Dept., Calif. July 1960. 25 pp.

HEW

Haze and other air pollution effects have occurred in the
Central Valley of California. In order to ansver questions
regarding present pollution levels and to estimate the future
pollution potential of an area which is just beginning to
experience air pollution, Fresno was selected as a representative
groving metropolitan area of the Central Valley. Air pollution
concentration levels together vith visibility reduction
measurements and subjective observations indicate that
photochemical smog occurs in the Fresno area. The Fresno rural
station in Kerney Park had AISI particulate matter results
vhich were in general higher than the results at the Fresno city
station. AISI particulate matter results indicate that episodes
of air pollution occur videly throughout the Valley. Comparisons
of average results from stations at Feesno, at Kearney Park,
Sacramento, Stockton and Bakersfield show that the AISI
results were tvo to four times higher for the December 3-9 period
than for the September 10-17 period for all stations. An
estimate of pollutants being emitted to the atmosphere indicates
that motor vehicles are the main and most significant sources of
smog-forming raw materials in the Fresno area.V1

03441

CLEAN AIR FOR CALIFORNIA (INITIAL REPORT OF THE AIR POLLUTION
STUDY PROJECT, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH).
California State Dept. of Public Health, San Francisco.
Mar. 1955. 60 pp.

This is an early survey report of the air pollution situation in
California. The body of knowledge, available at that time, on
the growing problems of polluted air is discussed and a plan for
action outlined. Attention is focussed on the air pollution
problem in the Los Angeles area, wh-re eye irritation, plant
damage and other harmful effects, s :h as discomfort, decreased
visibility and nuisance occur most frequently. Recommendations to
State and local Governmental authorities, to universities and
other research organizations, to the industry and public are made.$

03451

RI-STATE STUDY OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN
AREA. Indiana State Board of Health, Illinois Dept. of
Public Health, Springfield and Purdue Univ. Lafayette, Ind.
1959. 151 pp.

The population of the Chicago area, es a whole, has evidently not
yet experienced great inccnvenience because of air pollution.
However, with the increased growth of the area both
population-wise and industrially it is important that knowledge of
the present conditions be obtained to protect the public well-being
and to prevent futuro conditions that may have an adverse effect
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upon the citizens of the area. Some of the conclusions resulting
from the Si-State Study of Air Pollution in the Chicago
Metropolitan Area are: (1) The Chicago Area is an extensive

heterogeneous area consisting of a complexity of domestic,

commercial, and industrial activities which emit a variety of
foreign materials to the atmosphere; (2) Air pollution problems

may transcend local boundaires and require intercommunity
cooperation for their solution; (3) Prior studies show an early

awareness of the presence of foreign materials in the atmosphere in

concentrations varying with local and meteorological conditions;

(4) The probable major contributors of material to the air in the
Chicago Metropolitan Area and their probable major emissions

are: (a) Poor community housekeeping - wind-generated

particulate matter; (b) Burning of refuse in open dumps and

backyard incinerators-products from incomplete combustion of

organic and inorganic matter; (c) Residential and small
commercial and industrial heating plants - products from incomplete

combustion of coal; (d) Automobtle exhaust - products from

combustion of gasoline; (e) Electric utilities - combustion

products; (f) Domestic and industrial combustion of fuel oil -

combustion products; (g) Primary metals industry - particulate

matter; and (h) Petroleum refineries and gasoline handling

facilities - hydrocarbons.00

03454

W. C. Cope, Chairman.

SMOKE AND AIR POLLUTION - NEW YORK - NEW JERSEY. Interstate

Sanitation Commission, New York City. Feb. 1958, 95 pp.

Pollution in the metropolitan area vas studied by: aerial
reconnaissances and photography; and surveys in the communities.
Significant information vas collected on: relationships of

meteorology, visibility and pollution; interstate movement of

pollution as indicated by releasing tracer dust in one state and

collecting in the other; amount of vehicle exhaust fuses and

other organic materials in the air; sulfur dioxide
concentration on Staten Island, and ozone on Staten Island and

in Carteret, N.J.; effects of the polluted atmosphere on health,

vegetation, materials and transportation; and a study and

evaluation was made of existing laws in the State of Mew York,
New Jersey and Connecticut, and other jurisdictions. Air
pollution originating in regions of New York and New Jersey

within the Mew York Metropolitan Area is interstate in
character, affects public health and comfort adversely, and damages

property. While the control and abatement of air pollution at its

sources is the primary obligation of the states, counties or
municipalities in which it originates, the problems of interstate

air pollution cannot be solved wholly by governmental agencies
independently of one another. The abatement of existing
interstate air pollution and the control of future interstate air

pollution is of prime importance to the persons living and industry

located in the area affected thereby, and can best be accomplished
through the cooperation of the states involved, by and through a

common agency or instrumentality. An interstate instrumentality,
employing the administrative practices followed by the Interstate

Sanitation Commission in the abatement of interstate water
pollution, should be created to deal with the problems of

interstate air pollution. Drafts of proposed legislation to meet
the situation described in this report should reflect fully the

opinions and needs of many agencies, local governing bodies,
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members of the Legislatures, representatives of industry, and of
the public. There has been insufficient time between the
completion of the study and the submission of this report to afford
opportunity to interested agencies to express their views on the
torn which legislation to abate interstate air pollution should
take.**

03458

D. M. Keagy and J. J. Schueneman

AIR POLLUTION IN THE BIRMINGTON, ALABAMA, AREA. Public Health
Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution. (Rept.
No. A58-8.) May 1958. 80 pp.
HEW: A58-8

The purposes of this survey vere to: (1.) Review the existing
and potential air pollution situations. (2.) Review existing air
pollution control activities; and (3.) Develop recommendations
for organization, staff, facilities, program, and legislation
relative to air pollution control activities. The scope of the
study vas limited to consideration of available information
relative to air pollution including: types of activity which
cause pollution, evidences of pollution levels, meteorological and
topographical influences on the dispersion of pollutants, existing
or authort2ed governmental activity for control of air pollution,
and other relevant community characteristics. The study area vas
the boundary of Jefferson County.00

03462

E. E. Lemke, N. R. Shaffer, and J. A. Verssen

SUMMARY OF AIR POLLUTION DATA FOP LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District, Calif.,
Engineering Div.

Elassion concentrations of pollutants for Los Angeles,
California are given. The levels cited are a result of the
Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles giving the authority
to the Air Pollution Control District - County of Los
Angeles. Also included are sixty-two (62) industrial control
programs started in the Los Angeles area, along with the dates
itif,talled and the cost.00

035011

E. R. Hendrickson, D. N. Meagy, and R. L. Stbckan

EVALUATION OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE =az OF WASHINGTON (A JOINT
REPORT WITH THE STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH-JULY 1
THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1956). Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution. 1957. 165 pp.

The objective of this study was to estimate the current and
potential air pollution problems in the State of Washington and
to provide a basis for the State to determine the appropriate
action it should take. The survey consisted of a study of
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population distribution and trends, geography and topography,

meteorology and climatology, and existing and potential sources of

pollution. The sources of pollution which were considered include

transportation, domestic activities, agricultural practices,
industrial activities, refuse disposal, out-of-state sources, and

natural sources. In addition, a determination was made of

available resources in the State for research and investigation in

air pollution problems. On the basis of the findings of this

state-wide survey, it is recommended that: (1) Air pollution be

recognized as a matter of State concern. (2) Ways and means of

prevention and control of air pollution, including consideration of

local and regional aspects, be investigated. (3) A continuing

State program include surveillance, study and cooperation and (4)

An agency be designated to represent the State in interstate

and Federal air pollution matters.00

03505

M. D. Hornedo and J. H. Tillman

AIF POLLUTION IN THE EL PASO, TEXAS AREA. El Paso City -

County Health Unit, Texas. 1959. 104 pp.

Thu primary purpose of this study was to obtain basic scientific
air pollution data concerning the type, extent, source, and effect

of the waste from industry and ther air pollution in the El

Paso area. Another purpose was to determine the need and nature

of a permanent air pollution control program. The scope of the

program was limited by two factors: the gathering of those samples
which were within our means to analyze and the collection of
pollutants commonly found in any city.IF

03506

P. A. Kenline

AIR POLLUTION IN CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA. Public H.salth

Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of kir Pollution. (Rept.

A60-6.) 1960. 32 pp.
HEN: A60-6

At the request of the South Carolina Department of Health and

with the cooperation of the Charleston County Health
Department, the Public Health Service made an appraisal of
factors relating to air pollution in the Charleston area. The

purpose of this appraisal was to determine the status of the air
pollution situation, and the need for government activity in

solving air pollution problems. This report is an analysis of
information collected relating to sources of pollutants, dispersion

of pollutants, indication of pollution levels, and the status of
local activity in the air pollution field. Charleston lies in an

area of frequent stagnating high pressure systems - the
meteorological model associated with major air pollution episodes -

and for this reason bears surveillance. However, because of its

proximity to the Atlantic Ocean aud its level topography,

Charleston usually receives good.ventilation in part because of

the sea breeze. This ad,antageous phenomenon decreases inland.

The atmospheric pollutants Qt immediate concern derive from

industrial sources. Howdver, domestic, commercial, and municipal

sources do contribute to the overall pollution load of the
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atmosphere. To date, public complaints relate to nuisances,
particularly industrial odors. There have also been a few
allegations of vegetation and property damage. Measurements by
the Public Health Service's National Air Sampling Network
in the City of Charleston indicate that the particulate loading
is not excessive, as judged by ccmparison with cities of comparable
size. The sampler is located in the center of the city and is
not indicative of pollution levels in other areas. Of greatest
interest and concern is the North Charleston 00neck which
contains within a limited area a complex of air pollutant sources
and residences. No data are available to indicate pollution
levels in this area, although analysis of the Network data
implies that they are significantly higher than in the city.
There is presently no local or State air pollution program, nor
is there routinely available to the local area any agency with
authority and competence in this field. On the basis of this
appraisal and the general available knowledge relating to air
pollution, the following recommendations are made to the
Charleston County Health Department. (1) Information should
be developed relating in detail to air pollution levels and
sources in the Charleston area, particularly to the north of the
city limits. (2) A modest public education program should be
undertaken. (3) A modest air pollution program should be
developed within the County Health Department. '

03526

P. Stocks, B. T. Commins, K. V. Aubrey

A STUDY OF POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS AND TRACE ELEMENTS IN SMOKE IN
MERSEYSIDE AND OTHER NORTHERN LOCALITIES. Intern. J. Air
Water Pollution 4, (3/4) 141-53, 1961.

Smoke samples collected continuously for one or more years by
filter in Merseyside conurbation and elsewhere in northern
England and Wales were analysed for 7 polycyclic hydrocarbons
and 13 trace elements. The locations included seaside and
riversie, small and large towns, a smokeless zone, the Mersey
Tunnel, bus and motor car garages, an office and a steelworks.
The amount of coronene in smoke varied little in town or
country but the higher levels in tunnel smoke and in the
motor garage were sucha s to suggest its usefulness for
measurement of air pollution by motor traffic. In country places
amounts of smoke and of the hydrocarbons were 2 1/2 times as
great in the autumn-winter half of the year as in the spring-
summer half, but in Merseyside, whilst the seasonal ratio for
total smoke was similar, for the hydrocarbons it was about
5 to 1. Indoor office air was less polluted than that outside in
winter, the hydrocarbons showing a seasonal ratio about 4 to 1.
Trace element concentrations in air were all higher in urban
than in country places but only for antimony, vanadium and
molybdenum vas the excess relatively greater than for total
ash. Mersey tunnel air contained very nuch greater amounts of
lead than did the entering air, and in a otor garage the air
contained ore lead and vanadiu than the air outside. In
the smokeless zone trace elements were present in mialler
amount than at the town centre. In the rolling-mill shed and
melting-shop of the steelworks, concentrations of all the
elbents, particularly ot copper, were largely, increased.
(Author abstract)11
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03685

J. M. Campbell and L. Kreyberg

THE DEGREE OF AIR POLLUTION IN NORWEGIAN TOWNS. Brit. J.

Cancer (London) 10, 481-4, 1956.

3:4 Benzpyrene has been estimated in samples of atmospheric smok
(suspended matter) in Oslo and a number of smaller towns in

Norway, and these results are compared with sisilar values
previously obtained for towns in England and Wales. (Author

summary modified)IP

03918

R. Ubaidullaev

EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF METHANOL VAPOR ON MAN AND

ANIMALS. Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) , 8-12, Apr.-June 1966.
Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI TT 66-51160/4-6

The maximum one-time and daily average permissible concentration
of methanol in the atmosphere was determined. The threshold value

of smell of the substance, its effect on the light sensitivity of
eyes and that on the electric activity of the cerebral cortex

man was ascertained. Chronic 24-hour poisoning of albino rats was

carried out for a period of 90 days. This experiment included a

study of the chronaxy of muscle antagonists, the cholinesterase
activity of the whole blood, the coproporphyrin excretion with the

urine and the determination of the total amount of proteins and
protein fractions in the blood serum. On the basis of the results
obtained it is recommended that the maximum one-time and daily

average permissible concentration of methanol in the atmosphere be
set at a level of 1 and 0.5 mg/cu m respectively. (Author

summary)C4

03925

M. N. Bolotova

THE DETERMINATION OF 3,4-BENZPIRENE IN THE AIR IN

TASHKENT. Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 116-20, Apr.-June 1966.

Russ. ( r.)

CFSTI, TT 6651160/4-6

Air samples from the city of Tashkent were taken by an
aspirator, this method having been used for 3,4-benzpyrene studies

in the USSR and abroad. The results show that the con' nts
of 3,4-benzpyrene in different districts of Tashkent varied
from 0.55 to 11.2 micrograms per 100 cubic meters air. In the

residential zone without industrial enterprises its

content was 0.58 to 2.3 micrograms per 100 cubic meters. The
highest concentration of this carcinogenic substance, 9.7 to 11.2
micrograms per 100 cubic meters, was found in the northern

industrial zone. The concentration of 3,4-benzpyrene was
comparatively low (0.8 micrograms per 100 cubic meters) in the

zone of the toolmaking and abrasives-making factories which

burned gas, and this low concentration is probably due to the
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1

complete combustion of the fuel. Samples were taken at 15
different points using the best ethod of aspiration. The
results provide a fairly complete picture of the degree of
contamination with 3,4-benzpyrene of the air basin of the large
industrial city of Tashkent.1111

03930

S. A. Pigalev

POLLUTION OF AIR BY A SYNTHETIC RUBBER PLANT. Hyg.
Sanit. 31, (4-6) 253-4, Apr.-June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6

The principal and general professional hazard in the
anufacture of any tupe of synthetic rubber are the
liberated gases. The pollution of air by vapors of toxic
compounds is possible at all stages of the technological
processes, including the initial stages (Eynthesis,
isolation and fractionation of the onomer) as well as in the
final operation of the processing of the anufactured rubber.
The plant investigated anufactures two kinds of rubber, the
isoprene and the divinyl-alpha-methylstyrene rubbers. This
plant discharges up to 162.2 kg of alpha-methylstyrene, up
to 48 kg of unsaturated hydrocarbons, and up to 5 kg of
ammonia into the atmosphere per hr. The atmospheric air
was sampled by aspiration when the plant vas working at
full capacity, at a distance of 0.5 to 1.5 km from the source.
Studies revealed a zonal nature of distribution of these
substances in the atmosphere, their concentration diminishing
at greater distances from the pollution source. The
concentrations in the zone of 500 to 1500 m from the pollution
source exceed the one-time maximum permissible concentrations
for atmospheric alr. It was determined that the discharge of
harmful products of synthetic rubber manufacture into the
atmosphere ca2 te reduced by further improvements in the
technological process and in equipment, in the
construction of ceilings and in operation of the equipment.

03931

V. A. Kononova

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN THE AREA OF PESTICIDE STOREHOUSES.
Hyg. Sanit. 31, (4-6) 255-6, Apr.-June 1966. Russ. (Tr.)

CFSTI, TT 66-51160/4-6

Operation of new rural industries and the use of poisonous
chemicals in the fields and orchards involve the danger
of atmesoheric and soil pollution in rural areas, which ay hav
a detrimental effect on the health of the population. The
presence of atmospheric pollution in the area of pestinide
storehouses and its effect on the feeling of well bei living
conditions and health of the population residing in th area
was investigated. The presence of pesticides near the
storehouses was investigated by taking and testing 156 samples
of air, including 30 samples for organomercuric compounds,
48 organophosphorus compounds and 28 samples for
organochlorine admixtures. Organomercuric compounds were
determined and scaled to thiophos or metaphos according to
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Trotsenkols method based on the decomposition of thiophos and
metaphos with sulfuric acid with the formation of b-nitrophenolate.

The contents of organophosphorus and organomercuric compounds
in the air are listed in the table. No organochlorine mixtures

were detected. It vas concluded that operation of nev

pesticide storehouses can be permitted only after internal repairs

in the buildings, and adequate equipment of servicing
premises and packaging room, and the installation of ventilation.

In order to avoid poisoning cases among the local population,
the pesticide storehouses must be surrounded with a fence,

adequately locked and guarded.a4

04091

Zh. L. Gabinova, A. A. Vasileeva, N. Kh. Sklyarskaya,

and M. D. Manita

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION WITH 3,4-

RENZPYRENE IN INDUSTRIAL SECTIONS. Gigiena i Sanit. 28, (6)

65-9, June 1963. Russ. (Tr.) (Translated by B. S. Levine

in U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution and Related
Occupational Diseases, Vol. 12.)

The purpose was to obtain more complete and up-to-date
information on the state of Moscow atmospheric air pollution with
3,4-benzpyrene, on the basis of which rational sanitation means
could be developed for the protection of atmospheric air against

pollution with 3,4-benzpyrene. The first investigation was
centered around industrial enterprises which had been only slightly
surveyed with regard to the presence of 3,4-benzpyrene in the air

and which, by the nature of their processing and production, lent
therselves to the introduction of appropriate savitization

measures. The 3,4-benzpyrene determinations were made by
fluorescent spectral method in the following order: in the primary

raw material, in the intermediate and final products, in dust
settled from the atmospheric air, and in dust collected lu

aspiration. Analyses were conducted in the physico-chemical
laboratory of the Moscow Sanitary Epidemiological Station.

The authors conclusions are as follovs: It has been established
that sone raw materials, intermediate and final products used or
manufactured by the investigated industrial plant contained
detectable quantities of 3,4-benzpyrane; samples of settled dust
collected in the proximity of the investigated plants also
contained detectable quantities of 3,4-benzpyrene. Samples of
aspirated atmospheric air collected on the electrode plant grounds
during August-Mcvember of 1961, contained 3,4-benzpyrene in 0.4-
2.33 gamma per WO cu m of air. On the basis of this orientation
investigation and sanitary-hygienic examinations, certain

sanitization and air pollution protection means have been
recommended and instituted in the investigated plants. The
present report presents results of the first stage of a general
investigation to be conducted in the future on a broader and

profounder scale.SO

04616

J. E. Dickinson

AIR QUALITY OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY (TECHN:CAL PROGRESS REPORT -

VOLUME II). Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control
District, Calif. Feb. 1961. 306 pp.
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Volume II ot the Technical Progress Report is concerned with
chronicling the air monitoring program of the Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Control District between 1951 and 1959.
Topics covered include: Chemistry of the Atmosphere; Air
Monitoring; Evaluation ot Smog Effects Data; Estimation of
Total Air Pollution in Los Angeles County; Utilization and
Analyses of Total Air Pollution Data. Without the data
accumulated as the result of the sampling programs of 1951-57 it
would not have been possible to discover the unique problems
involved with Los Angeles smog and to determine wlat kind of
control measures would be needed to abate them. Thus, it was
possible (1) to idehtify in the atmosphere the contaminants
considered to be the most important with regard to photochemical
smog formation theory; (2) to establish their approximate
concentration ranges; (3) to confirm theories of photochemical
smog formation and transport; and (4) to define the areas of the
Basin most severely affected by smog and the areas in which most
of the contaminant sources were concentrated. Correlation
between meteorological trends and smog occurrence, without
radical change in emission concentrations, indicate the
importance of weather conditions to smog occurrence.**

04651

B. T. Commins R. E. Waller

OBSERVATIONS FROM A TEN-YEAR-STUDY OF POLLUTIOW AT A SITE IN THE
CITY OF LONDON. Atmos. Environ. 1, (1) 49-68, Jan. 1967.

As part of an extensive study of the effects of air pollution
on health, measurements of pollution have been made at a site in
London for more than ten years. The results of daily
measurements of the concentration of smoke and sulfur dioxide
made throughout that period and of more frequent measurements
made during episodes of high pclluticn are reported. These
show a reduction in the annual mean and peak concentrations pf
smoke during the ten year period, but there have not been
any significant changes in the concentrations of sulfur
dioxide. Occasional measurements of a wide range of other
pollutants are also reported and results from a series of
measurements of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons indicate
a decline in the concentration of this potentially
carcinogenic component of pollution in London. (Author
abstract modified)**

04770

J. E. Yocom, J. A. Farrow, R. M. Gagosz and J. C.
Magyar

AIR POLLUTION STUDY OF THE-CAPITOL REGION (INTERIM REPORT).
TRC Service Corp., Hartford, Conn. 1968. 65 pp.

The objectives were: (1) Evaluate the air pollution problem in
the Capitol Region, both existing and potential with emphasis on
the latter. (2) Procure data for determining the need for a
regional air pollution control program and delineate rational
boundaires for such a program. The purpose of this Interim
Report Is to present and summarize the completed Source
Inventory and to report on the status of the other phases of the
study. The pattern of air pollution emissions is strongly related
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to land use and road systems and is regiona- in nature. Although

the towns making up the Capitol Region differ widely in character

, the pattern of emissions are not related to town boundaries.

Carbon monoxide emissions are related almost entirely to

automobile use. Automobiles are also the principal contribution
to hydrocarbon emissions, but home and municipal refuse burning
and industrial processes make significant contributions. Nitrogen

oxides are contributed in almost equal amounts by automobiles and

heating systems. This accounts for the relatively even
distribution of this pollutant. Sulfur oxides are produced mainly
in industrial heating and pover generation plants burning high

sulfur fuel. Therefore the emission of this pollutant type is
clearly related to industrial land use. Particulate matter
is produced largely by industrial heating and manufacturing
processes with sigificant contributions from domestic and
unicipal refuse burning. The distribution of particulate
eaissions is dependent to some degree on land used for hea
industry such as metallurgical and mineral processing. Levels of
pollutants measured were, in general, low. Except for a few days,
weather conditions readily dispersed pollutants before they could

accumulate. High concentrations of pollutants occurred during a
prolonged stable atmospheric condition during late November as

recorded by the State Department of Health. The differences in
pollutant levels from station to station, could, in general, not be

accounted for based on surrounding land use and estimated
emissions (Source Inventory) without specific knowledge of the

prevailing veather patterns. Inversions occur frequently during
the night and early morning hours in both the Connecticut and

Farmington Valleys. Only two of the towns in the Capitol
Region have specific regulations governiwg emissions of air

pollutants. Rost of the towns have some measure of control over
potential air pollution emissions by means of zoning ordinances.MI

0 4833

H. H. Hovey, Jr.

AIR POLLUTION IN WESTCHESTER. Westchester Cooperative Air
Pollution Control Study, Westchester County, Rev York. (In
cooperation with Mount Vernon City Health Dept., New
Rochelle City Health Dept., Westchester County Health
Dept., and Yonkers City Health Dept.) 1966. 86 pp.

Within the framework of the New Tork State Air Pollution
Control Act a series of air pollution surveys was initiated to
provide data for carrying out the directive in the law. Among

these was a comprehensive study of the air pollution potential in
Westchester County, undertaken from July, 1962, until
September, 1964, as a cooperative effort by the Mt. Vernon,

New Rochelle, and Yonkers City Health Departments and the
Westchester County Health Department. The objective of this
study was to define the nature and extent, and causes and effects
of the air pollution potential in Westchester County. Both the
industrial and nonindustrial air pollution potential were
studied by conducting an inventoty of possible air contaminant
sources to determine contaminant emissions within the county. Tbe
inventory was supplemented by an atmospheric sampling network
consisting of 23 stations located throughout the county.
Recommendations were based on the findings from combined
inventory and atmospheric sampling data. Many problems are
created by the 182,000 tons of air containants (exclusive of CO,
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estimated to be sore than 830,000 tons per year) emitted annually
to the outer air in Westchester County, although there are no
major countywide air pollution problems. Traffic concentrations
is the southern portions of the county tend to increase the
potential problem frcs CO. Westchester Ccunty has a
meteorological regime relatively favorable to good dispersion and
diffusion of contaminants in the atmosphere. Only 23% or 42,000
tons of Westchester County's air contaaination coses fro*
industrial sources while 78% or 140,000 tons of the total
contamination comes from nonindustrial sources. Of this asoont
over 100,000 tons comes from motor vehicle and other transportation
sources. Sonthern Westchester County is densely populated and
has ost of the county's industry with the exception of the
illages of Dobbs Perry, Elmsford, Larchmont, llort:i Pe Mau,
Pelham and Scarsdale, and the City of Ilye.aa

04834

New York State Air Pollution Control Board, Albany. 1965.
15 pp.

AIR POLLUTION/CREBURG COMITY SUPPLEBEST TO CONPREBERSIVE
AREA SURVEY IMPORT IIIRBEI OWE (GREATER MATRA).

Since the degree of air pollution is low in this rural portion of
Chesung County, proper steps would be taken to insure
continuing low levels of air contaminants. All new sourrms of rir
pollution can be controlled by adherence to rules and regulations
promulgated by the Wew York State air Pollution Control
Board in 1962. Local officials, in cooperation with the Board,
can insure new sources or sodifizations to existing sources and
meet minima. requirements as established by the Board. Rules
and regulations for this area should be made at the sate tine as
those for Greater Elmira, using ambient air quality objectives
as promulgated by the Board. When applying the anbient air
quality objectives, both the present survey area and Greater
Elmira should be classified as one region. In this Banner, all
of Chemung County may have a unifora set of rules and
regulations at the same time. Refuse disposal practices should be
reviewed in each community. Open burning of refuse by private
individuals should be prohibited and central collection
instigated. Disposal should be properly-operated, sanitary
landfills or any other acceptable :method. (Author summary) n
04864

ley York State Air Pollution Control Board Albany. 1964.
96 pp.

AIR POLLUTION NIAGARA COUNTY (COMPREBERSIVE AREA SURVEY
Report number three).

The objectives of this study are to define the nature and extent
of the air pollution potential in liagara County so as: (1) To
provide information by which rules and regulations can be
established tor the control of existing air pollution; (2) To
provide technical data needed for isplenentation of a practical
and reasonable air pollution abatenent progras; (3) To assess the
effectiveness of existing controls and determine what steps must
be taken by governmental agencies to control both existing and
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potential air pollution; and (n) To provide background data needed
to check the effectiveness of any future control program.fil

04938

.1. 8. Colucci and C. P. Bogesan

TRE AOTONOTIVE COTITRIBUTIOM TO An-sorn POLYNOCLEAR AROBATIC
RTDPOCAPPORS II DETROIT. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.
15, 4 it.1-12, Bar. 1965.

The aim was to detetst...e the contribution by autoaotive vehicles
tr. the polyauclear arosatic hydrocarbons in city air. SIM liag
of particulate atter at the rate of 140 cu mfain 5000 cfs) was
carried out at two heavily-trafficked sites in Detroit and one

suburban site in Warren. Pichigan Carbon aonoride wan
detersined continuously, and particulate matter was analyted for

" t a r polynuclear atosatic hydrocarbons, lead, vanadium, and
sulfates. Polynuclear arowatic hydrocarbons in autcsobile
exhaust gas are assumed to be dispersed in air along 1t'a carbon

sonotide or lead from autolobiles. It is further assumed that
autonobiles are the sole source of carbon soloxide and lead in the
atnosphere. Concentraticts of carbon monoxide and lead in
exhaust gas and in the air are utilized to estiaate the percentage
of polynuclear aronatic hydrocarbons in the air attributable to

autolobiles. The seen autosobile contributions to bento(a)pyrene
in the air, based on lead concentrations, were 18% at a Freeway
Interchange, 5% in a downtown coasercial area, and *ZS in
suburban warren. The average concentrations of beato(a)pyrene
at the sites were 6 micrograls/1,000 cu a, 7 m_crograms/i,000 cm
and I aicrograsf1,000 co a, respectively. Bean contributions
based on carbon monoxide concentrations were approtisately twice
the levels based on lead concentrations. Denzo(a)pyreae aad
bent(a)anthracene in air were not statistically related to carboy
monotide or lead in air, but were higher in winter than is sensor,
probably because of the higher levels of these materials emitted in

spare heating combustion in winter. (Author abstract modified)

05008

New York State Air Pollution Control Board, Albany. (Feb.

1966.) 132 pp.

AIR POLLTITIONITHE BID-RUDSON: GREENE, 111-S*PER, ROCKLAND,
COLIMBIA,MTCHESS (CORPRERESSIVE AREA SURVEY import roam Su) .

A comprehensive study of the air pollution potential in the Bid-
Hudson area was undertaken as a cooperative effort by the
Colnabia, Dutchess, Rockland, and taster Cosnty Health

Departients, and tbe State Health Departsentos Oneonta

District Office (for greene County) and Biddletown District
Office (for Beacon City). the abjective of the study was to
define the nature and extent, and causes and effects, of the air
pollution potential in the Plid-Rudsoti area. Both industrial and
sonindostrial air pollution were stadied by conducting an inventory
of possible air contaminant sources and determining contaminant
enissions within each county. The inventory was supplemented by
au atmospheric sampling network consisting of 41 stations located
throughout the five counties.
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Mew Tort State Air Pollution Control Board, Albany. June
196b. 35 pp.

AIR POUUTIOR NASSAU COUNTY (COMPREHENSIVE AREA SURVEY REPORT
EMBER FOUR).

A comprehensive survey of local sources of atsospheric
contamination was conducted by the Massey County Department of
Health in order to appraise the present status of and the
potential for air pollution in the County. In defining the
nature and extent of esisting and potential air pollutios, the

objectives of this study were: (1) To provide inforsation fron
which rules and regulations say be established for the control and
abatement of existing air pollution in Nassau County: (2) To
provide technical data needed to implesent a practical and
reasonable air pollution abatesent program: (3) To assess the
effectiveness of existing controls and deteraine what steps must
be taken by governmental agencies to control both existing add
potential air pollution: (4) To provide background data needed to
check the effectiveness of any future control program: and (5) To
obtain inforsation for presentation to the State Air Pollution
Control Board for use by the Board In establishing rules and
regulations for control of air pollution as mandated by law. As

inventory of air contasinant sources, an aerosetric sampling
network, and an investigation of complaints and air pollution
effects were undertaken to obtain the date needed.ON

05057

. E. Usstead, W. D. Smith, and J. E. Johnson

SUBMAPINE ATMOSPHERE STUDIES ABOARD USS SCULPTS. Raval
Pesearch Lab., Washington, D. C., Chemistry Div. (NAL
Rept. No. 6074.) Feb. 27, 1964, 27 pp.

Studies of the organic contasinants in the .tsosphere of USS
SCULPT!' were made during a submerged cruise. Detailed
analyses were lade of the concentrations of methane, Freon-12,
and "total hydrocarbons" by means of a backflush gas chronatograph

of new desijn. The effectiveness of the CO/H2 burners and
maln carbon beA as removal agents for organic contaminants was
included in the studies. The CO/H2 burners satisfactorily
burned organic contaminants at temperatures as low as 500 degrees

F. The active carbon in the main filter bed resoved the higher
hydrocarbons, but vas not very effective for the removal of lower

hydrocarbons and Freon-12. Based on experimental data obtained
on shipboard, it was calculated that the rate of generation of
organic vapor contaxinants was about 1.5 pounds per day
throughout the cruise. (Author abstract).11

05110

W. J. Hamming, R. D. MacPhee, and J. R. Taylor

CONTAMINANT CONCESTRATIONS III THE ATMOSPHERE OF LOS ANGELES

COUNTY J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 10, (1) 7-16, 93,

Feb. 1960.
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The primary purpose of this study was to analyze long-term
pollution trends as treasured by the Los Angeles air monitoring
network. Except for work in England on a distinctly different
type of air pollution problem, there are few data available which
span any appreciable number of years. The District's
monitoring was accomplished with 24-hr recording devices. Its
usefulness is justified primarily as a protection and warning
measure. A by-product of this operation is the generation of data
fro. which pollution can be studied. The findings may be
summarized as follows: (1) During the three-year period, 1956-59,
the general level of CO rose. The rise in CO of one ppm per
year was not reconciled with weather or other pollution factors.
The rise in NO2 was small and trends are available only from
1957. S02 varied slightly without changing its general level.
Particulates declined during 1956 and 1957 which could have been
due in part to the District's incinerator ban. A preliminary
study on the basis of comparable weather factors appeared to
justify this conclusion. The oxidant, eye irritant, and plant
toxicant declined in 1956 and 1957 from a high in 1955, but
exhibited a slight upturn in 1958. winds and inversions appear
to the determining factors for trends in eye irritant, oxidant and
plant toticant. (2) In examining the monthly average data used as
the basis for the trend lines, it was observed that certain
contaminant and weather factors could be grouped together.
Monthly averages for primary, or Type / factors exhibited annual
peaks in midwinter. Ths-se were CO, hydrocarbons, 1102,
particulates, S02 (not perfect fit), frequency of morning
surface inversions, and the inverse of 1600-1900 PST windspeeds.
In addition, the Type I contaminants ate known to yield bimodal
diurnal variations. Secondary, or Type II, entities showed
annual peaks in the autumn, and single daily peaks. These
included aldehydes, eye irritant, oxidant, plant toxicants, ozone
alerts, restricted visibility, the frequency of Rule 57 Days, and
the inverse of 24-hr average windspeeds. Both the yearly and the
diurnal cycles confirm the distinction between Type I and Type
II contaminants. (Author conclusions modified)at

05336

C. E. Schumann and C. W. Gruber

AIR QUALITY DATA-1966. Cincinnati Dept. of Safety, Ohio,
Div. of Air Pollution Control and Heating Inspection.
(May 1967). 3j pp.

The purpose of this report, published for the first time as a
separate document by the Cincinnati Division of Air Pollution
Control, is to summarize air quality levels of pollutants
currently being measured in the City of Cincinnati, including:
(1) measurements made wholly by this Division; (2) results of
cooperative projects with the U.S. Public Health Service; and
(3) summaries of Cincinnati air quality compared to other cities
for certain pollutants. Tabular data are given for: dust fall
(setteable particulates); soiling index; suspended particulates;
wind-blown particulates; gaseojs pollutants; and Southwestern
Ohio-Northern Kentucky air pollution survey.ee

05573

L. B. Hitchcock, W. L. Faith, R. Neiburger, N. A.

Renzetti, and L. E. Rogers
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AIR POLLUTION SITUATION IN LOS ANGELES - AN AEROMETRIC SURVEY.
Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symp., 3rd, Pasadena, Calif.,
1955. pp. 12-23.

This paper summarizes the methods, the results, and some
preliminary indications and conclusions employed in the survey.
A major purpose of the survey was to monitor presumably important
variables so as to provide a more adequate basis for diagnosis of
the general problem. Pinto beans were used to measure the plant
damaging effects of smog. Also measured were oxidants, nitrogen
dioxide, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, aldehydes, sulfur dioxide,
particulates, and meteorological factors. Sone of the
recommendations derived from the survey are that sore complete
meteorological measurements be obtained, that plant (Usage as a
measure of smog be given more extensive study, and that a minimum
of 14 monitoring stations be established in the Los Angeles
Basin.00

05627

W. E. Scott, E. R. Stephens, P. L. Hanst, and R. C.
Doerr

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CHEMISTRY OP THE ATMOSPHERE.
Preprint. (Presented at the Session on Air Pollution,
22nd Ridyear Meeting, American Petroleum Inst., Division of
Refining, Philadelphia, Pa., Mat 14, 1957.)

The technique of long-path IR spectroscopy is currently being
used at the Franklin Institute both for direct studies of
atmospheric pollution and for laboratory experiments. With the
field instrument, concentrations of most of the important
pollutants in the Los Angeles atmosphere were measured as a
function of time and meteorological conditions. These studies
supported the general picture of atmospheric pollutants and their
reactions which was developed from laboratory studies both at
The Franklin Institute and in other laboratories.
Laboratory studies indicated the concentrations of NO and 1102
would be quite low in smog. The organic nitrogen compound,
identified as perozyacyl nitrite, was a prominent product in the
laboratory studies, and it was predicted that this compound would
be found in the smog. Both of these conclusions were confirmed by
atmospheric analysis. The presence of ozone, long used as the
primary smog indicator, was also confirmed. Air analyses for
several major pollutants, made after sundown, showed a close
similarity to an analysis of diluted automobile exhaust and to an
analysis of air taken near a heavy traffic center. Several
compounds whose presence in polluted air has been suspected were
found to be below the limit of detectability. Among these were
H2CO3 HNO3 and CH3OH. Reaction products of 03 with
olefins at low concentration (30 ppm to 60 ppm) were identified as
aldehydes, CO, CO2, water, and, from ptopylene and 2-pentene,
ketene. Other products of the reaction between 03 and the
higher olefins were indicated. Yield of CO and CO2 indicated
a definite connection between chain length and the decomposition of
products. Several pure ozonides were prepared at low temperature,
and their infrared spectra recorded. In some cases the
decomposition products were determined.**
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05652

Anderson, D. 0., Williams, I. H., and Ferris, B. G., Jr.

THE CHILLIVACK RESPIRATORY SUR:EY, 1963: PART II. AERONETRIC
STUDY. Can. Med. Assoc. J. 92, 954-61, May 1, 1965.

A study of the quality of the ambient air at Chillivack, British
Columbia, was conducted from flay 1963 to April 1964. Measuremnts
of dustfall, sulfation, hydrogen sulfide, oxidants and total
hydrocarbons vere made by a network of five sampling stations. The

results of this survey indicated that Chillittack was relatively
free from any air pollution and would therefore be a suitable
control for a study of the relationship between community air
pollution and respiratory disease.

05675

G. J. Cleary and J. L. Sullivan

POLLUTION BY POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE CITY OF

SYDNEY. Med. J. Australia 52, 758-63, May 22, 1965.

General characteristics of atmospheric pollution and sources of
polycyclic hydrocarbons in Sydney are briefly discussed. Air
particulate samples were collected with high-volume samplers each

month. These were extracted with acetone or cyclohexane, then
developed on long alumina columns. The ultra-violet spectrum of
each fraction provided the lain criterion for qualitative
identification, although fluorescence spectroscopy and paper
chromatography were used to a minor extent. Quantitative analysis
vas made on the ultra-violet spectrum by means of the local
base-line technique. Monthly concentrations of the hydrocarbons
pyrene, fluoranthene, 1,2 benzanthracene, chrysene, 1,2
benzopyrene, 3,4 benzopyrene, 1,12 benzopetylene and coronene
were reported. These showed a rise and fall cycle which
paralleled the seasonal particulate density fluctuations.
First-order correlation coefficients showed that the
concentrations of each of the hydrocarbons measured were associated
significantly with particulate density at the conventional
probability level. The future contribution by petrol and Diesel
engine exhaust products to the pollution by polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons in Sydney should become sore important. Conversely,
the contribution from coal combustion sources should decline
progressively. (Authors' summary)st

05839

H. Bravo and A. P. Baez

APPROACH TO THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AIRBORNE ORGANIC MATTER
(BENZENE SOLUBLE) IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF MEXICO CITY.
Preprint. (Presented at the 54th Annual reeting, Air
Pollution Control Association, New York City June 11-15,

1961.)

As 52% of the neutral benzene organic fraction in Mexico City's
airborne particles consists of aromatic compounds, a
characterization of this material was made. High volume samplers
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were used. Three different sampling sites were chosen in the area
of Mexicn City with variation in activities considered when these
sampling points were selected, i.e. Tacuba station was located in
a semi-industrial area; a downtown station in an area with great
traffic density; and a station at the University City, near a
residential zone. Over a year period Tacuba station wan
operated only 2 weeks a month, while the other 2 were operated
simultaneously one day each month, in order to obtain comparative
data between the three sampling sites. The exposed filters were
afterwards treated with benzene in a Sothlet apparatus for a .

period of eight hours; collected (benzene soluble) material was
dried in a water bath and weighed. An idea of the amount of
organic benzene soluble naterial found in the samples taken at the
stations in 0.1 g/cu m was 232. 184, 81 for the Downtown,
Tacuba, and University City stations respectively. This
table shows the average of simultaneous sampling carried out at
the 3 stations. That the downtown area is the richest in its
content of organic benzene soluble material in airborne particles
is believed due to two factors: (1) traffic conditions; (2)
buildings that screen or filter most of contaminants carried by
prevailing winds coming fro. NE and NW. The highest
concentration of organic benzene soluble material vas found during
the winter months. Comparison of the uv spectrum of the
benzopyrene fraction (Mexico City) and benzopyrene spectrum
reported by Sawicki indicate the Fresence of BaP in the
analyses. Other polynuclear hydrocarbons found in the benzene
soluble ftaction in Mexico City's airborne particles were:
fluoranthene, pyrene benzo(a)-anthracene, benzo(e)pyrene,
benzo(g,-h,i)perylene, and coronene. The benzo(a)pyrene value
found in the organic benzene airborne particles in Mexico City
lies within the range expected for nonurban areas. The only
large communities where similar hydrocarbon concentrations are
found are cities where auto-exhaust fumes are the principal
pollutants (Los Angeles, San Francisco). A clear
correlation between direct solar radiation and the organic matter
content (benzene soluble) in airborne particles in Mexico City
V3S not evidentAt

I 05895

1 L. J. Proulx, Jr.

THE RISING TIDE OF AIR POLLUTION. Connecticut State Dept.
Health, Hartford 81 (3), (Mar. 1967). 10 pp.

The air quality measurements of cities in Connecticut are
presented A correlation between population and the average
suspended particulates (micrograms per cubic meter), benzene
soluble organics, and dustfall is given. It is demonstrated that
the contamination of the atmosphere is directly proportional
to the size of the ccmaunity. An enabling act (H134D36) is
presently under consideration in the 1967 General Assembly
which would empower the Connecticut State Department of
Health to develop air pollution regulations for inclusion in
the Public Health Code of the State of Connecticut.I1
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06186

Goetz, A.

THE CONSTITUTION OP AEROCOLLOIDAL PARTICULATES ABOVE THE OCEAN

SURFACE. Proc. Intern. Conf. Cloud Phys., Tokyo Sapporo, Japan, p.

42-46, 1965.

The composition of particulates in the submicron range over the

ocean was investIlated. An aerosol spectrometer and a special

polished chrome slide impactor were used to sample the particles.

The deposits were analyzed microphotometrically and with regard to

thermal stability, by exposure to 70 C for 15 hours. Dep^sits on

forever screens were taken with both instruments for electron

microscope studies. Samples were taken as fat as 70 miIes off the

coast of Southern California. The sasples are typically thersally

unstable. The poresence of organic compounds might explain this.

Kelp leaves in sea water samples showed distinct foaa forsation.

Air sampled above the agitated surface showed a prolific quantity

of therually volatilizable organics. nebulized surface sea water

samples showed a ajority of liquid droplets and the absence of

crystal fornation; in 10 feet deep water samples, Crystalline

particles predominate. When tbe organics in the:deposits were

extracted with a clean solvent, the deposits' light scattering was

substantially reduced to about thr, sane level as by thermal

exposure. The condensation patteLn was also altered substantially.

Electron photomicrographs indicated crystal formation only for

particles larger than .7 microns, whereas the small sites appear

predominately amorphous.

06290

Public Realth Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center

for Air Pollution Control

WASRINGTON, D. C., BETROPOLITAN AREA AIR POLLUTION ABATEMENT

ACTIVITY. ((212))p., llov. 1967. 18 refs.

Pros February 1967 to August 1967 the Public Health Service

conducted a technical investigation in the Washington, D.C.,

metropolitan area to provide information that could form a

basis for recommendations for abatenent in accordance

with the tenets of the Clean Air Act. The results are

presented of the 1967 investigation and the ethods, techniques,

and procedures are described. In concert with cooperative

regional and local agencies, an air quality network was establish-

ed, an eissions inventory was conducted, extensive ueteorological

data were acquired, air pollution effects om vegetation and

various materials were investigated, and special data processing

and summarization techniques were developed. The boundaries

for the activity conformed to the Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments' area which includes the

District of Columbia; the Maryland counties of Rontgomery and

Prince Georges; the Virginia counties of Arlington,

Fairfax, Londonn, and Prince Sillies; and Lb:: independent

cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax.aa
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1 06384

S. S. Epstein

EFFECTS OF PROTOSENSIT/2/11G POLTCTCLIC ATROSPHERIC POLLUTARTS 01
SINGLE CELLS. Preprint. (Presented at the 60th Annual
fleeting, Air Pollution Control Association, Cleveland, Ohio,
June 11-16, 1967, Paper Mo. 67-60.)

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, sone of which are carcinogenic,
are an impurtant class of atmospheric pollutants produced by
pyrolyais of organic matter. In a large series of polycyclic
compounds, a strong positive association has been demonstrated
between carcinogenicity and photodynasic toxicity, eeasured by
lethal sensitization of a ciliated protozoan, Paramecium caudatum,
to the otherwise non-toxic effects of long-wave ultraviolet light.
A simple photodynamic bioassay has been developed to provide a
rapid but indirect at.7!sure of the carcinogenicity of organic
extracts of particulate atmospheric pollutants attributable to
polycyclic compounds. RASE, sanples of atmospheric particulates
were collected from approximately 100 different sources in the
USA, exemplifying a wide spectrum of urban and rural pollutant
characteristics, and composited by site, extracted and fractionated
by standard procedures. PhotoAynamic potency bears no
relationship to atmospheric concentration ci particulates, organicsor derived fractions. For the aromatic fraction, which contains
all the IMP present in the parent organic extract, photodynanic
potencies are strongly and positively correlated with BaP
concentrations. The high potency of basic fractions probably
reflects their content of carcinogenic di-alkylated
benz(c)acridines. Sub-fractionation of a large composite
oxy-neutral fraction has suggested that its photodynamic activity
is due to the carcinogenic (7H-bent(Watithracene-7-one. /n a
limited study on the carcinogenicity of organic extracts of
atmospheric pollutants from 6 urban sites, using the souse
neonatal assay, a positive association was found between
carcinogenicity and photodyuauic toxicity. These and related
studies are being further pursued.tt

I 06030

1 J. F. Shively and E. R. ilgenfritz

A SURVEY OF HTDROCARBON ARBIENT AIR CONCENTRATIONS IN R/OLAND,
RICH/GAN. Preprint. (Presented at the 60th Annual Reeting,
Air Pollution Control Association, Cleveland, Ohio, June
11-16, 1967, Paper No. 67-184.)

Ambient air hydrocarbon concentrations (reported as ppm of
methane) were detersined at the Ridland location of the pow
Chemical Company at five sites during the years 1963 through
1966. Hydrocarbon concentrations as determined with a Beckman
Hydrocarbon analyzer (Rodel 108) were correlated with wind
direction and wind speed. Vied speed concentration data are
presented in two groupings (0-7) and 8-244) R.P.R. /n addition
to hourly average concentration data the paper demonstrates the
benefit of also recording the hourly maximum instantaneous peak
concentration as an aid in highlighting shot losses or poor
dispersive characteristics of vents. Interpretation and
integration of individual site data clearly indicated the plant
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areas contributing the major hydrocarbon losses. Hydrocarbon

backgtouna Invel (non-plant) was established and found tO be

closely repre.sentative of urban air. Dow contribution to the

city area was determined to be at a low but measurable level and to

;*e relatively constant
irrespective of wind speed. Comparison

with survey data from other areas was made. (Authors' abstract)Oil

06515

T. 1. Carver, e. Ducote, V. C. Mackenzie, and A. I.

Feller

AA APPOAc c A SOLUTION OF AW IlliERSTATE AIR POLLUTIO0 PNGHLIR.

Preprint. (Presented at tbe 57th Anneal Meeting, Air

Pollution Control Association, Houston, Tex., June 1964.)

A six-months study (1961-1962) cf an air !collation problen in

Lewiston, Idaho and Clarkston, Washington was lade jointly by

the Departments of Health of Idaho and Washington and the

Division of Air Pollution, Public Health Service.

Optometric studies, weteettlogical conditions, naterials damage,

anl exission inventories were evaluated and preliminary
considerations of health effects were made. Socio-economic

aspects via a public awareness study of air pollution in

Clartston, Washington ate reviewed in terms of survey methodology

a-fs. analysis. Complementary studies of an odor survey in both

Lewiston and Clarkston are interpreted. The development of a

n.Aber of joint recommendations to solve the immediate air resource

vanagenent problem and allow fer future economic growth in the

valley is explored. (Authors' absttact)04

06701

XATIONAL A/P SDPVEILLANCE NETVOPAS CONTINUOUS AIP 801IT01I16

PROftPAM (1966 DATA TABDLATIOWS AWD SUMRARIES FOP CHICAGO,

CIACINNATI, DEIVEP, PHILADELPHIA, ST. LOUIS, AID WASHINGTON,

D.C.). Public Pealth Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, national

Center fot Air Pollution Control. (1966). 551 pp.

The Continuous Air Monitoring Program is the National Air
Surveillance network which operates six continuous monitoring

stations in rajor cities throughout the country. The data

tabulations in this booklet are summaries of hourly concentrations

of gaseous pollutants and 2-hourly summaries of soiling index

levels during 1966. Also enclosed is a brief summary of monthly

means and maxima, and annual frequency distributions of data Iron

all stations.lit

06707

SUMMARY OF 1964-1965 AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENTS. 90th

Congress ("Air Pollution--1967, Part 3 (Air Quality Act")

Senate Committee on Public Works, Washingtc., D.C.,
Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, April 19, Ray 2-4,

P-10, 1967.) p. 129801306.

Air pollution surveillance activities conducted by the National

Center for Air Pollution Control include a nationwide network

of stations equipped for periodic measurement of suspended

particulate tatter and, in sore instances, such gaseous pollutants

as suirur diox. a and nitrogen dioxide; a six-city network of
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stations equipped for continuous measurement of several gaseous
pollutants; and a relatively new network of stations designed to
provide a general indication of effents of air pollution on various
types of aterials in interstate regions. Data froa both the
periodic and continuous air sampling stations are discussed.II

06760

W. Saruta

AIR POLLUTION IN NORTHERN KYUSHU. Ruki Seijo (Clean Air -
J. Japan Alt Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 4, (2) 35-45, July8
1966. Jap.

A preliainary investigation of air pollution in northern Kyushu
was started in 1952 and studies on exAsting conditions have been
cartied out since 1959. The yearly and sonthly &Donuts of dust

!

fall and S02 in the five wards of northern Kyushu are

i

tabulated for 1959 through 1965. The results show decrease in
dust fall (fron 26.49 to 20.73 tons/sq. ca./sonth) and in increase

I in S02 (from 0.25 to 0.64 mg/100 cc/day). Tabulations of must
i fall and S02 are given for the industrial, business, and

1

residential sections. The Pe203 present in red smoke has also
been easured and averages between 2.0 and 2.8g/sq. /onth.

1 Heasurements of 3,4-benzopyrene and coaponents of autononile
1 ethaust such as CO, 502, Pb, NO, and 102 are also

tabulated for the five wards.11!

06788

(STUDIES 0? AIR POLLUTION IX THE DEPARTNENT OF THE SEIXE IX 1965.
PART 3. CONDITIONS AT ORLI AIRPORT.) Etudes de Pollution
Atnospherique dans le Departewent de la Seine en 1965.
Troisieme Partie. Operation ^Aerodrome d'Orly.^
Laboratoire Municipal de la Prefecture de Police, Paris,
trance. (Apr. 1966.) pp. 1-2, 9, 11, 13-7. Fr.

The results of an air pollution study made at Orly Airport
at the request of the edical services at the airport are given.
The survey covered the exposure to ground personnel and an

! investigation of the components of the fuel and emissions from
jets. The investigation was conducted by a obile air
pollution laboratory located at the field during the study. In
general, the pollution was neglible, the eissions fro the jets
were not a atter of concern, but there vas a nuisance hazard to
workers on piston planes. The carbon noontide was deterined
by infra-red absorption with an average reading recorded every
15 min. The averages ranged fro 0.5 to 18 ppa. The other
containants that were determined included carbon dioxide, nitric
oxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, aldehydes, lead, 3,4-
benzopyrene, toluene, xylene, and benzene, and in all cases the
results were much lower than those obtained in various stations
in Paris. Both on the basis of analyses nade on aabient air and
on enissions fros jets there is little evidence of air pollution at
Orly Airport in Paris.1111
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06789

(STUDIES OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE SEINE IN 1965.
PART 4. CONDITIONS /N THE LOOP OF THE SEINE.) Etudes de.
Pollution Atmospherique dans le Department de la Seine en 1965.
Quatrieme Partie. Operation Boucle de la Seine. Laboratoire
Municipal de la Prefecture de Police, Paris, France. Apr.
1966. pp. 1-2, 5-7, 9-10, 13, 15-7, 21, 23. Fr.

The 1965 results are reported of a continuing study of the
air pollution in the industrial region northwest of Paris which
originated with complaints of the residents. Because of the low
carbon monoxide content of the air no tests for that gas have
been made since 1960. This work is based on an examination of the
dust collected from 16 Ovens gages located in the loop and, for
comparison, 5 in Paris and 1 in Bievres. The amount of
insoluble dust and the content of ash and 3,4-benzopyrene was
determined. In the soluble dust, the sulfate, chloride, and
calcium ions were measured. The results were reported as
the dust fall on a surface of 100 sq m per month. The
elimination of coal from two central power stations in 1965
compared to 1961-19 63, which indicated some other important
pollution source was responsible. Tables and charts show the
values for the various components of the settled dust since
1959 and compare the results with samples taken in other
areas.1111

06386

Borisyuk, Yu.P., and B. S. Ruchkovskii

CONTAMINATION OF AIR BY 3,4-BENZPYRENE AROUND CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISES. ((Zagryaznenie 3,4-benzpirenom atmosfernogo
vozdukha v raionakh nekotorykh proizvodstevennykh predpriyatii.)).
Hyg. Sanit. (Gigiena i Sanit.), 30 (1): 107-108, Jan. 1965.
Translated from Russian.

CFSTI: TT 66-5 1033

Atmospheric pollution by 3,4-benzpyrene in the vicinity of certain
industrial enterprises is reported. Samples were taken by the
aspiration method, using the FFP-15 grade filter. In taking a
single sample, about 2000 cu m air were passed through the
aSpirator. The deposit on the filter was extracted with petroleum
ether. The samples were tested for 3,4-benzpyrene by fluorimetric
spectrography and spectrophotometry. Considerable quantities of
34-benzpyrene were discharges of metallurgical and
asphalt-concrete enterprises. Only traces of 3,4-benzpyrene were
detected in the vicinity of agglomeration factories of ore-dressing
plants, and this is probably explained by the technological
conditions of agglomeration.

06946

New York State Air Pollution Control Board, Albany.

AIR POLLUTION IN WESTCHESTER. 87pp. (Dec. 1965).

The industrial and nonindustrial air pollution potential of
Westchester County, N.Y. were studied by conducting an
inventory of possible air containant sources to determine
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contaminant emissions. The inventory was supplemented by an
atmosphere sampling network consisting of 23 stations located
throughout the county. Recommendations were based on the
-findings from combined inventory and atmospheric sampling data.
Unlike the heavily industralized portions of the state, only 23%
or 42,000 tons of Westchester County's air contamination comes
from industrial sources while 77% or 140,000 tons of the total
contamination comes from nonindustrial sources. Of this amount
over 100,000 tons come from otor vehicle and other transportation
sources. Thus in aggregate, more than 55% of the total air
pollution comes from these transportation sources while 64,000 tons
of approximately 35% comes from fuel used for heat and power.
Approximately half of the fuel emissions, 18% of the total
contaminants, are from industrial sources. This, along with the
6% contributed by industrial processes, accounts for industry's 23%
of the total emissions.**

06948

CRITERIA FOR AIP QUALITY AND METHCDS OF MEASUREMENT. World
Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. (Rept. No.
WHO/AP/23.) (Presented at the Inter-Regional Symposium,
Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 1963.) (Sept. 10, 1963). 20 pp.

An Inter-Regional Symposium on Criteria for Air Quality and
Methods of Measurement was convened in Geneva from 6-12
August 1963. Twenty experts in the field of air pollution from
15 countries in the American and European Regions of WHO
presented technical papers and participated in the discussions.
The Symposium discussed the rationale for selecting air quality
criteria in Member countries, the role ot epidemiological surveys
in establishing guides tc air quality, and studies on effects
indirectly related to human well-being, such as damage to
vegetation, soiling of surfaces, and reduction in visibility. The
Symposium also defined the areas in which further research is
needed to produce data that will serve as a sound basis for
establishing guides to air quality; the participants emphasized the
need for agreement on methods of measurement that, even if not
identical, yield comparable data. Topics discussed (1) General
considerations; (2) Rationale for selecting air quality criteria;
(3) Role of epidemiological and aerometric surveys; ((4) Damage to
vegetation, soiling of surfaces and visibility reduction; (5)
medical studies needed for the improvement of data relating to
guides to air quality;0 (6) needs for the standardization of methods
of sampling and analysis of ambient air pollutants; (7) need for
international coliaboration and agreement on air quality criteria
and methods of measurement.**

06966

J. E. Yocom, J. A. Farrow, J. C. Magyar, and R. M.
Gagosz

AIR POLLUTION STUDY OF NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT (SUMMARY
REPORT) . ((TRC Service Corp., Hartford, Conn.)) (Sept.
1966). 38 pp.

The City of New Britain Health Department conducted a survey
of air pollution in the city. It was the purpose of the survey to
develop information on the major sources of air pollution in the
city and determine their geographical distribution, to collect data
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on the general level of air quality in terms of several pollutants,
and to measure meteorological conditions associated with the air

quality measurements. The survey vas started in October 1965 and
vas completed in July 1966. Air sampling and meteorological
measurements were made concurrently over approximately a one month
period in each of the 4 deasons. Between the winter and spring
sampling periods several samples for suspended particulate matter

were collected in the vicinity of suspected major sources of

particulate matter. The source inventory was conducted throughout
the entire survey period. The survey vas designed to enable the
Health Department to assess the need for an air pollution control
program and to serve as the basis for developing such a program.**

06977

AIR RESOURCES IN THE MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Mid-Willamette

Valley Air Pollution Authority, Salem, Oreg. (Dec. 1966).

80 pp.

In October of 1965, a survey and sampling program vas initiated
to determine the quality ot air within the five counties of
Benton, Linn, Marion, Polk and Yamhill. Phase I of this

survey was accomplished by location of major sources of air
pollution, identification of amounts and kinds of pollutants

and, with meteorological data, establishment of dispersal and
disposition patterns of pollution. Sources of pollution in the
Mid-Willamette Valley consist mainly of combustion of

fuels for heat and power, process emissions, and industrial and
community solid waste disposal practive. Other sources of
lesser significance at this time include auto exhaust emissions
and agriculture and forest management practices. Intermittent
build up of suspended particulates occurs during inversion periods
throughout the year. Any month of the year in Salem will see
inversions two of every three mornings. In conclusion, the
early findings in the study do not indicate the need for a crash

program of air pollution control. There is a strong indication
that unless a preventive program is initiated to cope with the
expansion and growth of communities and industries, the quality

of the air supply will rapidly deteriorate.**

07198

Y. Kawanami

A/R POLLUTION IN TOKYO. Kuki Seijo (Clean Air - J. Japan
Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) 4(2):11-22 (July 1966). Jap.

A definition of smog given as the restriction of visibility to
less than 2 km in the city and vicinity, excluding the restriction

by rain. Out of 154 days when smog occurred in Tokyo in 1965,
64 were caused by heavy fumes and 90 by mist or haze. The
differences in times of occurrence of heavy fume-type smog and mist
or haze-type smog is discussed. The yearly variation of the
number of "smog days" is graphed indicating seasonal influences.
Smog decreases in winter but increases in summer and fall. The

current status of air pollution in Tokyo is also covered vith
respect to dust and soot fall, floating dust, sulfuric acid,
nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and lead compounds. Measurement of
dust and soot fall in Tokyo began in 1955 and yearly variations

are graphed through 1965. Dust fall reaches a peak between
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February and May and then again in August and September.
These peaks are related to the meteorological influence of strong
winds in spring and large amounts of rain in spring and late
summer. Therefore, July and December are considered the best
times to investigate air pollution without meteorological
influence. Lengthy discussion is given to daily and hourly
variations of pollution peaks in urban, industrial, and suburban
areas.**

07292

Grushko, Y. M., P. P. Dikun, L. M. Shabad, T. T.
Pukavishnikova, L. M. Zak, and O. M. Vlasenko

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION WITH
CARCINOGENIC SUBSTANCE (3,4-BENZPYRENE) IN IRKUTSK AND
ANGARSK. Text in Russian. Gigiena i Sanit., 23(4):7-10,
1958. 6 refs. Engl. transl. by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R.
Lit. on Air Pollut. & Relat. Occup. Vol. 2, p. 81-86,
March 1960.

CFSTI TT60-21188

Most of the fuel consumed in Irkutsk is burned by boiler
operated manufacturing and production plants and by residential
heating installations at comparatively low temperatures, which
results in an extensi,re emission of soot into the at:ospheric
air. In addition, the Irkutsk smokestacks are of insufficient
height for proper dispersion. At the Angarsk electric heat
station the coal is burned at 1100 deg., which results in the
production of the miLimum amount of soot. The boilers are
equipped with electrostatic precipitators which remove 95% of the
ash from the discharge gases, and the smokestack of the station is
120 m high. All the above aid is sharpl!, reducing the atmospheric
air pollution. It vas thought that the content of 3,4-benzpyrene
in the atmospheric air of Irkutsk and Angarsk may differ sharply.
To determine the correctness of such an assumption snow samples
were collected in 1956 at certain points in Irkutsk and in
Angarsk which contained sedimented industrial smoke fall-out;
these were studied for their content of 3,4-benzpyrene. The
results indicated that the control measures instituted in the city
of Angarsk proved adequate for the protection of the atmospheric
air of the residential part of the city, especially as related to
the prevention of dissemination throughout the city of
carcinogenic hydrocarbons.**

07304

Los', L. I., A. G. Sadivnikova, R. M. Soboleva,
and D. Ya. Turets

THE QUALITY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR IN THE VICINITY OF PETROLEUM
REFINERY PLANTS. Gigiena i Sanit., No. 8:8-13, 1950.
Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine, U.S.S.R. Lit. on
Air Pollut. & Relat. Occup. Dis., Vol.. 2, p. 175-180, March
1960..

CFSTI TT60-21188

The present study extended over 1947 - 1949. Air samples for the
determination of hydrocarbons were collected in special 100 - 200
ml pipettes. Hydrocarbons were determined by the combustion
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method and carbonic acid by the Reberg method. The sensitivity
of the method was 0.01 0.02 mg of carbon per 1 liter of air.
Qualitative hydrogen sulfide tests were made with lead acetate
paper and quantitative by Khrustalevags silver nitrate method. A

maximum of 1 liter of air vas aspirated through a microdrexell

absorber. The sensitivity of Khrustalevags method was 0.0005 -
0.001 mg/l. Air samples were collected at production assemblies
3 - 4, 7 - 8, 45 and others throughout the plant. A subjective
study was made by questioning 174 residents of the different

community areas. Residents of the south and east settlements
noticed the odor of petroleum becoming stronger when the wind blew

toward the settlement. Residents of the upper residential area
noticed the unpleasant odor only when the wind blew from the plant

in the area. In the summer all had noticed a stronger odor of
petroleum in the air; they complained that it was not possible to
open the windows or ventilators for hou.se airing. Residents of
the south settlements complained of metallic objects tarnishing.
It is recommended that working conditions in the plant be improved
and pollution of the atmospheric air of the populated areas be
decreased by instituting the following sanitary measures: install
equipment for the removal of sulfur compounds from the petroleum;
enforce prevention of gas leakage in manufacturing process; and
sanitize surroundings by planting trees, shrubs and other greenery.

07366

Grafe, K. and K. H. Peters

RECORDING OF CO AND ITs DEPENDENCE ON TRAFFIC AND WIND. ((Co-

Registrierungen in ihrer Abhangigkeit vom Strassenverkehr und

vom Wind.)) Text in German. Stadtehygiene (Uelzen/Hamburg),
15(6):129-134, June 1964. 8 refs.

At two locations in down-town Hamburg, CO measurements were
made with the aim of establishing relationships between CO
concentrations, traffic density, and wind velocity and direction.
Three maps illustrate the general and detailed location of the

sample points. The equipment used was the continuously recording
BRAS-I-CO instrument af Hartmann & Braun. In six diagrams,
daily and weekly variations of the CO concentration, their
distribution function, and their dependence on wind direction and
velocity are presented. While some influence of the buildings
lining the street is noticed, the CO concentration is mainly a
function of the traffic density. No relationship was found
between the concentrations of CO and 3,4-benzopyrene.
Increased CO concentration is accompanied by increased dust
concentrations, probably stemming also from the exhausts.M#

07393

K. Nakayama

PRESENT STATUS OF AIR POLLUTION IN CITIES AND TOWNS. Text in
Japanese. Kuki Seijo (Clean Air - J. Japan Air Cleaning
Assoc.) (Toky/). 3(3):4-10, 1965. 12 refs.

A review of well-known air pollution episodes is given
citing environmental conditions, damages, and causes for
episodes in Meuse (Belgium) in 1930, Donora, Pa. in 1948,
London in 1952, Mexico in 1950, Yokohama (Japan) in 1946,
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and Los Angeles at present. The present problems of air
pollution in Tokyo are dealt with including dust fall, 502
concentration, floating soot, dust, and hydrocarbons. The
average value of dust fall was 23.46 tons/sg km/30 days for 1959
to 1963; the soluble elements of soot fall were measured
at 6.47 tons/sq km/30 days. The maximum was recorded in 1961;
seasonal measurements indicate a maximum in February
and a minimum in December. Yearly variations of the quantities
of coal and petroleum used between 1955 and 1964 indicate a
relation between dust fall and the amount of coal used, but
no relation between the latter and petroleum consumption.
The distribution of 502 gas concentrations in 1964 as
measured by the lead peroxide method is shown on a map of
Tokyo. Hydrocarbon concentration of C2 to C8 compounds
ranges from 15 ppb to 1.5 ppm. In heavily trafficked areas the
concentration of 3,4-benzopyrene is between 1.3 and 6.6 microgram/
100 cu m. The effects of automobile exhaust from the
gasoline engine are detected as high as 500 m. Also, water
pollution from the Samida river causes ammonia and hydrogen
sulfide to be discharged into the air.**

07408

Violet, P. and G. Dumarchey

STUDY OF THE AIR POLLUTION IN LYON DURING 1965. ((Extude de la
Pollution de l'Atmosphere de Lyon (Annee 1965).)) Text in
French. Pollut. Atmos. (Paris), 9(34):77-83, Apr.-June 1967.

The results obtained at various stations located in the Lyon
area are detailed in charts, tables, and graphs to show the air
pollution by month for 502, dust, CO, CO2, unburned
hydrocarbons as well as an analysis of the dust samples caught on a
Teflon filter over the period of a month. The maximum 502 for
the year was found on Jan. 12 at Bossuet St. and shoved 222 ppm
compared to 510 in 1963. The average concentration during the
winter for 502 and dusts was 129 and 108 micrograms/cu. a.,
respectively, while the summer values were 34 and 36
micrograms/cu. m., respectively. On the 27th of July, no 502
was found at 10 stations. Analytical methods are given for the
various pollutants. The average So 2 concentration for Lyon was
below that of Rotterdam and Paris. Paris from October to
March has a much higher concentration than Rotterdam but is lower
from April through October. Rotterdam is lover than Lyon in
Smoke concentration and Paris is about the same as Lyon with
regard to smoke.ill

07448

C. B. Robison, J. C. Chambers, J. W. Bates

DEFINING THE PROBLEM OF AIR POLLUTION IN METROPOLITAN
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. Preprint, Jefferson County Dept. of
Health, Ala., ((32)) p., June 1967. 15 refs.

The air pollution problem in Metropolitan Birmingham,
Alabama is presented. The results and recommendations of
previous and current studies of air pollution in Jefferson
County are compiled. Possible methods of air pollution
control are also discussed. The topography of the Birmingham
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area is irregular, consisting of ridges with intervening valleys.
The city proper is in a valley. The main climatic effect
of the topography is that during winter months it produces
extreme temFerature inversions and rather low minimum temperatures.
The range of annual averages of suspended particulate matter
in the 10 station sampling network varied from 72 to 281

microgram/cu. m. Results show that 20% of the time suspended
particulate matter in Jefferson County exceeds 265

microgram/cu. m. The annual averages for dustfall range from
9.5 tons/sq. mi./mo to 87.8 tons/sq mi./mo. Sulfation levels

are generally rather low in Jefferson County. Sulfur dioxide
levels are generally low year round with the winter season

having the highest concentrations. Nitrogen dioxide was the only
gaseous pollutant tound in any significant quantities with the
range of daily levels being 0.7 to 62.7 parts per hundred million.
Daily aldehyde lebels ranged from 0 to 4.0 parts per hundred

million. Air pollution comes from four main sources:
(1) Domestic, (2) Transportation, (3) Commercial and (4)

Industrial. Stationary sources include the domestic,
commercial and industrial. Industrial sources account for
approximately 98% of the particulate emissions, 88% of the
gaseous emissions and 53% of the hydrocarbon emissions from
stationary sources. In ccmFarison with stationary sources
transportation contributes only slightly to the particulate

matter. The results of the public opinion survey showed that

54% of the people within the City of Birmingham and an average of

42% of the people outside the city limits were annoyed or affected
adversely in some way by air pollution.**

08163

Y. I. Shvarts, L. A. Zil'berg

ZONAL STUDY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION IN AREAS SURROUNDING
A ROOFING TAR PAPER PLANT. In: Survey of U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases. Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine.
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., Inst. for

Applied Tech., Vol., 3, p. 186-188, May 1960.
CFSTI: TT 60-21475

Determinations were made of the content of dust, hydrocarbons,
and sulfur dioxide in the vicinity of a roofing tar paper plant.
Air samples were collected on the windy side, and 2.5 m above the
ground on all sides of and at different distances from the

plant. Hydrocarbons were determined by the combustion method:
sulfur dioxide vas determined nephelometrically; and dust was

determined gravimetrically. Carbon dioxide determinations were
made in 13 air samples collected at 50 m from the plant. The
concentration of carbon dioxide varied between 0.048 - 09302 mg/1

of air. Hydrocarbon concentrations varied between a trace to
0.35 mg/cu m; S02 varied between 1.25 and 5.59 mg/cu m. To
obtain more accurate results with reference to the basic source
of air pollution, 8 additional laboratory analyses were made of
air samples collected 1.3 km frcm the plant at a point far away
from industrial establishments. Sulfur dioxide concentrations
varied between 0.0012 - 0.0015 mg/1; and dust concentrations varied
between 1.05 and 1.12 mg/cu m. This was taken as evidence
of the fact that air pollution in the vicinity of the plant was
caused by the emission of gases and by the dust coming from the

plant.**
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08196

Kononova, V. A.

SANITARY CLEARANCE ZONES BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL SECTIONS AND PLACES
OF FUEL STORAGE IN SOVKHOZES OF SARATOVSK (OBLAST) TERRITORY.

Gigiena i Sanit., 23(6):11-14, 1958. 3 refs. Translated
from Russian by B. S. Levine, U. S. S. R. Literature on
Air Pollution and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 4, p.
188-192, Aug. 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21913

The mechanization of agriculture in the Soviet Union is
accompanied by the proliferation of centers where automotive
agricultural machinery is housed and fuel for the machinery is
stored. The prescribed 75 m wide sanitary clearance zone between
residential sections and fuel storage centers was evaluated for
effectiveness in protecting residents from gasoline fumes and
automotive emissions. Tetraethyl lead and hydrocarbons were
measured in air and soil at varying distances from the gasoline
storage tanks. It vas concluded that a sanitary clearance zone
of 75 m vas inadequate.**

08198

Stankevich, B. E. and M. I. Isaeva

SELECTION OF AIR INTAKE POINTS FOR VENTILATION OF PREMISES IN
PETROLEUM PROCESSING PLAHTS. Gigiena i Sanit., No. 8:27-34,
1954. Translated from Russian by B. S. Levine, U. S. S. R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational Dis-
eases, Vol. 4, p. 202-208, Aug. 1960.

CFSTI: TT 60-21913

Previous investigators hal concluded that even under most
unfavorable conditions of refinery building location with regard to
hydrogen sulfide accumulation, the air intakes located 18 - 20 m
above the ground could supply air sufficiently pure for practical
ventilation. In an effort to disprove this conclusion, studies
were made at two petroleum refineries. Air samples taken
simultaneously at 5, 10 and 15 m above the ground were analyzed for
the content of hydrogen sulfide, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and
sulfur dioxide. It vas found that the installation of air intakes
at 15 - 20 m fails to improve the quality of ventilation air, and
in many cases might worsen it. In view of the complexity and
specific conditions which may exist in some modern oil refineries,
the choice of necessary sanitary measures can be made only on an
individual basis by taking into consideration actually existing
conditions.**

08300

Maga, John A. and Asce, M.

VEHICULAR POLLUTION .:EFECTS IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT. Proc.Am. Soc.
Civtl Engrs., J. Urban Planning Develop. Div., 93(UP4): 231-241,
Dec. 1967. (Presented at the American Society of Civil Engineers
Transportation Engineering Conference, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 17-
21, 1966.)
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Toxic emissions from otor vehicles such as carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in urban areas were measured.
The tabulated results indicate that operation of large numbers of
motor vehicles cause high concentrations of these contaminants in
the urban atmosphere. The direct relationship between eiissions
and atmospheric concentrations is found in localized situations as
well as communitywide air pollution. The quantity of exhaust
contamination emitted can be related to traffic patterns and
vehicle operating modes. Stop and go driving results in more
pollutants than unimpeded flow. The present approach to a
reduction of motor vehicle emissions, which is based mainly on
engine modification and the use of control devices, is not
sufficient. Additional benefits can be obtained through highway
design, mass transit, and urban planning.

08315

Bosco, G. and Grella, A.

DETERMINATION OF AROMATIC POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE HAZY
ATMOSPHERE OF SIENA, ITALY. (Determinazione di idrocarburi
policiclici aromatici nel pulviscolo atmosferico della critta di

Diena.) Text in Italian. Nuovi Ann. Igiene Microbiol. (Rome),

17(4):297-500, 1966. 10 refs.

Data concerning occurrence and quantitative determination of
polynuclear aromatic -ydrocarbons in the air of Siena, Italy, from
February through June, 1965 are reported. The data are tabulated
for fluorene, phenanthrene, ant-racene, pyrene, fluoranthene, 1,2-
benzanthracene, chrysens, perylene, 3,4-benzopyrene, 1,12-
benzanthracene, anthanthrene, and coronene. Amounts up to 5
micrograms/100 cu.m. of air were determined using hi-volume air-
samplers which were placed 2 to 10 meters above the ground in five
locations.

08322

Hantzsch, Siegfried and Erdwin Lahmann

CONCENTRATIONS OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE AIR OVER URBAN STREETS AND
THEIR RELATION TO THE OCCURRENCE OF CARBON MONOXIDE.
((Kohlenwasserstoff-Konzentrationen in Strassenluft und ihre
Relation zum Auftreten von Kohlenmonoxyd.)) Text in German.
Erdoel Hohle (Hamburg), 20(9) :642-643, Sept. 1967.

Continuous measurements of hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide levels
of the ambient air were conducted alongside a Berlin street with
high traffic density for several months. Hydrocarbons were
measured with a flame ionization detector and carbon monoxide with

an infrared analyzer. About 2,000 half-hourly average values and
the daily average value were determined. The mean hydrocarbon
concentration was dependent on the density of the traffic, reaching
7 ppm during the afternoon peak. Maximum value of total
hydrocarbons was 14.2 ppm. Seventy percent of the values were
in the 3 - 6 ppm range and 1% exceeded 10 ppm. The carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon concentrations were directly correlated
showing a linear relationship, the average daily coefficient of
correlation being 0.88. The mean absolute concentration of carbon
monoxide was three times higher than that of the hydrocarbons.**
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08485

Nasek, Vaclav

THE EFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION ON THE PRESENCE OF 3,4-15ENZOPYRENE
IN INDUSTRIAL EXHAUSTS. ((Vliv slunecniho zareni na
pritomnost 3,4-benzpyrenu exhalacich.)) Text in Czech. Chem.
Prumysl (Prague), 17(2):99-103, 1967. 30 refs.

The deteraination of polycyclic hydrocarbons in industrial
exhausts and in the atmosphere has become increasingly important
in recent years. The main interest Is focoused on carcinogenic
substances, particularly on 3,4-benzopyrene. In the present
study, 3-4-benzopyrene was determined from samples obtained by
passing air through falter paper in the vicinity of a coking plant
in which coal tar products formed during carbonization leak into
the atmosphere. At the same time the intensity of solar radiation
was recorded vith o Robitzsch pyranograph. The results showed
that the intensity and duration of solar radiation had no effect
on the content of 3,4-benzopyrene in the atmosphere and in the dust
in the vicinity of the source. The discharge of tar products
into the atmosphere must be controlled by changing the technology,
e.g. by improving equipment seals and using steam injection to
reduce the vapor pressure inside the equipment. Tables and
graphs.**

09117

Alvisatos, G. P., B. N. Hazes, J. Alexopoulos, and E.
Verykokakis

AIR POLLUTION IN THE CITY OF ATHENS AND SURROUNDING TERRITORY.
L'Igiene Moderan, 60(1-2):3-25, Jan.-Feb. 1967. 42 refs.

Air pollution in Athens is discussed with emphasis on emission
sources, population density, and city planning. An air sampling
survey, conducted from mid-1962 to the early part of 1966, is
described. The survey concentrated mainly on determining the
amounts of smoke, S02, CO, dust particles, dustfall, and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The results are tabulated. It
is concluded that no immediate health hazard exists from air
pollution in Athens because it is a vindy and dry area.
Recommendations are made to avoid hazardous air pollution in the
future.**

09209

Schuenemann, J. J.

ASSIGNMENT REPORT. AIR POLLUTION TEHERAN. AN INTRODUCTORY
SURVEY OF THE PROBLEMS AND SOME SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES. World
Health Organilation, Geneva (Switzerland), 49p., Sept.
13-Oct. 1, 1965. 3 refs.

A project was begun in the city of Teheran which consisted of
these two parts: 1. A short term study of the main recognized
sources of air pollution in the city vith the aim of identifying
their causes and recommending appropriate technical and
administrative measures for their abatement. 2. A long-term
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small scale study of air pollutants and their effects on the
community with the aim of training staff and developing
techniques for more intensive future studies. Information
corresponding to these two parts is presented.##

09766

Moberg, J. L.

ANALYSIS OF TRACE CONTAMINANTS IN CLOSED ECOLOGIC ATMOSPHERES.
Aerojet-General Corp., Azusa, Calif., Pro:). 7 93v, ik
793002, SAM-TR-66-99, 17 p., Dec. 1966.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 647618

A 27-day experiment designed to determine man's contribution to
trace contaminants in a sealed environment was conducted. The use

of crzogenic fractionation and concentration provided samples with

sufficient levels of contaminants fw- analysis by means of gas

chromatography and mass spectroscopy. Large numbers of aromatic
and aliphatic hydrocarbon compounds were tirtected in the samples.
Alcohols, aldehydes, organic acids, esters, eLtiers and ketones were

detected in smaller quantities.

09936

Bosco, G., G. Barsini, A. Grella

NEW STUDIES ON THE PRESENCE OF AROMATIC POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS IN
THE ATMOSPHERIC DUSTS OF THE HISTORIC CENTER OF THE CITY OF

SIENA. ((Nuove indagini sulla presenza di idrocarburi polycylici

aromatici nel pulviscolo atmosferico del centro storico della

citta di Siena.)) Text in Italian. Nuovi Ann. Igiene Micro-

biol. (Rome), 18 (LI) :285-292, July-Aug. 1967. 14 refs.

Air at three locations in the center of town was sampled daily from

Sept. 1965 to June 1966 using a high volume sampler. Particulate
residues deposited on the filter paper were then analyzed for the

presence of aromatic hydrocarbons. Data are tabulated and are
considered of interest due to the closing of this part. of town to

all private traffic. Pheuanthrene, anthracene, pyrene,
methlpyrene, fluoranthene, 1,2,-benzanthracene, chrysene, perylene,

benzopyrenes, benzofluoranthenes, anthanthen, 1,12-benzoperylene,
1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene and coronene are found in amounts ranging

from traces to 10.45 m1crogram/100 cu m. Highest values are
generally observed during December and January. Domestic heating
is mentioned as a source of the hydrocarbons.

11015

Tanimura, Hisashige

BENZO(A)PYR1:NE IN AN IRON AND STEEL WORKS. Arch. Environ.

Health, 17 (2) 172- 177, Aug. 1968.

To investigate benzo (a) pyrene in an iron and steel works,
separating and measurement methods were studied, and amounts of
benzo(a) pyrene contained in suspended and falling particulates were
collected in the plant and measured for summer and winter sessions.
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The samples were separated chromatographically and the amounts
were determined spectrophotometrically. A great amount of
benzo (a) pyrene was found near the three high mills in the rolling
mill plant, the coke oven, the blast furnace, and the electric
furnace. High correlations were found between benzo (a) pyrene in
suspended and falling particulates. (Author's abstract) *1

11224

Venezia, R. and G. Ozolins

INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY PHASE II PROJECT REPORT. II.
AIR POLLUTANT EMISSION INVENTORY. Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution Control,
50p., Dec. 1966. ((50)) refs.

An emission inventory was conducted during 1963-1964 as part of
the St. Louis - East St. Louis Interstate Air Pollution
Study. The Study covered an area of 3,567 square miles and
included the City of St. Louis and the six surrounding
counties - St. Louis, St. Charles, and Jefferson Counties in
Missouri and Madison, st. Clair, and Monroe Counties in
Illinois. More than 95 percent of the population and almost all
of the industrial activity are located in the 400 square miles of
the centrally located urbanized part of the Study area. The
pollutant emission data presented can be. almost entirely attributed
to this urbanized portion of the area. Population density and
land-use maps, which provide an excellent index to the areal
distribution of most pollutant emissions, are presented. The
pollutants considered in this survey are those emitted in large
quantities from a variety and multitude of sources dispersed
throughout the area. Included are aldehydes, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides (calculated as nitrogen dioxide),
sulfur oxides (calculated as sulfur dioxide) , particulates, and
benzo(a) pyrene. The emissions of other pollutants are generally
associated with a specific process or operation and in general, are
not distributed throughout the community. (Authors' abstract,
modified) **

11267

Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, Div. of
Air Pollution.

FOUR-YEAR SUMMARY OF DATA FROM THE CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING
PROGRAM.
Preprint, ((23) )p., Aug. 1966.

Continuous air onitoring data gathered during 1962 - 1965 is
summarized. Ambient atmospheric concentrations of six gaseous
air pollutants from several major american cities are given.
These include sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide,
total oxidants, total hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide, and
sailing index values. Summaries by city and year are given of
the annual average concentrations, the maximum and minimum
monthly average concentrations, and the maximum daily average
concentration of the several pollutants monitored.til
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11572

Kutscher, W. and R. Tomingas

STUDY OF THE HAZARDs PRESENTED BY SOOT AND AIR DUST WITH
PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON THEIR CARCINOGENIC ACTION. - PART 10 -

DUST MEASUREMENTS BY MEANS OF THE TM-II APPARATUS AT A BUSY

SECTION OF HEIDELBERG. ((Untersuchungen uber die
Schadlichkeit von Russen und luftstauben unter besonderer
Berucksichtigung ihrer kanzerogenen Virkung.)) Text in

German. Arch. Hyg. Bakterol., 152(3) :260-264, June 1468. 3

refs.

In July 1967 (a very hot month, free of precipitation), 10
measurements were made at a busy intersection of Heidelberg,

Germany. The finflings revealed that the amount of dust in the

air was more than 1 mg per cubic meter which, by any standards, is

extremely high. Evaluation of various factors suggested that
automobile exhaust was largely responsible for this high degree

of air pollution. The interesting feature of the present study
is that the size of dust particlem collected during measurements is
compatible with their deep penetration in the respiratory tract.
Particles as large as 50 microns were smldom encountered, most

of the dust grains being slightly larger than 10 microns.
Chemical analysis revealed that the amount of benzo(a)pyrene
varied between 37 and 97 micrograms per cubic meter of air.Vil

11577

Univ. Liege, Belgium, Lab. Toxicology and Hygiene

SURVEYS PERFORMED IN BELGIUM. POLLUTION BY EFFLUENTS OF
COMBUSTION IN AN URBAN ZONE WITH HEAVY POPULATION DENSTTY.
((Enguetes realisees en Belgique. Pollution par effluents de
combustion en zone urbaine a forte densite de population.)) Text
in French. Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Paris, France, 4p., (1967) 3 refs.

As part of a continuing study of the effects of air pollution in
the vicinity of Liege, a qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of the pollutants from a charcoal compressing factory on the
northeast outskirts of the city are reported. The neighborhood
is mixed residential and contains a school, a sport field, an

exhibition hall, and a railroad line. The factory produces 60
tons of processed coal per hour, is sealed, and equipped with

electrostatic filters. The indicators were settling particles and
suspended particulates. The factory,began operating in April
1960 and the monitoring began in DecOmber 1959 and continued

through April 1961. The sites are duscribed for each pollutant
and the methods of determination listed. The results are not
given in detail (they may be in graphs which are not included with

the document). The emissions were exclusively carbon and tars.
Some methods of determination were found to be ore reproducible

than others. Plourescence vas a specific indicator for the
presence of polycyclic hydrocarbons in the settling particles...
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11579

Univ. Liege, Belgium, Lab. Toxicology and Hygiene

SURVEYS PERFORMED IN BELGIUM. POLLUTION BY EFFLUENTS OF
COMBUSTION IN AN URBAN ZONE WITH HEAVY POPULATION DENSITY.
((Enquetes Realisees en Belgique. Pollution par Effluents de
Combustion en Zone Urbaine a Forte Densite de Population.))
Text in French. Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Paris, France, 4p., (1967) No refs.

Air pollution measurements by continuous monitoring were carried
out between 1962 and 1965 in Liege, a city of 150,000 inhabitants/
25 sq. km. situated in the center of an industrial area of
500,000 inhabitants/90 sq. km. in the Meuse Valley. The weight
of respirable suspended particles (permanent pollution) in the air
was estimated by spectrophotometry while polycyclic hydrocarbons
were obtained by column chromatoqraphy and spectrophotometry, or by
chemical extraction. Particulate residues induced by fnmes
(industrial and vehicular) amounted to 0.1 mg/cu m in the center
of the agglomeration and 0.07 mg/cu m in the suburbs and high
grounds. In wooded sites and in industrial areas permanent
pollution amounted to 0.05 mg/cu m and 0.13 mg/cu m, respectively.
The general increase (40%) of pollution observed during the
winter months was caused by the continual use of combustibles for:
domestic heating and was higher in the suburbs. Nina velocities
of more than 15 km/hr reduced permanent pollution to 0.5 mg/cu m
at all sites, while temperature inyersion increased pollution
2-3 times the seasonal average. The concentration of
polycyclic hydrocarbons increased 5-10 times during the winter and
was directly related to temperature. The concentration of
polycyclic hydrocarbons per weight unit of permanent pollution
changed according to site and season, indicating the varied nature
of the samples collected.V11

11914

L. N. Samoilovich, and Yu. R. Redkin

AIR POLLUTION WITH 3,4-BENZPYRENE FROM PETROLEUM AND CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES. ((Zagryaznenie atmosfernogo vozduha
3,4-benzpirenom predpriyatiyanii neftehimirkeskoi
promishlennosti.)) Text in Russian.. Gigena i Sanitariya,
33(9):10-14, Sept. 1968. 7 refs.

The 3,4-benzpyrene concentrations of 193 air samples from 2
petroleum refineries, one chemical plant, and the city of Grozny,
collected for 3 years by an ERV-49 aspirator and adsorbed on the
organic FPA-15 tissue, were determined after extraction with
benzene and dilution with n-octane. The refineries had 0.1-40
mKg microgram/100 cu m (with values of 0.8-40 mKg/100 cu m in
coke shops), the chemical plant (pyrolysis shop) 0.9-9.1 mKg/100.
cu 2, and the city sections (distance 50-2000 m from a contact cok
plant) 0.08-0.40 mKg/100 cu m maximal 3,4-ben2pyrene
concentrations. The emission was the highest during full-capacity
production, with 2-4-fold increase in a contact coke plant of
refinery No 2. By order of the city sanitary physician refinery
No2 was closed down temporarily. The furnaces were supplied
with gas-forming fuel and hermetization was carried out. It was
concluded that within a 2-km radius from a petroleum refinery,
there is considerable 3,4-ben2pyrene pollution. The most
significant sources were the coke and pyrolysis shops.**
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13040

Cavanagh, Leonard A., Conrad F. Schadt, and Elmer Robinson

ATMOSPHERIC HYDROCARBON AND CARBON MONOXIDE MEASUREMENTS AT
POINT BARROW, ALASKA. Environ. Sci. Technol., 3(3):251-257,
March 1969. 12 refs.

The concentrations of low molecular veight hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide in uncontaminatel Arctic air masses were analyzed at

Point Barrow, Alaska. Using gas chromatographic techniques, a
variety of organic compounds were regularly observed in these air
masses, and the following average concentrations were obtained:
methane, 1.6 ppm; butane, 0.06 ppb; acetone, 1.0 ppb; and n-
butanol, 190 ppb. Carbon monoxide concentrations averaged about
90 ppb. Special investigations confirmed the unexpected presence
of n-butanol in these samples. Sources of these organics are
postulated. (Author abstract)

13788

Ingiulla, M., C. Grasso, and E. Mariottini

USE OF HYDROCARBONS LEVEL DETERMINATIONS IN THE STUDY OF AIR
POLLUTION. (Ulteriori determinazioni dell'ossido di carbonio
quale indice di inquinamento atmosferico). Text in Italian.
Igiene Mod. (Parma), 61(9-10) :582-591, Sept.-Oct. 1968. 3 refs.

Air pollution in Florence was studied by determining concentration
levels of carbon monoxide in 1296 air samples and hydrocarbons in
1188 samples. Samples were taken in busy streets and adjacent
shops or apartments. The CO concentrations reached levels as high
as 150 ppm outdoors and 50 ppm in a shop, indicating notable air
pollution. Hydrocarbon levels were too small to be determined.
(Author summary modified)

14180

Gordon, Robert J., Henry Mayrsohn, and Raymon4 M. Ingels

C2-05 HYDROCARBONS IN THE LOS ANGELES ATMOSPHERE. Environ. Sci.
Technol., 2(12)0117-1120, Dec. 1968. 12 refs.

A joint study was carried out in Los Angeles in the fall of 1967
to define more closely the actual concentration of oxides of
nitrogen and various hydrocarbons in the atmosphere on days of
differing smog intensity. Part of the study involved gas
chromatographic analysis for light hydrocarbons, ethane to
isopentane, at two sites. Almost 700 samples vere run during 46
days. Averages were presented for the hourly samples subdivided
into groups of high or low oxidant development. Light paraffins,
especially propane, were found in concentrations too high to be
ascribed to auto exhaust, but their source vas not pinpointed.
The average orning concentration of ozidant at various locations
vas closely similar, hour by hour, in spite of large differences
in the levels of primary pollutants. The ratios of acetylene
and high olefins to nitrogen oxides were found to be higher than
the average in exhaust generated in a test cycle on a dynamosetor.
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14534

COMMISSION ON EARTH, WATER AND AIR, ROTTERDAM. Annual Report
1968. (Verslag over het jaar 1968) . Text in Dutch. 72p.

This report deals with the soil, water, and air pollution
problems in the vicinity of Rotterdam. Thirty-three cases
of soil pollution reported in 1968 were mainly due to leakage
in underground tanks and pipes. The average chlorine content
at low tides at the measuring station of the Horingerdijk
reservoir was 139 mg/l, 7 mg/l lower than in 1967. The level
of air pollution during 1968 was more or less constant in
comparison with 1967. A study of the 1218 bronchitis complaints
of male civil servants indicated that bronchitis occurs with
increasing frequency in the age group above 40 and especially
above 60. A study of chronic bronchitis and asthma in
elementary school children in two sections of Rotterdam indicated
that in Crosswijk, 5.5% of 455 children had chronic bronchitis
and 2.2% had asthma. In Hillegersberg, 1.0% of 480 children
bad chronic bronchitis and 1.7% had asthma. Measurements of
precipitation, smoke, polycyclic hydrocarbons, CO, ozone, NO2,
and sulfur oxiSes are presented. The smoke meter results show
a usual smoke content of 100 micrograms/cu m or more during
long periods of mist which occur during the winter months. In

the first and fourth quarters, the polycyclic hydrocarbon values
were much smaller than those of 1964. Of 174 samples of carbon
aonoxide, 18 were more than 30 ppm; in 1967, only one sample was
higher than 30 ppm. The highest lead content was 1.5 micrograms/
cu m. Ozone content of the air was less than 20 micrograms/cu
on cloudy days. Nitrogen oxide concentration ranged from 100-
150 micrograms/cu m. Ninety-one days were recorded with S02
content equal to or greater than 350 micrograms/cu m, and 89
days were recorded with smoke content equal to or greater than
250 micrograms/cu m. The declining tendency for smoke pollution
was attributed to the increasing use of natural gas.

14616

Commirision on Earth, Water, and Air, Rotterdam

REPORT ON THE YEAR 1967. (Verslag over het ;aar 1967) . Text
in Dutch. 128p.

The Commission on Earth, Water and Air Pollution, Rotterdaa,
is composed of engineers and scientists from various municipal
commissions and public service departments. It works closely with
other municipal groups and industrial associations to regulate
pollution in the area around the mouth of the Rhine, collaborating
on guidelines for municipal ordinances and emission standards.
The commission operates an extensive measurement network and
maintains labora.ory facilities for the chemical analysis of
pollutants. One of its purposes is to compile a report pf all
public and privaite activities relating to comliating the pollution
of earth, water, and air. This report for 1967 surveys the,
reduction in pollution effected by measures undertaken by :

municipal power operations, municipal plants, and private industry
in the Rotterdam area; control methods still under study; sources
of water pollution; complaints abcut the dispersion of unpleasant
odors, smoke, soot, and fog; the pozsible relation between air
pollution and bronchitis in municipal employees and school
children; results of atmcspheric measurements; and the preparations
for a national environmental hygiene literature poo). In 1967,
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pollution caused by smoke, sulfur dioxide, and polycyclic

hydrocarbons continued to decrease, indicating that conditions
imposed by authorities and efforts made by industries were largely

successful. Measurement data and meter readings are
tabulated. Maps of the ivmsureent Detwork are included.

14776

Lehmann, Erdwin

STUDIES OF AIR POLLUTION CAUSED BY MOTOR VEHICLES.
(Untersuchungen ueber Luftverunreinigungen durch den
Araftverkehr). Text in German. Schriftenreihe Ver. Nasser Baden
Lufthyg. (Berlin), no. 28, 80p., 1969. 123 refs.

A measuring station for determining the extent of air pollution
caused by motor vehicles vas erected in front of the city hall
in West Berlin, considered to be the busiest point in the city.
The Urat infrared analyzer vas used for continuous measurement
of CO and CO2 concentrations 75 cm above the ground; ozone vas
continuously measured at 2 and 20 m with a unit daveloped by
Damaschke und Luebke based on liberation of bromine from a

potassium bromide solution by ozone. For continuous measurement
of hydrocarbons at 75 cm, a Beckman 109A analyzer vas used.
Discontinuous sampling vas employed for measurement of NO, SO2,

formaldehyde, and phenols. A high volume sampler vas used for
determination of the total dust concentration. Traffic counts

vere conducted throughout the measurement period, and the driving

cycles vere determined. The results are listed in detail in
numerous tables and diagrams. The influence of meteorological
factors such as vind direction and speed, humidity, Amperature,
and pressure is discussed. The maximum half-hourly averago CO
concentration vas 60 ppm with concentration peaks in the morning

and afternoon rush hours. Maximum CO2 concentration vas somewhat
less than 500 ppm and thus only 50% higher than the natural CO2
concentration of the atmosphere. No dangerous ozone concentrations
vere measured. All NO2 concentrations vere below 0.2 mg/cu .
Peak S02 concentrations occurred in betveen rush hours, which
indicates that they are due to domestic heaters. A linear
relationship betveen the various pollutants vas found. The
results of these measurements are compared with results in the

literature.

14679

Tanimura, Hisashige

STUDY ON THE RELATION BETWEEd BENZO(A)PYRENE OP THE SUSPENDED
MATTERS AND THAT OF THE FALLING MATTERS IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
(Taikichu no fuyujin to rakkajin chu no Benzo (a) pyrene ryo
no kankei ni tsuite). Text in Japanese. Nippon Eiseigaku
2asshi (Japan J. Hyg.) , vol. 21:269-278, 1966. 31 refs.

Suspended and settling particulates were collected in industrial
and residential urban districts in the city of Kita-Ryushu in the

summer and winter from 1964-1965 and analyzed for benzopyrene.
Suspended and settling particulates were collected at similar
times and places and the relationship between benzopyrene

in suspended particulates and settling particulates vas
determined. The results shoved a high correlation between
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benzopyrene in suspended and settling particulates in both
seasons and in similar places. In suspended and settling
particulates, benzopyrene in industrial urban areas was
greater in the winter and was always greater than in residential
areas. (Author abstract modified)

14785

Franco, P. and C. De Pompeis

INQUIRY INTO ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN'THE CITY OF PESCARA.
(Indagine sull'inquinamento atmosferico nella citta' di
Pescara) . Text in Italian. Igiene Sanita Public& (Rome),
24(11-12) :550-567, Nov.-Dec. 1968. 29 refs.

This Italian city of 120,00C inhabitants and 20,703 motor
vehicles has light to medium industry, relies heavily on tourist
trade from surrounding resorts, is the fastest-growing city
outside Rome, and is intersected (rather than by-passed) by the
Adriatic national highway. Homes are heated, mostly vith heavy
naphtha, from early November to late March. Fifty rcrcent of
approximately 1000 home heating plants lack official approval.
No central facility for burning trash is provided. In May
1967 and April-June 1968, the air was tested at 15 critical
points with Draeger 19/31 gas detectors, located 1-1.70 m above
street level, for the presence of CO, CO2, S02, hydrocarbons,
and the nitrogmn oxides, from 8:30 to 12 a.m. and 7-8 p.m.
Carbon monoxide was detected at six points; at one point,
where crosstown and Adriatic highway tr ffic meet, the
concentration was 100 ppm. Sulfur dioride was detected at two
points. Practical proposals were made: better placement of
bus stops, timed traffic lights, installation of air purifiers,
possibility of more electrically driven public transport,
education of motorists in 'anti-pollution' driving habits,
and use of larger zones af vegetation in congested areas. The
authors feel that confinement of Pescara's expansion to the
seacoast has been salutary and they opposa future expansion
iato the hilly inland region, because suct expansion would
promote more severe air pollution problems,

14997

Hilst, Glenn R., John E. Yocom, and, Norman E. Bowne

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMULATION MODEL FOR A/R POLLUTION OVER
CONNECTICUT. VOLUME 1. (SUMMARY REPORT.). Travelers Research
Center, /nc., Hartford, Conn., Grant RSA-67-4, 66p., Oct. 1967.
3 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: PB 182 608

A working, computer-oriented simulation model of the state-wide
Connecticut air pollution system was developed. This simulation
model is designed to estimate the cumulative air pollutiem loading
of Connecticut's atmosphere with a spatial resolution of one mile
ard a time resolution of one hour. Any arbitrary distritution of
the air pollution sources can be evaluated with regard to
resultant air quality over the region. As a management tool for
evaluation of alternative air pollution control practices, this
model provides an unprecedented information and evaluation
system. In addition to the construction of this very versatile
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simulation model, an inventory of the location and hou.-by-hour
emission rates O the varied sources of five pollutants 4as
completed, the m.Ljor variabilities of the atmospheric disnersion
processes over Connecticut were assessed. These products serve as
the input variables to the simulation model. The source
inventories show that, in 1967, man-made sources of air pollu'.ion

in Connecticut will emit some 300,000 tons of oxides of sulfur,
129,000 tons of the oxides of nitrogen, 1,290,000 tons of carbon
monoxide, 328,600 tons of hydrocarLons, and 63,900 tons of
suspended particulates. Exemplary calculations of the expected
air pollution levels in Connecticnt under various meteorological
conditions, as predicted by the simulation model, are presented.
These examples show clearly the regional variability of air
quality; they illustrate the power of the model to evaluate of
complex planning and control problems inherent in effective air

resource management. Connecticut will have the advantage of a
system that can evaluate the air guality implications of control
plans before they are implemented and also define, in
unprecedented detail, the causes of present and tuture air
pollution problems. (Author summary modified)

15154

Lahmann, Erdwin and Siegfried Haentzsch

AIR POLLUTION BY HYDROCARBONS. (Luftverunreinigung drirch
Kohlenwasserstoffe) . Text in German. Staedtehygiene
(Uelzen/Hamburg), 20(10):243-246, 1969. 15 refs.

At the side of a 'Jusy road in Berlin, automatic air quality
measurements (mainly of hydrocarbons) were teken for a total
of six months between 1967 and 1968 using the Beckman hydrocarbon
analyzer 109 A. The air samples were taken at 75 cm above the
pavement. The measurements were made mostly from 6 a.m. to
10 p.m. and a total of 3500 half-hourly values were obtained. I%

was found that 75% of the individual values be]onged to the
concentration range of 3 to 7 ppm hydrocarbons (methane
equivalents) and 1.6% of the values exceeded 10 ppm. The
arithmetic mean of all values was 5.04 ppm, the 50% value of the
cumulritive frequency was 4.5 ppm, the 95% value of the cumulative
freouency was 8.4 ppm, and the 98% value of the cumulative
tieguency was 9.8 ppm. The three highest concentrations
measured were 17.2, 15.9, and 15.3 ppm. The highest hydrocarbon
curcentrations were measured during traffic rush hours in the
morning and afternoon. The measured concentrations are not
considered to be dangerous. In 1955, the maximum allowable
concentiation for gasoline was set at 500 ppm. The maximum
allowable atmospheric concentration is 20 ppm (long-term) and
60 ppm (short-term). A table of hydrocarbon concentrations found
in sev4ral AmeLlcan cities between 1962 and 1966 is included.

15248

Pailer, M., H. Begutter, R. Baumann, and J. A. Schedling

BENZO(A)PYRENE CONTENT OF DUST SAMPLES FROM THE METROPOLITAN
AREA OF VIENNA. (Benzo(a)pyrenegehalt von Staubproben aus
dem Wiene7 Stadtgebiet). Text in German. Oesterr. Chemiker-
Zeit., 67(6):222-5, July 1966. 15 refs.
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To determine the benzo(a)pyrene content of 31 random dust
samples collected on glass fiber tilters in Vienna, the
filters were extracted with ienzene, the benzo(a)pyrene was
separated with thin-layer chrnmatography, and the concentratlon
wa3 determined by spectrophotometry. The samples were obtained
from January 1965 to October 1965. In warm weather,
concentrations between 16 and 70 micrograms/1000 cu m were
measured. In winter months, the concentrations were much higher
(123 to 165 micrograms/1000 cu m). Concentration measurements
outside the city in the summer yielded values between 0.5 and 0.8
micrograms/1000 cu m. No relationship could be found between tLe
dust concentration and the benzo(a)pyrene concentration.
Comparison of the results with those of other cities shows good
agreement. Inhaling 20 cu m of city air (100 micrograms
benzo(a)pyrene/1000 cu m daily is shown to be equivalent to
inhaling smoke from 50 to 60 cigarettes (0.03 micrograms
benzo(a)pyrene).

15287

Zur Muehlen, Thorkill

MEASUREMENTS OF STYRENE EMISSIONS AND IMM1SSIONS WITH THE PO OY
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. (Messungen von Styrol-Emissionen und
-Immissionen mit Hilfe der Gaschromatographie). Text in Geeman.
Zentr. Arbeitsmed. Arbeitsschutz, vol. 18:41-43, Feb. 1968.
15 refs.

Air samples for determining the concentration of styrene fumes
in the vicinity of a processing plant for polyester resin vere
obtained with a gas collecting tube. A membrane pump was used
to draw in 30 1 air within a period of 5 minutes. In the gas
chromatographic analysis of the samples; helium (99.99%) was
used as a carrier gas and the operating temr.mrature was 150 C.
Calibration was performed according to the method described
by J. May. At the outlet of the vapors, 340 ppm were measured;
at a distance of 1 m, 130 ppm, at a distance of 10 m, 9 to 9
ppm; and at a distance of about 35 m, about 1 ppm. The odor
threshold for styrene was found to be 1 ppm.

15575

Lehmann, E. and J. Westphal

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOTOR TRAFFIC DENSITY AND AIR POLLUTION IN
A METROPOLITAN STREET. (Beziehungen zwischen Kraftverkehrsdichte
und Luftverunreinigungen in einer Grossstadtstrasse) . Text in
German. Strassenhau (Duesseldorf-Oberkassel), no. 6: 4p., 1968.
4 refs.

In the years 1966 and 1967, extensive air quality measurements
were made on a busy street in Berlin. The relationships between
the traffic density and the carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and
lead concentrations in the air above the streot were determined.
The CO was continuously measured with an infrared analyzer over
a period of 12 months. The air samples were taken 75 cm above
the pavement. Half-hourly averages were obtained from the
continuously recorded CO concentrations. The hydrocarbon
(CH) concentration was continuously measured with a flame
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ionization detector. The lead content was determined
intermittently at a height of 3 m. Analysis of the precipitated

dust for leadwas performed by the dithizon method. Simultaneously

with the lead concentration measurements, traffic counts were
conducted between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m. The correlation coefficients

were determined for the relationship between traffic density

and the CO, CH and lead concentrations. These were 0.90, 0.85,

and 0.78, respectively. A correlation between the CO, CH, and

lead content of the air and the traffic density was found

when long-term averages were used fur the comparison. Comparison

of the measured results of just one day showed no correlation.

The meteorological influence was stronger in this case than

that of the traffic density. Concentrations of the various

exhaust components were generally interdependent. In this way,

measurement of lust one substance is sufficient to obtain

general information on air composition.

15600

Braja, M., G. Trompeo and G. C. Vanini.

FIRST INVESTIGAT/ONS ON THE POLLUTION OF THE AIR OP TURIN BY

POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS. (Prime ricerche
sulltinquinamento de idrocarburi policiclici aromatici

nelloatmosfera urbana di Torino). Text in Italian. L'Igiene

Moderna, 62(1-2):27-45, Sept. 1969. 9 refs.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) , among the substances most
frequently accused of cancerogenic powers, are the products of

incomplete combustion. Due to the high boiling point of PAH

(above 150 C) , they easily condense into soot particles and are

conveyed in this form, leading to a certain correlation with the

dust content of the atmosphere. Results of PAH determinations

were evaluated by gas chromatography, recently shown as superior

to technical chromatography or spectrophotometry. Two types of

sampling were used: protracted sampling when the air had a

high dust content; and instantaneous sampling, at tines of low

dust ccntent. Dust samples were collected every 14 days during

the winter and spring, and once a month during the summer. A

total of 110 sample; were collected from 15 collecting points
strategically located throughout the city. About 0.2 grams of

dust from a sample qas preserved in a plastic food bag in

darkness, then placed in the flask, previously treated with

acetone, of a Soxhlet apparatus, and extracted with 200 al of

cyclohexane for 16 hours. The cyclohexane was vacuum-evaporated
at 35-40 C; the residue was dissolved it 10 ml cyclohexane and

divided into two equal samples, one of which vas added 0.1 ml of

a standard solution of fluoranthene, chrysene, and bensopyrene.
These were treated according to the technique of Hoffman and

Wynder. a residue of 0.1 ml nitronethane solution vas obtaiLed,
1 microliter of which was used for gas chromatography with the
Parkin-Elmer model 80% using nitrogen as the transport gas.

The present article is limited to an evaluation of the first

55 tests made. The following PAH were identified: anthracene,

fluorene, chrysene, 1,2-benzanthracene, and 3,4-benzopy=ene. An

unknown group of peaks also appeared on the chromatogram which

has been noted with chromatograms of auto exhaust gases,
suggesting a possible relationship.
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15610

Odaira, Toshio

AIR POLLUTION FROM MOTOR VEHICLE GASES IN TOKYO AND OSAKA.
(Dai toshi ni okeru jidosha haiki gas ni yoru taiki osen no
jittai). Text in Japanese. Kogai to Taisaku (J. Pollution
Control), 5(5) :337-353, 1969. 17 refs.

Various pollutant concentrations were determined near highways
and surrounding areas in Tokyo and Osaka. A large amount of
carbon monoxide was found near the highways, and gradually
decreased in the surrounding areas. The difference in the height
of the pollutant between the highway and surrounding areas could
not be measured to 100 m if the wind was slow and natural
convections occurred. The carbon monoxide concentration was
found to be related to traffic density. The four pollutant
patterns differed from each other in the dust content, sulfur
dioxide and nitrogen dioxide content, carbon monoxide and nitric
oxide content, and ozone content. The average CO was 3 to
8 ppm/yr; however, 40 to 50 ppm/hr was not rare. In the middle of
the city, over 10 ppm/hr was measured 27% of the time. /n the
districts that were 100 to 200 yards from the highway, the monthly
average was 5 to 6 ppm, but 30 to 50 ppm/hr sometimes occurred.
In winter, this became serious. Nitric oxide concentrations were
0.05 to 0.25 ppm along the highway; NO2 was estimated to be less
than 0.05 ppm. For the surrounding districts, NO was 0.05 to 0.15
ppm in winter and 0.01 to 0.05 ppm in summer. Hydrocarbons
averaged 2 ppm/mo along the highway. Carbon monoxide, NO, and
the hyd;:ocarbon concentration curve changed during the day.
Oxidants averaged 0.02 to 0.06 ppm/mo and sometimes 0.14 to
0.25 ppm/hr. These measurements reveal that photochemical smog
is important in Tokyo. Lead was 3 to 9 mg/cu m along the highway
and 0.7 to 5 mg/cu m in the surrounding districts.

16266

Hudson, Gerald

AIR QUALITY SURVEY. EL PASO METROPOLITAN AREA. Texas State
Dept. of Health, Austin, Div. of Occupational Health and Radiation
Control, PHS Grants 69B-4701-SI and 69B-4707-RD, 160p., 1969.
12 refs.

An air sampling program was conducted from Oct. 17, 1968 to
Nov. 17, 1968 to determine ambient air quality for the El Paso
Metropolitan Area. The concentration and location of air
pollutants present in the lower atmosphere were determined. The
pollutants onitored were particulate atter, sulfur dioxide,
hydrogen sulfide, carbon onoxide, total hydrocarbons, aldehydes,
nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. Twenty five fixed sampling sites were
chosen in representative locations throughout the area. There were
numerous occurrenceu during the survey of periods of
atmospheric stagnation which caused a buildup of pollutants.
The period for the survey was' deliberately chosen to coincide
with the period of the year having the greatest frequency of
atmospheric stagnation. A desire to obtain measurements of aximum
air pollutant concentrations was a major factor in making this
choice. Concentrations of suspended particulates were greater than
the ambient air standard of 200 micrograms/cu r 28% of the time.
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The sulfur dioxide ambient air standard vas 0.2 ppa for 24 hr and
0.4 ppm f or any 30 min period. Sulfur dioxide readings monitored
during the survey vere less than or equal to 0.15 ppm 97% of
the time. Concentrations vere greater than 1.0 ppm for 30-minute
averages on tvo occasions. Concentrations ot greater than 0.5 ppm
for one hour vere found less than 0.2% of the time. Carbon
monoxide values ranged from 0 to 18 ppm, depending on traffic
volume. The ambient air standard vas not set. Standards for total
hydrocarbons vere not set either, but hourly averages ranged from
0-10 ppm. It was concluded that the El Paso area has an air
pollution problem and the major pollutants are particulate natter,
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and total hydrocarbons. Promotion
of air pollution control and control methods vere recommended,
as well as legislation restricting emissions. Tables are given
for industrial and metropolitan emission inventories, soiling
index, steel plate corrosion, and particle size distribution.
Climatology, topography, and meteorological parameters are
discussed.

16336

Schaad, R. and A. Gilgen

BENZO(3-4)PYRENE IN THE DUST SEDIMENT OF ZURICH, BADEN AND
KLOTENER RIED. (3,4-Benzpyren is Staubsedinent von Zuerich, Baden,
und Klotener Ried). Text in German. Z. Praeventivmed.,
14(5):299-300, Sept.-Oct. 1969. 9 refs.
To determine the benzo(3-4)pyrene content of the dust and the
amount of benzo (3-4) pyrene in the human environment dust vas
sampled with Bergerhoff units. The samplers were established at 15
stations in Zurich, at 5 in Baden, Lind at one in Kloten. Each
station contained three units. The vater insoluble fraction of
the monthly dust sediment vas separated; the benzo(3-4)pyrene vas
extracted vith cyclohexan and analyzed with a spectrometer. The
benzo(3-4)pyrene content of the dust in the city of Zurich vas
more than tvice as high as the dust sedimented in rural areas.
The concentration vas such lower in Baden than in Zurich, but
higher than in the rural area. The sedimented benzo(3-4)pyrene
quantity in Zurich in summer vas tvo and one half times larger than
in the rural area; in winter, five times larger. It was tvice as
high in Baden than in the rural area. The benzo(3-4)pyrene maxima
can be clearly traced to the motor vehicles in summer and to
domestic heating in winter.

16440

Kelenffy, Szilveszter and Jozsef Norik

SORE RESULTS OF TEE INVESTIGATION OF AIR POLLUTION CAUSED BY ROAD
TRAFFIC. (A kozlekedes okozta legszennyezodes vizsgalatanak
nehLny eredaenye). Text in Hungarian. Idojaras (Budapest),
no. 4:227-231, 1967. 7 refs.
The dust producing effect of road traffic in Hungary was
investigated. In addition the concentrations of carbon monoxide,
3,4-benzopyrene, and hydrocarbons vere also measured near filling
stations. In dry veather, an airborne dust content of 7.0-8.8
mg/cu a on macadamized roads and 3.5-5.2 mg/cu a on concrete
roads was found. /n rainy weather, the amount of dust vas
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reduced to 2.1-3.4 g/cu m. On roads with a dust free covering, ,

under average traffic conditions, the dust content was 15,000-
20,000 particles/1 of air. In urban regions, the average numbr
of particles was 100,000/1 of air. Thus, the dust pollution
caused by road traffic was of the order of 1 mg/cu m of air.
Vehicles followed by a plume of soke were frequently seen. In
the wake of a strongly smoking tractor, 1-1.5 million particles/1
were found. In the busiest parts of Budapest, the average
concentration of CO amounted to 20 mg/cu m. The concentration of
carbon dioxide ranged from 0.03-4.00% of the total value, with an
average of 2% of the volume. The tar content of the street dust,
collected at busy points, was 3%, and the content of
3.4-benzopyrene equalled 9 micrograms per 1 gram of dust. (Author
abstract odified)
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00152

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTION IV. (A REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, IND WELFARE TO THE U.S. CONGRESS PURSUANT TO
PUBLIC LAW 88-206 - THE CLEAN AIR ACT.) 89th Congress
(2nd Session.) (Docunent No. 101.) July 28, 1966. 15 pp.

Emission standards in accordance with section 202 of the amended
Clean Air Act have been established to limit the crankcase
eissions and the exhaust hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
emissions of all passenger cars and light commercial vehicles with
engines larger than 50 cubic inches total displacement, effective
with the 1968 nodels. Procedures are in the final stage of
development to enable manufacturers who so request to make
application for certification that their vehicles or engines do
confor with the Federal regulations as provided for in sction
206 of the Clean Air Act. A Federal motor vehicle compliance
laboratory is being established in Metropolitan Detroit for
confirmation and surveillance testing and to provide assistance
and guidance to the vehicle manufacturers. Emission tests of
1966-model cars equipped with California-type exhaust emission
controls are being conducted to deternine the effectiveness of the
systems, and, to some extent, their maintenance history is being
reviewed. It is anticipated that when the 1967 models are
introduced in California the program will be expanded to include a
number of these cars as well. Extensive reports of industry
progress in dealing with the automotive air pollution problem are
appearing in technical presentations before the Society of
Automotive Engineers; 18 such presentations were made in January
1966, and 7 sore are scheduled for June 1966. The Public
Health Service is placing increased emphasis upon studies which
will lead to inproved test procedures and which will form the basis
for possible revisions in emission standards for future
application. (Author) **

00169

A. J. Ben line

1965 ANNUAL REPORT - DEPARTMENT OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL - CITY
OF NEW YORE. Dept. of Air Pollution Control News 8, (5)

Apr. 1966. 40 pp.

City ot New York, Department of Air Pollution Control,
Annual Report for 1965, describes New York City air pollution
progress as it relates to administration and personnel;
engineering; public opinion; types of pollution; means and nethods
to curtail air pollution.**

00206

CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION ORIGINATING FROM FEDERAL INSTALLATIONS
AND STANDARDS BY THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, IND WELFARE
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IMPLEMENTING THE OBJECTIVES PRESCRIBED BY THE ORDER. EXECUTIVE
ORDER 11282. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C. May 26, 1966. 6 pp.

The article specifies the overall policy, procedures for new
federal facilities and buildings, and objectives for federal
facilities and buildings insofar as air pollution control is
concerned. In addition, standards to be used in this new order
are delineated by Secretary Gardner. The categories to which
the article alludes are: combustion of fuels, Stacks, Storage
and handling of fuels and ash, and disposal of trash. In each
instance are specified limits and means to measure the amount of
pollutant covered by the above categories.

00336

G. Ozolins and R. Smith

A RAPID SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATING COMMUNITY AIR POLLUTION
EMISSIONS. Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Division of Air Pollution. Oct. 1966. 83 pp. (Presented at
the 59th Annual Meeting of the Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
San Francisco, Calif., June 20-24, 1966, Paper No. 66-11.)

A technique has been developed for surveying pollutant emissions
within a community or metropolitan area in 3 to 6 man-weeks. The
methods for conducting such a survey are described in this paper.
An important feature of this technique is the concept of reporting
zones. The quantities of pollutants released can be assessed not
only for the total community but also for different subdivisions of
the area. The results are emission maps of a Community depicting
emission of pollutants in quantities per unit area. Seasonal
variations in pollutant concentrations are considered, and emission
rates of pollutants can be calculated for specified times of the
year. The four major source categories considered are combustion
of fuels in stationary and in mobile sources, combustion of refuse
material, and industrial process losses. Each category is
considered in detail relative to sources of information, seasonal
variation in emissions, methods for estimating pollutant emissions
by areas, and use of emission factors. Results obtained by
application of this technique in two metropolitan areas are
summarized. (Author)11*

00350

CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION FROM MOTOR VEHICLES AND NEW
MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES - PROPOSED RULES. Federal
Register 30, (252) 17192-9, Dec. 31, 1965.

The standards adopted by the regulations represent the
application of current technology to the control of emissions
from new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines which
in the judgment of the Secretary cause or contribute to, or
are likely to cause or contribute to air pollution which
endangers the health or welfare of any persons. Taking into
consideration the technological feasibility and economic
costs of meeting these standards, and the lead-time necessary
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under current manufacturing processes to conform to these
requirements, the regulations will become effective on
republication and will be applicable to new motor vehicles
and new motor vehicle engines beginning with the 1968 model year.
These regulations are subject to revision and additional
standards may be prescribed applicable to subsequent
model years as may be necessary to prevent or control emissions
which in the judgment of the secretary cause or conteibute to, or
are likely to cause or contribute to, air pollution which endangers
the health or welfare of any persons. (Author)**

00359

McKee, J. E.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL - ECONOMIC IMPACT OF GROWING
PROBLEM. Trusts and Estates. Feb. 1964. 5 pp.

Author discusses the general parameters of air pollution
and how it has changed over the years. Categories treated
are : Magnitude of the Air Sollution Problem; Establishment
of Local Agencies; Standards and Criteria; Motor Vehicle
Control; Power Plants; Federal Government's Rule in
Pollution; and the General Extent and Nature of the Air
Sollution Problem.**

01604

R.A..Venezia

THE INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION STUDY: ST. LOUIS - EAST ST. LOUIS
METROPOLITAN AREA. Public Health Service, Cincinnati,
Ohio, Div. of Air Pollution. (Presented at Missouri Public
Health Association Convention, Kansas City, May 11, 1965.)
1965. 22 pp.

The Interstate Air Pollution Study of the St. Louis - East
St. Louis metropolitan area is described. The study was in
keeping with the air resource, management concept. Dustfall,
suspended particulates, soiling index, sulfur dioxide, oxidants,
odors, carbon monoxide, hydrucarhons, nitrogen oxide, nitrogen
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, ozone, and visibility were measured.
The effects indicated by steel corrosion, nylon and cotton .
deterioration, asthma, opinion surveys, and complaints were
examined. An emission inventory, meteorology, fluorescent
tracer diffusion, diffusion models, economic losses, legal
aspects, and public relations were studied during the study.**

02055

E. P. Grant and W. E. Nissen.

CALIFORNIA'S PROGRAM FOR MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSION CONTROL.
Proc. (Part I) Intern. Clean.Air Cong., London, 1966.
(Paper VI/19). pp. 210-2.

The paper gives a general account of the extent of air
pollution in the State of California and the measures taken so
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far to control it. It proceeds to deal in greater detail with
the investigations undertaken by the motor industry,

especially by the Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board and
the various devices that have proved to be effective in keeping the

objectionable emissions under control. (Author abstract)**

02376

AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM SOUTHWESTERN OHIO-NORTHERN

KENTUCKY. Preprint. Published as report: Air Resource

Management Program for Southwestern Ohio-Northern
Kentucky, Mar. 1967, 51 pp. SWO - MK (Southwestern Ohio -
northern Kentucky) Air Pollution Survey, Cincinnati,

SVO - Nit Technical Committee. 1966.

The primary purpose of this report is to assist the citizens and
governments of southwestern Ohio and norther Kentucky in
understanding the nature of their air pollution problem and in
developing a course of action - an air resource management program

- to assure desirable air quality both nov and in the future.

This report is the culmination of over a year of study and effort

under the title, Southwestern Ohio - Northern Kentucky

(SVO-NK) Air Pollution Survey. The survey, established by
formal agreement on March 31, 1965, brought together governmental
officials, interested citizens, and industrial leaders from both

sides of the Ohio River to consider a prob).em common to them all

and to propose a solution, of necessity, common to them all. This

report also presents a general discussion of the air pollution
problem and applies to it the ideal methodology for solving the

problem, the air resource management concept. Various aspects of

the air pollution problem in the project area are summarized from
Technical Committee reports to provide background for the

program proposal. The current status of control is also coverd.*

03353

DIGEST OF MUNICIPAL AIR POLLUTION ORDINANCES. Pittsburgh

Univ., Pa., Law Center. (PHS Publication No. 982.) 1962.

520 pp.

Regulations, ordinances and their administration regarding
allowable concentration for air pollutants are presented.

Enforcement procedures, inspection procedures, and penalties for

violation of specific regulations are presented for urban areas.
Air pollution control starts with the premise that no one has the

right to use the atmosphere as a receptor of wastes in a manner

which will adversely affect the health, comfort or property of

others.**

03554

REGULATION 3. Bay Area Air Pollution Control District,
San Francisco, Calif. Jan. 4, 1967. 44 pp.

This Regulation applies to emission of reactive organic gases
from source operations defined and to the registration of ach
person responsible for organic gas emissions, for which limits are

established by this Regulation. Analytical procedures
prescribed are intended to facilitate the determination of
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concentrations or quantities of the various kinds of air
contaminants defined in this Regulation. Any procedure which
provides for such deteraination with accuracy equal to or greater
than the prescribed procedure shall be acceptable, provided that
the burden of demonstrating such accuracy shall rest upon the
person proposing the procedure.**

03614L

J. T. Middleton D. Clarkson

MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL. Traffic Quart. 15(2):306-317,
April 1961.

This paper reviews briefly the vork of control agencies in
California, the legislation of the state's notor vehicle
pollution control program of 1960, and its inpact on the
evolution of control programs in other states, the autonobile
industry and the motoring public.**

0391616

ROTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION IN CALIFORNIA (A STATUS REPORT).
California State Dept. of Public Health, Berkeley, Bureau
of Air Sanitation. Jan. 1967. 11 pp.

A review of all the factors involved indicates that there is no
simple and inexpensive solution to the coaplex problem of otor
vehicle created air pollution. The problea has aany
aspects. It is legal, political, social, econonical and
technological. The final solution must incorporate
considerations for all these aspects. The notor vehicle control
prograa in California has reduced emissions of hydrocarbons and
carbon nonoxide into the atnosphere. In spite of the
increasing number of vehicles, there has been a reversal in
emission trends for the first time. If the goal of prewar air
quality is to be achieved, there must be a high degree of emission
control. Consequently, the program requires that effective
systems be available, and that virtually no cars be exempt. Lack
of efficient control of some emissions, large nunbers of cars
uncontrolled, and deterioration in efficiency of control system
vill lead to air quality poorer than that desired. Under the
present program, which is oriented towards the installation
of control systems on new cars, the reduction of contaminants
enanating from motor vehicles vill be gradual. In order to
accoaplish a rapid improvenent, within a few years, exhaust
emissions from all cars (new and used) must be controlled.
Even if events follow the predictions growth of motor
vehicle usage beyond 1980 leads again to a rising trend.
Curtailnent time. Rotor vehicle registration is increasing
at a rapid pace; control programs are usually less effective
than planned; there is a long time delay between the
establishment of standards and the development of exhaust and
evaporative control devices. .1Por these reasons, and because
of the poor prospect of exhaust control for used cars, it is
inportant to consider far more stringent notor vehicle
emission standards than those already adopted. (Author
conclusion)1A
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05571

F. N. Frenkiel

AIR POLLUTION IN THE GROWING COMMUNITY. Proc. Symp. Cleaner
Air Urban Areas, Philadelphia, Pa. pp. 1-15 (1956).

Like any living being, a living community breathes. Its
automobiles, railroads, home heaters, rubbish disposals, industry,
power plants....all inhale air and exhale polluted air into the

atmosphere. Here, Dr. Frenkiel discusses methods for studying

the relative contributions of various pollution sources to a
community's pollution problem, the increase of pollution in a
growing community, and the effectiveness of certain methods for

reducing pollution. He explains how a mathematical treatment can
clarity the interplay among the many features of a community that
contrinute to its general air pollution problem - the location and

density of pollution sources, meteorological conditions, community
geography, and control measures. The main object of these
mathematical studies, he points out, is to determine the probable
patterns that pollution will take, and the contribution of each

source to the pollutant concentration at any given location. He

cites a study of this sort made using as an example of Los

Angeles County. This mathematical treatment, or umodel, then

helps determine what measures must be taken when atmospheric
pollution threatens to reach emergency levels, how effective
various pollution control plans might be, what effect a new source
might have ou the pattern of concentration, forecasts of patterns

that would result from contemplated urban expansion, and the effect

of urban planning on predicated pollution levels.ti

05598

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION. Ohio Legislative Service
Commission, Columbus, Ohio. (Staff Research Rept. 84.)

(Feb. 1967) . 87 pp.

This study deals separately with air and water pollution problems.
Chapters five, six, seven, and eight are concerned with air

pollution. They consider the nature and effects of air pollution,

the extent to which it is a problem in Ohio, the programs and
efforts being made to reduce the problem in Ohio, some problems in

existing programs, and finally some suggested approaches for
improving control of Ohio air pollution. The chapters dealing
with water pollution are treated in essentially the same way. The

sources of air pollution are pointed out as motor vehicle exhausts,
industrial emission, and power generation as major sources and
refuse disposal and space heating as minor sources. The effects

that are caused by pollutants are varied but generally they
affect human health, comfort, and welfare. In Ohio, a highly
industrialized and urbanized state, the potential for serious air
pollution problems is-great, but an absence of uniform and complete

data on all known air pollutants in the state precludes an

accurage state-wide assessment. It, of course, reflects the
national trend in terms of pollutants. However, air pollution in

a particular area has not yet been evaluated. 2t is known that

the levels of some pollutants are declining, but data on some malt

gases are not available. Ohio is currently using five basic
functions in their air pollution control program: abatement,
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prevention, monitoring, research and planning. Federal, state,
local and intergovernmental levels are all being used to attack
the problem. The Report of the Conaittee to Study Air and
Pater Pollution is included, and it stresses the need for more
stringent regulations to enforce present and future statutes,
especially at the local level.**

06188

Larsen, Ralph I.

DETERMINING REDUCED-EMISSION GOALS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE AIR QUALITY
GOALS--A HYPOTHETICAL CASE. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
17(12):823-829, Dec. 1967. 37 refs. Presented at the Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Assoc., Cleveland, Ohio, June 11-16,
1967.)

Air management steps involved in determining reduced-emission goalh
include determining the effects of various pollutant concentration;
on man, animals, plants, and property; deciding which effects to
prevent; selecting ambient air quality goals that will prevent
these effects; measuring and evaluating pollutant concentcations
from sources and in the ambient atmosphere; calculating overall
source reductions needed to achieve selected ambient air qual4.ty
goals; and finally, determining reduced-emission goals for
the various source types. Examples are cited of the various
decisions and actions involved in determining a set of reduced-
emission goals for stationary and mobile combustion sources.

07235

R. Langmann

CLEAN AIR MAINTENANCE-A TASK TOR THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
Die Reinhaltung der Luft als Aufgabe des Gesundheitsamtes.
Oeffentl. Gesundheitswesen (Stuttgart) 29 (3), 126,-34 (Mar.
1967). Ger.

Government regulations request that the office of public health
pays attention to the maintenance of clean air. More specifically,
it must screen projected industrial enterprises as to the degree
of their expected air polluting emissions and the eventual impact
on the health of the employees and the neighboring inhabitants.
In cases where the office of public health through its
investigations finds evidence of health hazards, it must recommend
various ways of avoiding or eliminating the pollution of air. A
large number of pollutants are discussed, such as dust, toxic gas-
es, and obnoxious vapors and odors. Their sources and aethods for
their elimination are discussed in detail and represented by
examples. Particular emphasis Is placed on proper city planning,
zoning, and a more stringent application of regulations concerning
the construction of new plants, especially their chimneys.
Further investigations into possibilities of remote heating and
of substituting gas and electricity for coal are recoamended.
Finally, *he importance of educating the public on the
consequences of air pollution is stressed.**
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07483

Maher, G. R.

AIR POLLUTION REGULATION OP NONVEHICULAR, ORGANIC-SOLVENT
EMISSIONS BY LOS ANGELES RULE 66. J. An. Oil Chemists

Soc. 44(8):340A, Aug. 1967. (Presented at the AOCS

Short Course, East Lansing, Nich., Aug. 29-Sept. 1, 1966.)

In an effort to control sources emitting organic solvents into

the atmosphere, the Air Pollution Control District of Los

Angeles County, Calif., successfully secured passage of Rule

66 into lay. Rule 66 specifically relates to the control of

organic solvent emissions from stationary sources. The major

contributor to the 550-ton daily.emission of organic solvents was

industrial, commercial, and residential painting. Organic
solvent-containing products are to be controlled as follows. 1.

A maximum of 5% by volume of olefinic or cycloolefinic organic

solvents may be present. 2. A maximum of 8% by volume of aromatic

organic solvents having eight or more carbon atmos may be used.

3. Ketone organic solvents having a branched chain struzture, such

as methyl iso-butyl ketone, are limited to a maximum of 20% by

volume. 4. A maximum of 20% by volume of toluene may be used.

5. Ethylbenzene, an aromatic organic solvent with eight carbon

atmos, vas given a special status and allowed a maximum of 20% by

volume. 6. Trichloroethylene is restricted to a maximum of 20%

by volume.**

07550

Philadelphia Dept. of Public Health, Pa.

AIR POLLUTION FROM FUEL COMBUSTION PROCESSES IN PHILADELPHIA.

Preprint, 8p., Sept. 1966.

The combustion of fuels is the greatest single source of air
pollutant emissions within a metropolitan area. As much as 80% of

the total weight of pollutants discharged to the atmosphere result
from the burning of fuels for electrical power generation, for
industrial and commercial heat and power, for domestic heating, and

for vehicular power. The purpose of this report is to summarize

the present status of the problem in Philadelphia and to recommend

necessary regulations and other action required to deal vith the

problem.**

07805

AUTOMOTIVE AIR POLLUTION - S/XTH REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH,

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES IV
COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC LAW 88-206 AS AMENDED BY PUBLIC LAW 89-

272. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C.,
Document No. 47, 13p., June 1967. (90th Congress, 1st Session,

Senate.)
GPO: 82-697-0

Satisfactory progress is being made in the testing and
certification of 1968 model vehicles or engines to determine
conformance with the Federal regulations as provided for in section
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206 of the Clean Air Act. With few exceptions, virtually all major
manufacturers, known to import or sell cars in the United States,
are working diligently to fulfill requirements to limit crancase-

emissions and exhaust hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission.
This certification program is being conducted at the Motor Vehicle
Compliance Laboratory of the National Center for Air Pollution
Control. A proposed standard for fuel evaporative emissions from
motor vehicles was issued by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare on February 4, 1967. Modification of this proposed
standard is currently underway based on the comments received.
Several State and regional air pollution control agencies have
established crankcase and exhaust emission standards in recent
months which are either consistent with Federal standards or
involve nonfederally regulated pollutants. Both industry and
government have markedly increased study and evaluative activities
toward development of pollution-free vehicles. The future trend of
air pollution levels associated with gasoline-powered vehicles,
vhich incorporate emission controls currently envisioned
practicable, has done much to stimulate these development efforts.
Progress toward pollution-free cans rhould not wait for nor depend
upon the development of the ideal lowest-cost emission controlled
gasoline-powered system. (Authoris summary)

08408

Eaton, F. J.

NATURAL GAS AND CLEAN AIR. Smokeless Air, 37(142):233-241,
1967. 9 refs.

The present position and possible future development of natural
gas is based on the effect whict this new indigenous smokeless and
sulphur-free fuel can have on c2ean air in Great Britain. The
finding of North Sea gas in suficient quantities has led the
Gas Council to base its future development on e change over fro
toym to natural gas. The liquid natural gas imported primarily to
enrich the gas made by some of the newer processes is not being
used to supply the first conversion areas. Since the passing of
the Clean Act in 1956 there has been a significe.nt change in
the pattern of domestic fuel usage. Solid smokeless fuels have
increased in types and in sales. Town gas has gained in
popularity with the public, particularly for domestic space
heating, both with room heaters and central heating. Further, it
is being used much more widely in Smoke Control Areas. This
has been attributed to public demand for a convenient fuel and
higher standards of heating, as well as to the improved
competitive price position.**

08554

Dorn, Warren M.

RULE 66 - A PART OF TOTAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL. S.A.E. (Soc.
Automotive Engrs.), Preprint 670807, 2p., 1967. (Presented at
the Aeronautic B Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting,
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967.)

The part Rule 66 plays in total air pollution control in Los
Angeles County is explained. Background material on the control of
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visible emissions, sulfur, hydrocarbons, and motor'vehicle
emissions is presented. Finally, the background and acceptance of

Rule 66 is described. (Authoris abstract)

08556

Lunche, Robert G.

COMPLYING WITH SOLVENT CONTROL LEGISLATION. S.A.E. (S0oc. Auto-
motive Engrs.), Preprint 670810, 3p., 1967. (Presented at the
Aeronautic 6 Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Los

Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967.)

Compliance vith Los Angeles County solvent control legislation
be achieved by treatment of the organic emissions resulting from
solvent usage, converting to less photochemically reactive
solvents, or changing the process. An engineering permit system
and an enforcement inspection program ensure that control equipment

to treat the effluent is designed for the required efficiency and
operated in compliance vith the lay. (Authoris abstract)

08463

Ross, Laurence W.

SIZING UP ANTI-POLLUTION LEGISLATION. Chem. Eng.,
74(15):191-196, July 17, 1967. 18 refs.

At instigation of Federal Government, states are working rapidly
toward effective standards for regulating quality of vater and air.
Standards for water will depend primarily on authoritative
technical opinion and will vary according to local conditions.
Standards for air quality will come increasingly under direction
of Federal Government and will tend to be more uniform from

locality to locality. Air control, state lave and regulations,
municipal laws and regulations and the pattern for the future are

air pollution topics discussed. Other topics dealing with water

pollution are discussed.**

08826

THE AMERICAN PAINT CONVENTION: AIR POLLUTION AND RULE 66

DISCUSSED. Paint, Oil Colour J. (London),
152(3605):908-912, Nov. 17, 1967. 35 ref-.

The discussion of the panel on air pollution at the annual meeting
of the Federation of Societies for Paint Technology is

reported. The panel consisted of four speakers and a chairman, or

moderator, drawn from various parts of industry, and including ram

material and equipment manufacturers. The history of the recent
legislative proceedings, a review of other local rules and by-laws,
problems of reformation and elimination of air-polluting products
were discussed by the panel. Rule 66, vhich vas implemented on'
July 1, 1967, was the final result of prolonged work and followed

the drafting of 65 intermediate regulations, some of which
threatened the very existence of many industries in Los Angeles.
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The complicated nature of Rule 66 vas made apparent from the
numerous printed commentaries in the fora of questions and answers.
Reverting to methods of control and disposal of excessive air
pollution emission as discussed by the panel, three major sources
of air-pollution in the manufacture of paint and ancillary
products and their use were considered, namely: (1) Resin
manufacture; (2) Paint application and drying: and (3) Paint
baking. The panel did not concern itself with details of
reformulation, otherwise than to indicate the basic problems facing
formulations.4*

08899

NEW PROCEDURE CHECKS VEHICLE EXHAUST EMISSIONS.
Technol., 2(1):13-16, Jan. 1968.

The N.J. Department of Health awarded a two-year contract to Scott
Research Laboratories to develop a rapid low-cost diagnostic test
for exhaust emissions fr om automobiles. It was this project that
led to a nev test sequence and equipment that takes one minute to
complete at a cost of 30 to 40 cents per test. The test procedure
gives inf ormation on the composition of,automobile exhaust
emissions. Tese data, in turn, provide a basis for determining the
proper maintenance program needed to reduce vehicle emissions. The
test procedure takes only a minute for a complete analysis and
gives data equivalent to those obtained from the lengthier (17
minutes) existing federal procedure that vas used to set federal
emission standards for 1968 automobiles. The Scott system eploys
a set of inertial rolls with a fixed load that serves as .external
loading to absorb the power output of the automobile. This fixed
loading system is inexpensive and requires inimal skill to
operate. Yet, data so obtained correlate well with those from the
federal procedure.

OENVIRON LSCI.

09053

Copeland, John 0.

AIR POLLUTION. Preprint, Public Health Service,
Cincinnati, Ohio, National Center for Air Pollution
Control, 9p., 1967. (Remarks made at a meeting of the Illinois
Society of Professional Engineers, Edwardsville, Ill., Oct.
20, 1967.)

In a talk based on information from other U. S. Public Health
Service publications, the air pollution problea is described as
one of emissions, effects, regulation, and control touching the
technical, social, political and economic aspects of our
society. U. S. Public Health Service 1966 estimates of 142
million tons of pollutant emissions per annum are reported by
type and source with predictions for rapid increases unless air
pollution is controlled in the near future. Air quality
criteria are stressed as necessary guidelines for control.
Authority for control is described as lying with many
jurisdictions with the trend being toward centralisation to cover
every locality within the United States. The Federal role in
air pollution is discussed. The need for the skill and
knowledge of the professional engineer in the air pollution field
is described as unlimited. OA
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09281

California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board, Los Angeles

SMOG: THE SILENT ENEMY. (FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT FOR CALENDAR YEARS
1965-66.) 32p., Jan. 1967.

California has led the world in the fight for cleaner air. Nowhere

are found such dynamic and aggressive programs, both on local and

Statewide levels. Nowhere are there more dedicated men and women
engaged in the effort. Admittedly, the automobile is a major
factor in befouling our atmosphere. The ultimate solution to the
motor vehicle pollution problem may lie in a completely redesigned
automobile engine or in a new motive power source. The Board has
thoroughly examined these possibilities, such as the turbine and
battery-powered car, and is encouraged for the future, perhaps a

decade hence. But, until that time, the State must proceed with
its present plans to reduce auto-created pollution with workable
control systems or engine modifications. .Through sustained,
persistent efforts by a determined Administration, State
Legislature, and Board, the automobile industry has acknowledge and

complied with California's leadership. Today, emission control is
a fundamental factor in automobile engineering. For the first time
all the world's engine designers are hard at work on the problem.
Today, emission control is fbuilt-in,' not 'added on,' to every
Detroit product. This represents a phenomenal advance in the space
of six and a half years. /t will continue.to result in a better
product for the California car purchaser. All new California
automobiles now come equipped with both crankcase and exhaust
emission control systems. The Highway Patrol is making random
roadside checks to make sure that motorists are complying with the
law, and the Department of Motor Vehicles has co-operated in
carrying out the necessary registration procedures for controlled

vehicles. Stricter emission standards must be applied in 1970.
Oxides of nitrogen control systems will be incorporated into
existing controls, if they are in harmony with hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide controls. Evaporative losses must also be reduced,
with a consequent economic saving to the motorist. The Board is
actively seeking and hopes to find a simple portable measurement
device for all emissions. This would simplify annual emission
inspection for all vehicles. There is no doubt that as time passes
emission reduction systems will improve rapidly. The art and
science of emission control are still in their infancy, but moving

ahead.

09 3214

S. S. Griswold

SOLVENT CONTROL - A NATIONAL PROBLEM. Preprint, Society of
Automotive Engineers, 15p., 1967. (Presented at the
Aeronautic and Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting,
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967. Paper 670806.)

Comments on Los Angeles' Rule 66 for the control of
organic solvents with respect to the Federal Government and to
other parts of the country are presented. Compliance by the
Department of Defense and Government Services
Administration installations is emphasized.**
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09370

Stockton, Edward L. and Winthrop C. Shook

AUTOMATIC AIR MONITORING AND TELEMETERING TO CENTRAL POINTS IN
AILEGHENY COUNTY. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
18(3):162-164, March 1968.

In 1968 an automatic monitoring system will supplement existing
air sampling stations in Allegheny County (Pittsburgh). This
system will measure pollutant levels and weather conditions at
several remote sites. On-site recorders are equipped to
telemeter the data in analog form to a central station. At the
central station a multipoint recorder is supplied for each
pollutant measured. This basic system, purchased for a odest
initial investment, has complete capabilities for future expansion.
An estimated fifteen sites will provide representative pollution
data for Allegheny County. However, the basic system can be
expanded to include industry installed monitoring
stations--a possibility now being considered. Further expansion
to a complete data management system including a computer based
data logger to calculate emission inventory, peak averages, and
other control data is also provided for. (Authors' Abstract
Modified)**

10083

Fiero, George W.

AIR POLLUTION AND PROTECTIVE COATINGS: HOUSTON, DALLAS, AND WASH-
INGTON. J. Paint Technol., 40(520):222-228, May 1%8. 18 refs.

In general, man-made air pollutants are largely products of
combustion, and solvents from protective coatings are not major air
pollutants. Photochemical smog prevalent in Los Angeles results from
inter-reaction between oxides of nitrogen, reactive hydrocarbons, an
oxygen. Hydrocarbons vary greatly in their reactivity; hydrocarbon
found in solvents are less reactive than auto exhaust. Data are
provided on common air pollutants in Houston, Dallas, Ft. Worth, and
Washington. Rule 66 and its definition of photochemically reactive
solvents are examined with respect to the use of protective coatings
in the San Francisco Bay Area. Where federal specifications apply,
the Bay Area Air Pollution Control District has agreed to draw up a
variance to January 24, 1969. So far, Rule 66-type regulations hav
not been adopted anywhere other than California. The New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania regulations and proposed rules are discussd
/ndustry must cooperate with local authorities to reduce general ai

pollution. The National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association smog
chamber at Batelle Memorial Institute should provide data relative t
the extent solvents add to photochemical smog.

10205

PROGRESS IN THE PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION. FIRST
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE TO THE
UNITED STATES CONGRESS. PURSUANT TO PUBLIC LAW 90-148, THE AIR
QUALITY ACT OF 1967. 2nd Session, 90th Congress, Senate
Document No. 92, 85p., June 28, 1968. GPO
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Recent activities initiated under the Air Quality Act of 1967,
which was signed into law on November 21 are described, and the air
pollution problem as a whole is placed in historical perspective,
summarizing the continuing efforts being made to cope with it.

Included are: (1) the progress and problems associated with control
of automotive exhaust emissions and the research efforts related

thereto; (2) the development of air quality criteria and
recommended emission control requirements; (3) the status of
enforcement actions taken pursuant to this Act; (4) the status of

State ambient air standards setting, including such plans for
implementation and enforcement as have been developed; (5) the

extent of development and expansion of air pollution monitoring

systems; (6) progress and problems related to development of new

and improved control techniques; (7) the development of
quantitative and qualitative instrumentation to monitor emissions

and air giality; (8) standards set or under consideration pursuant
to title :CI of this Act; (9) the status of State, interstate,
and local pollution control programs established pursuant to and
assisted by this Act; and (10) the status of the President,s Air

10320

Jan Just, and Kazimierz Novak

ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTION IN POLAND. ((Zanieczyszczenie
powietrza atmosferycznego v Polsce.)) Text in Polish. Gaz
Woda Tech. Sanit. (Warsaw), 40(2) :53-57, 1967. 18 refs.

Although some attempts at air pollution control date to 1923,

the first directives against offending local industrial
establishments were issued in 1950 and extended in 1964 to the

entire country. Comprehensive air protection legislation
was initiated in Poland by Resolution 91 of the Council of
Ministers of March 1, 1961. The Ministry of Health and
Public Welfare has prepared a projected regulation introducing
air pollution controls and establishing permissible pollutant

concentrations. This proposal is now being considered by the
Juridical Committee of the Council of Ministers. There are
36 institutuons engaged in air pollution research and a network
of stations is gathering data (mostly on dust fall, S02, and
suspended particulates) but only from the more industrialized parts

of the country. The actual gravity of the situation is
illustrated by the fact that six million of Poland's population
live in a high-pollution zone. Most affected is Katowice
province, with the capital Katowice recording a dust fall of

482.4 t/sq km/yr, aout 0.3 mg/cu m fumes, 0.007-1.24 mg/cu m S02,

and 73 g/1000 cu'm benzopyrene. 828a11 of these pollutants far
exceed the permissable limits. Opole province is also in the
high-pollution zone as well as the cities of Krakow (100-600 t/sg
km dust fall and 0.008-0.42 mg/cu m 502), Lodz (565.3 t/sq km
dust fall with significant C52 and H2S level), and Warsaw
(dust fall in 1962 vas 315 t/sq km, compared to 355 t/sq km 30

years earlier). The improvement in Warsaw is ascribed to
the replacement of household coal by electric power and gas, to
modernized and centralized heating, and to post-var reconstruction
of the city with a major emphasis on green zones.00
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10553

Huenigen, E.

PRESENT STATUS OF EXHAUST GAS CONTROL IN THE DDR (EAST
GERMANY). ((Bisherige Ergebnisse der Abgasbekampfung in der
DDR.)) Text in German. Freiberger Forschungsh. A.
387:17-30, 1966.

The research council on the control of internal combustion engine
exhaust gases of the German Democratic Republic (DDR) set as
its goals in 1964: a) the improvement of the quality of diesel
motor exhausts; b) reduction of the hazards from exhausts of
two-phase gasoline motors; c) development of suitable analytical
methods, measurement installations and testing programs; d) an
extensive detoxification of exhaust gases from the diesel otors of
specialty vehicles. In the furtherance of these aims, a
thorough state-of-the-art study of diesel smoke density measurement
was carried out, including actual testing of over a dozen
different types of instruments. The results of these tests and
studies are described and illustrated. Difficulties in the
determination of CO, CO2, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbon
residues, and benzopyrene, are discussed. An investigation of the
influence of a French after-burner device on CO emission and
smoke density showed unsatisfactory abatement results. The use
in Vest Germany of "liquid gas" as an automotive fuel yielding
low CO and hydrocarbon exhausts is mentioned.M4

13366

Japan. Prime Minister's Office.

1969 VHITE PAPER ABOUT PUBLIC NUISANCES. (Kogai hakusho).
Text in Japanese. (Prepared in collaboration with 11 ministries
and agencies, Government of Japan, for submission to the
Japanese Diet). Tokyo, Printing Bureau of the Ministry of
Finance, 1969, 230p.

This report summarizes the status, monitoring techniques, and
management, including laws, of air and water pollution, noise
and vibration, and soil erosion in Japan in April 1969.
Particulate air pollutants in Japan are of four types: falling
dust, which contains large particles and includes soot from
burning coal or muddy dust; sulfur oxides, which are becoming
increasingly important because of the increasing use of
petroleum in recent years; floating dust, which has very small
particles and includes mainly molecules of metallic compounds
from burning aterials and carbohydrates; and engine exhaust gas
containing CO, 602, hydrocarbons, and aldehydes. The amount of
falling and/or floating dust has been gradually decreasing with
the decreasing use of coal, especially in large industrial
cities. At the same time, sulfur oxides, especially S02, have
been gradually increasing and have the highest concentration
(sore than 1.5 g S03/100 sq cm/day) in Kawasaki, Yokohama,
Nagoya, Tokyo, Osaka, Muroran, and Yokkaichi. Among the harmful
effects of polluted air on the human body, the ill effects on
the respiratory tract (especially on the lungs) are most
important. Chronic bronchitis, bronchial asthma, pulmonary
emphysema, pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary cancer, and cor
pulmonale are the main lung diseases induced by polluted air.
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3, 4-Benzopyrene, which is a component of automobile exhaust gas,
vas experimentally proved to be carcinogenic. In Nay 1962, the

law entitled 'provisions on the emission of smoke' vas
established to control the ambient air system, and three large

city groups (Tokyo-Yokohama, Osaka-Kobe, and Kitakyushu) were

designated as air-polluted areas. Several cities, including
Yokkaichi, were subsequently designated. This law was improve:

in Kay 1968, especially from the viewpoint of prevention. A law

which sets limits for automobile exhaust-gas emissions has also

been in force since September 1966. Air pollution is monitored

in Japan at more than 170 points. In recent years, several
techniques of preventing air pollution have been devised with
varying success: use of activated carbon or activated manganese

dioxide to reduce S02 concentrations; quantitative and
qualitative measurement of air pollution severity using a
simulation model of a polluted area; modification of internal-
combustion engines; and developme.nt of electric automobile

engines.
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L. STANDARDS AND CRITERIA

00157

Maga, John A. and John R. Kinosian

TRW..

MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSION STANDARDS - PRESENT AND FUTURE.
In: Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress in
Technology Series, Vol. 12, N311 York, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., 1966, p. 297-306. 10 refs. (Presented at the
SAE Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan.
10-14, 1966.)

In California, the State Dept. of Public Health has
established motor vehicle emission standards for exhaust
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and smoke: for fuel tank and
carburetor evaporative losses: and for crankcase hydrocarbon
emissions. The data on which the standards are based and the need
for improved measurement procedures are discussed. At this time,
exhaust emission standards for oxides of nitrogen and for odor are
being considered as additional standards. Future standards may
rate hydrocarbon emissions according to their smog potential.
Another possible change that is discussed is to specify the
quantity rather than the concentration of pollutants that may be
emitted from the exhaust of motor vehicles.**

00411

K. Horn

(THE PROBLEM OF HYGIENICALLY PERMISSIBLE LIMITING CONCENTRATIONS
OF AIR POLLUTION.) Zur Frage der Hygienisch zulassigen
Grenzkonzentrationen fur Luftverunreinigungen. Angew.
Meteorol. (Berlin) 5 (Special Issue) :39-43, 1965. Text in
Ger.

The problem of deteraining permissible limits of air pollution is
discussed. After listing four categories of pollution ranging
from decreased visibility and injury to sight and smell to acute
illness and possibly death, the aurthor states that pollution
should be kept below the limits of the first category. He
distinguishes between limits permissible in a factory area
and in a residential area, the first being higher. Permissible
limits for 40 chemicals established in 1963 for single
occurrences and average 24 hour concentrations for East
Germany are tabulated.**

01955

J. R. Goldsmith

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS. Arch.
Environ. Health 4, 151-67, Feb. 1962. (Based in part on a
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paper presented at the 54th Annual Reeting, lir Pollution
Control Association, New York City, June 13, 1961.)

Author discusses the parameters of the air quality standards in
California, starting with the efforts in 1959 and updating the
progress to 1962. Allowable concentrations of oxidants are given;
a general discussion of health based on air quality studies is
given a-d, the general policy of California air quality
standara., is reviewed.##

02580

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF HARMFUL SUBSTANCES IN
ATMOSPHERIC AIR POPULATED PLACES. (Predell no dopustimye
kontsentratsii vrednykh veschestv v atmosfernom vozdukhe
naselennykh mest.) ,Hyg. Sanit. 29, (5) 166-8, May 1964.

CFSTI: TT65-50023/5

A list of maximum permissible concentrations of harmful substances
in the atmosphere of populated areas in the USSR, as of June 20,
1963.##

03007

CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR AMBIENT AIR QUALITY IND ROTOR VEHICLE

EXHAUST (TECHNICAL REPT.) California State Dept. of Public
Health, Berkeley. 1959. 129 pp.

The salient points in the table of contents are: I. The
standards and their significance. II. Technical bases for
standards for the quality of ambient air. III. The technical
bases for motor vehicle exhaust standards. In establishing the
standards, an attempt was made to determine vhat effects the
various pollutants were known to have at various levels of
concentration on human health and confort, on animals, and
plants, and on visibility. The resulting air quality
standards together with data concerning motor vehicle emissions
and their reactions then became the bases for motor vehicle
exhaust standards. The air standards do not establish a fine line
below which is good air and above which is bad air. They indicate
the approximate point at which air under some circumstances may
produce undesirable effects.#1

03032

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION. Metodi di Risura
Dell'Inquinamento Atmosferico. Fumi Polveri (Milan) 6,

(7-8) 217-21, 1966. It.

The Organ of Cooperation and Economic Development (0.C.D.E.)
with its headquarters in Paris, decided in January 1957, to
create a "work group" to stud'y the methods of measurement of
atmospheric pollution. In 1963 a document vas drafted by highly
qualified specialists and technicians from all the member countries
of (0.C.D.E.) and it dealt with the measurement of smoke,
anhydrides of sulfur, sulfuric acid, hydrocarbons and
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fluorine. It is suggested that standard units of measurement
be used, in the cgs system. Smoke and anhydrides of sulfur are
measured in icrograms per cubic eter (0 C, 760 mm Rg). A

method of easuring smoke in the atmosphere consists of passing a
volume of air through a filter and easuring a color change in the
machine. A correlation is obtained between the material collected
in the machine and the color change based on a nstandard smoke"
measurement. Sedimentable materials are measured in milligrams
per square eter per day. (Author summary) **

03582

CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR AMBIENT AIR QUALITY AND MOTOR VEHICLE
EXHAUST (TECHNICAL REPT.) (SUPPLEMENT NO. 2 ADDITIONAL
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS). California State Dept. of
Public Health, Berkeley. 28 pp., 1962.

Amended ambient air quality standards are tabulated. The basis
for ethylene, hydrogen sulfide, and fluorides standards are
received in terms of their effects on man, on vegetation, and on
livestock. The lea:averse" level for ethylene was 0.5 ppm for 1 hr
or 0.1 ppm for 8 hr (damage to vegetation) and for hydrogen
sulfide, 0.1 ppm for 1 hr (sensory irritation). When forage
crops containing 30 to 50 ppm of fluoride, measured on a dry weight
basis, are consumed over a long period, teeth and bones of cattle
may show changes, depending upon age, nutritional factors, and the
form of fluoride ingested.**

03583

CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR AMBIENT AIR AND MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST
(TECHNICAL REPT.). California State Dept. of Public Health,
Berkeley. 1959. 16 pp.

These standards are presented as a yardstick which may be
applied in maintaining and improving air quality. A graded set of
ambient air standards was established which recognized the
relationship between the seriousness of the effect of the pollutant
and the urgency of control. Three levels of air pollutants were
defined: adverse, serious, and emergency. The standards of motor
vehicle exhaust contaminants are: hydrocarbons-275 ppm by volume
as measured by a hexane-sensitized nondispersive infrared
analyzer: carbon monoxide-1.5% by volume measured by a
nondispersive infrared analyzer. The exhausts are to be measured
during an eleven-mode operating cycle.**

03586

J. A. Maga, G. C. Hass, and H. Vong-Woo

1

CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR AMBIENT AIR QUALITY AND MOTOR VEHICLE
EXHAIAT (TECHNICAL REPT.) (SUPPLEMENT NO. 1 CRANKCASE
ENISAION STANDARD). California State Dept. of Public
Hea4th, Berkeley, Bureau of Air Sanitation. Aug. 1961.
15 pp.

This standard was adopted by the State Board of Public Health
on December 2, 1960. The following terms were also defined:
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exhaust emissions; crankcase emissions; carburetor
operating losses and carburetor hot soak lorses; fuel tank
emissions; and hydrocarbons. The standard for motor vehicle
crankcase emissions is: hydrocarbons - 0.15% by weight of the
supplied fuel as measured during a three mode operating cycle by a
hexane-sensitized nondispersive infrared analyzer or by an
equivalent method.**

05940

V. A. Ryazanov

NEW DATA ON LIMITS OF ALLOWABLE ATMOSPHERIC AIR POLLUTANTS.

(In: Limits of allowable concentrations of atmospheric
pollutants. Book 6.) U.S.S.R. Literature on Air Pollution
and Related Occupational Diseases, Vol. 9. pp. 1-8. (1962).

Russ. (Tr.)

This volume coutains material discussed by the Committee on
Sanitary Air Protection during its 1959 alid 1960 sessions.
The material contained in this volume is of heterogenous
character in its methodological presentations and completeness and
finality of the reports. The Committee took the position that
the level of methodology reached during the last period of
investigation and the degree of reliability of results obtained did
not represent the acme of perfection, and therefore, the proposed
limits of allowable concentrations should be regarded as mere
points of orientation for future studies, leading to mere basic,
more scientific and hence, more reliable limits of atmospheric air
pollutants. In this connection it is the aim and purpose of this
Committee to act as the stimulator, guide and directing agent
leading into investigational channels based on the outlined
principles. Air pollutants studied include formaldehyde, HC1
aerosol, C52 vapor, Mn, Hg, combined C12 and HC1 gas,
acetone, CO and Dinyl (mixture of diphenyl and diphenyl oxide).*

06677

E. V. Khukrin

MODERN APPROACH TO AIR DUSTINESS IN WORKSHOPS. U.S.S.R.
Literature on Air Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Vol. 7, 301-8, 1962. (Gigiena i Sanit.,) 24 (7)

50-5, 1959. Translated from Russian.
CPSTI: 62-11103

Extensive data were accumulated during recent years on the study
of the effect of different types of industrial aerosols. Based on
the summary and evaluation of new data obtained from work
institutes, university apartments nd practicing physicians a list
was prepared of the maximum permissible concentration of 55 dusts

and aerosols. This list is presented and improvements in those
standards are recommended.**

06885

GollIdberg, M. S.

HYGIENIC CRITERIA OF AIR PURITY IN POPULATED AREAS (ACCORDING
TO MATERIALS OF THE GENEVA SYMPOSIUM). ((0 kriteriyakh
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gigienicheskoi otsenki chistoty atmosfernogo vozdukha naselemnykh
nest)) ((Po materialam Zhenevskogo simpoziuma)). Hyg. Sanit.
(Gigiena i Sanit.), 30(1):90-98, Jan. 1965. Translated from
Russian.

CFSTI: TT 66-51033

In recent years there has been a steady increase in hygienic
research on air in populated areas. The need for planning of
measures for the control of atmospheric pollution is becoming
increasingly urgent. The necessity for an international
discussion of this subject, which would be a starting point for all
measures undertaken for the sanitary protection of urban air, led
the World Health Organization to convene an interregional
symposium in Geneva from the 6th to the 12th of August, 1963,
which was devoted to criteria for the quality of atmospheric air
and methods of its investigation. The discussion was centered on
the maximum permissible concentrations of harmful substances in
.urban air. After a lively discussion, the symposium adopted
Prof. V. A. Ryazanov's proposal to establish a unified scale
of standards for the quality of air by merging together the Soviet
and American standards. In this way, an international scale
for the atmospheric pollution has been established for the first
time. The symposium drew up recommendations on the trend in
medical research on the effect of atmospheric pollution on the
health of the population, and a further elaboration of criteria and
standards of atmospheric air quality in populated areas.
Participants at the symposium also noted the necessity for the
further development of scientific research on the mechanism of
development of fibrotic pulmonary reaction induced by atmospheric
pollutants, and for studies of the reaction of the mucosa of the
respiratory tract, ciliary activity, etc. The symposium pointed
out the necessity for:paying special attention to studies of new
synthetic chemicals which contaminate the atmosphere when
discharged by industrial enterprises or when used in the
household, as in the case of disinfectants.

07079

MAXIMUM MISSION CONCENTRATIONS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.
((Einfuhrung in due Richlinien Maximale
Immissions-Konzentrationen.)) Text in German. In: VDI
(Ver. Deut. Ingr.) Richtlinien No. 2306, March 1966, p. 3-4,
Engl. transl: JPRS R-7481-D, Oct. 14, 1966. VDI- (Verein
Deutscher Ingenieure) Kommission Reinhaltuog der Luft-

The VDI Guide Lines for Maintenance of Purity of the Air
fall into the following groups: 1. Maximum Immission
Concentrations (MIK); 2. Dissemination ofInon-atmospheric
substances in the atmosphere; 3. Restrictiion of the discharge of
such snbstances; 4. Analyses and methods 'of measurement. For the
purpose of maintenance of air purity, MIK values (nazimum
immission concentrations) are needed for numerous organic
compounds. They can be used as reference values for the
dimensioning of relevant installations and for evaluation of
measurement data in the immediate vicinity of sources of
contamination. If the MIK value for a substance is unknown it
is recommended that if there are no known reasons to the contrary
about 1/20 of the maximum allowable concentration value be taken as
a start. Technical societies recommending personnel to serve on
the VDI Commission on Maintenance of Purity of the Air are
listed. Neither the MIK or MAK values are listed.00
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07197

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATION (1966.) Kuki Seijo
(Clean Air - J. Japan Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo)
4(4).1E2-66, 1966. Text in Japanese.

A report is given by a committee of the Japanese Association of

Industrial Health on "Allowable concentration". The ialues of
allowable concentration are worked out for a healthy man working
8 hr per day doing moderate work. Proper consideration must be
given to cases in which lore than 8 hr of exposure take place, more
than one pollutant is ingolved, cr the concentration of pollutants
increases suddenly during the work schedule. Included is a
discussion on dust measurement. It is important to measure dusts
having a Stokes radius of less than 5 microns, especially at a
height of 1 to 1.5 m from the ground. The relation between the
source of dust and the point of measurement is illustrated.68

07289

Isaev, N. S., Z. B. Smelyanskii, L. K. Khotsyanov, and

E. V. Khukhrin

PROPOSED NEW SANITARY STANDARDS FOR PROJECTED INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION PLANTS. Text in Russian. Gigiena Truda i Prof.
Zabolevaniya) 1(4)23-11, 1957. Engl. transl. by B. S. Levine,

U.S.S.R. Lit. on Air Pollut. 6 Relat. Occup. Dis., Vol.
2, p. 37-47, March 1960.

CFSTI TP60-21188

New "Construction Standards and Regulations" are now in the
process of development; simultaneously the sanitary standards for
the planned industrial enterprises are also being revised. The
earliest sanitary standards regulating the construction of proposed
industrial enterprises were issued in 1939. The new revision of
the sanitary standards is the sixth in order of legally enacted
documents in the field of industrial hygiene. In developing the
proposed meteorological standards the position was taken that in
all production and manufacturing plans temperature, humidity and
air currents lust be regulated in.a synchronized manner. In the
meteorological standards now in existence these factors are in a
sense independent of one another; this caused the practicing
sanitary-physician considerable difficulty in the enforcement of
the prescribed standards for work rooms and shops in which heat
and humidity were constantly liberated. Tables are presented

showing: temperature, humidity and air current standards for
work rooms in manufacturing and production industries;
meteorological standards of aiv ventilation, temperature and air

current velocity; are maximum allowable concentrations of
poisonous gases, vapors and aerosols in the air of work rooms and
shops of industrial manufacturing and production plants.66

07601

MacKenzie, V. G.

THE PHILOSOPHY OE ESTABLISHING AIR QUALITY CRITERIA AS GUIDES FOR
THE SETTING OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL STANDARDS IN THE
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UNITED STATES. Preprint, Public Health Service, Washington,
D. C., Division of Air Pollution, 7p., 1963. (Presented at
the Inter-Regional Symposium on Criteria for Air Quality and
Methods of Measureeent, Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 6-12, 1963,
Paper No. WHO/AP/17.)

The sagnitude and complexity of the philosophical, scientific and
sociological problems which confront governments and control
agencies in their attempt to promulgate air quality criteria and to
set ambient air standards cor the control of air pollution are
discussed.

07604

Rossano, August T., Jr.

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF AVAILABLE DATA ON AIR QUALITY CRITERIA
IN MEMBER COUNTRIES. Preprint, Washington Univ., Seattle,
Dept. of Civil Engineering, 22p., 1963. 12 refs. (Presentedat the Inter-Regional Symposium on Criteria for kir Quality
and Methods of Measurement, Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 6-12,
1963, Paper No. WHO/AP/11.)

Air quality standard-setting activities of Great Britain, VstGermany, USSR, Czechoslovakia, and the United States are reviewed.In addition, an analysis and comparison is ad of criteria andmaximus allowable concentrations developed by these countries.
Other countries of western Europe with the exception of VestGermany and Czechoslovakia have not adapted air quality standards.
In general the control of air pollution in Europe relies heavily
upon regulations prohibiting the discharge of pollutants which mayendanger the public health, be detrimental to safety, crops and
public monuments or constitute a public nuisance. kir qualitystandards for six specific gases have been developed by the WesternGerman Commission. Czechoslovakia and Russia have established airquality standards for a large number of pollutants. In generaltheir valves are similar. In the United Stats definite progressin developing air quality standards has been made in only 2 states,are similar. In the United States definitive progress in
developing air quality standards has been made in only two states,Oregon and California. The air quality standards in Oregon
pertain only to suspended particulate matter. The most extensivedevelopment of air quality standards in the United States hasoccurred in California. Direct comparisons between anbiont airquality standards of the various countries are not feasible becaesethe objective and criteria are different and the selected time
exposure period varies in each country. The USSR standards arebased primarily on human sub-concious thresholds while those ofCalifornia, and to a great extent Nest Germany, are based on home&COODC1.0118 thresholds. This wide difference in standards is due ispart to difterences ie edical and public health philosophy as towhat constitutes a throat to health and well-being.

07605

Middleton, John T.

AU QUALITY CRITERIA ASSOCIATED WITH VISIBILITY REDUCTION, SOILAGE
AND DAMAGE TO VEGETATION. Preprint, California Univ., River-
side, Air Pollution Research Center, 14p., 1963. (Presented
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and Methods of Neasuresent, GOMM, Switzerland, Aug. 6-12,
1963. Paper No. VHO/AP/15.)

Particulate loading of the atmosphere is primarily responsible for
reduction is visibility. The amount of visibility reduction, in
turn, is due to the nature of the particle. The criterion for
visibility is perhaps best given ia terms of visible distance at a
specific relative humidity. Air quality criteria for soilage may
be developed where specific contaminants have direct effects upon
particular materials. Since in general the soilage of goods is a
function of multiple actions, air quality criteria for soilage are
difficult of description and perhaps of lessened general utility.
Air quality criteria for visible effects of vegetation damage can
be developed for those toxicants which have direct effects, such as
sulfur dioxide, ethylene, nitrogen dioxide, peroxyacyl nitrates,
and ozone. Air quality criteria .for fluorides cannot now be
deterined because of the multiplicity of factors which control
the rate of accumulation and the subsequent effect of fluoride upon
plant tissues. Levels of fluoride responsible for damage to
livestock can be established and a criterion based on this is
feasible.

08803

Hunigen, E., and V. Prietsch

PROBLEMS AND METHODS OP SOLUTION Of ELIMINATING MMUS SUBSTANCES
PEON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES. ((Probleme und Losungswege
der Schadstoffbeseitigung bei Verbrennungsmotoren.)) Translated
from German. Techaik, (Berlin) , 21(6):377-383, June 1966.

The composition of exhaust from internal coabustion engines is
discussed. Maximum permissible concentrations of harmful
components are tabulated for five countries with standards for the
following substances: hydrocarbons (benzene, etc.) , aldehydes
(formaldehyde, etc.), carbon dioxide, sulfur oxides, nitrogen
oxides, lead (and tetraethyl lead), mineral oil aist, and carbon.
Some equipment for the measurement of air pollutants is touched
upon, including a description of an East German continuous
sampling apparatus for hydrocarbons, CO, CO2, and 02.55
12029

CORMONITY AIR QUALITY GUIDES. ALDEHYDES. Am. Ind. Nyg.
Assoc. .3., 29(5):505-512, Sept.-Oct. 1968. 53 ref.
The multi-disciplinary backgrounds and professional competencies
within the Asericas Industrial Hygiene Association have been
utilized to the fullest in the preparation of a series of ambient
air quality guides. These are intended to be concise, and
therefore are offered as single compounds, recognizing that other
factors such as potentiation, antagonism, or other effects
associated with mixtures, will create special problems from place
to place and from time to time, the effects of which must be
individually evaluated. These guides are based on present
scientific knowledge; as new data become available, the recommended
threshold values are subject to change. The literature relating
to the subject matter of each of the ambient air quality guide
series is constantly being reviewed, and when indicated, new guides
are prepared. (Author's Abstract)Ie
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14475

Huenigen, Edmund and Wolfgang Prietsch

ON THE PROBLEM OF LIMITING EMISSION OF TOXICANTS BV MOTOR
VEHICLES IN EUROPE. (Zum Problem der Begrenxung der
Schadstoffemission bei Kraftfahrzeugen in Europa). Text in
German. Motortech. Z. (Stuttgart), 30(7) :256-259, July 1969.
24 refs.

Maximum allowable eission concentrations in exhaust from motor
vehicles in Europe are presently being worked out by an
organization of the United Nations, the European Economic
Commission. It has been suggested that the MAC values be
determined by the 'European driving cycle exhaust gas test' (EPA).
Maximum allowable concentrations in the atmosphere have been set
by individual European countries. A table compares the values
set by the Gernan Deocratic Republic, the German Federal
Republic, and Russia and shows that the limits are far more
stringent in the GFR. The toxicological importance of carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in each country will
form the basis for working out uniform European limits. Based
on the MAC for CO and on the premise that the MAC values should
correspond to the toxicological importance of the pollutants,
the MAC ratio for CO, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides is
1:1.9:0.1. As easureents show, at present only CO emissions
need to be limited. The other toxicants will not be limited
until more measurements have brought detailed information
concerning the relationship between mansions and air pollution.
Linitations of CO eissions during idling is urgently needed.

14772

Weaver, Neill K.

ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS AND STANDARDS. STATUS REPORT. J.
Occupational Med., 11(9):455-461, Sept. 1969. 23 refs.

The Federal Air Quality Act of 1967 furnishes the methodology for
the abatement of air pollution. Its provisions include the
designation of air quality control regions and the issuance
of air quality criteria and control technology documents,
which will be followed by the promulgation of ambient air
standards and emission standards at regional, state, and local
levels. The atmospheric pollutants of current major concern
are sulfur oxides, particulates, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons,
oxidants, carbon onoxide, fluorine, and lead. Their toxic
and other deleterious effects, exhibited at various
concentration-time exposures, can be related to levels reached
by the individual contaminants in the air of cities. While
such an evaluation does not allow for possible interactions
between pollutants, it appears that sulfur dioxide, oxidants,
and carbon monoxide way be harmful to human health when the
agents are concentrated, as in focal areas of emission or
during sustained meteorologic inversions. Gains to be
achieved by controlling these and other contaninants during non
peak conditions are probably derived from aesthetic, economic,
and welfare benefits rather than health. Abatement procedures
should eliminate rises in pollutant levels beyond the average
ranges generally present in urban ambient air. (Author summary
modified)
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14842

Chapoux, E. (
POLLUTION OF THE AIR BY AUTOMOBILES. EVOLUTION OF THE
FORMULATION OF THE RULES 07 THE EUROPEAN PLAN. COMPARISON OP
LIMITS ANTICIPATED IN EUROPE AND THE U. S. A. (La pollution
de lfair par les automobiles. Evolution de la reglementation
sur le plan europeen. Comparaison des liites prevues en
Europe et aux U. S. A.). ?est in French. Pollut. Atos.
(Paris), 11(Special):24-32, Feb. 1969.

U. S. Federal Governent easureents in 1970 of eissions from
autonobiles on a standard U. S. run mill be calculated from a
given formula. In European practice, easurements ate ade on
a European standard run. A U. S. value for carbon onoxide of
23 gm/mile is equivalent to 124 g/sile in European
calculations: a U. S. hydrocarbon figure of 2.3 gm/mile
corresponds to the European 5.52 gm/mile. Germany, Italy,
Prance, and Sveden have together proposed limits for eissions
varying linearly vith I, the vehicular ass in kg. The best
linear fit of exhaust volue in the European run is: Volaiters)
equals 1140 + 2.9 I. The limits for prototype cars in a
standard run are 48.48 .07576 I (in grams) for carbon
onoxide, and 6 + 0.003 I (in grass), for hydrocarbons. For
production control, the liits are 2011 higher for CO and 3011
higher for hydrocarbons. Means for satisfying these requirements,
especially for cars vith cylinders of less than 819 cc c, are
not yet available. Proposed techniques include electronic fuel
injection, carburetor adaptation for tovn driving, and two-
performance carburetion. Richness should be kept low in
deceleration and idling, and ignition delayed. Man-Air-
Os catalysis is generally considered too expensive for
application. Future research vork is expected to be on design
of cylinders, yell temperature, internal turbulence, spark gaps,
high frequency discharges, valves, and exhaust. Oxides of
nitrogen ust be considered but are less dangerous in Europe
than in the U. S. for cliatic reasons. Increasiag Europeas
and U. S. cooperation is anticipated.

15715

COMMUNITY III QUALITY GUIDES. ETHYLENE. Am. Ind. Nyg. AANN4 J.,
29(6):627-631, Nov. - Dec. 1968. 24 refs.

The ulti-disciplinary backgrounds mod professional cospetencies
within the American Industrial Hygiene Association have been
utilised to the fullest in the preparation of a series of ambient
air quality guides. These are intended to be concise. To be
concise they are offered as single compounds, recognising that
other factors such as potentiation, antagonise, or other effects
associated with mixtures, will create special problems fro place
to place ad fro time to time, the effects of which ast be

individually evaluated. These guides are based oa present
scieetific knowledge; as see data becoes available, the
recommended threshold values are subject to change. The literature
relating to the subject atter of each of the ambient air quality
guide series is constantly being reviewed, and when indicated, e
guides are prepared. (Author's Abstract)
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16518

California State Dept. of Public Health, Berkeley, Bureau of Air
Sanitation

NEV AND REVISED ROTOR VEHICLE STANDARDS ADOPTED. Clean Air
Quart., 8(4):1-27, Dec. 1964.

California's 1970 emission standards for motor vehicles reduce
hydrocarbon exhaust levels from 275 to 180 ppm by volume aad
carbon aonoxide exhaust levels fros 1.5 to 1.0 percent by voles..
The crankcase hydrocarbon standard is lowered from 0.15 to 1.10
percent of the supplied fuel. For the first time the following
standards are included for fuel tank and carburetor bot soak
emissions respectively: 6 g/day; and 2 g/day. Approximately
95% of hydrocarbon losses are now covered by emission standards.
Nowever, further improvements in the standard are anticipated.
It is hoped that the hydrocarbon standards can be eventually
stated in terms of the reactive compounds producing photochemical
smog. Also under consideration is a staudard for nitrogen
oxides. As the result of a prolonged smog attack in September amd
October 1964, three Southern California cities experienced more
than 20 'adverse' days when the total oxidant exceeded 0.15 for one
hour or longer. Unless esissions of pollutants, particularly
those from automobiles, are curbed, further severe smog episodes
will occur. The State Rotor Vehicle Pollution Control Board has
given its approval to the Chrysler exhaust contrul system. Current
studies of carbon dioxide contamination from engine compartaents
show CO concentrations in closed cars of 100 to 200 ppm. Although
exposure to these levels for two hours or longer could adversely
affect a commuter's carboxyhemoglobin level, the CO levels are
sot likely to be influenced by controlling hydrocarbon aad carbon
monoxide emissions with afterburners. Levels of oxidants,
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxides recorded by
state monitoring stations are tabulated.



is obtained on the times at vhich the hydrocarbon reaches half of
its initial concentration and the normalized rates at these times
in the reaction although they do represent somevhat different
easures of reactivity. The results from these tvo systems
should not be taken as indicating that temperature changes are
independent of the nature of the hydrocarbon used as a
reactant. The investigation shoved that temperature
difference of a few degrees can cause measurable changes in
photo-oxidation rates.**

00058

R.S. Tipson

MIER OF OXIDATION OF POLICICLIC, AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS.
National Bureau of Standards, Vashiagton, D.C., Division of
Physical Chemistry.(N8S Rept. 8363.) (NHS with PHS
support.) May 27, 1964. 89pp.

A survey has been made of the literature on the oxidation of
polycyclic, aromatic hydrocartens. Information has been assembled
on (1) the oxidants effective in the oxidation of such hydrocar-
bons, (2) the relative reactivity of the hydrocarbons, (3) the
conditions under which oxidaticn proceeds, (4) the chemical
mechanisms involved when such oxidations occur, and (5) the
products formed. (Author)**

00069

C. Orr, Jr., V.P. Hendrix, P.N. Hurd, V.J. Corbett

IITERACTION OF SUBM/CRON SMOG PARTICLES AND VAPORS (FINAL
SEPT.). Georgia Inst. of Tech., Atlanta, Engineering
Experiment Station. Dec 31, 1961. 9* pp.

The purpose of this investigation vas to determine the physical
effect of organic solvent vapors on aerosols having particle
radii in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 micron. To accomplish this,
an ion counter was employed to determine the particle size
distribution of various aerosols both in the presence of pure gases
and in the presence of gases containing foreign vapors. The size
distributions were established as functions of vapor concentration.
Systems consisting of aerosolized particulates (listed first)
and a vspor (listed second) such as ammoniun iodide and alcohol,
camphor and alcohol, poly(aethyl methacrylate) aad methyl ethyl
ketone increased in particulate size with an increase im vapor
concentration below relative humidities of 100% Odle systems of
stearic acid and turpentine, carbon and hellion., graphite alad
benzene, paraffin aad hexane, and napthaleae and gasoline shoved
no size change below the saturation point. Except for the systens
of graphite and benzene and carbon and benzene, the particulates
vete soluble to a easuiable extent in the liquid phase of the
vapor with which they vete paired. From the results of this
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aerosols that are soluble in volatile organic solvents
incease in size with increase in solvent vapor concentrations.

investigation it may be concluded that: (1) Particulate

The extent of the size change may be predicted from theoretical
considerations. (2) In general, the grSeater the solubility of
the aerosol aterial the lower will be the relative humidity at
which significant growth will occur. (3) For materials
with a relatively low solubility (less than approximately 5% by
weight) relative humidities in excess of 100% are required for
growth if the nuclei size is of the order of 0.01 icron diameter.
(4) An ion counter affords an excellent means for analyzing
aerosol particulate radii in the range from 0.01 to 0.1 icron.

00101

E. P. Koutsciukos and K. lobe

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBONS. IV. EFFECT OF PREPARATION
METHOD ON CATALYTIC ACTIVITY. California Univ., Los Angeles,
Dept. of Engineering. (Report No. 64-12.) Feb. 1964. 46 pp.

CESTI: AD 601026

Five types of CuO catalysts were prepared in this study by
varying the amount of KoM used in 'le precipitation of
Cu(0102 fron aqueous Cu(1103)2 solutions. The rate of the
catalytic combustion of ethylene was used as a measure of the
sctivity of these catalysts. Overall rate expressions of the
form r equals kp sub E to the Nth power were used to
correlate the experimental data. Au average reaction order of
0.60 provided the best correlation of all the kinetic data. The
experimental data indicate! that the temperature required for a
given ccnversion decreased with increasing amounts of KOH used in
the preparation of the catalyst (up to 250 greater than
stoichionetric). The HET surface area and mechanical strength
of the catalyst increased with increasing KOH used. Using the
specific rate constant per unti surface area as a Reassure of
activity it was found that the catalytic activity of CnO
decreased with increasing pH (or aount of KOH used).
Comparison of the activity of the stoichiometric catalyst
prepared in this investigation with the activity of cupric
oxide-alumina (1:1) catalyst studied by Acconaxxo for the sane
reaction proved greatly in favor of pure CuO. (Author)ee

00119

V. E. Ventvorth, E. Chen, and J. I. Lovelock

THE POLSE-SANPLING TECHNIQUE FOR THE STUDY OF KLICTION-ATTACININT
PMENOMENA. J. Phys. Chem. 70, (2) 445-58, Feb. 1906.

A study of the parameters characterizing the electron-capture
detector operated in the pulse-sampling mode was carried out. The
pulse width, approximately 0.4 microsec., applied voltage, -50v.,
and the pulse period approximately 1000 microsoc., necessary to

M. Bask Science NI Tuba leg 879
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collect all of the electrons and to achieve a steady state when
argon-10% methane is used as a carrier gas vere determined. It

vas assumed that the electrons acquired a thermal distribution when
no potential was applied to the cell and that the results were
independent of the pulse potential examined up to 80 v. A kinetic
model of the processes occurring within the electron-capture
detector operated in the pulse-sampling mode has been proposed.
For the case in which the electron-capturing species is capable of
forming a stable negative ion (in contrast to dissociative
electron capture), the system of differential equations was solved
using the steady-state approximation. From this solution, one can
obtain the previously defined electron capture coefficient in terse
of the constants for the processes proposed in the model. In
certain cases one can obtain values for the rate constants and/or
the electron affinity of the molecule fron the tesperature
dependence ot this electron-capture coefficient. Evidence is
given for the validity of the proposed model, and the magnitude of
the rate constants and the electron affinities are
given for several aromatic hydrocarbons. (Author)1111

00120

R. Valsh, D. N. Golden, and S. V. Benson

THE THERMOCHFRISTRY OF THE GAS PHASE EQUILIBRIUR 12 PLUS
C6H5CH3=C6H5CH2I PLUS HI AND THE HEAT OF FORRATION OF
THE BERM RADICAL. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 88, (4) 650-6, Feb.
20, 1966.

with the aid of a spectrophotopeter odified for high-temperature
systems, the equilibrium constant tor the reaction C6R5CH3
plus 12 at equilibrium with C6H5CH2I plus RI vas measured
over the tenperature range 210-390 degrees. Thermodynamic
calculations gave a value of plus 30.43 plus or minus 0.32
Kcal/mole for the heat of formation of C6H5CH2I (g). Crude
kinetic data were obtained within the range of 210-280 degrees.
damming the rate-controlling step in the initial stages of
reaction to be I plus C6H5CH3 at equilibrium vith C6H5CH2
plus HI, Arrhenius parameters were calculated and it was
found that the heat of formation for C605CH2 (g) = 44.1 plus or
sinus 3.1 Kcal/mole and the bond strength of C6H5C82-H at 298
degrees = 84.2 plus or sinus 3.1 Kcal/solo, in good agmneent with
values from recent kinetic studies.ie

00128

K. V. Egger and S. V. Benson

NITRIC OXIDE AND IODINE CATALYZED ISORERIZATION OF OLEFINS.
VI. THERMODYNAMIC DATA FROM EQUILIBRIUR STUDIES OF THE
GEOMETRICAL AND POSITIONAL ISORERIZATION OF V-PENTENES. J. Am.
Chen. Soc. be, 236-40, Jan. 20, 1966.

The equilibrium of the iodise catalysed gas phase isomerisation
of 1-pentene and 2-pentene vas studies over a temperature range
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from 114.5 to 335.3 degrees. The measured values for constants of
both the positional and the geouetrical isometizations yield
straight lines when plotted vs. 1/T(degree K). Entropy and
enthalpy values were derived by application of least-square fits
of data to linear equations using a standard computer regression
program yield with standard errors (for a seal: temperature of
500 K.) The data can be equally well fitted to both linear and
quadratic equations. The data for the heats of isomerization are
in very good agreement with values calculated from the data on the
heat ot formation reported by Prosen and Rossini and quoted La
the API tables. The entropy differences between the isosers
obtained from the direct experimental data agree reasonably well
with the comparative estimates of Kilpatrick, et al. Values for
partial group contributions and.corrections thereof were
calculated from the data of this work and results reported
earlier fros related studies on n-butenes and 1,3-pentadienes.
They are in excellent agreement with earlier estimates.411

00161

C. A. Arrington, V. Brennen, G. P. Glass, J. V.
Michael, and H. Niki

REACTIONS OF ATOMIC OXYGEN WITH ACETYLENE (I) KINETICS AND
MFCHANISMS. Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass., Dept. of
Chemistry. Mar. 1965. 28 pp.

CFSTI: AD 464329

4
The room temperature reaction ot acetylene with atomic oxygen has
been studied in a moderately fast flow system. The course of the
reaction was followed using both the Bendix T.O.F. Mass
Spectrometer and a photometric method. The major products of the
reaction were carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Large amounts 6f
atomic hydrogen were also observed. The reaction scheme presented
is consistent with the results obtained. The rP'.. of the overall
reaction is determined by the first initial step in which atomic
oxygen adds to acetylene to yield an excited complex which then
undergoes unisolecular decomposition to give triplet methylene.
The rate constant for this initial reaction was measured, at room
temperature as (8.9 plus or minus 2.8)x10 to -14th power
cc./molecules. sec. The activation energy was less than 1
kcal./mole. Experiments with acetylene-d2 have established the
specific reactions which constitute the major pathway by which
triplet methylene, produced in the first initial step is consumed.
(Author abstract)SO

00190

R. D. Doepker and P. Ausloos

GAS-PHASE PADIOLYSIS OF CYCLOPENTAhl. RELATIVE RATES OF
12(-1-TRANSFER REACTIONS FROM VARIOUS IPDROCARRONS TO
C3116(PLUS). J. Ches. phys. 44, (5) 1951-d, Mar. 1, 1966.

The radiolysis of cyclo-05010 was investigated in the presence
of various saturated and unsaturated perprotonated hydrocarbons
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On the basis of the isotopic analysis of the propanes formed in
these ixtures and several other experimental observationgrit is
concluded that the C3D6(plus)ion, which is the ajor ion
produced in the frequentation of C5D10(plus), reacts with
various saturated hydrocarbons (A112) as follows: (a) C3D(plus)

plus A112 yields CD3CDHCD2H plus A(plus). Rates of this
process relative to that of the reference reaction (b) C3D6(plus)
plus cyclo-05D10 yields C3D8(plus) were measured with an
accuracy of better tLan 2%. It is suggested that the saturated
hydrocarbons also transfer an H(-)ion to C3D6(plus) according to

the following reaction (c) C3D6(plus) plus A112 yields

C3D611 plus AH(plus). Although in agreement with theory the
total rate of reaction of C3D6(plus) with A112 is generally seen
to increase with an increase in olecular weight of A112, there

are appreciable variations in the rates of the H2(-) transfer
reaction (a) versus that of the H(-)-transfer reaction (c) with a
change in structure of the hydrocarbon olecule. Reaction (c) is
usually.favored when A112 is a branched hydrocarbon, except for
neopentane which is entirely unreactive toward C3D6(plus).
Unsaturated hydrocarbons do not transfer 112(-)ion to C3D6(plus)
but probably undergo a condensation-type process. The radiolysis
of cyclopentane was also investigated in the presence of 02, NO,

and (C113)31. It is desonstrated that the C3116(plus) and
C5H10(plus)ions transfer their charge to NO, or (CO3)311 and

that a pressure of 20 torr approximately 201 of the parent ions
undergo ring opening prior to the approximately 20% of the parent
ions undergo ring opening prior to the charge-transfer
process. (Author) 00

00231

J.V. Newton

EVIDENCE FOR A FUNCTIONAL DISULPHIDE IN PHOTOPHOSPHrtTLATION.
Nature, 195(4839):349-.01, July 28, 1962.

The investigation reported here was prompted by results of
imunocheical studies on chromatophores of photosynthetic
bacteria and by the finding that the photochesical apparatus of

Rhodospirillun rubrus yielded serologically univalent
fragments after disulphide scission. The presence of theme cell
particles ot a repeating antigenic sub-structure with individual
determihant groups spaced between each pair of disulphides was

therefore indicated. Production of the univalent subunits of
chromatophores cal be brought about by treatment with sulphite,
heavy metals under alkaline conditions, mercaptans, or sonic

oscillation. Since the antigens under consideration are placed
in the chromatophore during photosynthetic growth, and since the
photophosphorylation system appears in the chromatophore under
these conditions, the possibility of a fu..ctional involvement of
theme structural disulphides in photophosphorylation has been

exasined. (Author's abstract) 00

002J8

E.R. Stephens, F.R. Burleson, E.A. Cardiff

THE PRODUCTION OF PURE PADOITACTL NITRATES. J. Air
Pollution Control Ansoc. 15, (3) 87-9, Bar. I965. (Presented
at Sixth Conference on Nethods in Air Pollutios Studies,
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Cal*fornia State Dept. of Public Health Berkeley, Jan. 6-7,1964.)

Three different reaction systems have been used to prepare thefirst three embers of the PAN homologous series Tvo of theseinvolve photolysis by ultraviolet black light lamps and one is adark reaction. All are carried out in the gas phase: (1)
Photolysis of dilute (100 ppm) mixtures of a symmetrical olefin(e.g., 2 butene) with eigher nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxidein dry oxygen or air. This was the original ethod and it mostclosely resembles the way in which these compounds are formedin polluted atmospheres. (2) Photolysis of dilute alkyl nitritein oxygen. This is the preferred method for PAN and PPM.
It was successful for the preparation of the four carbon
homologue. (3) The dark reaction of the appropriate aldehyde with102 and 03 at low concentration in oxygen. This is the
preferred method for the preparation of the four carbon
homologue. The starting material is n-butyraldehyde. In allcases the sam e gas chromatographic procedure is used forpurification. (Author)00

00353

A. Padwa D. Crumrine

PHOTOLYTIC DESOLPHURIEATION OP DIBENZOILSTILBENE
EPISULPHIDE. Chem. Conmun. (21) 506-7, Mow. 10, 1965.

The photo-extrusion of sulphur from dibenzoylstilbene
episulphide (I) by ultraviolet light filtered throughPyrex glass is described. Irradiatiou of trans-dibenzoyl-
stilbene episulphide (I) with a Pyrex filter in benzene
as solvent afforded a aixture of cis- and trans-dibenzoyl-
stilbene (II and III) in high yield. The photolysis wasfollowed by infrared spectroscopy and was essentially
cosplete in 30-60 min. The photodesulphurization is
markedly stereospecific. Consideration of Cle isomeric
distribution of the olefin obtained in a number of photolysesand the irradiation time desonstrated at least 90% stereo-selective removal of sulphur from (I) to give (III).
Increasing the time of the irradiation gave a slightly higherproportion of the cis-olefin but resulted in a diminished
overall yield of the olefinic material. The lower yields
can be attributed to a competing side reaction which predominatesat longer photolysis time. The loss of sulphur from thepisulphide upon photolysis is most simply explained
by assuming a cleavage of the C alpha-S bond of
the threo-memberd ring folloved by loss of atonic sulphur. Thelight absorbed by (I) possessos sufficient energy to effecta carbon-sulphur bond vleavage.SO

00355

A. padva

PHOTOCHEMICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OP A BETA, GAMMA EPDXY KETONE.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 87, 4205-7, 1965.

In contrast to exhaustive studies concerned with the
photochemistry of alpha, beta epoxy ketones there has beenso attempt, to date, to exaine the phototransfermations of the
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related beta, gamma acyl oxide system. Although a formally
analogous rearrangenent occurs, the mechanism: of the
transformation is arkedly different.
trans-1,11-Diphenyl-3-buten-1-one one (I) was prepared by
trans-1,11-diphenyl-2-butene-1,0-diol with p-toluenesulfonic acid.
Treatment of I with -chloroperbenzoic acid afforded, in
essentially quantitative yield, trane-1,4-diphenyl-3,4-epoxy-botan-
1-one (II). The irradiation of II was conducted using
an internal water-cooled mercury arc lamp wi.th a Pyrex filter
to eliminate wave lengths below 280 aillimicrons. The photolysis
was followed by withdrawal of svall samples at fixed intervals and
examination of these by thin-layer chromatography. Upon
irradiation of SOO mg. of II in benzene for 8 hr., the spot
on a thin-layer plate due to II had completely disappeared and
three new spots had appeared in its place. Chromatography of the
crude photolysis mixture afforded 2,5-diphenylfuran (27%) and
dibenzoylethane (III, 30%) as the only isoable products. The
formation of 2,5-diphenylfuran was shown to be the result of a
ground-state acid-catalyzed rearrangement of II. By using
scanning liquid-liquid partition chromatography the crude
photolysis mixture could be resolved into two major components.
In addition to dibenzoylethane (III, 18%), an alcohol was
obtained. The elemental analysis of this cosFonent IV indicates
that it is an isomer of II. The molecular weight is consistent
with a monoaeric unit. The high-dulution IR spectru (CHC13)
of IV shows a sharp strong intramolecular hydrogen bond; the
IR band corresponding to a non-bonded hydroxyl stretching
frequency was absent. The fact that absorption due to this bond
is strong and is invariant with concentration suggests that the
hydroxyl group of IV is cis to the oxide ring. The
ultraviolet spectrum (9511 ethanol) with maxima IV is
converted rapidly to dibenzoylethane by chromatography on !fools
base-washed alumina but can be recovered unchanged fros liquid-
liquid partition chromatography.I1

00156

R. Nristinsson G. V. Griffin

PROTOCTCLIZATION Of 3, 3-DIMETHTL-1-PMENTLBOTENE-1.
A NOVEL PHOTOINDUCED 1,2-RETMTL MIGRATION. .3. An. Chem.

Soc. 88, (2) 378-9, Jan. 20, 1966.

The first example of a photoinduced 1,2-methyl migration in a
simple hydrocarbon system is reported. A mixture (1.3:1) of cis-
and trans-3,3-disethyl-1-phenylbutene-1 (Ia and Ib,
respectively) was synthesized. A photoequilibriom between /a and
Ib was established rapidly under the irradiation conditions, and
therefore separation was deemed unnecessary. Irradiation of I
in benze (0.1 II) for 70 hr afforded almost exclusively
2,3-dimethyl-a-phenylbutene-1 (II). The primary products
in this photoreacticn are presumably cis- and
trans-2,2,3-trimethyl-1-phenyl-cyclopropane (IVa and b,
respectively) . That IVa and -1ft are intermediates in the
conversion of I to IT is supported by the observation that the
isomeric cyclopropanes (IVa and IVb) are cospletely converted
to the olefin /I after only 24-hr irradiation in benzene
(0.1). It is clear in view of this result why the
cyclopropanes do not accumulate upon photolysis
of I. It is assumed that the conversion of I to IV occurs in
a concerted fashion with methyl migration accompanying
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cyclisation. A mechanise involving formation of a cosmos
transitory intereediate which collapses to II directly or
alternatively to IVa and IVb cannot be excluded, however,
even though a pathway exists for facile cnnversiou of IV to
MOO

Story, Paul P. and John P. Burgess

OtONOLVSIS. EVIDEWCE FOP CAPBOOVL OXIDE TA0ToPEPILATION AOD i01
1,3-DIPOLAW ADDIT/ON TO OLEFINS. J. As. Ches. SOC. ,
89(22) :5726-5727, Oct. 25, 1967. 12 refs.

Evidence of the etistence of carbonyl oxides is based on their
reaction with alcohols to fore alkoxy hydroperoxides. studies
report evidence for 1,3-dipolar add itlIn of carbonyl oxides to
aldehydes but nose such for the similar addition to olef ins.
Evidence is presented for 1,3-dipolar addition of a carbonyl oxide
to as olefin and further, that the olefin is a vinyl hydroperoride,
formed in the osonolysis reaction b) tautoserisation of the
carbonyl oside. Opon eraminatios of Vs reaction austere from the
ososolysis of tetramethylethylene with gas and liquid
chroeatography, one of the major products was found to be
perosyhydroperoxide. A structural assignment was gives to the
cospound on the basis of information obtained from the infrared
absorption and nuclear saonetic resonance seasgreeents along with
observation of various other reactions. It vas also established
that the other product obtained froa the olonolysis reaction was
hydrosyacetone. The isolatiou of hydroxyacetone and peroxy
hydroperoside was thought to be good evidence for the
tautonerisation aad subsequent rearrangement of carbonyl asides.
However, the structure assigned OS peroxy hydroperoside has now
been found to be incorrect. Although the evidence for carbomyl
otide tautoeerilation stands, the evidence for carbonyl oside
addition to an olefin is not valid. The structures are presented
along with newly found proof for elimination of the original one.44

00608

E. P. Allen, J. W. Pitts, Jr

?PE VAPOP PRASE SUCTION OF PIETHVL RADICALS VITO
CloTOWALDEHTDE. J. Phys. Ches., 70(6)0691-1694, Juee 1966.
13 refs.

The reaction of crotosaldehyde (but-2-en-1-al) with *ethyl
radicals (produced by the photolysis of acetone at 3130 A) at
tesperateres in the range 120 to 250 degrees bas been investigated.
The major products ot the reaction were carbon sonoside,
propylene, four isomeric butenes, nethase, hydrogen, and ethane in
decreasing order of abundance. The mechanism of the foreation
of products is discussed. An espression for the rate constant of
the displaceeent reaction is presented.al
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00770

F. Sawicti, 1.u. Stasley, W. Jobssos

O0LI1C110/1,00110PrfOIC ABAL1SIS TOP PO1TIOCLt110 CC/11100111/5.
PiRrochi. Acta, bevol. 1, 17e-112, 1.65.

Queschofluorosetry should have a wide rasge of application,
especially is the asaylsis of polycyclic cospousds. ey varyisq
the solvent :grates amd thus its particular type of geeschisg ffect
fluorescence sethods of asalysis are side leach sore highly
Ralective. The followisq type! of detersisatioss ca be sabe:
ata heterocyclic hydrocatboss is the presesce of other
polysuclear cospolids sad vice versa, fluorathesic 'ydrocarboss
in the presesce of other types of aromatic hydrocarboss, ate
heterocyclic hydrocarbons in the presesce of sow aroeatic asises
and ice versa, aid atm heterocyclic hydrocarbons is the
presence of isino heterocyclic hydrocarbons and vice versa.
(Authors/ sissary)

001169

f. Saicai, 1.5. Stanley, s.C. flbert

Tar APPLICAtI011 OP 111311-1,11/!1/ CaPCBATOCUIPRIC AID SPtC?1,111.
PPOCEtetts f0 ?Pt Aistysis Pot HA nerntocircLu 11f0tOCAPPOU It
CORPLEI afttElPits. Occupatiosal Wealth Pew. 16, (3) 11-16,

1116%.

Procedures tor the separatios aid characterizatios of ata
heterocyclic hydrocarboss oresest i couples sitter.* have boos
developed. Of the several hundred coepossels presest is the basic
fractios of coal tar pitch, the follosisq ata heterocyclic
hydrocarbons have bees characterized by easily reproducible
procedures: besto(111-gyisolise, sethylbesto(hequisolise,
dis'thyl(r ethyl) besto(b)-quisolise, 10-a lit ylbesto(lOquisoliee,
bent(c)-acridise, disethyl(or ethyl)best(c) acridise,
dibeat(a,h)acridise, 105-isdeso(1,1-b)quirolise, acridise,
phesastbridise, istleso(1,2,311)-isoquisolise, besto(f)guisolime,
alkylbesto(f)quisolise, besto(lss)-phesasthridise, bett(a)acridise,
alkylbest (a)acridise, aid dibest-(a, 1) acridise. Coal tar pitch
was used as the stasdard saterial is the asalyses because
it is readily available, costaiss a large assortsest of basic
cospounds and carcisoqess, asd is found is high coacestratioss
in air sear outdoor tarrisq operatioss. The followisg separatios
procedures were used: collies chrosatography (alusiss-pestase with
increasing asousts of ether followed by iscreasisg aseusts of
acetone), circular paper chrosatography (forsaside: water,
35:65), this-layer chrosatography (alusisa - postale.: ether, 111:1)
asd this-layer chrosetography (cellulose - forsaside:water, 3S:11S).
?he follovisg characteritatios procedures were used: ultraviolet
a5sorption spectrophotoeetrey of as eluest or as attract,
queschofluoroeetry, spectrophotofluoroestry of as etttact or as
eluest, spectrophotofluorosetry oU the this-layer plate or os
paper, spectrophotophosphorisetry os paper, color tests, asd
observation of fluorescesce colors os the this-layer plate or
os paper before sad after triflworoacetic acid fusiag. ?be
described procedures are used directly is the asalysis of sitter's
particulates asd air pollution source effluests for poly:is/clear eta
heteroc)clic hydrocarbons. (Author abstract)1111
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00916

I. 3. Sass, J. R. S. Vas, aid J. V. Pitts, Jr.

mcirtirITT OP Ham STATES. IRTRAMOLECULA11 rroilocn ATOM
ASSTRACTIOS IS SIIISTITUTED DIITTROPMENONES. J. As. Ches.
Soc., 811(12):2652-2659, Jose 20, 1966. (Prostrated 1A part at
the Sysposios om Strocture aid Photochemistry of !welted
States, 1s9th natiosal Reetiag of the Americas Cheeical
Society, Detroit, Mich., Apr. 1960; and the Ifth
Istereatiosal Cosgress ol Photobiology, Oxford, tuglaad, July
19644
The vomitus efficiency of Ihotccycloelimisation of ethyl**,
("type II process"), Phi sub II, from batyrophesoue and
several pars-substituted derivatives is highly sessitive to the
lectrou-dosatiag character of the substiteent and to the mature of
the lowest triplet state. Thus at 1130 A, 25 degrees, and in
several solrests, Phi sub I* drops fros 0.112 and 0.39 is
butyrophenole aad p-methylbutyrcphenose, respectively, to 0.00 is
the p-11112, p-011, and p-C655 derivatives. Energy-trassfer
aid spectroscopic studies indicate that the photoreaction proceeds
from the lowest triplet state of these ketoses and that this state
is a, pi (asterism) for reactive and Pi, Pi(asterisk) for
usreactive ketoses. p-Broso- aid o-hydroxybatyrophesoue do not
usdergo photocycloelisisatioa. The former elisimates broeine
stoops with a 'pastas yield of 0.25. The latter photoesolises is a
reactiou sillier to that observed for o-hydroxy- avid
o-sethylbentophesose. The photocycloelisinatios reaction is
temperature depesdelt ith am activatios esergy of about 2
kcal/sole for butyruphesone. (Author abstract)**

00917

E. 3. Maus asd 3. 11. Pitts, Jr.

TRIVAROLECOLAS MRCP TVARSPER: PROTOELIMIVITIOR OP PALOCE1
ATOMS PROM AROMATIC MORES. 3. Chem. Phys., Vol.
70:2066-2067, 1%6.
Photochemical reactios of bromism atos photoelimisatiou in
p-brosobutyrophesose, a previously unreported reactios is
riag-substituted arosatic ketoses, is discussed. The restate
obtalued isdicated that photoelisimatios of halogee atoms was
quite general for aroaatic ketoites substituted is the rim; with Er
sad I.**

00925

3. W. S. Ilas, R. V. McCormick, Z. .1. flays, and
3. W. Pitts, Jr.

Tilt VOLTS OP MOLECULAR STIOCTDRE AID EIVIROIMEIIT Ill TEE Inattryt
OP 2/CITED STATE'S. J. As. Clem. Soc. 87(20):409-1114111,
Oct. 20, 196S. (Presested at the Symposiss os Strectere aad
Photochoeistry of Excited States, 109th latiosal Reetisg of
the Americas Chesical Society, Detroit, Mich., Apr. 1965.)
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The inportance of molecular structure and environment is the
reactivity of excited states vas discussed and demonstrated by a
study of two odel photochemical systems in both conventiosal
liquid edius and solid potassium bromide matiix. The two
photochemical systems aro the diserizatios of anthraceses, which
is a bimolecular reaction involving Pi, Pi (asterisk)
etcited singlet and a ground-state oaoser, and the
cyclo-eliminatios process (type-// split) of butyrophesoses,
which is a unimolecular decomposition involviag am s,
pi(asterlsk)triplet state. (Author abstract)OO

01025

Foote, J.R., M. R. gallon, and J. P. Pitts, Jr.

IRE VAPOR PPASE PROTOLTSIs OF WIZEN! AT 1849 A. J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 8P(16):3699-.1702, Aug. 20, 1966. 28 refs.

The quantum yield of disappearance of benzene vapor at 1849
degrees is 0.9 plus or ings 0.3. The major irradiation product
appears to be a valence isomer of bemzene, tentatively identified
as Rhenzvalenew. Addition of diluent 112 reduces the rate of
formation of the ; odnct but, up to SOmm total pressure, increases
its maximum concentration. Sall amounts of fragmentation
products, i.e. 'ethane, ethane, ethylene, and acetyleme, are also
observed as well as considerable amounts of polymeric or
carbonaceous deposit on the cell walls. These products may be
forged in the secondary phctolysis of wbentvalene". (Author
abstract)es

01034

E. Sawicki and H. Johnson

THE vARIO9S QUENCHING EFFECTS IN TRIN-LATER CRNORATOGNAPRT -
APPLICATION TO Ate POLLUTION. J. Chromatog. Pol. 23:142-148,
1966.

Eight fluorescence quenching techniques of value in the direct
analysis of spots on thin-layer chromatograms are discussed. V20
of an insoluble quencher in the adsorbent is of benefit in the
selective analysis of fluorescent compounds. It is predicted
that with the help of polyeeric materials containing aitro,
phenolic, anioo, anilino, thiocarbonyl, ketonic carbonyl,
hydrazine, 222, and nitroso groups quick highly selective sethods
of direct guenchofluorosetric analysis of spots on a plate will be
possible for compounds containing various types of functional
groups. Tkis type of functional group analysis should approach
the simplicity of colorimetry. Examples are given of the
application of some of thene techniques to the analysis of urban
air pollutants. The following compounds have been readily and
quickly characterized by the fluorescence quenching techniques:
acridine, bent(a)acridine, bent(c)acridine,
79-bent(d,e)-anthracen-7-one, benzo(f)quinoline,
benzo(h)guinoline, phenalen-/-one and xanthen-9-one. All of
these compounds have been found in the examined polluted urban

1

atmospheres. (Author summary)SO
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01233

P. Ausloos and 2. E. Rebbert

PNOTOELININATION OF ETHYLENE FROM 2-PERTANONE. J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 86, pp. 4512, 1964.

Author reports additional information coscerning photomliminatiom

of olefins from carbonyl-containing compounds. Reasurements of
the light mission were observed is the energy tramsfer process

in the photolysis of 2-pentanone. Authors conclude the
probability tbat at any given wavelength the same process will
occur from either a triplet or a single state may depend on the
structure of the compound under consideratioa.ff

01241

R. A. Accomasso and N. lobe

CATALYTIC CORBOSTION OF CI TO C3 HYDROCARBONS. Ind. Eng.

Chem. Prod. Pes. Develop. 4, (4) 425-30, Oct. 1965.
(Presented at the 149th Meeting American Chemical Society,

Olvision of Petroleum Chemistry, Detroit, Rich., Apr. 1965.)

The catalytic combustion kieetics of ethaae, ethane, ethylene,
acetylene, propane, propylene, propadieme, propyne, and

cyclopropame on CuO:A1203 has been investigated at initial
hldrocarbon concentrations between 182 and 1450 ppm in the
tesperature range 140 to 510 C., and at gas flow rates of 160,

275, and 525 liters per hoer (NTP. The correlation considered
temperature gradients along the bed and external diffusion of

reactant to the catalyst surface. The predicted results agreed
within 15% of the experimental results at the higher flow rates

between 10 and 80% conversion. 'ethane was the most difficult
hydrocarbon to oxidize and acetylene was the easiest. In

general, increase in carbon number decreased the temperature
necessary for a gives conversion. For a given carbon number, the
required temperature decreased with degree of saturation. The
combustion products were essentially only carbon dioside and water.
The same catalyst bed was used for approsimately 1000 hours with

no loss in activity. (Author abstract)00

01316

H.J.R. Stevenson, D.E. Sanderson, A.P. Altsballer

FORMATION OF PHOTOCHEMICAL AEROSOLS. Intern. J. Air Water
Pollution, Vol. 9:367-75, June 1965. (Presented at the
American Industrial Association Conference, Philadelphia. Pa.

April 29, 1964.)

Aerosol was produced pbotochemically by irradiation of a number
of hydrocarbon-nittogen dioxide mixtures, some requiring sulfur

dioxide. In those reactions not requiring sulfur dioside, its
addition increased the aerosol production in most rmises. Mixtures
of hydrocarbons gave more aerosol than espected from their

production individually. Shorter wavelength illumination bad
little effect indicating that sulfur dioside activation is

unimportant. The size of the aerosol depended upon the
conditions of the esperiment. (Author abstract)til
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01358

8.0. Tebbens P. Ottoboni

DTWANICS OF VAPOV-AIN MITOSES. Am. /ed. Ilyg. Assoc. J.,
Vol. 26:445-448, Oct. 1965.

Although it is generally recogaised that density difference
affects the vertical sovements of gases, the doemward flow of
heavier-than-air mixtures has received little experimental
attention. On theoretical grounds, a very small density increase
can produce dovevard flow. Experimentally, a density
difference of 0.6% was sufficient to indece vert.cal gas floe in a
pipe. Prom a series of observations It vas found that the
relationship of demsity to floe rate can be characterized, and that
in unrestricted systems the maximum concentration of heavy
vapor is far less than that predicted fros vapor pressure data.
This maximum is related not only to vapor pressure, evaporation
rate, temperature, etc., but also to the fact of downflow and air
induction associated with it. (Author abstract)OO

01579

P.C. Alley L.A. Vipperton

THE EFFECT OF TERPERATOWE OW PROTOCNERICAL 01/DANT PIODOCTION /V
A MCA SCALE VIACTION STSTER. J. Air Pollution Control
Assoc., Vol. 11:581-584, Dec. 1961. (Presented at the
54th Annual fleeting, Air Pollution Control Association,
New York City, June 11-15, 1961.)

The tabulated results of nine irradiation rums are given for
olefin and nitrogen dioxide mixtures. The oxidant prodection
is shown as a function of tine of irradiatiou and temperature.
Oxidant production was calculated by subtracting the initial
oxidant reading before the lights were turned on fres the oxidant
reading at the particular sample interval. The peak oxidant
production was approximately doubled for each 10 degree
tesperature increase. The average hydrocarbon reaction rate
for each four-hour irradiation period is plotted against
tesperature. The rate increased sharply as the reaction
tesperature increased from 13.5 to 25 C, then decreased slightly
AS THE TERPERATUVE IWCREASED TO 35.0 C. F108 ?NESE RESULTS IT
is concluded that the peak oxidant production °courting during tbe
irradiation of olefin and nitrogen dioxide mixtures is dependent
on the reaction temperature. The magnitude of this temperature
effect is of the same order as that which would be predicted for
a thermal reaction.00

01628

F. A. Vingiello and T. J. Delia

CLEAVAGE OF 10-SUBSTITUTED 1,2-BENZAITBRACEWES. J. Org.
Chem. 26, 1005-8, Apr. 1961. (Presented before the Cheistr7
Section at the Southeastern Regional Beating, American
Chemical Society, Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 1960.)
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Authors present informatioa conceraimg the acid-catalysed
decyclization of an aromatic hydrocarbon. In order to gain
information regarding tie cleavage, a group of ketoses was
symthesised, the study of whose cyclisatioa night give inforsatios
regarding two factors thought to be inrortant in the cleavage;
namely, stability of the carbariuw ion of the departing group aid
ateric requirement of the departing group. Data in the report
indicates that both alkyl and aryl groups may be lost fres
aromatic polynaclear composads as a 'meson of an acid-catalysed
reaction and that the stability of carboniu ion of the departing
group as well as steric strain say facilitate the cleavage.00

01630

P. A. ingiello, S. G. 9oo, and P. Poles
7- AID 12-TRIE1TLIIM(A)ANTRIAACRIES. J. Orq. Chen. 30,
266-9, Jan. 1965.
Authors describe the preparation properties and node of
formation of 7- and 12-thienylbens(a)anthracemes. Analysis of the
spectral patterns were made.ne

01631

P. A. Tingle llo and N. V. Zajac
SORE NEW ALKYL 1,2,3,11-DIBINZOPTIEVES. J. Org. Chem. 26,
2228-30, July 1961. (Presented before the Division of Organic
Chemistry at the Southeastern Regional Resting, Aserican
Chemical Society, Biraingl.a, Ala., Nov. 19 60.)

Using a previously described methot the authors prepared aad
catalytically cyclodehydrogenated 9- mo- and disethylphenyl-1,2
bentanthracenes to give a series of sew alkyl-substituted
1,2,3, - dibentopyrenes.ee

01632

T. A. ingiello and R. R. Schlechter
SINTRESIS AND CfcLIZATION OP THE TRIM ISORERIC 2-8ENZTLPRENTL
PIVIDYL RETONES. J. Org. Chem. 28, 24118-50, Sept. 1963.
(Presented before the Division of Organic Chemistry,
Southeastern Regional Resting, American Cheical Society,
Nichiond, Va., Noy. 1959.)

A considerable nunber of studies have bees made regarding the
rates of the acid-catalyted aromatic cyclodehyeration of ketones;
these studies included only ketones containing one basic group,
the carbonyl function of the ketone. Substituents on the ketone
were restricted to alkyl groups and halogen atoms. The
cyclization behavior of ketones containing a group more strongly
proton accepting than the ketonic carbonyl would test a possible
limitation of the Bradsher-type aromatic cyclodehydration
reaction. Protonation of the substituent night retard formation
of the carbonius ion needed for cyclitation. This inference
actually does not exist since all three isoseric 2-benzylphenyl
pyridy I ketones are cyclited at a faster rate than
2-bentylbentophenoue by the usual hydrobrosic acid-aceticaed-ater aisture.
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01633

P. A. Viegiello, V. V. talac, Jr., and L. G. Maltose

THE STWTRESIS OF WAPWTRO(2,1-A)PEPTLEWE AWD
DIBEWtO(AE)PFPVtERF. J. OPG. CWER. 28, 3253-5, WOV.
1963. (Presented before the Divisicn of Organic Cheeistry,
Cobined Southeastern-Southwestern legioaal fleeting, American
Cheeical Society, Wew Orleans, tn., Dec. 1961.)

A ethod for synthesis of naphtho(2,1-a)petylese and
ditenzo(ae)perylene is described .0 Various dehydrogenation agents
and reaction procedures were used im ao attempt to convert
8-(1-naphthyl) benz(a)anthracene to maplitho(2,1-4)perylene;
heating with sulfur, with selenius, with palladium on catbon;
vapor phase dehydrogenation at 430 C on asbestos; fusion with
sodina and aldsiove chloride; porolysis of 700 C; Allusions
chloride in boiling benzene; and aluminum brosiic in boiling
benzene - all failed to give a significant yield. Finally,
cyclodehydrogenatioe of 8-(1-naphthyl)benza(a)anthraceme with
stannic chloride and aluminum chloride ie boiling benzene for five
minutes gave a sufficient yiell.$8

01634

P. A. Vingiello, F. P. Ellerbe, T. J. Delia, and
J. Vises

STWTIESIS OF TRE TRIM /S08E1IC
7-PTWIDTt8E12(A)AWTRWACEWES. J. led. Chem. 7, pp. 121,
1964.

The authors, aware of the causal relatimiship between certain
polyneclear compoueds related to benz(a),Irthracette and their
carcinogenic effect, prepared the three isoperic
7-pyredylbenz(a)amthracenes for screening for possible
carcinogenic activity. The synthetic route to these conpcueds
involves extensions to useful cyclodehydrogenatiom reactions,
previously recorded.**

01635

P. A. Vingiello and T. J. Delia

12-PTRIDTL8f82(A)AWTRWACEISS. J. Org. Ches. 29, 2180-3,
Aug. 1964. (Presented in part before a joint meeting of the
Division of Water ad Waste Cheeistry and the Divisioe of
Analytical Chelistry, 140th Dational fleeting, Aeerican
Cheeical Society, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1061.)

The authors ezteeded the dehydrogenation reaction to the
12-pyridylbenz(a)anthraceees and consequently have
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asadibessop?reses for testiag of carcisogesicity. Is

occosplisbiag this mactios five sew hetouPs aud oss hetisis*
(seise) have bees prepared asd riag closed to their correspoadiag
12-pyridylbess(alanthraceses which ware them studied is
debydrogesatios reactioss.00

0164R

V. F. Vorgaaroth aid J. G. Calvert

Tat PROTOLISIS OF 1,10-At0-11-811TASt 9A1011; Tat SUCTIONS OP
TN! V -90TIL. Preprist. (Prwsested befits the Oivisios of
Physical thesistry, 149th Vatiosal Neetiag Americas Chesical
Society, Petroit, Rich., Sept. 1964.)

The vapor phase photolysis of 1,10 -ato-s-butase, at 3600 A was
investigated as a fusctios of reactast presssr74, tesperature, light

istessity, asd added gas. The segues°, of listed teactioss is
consistent with observed results. Vith the assumptiou that the
rate cosstaut for the reaction, 2s-C4R9 yields a-C4818 is
2.2 s 10 to the 13th power cc/sole-sec, sad that for the reactios,
(n-C4R,) 212 8 yields (a-C*89)212 fig is 3.2 t 10 to tbe
14th power cc/sole-sec, the rate cosstasts for the following

reactioss were estisated: (s-C489)2112 yields 2s -C4119 piss
$2, k2 approt equals 2.5 s 10 to the 9th power s * to the
-3.0/Vt power/ser; a-C4R9 yields C28 plus C215, AS appros
equals 3.7 s 10 o the 13th power s e to the -211.7/1? power/sec;
a-C489 plus (2-C4119) 282 yields a-C4R10 plus
C488112C4119, AS approt eqsals 1.4 s 10 to the 11th power t to

the -7.1/11 poser cc/sole-sec. The disproportiosatiou to the
Coabillatioll ratio for the a -Cave radical (k3/k4) is estiested as

0.14. tstieatioss of the thersodysamic quantities for the
a -Cate radical are girOa.00

01677

S.a. !Masa* C. gauges

IRE tLIMATIOV OF SF 1101 *ROT* FLUOVIVATIO
AS tSTIRATIOV OF Tilt ACTIVAT/011 ROUGHS ASO VAT1 PAVARtTIVS.
J. Phys. Ches. 69, (11) 3898-1905, Nov. 1965

SCIFICt-TIENVOLOOI: Fisoriaated hydrocarbons,
Vecospositios, Fluorides, Activation eser,,, leaction hisetics,

Thersodysasics

The classical Vice-Vassperver-tassel theory of usisolecular
reactioss is shows to give a quantitative descriptios of the
decospositios of a hot* solecule of C12PC821. The
analysis also sakes possible as estimate of the activation esorgy
for the elimiratios of $1 fros this solecule withia narrow

lisits: C8211/4A2F yields C12 equal cry pigs 81: tact
equal 62 pies or sisss 3 kcal./sole; delta 12981. equal N kcal./
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mole. From the theory one predicts the observed reductions in
the rate of the elimination reactions for the series of not,'
molecules C286-xFs as z is increased. A similar analysis
gives a theoretical explamatiom of the observed pressure depeadesce
of the rates of stabilizatiom of the shot,' molecules (CN2C1.
C52C1), (C112C1.C8Cl2), as4 (C8Cl2.C8Cl2). A
guantus sodicicatios of the classical lice-Samsperger-Rassel
theorf was fouad aecessary wawa the sagnitude of the unfixed
internal emergy approaches the size of a guaatua of
vibratiosal energy. This approximatiom of the classical theory
predicted the correct rate of eliminatios of a CI atoe from the
hot radical (CNCICNC12) which at the tramsition state bad
oily 2 kcal./sole of waited esergy. In these calculatioss the
Catb02-Carbos bud energy la etbase was wetted to be invariant
epos the replaceseat of hydrous by halogen atoas. (Author
abstract)ee

01680

S.W. Vogler S.C. Beaus

IODIWZ AND VITO= 01102 CATALYZED /S08EVIZATIOV OF OLIFIVS.
VII. INN FTABILIZATIOV MFG/ IN TN/ FINTADIEVYL VADICAL AU TOE
RIVETICS OP TV: FOSITIOVAL ISONIESIZSTION OF 1,4-1PE1TADINVI.
J. As. Ches. Soc. 88 (2) 251-6, Jas 20, 1966.

The kinetics of the lodiae atom catalyzed isoserizatiom of
1,4-pestadieme to fats 1,3-pestadieme has bees studied is the gas
phase over a tesperature raage from 129 to 241. The forsatios
of small amounts of mr-peateses sad cyclopesteme does sat chugs/
the basically very simple rate law for the positioaal
isomerizatios of m-pestadieses which is goversed by the rate of
abstractios of a bydroges atom from 1,4-peatadiese by Iodise.
elms compared with the activation emergy for the asalogoss
bydroges abstractioa froa s-peataae, assuiag the activatioa
emergies for the back turtles's to be equal (NZ attack on pestyl
sad pestadienyl radicals), ose obtains 15.4 plus or aloes 1 kcal./
sole for the resosasce esergy is the pestadiemyl radical.
This value is oely 25% larger tams the ally1 stabilinatios 4/allergy.
These stabilitatioa esergies are discussed in terns of a sisple
sodel of three-electron buds amd related to esergies is the
bemuse system. (Author abstract modified)88

01682

D.N. Goldea, P. Walsh, S.W. lassos

TIE TRZNIOCNEV/STNY OF TIE OAS PRASE 1MOILIBVION 12 PLUS CN4
(VEVEISIBLI) CHU HAS NI AU TIE NIAT OP rommos OF TN!
RETNYL VADICAL. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 87, (18) 4053-7, Sept.
20, 1965.

With the aid of a Cary spectrophotouter, modified for us
with high-temperature gas systems, it has bees possible to obtain
the equilibria. coastast for the reactim CN4 pluo 12 yields
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(reversible) CH plus HI at 605, 630, and 667 K. From
the easured alue at 630 K. of Kegs 2.32 plus or minus 0.09
plus 10 to the -4 power and th known values, dlta 3630 - 3.64
gibbs/sole and delta Cp plus 0.63 Ohba/sole, the heat of
reaction at 298 K. is found to be dlta 11298 - 12.56 plus or
sinus 0.13 kcal./sole. Cosigning this with known values of the
heats of formation of C1I4, 12, and HI yields the value delta
Ht 298 (CH3I(q)) 2.38 plus or inus 0.016 kcal./mole. Thse
results together with the kinetic parameters of Flowers and
Benson lead to delta Hf 298 (CH3(q)) 34.1 plus or sinus
0.5 kcal./sole, DH298(CH.1-11) 109.1 plus or sinus 0.5
kcal./sole, Dt1298(CH3-I) 56.3 plus or minus 0.5 kcal./sole in
good agreement with recent data on them, quantities. (Author
abstract) ee

01747

J.C.V. Chien

THE PHOTOOXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS. Hercules Chem. (53) 19-23,
Sept. 1966.
After a brief discussion of photooxidation theory, photoinitiated
oxidation in the presence and absence of light absorbers is
described. The effect of impurities on photoozidation of
hydrocarbons is discussed. The theory of charge-transfer
absorption by hydrocarbon-oxygen systems is examined. Other
charge-transfer iLitiated reactions are mentioned. It is
concluded that charge-transfer is of little significance in the
photooxidation of polyolefins. Governing factors for deqradation
of these resins are impurities and additives. Charge-transfer,
however, say be responsible for photoozidation of hydrocarbon and
sulfides in the atmosphere. The author believes that the
hypothesis of photoinitiation by charge-transfer will lead to an
extension of knowledge of reactions occurring in the atospher.14

01771

R. D. Cad le and E. R. Allen

KINETICS OF THE REACTION OF 0(3P) WITH METHANE IN OXYGEN,
NITROGEN, AND ARGON-OXYGEN MIXTURES. J. Phys. Ches. 69, (5)
1611-5, May 1965.

Rate constants for the reaction of atomic ozygten with ethane
have been determined using molecular oxygen, olecular nitrogen,
an4 argon-oxygen ixtures as the carrier gas. The reactions were
first order with respect to each reactant. Rate constants were
such higher for oxygen than for sitrogen as the carrier gas and
were represented by the expressions k equal 2.3 (plus or sinus 1.1)
times 10 to the 13 power exp(-6600 (plus or inus 1500/RT)cu
cs/sole sec.) and k equal 7.1 (plus or inus 3.5) times 10 to the
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12 power exp(-7)00 (plus or inus 1500/NT) cu cm/molo sec.)
respectively. Apparently, ground-state molecular oxygen, when
present in appreciable quantities, took part in the reaction.
(Author abstract)OO

01824

D.E. Rehhert P. Ausloos

QUENCHING OF THE TRIPLET STATE OF ACETONE AND BIACETYL BY VARIOUS
UNSATURATED HYDROCARBONS. J. Am. Ches. Soc. 87, (24) 5569-
72, Dec. 20, 1965.

The quenching effect of several unsaturated hydrocarbons on the
emission from acetone, excited at 3130 A., has been
deterined in the gas phase at 32 degrees. It is noto8 that
addition of an olefin usually results in a pronounced Feduction
of the phosphorescence ositted by acetone but that the
fluorescence yield remains unchanged. It is suggested that
acetone transfers its triplet energy to the olefin ollecule. It
is concluded that when the energy-transfer process is
endothetmic, the quenching efficiency increases with
diminishing delta H of the reaction. When the energy-transfer
process is exothermic, no correlation is seen between the
quenching efficiency and the delta H of tha reaction. Because
of the low energy of the 0-0 hand, cortesponding to the S sub 0
- T sub 1 transition in beacetyl, triplet-state energy
transfer from hiacetyl to most monoolefins occurs with very
low efficiency. The probability that triplet energy will he
transferred upon collision is as follows: 1,3-butadiene, 1.6 x 10
to the inus 4 power; styrene, 2.5 x 10 to the minus 5 power;
2,3-disethyl-2-hutene, 1.6 x 10 to the inus 7 power. (Author
abstract)O0

01833

P. Ausloos and S. G. Liss

P2-TRANSFER REACTIONS IN THE GAS-PHASE RADIOLYSIS OF
HYDROCARBONS. J. Chem. Phys. 43, (1) 127-35, July 1, 1965.

The radiolysis of cycichexane has been investigated in the
presence ot varying concentrations of acetylene, ethylere,
propylene, butane, and cyclopropane. On the basis of a number of
observations, it is concluded that, in all cases, the H2-transfer
reaction C sub n H sub m plus cyclo-C6H12 plus yields C sub n
H sub a plus 2 does take place. No extensive rearrangement
occurs in the collision complex. For instance, a transfer of H2
to CD3CDCD2 results exclusively in the formation of
CD3CDHCD2H, while an 112 transfer to (cD2)3 leads to the
formation of CD2HCD2CD2H. Relative rate constants for the
transfer of an H2 molecule to CH3CHCH2, 1-C4H8, iso-C4H8,
2-C4H8, C2H2 are, respectively, 1.00, 0.68, 0.27, 0.10, 0.11,
and 0.072. Similar variations in the relative rate constants of
the H2-transfer reaction C sub n H sub m (plus) cyclo-C6H12
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yields C sub n H sub plus 2 plus C6810 plus are noted. The
following additional information was derived in the cours e. of the

study: (1) Vhen cyclopentane or n-pentane is substituted for
cyclohexane in the reaction mixture, the 82-transfer reaction
again occurs. Under comparable iperiaental conditions, the
probability of the 82-transfer reaction is proportional to the
yield of the parent ion as derived froa the 70-en mass-spectral
cracking patterns. (2) An increase in the pressure of
cyclopentane, from 12.7 to 210 ss, leads to approximately a 50%
increase in the yield of the parent ion of cyclopentane. (3) TLe
parent cyclohexane ion undergoes a charge transfer to MO at a
rae which is comparable to the rates of the 82-transfer
reactions. 02 does not interact with the parent ion. (4) The

cyclopropane-d sub 6 parent ion reacts with cyclo-C6M12 to form
CD3CDHCD2H, indicating that this ion acquires the propylene
ion structure prior to or during reaction. (Author abstract)00

01875

M. F. Brunelle, J. E. Dickinson, and V. J. Hamsing

EFFECTIVENESS OF MANIC SOLVENTS IN PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG
FORMATION (SOLVENT PROJECT, FINAL REPT.). Air Pollution
Control District, Los Angeles County, Calif., Evaluation
and Planning Div. July 1966. 188 pp.

"The principal objective of this study, the determination in an
environmental chamber of the smog-foraing potentials of individual
organic solvents likely to be emitted to the atmosphere, vas
accomplished nnd it is nov possible to reach certain conclusions
based on these data. By compound types, the effects to which each
solvent group was found to contribute can be summarized as follows:
(1) Aromatic hydrocarbons, except benzene, contribute
substantially to aerosol formation, rapid 03 formation, eye
irritation and total aldehyde formation. (2) Chlorinated
hydrocarbons exhibit almost greater 03 forming activity than
the aromatics. Eye irritation was moderate to severe, depending
upon the test conditions, and aerosol formation vas negligible.
On the basis of an experiment with tetrachloroethylene (8 ppm)

and NO (2 ppm), alone, it is concluded that most of the activity
of the mixed chlorinated solvent may be attributed to
trichloroethylene. (3) Aliphatic hydrocarbons (alkanes), both
high-boiling and low-boiling, contribute primarily to 03
formation. They also produce total aldehyde clncentrations
comparable with those produced by irradiation of auto exhaust.
The high-boiling alkanes tested tend to exhibit greater reactivity

than the low-..)iling materials. (4) Ketones contribute
significant y to 03 formation (0.3 - 0.4 ppm after 5 to 6 hours'
irradiatior) and, to some extent to eye irritation, though mostly

at higher '2oncentrations ot with mixtures. As with several other
solvents, aerosol formation is negligible. A single test with
acetone (8 ppm) and XO (2ppm) shoved little activity by this
compound with respect to ozone formation or aerosol formation, and
only very slight eye irritation was inlicated. Data indicate that
the branched ketones are considerably more reactive than
straight-chain ketones. (5) Alcohols are the least activo class
of compounds tested.11
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K. N. Egger and S. V. Benson

IODINE AND NITRIC OIIDE CATALYZED ISOBERIZATION OF OLEFINS.
V. Kinetics of the Geometrical Isomerization of
4,3-Pentadiene, a Check on the Rate of Rotation about Single
Bonds, and the Allylic Resonance Energy. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
87, (15! 3314-9, Aug. S, 1965.

The kinetics of the nitric oxide catalyzed, homogeneous, gas
phase isomerization of 1,3-pentadiene have been studied over a
temperature range between 126 and 326 degrees. Analysis of the
data shows that tne rate-controlling step in the NO-catalyzed
geometrical isomerization of pentadiene is the rotation about the
single bond in the intermediate radical. Iodine is shown to fors
a much ore stable intermediate radical, and results indicate that,
in the 12-catalyeed system, the addition reaction of I atoms is
rate controlling. The rotational rate constant log kc vas
calculated to be (11.5 plus or inus 0.3) - (5.3 plus or minus
1.0)/theta sec. compared to (11.2 - (3.8)/theta sec.) as
reported earlier for the iodine catalyzed cis-trans isomerization
of 2-butene. (Author abstract odified)SO

01881

K. V. Egger and S. V. Benson

NITRIC OXIDE AND IODINE CATALYZED ISOBERIZATION OF OLEFINS.
IV. Thermodynamic Data from Equilibrium Studies of the
GeometricAl Isomerization of 1,3-PentadAene. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 87, (15) 3311-4, Aug. 5, 1965.

The easureent of equilibrium constants of the iodiae-catalyzed
gas phase reactions of olefins and their parent hydrocarbons has
been shown to be a very oimile, direct, and valuable method to
determine precise differences in the thermodynamic properties of
the reactants. Applied to the cis-tTans isomerization of
1,3-pentadiene, the present paper reports an appreciable amount of
side reactions and considerable difficulties in product separation.
This result is in contrast to the clean-cut experiments on the
isomerization of 2-butene. The important tvo side reactions, the
polymerization of 1,3-pentadiene and the formation of diiodide in
the lover temperature range, are shown to be a consequence of the
considerably ore stable radical intermediate formed with
1,3-pontadiene compared to 2-butenc. The NO-catalyzed system
showed excellent reproducibility and no measurable side reactions.
NO2 gave rise to the same difficulties obtained vith the iodine
catalysis. This is to be expected from the C-ONO bond
strength of about 54

01891

G. R. Youngquist and J. L. Allen

KINETICS OF THE ADSORPTION OF PURE HYDROCARBONS BY SYNTHETIC
ZEOLITES. Preprint. 1963.
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Rate and equilibrium data fot adaorption of ethane, thylene,
propnne, plopylene, butane and butylene on a synthetic zeolite,
Davison calcium Microtraps, were obtained. Intraparticle
diffusion was found to be rate limiting. Effective diffusion
coefficients lnd their concentration and tesporature dependence
were determined. Equilibrium data sere successfully correlated
using the Poteotial Theory. (Author summary)

01961

G. R. McMillan, J. G. Calvert, and J. N. Pitts, Jr.

DETECTION AND LIFETIME OF ENOL-ACETONE IN THE PHOTOLTS/S OF
2-PENTAN0NE VAPOR. J. Am. Chem. Snc. 86, 3602-5, Sept. 20,
1964.

The formation of the enol form of acetone in the "type II"
primary photochemical process in methyl ketones containing
gamma-hydrogen atoms has ceceiwed general acceptance in recent
years on the basis of published indirect evidence. In this work a
direct observation of the transient enol form of acetone has been
made by infrared absorption duricg the photolysis of 2-peatanone.
The enol to keto conversion was studied by following be,Lh the
disappearance of the enol and the appearance of the keto form using
long-path infrared techniques. The half-life of enol-acetone is
about 3.3 min. at 27 degrees and 750-mm. total pressure. The
ketonization process seems to occur mainly at the reaction vessel
mall. Photolyses of 1-pentanone were also carried out in small
reaction vessels pretreated with D20. In this case the
keto-acetone ultimately produced is partly monodeuterated, and a
partial exchange ot the enol fors at the vessel wall is indicated;
this result is similar to that reported by Srinivasan in
experiments with 2-hexanono. The extent of exchange exhibits a
peculiar dependence on the residence time in the cell which
complicates the interpretation of the ketonization step under these
conditions. (Author abstract)00

01978

A. P. Altshuller, I. R. Cohen, S. F. Slava, and S. L.
Ropczynski

AIR POLLUTION: PHOTOOXIDATION OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS.
Science 138, (3538) 442-3, Oct. 19, 1962.

A number of aromatic hydrocarbons participate as effectively as
the olefins in atmospheric photooxidation reactions in the presence
of nitrogen oxides and ultraviolet light. Judged both on the
basis of reactivity and concentations in the atmosphere, the
aromatic hydrocarbons cannot be ignored as contributors to the

photochemical type of air pollution. (Author abstract)

01990

A. Goetz and T. Rallai

THE SYNTHESIS OF DEFINED AEROSOL SYSTEMS. Am. /nd. Hyg.
Assoc. J. 24, 453-61, Oct. 1963.
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Instrumentation and procedures for the synthetic production of
photochemical aerosols within a laminar airflow along a tubular
channel are described. Special micro-dosimetry quantitatively
fe.:ilitates continuous addition of reactive trace components
(hydrocarbons, NO, 502, S02) and of defined nucleating
particulates. The flow is subsequently irradiated symmetrically
in the spectral range (320-450 milliicrons) in a special channel
section without temperature increas, at adjustable intensity
levels and exposure durations up to several times solar intensity
at ground level. The resulting aerocolloidal components are
analyzed with the Aerosol Spectrometer tor determining the six*
and ass distribution of the photoactivated particulates at various
reaction stages. Examples of smog-type reactions between traces
of 502 and olefins, and of modifications of natural aerosols, are
presented. (Author abstract)10

02092

E. Sawicki, T.W. Stanley, J. Pfaff, H. Johnson

SENSITIVE NEN METHODS FOR ADTOCATALITIC SPECTROPHOTOMRIC
DETERMINATION OF NITRITE THROUGH FREE-RADICAL CHROMOGENS.
Anal. Chem. 35, (13) 2183-91, Dec. 1963.

Many of the nthods presented here are more sensitive than
any described in the literature. A molar absorptivity of
1,270,000 can be obtained in the 1-methyl-2-quinolone azima
procedure, while in most other procedures molar absorptivities
average over 200,000. The following reagents are compared:
1-ethyl-2-quinolone azige, 3-methyl-2-benzothiszolinone asine,
glyoxal bin (N,N diphenyihydrazone), 3-sethyl-2-
benzothiazolinone picrylhydrazone, phenothiazine, N,N,N..19-
tetramethyl-4,41-diaminostilbene, 5,5' - diphenyl p -
phenylenediamine, 11,11,10,,N-tetramethylbenxidine, N,N,N',11*-
tetramothyl - p - phenylenediamine, and 5,5,11* - trimethyl - p -
phenylenediasine. The syntheses of some of the reagents are
given. Evidence is prrsented that free radicals are obtained
in all the procedures. The advantages and disadvantages of the
ethods are discussed. Recommendations are given for application
of some of the procedures to the analysis of solutions
containing dyes, large amounts of sulfite, or minute amounts of
nitrite. (Author abstract)00

02160

C. A. Clemons, P. V. Leach, and A. P. Altshuller.

(2-CYANOETHOXY) PROPANE AS A STATIONARY PHASE IN
THE GAS CHROFATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS.
ANAL. CHER. 35, (10) 1547-8, SEPT. 1963

The gas chrosatographic procedure described has been used
successfully to follow the rate of disappearance of various
aromatic hydrocarbons in dilated auto exhaust in a large
photochemical reactor. Some of the concentrations of the aromatic
HYDROCARBONS AIR AS FOLLOVS BENZENE, 0.07 P.P.R.; TOLUENE, 0.15
p.p..: ethylbenzene, 0.04 p.p.m.; and n-propylbenzene, 0.01
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p.p.m. Excellent analytical results have been'obtained even at
low concentration levels. For example, in one series of seven
qxperiments in which the initial concentration of a-Nylon* plus
14-xylene was only 0.038 p.p.m., it was determined that 0.014 plus
or minus 0.003 p.p.m. were photooxidized to products. Such
results are possihle only if column substrates such as
1,2,3-tris (cyanoethoxy)-propane, which have good selectivity and
excellent stability, are available to use with flame ionization
detectors operating at maximum sensitivities.00

02203

B.D. Tebbens, 3.F. Thomas, M. Mukal

FATE OF ARESES INCORPORATED WITH AIRBORNE SOOT. Am. Ind.
Hyg. Assoc. J. 27, (5) 415-22, Oct. 1966.

Modification of airborne arcenes by environmental factors is
significant not only because of possible reduction or enhancoment
of biologic effect on humans in contact with air contaminants,
but also of the difficulty in relating arene sources to the
compounds found in air. Smoke as an experimental source of arenes
was diluted, then irradiated in a 22-ft. dynamic flow chamber.
Samples were collected before and after irradiation and
determination of concentration of 2 arenes, benzo(a) pyrene and
perylene, and particle sizes were made. Irradiation caused
partial modification or disappearance of the arenes by 35-65% of
the original content. Without irradiation an apparent increase of
arenes was noted and this was thought to be a function of the
system and particle size factors. The presence of oxygen
increases the degree but is not necessary for the modification of
arenes. (Author abstract modified)00

02204

R.M. Teeter, C.F. Spencer, J.V. Green, L.H.
Smithson

ANALYSIS OF ALPHA OLEFIFS USING A GAS CHROMATOGRAPH-MASS
SPECTROMETER COMBINATION. J. Am. Oil Chemists* Soc. 43,
82-6, Feb. 1966. (Presented at the American Oil Chemists'
Society Meeting, Houston, Tex., Apr. 1965.)

The gas chromatograph-mass opectrometer (GCBS) combination
with and without catalytic tydrogenation is the most
effective way to obtain detailed analysis of commercial
alpha olefin minuses. Previous descriptions of this
technique presented examples only up to C10 alpha olefins.
Me have extended this tecnique to include alpha olefins up to
C20. The complete analysis of C11-C14 alpha olefin
mixture is given as an example. (Author abstract)ON

02243

R.E. Rebbert P. Ausloos

THE REACTIONS OF METHYL RADICALS IN THE SOLID-, LIQUID-, AND
GAS- PHASE PHOTOLYSIS OF DIMETtYLMERCURY. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 85, 3086-9, Oct. 20, 1963.
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The gas-phase photolyuis of Cr3C0CD3 has been investigated
in the presence of CH3HgCH3 from 376 to 453 K. From
the isotopic distributions ot the methane and ethane fractions,
evidence vas obtained for the occurren,e of the reaction: CO3
plus CHJHgCHJ yielding CD3HgCH3 plus CH3 (Energy
of activation equals 12.6 kcal./mole). This reaction is also
postulated to occur in the liquid-phase photolysis of
dimethylmercury. From the isotopic distribution of the ethane
proauced in the liquid- and solid- phase photolysis of
CH3HgCH3-CD3HgCD3 mixtures. it vas concluded that cage
recombination of methyl radicals does take place. Contrary to the
conclusions reached in an earlier vork by Derbyshire and
Steacie, no evidence could be obtained fer hot methyl radical
effects in the liquid-phase photolysis of dimethylmercury.
(Author abstract)OO

02253

H. C. Hottel, G. C. Williams, N. M. Nerheim, and G.
R. Schneider

KINETIC sTUDIES IN STIRRED REACTORS: COMBUSTION OF CARBON
MONOXIDE AND PROPANE. Symp. Combust..., 10th, Cambridge Univ.,
England, 1964. 1965. pp. 111-21.

The burning rates of carbon monoxide and of propane premixed with
oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor in various proportions were
measured over ranges of equivalence ratios and pressures. Burning
rates were deterined from metered flow rates and analysis or
reactor products. The burning rate of carbon monoxide g moles/ml
(sec) is expressed mathematically. A kinetic mechanism is
proposed which fits the data for CO with rat* constants
consistent with literature values. It calls for the rate-limiting
step: CO plus OH yielding CO2 plus H; equilibrium for the
following reactions: OH plus 82 equal R20 plus H; H plus
02 equal OH plus 0; 0 plus 82 equal OH plus H; and a
three-body chain terminating step. The mechanism proposed for
propane combustion involves in addition the very fast reaction of
propane to CO and 820 at the expense of OH, 0 and 0.11

02258

G. A. Oldershaw and R. J. CV0t200Vic

PHOTOCHEMICAL ADDITION OF HYDROGEN BROMIDE TO 2-BUTENE IV THE
GAS PHASE. J. Chem. Phys. 41, (11) 3639-44, Dec. 1, 1964.

The relative rates of the photochemical addition of hydrogen
bromide to 2-buten*, and of the simultaneous cis-trans
isomerization have been measured in the gas phase at 54 C.
Similar but less extensive experiments have been carried out with
1,2-dideuteroethylene. In this case, comparison of the rates with
the data in the literature indicates nch faster cis-trans
isomerization than can be expected from the decomposition of
thermalized bromoethyl radicals. Alternative explanations of the
fast geometric isomerization are briefly discussed.fl
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02286

C.P. Fenimore G.N. Jones

THE WATER-CATALYZED OXIDATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE Br OXYGEN IT
HIGH TEMPERATURE. J. Phys. Chem. 61, 651-4, May 1967.

By sampling burnt gases from lean flat hydrocarbon flames at One
atmosphere pressure, the oxidation rate in the presence of ample
eater at 1700-2000K is determined to be - 1/(02) (dln(C0)/dt)

1.2 x 10 to the 9th power e to the -24,000/RT/(moles/1)/sec.
In burnt gas from CO flames containing very little water,
-dln(C0)/dt is independent of oxygen anu roughly proportional
to water. The slower rate of comparatively dry CO flames is
raised toward the value appropriate to hydrocarbon flames by adding
hydrogen to the O. A partial mechanism is suggested which is
consistent with these results. (Author abstract)SO

02337

D. Phillips.

PHOTOLYTIC PROCESSES IS PERFLUOROCYCLOBUTANONE VAPOR. J.

PHYS. CHEM. 70, (4) 1235-43, APR. 1966.
DDC AD 635437

The photolysis of perfluorocyclobutanone in the vapor phase at
3130, 3340, 3660, and 4047 A has been investigated.
Fluorescence and decomposition yields have been determined at the
four wavelengths and the effects of pressure and temperature upon
them studied. Two modes of decomposition occur at the shortest
wavelengths and at high temperatures, one producing carbon
monoxide and perfluorocyclopropane, the other producing
tetrafluoroethylene. A mechanism is proposed which xplains the
results, and rate constants for reactions are determined.
Results indicate that about 7 kcal/mole excess vibrational energy
can be removed from the excited ketone by each collision with an
unexcited ketone molecule. (Author abstract)O4

02374

H.L. Shulman, G.R. Toungguist, J.L. Allen, D.W.

Ruths, S. Press

DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINUOUS COUNTERCURRENT FLUID-SOLID
CONTACTOR: II. ADSORPTION. Preprint. (Presented at the Air
Pollution Symposium, National American Chemical Society
Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1964.

A continuous countercurrent contacting device for the

separation of gas mixtures by adsorption vas developed. The
device can be used with molecular sieves to separate water and
sulfur dioxide from mixtures with air, and ethylene from
mixtures with air and ethane. Characteristic mass transfer
coefficients were obtained and correlated diagrams. (Author

summary)1111
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02412

A. Goetz N. Pueschel

THE EFFECT OF NUCLEATING PARTICULATZS ON PHOTOCHEMICAL AEROSOL
FORMATION. J. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOC. 15, (3) 90-5,
Mar. 1965. (Presented at the Sixth Conference on Methods
in Air Pollution Studies, Berkeley, Calif., Jan. 6-7, 1964.)

The role of nucleating particulates in the formation of
photochemical aerosols was studied in a steady, laminar flow of
ultrafiltered air containing NO2 and octene-1 in the
concentration range of: (30 - 170 ppm), when subjected to intense
irradiation under isothermal conditions. The particulates
consisted of onodisperse polystyrene latex (d equal 0.36 icron)
in concentrations similar to those in the atmosphere: the
irradiation intensity varied between: (6 - 40,000 lumne/liter) and
the ean exposure duration between 30 - 180 sec. Samples of the
flow, prior to and after its photoactivation, were withdrawn
either by an Aerosol Spectrometer (AS) or by a Royco
Aerosol Photometer. The photometric data include all
colloidal components in the airborne state, whereas the counts
obtained from the AS-deposits refer only to the nucleated latex
particles. The following pattern is evident: The
photochemical reaction yields fractional products (less than 3%)
which have the tendency to agglomerate (or polymerize) due
to their relatively low volatility--independent of the presence or
absence of nacleating particulates. The growth process appears
principally different from that of fog formation by H20)-
condensation, where, for identical supersaturation, it is invermely
proportional to the nuclear concentration. In the absence
of nuclei, autonucleation, i.e. self-agglomeration, occurs
at a much lesser reaction rate and higher photon demand. The
growth rate of the nuclei, when present, depends on the
concentration of the oxidation catalyst (NO2). Under
identical conditions the mass of nuclear accumulant is directly
proportional to the concentration of the reactive hydrocarbon,
while the growth rate depends on the light intensity and the
exposure duration. The findings indicate that density and nature
of particulate atter present in an air mass prior or during
photo-activation are, aside from the chemical reactant levels,
of major significance in aerosol formation. (Author abstract
modified)1111

02443

HYDROCARBON - AIR FUEL CELLS. General Electric Co., Lynn,
Mass., Direct Energy Conversion Operation. (Technical
Summary Rept. No. 8, July 1-Dec. 31, 1965). 266p., 1965

CFSTI AD 479005

Detailed information is presented on a continuing research and
development program to develop a direct hydrocarbon oxidatiol-air
fuel cell technology, Current work included research on
electrochemical oxidation processes, electrocatalysts,
electrolytes, electrode structures, and fuel cell life testing.
Multi-pulse potentiodynamic techniques have been further developed
for analyzing hydrocarbon surface processes. Performance of fuel
cell systems with hydrogen fluoride and phosphoric acid
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electrolytes have been studied for high performance

hydrocarbon oxidation. Boron carbide and carbon have been

successfully employed as substrates for high surface area platinum

and the results and application to Teflon-bonded electrodes. are

reported. A variety of modified Teflon-bonded developmental
electrodes were evaluated. (Author abstract)eN

02445

G. N. Griffin

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF UNSATURATED CARBONYL DERIVATIVES AND RELATED

SMALL RING SYSTEMS (FINAL REPT. JULY 1, 1963-DEC. 31, 1965.)
Tulane Univ., New Orleans, La., Dept. of Chemistry

(AROD Rept. No. 4375:11028 pp., June 1, 1966
CFSTI AD 6 35217

The photofragmentation of a variety of small ring homo- and
heterocyclic systems including cyclopropanes, epoxides, aziridines,

oxaziranes and spisulfides are studied. The photorearrangement of
cyclopropanes to olfins and the photoinduced conversion of
cyclopropenes to indenes also are examined. The studies are

complementary and those parameters which determine the reaction

course are defined in each case. For example, it is of interest

to determine why certain cyclopropanes fragment to carbenes and

others simply rearrange to isomeric olefins. Many of those

reactions described have synthetic utility and heretofore
inaccessible systems now have been synthesized. The

photofragmentation of stilbene oxide is illustrative and appears

to be the method of choice for preparing phanylcarbenes and thus

phenylcyclopropanes and cyclopropenes.l

02467

D. Vanderwerf

A STUDY OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE TOTAL ABSORPTANCE
OF CO NEAR 4.7 MICRONS AND 2.3 MICRONS AND CH4 NEAR 3.3

MICRONS. Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Research
Foundation (Rept. AFCRL-64-448) (Scientific Rept. No. 5)

pp. 83, May 1964.
CFSTI, DDC: AD 442926

The dependence of the total absorptance of the bands of carbon
monoxide near 4.7 microns and 2.3 microns, and of methane near
3.3 microns, on absorber concentration, pressure, and temperature

was measured. Data were taken for absorber pressures between
100 and 1000 ma Kg, and at temperattires up to 400 C, for a fixed
absorber path length of 30.6 co. The nature and possible reasons
for the observed temperature dependence of the total

absorptance are discussed. (Author abstract)et
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02472

S.S. talks

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON LIGHT-INDUCED CARBON MONOXIDE IN CLOSED
ENVIRONMENTS. School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
APB, Tex., Aerospace Medical Division. Sept. 1963. 9 pp.

CESTI, DDC AD 420946

Experimental data is presented concerning the effects of solar
light upon certain classes of organic substances which say be
components of the sealed environment of space vehicles. Many
aterials such as organic plastics, pigments, insulating
material, etc., will, when exposed to light in the presence of
oxygen, liberate a number of toxic end products such as carbon
monoxide, aldehydes, acids and certain hydrocarbons. In a
sealed environment these agents may reach levels toxic to human
beings during a long sojourn in a sealed system. Therefore,
along with products that may result from thermal and
electrical activity (otors, generators, etc.) , these products
may constitute a considerable hazard in sealed environments.
(Author abstract) ON

02489

J. K. S. Nan and J. N. Pitts, Jr.

A SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF THE REACTION BETWEEN IODINE IND
CYCLOPROPYLAMINE. Tetrahedron Letters, 44:3245-50, 1964

The reaction between iodine and cyclopropylamine in n-heptane
solution was studied spectroscopically. Preliminary results
suggest that 1:1 charge-transfer complex between iodine and
cyclopropylamine vas formed f irst; subsequently precipitation of
white crystals of a 2:1 cyclopropylamine-iodine complex,
C3H5NH2) 2 12 (A), occurred. Evidence suggests that the
solid product (A) has probably an ionic structure.ee

02493

J. K. S. Nan, L. D. Hess, and J. N. Pitts, Jr.

FREE-R ADICAL ADDITION TO AZOBENZENE IN CUNENE SOLUTION.
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OP SOME LONG-LIVED
RAD/CAL INTERMEDIATES. J. A. Chem. Soc. 86, 2069-70, 1964

A degassed solution of azonbezene in cumene was irradiated at room
temperature in the microwave cavity of Varian V 4500 e.p.r.
spectrometer with 100-kc. field sodulation. Light source was a
PEK mercury high pressure lamp equipped with filters which
absorbed wave lengths shorter than 4000A. At room temperature
irradiation, a spectrum was observed with an intensity dependent
upon the initial concentration of azobenzene. The spectrum is a
triplet, each component of which contains 4 groups of lines with
intensities following a 1:3:3:1 binominal distribution. Each of
the groups is further split into 3 lines. The radical structure
consistent with observed spectrum is composed of the azobenzene and
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cumene structures joined at a nitrogen atom and the tert-carbon

atom. Experimental coupling constants and experimental and
theoretical spin desnities are tabulated. Separate experiments
on a larger scale in which the reaction vas subjected to liquid
chromatography resulted in N,NI-Dephenyl-N-(1-methyl-1-
phenylethyl) hydrazine being eluted. Its identity was confirmed
by IR and n.m.r. analysis.**

02495

N. Nukai, B. D. Tebbens, and J. F. Thomas.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL CHROMATOGRAPHY OF ARENES PRODUCED DURING
COMBUSTION. Anal. Chem., 36(6) :1126-1130, Nay 1964.
(Presented at the Division of Water and Waste Chemistry,
144th Neetirg, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., Apr. 1963.)

The polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons synthesized in a flame
during incomplete combustion of various fuels are sufficiently
similar to suggest that the process of their formation is
independent of the fuel used. To test this hypothesis a
laboratory investigation vas carried out with burner enclosed in a
system which allowed controlled combustion of several dissimilar
gaseous fuels and quantitative recovery of combustion products of
interest. Quantitative determination of six arenes showed a
constant proportional production of anthracene, pyrene,
fluoranthene, benzo (a) pyrene, peryl ene, and benzo (e) pyrene.
Analytical procedures included paper chromatography, paper-to-
paper transfer, and new solvent systems which separate isomers such
as pyrene and fluoranthene. The spectrofluorometer was used for
quantitation of arenes after elution from the chromatogram. Types
and relative quantities of arenes produced appear to depend on the
temperatures of flame zones and on complexity of combustion
products. (Author abstract) II*

02496

J. N. Pitts, Jr., E. A. Schuck, and J. K. S. Man.

PHOTOREDUCTION OF 2,2-DIPHENYL-L-PTCRYLHYDRAZYL (DPPH) IN
HYDROCARBONS. J. Am. Chez. Soc. 86, 296-7, Jan. 20, 19 64.

Preliminary results of an e.p.r, investigation of the photo-
induced abstraction of hydrogen atoms from hydrocarbons by 2,2-

diphenyl-l-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) are reported. Light absorption
by DPPH solutions at 3130 A was determined by using the
photochemical disappearance of benoxphenone and the formation of
acetone in isopropyl alcohol as the actinometer. in the dark no
diminution of e.p.r. signal intensity was observed. During
irradiation the signal decreased according to the first-order rate

law. An equation for determining the reaction rates of DPPH in

different hydrocarbon solvents using the quantum yield is given.**
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02506

R. C. Clark, Jr.

OCCURRENCE OF NORMAL PARAFFIN HYDPOCARBONS IN NATURE (TABLES AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY). Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Mass.
JULY 1966. 56 PP.

CFSTI,DDC AD 635898

Tables of annotated bibliography of occurrence of normal paraffin
hydrocarbons (C(sub n) H(sub 2n plus 2) in land plants and
products; land organisms; marine plants and organisms; and
geologic and atmospheric samples. (Author abstract)**

02517

D. Marsh and J. Heicklen

PHOTOOXIDATION OF PERFLUOROETHYL IODIDE AND PERFLUORO-N-PROPYL
IODIDE. Aerospace Corp.. El Segundo, Calif., Lab.
Operations. Apr. 1966. 11 pp.

ADC: AD 483914

Perfluoroethyl iodide and perfluoro-n-propyl iodide vere
photolyzed in the presence of oxygen. In both cases, the major
product is CF20. In the C2F51 system, it is produced vith a
quantum yield of about 2.0. CF3CF0 is also produced, but is
100 times less important. With HI present, the oxidation is
drastically modified, and the R02 ins:ermediate must live at least
10 to the 7th sec. (Author abstract)**

02528

T. F. Thomas and C. Steel

PHOTOINITIATION OF UNIMOLECULAR REACTIONS. THE PHOTOLYSIS OF
2,3-DIAZABICYCLO(2.2.1)HEPT-2-ENE. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
87, (23) 5290.3, Dec. 1965

The gas-phase photolysis of 2,3-diazabicy1o(2.2.1)hept-2-ene (I)
with 337-millimicrons light has been investigated in the pressure
range 10-1000 microns. The variation in the yields of hydrocarboa
products, bicyclo(2.1.0) pentane (II), cyclopentene (III), and
1,3-cyclopentadiene (IV), with pressure is consistent vith the
initial formation of "hot" II vhich can either be deactivated or
isoerized to ^hot^ III. The latter can either undergo
uniolecular decomposition to yield IV or be deactivated.
Changing the vave length of irradiation from 313 to 334
illimicrons changed the relative yields of the products in a
anner consistent vith this ^hot^ molecule echanism. (Author

abstract) **

02534

H. S. Johnston and J. Heicklen

PHOTOCHFMICAL OXIDATIONS. III. ACETONE. J. A. Chem.
Soc. 86, 4249-54, Oct. 20, 1964.
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The room-temperature photooxidation of acetone (0.25 to 17 mm.)
in oxygen (0.09 to 9.7 mm.) vlth continuous UV radiation above
2200 A. vas studied by the method outlined in part / of this
series; observations vere made by leaking the reaction mixture
directly into the electron beam of the mass spectrometer during
photolysis. The principal products of the reaction vere H2CO,
H20 CH3OH, and CH300H; minor products vere CH3COOH,
HC300CH3, and higher molecular weight products which were
probably CH3COCHO and CH3COCH2OH. Because of the
cracking pattern of the reactants, it vas impossible to establish
the presence or absence of CH4, CO, CH2CO, and CO2.
From the identified products at least 14 free radicals are
inferred to be intermediates in this system. An exhaustive and
impartial examination of all possible radical-radical
disproportionation and recombination reactions indicates that the
data excluded a latge number of possible reactions but that 140
reactions could still be occurring. Formaldehyde, so far as
these studies go, could be formed by 39 different reactions.
Thus, this experimental method cannot give a complete mechanism,
nor can any method that simply analyzes all molecular products.
(Author abstract) **

02535

H. S. Johnston and J. Heicklen

PHOTCCHEMICAL OX/DAT/ONS. /V. ACETALDEHYDE. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 86, 4254-8, Oct. 20, 1964.

The room-temperature photooxidation of acntaldehyde (0.4 to 18
mm.) in oxygen (1.0 to 9.2 mm.) with continuous sav radiation above
2200 A vas studied by the method outlined in part I of this
series. Observations were made by leaking the reaction mixture
directly into the electron beam of the mass spectrometer during
photolysis. The principal products of reaction vere C830H
and presumably CO and CO2; other products were H20, CH20,
HCOOH, CH300H, CH3COOH, CH300CH3, and probably
CH3C(0)00G. Because of the cracking pattern of the
reactants, it vas impossible to establish the presence or absence
of CH4, CH2CO, CO, and CO2. Oxidation of the primary
radicals, CH3 and HCO, leads to CH300, CH3O, HO, and
H02, and probably HCO(00) and HCOO. There are at least six
radicals in this system that can disproportionate in 36 ways and
undergo other reactions. Thus this reaction is much too
complicated for its sechanism to be revealed merely by analysis of
all products. (Author abstract)**

02734

PkRT/AL OXIDATION PRODUCTS FORMED DURING COMBUST/OR (SIXTEENTH
PROGRESS REPT. JULY 1 TO DEC. 31, 1,1660 California Inst. of
Tech., Pasadena, Chemical Engineering Lab. 1966. 16 pp.

During the period covered by this report, primary effort was
directed to the investigation of the effect of the nature of fuels
upon the formation of the residual quantities of the oxides of
nitrogen and upon the microscopic nature of the perturbations
resulting therefrom. Tables summarize results of these studis.
Table I sets forth the experimental conditions in connection
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with the investigation of the behavior of the propane-air and the
n-butane-air system. In Table II, the composition of the
reaction products of the ethane-air system propane-air and
n-butane-air system.; are summarized. The analysis of the
perturbations in normal stress obtained in connection with the
propane-air and ethane-air systems is given in Table III.
Plans for continuation of these studies upon the renewal of the
Public Health Service Grant No. AP-00108-08 are discussed.

02802

E. Sawicki, T. R. Hauser, and S. HcPherson

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OP COMPOUNDS CONTAINING THE
P-HYDROXYSTYRENE GROUP. 3-METHYL-2BENZOTHIAZOLINONE
HYDRAZONE PROCEDURE. Preprint. 1961.

3-Methyl-2-benzothiazolinone hydrazone is a versatile
analytical reagent which has been used to detect, characterize and
determine trace amounts of various types of strongly nucleophilic
organic compounds. The mechanism of the present test is difficult
to ascertain. Two possibilities are that the reagent attacks the
beta-carbon atom in the p-hydroxy-styrene derivative or that the
latter derivative splits at the ethylene double bond to produce at
least one aldehyde which then reacts with the reagent to form a
blue formazan cation. Spectrophotometric Procedure.--To 1 l of
the methanollc test solution vas added 1 ml of the MBTH reagent
followed by 2 ml of the ferric chloride solution. The mixture was
allowed to stand for 15 lanutes and then diluted to 10 ml with
methanol. Absorption measurements were taken at the wave length
maxima. The blank vas colored light greenish yellow. Spot
Plate Procedure. -- To 1 drop of ethanolic test solution was
added 1 drop of the MBTH reagent followed by 1 drop of the
ferric chlorid solution. The mixture was allowed to stand for
5 minutes. A positive reaction is shown by a blue-green
color. The blank was pale greenish yellow. The test is highly
selective for phenols containing a p-vinyl type group as compared
to phenols without a vinyl group. It is possible that phenols
with an o- or m-vinyl type group will react as phenols to give
a red-orange color. A p-hydroxystyrene derivative in which a
methylene group is placed between the ethylene double bond and the
benzene ring gives practically no reaction.**

02804

E. Sawicki

SPOT TEST DETECTION AND SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF
MICROGRAM AMOUNTS OF ALDEHYDES AND ALDEHYDE-YIELDING COMPOUNDS --
A REVIEW. Microchem. J., Symp. Ser. 2, 59-106, 1962.
(Presented at the International Symposium on Microchemical
Techniques, University Park, Pa., Aug. 13-18, 1961.)

This review covers recent AVances in the detection,
characterization, and detA.rmination of trace amounts of aldehydes.
Some of the well-established nethods are also discussed and
compared with the newer methods. The analysis for non-aldehydic
compounds from which an aldehyde can be obtained is discussed
in the section concerned with that particular aldehyde.
Discussion of general tests is followed by discussion of the more
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highly selective methods. Vhere possible, a mechanism for each
procedure is included, for only with a knowledge of the structure
of the final chromogen and its manner of formation can a thorough
scientific study of the procedure be made. An attempt has been
made to present identification limits, spectophotometric constants,
interferences, and other appropriate data for all procedures. In

many of the procedures submicrogram amounts of aldehydes can be
detected and with the use of microcells submicro amounts can also
be determined...

02812

P. Drone, J. E. Smith, and R. J. Katnik

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF SOME CHL0RINATED HYDROCARBONS.
Anal. Chem. 34, 476-80, Apr. 1962.

The gas chromatographic behavior of 11 chlorinated hydrocarbons
was studied on six columns and at four temperatures for possible
qualitative and quantitative applications. Paraffin and Apiezon
L columns gave good qualitative and quantitative performances.
Peak area measurements were accurate to plus/minus 0.02 in the
0- to 5 micromole range. Carefully measured specific retention
volumes made possible the calculation of partition coefficients,
activity coefficients, and excess partial molar heats of solution.
For column substrates with indefinite molecular weights, such as
paraffin and Carbowax, relative activity coefficients were
calculated. (Author abstract)SS

02837

C. S. Tuesday

THE ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOOXIDATION OF TRANS-BUTENE-2 AND NITRIC
OXIDE. General Motors Research Labs., Warren, Mich. 1961.
35 pp. (Presented at the International Symposium on Chemical
Reactions in the Lower and Upper Atmosphere, San Francisco,
Calif., Apr. 18-20, 1961.)

To elucidate the mechanism of the a:mospheric photochemical
reactions of olefins and nitrogen oxides, the reactions that occur
upon the irradiation of oxygen-nitrogen mixtures containing several
parts per million of nitric oxide and trans-butene-2 were
investigated. Trans-butene-2 was used as a model olefin because
of its symmetry and relatively rapid reaction rate. The effects
of several variables on the.rates of trans-butene-2 disappearance
and nitrogen dioxide formation were determined together with the
effect of these variables on the concentrations of reaction
products. Reaction variables investigated include nitric oxide,
nitrogen dioxide, trans-butene-2, and oxygen concentrations as
well as light intensity and total pressure. A reaction scheme is
proposed to rationalize the observed effects these reaction
variables have on the rates of trans-butene-2 and nitric oxide
photooxidation and on the concentrations of reaction products.
The experimental results support the general Conclusion that a
free radical chain reaction initiated by the reaction of oxygen
atoms with trans-butene-2 is very important in the atmospheric
photo-oxidation of trans-butene-2 and nitric oxide.tt
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02838

V. A. Glasson, and C. S. Tuesday

THE ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL OXIDATION IN NITRIC OXIDE. General
Motors Research Labs., Marren, Mich. 1963. 14 pp.
(Presented in part at the 144th National Meeting, American
Chemical Society, Los Angeles, Calif., Apr. 5, 1963.)

The kinetics of the thermal oxidation of NO in oxygen nitrogen
mixtures have been determined in the parts-per-million range by
long-path infrared spectrophotometry. The results of this
investigation indicate that the reaction is second-order in NO,
first-order in oxygen, and independent of the concentration of
added NO2, with a third-order rate.constant, at 23 C, of
1.57 (plus or minus .09) times 10 to the minus 9 power per
(sq ppm - mn). I! is concluded that the kinetics of the thermal
oxidation of NO ere adequately described by a simple third-order
rate law and do not require the complexities suggested by
Treacy and Daniels. In addition, it was found C-at there is
no effect on the rate of the thermal oxidation due to either
(a) addition of several olefins or (b) photolysis of the product
NO2. (Author abstract)04

02851

E.R. Stephens

THE ROLE OF OXYGEN ATOMS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC REACTION OF OLEFINS
WITH NITRIC OXIDE. Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 10,
(11-12) 793-803, Dec. 1966.

The photoconversion of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide in the
presence of olefin at low concentrations in air vas studied with
two oblectiveS: (1) to test the hypothesis that oxygen atoms
are the principal reagents attacking the olefin in the absence of
ozone; and (2) to determine the average number of nitrogen dioxide
molecules formed for each molecule of olefin consumed to see
whether the conversion has the aspects of a chain reaction. On
the basis of the 0atomshypothesis it is predicted that the
rate of oxidation of a given olefin should be proportional
to the produce of the light intensity and the nitrogen dioxide
concentration. It should not be affected by the addition of
a second olefin. This was found to be nearly true for a wide
variety of reaction conditions. About oue to two nitrogen
dioxide dioxide molecules mere formed fcr each molecule of prcpene
oxidized.**

02853

Y. Masuda, M. Kuratsune

PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF BENZO(A) PYRENE. Intern. J. Lir
Water Pollution (Presented at the 23rd Annual Meeting,
Japanese Cancer Association, Tokyo, Japan, Nov. 11, 1964.) 10
(11-12);805-11, Dec. 1966.
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Benzo(a) pyrene dissolved in benzene vas ir:Idiated by UV
light of vave length greater than 280 milli.-ons. Oxygen
was present in the benzene. The irradiation ,roduct was
fractionated by alumina column chromatography, isolating
three crystalline compounds. These compounds wk re determined
as 6,12-benzo(a)pyrenequinone, 1, 6-benzo(a)pyre,nquinone and
3,6-benzo(a)-pyreneguinone by their melting point: data of
elementary analysis, and IR as well as UV absorptiou
spectra. AA110

02935

E. Matijevic, S. Kitani, and M. Kerker

AEROSOL STUDIES BY LIGHT SCATTERING. II. PREPARATION OF
OCTANOIC ACID AEROSOLS OF NARROW AND RIPRODUCIBLE SIZE
DISTRIBUTIONS. J. Colloid Sci. 19, (3) 223-37, Mar. 1964.

Octanoic acid aerosols, in the submicron range and cf narrow size
distribution, were produced with excellent reproducibility when
nucleated with silver chloride evaporated in a combustion furnace.
The parti.:le size distribution could be determined uniquely and
with high precision from light scattering data using the
polarization ration method described in the preceding paper.
The effcts of the flow rate of the carrier cps, the nuclei
concentration, the temperature of the furnace used for aaking the
AgCl nuclei, and the temperature of octanoic acid in the boiler
upon the size distribution of the aerosol were systematically
investigated. With increasing flow rate at constant boilnr
temperature both the particle size and the polydispersity
decrease. At a constant flow rate the particle size becomes
larger with increasing boiler temperature while the polydispersity
remains practically constant. Particle size also increases with
decreasing furnace temperature and dilution of nuclei. (Author
abstract)00

03009

P. de Mayo

THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF UNSATURATE SYSTEMS CONTAINING HETERO ATOMS
OTHER THAN OXYGEN (FINAL REPT. SEPT. 1965-MAY 1966).
Western Ontario Univ., London, Canada, Dept. of
Chemistry. 6 pp., 1966

This report presents a summary of t study of the products and
mechanisms of reactions wherein unsaturated systems containing
nitrogen or sulfur are photolyzed. Included are studies of
(1) the photochemical Beckmann rearrangement, (2) the general
heteroatom transfer, (3) coumalin dimerization, and (4) the
photolytic decomposition of B-ketosulphones.00

03062

S. V. Benson ard G. R. Haugen.

EST/MATED ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR THE FOUR-CENTER ADDITION
REACTION OF H2, HX, AND X2 TO ACETYLENES. J. Phys.
Chem. 70, (10) 3336-8, Oct. 1966
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The application of an electrostatic model to predict the
activation energy of the four-center addition reactions of
acetylene is discussed. The transition state is considered an
intimate semi-ion pair with an equivalent charge separation of plus
or inus formal charge. The energy of activation can be equated
to the electrostatic energy of interaction of point dipoles.
Values obtained for the reacting substances (acetylene, ethyl
acetylenes, hydrogen halides, hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine,
bromine, iodine) are tabulated. The activation energy for the
molecular addition to acetylenes is about 1.5 kcal/mole smaller
than that for the corresponding olefin.**

D. Durant and G. R. McMillan.

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOCUMICALLY GENERATED T-PENTOKT
RADICALS. J. Phys. Ches. 70 (9) 2709-13, Sept. 1966.

Previous studies on excited alkoxy radicals formed in
photochemical processes were extended to the t-pentoxy species,
which is well known to det-,mpose by two parallel paths. The
ratio of rate constants k sub 1/k sub 2 was estiaated to be 104 at
114 degrees from experiments on pyrolysis of t-pentyl nitrits.
For radicals formed by photolysis of this compound, k sub 1/Ir sub
2 depends strongly on the absorbed wavelength but does not reach
the expected limiting value of 104 at the longest wavelength
which could be studied. The dependence of quantum yields at
3660 A on pressure of an added scavenger, nitric oxide, showed
that the k sub 1/k sub 2 obtained from photochemical experiments
could be accounted for quantitatively by a contribution from
excited radicals and a contribution identical with the ratio for
unexcited radicals, obtained from pyrolysis ekperiments. These
results provide limited justification for the "alpha method" often
used in kinetic treatment of excited radical effects.
Quantum-yeild measurements at high pressures of added nitric
oxide suggest preferential removal of excited radicals of lower
energy and disclose a broad energy distribution of the excited
radicals. (Author abstract)**

03067

D. M. Golden, A. S. Rodgers, and S. V. Benson

THE KINETICS AND MECHANISM OF THE REACTION 12 PLUS C3H6 =
C3H5I PLUS HI AND THE HEAT OF FORMATION OF THE ALLYL RADICAL.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 88, (14) 3196-8, July 20, 1966

The reaction 12 with C0H6 was followed spectrophotometrically
in the gas phase between 208 and 300 degrees. By making use of
the equilibrium constant for the system and the usual mechanism for
such reactions, a value was obtained for the rate constant for
1-atom abstraction of an allylic hydrogen from propylene, log sub
4 (1/mole sec) = (10.25 plus or minus 0.14) - (18.04 plus or minus
0.32)/theta. From this activation energy and values for the heats
of formation of C3H6, 12, and HI, a value of the allylic
stabilization energy of 10.2 plus or minus 1.4 kcal/mole is
obtained. The difterence in stabilization energies of
methylallyl and allyl radicalr is considered. Differences in A
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factors for reactions of the type RH plus I yielding R plus
HI are discussed in terms of the entropy of the transition
state. (Author abstract)(111

03078

A.S. Rodgers, D.M. Golden, S.W. Benson

THE THERMOCHEMISTRY OF THE GAS PHASE EQUILIBRIUM 12 PLUS C306
EQUALS C3H5I PLUS HI. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 88, (14) 3194-6,
July 20, 1966

A Cary spectrophotometer was used to obtain the equilibrium
constant for the the reaction C3H6 plus 12 equals C3H5I plus
HI between 208 and 300 degrees. The heat of formation obtained
for allyl iodide, g, was 22.9 plus or minus 0.6 kcal/mole.
Equilibrium values calculated were 8.33 plus or minus
0.23 kcal/mole at 527 degrees, or 7.96 plus or minus 0.33 at 298
degrees. Entropy values at 527 degrees were -1.00 plus or minus
0.46 gibbs/mole or, at 298 degrees, -1.91 plus or minus 0.80
gibbs/mole. Second law values for the heat of formation for
allyl iodide,g, are 21.46 plus or minus 0.25 kcal/mole and, for
entropy, 74,81 plus or minus 0.80 gibbs/mole. The heat of
formation values compare well with previously measured values, but
the entropy calculation yields agreement with higher bond
additivity and supports third law values.1111

03088

R. Walsh S.W. Benson

KINETICS AND MECHANISM OF THE GAS PHASE REACTION BETWEEN IODINE
AND FORMALDEHYDE AND THE CARBON-HYDROGEN BOND STRENTH IN
FORMALDEHYDE. J. A. Chem. Soc. 88, (20) 4570-5, Oct. 20,
1966

The gas pliase reaction of iodine with formaldehyde was
investigated spectrophotometrically in the temperature range 180-
300 degrees. The reaction is very clean, giving CO and HI as
the only products except at very high conversions at the lowest
temperatures, when a little CH3I is formed as a side product.
A reaction mechanism is presented in the text. Kinetic
measurements over a wide range of initial conditions indicate
that the rate-determining step is I. plus CH20 yields CHO
plus HI, and log k sub 4= 10.92-17.43 theta, where theta 2.303
RT in kcal/mole. Further measurements of the inhibiting effect
on HI on the reaction suggest that the back activation energy
for step 4 is 1.5 kcal/mole. This difference in forward and
back activation energies establishes a bond strength of 87.0 kcal/
mole. The value implies a dative pi-bond energy in carbon
monoxide of 68.5 plus or minus 2 kcal/mole, in good agreement with
other estimates.1111
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03107

Bonbel L.A. Ripperton

OXIDES OF NITROGEN AND UNBURNED HYDROCARBONS PRODUCED DURING
CONTROLLED COMBUSTION. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 15,
(6) 210-3, June 1965.

A diffusion flame burner was operated to determine the effect of
several parameters on the quantity of NOx and unburned
hydrocarbons produced. The statistical analysis indicated
the unburned hydrocarbon emissions to be dependent upon the
rate of heat release in the system, the amount of excess
combustion air, the fuel molecular structure, nnd the
interaction between the fuel structure, and the amount of excess
air. The NOx emissions reached a maximum at the conditions
which yielded inimum unburned hydrocarbon emissions. Multiple
regressions wee made which yielded predicting equations for
both the unbuv-ied hydrocarbon and the
NOx for the apparatus used. (Au''dor abstract)00

03114

W.A. Glasson C.S. Tuesday

IHYDROCARBON REACTIVITY AND THE KINETICS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
PHOTOOXIDATION OF NITRIC OXIDE. General Motors Corp.,
Warren, Mich., Fuels and Lubricants Dept. (Research
Publication GMR-586) Aug. 15, 1966. 23 pp. (Presented at

, the 5)th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
' Association, San Francisco, Calif., June 20-24, 1966.)

The reactivity in the atmospheric photooxidati . of NO has
recently been determined for a largeinumber of hydrocarbons. To
aid in the application of these hydrocarbon reactivity
measurements, the kinetics of the atmospheric photooxidation
were studied. The hydrocarbon investigated covered a wide
range of reactivities and structures and included: 2,3-dimethyl-2-
butene, 2-methyl-2-butene, 2-methyl-1-pentene, propylene,
mesitylene, and n-hexane. The rate of NO photooxidation
increases less than linearly with hydrocarbon concentration for
all the hydrocarbons studied. The degree of non-linearity,
however, varied with hydrocarbon structure and
reactivity. The effect of the NO and the NO2
concentrations on the rate of NO photooxidation also depended
somewhat on hydrocarbon structure and reactivity. For all of
the hydrocarbons studied, however, the NO photooxidation rate
increased linearly with increased light intensity. The effect
of complex hydrocarbon mixtures on the rate NO photooxidation
was investigated using 3 commercial gasolines. The WO
photooxidation rates measured for these mixtures agreed within
experimental error with calculated rates bused on
chromatographic analyses of the gasolines and the reactivity in
NO) photooxidation of the individual hydrocarbons in the
gasolines. (Author abstract)110
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03184

A. Y. Ung and H. I. Schiff.

THE PHOTOLYSIS OF CO2 AT 470 A. Can. J. Chem. 44, 1981-
91, 1966.

The apparatus used to study the photolysis contained a
collimating region which minimized the effect of divergent light,
and permitted the temperature of the cell and lamp to be controlled
separately. Analytical sensitivity vas such that conversions less
than 0.2% were possible. Although CO and 02 were the only
stable products, the C0/02 ratios were higher than those
required by mass balance. The product yields were found to be
independent of CO2 pressure and to be linear with irradiation
time at 25 C. At higher temperatures the quantum yields
decreased and at 20 0 C were no longer linear functions of
irradiation time. The 02 yields decreased when CO vas added,
the effect increasing with temperature. The overall quantum
yield vas less than unity. Reactions were observed with CH4,
H2, and N20 when these were added in small amount. These
results indicated the presence of a reactive species, capable of
promoting back reactions and of being adsorbed on the walls. A

mechanism is suggested which best fits the results and which
postulates CO3 as the reactive species. (Author abstract)**

03343

HYDROCARBON - AIR FUEL CELLS (SEMI-ANNUAL TECHNICAL SUMMARY
REPORT NO. 9, JAN. 1 - JUNE 30, 1966) . General Electric
Co., Lynn, Mass. (Order No. 247). 1966. 238 pp.

CFSTI, DDC 64 0 521

Electrocatalyst Research: A portion of the research effort vas
directed towards the understanding of the complex processes
occurring at hydrocarbon anodes. Surface species were identified
as partially dehydrogenated radicals derived from fuel, cracking
products and partially oxygenated species. Some are particularly
refractory and contribute to limitations on performance. In all
cases, the anodic performance is strongly influenced by the
adsorption rate, the ability of the catalyst to promote
cracking, and the reaction of C(1) radicals with water.
Accumulation of the refractory species results in the lowering
of maximum currents. For economic reasons, long term goals
indicate the nse of non-platinoid electrocatalysts in fuel cell
electrodes. At present, work is being concentrated on more
effective utilization of the noble metals, especially Pt, Pt-au,
Pt-Ir, and ternary alloys of Pt, Ru and Au were evaluated as
high area cV.: 4atlysts in thin porous electrodes, with 85% B3P0
electrolyte, nd propane and octane fuels. None showed
significant improvement over Pt used alone. Better results with
these alloys were obtained with /12-CO fuel mixtures.
Electrodes: Emphasis in this area is on the development of
electrode structures which employ the catalysts developed trom the
above mentioned research. Basic electrode structure is the thin
proous Niedrach-Alford types. Major effort vas directed toward
34C supported catalysts. nulti-Component Fuels: Plans are to
include research on mixtures of saturated hydrocarbons, olefins,
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aromatic hydrocarbons as well as the reference fuel of octane.
Electrolytes: The principal electrolyte has been concentrated
H3PO4. HF was used as an alternate electrolyte and did not
show the same tendency to cycle as the H3PO4 electrolyte.011

03428

C. S. Tuesday.

THE ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOOXIDATION OF OLEFINS: THE EFFECT OF
NITROGEN OXIDES. General Rotors Research Labs, Warren,
Rich., 1961, 25 pp. (Presented at the Conference on Rotor
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions and Their Effects, Los Angeles,
Calif., Dec. 5-7, 1961.) (Rept. No. GNR-355.)

The role of the oxides of nitrogen in the atmospheric
photooxidation of olefins was further investigated. A previous
study from this laboratory indicated, among other things, that the
photooxidation of trans-2-butene was both promoted and inhibited
by nitric oxide depending upon the concentration. To explain and
extend this observation, the effects of various concentrations of
NO2 and NO on the photooxidation rates of propylene,
isobutene, trans-2-butene, and 2,3 disethyl-2-butene were
determined together with the effects of NO concentration on
reaction products. The olefins investigated differed not only in
photooxidation rate for a particular NO2 concentration but also
in the dependence of this rate on the initial concentration of
$02. Initial increases in 1(02 concentration increased the
photooxidation rate of all the olefins studied. When the initial
1102 concentration was increased further each olefin behaved
differently. The photooxidation rates of trans-2-butene and
tetramethylethylene increased with increasing concentrations of
NO up to a :maximum rate. /Further increases in the initial
concentration of NO reduced the photooxidation rate of both these
olefins. Further increases in NO concentration inhibit the
olefin photooxidation rate by decreasing the concentration of ozone
and the rate of the ozone-olefin reaction. The decreased rate of
ozone plus olefin reaction also decreases the rate and anount of
compound X forsation since compound X is apparently forced by
further reactions of some of the products of the ozone plus olefin
reaction. The role of the oxides of nitrogen in the atnozpheric
photooxidation of olefins is quite complex. NO promotes or
inhibits olefin photooxidation depending upon the ratio of
reactants. NO2 promotes or inhibits olefin photooxidation
depending both on the relative concentration of reactants and thenature of the olefin.

03446

B. H. Croon and E. N. Leyhe.

THERMODYNAMIC, TRANSPORT, AHD FLOW PROPERTIES FOR THE PRODUCTS
OF METHANE BURNED IN OXYGEN-ENRICHED AIR. National
Aeronautics and space administration, Langley Station
Hampton, Va., Langley Research Center. (Rept. No. NASA
SP-3035.; 1966. 90 PP.

CFSTI, NASA: SP-3035
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In testing materials for resistance to extremely ligh-temperature
oxidizing environments, large-scale hypersonic test facilities for
simulating flight environments to which some of these materials may
be exposed are used. Combustion heating of a high-pressure
airstream is cne of the approaches used in this simulation. It is
sometimes desirable to aintain burning in a test gas in order to
determine the effect of oxidation on materials in the test gas.
As combustion-product oxygen percentages approaching those in air
(20% by vol) are required, the need for data on the properties of a
combustion-heated, oxygen-enriched test edium is obvious. The
present paper presents results of the data obtained on the
properties of methane burned with oxygen-enriched air. These
include calculations to determine the composition and the
thermodynamic, transport, and flow properties (including normal-
shock properties) of gas mixtures. These properties are computed
for methane burned in air enriched with oxygen so as to maintain
approximately 20% oxygen in the combustion products. Results are
presented for equivalence ratios of 0.315, 0.380, 0.425, 0.480, and
0.525, for pressures varying from 0.0001 to 1000 atmospheres and
for temperatures from 100 R (56R) to 6000 R (3300R). (Author
symmary)##

03488

J. Heicklen and H. S. Johnston

PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDATIONS. I. ETHYL IODIDE. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 84, 4394-4403, Dec. 5, 1962.

The room temperature (25 plus or minus 2 degrees) photo-oxidation
of ethyl iodide (0.06 to 2.8 m.) in oxygen (2.8 m.) with
continuous radiation (usually above 2200 A.) was studied by
irradiation in a cylindrical volume with a pinhole leak directly
into a Hendix model 14 time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The
initial products observed are C2H5OH, CH3CHO, and 12 in
large amounts and C2H500C2H5, C2H500H, and C2H5OI in
small amounts. Because of the cracking pattern of the reactants,
it was impossible to establish the presence or absence of Ciise,
C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, HCH02, CO2 and HI. From ass
balance HI was inferred to be a minor initial product. A
fairly satisfactory nine-step mechanism can be found for the
initial rate data, and several ratios of rate constants mere
evaluated from the data. The reaction vas studied to about 3%
completion, at which point diffusion of products through the
pin-hole balanced the rate of photochemical production. The rate
of attainment of this steady state and the steady-state pressures
gave additional information beyond that found for the initial
rates. The reaction at a few percent conversion of ethyl iodide
is much more complex that the initial reaction; there is secondary
production of alcohol, strong secondary destruction (perhaps
largely heterogeneous) of C2H500H and C28501, and slight
over-all inhibition by 12. Rater was observed as a secondary
product, coming in after a pronounced induction period. Even with
a 14-step mechanism, all features of the reaction at 3% completion
could not be explained. Although considerable effort vas
directed toward finding cmone in this system, it vas never present
in an amount as great as 10 to the minus 8th power. (Author
abstract) **
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03522L

R. C. Cookson

ASYMMETRIC ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY. (Final
Technical Status Report). Southampton Univ., England, Dept.
of Chemistry. Nov. 1965. 14 pp.

DDC: AD 479 240

Sigma to sigma transitions of organic compounds have been observed
for the first time in the region of 210 to 260 millimicrons.
Delocalisation of the sigma electron requires a chain of 4 atoms,
the first and fourth having p orbitals parallel with the sigma
bond joining the second and third. Examples are reported amongst
unsaturated ketones, unsaturated amines and amino-ketones.
The circular dichroism of 3 alpha- and 3
beta-phenyl-2,2 - ethylenedithio-cholestane and of some conjugated
oximes is reported. The sign of rotation of the latter depends on
the helicity of the chromophore in the same way as for alpha, beta
unsaturated ketones. UV irradiation of hexamethylcyclohexane -
1,3,5-trione results in successive decarbonylation and
beta-diketone - enol - lactone rearrangements. Photochemical
isomerisation of four optically active camphenones involves
intramolecular migration of the carbonyl group from one end to the
other of the olefinic group, converting the bicyclo (2,2,1)
heptenone into the bicyclo (3,2,0) heptenone system. The
photoproducts show the high values of delta E characteristic of
extensive ixing of n to pi and pi to pi transitions. (Author
abstract) **

03525

V. G. Matsak

VAPOR PRESSURE AND EVAPORATION OF SUBSTANCES IN MOVABLE AIR.
Gigiena i Sanit. 22, (8) 35-41, 1957.

DDC: AD 425608

description is given of a nomogram for the determination of
saturated vapor pressure and a method of calculating the
rate of evaporation of various chemically pure substances in
moving air. The potential danger of toxic substances may
be evaluated and industrial ventilation requirements may be
calculated using this nomogram.**

03559

R. E. Rebbert and P. J. Ausloos.

COMPLICATING FACTORS IN THY GAS PHASE PHOTOLYSIS OP AZOMETHANE.
J. Phys. Chem. 67, 1925-8, 1963.

In a recent publication of the gas phase photolysis of
azomethane, Toby and Weiss suggested a new ethane-producing
reaction: 2CH3N2 yields C2H6 plus 2N2 (a). On the other
side, Rebbert and Ausloos presented evidence for the formation of
ethane by a unimolecular elimination from azomethane CH3N2CH3
plus hv yields C2H6 plus N2 (b) . The present study was
undertaken in order to determine if the pressure trends observed by
Toby and Weiss could not at least be partly accounted for by the
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occurrence of primary process (b). It is thought that an answer
to this question, as well as to other related problems, could be
most readily obtained by photolyzing equimolar mixtures of

CH3N2C113-CD3N2CD3. It was conlcuded that reaction (a),
which has been proposed by Toby and Weiss to account for the
observed pressure effect, has not been clearly established.**

03575

R. R. Austin, R. N. Lewis, and P. Donaldson, Jr.

NEW ATMOSPHERE IRRADIATION CHAMBER. Intern. J. lir Water

Pollution 4, (304) 237-46, 1961.

The irradiation of atmospheric samples of air with ultraviolet
light produces oxidants when hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide are
present and thus permits a easurement of the smog-forming
potential of the air. A new high irradiation intensity chamber
using fluorescent ultraviolet lamps has been developed. Data are
given for the irradiation of some hydrocarbons in air in the
presence of nitrogen dioxide. Some data are also given for
atmospheric samples. The performance of the new chamber is
compared to that of the fifty-liter chambers which have been in use
in the past. The chamber volume is eight liters. Power required
has been redue,N1 from 1600 watts in the fifty-liter chamber to

160 watts. Oxidant levels produced at the sae sampling ra**e. on
atmospheric samples are approximately equivalent to the levels
produced in the fifty-liter chamber. (Author abstract)**

03588

G. N. Richter, H. H. Reamer, and B. H. Sage

EFFECTS OF STAB: ITT OF COMBUSTION ON THE FORMIT/ON OF THE OXIDES

OF NITROGEN. C Lifornia Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Chemical
Engineering Lab. Aug. 30, 1960. 111 pp.

It has been established that the nitrogen oxides are undesirable
products of combustion processes from the standpoint of air
pollution. An investigation concerning the effect of
perturbations during combustion upon the fornation of the oxides of
nitrogen vas carried out upon a premixed flame, utilizing air and
natural gas as reactants. The first part consisted of
reconnaissance measurements by which the effect of audible
oscillatory combustion upon the residual quantities of nitrogen
oxides in the products of reaction was determined. The second
part comprised more carefully controlled and quantitative
measurements by which the microscopic variations in conditions in
the combustion zone were evaluated as a function of time and the
effect of the variations upon the residual quantities of the
nitrogen oxides was determined. The results indicate that
perturbations in the combustion process exert a pronounced
influence upon the formation of the nitrogen oxides. However, the
nature of the oscillatory combustion appears sensitive to
environment, and it is difficult to maintain sufficiently steady
macroscopic conditions to avoid large variations with time in the
microscopic perturbations. The variation in the mole fraction of
nitrogen oxides in the products of reaction under carefully
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controlled conditions was an order of magnitude less than that
encountered under the less well controlled conditions of
combustion. (Author abstract modified)**

03985

K. C. Salooja

STUDIES OF COMBUSTION PROCESSES lEADING TO IGNITION 01, SORE
OXYGEN DERIVATIVES OF HYDROCARBONS. Combust. Flame 10, (1)
11-21, March 1966.

The pre-flame and ignition behaviors of several related
oxygen drivatives of hydrocarbons, acetic acid, methyl formate,
methyl acetate, ethyl acetate, methyl propionate, propionic acid,
ethyl formate, acetyl acetone, and acetic anhydride vere
investigated. Mechanisms proposed to explain observed
differences are discussed in relation to: (1) a carbonyl group
causes greater activation of adjacent alkyl groups than
does an oxygen atom in an ether linkage; (2) peroxy radicals
formed in the initial stages of oxidation can readily undergo
1,5 and 1,6 intramolecular transfer; (3) the oxygen atom in the
carbonyl group tends to form hydrogen bonds intramolecularly.
With acetic acid, the combustion process appeared more
exothermic than of any hydrocarbons studied. Methyl formate
ignited at a much lover temperature than acetic acid, vith
explosive violence; also greater amounts of methane and
methanol were produced than by acetic acid at corresponding
pre-flame stages: While CO2 is forced in greater amounts than
CO from methyl formate, the reverse is true with methyl acetate.
In comparisor with methyl acetate, ethyl acetate began to oxidize
at a slightly higher temperature but ignited at a considerably
lover teaperature vith explosive violence. In comparison
with ethyl acetate, methyl propionate began to oxidize at a lover
temperature but its extent of reaction increased less with
temperature, and it eventually ignited at a higher teaperature.
Methyl propionate produced more CO2 th an CO until slightly
below ignition temperature than ethyl acetate. Analysis of
gaseous oxidation products of propionic acid and ethyl formate
showed that acetaldehyde was formed in larger aounts from
propionic acid and ethylene was formed in larter amounts from ethyl
formate. Biacetyl trast to hydrocarbons oxidizing in the *low
temperaturem region, biacetyl oxidation in the low temperature
region. Acetic anhydride was even sore reactive than biacetyl and
showed no zone of negative temperature coefficient. In its
oxidative degradation, CO was formed LI: considerable amounts
before any consumption of 02 could be detected.B#

03986

I. A. Davies D. B. Scully

CARBON FORMATION FROM AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS //. Combust.
FLAME 10, (2) 165-70, JUNE 1966.

Previous work on the yields of carbon black from aromatic
hydrocarbons by injection of their vapours into the products of
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combustion of a rich towns gas-air premixed flame has been
continued. Yields from toluidines are higher than from
aniline. The yields from cresols are the same as from
phenol. The addition of oxygen to benzene and toluene decrease
the yields, which eventually become the same, indicating
preferential oxidation of the side chain. The NO2 group in
nitrobenzene does not alter the amount of soot formed relative

to that from benmene. Acetylene foils soot much less
readily than benzene. Cyclopentadiane does not form soot, but
indene does so readily. Styrene, ethylbenzene and
naphthalene have also been studied. (Author summary)011

03969

J. G. Christian and J. E. Johnson

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS OVER HOPCALITE.
Intern. J. Air Water Pollution 9, (1/2) 1-10, Feb. 1965.

Catalytic combustion studies showed Hopcalite, an unsupported
coprecipitate of copper and manganese oxides, to provide
substantially complete oxidation at ca. 300 C of vapors of several

types of hydrocarbons, oxygenated compounds, nitrogen compounds,

and halogenated compounds. The lower molecular weight
hydrocarbons proved resistant to oxidation; methane was oxidized
only to the extent of 30 per cent even at 400 C. The organic
nitrogen compounds produced the theoretical amount of CO2 as well
as appr:4ciable amounts of nitrous oxide (N2O). Ammonia
produced 70% nitrous oxide at 315 C, and about 2% nitrogen dioxide

(A02). The decomposition of organic halogen compoundi ranged
from slight in the case of Freon-12 to virtually complete for

methyl chloroform. In addition, new organic halides were formed
by the oxidation of methyl chloroform and Freon-11. There is at
least partial retention of halogen on the catalyst when
Freon-114B2 and Freon-11 are decomposed. Aerosols of
dioctylphthalate, a hydrocarbon-type lubricating oil, and a
triarylphosphate ester lubricant were quantitatively oxidized by

Hopcalite at 300 C. (Author abstract)110

04022

C. V. Zielke, R. T. Struck, J. N. Evans, C. P.

Costanza, and E. Gorin

MOLTEN SALT CATALYSTS FOR HYDROCRACKING OF POLYNUCLEAR
HYDROCARBONS. Ind. Eng. Chen. Process Design Develop.
5, (2) 151-7, Apr. 1966.

Batch autoclave tests have shown molten salts which are Lewis
acids to be superior catalysts for hydrocracking polynuclear
aronatics when used in high concentrations. These catalysts are
conpared with conventional supported catalysts for conversion of
pytene and a refractory hydrocracking residue from coal. Zinc
chloride and aluminum bromide give high rates of conversion along
with a high iso- to normal isomer distribution. Tin chloride is a
very weak Lewis acid and is relatively inactive. In spite of the
high cracking activity of these salts, no added hydrogenating
catalyst is needed. Zinc chloride, in contrast to AlBr3, is
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relatively inactive for hydrogenation and hydrocracking of
single-ring aromatics producing a high yield of gasoline. Molten
salts are deactivated by basic nitrogen, but are much more
resistant than supported dual-function catalysts. (Author
abstract) **

04201

C. P. Fenimore and G. V. Jones

OXIDATION OF SOOT BY HYDROXYL RADICALS. J. Phys. Chem. 71,
(3) 593-7, Feb. 1967.

The mechanism of oxidation of soot is investigated. The soot vas
obtained by burning ethylene gas in tvo burners in series using a
fuel-lean mixture. In flame gases of temperatures from
1330-1890 degree K and P02 approxirately 0.0001 to 0.3 atos,
the rate of soot oxidation does not depend very strongly on
P02. The observations are consistent vith the assumption that
about one tenth of the collisions of OH with the soot remove a
carbon atom, the number of collisions being calculated from POH
by kinetic theory.**

04228L

P. Goldfinger, G. Huybrechts, and L. Meyers

THE CHLORINE PHOTOSENSITIZED OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS AT LON
TEMPERATURE (FINAL TECHNICAL REPT.). University Libre
de Bruxelles, Belgium, Laboratoire de Chi:lie Physique.
Jan. 1966. 30 pp.

The study of the chlorine photosensitized oxidation of
trichloroethylene has been completed. A mechanism has been
proposed for this reaction vhere dichloroacetyl chloride is the
ain reacton product and the rate constants of the relevant
elementary reaction steps were estimated. This together vith
preceding studies on the oxygen effect on the photochlorination
of ethane and trichloroethylene has led to a reaction theory vhich
seems to be of general validity. In the second part of this
report a nev reaction theory of chlorine photosensitized
oxidation of hydrocarbons is presented vhich describes any of
the kinetic investigations that have been carried out by the
present work and reported in the literature. Due to the
diversity of radicals in the reaction echanism and the
formation of different products not sufficiently unreactive, the
reaction echanism is not in final fora and more experimental
work is needed. (Author abstract)**

04255

N. S. Bykhovskaya and R. N. Makedonskaya

DETERM/NAT/ON OF ALIPHATIC ABINES IN AIR. ((K netodike
oprdeleniya alifaticheskikh asinov V vozdnkhe.)) Hyg. Sanit. 31.
(9) 421-425, Aug. 1966. Russ. (Tr.)
.CFSTI: T 66-55160/7-9
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In studies of the primary aliphatic amines, optimum conditions
were studied for their determination with ninhydrin,
potassium 1, 2-naphthoguinone-4-sulfonate and p-nitro-

phenyldiazoniun. The best reproducibility was achieved in
an aqueous-pyridine solution with the addition of a little

ascorbic acid. The reaction product imparts a blue-violet color
to the solution, as distinguished from the control solution which

displays a pinkish-violet color. The maximum light absorption of
the solution occurs at the wavelength of 575 OA. The
sensitivity is 1 microgram in the volume analyzed. In the
concentration range of 1 to 10 micrograms there is a linear
relationship between the optical density and the amine

concentration in solution. No interference is caused by
secondary and tertiary aliphatic amines or by aromatic amines.

Any ammonia interferes vith the determination, because its
presence in the sample to the extent of 1 microgram colors the
solution an intense blue-violet. The most selective
reaction tor the determination of secondary amines is based on the

formation of copper dialkyldithiocarbamate. Where an air sample
is taken in ethAnol, and 0.1 ml of 15% alcohol solution of
C52, 0.1 ml of 0.1% alcohol solution of copper acetate and 0.1
ml alcohol solution of NH3 are added to the 2-al sample. The
addition of each reagent is followed by mixing of the solution.
After 10 min. the intensity of the colored sample is compared
against the standard scales, or else the optical density of the
solution is measured in a cell. A method for the determination
of trimethylamine in air using a citric acid silution in acetic

anhydride was developed. Reactions with citric acid and acetic
anhydride as well as those with phosphotungstic ur phosphomolybdic
acids may also be applied to studies of several tertiary amines,
no interference being caused by secondary and (other) tertiary

amines.**

04273

A. D. Babinsky and S. J. Derezinski

WATER AND CARBON REMOVAL PROM CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SYSTEMS.
TRW Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, Dept. of New Products. (Rept.
Nos. AMML-TR-66-83 and ER-6652-5.) June 1966. 51 pp.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 642 594

Nethods suitable for use in a weightless environment for
removing water and carbon from carbon dioxide reduction process
systems were investigated. Water removal studies were conducted
using a porous metal, plate-type, condenser-separator to remove the
water from the exit gas streams of both Sabatier and Bosch type
carbon dioxide reduction reactors. Water remaining in the
effluent stream ranged from 0.97 to 2.08 percent by volume with the
Sabatier reactor, and 0.78 to 0.92 percent with the
Bosch reactor. A regenerative chemical dryer used to increase
the reaction rate of the Bosch reactor, resulted in relatively
minor changes in the reaction rate in steady state operation.
Carbon flow pattern tests were conducted to determine design
characteristics of a carbon separator-filter. A combination
centrifugal separator and porous metal filter was used to remove
carbon from the recycle flow stream and pass approximately 99
percent of the carbon to the carbon collector. Periodic back flow
through the filter remaves the remaining carbon from the filter.
The Bosch reactor util4xes flat iron catalyst plates stacked on a
hollow rotating shaft. Carbon is dislodged from the rotating
plates by carbon removal fingers projecting between the catalyst
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pORTTIATIVVI.

plates. Reaction gases flowing through the reactor carry the
carbon out of the reactor to the filter-separator. Filter
clogging was observed due to continuance of the reaction in the
filter element. Feasibility of water separation and carbon
removal were demonstrated. Recommendations are made to improve
long term operation of the carbon filter element. (Author
abstract)A1

04285L

E. J. Poziomek

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS (A LITERATURE SURVEY.)
Army Edgewood Arsenal, Md., Physical Research Lab.
(Rept. EASP 100-4.) Sept. 1966. 35 pp.

DDC: AD 488-239

The literature on the photochemistry of heterocyclic compounds
was surveyed with a particular interest in pyridine chemistry.
This listing of references was compiled as a result of
searching volumes 41 to 61 of Chemical Abstracts under the
headings light, photochemistry, and pyridine.

04288

P. Budininkas, R. V. Ferris, and G. A. Remus

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STUDY RELATED TO THE SYNTHESIS OF
FORMALDEHYDE FROM CO2 AND H2 (QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPT. NO. 2).
General American Transportation Corp., Niles, Ill.
General American Research Div. Jan. 1967. 12 pp.

This report summarizes the activities of the General American
Research Division on the synthesis of formaldehyde. The
activities during this quarter were concerned with (1) selection
of solid catalysts and a correlation of their activities for the
oxidation of methane to formaldehyde with their cheical and
physical properties, (2) construction of an experimental system
for ethane oxidation to formaldehyde and the development of
experimental procedures, and (3) testing solid catalysts and
investigating the effects of variables such as teperature, feed
gas composition, and space velocity on the yields of
at concentrations below 22 ppm sulfur dioxide than would have been
silica tube as the catalyst with a maximum formaldehyde yield
ranging up to 0.7% of the ethane in the feed gas.AN

04289

P. Budininkas, R. V. Ferris, and G. A. Remus

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STUDY RELATED TO THE SYNTHESIS OF
FORMALDEHYDE ma CO2 AND H2 (QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPT. NO. 1).
General American Transportation Corp., Niles. /11.
General American Research Division, Oct. 1966. 32 pp.

This report summarizes the activities of the General American
Research Division on the synthesis of formaldehyde. The
activities during this period were concerned with (1) general
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survey of the published abstracts of literature pertaining to the
synthesis of formaldehyde (2) a review of methods for the synthesis
of formaldehyde and their suitability for space applications (3)
detailed literature survey on the oxidation of methane to
formaldehyde.**

04314

D. C. Bradley and C. H. Marsh

NERCAPTIDES OF COBALT, NICKEL, COPPER AND ZINC (TECHNICAL
REPT. NO. 5) . University of Western Ontario, Canada, Dept.
of Chemistry. May 17, 1966. 6 pp.

Studies were made on the chemistry of the mercaptides of cobalt,
nickel, copper and zinc. The mercaptides were synthesized and
their solubilities, thermal stabilities, magnetic properties,
molecular weights, absorption spectra and polymer characteristics
were investigated. Normal alkylmercaptans appeared to promote the
formation of cobalt (III) mercaptides while isopropyl and
tert-butylmercaptans formed boalt (II) mercaptides. Nickel
mercaptides were obtained as dark brown or black powders.
Ni(SMe)2 was insoluble in common organic solvents but solubility
in ether, carbon tetrachloride, n-hexane or cyclohexane of the
higher mercaptides increased steadily with size of the alkyl
group. Cuprous isopropylmercaptide and cuprous
n-amylmercaptide were precipitated as pale yellow solids which were
insoluble in common organic solvents and required nitric acid or
hydrochloric acid and H202 treatment to effect solution. Zinc
isopropylmercaptide, zinc-n-amylmercapide and zinc
phenylmercaptide diammoniate were obtained as white precipitates,
the first two being insoluble in common organic solvents but
dissolving in pyridine. The polymeric nature of the mercaptides
is deduced from their solubility, volatility and other
characteristics. In the case of the nickel mercaptides, it is
probable that the soluble fractions contain mainly hexameric
species with the possible presence of pentamers and tetramers; the
insoluble fraction may be a linear polymer.**

04409

Y. Ohrn and J. Linderberg

PROPAGATORS FOR ALTEBNANT HYDROCARBON MOLECULES.
139, (4A) A1063-8, Aug. 16, 1965.

DDC, AD-631 430

Phys. Rev.

The possibility of a Green's-function formulation of the
molecular many-electron problem was investigated. Green's
function for electron and for particle-hole propagation was
calculated for even alternant hydrocarbons. With the use of three
parameters (gamma, beta and V. where gamma is the difference
between the ionization potential and electron affinity for a carbon
atom pi-electron when no interactions are present between atoms,
or an estimated 10.53eV; and where gamma is the unit of energy
and beta = 0.46 gamma = 4.84 eV is the appropriate value for the
interatomic parameter) accurate correspondence between calculated
and observed spectra for ethylene, benzene, naphthalene and
anthracene was observed. (Author abstract modified)**
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04454

A. A. Armstrong, Jr. and W. K. Walsh

RADIATION-INDUCED OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS. North Carolina
State Univ., Raleigh, Dept. of Textile Chemistry. (Rept.
No. 080-634.) July 15, 1965. 40 pp.

CFSTI, ORO-634

The radiation-induced oxidation of ethane, propane and isobutane
was studied in a flow-type ree.ctor using hydrogen bromide as a
catalyst. A Cobalt-60 source (Gammacell 220) was used for the
irradiation. The exposure dose rate inside the reactor vas
approximately 180000 r./hr. In the oxidation of ethane, a
G-value of 800 vas obtained for the.production of acetic acid.
An increase in total flow rate of ethane to the reactor increased
the production rate of acetic acid. The most pronounced effect
was noted from an increase in pressure. An increase in the rate
of production of acetic acid of 8 times was obtained by increasing
the total pressure from 1 to 4 atm. In the oxidation of propane,
a G-value of 10,000 vas obtained for the production of acetone.
Increases in total flow rate did not affect the rate of
production. An increase in total pressure up to 3 atm. increased
the rate of production of acetone but decreased the rate above
that. At 4 atm., e;orrosion products vere deposited on the reactor
surface which accounted for the decrease in the rate of production
of acetone. In the oxidation of isobutane, the products vere
t-butyl bromide, methyl bromide and vater. The expected products
of t-butyl hydroperoxide and di-t-butyl peroxide as reported by
other investigators vere not present. The radiation-induced
oxidation ot pi.opane to acetone vas the only reaction studied that
gave a G-value high enough to look promising. Although the
radiation-induced oxidation of propane to acetone looked attractive
from the standpoint of radiation yield, it now is iapractical froa
an economic vievpoint. (Author abstract)**

04456

R. D. Doepker and P. Ausloos

PHOTOLYSIS OF CYCLOBUTANE AT PHOTON ENERGIES BELOW AND ABOVE
THE IONIZATION ENERGY. J. Chem. Phys. 43 (11) 3814-9, Dec.
1, 1965.

The photolysis of cyclo-C488 and of cyclo-C4H8-cyclo-C4D8
mixtures vas investigated at 1470 and 1236A ia the absence and
presence of NO. In addition, a series of experiments carried
out in which H25 vas used as a free-radical interceptor in the
photolysis of cyclo-C4D8 at 1236 A. Approximately 90% of the
observed products can be accounted for by the primary process:
C488+hv yields 2C2H4. The oxtent to which the internally
excited ethylene formed in this process will decompose further
increases vith diminishing pressure and wavelength. The
photolysis of cyclobutane vas investigated at energies above the
ionization energy (I.E.=10.3eV), using the argon resonance lines
at 11.54 and 11.72 eV. It is shown that when NO is added to
the system, cis-2-butene, trans-2-butene, and 1-butene are major
products. These butenes are, hovever, not produced vhen
NO (I.8.=9.25 eV) is replaced by 02 (I.E.=12.1 eV) and are
only formed in trace amounts when no additives are present. It
is suggested that the parent ion acquires the olefinic structure
and undergoes charge exchange with NO. (Author abstract)**
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04483

E. L. Wong A. E. Potter, Jr.

NASS-SPECTROMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF REACTION OP OXYGEN ATOMS
WITH NETHANE. National Aerorautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, Levis Research Center (Rept.
NASA TN D-3371.) Apr. 1966. 15 pp.

A mass-spectrometric stirred-reSctor technique was used to study
the reaction of atomdc oxygen with methane with low
concentrations of molecular oxygen. Low concentrations
of molecular oxygen were used to suppress the reactions
0 02 N yields 03 M and H + 02 + M yietlds 802 + N.
An overall rate constant for oxygen-atom disappearance
due to added methane was obtained for the temperature range
of 375 to 576 K. This rate constant vas 4. 2x10 to the 14th
power exp (-10 300/RT) and was compared with the previous rite
constant for this reaction in the presence of a large excess of
molecularoxygen. This comparison showed that the presence of an
excess of molecular oxygen increased the oxygen-atom consumption
only for the lower temperatures. Product analyses indicated that
the stoichiometry of the reaction could be represented by :
CH4 + 4.09 0 yields 0.91 CO + 1.00 02 + 0.95 82 1.00 H20
+0.09 CO2 + 0.10 H. On the basis of product analyses, a
reaction mechanism was proposed. From this reaction mechanism
and the reaction stoichiometry the rate of the initial elementary
reaction CH4 + 0 yields CH3 + OH was estimated to be about
one-fourth of the overall rate for oxygen atom disappearance, or
about 9110 to the 13th power exp (-10 000/RT.) (Author

summary) **

04550

P. F. Woolrich

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING OXIDES OF NITROGEN EMISSIONS FROM
COMBUST/ON PROCESSES. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 22, 481-4,
Dec. 1961. (Presented at the 22nd Annual Meeting, American
Industrial Hygiene Association, Detroit, Mich., Apr. 1961.)

Methods for estimating emissions of oxides of nitrogen from
combustion processes were developed. Nitrogen oxide formation is
related to temperature or heat supplied in the combustion process;
and temperature or heat supplied is related to exhaust gas volume
as a function of per cent CO2 in the exhaust gas. The formation
of nitrogen oxides is related to fuel consumption by a power
function which is linear on a log-log plot. Equations and
nomographs were derived by means of which the pounds of nitrogen
oxides per hour emitted from a combustion process may be
estimated. Using these values as intercepts on the logarithmic
plot of emission of oxides of nitrogen in pounds per hour versus
fuel heat input in Btu/hr and the reciprocal slope of 1.18
previously developed, the mathematical relationship between heat
input and NOx emission is lbs NOx/hr = Btu/hr over 0.000066
exp 1.18; lbs NOx/hr = Btu/hr over 0.0000444 exp 1.18. Where
Btu/hr = total heat input from fuel per hour.11E
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04583

J. Heicklen, and H. S. Johnston

PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDATIONS. II. METHYL IODIDE. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 84, 4030-9, 1962.

The room-temperature photo-oxidation of methyl iodide (0.2 to
3.0 sm.) in oxygen (0.030 to 10 me.) with continuous 011
radiation above 2200 A. vas studied. Observations were made by
leaking the reaction mixture directly into the electron beam
of the mass spectrometer during photolysis. The principal
products of reaction were 12, H2CO, CH3OH and under
some conditions CH300H; minor products were H20, CO2,
HCOOH, CH300CH3 and CH30I. Because of the
cracking pattern of the reactants and major products and the
background air peaks, it was impossible to establish the
presence or absence of CH4, CO and HI. There are
conflicting claims in the literature as to vhether methyl
radicals react vith oxygen according to CH3 + 02 (+ =
CH302 (+ /1) (followed by the Vaughn mechanism) or CH3 +
02 = H2C0 + HO (Followed by HO attack on loosely
bound hydrogen atoms). This study indicates both processes do
occur, with the first being more important under conditions used
here. It seems probable that oxygen molecules abstract hydrogen
atoms from CH30 radicals to produce H2C0 and H02. A
fairly complete and internally consistent mechanism is developed
for the initial reaction, typically the reaction of about 0.0001
or 0.001 of the methyl iodide. As the reaction progresses,
inhibition caused by CH3 + 12 equals CH3I + I becomes
very pronounced, radicals abstract from H2CO, a large number of
other secondary reactions seem to occur, and the mechanism proposed
is regarded as exemplary rather than established. In terms of the
relatively simple initial reaction, many ratios of constants are
evaluated. (Author abstract) **

L. S. Caretto and K. Nobe

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF CYCLOHEIANE, CYCLOHEXENE, AND BENZENE
(CHEMICAL AND TRANSPORT KINETICS). Ind. Eng. Chem. Process
Design Develop. 5, (3) 217-22, July 1966. (Presented before
the Division of Petroleum Chemistry, 149th Meeting, American
Chemical Society, Detroit, Mich., Apr. 1965.)

The oxidation of benzene, cyclohexane, and cyclohexene in low
concentrations over a fixed bed of copper oxide-alumina (1 to 1)
catalyst was found to follow the simple rate expression, rate = kp
to the 1/2 power, where k follows the Arrhenius temperature
dependence at low temperatures. Deviations at high temperatures
led to an investigation of pore diffusion effects, which were
analyzed by a computer calculation using finite difference
equations and considering the effectiveness factor to be a
function of concentration. This functionality is indicated
graphically, where effectiveness factor is plotted as a function
of bed position. The apparent diffusivity ratio necessary to
give good agreement between calculated and experimental exit
conversions ranged from 0.7 to 1.6, compared with an expected value
of 0.26. One possible explanation for these large diffusivit7
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ratios is surface diffusion. Quantitative considerations of
surface 'diffusion showed that large diffusivity ratios could be
explained by a surface diffusion contribution of 1.7 to 5.1 tines
as much as the gas phase diffusion in the pores. (Author
conclusions)In

04633

P. A. Leighton

SONE REMARKS ON THE NITRIC OXIDE -- NITROGEN DIOXIDE CONVERSION.
Preprint. (Presented at the Air Pollution Research
Conference on nAtmospheric Reactions, Univ. of Southern
California, Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 5, 19 61.)

Nitric oxide-nitrogen dioxide photochemical conversion theory is
reviewed. It has been almost universally postulated that the
products of oxygen-olefin and possibly ozone-olefin reactions,
which promote the above mentioned conversion, are free radicals.
The extent to which these reactions produce radicals and the
nature of the radicals produced in air have not been established..
Other unresolved questions pertaining to this conversion reaction
involve reaction kinetics and reactant concentrations.V#

04653

J. N. Singer, E. B. Cook, N. E. Harris, V. R. Rowe,
J. Gruner

PLANE CHARACTERISTICS CAUSING AIR POLLUTION: PRODUCTION OP OXIDES
OP NITROGEN AND CARBON MONOXIDE. Bureau of Nines,
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Presented at the Symposium on Combustion
Reactions of Fossil. Fuels, 152nd National Nesting,
American Chemical Society, New York City, Sept. 11-6, 1966
and at the Basic Research Symposium, Chicago, Ill., Mr.
14, 1967.) 40 pp.

Concontrations of nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide in
combustion gases of lean, stoichiometric, and rich propane-air
flames are predicted from theoretical kinetic and
thermodynamic calculations. Experimental values are higher
than the theoretical by factors of 2 to 7. Lowering the
primary flame temperature with cold flue gas reduces the nitric
oxide and increases the carbon monoxide concentrations.
Cooling rates of 5 500 degrees to 10,000 degrees R/sec starting
at about 3500 degrees R maintain the nitric oxide in the
primary combustion zone at the initial value and do not
prevent oxidation of the carbon nonoxide.nn

04668

W. L. Slater R. N. Dilie

PARTIAL COMBUSTION OF RESIDUAL FUELS. Chen. Eng. Progr. 61,
(11) 85-8, Nov. 1965.
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Partial oxidation of residual fuel oils produces high
purity synthesis gas containing hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, methane, and only minor traces of impurities. The
methane concentration in the synthesis gas produced at
elevated pressures corresponds to equilibrium conditions.
Although the studies of the process have been made at pressures
up to 1,500 lb/sq in gauge, there have been no indications that
this pressure can not be increased several fold. The soot
produced from heavy oils is water-vettable, has oil adsorption
numbers of 150 to 500 lb/100 lb, and has specific surface areas
of 100 to 1,200 sq m/g. The oil adsorption number of the soot
increases directly with the steam/oil ratio in the feed to the
synthesis gas generator. (Author conclusions)

04926

K. C. Salooja

INFLUENCE OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE ON COMBUSTION PROCESSES LEADING
TO IGNITION. Combust. Flame 10, (1) 45-9, Mar., 1966.

Combustion studies were carried out on the folloving hydrocarbons:
pentane, hexane, 2-ethylpentane, 2,2-dimethylbutane, iso-octane,
cyclohexane and methylcyclohexane. The oxygenated compounds
studied included acetic acid, methyl formate, propionic acid,
ethyl formate, methyl acetate, acetaldehyde, acetone, diethyl
ether, isopropanol and methanol. Results are reported for only
one of the hydrocarbons studied, namely pentane, because the
behavior of different hydrocarbons vas generally similar. KC1
markedly inhibited the oxidation process at all stages leading to
ignition. In marked contrast to its effect on hydrocarbons,
KC1 promoted the pre-flame oxidation of acetic acid, propionic
acid, methyl formate, ethyl formate, aethyl acetate and acetone.
It markedly inhibited the combustion of methanol and isopropanol.
The effect of KC1 on the ignition of acetic acid and acetone
vas not studied since these compounds ignite well above 600 C, but
with propionic acid and the esters studied KC1 strongly inhibited
the onset of ignition despite its promoting effect on their
pre-flame oxidation. The promoting effect on the oxidation of
carbonyl compounds, particularly the lovering of the temperature
at which oxidation commences, suggests a direct reaction between
KC1 and carbonyl compounds. Another observation is that, in
contrast to the behavior in the clean vessel, KC1 generally
causes more CO2 to form than CO. Under the experimental
conditions, KC1 does not significantly catalyse the combustion
of CO to CO2. Therefore, the greater formation of CO2 must
arise from attachment of oxygen to the carbonyl progenitor of
CO. The inhibiting effect of KC1 on the combustion of
hydrocarbons would seem to arise primarily from its effect on
H02 radicals formed prior to the appearance of carbonyl
intermediates. ,The absence of any H202 in the products in
KC1-coated vessels supports this view.VP

04992

A. J. Raagen-Smit, C. E. Bradley, M. N. Fox

FORMAT/ON OF OZONE IN LOS ANGELES SMOG. Proc. Nati.: lir
Pollution Symp., 2nd, Pasadena, Calif., 1952. pp. 54-6.
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When bent pieces of rubber were exposed to sunlight in the
presence of oxygen and nitrogen dioxide no cracking took

place. Rubber cracked in nitrogen dioxide in air but not when

the air was filtered through charcoal. Rubber cracked
in 3-methylheptane and NO2 in air but not when either was used
alone; it cracked when introduced to a mixture exposed to
sunlight for several hours. Ozone was identified as the rubber-
cracking material. Rubber cracked in sone organic acids
photooxidized with NO2 in air; ozone was again isolated
and identified. Rubber cracked in gasoline photooxidized with
NO2 in air. Ozone formed when 4-n-nonene was photooxidized
with NO2 in air. Biacetyl in air cracked rubber when
exposed to sunlight; ozone was identified. Rubber also cracked
with biacetyl and NO2 in air. Rubber cracked in butyl nitrite
in air exposed to sunlight. The concentrations of the organic
materials and of NO2 were of the same order as those found

in Los Angeles smog.**

05043

I. R. King

RECOMBINATION OF IONS IN FLAMES EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE. Texaco

Experiment Inc., Richmond, Va. (Rept. Nos. AFOSR-463,
TP-165A, and EKP 2789) Aug. 1, 1961. 5 pp.

The effect of temperature on the recombination rate of ions in a
hydrocarbon-air flame is presented and the results compared with

predictions based on present-day theories. Measurements were

conducted with an alternate-probe technique in a propane-air flame
burning on a Meker-type burner 5.5 cm in diameter. Two probes of
different length, mounted at right angles to each other on a common

shaft (the two probes being in a plane perpendicular to the shaft),

entered the flame from the side, parallel to the flame front. By

measuring current first with one probe, then with the other, and

substracting the two readings, it was possible to determine the ion
concentration in the center of the flame. An ion-ion process
agreeing with the Iangevin prediction is indicated.**

05047

N. R. Mukherjee, M. R. James, W. S. Hummers, H.

Eyring, and T. Bee

STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE MECHANISM OF PRODUCTION AND REMOVAL OF

ELECTRONS IN PLANES. (Utah.Univ., Salt Lake City.) (Rept.
No.APBMD-TR61-1 Aug. 8, 1961 37 pp.

Probable chain reactions and mechanism for the formation of the

most abundant positive ions are summarized. A steady state
analysis of reactions reveals a number of important conditions

that must be fulfilled for the most abundant ion formation.
Approximate values for the maximum and minimum concentrations of
the most abundant ion with respect to oxygen are obtained. A

semi-theoretical method is used to calculate the concentration of

the most abundant ion in hydrocarbon-oxygen or hydrocarbon-air
flames. Experimental studies have been performed on the effect
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of ultra-violet light on ion concentration in flames. Research
has also been started on the effect of the degree of unsaturation,
state of oxidation, and length of the carbon chain on ionization
of various hydrocarbons in a hydrogen-oxygen flame.

05051

B. S. Rabinovitch, and D. W. Setser

UNIMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION AND SONE ISOTOPE EFFECTS OF SIMPLE
ALKANES AND ALKYL RADICALS.. IL..lhington Univ., Seattle, Dept.
of Chemistry and Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Dept. of
Chemistry. June 1, 1964. 142 pp.

k theoretical study is reported on the nature of unimolecular
reactions, their dependence on the energy parameters of the
systems involved (photo-chemical or thermal) , and their dependence
on molecular structure. The relevant aspects of the RUM
formulation for unimolecular reactions are discussed. Emphasis is
placed upon the present status of the theory, and the best
techniques for carrying out computations. Characteristics of
various model hydrocarbon-type molecular species which are used
in theoretical calculations are outlined. Kinetic isotope
affects are considered and model calculations presented for
hydrogen-deuterium substitution. Consideration of reaction
processes shows that a given hydrocarbon species can be produced
at many different pressures, in a variety of energy states and vith
various hydrogen-deuterium isotopic compositions. Specific rate
constant relationships to experimental parameter are discussed.
The behavior of some C(1)-C(4) alkanes and alkyl radicals are
calculated as examples of highly important practical systems. It
is hoped this vill provide useful insights into experimental
situations.**

05058

D. E. Van Sickle and R. R. Mayo

OXIDATION OF UNSATURATED HYDROCARBONS (FINAL REPT. OCT. 1,
1961-SEPT. 30, 1963). Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park,
Calif. Jan. 10, 1964. 8 pp.

Research effort for the last two years was directed principally
toward product studies of low temperature, liquid-phase olefin
oxidations. Pure hydrocarbons were utilized where possible, azo
initiators employed, and conversions limited to 5%. Correlation
of the hydroperoxide produced with the remaining products found
and assignment of relative rates for two chain propagation
reactions were attempted. A secondary effort was the study of
autocatalysis in oxidation. Cyclopentene was chosen as a model
compound, since its oxidation mechanism is the simplest of the
olefins studied. Decomposition and initiating properties of
hydroperoxides also received attention. (Author introduction
modified) **
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05100

J. N. Pitts, Jr., H. W. Johnson, and T. Kuwana

STRUCTURAL EFFECTS IN THE PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSES OF KETONES
IN SOLUTION -.1. Phys. Chem. 66, 2456-61 (Dec. 1962).
(Presented at the Symposium on Reversible Photochemistry
Process, Durham, N.c., Apr. 1962.)

The primary objective of this investigation was to check the
effect of substituent groups and location of substitution on the
photoreduction of a series of benzophenone derivatives. The
behavior of a series of hydroxy, methoxy, amino, and
chlorobenzophenones in the photopinacol reaction was studied using
product isolation, UV spectroscopy, phosphorescence,
fluorescence, and EPR spectroscopy. Results and correlations
derived from these studies are discussed herein. Scme of these
include the following: Ortho substitution by a number of
functional groups has a pronounced effect on the "go - no go"
photoproperties of the benzophenone derivatives. Replacing the
OH or the CH3 by methoxy or carboxy restored the
intermolecular hydrogen atom abstracting power of the benzophenone.
This suggests that the deactivating effect of o-OH,NH2, NHCH3,
and methyl groups is due to their tendency to form reversible
photoenols. Ten and 24-hour irradiation at room temperature of
degassed 0.01 M solutions of p-aminobenzophenone in isopropyl
alcohol using a medium intensity mercury lamp produced no
significant permanent changes. Strong phosphorescence was noted
during irradiation in the rigid medium at 77 K., and EPP
resonance signal due to the triplet state of 4-aminobenzophenone
was observed. Long-lived phosphorescence was also observed for
p-dimethylamino and p,p,-bis(dimethylamino) benzophenone. BPI
studies of these and other para-substituted compounds are in
progress. A preliminary report on a similar study in the
anthraquinone system is included.

05208L

T. J. Wallace, and N. Friedman

FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CATALYTIC DEGRADATION OF
HYDROCARBON FUELS (FIRST QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPT. FEB. 16-MAY
16, 1965.) ESSO Research and Engineering Co., Linden, N.
J., Process Research Div. May 16, 1965. 30 pp. (Rept. No.
1).

The reactivity of dilute solutions of benzaldehyde phenyl
hydrazone (BPH) and tolyl phenyl hydrazone (TPH) in benzene
toward molecular oxygen has been determined at 25 to 30 C. and
one atmosphere pressure of oxygen. Both hydrazones oxidized
readily under these conditions with TPH being more reactive than
BPH. This reactivity difference is probably due to the
electron-donating capabilities of the methyl group. It suggests
that electron-attracting groups will decrease the reactivity of
the initial hydrazone but accelerate the decomposition of the
peroxide which is formed. The stoichiometry of the above
reactions was determined. Each mole of oxygen consumed reacts
with one mole of hydrazone to produce one mole of peroxide. The
disappearar:e of the hydrazone is best represented by a pseudo
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first order kinetic plot. Good reproducibility of the rate
constants was observed. The rate-determining step is, most
likely, hydrogen atom and cumene in benzene at 25 to 30 C.
About 8 to 10% oxidation of each hydrocarbon was observed under
these mild conditions. In the absence of BPH, no oxidation of
indene was observed over a 72 hour period. Infrared data show
that indene is converted to products vhich contain a carbonyl
linkage. To date, attempts to oxidize tetralin have been
rnsuccessful. (Author abstract)**

05226

E. Ferht, and N. A. Back

THE REACTION OF ACTIVE NITROGEN WIT8 MIXTURES OF ETHYLENE AND
N/TRIC OXIDE Can. J. Chem. 43, 1899-904, 1965. (Presented
at the Annual Conference, Chemical Inst. of Canada,
Kingston, June 1964, N.R.C. No. 8406.)

The reaction of active nitrogen, produced in a condensed
discharge at 1 mm pressure, with mixtures of ethylene and nitric
oxide has been studied with mixtures ranging in composition from
pure ethylene to pure nitric oxide. The sum of RCN 14N1511

produced from mixtures of C2H4 and 15N0 remained constant and
equal to the ECM produced from pure C284 for NO
concentrations up to 50 mole %. As more NO was added, this sum
rose towards the value of 14N15N produced from pure 15N0.
These data appeal to lend support to the HCN yield from
ethylene as the true measure of nitrogen atom concentration. It
is suggested that 15N0 also undergoes a concerted reaction vith
excited 14N14N molecules, to produce 14N15N, and that these
excited molecules can quenched by collision with ethylene or
methane vithout consuming nitrogen or forming HCN. (Author
abstract)

05325

Long, R.

FORMATION OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS DURING INCOMPLETE
COMBUSTION. (Progress Rept. Oct. 1, 1964-Mar. 31, 1967).
Birmingham Univ., England. (Mar. 1967). 37 pp.

This report comprises three parts: Part /: discusses the
development of a rapid analytical method for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons in soots. Extraction with CHCL3 was followed by
column chromatography and then by programmed temperature gas
chromatography, with UV spectrophotometry. Certain polycyclic
aromatics thus identified, have not been reported hitherto in the
literature on soots from hydtocarbon flames. Investigations mere
made on diffusion flames in which various concentrations of 02 in
02-N2 and 02-Ar mixtures as oxidant were used. /n other
experiments oxygen and other additives vere introduced into the
fuel supply. The effects on the formation of total soot,
carbonaceous residue, CHCL3 soluble material and polycyclic
aromatics are discussed. Part //: An investigation vas made of
the concentrations of stable species in the pyrolysis zone and
particularly in the luminous zone of propane and ethylene diffusion
flames burning on a Wolfhard-Parker type of burner. The effects of
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02, 82 and C282 as additives to the fuel and of 02 and N2 to the
air stream were examined. Results showed that the sooting rate is
related to the C2H2 present in the luminous zone for the C284
flames. Part ITI: An investigation was made of the polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons associated with the soot in pre-mixed C282-02
flames operating at 20 mm. Hg. On the assumption that the
concentration of polycyclic aromatics in the soots collected at
increasing heights in the flame represents the state of affairs in

the flame, it appears that the polycyclic aromatics are formed
principally in a lower temperature region of the flame than that
corresponding to ',carbon" formation. Results also indicate that
C2H2 is important in carbon formation in C2H4 and C388-air
diffusion flames. (Author summary modified)

05333

Purcell, T. C. and I. R. Cohen

PHOTO-OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE PRESENCE OF ALIPHATIC
KETONES. Atmos. Environ., 1(6) :689-692, Nov. 1967. 16 refs.

Products of photooxidation reactions involving ketone-hydrocarbon
mixtures are reported. Reaction mixtures were prepared in plastic
bags fabricated from fluorinated ethylene-propylene plastics.
The containers were irradiated by fluorescent lamps with intttnsity

maximum at 3100 A. The ketones and/or hydrocarbon mixtures
consisted of: acetone, acetone-2-methyl-1-butene, and diethyl
ketone. The percentage conversions, after 1,2, and 3 hours of
:rradiation, of 2-methyl-butene-1 and acetone as a function of
ratio of ketone to olefin showed that the acetone conversion is
essentially constant, whereas olefin conversions increase with
increasing ratio. Extrapolation of zero ratios of ketone to
olefin indicates an inexplainable background reaction at longer
conversion times. As with the aldehyde-olefin systems, the rate
of consumption of olefin increased at longer reaction times. The
ketone conversion rates are virtually constant. Fast oxidants
such as ozone or peroxy acid were not detected. Alkyl
hydroperoxide was identified as a slow oxidant product. The
portion of these products due to the ketone photooxidation and that
due to the olefin has not yet been determined. A mechanism often
cited to explain the photooxidation of ketones involves a
free-radical scheme.**

05345

R. Long and E. E. Tompkins

FORMATION OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN PRE-MIXED
ACETYLENE-OXYGEN FLAMES. Nature 213 (5080), 1011-2 (Mar. 11,
1967).

An investigation is reported of the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons associated with the soot in pre-mixed acetylene-oxygen
flames operating at a pressure of 20 mm of Hg. At the specified
pressure, an acetylene-oxygen ratio of about 0.95 just began to
produce soot. The flame corresponded to acetylene-oxygen ratios
of 1 to 2 and 1 to 5. The apparent temperatures (uncorrected)
were recorded at varying heights and the results are
plotted for flame 1. Soot was removed from the collecting grid,
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extracted, and the extract dissolved in CS2. Analyses were
carried out by chromatographic techniques and thermal conductivity.
Results showed that between heights of 1 and about 4 in. in the
flame there is a gradual increase in the concentration of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the soot but a considerably
greater increase occurs later in the flame at heights of 6-10 in.
above the burner. Assuming that the concentration of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in the soot reflects the state of affairs in
the flame, the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
appears to occur principally in a lower temperature region of the
flame than that corresponding to soot formation. Of the
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, pyrene occurs in the greatest
concentration in the soot up to approximately 7 in. above the
burner after which 1 : 2-benzanthracene predominates.
(Although the gas chromatographic peak represented chrysene and
1 to 2-benzanthracene unresolved, spectrophotometry of this
fraction indicated only a small proportion of the former.) The
relative concentrations of individual hydrocarbons change with
height above the burner. Formation of higher condensed ring
systems by the pyrolysis of relatively low molecular weight
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons has been established and such
processes in this study appeared to be occurring in the flame.**

05423

Benson, S. W. and G. R. Haugen

THE MECHANISM OF THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTIONS BETWEEN C2H2
AND HYDROGEN. J. Phys. Chem., 71(13):4404-4411, Dec. 1967.
24 refs.

The observed high-temperature rates of isotope exchange between
C2H2 and D2 have been interpreted in terms of a radical
mechanism. The chain propagation steps for the system are D
C2H2 yields C210 H and H D2 yields D HD. The
lower temperature addition kinetics to form C2H4 are fitted very
well by a related chain with the same initiation and termination
but a different propagation. The theoretical steady- state rate
expression, derived from the radical mechanism, adequately
predicts the observed rates at temperatures greater than 1400 deg
K. The problem of attainment of steady state during the short
time interval of the oxperiment and the catalytic effect of traces
of oxygen and organic impurities on tho induction period are
discussed. (Authors' abstract, modified)**

05425

Shaw, R., F. R. Cruickshank, and S. W. Benson

THE REACTION OF NITRIC OXIDE WITH 1,3- AND
1,4-CYCLOHEXANDIENES. J. Phys. Chem., 71(13) :4538-4543 Dec.
1967. 16 refs.

The gas-phase reactions of nitric oxide with 1,3- and
1,4-cyclohexadiene have been studied in a Pyrex reaction vessel
between 306 and 359 deg. /nitial pressures were varied:
1,3-CH, 3-57 torr; 1,4-CH, 10-71 torr; and NO, 64-436 tom
No pressure change could be detected. Products identified by gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry were water, nitroux oxide,
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benzene, and traces (about 10% of the benzene) of cyclohexene.
Good ass balances were obtained for the hydrocarbons, but the
water analyses were erratic and the nitrous oxide was less than
given by the stoichiometric equation. The rate of production of
benzene vas unaffected by increasing the surface to volume ratio
20 times and was first order in cyclohexadiene and nitric oxide.
The rate-determining step is given. (Authors, abstract,
modified)**

05440

R. Gelius and N. Franke

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS OF ALKYL-LEAD
COMPOUNDS. NNZur Kenntnis der Verbrennungsprodukte von
Alkylbleiverbindungen.)) Brennstoff-Chem. Essen 47(9) 280-5,
Sept. 1966. Ger.

Tetramethyl-, tetraethyl-, and tetra-n-propyl lead were burned in
air in the presence of n-n-heptane, isooctane, or benzene. The
combustion products were collected on the surface of a cooled
glass tube, in a glass wool filter, and in an electrofilter. In
order to eliminate the formation of nitrites, the nitrogen in the
air could be replaced by argon. The combustion of the alkyl lead
compounds takes place as follows: the compounds thermolyze when
the combustible mixture approaches the hot regions of the flame.
The result is a smoke of fine Pb0 particles. The combustion
residues are then almost identical to those from the alkyl lead
mixture. In the third zone, behind the flame, PbCO3(52-86%),
Pb0(13-45%), Pb02 (as Pb304, etc. 0.1-3%), and Pb(NO2)2 is
formed. In internal combustion engines the effectiveness of
Pb0 as an antiknock agent lasts about 1 illisecond. These
experiments suggest that the surfaces of the Pb0 particles may
convert to Pb(NO2)2, thereby rendering the antiknock additive
ineffective.**

05611

S. V. Nicksic, J. Harkins, and B. A. Fries

A RADIOTRACER STUDY OF THE PRODUCTION OF FORMALDEHYDE IN THE
PHOTO-OXIDATION OF ETHYLENE IN THE ATMOSPHERE (PART II--THE
EFFECT OF OTHER COMPOUNDS ON YIELD AND CONVERSION). J. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 14, (6) 224-8, June 1964.

In this study, the tracer procedure was used to study soe aspects
of the effect of composition of the irradiated mixture on the
amount of formaldehyde produced from ethylene, the latter being the
dominant olefin in auto exhaust. The irradiation chamber
contained oxidants, NO2, CH20, hydrocarbons and aerosols.
Oxidant, nitrogen dioxide, and aerosols were measured in order to
obtain a more complete monitoring record of the reaction.
Chemical formaldehyde and radiochemical formaldehyde measurements
together with gas chromatographic determination of hydrocarbons,
were used to establish yields and conversion. Results shoved:
(1) Ethylene gives more formaldehyde in the presence of oxygenates
and certain aromatics because the reactions are faster; the
fraction converted, however, remains constant. The quantitative
aspects of the effect of oxygenates remain to be studied. (2)
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Formaldehyde yield from ethylene irradiated alone depends on the
nitric oxide-hydrocarbon ratio. (3) In the presence of other
olefins, the nitric oxide dependency is much less. (4) Production
of formaldehyde from ethylene is not influenced by other olefins
except for the nitric oxide effect. In reference to changing
composition of exhaust, oxygenates can be expected to increase
formaldehyde formed during photo-oxidations, but it is not yet
possible to state how big the effect might be. The removal of
olefinn will probably affect formaldehyde production in proportion
to the extent of removal. Removal of other olefins will not
affect the reactions of ethylene per se except for the nitric
oxide-hydrocarbon ratio effect.**

05613

Levine, M., W. F. Hamilton, and E. Simon

ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF HALOGENS AND BUTYL
HALIDES. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc.,
14(6):220-223, June 1964. (Presented at the 56th Annual
Meeting, Air Pollution Control Assoc., Detroit, Mich.,
June 9-13, 1963.)

This investigation was oriented toward delineation of the
interactions involved in the chemical inhibition of smog exhibited
by iodine and to a much lesser extent by the bther halogens.
Apparatur used for handling and irradiating polluted atmospheric
air was a 500 cu ft chamber enclosed by a Mylarn polyester film
1 ml thick. The chamher is mounted on large casters allowing
positioning of the unit for optimum sunlight exposure. When
thermal (dark) reactions are studied, the entire chamber is rolled
into a large, light tight, thermostatically controlled oven.
Other details concerning the laboratory procedure are given. The
results of these tests show that neither temperature, over the
range of about 100 to 200 F, nor sunlight greatly influences the
reaction ratio of 03 with iodine 2, and that sunlight has a much
greater effect on the reaction rates of the ha1oge.13 with 03 than
does temperature. The qualitative rates of halogen-ozone
reactions in purified air in sunlight are iodine 2 greater than
8r2 greater than C12. The effectiveness of iodir, 2 in
reducing 03 in a smoggy atmosphere is enhanced over its effect on
03 in purified air, whereas the effectiveness of Br2 and C12 in
quenching smog 03 is diminished. The effectiveness of Br2 in
reducing 03 is inhibited by the presence of both saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbons, whereas the iodine 2 - 03 reaction is
unaffected.**

05643L

H. H. Reamer

PARTIAL OXIDATION PRODUCTS FORMED DURING COMBUSTION. Preprint.
1966.

During the period covered by this report, primary effort vas in
the investigation of the effect of the fuel employed upon the
characteristic perturbations and the residual quantities of the
oxides 00 nitrogen. The experimental conditions encountered in
connection with the investigation of the behavior of the
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propane-alr and the n-butane-air system are given. The average
reaction pressure was approximately 41 p.s.i.a. The composition
of the products of reaction for the ethane-air, propane-air,
n-butane-air and natural gas-air systems are tabulated. All the

measurements involving natural gas-air, ethane-air, propane-air
and n-butane-air, were carried out at a stoichiometric mixture
ratio of approximately 0.93. Variation' in the perturbations of
normal stress and the frequency, as a function of the molecular
weight of the fuel are reported. The quantities of residual
oxides of nitrogen increased rapidly with an increase in molecular
wt from that of the natural gas-air system to that of the
ethane-air system and progressively increased with further
increases in no.ecular vt. to propane and a-butane. On the other
hand, the perturbations in the double amplitude of the normal
stress decreased progressively with an increase in molecular wt. of

the fuel. Phase relationships between the upper and lower ports

sere almost exactly 180 degrees. The frequency was approximately
509 cycles per sec in the case of the natural gas-air system. An

increase to 521 cycles per sec was found for the ethane-air system
and a small decrease to 518 and 516 cycles per sec for the
propane-air and the a-butane-air systems respectively was observed.

The analysis of the perturbations in normal stress obtained in
connection vith the propane-air and ethane-air systems is

included. It is apparent, as in the case of the ethane-air
system, that a phase relationship slightly reater than 180 degrees
exists between the upper and lower ports, again confirming that the
primary nature of the perturbations involved a longitudinal wave.I$

05824

L. G. Wayne

ON THE MECHANISM OF PHOTO-OXIDATION IN SMOG. Preprint.
(Presented at the Joint Research Conference on Rotor
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions and Their Effects, Los Angeles,

Tie -action of siiiight on urban atmospheres contaminated with auto
exhausts promotes oxidation of hydrocarbons and HO and eventual

accumulat ion of 03. Some very intriguing problems of chemical
mechanisms are presented by these reactions. It is the purpose
of this paper to subject to an lementary kinetic analysis some of
the proposed reaction schemes and to introduce a mechanism vhich
shows promise of explaining certain features of the photooxidation
process. Experiments have established that the oxidant material
is mainly 03. The various hydrocarbons present in automobile
exhaust disappear at different rates; olefins in general react sore

rapidly than paraffins, and most olefins react more rapidly than
ethylene, vhich is the predominant olefin in auto exhaust.
Relevant information available from experiments involving the
irradiation of synthetic atmospheres containing low concentrations
of hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen has presented reasoning
leading to the conclusion that react chains are very probably

involved in these systems. Briefly, the reasoning is that, since
$02 is the only likely primary absorber of actinic light
products, hydrocarbons are probably involved by reaction with the
oxygen atoms produced in the photolysis of 1102; but since the
rate of accumulation of products is sometimes faster than the
estimated rate a reaction between hydrocarbon molecules and
oxygen atoms, each appropriate oxygen atom collision ust lead to
several subsequent steps, i.., to a chain of reactions. Such a

chain might promote the conversion of NO to 1102 in either of

two ways: by direct consumption of NO, or by consumption of

molecular oxygen to form 03. Kinetic implications of chain
mechanisms of 3 different types of examined: (1) A mechanism
offered by Saltzman, in which chains are initiated by free
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radicals formed in a hydrogen abstraction reaction by oxygen atoms;
(2) A scheme suggested by Leighton incorporating some suggestion
of Schuck and Doyle; (3) A new hypothetical nechanism,
serving to illustrate the possible consequences of a chain-
branching step. Further study, particularly of the relative
rates of photooxidation of nitric oxide and olefins in systess with
very little nitrogen dioxide, should provide evidence bearing on
the importance of branching chains in the urban photochemical smog
system.ee

05849

N. A. Renzetti and G. J. Doyle

THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE PARTICULATE IN IRRADIATED AUTOMOBILE
EXHAUST. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc. 8 (4), 293-6
(Feb. 1959).

The Los Angeles smog is characterized by its several
anifestations namely, eye irritation, crop damage, reduced
visibility, and high ozone concentrations. Since autosobile
exhaust is the calor contributor to the pollution of the Los
Angeles atmosphere, its relation to all aspects of smog formation
is of prise importance. There have been three studies of the
chemical nature of the particulate in non-irradiated auto xhaust.
This is believed to be the first report on the nature of
photochemically generated aerosol in auto exhaust. All of the
aerosol collected for the chemical analyses was generated under
similar conditions. The irradiated chaaber was first flushed with
pure air and then auto exhaust at 5000 or 7200 pp by volume was
allowed to enter the chasber after passing through the inletfilter. As soon as steady state concentrations were reached, the
chamber irradiation lamps were turned on. The experiments were
dynamic in nature with 1-hr residence Ulm for the mixture in the
chamber during which period the irradiation took place. The
aerosol under study was that generated essentially in a stirred
flow reactor. The runs lasted up to 9 hr in order to collect
samples of sufficient size for the standard nicroanalytical
techniques to be used in the analyses. Ilicrocombustion technique,
microanalytical chemical techniques and iLf rared absorption
spectrum easurements are reported. Irradiated auto exhaust
appears to be the principal source of nitrate, sulfate, lead, and
organic compounds in tbe particulate matter of Los Angeles smog.
Further, these findings explain the higher values of nitrate and
sulfate found in Los Angeles and other sisilar Nest Coast
cities in coaparison with other cities. Assuming six million
gallons of gasoline are consused in auto engines per day in Los
Angeles, about one ton per day of non-irradiated particulate and
at least 10 tons per day of photochemically generated particulate
are present in a typical smog.IIII
06056

N. J. Grant and N. Manes

ADSORPTION OF BINARY HYDROCARBON GAS MIXTURES ON ACTIVATED
CARBON. Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundamentals 5(4)-490-498, Nov.
1966.

The Polanyi adsorption potential theory is extended to predict
the adsorption of binary gam mixtures on activated carbon. The
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calculation method assues that the adsorbate behaves as an ideal
liquid mixture and that the total adsorbate voluse determines the
adsorption potential of each pure component and hence its
adsorption pressure as a pure gas. The method in principle
applies to a wide vareity of binary mixtures and can be extended to
multicomponent systems. It is here successfully applied to new
data on mixtures of ethane with propane, butane, and hexane at 25
C. and total pressures up to 1000 p.s.i.g., as well as to
literature data at atmospheric pressure. (Authors' abstract)**

06102

N. Endow, G. J. Doyle, and .7. L. Jones

THE HATURE OF SONE MODEL PHOTOCHEMICAL AEROSOLS. .7. Air
Pollution Control Assoc. 13 (4) 141-7 (Apr. 1963).
(Presented at the 55th Annual Meeting, Air Pollution Control
Association, Chicago, Ill., Hay 20-24, 1962.)

To obtain greater knowledge of the chemical nature of that part of
smog which reduces visibiligy, its significance to health and
its formation in model aerosols were generated by the
photo-oxidation of a single hydrocarbon, by nitrogen oxides and, in
most instances, by the co-photoosidation of a third
component-sulfur dioxide. The model aerosols are the result of
the sane type of process which undoubtedly takes place in the
atmosphere, but the complexity of the reactions is considerably
reduced and the chemical composition is more closely controlled.
Evidence from infrared spectra of precipitated model aetosols
formed by the photo-oxidation of lower olefin homologs-uitrogen
oxides-sulfur dioxide mixtures at 50% relative husidity indicated
that the principal constituent of the aerosol was sulfuric acid.
Other analytical data, icrochemical elemental analysis, spot
tests, and the like, gave support to the belief that the
principal constituent of these aerosols vas sulfuric acid. In
addition to sulfuric acid, the aerosols contained a mealier
concentration of nitrite-type saterial. &tight loss studies of
precipitated aerosols indicated either that portions of the
condensed aerosol materials were volatile or that the aerosol was
unstable and a decomposition product was volatile.00

06182

Billings, C. E.

EFFECTS OF PARTICLE ACCONOLATION II AEROSOL FILTRATION (A DOCTOR'S
THESIS). For the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, California
Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. (1966). 233 pp.

The filtration of solid aerosol particles produces a decrease ia
filter penetration and an increase in filter resistance because of
the accumulation of deposited material. Functions are derived for
the effects of particle accumulation on filter penetration and
resistance. A nev aerosol tunnel is described which provides a
uniform field of particle and fluid flow for extended periods.
Data are presented on the effects of accumulation of 1.3-micron
polystyrene particles on the performance of filter mats tested ia
the aerosol tunnel. A quantitative aicroscopic study of
accumulation of 1.3-miccon particles on single isolated 10-microa
glass fibers is described. Photographs of deposit structure aad
seasuresents of aggregate size are included. (Author)* abstract)
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06625

R. S. Tsay

DISCUSSION OF THE FORMULA I USED IN COMPUTING THE AMOUNT OF FUEL
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE COMBUSTION GASES IT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE IN A
COMBUSTION CHAMBER OR AN AFTERBURNER. Chi Hsieh Kung
Chleng Hue's Pao (Chinese J. Mechanical
Engineering) 12 (3) , 94-6 (1964) Chin. (Tr.).

CFSTI,DDC: AD 625 788
ID 625 888

generalization of 2 forulas for calculating the aount of fuel
required to produce combustion gases, at a gives temperature in a
cobustion chamber or in an afterburner is presented. The
applicability of the original formula based on (CH3)s fuel to
other fuels is discussed. (Author's abstract, modified)SO

06648

Matsak, V. G.

VAPOR TENSION AND VAPORIZATION OF SUBSTANCES IN MOVING AIL
Gigiena i Sanit., (8) 35-41, 1958. In: U.S.S.R.
Literature on lir Pollution and Related Occupational
Diseases, Translated fro Russian by B. S. Levine, Vol. 8,
1-9, 1962

CFSTI: 62-11103

The purpose vas to place at the disposal of engineers and
hygienists vorking in the field of sanitary technology basic data
regarding vapor tension and rate of vaporization of different
inorganic and organic substances in oving air. Particular
esphasis vas placed on substances, and especially toxic
substances, ost commonly used in industrial technology. Such
information should alloy hygienists to evaluate the potential
danger associated with vaporization of toxic substances in relation
to their physico-chomical and toxicological properties, and
sanitary engineers to apply it in their computation of air
ventilation in general and of quantative determination of the
degree of air charged with vapor of high-solecular substances, and
in correctly distributing incoming and exhaust air, and in
cosputiag other means required tor the sanitary improveatnt of
labor conditions. It $ suggested that sanitary engineers use the
nosograms presented especially where a 5% error is permissible.
More than 85 chemically pure substances are represented in three
nomograms and two tables.1111

06698

V. N. Urn, B. Dimitriades, and R. D. Fleming

NOV HYDROCARBON TYPES DETERMINE SMOG-FORMING POTENTIAL OF MANS?
_GASES. S.A.E. (Soc. Automot. !Along.) J. 74 (2), 59-61
(Feb. 1966).

Relationships between automobile exhaust gas reactivity ender
irradiation and composition of unburned hydrocarbons in the
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exhaust vas studied over a vide range of fuels and driving
conditions. Indices measured were; rate at which NO is
converted to NO2; oxidant formation; and formaldehyde formation.
These were correlated with concentrations of; unsaturates
plus oxygenates; non-aromatic unsaturates plus oxygenates; and
non-aromatic unsaturates plus oxygenates, less acetylene and

propylene. Correlation between coaposition and chemical
reactivity is not consistent. Oxidant formaLon is constant
within experimental error limits. Variability in the rate of
A02 formation is considered to be due to variations in
composition, including variations in nolecular weight, within ach
of the general classifications with which reactivity correspondence

vas sought. Inherently loy precision of the analytical method may
be at fault for the * or - 3416 scatter shown in

formaldehyde-formation data. For exhaust samples of similar
origin (that is, the same fuel), a fairly well defined correlation
exists between reactivity and composition. Extracting all or part
of the unsaturates and oxygenates from xhaust samples does tend
to reduce their reactivity. Nitrogen oxides also play a complex
role in determining reactivity. In a hydrocarbon-nitrogen oxides
mixture, reactivity is more or less a monotonic function of the
hydrocarbon concentration, but its dependence oa nitrogen oxides

is not monotonic. Coaparing the reactivity of two xhaust samples
, therefore, means taking account not only of reactive hydrocarbon
concentrations, but also'their ratios to nitrogen oxides, as yell

as the direction in which the hydrocarbon to nitrogen oxides ratio
affects reactivity.hh

06720

A. J. Fatiadi

EFFECTS OP TEMPERATURE AND OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON MESE
ADSORBED ON GARDEN SOIL. Environ. Sci. Technol. 1 (7),

570-2 (July 1967).

Irradiation of pyrene adsorbed on garden soil for 240 brs at 32
degrees gave a mixture of products that could be separated by
thin-layer and column chromatography. Eight compounds were
formed, and five have been identified; 1,18-bipyrene, 1,6- and
1,8-pyrenediones, and 1,6- and 1,8-pyrenediols. When the pyrene
adsorbed on garden soil was stirred in the dark for 240 brs at 32
degrees, the yield of 1,1e-bipyrene vas lowered (from 4 to 6%) to

0.3%, and only traces of the two diones were formed; on treatment
in the dark at 110 degrees for only 8 bra, dione yields were
increased to 2.5%. When other particulates (silica gel,
alumina, Florisil, etc.) were used instead of garden soil,
1,1*-bipyrene was not formed. Experiments in which
radical-capture agents were incorporated showed lower yields of
1,1*-bipyrene, indicating that the reaction with ultraviolet
irradiation involves a free-radical mechanism. The yield of the
diones was unchanged with these agents present, suggesting that
they are formed by attack cf adsorbed oxygen on photo-excited
pyrene molecules. Irradiation of pyrene in the crystalline
form without soil did not produce 1,11bipyrene. No attempt vas
sade to follow quantitatively the input of energy during the
irradiation of pyrene on soil (a heterogeneous reaction); from the

practical standpoint, however, the Jain objective of this study
was to trace the fate of pyrene on soil, as a representative
reaction of a series of polycyclic, aromatic hydrocarbons
(carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic). (Author abstract)
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06980

A. J. Fatiadi

SEPARATION OF PYRENEDIONES BY COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHY. J.
Chromatog. 20, 319-24 (1965).

Pure 1,6 - 1,8 and 4,5 pyrenediones were needed as reference
compounds in connection vith studies on the photochemical
oxidation of pyrene. The procedure reported by Yollmann for
the preparation and separation of 1,6 and 1,8 pyrenediones
involves a laborious series of processes. After tests vith a
variety of adsorbents and solvents, it vas found that 1,6 aad 1,8
pYrenedimles, in an oxidation mixture obtained from purene, are
separated directly on a column of silica gel vith glacial acetic
acid as an eluate. The final purification of 1,6 pyrenedione
vas accomplished on a column of activated alumina vith benzene as
a solvent. The composition of each eluted fraction vas
checked by thin layer chromatography. The infrared and UP
spectra of the purified diones and of 1-0x0-6,7
phenalenedicarboxylic acid anhydride were recorded.00

06997

B. N. Fabuss, A. S. lorsanyi, D. A. Duncan, R.
Eafesjian, J. O. Smith

RESEARCH ON THE MECHANISM or THERBAL DECOMPOSITION OF
HYDROCARBON FUELS. Monsanto Research Corp., Everett, Bass.
Boston Labs. (Aug. 1964). 128 pp. (Rept. No. ASD-TDR-63
-102, Part II.)

The decomposition and particle formation of 28 naphthenic
and 8 paraffinic hydrocarbons mere studied. The decomposition
approximately a first-order kinetic process, although self-
acceleration vas observed vith most monocyclic hydrocarbons and
self-acceleration vas observed vith most monocyclic
hydrocarbons and self-inhibition vas observed for polycyclic
hydrocarbons. Pressure increased the decomposition rate. A
detailed study of the effects of organosulfux contaminants was
ade. These contaminants inhibited the cracking of naphthenes and
straight-chain paraffins and accelerated the cracking of
branched paraffins. An increase in contaminaat concentration
and an increase in the number of methyl substituent groups on a
hydrocarbon increased this effect. Several binary hydrocarbon
mixtures were cracked. The component hydrocarbons did not crack
independently. Nevertheless, the decomposition rate of the
mixture could be predicted assuming no mutual interferences in
decomposition. The icro-coker, a nev small-scale device for
studying decomposition and deposit formation in a flov system,
vas developed. (Author abstract)011

07108

Renzotti, N. A. and G. J. Doyle

PHOTOCHEMICAL AEROSOL FONMATION IN SULFUR DIORIDE-HTDIOCARBON
SYSTEMS. Intern. J. Air Rater Pollution, 2:327-345, June
1960. 31 refs. (Presented at the Int. Clean Air Conf.,
London, Engl., Oct. 20-24, 1959.)
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A series of photochemical experiments mere conducted in a 50-1.
stirred-flom reactor to study aerosol formation from different
hydrocarbons in the presence of nitrogen oxides and sulfur
dioxide. Irradiation by simulated sunlight of trace
concentrations (p.p.m.) of the reactants, in some cases yielded
particles in the size regime 0.1-0.3 microns diameter, which by
scattering of light are important to visibility in the
atmosphere. A large number of experiments with 3 p.p.m. of
various hydrocarbons, 1 p.p.m. nitrogen oxides, and 0.1 to 0.5
pap.m. S02 indicated that the olefinic hydrocarbons were the only
important aerosol formers in contrast to the paraffinic and
aromatic hydrocarbons. /t vas observed that the photolysis of
sulfur dioxide proceeds at the rate of 0.4 per cent per minute.
The high sulfate content of the particulate matter and low
gaseous sulfur dioxide concentrations observed in the Los.
Angeles smog are consistent with the findings of this
laboratory program. (Authors, summary, modified)00

07188

8. N. Poglazova, G. E. Fedoseeva, A. J. Khesina, N.
N. Meissel, and L. M. Shabad

DESTRUCTION OF BENZO(A)PYRENE BY SOIL BACTERIA. Life Sci.
6(10) :1053-1062, 1967.

Data are given on the presence of bacteria capable of
accumulating and destroying the carcinogen, benzo(a)pyrene, which
is found An the air and soil of large modern cities. Samples
collected on the land of an old oil refinery contained up to 200 ng
of benzo(a) pyrene per kilogram of soil. Seventeen strains of
spore-forming bacteria, some of which belong to the Bacillus
megaterium species mere isolated from soil samples and grove oa
meat infusion agar. The cultivated bacteria accumulated and
destroyed the benzo(a)pyrene in the nutrient media and in the soil.
It vas possible to increase the ability of the soil bacteria to
destroy benzo(a)pyrene by prolonged cultivation in sedia
containing the hydrocarbon. The benzo(a)pyrine content of the
samples vas followed by quantitative spectral fluorescent methods.
A fundamental method of biologically reducing the carcinogenic
hydrocarbons in the soils is gives.411

07271

Whitby, K. T., B. Y. H. Liu, and A. R. McFarland

A STUDY OF ATOMIZER AEROSOL GENERATORS (IWTRODUCTION-SECTION
I). (Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis, Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering), Progress rept. no. AP 00480-2, p. 1-10, Aug.
1967. 5 refs.

The further development of three generators vas attempted. The
first of these is an atomizer type generator which is suitable both
for polystyrene lastex aerosol generation and for the generation of
moderately monodisperse submicron aerosols by the atomization of
the dye solutions. The second is a condensation type generator
capable of generating high concentrations of sonodisperse aerosols
from the atomization, evaporation, and recondensation of such
substances as DOP, glycerol, and triphenalphosphate. The third
generator is an advance version of the Model II spinning disk
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aerosol generator previously developed. The principal
specifications of the generators and the progress to date are
reviewed.

07272

Liu, B. Y. H.

METHODS OF GENERATING MONODISPERSE AEROSOLS (SECTION II).
In: A Study of Atomizer Aerosol Generators. ((Minnesota
Univ., Minneapolis, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering)),
Progress rept. no. AP 00480-2, Publication no. 104, Rept. uo.
C00-1248-10, p. 1-34, Aug. 1967. 32 refs. Presented at the
8th Conf. on Methods in Air Pollution and Industrial Hygiene
Studies, Oakland, Calif., Feb. 6-8, 1967.)'

The methods of generating nonodisperse aerosols are discussed.
The principal characteristics, advantages and limitations of the
following methods are given: spinning dibk aerosol, generator,
atomizer-iapactor generator and condensation generator.

07273

Whitby, K. ?. and T. H. Liu

POLYSTYRENE AEROSOLS--ELECTRICAL CHARGE AND RESIDUE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION. (SECTION III). In: A Study of Atomizer
Aerosol Generators. ((Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis, Dept. of
Morchanical Engineering)) p. 1-32, Aug. 1967. 16 refs. Also:
((Atmospheric Environ.)), 2 (2):103-116, /larch 1968.

The complete size distribution of polystyrene aerosols produced
fro. a dilute hydrosol of the polystyrene latex particles by the
atomization and evaporation process has been measured over the
size range, 0.002 microns to 5 microns in 18 size intervals by
means of an aerosol counting and size distribution measuring
systes consisting of three instruments in parallel operations: a
condensation nuclei counter, an electric particle counter, and an
optical particle counter. The concentration of the residue
particles resulting fro. the evaporation of the empty liquid
droplets containing no PSL particles has been found to be
approximately five orders of magnitude higher than the onodisporse
PSL particles. The use of an imFactor with a sharp 2 micron
droplet cut-off bas been shown to be effective in improving the
onodisrersity of the geserated polystyrene aerosoL The
improvement apparently resulted from the reduced number of
ultiplets formed. The electrostatic charge on the PSL

particle has been measured and the median charge has been found to
be on the order from 10 to 100 elementary electron units.
However, some particles have been found to carry over 600 units of
charge. Charges of these magnitudes are approaching or even
exceeding the maximum charge that can be placed on these particles
in an electrostatic precipitatot and undoubteely can have a very
substaatial effect on the behavior of the aerosol. 1 radioactive
Kr-85 gas of 0.5 millicurie activity has been found to be am
effective means of neutralizing the aerosol charge. (Authors'
abstract, modified)00
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07395

R. D. Schwartz, R. G. Mathews, D. J. Brasseaux

RESOLUTION OF COMPLEX HYDROCARBON PIXTURES HY CAPILLARY
COLUMN GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY - CCMPCSITION OF THE 80 DEGREES -
180 DEGREES C AROMATIC PORTION OF PETROLEUM. J. Gas
Cnrosatog., 5(5):251-253, May 1967. 7 refs.

The selectivity of a number of liquid substrates, for the
separation of the 80 degrees -180 degrees C aromatic hydrocarbons,
has been investigated. Capillary columns coated witi, esters which
form pi-complexes with the aromatics are particularly useful for
these separations. Modification of the ester substrate
by the addition of other suitable solvents is necessary in
order to obtain the optimum selectivity for the resolution of this
complex mixture containing several closely related hydrocarbon
isomers. It is possible to separate these 21 aromatic
hydrocarbons, in approximately 45 minutes, with a 200 ft. length of
0.01 inch i.d. stainless steel coated with a modified pi-coaplexing
substrate. (Aut"orse ahstract)1111

07457

Benson, S. V. and R. Shaw

KINETICs AND MECHANISM OF THE PYROLYSIS OF 1,4-CYCLOHE1ADIENE.
Trans. Faraday Soc., 36(532):985-992, April 1967. 18 refs.

The homogeneous gas-phase pyrolysis of 1,4-cyclohexadiens has bee"
shown to obey the pattern of reactivity of cyclic olefins. The
reaction was studied using mass spe:trometry, u.-v. spectroscopy,
gas chromatography, and pressure measurements. The process is
first order to at least 8011 decomposition. The rate constant has
been measured over a range of seven powers of ten, in packed and
unpacked, static and flow reactors between 250 and 620 deg C and
between 0.001 and 100 torr. The absence of hydrogen atoms has
been shown by the lack of exchange with hexadeuterobenzene and
toluene. The chain decomposition involving cyclohexadienyl
radicals is, therefore, not important, probably due to the
endothermicity and low A-factor of the bimolecular initiation.
From the Arrhenius parameters for the intramolecular elimination
of hydrogen from 1,4-CH, and from estimates of the entropy and
heat changes, the rate constant tor the dienophilic
1,4-hydrogenation of benzene was calculated. (Authors' abstract,
odified)s0

07458

Benson, S. N. and G. R. Haugen

MECHANISMS FOR SOME RIGH-TERPERATORE GAS-PRASE PEACTIONS Of
ETHYLENE, ACETYLENE, AND 'HITACHI& J. Phys. Chem.,
71(6)0735-1746, Ray 1967.

Sufficient information concerning the rate parameters of the
individual propagation and termination steps of rathical reactions
now exists so that it is possible to pridict the kinetic behavior
of a chain mechanism with better than order-of-magnitude
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reliability. This precision comes from the similarities that
exist between the A factors and activation energies of homologous
reactions. In particular, the creditability of a proposed chain
mechanism for the high-temperature gas-phase reaction of
unsaturated hydrocarbons can be tested by comparing the observed
kinetic behavior with that predicted by the mechanism. A
pyrolytic chain vas proposed that adequately describes the
experimentally observed high-temperature hydrogenation of acetylene
and also the high-temperature pyrolysis of ethylene. The
propagation steps representing the formation of the major products
of these systems are diagrammed. The minor product in both
systems is 1,3-butadiene. In the pyrolysis of ethylene, the side
reaction accounts for the production of butadiene. In the case of
the hydrogenation of acetylene, a concurrent chain is responsible
for the side products. (Authors' abstract, modified)AA

071162

Egger, Kurt V. and Sidney N. Benson

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE KINETICS OF HYDROGEN IODIDE ADDITION TO
1,3- AND 1,4-PENTADIENE. J. Phys. Chem., 71(6) :1933-1936,
Ray 1967.

Quantitative kinetic information on the addition of HI to
olefins, obtained complementary to reported studies of the iodine
atom catalyzed isomerization and dimerizatioz of n-pontadienes in
the gas phase is reported. The rate of addition of HI to either
1,3- or 1,4-pentadiene was checked as a passible side reaction in
these studies. It was found that, during the isomerization of
1,4-pentadiene in the presence of iodine at temperatures between
1,4-pentadiene in the presence of iodine at temperatures between
420 and 515 deg R, 5-10% monoolefins had been produced. Rate
constants were calculated from pressure measurements, as only the
constants were calculated from pressure measurements, as only the
rate-controlling step leads to a pressure change. The iodine
buildup during the reaction, monitored spectrophotometrically,
checks out within experimental error limits with the amount of
saturated hydrocarbon or monooletin, row?ectively, measured by
gas-liquid chromatography. The measured pressure changes are in
reasonable agreement with the iodine produced. The method and
experisental procedures used have been reported in detail earlier.
The results are summarised here. A more careful and detailed
study of the NI addition to 1,3-pentadiene is needed before any
further conclusions caa be drawn. There is no doubt, though, that
HI adds much taster to the conjugated olefinic bond and it is
believed that this corresponds to the homogeneous reaction rate.00

07463

Harrison, Arthur P., Jr., and Vivian E. Raabe

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PHOTODTNAHIC ACTION BM= A PTRENE ON
TSCRERICHIA COLT. J. Bacterial., 93(I)618-626, Feb. 1969.
23 refs.

Death of ischorichia coli resulted when a buffer suspension vas
exposed simultaneously to coll3idal benzo a pyres* (BP) and
355-millimicrons illumination. Neither hydrocarbon nor
illumination alone caused death; oxygen had to be present. The
survival curve had a shoulder, amd then death proceeded
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exponentially with time. Death rate was independent of
temperature between 6 and 32 C. The duration ot the shoulder,
however, decreased slightly with increase in temperature. The
shoulder was not due to delay in BP entering the cell. Death
was influenced by the composition of the mediu in vbich the cells
were grown prior to illumination. The aount of BP bound to the
cells was determined after three ethyl alcohol-ether extractions.
Appreciable binding occurred in the presence of 355-millimicrons
illumination with air, and relatively little binding occurred under
nitrogen; very little binding occurred in the dark with nitrogen or
air. At the outset, rate of binding under illuination with air
was not temperature-dependent, but with tie it became strongly
temperature-dependent. Binding under illumination with nitrogen
was temperature-independent. Bound BP was associated primarily
with cell protein. Cells in growth mediu resisted death and
BP binding. At 21 and 32 C, deoxyribonucleic acid damage
occurred during exponential death. No damage was detected at 21
and 32 C in the dark with BP, under illumination in absence of
BP, or under illuination with BP in a nitrogen atmosphere.
(Authors' abstract)00
(Authors' abstract)00

07495

Ciborowski, J. and R. Pohorecki

THE EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES ON SOBLISATION CONDENSATION.
Tnt. Chem. Eng., 7(1):4859, Jan. 1967. 46 refs. Translated
trom Chem. Stosowana, Vol. 2B, p. 159-182, 1966.

The effect of electrical discharges on the condensation of vapor
at temperatures below the triple point has been studied. A
simplified schematic diagram of the apparatus used is presented.
It was composed basically of a saturator, a heater, a superheater,
an ionizer, and a condensation chamber. The condensation was
carried out by ixing a hot stream of ga's containing vapors of the
condensing component (naphthalene) with a stream of cold inert gas.
It was concluded that: the existence of a considerable ffect of
electrical discharges on the course of sublimation condensation has
been established. This ffect is based primarily on
intensification and simultaneous stabilization of the course of
the progress. The effect of discharges on the condensation
process depends on the type of discharge. This ffect is
considerable in the case of spark discharges, but in the case of
corona discharges it was not observed at all. The magnitude of
the effect observed depends to a small degree on the voltage (if
it is large enough for spark discharges to occur). This
magnitude also depends on the thermodynamic parameters of the
system; however, no dependence on the flow rate of the gas
through the ionizer was observed (within the investigated lisLts of
changes of this value). The effects of electrical discharges on
the condensation process can tr explained by the formation of a
larger number of active condensation nuclei, which facilitate
nucleation of the new phase.00

07490

Hutpes, A. N., R. D. Scheer, 'and N. Klein

THE REACTION BETNIEN 0(3P) AND CONDENSED OLEFINS DELOV 100
DEG K. J. Phys. Chem., 70(3) :798-805, larch 1966.
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The addition of oxygen atoms to condensed simple olefins has
been studied in the 77 to 90 deg K temperature range. The
ground-state 0(3P) atolls were generated in the gas by
dissociatton of 02 on rhenium or tungsten surfaces heated to 2300
deg K. At 90 deg K and oxygen pressures below 40 mtorr, the
major products were found to be the unfrequented epoxides and
carbosyls. Above 50 atorr, ozonides and oxygenated products
characteristic of rupture at the double bond vete observed. Above
100 mtorr only the ozonides and their fregnents were produced. At
77 deg K, the ozonolysis reaction occurred at uch lover oxygen
pressures. Cosparison of these results with those obtained in
the gas phase at 300 deg K indicates that the low-tesperature
environsent efficiently removes the excess energy from the excited
biradical formed in the primary act of 0 atoa addition to the
double bond. In all cases studied, fragmentation vas less
extensive than the coaparable gas phase process. (Authors'
abstract) 00

07509

Scheer, Milton D. and Ralph Klein

OXYGEO ATOM REACTIONS WITH CONDENSED OLEFINS. Science,
144(3623):1214, June 5, 1964. 4 refs.

Gaseous oxygen atoms, thermally generated !roe 02 on a 2300 deg
K zirconia surface, react with simple condensed olefins below
100 deg K. Initial results indicate that the distribution of
products differs from that obtained in the gas phase at higher
temperature. Reaction between the condensed olefins and oxygen
atoms differ from the gas phase results in that neither CO nor
CO2 are formed as reaction products. (Authors' abstract,
modified)t0

07510

Schneider, Ronald A. and Jerrold Meinvald

PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF ALPHA, BETA-UNSATURATED CARBONYL
COMPOUNDS VITH OLEFINS. J. An. Chen. soc., 89(9):2023-2032,
April 26, 1967.

The synthesis of trans-5,5,6-trimethyl-3,6-heptadien-2-one is
described. Upon trradiation, it is converted into the cis isomer
whtch undergoes two modes of intranolecular cycloaddition to fora
1,4,7,7-tetramethyl-3-oxabicyclo(4.1.0)hept-4-ene and
1,3,6,6-tetramethyl-2-oxabicyclo(3.1.1)hept-3-ene. The
cycloaddittons are considered to proceed through a diradical
interaediate forced from s-cia. It is suggested that s-cis or
s-trans conformational preference say be an important factor in
determining the mode of photo-reaction ot alpha beta-unsaturated
carbonyl compounds with olefins. The s-trans-1-acetylcyclohelene
was found to react with isobutylene to form
cis-1-acetyl-2-methylallycyclohexane vithout side reactions.
Several a-cis enones were found to be photochemically reactive.
Sone general rules are presented which samarire existing
observations for thts class of reactions.
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07512

Slater, David N., Susan S. Col .er, sad Jack 0. Calvert

PNOTOLTSIS OP 1,10-AZOISOSIITANIt VMS AT 3660 A; TN!
SUCTIONS OP Tilt ISOBOTIL 1,111E RACICAL. Preprist, Ohio Stat
Univ., Co limbos, Evans Ches. Lab., (25)p., (1967).
(Presented at the Robert Livingston Photochen. Sysposies,
Nieneapolis, Nies., Nay 9, 1%7 and ISlith Nat. fleeting, leer.
Ches. Soc., Chicago, Ill., Sept. 1967.)
The vapor phase photolysis of 1,16-azoisoblitane vas studied is
elperieents at wavelength 3600 I nd at various tesperatures asd
pressures. The product rate data fit well the suggested reaction
schese involving as etcited azoisobetase eolecale and reactions of
the ieobutyl free radical. The ratio of rate constants for the
disproportionation and combination reactions of the isobutyl
radical vas estinated to be 0.075 plus or slays 0.007 (25-161 deg).
Pate constants for the N-atos abstraction and the deconpositios
reactions of the isobutyl radica: were derived. Pros the effects
of pressure and teeperature on the guattos yield of nitrogen, as
estisate as obtained for the rate constant for the elicited
az/-solecule decompositios reaction. If the ercited singlet were
the reactant, then fluorescence emission should be observable frau
the azotsobutane. No esission can detectable eves in etperisests
at -1110 4eg.00

07607

Stain, N. C., .7. J. Teem's, 6. P. ?loops**, J. P.
Sch late, L. J. P. Pofer, and L. B. Imderson

TIE 01/111TION OP PTOPOCAPPOSS CO S/NPLE 0I10f CATALYSTS. .3. Air
Pollution Control Assoc., 10M:275-281, Aug. 1960. 2 refs.
(Presented at the 52nd Missal !Peet leg, Air Pollati.in Control
Assoc" Los Inze les, Calif., Julie 21-26, 1959.)
A large amWer of catalysts have teen laboratory tested for the
(+vitiation of various hydrocarbons for the purpose of leveloping
catalysts which may be suitable for otiditing hydrocarbons is
astosobile ashaust gas. A large member of catalysts were tested
using the rapid microcatalytic- chromatographic technic's,. A group
of eight hydrocarbons VAS selected for study, conprising n-pestane,
isopentan% penteme-2 rentyme-1, n-hetase, cyclohetane, 2,3 -
disethylbutace, and benzene. Many otides of sose of the wetals of
groups 1":1, an, YIP, VIII, and VII/ of the periodic table were
selected. A list selected from the wades used, together with their
P.P.?. surface areas and it-ray diffraction data is shoes is Table
I. Pose its shoe that: branched hydrocarbons are more difficult to
otidize than morsel hydrocarbons; ease of otidation increases with

lecalar voicilit in hoaoloqoas series; unsaturated aliphatic
hydrocarbons are sore easily otidized than the corresponding
paraffiss; in cotparing open chain and cyclic compounds having the
sane masher of carbon atens, reactivity tovard osilation probably
decreases according to the segvence; the cost active single (nide
catalysts were fogad *o be the otides of cobalt, nieftel, aagatiese,
chrosion, cerise, titanima, and iron. It is conceivable that
differest bores or preparations of tbe sae@ otide would have
different actiities. The sicrocatalytic - chronatographic
technic's.) has proved to be a very convenient seeps for rapid
screening in cridation studies. It is to be reconnected where a
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large somber of catalysts or reactalts are to be isvestigated otwhere a wide range of tesperatues is to be osed.

0 7082

Geseral tlectric Cospasy, Lisa, Massachusetts, DiteCt teeny
CO011etsioll Operatios

WYDWOCA8801 - AIR TOM. cru.s. Costract So. Da /II"
009 ANC 479 (T), Techsical Sugary Dept. Wo. 10, 233p., Dec.31, 1166.

CPSTI, DDC: AD 649895

Detailed isforsatios is pretested os a costisuieg research and
dewelopeent program to develop a direct hydrecarbos otidatiorair
fuel cell techsology. Curtest work iscluded research ow
electrocatalysts, eulti-cosposent feels, aid iswestigations with
altermate acid electrolytes. Phosphoric acid seemed t. be the bestelectrolyte is spite of the &iodic cycling which has bees observedis giggle cells. Teflinv-botled platiaga electrodes supported
tau:tales screens sere chosen ia spite of their Mined life aidhigh costs Dorsal octase was chosew as the feel, eves though italso is espeasive. The result of the systes study vas, therefore,
a iew of the upper limit ia perforsaace attaisable today, eves
though the spates is espeasive. The systes asalysis of a direct
liquid hydrocarbos systee *Sowed the opties coeposests asd
couditioss to be: (1) Phosphoric acid electrolyte% about 96 WSat ISO C, ith a 1/16 isch electrolyte; (2) Platisus e'ectrodes ofactive area 10 by 15 'Arches; (3) Social octase as the reel asd airas the outlast; sad (S) Three Uses stoicbiosettic reactios air.
Such a systel is capable of deliverisg 540 watts set at as overallefficielcy of 20 percest based os higher beatisg value. The systesis water cosservative at asbiests of 85 T or lover. About 60 wattsis weeded for parasitic power if free coavectios coolise is used.
Wot much systes weight reductios could be obtaised by decreasiaq
the electrolyte gap by half, but the weight cculd be redeced by SOpercest by desigaisg for as operating tesperature of 180 C. Thehigh concestratiow of acid seeded at 180 C poses a problem of
electrolyte solidificatios epos cooling after shetelowa of the Gait.Pre* cosvectioa cooled autiliaries were favored for systes
sieplicity and higher efficiescy. i cosceptual layost of a 0.S kwsystem for the free cosvectios coefiguration operatiag at ISO C ispreseated.

07705

Asset, Gabrielle aad Tncaas G. Retchias

LEEMAN', DEPOSITIOW OP PARTICLfS OW c11111DIRS PROM ROMIG AUCSOLS.As. Tad. Avg. Assoc. J., 2/3(4):3S8-353, July-Aug, 1967. 9 refs.
study of leeward Meposition of cowing aerosols os cylisders was

conducted by erposiag glass rods of various disessiots to aerosolsin a isd tunnel. Particles of several size resoles were carried tothe target at three differest velocities. Pot each etposure, theratio betrees the number of particles coasted Ow the leeward sideof the cylisder isd the ensbet cousted over as ecreal area ow theindward side vas calculated, as was the ispactios patasetercorrespoediag to the seall particle site. hes the ispectios

O. Snit idols sal Todooke 95S
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parameter was smaller thee 0.095, the ratio did vary, generally
showleg es ferrous with decressieg particle site asd tried velocity
bet with iscreasiag cylieder site.

077111

limos, S. .

nalastsa OP Tit 111tACTIOSS Of triAntilt. J. Ches.
Phys., 46(11):4920-4112e, Jose 15, 1%7.

Aisetic data os the pyrolysis of 1,5-cyclooctadiese to give
betadiese asd cyclobesese by parallel paths are asalyse4
asd shows to be gsaetitatively cossistest -1th a cameos biradical
precersor, the octadiea-2,6,-diyl-1,11 hirakical. It is farther
shows that these data are is escellest agreesest ith isdepesdest
studies of the reverse reactioss; pyrolysis of 4-visyl cycle:Antes.
to betadieee asd the diseritatios of betatiene. A fourth study of
the pyrolysis is solutioe of 1,2-divisyl cyclobetase to give
betadieue, 1,5-cyclooctadiese, e-visyl cycleeteae, sad
'cis-trass isoseritatios is shows to fit the saee scheme with oily
eieor wodificatioss is two of the rate cosstasts. The asalysi
leads support to the 12.11-kcal assigasest of the allyl
stabilitatior clergy. It also resolves as apparest asosaly is the
rate pareseters for the reverse Die ls-Alder pyrolyses of
cyclobesese, 3-eethyl cyclobesese, sad *-visyl cycloberese.
Arrhesias peraseters for all the elesestary tate cosstasts are
assigued aid shows to be reasosable respired to stellar
processes. Isportast rotatios-costrolled rates is the niches* are
etasised sad cosclasioes draws abort the costribatioss of
differest rotoseric fortis of the biradical. (Author's abstract)Ild

less, L. D., .1. L. Jacobsos, P. Schaffser, aid .1. S. Pitts, Jr.

nierfiet All OPACTIVITV TN TIE VAPOR-PSISt PIOTOLISIS OP MO In.
V. ALIPPIATIC CICLOPPOPIL AID OLITISIC MOILS. J. As. Ches. Soc.,
59115) :35114-361311, July 19, 196 7. 34 refs.

Vapor-phase irradiatioss of the aliphatic cyclopropyl aid olefisic
ketoses, "ethyl cyclopropyl ketone(I), 1-cyclopropyl-2-
propasove (II), 1-cyclopropyl-i-lretasose (IV), asd 1-pestes-4-
hose (M) at 3120 A asd 120 degrees have bees carries oat.
gametes yields of yields of carbon sosotide
frog the type I split are 0.01 for ke-
tole 24, 0.99 for Meters* II, 0.71 for ketose IV asd 0.60 for

Other prisary photochesical rrocesses is these ketoses are
the isoseritatios of cyclopropase is couepousds I aid /I, aad
the type // split is cospette I.e. The data fres these reactioss
together with previcesly reported reselts provide the basis for a
coherest evaluative of the relationship beteees structere asd
photoreactiity is the vapor phase at 31301 asd 120 degrees of the
two series of closely relatool stipbatic am, cyclic tetalees which
possess cyclopean and double boeds, respectively, is the alpha,
beta ad gases positiols to the rierhoOyl growp. (asthors)
abstract, *edified)
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07806

Alley, P. C.

A DENCR SCALE AUCTION SISTER FOP NEASOSIOG ATSOSPRIRIC SBOG
POTENTIAL. Pteprist, Clemsom Osiv., S. C., Chemical tsgiseetimg
Dept., ((lop.)). 1966. (Presested at the 21st Assail Isstrimest
Society of America Comferesce t Exhibit, Dee fork city, oct. 21-27,
1966, Paper No. 11.)-1-66.)

Photochemical smog results ghee the atmosphere costaiss certaim
hydrocarboss sod oxides of mitroses amd is irradiated seder
favorable cosditioss of tespetatste asd humidity. If smog costrol
efforts are to be successful, the complex series of reactioss by
which smog is produced must be completely esderstood from a
stasdpoiat of reactios sechasiss sod kisetics. This paper
describes a beach scale photo-chemical reactios system for
simulative; the processes occerrimg Ores a polluted atmosphere is
irradiate-I by sum light. The flexibility of the kystes as well as
the capabilities asd limitatioss of meveral esistiag pollstast
ositorisg devices are discussed. (Aethorls abstract)

071!

;fortis, Logos A. mod David Greiser

TR! DEGRADATION oP 2,4-0 IS POPfST LITtrlf. Pell.
raviros. Costamisatiom Tosicol., 2(2):65-74, 1967. 9 refs.

The isfluerce of forest litter type amd several chemical factors
ea the pers_stesce of 2,4-0 is forest litter was detersimed.
2,4-0 is rapidly degraded is torest litter asd the tate of
dlegtadatios varies with the ty,,e of litter, herbicide formslatiob
mud the presesce of DDT. The legislative of 2,4-0 varies
slightly iv litter free differest vegetatios types irbes iscabated
usdet similar esviressestal cowiitioss. Greater vatiatiol is herb-
icide eagradatios rates say be espected is the field: bet this will
be dee primarily to differeeces is the site sicroesviroseest,ratber
thee imberest differeeces is the litter. furious foteelatioes of
2,4-0 are degraded at differest rates is forest litter although
this is believed to be sore a fesctiom of cosstituests of
fotmelatios thee a direct effect of the tecbmical acid, salt or
ester. Pisally, these esperieests have shows that lip to 4 galloss
per acre of diesel oil has little or so effect os the decoepositios
of 2,4-0 isooctyl ester, chile 1 lb.A. of DOT appears to
stimulate herbicide degradatics. 151$8

01078

easel, Rostrata N. asd rric A. iandstrom

COWIINDOVS GAS R/tIVG TR! 8St OP CRITICAL FLO, TWROOGN SOUL
tummy flItS. Califorsia Isiv., Berkeley, Coll. of regiseeriag,
Grant 1P-APOSP-129-67, T1-2-67, 15-67-3. (007)p.. Batch 1667. 10
refs.

CPSTI, DDC: AD 651637

I. Snit Wane al Mambo
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A continuous-flow gas siltiLi device is introduced utiliting
critical flow in snall-diaseter tubes and commercially available
hypodersic needles, where the floe rate is fixed by the stagnation
pressure upstress. The assueption of laminar adiabatic flow of a
perfect gas with friction is foiled to be adequate for similar I.D.
tubes. This assuaption becomes less accurate for larger tubes or
higher stagnation pressures due to iscreasing 'Reynolds numbers
beyond the laminar-transition region. The continues assumptiox
holds for all gases considered (hydrogen, holies, hytroges,
acetylene, Nitrogen, oxygen, and argon) enceptieg hydrogen and
beligs where slip flow occurs at low pressures for seall diameter
tubes. This effect can be neglected esperisentally where it is
over-shadowed by the larger effect due to tolerance in the inside
diafeeter of the tubes. Rypodereit needles of regular tip and
moninal length equal to the required length can be used directly
introducing am error less than 10 percent due to the conbised
effect of tolerance, pointed tip, and longer actual length. Less
error can he obtained by painting the needle with insulating
saterial to reiver heat transfer and by grinding the tip to the
required length. In the latter case, care nest be taken to bee
the tip clean and undistorted. Por greater accuracy each needle
should be calibrated individuall/. AS

0810S

W. S. Jews , Jr. P. L. Tanner, J. C. T. Tsao

PflOTOLITIC DIGPADATIOS AS A PIM Of MANIC WM/Meat
DITTORIllATIOW. J. Gas Chrosatog., SOWS-21, Jan. 1,67.
IS refs.

Difficulty reported by many authors obtaining reproducible results
in inter-laboratory studies using the pyrolysis-gas chrollatographic
technique proapted as investigation of other, sore reproducible,
sethods of sasple decosposition. The sethod chosen vas server,-
seusitited photolytic decosposition belause of the
sisplicity of the esperiseutal technique, the sisplicity of the
fragfentatios patterns, the predictability of the decoeposition
products, and the availability of ultraviolet light soirees
iu sany well-equipped laboratories. This proved to be a
particularly fortunate cboice slime, sot only are results
highly reproducible, but prelisisary work led to the discovery
that foectional grosps preseut in a sasple way be identified by
characteristic constants related to the retention of certain
irradiation product peaks called hoSologous peaks as4 coseon peaks,
elisinatieg the need for identification of the decoeposition
products in evaluating the structure of the sasple. In this
paper, the procedure is discussed in detail aild the decomposition
product retention paraeeters are tabulated for aldehydes,
ketones, alcohols, esters, and ethers. (Authors° abstract)**

08118

C. J. Thoupson, R. J. Colesan, P. L. eoplans, W. T.
*all

IITDROGIVOLTS/S-AS iontirromme TOOL. J. Gas
Cbromatog., S(1):1-10, Jan. 1,67. 7 refs.
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The developsent of equipsest sad techmiques that persit
applicatios of Sabatieres classical discoveries is vapor-phase
hydrogematios to Micro samples VMS accomplished jest sit
years ago is Partlesville Petroleiss flesearch Cester.
Siam them, Mr improvemests is the procedure have bees
made. fdestificatioss of sulfur cospousds is petroleum,
previously thought impossible with the quastities of saterials
available, are sow beimg sade routimely. easy laboratories
aroued the world are using the procedure aid modificatioss
thereof. The hydrogemolysis apparatus for structure
detersimation of Naturally occurring orgasic composads is
described. This techsigse rapidly asd quantitatively
r01101102 the sulfur atos fros organic sulfur composnds to produce
paraffiss or cycloparaffiss. fedestificatios of the prodeced
bydrocarbou idestifies or costributes to the isdestificatiom
of the precursor. The technique is direct, applicable to
ttremely ssall samples (0.000005 el), amd requires no ,:cstly
apparatus. The seethed also has bees applied successfully to
halogen-, (moos-, asd nitrogen-costaisimg compousds. fs
addition it has bees applied, with success, to the removal of
other hetera steam such as phosphorus, silicon, and 'Wale.
Osly a few anomalies have beess fogad, priact.illy is the
deotygesation reactios. The basic techeique, 'with recest
improvesests, permits structure characterization that would
be difficslt or impossible by Amy otber procedure.es

08337

lessees, Peter

TR! VOLATILITT OT AMOSOLS. Stash (tsglish trasslatiss),
27(8):11-5, Avg. 1967. S refs.

CPSTI: TT 67-S1008/8 (NC $2.00)

Rasy orgasic compoueds occurriag as suspesded Satter have 8
volatility (i.e., the satimus possible vapor coecentratios) which
is seny times higher thas the @stimuli allowable coscestratios
valve. Although these subskasces occur in the form of so:speeded
*atter, it must be takes isto account that they say
also be presest is the form of gas (vapor). This fact is
importast im the selectiee of a suitable respirator. It is
proposed, therefor* to give is the SAC list, is the case of
theme substasces, the RAC value eot oily is eg cs m bet also is
pps, and to emphasize the secessity of *slag a combisel suspesded
tatter gas filter. (Author's sensary, sodified)OS

08353

Roare, E. E. and D. A. ebytock

PROTD-OttOATION OP DItTITL MOSE VAPOR. Cam. J. Chem.
(Ottawa), Vol. 45, p. 2841-2845, 1967. 1 refs.

Results from studies of the photo-otidatioe of diethyl ketose are
reported. Qsasts* yields of the prodects of the reectios of
diethyl Leto** whelk photolyted is the presesce of otygee with
eight of 3130A sere studied as a fusctioe of time at 150 Asd 100
C. The reactiom products were sostly the ease as those fres the
photo-otidatios of 'ethyl etsyl betose. In additioa, propiosic
acid amd ethyl*** were products at ISO sold 100 C, while trace
aseasts of ecetese sod *ethyl ethyl tetose were detected at ISO C.

P. Bak Wow mei 'Wink& con
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The variety of the reactios prodects amd the absolute valves of
their quantum yields indicate that the teactios is a complex chats
reaction of short tallith. The primary photolysis split is well
established. The chats reactios must be caused by hylrogen
abstractios from the ketose solecule by a radical duriag which
two types of 1-mumanonyl radical say be forsed.00

05555

:lassies, salter J.

PPOTOCRESICAL REACTIVITY OP SOLVVITS. S.A.E. ¶Soc. Autosotive
;Mgrs.), Preptiat 67047040, 14p., 1967. 5 tots. (Presested at the
Aeronautic Space tagimperiag asd Saavfacturing Seetiug, Los
Asgeles, Calif., Oct. 2-6, 1967.)

fveluative studies of relative photoctesical reactivities of
various orgasic solvests for porteses of emissios control ate
reported. solveats isclude olefiss, tyleaes mild other &rosettes of
coutsrable weight, toluese, breached ketoses, tti- sad
tetrachloroethyleae; bessese, amd saturated halogesated
hydrocarboss. Criteria used to ledge relative photochemical
reactivity were malty eye irritatioa amd otose forsatios. halal
ludgeests based om these staalards were also lavluesced by ammsol
formstiou, eldetide prodectios, asd effect of test substasces om
rate of couversios of SO to 102. The results of the eatire study
show clearly that kyles. is sore reactive than tellies' mad some
olefias. Rowever, the latter, 88 a group, appear to have the
greatest photochemical reactivity of all hydrocarbos types. forsal
ketoses, such as *ethyl ethyl ketose, are slightly reactive, bet
breached ketoses, such as methyl isobatyl ketose, are somewhat lore
reactive them their sot -4: asosers. Cillorisated ethylemes, escept
perchloroethylese, appear to be phrtocilesically active to a degree
roughly cospatable with breeched 'serapes amd tole's,. Alcohols asd
aldehydes are less reactive tiles tolueme; asd breached
hydrocarboss, cyclic paraffiss, mad sorest paraffiss, still less
so. leases., perchloroetbylese, saturated kalogesate hydrocarboes
mad acetose appear virtually usteactive. The results of this study
clearly devoustrated that both the quaatity of orgasic solvest
esissious is Los Amgeles Cousty sad their overall photochemical
reactivity sere secil that a reductios was Necessary. The results of
the studies were utilised to coastruct Rule 66 for the control of
organic solveut emissious is Los Asgeles Comet?.

08645

Lichteastels, Smiley

/SSIDS AIP POLUITIOS--TRE VIII PPOS SIS. Imd. Rvatisg, 34(7)0250,
1252, 1254, 1250, 1260, July 1967. Also: Air tag., 9(11):12-15,
Sow. 1967.

Isvestigatioss by U.S. bureau of Stasdatds are fiudieg out what
bappeas to estimated total of 140 sillios toss of pollutants fed
into atsospbere asseally by otor vehicles, isdustry, power pleats,
space beating amd refuse disposals. Various setbods used is
studies of air poll:Rio& are discessed. Several sciestific tease
settee ispertamt contributioss to air pollutios are listed.
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01827

lel, lei, Jeas-Claude Masi, sad J. W. Pitts, Jr.

TVS POSITION OF POLTINIC DIALOSITOSS IV TVS PROTOOSIDATION OF
POPS 2/011I0 J. As. Ches. Soc., 1111(10):4225-4227,
Aug. 2, 1,67. 14 refs.

The photoosidatios at dry, liquid boozes*, bas bees iavestigated
mad among the several products that were formed, two polyesic
dialdellydes; tress, trans -2,4-11eudiesedial (sucosdialdehyde, I)
asd 2,40411,10-dodecapestaesedial, II, were isolated.
Osfiltered radiatios fros a *iodise-pressure sorcery lasp was used
to irradiate at roos tesperature pure, ay, liquid bates* throsgb
which otyges was costisuously bobbled. The irradiated besseee was
chrosatographed twice ou silica gel, giviug three fractious. ehe
first fractiom elated with as 80:20 pastas* -ether solotios
contained sucoadialdehyde (/). The secoud fractios, elute; with
a 70:20 peatase -ether solutina, coutaised dialtlehyle II.
Infrared, ultraviolet, sad asr techsigees were used to detersise
the physical asd spectroscopic properties of I aid II.
Cosfirsatory evidesce was obtained by sass spectroutry asd by
sicrollydrogesatios which, is the case of II, yielded a product
idestical with as aethestic sasfle of 1,12 -dodecasediol. Tle
physical and spectroscopic properties of the products,
specifically isfrared spectres cosperisous, cosfire tile all -tress
cosfiguratioss for both cospoonds. Results suggest that beszese
ring opening by otyges say also be isvolved.

08845

Altsholler, A. P., S. L. Ropetyaski, V. A. Lossesaa,
T. L. Decker, asd V. wilsoa

P1/01002/DATIOW OP PROPTLEVI VITI 11/TVOGLI OHO /V TS! PITStVC11
OP SOLP01 OIO/t011. Preprint, Public Ault,' Service,
Ciscinasti, Ohio, Vatiosal Center for Air Pollatios Control,
((10))p., (09672). 13 refs.

The photootidatios of 2 ppm of propylene asd 0.5 pps of sitroges
otide was investigated soder dysamic floe conditioes with sulfur
dioside present is the reactios fixtures at coucestratioss froe 0.0
to 1.2 pps. Applicatios of the statistical oto test shoved so
significant differences in rates of cousseptios of propylene asd
sitroges otide or is yields of osidast, peroslacetyl vitiate,
forsaldellyde, aud acetaldehyde asosg tests at tbe various levels of
sulfur dioside, iscludisg zero ppt. Asounts of sulfur dioxide
cons-used is the reactious ranged fros 25 to 601. Although a
sulfur balance was trot obtained, appreciable asousts of sulfate
were sessured as a prodect of the otidatiou of the stilfor dioxide.
Ou the basis of previous isvestigatioss, the sulfate is believed
to be present as sulfuric acid aerosol. These results soggiest
that appreciable levels of a:admit say occur is urbasatsospberes
eves when high coscestratioss of sulfur dioxide are result.
(Authors' abstract)S,
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Seas, L. D. and J. I. Pitts, Jr.

STSOCTIRE ASO efACTIVITT IS flit VAPOR-PRASE PROTOLYSIS OP
MOVES. IV. CTCLOPSOPTL ROD OIEPIOIC CYCLIC RIT01183.
J. Am. Ches. Soc., 89(9):1971-1979, April 26, 1967. 32 refs.

Vapor-phase irradiation of bicyclo((3.1.0))hesas-3-00e (I) asd
3-cyclopeLtesoue (III) at 3130 mud 2380-2654 A results ii the
forsatiou of caches Idososide aud hydrecarbou proiucts with high

quantum efficiencies, phi (sub CO) equals 0.77 aud 0.87 for I
and II, respoOlvely, usder a variety of experinestal
coaditioes. The hydrocarbou predects from I asd 1,4-peetadleue
(major), vieylcyclopropase, sod 1,3-butadiese, while III gives
alsost etclusive:y butadiese (phi (sub CO) 'vials 0.88) over a

side range of temperatures. Is contrast, irradiati,s of
bicyclo((3.1.0))betan-2-ose (II) and 2-cyclopestesese(IV) seder
identical coalitions proleces only trace asoests of CO asd so

detectable hydrocarboes. Rowever, coepoved II does undergo a
photoisdeced rearraugesest to form 3-eethy1-2-cyclopestesose. The
cyclopropyl and double-bond groups were foiled to exhibit similar
effects os the modes of photoreactivity of these fear cyclic
ketoses. Either of these groups conjugated with the carbonyl
chtosophore stabilize the ketone, whereas their locetios is the

hoseallylic positiou greatly facilitates photedecoepesitios.
(Authors' abstract)116

011030

P. R. Iosbos, P. cauvageau, C. Saudorfy

TR! ELECTROVIC SPECTRA OP VO °At PAVAPPIV RYDSOCARBOIS.
Ches. Phys. Letters (Aesterdae), vol. 1, p. 42-43, /larch-
April 1967. 3 refs.

The far ultraviolet absorption srectra of the morsal paraffie
hydrocarbous fros Cl ti CR were photoelect7ically recorded with
a doable beae imstresent down to 1150 A 'leder 0.2 A
resolution'. Aa atteept is made to ieterpret the spectra ie teres
of Milliken's united atm' treateent of the ercited states
of 'ethane and ethave. (Authors' abstract)00

Sage, B. R.

PART/AL ORIDATIOS PRODUCTS FORMED DURIVG CORDUST/01.
(E/GUTIEWTR PROGRESS REPOS?: JULY 1 TO DIRCES8D1 31, 19670
Proprist, California Inst. of Tech., Pasaiems, Chesical
Engineering Lab., ((65))p., 1967. ((21)) refs.

The codifications in the pressure combestor were found to fuectios
satisfactorily amd have peruitted measureseets of both the
perturbations in nornal stress and the perturbations is total aid

somochroeatic optical intensity. Esperieeetal activities have
been limited prisarily to obtaining information coscerning the

perturbatious im total and sonochronatic optical iutessities

962 HYDROCARBONS MO AIR POLLUTION
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utilitisq air ad satural gas as fuel. *faults are presented in
several tables. To are fully esplain the teavior in the
pressure combustor, a set of routine cosputer progress to permit
the prediction of the composition of the products of reactioe feC
any mistimes of air and any hydrocarbon was cospleted. The
calculations have been carried out for varying rates of heat loss
from the cosbustor. The eta temperature fron the combustor was
competed is this fashion. It was also computed fres the rate of
flow of gas through the converging-diverging kettle at the slit of
the conbustor. loather good agreesent was obtained betwas these
widely different seams of evaluating the esit temperature. The
complicated behavior of the perturbations is mormal stress at the
two eans of the conastor is depicted. The behavior depicted can
be etplained by the differesce in temperature at the two ends of
the conastor and the :Pettedly greater radial temperature
distriatioss near ta etit of the combustor. Perthernore, the
velocity of wave propagation is sonabat differes at the same
point is the combustor depending on the direction of propagation as
a result of the local nosestes velocity of the Oases. a
masuscript derived from the wort epos the oscillatory cosbustion in
the pressure cosbestor, has been completely reworked. A
significtst egoist of additional eaperisental inforsation was
included: The revised nanacript which covers all of the
etperinestal wort that has been ccmpletel with the pressers
cosbustot fot the lit-natural systes, is &paid:M.60

09079

Cadle, W. D. and P. E. croak

PNOTOCWEMISTPT OF THE STSTEP WPTEWE-00-W2. In: International
Conferace on PP4otochenistry Weld at Bunches, Septenber 6-9,
1967,Part I, Preprists. Wat-Plarct-Institut fuer toblenforschusg,
Walhein an der War, vest nPrany, p. 113-125, Sept. 1967.

CPSTI: PP 176466

Witric otide has been found to react rapidly with sisglet athylese
prodeced by the photolysis of ketene and possibly also with etcited
tetene, judging from the ratios ethylene prodeced/ketene reacted.
The presence of nitric otide frevented the formation of outage and
ethane wan ketese-WO-R2 vitt:Ices were irradiated at roos
tesperatere or 200 C. The prodects resulting frog the presence
of nitric otide were all of la solecalar weight, judging fron the
mass spectra. Eight products were separated icing gas
chronatography and their mass and infrared spectra determined.
Only one, hydrogen cyanide, was definitely identified. (Authors)
abstract)

09079

A. P. Prestos, W. J. Cvetanovic

TWE PROTOOSIDATIOW OP Prfellt-1 PT WITWOGEW 0101110E AT SWOP?
WATE-tfUTAS. Is: International Conferesce on
Photochemistry Weld at Racal, September 6-9, 1967, Part
Preprints. Pas-Planct-Institet feer Soblenforscang,
Pwelheis &A der Pat, fest Oasany, p. 166-192. Sept. 1967.
17 refs.

CPSTI: PS 176466
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T!!" photoosidatios of bstese-1 by mitroges dioxide has bees
tudied at 2288 A awl at losger wavelesgths. Tres the measured
effects of additioss of isert asd (Aber gases os the predict
yields it is coscluded that 102 oxygen atoss participate is the
photoosidatioe at 2288 A. erased state oxyges atoss, predsced by
the photedissociation of 102 asd possibly by geeschisg or
0(10) by the olefis, are A100 ispertast is the
photoosidatiis at 2288 A, asd are believed to give ries to
practically all of the observed yields of the additios pordscts,
m-butasal aid 1,2 epoxybutase. the isdicatioss are that the
reactios at 0(10) with hutese-1 at total pressures below ose
ateosphere yields very little stabilised additins ertiduct.
(Authors' abstract) OS

09080

Peter Sorrell, P. Cashmere

t112 OsSIVS/T/StO ((S/C)) PP/tOtTS/s OP AUT-1-21111 A? 184" A.
Is: Istermatiosal Coster-vac@ on Photochemistry Reid at
Reaches, September 6-9, 1967, Part I, Pteprists. Rat-
Plast-Imstitut fuer Roblesfotechusg, Nuelbeis as der
Italic, vest detsamy, p. 193-210, Sept. 1967. 16 refs.

CTStI: P8 176466

Os photolysis at 1849 A, but-1 -eee yields 25 hydroc*rbee
predicts aid a solid polymer. Is order to elucidate the
echasiss, the effects of added gases, tiee, pressure of reactast
gas aid teeperature were isvestigated. A free radical spechasiss
is postulated is which there are sit primary reectioss to
accoest for the products aid their relative yields. The two
major prisary reactious are clevage of the C-C mad C-R
beads is the Beta positios to the double heed is a :1 ratio.
Additiou of foreleg gases to the systes caused a decrease is
the product yield which was shows to be dee to queechisg of the
reactive. this is attributed to the collisional deactivatios
of au escited state istereediate of which the
decoepositios lifetiee has bees estisated to lie withie the
valves of 2.6 to 6.4 * 10 to the slugs 10th point sec.
(Authors' abstract) 00

09082

Paul Soppas

SOLVES? AWD TEPPEPATURE EFFECTS /V ?BE PROTOPFDOCTIOB OF
MOVES. Is: Istersatiosal Ccsferesce on Photochesistry
field at Reaches, September 6-9, 1967, Part II, Prepriuts.
Ras-Plask-Institst fuer Aohlesforschoug, Aselheis au der
Sohr, Vest Gersasy, p. 643-658, Sept. 1967. 15 refs.

PB 176466

?be dependence of the quantum yield of photoreductios ou
solvent polarity and on temperature has bees isvestigated for a
*saber of substituted arosatic ketoses. Au isterprotatios if
terns of the dipole sosents is eScited states to accosut for
the solvest effect is discussed. Pros the tesperatsre effect
it is suggested that the different reactivities of s-pie,
and CT qtates is related to au activation euergy. (Asthoros
abstra) 00
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090BSL

Smith, C. V., C. R. &blow, S. V. Basagui, E. N. Spurlock, asd
D. P. Grime

OLTPASONIC DISSERIVATIOX OF AEROSOLS. Stanford Research Inst.,
nenlo Park, Calif., Contract DA-18-03S-ARC-122(Al, Proj. PAU-4900,
Task 1B5223011108101, SII-TR-9, 67p., Jny 1967. 9 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 81828S

The basic echanise of sonic aerosol formation was investigated.
Aerosol production from a thin liquid layer on a vibrating surface
has been known for many years, yet the basic mechanism costrollimg
thy drop fornation is not known with certainty. Two possibilities
are generally suggested. OAP is that capillary waves, incited on
the surface, grow to an unstable size and throw off droplets from
the peaks of the waves. The other possibility is the mechanism of
caviation. The theory of a liquii flow over the surface of an
oscillating reed was studied to help the understanding of high flow-
rate devices. A simple resonance theory has been developed which
contrasts with the usual parametric capillary -ave theory. An
esperimental photo-optical technique has been devised and used to
give quantitative information on droplet size sad velocity
distributions. Capillary wave behavior has bees esamined
esperimentally and cospared with ensting theory. A possible
esplanation of the transition of capillary waves to ar aerosol has
been suggested. The (instance of cavitation during sonic aerosol
production from water was verified.

09099

F. C. Rester, D. cosery

DETERBIOATIOW OP VATEP SOLUBLE ADDITIVES IN LIQUID RfDROCA1111011
PUELS. Australian Defence Scientific Service,
Relhoarne, Defence Standards Labs., T1-103, Bp., Sept. 1967.

DDC: AD 822973

Ethylene glycol mosonethyl ether, with or without glycerol,
is currently being used as at additive to inhibit ice
formation at low operating temperatures, or microbiological
growth at asbient tesperaturys in liquid hydrocarbon fuels. I
simple, efficient testing techeigwe for use in the field
to determine additive concentrations in feel storage tasks has
bees developed and is based on the determinatios of refractive
isles of an aqueous estract. It consists of extracting
a seasured .80 sl of feel, in a 100 sl rubber-capped serve
bottle, with 1.00 al of distilled water injected froe a
calibrated 1 ml hypodersic syringe. After adequate
shaking and settling, the aqueous extract is resoved, again with
a hypodermic syringe, and its refractive modes read on a
conventional Abbe typo refractometer. glider field cosditions,
tests on saiples of Reims concentration show that results accurate
to 0.0048 can be easily obtained with coscentrations up to
0.201 additive in fuel.tt

B. Bask Scans ad Todmisty
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09116

Horvath, H

THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FREON 12. Appl. Opt., 6 (6) : 1140,

June 1967. 2 refs.

The refractive index of Freon 12 (dichlorodifluoromethane) was
pleasured with a Michelson interferometer by counting the fringes
during evacuation and refilling the gas cell. The results were
reduced to 20 C and 760 mm Hg and can be easily converted to
other working conditions. Refractive index has the greatest
influence on the scattering coefficient. The amount of
scattered light is estimated to be 14.4 times larger for Freon
than for air. Using a very sensitive light scattering
instrument (integrating nephelometer), the ratio vas found to be
15.4 plus or minus 0.7.111

09172

Pejack, Edwin R., and Henry R. Velkoff

EFFECTS OF A TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE CHARACTERISTICS
AND HEAT TRANSFER OF A DIFFUSION FLAME. Ohio State Univ., Re-
search Foundation, Columbus, Contract DA-31-124-ARO-D-246,
Proj. 1864, TR-8, 134p., Nov. 1967. 52 refs.

CFSTI, DDC: AD 664180

Effects of a transverse electric field on a parallel flow
diffusion flame in a flat combustion chamber were investigated.
Various mixtures of propane, nitrogen, and air were introduced
separately at the base of an experimental combustion chamber and
burned in a diffusion flame sheet located between flat walls of
the chamber which served as anode and cathode. The electrode
walls were instrumented to measure the local heat transfer rate,
local current density, and pressure. It was found that the
application of a voltage difference across the electrodes moved
ions out of the burning zone and resulted in a current at the
electrode walls. The heat transfer rate near the base of the
flame was considerably increased on the cathode and decreased on
the anode; at positions further from the base of the flame the
electric effect was lessened. Flame distortion was thought to
be caused by electrically induced gas motion derived from a
gradient in current density in the flow direction and by the
onset of an electrically induced flame flickering. An analysis
of the products of combustion revealed that the applied electric
field acted to increase the heount of unburnt solid carbon and
decrease the quantities of unburnt fuel and carbpn monoxide.
(Authors' abstract) **

09197

W. J. Thomas, B. John

KINETICS AND CATALYSIS OF THE REACTION BETWEEN SULPHUR AND
HYDROCARBONS. Trans. Inst. Chem. Engrs. (London),
45(3):1119-T127, 1967. 23 refs.
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A study of the thermodynamics of the synthesis of carbon
disulphide from sulphur and hydrocarbons reveals those conditions
which are most favcurable for high yields of carbon disulphide
without the disadvantages of carbon deposition. Although high
molecular weight hydrocarbons should give equilibrium yields of
carbon disulphide, some qualitative experiments showed that only
the side-chain carbon atcms of aromatic hydrocarbons are
active in forming carbon disulphide. Catalyst-activity
tests that both silica-gel and vanadium pentoxide are
superior catalysts for the formation of carbon disulphide
from methane and sulphur. A detailed quantitative kinetic
investigation, supplemented by adsorption studies, shows
that the formation of carbon disulphided on a sulphitled
vanadium pentoxide catalyst proceeds via the chemisorption of
sulphur, and in this respect differs from the formation
of carbon disulphide on a silica-gel catalyst. Although
the products retard the reaction rate, the activation energy
is lower on the supported vanadium pentoxide catalyst. The
advantages of using a vanadium pentoxide catalyst are briefly
discussed. A suitable.design equation for the rate of
formation of carbon disulphide from methane and sulphur over
a vanadium pentoxide catalyst is also presented. (Authors'
abstract, modified)11#

09200

Tipson, R. S., A. Cohen, and A. J. Patiadi

AIR POLLUTION STUDIES. In: Robert Schaffer (ed.) ,
Organic Chemistry. July 1966 through June 1967,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.,
NBS-TN-427, 11p., Oct. 1967.

Studies have been conducted on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
and certain of their oxidation products. A description is given
here of the detection of impurities in commercial preparations of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The procedures used to
purify these preparations are discussed. The presence of an
impurity in zone refined anthracene vas demonstrated. Upon
isolation with the use of thin-layer chromatography, carbazole
was found to be an impurity. Upon re-examination by thin-layer
chromatography two other impurities were discovered. A dimer
of anthracene, 9,9:10,10-bianthracene, vas prepared. /ts
ultraviolet and infrared spectra were recorded. In order to
establish specifications of purity for anthracene as a possible
standard a comparison was mude between three ccomercial samples
of anthracene: high purity, synthetic and zone-refined. /t vas
shown that the synthetic anthracene is the purest of the three
samples. Fluorene was similarly studied.

09267

Doepker, R. D., S. G. Lias, and P. Ausloos

PHOTOLTSIS OF CYCLOPENTANE AT 1470, 1236, AND 1048-1067 A.
J. Chem. Phys., 46(11):4340-4346, June 1, 1967. 23 refs.

The photolysis of cyclopentane has been investigated at
wavelengths of 1470, 1236, and 1048-1067 angstroms. The nrimary
process, which is the elimination of 3 hydrogen mole from
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cyclopentane, is of major importance at 1470 angstroms but its
quantum yield diminishes at shorter wavelengths where processes
involving C-C cleavage becomes more predominant. The products
formed in the gas-phase photolysis of cyclo-05-D10-H2S
mixtures and in the solid-phase photolysis of cyclo-05H10
indicate that the excited cyclopentane molecule undergoes ring
opening to form a 1-pentane molecule. In the gas phase, the
internally excited 1-pentane decomposes to form methyl and ethyl
radicals. At 1048-1067 angstroms, ionization is extensive. On
the basis of an isotopic analysis of the propane formed in the
photoionization of C5D1O-05H10-02 mixtures the pattern of the
dissociation of the parent ion is determined. Fragmentation of
the parent ion diminishes with an increase in pressure. The
collisional deactivation process is more pronounced for the
perdeuterated than for the perprotonated cyclopentane ion. The
data also indicate that a fraction of the parent ions undergoes
ring opening to form cis or trans-2pentene as a final product.
(Authors' Abstract)00

09700

Benson, S. W. and R. Shaw

KINETICS AND HECHANISM OF HYDROGLNOLYSES. THE ADDITION OF
HYDROGEN ATOMS TO PROPYLENE, TOLUENE, AND XYLENE. J. Chem.
Phys., 47(10):4052-405 Nov. 15, 1967. 29 refs.

Previously measured rates of hydrogenolysis of propylene, toluene,
and xylene all fit, within a power of 10, an empirical equation
over an unusually vide range of conditions. The observed
fractional -order kinetics require a radical chain mechanism; one
is proposed vhich gives a theoretical rate equation which is in
excellent agreement vith all reliable data.

09745

Mieville, Rodney L. and Garbis H. Meguerian

MECHANISM OF SULFUR-ALKYLLEAD ANTAGONISM. Ind. Eng. Chem.,
Prod. Res. Develop., 6(4):253-257, Dec. 1967. 16 refs.
6(4):253-257, Dec. 1967. 16 refs.

Sulfur compounds reduce the antiknock effectiveness of alkylleads
by a dual mechanism involving the induced decomposition of
alkylleads by thiyl radicals and the deactivation of active Pb0 by
S02. With s fuel containing either tetraethyllead or
tetramethyllese., octane losses in an engine and reductions in
autoignition tamperatures in a tubular reactor vere determined for
thiophene, th%ophenol, butyl mercaptan, ethyl sulfide, ethyl
disulfide, and di-tert-butyl polysulfide. The tvo effects
correlate directly vith each other. Autoignition experiments vith
an unleaded fuel in a tubular reactor coated with lead oxide shoved
that reduction in autoignition temperature vas caused by S02
produced by the oxidation of sulfur compounds. However, rates of
S02 production correlate with octane losses only for thiophene,
ethyl sulfide, and disulfide. Octane losses caused by ercaptans
and the polysulfide are high relative to their ability to induce
decomposition of alkylleads at lover temperatures. The initiation
of the decomposition is postulated to occur through thiyl radicals
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in the liquid phase. Engine results with several fuels containing
different sulfur compounds are consistent with the proposed dual
mechanism. (Authors' abstract)

09750

Chaudhuri, J., J. Jagur-Grodzinski, and M. Szwarc

ELECTRON AFFINITIES OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE GAS PHASE AND
IN SOLUTION. J. Phys. Chem. 71(9):3063-3065, Aug. 1967. 7 refs

Recent studies led to reliable determination of absolute values of
electron affin!ties of aromatic hydrocarbons ir. the gas phase. The
electron affinities vere deduced from temperature dependence of the
experimentally obtained electron-capture coefficients, K. To
obtain a reliable value tor electron affinity, X should be
determined over a sufficiently wide temperature range within the
high-temperature region. The experimental data shot+ that the plots
their slopes the values of electron affinity were obtained. The
intercepts vary within nlus or minus 1 of their mean value, and
such variations are plausible because the ratios kL/kD, as well as
f(aromatic.-=neg. radical)/f(aromatic) depend on the nature of the
aromatic hydrocarbon. These ratios may vary by a factor cf. 2 or 3
when different aromatic hydrocarbons are compared, leading to
uncertainty of more than 1 in the intercept. The assumption of a
constant intercept, introduced by previous authors may not be
justified. The accuracy of the calculated electron affinity,
claimed by the authors and resulting from this assumption, would be
f(aromatic) varies by not more than 6 deg. A plot of the change in
electron affinities obtained from the present studies vs. electron
affinity deduced from studies of previous authors are plotted. The
resulting points fit a straight line having a slope of 45 deg.,
indicating that free energy of salvation of aromatic.-ions (or
more correctly the difference in the free energy of salvation of
aromatic.- and aromatic) is virtually constant and independent of
the nature of the hydrocarbon, at least within the investigated
series.

09764

Altman, Philip L. and Dorothy S. Dittmer (comps. and eds.)

ATMOSPHERE AND POLLUTANTS. (CHAPTER V.) In: Environmental
Biology, Aerospace Medical Research Labs. (6570th) , Vright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio, Contract AF33(615)-2252, NIH-GM-06553, NASA-
NA3r-248, Proj. 7164, Task 716406, AMRL-TR-66-194,
p. 269-129, Nov. 1966. (300) refs.

Numerical data on air pollutants are compiled and tabulated for a
broad range of problems. The effects of pollutants on huan
health, plants and livesotck are presented. Characteristics and
chemical composition of the atmosphere and its pollutants are
compiled. Data on emission sources of pollutants and their
distribution at various periods of time in different locales are
presented. Other categories covered are air dispersion of small
organisms, biological effects of gaseous ions, and spacecraft and
nuclear subarine atmospheres.
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10028

Laseter, J. L., J. Weete, and D. J. Weber

ALKANES, FATTY ACID METHYL ESTERS, AND FREE FATTY ACIDS IN SURFACE

VAX OF USTILAGO MAYDIS. Phytochemistry, Vol.7, p.001-005, 1968.
refs.

The wax fraction from chlamdospores of Ustilago maydis
(Basidiomycetes) were analyzed by gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry combination. The hydrocarbon fraction contained
predominantly C25, C27, and C29 n-alkanes. A second fraction eluted
from a silica gel column contained natural methyl esters of both
saturated acids with predominant esters being from C16 through C20.
The methyl asters of C18 mono and dienoic fatty acids vere present i

abundance. The free fatty acid fraction contained fatty acids
ranging in carbon number from C12 through C20. In both the free acid
and natural methyl esters the distribution of carbon skeletons were
similar with the predominant compounds having even carbon nuber
chains. (Authors, abstract)

10039

Sternberg, H.W., C.L. Delle Donne, and I. Wender

SIMILAPITY BETWEEN THE ELECTROCHEMICAL ELIMINATION OF SULPHUR FRO3

COAL AND FROM DIBENZOTHIOPHENE. Fuel, 47(3):219-222, May 1968.

5 refs.

Vhen dibenzophiophene vas reduced electrochemical under the same
conditions as coal, sulphur vas eliminated only after four hydrogen

atoms had been added to the dibenzothiophene ring. A similar patter

ot sulphur removal had been observed previously during the
electrochemical ieduction of coal where sulphur vas eliminated only
after 25 hydrogen atoms per 100 carbon atoms had been added to the

coal. The hypothesis is that the first step in the electrochemical
reduction ot dibenzothiophene is addition of hydrogen to the aroati

ring. No carbon-sulphur bonds are broken and no sulphur is
eliminated until partial hydrogenation of the aromatic ring has take

place.

10041

Goetz, Alexander and Olgierd J. Klejnot

TRANSFORMATION OF G,SEOUS REACTIVE HYDROCARBONS INTO AEROCOLLOIDS

ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION. J. Air Pollution Control Assoc., 17
(9);600-603, Sept. 1967.

A substantial variety of hydrocarbons, particularly the reactive
types, can be converted from the gaseous into the aerocolloidal stat

by brief exposure to UV-irradiation. The procedure for evaluating
the capacity of various hydrocarbons to form aerocolloids, and thus

to define the difference between non-reactive and reactive types, is

illustrated. Two sensoring devices were utilized; an aerosol
photometer and a moving slide impactor. A sumary includes these

observations: the aerocolloid formation by ultraviolet exposure is

due to intermediate oxidation states of the molecules with a high
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tendency to polymerize into sub micron particulates. High humidity
levels increase the reaction rate and thus the aerosol formation.
The characteristic difference betveen saturated and unsaturated HC
types is the much lesser VU-reactivity of the former. This method
permits the tracing cf organt.; components in the open atmosphere. I
promises to facilitate the simple and rapid discrimination between
the neutral and potentially reactive HC types.

10045

Nemeth, Andras and Robert F. Sawyer

THE OVERALL KINETICS OF HIGH TZMPERATURE METHANE OXIDATION IN A
FLOW REACTOR. California Univ., Berkeley, Division of Ther-
mal Systems, 68-2, 20p., (1968) . 20 refs.

Tile rate of methane consumption iu an oxidation reaction vas
measurei in a non-isothermal flow reactor in the temperature range o
1180-1282 deg. K. The reaction vas monitored by ass spectromet-
ric analysis. The following overall rate expression was found va-
lid, however, only for temperatures greater than 1200 deg. K. The
result is in reasonable agreement vith data measured by another
method in the high temperatUre range. (Authors' abstract modified)

10119

Laseter, J. L., D. L. Weber, H. Schneider, and J. Oro

STUDIES ON THE INCORPORATION OF ACETATE-1-14C AND STEARATE-UL-14C
INTO THE HYDROCARBONS OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA. Houston Univ.,
Tex. Dept. of Biology and Biophysical Sciences, 10p., April
Dept. of Biology and Biophysical Sciences, 10 p., April 8, 1968. 10
8, 1968. 1 refs.

Both labelied acetate and stearate were found to serve as
precursors for the formation or hydrocarbons in Chlorella
pyrenoidosa. Acetate incorporation vas inhibited in the dark. Of
particular interest was the observation that the carbon skelton of
stearic acid could be converted into heptadecane but not into the
predominant monounsaturated C17 hydrocarbon. This study presents th
first evidence that straight- chain tatty acids serve as precursors
for short-chain saturated hydrocarbons. (Authors' abstract)

10129

Hurn, R. W., Basil Dimitriades, and R. D. Fleming

EFFECT OF HYDROCARJON TYPE OF REACTIVITY OF EXHAUST GASES. In:
Vehicle Emissions, Part II, SAE Progress IAA Technology Series, Vo.,
12, New York, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., 1966, p. 1-9.
6 refs. (Presented ut the Mid-Year Meeting, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Chicago, Ill., May 1965.)

Unburned hydrocarbons and other products of combustion are
recognized as contributors to photochemical air pcllution. The
work reported here was a tirst approach in finding an expression of
exhaust gas quality--or compositional characteristic--that
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would associate directly with the pLotochemical activity of the
composite sample. Olefins, aromatics, and partial oxidation
products have been cited as the principal smog precursors in
exhaust gas. However, results of this study indicate that for the
general case, collective determination of these classes provideu
and unreliable indication of reactivity. The findings are expected
to be useful in further development of methods to measure -- or
predict -- the air polluting potential of exhaust gas with
increased reliability. (Authors abstract)

10512

3imonaitis, R. and J. N. Pitts, Jr,

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF GAMA-BUTYRCLACTONE IN THE LIQUID PHASE. Pre-
print California Univ., Riverside, Dept. of Chemistry, 18p.,
(196 /)

The photolysis of gama-butyrolactone was investigated in the
lig id phase vith the 2537A line of a mercury resonance lamp. The
major products were allylfcrmate, succinaldehyde, cyclopropane, and
carbon dioxide with quantum yields at 25 deg. C of the 0.23, 0.06,
0.013 and 0.015, respectively. From product quenching data, it is
suggested that triplet-triplet energy transfer from gama
butyrolactone to cis-butene, transbutene, cyclohexene and biacetyl
occurs at a diffusion controlled rate and that the allylformate and
cyclopropane originate from one state, probably a triplet, but that
succinaldehyde originates from a different state. Added isopropyl
alcohol quenched the formation of allylformate and cyclopropane, but
acetonitrile as a solvent had no effect on their yields over the
concentration range of 0.3-16.0 moles/liter. An increase in
temperature from 25 deg. C to 98 deg. C increased the yields of
succinaldehyde and cyclopropane and decreased the yield of
allylformate, but the sum of the quantum yields of these products
remained relatively constant. (Authors' abstract)

10519

Cowell, Gavin W. and James N. Pitts, Jr.

PHOTOCHEMICAL STUDIES IN RIGID MATRICES. II. A STUDY OF THE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF ANTHRACENE IN POLYSTYRENE AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN 0-NITROBENZALDFUYDE ACTINOMETER IN
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE. Preprint, California Univ., Riverside,
Dept. of Chemistry, (19) p., (1967/).

The photochemistry of o-nitrobenzaldehyde and anthracene in rigid
polymer films has been studied at 25 deg. and 3340 and 3660A. o

Nitrobenzaldehyde 'dispersed' in polymethylmethacrylate, 11.11. <

20,000 plus or minus 3,000, undergoes the well known photo
isomerization to o-nitrosobenzoic, the quantum yield being 0.05 plus
or minus 0.06. Within experimental error, this is the same as in
fluid solutions and in the pure sold. In viev of the stability and
convenience of this system, its use as an actinometer in the spectra
region 2800-4100A is envisaged. Anthracene 'dispersed' in
polystyrene, M.W. < 47,000 plus or minus 4,000, undergoes
photodimerization at a rate much reduced from that in fluid solution
or in a potassium bromide pellet. The nature of the 'dispersion' of
the nathracene in the film differs significantly from its state in
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potassium bromide mat:ices. In the presence of oxygen, the major
part of the photochemical reaction leads to the formation of the
photooxide of anthracene. Kinetic and mechanistic details are
discussed. (Authors' abstract)

10520

Mainster, M. A. and J. D. Memory

SUPERDELOCALIZABILITY INDICES AND THE PULLMAN THEORY OF CHEMICAL
CARCINOGENESIS. Biochim. Biophys. Acta, Vol. 148(3):605-
608, 1967 4 refs.

Alternative electronic iudicies, based upon the use of
superdelocalizability as a measure of reactivity, are used to obtain
an alternative formulation of the Pullman theory of chemical
carcinogenesis. Although the alternative tormulation of the Pullman
theory of chemical carcinogenesis does not offer improved
correspondence with experimental results,. It is of interest for
several reasons. The success of the superdelocalizability criteria
demonstrates that at least one Wex of reactivity other than
localization energy may be used to characterize molecular
carcinogenicity accurately. The reformulation successfully
incorporates the description of the reactivity of a region in terms
ot single atom parameters only, and permits greater computational
ease for potential extensions to substituted hydrocarbons, because
only the tundamental molecular framework must be considered, whereas
a calculation of the complex localization energy indices usually
involves seven different structures. Furthermore, criteria can be
expressed explicitly in terms ot molecular orbital coefficients and
energies. Since many experimental spectroscopic parameters may be
described theoretically by molecular orbital methods, this
characterization suggest that correlation of carcinogenicity with
these experimental quantities may be possible.

11050

E. R. Stephens

CHEMISTRY OF ATMOSPHERIC OXIDANTS. Preprint, California
Univ., Riverside, Statewide Air Pollution Research Center,
12p., 1968. 15 refs. (Presented at the 61st Annual Meeting of
the Air Pollution Control Association, St. Paul, Minnesota,
June 23-27, 1968, Paper 68-57.)

All of the important oxidants in polluted air are formed thr by
chemical reactions which occur asong the primary pollutants.
The ost abundant of these oxidants is ozone which is formed in a
cycle involving nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, atmospheric oxygn,
and hydrocarbons. This ozone is best understood, not as a
reaction product, but as an interediAte in steady state
concentration between foration and disappearance reactions.
Hydrocarbons permit accuulation of ozone by reacting to
scavenge the nitric oxide which would otherwise remove the ozone.
The amount of ozone which can be formed in ambient polluted air is
limited to about on pp because these scavenging reactions
become less effectiv when the nitric oxide concentration
becomes very sall. The peroxyacl nitrates are a group of
oxidants which result fro reactions between oxides of nitrogen
and organic pollutants. Olfinic and aromatic hydrocarbons make
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the largest contribution to PAN formation: saturates
contribute little if any. the role of nitrogen dioxide and other
oxidizing agents is also discussed. (Author's abstract)1111

11097

Crider, Walter L.

HYDROGEN-AIR FLAME CHEMILOMINESCENENCE OF SOME ORGANIC HALIDES.
Preprint, Public Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohio, National
Air Pollution Control Association, ((17))p., ((1968)). 8 refs.

The effects of hydrogen and air flow rates on the flame
chemiluminescent spectra emitted by some organic halides are
illustrated. Flame chemiluminescent spectra of an organic
phosphite and an organic sulfide over the same range of burner
operating modes are presented for comparison. Detection limits
of halide vapors in air were found to be 0.01 ppm (v/v) for
CH3I, 0.03 ppm for Br(C2H4)Br, 1.4 ppm for CHC13 and
CC14, and 3.0 ppm for CH2C12 and Cl(C2H4)C1. (Author's
abstract)SO

11147

Fatiada, A. J.

PERIODIC ACID, A NOVEL OXIDANT OF POLYCYCLIC, AROMATIC HYDROCAR-
BONS. J. Res. Nat. Bur. Std. A, 721(4):341-350, July-
Aug. 1968.

Certain polycyclic, aromatic hydrocarbons can be oxidized with
periodic acid in aprotic solvents containing a sall proportion of
water. A unique, tvo-fold character of response to periodic acid by
these hydrocarbons has been found: (1) production of a coupling
reaction through a radical intermediate ((conversion of pyrene into
1,1'.bipyrene, and fluorene into 1,2-bis (2,21-biphenylylene
ethylene)) or (2) conversion into quinones by a two-equivalent
oxidation mechanism that does not involve a radical
intermediate ((acenaphthenem andtracen, anthrone,
benz((a)) anthracene, naphthalene, and phenanthrene)). Little or
no reaction vas observed vhen oxidation vas attempted with sodium
metaperiodate lnstead of periodic acid. Electron-spin resonance
revealed no radical intermediate in the oxidation of malonic acid
with either periodic acid or sodium periodate. (Author's abstract)

11188

Windsor, M. V., and J. R. Novak

STUDIES OF RADIATIONLESS TRANSITIONS IN CORONENE USING NANOSECOND
LASER PHOTOLYSIS AND SPECTROSCOPY. Preprint, TRV Systems,
Redondo Beach, Calif. Chemical Sciences Dept.,(18)p., 1968.
20 refs. (Presented at the International Conference on Molecu-
lar Luminescene Loyola Univ., Chicago, Ill.,Aug. 20-23,1968.)

CYSTI: AD 672997
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We have used the technique of nanosecond laser photolysis and
speLtros q spectroscopy to observe absorption from both the lowest
excited singlet state S1, and the lowest triplet state T1, of
coronene. The technique employs a Q-switched ruby laser to produce
both a 30 nsec pulse at 347 nm for excitation, plus, at the same
time, a laser-induced spark which provides a background continuum
tor absorption spectroscopy. Time-resolved spectra are obtained
with an image converter camera. We have observed sew transient
absorption bands for coronene at 520 and 380 nm and attribute these
to absorption by the S1 state. The new bands locate previously
unobserved higher singlet level of g parity. These bands decay over
a period of several hundred nanoseconds ana are concomitantly
replaced by absorption bands characteristic of the lowest triplet
state, thus providing a pictoral record of the process of
intersystem crossing. We have also obtained the T-T absorption
spectrum of coronene in epoxy plastic out to 1.14 microns using a
double-beam cross-irradiation technique. New maxima in the infra-
red serve to locate th energies of three low-lying excited triple
levels. From the energy level data we believe that in coronene
intersystem crossing from higher singlet states to the triplet
manifold may occur. Ve discuss how our kinetic observations of the
decay of the lowest excited singlet and the build-up of the lowest
triplet state bear on a recently proposed stationary state model of
radiationless transitions. (Authors* abstract)

11110

Miller, William J.

FLAME IONIZATION AND COMBUSTION INHIBITION. (TECHNICAL REPORT
NO. 1.) Aerochem Research Labs.S Inc., Princeton, N.J.
CST-102, TP-151, 23p., Jan. 1967. 17 refs.

The inhibition of spherically symmetrical low-pressure CH4 or
C2H2/02 diffusion flames by a variety of additives has been
studied. The relative efficiencies of the compounds studied have
been found to be very nearly the same as in 1-atm flames. A

detailed examination of the effects of CC14, Fe(C0)5, and
CrO2C12 upon ion content and emission spectra has been made and
the results interpreted in terms of previously postulated
correlations between the ability of a given compound to reduce
electron concentrations and its effectiveness as a flume inhibitor.
No such correlation was found to exist and it has beet, concluded
that for these flames no causal relationship exists between the
two phenomena. The relatively large inhibition efficiencies of
Fe(C0)5 and CRO2C12 are attributed to in situ ultrafine
particle formation downstream of the flame front and their
subsequent diffusion into the reaction zone. The formation of
these particles is indicated by ion profiles of nucleating species;
the presence of the particles in the reaction zones of inhibited
flames is further evidenced by the emission of continuum radiation.
The dominance of diffusional over convective mass transport is the
characLsristic of the system which accounts for its susceptibility
inhibition by these compounds. (Author's summary)011
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11239

S. Susan, D. H. Slater, and J. G. Calvert

THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF THE AZOALKANES. Preprint, Ohio State
Univ., Columbus, Evans Chemical Lab., ((29))p., ((1968)).

((34)) refs.

The photochemistry of the azoalkanes has been the subject of many
studies in several laboratories. The major interest developed
because of their attractiveness as free radical sources. The
first absorption band lies in the accessible near ultraviolet, and
in the gas phases a large fraction of the light-absorbing molecules
decompose tc form free radicals. /n the gas phase photolysis
of azoalkanes of higher complexity, a significant fraction of the
light-excited molecules do not decompose, but are stabilized by a
second order kinetic process which is often termed "collisional
deactivation". A aescription of the photochemistry of 1, 1I-
azoisobutane is given. A kinetic study of the products of the
gas phase photolysis of 1,11azoisobutane is presented.1111

11248

David H. Slater, and Jack G. Calvert

THE PHOTOOXIDATION OF 1,1,-AZOISOBUTANE: THE REACTIONS OF THE

IOSBUTYL FREE RADICAL WITH OXYGEN. Preprint, ((19)) p., 1967.

(Presented at the Itternational Oxidation Symposium, San
Francisco, Calif., Aug. 29, 1967.)

A study has been made of the photooxidation of I,l'azoisobutane
in experiments at 3660 A and full mercury arc and at temperatures
from 308 to 405 degrees K. The data prove the unimportance of
energy transfer and singl.:t oxygen involvement for this

system. The rates of products and their quantum yields are
consistent with a mechanism involving the reactions of the
isobutyl free radical with oxygen. The product distribution
suggests that the isobutylperoxyl and/or isobutoxyl free radicals
are unstable toward a decomposition reaction even at 308
degrees K for our conditions (Authors' abstract)

11543

DeGrazio, Robert P. and Robert G. huge

EVALUATION OF A GAS MIXING SYSTEM. Dom Chemical Co., Denver,
Colo., Rocky Flats Div., Contract AT(29-1)-1106,
REP-1143, 7p. , May 1968.

CESTI: RFP-1143

Because of the need to obtain standard gas mixtures in
concentrations ranging from parts per million to percent for
infrared and gas chromatographic analysis, a gas mixing apparatus
was developed. To evaluate its capability, the apparatus was need
to prepare mixtures of different concentrations of gases. The
mixed gases were analyzed by gas chromatography and infrared
specroscopy. The results of the analyses of the prepared mixtures
were then compared statistically with standard mixtures of the
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same gases obtained commercially. The comparison of these
analyses showed that the apparatus can effectively and
reproducibly prepare gas ixtures over the ranges studied. The
apparatus is described and the precision and accuracy data are
presen ted. (Authors' abstract)**

11571

Eutscher, W., R. Tomingas and H. P. Weisfeld

STUDY OF THE HAZARDS PRESENTED BY SOOT AND AIR DUST WITH
PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON THEIR CARCINOGENIC ACTION. PART 9 -
SEPARATION OF 3,4-BENZOPYRENE FOLLOWING SOOT INHALATION IN THE
LUNG OF LIVE RATS. ((Untersuchunger uber die Schadlichkeit
von Russen und Luftstauben 'inter besonderer Berucksichtigung
ihrer kanzerogenen Ilirkung.)) Text in German. Arch. Hyg.
Bakteral., 152(3):258-288, June 1968. 9 refs.
The separation of benzopyrene from soot was investigated in the
lung of rats, following inhalation or tracheal injection of soot
suspensions. Isolated benzopyrene was found in the rat lung 4
hours following soot inhalation. Benzopyrene separated from soot
was found in rat lung tissue 2 hours following tracheal injection.
Isolated carcinogen was no longer present in the lung at the end
of 15 hours, but the lung soot still contained benzopyrene II months
following treatment.**

12058

Solooja, N. C.

COMBUSTION STUDIES OF OLEFINS AND OF THEIR INFLUENCE ON
HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION PROCESSES. Combustion Flame,
12(5)0401-410, Oct. 1968. 21 Ref.

Comparative studies of the pre-flame and ignition behaviours of
ethylene, propane, but-1-ene, cis-but-2-ene, trans-but-2-ene,
isobutene, hex-1-ene and hexa-1.5-diene have been made. Moreover,
the effect of all these olefins on the combustion of hexane at
different oxidation stages leading to ignitIon has been studied.
The observed relative order of ease of combustion of some of the
olefins is different from that observed in laboratory studies by
other workers but agrees with the relative order of knocking
tendencies in engines. It is shown that, in general, olefins are
less prone to oxidative degradation than the conjugate alkanes, and
not vice versa as has been presumed recently in proposals for a new
mechanism for the combustion of hydrocarbons. All the olefins
studied markedly affect the combustion of hexane from the earliest
stage of its oxidation. The earliest pre-flame stage is inhibited
while the tinal stage leading to ignition is promoted. The
nature of the effect on the intervening stages, varies widely,
however, ethylene and isobutene inhibit, while hex-1-ene, hexa-1,5-
diene and but-2-enes promote; propane and but-1-ene have a
negligible effect. The results facilitate understanding of the
mechanism of combustion of olefins and of their role as
intermediates in the combustion of hydrocarbons in general.
Mechanisms are proposed to explain the various observations.
Author s Abstract**
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12169

J. N. Pitts, Jr., and J. K. S. Wan

THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF KETONES AND ALDEHYDES. Preprint,
California Univ., Riverside, Dept. of Chemistry, 103p., Dec.,
1964. 272 refs.

With the development of modern experimental techniques,
particularly in analysis of complex mixtures by liquid-gas
chromatographic methods, photochemistry has assumed an increasing
importance in studies of free radical reactions, energy transfer
processes and the synthesis of new and unique organic compounds.
Perhaps the most widely studied class of compounds, historically
and today, is that containing the carbonyl chromophore. The
absorption spectra of most carbonyl compounds fall in the
experimentally readily accessible region of the ultraviolet where
guarta has high transmission and mercury arcs produce strong ling

emission spectra. In order to obtain a thorough understanding
of the photochemistry of a given system, one must elucidate the
entire "life history^ of the photoprocess; this includes the
primary process (es) and all secondary reactions in the system.

12172

Hilis O. Folkins, and Elmer L. Miller

ROLE OF THE CATALYST IN THE REACTION OF ALCOHOLS AND

HYDROGEN SULFIDE. Preprint, 9p., 1962. 15 refs.

(Presented at the Session on Processes during the 27th

Midyear Meeting of the American Petroleum Institute's Div.

of Refining, in the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.,

May 15, 1962.)

The main products formed in the high-temperature catalytic
reactions of aliphatic alcohols and hydrogen sulfide are the
corresponding mercaptans and sulfides. Minor amounts of other
compounds such as ethers, aldehydes, and olefins are also
produced. The reaction can be controlled to produce either
mercaptan or sulfide by judicious choice of catalyst
composition. Operating conditions play an important but secondary
role in product distribution. Catalysts including alkali metal
salts and oxides incorporated with activated alumina and similar
supports promote mercaptan formation almost exclusively,
whereas acidic-type catalysts favor sulfides as the product. The

effects of general composition, promoter concentration, and the
nature of the catalyst support upon activity and selectivity are
discussed for reactant alcohols from methanol through octanol.
Processes for both sercaptan and sulfide production have resulted
from these catalyst studies. (Authors' abstract)WW

12949

Soda, Reiten

POLLUTED AIR PRODUCTION WITH GASEOUS PARTICLES. (Gasujo no

osenbutsu ni yoru osen-kuki sakuseiho) . Text in Japanese. Kuki

Seijo (Clean Air-J. Japan Air Cleaning Assoc., Tokyo) , 6(7):10-

17, 1969. 17 refs.
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Special techniques have been devised using scattering cells,
permeation tubes, or multiple step dilution to obtain a
reproducible contaminated atmosphere. Artificially polluted air
is used not only in the evaluation of a high efficiency air
filter, but also in the experimental analysis of '.armful effects
on animals. Different gas particles are used and gas
concentrations are also varied for different experiments. For
example, CS2 (0.1 pp) and C6H6 (1 ppm) are used for animal
inhalation experiments and hydrocarbons (100 ppm), SO3 (10 ppm),
and nitrogen oxides (10 ppm) are used for the easureent of
collection ratios of high efficiency air filters. To perform
these experiments and measureents correctly, purity,
concentration, temperature, and pressure of the polluted gas
should be stable.

13034

Weaver, E.E., J.S. Ninomiya, L.M. Skeves, and C.H. Ruof

OXIDATION OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS IN CONCENTRATIONS OF PARTS
PER MILLION IN FLOW SYSTEMS. OXIDATION OF 1-BUTENE IN TYPE
410 STAINLESS STEEL TUBES. Environ. Sct. Technol., 3(11:57-62,
Jan. 1969. 6 refs.

1-Butene vas oxidized in concentrations ci / to 350 ppm in 90%
nitrogen-10% oxygen blends floving laminarly in fresh and
aged Type 410 stainless steel tubes vith residence times of
0.10 to 0.25 sec at temperatures betveen 450 and 800 C. In

the fresh tubes, the reaction appears to be largely
homogeneous, since nearly identical oxidation rates are
obtained in tubes of different diameters and hence of
different surface-volume ratios. However, on prolonged use
the tubes become increasingly catalytic, showing an order of
magnitude increase in rates of oxidation; simultaneously, the
surface area of the tube increases by an order of magnitude as
shown by BET meisurements. The rates of disappearance of the
1-butene approach first-order with respect to hydrocarbon
concentration as the tubes are aged; they become independent
of oxygen concentration when about 20 times the
stoichiometric amount of oxygen is present. (Author
abstract modified)

13062

Carson, John F. and Francis F. Wong

SEPARATION OF ALIPHATIC DISULFIDES AND TRISULFIDES BY GAS-
LIQUID PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY. J. Org. Chem., 24(2):175-179,
Feb. 1959. 17 refs.

The application of gas-liquid partition chromatography to the
separation and isolation of soe aliphatic disulfides and
trisulfides is discussed in connection with a study of the
volatile components of onions. The polar phases, Carbowax and
Reoplex, and a nonpolar phase, Apiezon M, were compared in the
separation. It was found that mixtures of disulfides and
trisulfides can be separated at 150 C vithout serious
decomposition. No exchange reactions occurred between mercaptans,
disulfides, and trisulfides, and allytic disulfides were
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separated without the formation of monosulfidec. Absence of
decomposition during chromatographic separation was confirmed by
infrared analysis of collected fractions. The polar phases were
particularly useful for separating unsaturated disulfides from
the corresponding saturated compounds.

13078

Beytia, Enrigut.:, Pablo Valenzuela, and Osvaldo Cori

TERPENE BIOSYNTHESIS: FORMATION OF NEROL, GERANIOL, AND OTHER
PRENOLS BY AN ENZYME SYSTEM FROM P/NUS RADIATA SEEDLINGS. Arch.
Biochem. Biophys., 129(1):346-356, Jan. 1969. 37 refs.

The properties of a soluble enzyme system obtained from Pinus
radiata seedlings, vhich transforms 2-C-14-mevalonic acid (EVA)
into C5 and C10 alcohols, were studied. The system
incorporated 6 to 7% of the radioactivity from MVA into
isopentenol, dimethy lallyl alcohol, nerol, and geraniol and
required Mg(2=) or Mn(2=) and SH groups for optimal activity.
Five and ten-carbon prenols are formed from the corresponding
phosphorylated derivatives by a phosphatase, which eay be
partially inhibited by Nar. About 1% of the radioactivity from
MVA remains bound to the proteins in an apparently non-covalent
association. This radioactivity, which behaves mainly as C15
prenols, may be related to the biosynthesis of carotenes or
phytol, and not to monoterpenes. /t can be extracted with
1-butanol. The identification of C-14-isopentenol in a hexane-
soluble fraction, after incubation of the enzyme system with MVA,
suggests that isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) is hydrolyzed by
an acid phosphatase. Dimethyl allyl alcohol, identified in the
same fraction, is probably formed by enzymic hydrolysis of
dimethy allyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP). The sensitivity of the
enzyme system forming allylic Fhosphates also suggests the
isomerization of IPP to DMAPP. Formation of geraniol and geranyl
pyrophosphate (GPP) is probably related to the biosynthesis of
diterpenes, carotenes, and phytol. There is no evidence that
GPP is the precursor of monoterpenes.

13278

Rehwoldt, R. E., B. L. Chasen, and J. B. Li

2-CHLOR0-5-CYANO-3,6-DIHYDROXYBENZOQUINONE, A NEW ANALYTICAL
REAGENT FOR THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CALCIUM (II).
Anal Ches., 38(8):1018-1019, July 1966. 8 refs.

A new analytical reagent, 2-chloro-5-cyano-
3,6-dihydroxybenzoquinone (HDDQ) , for the spectrophotometric
deternination of calcium is described. The reagent is the
product of the decomposition of 2,3-dichloro-
5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone (DDQ) by water. Its disodium salt was
prepared from DDQ. Experiments to study the nature of disodium
NDDQ solution and complexes revealed that dilutions of the
solutions followed Beer's Law, and that the precipitations varied
in color and structure. A series of disodium HDDQ and Ca(NO3)2
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solutions were prepared and a linear was obtained for the
calioration curve for the HDDQ supernatant solutions of the
Ca complex. The sensitivity of the determination was found to
decrease vhen the pH was less than four. Spectrophotometric
analyses were performed on several aquaria water samples.

13364

Garibyan, T. A., A. A. Mantashyan, and A. B. Nalbandyah

FORMATION OF PEROXIDE RAD/CALS DURING PHOTOCHEMTCAL OXIDATION OF
HYDROCARBONS. (K obrazovaniyu perekisnykh radikalov pri
fotokhimicheskom okislenii uglevodorodov). Text in Russian.
Army Khim. Zh. (Erevan), 22(4):285-287, 1969. 3 refs.

A previously described apparatus for electron paramagnetic
resonance determination of radicals formed from hydrocarbons
was modified to determine whether the peroxide radical was fored
from the free alkyl radical according to the equation R plus 02

yields R02 or heterogeneously on the cold surface. /t was shovn
that the peroxide radicals were formed just in the zone of the
gas phase reaction.

13391

Aarvik, Jon

CATALYST FOR THE REACTION BETWEEN HYDROCARBONS AND SULFUR DIOXIDE
FOR THE PREPARATION OF PURE SULFUR. (Norg. Geol. Unuersokelse
Torondheim, Norvay) U. S. Pat. 3,369,872. lp., Feb. 20, 1968.
3 refs. (Appl. Aug. 10, 1965, 1 claim.)

Carbon formation can essentially be eliminated in the reduction
of sulfur dioxide with hydrocarbons such as mineral oil by the
use of a cordierite catalyst or other material with uniformly
sized pore of molecular dimensions. Sulfur dioxide is contacted
with the mineral oil and catalyst at 800 to 1300 C to produce
sulfur and reaction gases free of carbon. Sulfur dioxide and
H25 occur in a 1:2 ratio. The S02 and H25 may be reacted to
form more sulfur.

13453

Crowell, E. P. and B. B. Burnett

MICRO DETERMINATION OF ROSIN AND FATTY ACIDS IN TALL OIL. TAPPI,
49(7):327-328, July 1966. 4 refs. (Presented at the 51st Annual
Meeting of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper
Industry, held in New York, N. Y., Feb. 20-24, 1966.)

The standard procedure fol. 4 determination of total rosin acids
and acid number, ASTM D-803, requires 9 g of sample for single
determinations. Therefore, it is not applicable to situations
were large quantities of tall oil are not available. Such is the
case with samples of crude tall oil from black liquor streams of

the kraft pulping process. The boron trifluoride-methanol
esterification procedure for selectivity asking fatty acids in
the rosin acid determination was investigated and found to be
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attractive because it is simple to use and has proven applicability
to small samples. Gas chromatographic investigation showed that
this methylation procedure is selective for fatty acids and is
therefore acceptable flr this purpose. The minimum sample
requirement for the determination of both fatty and rosin acid
is 75 mg of tall oil. Acceptable agreement between the ASTM
procedure and this micro method was observed for samples with
greater than 15% rosin acids. (Authors' abstract)

10465

Niche, Alfred F., Henry E. McLaughlin, and .;oseph H. Stump, Jr.

PROCESSES FOR REMOVING STILBENE FROM TALL OIL FATTY ACIDS.
(Tenneco Chemicals, Inc., Delaware) U. S. Pat. 3,257,438. 4p.,
June 21, 1966. 11 refs. (Appl. May 18, 1962, 5 claims.)

The process utilizes catalytic amounts of boron trifluoride to
convert a major portion of the stilbene compounds in tall oil
fatty acids to higher-hoiling derivatives. The catalyst is removed
and the treated fatty acids are distilled. The reactions occur
readily at room temperature, but the process is successful up to
100 C. Tall oil fatty acids containing 0.1% or more stilbene
can be treated to obtain a product containing less than 0.04%
stilbene.

13494

Dryden, I. G. C.

CMErICAL CONSTITUTION AND REACTIONS OF COAL. In: Chemistry of
Coal Utilization, Supplementary Volume, H. H. Lowry (ed.),
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C., Committee on
Chemistry of Coal, p. 232-295, 1963. 392 refs.

Various methods of determining the chemical composition of coal
are surveyed. Solvent extraction yields little information about
the coal molecule, apart from a molecular weight distribution. If

solvent extracts contain more than 1 to 5% of the parent coal,
they resemble it closely, provided they are prepared below 250 C.
If prepared above this temperature, pyrolysis has clearly modified
their composition. The best specific solvents for coal contain a
nitrogen atom with a readily available pair of electrons. Evidence
from polarography has suggested that certain nuclei containing one,
two, and three rings play an important part in coal structure.
X-ray histograms suggest +hat about one-half of the carbon in the
nuclei is almost equally distributed between one, two, and three
rings, but these estimates may be biased toward the larger ring
systems. In the polarography of coal extracts, the frequent
occurrence of half-wave potentials, for the reduction of
aromatic systems, points to the presence of a considerable
proportion of biphenyl, naphthalene, phenanthrene, and triphenylene
structures. The extent of reduction suggests a minimum
polycyclic aromaticity between 0.35 and 0.5. Methods of functional
group analysis and polarography at lower potentials have shown
that the hydroxyl and carbonyl group concentrations account for
70 to 90% of the 02 in bituminous coal. Hydrogenation, extensive
oxidation, hydrolysis, pyrolysis, and fluorination are the most
interesting reactions of coal, but furnish only limited inforation
about the structure of coal itself.
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13499

Bagliano, G. and L. Ossicini

THE ADSORPTION OF METAL IONS FROM HF-HC104 MIXTURES ON SOME ION

EXCHANGE PAPERS. J. Chromatog., 21(3):499-502, March 1966. 2 cefs.

A comparison of ion exchange from HF-HC1 and HF-HC104 aixtures for
ions known to adsorb from these solutions is made using tvo types

of anion and one cation exchange paper. The concentration
HC1 or HC104 was maintained constant at 1N and the HP concentration
was varied from 1 to 10%. Experimental results show that, while
there are considerable differences in adsorption from HF-HC1, very

tew ions were adsorbed from HF-HC104. Tantalum may be adsorbed
from mixtures vith Hf, Zr, Ti, Nb, Mo, V, and U on an anion exchange

resin paper from HF-HC104.

13505

Marton, Joseph

DETERMINATION OF LIGNIN IN SMALL PULP AND PAPER SAMPLES USING

THE ACETYL BROMIDE METHOD. TAPPI, 50(7) :335-337, July 1967.

10 refs. (Presented in part at the 51st Annual Meeting,
Tech. Assoc. of the Pulp and Paper Industry, New York, Feb. 20-

24, 1966.)

The acetyl bromide method of determining lignin in wood vas
extended to determine lignin in unbleached softwood pulps.

Small (5-30 mg) pulp and uncoated paper samples are dissolved
in an acetyl bromide-acetic acid mixture. The absorbsnce of
the solutions at 280 nm is relfted to the absorptivity of

reference lignin preparations. Th% calculated lignin content
correlates excellently with Kappa lumber determinations. A

correction is applied to compensate for background absorption

at zero Kappa number. The precision of the lignin determination
method is plus or minus 2 relative percent. It has potential
advantages where micro sampling is involved and the pulps are

modified or the pulp lignin contains solubilizing groups.
(Author's abstract modified)

13544

Starkman, E. S. and H. K. Newhall

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF METHANE AND A/R, AND PROPANE AND

A/R FOR ENGINE PERIORNANCE CALCUIATIONS. Preprint, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, 13p., 1957. 16 refs.

A chart-form review of the thertv)dynamic properties of selected
fuel-air mixtures suitable for utilization in engine performance

calculations vas presented. Methene and propane, representative
of natural gas, and LPG were the fuels considered. Comparisons

were made between the performan,:e to be expected with these
gaseous fuels compared to octane as representative of gasoline.
Cycle analysis siowed loss in rower could be anticipated when
converting from yasoline fuel to LPG with further loss between

LPG and natural gas.
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13553

Cronan, C. S.

OrL REPINING TANDEM PULLS...HIGH PURITY AROMATICS FAL," cnEE-OVEN

OIL. Chem. Eng., 66(2):110-113, Jan. 12, 1959.

The Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. has been successfully
producing high-purity aromatics from crude coke oven light

oils since 1957. The light oil is produced during the high
temperature carbonization of coal to make metallurgical coke,
and is recovered from the coke oven gas by scrubbing with

an absorbent oil. It is then sent to stripping towers
to remove carbon disulfide and other ends. After
pretreatment, the light uil is heated and fed to a Bydrofiner

reactor. After caust'..c scrubbing, benzene, toluene, and
xylene products are separated from gases and sent to a
stream stripper where residual H2S is removed; they then
proceed to Udex extractirmi. The Udex process extracts aromatics
from paraffirs usin: aqueous diethylene glycol, then strips
pure aromatics from the glycol. vinal fractionation of the
finished products is done in tl.cee towers: two continuous
towers for ben7ene and toluene, and a batch column for xylene.
A flowsheet illustrating the process of hydrofining and

extraction is included.

13580

Slutsky, S., J. Tamagno, and I. Fruchtman

AN ANALYSIS OF HYDROCARBON-AIR COMBUSTION FLAMES. Preprint,
American Inst. of Aeronautica and Astronautics, New York,
Technical information Service, 51p., 1966. 11 refs. (Presented

at the AIAA Second Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference,
Colorado Springs, June 13-17, 1966, Paper 66-573.)

The overall structure of the combustion process in a jet flow
of hydrocarbon-air mixtures was studied both experientally
and analytically. The hydrocarbons considered were methane,
ethane, propane, and ethylene, with flame stanilization assured
by a small oxy-hydrogen pilot. This research was essentially
basic in nature: however, in choosiLg particular aspects for
investigation, the selection was oriented toward fuels and
conditions pertaining to supersonic combustion in ramject engines.
Flame propagation angles were determined by means of time
exposure direct photographs, supplemented by easureents
of mean total temperature end total static pressures for
various values of stoichiometric equivalence ratios. The
progress oade in the incorporation of finite rate hydrocarbon
chemistry with numerical techniques for the computation of
flows with viscosity, diffusion, and heat transport is presentral.
The first case to date has been for the methane-air combustion
system and has resulted in numerical solutions which are in
good agreement with experiments.. The formulation of athematical
models for the description of high speed combustion flames
as described by the foregoing methane-air comtustion haa
resulted in new insights into tbe mechanism of combustion rate
pnenomena in flames.
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13636

Whitehouse, A. G. R.

TnE HEAT OF ADSORPT/ON OF GAStS BY COAL AND CHARCOAL. J. Soc.
Cbem. Ind., 45;13T-20T, Jan. 15, 1926. 18 refs.

Although the adsorption of gases by charcoal and other substances
has been investigated extensively during recent years, the thermal
change accompanying this pheromenon has received much less
attention. In view of this experiments were conducted with
different types of coal and charcoal to measure the adsorption of
s02, nitrogen, methane, CO, CO2, and oxygen using specially
designed adsorption apparatus and a calorimeter. The heat
evalved/cc of gas absorbed decreased as more gas was absorbed,
the results obtained vith charcual and the different coals were
very similar. The values obtsined for the heat evolved/cc of gas
adaorbed were: CO2;0.346-0.255 cal; SO2:0.627-0.359 cal; methane:
0.245-0.199 cal; oxygen: 0.19-0.17 cal.; nitrogen:0.22-0.17 cal;
and CO:0.198-0.188 cal. An equation is given relating the total
heat evolved/g of adsorbent vith the total volume of gas
adsorbed/g of adsorbent. The gases studied vere adsorbed mor
slowly by coal than by charcoal; the differences were most
pronounced in the cases of nethane and nitrogen.

13666

Nagasars, Sin

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES fiF ADSOPPTIJI OF GASES AND VAPOURS BY ACTIVE
BFNFDNITE. Tohoku J. Agr. Pes., 4(1) :75-95, 1953. 6 refs.

Adsorption of gases and vapors by active bentonite which vas
prepared from commercial bentonUe and activated by acid and heat
treatments vas measured. Isothermal equilibrium vas measured
and the empirical tormulas of Freundlich's type were determined
for benzene, sulfur dioxide, ammonia, and water vapor. Each
isoteric equilibrium and isctaric equilibr!.um re.: calculated, and
expressed by empirical formllas. Each desorption iquilibrium
vas measured. The hysteresis-like phenomenon vas cOserved vith
benzene, rater, tnd sulfur dioxide at several temperL'ures.
Isosteric differential heat of adsorption vas calculated. From
those values, and from the desorption equilibrium, it re.'
asceitained that capillary cendensation might take place al high
relative pressures. (Author abstract modified)

13686

Fischer, Hans

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ADSORPTION OF GASES ON CHARCOAL IN
SOLUTION. (Vergleichende Untersuchung uber die Adsorption an
Holzkohlen in Losung und in Gasen). Text in German.
Kolloid-Beih., 42(4-2) :125-181, 1935. 17 rets.

The adsorption capacity of eleven types of coals in solution vas
determined. The amount adsorbed chiring equilibrium conditions
and during a certain ?eriod of time, as well as the adsorption
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speed, were determined each time. Prior to the tests, the
purity of the coals vas determined. For the study of adsorption
in solution, succinic acid in aqueous solition, iodine in

aqueous KI solution, iodine in alcoholic solution, and methylene
blue in aqueous solution, and the gases S02, CO2, and C2H4 were
used. Dry carbon was mixed with one of the above substances in
solution, shaken, and after some time the concentration vas
determined by titration. nith gases, the adsorbed amount was
determined by measurement of the pressure difference caused by
adsorption. It was found that in solution ll types of coals
reached the adsorption equilibrium slowly. The adsorption speed
depended very much on the grain size of the carbon particles;
the larger the particles, the lower the adsorption speed.
Porous coal adsorbed rapidly, dense coals slowly. Succinic acid
vas adsorbed best, methylene blue least. The adsorption
capacity of porous coal in solution was higher than that of
dense or indistinct coal. The same results were obtained for the
adsorption of S02 vapor. With C2H4 and CO2, however, the dense
coals had a higher adsorption capacity than the porous ones.
The adsorption speed was higher with gases owing to the higher

molecular motion of gases. It was concluded that the various
types of coals showed no markedly different adsorption
properties. Greater difference existed only between impure,
tarry ordinary retort coal and activated tar-free coals.

13766

Graham, J. Ivon

THE ADSORPTION OR SOLUTION OF METHANE AND OTHER GASES IN COAL,
CHARCOAL, AND OTHER MATERIALS. Colliery Guardian (London) ,
132(3168):809-811, Sept. 16, 1921. 7 refs.

The adsorption curve for coal dust and CO2, up to a 50%
concentration, was first obtained by making several additions of
known quantities of the gas and reading the equilibrium pressure.
A definite amount of methane was then added and allowed to set
for two days, to ensure equilibrium between the CO2 and methane
in the gas mixture and that adsorbed by the coal. The points
obtained for the adsorption of CO2 alone, and mixed with methane
lay practically on the same curve when allowance was made for
experimental error. There was, however, a marked effect on the
adsorption of methane. A much smaller amount was adsorbed by the
coal when CO2 was present than when only methane was present.
It vas found that when moi,ture was added to the coal dust, its
adsorptive capacity decreased by 25%, and when 10.5% pyridine
was added, the adsorptive capacity was reduced to a lower level.
Crushing the coal in the laboratory did not produce an increase
in the coal adsorption proportionate to the increase in surface

area. It vas concluded that the actual surface area of the
particle forms only a small proportion of the total surface
available for adsorption. Coal dust was examined for use in Army
respirators during 1917-1918. It was found that while it was
very effective for adsorbing chlorine gas, it was useless for
the adsorption of carbon monoxide.
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13876

Remy, H. and W. Hene

ADSORPTION OF GASES BY ACTIVE CHARCOAL. (Ueber die Adsorption
von Gasen durch aktive Kohle). Text in German. Kolloid - Z.
(Germany), 61(3):313-322, Dec. 1932. 12 refs.

The adsorbability of a number of gases by a highly active charcoal
was studied. A simple relationship was found to exist between
the adsorbabilities at 15 C and the vapor pressures of the
liquefied gases at 15 C. The dependence on pressure of
adsorption at room temperature (15 C) of the gases H2, 02, N2,
N20, CO2, S02, and CH3C1 was investigated as was the dependence
on temperature of the adsorption at atmospheric pressure of the
gases H2, CO2, 502, NH3, and CH4. An empirical formula was
derived which jointly represents the adsorbabilities of the
latter gases at those temperatures at which their vapor pressures
are equal. A few exploratory experiments were carried out on the
adsorption of gas mixtures by charcoal. It was discovered that
with any of the several gas mixtures used, the total amount
adsorbed was not related simply to the sum of adsorbabilities
of its individual components. However, this amount corresponded
approximately to the mean value of the adsorbabilities of the
individual components of the mixture.

13882

Airey, E. M.

GAS EMISSION FROM BROKEN COAL. AN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
INVESTIGATION. Int. J. Rock Mech. Min. Sci., 5(6):475-494, Nov.
1968. 7 refs.

Deep soft seam coal from the Sherwood Colliery ranges in size
between 0.5 in. and 200 mesh was brought into equilibrium
with methane at pressures of 50, 150, and 300 psi. One
empirical formula with only three constants was developed
to describe the rate of degassing observed for all the sizes,
pressures, and moisture contents tested. Errors in the empirical
formula were very small. A theory based on gas flow through a
homogeneous solid is shown to give poor agreement with
experimental results. A theory incorporating a mathematical
model including a crack system is shown to be compatible
with the empirical equation.

13931

Seery, Daniel J. and Craig T. Bowman

A SHOCK TUBE STUDY OF METHANE OXIDATION. Preprint, Am.
Chem. Soc., Washington, D. C., Div. Fuel Chem., 11(4):82-95,
1967. 11 refs.

An experimental study was rade on the oxidation of methane behind
reflected shock waves to provide information on the reaction
mechanism and chemiluminescence for high temperature oxidation.
/n this study, pressure, OH, CH, CO, C2, and 1420 emission and
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OH absorption were monitored during the reaction. Using a
proposed 15 step reaction echanism, temperature, pressure,
and concentration profiles were calculated for the conditions
of the experiment. The concentrations of the intermediates
increased rapidly during the early stages of the reaction and
then maintained a constant value through most of the induction
period. Induction time vas defined to be the time between
the heating of the gas by the reflected shock wave and the rapid
increase in pressure or characteristic emission or absorption.
Carbon monoxide and H20 shoved a rapid increase early in the
induction period and then increased linearly to their equilibrium
concentrations. Carbon dioxide increased linearly from the
start and only at the end of the inductiou period did it increase
rapidly. A peaking of CH emission vas observed; however, OH
emission and OH absorption vere found to increase simultaneously
during the reaction. From the pressure and OH emission, Jt vas
concluded that the reaction passes through two phases - a first
phase in which the pressure and OH emission increase slowly,
followed by a second phase in which the pressure and OH emission
increase rapidly.

13933

Lyublina, E. I.

RELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HYDROCARBONS
AND THEIR TOXICITY. (0 svyazyakh fiziko-khimicheskikh svoystv
uglevodorodov s ikh tokisichnostlyu). Text in Russian. Gigiena
i Sanit., no. 7:20-25, 1969. 4 refs.

A formula is suggested for preliminary calculation of toxicity
indices on the basis of a correlation existing between the
physicochemical properties of hydrocarbons and their lethal
concentrations for mice and that of their maximal permissible
concentrations in the air of industrial premises. From the
molecular weights and boiling points of volatile hydrocarbons,
it is possible to calculate the value of LD50 and various
physicochemical constants of hygienic significance by means
of a given nomogram. (Author summary modified)

14145

Bjerklie, John and Stephen Luchter

RANKINE CYCLE WORKING FLUID SELECTION AND SPECIFICATION RATIONALE.
Preprint, Society of Automotive Engineers Inc., New York, N. Y.,
10p., 1969. 14 refs. (Presented at the International
Automotive Engineering Congress, Detroit, Mich., Jan. 13-17,
1969, Paper 690063.)

Present applications cf Rankine cycle turboalternators and
turbogenerators cover a power range of 2.5 orders of magnitude
and extend from unattended microwave repeater stations to
marine and automotive installations. Organic vorking fluids
used include dowtherm, dichlorobenzene, toluene, liquid metals,
water, onochlorobenzene, perfluorodecalin, and hexafluorobenzene.
As ore potential applications for the Rankine turbine and
reciprocating systems becoe apparent, a family of nem organic
fluids suited to quantity applications must be developed.
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Ideally, these fluids will have high thermal efficiency. The
best will be those whose vapor pressures extend across
temperature fields without going beyond pressure lints.
Alternatives will be fluids requiring low superheat and having
the widest temperature difference between peak and minimum
pressure. Other requirements are high molecular weight,
thermal. stability, freezing points below minimum teaperature,
isentropic saturated vapor lines, and a liquid specific heat
of 0.4. Fluids must be compatabile with common construction
materials.

14158

Swinnerton, .7. V., V. J. Linnenbom, and C. H. Cheek

DISTRIBUTION OF METHANE AND CARBON MONOXIDE BETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE
AND NATURAL WATERS. Environ. Sci. Technol., 3(9):836-838, Sept.
1969. 13 refs.

Methane and carbon monoxide concentrations in the atmosphere and
in natural waters were measured from samples collected during an
oceanorgaphic cruise between Washington, D. C. and Puerto Rico in
June 1968. The purpose of the measurements was to deterine to
the level of these concentrations and to obtain information on the
direction of net transport across the air-water interface. Such
information is expected to prove helpful in determining whether
these gases are being generated in the water by biological
processes and escaping into the atmosphere, or whether as the
result of relatively high atmospheric partial pressures, the
gases are going into solution in the seawater. The concentration
of methane vas highest in the upper Potomac River and decreased
as the ocean vas approached because of pollution in the river and
bay waters. Methane was at equilibrium between the atmosphere
and the open ocean where its average concentration in the
atmosphere was 1.24 plus or minus 0.03 ppa. It is still not clear
whether the ocean is acting as a source or a sink for methane
under equilibrium conditions. Conversely, carbon monoxide
concentrations increased in the open ocean relative to the river
and bay waters. Equilibrium vas not observed for carbon monoxide,
and the net transport of this gas appears to be from the water
into the atmosphere for 'all samples analyzed. Atmospheric carbon
monoxide concentrations ranged from 0.075 to 0.44 ppm. Possible
natural sources of carbon monoxide in the open ocean are the
photochemical decomposition of organic matter near the surface and
its production by various algae, green plants, and sone species
of siphonophores. (Author abstract modified)

14164

Hansen, Andrew C., Jr.

CONVERSION OP' SULFUR-CONTAINING HYDROCARBONS. (Universal Oil
Products, Co., Inc., Des Plaines, Ill.) U. S. Pat. 3,461,062.
6p., Aug. 12, 1969. 1 ref. (Appl. Sept. 6, 1966, 9 claims).

A principal object of the invention is the production of high
octane gas by an economical combination of hydrorefining and
catalytic reforming of hydrocarbon mixtures contaminated with
sulfur compounds. A related object is the integration of a
hydrocarbon conversion process with a hydrocarbon treating
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process. One embodiment of the invention involves a combination
process for the conversion of sulfur-containing hydrocarbon
stock charge. This comprises the steps of (a) contacting a
naphtha charge stock and hydrogen with a cobalt-molybdenum
hydrogenation/desulfurization catalyst in a fixed bed reactor
at conditions selected to convert sulfurous compounds to hydrogen
sulfides and hydrocarbons; (b) removing hydrogen sulfide from the
hydrorefined effluent; (c) introducing at least a portion of the
remaining effluent into a conversion zone where the hydrocarbons
are contacted with a catalyst of alumina, platinum, and combined
chloride; and (d) recycling at least a portion of the conversion
zone effluent to combine with an alkylaromatic hydrocarbon
stock charge prior to contacting the latter in the hydrorefining
zone, and separating the remaining conversion zone effluent to
provide a hydrogen-rich gaseous phase and a normally liquid carbon
product. The process produces a substantially debutanized pentane
plus product in aounts from 3020 to 3880 b/d. Two changes are
instituted in the combination process for catalytically reforming
sultur-containing hydrocarbon charge stock. A portion of the
hydrorefined effluent is introduced into a catalytic reforming
reaction zone containing a platinum catalyst, and the total
reformed effluent is combined with a stock charge of gasoline
boiling range hydrocarbons prior to contact in the hydrorefining
zone.

14220

Gilbert, Everett E. and E. Paul Jones

SULFONATION AND SULFATION. Ind. Eng. Chem., 53(1):501-507, Jan.
1961. 167 refs.

The literature published in 1960 on the chemistry of sulfonation
and sulfation is reviewed. New procedures are reported and the
properties and possible uses of new products are summarized.
Topic headings include the direct sulfonation of polyethylene
film, alpha-sulfonation of pelargonic acid with S02, oxidative
sulfonation by aqueous chlorination of trithiane, sulfonation
with S02 compounds, polymerization and condensation methods,
aromatic sulfonation with H2SO4, the preparation of long-chain
alkylated aromatics, the preparation of polystyrene and aromatic
resins, benzene and naphthalene derivatives, the direct
preparation of aromatic sulfonyl chlorides, sulfation of
alkenes, monohydric alcohols, glycol esters and ethers, and the
sulfamation of cyclohexylamines and insulin.

14227

Farnsworth, H. E. and R. F. Woodcock

EFFECTS OF RADIATION QUENCHING, ION-BOMBARDRENT, AND ANNEALING
ON CATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF PURE NICKEL AND PLATINUM SURFACES. II.
HYDROGENATION OF ETHYLENE (CONTINUED). HYDROGEN-DEUTERIUM
EXCHANGE. Advan. Catalysis, vol. 9:123-130, 1957. 11 refs.

A method for cleaning a wide variety of solid surfaces in high
vacuu permits the separation and individual investigation of
factors affecting the chemical properties of catalysts: lattice
defects, electronic and geometric factors, and contaminants,
including chemisorbed gas. The method consists of high-
temperature outgassing, radiation quenching, argon-ion
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bombardment, and annealing and is applicable to both single
crystals and polycrystalline forms. A sass spectrometer provides
continuous or intermittent gas analysis. In experiments involving
the hydrogenation of ethylene or nickel and platinum catalysts,
catalytic activity after ion bombardment vas essentially the
same as that after radiation quenching. Activity after these
treatments is higher than after subsequent annealing, suggesting
that annealing removes surface lattice defects vhich contribute
to high activity. Results also indicate that small amounts
of impurities promote catalytic activity, vhile larger amounts
of the same impurity act as a poison. Measurements of hydrogen-
deuterium exchange on a nickel surface revealed no appreciable
difference in activities of annealed and quenched surfaces,
indicating that the rate-controlling factor for the hydrogen-
deuterium reaction is not the same as that for the hydrogen-
ethylene reaction.

14258

Sherman, Albert and Henry Eyring

QUANTUM MECHANICS OF ACTIVATED ADSORPTION. J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
54(6):2661-2675, July 1932. 12 refs.

Vhen binding energies are expressed as 10% of the total for all
atom pairs, the quantum mechanical calculations of the
activation energies for the hydrogenation of ethylene, acetylene,
and the activated adsorption of hydrogen on charcoal at zero
K are, respectively, 51.5, 24.4 and 8.8 kg cal. Better agreement
vith the values obtained by Pease occurs when the coulombic
energy is taken as 14% of the total binding. The mechanism for
the conversion of ortho-to para-hydrogen on charcoal involves
three steps: activated adsorption, collision and reaction of tvo
adjacently adsorbed hydrogen molecules, and desorption. At
very low temperatures, the last step, a zero-order evaporation
process, is undoubtedly the rate-determining step. As the
temperature increases, the rate of desorption increases until
finally the collision of two adjacently adsorbed molecules is
the slow process. With increasing temperature, the chance of
tvo hydrogen molecules being adsorbed in adjacent positions
approaches zero, and simultaneously the conversion of para- to
ortho-hydrogen drops to zero. Since the adsorption obtained
is the so-called atomic adsorption, the C-H bonds must have
strength of 51.8 kg cal in order that the final bonds vill have
strength of only 2 kg cal more than the initial hydrogen bond.
A carbon dioxide distance of 3.6 A is most favorable for
calculating the energy of the bonds at 51.8 kg cal. The
mechanism of conversion is assumed to involve the collision of a
hydrogen molecule from the gas phase vith an adsorbed hydrogen
molecule. The problem of spin degeneracy of six electrons
is solved, and an equation for tint potential binding energy of the
six electrons is applied to the calculation of activation energies.

14293

Peatman, V. B., T. H. Borne, and E. V. Schlag

PHOTOIGNIZATION RESONANCE SPECTRA. I. NITRIC OXIDE AND BENZENE.
Chem. Phys. Letters (Amsterdam), 3(7):492-497, July 1969. 21
refs.
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A nev method is described for the study of ionized molecules by
direct observation of optical resonance in photoionization. This

method interposes an electron filter in the system so that a
signal is detected in the easuring circuit only at the point

where the optical onochroaator sweeps through a resonance

transition. Photoionization is carried out at the intersection

of a well-focused beam of light and a high intensity molecular
beam at right angles to the photon beam. Electrons are withdrawn

perpendicular to both of these beams. The energy of the
photoionization resonance is directly read off the setting of

the optical onochromator. Contributions from lover
photoionization processes are avoided. Photoionization
resonance scans of benzene show the presence of two peaks at

10.385 and 10.471 eV, respectively. It is thought that these
peaks are due to a new electronic level of C6H6(plus) at
10.385 eV and that this level corresponds to the removal of a

sigma electron from the benzene molecule. Data obtained for
NO(plus) using this method were compared with data previously

obtained by other methods. The average ionization potential
of five experimental runs vas in exact agreement with the

spectroscopic value of other investigations.

14313

Lederer, E. L.

VERIFYING ADSORPTION FORMULAS BY MEANS OF ADSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

WITH ACTIVATED CHARCOAL. (Pruefung von Adsorptionsformeln an

Hand von Adsorptionsmessungen bei einer hochaktiven Kohle).

Text in German. Kolloid-Z. (Stuttgart), 61(3):323-328, 1932.

15 refs.

Data reported by Remy on the adsorption of gases and vapors on
activated charcoal were used to verify isothermal and isobaric

adsorption laws. In the isothermal case, no decision can be made

between a logarithmic lay and the formula of Langmuir. In the

isobaric case, a logarithmic law seems to fit the results best.

The isosteric curve of Trouton and Poole and the relationship of

Gurwitsch tit the data only moderately well. The relationship

between the vapor pressure and the adsorbed volume of various

gases indicates that equal amounts of different gases are
adsorbed, referred to corresponding states. Gas mixtures are

adsorbed proportionally, provided the concentrations are modified

by the influence of the ean molecular velocities and the shape

of the molecules. The adsorption data for the folloving gases

vere used: CO2, 120, HC1, 825, 11113, C12, CH3C1, S02, CH4, and

COC12.

14335

Klimisch, Richard L.

OXIDATION OF CO AND HYDROCARBONS OVER SUPPORTED TRANSITION METAL

OXIDE CATALYSTS. Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia,

Pa., Materials Science and Engineering Dept. and Public Health
Service, Durham, N. C., National'Air Pollution Control
Administration, Proc. First Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous

Catalysis for Control of Air Pollution, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov.

1968. 11 refs.
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The reactivities of a series of potentially useful catalysts for
the oxidation of carbon monoxide and propylene were examined,
singling out the copper oxide-alumina system for more intensive
study. Evidence was obtained which indicates that these oxides
act as stoichiometric oxidizing agents for carbon monoxide.
Mass-transfer limitations were examined in the copper oxide-
alumina system for the oxidation of carbon onoxide and
hydrocarbons at low concentration levels, showing the importance
of this effect. The ease of catalytic oxidation of a series
of hydrocarbons could be correlated with the atmospheric nitric
oxide photooxidation rates of these hydrocarbons. The extent
of the inhibition of these oxidation reactions by water and
carbon dioxide at realistic exhaust gas concentration levels
was also examined. Other more subtle features of these reactions
were also examined, and explanations were offered in terms of
simple echanistic concepts where possible. (Author summary
odified)

14379

Lavrov, N. V.

PHYSICOCHEMICAL MECHANISM OP NATURAL GAS COMBUSTION. (Fiziko-
khimicheskiy ekhanizm goreniya prirodnogo gaza). Text in
Russian. Teoriya i Prakt. Szhiganiya Gaza, Nauchn.-Tekhn.
Obshchestvo Energ. Prom., vol. 3:136-150, 1967. 12 refs.

The mechanisms of natural gas combustion are discussed in terms
of oxidation and reduction of methane. This theoretical
treatment is based on a review of the literature. The
following topics are treated: physicochemical regularities in
the process of fuel combustion; peculiarities of methane
combustion; gasification of methane; ethane conversion
reactions; chain mechanism of methane combustion; low-temperature
oxidation of methane; echanism of methane cobustion at
elevated temperatures (proposed by the author together with
I. G. Petrenko); intermediate compounds and primary products
of methane combustion. The proposed high-temperature combustion
mechanism is based on the following assumption: chemical reaction
with oxygen involves separate stages of thermal decomposition
of methane; formaldehyde is regarded as an intermediate compound
in the methane-oxygen reaction analogous to physicochemical
complexes formed in carbon-oxygen combustion; methane combustion
is subdivided into three stages (incomplete combustion to
formaldehyde, decomposition of formaldehyde to CO and H2,
combustion of CO and H2).

14385

Stezhenskiy, A. I., V. S. Luklyanchikov, and V, B. Protsenko

OXIDATION OF NITROGEN DURING COMBUSTION 01P METHANE-NITROGEN-
OXYGEN MIXTURES. (Okisleniye azota pri gorenii metano-azoto-
kislorodnykh smesey). Text in Russian. Khim. Prom. Ukr.
(Ukr. Ed.), no. 1:7-9, 1967. 2 refs.

A methane-nitrogen-oxygen mixture was burned at a rate of 50
cu m/hr. Enriched air with an oxygen content of 40 to 73% was
provided in an excess of 1.3 to 2.6. Inlet temperature ranged
from 300 to 600 C and maximum NO yield (1.82%) was obtained
with an oxygen content of 70% and an air excess of 1.7
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(equivalent to equisolar nitrogen-oxygen ratio in combustion
products). It is concluded that such a continuously operating
arrangement for fixing atmospheric nitrogen has a number of
advantages: constant NO concentration, ease of process control
and possibility of automatic control, low thermal cycling
assures prolonged and reliable operation of refractory materials
made of Rg0 or Zr02. The combustion chamber used vas described
in an earlier article.

14388

Antonishin, N. V., V. A. Borodulya, A. N. Gulyuk, S. S.
Zabrodskiy, and V. A. Nemkovich

COMBUSTION OF LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS IN A FLUIDIZED BED OF
FINE-GRAIN RATERIAL AND UTILIZATION OF HEAT FROM THE EXHAUST
GASES. (0 szhiganii zhidkogo i gazoobraznogo topliva
psevdoozhizhennom slope melkozernistogo materiala i utilizatsii
tepla ukhodyashchikh gazov). Text in Russian. Fix. Goreniya,
Akad. Nauk Ukr. SSR, Respub. Mezhvedom. Sb., 1966:20-25.

Experimental studies were made of the combustion of liquified
propane-butane, and of solar oil in fluidized beds at the
Institute of Heat and Mass Exchange of the Belorussian SSR
Academy of Sciences. Gas combustion studies vere made with
quartz sand particles graded at 0.2-0.6 and 1.4-2.0 mm in a
75-ms diameter tube and in a 0.04 sq m chamber. Bed height
vas 120-200 sm and maximum temperature occurred at a height
of 30-70 mm. A bed temperature of 850-1000 C gave sufficiently
complete combustion vith an air excess of 1.05-1.2. Liquid
combustion studies were made vith Dinas brick fragments graded
at 2-3, 3-5, and 5-7 mm in 75- and 100-mm diameter tubes. An
air excess of 1.4 in the 75-mm tube gave 96-97% combustion, and
an air excess of 1.15 in the 100-mm tube gave 94.1% combustion.
The experimental data are used in proposing a theoretical
scheme for recovering heat from exhaust gases by circulating
the material of the fluidized bed so as to pass incoming air
through it for preheating.

14391

Kiselev, A. V.

NATURE OF HYDROCARBON ADSORPTION ON GRAPHITE, OXIDES, HYDROXIDES,
AND CHEMICALLY MODIFIED SURFACES. (Priroda adsorbtsii
uglevodorodov na grafite, okisyakh, gidrookisyakh i khimicheski
modifitsirovannykh poverkhnostyakh) . Text in Russian. Gaz.
Khromatogr., Tr. Pervoi vses. Konf., Akad. Nauk SSSR, Moscow,
1959, p. 45-80. 61 refs.

Considerations necessary for a better theoretical and practical
understanding of chromatographic separation of hydrocarbons
are presented. Topics examined are: absorption energy of
hydrocarbons on graphitized carbon black and magnesium oxide;
absorption energy of hydrocarbons on hydroxides; adsorption
isotherms for individual hydrocarbons on a uniform surface;
effect of chemical modification of absorbent surface on the
absorption of hydrocarbons; effect of geometrical modification
of absorbents--creation and alteration of surface--on the
absorption of hydrocarbons. It is recommended that further
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work center on the following items: theory of adsorption forces,
calculation of adsorption energy, measureent of heat of
adsorption at different temperatures; statistical theory of
adsorption equilibria, measurement of heat capacity of adsorption
systems; investigation of the state of surface chemical compounds
and adsorption complexes using infrared spectra and other new
methods; investigation of the geometric structure of adsorbents
and structure modification; investigation of the chemical
structure of surfaces and their chemical odification;
investigation of adsorption equilibria for gas mixtures,
especially by the vacuum circulation method using new adsorbents.

14399

Dioszeghy, D.

TH1MRETICAL AND PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FLARE RESEARCH.
(Theoretische und praktische Entwicklung der Flammenforschung).
Text in German. Preiberger Forschungsh. B, no. 120:183-200,
1967. 15 refs.

Historical development and fundamentals of flame research are
reviewed. With respect to the microstructure of flames,
burning velocity and the importance of secondary air in
reducing the flae are discussed. Pertinent experiments in
Hungary were concentrated on the study of the combustion for
natural gas, the ain fuel in the steel industry. Formation
of scale can be avoided if stoichiometric combustion and unifor
flame temperature are maintained. The effect of secondary air was
studied by means of a ceramic flame tube. The gases were
analyzed by gas chromatography with CO2 as carrier gas. It was
found that the least amount of scale is formed when (CO2/C0)
plus (H20/H2) is less than one. Larger experiments were
conducted in a chamber furnace where 14.4 cu natural gas per
hour were burned with 130 cu m air per hour. Heating tests
were performed with 30 mm brass blocks. In furnaces with
radiative heat transfer, it is important to destroy the
boundary layers at the walls. This is done by sucking the flue
gases through openings in the walls. Thirty such furnaces were
constructed and they now operate in forges throughout the
country. The wall temperatures in these furnaces are typically
1080 C without wall channels and 1250 C with wall channels.

13415

Haseba, S., T. Shiose, N. Kubo, and T. Kitagawa

NITRIC OXIDE EXPLOSION. Chem. Eng. Progr., 62(4):92-96, April
1966. 8 refs.

A method was found to analyze low-concentration hydrocarbons
assumed to have contributed to an explosion in the second heat
exchanger of a nitrogen wash unit. Acetylene, 1,3-butadiene, and
allene existed in the crude gas in the order of 2 to 3 ppm, 0.2
to 0.5 ppm, and 0.2 to 0.3 ppm, respectively. Nitric oxide was
detected at concentrations in the order of 0.005 to 1 ppm through
oxidation with permanganate and sulfuric acid, followed by
calorimetric detection with the Griess-Saltzman reagent. Findings
showed that more than 90% of NO entered the unit accumulated t
the second heat exchanger, most of it oxidized to nitrocien dioxide
and nitrous anhydride, which is more reactive with hydrocarbons
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than NO. Experiments confirmed the possibility of spontaneous
ignition in the second exchanger and the composition of reaction
products between nitrogen and conjugated dienes. An adsorption
process is now usei to remove NO, in which lia2Cr02 or C12 are added

to the wash-water circuit.

13713

Durau, F. and V. Schratz

STUDY OF ADSORPTION HEATS OF SO2 AND C3H8 ON NACL AND OF C3H8 AND

C2H6 ON DECOMPOSED KMN04. (Ueber Adsorptionswaermen von SO2 und
C3H8 am Nadi und Von C3118 und C2H6 am zersetzten KMn04). Text

in German. Z. Physik. Chem. Abt. A (Leipzig), 159(2-3)015-
130, 1932. 22 rofs.

In an experimental set-up completely isclated from the
atmosphere, the adsorption isotherms of SO2 and propane (C3H8) on
WaC1 powder and of C3H8 and ethane (C2H6) on decomposed REnO4
in the temperature range from 0 C to 40 C were determined. To
increase the accuracy of the easurement, the experimental set-
up vas enclosed in a thermostat especially constructed for this
purpose. The WaC1 powder vas obtained by aelting cleaned NaC1
in a high vacuum and by pulverizing the crystals in a nitrogen
atmosphere. The KMn04 vas prepared by heating under low
pressure without contacting any gas other than the oxygen
liberated during the process. The adsorption heats were
determined and results show that adsorption is caused by van
der Vaal forces. The experiments also confirmed observations
ade with coal, namely that the individual surface points
develop different energies. Surface points vith high
adsorption potential cause chemisorption, which was weak between
S02 and NaC1 and more pronounced between C2H6 and C3H8 and
decomposed KMn04. The points of high adsorption potential
disappear by crystalline transformation due to heating.

14450

Rolla:, E., K. Schwabe and K. Wiesener

ELECTROCHEMICAL CLEANING OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE GASES AND DEVELOPRENT
OF A NEW TVO LAYER ELECTRODE. (Ober die Heseitigung von
Industrieabgasen auf elektrochesischem liege und die Entwicklung
einer neuartigen Zweischichtelektrode.) Text in German. Dechema
Monograph, 59(1045-1069)047-157, 1968. 14 refs.

Elimination of gaseous pollutants from industrial waste gases
poses many problems, particularly the removal of S02. In an
effort to find a satisfactory solution, electrocheaical fuel cell
experiments were conducted with S02 diluted with inert gas to
obtain a realistic concentration. Results of galvanostatic tests
showed that 90% of the S02 could be reaoved from the waste gas
feed to the anode. Measurement of the potentials against a
Rg/hg2SO4 reference electrode in 3.8 m H2SO4 showed that at a
fuel dilution of 1:1000 there are theoretical limits with respect
to the attainable current density and the cell voltage. Further
experiments were concerned with removal of other lubstances in
the waste gas in electrochemical fuel cells. Since oxygen
electrodes are 'blubber' electrodes, no difference between pure
oxygen and air as reactant was found at the cathode. With sethase
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and carbon monoxide only, considerably lower current densities
could be achieved. For conversion of reaction gases, it is
advisable to use tightly-sealed, non-gassing electrodes with high
electrochemical activity. These demands are fulfilled by a
carbon electrode consisting of a hydrophobic substrate and a less
hydrophobic coating. The coating layer is produced by surface
decomposition of the binding and hydrophobilizing agent of a
hydrophobic carbon body in the presence of a catalyst such as Ag,
Pt, etc. /ts use as an oxygen electrode is discussed. The effects
of operating parameters such as teaperature, gas pressure, oxygen
partial pressure and KOH concentration on electrochemical power
generation and on long-term performance are discussed.

14500

Gottauf, M.

GAS-CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC 'COMPOUNDS IN AIR
IN PRESENCE OF OZONE. (Gas-chromatographische Bestimmung
organischer Verbindungen in Luft bei Anyesenheit von Ozon). Text
in German. Anal. Chem., 246(1):31, 1969. 2 refs.

Trace analyses of organic compounds in air can be successfully
performed by using a gas chromatographic method. The air
sample is passed through a cold trap which causes the organic
compounds to condense. The carrier gas then takes them through
the chromatographic column. In the presence of ozone, the ozone
is also condensed, at least in part, in the cold trap and begins
to react with certain organic compounds either immediately or
during the heating process. Many organic substances are thus
destroyed and cannot be analyzed. This result can be avoided by
adding an excess amount of ethylene to remove the ozone. This
method was successfully used for measurements of the reaction rate
between ozone and various gaseous odorants. It was possible to
determine hexanal, 2-hexenal limonenes, allylisothiocyanate, and
pyridine in concentrations of 10 to the minus eighth power moles/l
at ozone concentrations between 10 to the minus seven and 10 to
the minus five moles/l.

14622

Dauba, J. L.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES ATTAINABLE BY COMBUSTION OF CARBON AND
METHANE IN AIR. (Temperatures maximales accessibles par
combustion du carbone et du methane dans l'air). Text.in
French. Genie Chim., 92(4):102-110, Oct. 1964. 4 refs.

A thermodjnmic study made possible the prediction of te effects
of prehating of combustibles and supporters of combustion
as well as the influence of the combustible/combustion supporter
ratio, burning methane and carbon, respectively, in air. A
simple approximation to account for calorific losses in the
heat exchanger during preheating is possible if it is assumed
that heat losses are mainly due to radiation. The combustible/
combustion supporter ratio is much more important in the
carbon-air system than in the methane-air system.
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14648

Dimov, Reno Pentschev

CHROMATOGRAPHY OF THE LIGHT GASES ON NETAL-SUBSTITUTED SILICA
GELS. (Chromatographie der leichten Gase auf metallersetzbaren
Silikagelen). Text in German. Abhandl. Deut. Akad. Hiss.
Berlin, Gas-Chromatog. 1965, no. 2:C133-C136, 1966. 16 refs.

On silica gels whose hydroxyl group hydrogens had been replaced
by metal ions, the chromatographic separation of a mixture of
methane, ethane, ethylene, propane, propylene, and butane
were studied. It was expected that on silica gels containing
-0Ag, -0Na, and -OK groups, polar propylene and polarized
ethylene would be retained. However, the alkali metals lead to
a reduction of the retained volumes of ethylene and propylene.
The alkali earth metals (Ca, Ba) reduced the effect of the
hydroxyl groups but not as strongly. Propylene appears between
iso-butane and n-butane. Silica gel Cu and silica gel Ag did
not pass the olefins at 30 C and with a pressurized carrier gas

for 30 min. Silica gel treated with Ag ions was used for
analysis of ethane traces in ethylene or of propane and butane

traces in propylene. It was found that at 20 C, 20 ml of
ethylene can be passed through 4 g of silica gel containing 8
mole % of silver without obtaining any peaks. With larger
quantities (50 ml) , an ethylene peak is developed in the same
time as needed with non-treated silica gel, but this peak is so
small that it does not interfere with the quantitative
evaluation of the other peaks.

14688

Niedrach, L. V.

ELECTROCATALYSIS AND RELATED PROCESSES AT THE HYDROCARBON ANODE.

Franklin Inst. Research Labs., Philadelphia, Pa., Materials
Science and Engineering Dept. and Public Health Service, Durham,
N. C., National Air Pollution Control Administration, Proc. First
Natl. Symp. on Heterogeneous Catalysis for Control of Air
Pollution, Philadelphia., Pa., Nov. 1968, p. 487-524. 33 refs.

Several techniques were used to study oxidation reactions
occurring at the hydrocarbon anode of low-temperature fuel cells
using aqueous acidic electrolytes. They have provided information
about surface species and reaction kinetics. Results indicate
two major paths for such oxidations, both deriving the required
oxygen from water in the electrolyte. The first, and preferred,
path involves fission of carbon-carbon bonds to form Cl
radicals. These rapidly react with water to form a partially
oxygenated surface intermediate which in turn reacts further
at moderate overvoltage to form CO2. The second path results
in the formation of more refractory multi-carbon alkyl radicals

on the surface. They are held to the surface by multipoint
attachment and are more difficult to oxidize. Because of the
many species present on the electrode surface and changes in
coverage and composition vith temperature, potential, and time,

a study of the anodic oxidation of hydrocarbons requires many
transient electrical measurements.. Some of the techniques used

in measurement may prove useful in connection with air pollution

and abatement problems. (Author summary modified)
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14709

Ziamermann, F. R.

GENETIC EFFECTS OF POLINUCLEAR HYDROCARBONS: INDUCTION OP
MITOTIC GENE CONVERSION. Z. Rrebsforsch., 72(1):65-71, 1969.
28 refs.

Mitotic gene conversion is a process which causes genetic
variegation in somatic cells by the interaction of two different
alleles of the same gene due to a presuaably localized pairing
of homologous chromosoaes. Five polynuclear hydrocarbons were
tested for their ability to induce mitotic gene conversion in a
deploid strain of Saccharoayces cerevisiae. To enhance the
sensitivity of the test system, the yeast was also ade
respiratory-deficient. Such a strain, in the absence of a
fermentable substrate, was deprived of energy sources and
consequently, unable to repair DNA damage. Under these
conditions, mitotic gene conversion was induced by 9, 10-
dimethylbenzanthracene, but net by pyrene, 3, 4-benzpyrene,
1, 2-benzanthracene, or 1, 2, 5, 6-dibenzanthracene. The
inactivity of the latter compounds was ascribed either to their
inability to react directly with DNA, or to the lack of
activating enzymes in the yeast cells. The results are discussed
in the light of a general genetic theory of carcinogenesis
including karyotic genetic effects such as mutation, mitotic
recombination, and mitotic gene conversion, as well as
cytoplasmic mutation. (Author suaaary modified)

14811

Abel, Nikolaus, Peter Winkler, and Christian Junge

STUDIES OF SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS AND GROWTH WITH HUMIDITY OF
NATURAL AEROSOL PARTICLES. PART II. INVESTIGATION OF THE
COMPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOL PARTICLES BY MEASUREMENT
OF PARTICLE GROWTH DUE TO ABSORPTION OF WATER VAPOR AND
ORGANIC VAPORS. Max-Planck-Institut fuer Cbeaie, Mainz, West
Germany, Otto-Hahn-Institut, Contract AF 61 (052)-965, APCRL-69-
0205, p. 41-63, Jan. 1969. 15 refs.

AD 689189

A gravimetric method is described for the detelaination of the
growth of aerosol samples in vapors of water and organic
solvents. Results of measurements for samples of natural and
artificial aerosols for water vapor demonstrate the
possibilities of the method and some special characteristics
of these growth curves, such Is the smooth fora of the curves
and the hysteresis effect. Experiments show that the
typical smooth form of the growth curves of natural continental
aerosols can be explained by the presence of salt mixtures and
insoluble material. /t is found that both the mutual influence
on solubility along the various ions, as well as interaction
between dissolved and insoluble material, tends to smooth the
shape of these curves. The study of hysteresis indicated that
this effect is due partly to the supersaturr.tion of solutions
and partly to the existence.of pores in the aerosol particles
or at least in the aerosol sample. There is evidence that the
effect of the pores is enhanced by the interaction between
soluble and insoluble material. The study of growth of natural
aerosol particles in organic vapors showed that organic material
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is present vhich results in similar grovth curves as in the case
of rater vapor. It became clear, hoverer, that growth in
organic vapors rill influence the subsequent grovth in rater
vapor, that is, that exposure of the aerosol samples to organic
vapors is not reversible. Heating of aerosol samples up to
150 C resulted in mass losses up to 35%. This mass loss is due
to both organic and inorganic components. For further systematic
study of the organic components in aerosols the so-called
'solution' method vas developed. In this method, the mass
losses are determined after exposure of the sample to a certain
sequence of solvents. (Author abstract modified)

14882

Bridgeman, Oscar C. and Elizabeth W. Aldrich

TABULATION OP GAS SOLUBILITIES IN HYDROCARBON AND OTHER NON-

AQUEOUS SOLVENTS. Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, Jan. 18, 1955, 31p., 48 refs.

ASTIA, AD:814791

Tables of the available information of the solubility of a
number of gases in hydrocarbons and other non-aqueous solvents
are compiled. There are a considerable number of methods for
expressing gas solubilities. Frequently, the literature data
are incorrectly designated or computed, and an attempt was
made to rectify those errors. All gas solubility values
summarized are expressed as Ostvald solubility coefficients,
namely the volume of the gas at the stated temperature and
prevailing partial pressure dissolved in one volume of liquid at
the stated temperature. This method was selected for
uniformity and also because the value is essentially independent
of the gas pressure. For high pressures, a correction is
required to account f or the departure from the perfect gas laws.
In the conversion of the literature values to Ostvald solubility
coefficients, for which precise relations exist, the final
result was expressed to the same number of figures as the
original recorded value. Since the data on air solubility is a
mixture of gases, the solubility, value rill depend upon the V/L
ratio prevailing at the time of measurement because the different
components have different solubility coefficients. This is a
matter for detailed computation in each individual case. Such
computations were made for all literature data on air solubility
and the Ostvald coefficients for air in the tabulation refer
specifically to a dissolved gas of normal air composition, unless
otherwise noted. Theoretical relations between the solubilities
of a given gas in a variety of liquids constitute a guide to
weighting the accuracy of values by different observers and can
be employed to extend the range of knowledge of the solubility
of a given gas in a given liquid.

14917

Jonathan, Neville

INPRARED'SPECTROSCOPY APPLICATION TO CHEMICAL KINETIC SYSTEMS.
Southampton'Univ., Southampton, England, Dept. of Chemistry,
Contract AF61(052)-886, Proj. 8658-03, AFCRL-69-0055, 20p.,
Oct. 21, 1968. 15 refs.

CFSTI, DIX: AD 683 772
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Work carried out on atom-molecule and atom-atom reactions in thegas phase is reported. & zeolite pump vas designed for studying
the reactions at fast flow rates and lov pressures. Results aregiven of studies on three light emitting reactions: atomic oxygenplus nitric oxide, atomic nitrogen recombination, and atonicoxygen plus acetylene. The mechanism by which ozone is adsorbed
on silica gel vas investigated using infrared absorption
spectroscopy. Spectra were obtained for ozone, carbonyl
sulfide, and sulfur dioxide adsorbed on an Aerosil pressed
disc sample. In each case, a new band vas detected at a lower
frequency than that due to unperturbed hydroxyl groups, and thenev band was found to increase in intensity as the latter
decreased. Shifts vere measured at various temperatures, and theresults explained in terms of the formation of a hydrogen bond
between the hydroxyl group on the adsorbent surface and the
adsorbate molecule. The temperature dependence of the shift is
also consistent with the known properties of the hydrogen bond.
As the temperature is increased, the hydrogen bond becomes weaker,
and the frequency of the hydroxyl band approaches the value for afree hydroxyl. group. It is suggested that both ozone and sulfur
dioxide are adsorbed on silica gel through their central atomsrather than through their terminal oxygen atoms.

15045

Crosley, David R.

USE OF OPTICAL PUMPING TO DETECT FREE RADICALS DURING A GAS-PHASE
PHOTOLYSIS. J. Chem. Phys., 47 (4) : 1361-1368, Aug. 15, 1967.32 refs.
An optically pumped system of rubidium was used as a probe to
measure the concentration of free radicals present during the
vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis of five hydrocarbons. The
mechanism for this measurement is the reduction of the relaxation
time of the oriented rubidium in the presence of radicals,
due to the large spin exchange interaction betveen the twospecies. Measurements bare made at two different pressureseach on methane, ethane, propane, butane, and isobutane andboth relative and absolute approximate quantum yields forradical production vere determined. Separate detection ofhydrogen atoms during the photolysis, through spin exchangecoupled electron spin resonance is discussed. This methodof directly detecting free-radical intermediates appears tobe a useful complement to standard experiments in which reaction
mechanisms are deduced from analysis of final products ofthe photolysis. (Author abstract modified)

15046

Herkstroeter, William G. and George S. Hammond

PIECHANIFMS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SOLUTION. XXXIX. STUDY
OP ENERGY TRANSFER BY KINETIC SPECTROPHOTOMETRY. J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 88(21):14769-4777, Nov. 4, 1966. 26 refs.
Conventional flash techniques were used to measure theacceleration of the decay of var.ious sensitizer triplets in the
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presence of energy acceptors. An extensive study was ade of
the stilbenes and 1,2-diphenylpropenes as acceptors. The results
are correlated with those obtained earlier in studies of the
photosensitized cistrans isomerization of the same substrates.
The reactivity in energy transfer remains remarkably high with
these substrates even when the triplet excitation energy of the
sensitizer is insufficient to produce any known optical
transition of the substrates. The result is in good agreement
with the hypothesis that flexible olecules can undergo
'non-vertical, transitions to produce twisted geometric forms
directly. (Author abstract odified)

15012

Reeds, J. N. and Karl Kammermeyer

ADSORPTION OF HIKED VAPORS. Ind. Eng. Chem., 51(5):707-709, May
1959. 17 refs.

Measurements of the rate of diffusion of components of the system
ethanolbenzene through porous glass blocks revealed the
existence of an adsorption azeotrope in analogy to vapor-liquid
azeotropes. At the temperatures studied (15, 25, and 35 C),
benzene was preferentially adsorbed from the azeotropic vapor-
liquid mixtures. However, when present in very high
concentrations, methanol vas preferentially adsorbed. Thus a
composition ust exist in the intermediate region which would
absorb unchanged in composition. Since the equilibrium between
the composition of the vapor,and the composition of the
adsorbate is graphically similar to common isothermal vapor-
liquid equilibria for minimum boiling mixtures of binary
constituents, this crossover composition is called an adsorption
azeotrope. The curve for vapor-adsorbate equilibrium is,
however, shifted toward the methanol-rich side of the vapor-
liquid equilibrium system. This shift is more pronounced at lover
temperatures or lower pressures. The existence of adsorption
azeotropes, is established in these vapor adsorption studies
on the benzene-methanol system, has implications in all
separation processes using adsorption methods. (Author
conclusions modified)

15019

Porter, G. and J..I. Steinfeld

GIANT-PULSE-LASEW FLASH PHOTOLYSIS OF PHTHALOCYANINE VAPOR.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 45:3456-3457, 1966. 6 refs.

Flash photolysis vas conducted on phthalocyanine gas to
investigate the radiationless processes. Conventional flash
photolysis, using a 220-3 discharge through flash tubes filled
vith 3 torr of oxygen, produced a depletion of singlet
absorption followed by extremely rapid recovery, faster than
could be resolved by the apparatus. When a Q-switched ruby
laser flash passed through the vapor, a large, fast depletion
of absorbing molecules vas observed, followed by a slow recovery.
The slow recovery is due to the vaporization of excess solid in
the sample tube and subsequent diffusion of the vapor into the
absorbing region; thus, the laser flash irreversibly decomposes
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a large fraction of the phthalocyanine molecules in its path.
If the Q-switch is removed from the laser and the full 40-J pulse
is passed through th,.3 sample, no decomposition is observed. This
strongly suggests that a process involving two photons is
responsible for the photodissociation. When a similar experiment
is carried out in chloronapthalene solution at 25 C, the singlet
absorption recovers more quickly, and there is apparently no
photodissociation. A possible explanation for this, suggested
by the observation that the fluorescence yield decreases by a
factor of 77 in going frcm solution at 25 C to vapor at 450 C,
is that the second photon is absorbed by a metastable state 111,
which could be the lowest triplet or a singlet of different
electronic symmetry, producing a state 02, which dissociates.
Since the crossing rate has an apparent activation energy of
4.5-7.5 kcal/mole, this process will be favored at high
teaperatures. An additional effect which might be operative is
the rapid relaxation of R1 by solvent. This mechanism is
supported by our results for conventional flash photolysis of
tetraphenylporphyrin at 310-350 C, which absorbs at 4010 A.

15020

Yardley, James T. and C. Bradley Moore

LASER-EXCITED VIBRATIONAL FLUORESCENCE AND ENERGY TRANSFER IN
METHANE. J. Chem. Phys., vol. 45:1066-1067, 1966. 10 refs.

The collisional relaxation time for the transfer of vibrational
energy from the asymmetric stretch to the bend of methane were
measured. Ultrasonic measurements indicate that most polyatomic
molecules exchange vibrational energy rapidly among the excited
states and lose energy to translation and rotation via the lowest-
energy mode. Reasurements confirmed this conclusion for methane
and yielded stre.ch to bend rates for comparison to theory.

15032

Sobolev, Igor, J. A. Reyer, Vivian Stannett, and Michael Sxwarc

PERMEATION, DIFFUSION, AND SOLUBILITY OF METHYL BROMIDE AND
ISOBUTENE IN POLYETHYLENE. End. Eng. Che., 49(3) :441-444, March
1957. 20 refs.

Permeability constants, diffusion constants, and solubility
coefficients were obtained for methyl bromide and isobutane
vapors in polyethylene. The results are presented in the form of
permeability isobars and permeability and sorption isotherms. The
temperature dependence of the permeability constants for methyl
bromide is shown for three different pressures: 100 am, 300 ma,
and 640 am of mercury. The isobars corresponding to higher
pressures depart markedly from the normally observed linear
relationship, the permeability constants first decreasing and then
increasing as the temperature is progressively lowered. A siailar
behavior is observed in the permeation of isobutane. The inAma of
these isobars are shifted toward lower temperatures as the pressure
is decreased, and at sufficiently low pressure, e.g., 100 no,
normal linear plots are obtained across the whole temperature range
covered. At lower temperature both diffusion constants and
solubility coefficients depart from normal linear relations. The
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diffusion constants are concentration-dependent and the activation
energy required for diffusion decreases with increasing constant
relative vapor pressure. The solubilities of constant relative
vapor pressure are independent of temperature, indicating that
lowering the temperature at constant pressure leads to the same
sequence of effects as increasing the pressure at constant
temperatures, i.e., in a proper scale the isobar at variable
temperature is identical with the isotherm at variable pressure.
Hence, the rapid increase in the solubility coefficient at constant
pressure and variable temperature reflects the steep slope of the
sorption isotherm.

15048

Ruhemann, M. and P. L. Charlesworth

THE THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY OF GAS SEPARATION PLANTS. Brit.
Chem. Eng., 11(8):839-842, Aug. 1966. 2 refs.

The sources of inefficiency in gas separation units are

analyzed. Variations in column pressure accompanied by other
modifications can affect thermodynasic efficiency. However,
the principal causes of low thermodynamic efficiency are
difficulty of cold recovery and the irreversibility of the
distillation columns. This is due to the large temperature
differences between the top and bottom ends of columns
fractionating the multicomponent mixtures encountered in low
temperature hydrocarbon separations. To improve efficiency
and reduce the utility consumption of hydrocarbon gas separation
plants, a higher degree of cold recovery should be achieved
wherever possible. Temperature differences between the ends
of the columns should be decreased. The circulation rate of
refrigerants should be reduced as far as possible. The amount
of the higher boiling refrigerant which must be compressed to a
sufficiently high pressure to allow it to be condensed against
cooling water should be minimized. The steps to improve
thermodynamic efficiency in two of a different design plants,
one high pressure, the other low pressure, are described.
Although the efficiency of the high pressure plant is considerably
greater than that of previous variants, power consuiption is
still high. This is partly due to the fact that the ethylene
product is made available at an elevated pressured and that a
portion of it is supplied as liquid. The power consumption of
the low pressure plant is considerably lower than the high
pressure plant. Other features of the two plant designs will
have to be compared from both practical and economic viewpoints
before a design preference is made.

15055

Eisenthal, K. B., V. L. Peticolas, and K. E. Rieckhoff ,

LASER-INDUCED LUMINESCENCE AND DISSOCIATION IN BIPHENYL. J. Chem.
Phys., 44(12):4492-4497, June 15, 1966. 16 refs.

The interaction of the radiation field of an unfocused ruby laser
with molecules containing a phenyl-phenyl or benzyl-benzyl
single bond gave rise to a new luminescence. This luminescence
is linearly dependent on the mclecular concentration and
proportional to either the second or the third power of the laser
intensity. Thus it appears that a multiphoton abosrption is
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occurring. The absorption does not appear to involve the
electronic states of the molecules. This luminescence occurs
throughout the visible region and bears no resemblance whatever
to either the normal fluorescence or phosphorescence. Because
of the exceedingly high laser intensities or electric fields
necessary for electronic dielectric breakdown it appears that
this mechanism is not of importance. It is suggested that
ultiphoton vibrational excitation to a dissociative state of
the olecule may occur which leads to molecular fragmentation.
This process is followed by a chemiluminescent emission. A

quantitative comparison of the experimental results with a
theoretical treatment of multiphoton vibrational dissociation
is made. (Author abstract odified)

15063

Beams, J. W. and C. Skarstrom

THE CONCENTRATION OF ISOTOPES BY THE EVAPORATIVE CENTRIFUGE
METHOD. Phys. Rev., vol. 56:266-272, Aug. 1, 1939. 19 refs.

The air-driven vacuum-type tubular centrifuge was used for the
separation of the isotopes of chlorine by the evaporative
centrifuge method. The separations obtained were about the
same as predicted by the theory provided that experimental
conditions approximately conformed to the assumptions of the
theory. With a steel tube 11 in. long and 3 in. inside diameter,
containing baffles to prevent remixing, and spinning at
1060 rps, carbon tetrachloride vapor was withdrawn from the
axis at the rate of 3.2 grams per minute without decreasing the
separation factor. This separation factor for chlorine, which
at any instant is the ratio at the periphery, was 1.025 in the
above case. It is believed that the method is practical in the
case of the heavier elements, but inferior to other centrifuge
ethods where large concentrations of the isotopes in smaller
quantities of material are used. (Author abstract modified)

15074

Li, N. N. and E. J. Henley

PERMEATION OF GASES THROUGH POLYETHYLENE FILMS AT ELEVATED
PRESSURES. Am. Inst. Chem. Engrs. J., 10(5) :666-670, Sept.
1964. 16 refs.

The permeability of polar and nonpolar gases (methane, ethane,
propane, butane, ethylene, Freon-12, carbon dioxide, and nitrous
oxide). in polyethylene film was studied at 15 to 40 C and film
pressures to 11 atm. The effects of film thickness, temperature,
and upstream and downstream pressures on gaseous permeation were
determined. Carbon dioxide permeation through polyethylene
obeys both Henry and Fick's laws. When upstream and downstream
pressures are maintained at 1.57.and 1.0 atm, the permeation
constant CO2 is temperature dependent, obeying the usual
Arrhenius type relationship. The permeabilities of methane,
ethylene, ethane, propane, butane, NO, and Freon-12 are
pressure dependent, and the activation energies of these gases
are functions of pressure. The observed correlation between
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permeability and increased pressure is further evidence of the
strong plasticizing effect exerted by organic and inorganic
polar vapors and gases. Both solubility constants and gas
diffusivity are shown to be functions of pressure. Tested
film thickness of 1, 2, 4, and 10 mil have no effect on the
permeation constant. The effect of pressure on permeability
is expressible by an exponential equation. The solubility
constants of pressure-dependent gases can be correlated by a
similar exponential equation, while diffusivity is calculated
from permeation and sLlubility constants.

15078

Mulvihill, J. W., V. P. Haynes, S. Katell, and G. B. Taylor

COST ESTIMATES OF PCOCESSES FOR SEPARATING MIXTURES OF METHANE
AND HYDROGEN. Bureau of Hines, Washington, D. C., RI 6530,
43p., 1964. 42-refs.

Capital and operating costs were estimated for separating methane
and hydrogen in gas-separating plants designed to produce 90
million standard cu ft per day of product gas containing a
minimum of 90 percent methane. After a preliminary literature
review of various separation techniques, three different
processes moving-bed adsorption using active carbon, oil
absorption, and liquefaction vere chosen for the cost estimates.
Three different methane feed gas concentrations, 5, 20, and 50
percent were chosen as representative methane concentrations
for the separation estimates. Capital and operating costs were
lowest for the moving-bed adsorption process in all three cases
investigated. Operating costs (1964) declined from $0.24 to
$0.06 per 1000 cu ft of product gas, and capital costs declined
from $47,490,800 to $7,411,200 as the percentage of methane in
the feed gas increased from 5 to 50 percent. (Author abstract
modified)

15085

Mellen, A. V.

CRYOGENICS IN GAS PROCESSING. Oil Gas J., 63(26):96-100; 102,
June 28, 1965.

Recent developments in the cryogenic processing of natural gas are
reviewed. Cryogenic technology is distinguished by its insulation
techniques, the most widely known of which is the cold box;
by its specialized metallurgical requirements, which depend
on the usa Of various modified steels; and by the need for
particularly high thermodynamic efficiency. The technical
features of the helium recovery process, presently the greatest
of of cryogenics in natural gas processing, are explained,
and a flow diagram of the operation is given. Because helium
plant construction is diminishing, interest in the cryogenics
of liquefied natural gas (LNG) is increasing rapidly, with
emphasis on peak-shaving and ocean transportation operations.
In LNG plants, interest has centered on cascade-type systems;
such a system using propane, ethylene, and methane as the
cascading refrigerants is described. The,recently-developed
use of an expansion-engine cycle in conjunction with existing
pressure-letdown situaticns to provide refrigeratiob for natural
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gas liquefaction is also considered, with reference to its
application in a simple Claude cycle. The economic and
technical aspects of using the cold from LNG revaporization
in the liquefaction of industrial gases for distribution is
currently under study. Another potential application of
cryogenics in the gas industry is the reduction of the nitrogen
content of natural gas; nitrogen-rejection techniques have been
e?veloped in helium recovery plants and may change the status
cl gas fields that are not considered economic at present because
of high nitrogen content.

15088

Korving, J., H. Hulsman, H. F. P. Knaap, and J. J. M. Beenakker

THE INFLUENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE VISCOSITY OF CH4 IND
CF4 (ROUGH SPHERICAL MOLECULES). Phys. Letters, 17(1):33-34,
June 15, 1965. 11 refs.

An experimental determination of the influence of a magnetic
field on the velocity of CH4 and CF4 is reported. The classical
picture of the phenomenon for nonspherical molecules is that
the magnetic field gives rise to a precession of the magnetic
moment of the molecule around the field direction. A more
fundamental description is given in ters of'the distribution
function of the velocities and angular omenta of polyatomic
molecules. The change in the viscosity of CH4 and CF4, which are
regarded as rough spherical molecules was measured, and a change
was found for both gases. Results show that viscosity change is
a function of the magnetic field/plossure. A theoretical
treatment of viscosity and heat conductivity in a gas of rough
spherical molecules was undertaken by solving the Boltzmann
equation containing a magnetic field term. The rough-spherical
model' has the advantage over the oveloid odel in that the
collision process is completely specified.

15104

Michaels, Alan S., Wolf R. Vieth, and Jaes A. Barrie

DIFFUSION OF GASES IN POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE. J. Appl.
Phys., 34(1)03-20, Jan. 1963. 16 refs.

Diffusion of helium, oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide,
and methane in glassy and rubbery polyethylene terephthalate
was studied in the range of 25 to 130 C. Despite the abnoraal
solution behavior of these gases in the glassy polymer, the
diffusion process is evidently normal and Fickian. Correlation
of solubility constants for oxygen and nitrogen, obtained by the
time-lag method, with data obtained by a static sorption method,
indicates that glassy crystalline polyethylene terephthalate nay
be considered an isotropic diffusion edium. Diffusion is
impeded purely geometrically by the presence of the crystallites,
and the impedance factor is equal to the reciprocal of the
amorphous volume fraction. In the rubbery crystalline state
of the polymer, diffusion is Fickian and apparent activation
energies for diffusion are larger than those in the glassy
crystalline polymer. A model for diffusion in the glassy
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amorphous and crystalline polymers is proposed, assuming that
the driving force for diffusion is the concentration gradient
of dissolved molecules which are assumed to be in local
equilibriAm with molecules in the 'holes.' The model predicts
that actual diffusion constants and activation energies are
larger than those experimentally measured. Thus, part of the
observed difference between values of the activation energy in
the glassy and rubbery states may be reconciled. Correlations
of diffusion and activation energy with the square of gas
molecular diameters are obtained in both the glassy and rubbery
states. In the latter plots, the helium data fall above the
correlations, showing evidence of partially nonactivated
diffusion in both states of the polymer. (Author abstract
modified)

15119

Ronn, A. M.

LASER-INDUCED INFRARED FLUORESCENCE. J. Chem. Phys., vol. 48;511-
513, 1968. 2 refs.

Fluorescence was detected from ethylene, SF6, NH3, CH3Br, CD3I,
D2S, CH3NH2, C3H4 and C2115C1 at low pressures when irradiated
by a 50-W CW CO2-N2-He laser. The apparatus used consisted
of a commercial CO2 laser as a pumping source and an infrared
grating spectrometer for detection. Ethylene absorbed all of
tne laser lines and promoted a considerable number of molecules.
to the seventh excited state. Redistribution of the excited
molecules to all rotational states in the vibrational band by
thermalizing collisions is very rapid t a pressure of 50 mm Hg
and is on the order of 0.1-10 microsec. Vibrational relaxation
is much slower, approximately 0.1-10 millisec; hence, emission
occurs in most rotational transitions in the band. The only
exception appeared in the emission spectrum of NH3. The emission
spectrum shows some intensity deviations from the absorption
spectrum in that all emission lines originating from s states
are slightly more intense than those from a states. The overtone
transitions are also more intense in the emission spectrum. It
may be that the fundamental transition is absorbing the laser's
power, thus causing fluorescence from all s and a states
at the same time. Although the mechanism of emission is not
fully understood, the efficiency of collisional transfer is
sufficient to populate a total vibration-rotation band when only
a few of its members are strongly saturated.

15125

Gilliland, E. R., R. F. Baddour, and H. H. Engel

FLOW OF GASES THROUGH POROUS SOLIDS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OP
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS. Am. Inst. Ches. Engrs. J., 8(4):530-536,
Sept. 1962. 34 refs.

The isothermal and isobaric flow of pure gases and vapors through
icroporous Vycor glass was investigated under such conditions
that the gas-phase flow occurred by Knudsen diffusion. The
isothermal flows and the isobaric flow of nonadsorbed gases ar
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correlated by existing relationships. On the assumption that
surface flow is a diffusive process and that equilibrium exists
between the vapor and solid throughout the porous media, a
correlation for the nonisothermal surface flow is developed. The
factors determining the rate of surface flow are the physical
properties of the solid, the temperature level and gradient, the
enthalpy of adsorption, the surface concentration and spreading
pressure of the adsorbed phase, and the activation energy and
coefficient of resistance for surface diffusion. The latter two
factors can be evaluated from isothermal surface flow
measurements; hence no new arbitrary constants are required in the
correlation. Agreement between predicted and measured surface
flows is good for ethylene and propylene at a mean temperature of
25 C. Both the gas-phase and surface flows are from the cold to
hot end of the porous solid. It is suggested that the use of
temperature gradients in porons solids and plastic films for
separating mixtures of vapors be investigated. (Author
abstract)

15131

Barrer, R. M.

SOME PROPERTIES OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN POLYMERS. J. Phys.
Chem., 61(2):178-188, Feb. 1967. 62 refs.

Recent developments in sorption and diffusion in some polymers
are reviewed. The five diffusion coefficients characteristic
of any binary mixture can all be obtained in penetrant-polymer
mixtures, but past measurements in a variety of systems have
.probably given erroneous diffusion coefficients (D) because it
was only recently realized that the diffusion coefficients are
a function of times as well as of concentration. Present methods
of interpretation cannot alloy for simultaneous time and
concentration dependence of D. For this reason the most
reliable results refer to elastomer-penetrant systems, where time
effects are at a minimum owing to short relaxation times of
polymer molecules. For the same reason, in polymers exhibiting
less chain mobility and stronger inter-chain bonds, the steady-
state methods of measuring diffusion coefficients are preferable
to transient state procedures. A classification of penetrant-
polymer systems is given, with examples of each category.
Factors influencing the concentration dependence of D are
discussed, and also the experimental observations leading to the
zone theory of the diffusion mechanism and the quantitative
formulation of this theory. Relations between viscous resistance
and diffusion are indicated, and generalized functional
relationships are considered. Selectivity in the transmission
of molecules through organic membranes is also considered.
(Author abstract modified)

15134

Salama, C. and D. V. Eyre

MULTIPLE, REFRIGERANTS IN NATURAL GAS LIQUEFACTION. Chem. Eng.
Progr., 63(6):62-67, June 1967.

Three types of cascade cycles for liquefying natural gas in large-
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capacity plants are described. A standard cascade cycle which
consists of a succession of refrigeration cycles and utilizes
propane, ethylene, and ethane refrigerants in closed loops,
has certain high-cost and complex operational drawbacks. The
dual-refrigerant cycle represents a simplication of the standard
cycle by combining the ethylene and methane refrigerant cycles
into one group. The development of the autorefrigerated cascade
(ARC) cycle was a further refinement of the liquefaction process.
The principle of this cycle is still one of refrigeration
transfer from cooling vater to decreasing temperature levels,
as with the other cycles, but the refrigerant consists of a
single mixture having a composition vhich allows the partial
condensation at any one state to correspond *Aactly to the
refrigeration requirements of the next stage. The partial
condensations of the refrigerant take place at one pressure level
corresponding to the high pressure of the cycle, while the
vaporizations occur at a single low pressure corresponding to
the cycle compressor suction pressure. The refrigerant used in
the process is a mixture of nitrogen and hydrocarbons. Flowsheets
and detailed descriptions of each of the cycles are presented,
as well as a discussion of the thermodynamics involved. The
advantages of the ARC cycles over the others favor its
application whenever multiple-refrigerant cycles are considered
for the liquefaction of natural gas. These advantages include
low over-all investment, flexibility of operation, efficient use
of installed horsepower, ease of maintenance, no requirement
for the purchase of costly high-purity refrigerants, and
constant availability of the total amount of refrigeration in
different sections of the cycle.

15139

Tiffany, V. B.

SELECTIVE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF BROMINE USING A RUBY LASER. J. Chem.
Phys., 48(7):3019-3031, April 1, 1968. 46 refs.

Gas-phase photochemical addition of bromine to olefin molecules
was studied by inducing the reaction with orochromatic light
near 6940 A from a pulsed, tunable ruby laser. All previous
photochemical reactions of bromine were induced with light at
wavelengths shorter than 6800 A, and were found to proceed by
means of free radical chains. The Br atoms initiating these
chains are produced by direct dissociation of Br2 molecules upon
absorption of light in the continuum. The present investigation
shows that free-radical chains are responsible for the reaction
at 6940 A, also. However, direct dissociation at this wavelength
is found to be negligible, and the Br2 molecules are excited
to individual bound levels 500 to 800/cm(-1) below the
dissociation energy. Kinetic and isotopic evidence shows that
the additional energy is furnished by subsequent collisions, so
that about 1% of the excited Br2 molecules become dissociated
and can initiate the reaction. The remaining excited Br2 molecules
relax by collisions to the ground state at a rate somewhat higher
than the gas-kinetic-collision rate. It vas shown that selective
laser excitation provides information abo.u% dynamic molecular
processes which is not easily obtained using other methods.
(Author abstract modified)
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15143

Michaels, Alan S. and Harris J. Bixler

SOLUBILITY OF GASES IN POLYETHYLENE. J. Polymer Sci., 50(154):
393-412, 1961. 22 refs.

The solubility constants for thirteen permanent gases were
measured from the 5-55 C in a linear and branched polyethylene,
hydrogenated pclybutadiene, and natural rubber. Equilibrium
and time lag solubility determinations were made and were in
agreement. The solubility of each gas in polyethylene was
proportional to the volume fraction of amorphous material when
the polymer was treated as a simple, two-phase mixture of
crystalline and amorphous polymer, each with a characteristic
specific volume. A solubility constant in completely amorphous
polyethylene was determined for each gas which, with the density
of an arbitrary sample, enabled calculation of the solubility
of each gas in that particular sample. A correlation of the
solubility constants in completely amorphous polyethylene was
obtained from a thermodynamic model of the dissolution process.
The solubility constants in natural rubber, a completely
amorphous polymer under the experimental conditions, were
approximately 50% higher than those in amorphous polyethylene.
Higher intermolecular forces due to thc unsaturation in natural
rubber may account for this result. The apparent heats of
solution of all gases in branched polyethylene were approximately
1.0 kcal/g ole more positive than those in linear polyethylene.
This behavior was the result of crystalline melt-out in branched
polyethylene. In linear polyethylene the experimental solubility
iata yielded essentially true heats of solution, since negligible
crystalline melt-out occurred between 5 and 55 C. These were
correlated by the thermodynamic model for the dissolution process.
Available evidence indicates that the crystallites in
polyethylene are impenetrable, and are randomly distributed on a
macroscopic scale with respect to the diffusion and dissolution
processes. The amorphous phase behaves as a homogeneous liquid
whose thermodynamic properties are independent of the mode of
polymer preparation, thermal history of the sample, and level of
crystallinity. (Author summary modified)

15165

Michaels, Alan S., Harris J. Mixler, and Harvey L. Fein

GAS TRANSPORT IN THERMALLY CONDITIONED LINEAR POLYETHYLENE.
J. Appl. Physics, 35(11):3165-3178, Nov. 1964. 18 refs.

The sorption and diffusion of helium, argon, and ethane, and their
temperature dependencies were measured in a series of linear
polyethylene films previously subjected to widely differing
conditions of cooling from the melt and to subsequent annealing
at elevated temperature. The results indicate unexpected
effects of thermal history on crystalline morphology. Rapidly
cooled polymer, after annealing at 130 C, exhibited significantly
higher permeability to all gases than slowly cooled polymer,
suggesting that gas permeability of linear polyethylene is not
uniquely determined by level of crystallinity, but depends also
on the path by which such crystallinity is developed.
Irrespective of thermal history and crystallinity level, solubility
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constants and heats of solution of argon and ethane were norsal,

varying linearly with amorphous volume fraction. Diffusion

activation energies for these gases vere also independent of

thermal history. The solubility constants of helium were

anomalously high, and dependent on both thermal history and level

of crystallinity. With helium, anomalous temperature variations

of diffusion constants were observed with films in which

solubility vas anomalous. The peculiar sorption and diffusion

behavior If helium implies that helium is capable of slow
diffusion into, and occupancy of, defects or voids vithin the
crystalline structure from which larger gas molecules are

excluded. The /chain immobilization factors/ for argon and ethane

are thought to be a size-c;ontrolled impedance to diffusion.

They arise from the extremely small dimensions of the diffusional

paths in highly crystalline polymer.

15167

Carter, J. W.

ADSORPTION PROCESSES. Chem. Process Eng., 47(9) :70-77, Sept.

1966. 12 refs.

Adsorptive capacity and, to a lesser extent, the effective
diameter of the internal pores of an adsorbent are important
variables influencing the choice of adsorbers for particular

separation problems. For drying gases or liquids at low

temperatures, molecular sieves are advantageous in their

higher capacity. This is particularly the case when drying

organic liquids or vapor ixtures of hydrocarbons and other

organics. Molecular sieves are also suitable for adsorbing

organic compounds such as hydrogen sulfide, carbon oxysulfide,

and olefins at relative low husidities. At high relative
humidities, the ultimate capacity of silica gel and activated

aluminum are higher. Empirical or semiepirical methods must
be used to estimate the quantity of absorbent necessary and the

dimensions of a suitable absorber bed. Flow and pressure drop
requirements of the bed and of the regenerating circuit must also

be computed. Predicting the performance of fixed-bed adsorbers

is difficult because adsorption processes involve a nuber of

interacting mechanisms. Mathematical treatments can give no more

than a guide to the best practice. Numerical methods of

solution involving high-speed digital computation are required

to explain the influence of these mechanisms.

15183

Michaels, Alan S., Wolf R. Vieth, and James A. Barrie

SOLUTION OF GASES IN POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTBALATE. Appl. Phys.,

34(1):1-11, Jan. 1963. 19 refs.

The solubilities of helium, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, methane,
carbon dioxide, and ethane in glassy amorphous and crystalline
polyethylene terephthalate vere studied by time-lag and/or

static sorption methods. Solubilities of all the.gases but
ethane were also determined in the rubbery crystalline polymer.

The only deviations from Henry's law were displayed by ethane
at 25 C and carbon dioxide at 25 and 40 C in the glassy polymer.
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Correlation of solubility constants for oxygen and nitrogen
obtained by the static sorption method with values obtained
dynamically indicate that the glassy crystalline polymer is an
isotropic diffusion medium. Sorption in the glassy amorphous
and crystalline polymers generally takes place by two processes
operating concurrently: ordinary dissolution plus hole-filling.'
Crystallinity reduces gas solubility in the glassy polymer,
but not generally in direct proportion to the decrease in
amorphous volume. An exception is heliu. The glassy state of
the partially crystalline polymer extends to about 80-85 C where
a transition region is noted on a vans t Hof f plot for solubility
constants. The other extremity of this region (about 95 C)
marks the onset of rubber-like behavior in the polymer. Heats
of sorption in the glassy crystalline polymer are more
exothermic than in the rubbery crystalline polymer, characteristic
of the transition from sorption by dissolution and void-filling
processes to dissolution alone. The heat of solution of helium
is slightly positive in both the glassy and rubbery states of
the crystalline polymer. It appears that the major contribution
to helium sorption in either state of'the crystalline polymer
is ordinary dissolution. In both the glassy and rubbery states,
carbon dioxide shows evidence of a polar interaction with the
polymer. Solubility constants are correlated with gas force
constants in both the glassy amorphous and rubbery crystalline
polymers. (Author abstract modified)
15186

Michaels, Ilan S., Raymond F. Baddour, Harris J. Bixler, and
C. Y. Choo

CONDITIONED POLYETHYLENE AS A PERMSELECTIVE MEMBRANE. Ind. Eng.
Chem. Process Design Develop., 1(11:14-25, Jan. 1962. 16 refs.
The purposes of the investigation were (1) to measure the rates
ot transmission of xylene isomers through conventional
polyethylene films under controlled conditions; (2) to
condition polyethylene films by heating the polymer in the
presence of selected isomers, followed by cooling; and (3)
by measuring the isomer transmission characteristics of the
conditioned films, to establish whether the conditioning process
has any significant effect on either film permeability or
permselectivity to the isomers. By swelling polyethylene film
in p-xylene and annealing the film at an elevated temperature
in the swollen state, it vas possible to increase the xylene
liquid permeation rate through the film and the permselectivity
of the film to p- with respect to 0- and o-xylenes. Permeability
and permselectivity changes are highly dependent on the degree
of swelling, the treatment temperature, polymer crystallinity,
and the treating compound. Alteration of the crystalline texture
of the polymer is believed responsible for the Observed effects.
This technique of tailoring a polymeric membrane to render it
more effective as a separation barrier appears to open new
prospects for the utilization of membrane permeation as a
practical mixture separation method.
15187

Kammetheyer, Karl and Darrell D. Wyrick

EFFECT OF ADSORPTION IN BARRIER SEPARATION. Ind. Eng. Chem.,
50(9):1309-1310, Sept. 1958. 12 refs.
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Separation experiments were carried out vith mixtures of propane
and carbon dioxide in flow through porous glass as the microporous
barrier to determine if porous barriers are affected by the
differences in the adsorbability of the components. The
experiments show that components of essentially equal molecular
weight can be separated on the basis of differences in adsorption
on a nicroporous barrier. Mixtures of propane and carbon
dioxide gave appreciable enrichment in propane, the aore
condensable component, entirely on the basis of adsorbed
flow. It is concluded that mixtures can be effectively separated
with barriers by utilizing differences in the adsorbed flov of
the components by proper adjustment of operating conditions.
Studies are under vay to establish the degree of adsorption
of propane and carbon dioxide on the porous glass barrier under
the conditions of the separation experiments.

15198

Baddour, Raymond F., Alan S. Michaels, Harris J. Disler, Richard
P. De Filippi, and James A. Barrie

TRANSPORT OF LIQUIDS IN STRUCTURALLY MODIFIED POLYETHYLENE. .3.
Appl. Polymer Sci., 8(2) :897-933, 1964. 20 refs.
The mechanism responsible for changes in film properties vas
investigated and the structural aspects of a crystalline polymer
that affects liquid sorption and diffusion vere determined.
Cast linear polyethylene films subjected to dry and solvent
annealing display markedly different sorption and diffusion
barrier properties than do untreated films. The subsequent
sorption of liquid o- and p-xylene and cis- and trans-acetylene
dichloride per unit volume of amorphous polymer increases as the
annealing temperature and/or treating solvent concentration
increases. Integral diffusivities calculated from sorption and
steady-state permeation rates show a monotonic increase with
sorption per unit volume of amorphous polymer. The concentration
dependence, however, is less marked than observed in similar
systems at lov permeant activity. Apparently the treatment
reduces the effective crosslinking imposed by the crystallites
on the amorphous polymer chains through disentangling amd
incorporating some of these chains into crystallites. Thus the
polymer is capable of a greater degree of swelling when brought
into contact vith a compatible liquid in spite of a higher degree
of crystallinity. The low concentration dependence of the
diffusivities is probably due to heterogeneous distribution
of excess permeant in a treated film. If the excess permeant
were preferentially sorbed in regions of low polymer concentration,
then the above observations could be explained. Long-duration,
osmotic stress-induced swelling and recrystallization are cited
to account for time-dependent perieation rates in treated and
untreated films. (Author summary modified)

15238

Shtern, V. Y.

MECHANISM OF THE VAPOOR-PHASE NITRATION OF ALKARES BY NITROGEN
PEROXIDE. Rhin. Kinetika, 1966:186-322. 33 refs. Translated
fros Russian. Ministry of Technology, Orpington, Rent, England,
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TIL Reports Centre, HINTECH T 6031, 30p., Feb. 1969.
DDC: AD 689718

To determine the optimum conditions for obtaining nitro products
by the nitration of alkanes, the kinetics and mechanism of the
thermal nitration of methane and propane were studied. A glass
vacuum apparatus with a conventional cylindrical reactor vas used
for the experiments in which slow reactions, cold-flame, and hot-
flame reactions were observed. Only nitromethane, carbon oxides,
hydrogen, and water were found in the products of the slow
reaction of ethane nitration. In addition to these products,
the cold-flame reaction yielded formaldehyde and ethane. The
hot-flame reaction lead to the appearance of ethylene and to
an increase in the ethane and hydrogen content. The main products
of the slow reaction of propane nitration were nitro-alkanes
and carbon oxides. Methane and hydrogen were not present. The
main products of the cold-flame reaction were carbon oxides,
olefins, formaldehyde, and ethane. The hot-flame reaction
decreased the yield of alkenes and carbonyl compounds, increased
the carbon oxides, and yielded hydrocyanic acid. The mechanise
of alkane nitration is a branching chain reaction that can
simulate an unbranching chain reaction when chain dimcontinuity
predominates over the branching. Chain formation is linked with
the formation of excited alkyl nitrite whose almost instantaneous
decomposition, with the formation of the alkoxyl radical RO,
makes possible the further development of the chain. Branching
is a result of the reaction of aldehyde with 102. Instead of the
formation of tvo or three free valencies, the formation of the
active acyl radical, RCO, occurs in the course of branching.

15243

Heijer, R. J.

THE PHILIPS-STIRLING ENGINE. (Der Philips-Stirlingmotor).
Text in German. Hotortech. Z. (Stuttgart), 29(7):284-298, July
1968. 14 refs.

The development of the Philips-Stirling engine is described and its
advantages are numerated. The engine is based on the principle of
oving gas back and forth between a hot chamber and a cold chamber
by a displacement pis ln. Development of the Stirling principle
began in 1938 in the kdailips research laboratories with the
construction of small hot-air engines. Through the invention of
the double acting engine, the path to larger Stirling engines vas
opened. Development of the rhombic gear in 1953 permitted
operation with a pressureless crankcase. Hydrogen and helium
replaced air. The engine efficiency could be raised to 38%, the
specific pomer to 110 hp referred to the piston displacement
volume. Better gaskets improved the longevity of the engine. The
problems of thersal tension and heat transfer have been solved.
Laboratory models of 10, *0, and 90 hp per cylinder have bees built
and tested mhile experiments on a model with 400 hp per cylinder
are under may. A Stirling engine performs as moll as or even
better than a diesel engine. If the Stirling engine is driven mith
a fossil fuel, the exhaust gases are quite clean. They contain no
CO or hydrocarbons owing to a steady combustion in a chamber fenced
in by hot malls. Concentrations of MO and NO2 are lom. A table
comparing the exhaust gas composition of the Stirling engine with
a gas turbine indicates this quite clearly. The reason for the
reduction in missions is not fully understood since flame
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temperatures in the burner are very high. To study the
relationship between the temperature of the preheated air and
the NOx content, an electrically driven air preheater was
installed in a 90 hp one-cylinder engine. It was found that the
NOx content decreases with decreasing temperature of the
preheated air. If part of the exhaust gas is returned to the
cobustion air, the NO content can be further reduced.

15265

Michaels, Ilan S. and Harris J. Bixler

FLON OF GASES THROUGH POLYETHYLENE. J. Polymer Sci.,
50(154):413-439, 1961. 17 refs.

Diffusion and permeability constants for twelve permanent gases
were measured in a linear and a branched polyethylene,
hydrogenated polybutadiene, and natural rubber from 5-55 C.
The time-lag method was used in the determinations. For all
gas-polyer pairs investigated, a linear plot of the logarithm
of the diffusion or permeability constants s the reciprocal
absolute temperature exists, indicating the occurrence of
activated diffusion. Arguments are presented supporting the
hypothesis that natural rubber is a completely amorphous analog
of polyethylene with respect to the diffusion process. The
reduction in diffusion constants is to quantitatively express
in going from natural rubber to hydrogenated polybutadiene
(29% crystalline), to the branched polyethylene (43% crystalline),
and to the linear polyethylene (77% crystalline) . These
reductions were strongly dependent on gas molecular size,
increasing as the olecular size increases. A geometric
impedance factor and a chain imsobilization factor are introduced
to account for the effect of crystallinity. The forer is
assumed to be independent of olecular size; it explains the
necessity of the diffusing molecule to bypass crystallites
which are shown to be impenetrable. The latter size-dependent
factor reflects the reduction in amorphous chain segment
obility brought about through the proximity of crystallites.
Analysis of the geometric impedance factor supports the
existence of thin, highly anisoetric sheets of crystalline
polymer in polyethylene. The amisosetry of the crystallites
increases with increasing crystallinity consistent with the
chain folding echanism for crystal growth in polyethylene.
Nucleation and growth kinetics also account for the variation
in crystal anisosetry observed in polymers prepared by
different methods of polymerization. The apparent activation
energies for diffusion determined in polyethylene include not
only tne energy required for chain segment separation, but also
the effect of thermal expansion and crystalline salting.
Correlations are presented which permit the estimation of gas
diffusion constants in a wide variety of polyethylenes. (Author

sumeary modified)

15273

Shapiro, Mysin, Earl George De Vitt, and Jerome Engel Brown

ENGINE ?Ms WITH THE SOILING POINT OF TN! GASOLINE CONTAINING
A CYCLIC MANGANESE TNICANBONYL COMPOUND. (94torentreibstoffe
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von Benzinsiedebereich mit eines Gehalt an einer zyklischen
Eangantricarbonylverbindung). Text in German. (Ethyl Corp.,
New York) V. Gersan Pat. 1,231,058. 5p., Dec. 22, 1966.
(Appl. Nov. 19, 1959, 2 claims).

An additive tor fuels of the boiling point range of gasolimes
contain as antiknock agent a cyclic anganese tricarbonyl
compound of the general formula Alln(C0)2. The A stands for a
cyclic hydrocarbon residue vith 5 to 17 carbon atoms including
a C5 group of cyclopentadiene structure. This hydrocarbon residue
is bound to manganese with the aid of the carbon cyclopentadiene.
The additive is a gasoline soluble cospound of an element of the
fifth subgroup of the periodic table of elements with the
ordinal nusbers 15 to 83 at such a quantity that the atos ratio
of the added metal to manganese lies between 0.001:1 and 3:1.
These additives prevent or at least delay accumulation of large
quantities of anganese-containing precipitations between the
spark plug electrodes and on the exhaust valves. The concentration
of the sanganese compounds in engine fuels should preferably
range trom 0.008 to about 1.585 g/l manganese. To obtain
excellent antiknock effects, this concentration should not
be exceeded. Antimony is the preferred corrective substance
of the fifth subgroup, which contains also phosphorus, arsenic,
and bismuth.

15294

Perkin-Elmer Corp., Pomona, Calif.

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF CONTAMINANT AND ATHOSPHERIC SENSOR. PHASE
1. Contract WAS 1-7260, NASA CR-1375, 133p., Sept. 1969.

The Contaminant Atmosphere Sensor is designed to monitor the
general condition of spacecraft atsospheres during extended
manned spacecraft issions. It is intended to provide information
on concentrations ot hydrogen, water vapor, helium or nitrogen,
oxygen, carbon onoxide, carbon dioxide, ethane, and total
hydrocarbons. This report presents the results of analyses of
the resolutions and sensitivities required to onitor the above
compounds in both helium-oxygen and nitrogen-oxygen atmospheres.
The basic instrument of the sensor is the Tvo Gas Analyzer with
a ball leak inlet system. This instrument continuously monitors
eater, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide on four fixed
collectors. For total hydrocarbon easurement, a collection for
m/e 47-120 is added and, for helium oxygen atmospheres, a ass
9 collector is added. Problems encountered in carbon onoxid
measureents have been resolved by accumulator cell techniques
which permit carbon onoxide to be determined on an intermittent
basis. The norsal sample gas flow pattern is interrupted to
alloy the sensor to monitor CO at /e 28 as it is desorbed from
the accumulator cell. The Contaminant Sensor should mt
specified performance goals while still having acceptable weight,
power, and tize.

15305

Dzhamaletdinova, R. K.

SIMULTANEOUS MICIODETERMINATION OF CARBON, HYDROGEN, AND
DPANIUR. (Odnovremennoye mikroopredeleniye ugleroda, vodoroda
urana). Txt in Russian. Eavodsk. Lab. (Moscow), 29(10):
1175-1176, 1964.
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The possibility of simultaneously making quantitative
determinations of carbon, hydrogen, and uranium in 3-5 mg samples

of organic uranium compounds vas demonstrated. Gravisetric

analysis is used and takes advantage of the fact that above

500 C in an oxygen atmosphere,
quantitative formation of atible

0308 takes place, while at 800 C, uranium does not form either

the carbide or the carbonyl. The method described takes 35-40

minutes and shows a relative error of 0.211.

15329

Dunken, H. and H. Sind.

INTERACTIONS OP SULFUR DIOXIDE WITH POLAR COMPOUNDS. EFFECTS

OBSERVABLE IN THE OV ABSORPTION SPECTRUH. (Vechselvirkungen des

Schwefeldioxids mit polaren Verbindungen. Im UV-

Absorptionsapektrum beobachtbare Ausvirkungen). Text in German.

Z. Physik. Chem. (Leipzig), 56(5/6):303-308, Dec. 1967. 5 refs.

The interactions of the sulfur dioxide molecule with ketones,

nitriles, esters, chloroform, and alcohols were studied in the

OV range between 330 nm and 250 no. The ketones were boiled

w ith 1011104 and dried with sodium sulfate and fractionated in a

vacuum: carbon teti.3chloride(CC14) and n-octane were shaken with

sulfuric acid, neutralized, dried, and fractionated. The 502

w as taken from a steel container and dried with P205.
Iodimetry vas used for analysis of the sulfur dioxide.
Considerably different spectra were obtained for the system

S02/propiostrile and S02/CC14 or S02/aliphatic hydrocarbons,

altiough 502 concentrations were the same in all cases. from

the region of longer wavelength to about 294 nm, the ertiection

coefficient of the sulfur dioxide in solutions of nitriles,

ketones, esters, and alcohols is smaller than that in CC14

solution. At 294 nm, the situation reverses and the extinction

coefficient of sulfur dioxide in solutions of the polar compounds

is considerably larger than that in CC14 solutions.

15405

Lasoski, S. v., Jr. and V. H. Cobbs, Jr.

MOISTURE PERNFABILITV OF POLYMERS. I. ROLE OF CRYSTALLINITY

AND 02I1NTATION. J. Polymer Sci., 36(130):21-33, 1959. 16 refs.

W ith the three polymers widely different in polarity, the water

vapor permeability of unoriented films was shown to increase

as the amorphous fraction increased. For polyethylenes,

adherence to this relation is exhibited only with structures
having densities above 0.94, a range in which the number of

short chain branches is low. Films with densities lover than

0.94 exhibit higher film perseabilities than those calculated

on the basis of the perneability of the amorphous areas of

linear polyethylene. This results from the increase in the

n umber of short chain branchz.s and an increase in amorphous area

persoability of the lover density polyethylenes. The variatios

of water vapor permeability with the square of the amorphous

fraction may be theoretically accounted for by a linear

variation oz the diffusion and solubility coefficients with the

aorphous fraction. With polyethylene tereplithalate and nylon
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610, the solubility coefficients exhibit this linear relation.
The square permeability relation appears to be a limiting case
for structures in which crystallization does not impose restraimts
on the segmental motions important in permeability. Where
restraints do occur, as in oriented films, a higher order
dependency on the amorphous fraction exists. This vas exemplified
with biaxially and uniaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate
films, with which it was shown that orientation in oriented
crystalline films effects a decrease in permeability in additioa
to that ascribable to crystallinity. Only those oriented
structures in which the orientation is locked-in, as by
crystallization, exhibit a decrease in water vapor permeability.
The relations of permeability and solubility coefficients to
crystallinity have an important utility in that the extent
of crystallinity or crystal density may be estimated with the
proper data. On the bases of the literature, water vapor
permeability data for two high density polyethylenes at three
different vapor pressure differentials, the crystal density of
polyethylene was estimated to be 0.995, 1.008, and 0.998 or an
average ot 1.00, in agreement with Bunnss value calculated
on the basis of x-ray diffraction stadies. (Author summary
odified)

15439

Dunken, H. and H. Winds

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SULFUR DIOXIDE AND POLAR COMPOUNDS. II.
THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS OF COMPLEX-1'0MM REACTIONS.
(Wechselvirkungen des Schwefeldioxids mit polaren Verbindungen.
II. Thermodynamische Groessen der Komplexbildungsreaktionen).
Text in German. Z. F. Physik. Chem. Neue Polge (Frankfurt),
58(5/6):246-256, 1968. 4 refs.

The number and stoichiometry of 502 molecule complexes, as well
as the thermodynamic parameters of the respective equilibria,
were determined. ?or this purpose, extinction measurements were
taken with the VSU 1 (Carl Zeiss) from -40 C to 20 C. The
complex forming constants were deterained from the temperature
dependence of the extinction differences of sulfur dioxide in
solution with polar compounds in nonpolar solvents (CC1.4;
2,2,4-trimethylpentane; and n-C8M10. The systems S02/n-butanol/
CC14, 502/isopropanol/CC14, S02/2-butanone/n-C8810,
502/diethylether/n-C8810, 502/n-butanol/2,2,4-trimethylpentane,
S02/acetone/CC14, S02/2-pentanone/n-C8010 were used. The
results show that the enthalpies of the 502/alcohol complexes are
lower by 1 kcal/mol than those of the S02/ketone complexes.
In general, the nthalpies are rather low compared to the entlalpy
o! a hydrogen bridge. The entropies for the 502/ketone complexes
range from -1i to -15 cal/deg mol. Those of the S02lisopropanol
and n-butanol complexes are much lower. The entropy of the
S02/acetone complex is -12.9 cal/deg mol.

15481

Zimin, R. P. and V. A. Popov

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OP ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION, STIMULATED BY SOLID PARTICLES.
Eksperimentalsnoye issledovaniye elektroprovodnosti produktov
sgoraniya, stimulirovannoy tsvedymi chastitsami). Source mot
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given. Translated from Russian. Foreign Technology Div.,
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio, Translation Div., 17p., lug. 23,
1968. 7 refs. FTD-RT-24-183-68

CFSTI: AD 685511

An experimental study vas carried out on the electrical
conductivity of the products of combustion of methane with
oxygen-enriched air in the presence of solid particles of
various substances. By artificially introducing solid particles,
the electrophysical properties of the working gas was improved.
Solid particles transported from the combustion chamber say be
present in the duct of an open-cycle IIHD generator working with
products of coal combustion. In addition, when there are
sufficiently large temperature redactions in the rear part of
the duct, particles may form through the condensation of
combustion product volatile directly into the solid phase.
Experiments showed that the introduction of particles stimulates
the electrical conductivity of the products of methane combustion
w hich, without particles, are nonconducting. The dependence
of temperature, particle size, and the relative mass flow rate
as studied. A sharp increase in electrical conductivity was
noted in the range of 1800-2100 K. The ash content spectrum
of particles from natural fuels was investigated. The maximum
conductivity was obtained with the introuuction of ash particles,
w hile the smallest value corresponded to carbon particles.
However, particles of low-ash coals were only slightly inferior
from the viewpoint of stimulating conductivity. The dependence
of conductivity on ash content was 18%. Vith a further increase
in ash content, the electrical conductivity drops, and for an
ash content of 50% a sinimum vas observed, after which the
conductivity increases to a various value corresponding to
ash. ?he maximum ash content at 18% is explained by the release
of volatile components from the coal. This conclusion is
supported by measurements made on coke particles. The electrical
conductivity obtained was close to that for pure carbon and
differed greatly from that relating to coal.

15486

Voods, F. J., N. E. Dmstead, and J. E. Johnson

VAPOR-PHASE OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS. PART 2 - EFFECT OF
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION Om PLATINDR-CATALYZED COHBOSTION AND
IONIZATION. Naval Research Lab., Washington, D. C., Chemistry
Div., Contract NRL Problem C 01-03, Proj. RR 001-06-41-5850,
NRL Rept. 6816, 16p., Feb. 7, 1969. 13 refs.

AD 684072

The catalytic combustion of hydrocarboas was studied with
particular attention given to the ionization phenomena
associated with it. The greater ion yield of highly branched
alkanes relative to straight chain alkanes was confireed. The
effect of the concentration of oxygen in the gas mixture on the
extent of oxidation and ionization varied with the hydrocarbon
used. In general, increase in 02 content caused considerable
enhancement of tho ion yield. However, with some hydrocarbons
such as 2,2-dimethylpropane and 2,2-disethylbutane, the fraction
oxidized decreased markedly with increased 02 concentration in
the temperature range, 400-700 C. Tbe data seemed consistent
w ith an explanation based on lower temperature oxidation
occurring only on the platinum surface, whereas at higher
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temperatures the catalytic process extends itself to some degree
into the vapor pbase. It is also suggested that dissociative
adsorption ot 02 at higher temperatures is involved in the
ion-producing process. (Author abstract modified)

15491

Novak, J. R. and M. V. Windsor

LASER PHOTOLYSIS AND SPECTROSCOPY IN THE NANOSECOND TINE RANGE:
EXCITED SINGLET STATE ABSORPTION IN CORONER?. J. Chem. Phys.,
47(8):3075-3076, Oct. 15, 1967. 5 refs.

Laser pLotolysis apparatus with a spectroscopic soqrce, capable
of recording the spectral absorption of transient species in
the nanosecond time range, was developed and used to study the
tirst excited singlet state of coronene. Coronene showed a laser
line at 347 nm and fluorescence between 410 and 480 nm. Ground
state absorption bands ot coronene were in the 320-350 no region.
Using both excitation and background pulses, the middle exposure
showed heavy bleaching of the ground-state absorption bands and
a new absorption in the 500 nm region with a peak at 520 nm.
The 520 nm band decayed at the same rate as the fluorescence
and was concomitantly replaced by triplet bands growing in at 480
and 390 nm. This was considered unequivocat confirmation that
absorption by the S 1 state is responsible for the 520 no band.
This technique is faster by about two orders of magnitude than
current flash-spectrographic instrumentation and extends the
studies of transient absorption spectra into the nanosecond
range. By using calibrated plates or photoelectric recording,
kinetic data can be obtained. This technique should have vide
application to solid, liquid, and gaseous systems in searching
for intermediates of very short life and increasing the
understanding of photochemical primary processes.

15524

Curran, George P. ard Everett Gorin

PHASE II: BENCH-SCALE RESEARCH IN CSG PROCESS. LABORATORY
PHYSICO-CHEHICAL STUDIES. (Interim Report.) Consolidated
Coal Co., Library, Pa., Research Div., OCR Contract
14-01-0001-415, R 6 D Rept. 16, 58p., 1968. 9 refs.

CFSTI: PB 184719

Basic physico-chemical data important to the development af the
CO2 acceptor process are given. Kinetic and integral rate
data for lignite char gasification were obtained nt 1500 P and
16 atm for two gas inlet compositions. These data show both the
strong inhibiting effect of 52 and the catalytic effect of sodium
on the gasification rate. The highest sodium content char was
the most reactive, but its reactivity was reduced by water
extraction to remove the major fraction of sodium. Differential
rate data at 1500 P were obtained with a single lignite char at
11 and 16 atm over a wide range of gas compositions. Rates of
formation ot carbon oxides and methane mere measured. Both rates
were inhibited by 52 as well as CO. The use of the acceptor showed
a favorable effect on the rate of both the carbon :Amu' and methane
rates, since the acceptor action reduces the partial pressure
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of strongly inhibiting CO. The lignite chars shoved an unusually
high rate of methane formation vith pure hydrogen at temFeratures
of 1400-1500 F vhich vas suppressed by the presence of a small
quantity of steam. Phase equilibrium data froa the literature
vere revieved, and nev data vere presented in the binary
Ca(OH)2-CaCO3 system. The presence of low-melting eutectics
limited practical fluid bed operations to steam partial
pressures of 11 atm or belov. Agglomerates vere formed in the
fluid bed above 11 ata, and actual melts were produced above
16 atm. The use of the Ca(OH)2-0O3 system makes either the
preparation of synthetic lime or the reactivation of spent lime
or dolomite acceptors possible. The reconstituted acceptors
are physically strong and their activity is almost equivalent
to fresh limestone. Physical studies pointed out that the major
cause of activity loss vas the growth in size of Ca0
crystallites. The rapid segregation of the Ca0 and Ng0 phases
occurred early in the cycling of dolomite acceptors. Acceptors
agglomeration in the regenerator occurred when it vas operated
vithout char combustion. Nicroprobe studies shoved that it vas
due to sintering of an outer shell material enriched by Fe,
Si, and Al, and vas prevented by the addition of ash. (Author
summary modified)

15664

Chaika, P. A.

EXPERIMENTAL UNIT FOR POISONING ANIMALS 4IT8 VISCOUS LIQUID
AEROSOLS. (Eksperimentalonaya ustanovka dlya zatravki
zhivotnykh aerozolem vyazkikh zhidkostey). Text in Russian.
Gigiyena Trude i Prof. Zabolevaniya, no. 8:58-61, 1969. 3 refs.

The device described consists of a vacuum chamber measuring 100 by
70 by 40 cm. A vacuum of 10-15 en H20 is produced with a
Vikhr, vacuum cleaner attached to the base of the chamber. An
incoming air stream passes through a mechanical rotary
disintegrator, carrying liquid particles into the path of a second
eir stream entering at the top of the chamber. Aerosol density
and particle size are regulated by varying the depth to which the
rotating disks of the disintegrator are submerged, and also by
varying the rate of rotation. This arrangement is used to
inoculate animals with anthracene oil, producing an aerosol
concentration of 0.01 to 1.0 mg per liter.

15744

MacFarlane, Walter and Robert Vright

SOLUBILITY OF VAPOURS IN GASES. J. Chem. Soc., 1934:207-210.

The attraction between methyl alcohol, ether, acetone, or
chloroform vapors and carbon dioxide, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, or
hydrogen chloride gases vas studied at average temperatures and
pressures by qualitative and quantitative methods. In the
qualitative method, used only for methyl alcohol vapor, equal
wallo ot a gas and air saturated vith vapor were allowed to nix,
and after equilibrium had been attained, the change of pressure
at constant volnao vas observed. The results indicate that a
considerable attraction exists betveen hydrogen chloride and
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methyl alcohol vapors. In the quantitative experiments, liquid
was vaporized in a flask containing mercury and gas, after which
pressure readings were taken at 15-min intervals for two and one-
half hrs. The results were compared by calculating to the coason
basis of the pressure exerted by 1 mE of vapor in a volume of
100 cc at the temperature of the experiment. The pressures
exerted in air are shown to be slightly greater than the
theoretical; the pressures exected in the presence of any other
gas are less. In mixtures of hydrogen chloride with methyl
alcohol, ether, or acetone vapors, the pressure decreases are
marked, indicating considerable attraction between the two
constituents of the mixture.

15784

Michael, Arthur and Nathan Weiser

THE MECHANISM OF THE SOLFONATION PROCESS. J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
vol. 58:294-299, Feb. 1936. 10 refs.

The role of sulfuric anhydride in reactions between ethylene and
fuming sulfuric acid was studied, and reaction products
determined. When the concentration of sulfuric anhydride did not
xceed that necessary to form pyrosulfuric acid, one mole of

e thionic acid was formed for each mole of pyrosulfuric acid.
w hen anhydride was in excess, carbyl sulfate was formed from the
reaction mixture in the ratio of one mole to two of sulfur
trioxide or to one of S206. The results demonstrate that the
reaction of fuming sulfuric acid with ethylene does mot, as
proposed, proceed by addition of V2304 to form isethionic acid.
Pyrosulfuric acid adds, like other inorganic acid anhydrides,
to ethylene by fission between the anhydride oxygen and sulfur
to form ethionic acid. Carbyl sulfate is formed in ethylene-
fuming sulfuric acid reactions by the additiom of the alkene
to the 206 component of the balanced anhydride system $03 is
e quilibria. with S2S06. Further experiments shoved that the
product of reactions betwaen isetbionic acid and oe mole of
100% sulfuric acid, one mole of 100% sulfuric acid and one mole
of aahydride, or one mole of ambydride alone is ethionic acid.
The product of isetbionic acid and two moles of amhydride is
carbyl sulfate, indicating that isethionlc acid is converted
to carbyl sulfate by the actiom of two soles of $03 or owe of
$206. It is concluded that all sulfonic acid synthesis with
sulfuric acid proceed by pseudo-substitution involving the
addition of a hydrogen and carbom of a hydrocarbon group la the
organic compound to the unsaturated oxygen and the attached salter
of a sulfonyl group. Sulfonatiom with sulfuric anhydride is
imterpreted as aa aldolization reaction.

MOS
Gilbert, Everett E.

TVS REACTIONS OF SULFUR TRIOSIDI, AND OF ITS ADM'S, VITO
ORGAVIC COOPOGNDS. Che. Net., vol. 62:549-569, 1962. 536 refs.

The reactions of sulfur trioxide and its orgasic conplexes
are reviewed with reeptct to organic conpounds through 1960.
The preparatioe and properties of the following coeplexes
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are explained: pyridine, di van., trimethylamine, triethylamine,
dimethy lani line, t biomes, bier (2-chlormthyl)ther
2-methylpyridine, guinoline, and dimethylforsamide. Reactions
vith aliphatic and alicyclic compounds are described as with
either saturated compounds (hydrocarbons, halogenated hydrocarbons,
carboxylic acids, esters, nitriles, ketones aldehydes, alcohols,
sterols, glycols, polyether glycols, polyether alcohols,
carbohydrates, nitrogenous polysaccharides, ethers, anises,
amides, asino acids, proteins, ozins, and hydroxylasises) or
with unsaturated compounds (alkyl and aryl ethyleses,
cycloalkenes, halogenated ethylenes, vinyl ethers and esters,
ketones and aldehydes, alkenoic acids, alkadienes, cycloalkadieses,
alkynes, alkenols, and alkynols). Reactions with arosatic
compounds are grouped as benxene derivatives (benzene, toluene
the xylenes, petroleum oils, polystyrene, halogenated benzenes
and alkylbemenes, amines and anilides, phenolic cospound.t,
aminophenols, ono- and dicarboxylic acids and related cospounds,
sulfonic acids, nitro compounds, and halosulfonation reactions);
naphthalene derivatives (hydrqcarbons, naphthyleines,
naphthols, and aminonaphthols); and reactions with
heterocyclic compounds (furan derivatives, thiophem derivatives,
pyrrole and indole derivatives, pyridine, md.lkyl pyridine).

1581 6

Christian, Sherril D. nd Just Grondnes

CHARGE-TRANSFER COMPLEX BETWEEN SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND TRIMITNiLARIVI
IN TRE GAS PHASE AND IN REPTANT. Nature, vol.214:1111-1 1 12,
June 10, 1967. 7 refs.
Spectral and thermodynamic paraseters were obt.ined for a
trieethylasine-sulfur dioxide complex in the gas phase at 15-60 C
and in heptane at 13-40 C. in sixteen gas-cell experiments at
39.7 C with amine concentrations from 0.0004 to 0.0049 miles/I
and sulfur dioxide concentrations from 0.000023 to 0.000059
moles/l, the peak absorbency of the complex varied fros 0.10-0.60
cm. Ultraviolet spectra of the couples were very similar ia both
phases; Spectral paranters and the variation of spectral
and thermodynamic constants with temperature were almost
identical. Aparently, the sechanisms responsible for thee effect
of the settles on the spectral characteristics of weaker cosplezes
are elm iportant in this system. The increase in the couples
formation constant (Rc) and sinus delta 11(enthalpy at the
standard state) which occurs as the sedim is changed fros gas
to heptane, suggests that this highly polar complex is sore
strongly solvated than the sum of its uncombined cosposents.
Preliminary results indicate that both Rc and nines delta I
become eves larger in polar solvents.

1584 8

Hooker, George I., Lewis P. Drake, and Stephen C. Stowe

oncenow OT SULPROR DIOXIDE VITA 0/OLEFINS AND SZPAIATION OP
LATTTI PION fliDIOCARBON MIXTURES. (Dow Chemical Co., Midland,
Rich.) 0. S. Pat. 2,395,05 O. 7p., Tab. 19, 1946.. (Ippl.
Ray 14, 190, 12 claims).
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1

ethod for reactisq sulfor dioxide ith conjugated diolefies to
produce crystallise solfones that are readily decomposed by heat
specifically cosceras the separatios of butadiese-1.3 froth
*inures eith a butylase or butase. The sulfur dioxide asd
diolef is material, which should contais at least 0.7S part by
weight of sulfur dioxide per part of hydrocarbom, is charged
is an autoclave or bosh wader pressures sufficient to cam partial
limfication. Is its early stages, the reactiom takes place
between 100-150 C; these temperatures are lowered to about 70 C
durisg the reactioa. Meeting is costisoed ustil the reactios
approaches equilibriu betwees the sulfose prodect asd the sulfur
dioxide and diolefia reactasts. At 70 C, lsost cosplete
conversion of butadiese to the sulfohe is achieved. Although
the reaction produces au adequate yield of crystallise sulphoses
without the use of ishibitors, polyhydric phesols cas be added
to prevent forsatios of asorphous solphoses. These ishibitors
also counteract the tesdency of diolefiss to asders partial
polyserixatios at high tesperatures. only a few hours ate
required to produce the crystalline sulfoses. Mydrocarboas are
vaporited fros the sulfones releasing the pressure asd sulfur
dioxide by mild beating. The sulfome cal be dissociated isto
the diolefis aad sulfur dioxide by sore vigorous heating at
120 C or above.

15851

Horton, Frank, P. .1. Ring, and I. McLaughlin

BRITOIL-COIL DISTILLATIOR COLOURS. PART I: RTPICIRICT s-raons .
PAP? II: LIQUID PIM! RESISTARCE. Trans. last. Chen. Tsgrs.
(London), 12(8):T205-T301, 1964. 33 refs.

The operatios of helical-coil distillatios columns was studied
at fitaospheric and reduced pressures. A correlation is gives
for efficiency at atsospheric pressure based on the gas fill.
The isportatice of liquid-fill resistance is stressed for low
pressures; its effect is correlated by au extession of the
Rigbie equation to flow in helical coils. Operation of the 1.1
cs diameter column at partial reflux under as absolute pressure
of 20 an Rg is d4scussed. Perfornasces of a number of high-
efficiency distillation columns are compared. It is shows that
the helical-coil design is particularly usefla fot loe-pressure
fractionation of heat-sensitive hydrocarbons and that the
efficiency of the (-oleos at reduced pressures is sot satisfactorily
explained solely is ters of the vapor-phase resistasce.
At atmospheric pressure the helical-coil column does sot offer a
reasonable alternative to sore efficient packisgs, though its
perforsance is cosparable to that of spinning-bald and opes-tube
columns. The liquid film resistance was seasured by a carbon
diotide absorption technique and the liquid file coefficients
is helical-coils were found to be in general agreesest with values
predicted for isclised tubes. Rolievet, a reason correlation with
the etperinestal resistance data was obtained only Ms its
overall coefficient was calculated on the basis of substantial
wetting of the whole surface of the tube. These results isply
that the file coefficient is independent of the site of the tube.
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15869

ood, Cortes F.

lIZTROD OF REACIIIM A11011ATIC IITOROCABDOIS. (Charles L. Ione,
Riesespolis, Miss.) O. S. Pat. 2,174,111. 2p., Sept. 26, 1939.
(Appl. Bay 2S, 1936, 6 elahs).
A method of forams beasoas derivatives directly is the preemies
of as otide of sulfur, tellurium, aid massive, whil coetrollieg
the tosperature of the reaetios to (menet polyseritatioe, is
described. The method also providos a oohs of preparies
chlarohatese substitutice prodects, particularly ehlorobeeteses
which give a high yield sad require a 111111e ausber of steps i
its preparatios. ?be method cossists of rosettes as aroaatic
hydrocarbos with a vapor itture of chloris asd as otitis of
sulfur, selesies, or tellurium at roam temperature. ?la
tesperatsr of the reactios is lisitod to 70 C. Th passage of
the sitters tato the reactios sedium is costiesed ustil
crystllias prodscts ate precipitatod.

15872

Latches, Joh I. Jr. sad JJees S. Cosaors

e rcurninow OF ARS011111[119. (Phillips Petro less Co.,
Bartloswille, Okla.) II. S. Pat. 2,404,854. 6p., July 30, 1946.
(Appl. Dec. 19, 1944. IS claims).

sethod is describee for strippisg acidic gases, soch as
sulfur diotide, fros asorbest ash* solutioss is a dry or
oisterw-free coaditiou suitable for sarbettag as dry gases

or ewes for es. i cyclic processes resairing dry reagests.
Tbe process is especially aleable used is cosjeactios with solvest
ettractios processes for resoviag itroges gas frog hydrocarboa
gases. Acidic gas is Separated from the body of the gas sitters
by reaction with a diethasolasise or tylidise absorbest. ?be gas
sitters is resoved froa the absorbest free of the acidic gas.
?he absothet is passed through a strippisg true which has as
islet aid outlet for the absorbest flow. A vaporous, paraffislc
hydrocarbon is passed through the outlet. The hydrocarbo& has a
boilisg poist cell below the (mines poist of dietbasolaeiss.
Acidic gas aid hydrocarbon is resoved from the islet of the
strippiag tone. ?be stripped absorhst is resaved through the
outlet aad recycled isto the origial contactisg step. Acidic
gas is resoved from tbe vaporous hydrocarbos as the secosd
product of the process sad the hydrocarbon is recycled beck to
the stripping rose.

15874

ectinnis, Art C.

SOLVE.? fitTRAC?I011. (17cios Oil Co. of Calif., Los lege les)
a. S. Pat. 3,350,470. 7p., Oct. 31, 1967. 9 refs. (APPI-
Dec. 1, 1961, B claims).

A solvest ettractioa method is described for separating
diarosatic hydrocarbons free osoaromatic hydrocarboss of
petroleas origis. The method tosprifies a ertratios
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technique, mployisq liquid sulfur dioxide asd lower snaps
solvents, preferably morsel atlases bowleg S to 10 cachou
lesqth chaise. Pososethylnaphthalese is separated free stellar
boiling sosoarosatic asd sesarosatic hydrocarbous by
costacting the slaters continuously with liquid sulfur dioxide at
-20 to 0 C asd coucurtestly with a saturated aliphatic
bydrocarbos liquid boilisq is the tespetatsre tamp 93-330 V.
A rich extract phase of liquid sulfur dioxide is formed cosksisimq
part of the hydrocarbos mixture enriched is mososethylsaphthalese.
Also forged is a raffisate phase costaisimq the resaining
hydrocarbos stature, the saturated aliphatic hydrocarbos liquid
and a snail asoust of sulfur dioxide. Sulfur dioxide is
evaporated fros the extract to fors a sulfur dioxide overhead
product and a hydrocarbos bottos prodect esriched with
souosethylnaplithalese. ?be sulfur dioxide overhead product is
liquified to form liquid sulfur dioxide amd recycled. ?be
extraction of 2 -sethylsaplithalese free a like-boiling hydrocarbos
sixture is accomplished is the WOO way. ?he sethod has qemoral
applicatios for the preparation of feedstocks for thersal amd
catalytic dealkylatios yrocesses.

15911

Tasate, Sobors

PROTOCRIPICAl STUDIfS OF AI, POIAUTIOS. II. STUDIES OS
TROTOCATAICAl PPODOCTS OP AUTO FIAAVST. (Taiki ones so kokagaks
Recap: (dui 2 ho) lidosba baiki gess so koshosha seiseibstss si
tssite). Tett in Japaaese. fusel Rattans (J. Ryg. Clem.),
15(4):219-252, 1969. 5 refs.

Astoeobile exhaust was irradiated with zeson or solar light seder
static conditions, asd the coecestration chasges of hydrocarbons,
nitr0902 ovidvs, fornaldebyde, and irradiation crochets were
al:sifted. Wydrocarbos coscestratioss were detersined by
h ydrogen-Hese iosimation gas ehrosatography; sitroges oxides asd
forsaldehyde concestritioss, by colorieetry; and irradiatios
products, by electros-captsre gas chrouatography. Irradiatios
decreased the concentrations of hydrocarboss aid nitrogen osides
but iscreased forealdehyde coscestrations. The irradiation
products were sethyl nitrite, ethyl nitrite, sethyl nitrate, ethyl
n itrate, s-propyl nitrate, isobstyl nitrate, biacetyl, asd
petotyacetyl nitrate. These photochesical reactions of auto
ethaust presumably occur in the atsospbere.

159 15

Woksris, P. D.

REMITS!! OF CONE AVO CASPOS RICA FORIVATIOV DDIIIC TREIRAI.
STRUMS AID DIFPOSIOI CORSOSTIOS. J. Appl. Ches. USSR (English
trasslatios from !Pussies of: th. frill. Shim.), 42(7)0499-1501,
July 1969. 11 refs.

?be echasiss of soot forsatios was studied by pyroliting various
hydrocarbons and their sittures at 1000-1500 C. At the relatively
low temperatures and low beating rates, asd with considerable
contact tile, mainly polycyclic liquid (tarry) products were
formed. They were converted to coke by further condensation.
Carbon black foreed at the higher tesperatsres as the result of
the condensation of C29 and C2 radicals, which are iscapable of
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foreleg liquid tarry prodects. Therefore, the quality of carbon
black, i.e., its strocture mid diepersity, is detersised by process
cosditioss sad the compoultios of the raw saterial. The higher the
teperature sad beating rate, the greater is the 8,011Ot Of raw
saterial cosverted to carbos black awl the less the amoust
converted to coke. The quality of carboa black differs is
accordasce with the degree of participatios of radicals sod
sacrosolecular liquid products is its forsatios, the degree of
coking, sad the coatests of impurities, liquid particles, sad cokes
is the carbon black.

15970

Rydes, L. L. sad C. S. /larval

POLTSOLPOVIS P208 ACITTL2111)5 AID saLrot MUM. J. As. Ches.
Soc., Vol. 58:2047-2050, Oct. 1936. 7 refs.

Is levestigatioss of the reaction of sulfur dioxide with a variety

of substituted acetyleses, sososebstituted acetylesic hydrocarboss
were formed to coebiee with sulfur dioxide to give polyseric
products. both eosoalkylacetyleses with an alkyl ()romp costaislag
ose to five carbos atoss sad phenylacetylese combised readily
with sr.fur dioxide is the presesce of alcohol asd perozide-
costaisisg paraldehydes. DiSUOstitOtOO IMOtylOOOS did sot give
this additios reactios. The products of the additios of sulfur
dioxide to the sososubstituted acetyleass are presusebly
polysulfoses coataising ose double bold for each hydrocarbes
residue is the polyeer. The additios of sulfur dioside is to
the acetylese and not as allese. The polymers are readily
hydrolyzed. Asosg the phenylacetylsepolysulfose derivatives
are beszylsethylsvfome, acetopinesose, beszoic acid, asd sodium
sulfite. Hydrolysis of 1-pestysepolymilfon gave a trace of
*ethyl s-propyl ketose. About 460-50S of the sulfur was resoved
as sulfur dioxide. The oily other hydrolysis product isolated was
C10816502. Pyrolysis is boiling diosase moved half the sulfur
from 1-beptesepolyselfose as sulfur dioxide.
thesylacetylesepolyselfose was insoluble la dig:tame, but 62-731
of the sulfur vas liberated as sulfur diozide after beetles the
polyser. Though evidesce is still too meager to ascribe defislte
formilas to acetylemr-sulfur dioxide polymers, there is appareetly
cossiderable differesce betwess alkyl substituted sad aryl
substituted products.

15988

Porter, George

THE 8RC9ARISH OP CARBON POI/BATION. In: Cosbustios Researches mid
Peviews 1955. Loados, Butterworth, 1955, Ckapt. 10, p. 108-123.
26 refs. (Presested at the 6th and 7th AGARD Cosbustios Paso].
Reetisgs, Schevesisges, The Retherlasis, Say 1954 asd Paris, lov.
195s, AGARDogruph no. 9.1

CPST/, DDC: AD 688925

Chemical processes leadisg to carbon formation is five systess
are reviewed aml experisests is flash pyrolysis of !totem,
acetose, asd diacetyl are sussarized. The five systeas cossidered
are pyrolysis of pure bydrocarboas, pyrolysis of acetylese,
diffusios flasea, etplosios is closed vessels, and pre-sived
flames. It is contesded that previous theories of tech:mime of
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carbon foraation are incorrect, slice they require the
intermediate formation of polymeric hydrocarbons. Plies the time
for half reactios ls one second or less, the pyrolysis of
hydrocarboas results in decompositon, and not polymerleatioa;
decospositlos leads to the forsatioa of acetylese and hydrae..
before carboe formation. These hypotheses are sepported by the
flash pyrolysis experieestr which shoved that acetose and
diacetyl formed ethylene and acetylene amd ketose forbad
acetylese. Ahsorption spectra of the reactions occerriag during
flash pyrolysis of acetylene show the formation of carbon amd
hydrogen wltbout latersediate hydrocarbom polymers. It is
concloded that solid carbon is formed from acetylese Ly
siultaneous combestion aad dehydrogenation. Carbon formatioe in
esplosions of hydrocarbons with oxyges occurs by pyrolysis of the
hydrocarbon la the same way as is the absence of otygen. The
relative rate of this sechanis cospered with the otidatioa of
the hydrocarbon and carbon deteraines the amosnt of carbon
finally formed. carbon foration in a diffusion flue occurs by
the sae pyrolytic mechanis unless the feel is sear to, but less
than, 1000 C. nosogeneous otplosions are rhesically sisilar to
carbon formation in pre-sited flames. TL. fact that cachou
particles formed during cobustion and hosogeneous gas-please
pyrolysis are very similar is shape and diameter supports the
view that the save sectanis is cosmos to all processes.

15990

Pot, Arthur L., Clyde O. Henke, and Cortes F. Weed

PUNIPICATIOn OP RTDMICAPPOO-SOLPSU9 92ACTIOn
P9000CTS. (Charles L. Morn, ninneaFolis, nine. and DePont De
hemmers (1.I.) End Co., Vilmingtos, Del.) U. S. Pat. 2,228, 598.
6p., Jam. 14, 1941. (Appl. June 30, 1938, 15 claiss).

A process is described for purifying surface-active cospounds
formed by reacting hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, and chlorine
and hydrolyzing the resulting prodect. The invelltioll provides
a sethod of removiag water-insoluble oils fros the avulsion
obtained when hydrocarbons are treated with a gaseous sistere
of sulfur dioxide amd chlorise and the resulting product is
hydrolyzed with a hot caustic alkali. The sethod is exemplified
by the treatsent of a hydrocarbon oil with a gaseous mittere of
sulfur dioxide aad chlorite* in the preseace of light until the
oil gains a certain weight. This produce is hydrolyzed amd
seutralized with a caustic alkali solution. The crude product
that is obtaimed is an aqueous esulsiom of hydrocarbon sulfosatets,
unreacted hydrocarboa, chlorinated hydrocarbon, and salts. This
saterial is purified by diluting with water or a water-soluble
organic solveat and removing the water immiscible layer.
Periftcatioa can also be accosplished by centrifuging without
dilution, by extracting the water insoluble portions with a
water insoluble organic solvent, by steam distillatios, or Dy a
cesbinatios of these processes. Reny of the products prepared
accordimg to the imvention have escellent foening and cleansing
properties. These products can serve as intereediates for
preparing derivatives usefel as pLmsticisers for paint, varnishes,
corrosion labibitors, gen solvents, extractants for the refialag
of gasolises aad oils, insecticides, detergents, vetting agents,
and revettlag ageets. 'rimy say also be used to improve flotatiom
processes of ores, pigments, coals, etc. and to break petroleen
eselsions. Other uses include fungicides, mildew preventives,
penetrating agents, and dust collecting ageats.
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16023

Nascitti, Vincemt R.

A SINPLIFIED 200ILIDRION RIDROCAIDOD-AIII CONDOST/ON GAS NOM Pee
COVVIVIINT DS! IN AIII-DeiATSISC ISOM CTC1.0 COPPUTIt MOMS.
virgisia Univ., Charlottesville, Dept. of Aerospace tsgiseerimg,
Thesis (N. Aerospace tug.), 1967(7), 44p. 11 refs.

V69-19694

A simplified hydrocarbom-air combestios gas model was developed
for use is sgime cycle coputer programs. The geseralized odel
reduce* to the hydrogen-air system as well as dissociating air.
The exclusion of chemical species costainimg atomic sitroges
allows a cossiderable simplificatios of the composition equations.
The thermodysamic properties of stoichiosetric combustion of the
kerosene-air and hydrogenrair systems are computed with the
simplified yodel and are compared with more comprehemsive gas
models. Is addition, the effect of the neglected chemicals species
ou the performance of a idealized subsomic combestios ramjet is
presented. The simplified gas sodel was used to defiles the
limitimg conditions for solid carbon and ammonia formatios for rich
gas sixtures. A computer program listing of tbe simplified gas
model calculatios procedure is presented. (Author abstract
sodified)

16027

Illakeway, John Remy sod Philip Barshall

SOLPECIATIOS OF OSCAN= COSPOONDs. (Colgate Palmolive Co.,
Slem Tork) O. S. Pat. 3,346,505. 4p., Oct. 10, 1967.
(Appl. *arch 15, 1963, 5 claims).

An invention describes the co-sulfonatioa of ulfoaatable organic
compounds of different volatilities with sulfur trioxide diluted
with an inert gas. Problems arise if the organic cospounds
are of substantially different volatilities, for such as those
which ghee sulfouated and neutralized are useful as active
ingredients in detergent cospositions. A high molecular weight
aklyl beuzese asd the diluted sulfur trioxide are introduced ia
the reaction zone. The sore volatile coupcsemt, a low solecular
weight alkyl beszese, and additiosal diluted sulfur triotide are
added to the reaction some only after selfonation of the less
volatile cospcmest is sebstastially completed. The point at
chick the sore volatile composent is added is not critical. Set
the earlier this is begun, the greater tire risk of losing the sore
volatile compoaent with the isert gas. The more volatile composest
is usually introduced when SOS of the less volatile coepomemt
is sulfosated. The extent of smlfomatios is calcelated from the
amommts of the low solecular weight aklyl benzene amd the
sulfur trioxide. This isvemtion cam be applied to amy imitable
sulfomating process im which the solfonatimg agent is diluted mita
sulfur trioxide.
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14040

Seyer, W. F. and fric Todd

CRITICAL SOLUTION TURPTRATOIRS OF STSTRA3 OF SULFUR DIOIIOR ARO
10INAL FARAFFINS. /ed. lag. Chen., vol. 23:325-327, /larch 1931.
7 refs.

The conditions under which paraffin hydrocarboss (butane, hexane,
octane, decase, tetradecase, dodecane, and dotriacomtase) are
insoluble in liquid sulfur dioxide were investigated. The
temperatures defining the limits of miscibility were plotted
against both the number of grams of sulfur dioxide in 100 grams of
mixture asd against the sole of sulfur dioxide in 100 sols of
mixture. The curves obtained by plotting miscible temperature
against the mol fraction tines 100 of the sulfur dioxide were
distorted to the right, sinee the molecular weight of the
hydrocarbons were higher than that of sulfur dioxide. Syseetrical
curves were obtained when the miscible temperatures were plotted
against percent by weight of the sulfur dioxide. The similarity
of curves with only one consulate temperature was unwarranted:
surface tension eessurements indicated that the association is
oil or negligible in both hydrocarbons and sulfur dioxide.
Novever, the curves indicate that below the critical solution
temperature the solubility of sulfur dioxide in the hydrocarbon
is greater at the same temperature than the solubility of the
hydrocarbon in the sulfur dioxide. The curve of solecular weight
of hydrocarbons ws critical solution temperature indicates that
molecular weight is a factor in deterniming the critical solution
temperature point; it must be considered is any attempt to deduce
a general equation defining miscibility limits is a binary
system. It is also shown that the asount of hydrocarboe soluble
in sulfur dioxide at its boiling point is comparatively snall.

16052

Locket, George Rezlevood

NOLICULAR ASSOCIATION OF ARONATIC NTDROCAISONs VITN TRIONTL
CALORIOR, SOLPROVIL CRLOVIDR, AND SULPHUR 0I0II01. J. Chem. Soc.,
1932:1501-1512, 1932. 30 refs.

The viscosittes, densities and heats of mixing for mixtures of
thionyl and sulfuryl chlorides and sulfur dioxide with aroeatic
hycrocarbons were determined at 25 degrees. Colparative
determinations were made with cycle:hexane, stannic chloride, ether,
and ethyl acetate. In contrast to cyclohexase, the aromatic
hydrocarbons associated with thiosyl and sulfuryl chlorides and
sulfur dioxide and behaved like polar liquids which is is coutrast
to cyclohexane. The hydrocarbons nay be electron donors, but it
is probable that they can acquire an induced dipole nosiest from
the inorganic eolecule. This effect will only be apparent with
molecules which are highly ussymeetrical or in which a large
electronic shift is localized. Release of the electrons to the
nucleus of the hydrocarbon by eethylatios itcresses the induction
effect and the associatios. This view explains conplez forsation
with other unionized inorganic eolecules. Polarization of the
hydrocarbons is a probable explanatiom of their activity in the
Friedel-Crafts reaction, but in view of the complexity of the
resctios, it cannot be determieed whether the free halides or sore
complex nolecules produce polaritatiou.

kttla3
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16054

Sem, W. P., K. Bartle, and L. Wodsett

STSTIOS OP MIMI DIOIIDI AND TWI ISOMIRIC ITLINIS. J. Am. Ches.
Soc., vol. 59:362-363. 1937. 1 tel.

A wr-ies of freetiag-poist seam:retests were takes os systems of
sulfur dioride amd ortho-tylese, sulfur dioside aad pers-tyleee,
sad sulfur diotide mad eeta-tylese. The bulb method was seed to
determine the freetimg palate. The freezieg-point curves of the
three systems were constrected from the data. tech system has
osly ose eatectic: apparently, there is so composed formatios. The
latest heats of fusioa were calculated asd coaparei with
etperieestal values. Of the systems stedied, osly the o-tylese
and sulfur diotide solutios behaved very meetly as ideal solutios.
The p-t7lese system deviated positively asd the -tylese systee
deviated negatively Eros the ideal solution.

16082

Suter, C. W., P. O. times, aud Japes R. Kiefer

MIAS! SVIPOTPION/DE, A II9 SOLFAT/NG AND SOLPONATINO
J. Am. Ches. Soc., vol. 60:538-540, larch 1930. 12 refs.

The behavior of diotalte toward the additoa of sulfur triotide to
tors diotase sulfotriotide asd diselfotriotide was etamised.
Rader ashydrlue coaditioss both compweads are stable at roos
temperature, but os heating to 75 deg is carbon tetrachloride,
decoeposition ensues .8th foreation of water soluble products.
Rath composads react u_ IA water instaatly to give sulfuric acid
aad regeserate diotase. tither of the additioa compoesds serves
as a reegest for sulfosatios of beatese, e-tyelese, amisole,
aaphtbalese, pheaol, and utilise. Is the case of anise, pbeaol
avid bearoic acid, the reaction occurs with the substiteeste rather
that the beasene inclines. Primary alcohols are coeverted into
alkyl hydrogen sulfates. Since the higher *sabers of this series
are valuable detergents, thiq reaction has practical sigaificasce.
Olefiss are comverted into cospounds of the carbyl selfate type
without undesirable side reactioss. A stedy of the structure of
the addition product iadicates that the carb3m-sulfur bond is

formed at the sad cachou. Wydrolysis of the primary additios
product yields hydrotyselfosates. The alkali bydrotyselfosates
obtained Pros olefies containiag tem or sore carbon atoss have
marked detergent properties. Further investigatioa of these
cospouads is in progress.

16003

tydes, L. L. amd C. S. Warvel

TWI REACTION RETIREES SCUM D/OlIDE AND own's. HI
OLEFINS AID SORE LIMITATIONS OP TSB HAMM,. J. As.
vol. 57:2311-2314, Nov. 1935. 18 refs.

The forsatios of polysulfoses from sulfur diotide amd
useaturated compounds was studied. Polysalfosee were
the coabinatios of golfer diotide sad eethylpropeme,
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t-pestese, 1-somene, 3-cyclobesylpropese, sad 3-setbylcyclobexase.
S o reactioe was obtaised between sulfur diotide and
trisothyletbylese, totrasetbyletbylese, pisese, or 1,4-
dibydroeaphtbalese. The failure of these olefiss to react with
sulfur diotide indicate that iscreasisg the masher et bydrocarbes
substiteents on the carbon atoss that a.* attached by a amble
anion will teed to block the additios reaction. Sulfur dioxide
w as also treated with 1-chloropropese, trichloroetbylese, allyl
cyanid*, 2-allyl-p-cresol, undecylesic acid, sodium usdecylemate,
ethyl undecylesate, ethyl erucate, crotoealdebyde, oley1 alcohol,
and usdecylesyl alcohol. Only usdecylesyl alcohol gave a
polysulfose. This cosforms the observation that as alcoholic
bydrotyl group in the olefin molecule does sot interfere with
the formation of a polysulfohe. The failure of oloyl alcohol to
coabise with sulfur diotide must be du* to the fact that the
double bond is is the middle of a long chats. ?be polywolfoses
drcribed are probably of the alcohol type, as some of them sere
alkali soluble, and those which were treated with am acid
chloride gave acyl derivatives. It was probable that the
polysulfones derived ftom olefins of the type VCR soda* bond C$2
are closely related to propyleeepolyselfooe is structure.

Sasso, Georges

filtEi/RG PO/NT Or GASEOUS SI/TURES A? VEST LOW TESPERATIMES.
(Sur le point de congelatios des ',lase's gateut a de traps bassos
temperatures). Tett is Trench. Compt. Send. 149:1322-24, 1101.
6 refs.

The gas mittures studied were (CW3)20-SC1, (C113)20-S02 and
(C113)20-CS3C1. The freeltiag point curve of the first and 2
maxima, one at -94 C, the other at -102, corresponding to a
sitter@ of one ether asd 4 WCl. Solid ether S02 was obtaised:
temperatures were not gives.

16207

Schiesams G., F. rotting, C. Prauser, and F. Steinbach

RETSMOGERMOS REACTIONS /X A FREE ran REAMS. (Weterogene
Reaktioses is einem Rieselvolkenreaktor). Tett is German. /est.
Chem. Engrs. Symp. Ser., no. 27:151-160, 1168. 12 refs.

?be reaction mechanism in a free fall reactor was studied and
compered with the ideal floe tube asd the i_eal agitator vessel.
?be hydrogesatios of ethylene and the otidatios of carbon *ono:gide
os grained Pd-costaisiag catalysts were used as nodel reactioss.
The kinetic data of these reactions were detersised in a fited-bed
reactor connected is parallel to the free fall reactor. The speed
of the hydrogenation process was deternised by the substance
transport, that cf otidation by the chemical reactios speed. To
interpret measurements of the amount of substasce coeverted,
siting processes were studied using a dispersion model. The
Sodesstein numbers obtained from the measured siting coefficiests
were used to calculate the quantity converted. The measured
values agreed well with the calculated values.
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16218

Buff, V. aid A. V. Sofeass

DISSOCIATIOI OF GASSO8V COOPOCIIIIS VI ELIICTSICALLT IIBSCID
CLOCIPO. iterlegusq gasfoonelgor Terbisdusges dutch lectrisches
Oluebes). Text is Osreas. Ans. Ches. 'bars., 113(2)2129-130,
1060. 4 refs.

Oases asd vapors of Liquids with low bollisq poists were exposed
to poworful sparkisq as prodsced by the tubskoff ledecties coil,
to glosisq pieties. aid iron wires, asd to tbe high tomperature of
the flee. arc, asd tbe dissociatios was observed. Tbe ledecties
coil is best salted for dissoriatlos of &gnosis: all tho other
metbods take too losq. Dissociatios of C211S11 boguss ineediately,
but it is sower cosplt. Oissociatios of C611911 asd of C41711 is
slow sad lacseplete. Iron wires dissociatsd C211 cosplotely but
slowly: the flues arc is tech faster. Tbe isducties coil is least
suitable. litric oxide is dissociated rapidly by a glowiag iros
spiral asd by the floe. arc, and slowly by tho isdectios coil.
Me dissociation is sot couplet.. Stellar results are obtaimed
with $02. lose of the setbods work with dry CO. Vedectios of
CO2 is slow with both the flame arc and the inductios coil. The
dissociatios of CS2, C214, C4114, S02, IS, F13, CIS aed SIT12 was
observed is like easier, sad the efficiescy of each method was
stated.

16236

Ludvig, Barbara I. aid O. V. ScRillaa

DISFIOPOST/OVATIoll ASV COOVIVAT/011 VIACTIOls OP ISOP1POPOIT
VADICALS WITS 11/TVIC 0II011. J. Phys. carom., 71(3):762-764, Feb.
1967. S refs.

Because the dispropartiosatios:coubleatios ratio of etboxy
radicals witb sitric oxide is importast la tbe pbotocbesistry of
alkyl sitrites, sitrates, aud sitro cosposeds, isoprepoxy-sitric
ouide reactious were studied by pyrolysisg diisopropyl asd nitric
oxide mixture. at 25 to 180 deg. As detersiled by gas
chrosatography, tbe sais reactiou products were isopropyl sitrite,
acetoae, aed isopropyl alcohol. Traces of acetaldehyde awl
methyl sitrate ware also presest. over tbe rasges isdicated, the
followisg variables bad so effect cm the acetose: isopropyl
sitrite ratio: dlisopropyl perosile pressure, 2.7-14.6 es: sitric
oxide pressure, 2.8-46.9 ms: sitric oxide pressure: peroxide
pressure, 0.35-8.58 es: percest pe.oxide decosposItios, 2.0-12.1$1
reactios tise, 0.7-14440 sla; mud added aitreges, 200 ss. Delos
150 deg, product ratios were temperature dopesdest dee to surface
reactious. Above 160 dog, the isopropyl sitrite ratio is
temperature isdepesdest. Teals coastaacy togetber with
indepeudence of tbe ratio of the other variables suggests that Ume
disproportiosationscoebisatios ratio is 0.17 at 26 to 180 deg.
Like Atyl-alkyl reactioss, isopropoxy-sitric oxide reactioss show
appreciable differesce is activatios clergies for
disproportiouation asd cosbisatios processes.
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16257

lathiest t. t. S., A. Crocker, a3d S. S. Sills

LASES OSCILLATIOIS A? SOINIttIMETIE SAVELESICTIS PROS PULSED GIS
DISCIAIOSS II COSPOSIDS OP ITDIOGEI, CASSON AID IITIODII.
Eloctros. totters, 1(2):4S-46, April IDOS. d refs.

Oscillatioss at slasher of wevelesgths betimes 121 and 373 sicress
were obtained with pulsed discharge throsgh disethylasise at low
pressure. ?he stresser lines is this stimulated esissios
spectres were obtaisel with easy other volatile compounds
costaining kydroges, carbon, sad aitroges, sad with sistere of
hydrolos asd broeise cyaside, amd sethase and aseesia. A sew
spectres (four lives Navvies 181 sad 205 sictoss) was obtaised
with a sitters of Oratories and brosise cyanide. Oscilletioes at
fourteen sew wavelengths bongoes 126 aid 373 microns sere obtaised
is these esperisests. Seves of the wevelesgths lie is the regios
of 200 sictoes, where so stimulatod esissios sources were
previously available. ?be radiatios was tpltatirely attributed to
8.CI with a greater thou ose.

16348

likesove, A., O. I. Dubinis, aid I. O. tenets

.IVESTIOATIOI OP ?SP DTIANICS OP ?RI ADSOIPTIO8 OP IDIUS I?
ACTIVATED CIAICOALS Wilt VARIOOS POSOOS STIOCTOISS AID COAII
SIIIS. C088.15/CATIOI 3. AIALTS/S OP III tIlfltC TIMIS II
COISICTIOW 11/?8 ?WE P0200S SIISCIVIE ACTIVATED CRAICOALS. lull.
Acad. Sci. OSSI, Ches. Ser. (English trasslatios froe lussias of:
Itv. Akad. leek SSSI, 4er. Shin.), no. 6:1120-1126, Jose 1,69.
7 refs.

?be change is the coefficiest of istersal diffusios of hostess is
graiss of activated charcoal was evaluated as a fesction of the
fillisq of the volume of the adsorptios space is kisetic
etperisests conducted stccessively a four imitial coecestrationst
CO1 equals 1.1, CO2 equals 3.84, CO3 eqsals 11.7 asd CO4 equals
23.1 sq/1. Pirst the kinetic cures was Oetetaised at as initial
coscestratios, C01, sad after the equilibrium state was reached,
the esperieest was costisued with as abrupt chaage of ths initial
coacestratios to CO2. The tise of chaage of the coscestratiou
vas considered for the second esperiseat, etc., is calculating the
effective diffusion coefficiest. The curves shoe that the
coefficieats increased rtgularly with iscreasiag voluse asd
specific surface of the transport pores (transitional asd
macropores). Aa evaluation of the role of various kisetic
factors is the general sass enchant.. is gives. Bader the
coaditions studied, loagitudinal traasport asd iskersal diffusion
of the wabstaace being adsorbed are decidisg factors for the
dyaasics of adsorptiou.

16434

Silole, I. P. v.

HIED twrotraTtows. (Vermischte Iittheilenges). Tett is Dermas.
Ches. ber., 19(1):352-357, Jas. - Jess 1874. 2 refs.
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The production of acetylene by passing acetylene chloride through
a red glowing porcelain tube can be increased by filling the tube
with pieces of quicklime or soda liae. Experiments with
acetylene showed that 2 volumes of acetylene (C2H2) mixed with 4
volumes of hydrogen yields 2 volumes of C2H6. Ethylene (C2H4)
ixed with the same volume of hydrogen yields C2H6. In further
experiments, the influence of electric current on a mixture of
502 and oxygen as well as on ethylene and on acetylene vas
studied. The volume of the S02/02 mixture was reduced slowly in
the first case. It took 5 to 6 hours to reduce 50 cca of the gas.
The two gases reacted directly with each other and S02 was formed.
Ethylene and acetylene condensated very rapidly under formation
of polymers in the first case; in the latter case, an oily liquid
condensated which solidified after several hours. This substance
is brown and amorphous as well as insoluble. Further studies of
this substance will be performed.

16463

Kashtanov, L. I. and V. P. Ryzhow

INVESTIGATION OF THE OXIDATION KINETICS OF GASEOUS SULFUR DIOXIDE
IN WATER SOLUTIONS AND THE PROCESSES OF CONTAMINATION OP
MANGANESE SULFATE WITH PHENOL. (Izucheniye kinetiki okisleniya
gazoobrasnogo sernistogo angidrida v vodnykh rastvorakh
protsessov otravleniya sernokislogo margantsa fenoloa). Text
in Russian. Izv. Teplotekhn. Inst., 1939:37-40. 7 refs.
Oxidation of SO2 in water solutions was studied experimentally to
determine the effect of phenol both with and without lInSO4
catalyst. The following conclusions were reached. Oxidation
processes taking place during absorption of S02 by a solution are
analogous to those for oxidation of solutions of sulf uric acid.
The percent of oxidation decreases as the total quantity of gas
passing through the adsorbing liquid is increased. The percent
of desorption increases as the total gas flow rate through the
absorber increases. The percent desorption increases as 502
concentration of the solution increases. Manganese sulfate salts
increase oxidation rate twofold. The presence of phenol in the
solution retards autooxidation of SO2, the percent oxidation
decreasing with increased phenol concentration. Phenol in amounts
of 0.1% completely eliminates catalytic action. Trace amounts of
phenol sharply decrease the rate of autooxidation both with and
without catalyst. Increasing the phenol concentration above 0.1%
has practically no further effect. Oxidation of S02 takes place
not only in solution, but also at the surface of the solvent.

16485

Young, Russell A.

LIQUID METHANE...A CHEAPER MEANS OF PEAK SHAVING? Oil Gas J.,
57(13) :75-82, March 23, 1959.
Current progress and development in methane gas liquefaction and
storage are reviewed. Either the expander cycle or the cascade
type are preferred among the numerous liquefaction processes. The
expander cycle is a simple straight methane-refrigeration cycle
and is more economical in small plants. The cascade cycle is
siilar, but in large plants refrigerants such as propane or
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ethane are substituted. The economics of peak load shaving are
discussed. Tabular presentations of the comparative economics of
peak load shaving include investment costs, fixed and direct costs,
and operating cost per day sendout.

16599

Mousseron, Max

ON DIVERS ALICYCLIC COMPOUNDS CONTAINING SULFUR. (Sur divers
composes alicycligues sulfures). Text in French. compt. Bend.,
vol. 216:812-814, June 16, 1943. 7 refs.

In the course of a study of some S-bearing alicyclic compounds,
several series of compounds were examined.. A brief description
of the method of their preparation, the temperatures of their
melting and boiling points, their specific gravity at 25 C, and
their index of refraction at 25 C are given. A list of these
compounds is as follows: cyclohexylthiohydroxy-2 cyclopentane,
cyclohexylthiohydroxy cyclohexane, cyclohexylthiohydroxy-
2 cyclohexane, ethyl ether and ethyl diether of bis-
hydroxycyclohexyl sulfide, bis-hydroxy-2 cyclopentyl disulfide,
bis-hydroxycyclohexyl, cyclohexylthioamino-2 cyclohexane, bis-
amino-2 cyclohexyl disulfide, epithiomethene cyclohexane,
thiodicyclohexylnethylol-1, cis-methyl-3 cyclohexylsulfonic acid,
trans-methyl-3 cyclohexylsulfonic acid, as well as the K-salts
of the latter two.

16605

Asinger, Friedrich

THE PRODUCTS OF THE COMMON INFLUENCE OF SULFUR DIOXIDE AND CHLORINE
ON ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS IN ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT. IV PART: THE
PRODUCTS OF THE COMMON INFLUENCE OF SULFUR DIOXIDE AND CHLORINE ON
N-DODECANE. (Zur Kenntnis der Produckte der gemeinsamen
Einwirkung von Schvefeldioxyd und Chlor auf aliphatische
Kohlenvasserstoffe i ultravioletten Licht, IV. Mitt.: Die Produkte
der gemeinsamen Einwirkung von Schwefeldioxyd und Chlor auf
n-Dodecan). Text in German. Chen. Her., 77-79(3-4):191-194, 1944.
13 refs.

In a study of the reactions of high molecular straight-chained
paraffines hydrocarbons to sulfochlorination, n-dodecane was
subjected to a partial sulfochlorination to avoid eicessive di
and polysulfochloride foration. The sulfochlorides were
liberated from the unconverted hydrocarbon through selective
extraction with liquid S02. Di and polysulfochlorides were
precipitated from mixtures vith nonosulfochlorides vith pentane.
The ixture of nonosulfochlorides was then desulfurized, leaving
a mixture of dodecyl chlorides in which the chlorine assumed the
same position as previously held by the sulfochloride group. The
dodecyl chloride mixture vas converted into dodecylenes with
silver stereate. Prom 100 g of dodecylene mixture 87g water-
insoluble fatty acids vere obtained. The composition of the
individual acids in ol percent was: C6 17.2, C7 18.6, C8 16.6,
C9 19.2, C10 18.1 and C11 10.3.
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16608

John, G. S., M. J. Den Herder, R. J. Mikovsky, and R. F. Waters

PHYSICOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF NOLYBDENA RE-FORMING CATALYSTS. In:
Advances in Catalysts. Adalbert Faricas (ed.), vol. 9, New York,
Academic Press, 1957, Chapt. 27, p. 252-267. 22 refs.

In reforming a virgin naptha over molybdena on alumina, best
performance is attained with a cogelled catalyst containing
about 10% molybdena. To understand the fundamental aspects
of this performance, several physicochemical properties of
cogelled catalysts vere investigated. Hydrogen-deuterium
studies, in addition to showing a minimum in exchange ability,
reaffirmed that the effectiveness of the molybdena depends on
the method of catalyst preparation. Estimates based on naptha
conversion indicate that only 70-75% of the molybdena is
dispersed on the external surface of the catalyst. A stable
nonstoichiometric molybdous oxide is postulated as the
catalytically active component. Abrupt, reproducible
discontinuities in the kinetic constants of nitrous oxide
from decomposition studies are interpreted as indicative of
either electronic or structural changes in the active component
of the catalyst. The stabilizing influence of alumina was
evidence of a delicate balance of bonding forces and was seen
in the conductive properties and heats of solution near 10
wt% Mo03. Th-, studies also revealed that water has a stabilizing
effect upon the nonstoichiometric oxide. Thermodynamic
information shows that Mo03 is the stable phase in water
vapor, while molybdenum is the stable phase in the presence
of hydrogen. The variance of experimental observation from
the thermodynamic calculations is attributed to an interaction
between the alumina and molybdena and the stabilizing influence
of water. In commercial reforming, the chemistry of the
catalyst is further complicated by the presence of sulfur
compounds. Sulfur dioxide absorption studies show that
dispersing a monolayer of molybdena over the alumina surface
will prevent adsorption of S02. It is concluded that in the
preparation and use of reforming catalysts, attention should
be centered on the conditions which produce and stabilize the
active intermediate oxide. Best performance is attained vith
a catalyst combining a high surface area with a high degree
of dispersion and availability of the molybdena. These factors
must be balanced against uperational conditions that influence
the degree of reduction of the molybdena and the accumulation
of sulfur.

16611

Mousseron Max and Robert Granger

RESEARCH ON THE ALICYCLIC SERIES. STUDY OF THE ORGINO-MIGNESION
COMPOUNDS (6TH REPORT). (Recherches en serie alicycligue. Etude
des orgazo-agnesiens (6e memoire)). Text in French. Bull. Soc.
Chin. France, vol. 13:251-6, 1946. 27 refs.

In the course of carbonation of agnesium derivatives of the
ethyl-chlorocyclohexanes, a small yield was obtained in acid,
particularly for compounds of tvo of the hydrocarbon chains
with EgEr. These secondary reactions are essentially intermediate
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reactions 14 a series of reactions; they are the consequence of
the reducing property of the deoxidation of cylic magnesium
derivatives. These reactions, which are quite comparable, are
described in a study of the action of organo-magnesium compounds
on acids and their salts, halogen derivatives of acids,..eAters,
ketones, and aldehydes, that is, a series of compounds havrng a
carbonyl group. The reduction of sulfinic acids formed in the
course of fixation of sulfur dioxide on chlorocyclo!exylmagnesium
is also studied.

16626

Backer, H. J. and J. Strating

CYCLIC SULFORES DERIVED FROM BUTADIENES. (Sulfones cycligues,
derivees de butadienes). Text in French. Rec. Tray. Chin.,
vol. 53:525-543, 1934. 21 refs.

Addition of sulfur dioxide to butadienes gives rise to cyclic
sulfones which possess a double bond which, in most cases, fixes
Cl or Br atoms. On the other hand, sulfones whose double bond
carries one or two groups of tert.butyl or two groups of phenyl
resist the Br addition (steric hindrance) . 2,3-dimethylbutadiene
sulfone forms a dibromide, which yields a diol (trans) on
hydrolysis. Direct oxidation of this sillfone by permanganate
gives rise to the stereomer diol (cis). The dibromide, losing
two molecules of hydrobromic acid leaves a weakly stable
thiophenesulfone. An acetic solution of Cl reacting with
dimethylbutadienesulfone fixes in it acetyl hypochlorite. The
same type of addition-reaction could be carried out with the
ethylene. The homologs of isoprenesulfone isomerize on
exposure to ultraviolet radiation. The method of preparation and
of some properties are presented, such as temperature of melting
and/or boiling point, color, crystal habit, and, in the case of
trans- and cis- isomers of 3,4-dihydroxy-3,4-dimethyl-
thiacyclopentane-1.1-dioxide only, the crystal structure. The
37-odd organic compounds studied by the authors are identified
by their chemical designation and, in 25 cases, by their
structual formulas as well and are ordered according to the 8
specific butadienes from which they were derived.
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Ilduant Gases-Measuring
*duds end Test CYcles.
13989-D

Development of Air
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Contaminant Emission
Tables for Reprocess
Emissions. 00673-11

Development of a Continuous
Countercurrent Fluid-
Solid Ccetractor: II.
Adsorption. 0237441

Dove lcceent of a Cycle
Controller for Chassis
Dinmeneter. 03547-A

1velcp.mnt of Depleted-
= Catalysts for

Destnotion of Air
Pollutants in Automobile
Exhaust. 05214-E

Development mid Evaluation
of Automobile Exhaust
Catalytic Ccnverter
Systems. 07638-B

Development of en Improved
töthod of Sapling and
Analysis for Atmospheric
Iodine. 06682-D

Development of an Improved
Process for the Catalytic

Ctaminmts in
Oxidation of Athigairerrt

on .
06285-13

Development of a Simple
Auto Mast Analyser.
16616-D

Development of a Siaulatior
Model for Air Pollution
Over Cavrectiast. Voiles
1. 14997-J

Development of Specs Cabin
Toler.= Criteria to
Trace Contentment*.
00096-F

Development Mork an Biome=
Technique for
Pollutants. Oitiltrinic

Developments Toward the
ihmte Sensing of Vapours
as ma Airborne end Space
Wonder Tool. 05191-D

Device for Suplthg and
Analysis of Metallurgical
Furnace Atmospheres.
01558-B

Diesel Engine Exhaust Smoke:
the Influence of Fuel
Properties end the Effects
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Fuel Additive. 09325-E

Diagnosis of Solvent Poison-
ing. 00747-D

Di-Disperse Octadecanol
Parosol With Nuclei of
Au(198) and Sc(46)
Respectively, 01722-F

Diesel Engine Exhaust Gum.
14619-B

Diesel Engine Pollutants.
Part I. Identification.
14607-D

Diesel Engine Pollutants.
Part II. Cartrol 14608-E

Diesel Exhmet Paralysis
(Preliminary Results)
0278S-D

Diesel Exhaust Compositics
and Odor Studies. 02786-D

Diesel Exhaust Composition,
Odor, and Eye Irritation.
(Progress lePsrt) Nsf li
1962 to Feb. 1S1 1963.
03S42-D

Diesel lbstamust Gas.
Investigation With
Prosais for Action.
0628041

Diesel Exhaust Odor
(Its Evaluation and
Relation to Marra
Gm (ommitter).
05170-D

Diesel Sado. 04628-E

Difference th liespomes
of 1%ro Strains of
lea to Beware
Inhalation. 07368-F
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Differential Detentinatiat
of Organic end Inorganic
Lead in the Air of
Garages. 07285-D

Diffusiat of Gases in
Polyethylene Terephthalate.
1S104-M

Digest of lanicipal Air
Pollution Ordinances.
03353-X

Digital Data Acquisition
and Computer Data
Reduction for the
California Exhaust
Emission Test. 05339-D

Dioxins Sulfotrioxide, a
New Sulfating and Sulfo-
nating Agent. 16082-14

Direct Application of Gm
Chromatography to
Atmospheric Pollutants.
01926-D

Direct Fluorometric Scanning
of Thin-Layer Chromatograms
and its Application to
Air Pollutian Studies.
01Z32-D

Direct Hydrocasbon end
Methanol-Air Aral Cells.
091484

Direct Infrared Spectral
Malysis of Contaminants
in the Atmosphere (A
Preliminary Study).
04631-D

Direct Mamma of
Atmospheric Light Scatter-
ing Coefficient for Studies
of Visibility and Air
Pollution, 04931-D

Direct lbasureant Technique
for Automotive Mont
Eseissiams. 04630-11

Direct 4tectrophotof1uoro-
metric Malysis of
Aromatic Cowan& as
Thin-layer Clumatognems.
00011-D

Direct Spectrophotofluori-
=trio Malysis of Ca-
pands on Paper and Thin-
Layer Chromatograms and
Pherograms. 11068-D

Direct Spectrophosphori-
metric Malysis of Organic
Compoutds an Paper Ind Thin-
Layer Chromatograms. 00766-D

Discharge to Atmosphere
at the Phenol Works.
14767-B

Discussiat of Gas Chro-
matography4basuring
ExImust Hydrocarbons
Dam to Parts Per
Billion by L. J. Palm,
05135-D

Discussion of the Formals
X Used in Computing the
Anoint of Fkrel Required
to Proaxe Combustion
Gases at a Given
Temperature in a
Calibration Chamber
or an Afterburner.
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Diseases of Crops and
Ornammtal Plants
Incited by Air Pollutants.
12042-G

Dispersion and Deposition
of Air Pollutants Over
cities. 03381-C

Disposal of Coal Tar Pitch
Distillate Obtained
Fran Carbon Baking
Furnace by Catalytic
Combustion. 0272S-E

end
Dig:Crattijmatiatan Reactions

of Isopropamy Radicals
With Nitric Oxide.
16236-N

Dissociation of Gaseous
Camas& by Electrically
Indeed Glaring. 16218-N

Distribution and Effects of
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Automotive Exhaust Gases
in Los Angeles. 07623-B

Distribution and Fate of
the Carcinogenic Hydro-
carbon Benz(a)pyrone
(3,4, Benspyrene) in
the soil. 10099-G

Distribution of Methane
and Carbon Mcnoxide
Between the Atmosphere
end Natural Waters.
14158-M

Distilbution and Nature
of Surface Wax in

:211Spores and
nu of Wax

Biosynthesis in Brassica
oleracea.

Distribution of Vehicular
Air Pollution in the
triad States. 01830-J

Disturbing Factors in
Particulate Sampling.
04049-D

DO AUtalfative Emissias
Inhibit Fuel Characteristics?
01383-B

Driving With Methane.
16124-E

Dry Cleating Equipment.
09820-B

Dry-Packed Beds for the
Removal of Strong-Acid
Gases From Recycled
Atmospheres. 04 '9-E

Dual-Colum Gas Chromato-
graphic Method for the
Analysis of Light Gases.
12668-D

Dust as a Gene Carrier in
Working Rooms. 03365-E

Dinsmic I rradiat ion
Chamber Tests of Alamo-
tive Exhaust. 00068-D

Dinalic Irradiation

Climber Tests of Auto-
motive Exhaust. Part I.
02244-B

D/1111111iC 14ochl of Photochemical
Smog. 153104

Itinmic of Vapor Mixtures.
01358-M

Easily Cmtrollable Air
Pollution Smarm:
Naphtha Engines. 07690-B

Ecological Factors In-
fluencing Plants as
Monitors of Photo-
chemical Air Polluticm.
00242-C

Economics of Charging
Volatility aid 11-
ducing Light Olefins--
U. S. Motor Guolines.
1379S-B

Ecamics of *drop%
Production and 1tfdro
Treating. 085944

Eccsunics of Motor Vehicle
Pollutim Control.
00506-B

Effect of Adsorption in
Barrier Separation.
15187-14

Effoct of Air-Boas
Oxidants cn Biological
Activity of Indoleaatic
Acid. 06409-G

Effect of Air Ions m IAA
Contest of Barley
Seedlinp. 00601-G

Effact of Air Pollutants
in Galls in Vitro.
06840-F

affect of Air Pollutions cm
the Skim. 01077-F

Effect of Air Pollutmts
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at Wildlife. 04544-G

Effect of Boone at the
Orgaism at Higher Air
%operettas, 0730S-F

affect of Calcium Carbonate
Duet an Vend lad= and
Rapirstay Gas Hothouse
in Emil Sthjects and in
Patients With Mhos mod
arctic Banthitis.
08109-F

affect of Certain Industrial
Irritate on Chimp of
Ptpil Diameter in the
Rabbit. 1290-F

Effect of atonic Exposure
to L. Conant:aims of
Toluene o the Acetyl-
cholla, Systole in the
Blood of Rabbits. 08442-F

Effect of Combustion Mather
Depoits od Drivins
Conditios on Vehicle Ex-
haat &Lukas. 140334

affect of Coated= Method
md of Fuel lype at do
Catlett of 5,4-
in Smoke Glass.11111227

Effect of Commercial Thme-
tps ot Automotive Eat-
haat Baissios. 03266-11

affect of Eloctrical
Discharps an Sublimation
Cattlematio. 07495-M

Effect of Engine athaust
at the Marephere When
Automobiles an &primed
With Afterburners. 03265-B

Effects of Bights Operating
sod Das* Variables art
Most Emissions.
07635-11

affects of Sae Swine
Variables ad Control
Systeme am Composition
and Reactivity of
Mast Mydrocathans.
05525-8

affect of Ethylene an
Auxin Transport.
01179-G

Effect of Feeding
Benzo(a)pyrene en
Growth of Yang
Mice. 04710-F

Effect of Fuel Anti-knock
Compounds and Daosits
an Exhaust Emissions.
04460-B

Effectiveness of Most
Controls in Public
Use. 09027-11

Effectiveness of Exhaust
Controls on 1966
Vehicles. 112924

Effectiveness of Moot
Controls of 1966
Vehicles by the State
of California Motor
Vehicle Pollution
Control Board, Aug. 10,
1966. 060324

Effectiveness of Fuel
Wane Ember for
Cainestion Cattrol in
Bi-Puel Diesel Swine.
04663-B

Effectiveness of Organic
Solvents in Photo-
demeical Sens Formation
(Solvent Project, Fial
Report). 01875-14

Effects of Fuel Olefin
Catmint at Composition
end Snog Forming=Mies of Engine

t. 03761-B

Effect of High Flo-Rests-
taco at the Response
of Guinea Pip to
Irritants. 015114-F

Effect of Hydrocarbot
lype of Ractivity of
Woman Gass. 10129-14

Effect of Initial Cat-
castration of Reactants
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as the Biological Ef-
fectiveness of Photo-
dismical Reaction
Products. 04650-F

Effect of Intratracheal
Injection of Benzo(a)-
mine an Ducks. 04711-F

Effect of Interfering
&bifaces end Pro lamed
Sampling an the 1,2-di-
(4-pyridyl) Ethylene
1btkod for Determination
of Ozone in Mr. 0353741

Effect of lead Deposits
on Activity of Automo-
tive Esthaust Catalysts.
00015-E

Effect of Lac Concentrations
of Ch 102W)711110 in the
Atmosphere as &criminal
Ruction in Children. 11272-F

Effect of Lai ancentrations
of Methanol Vapor at Pim
Ind Animals. 03918-J

Effect of Mimed Orgasic Solvents
on Atomic Absorption Spectre-

rtry of Refractorytrir' 04716-D

Effect of Naphthenic Sap a
the Properties of In-
dustrial &nu 15614-E

Effect of Nucleating Parti-
culates an Phosedcal
Aerosol Formation.
0241244

Effect of Operat4oVariables
an Assumptive
carbon Emissions. 02753-B

Effect of Organic Materials
in the Atmosphere on
Vitt/station. 0584441

Effect of Other Wthuccutam
an the in v1=0 Binding
of 3,4-1Werene by
Plasm Proteins. 09055-F

Effect of Ozcnation Upon
Aromatic Dydrocarbass,

Including Carcinogens.
10637-B

Effect of Ozone mid Mansard
1-Hexene as Respiratory
end Photosynthesis of
leaves. '03627-G

Effect of Photochemically
Produced Oxidants as
Gratth of Mina
Colsoptile Sections.
06498-G

Effect of Recycling Com-
bustion Prockcts on
Production of Osficiss
of Nitrogen, Carban
Miumdds and Hydrocarbons
by Gas Burner Flaws.
07881-B

Effect of Smell Benzene
Concentrations an
Higher Nervous Activity
of Animals in (bromic
Experiments. 07306-F

Effect of Solar Radiation
an the Prosaic* of 3,4-
Benzaspene in Industrial
Exhausts. 08485-J

Effect of Temperature on
Photochemical °Admit
Production in a Bends
Scale Reactiat System.
01579-N

Effect of Temperature on
Photochemical Smog
Riactions. 00034-N

Effect of Volatile Sub-
stances aid of Geses
an the Higher Nervosa
Activity of *it* Rats
in the Course of In-
halation Erposuns.
08221-F

Effective Mak Instnament:
The Lthoratory Trick
Mod by the Mnicipal
Imboratory of Paris in
a Study of Air Polluticn.
00898-D
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Effects of Air Contami-
nation an Health: A
Review. Part II. 08511-F

Effects of Air-Puel
Stoichionetry an Air
Pollutant Emissions From
an Oil-Fired Test
Purnance. 05133-B

Effects of Air Pollutants
an the Growth and
Productivity of Plants.
03630-G

Effects of Air Pollution
an Animals and Plants.
03116-G

Effects of Air Pollution
on Dyed Fabrics. 00115-H

Effects of Air Pollution
an Edible Crops.
00316-G

Effects of Air Pollution
an Hums Health.
00308-F

Effects of Air Pollution
an Plants. 02537-G
033954

Effects of Air Pollution
and Its Prevention
on International
Telecommication
Systems. 03215-H

Effects of Air Pollutian
an Textiles, Especially
Synthetic Fibers.
02060-H

Effects cn Animals
of Exposure to
Auto Utast. 03076-F

Effects of Atmospheres
Contaminated With
Irradiated Automobile
Utast an Reprahmtion
of Mks. 02332-F

Effects of Automobile
Utast Gas Emission
on Air Pollution. 16135-3
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Effects of Benzo(a)-
pyrene, Cigarette
Smoke Condensate
and Atmospheric Pollutants
an the Respiratory
System of Syrian Hamstinv.
05372-F

Effects of Certain Aromatic
Hydrocarbons in the
Air. 11476-D

Effects of Chronic Exposure
to Low Levels of Air
Pollutants an Pu lemasy
Punction in the Beagle.
11632-F

Effects of Combustion Gas
Residence Timm an Air
Pollutant Emissions
From cm Oil-Fired Test
Purnance. 11231-B

Effects of Design and Rel
Moisture an Incinerator
Effluents. 06086-B

Effects of Emissions of Organic
Solvents an las Angeles
Photochemical Smog. 03270-F

Effects of Engine Exhatmt
cm the Atmosphere When
Automobiles are
Equipped With After-
burners. 00087-E

Effects of Engine-Operating
Variables an the Com-
position of Automotive
Exhaust Gases. 05292-B
13562-3

Effects am Experimental
Animals of Lang-Term
Lnhalation Exposure to
Mineral Spirits. 06196-F

Effects of Feeding Benzo-
(a)pyrene an Fertility.
04712-F

Effects of Purl Olefin Conant
on COW011111011 and -ftiog
Foming Capabilities of
Engine Eudsaast. 63761-3
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Effects of Gaseous Pollutants
on thasen Health. 16542-F

Effects of Halothane,
Cyclopropme and Nitrous
Oxide on Isolated Bann
Uterine Wisc le. 16252-F

Effects of HC/NOx Ratios
on Irradiated Auto
Exhaust, Part
019S8-11

Effects of High Volatile
Pun an Incbwrator
Effluents. 02232-B

Effects of Knock an the
Hydrocarbon Emissions
of a Spark-Ignition
Engine. 14041-8

Effects of a Low Ethylene
Concentration on the
Growth of Cotton.
06S46-G

Effects of 48/80 cn the
Mechanical Prcperties
of the Lungs. 04829-F

Effects of the Nbtor Vehicle
EZhaust Gsses on Humus,
Animals and Plants.
08801-F

Effects of Organophosphorus
Esters on the Ciliary
Movemmt and /heir Use
for the Detection of
Traces of CWomo-
phosphorus. 02248-D

Effects of Particle Ac-
cumulation in Aerosol
Filtration. 06182-M

Effects of Photadismical
?arose ls on Eye
Irritation. 01463-F

Effects of Photothemical
Wants on Materials.
0412041

Effects of Photosensitising
Polycyclic Atmospheric
Pollutants an Single

Cells. 06384-J

Effects of Polycyclic
Aromatic Carcinogens on
Viral Replication:
Similarity to Actinawcin
D. 01668-F

Effects of Radiation Quenching,
Ion-Bambarchent, and An-
nealing an Catalytic Actiiity
of Pure Nickel and Platimm
Surfaces. II. Hydro-
genation of Ethylene
(continued). Hydrogen-
Deuteritm Exclunge.
14227-14

Effects of the Ratio of
Hydrocarbons to Oxide
of Nitrogen in Irradiated
Auto Exhaust, 02842-F

Effects of Stability of
Combustion a: the
Formation of the Oxides
of Nitrogen, 03S88-M

Effects of Tesperature and
of Ultraviolet Radiation
an Pyrene Adsorbed on
Garden Soil, 06720-M

Effects of Tetraethyl Lead
an Catalyst Life and
Efficiency in Customer
lype Vehicle Operation.
14459-E

Effects of Tetraethyl Con-
centration cn Eshmast
Ilvdssions in Customer
lype Vehicle Operation.
14462-B

Effects of a Transverse Electric
Field ao the Characteristics
and Heat Transfer of a
Diffusian Rua, 09172-14

Effects of Urban Fog Upon
Cultivated Plmts.
0023S-G

Electric Cletganof Waste
Gases Prom
Electrode Baking Pumices.
10568-E
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Electrocatalysis and Related
Processes at the Hydro-
cub= Anode. 14688-M

Electrochemical Cleaning of
Industrial Waste Gases
ind Development of a
New No Leyer Elect:ode.
14450-14

Electrohydrodynmic Re-
moval of Microorganism
From Hydrocarbon Fuels.
01197-13

Electron Affinities of
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
in the Gu Phase and
in So lutiai. 09750-11

Electron Trwsfer Oxidation
of 7,12 Dinethylbenz(a)
=thrums, a Model for
the *tabolic Activation
of Carcinogenic *Aro-
carbon. 09024-F

Electronic Spectra of
Normal Paraffin Hydro-
carbau. 09030-14

Eliminating Odors by Catalytic
Onbustion. 07362-E

Elimination of S Mi
Particles Prom the
Hum Ling. 011042-F

Elimination of 1W Pim "Ibt"
Fluoriutsd Ethane. la
Estimation of the Acti-
vation Energies aid Rate
Parameters. 01677-14

Elimination of Nitrogen
Oxide From Gas Strom.
15765-E

Elimination of Noxious
Substances Prom In-
ternal Cabman'
Dienes. 00562-E

Emission-1We Discharp
Study of San Air
Pollutait Compounds.
15904-0

Emissions From Ca:bursted
and Timed Port Fuel
hijected Engines.
01411-E

Emissions From Coal-Fired
Power Plants: A Com-
prehensive Sunny.
01482-11

Emissions From Guoline--
Powered Trucks Above
10,000-LB GVW Using PHS
Prtional Simpling
Tniquu. 11254-B

Emissions ar Pollutant
'awls (Trends in Los
Angeles). 02610-B

Beissions of Polynuclear
Hydrocintou From
Automobiles and Trucks.
01404-B

Emissions of Polynuclear
Hydrocarbons and
Pollutants From Heat-
Generation and Inciner-
ation and Processes.
017811-B

Emissions From Under-
CZGasolbie

Tanks. 029114

Bqihysems Profils in 11to Mid-
western Cities in North
haerica. 11309-F

BMW Distribution of Photo-
chemically Generated T-
Pentoxy Radicals. 03066-14

Muff Generation From
Liquid Role. 05477-1

Energy Sources mid Policies:
Their Impact on Air
Pollution, Current and
Projected. 09759-11

Engine Behavior Characteristics
of L.P. - Gas Role.
0563241

Engine Caibustion and its
Mount Gas Products as
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Pnblem of High In-
cidence, 02130-D

Engine Fuels With the Boiling
Point of the Gasoline
Containing a Cyclic
Mangsnese Tricarbonyl
Compound. 1527344

Engine Generated Air Pollution
a Study of Source mod
Severity. 01565-11

Engineering the Chroniellx-
posure of Animals to
laboratory Produced Auto-
mobile Exhaust. amp

Eegineering Control of In-
dustrial Air Pollution:
State of the Art, 1966,
01687-D

Engineering Investigation
of Direct Liquid Hydro-
carbon-Air nal Cells.
04233-1

Enhanced Description of
Atmompheric Samples From
Activated Carbon. 01419-D
15341-D

Envirammtal Aspects of
Nuclear and Canventicmal
Power Planta. 07546-11

Environmental Guar.
01469-F

Environmental and Clinical
Investigatiat of Worthen
Exposed to Diesel Ex-
haust in Railroad Engine
Houses. 06640-F

Environmental Influences an
Living Cells. 01062-F

Environmental Health beards:
Interaction of %Mir end
Other Atmospheric Con-
Uminamts. 08398-F

Erwiromemstal and Oa:Rational
Comer Huards. 022814

Epidsmiology of Air Pollutiat.
00310-F

Establishing Hygienic Norm
for Some Intemediatos in
Caprolactam Production in
the Air. 02605-F

Estimated Activation Energies
for the Four-Center
Addition Reaction of
H2, HY., and X2 to Acetylenes.
03062-N

Estimatics of Smog Effects in
the Hydrocubat - Nitric
Oxide System 00345-C

Evaluating Air Pollution
Problem (Amle
Equipmut and Prdtutn).
03327-D

Evaluation of the Adsorption
Properties of Molecular
Sieve 569 Coated With
10t mor Trition x100.
13969-D

Evaluation of Air Pollutim
in the State of Washingtm
(A Joint Report With the
State of Wuhthgton
Department of Health -
July 1 'Through November
30, 1956), 03504-J

Evaluation of Conjugated
Nitro-Olefins Eye
Irritants 4n Air
Pollution, 03490-F

Evaluating Effects of Fool
Factors an Stabilizod
Most &dub= Levels.
14461-8

Evaluation of Ethylene
as ma Air Pollutant
Affecting Plant Life.
06078-G

Evaluaticm of a Gee
14b4ng Systea. 1154344

Evaluation of Methods Used
to Deteimine Injwy to
Plmt Loaves by Mr
Pollutants. 05778-G

Evaluation of Micro-
biological Systems for
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Estimating Air Polluting
Substances. 05836-D

Evaluation of Optical Particle
Canters (Progress Rsport).
02433-D

Evaluation of Polynuclear
Hydrocarbons in Cigarette
Smoke by Glass Capillary
Columns. 03955-D

Evaluation of "Project H-
Coal". 10047-E

Evaluation of Sulfur Compounds
in Atmospheric Dust.
09430-C

Evaluatim of Techniques for
the Ibteraination of the
Photochamical Reactivity of
Organic Emissions. 00465-C

Evaluation of Techniques
for Measuring Air-Puel
Ratio. 01831-D

Eva hada,' of the 'Theory
of Carcinogenic Aromatic
Itydrocarbats. 06947-F

Evaluation of Various Silica
Gels in the Gas Chromatographic
Malysis of Light Hydrocarbons.
00542-D

Evaporative Lftis Control

Device. 02411-E

Evidence for a Functional
Disulhide in Photo-

rylation. 00231-N

Emination of Commercial
Solvents by Ges-Liquid
Chromatography. Part I.
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons.
02875-D

Excessive Emissions of
Firedamp in the West
Lancashire and North
Wales Coalfields.
02152-8

Excretory and Biologic
itmeshold Limits. 06680-F

EXhaust Air Purification
and Solvent Recovery
in Gravure Printing.
1643S-E

Exhaust Control Wyk's: M
Investigation of Net-
Catatytic Aftetburning.
05966-13

Ekhaust Controls forAir
Pollution. 04374-E

Exhaust Controls Really
Wbrk? 09331-11 05320-E

Exhaust EmissionAbatammt
by Puml Variatims to
Produce Lean Combintion.
1497S-E

Exhaust Elusions From
Compact Cars. 04028-11

Exhaumt Emission Control
by Chrysler-The Cleaner
Air Package. 00154-11

Exhaust Gas Cleaner.
16187-E

Exhaust Gas MNISUWOMODU
During a Shmulated
Traffic Jam in a
rioad Tunnel. 11912-E

Exhost Gas Pains. of
Motor Vehicles. 07223-B

Exhaust Gas Problem of
Nbtor Vehicles (Part 2),
07224-E

Exhaust Gas Praia, With
Gasoline and Diesel
Engines. II. Diesel

Engines. 08497-8

Exhaust Gm Problems With
Gasoline and Diesel
Motors. 08496-E

Exttsuit Purifiers Clean
the Air. 12998-E

Exhaust Gas Sampling
lfor Relating Emissiatitus

cyci. Characteristics.
151183-11
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Exhaust Hydrocarbon and
Nitrogen Oxide Con-
centrations With an
Ethyl Alcohol Gasoline
%el. 15513-8

Exhaust Hydrocarbcms Measure-
ment for Turley', Diagnosis.
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Exhaust System Devices
for Petrol-Engined
Vehicles. 02638-E

Experience With a Mmlified
Method for Determination
of the Total Amouit of
Combustible Organic
Substances in Waste Gases.
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Experimental Basis for the
Determination of Allowable
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Experimental Cancer of the
Lung. Inhibition by
Vitamin A of the Induction
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Experimental Carcinogenesis
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Basis far the Determination
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for the Determination of
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Experimental Data an the
Hygienic Substantiation
of the Single Per
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Atmospheric Air.
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Experimental Determination
of the Limit of Allow-
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Experimental Investigation
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ductivity of Products
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Everieental Investi-
gations About the Intake,
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Coating Operations.
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Experimotal Program for
the Omani of Organic
Emissions From Protective
Coating Operatiats
(Interim Rept. No. 5-
Development of

Send kunytical Hetitt.
05848-1)

Experimental Research an
the Link Between
Atmosphoric Pollution
Ind Wig Cancer. 05304-F

Experimental Studies of the
CaCazliinoticgs off rEomure to

Cancer Inckation. 00734-F

Experimental Study of Atmo-
spheric Air Pollution With
3,4-11eupyrene in In-
dustrial Sections. 04091-J

Experimental Unit for
Poisating Animals With
Viscous Lindd ?annals.
1S66411

Exposure tO Cast eknomide
of Ocapents of Vehicles
?bring in Heavy Traffic.
002684

a
of Large City In-

llallritnts to Solid and
Liquid Aerosols. 08274-F

Exposure of Nicroorgenisin
to Lai Concentrations
of Varian Pollutions.
00992-F

Extended Testing of the
enthine Ionisation
Detector. 15400-D

Extraction of Organics Fr=
Airborne Particulates:
Effects of Varian
Solvents and Conditions
am the Recovery of
Ilemers(a)pyrene, Ilenz(c)-
scridine, and 7114enz-
(de)mthracen-7-ame.
06200-D

Eye Irritatice, as a
Biological Indicator

of Photochemical
liactions in the
Atmosphere. 04645-F

Eye Irritation Formed
taring Fhotooxidaticm
of ifydrocambais in
the Presence of Caddes
of Nitrogen. 05819-F

Factors Affecting Carburetor
Viper Losses. 049224

Factors Effecting the Response
of Plaits to Oxidant Air
Pollutants . 11072-G

Factors Inflinncing the
Photodynamic Action
of Ilenzo(a)pynne cm
Escherichia coli.
1:1711M7-

Facton Influencing Vehicle
Evaporative Emissiate.
09347-8

Fest Method far Det graining
lead in the Air. 06884-D

Fate of Armes Incorporated
With Airborne Soot.
0220341

Fate of Oxides of Nitrogen
Through a Direct Flame
Afteiburner in the
Wean of a Gasoline
Engine. 00469-D

Fate of Pesticides in tile
Environment-a Progress
Report. 04901-F

Feasibility St* of a
Pintipurpose Infrared
Propellant Detector.
06284-0

Hew Ideas an Counter-
measure as to be Con-
nection With Mast
Cas Pran Cas-learks asd
Deur an Minderin.
14944-E
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Field Survey of Eshast
Gee Coaposition.
07629-1

Fight Against Air Pollutiai
in Argentina Educational,
legal and technological
Aspects. 11017-1

Filtration a Waste Air
P. Dry Claming
*chines. 14021-E

Fine Purification of Gass
With a Highly Active
Copper Catalyst. 13161-E

Fint Inwestipticas co the
Pollution of the Air of
twin by Polycyclic
Mantic Hydrocarbons.
15600-.1

Five New Methods for the
Spectrophotsmetric
Determination of Alky-
bating Agents Including
Some Extremely Sensitise
Autocatalytic Methods.
00765-D

Flame Characteristic' Casing
Air Pollution. 062994

Flan Characteristics
Causing Air Pollution:
Pniactices of Oxides
of Nitrogen aid Carbon
Masmisie 04653-M

amp Bassi= and Duel
Flan Dmissiam-Flame
Ionization Detectors
for Gas Chromatography.
03967-0

Flane-Ioaisaticas Chirp-
matogna67 for
Details:notice ot
Organic Natter in
Mr. 11496-D

Flame Imitation aid 03111,
Usti= Inhibi tiara.
11210-M

Flame Iasizatias Hydro-
emboli Analyser.
0S617-0

Flash Photolyeed Reectials
Manitoned by Time-of-
Flight Miss Spectrometry.
100M-D

Flow of Gases
hPolyollsylasel. 1=5-11

Flow of Cases Thremgh Porous
Solids thder the In-
fluence of Teepnture
Gradients. 15US-M

Fluoresance of Chickens
and Eggs Following
the Feeding of Desuprzone
Crystals. 01713-F

Fluaresamene4mmiching Effect
in Thin-Leter Chrasetographry
of Polynuclear Mastic
Itydrocarbass aid Their
Au Analogs. 01126-0

Fluorescence Spectrosozpy
in the Pmalysis of Mr
Samples. 07914-0

Fluorescent Detection mid
Spectrapbotofluorcestric
Charectsrintias end
Estimation of Carbasoles
and Poly:wiser Cabazoles
Separstad by Thia-lAyer
Chrometography. 00912-0

Fluoresamest Dm Tracer a
a Maws for

DirtelPhysical Decay Itetil
Perosols. 06504-0

Fluorides and Other Chemical
Air Pollutants Affecting
Animals 05421-G

Flacsrimetric Assay far
Alpha-Clycolic Compounds
and Other Aldehyde
Precursors. 05136-0

Fluoraphotometric Deter-
miastion of Trace Maude
of Atmospheric Oman.
00321-0

Poem for that Control at
Sob-2erro 11mperatures.
06305-E
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Formstiot of Own in Ins
Monks Semi. 04992-N

Formation of Peroxide
Radicals Doing Photo-
diamical nxidatioi of
Hydrocarbon. 13364-M

Formation of Photo-
chemical Aerosols.
01311-M

Formetiot of Polycyclic Aro-
matic Hydrocarbon During
localplete Ccabtation.
05325-14

Forestial cr Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
in Pre-Mised Acetylene-
Ourgen flames. 0534544

Formition of Po Irak
Dia lmktodas in the
Photoacidation of
Pure Liquid Omer..
001127-M

Pormetion of Soot and
Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbon in
Diffusim Rams--
Part (be. 10741-11

POTIIIItiek of Soot aid Poly-
cyclic Aromatic Ifyitti-
asirbats in DIM/dm
Flames. Part Three:
Effect of Additions
of Oxygen to Ethylene

Ethme Respectively
as Fuels. 120864

Formation Ind Sic plosion
af Emission Prom
Steelmaking Processes.
06611-E

Potward-Looking Exhaust
Gen Researdi for the
Automotive Petrol
Engine. 15321-E

Pour Channel Clinmetography
far Rapid Gas faalysis.
0936S-D

Four-Teat Smeary Ma Prue
the Cantina= Air

Manitoring Program.
11267-i

Practioistioi aid Analysis
of a Micro Scale by
Gas Oiromatogriphy.
05571-0

Pree-Radical Addition to
Azobensene in (Imam
Solstices. Electron
Parampw-ic Resonance
Spectra af Some Long-
Lived Radical Inter-
mediates. 02493-M

Freezing Paint of Gamma
Mixtures at Very Lot
Temperatures. 16169-M

Fresno Air Polloticm Shah.
03433-.1

Pael Additives far the
Sippression of Diesel
Eshaint Odor and Smoke.
11234-E

Amel Cell Catalysts.
042724

Purl Cell Emery- Storage
Hybrid System far
Vehicles. 081173-8

%el Cell Pal Studies.
(Interim Tedmical
Heron, 10 Jimmy 1967-
9 Ally 1967). 09106-1

%el Cells. 04316-8

Pal Cells and Fuel
Batteriesan Biegineering
Vies. 06950-1

Thml Cells: Principle of
Operation, Design and
Present State of the
Art in Rai Cell
Ilnelapsent. 07153-11

Peel Cells: Its Promise
end Problems. 031117-11

Poel Cells: A Review of
Oarerommt-Spoesored
Research, 1950-1964.
07979-8
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Hal Economy Gains PT= Hosted
Lem Air-Asel Mixtures
in *ton= Operation.
02936-11

Rai injection IlICTORM
Eamon, lbduces Balsam
Emission. 03918-1

Hal Oil Additives for Can-
noning Mr COIlltabIalt
Emission. 04SWE

1Vaa Control in Rubber
Processing by Direct-
ness incineration.
00237E

Ran Destroying Process.
13467-E

Pune and Odor Destruction by
Catalytic Afterburners.
14341-E

Amdmanstal investigation
of the Catalytic Dem-
Miss of Hydrocatban

OS20l-44

Assimatal Problem of
,nakstrial Hygiene in
Processing of
Polyflusorethyleme
hesins. 011416-11

Assinental Smiles of
Adsorption of Gases
and Vapours by Active
bentotite. 13666-14

Rather Developments in
the Ousistry of the
Massillon. 0S627-J

Portlier Effects of llesperature
and Pressure on Photo-
dmatIcal Oxishnt
Production. 02747-D

Puture Baission-Cottrolled
Sport-ipition Sipes
and Their Pamela.
139311-E

Gas *sorption Equipment.
0979S-E

Gas Chrontograpis for the
Apollo Spacecraft,
01430D

Geschroastognph Column
Circuit for Malys's
of Gases in Closed
Systems for Biological
mad Biomedical in-
vestigstion. 0121S-D

Gas Chromatographic
Analyses of the Principal
Constitumits of Hine
Atmospheres. 141139-D

Gas Chromatographic
Malysis of Aromatic
Itydrocanots at
Atmospheric Concentration
Using Flame ionization
Detection. 021$9-D

ries Chrumstoraphi c
Analysis of Atmospheric
Pollutants in indostries.
04206-D

GIIS Chromatographic Analysis
of Hydrocubms in the
Las Angeles Atmosphere.
0191104

Gas Chromatogriphic Analysis
of Paraffins and Olefins
Jr Comptes
Mixtures: =ccalisfxlitlt
Fractionation With Dual
High-Capecity Ai/War
Colons. 00772-D

Gms Chrantogrighic ?minis
of Polycyclic Anonstic
Hydrocatbons in Soot
Samples, 14301-D

Ges Chroutographic ?minis
of Polyraclear Montic
Hydrocarbons With Packed
Column (Application to
Mr Pollution Studies).
0123S-D

Gas Chromatographic lealysis
9vmss influence of Pool
cm Compositial of
Partamotive Engine Ex-
haust. 013112-11
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Oas Chronstogrepltic Deter-
Mastics of 1enso(a)-
pyrene in Cigarette
Msg. 10064-0

Gas Chrommagraphic Deter-
Mastics of Hydrocarbons
in Automobile Eshoust.
12001-0

GeLte-Chritzmeto arphic

Carom& in Air =117inc
Presence of Ouse.
14500-N

Gas Chromatographic
Detanatnation of Polynmelear
Hydrocarbons in Partiadate
Air Pollutants. 10946-D

Chromatograchic Sooty
of Sae Chlorinated
Hydrocarbons. 0291244

Go Chrometographic
Teconiques for the
Identification of Low
Corcentrations of
Atmospheric Pollutants.
01171-0

Chronetograary in Air
Pollution Studios.
01979-D

Gas Chrometegraphy for the
/dialysis of Waist
Gases. 05263-0

Gas Chronitography of
Cigarette Smolue. Part III.
Separatioi of the Overlap
Region of Gas and Pani-
culate nave by Capillary
Colima. 01271-D

Gos Chronatography-Neasuring
Eihant Hydrocarbons Down
to Parts Per Billion.
09342-0

Gas Chruestogrighy of Small
Menet of Hydrocarbons
in the Atmosphere. 01761-C

Gas Rankin Prom Broken Coal.
131912-N

Gus Phase Oxidatiai an Meal
Nercaptin. 06719-1

Gas limos Oxidation of Plathyl
009S2-C

Gas Phase Rediolysis of
Oyclopeatimme. 00190-N

Gas Phase Reectiorm of Nitrogen
Oxides With Olefins. 01911-J

Gas Phase Titration of
Atmospheric Ozone. 10419-D

Gas Purification awl
Separation Process. 15162-E

Gas Release Pas Coal as a
Portion of the Rde of
Witting. 10429-9

Goa Removal Pros Bitiainoa
Coal Pits in the Ostrom-
Larvirdi District. 04179-E

Gas Sorption by Suspensions
of Activated Cativo in
Water. 0S999-E

Gm ?rampart in Thermally
Conditioned Linear Poly-
ethylene. 13165-N

Gas Utilisation Today and
in the Puttee. 01394-1

Gaseous and Partladate
Saissions From Shale
Oil Operation. 01131-11

Gesoline Composition
a Factor in Air Pollution.
06334-E

Gastric Carcinoma mid
Pulmonary Adenoma in
Him Fled lienmo(a)pyrene.
04714-F

General Whams Air In-
jection Reactor System
for the Control of
Ethaust Emissions.
01132-9

Onieration of Casitable
Pulses by High Con-
contrition of Sdicountable
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Sized Particles in the
Sensing Volume of Optical
Panicle Casten. 062034

Oneration and Decay of
Small I. Section IV:
The Charging and Minty
of Chain Aggregate &Lie
Panicles.
hiport). 00161142Tssi

Omesis of Phytotozic Air
Pollutants and Their
Identification aid
Mnsureamnt by Chemical
aral Phytological Methods.
16357-G

Genetic Effects of Pely-
axiom Hydnicalbcns:
Inchmtial of Mitotic
Gat Conversion. 14709-M

Giatt-Pulse-Laser Flash
Photolysis of Phthalo-
coming Vapor. 15019-N

Glowing Problem. 09310-A

Oidde to Operation of Mao-
spheric Pnalyzen. 09SIS-D

Mcide to the Selection of
Methods for Miesuring
Mr Pollutants. 011762-D

Halogenated Compounds as
Genova Metorolopal
Tracels: Stmbility and
Oltromanitive Analysis
by Gin Chrommtology.
01650-C

HUAltd, to Health. 056504

Hazards of Painting aid
Varnishing 1965. 00746-B

Health Aspects of Air Pol-
lution Pr= Ineestiptors.
01941-3

Health Huard, Associated
With Meth in Confined
Species. 001313-F

Health Hazards of Automobile
Meat. 000204

Health ikon& of Cammnity
Air Fellation. 05SI12-12

Health Hazards of Electro-
plating. 05790-F

Health Huanis of the
Pesticidn Endrin end
Dieldrin (Hazards in
Saw Agriagatural Uses in
the Pacific Northwest.
06496-F

Health Impairment Pram Exhaust
Gases with Special Reference
to Special Vehicles and Power
Equirent. 079S2-F

lit:Ith Problems hesulting Flue
Prolonged Expceure to Mr
Pollution in Diesel Bus
Garages. 06055-9

Health Supervision of Organic
Solvent Hmidlers. 0414$-F

Health and U. Mal Environ-
ment. 10967-F

Health and the thbat En-
vironment (Mr Polluticm
and Family Illness: II.
Two Acne Air Pollution
Episodes th New York
City). 006112-J

Health and the Urban
Environment: Health
Profiles Versus Barium-
mental Pollutants.
013694

Ilearinp-S306. A Bill to
Med the Clean Air Act
to Requite Staidards for
Cattrolling U. Emission
of Pollutions From Gasoline-
Powered or Diesel-Panted
Vehicles, to Establish
a Federal Mr Pollution
Control Laboratory end
far Other homes.
00003-9

Heat of Adscription of Gases
by Coal and Mama.
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13636-14

Helical-Coil Distillation
Columns. Part 1: Ef-
ficiency Stuns-. Part
11: Liquid Film Resistance.
1S$51-14

thontolnical Stady on
Tri-eed Petchlorethylans
Norton. 031911-F

Hepatoxicity of Inhaled
Trideloroathylene end
Tetrechlaroethylans Long-
Term Emoeurs. 05729-F

Heterogamous Reactions in
a Free Fall Reactor.
1620741

High Cost of Foul Air.
12045-G

Ibt Gm Engine Revival.
15418-E

Hi to Increase Liquid
Recovery Ma Your Gas-
Condensate Oil 11ells.
16417-1

How to Protect Elastamer
Parts From Otone Attack.
03995-11

How to Study Effect of Blow-
by Gas. 0S596-B 01560-1)

Hydmarbot - Mr Rol Cells.
02443-N 03343-N
076112-N

Hydrocsdoon-Air Reel Cell
Using a kid Electrolyte.
02442-E

Hydrocarbon Contort of Urban
Air-A Six Month Survey.
02762-J

Hydrocarbon Constituents of
Automobile Mast Gases.
04994-3

Hydrocarbon Control for Los
Angeles by Reducing Gasoline
Volatility. 14463-E

Hydrocarbon Reactivity and
Eye Irritation. 14119-F

Hydrocarbon Reactivity and
the kinetics of the
Atmospheric Fhotooxidsticm
of Nitric Oxids. 03114-M

Hydrocarbon Rsectirities
of Notor Reel Ersporatim
Losses. 14264-E

Hydrocarbat Types Determine
Smog- Forming Potential
of Edema Gases.
066911-14

Hydrocarbon C2-C4 in the
Ins Angeles Atmosphere.
141110-J

Hydrocarbons Fouled in
May Layers From Spares
of basidimercetes.
10118-F

Hydrochloric lc id Nsoufacture,
Report No. 3. 02236-8

Hydrocsacking Spreads Into
New Areas. 104511-E

Itythom-Air Flame ch
lainainw of Same
Orgreic Halides. 11097-N

Hydrogen Sulfide as a FrIlle
Radical Interceptor in
the GEB-M11110 Radiolysis
and Photolysi.s of
Propene. 00629-C

Hrrerforming far
i

Re
iCells. 14S19-E

Hydrogenolysis-an Identi-
fication Tool. 08111-14

Hygienic Assessmont of
Odor of Nametallic
building Meterials.
114116-II

Hygienic Charecterizatim
of Labor Condition in
the Wormhole Industry.
05164-111
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Hygienic Condition on Molding
Polyester Glass Reinfelied
Plastics. 0000S-1

Ibtrinic Criteria of Mr
ty in Populated

Ames (Pccording to
Moterials of the Gwen
Symposha). 06111S-L

Hygienic Evaluation of
Dinyl n ai Amspheric
Air Pollutant. 0S9494

Hygienic Evaluation of Same
Petnichwdcal inrhatries.
015244

Hygienic Standardizatin of
Alphanethylstron in
Atmospheric Mr. 122$4F

Hygienic Standardization of
the Units of Allowable
Concentrations of Vapors
of Gasoline in Atmospheric
Mr. 01133-F

Ice Pog: Lac Toqierature
Mr Pollution (Defined
With Fairtionics, Alaska
as Type Locality.) 00134-C

Identification of Aerosol
Prop. llaits in Paint
Products by GesLiqidd
Chrommtography. 053374

Identification of Air Pol-
lution Damage to Agri-
cultural Craps. 0S342-G

Identification of Alipliatic
Amines in Air n 111311iT
lenzamides by Paper
Chanotography. 022104

Ichntilicatice of Astamtic
Gampoiods as Simple
Mines by Paper aid Min-
imum Chromatography.
015111-D

Idsntificatioi of Arometic

Wanes in Cigarette
Smola Caidsnsate. 16701-D

Identification and Deter-
mination of Unusual
Roctianal Grays.
009211-0

Identification and Distri-
bution of Air Po llutaits
Through Plait Response.
03613-G

Identification of Same
=nes in Automobile
ts by Combined

Gas Liquid Clinsentograptly
aid Infrared Tedniques.
06699-D

Identification of Vehicle
Tire Ribber in Rambo,
Dust. 0419S-D

Identificaticn of Volatile
Compounds in Kraft Mill
Emission. 07214-1

Idenificatin of Volatile
Contaninents of 9pace
Cabin laterials. 04234-1
011033-11

Iinition and Combustion
acZrin of Activated

itCantaining
Anotbed Hydroairbans.
05209-E

lannologic Method in Air
Pollution Research.
02173-F

Ismanolc Responee to the
Nitro-Olefins: 00210-F

lapartance of Local Retention
of Carcinogenic Agent in
Pathogenesis of Lung Concer.
06268-F

liqmoned Anotben for Sampling
Mr Contsminnts. 02474-E

Issnoved Desorption Route to
Wool Paraffins. 00S13-E

Wined Detection sod
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Identification of In-
capmcitating and lathal
Agents. 07198-D

lin Proved Evaluation of Poly-
nuclear Itydrocatbons in
Atmospheric Dust by Gas
Chranatognphy. 05911-D

Improved Sapling Value for
Gas Chrontography.
07104-0

Improved Sulfur-Reacting Micro-
camlantric Cell for Gas
Chromatogrephy. 00942-D

Ispnrnamett in Edwina Gas=tin of Carburetor
. 13257-E

Impeonemsnts in the Deter-
minima= of limeno(a)-

in Air Samples.

Improvements in the Pnxesses
mod Opention of Plants in
the Omealcal Industry Leading
to Roamed Missiat. 1105114

Visitility Miring
iliMvolgs of Supercooled Fog.

064112-C

Impurities in the Mr aid
'Heir Influence on Plant
Life. 04914-G

hilarity into Atmospherk
Polluticm in the City
of Pastan. 147115-J

Incineration of Epoxy Glass
Laninates to Recover
Precian Metals. 14609-E

Increasing Sensitivity of
3-Methy1-2 Dennothiszalone
Ilnironne Thst for
Mlysis of Aliphatic

in Air. 011102-0

Indication of the Presence of
Organcchlorine Insecticides
in Min Rater in Centtal
Eng; imd . 16526-11

Indicator Method for Deter-
nbation of Xylame
Vapor in the Air. 10089-0

Industrial Gm Analysis:
A Litsrature Review.
09369-0

Industrial Hygiene Mod-
book. 04512-E

bviustry Action to Combat
Pol lutiat. 01546-B

Influsnce of Air-Puel
Ratio, Spoil Timing and
Combustion Clamber
Deposits on Exhaust
Hydrocarbat Emissions.
03456-E

Influence of Atmospheric
Dimpwrsion cm the Ex-
posure of Plants to
Airborne Pollutants.
11010-G

Influmbe of Engine Variables
on Emheust Emissions From
Automobile Engine Mains
Acceleration. 16132-0

influence of Fuel Types of
Composition of Auto-
motive Engine Eahmunt.
12967-B

Influence of Gasoline
Compcsition on the
Constitution of Engine
Exhaust (Part II of
Atmospheric Pollution:
A Survey of Sem Aspects
of the Emissions From
Petrol-Engined Vehicles
and Their TTPAMMEMO.
02636-B

Influence of Gasoline In-
jection an the Exhsust
Gases of Mbtor Vehicles.
05380-E

Influence of Isintreed MMus
Quality at Engine Moult
Emissions and Performence.
07846-E
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Influence of Inlet Air Con-
ditions on Caiburetor
Pittering. 011130-C

Inf Imam of a Hapetic Field
an the Viscositwrif eTt
and CF (Nousft

PO) ). ISOU-M

Influence of Hethsenglo-
biennia an the lethality
of Sow lbmic Anions.
04927-F

Influence of N-P-K Ferti-
lisation an Incidsnce
and Severity of Omhimit
Injury to Mingles and
Spinadh. 03666-G

Influmnce of Natural snd
S'othetic Sulphur-and
Atagen-Containing Coe-

of the Thessooxidis-

in, Stability of Mimi
Distillation of Fuels.
02074-H

helium= of Pathommic
Viruses an Cancers
Induced by Inhalation.
11273-F

Influmnce of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
an enctellophage Developmont,
II. 077S2-F

Influence of Potassium Chloride
an Combustion Processes
Leading to Ignition.
04926-H

fantasias of Vehicle qienting
Variables an Exhaust
Emissions. 00324-11

Infrated Pbsorption by
Overlapping Bends of
Atmospheric Gases. 01036-0

Infrared Analysis of Kati-
component GIs Minim.
06070-D

Infrared Spectroscopy Ap-
plication to Chemical
Kinetic Systems.
14917-IN

Inhelatiat Studies an
Carsositafluoniethene.

kedbition of Flawing in
lieritits honk

by
=

irts77- .

V77574

Initial Lung Clemson of
Di-disterse (2 Maw
and 7 Hicrov) Polystyrene
Particles in Rebbits.
123110-F

Injurious Effects of Atmospheric
Duets. 02963-0

insecticidal Compounds
(Effects cn Neplicaticsv
of Vaccina mod Polio
Viruses in Holm Chet,-
Strain Liver OMB).
061147-F

Inmecticide Om/maul and
Method of Dispensing
an insecticide. 13906-8

Inspectim Nithod for
Automobile itrdnocimbon
Emission. 06611-0

Inside Air Pollutian--
the Viet Prom MS.
01164S-N

bErUMMOKIRS Mbnitaring
of MnItlompenent Ex-
pired Gems. 02406-0

Insttymuntatian for Air
Pollutiontievitering.
00141-D

Instnamentatian for Ambient
Air Mind Woman
Project. 06099-f

Instrummntation for Auto-
vatic Nireureenot and
Necordikg of lasoratory-
Produced Automobile
EAhaust. 01493-0

Instnementation for Olefin
Analysis at tabient
Ccnoentrations. 04960-0
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Interaction of Nitrogen
Dicolde--Olfin C.
Matures With Lecithin
rtmosolecular
08097-F

Interaction of Protein and
Lipoprotein ranemlayers
With Nitro.= Dioxide-Trams
2-11utame Gaseous Pgjameres.

11612-F

Interaction of SUbmicron
Smog Particles and
Vapors. 00069-M

Interactions of Suhlur
Mathis With Polar
Compounds. Effects
Cbservable in the UV
Absomption Spectrum.
IS32944

Interactions Between Sulfur
Dioxide mnd PoLar Compounds.
II. Thermodynamic Para-
meters of Complex-Porning
Reactions. 1.4439-M

Incerferametric Plessunement
Methods of Air Pollution.
07403-D

Interstate Air Pollution
Study Ruse II Project

=I. II. Air
nt Emission

Inventory. 112244

Interstate Air Pollution
Study: Phase II Project
Report. III. Air
Quality Measurnments.
03449-11 03866-D

Interstate Air Pollution
Study MAW II Project Rupert.
VI. Effects of Air Pollution.
03027-J

Interstate Air Pollution
Study: Phase II Project
Roport VIII. A Proposal
for an Air Resource
etvnagement Program. 011904

Interstate Air Pollution
Study: St. Louis-East

St. Lamis 041nrapo1itin
Arm. 01604-K

Intrumolecular
Transfer: Pho
alnico of Halogen Atom
Pros Aionatic Fames.
011917-M

inverse PoLarographic
Determinations of Traces
of Load in Mixtures of
teChnical Hydrocarbons.
0S4S6-D

investigating Soot and
Atmospheric Dust in the
MOnnheie Area. 0I714-D

Investigation of the
Autoxidstion of Petroleum
Puels. 03164-B

Ineestigation of Catalytic
Combustion of brurities
of Air. 000112-E

Investigation of the Com-
bustion Products of
Alkyl-Lead Compounds.
OS44044

investigations into the
Composition of End Cons
Fro, Otto Cycle Engines.
04731-B

Investigation to Determine
the Possible Need fora
Regulation an Orpanic
Compound Emissions From
Stationary Sources in
S. Francisco Bey Am.
03104-J

investigation of Diesel
Powersd Vehicle Odor and
Soda. 019674 0411114-E

Investigation of Diesel
Powered %ilia. Odor ond
Smke-Part 2. 060394

Ina:glmtion into Dust-
Bomar, Especially

Carcinogenic Effects.
09713-F
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Investigation of the Omsks
of the Adsorption of
Beam= by fretivated
Charcoals With Varicam
Parma Structures and
Grain Sites. Commication
3. Analysis of the Kinetic
Factors in CAMMOCtiel Math
the Porous Structure
Activated Charcnals.
1634$-M

Investigation of the Effect of
Air Pollution an the Health
of Children. 040374

Investigation of the Oxidation
Kinetics of Gaseous Sulfur
Dioxide in Water Solutions
and the Procosses of Can-
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Sulfate With Phenol.
16463-M

Investigation of Themicnic
Detector Ammon for the
Gas Chromatography of
P,N,AS. and Orgsarc
Compounds. 07749-0

In Vitro Effect of Aliphatic
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04S7S-F

In Vitro Pulmonary Compliance
--lia-Pruviopmtholmy of

Gaines Pig Lungs Exposed
in Vivo to Gadolinium
ISIMMust. 00176-F

Iodine and Nitric War
Catalized Isamerization of
Olefins. V. Kinetics of
the Geometrical Isomerization
of 1,3-Pentadiene, a Check
an the Rate of Rotation About
Single Bands, and the Allylic
%escrow. Energy. 01890-M

Iodine and Nitric Chide
Catalyzed Isonerizatian
of Olefins. VII. The

Stabilization Energy in
the Pontadienyl Radical
mod the Kinetics of the
Positional Isamerinticri
of 1,4-Pentadiene.
01610-M

Ian Exchangers in Rimoval
of Air Contaminants.
07BS4-E

Iikoommness of Exhaust Gas
Odor. 011604-E

IrrediatmlAatomobile
bluest. 07142-F

Irradiation of Single and
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Nitlic (hide Mixtures in
Air Under Dynamic and
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Irritant Potency of 14-

Terphinyl of Different
Par:icle Sizes. 06910-F

Isolation, Identification,
and Estimation of Gaseous
Pollutants of Air.
00224-D

Kenamhe Valley Air Pollution
Study Hbalth Effects. I.

Design of the Study. 11261-F

Unable Valley Air Pollution
Study Hsalth Effects. II.

Oanductiat of Study. 11259-F

Kmnawha Valley Air Pollution
Study Hialth Effects.
III. Symptom %sponse to
Daily Measures of Air
Pollution. 11260-F

Kilowatts for Cars - a Comparison
of Energy Casts for Electric
Automobiles. 11265-B

Kinetic Analysis of Odor
Formation in the Kraft
Pulping Process I.
OISSS-B

Kinetic Model of the Ac-
cumulation of Gaseous
&bounces in the Organism
During POriodic Inhalation.
19557-F
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Kinetic Studies in Stirred
Reactors: Carbustion of
Carbcn Monoxide and
Propane. 0225341

Kinetics of the Adsorption of
Pure Hydrocarbcns by
Synthetic Zeolites.
01891-M

Kinetics and Catalysis of
the Reaction Between
Sulfur and Hydrocarbcns.
09197-M

Kinetics of Hydrocarbons in
Engine Exhaust Systems.
13951-B

Kinetics of the Hydroreuoval
of Sulfur, Oxygen, and
Nitrogen Fran a Dow
Temperature Coal Tar.
10775-B

Kinetics and ?4echanism of
the Gas Phase Reacticn
Between Iodine and
Formaldehyde and the
Carbon-Hydrogen Bond
Strength in Formaldehyde.
03088-M

Kinetics and Mechanism of
Hydrogenolyses. The
Addition of Hydrogen
Atoms to Propylene,
Toluene, and Xylene.
09700-M

Kinetics and litchanism of
the Pyrclysis of 1,4-
Cyclohexadiene. 0745741

Kinetics and Mechanism of
the Reaction 12 Plus
cp6 - C31151 Plus HI and
the Heat of Formation
of the Allyl Radical.
03067-M

Kinetics of the Reacticn
of 0(3p) With Methane in
Oxygen, Nitrogen, and
Argon Mixtures. 01771-M

Kinetics of Vapor Phase

Hydrccarban-Ozone Reactions.
00773-C

Laser-Excited Vibrational
Fluorescence and Energy
Transfer in Methane.
1502041

Laser-induced Infrared
Fluorescence. 15119-M

Laser-Induced Luminescence
and Dissociation in
Biphenyl. 15055-M

Laser Oscillations at Sub-
millimetre Wavelengths
From Pulsed Gas Discharges
in Conpounds of Hydrogen,
Carbon, and Nitrogen.
1625741

Laser Photolysis and Spectros-
copy in the Nanosecond
Tine Range: Excited Singlet
State Adsorptiaz in Coronene.
1549141

Latest State of Development
of Instrurnents for the
Continuous Mcnitoring of
Gas Emissions. 11061-D

Lead in Gasoline: No Effect
on Exhaust Emissions Found
in 18-Mcnth Consumer-Car
Test. 09355-B

Leaf Injury an Tobecco Varieties
Resulting From Ozone, Ozaiated
Hexene-1 and Ambient Air of
Metropolitan Areas. 00184-G

Leeward Deposition of Particles
an Cylinders From Moving
Aerosols. 07705-M

Levels of Calorinated Hydro-
carbon Pesticides in
Hunan Tissues. 03962-F

Life Pr:zesses of Plants as
Affected by Air Pollutice.
04998-G
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Linear-Colorimetric Method
for the Determination of
Carbon Dioxide in Air.
08226-D

Liquid Fuels in Central
Heating Installaticns for
Urban Heating. 07204-A

Liquid Fuels Fran Coal
With H-Coal. 09195-E

Liquid Methane....A
Cheaper Means or '.,eak
Shaving? 16485-M

Liquid Phase Photolysis
of Y-Butyrelac tone.
00935-C

Literature and Research Survey
to Determine Necessity and
Feasibility of Air Pollution
Research Project on Can-
bustiai of Commercially
Available Fuel Oils .
01626-B

Laig-Term Effect of LOW
Concentrations of
Ethylene and Tricholor-
ethylene cm Newborn
Animals. 11484-F

Lcng Tem Inhalaticn Ex-
posure Experience With
Reference to Air
Pollution. 03823-F

Ungevity of the Phyto-
toxicant Produced From
Gaseous Ozone-olefin
Reacticns. 03573-G

Look at Lead Economics in
Motor Gasoline. 11204-I

Los Angeles Rule 66 and
Exempt Solvents. 07187-B

Low Athient Pressure and
Toxicity. 00429-F

Lod-Level Air Sampling and
Meteorological Sanding
System. 00188-D

Ltninescent Smoke Generation

Feasibility Study
(Final Report). 11615-B

Lung Cancer Mbrbidity in
Relaticn to Air Pollution.
05238-F

Lung-Cancer Mortality as
Related to Residence
and Snaking Histories.
03486-F

Lyntphoma and Chronic
Occupational Benzene
Poiscning. 04177-F

Macromolececular Compands
Isolated From Airborne
Particles by Electrophoresis
and Paper Chromatography.
01991-D

Malodorous Products Fran
the Carbustion of Kraft
Black Liquor. I. Pyrolysis
and Conbustice Aspects.
08359-B

Malodorous Products From
The Conbustice of Kraft
Black Liquor. II.
Analytical Aspects.
08354-D

Man and Air in California.
00969-B

Management of Dade County's
Air Resources. 03404-J

Man's Tolerance to Trace
Contaminants. 11593-F

Manual Methods and Automatic
Continuous Instrunents
for Measurerent of Gaseous
Air Pollutants. 15171-D

Mass Spectrometric Deter-
minaticn of the Aliphatic
and Aromatic Content of a
Hydrocarbon Mixture.
05257-D

Mass Spectrometric In-
vestigation of Reaction
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of Oxygen Atoms With
Itthane. 04483-M

Mass Transfer in Drops
Under Conditions that
Promote Oscillation
and Internal Circulation.
06633-E

Materials Deterioration
and Air Pollution (Present
Status of the Public Health
Service's Program). 02380-H

Materials for Determining
the Maxinun Permissible
Concentration of
Chlorobenzol in
Atmospheric Air. 06892-F

Materials for Space Cabins:
The Fir Hazard and

. Atmosphere Contaminant
Ccntrol Problems.
09023-B

Maxinun Emission Concen-
trations of Organic
Conpounds. 07079-I,

Maxim= Permissible Con-
centration of Dicyclo-
hexylamine Nitrite in
the Air of Factories.
07574-F

Maximum Permissible Con-
centraticn of p-
thlorophenyl
Isocyanate in Factory
Air. 04258-F

Maxinun Permissible
Ccncentration of
Ethylene Oxide in the
Atmosphere. 06895-F

Maxinun Permissiole
Concentratims of
Harmft,i Substances in
Atmor?heric Air Populat-
ed Ir.aces. 02580-L

Maximal Permissible
Concentration of
Tetrachloreethylene
in Factory Air. 04253-F

Maximum Permissible

Concentration of
Thiophene in Atmosphere.
08443-F

Maximum Temperatures At-
tainable by Conbustion
of Carbon and Methane
in Air. 14622-M

Measurement of Air Pollution
Arould Oil Refineries,
16016-D

Measurement of Air Pollutants,
06112-D

Measurement of Automobile
Exhaust Gas Hydrocarbons,
06052-D

Measurement of Benzo(a)pyrene,
Ben zo(k) fluoranthene and
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene by
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy.
08643-D

Measurement of the Exhaust
Ccorositian of Selected
Helicopter Argument
07451-B

Measurement of Infrared
Emission Spectra Using
Multiple-Scan Inter-
ferometry. 03485-D

Measurement of Polycyclic
Aromatics in the
Atmosphere. 026 85-D

Measurements of Methane in
che Tropogpbere and Imter
Stratospheres. 03673-C

Measurements of Particulate
Air Pollutants With 'No
Filter Apparatus of
Different Upper Separation
Limits. 15898-D

Measurements of Styrene
Emissions and Iimissions With
the Aid of Gas Chromatography.
15287-J

Measuring the Concentration
of Organic Sthstance in
Waste Gases by Adsorption
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and Infrared Eklectrometry.
12072-D

Measuring and Evaluating
Autaxeile Exhaust Hydro-

carbcn Emissions by
Interrelated Techniques.
11237-D

Measuring the Total Hydro-
carbccis in Diesel Exhaust.
09343-D

Mechanism of Actuon of
Ferrocene an Smoke
Reduction in Diffusion
Flaaes. 04610-E

Mechanism of Action of the
New Antiknock Compound
Mnganese Cyclopantadienyl-
tricarbonyl on the
organism. 14596-F

Mechanism of Carbon
Formation. 15988-M

Mechanism of Coke Ind Carbon
Black Formation During
Thermal Pyrolysis and
Diffusion Combusticn.
15914-M

Mechanism of the Development
of the Hemorrhagic
Syndrome in Chronic
Benzene Intoxication.
08526-F

Mechanism of t'A Dials-
Alder Reacticns of
Butadiene. 07791-M

Mechanism of the High-
Temperature Reacticns
Between C2H 2and Hydrogen.
0542344

Mechanism of Moto-Oxidation
in Slog. 05824-M

Mechanism of the Sulfonation
Process. 15784-M

Mechanism of Sulfur-Alkyllead
Antagonism. 09745-M

Mechanism of the VaPor-Phase
Nitration of Alkanes by
Nitrogen Peroxide. I5238-M

Mechanisms ,-)f Air Pollution
Reactions. 06301-D

Mechanisms of Coal Pyrolysis
VIII---The Isothermal
Disengagement of CO and
CH4 in the Range 570-670C.
10292-M

Mechanisms of Photochemical
Reactions in Solution.
/OCKIX. Study of Energy
Transfer by Kinetic
Spectrophotometry. 15046-M

Mechanisms for Soma High-
Temperature Gas-Phase
Reactions of Ethy'rne,
Acetylene, and Butadiene.
074584;

Medical Geology and Geography.
01971-T,

Men With Intensive Oc-
cupational Exposure to
DUI'. 08329-F

Mercaptides of Cobalt,
Nickel, Copper and
Zinc. 04314-M

Merits of Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Fuel for Automotive
Pollution Abatement.
06104-B

Mesoclimatological Classi-
fication System for Air
Pollution Engineers.
11052-C

Meteorological Aspects of
Air Pollution in Relation
to Biological nespcnses.
00510-C

Meteorological Aspects of
Atmospheric Pollution and
Atmospheric Chemistry.
11004-C
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Meteorological Aspects of
Oxidaticn Type Air
Pollution. 06043-C

*thane Carpositicn of Urban
Atmmspheres. 01736-J

Methane Detection. 16507-0

Method and Apparatus for
Testing Autanotive Ex-
haust Gas. 14424-E

Method of Controlling Ex-
haust Emissicn. 13033-E

Method for Detecting Low
Ccncentrations of Airborne
Gaseous Caitaminants.
11540-D

Method for the Detectial and
Isolation of Traces of
Organic Fluorine Carpounds
in Plants. (Final Report).
00264-D

Method for Determinaticm of
the Total Ammunt of
Combustible Organic Sub-
stances in Waste Gases
With High Water Vapor
Content. 13028-0

Method for Determining Organic
Substances in Waste Gases.
14476-D

Method for Determining the
Total Mont of Carbustible
Organic Substances in Waste
Gases. 07692-0

Method for Grnimetric Trace
Analysis of Hydrocarbon
Vapors. 07373-0

hbthod for Cn-Site retermination
of Residual Adsorptive
Capacity of Charcoals Used
in Closed Enviraunental
System. 03185-0

Method of Reacting Aromatic
Hydrocarbons. 15869-M

Method of Removing Nitrogen
Oxides From Gases.
13554-E

Method for Sampling and Deter-
mining, Heavy Hydrocarbons
in Combustion Flaws.
11554-0

Method for Sampling and
Determination of Organic
Carbonyl Ccepounds in
Automobile Exhauet.
08270-0

Method of Separating Sulphur
Dinxide and the Like Fran
Liquid Hydrocarbcns.
15966-E

Methodologic Explorations
in Experimental Respiratory
Carcinogenesis. 08241-F

*thodology in Air Pollution
Studies Using Irradiation
Chambers. 07838-D

*thods for the Determination
of Atmospheric Pollutants.
05951-D

Methcds of Determination of
Nitromethane and Nitro-
ethane in the Air Productice
Installations. 15730-0

Methods for the Determinaticm
of Some Organic Atmospheric
Air Pollutants. 05959-D

*thods for the Determination
of Sodium and Butyl 2,4-
Dichlorophenoxyacetates
in Air. 08446-0

Methods ior Determining Nitrogen
Oxides in Automotive Exhausts.
10242-D

Methods for Estimating Oxides
of Nitrogen Emissions Fran
Combustion Processes. 04550-M

Methods of Evaluating the Ex-
posure to Toxic Substances by
Analyzing the Metabolites in the
Body. 13154-0

*thods of Generating Mono-
disperse Aerosols (Secticm II).
07272-M
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Methods and Instninents Utilized
at the F.R.I.F. Experimental
Station for the Measurement of
Diffusion Flames. 16363-D

hi3thois for Lowering Solvent
Ccncentrations in the
Air of Plants Engaged in
Dry Cleaning Clothes. 04114-B

Methods of Measurement of Air
Polluticn. 030 32-L

Methods of Measuring Air Pol-
lution. Measurement of
Hydrocarbons. (Part 5)
04210-D

Methods of Measuring Air Pol-
lution (Report of the Working
Party on Methods of Measuring
Air Polluticn and Survey
Techniques). 01593-D

M3thods of Reducing Pollution
Caused by Internal Com-
bustion Engines. 03122-B

Methods of Reducing Pollution
Caused by Specific Industries
03129-B

Methods of Reducing Pollution
Caused by Specific Industries
(Chapter V. Oil Industry).
03128-B

Methods and Techniques
Carried out in France in
the Fight Against Atmospheric
Pollution. 0045 3-C

3-Methy1-2-13enzothiazolone
Hydrazcne Test. Sensitive
New Methods for the
Detection, Rapid Estimation,
and Determination of
Aliphatic Aldehydes.
02097-D

Microchemical Pollutants in
the Environment. 07599-A

MD:redetermination of
Caffeine Using the Ring
Oven Techniqun. 00492-D

Microdetermination of Ozone

in Smog Mixtures (Nitrogen
Dioxide Equivalent Method).
03544-D

Microdetermination of Rosin
and Fatty Acids in Tall
Oil. 13453-M

Microestinaticn of Benzo(a)-
pyrene in Airborne
Particulates and Air
Pollution Source
Effluents. 11091-D

Micro-Method for Rapid
Tesing of Catalysts
for the Ckidatien of
Combustible Gases.
05415-E

Middle Ultraviolet and Air
Pollution. 07981-D

Military Procurement
Problems Resulting From
Air Pol luti on Controls .
14728-E

Mineral Components and 3,4-
Benzpyrene in Air Ibl-
lutants of Tokyo. 00451-D

Minor Products of Canbustion
in Large Coal-Fired Steam
Generators. 05011-B

Mist Removal From Compressed
Gases. 00587-E

Mixed Informations. 16439-M

Mixture Pre-Treatment for
Clean Exhaustthe Zenith
"Duplex" Carbureticn Syste
09337-E

Mobile Test Staticn for Moto
Vehicle Exhaust. 16170-D

Mode of Acticn of Some Toxic
Substances With Special
Reference to the Effects
of Prolonged Exposure.
03702-F
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Sem. 01587-C
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Model Pyrolysis-the Study of
Cellulose. 13668-B

Modem Approach to Air Dustiness
in Workshops. 06677-L

Modified Method of Determining
3,4-Benzpyrene in the Atmo-
sphere. 02581-D

Modified Total Combustion
Analyzer for Use in Source
Testing Air Pollution. 03965-D

Moisture Pezmeability of
Polymers. I. Role of
Crystallinity and
Orientation. 15405-M

Molecular Association of
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
With Thionyl Chloride,
Sulphuryl Chloride, and
Sulphur Edoxide. 16052-M

Molten Salt Catalysts for
Hydrocracking of Poly-
nuclear Hydrocarbons.
04022-M

Monitoring of Contaminants.
The First Step in Air
Pollution Control.

05322-D

Monitoring Methane in
Atmrsphere With a
Flame Ionization
Detector. 01823-D

Morbidity and Mortality in
Nbn Caused by Pulmonary
Cancer and. its Relation
to the Pollution of the
Atmosphere in the Areas
of Aluminun Plants.
08244-F

More letters in the Wind.
16318-B

Mortality From Pesticides
in 1961. 0105i-F

Motor Vehicles, Air
Ptdlution and Health
(The Schenck Act).
00052-B

Motor Vehicle Emissions
and Their Effects.
05912-B

Mbtor Vehicle Emission
Standards-Present and
Future. 00157-L

Mbtor Vehicles Engines.
14723-E 08567-E

Motor Vehicle Ekhaust
Concentrations in a

Road Tunnel. 03255-B

Motor Vehicle Exhaust
Studies at Three Selected
Sites. 01673-B

Motor Vehicle Pollution in
California. 03944-K

Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control. 03614-K

MUltidimensional Chroma-
tography of Arenes
Produced During Combustion.

02495-M

MUltiple-Chamber.Incinerators
for Burning Wood Work.
09825-B

Multiple Refrigerants in
Natural Gas Liquefaction.
15134-M

Mylar Bags Used to Collect
Air Samples in the Field
for Laboratory Analysis.

03971-D

A-Naphthylamine and B-
Naphthylamine in
Cigarette Smoke.
15708-D

National Air Surveillance
Network:. Continuous Air
Monitoring Progrmn
(1966 Data Tabulations
and Summaries for Chicago,
Cincinnati, Denver,
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
and Washington, D. C.).
06701-J
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Natural Gas Challenges the
Gas Industry. Part TWo.
12085-B

Natural Gas and Clean Air.
08408-K

Nature and Control of Air-
craft Engine Exhaust
Emissions. 15399-B

Nature and Effects of
Photochemical Air Pollutants
cn Man and Animal. I.

General Characteristics
and Coarnmity Concen-
trations. 04321-F

Nature of Some Model
Photochemical Aerosols.
06102-M

Nature, Sources, and Fate
of Air Contaminants.
00233-A

Nature of the Benzene-Soluble
Fraction of Air Particulate
Matter. 00293-D

Nature of Hydrocarbcn Ad-
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Oxides, Hydroxides, and
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Surfaces. 14391-M

Nature of Polynuclear
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
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(A Report of Sone
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Naval Research Laboratory
(NW Total Hydrocarbon
Analyzer. 08519-D

Needs for New Instrumentaticn
for Monitoring the At-
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Nea Analytical Reagent for
the Spectrophotooatric
Determination of Calcium
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New Atmosphere Irradiation
Mather. 03575-M

New Automobile Exhaust
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New Colour Tests for the
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Allowable Atmospheric
Air Pollutants. 05940-L
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Carcinogenesis by Polycyclic
Hydrocarbons mld Related
Heterocycles: A Review.
05284-F

New Developments in Hydro-
carbon Gas Technology.

08476-E

New Distributing Injection
System and its Potential
for Improving Exhaust
Gas Endssion. 10539-E

New Lnstrumentaticn and
Techniques for Pollution
Monitoring. 04881.-D

New Jersey Air Sanitation
Program-A Review and
Proposals for the Future.

00599-A

New Method of Detecticn of
Glyoxal. 02079-D

New Method for the Photo-
metric Ettermdnaticn of
Primary Amines. 02843-D

New Method for the Spectro-
photometric Determination
and Characteriudicm of
N,
Diphenylamines and
Carbazoles Using 5-
Nitroisatin. 02078-D
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New Methcds for the Spot
Test Detection and
Spectrophotometric
Determinaticn of Formic
Acid. 02080-D

New Photocolorimetric Method
for the Determination of
Naphthalene in Air.

06902-D

New Polynuclear Aromatic
Comounds Showing
Carcimfmnic Activity.

! 01636-F

New Procedure Checks
Vehicle Exhaust Emissions.
08899-K

New Process for Desulfuri-
sation of Hydrocarbons
and Technical Gases.
15327-E

New and Revised Mbtor Vehicle
Stamdards Adopted. 16518-L

New Simplified Detector for
the Analysis of Organic
Impurities in Atmosphere
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05837-D

New Specific Analytical
Procedure for the
Detection and Character-
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New Studies on the Presence
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09936-J

New Techniques for Testing Trace
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Gases. 02500-D

New Test for the Detection
of Aralkyl and Dialkyl
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Nitric .thdde Explosicn.
13415-M

Nitric Caide and Iodine

Catalyzed Isomerization
of Olefins. rv.

Thermodynamic Data From
Equilibrium Studies of
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Nitric Oxide and Iodine
Catalyzed Isomerization
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dynamic Data From
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Geometrical and Positional
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Nitrogen: Formaticn by Photo-
oxidaticn of Ethylene in
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01244-C

Nitrogen Tetroxide Disposal
Unit Combustion Products.
05649-B

Nitro-Olefins as Potential
Carcinogens in Air Pol-
lution. 00630-F

Non-Eispersive Infrared Gas
Analysis With the Unor
Apparatus. 08592-D

Non-Selective Collector for
Sampling Gaseous Air Pol-
lutants. (Final Report)

03425-D

November-December 1962 Air
Pollution Episcde in the
Eastern United States.
00783-C

Nuclear Power and the Air
Pollution Problem.
04492-B

Nuclear Submarine Atmospheres.
Part 2. Developunnt of
Total Hydrogen Analrar
(Interim Report). 15529-D

Nuclear Submarine Atimapheres.
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carbon Content. 05042-D
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Observations From a Ten-
Year-Study of Pollution
at a Site in the City
of London. 04651-J
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Carcinogenesis. 01762-F
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and Significance of
Photochemical Air
Pollution in the United
States, Canada, and
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October 1963 New Orleans
Asthma Study. 00638-F

Odor Threshold Determinations
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and Sulphur Dioxide From

Gas Mixtures. 15995-E

Recovery of Organic Solvent
Pam Polluted Air.
02764-E

Recovery of Sulphur Dicadde
and Diolefins From
Sulphones. 15837-E

Reducing the Emissicn of
Small Oil-Firing Units
With Special Emphasis
an Control Methods.
02973-E

Reduction of Air Pollution
by Control Emissicn Fran
Automotive Crankcases.
03580-B

Reduction of Carcinogenic
Contaminants in Exhaust
Gaseef Petrol Engines
Through Fuel A4ditives
and Choice of Lubricants.
02048-D

Reduction and Problems of
Air Pollution in Great
Britain 1938 to 1976.
07945-B

Refining to Produce Gasolines
of Reduced Lead Ccntent.
032894

Reflective Effects of Micro-
Ccncentrations of Benzene,
Toluene, Xylene and
Their Comparative Assesment.
06905-F

Refractive Index of Freon
12. 09116-M

Regeneration Absorbent.
1587244

Regional Aerosol Depositicn
in the Human Respiratory
Tract. 07027-F
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Regulation 3. 03554-K

Regulation of Air Pollution
From Power Plants in
the United States.
01654-8

Regulation of New Motor

Vehicles. 08075-E

Relation of Cdor Flaa Rate
and Duraticn of Stimulus
Intensity Needed for
Perception. 06017-F

Relation of Plant Damage
to Fuel Ccaposition.
05103-G

Relations Between Atmospheric
Pollution in Urban and
Rural Localities and
Mortality From Cancer,
Bronchitis and Pneumonia,
With Particular Reference
to 3:4 Benzopyrene,
Berylium, Molybdenum,
Vanadium and Arsenic.
03086-F

Relations Between Photo
Ccepositicn Mbdes and
Molecular Structure in
the Series of Carbonyl
Compounds, N-C3H7 COR.
01649-C

Relaticns Between Physico-
Chemical Properties of
Hydrocarbons and Their
Toxicity. 13933-M

Relationship Between Motor
Traffic Density and
Air Pollution in a
Metropolitan Street.
15575-J

Relationship of River Water
Odor to Specific Organic
Ccntaminants. 07089-B

Meteorological Factors and
Photochmnical Smog. 00618-C

Relative Reactivity of Hydro-
carbons in Photochemical
Smog Formation and its Practical
Implications. 00344-C

Reliability of Measummit of
Evaporated Benzene Homologue
Concentrations With the
Benzene-Detection Ibbe.
04742-D

Removal of Organic Contaminants
From Air by Type 13x Molecular
Sieve. 00103-E

Report to the Legislature on
Air Pollution in Colorado.
01010-J

Report on the Results of In-
vestigation of the Effects
of Automobile Exhaust on the
Human Body. 03214-F

Requirements for Safe Discharge
of Hydrocalbon to Atmosphere.
03875-C

Research on the Alicyclic
Series. Study of the
Organo4tagnesium Compounds.
(6th Report). 16611-M

Research and Development Study
Related to the Synthesis of
Formaldehyde From CO2 and 112.
04288-M 04289-M

Research on the Mechanism of
Thermal Decanposition of
HylinNuabcn Fuels. 06997-M

Research on New Techniques in
Absorption and Emission
Spectroscopy (Quarterly
Progress Report). 01205-D

Resin Dermatitis in a Car

Factory. 01351-E

Resolution of Complex Hydro-
carbal Mixtures by Capillary
Column Gas Chromatography
Composition of the 80
Degrees 180 Degrees C
Aromatic Portion of
Petrolma. 07395-M

Respiratory Deposition of
Polystyrene Aerosols in

Man. 08483-F

Respiratory Hazards Associated
With Toluene Di-Isocyanate
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in POly-Urethene Foam
Production. 07165-F

Response of Enzyme Systems
to Photochemical Reaction
Products. 00658-F

Respetse of Plants to Air
Pollution. 03617-G

Responses of Electron-Ceptxne
Detector to Halogenated
Substances. 01832-D

Results of a Health Ex-
amination at Benzene
Workers and the Effect
of Thioctic Acid.
04142-F

Retention Rate of Parti-
culate Carcinogens in
the Lungs. 00842-F

Review of Air Force Data
From Long Tea Continuote
Exposure at Ambient
Pressure. 03821-F

Review of Ambient Peessure
Animal Exposure Data
From Selected Navy .
Compounds. 03822-F

Review of Chemical Mutagenesis.
12175-F

Review of Oxidation of Poly-
cyclic, Aromatic Hydrocarbons.
00058-M

Review of Pitfalls and Put,
Current and Puttee Research
in the Field of Air Pol-
lution Health.Effects.
00910-F

Rising Tide of Air Polluthst.
05895-J

Role of the Catalyst in the
Reaction of Alcchols and
Hydrogen Sulfide. 12172-M

Role of Engine Blowby in
Air Pollution, 03562-B

Role of (ptics in Mr Pol-
lution Monitoring. 09111-D

Bole Played by Paraffin the
Blutamogenicity of Crude
Oil. 04110-F

Role of N,O, CH4 and CO in
AuespNric Absorption
in the Infrared. 15729-C

Role of Oxygen Atoms in the
Atmospheric Reaction of
Olefins With Nitric Oxide.
02851-M

Role of the Scientist in Urban
Ecology. 1:152-B

Roles of Molecular Structure end
Bwironment in the Reactivity
of Excited States. 00925-N

Rotating-Slit Aerosol
Spectrometer (13SL-Spectrometer):
Prototype. 09738-D

Routine Determinaticn of
Polycyclic Hydrocarbons
in Airbonte Pollutants.
07427-D

Rile 66 - a Part of Total
Mr Pollution Control.
08554-K

Safe Use of Pesticides in
Public Health. 09090-F

Safety and Ventilation.
13050-D

Simple Collecticet Techniques
for Combustion Sources -
Benzopyrene Determination.
02233-D

Stapling and Analysis.
11165-D

Sampling and Analysis of
Aromatic Hydrocarbon
Vapors in Air: A Gas-
Liqtdd Chromatographic
Method. 07061-D

Ssepling and Analysis of
Orpdc Solvent Emissions,
08290-D 08848-D
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Sampling and Mass Spectro-
meter Analysis of Reaction
Products Prom the Photo-
chemical Decomposition
of Various Olefins.
01304-D

Sanitary Clearance Zcmes
Between Residential
Sections and Places
of Fuel Storage in
Sovkhozes of Saratovsk
(Oblast) Territory.
08196-J

Sanitary Protection of Moscow
Atmospheric Air. 03363-J

Solitary and Toodcological
Characteristics of the
Effect of a Mixture of
Benzene mid Acetaphenone
Vapors in the Atmosphere.
08431-F

Scientific Approach to the
Problem. 05572-D

Scientific Methods and
Teciudques tO DOCTOSSO the
Pollution of the Environment
Through Inhalation of
Ingestion, and of Acoustical
"Nuisances". 02541-E

Sctubbing Devices For Air Pol-
lution Control. 03872-E

Sealed Envinximents in Relation
to Health and Disease.
00538-E

Search for Some Nitro-Olefins
in Polluted Mr. 03112-D

Secondary Anemia and Susceptibil-
ity to Hydrogen Combustion
Products. 05720-F

Sekor: Preliminary Engineering
Design mtd Cost Estimates
for Steam Stripping Kraft
Pulp Mill Effluents. 08365-E

Sekor I: Volatile Organic
Compounds in Kraft Pulp
Mill Effluent Streams.
05409-E

Selected Methods for the Measure-
ment of Air Pollutants.
00845-D

Selection of Air Filter.
06793-E

Selection of Air Intake
Points for Ventilation
of Premdses in
Petroleum Processing
Plants. 08198-J

Selective Combustion Analysis
and Application to Auto
Exhaust. 14525-D

Selective Photochenistry of
Bromine Using a Fay
Laser. 15139-M

Seoi-Autaaatic Gas
Chromatograph for Deter-
mining N-Paraffins and
Hydrocarbon Types in
Gasolines. 01503-D

Seminar of Air Pollution
by Motor Vehicles.
00186-B 01488-B
05007-B 16263-B

Sensitive New Methods for
Autocatalytic Spectro-
photometric Determination
of Nitrite Through
Flee-Radical Chromogens.
02082-N

Sensitive Netr Method for the
Deteroination of Nitrites
and Nitrogen Dioxide With
4-Aminoazobenzene-l-
Naphthylamine. 02799-D

Sensitive New Procedure
for the Analysis of
Alipitatic, Aromatic
and Heterocyclid
Aldehydes. 00927-D

Separating Fact From
Fiction in Auto Smog
Control. 00504-B

Separatist of Aliphatic
Disulfides and Trisulfides

gl onaas-Liquid Partiti
tography. 13062-M
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Separation and Analysis of
Polynuclear Aromatic
Hydrocarbons Present in
the !bun Environment.
03080-D

Separation and Characteri-
zation of Polynuclear
Aronatic Hydrocarbons
in Urban Mr-Borne
Particulates. 02227-D

Separation and Determination
of Aliphatic Alcohols in
Mr by Paper Chroma-
tography. 06903-D

Separation of Gaseous Mixtures
Using Porous Polyaromatic
Polymer Beads. 15802-D

Separation and Identification
of Phenols in Auto:obi le
Exhaust by Paper and Gas
Liquid Chromatography.
00911-D

Separation and Identification
of Polycyclic Hydrocarbons
in Rthber Dust. 10767-D

Separation of P:rnmumiiones
by Column Chromatography.
06980-M

Separation of Sulphur Dioxide
and Lar-Boiling Hydrocarbons
Frau Mixtures Thereof.
15875-E

Shock llibe Study of Methane
Oxidation. 1393141

Short-Term Luig Clearance in
Rabbits Exposed to a
Radioactive Bi-Disperse (6 and
3 micron) Polystyrene
Mrosol. 00484-D

Significance of the Adrenals
in the Effect of Methane-
Oxygen Hypoxic Gas Mixtures.
139604

Siuple Flcw-Volune Device
for Measuring Ventilatory
Ptmction in the Field.
Results on Workers Exposed
to Low Levels of Toluene

Diisocyanate. 12955-F

Simple Measuring Arrangement
for Recording Hydrocarbon
Content. 08257-D

Siw le Photodynamic Assay
for Polycyclic Atmospheric
Pollutants- 00728-D

Simplified Equilibriun Hydro-
calbon Air Combustion Gas
Model for Convenient Use
in Air-Breathing Engine
Cycle Computer Program.
16023-M

Similarity Between the
Electrochemical Elimination
of Sulphur From Coal and
From Dibenzothiophene.
10039-M

Sipple Sensitive Test for
Coepounds Containing
the Cyclopentadiene
CH2 Growing. Application
to Mr Pollution. 02801-D

Simple Specific Test for
Inner--Ring 0-Quinoms.
02083-D

Simultaneous Determination
of Lead Alkyls and
Halide Scavengers in
Gasoline by Gas
Chromatography With
Flame Ionization
Detection. 01230-D

Simultaneous Microdetemination
of Carbon, Hydrogen, and Uranitm.
15305-M

Singlet Oxygen in the Envirce-
rental Sciences: The Role
of Singlet Molecular Oxygen
in the Production of Photo-
chemical Air Pollution.
07257-C

Size Determination of Atmo-
spheric Sulfate and Organic
Particulates. 01592-D

Sizing Up Anti-Pollution
Legislation. 08463-K
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Slag Heaps as a Source of
AtansOxeric Pollution.
02549-B

Smog Abatement. 05149-E

Smog: The Deadly Poisons
Peril Life in all CityAreas.
05312-B

Sang - Its Origin. 06163-F

Smog: The Silent Enemy.
09281-1C

Swag Tune-up for Older Cars.
10135-B

Smogless Automobile. 05832-E

Smoke and Air Pollution -
Now York - New Jersey.
03454-J

Solubility of CASes in
Polyethylene. 15143-N

Solubility of Vapors in
Gases. 15744-N

Solution of Gases in Polyethylerm
Terephthalate. 15183-N

Solvent Control - A National
Preblem. 09324-K

Solvent Emissicn Control
Laws and the Coatings
and Solvent Industry.
09781-B

Solvent Extraction.
15874-M

Solvent Selection for the
Reduction of Air
Pollution. 10660-B

Solvent and Temperature
Effects in the Photo-
r*duction of Ketones.
09082-M

Solvents, Smog and Rule
66. 08376-B

Some Aspects of Atmospheric
Chemical Reactions on

Atomic Oxygen. 03P'4-C

Some Aspects of t17:: Physical
and thesical Nature of
Air Pollution.

Some Correlations Between
Spectroscopic and Photo-
chemical Processes.
00602-C

Some bylication of Aubient
Air Quality Standards.
01955-L

Some Wanratory and
Epidemiological Aspects
of Air Pollution Carcino-
genesis. 01286-F

Some New Alkyl 1,2,3,4-
Dibenzopyrenes. 01631-M

Some Observations on the
Kinetics of Hydrogen
Iodide Addition to 1,3-
and 1,4-rentieuene.
07462-M

Sone Ramification of Air
Contamination. 09060-F

Some Remarks an the Nitric
Oxide--Nitrogen Dioxide
Conversion. 04633-M

Some Results of the In-
vestigation of Air
Pollution Caused by Raul
Traffic. 16440-J

Sane Results of tAiltiple-
Tracer Difftsion Ex-
perivents at Cincinnati.
04933-C

Some Toxic Effects of Air
Pollution on Public
Health. 03556-A

Soot Formaticn in Ethylene
and Propane Diffusion
Flames. 11143-B

Soot Formation Tendency of
111-Gas in Atmospheric
Burners. 14074-B

Soot-Free Ceebustion of
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Petrochemical Waste
Gases. 06127-E

Soot Hazards Investigated
From Their Carcinogenic
Aspects, 08339-F

Source Invsntory IBM
System for Particulate
and Gaseous Pollutants.
00337-B

Source and Kinds of Con-
taminant Prom Motor
Vehicles. 01624-B

Source Testing %nod
03010-D

Sources and Distribution of
Air Pollution Ascertained
by Stationary %cording
of Gaseous Compcoents.
02066-B

Sources of Polymolear Hydro-
carbons in the Atmosphere.
05005-B

Southern California
Aerospace Industry's
Program to Control
Smog Produced by
Chemical Milling Maskants
and Shop Protective
Coatings. 08553-B

Space Cabin Toxicology.
10613-F

Spa* Ignition Engine
eretion and Design

for Minimum Exhaust
Emission. 00592-B

Special Industrial Processes.
07925-B

Specific Spectrophotametric
Determinatics of Ozone
in the Atmosphere Using
1, 2-Di-(4-Pyridyl) Ethylene.
00214-D

Specificity of Catalatsenfor
the Oxidation of
Minoxide Ethylene Mixtures.
04771-E

Spectral Characterizatiai of
Nitroarenes and Polycyclic
Aldehydes, Ketones,
Quinones, and Amines.
01696-D

Spectrofluorametric 14sthod
for %termination of
3,4-Benzpyrene in Benzene
Solution Contaminated
With 3,4-Benzfluoranthene
Or 3,4-Benzfluormithene
and 1,2-Benzpyrene. 14125-D

Spectrophotofluorimetric
%termination of Alde-
hydes With Dimedate and
Other %agents. 03253-D

Spectrophotofluoriaetric
Determination of 3-Carbon
Fragments ind Their
Precursors With Anthrone.
Application to Air
Pollution. 0922-D

Spectrcphotometric mid
Chromatographic Wlethod
of /knitoring Spacecraft
Atmospheres. 03430-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
ablation of Aliithatic
Aldehyde, 2,4-Dinitro-
phenylhydrazones With e
34hthyl-2-benzothiazolinone
Hydrazone. 02084-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
mination of Alkylating
Agents With 4-Picoline
and 0-Dinitrobenzene.
00768-D

Spectcphotometric Deter-
*Intim of 4-Amino-
an:benzenes, 4-Aminastil-
banes, Schiff Bases, aid
Malogous Ccupounds With
3-Methy1-2-Benzothiazolone
Hydrazane. 02803-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
minatica of Aromatic
Polycyclic Hydrocarbons.
Further Data an the
Atmosphere of Rase.
09389-B
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Spectrophorbetric Deter-
mination of Azulene With
Electrophilic 1bagents.
02085-D

Spectrophotometric Deter-
mination of Benzene,
Isocrapylbenzene, end
Alpha-wathyletyrol in dm
Air. 04064-D

Spruutriattametric Deter-
of Benza(a)pyrene

In Aimbonte Particulates.
11093-D

Spectrapitotcmetric Deter-
mination of Cowan&
Containing the paydroxy-
styrene Group.
3-Methy1-24enzothiszolin-
ate Hydro:one Procedure.
02110244

Spectraphotametric Deter-
mination of the,Caecen-
tration of Chloretracycline
in the Mr. 02539-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
mination of Dimethyl-
phenylcarbinol aid
Dimethyl-Phenyl-p-Cresol
in Air. 073711-D

Spectrwhotametric Deter-
mination of Formaldehyde
end Forealdehyde Releasing
Compoulds With await*.
tropic Acid, 6-Mino-1-
Ntho1-3-Su1fatic Add
(J Acid), end 6-Milino-1-
NtOtho1-3-SUlfanic Acid
(amyl J 02016-D

Spigraatotometric Mr-a
a Furfural

in Air. 03931I-D

Spectraphotometric Deter-
mbtatiat of Hydrogen
Perondde With II-
Quinalinol, 01693-D

Spectraphotametric Deter-
minatiat of Low Atmoseteric
Concentrations in the
Presence of Other Products

Liberated Doing tilt
benufacture of Synthetic
Ribber. 0757S-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
mination of 1,44411phthanuintrm
mid its 2,3-Didtloro
Ibrivative. 020117-D

Spectrophotometric Deter-
mination of Olefins.
02161-D

Spectrophotametric Deter-
mination of Olefins in
Concentrated Sulfuric
Acid. 03727-D

Spectrophotartric Deter-
mination of Primary
Aromatic Mines With
ihiothrithiszyl Otloride
(Application to Deter-
mination of Tolum-2,4-
Dfisocrnate in Air).
06065-D

Spectraphotametric Deter-
minAtion of Ihicphene in
Air. 11498-D

Spectrophotamtric Methods
for Olefins (Calori-
metric Determination
of Conjugated Diolefins).
03679-D

Spectroscopic Investigation
of the Reaction Between
Iodine end Cyclopro-
pyladne. 02411944

Spot last Detection end
Colorimetric Determination
of Aliphatic Aldehydes
With 24Hydrozinotenzothi-
azole: Application Us
Mr Pollution. 020811-D

Spot Test Detection and
Calorimetric Detetainatian
of Aromatic Mines owl
!Nino Heteroareatic
Compounds With 3-Methyl-
2-Benzothiazolinone Hydrazone.
60867-D

Spot Test Detection and
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Determination of Nitrites
and Mantic Nitrosamines
With Benzaldehyde 2-
Benzothiazolyhydrazate
and p-Phenylazoaniline.
02094-D

Spray-Type Benzoic, ScrUbber
With Radially-Slotted Gas
Distributors. 04581-E

Stainless Steel Anti-Smog
nifflers--Cut Air Pollution.
07560-E

Standardization of Methods
of Measurement of Air
Quality in "Weber
Castries. 05299-D

Statistical Survey of Data
Relating to Hydrocarbons
and Oxides of Nitrogen
Relationships in Photo-
chemical Smog. 03978-F

Statistics on Particulate
Contaminants-San Diego
Casty Air Pollution
Cattrol District (First
Quarter 1966). 00164-A

Status of Btgineering
Knowledge for the Control
of Mr Pollution. 04599-B

Status Forecast for Air
oollutics Control-1972.
08837-E

Status Report on Cost Factors
in Exhaust Control.
01623-E

Status Report on 143tor
Vehicle Pollution in
California. 07844-B

Status Report. (Solid
Waste Disposal.) 08084-E

Status of Vehicle Emissions
in Mr Pollution. 02362-B
Colorimetric Deter-
mination of Aniline,
Naphthylanine and
Anthremine Derivatives
With 4-Azthenzene-

Diazadue Fluoborate.
02089-D

Spot Test Detection mid Spectro-
photometric Characterizaticn
and Deterainatits of
Carbazoles, Azo
Stilbenes and ff
Bases. APplicatiat of
3-Methy1-2-Benzothiuolinone
Hydrazane, PNitrosophanol,
and Fluor:metric 14ethods
to the Determination of
Carbazole in Air. 02090-D

Spot Test Detection and
Spats:photometric Deter-
mination of Azulene
Coapoinds With 2-Hydra-
zincbenzothiazole or 3-
Nethy1-2-Benzothiazolincne
Hydrazane. 02091-D

Spot Test Detection and
Spectrophotametric
Determination of Azulene
Derivatives With 4-Dimethyl-
aminobenzaldehyde. 02092-D

Spot Test Detection and Spectro-
photometric Determination
of Compounds 0:staining the
P-Hydrozystyryl Group: 3-
Methyl - 2-Benzothiazolinate
Hydrazone Proce&re. 03081-D

Spot Test Detection and
Spectraithotametric Deter-
nination of Microgram
Anoints of Aldehydes mid
Aldehyde-Yielding Compoulds--

Review. 02804-N

Spot Test and Spectrophotamtric
Storage of Organochlorine

Pesticides in the Body
Fat of People in Western
Australia. 10105-F

Storage of Vapors and Gases
in Plastic Bags. 01983-H

Structural Effects in the
Photochemical Processes
of 1Cetones in Solution.
05100-M

Structural Effects on the
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Role of Nitrogen Dioxide
Formaticei in the Photo-
oxidatica of Organic
Compound - Nitric Oxide
Mixtures in Air.
01984-C

Sttucture and Reactivity in
the Vapor-Phase Photolysis
of Ketcnes. IV., Cycloprcpyl
and Olefinic Cyclic Ketones.
08877-M

Structure and Reactivity in
the Vapor-Phase Photolysis
of iCetones. V. Aliphatic
Cyclopropyl and Olefinic
Ketones. 07798-M

Sliidies an Air Pollutants.
I. Analytical Methods.
11574-D

Studies on the Air Polluticn
Due to Automobile Exhaust
Gases. 14487-B

Studies of Air Pollution
Cased by *tor Vehicles.
14776-J

Studies of Air Pollution in

the Department of the
Seine in 1965. Part 3.
Conditions at Orly Air
Port. 06788-J

Studies of Air Pollution in
the Department of the
Seine in 1965. Part 4.
Conditions in the Loop
of the Seine. 06709-J

Studies on Air Ftdlution
Owing to the Automobile
Exhaust Gases. Ihe
Concentration of Cl-C6
Hydrocarbcns in Some
Inorganic Gases in the
Exhaust Gases. 08493-B

Studies on the Analysis of
Hydrocarbon From In-
cinerator Effluents With
a Flame Imitation
Detector. 05834-D

Studies of Analytical Methods
for Lead-in-Air Deter-

mination and Use With
An Improved Selfpowered
Portle Sampler. 06025-D

Studies on the Carcinogencity
of Gasoline Exhaust.
04539-F

Studies on the Chemical
Estimation Mithod of
Industrial Environment.
II. Determinaticn of
Trichloroethylene,
Chloroform and Benzyl-
chloride by the Pyridine-
Forma lin Method. 08471-D

Studies of Ccebustion
Processes Leading to
Igniticn of Soo Oxygen
Derivatives of Hydrocarbons.
03985-M

Studies to Detemine the
14chanism of Production
and Removal of Electrons
in Planes. 0504744

Studies of the Determination
and Reacticns of Sulfur
Dioxide as an Air Con-
taminant. 16398-D

Studies on the Deteminatica
of Urinary Hippuric Acid
in Toluene Poisoning.
03652-F

Studies on the Gas Chro-
matographic Determination
of Mercaptans. 01289-D

S. dies of the Gas Density
Cell. 07850-1)

Studies cn Gasoline Engine
Exhaust. 06108-B

Studies of Hydrocarbon on
Mineral Dusts: The
Eluticn of 3:4 Benzpyrene
and Oils From Asbestos
mid Coal lAsts by Semen.
07783-F

Studies an the Incorporation
of ketate-1-14c and
Stearate-UL-14r into the
Hydrocarbms of adore lla
pyrenoidosa. Ion nr-
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Studies ai Pollution of
Atmospheric Air With

leic Anhydride. 02568-F

Studies of Pollution Levels
in Relation to Air Movement
in the Los Angeles Atmosphere.
05575-C

Studies of Radiation less
Transitions in Con:wine
Using Nanosecond Laser
Photolysis and Spectroscopy.
11188-M

Studies on the Reamval mid
Catabolism of Cancerogenic
Hydrocarbons in the
Respiratory Tract of
Golden Hamsters Exposed
to Smoke. 14711-F

Studies on the Role of
Sulfur Dioxide in Visibility
Rectuctiai. 03103-D

Studies of Size Distribution
and Growth With Humidity
of Natural Aerosol
Particles. Part II. In-
vestigation of the
Composition of Atmositheric
Aerosol Particles by
Measurement of Particle
Growth Due to Absorption
of Water Vapor aid
Organic Vapors. 14811-M

Studies an Sulfur in Acetylene
Gas Generated by Dzy
Type Generators and
Method of Gas Purification.
13497-E

Studies in the U.S.S.R. on
the Distribution,
Circulation and Fate of
Carcinogenic Hydro-
carbons in the Human
Environment and the Role
of Their Depositias in
Tissues in Carcinogenesis:
A Review. 07400-D

Study of Adsozption Heats of
932 and C3H8 on NaC1 and

of C318 and C2116 an
Decomposed 113b04. 13713-M

Study of Air Pollution With
3,4-Banzpyrene in the
Vicinity of an Old Pitch-
Coke Plant. 07300-B

Study of Air Pollution
Carcinogenesis. 01813-F

Study of Air Pollution
Carcinogenesis. II. The
Isolation and Identification
of Polynuclear Aromatic
Hydrocarbons From Gasoline
Engine Exhaust Condensate.
01803-B

Study of Air Pollution
Carcinogenic Activity
of Gasoline Engine Ex-
haust Condensate. 04553-F

Study of Air Pollution
Detection by Remote
Sensors. 12887-D

Study of Air Pollution in
the Interstate Region
of Lewiston, Idaho,
and Clarkston, Washington.
00054-B

Study of the Air Pollution
in Lyon During 1965.
07408-J

Study of Air Pollution in
Montana July 1961-July
1962. 03410-J

Study of Air Quality and
Contaminant Analysis for
Work Under Compressed
Air. 12579-D

Study of Atomizer Aerosol
Generators (Introduction-
Sectiai I.). 07271-M

Study of Automotive Exhaust
Gimes. 06674-E

Study of the Blastomogenic
Prcperties of Some Tars
Derived From Atmospheric
Dust and Fran Combustion
Products of Different
Fuel Types. 07291-F

Study of Catalyst Support
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System for Pume-Abatement
of Hydrocarbon Solvents.
08536-E

Study of the Chronic Effects
of Insecticides in Mon.
01080-F

Study of the Concentrations
of Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons in Gas Works
Retort Houses. 01059-B

Study of the Continuous Deter-
mination of 2aanic Substances
With Flame I ration
Detectors. 14722-D

Study of Crankcase Ventilation
System Control Device In-
stallations on the Los
Angeles County Fleet.
05155-E

Study in the Development
of Exhaust Emission
Controls for Small
Displacement Honda
Engines. 14353-E

Study of the Effect of
Molecular Oxygen on
Atomic Oxygen-Hydrocarbon
Reactions. 00139-C

Study of Effluents From
Domestic Gas-Fired
Incinerators. 14967-E

Study of the Eluting Pcwer
of Solvent Systese an
Thin Layers of Florisil.
00399-D

Study of Ethanol-Gasoline
Blends as Automotive

Fuel. 12161-B

Study of the Harmful In-
dustrial Exhausts in the
Atmosphere in the Synthetic
Rubber Plants in Varonesh
and Yefremov. 00895-8

Study of the Hazards Presented
by Soot and Air DustWith
Particular Emphasis an
Their CarcinogenicAction.
Part 9-Separation of 3,4-

Benzcpyrene Following
Soot Inhalation in the Lung
of Live Rats. 11571-14

Study of the Hazards Presented
by Soot and Air rust With
Particular Emphasis on
Their Caltinogenic Action-
Part lu-uust Measurements
by Means of the 1M-II
Apparatus at a Busy Section
of-Heidelberg. 11572-J

Study of the Influenve of
Fuel Atcedsation, Vaporisation,
and Mixing Processes an
Pollutant Emissions From
Motor-Vehicle Powerplants.
14850-E

Study of the Ionization
PrimbrAmihy the Catalytic
Conbustion of Hydrocarbons.
00060-D

Study of Irradiated Auto
Exhaust. 03883-B

Study of Man During 56-rey
Exposure to an Oxyaen-
Helium Atmospheze at
258 11104 Hg Ibtal Pressure.

II. Major and Minor
Atmospheric Components.
04262-D

Study of the Miran Products
of Coal Combustion,
05012-B

Study of the Physiological
Effects of Cafbon Black.
(I. Ingesticn). 04701-F

Study of the Physiological
Effects of Carbon Black
(II. Skin Contact).

04702-F

Study of the Physiological
Effects of Carbon Black
(III. A4sorption and
Elution Potentials;
Subcutineous Injections),
04703-F

Stu* of Polycyclic Hydro-
carbons and Trace Elements
in Smoke in Merseyside
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and Other Northern
Localities. 03526-J

Study of the Possible
Blastomogenic Properties
of Same Substances
Resulting From the
Production of Synthetic
Liquid Fuel. 07302-F

Study on the Relaticn
Between Benzo(a)pyrene
of the Suspended Matters
and That of the Falling
Mhtters in the Atmmsphere.
14679-J

Study of the Retentiak and
Subsequent Metabolism
of Inhaled Methyl Wide.
07026-F

Study of tha Temperature
Dependance of the Total
Absorptance of CO Near
4.7 Microns and 2.3
Microns and CHA Near 3.3
Microns. 02467-M

Study of Tobacco Smoking,
Air Pollution, Residential
and Occupational Histories
and Mortality From Cancer
of the Lung in TWo Cities.
04051-F

Submarine Atmospheres ind
Air Pollution. 16159-E

Submarine Atmosphere
Habitability Data Book.
00373-E

SuLmarine Atmosphere
Studies Aboard USS
Sculpin. 05057-J

Substantiaticn of the
Maxim= Permissible Ccn-
centratian of Nitro-
benzene in Atmospheric
Air. 02588-F

Sulfanation and Sulfation.
14220-M

Sulfur Dioxide Role in
Eye Irritation. 00084-F

Sulfur Recovery. 14505-E

Sulphonation of Organic
Cc:impounds. 16027-M

Sulphur Compounds in Urban
Air. 09432-D

Sulphur Dioxide Recovery
Method. 15836-E

Summary of 1961 Studies in
the Field of Limits of
Allowable Concentrations
of Atmospheric Air
Pollutants. 05952-D

Sammy of 1964-1965 Air
Quality Measurements.
(90th Ccmgress) 06707-J

Summary of Air Pollution
Data for Los Angeles
County. 03462-J

Summary of Data From the
Continuous Air Monitoring
Program. 03024-J

Suumary Report of Vehicular
Emissions and Their
Control. 01848-B

Summary of the Ute of
Catalysts for Stationary
Emission Source Control.
14326-E

Summer Ctcme Concentrations
in Southern Ontario in
Relation to Photochemical
Aspects and Vegetation
Damage. 00696-G

Summer Tunnel Air Quality.
02239-J

Superdelocalizability Indices
and the Pullman Theory of
Chemical Carcinogenesis.
10520-M

Superior Thin-Layer Chro-
matographic Procedure
for the Separation of
Aza Arenes and its
Applicaticn to Air
Pollution. 05319-D

Suppression of Carbon
Formation in Partial-,
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Combustion Gasifiers.
01744-B

Surface Behavior of
Individual Lipids Similar
to Constituents of
Pulmonary Surfactant.
07886-F

Surface-Coating Operations.
09818-B

Surveillance of Nbtor
Vehicle Emissions in
Califarnia. 00319-B

Survey of the Actual Con-
ditions of Artificial
Pearl Factories With
Special Reference to the
Work Using Tetrachloro-
ethane. 03902-F

Survey of Air Pollution in
Communities Arvind the
John F. Kennedy International
Airport. 01202-J

Survey of Hydrocarbon
Ambient Air Concentration
in Midland, Michigan.
06430-J

Surveying Air Quality at
Dow Chemical Company.
00730-J

Surveys Performed in Belgium.
Pollution by Effluents
of Combustion in an Urban
Zone With Heavy Population
Etnsity. 11577-J 11579-J

Symposium-Environmental
Measurements-Valid Data
and Logical Interpretation.
00051-D

Synergistic Effects in the
Photooxidaticn of Mixed

Hydrocarbons. 02352-C

Synergistic Properties of

Aerosols. 06235-C

Synthesis and Cyclization
of the Three Isomeric
2-Benzylphenyl Pvridyl
Ketones. 01632-M

Synthesis of Defined
Aerosol System. 01990-M

Synthesis of Naphtho(2,1-a)-
perylene and Dibenzo(ae)-
perylene. 01633-M

Synthesis of the Three
Isomeric 7-Pyridylbenz(a)-
anthracenes. 01634-M

Systems of Sulfur Dioxide
and the Isareric Xylenes.
16054-M

Tabulation of Gas Solubilities
in Hydrocarbon and Other
Non-Aqueous Solvents.
14882=M

Technical Analyses by Optical
Methods (X1) Ltsign of a
Nondispersive Ultra-
violet Gas Analyzer and
its Application to
Quantitative Measurement
of Traces of Toxic Gases
and Vapors in Air.
00449-D

Technical Principle of
Operation of Exhaust
Gas Purifiers. 15343-E

Techniques Employed in the
Analysis of Los Angeles
Smog. 04973-D

Terpene Biosynthesis:
Formation of Nerol,
Geranicol, mulOther
Prenols by an Enzyme
System From Pinus
radiate Seeidrres.
13078-g

Test Procedures for
Evaluation of Industrial
Fume Converters (Sampling
and Analytical Techniques
Reviewed for). 03966-D

Test for the Sooting Pro-
pensity of Town Gas.
00275-D

Tests for Effect of Asbestos
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on Benio(a)pyrene Carcino-
genesis in the Respiratory
Tract. 01440-F

Tests to Establish Adequate
Criteria for the Harm-
fulness of Atrospheric
Pollutants and Suggesticns
for a Canpaign to Ccabat
Air Polluticn. 04053-D

Tests of Various Particle
Filters for Removal of
Oil Mists and Hydrocarbon
Vapor. 15526-E

Thanksgiving 1966 Air Pol-
lution Episodes in the
Eastern 'hated States.
10018-C

Theoretical and Experi-
mental Investigatiar of
(hemical Kinetics
During. Rati3id Emunsiars
of High Temperature Can-
bustion Products. 02335-B

Theoretical and Practical
Development of Flame
Research. 14399-M

Thermal Degradation of
Polymeric Materials. II.
Toxicity Evaluaticas
of Some Gases Evolving
From EPON 828 + IP 33
Composite Polymer.
06329-F

Thermochemistry of the Gas
Phase Equilibrium 12
Plus C3'6 Equals C3ii5I
Plus HI. 03078-M

Theraochemistry of the Gas
Phase Equilibrium 12
Plus 04 (Reversible)
Gig Plus HI and the
Heat of Formaticm of
the Methyl Radical.
01682-M

Thermochemistry of the Gas
Phase Equilibrium 12
Plus C6HsCH30C6HSC12I
Plus HI and the Heat of
Formatiar of the Benzyl
Radical. 0012044

Thiniochromic Detectiar
of Polynuclear Compcurds
Curtaining the Fluorenic
Pbthylene Grotp.
02095-D

Thermochromic Test for
Polycyclic p-Quincares.
02096-D

Thermodynamic Efficiency of
Gas Separation Plants.
1534844

Thermodynamic Properties of
*thane and Air, and
Propane and Air for
Engine Performance
Calculations. 13544-M

Thermodynanic, Transport,
and Flow Properties for
the Products of Methane
Burned in Oxygen-En-
riched Air. 03446-M

9-Thienylanthracenes. 01629-F

7-and 12-Thienylbenz(a)-
anthracenes. 01630-M

Thin-Layer Chranatographic
Characterization Tests
for Basic Polynuclear
Conpotmds. 00767-D

Thin-Layer Chromatographic
Separaticn and Analysis
of Polynuclear Ara
Heterocyclic Cospotmds.
00998-D

Thin-Layer Chromatographic
Separation of Benzo(a)-
pyrene and Benzo(k)fluo-
ranthene From Airborne
Particulates. 01781-D

Thin-Layer Chronstographic
Separation of Polynuclear
Hydrocarbass cm tM. Plate
Caposed of Two Adsorbent
Layers. 05461-D

Thin-Layer Chromatographic
Separation and Spectro-
photofluorceetric
Identification and Esti-
mation of Dibenzo(a,e)-
pyrene. 07743-D
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Thin-Layer Chromatographic
Separation and Spectro-
photometric Determination
of Benzo(a)pyrene in
Organic Extracts of Air-
Borne Particulates.
04329-D

Thin-Layer Chromatography
Method for Estimation of
Chlorophenols. 05092-D

Thin-Layer Separation and
Dow-Teaperature Luminescence
Musuremnt of Mixtures of
Carcinogens. 11567-D

Three Cases of Aplastic
Anemia in Females
Caused by Benzene and
Tohane. 03900-F

Tissue Response to Intra-
peritoneal Asbestos
With Preliminary Report
of Acute Toxicity of
Asbestos in Mice.
06710-F

Tobacco Smoke in an En-
closed Space. 06808-B

Tolerable Limits for Toxic
Materials in Industry.
Divergences and Points
of Agreement at the
International Level.
07251-F

Toward Cleaner Skies.
14892-B

Toxic Properties and
Biotransformation of
Benzotrichloride.
04104-F

Toxicity and kalysis of
Air Pollutants. 13860-F

Toxicity of Aromatic Hydro-
calms in the Wig.
00803-F

Toxicity of Chronic Low
Level Exposures to
Toluene Diisocyanate in
Animals. 07068-F

Toxicity of Ethylene Oxide
in Lav Concentrations.
12272-F

Toxicity Evaluation Of Air
Pollutants by Use of
Luminescent Bacteria.
04635-D

Toxicity of Low Styrol Vapor
Concentrations. 04084-F

Toxicological and Hygienic
Studies on Dieldrin.
073S2-F

Toxicology of Boron Hydrides--
Studies of Alterations in
Tissue Amines Toxic
Decaborane-14 (B 10H 14)
and Pentaborane-9 (Bs%) as
Modified by Hydrazines and
Propynlamines. 09985-F

Toxicology of Gualacol Vapors
and Resins. 02571-F

Trace Contaminant Analysis
Test on Mr Samples.
02460-D

Trace Contaminant Analysis
Test on Air Sorbs-
Phase II. 07887-D

Transfer and Conversion of
Electronic Energy in
Some "Model" Photochemical
System . 00789-C

/17-Transfer Reactions in the
Ms-Phase Radiolysis of
Hydrocarbons. 01833-M

Transformation of Gaseous
Reactive Hydrocarbons
into Aerocolloids by
Ultraviolet Irradiation.
10041-M

Transport of Liquids in
Structurally Modified
Polyethylene. 15198-M

Trends in Air Catservation
in the Graphic Arts In-
dustry. 16498-B

Trends in Air Pollution
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Damage. 01809-G

Trichlorethylene: A Review.
06820-F

Trichloroethanol in Trichlo-
roethylene Poisoning.
00809-F

1 ,2 ,3,-Tris (2-Cyanoethoxy)
Propane as a Stationary
Phase in the Gas
Chromatographic Analysis
of Aromatic Hydrocarbons.
02160-M

Tritium in the Atmosphere.
07181-A

"No Sensitive Tests for
Carcinogens in the Air.
00966-D

Ultrasonic Dissemination of
Aerosols. 09085-M

Ultrastructural Alterations
of Alveolar Tissue of
Mice. (I. Due to Heavy
Los Angeles Smog.)
04416-F

Ultrastructural Alterations
of Alveolar Tissue of
Mice. II. Synthetic
Photochemical Smog.
06600-F

Ultraviolet, Visible, and
Fluorescence Spectral
Analysis of Polynuclear
Hydrocarbons. 02805-D

Unimolecular Decomposition
and Some Isotope Effects
of Simple Alkanes acid Alkyl
Radicals. 05051-M

Uhsensitised (SIC) Photo-
lysis of But-l-ene at
1849 A. 09080-M

Uptake of Hydrocarbon Car-
cinogens by Lysosomes.
01081-F

Urinary Hippuric Acid Ex-
cretion as an Index
of Toluene Exposure.
06702-D

Use of Chlorine Dioxide to
Reduce Vapour Phase Gum
in Tam Gas. 03983-E

Use of the thromatographic
Equilibration Procedure
for Air Polluticm Studies.
Determination of Minute
Amounts of Benzene,
Onlorobenzene, and
Nitrobenzene in Air.
07432-D

Use of Coarse Porous Glass in
Gas-Adsorption Chromatography
for the Separation of Liquid
Hydrocarbons. 04484-D

Use of the Correlation Spectro-
meter in the Study and
Control of Air Pollution.
04880-D

Use of Gas-Liquid and Thin-
Layer Chromatography in
Characterising Air Pol-
lutants by Fluoracetry.
00479-D

Use of Hydrocarbons Level
Determinations in the
Study of Air Pollution.
13788-J

Use of the Integrating
Nephelometer to Measure
Aerosol Formation Fran
Hydrocarbons. 15308-C

Use of Low Temperature Van
Der Weals Adsorption
Isotherms in Determining
the Surface Areas.of
Various Adsorbents.
13543-D

Use of Optical Pimping to
Detect Free Radicals
During a Gas-Phase
Photolysis. 15045-M

Use of Silica Gel in Source
Testing. 07706-D
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Usefulness of the Method
of Sine Wave Oscillating
Pressure for Measuring
Total Respiratory Flow
Resistance in Human
Subjects and Guinea
Pigs. 08305-F

Usefulness of the Nephelo-
metric Method for Benzene
and Oil Determination in
the Air. 06021-D

Utilization of Additives in
Controlled Combustion
Products. 08080-E

Utilization of Ammonia as
An Alternate Fuel in
Anm, Aircraft Engines.
03158-B

Utilization of Infrared
Spectrophotometry in
Nficrocontaminant Studies
in Sealed Environments.
09751-B

Utilization of Petroleum and
Petro letzn Products.
08393-B

Utilization of Quasi linear
Flturescence Spectra in
Analysis of Polynuclear
Aromatic Hydrocarbon.
10755-D

Vapor Phase Determination of
Olefins by a Coulometric
Method. 02162-D

Vapor-Phase Oxidation of Hydro-
carbons. Part 2-Effect of
Oxygen Concentration cc
Platinum-Catalyzed Combustion
and Ionization. 15486-M

Variation in Pulping Practices
Which May Effect Emissions.
09655-B

Various Conixnent Gases of
Engine Generated Pollution
Pose Fiffering Health
Hazards. 05411-B

Vehicle Emissions and Effects.
A Sumary of the December
1961 Air Pollution Research
Conferences. 00798-B

Vehicle Emissions vs. Puel
Composition. 14127-B

Vehicle Exhausts and Health.
00221-B

Vehicle Performance and Ex-
haust Emission, Carbureticn
Versus Timed Fuel In-
jection. 00936-E

Vehicle Pollution Problem.
04808-B

Vehicular Pollution Effects in
Urban Development. 08300-J

Ventilation of Advance
Headings. 03645-E

Ventilation for Engine
Exhaust Gases. 01228-B

Ventilation and Methane
Drainage in Longwell
Mining. 01544-B

Ventilation Problems an
Rapidly Advancing Faces,
With Special Reference
to Thin Seams. 01550-E

Verifying Adsorption
Formulas by Means of
Adsorption Measurements
With Activated Charcoal.
14313-M

Visibility Reduction Due to
Jet-Exhaust Carbon
Particles. 09224-B

Volatile Organic Material
of Plant Origin in the
Atmosphere. 05756-G

Volatile Photodegradation
Products of Organic
Coatings. 05233-H

Volatility of Aerosols.
08337-M

Volatility of Polycyclic
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Hydrocarbons. 04014-D

Volatizatian and Decomposition
of Aromatic Polycyclic
Hydrocarbons During the
Usual Procedure for the
Concentrations of
Extracts of Atmospheric
Dust. 08296-D

Vapor Phase Photolysis of
Benzene at 1849 A.

01026-M

Vapor Phase Reduction of
Methyl Radicals With
Crotanaldehyde. 00608-M

Vapor Pressure and Evaporation
of Substances in Movable
Air. 03525-M

Vapor Tension and Vaporization
of Substances in Morning
Air. 06648-M

Variation in Ascorbic Acid
Content in the Organism
of Animals Chronically
Exposed to Small Concen-
trations of Hydrocarbons.
03934-F

Variation With Polarizing
Voltaire of the Response
to Methane, Carbon
Dioxide and Nitrous Oxide
of a t4acro-Argcn Ionization
Detector for Gas
Chromatography. 16277-D

Various Quenching Effects in
Thin-Layer Chromatography
Application to Mr Pollution.
01034-M

Vital Staining of Tissue
in Establishing Standar&
of Atmospheric Pollutants.
06907-F

Washington, D. C., Metro-
politan Area Air Pollution
Abatement ktivity.
06290-J

1146

Washout Coefficients for
Selected Gases and
Particulates. 00173-C

Waste-Gas Disposal System.
09835-B

Waste Incineration in Small
Units. 08373-B

Water and Carbon Removal. From
Carbon Dioxide Reduction
Systems. 04273-M

Water-Catalized Oxidation
of Carbon Monoxide by
Oxygen at High
Temperature. 02286-M

Water as a Factor in
Spreading Carcinogens in
the Environment. 02596-F

Way to Determine Sulfur in
Petroleum. 11171-B

Water and Disease.
00259-F

Web Printers and Air
Pollution Control. 14757-E

What Value Front-End
Volatility? 09421-B

ltat's in the Mr. 07845-A

Where Does it All Go.
15712-C

*kite Paper About Public
Nuisances 1969. 13366-K

Wire Reclamation. 09830-B

Zenith Duplex Induction
System. 08831-E

Zonal Study of Atmospheric
Air Pollution in Areas
Surrounding a Roofing
Tar Paper Plant. 08163-J
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Abetment 13551-E

Abscissicn 11100-G

Absorbers 02474-E

Absorption C0379-B 01205-D
01419-D 05899-E
06633-E 08162-E
09795-E 15778-E
15836-E 15861-E
15862-E 15999-E
1587241

Acetic Acids 0398541

Acetone 07573-F

Acetophenone 04070-1;
07573-F

Acetyl Brad& Method
1350541

Acetylcholinesterase
02248-D
See also: Enzymes

Acetylene-Oxygen Flames
0534541

Acetylenes
13497-E
0306241
07458-11
15970-11

Acridines
06200-1)
00998-11

04102-D
00161-11
05423-11
15198-1!
16439-11

00203-1)
00624-D

00328-1)

Actinometers 0121041

Activated Charcoal
02764-E 05209-E
05899-E 0605641
See also: Charcoal

Activation Analysis
06008-1) 02305-1)

Activation Mery
0167741 03062-1!

SUBJECT INDEX

Active Nitrogen
0522641

Addition Reactions
0306241

.Adrenal Glands 13960-F

Adsorbents 03145-E

Adsorption 01023-D
01419-D 03185-D
03425-D 04547-D
04648-D 13425-D
14428-D 16486-D
03762-E 03763-E
04871-E 04874-E
05537-E 05899-E
08162-E 08353-E
09793-F. 13217-E
13783-E 16020-E
16435-E 16417-I
0189141 0237441
0605644 1341541
1349941 13631 44
13666-11 1368641
1371341 13766-M
1387641 1425841
1431344 14391-71
1501244 1516744
1518741 16348-11

Aerodynamics 04581-E

Aerosol Propellant
05337-0

Aerosol Spectrometers
06231-1)

Aerosols
06235-C
00484-D
02205-T)
02433-D
04049-D
06231-D
06504-D
01722-F
07027-F
0131841
02412-74
0584941
07108-11

06722-A 05479-0
15308-C
01592-D
02323-D
02657-D
06021-D
06445-D
15898-1)
01805-F
0006941
019904!
02935-11
0610241
07172-11

4147. _

0727241 07273-M
0833741 09085-M
148114f 15664-M

Afterburners 00469-D
00087-E 01623-E
02638-E 05966-E
14424-E 14757-E

Aging 121 75-F

Aircraft 06471-D
See also: Airplanes

Aircraft Engine Exhaust
Enissions 15399-0

Air-Fuel Ratio 00592-0
01132-B 01133-B
02956-B 05133-B
05411-B 12967-B
01831-D 01850 -E
03456-E 05822-E
07846-E 01485-E
I5257-E

Air-Fuel Ratio Regulator
10926-E

Air Guard System
0240S-E

Air Injection Reactor
04226-E

Airplanes 03158-0
06031-B 14892-B
See also: Aircraft

Air Pollution Ccntrol
00359-K

Air Pollution Forecasts
00783-C

Airports 06482-C 01202-J

Air Quality 12177-A
15715-L

Air Quality Criteria
11227-A 04966-F
07601-L 07604-L
0760S-L



Air Quality Criteria in
West U.ast Europe
07604-L

Air Quality Data - 1966
05335-J

Air Quality Measurenuat
Prograns 00051-D
08898-D 01871-D
03773-D 05322-D
09234-D 09370-D

Air Quality Measurements

0209741F02098-D----
03253-D 03523-D
03542-D 03580-D
03938-D 04635-D
05136-D 06893-D
07878-D 00622-F
01402-F 01463-F
00961-G 0060841
02535-M 03088-N1
04288-H 0428944
05611-M 0810541
08827-M 1051941
12169-M

15708-D 01692-F
02210-3 02489-M

Amino Acids 02843-D
04029-D

P-kainopropicchencne
04927-F

1-Aminopyrene 01973-D

Ammonia 10044-B.

Ammonia Sulfate 03935-B

14479-A 00051-D Aliphatic Nitrogen

00068-D 00114-D Compounds 04575-F
00141-D 00188-D See also: Organic Analytical Methods

00224-D 00293-D Nitrogen Garvounds
03205-A 03674-A

00449-D 00728-D
01534-8 01803-B

01356-D 01499-D Alkanes 04484-D 0019044 02806-8 07214-B

01979-D 02538-D 01833-M 02528-N1 11562-B 00465-C

02685-D 02796-D 04456-M 0505141 00036-D 00092-D

02797-D 02886-D 07798-H 0926741 00108-D 00122-1)

03080-D 03449-D 10028-M 11239-M 00328-1) 00765-1)

03520-D 03773-D 11248-M 1523841 00845-D 00867-D

04596-D 05042-D
00863-1) 00869-D

05501-D 05952-D Alkyl Radicals 02078-D 00928-1) 01208-D

06624-D 07564-D 03991-1) 0306641 01395-D 01451-D

07830-D 09432-D 03067-M 0307841 01461-D 01499-1)

10668-D 14500-11 05051-M 01560-1) 01592-D

See also: Aluminum 01593-D 02081-1)

Air Quality Standards Alkyls 02158-D 02248-D

01270-J 03462-J
02415-D 02460-1)

01955-L 03007-L Alkylation 00768-1) 02538-1) 02803-D

03582-L 03582-L 02805-1) 03010-D

12029-L Allergies 01794-F 03096-D 03103-1)
03267-D 03359-D

Air Resource Management Altitude 01837-B 03569-D 03828-D

Program 01211-A 03829-D 03966-D

01890-B 00847-J Aluminum 01687-B 04262-D 04541-D

06188-K
04631-1) 04839-D

Alurainun Alkyls 12159-B 05299-1) 05501-D

Airsheds 12177-A See also: Alkyl Wicals 05502-D 07403-1)

00526-J
07427-D 07432-D

Aluminum Oxide Packed 07564-1) 07575-1)

Alcohols 02548-B 02544-D Glass Capillary Co lunns. 07706-1) 07887-D

03684-D 04254-D 12663-D 07898-D 08079-1)

06903-D 07578-D 08226-D 08294-1)

01722-F 0183341 Aluminum Plants 03940-1) 08644-1) 08762-1)

08105-M 12172-M 08244-F 08889-1) 09333-D

14220-M 09343-1) 09369-D

Alveolar Tissues 04416-F 10489-D 10900-D

Aldehydes 00464-B 06600-F 1 11061-D 11068-D

01958-8 09341-B I 11165-D 11270-D

00108-D 00845-D Amines 00867-D 00926-D 11554-1) 11558-D

00927-D 01798-1) 02078-D 02079-1) 11559-D 11567-D

01802-D 01922-D 02089-D 02843-D 11574-D 13154-1)

01994-D 02077-D 03369-D 03937-1) 13543-D 13989-1)

02079-D 02084-1) 04086-D 04255-D 15171-1) 15355-D

02086-D 02088-D 05376-1) 06065-D 15763-1) 16398-D
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hmlytical Methods (conit)
03813-F 13860-F
00608-M 00770-M
0086941 02804-M
0739541 14648-M
15294-M 1591141

Inemia 05720-F

Anesthetics 16252-F

Animal Experiments
00142-D 00484-D
02601-1) 01805-F
03820-F 03821-F
04927-F 08026-F
08221-F 11539-F
13886-F 11571-M
See also: Experimental
Animals

Animals 00915-F
04589-F 00737-G
03116-G

Anthracenes. 013.957p

03234-D. 06200-D
08321-D
08644-D
11567-D
04938-J
01630-N
01635-M
09200-M

03643-D
11554-D
00111-J
00925-N
01634-N
02495-N

Anthrcme 01922-D

Area Surveys 03438-A
04052-A 00054-8
00220-8 00337-B
05113-B 05575-C
03520-D 03773-D
03902-F 00534-J
00730-J 00802-J
01949-J 02833-J
03363-J 03404-J
03409-J 03410-J
03426-J 03433-J
03441-J 03451-J
03454-J 03458-J
03504-J 03505-J
03506-J 04770-J
04833-J 04834-J
04864-J 05009-J
05573-J 05598-J
05652-J 06290-J
06535-J 06946-J
06966-J 06977-J
07403-J 08315-J
09117-J 00200-J

Aromatic Amines 02288-F
See also: Amines

Aromatic Fractions
02276-F 05839-J

Artificial Pearl Factmies
03902-F

Asbestos 01440-F
06710-F 07783-F
08511-F 10239-F

10241-F 01467-11

Asphalt 00621-8
02276-F 08015-F

Asphalt Air Bleating
00621-B

Asphalt Hot Road Mix
00621-B

Asphalt Saturated Felt
Roofing. 02232-B

Aspirators 13028-D

Atmospheric Interactim
16266-J

Atmospheric Phenomena
00834-C 00696-G

Atmospheric Temperature
07308-11

Atmospheric Ultraviolet
Radiation. 01027-C

Atomic Oxygen 00139-C
03064-C

Atomization 00057-2
14850-2

Atomizers 0199044
07271-H 0727244
07273-H 0908544

Subject Index

' Auto Exhaust Ina lyzer
16616-D

Auto 2Shaust, Ir-
radiated 028424

Autocatalysis 02082-M
0505841

Automatic 'immurement
Methods 01495-D
01503-D 078115-D
15171-D

Automobiles 01404-B
01413-B

Automotive Bo:Lesion e
Controls 00052-B
00171-B 00319-B
00504-B 00566-8
01848-B 01863-B
01868-B 01894-B
03122-B 03265-B
04808-B 05323-B
05912-B 06791-B
07223-B 07637-B
07638-B 09331-B
09421-B 10135-B
00142-D 00155-D
00469-D 02048-D
07807-D 13989-D
00936-2 01411-B
01873-2 02142-B
0437443
04771-2 04899-B
05320-2 05537-B
05832-2 05155-B
06032-2 06144-B
07224-2 07560-B
07846-2 07893-B
08496-2 0860443
09027-2 1129241
13033-2 13144-B
14036-B 14297-B
14463-B 14723-B
15343-B 1615643
1648441 00152-K
00350-K 02055-K
03614-K 03944-K
07805-K 10205-K
14475-L 1433544

Automotive Betissicn
Tests. 14697-B
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Autcsotivo Emissions
00186-11 00221-B

00271-B 002684
00679-8 00798-8

00962-8 00969-8

00985-B 01334-8
01565-B 01624-B

02362-B 02635-8

02636-B 03255-8

032644 04315-B
05007-8 05844-8
07844-B 093034
11457-B 14045-B

16017-8 16263-11

05742-11 01830-J
02239-J 04938-J

08300-J 09281-K

See also: Automotive
Exhausts

Automotive EAgusts
00020-B 00324-B

01132-B 01133-B

01228-B 01375-B

01381-B 01382-13

01383-B 01384-B

01413-B 01673-B

01815-B 01837-B

01953-B 02244-B

02806-B 03352-B

03584-B 03883-B

03989-B 04028-B
04460-B 04630-B

04993-B 04994-B

05097-B 05109-B

05113-B 05292-B

05411-B 05850-B
06350-B 07623-B
07626-B 07629-B.

07635-B 00165-B

08633-B 09341-B

09355-B 09389-B
09405-B 10662-B

10734-B 11254-B

11562-B I3562-B

00036-D 00068-D
00108-D 00122-1)

00142-D 00146-D

00155-D 00277-D

00469-D 00584-D
00620-1) 00772-D

00898-1) 00911-D

01225-D 01269-D
01495-D 01560-D
01720-D 01831-D
01926-D 02130-D

02358-D 02378-D
02785-D 02848-D
03112-D 03267-D
03977-D 04318-D

1150

04760-D
04857-D
05135-D
05339-D
05836-D
06433-D
07104-D
07627-D
07807-D
08681-D
09348-D
10242-D
11554-D
15763-D
15909-D
03266-E
00195-F
00370-F
01987-F
02332-F
03214-F
03583-F
04252-F
06099-F
07842-F
08801-F
03596-G
00058-A
05849-A
10129-H

04839-D

04860-D

05263-D

05536-D
06052-D

06699-D
07400-D

07628-D

08270-D

09342-D

09574-D
11237-D

14525-D

15904-D

16132-D

10539-E

00473-F

01603-F
01988-F

03076-F
03270-F

03823-F

04553-F

07613-F
07952-F

11632-F

00115-H

05611-N

06698-M

15911-M

Autoxidatien 03164-B

Auterefrigerated Cascade
Cycle 15134-1

Azincs 01531-0 03929-1)

1, l' Azoisobutane
07512-1 11248-1

11239-1

Azulenes 02085-D 02091-1)

02092-1) 07878-1)

Backgrcund Stations
11004-C

Bacteria 04635-1)

07400-D 00992-F

04551-F 04650-F
05294-F 00231-1
07188-A 07463-1

See also: Tacroorganisms

Bacteriophage 07782-F

Barley Seedlings 00601-G

Battery Fuel Cells
03887-B 04233-13
04316-B 02442-B
04272-B
See also: Fuel Cells

Beaver Report (England)
09752-B

Bedman Fission Reactions
07898-D

Behavior 07306-F

Bentonite 1366641

Benzamides 02210-J

Benzmitlummenes
02607-1) 11218-D
15337-D 01628-3.1
See also: Anthracenes

7H-Benz(de)anthracen-7-one.
11218-D 15337-D
See also: Benzanthracenes

Benzene Iiexachloride (1311C),

Gar= 16526-2
Sec also: Benzene
Conpotsids

Benzene Oxpounds
16526-0 00177-C
01825-C
00203-D
00768-D
01997-D
03081-D
04060-D
04206-D
04742-D
05376-D
05959-D
06661-D
07061-D
07432-D
10772-D
11559-D
04871-E
02566-F
03900-F
04142-F
04701,F

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION

01984-C
00293-D
00911-D
02803-D
03929-D
04143-D
04219-D
05092-D
05952-D
06021-D
06702-D
07153-D
07578-D
11558-D
15749-D
04874-E
03821-F

03933-F
04148-F
.04703-F



Benzene Compouids (contd.)
06663-F 06892-F
06905-F 07306-F
07308-F 07368-F
07475-F 08431-F
08526-F 12276-F
06788-J 00034-M
00120-M 0102644
0197844 0249344
08827-M 09700-M
14293-M 1549144
15869-M 16027-M
1634844

Benzene SolUble Conpoutds
11260-F
See also: Benzene
Compounds

Benzene-SolUble Organic
Matter 00728-D
00293-D 00728-D
00638-F 06383-F
02169-J 03426-J

Benzhydrols 01210-M

Benzo(a)pyrene 00621-B
00835-B 03935-B
04098-B 04108-B
05005-B 10734-B
10964-D 11091-D
11093-D 00518-F
00663-F 00664-F
00750-F 00754-F
00842-F 00870-F
01025-F 01029-F
01440-F 02600-F
04177-F 04551-F
04705-F 04709-F
04712-F 04713-F
04714-F 05298-F
05372-F 07291-F
07301-F 07340-F
07785-F 08210-F
08339-F 08598-F
09060-F 09711-F

11299-F 10099-G
02061-J 02225-J
03685-J 04938-J
06789-J 08485-J
11015-J 11572-J

15248-J
See also: Benz(a)pyTene
3,4-Beizpyrene
Benz Pfrenes:

Benzolles 04581-E

Benzophenones 07097-D
11218-D 00916-M
01210-M 05100-M
10039-M 11218-M
See Ketones

Benzotrichloride
04104-F

Benz(a)pyTene 03686-F
04710-F 04711-F
05650-F 08274-F
03925-J 04091-J
See also: Benzo(a)pyrene
3,4-Benzpyrene Benuopyrenes
Pyrenes: Carcinogens

Benzopyrenes 13668-B
00114-D 00451-D
01356-D 01395-D
01714-D 01729-D
J1735-D 01781-D
01999-D 02048-D
02226-D 02233-D
02336-D
02786-D
02805-D
03940-D
04248-D
05605-D
06380-D
06662-D
07400-D
08643-D
14125-D
15763-D
08598-F
14679-J
0249544
07188-M
1157144

02581-D
02797-D
03542-D
04085-D
04329-D
06200-D
06634-D
07298-D
07743-D
08644-D
14658-D
03678-F
14422-F
02203-M
02853-M
07463-M

3,4 Benzpyrene 07299-B
07300-B 07570-B

08200-B 0296-F
02689-F 03086-F
04702-F 06268-F
07302-F 07783-F
09055-F 14711-F f

16219-F 16542-F
03925-J 06760-J
06788-J 072924
07366-J 11914-J
16336-J
See also: Benzo-
pyrenes Benz(a)pyreme
Benso(a)
Pyrenes:11:2Tnorns,

Benzyl Chloride
15749-D

Bioassay 01453-B
00728-D 00966-D
01302-D 01025-F
04551-F 02169-J

Biological Ir-
dicators 00728-D
00966-D 05836-D

Biological Tissues
01049-F

Bioluminescence
0463S-D

Biomedical Techniques
& Measurement
01469-F

Biosphere 14019-C

Biosynethesis
10116-G

Birda 06266-F
04709-F 04711-F
04713-F

Blast Furnaces
14399-M

Blood Cells 07308-F

08526-F

Blood Chemistry 01426-F
03898-F 03934-F
04142-F 04148-F
04723-F

Blood Coagulation System
08526-F

Blowby 03264.4 03562-B
04993.B 05596-B
0560-D

Kathy Emissions
02375-B

Body Midis 0556147

Booth Reduction Reactor
04273.1M

Brassies alarm's
--16711m-

SubJeci Index 1151



Breathing 00747-D
01310-D 1294944

Bromocoulometric
Malytical Method
02162-D 04960-D
12002-D
See also: Cott knotty

Bronchial Cancer
06003-F

Cancer 01038-B
01453-B 02573-B
06108-B 01029-F
01030-F 01062-F
01469-F 01692-F
02288-F 03886-F
07159-F 08241-F

Carbazoles 00230-D
00912-D 02078-D
02090-D 09200-M

01998-D 02084-D
08270-D 04926-M
07510-M

Carburetion 02130-D
01854-E 01873-E
09337-E 15257-E

Carburetor Evaporation
Losses 07632-B

gronchitis 03086-F

08415-F

Butadienes 01981-J

Carbohydrates 07878-D
See also: Sugars

Carbon Black 0398644

Carcinogens

00835-B
01362-B
01453-B
01803-B

00621-B
01008-B
01404-B
01788-B
02023-B

0745841 0779144 0466844 1591444 02549-B 02573-B

1584841 1662644 15988-14 09224-B 03543-B 03935-B

See also: Olefins 06701-F 04702-F 04098-B 04108-B

04703-F 04706-F 05005-B 05109-B

Butanes 00139-C 04711-F 06108-B 06808-B

01587-C 01419-D 07299-B 07570-B

0601742 16427-D Carbon Dioxide 00141-D 08200-B 09405-B

04650-F 0164841 00277-D 00469-D 10631-B 10741-B

See also: Aliphatic OSHS-D 07150-D 13668-B 14124-B

H/drocarbons 07627-D 08226-D 14619-B 16024-B

0318444 0427344 16125-B 00114-D

Butanes 02854-D 0428844 0428944 00451-D 00479-D

04635-D 06301-D 13766-24 1552444 00624-D 00728-D

0035644 0225844 00931-D 00966-D

0749841 0907944 Carbon Dioxide Acceptor 03156-D 01714-D

0908044 1303444 Process 15524-M 01729-D 01735-D

See also: Olefins 01781-D 01999-D

Carbon Manoxide 04098-B 02048-D 02226-D

Butyl Halides 0561344 00141-D 00277-D 02233-D 02336-D

00469-D 02130-D 02581-D 02795-D

By-Product Recovery 03965-D 07150-D 02805-D 03080-D

0835941 06170-B 07564-D 07627-D 03542-D 03940-D

0836541 1450541 08838-D 08488-E 04014-D 04085-D

159954 0466844 08221-F 07366-J 04210-D 04329-D

1587444 02253-M 02286-M 05084-D 05502-D

02467-M 02472-M 05605-D 06135-D

03184-M 04653-M 06200-D 06380-D

08877-M 10292-M 06634-D 06662-D

14158-M 07298-D 0740041

Caffeine 00492-D 07743-D 08296-D

Carbon Tetra Chloride 08321-D 085.89-D

Calclum Compounds 03820-F 03821-F 08643-D 08644-D

1327844 08026-F 08028-F 10767-D 10946-D

08295-F 11539-F 10964-D 11091-D

Calibration Methods
11093-D 11554-D

02323-D 02354-D Carbonyl Corpourds 11567-D 14658-D

08083-D 08357-D 01649-C 15708-D 15763-D

098811-11 10960-D 15977-D 02600-E

15909-D 11543-M Carbaril Oxide 00565-M 01851-E 06674-E
10637-E 00195-F

California State Depart- Carbonyls 00464-B 00518-F 00630-F

ment of Public Health 00146-D 00934-D 00663-F 00664-F

16:18-L 01581-D 01720-D 00750-F 00842-F
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Carcinogens (contd.) 01630-M 01631-M Catalytic Chadation

00915=F 01015-F 01634-M 01635-M 00060-D 03966-D

01020-F 01025-F 02203-M 0249544 01497-E 02648-E

01029-F 01030-F 02853-M 05325-M 02725-E 03797-E

01062-F 01081-F 07188-M 07463-M 04470-E 04558-E

01286-F 01440-F 09200-M 1052044 04610-E 04771-E

01469-F 01629-F 11571-M 14709-M 05147-E 05250-E

01636-F 01668-F 05415-E 05471-E

01692-F 01762-F Carcinomas 11275-F 05929-E 06285-E

01813-F 01844-F 06512-E 07362-E

01971-F 02288-F Carrier Gases 01771-M 07620-E 08082-E

02596-F 02689-F 08536-E 12998-E

03480-F 03678-F Cascade Samples 02323-D 13144-E 15765-E

03686-F 03702-F 16184-E 01241-M

03886-F 04539-F 02286-M 05208-M

04551-F 04589-F Catalysis 13033-E 14335-M

04590-F 04701-F 13554-E 00097-E
04702-F 04703-F Cattle 05421-G

04705-F 04706-F Catalysts 04272-B

04708-F 04708-F 09838-B 13543-D Cell Growth 05294-F

04709-F 04710-F 14525-D 00015-E 06847-F 06498-G

04711-F 04712-F 02737-E 03796-E

04713-F 04714-F 03797-E 08082-E cell Metabolism

05231-F 05238-F 13865-E 14326-E 04575-E 09024-F

05284-F 05298-F 14333-E 00101-M 09055-F

05304-F 05372-F 01680-M 03343-M
05650-F 06002-F 04022-M 04288-M Cells 01062-F 06384-J

06004-F 06266-F 07607-M 12172-M
06268-F 06383-F 13391-M 13465-M Centrifuge, Evaporative

06947-F 07291-F 14227-M 14335-M 1506344

07301-F 07302-F 16608-M

07340-F 07782-F Ceresin Aerosols

07785-F 07952-F Catalyst Support 07156-D

08210-F 08241-F 08536-E

08243-F 08244-F Charcoal 01392-D

08274-F 08339-F Catalytic Activity 01419-D 03185-D

08511-F 08598-F 05214-E 07362-E 04648-D 15541-D

09024-F 09055-F 14459-E 00231-14 04871-E 04874-E

09435-F 09713-F 01241-M 09179-M 13686-M 13876-M

13860-F 11489-F 14227-M 14258-M 14313-M 14622-M

14422-F 14711-F
16348-M

14724-F 00111-J Catalytic Afterburners

00625-J 00689-J 07637-B 07638-B Charcoal Grilling

00727-J 02061-J 00269-E 02373-E 14124-B

02169-J 02225-J 14341-E 14604-E

02587-J 02944-J 14608-E Chassis Dynamometer

03526-J 03685-J See also: Afterburners 03547-A

03925-J 04091-J
04651-J 04938-J Catalytic Coabustion

05675-J 05839-J 04839-D 14525-D Chemical Analytical

06384-J 06760-J 15200-D 02112-E Methods 00122-D

06788-J 06789-J 08207-E 03969-M 00845-D 02439-D

07292-J 083154 04617-M 15486-M 03080-D 04796-D

084P5-J 09766-J 07146-D 07154-D

09936-J 10099-J Catalytic Converters 07373-D 07375-D

11015-J 115724 14604-E 10242-D 14428-D

11575-J 11914-J 15171-D 15355-D

146794 15248-J Catalytic Mufller 16211-D 01049-F

16336-J 00925-M 13036-E 07342-F 13453-M

Subject Index 1153



Magical Bonds 01.603-F

Chadcal Composition
02362-B 02375-B
02610-B 03264-B
07629-B 01714-D
02685-D 04262-D
06435-D 06624-D
13779-D 06534-B
14119-F 05627-J
13040-J 1378$-J
14776-J 15575-J
05849-M 06102-11
1341541 14500-11

Chemical Compounds
15712-C 00868-D
02415-D 07972-F
05342-G 03525-11
0976444

Chemical Industry
03129-B

Chsmical Planta
11914-J

Mistral Premiss
02234-B 02236-B
14767-B 15392-B
02439-1) 03940-D
14430-D 00587-B
11058-E 1355443
00883-F 02571-F
04256-G 13415-11
15841144 15990-11

Chemical BeaCtiOlf.
06722-A 00302-C
049118-C 06995-C
01613-D 06682-D
07884-E 14264-B
0060844 0428$-M
0421941 07498-11
0750944 11050-11
1580544 16082-11
1643944 16599-11
1662644

Chemical Synthesis
0163544

Chamiluainescanoe
00426-D 021811-D
1109744

Child= 04037-F
06869-F 10987-F
11272-F

1154

(Morella pyrmoidors 02159-D
02500-D
03112-D
03732-D
03967-D
03991-D

02460-D
0287S-D
03430-D
03949-D
03977D
04143-D

10IMPA

Chlorine 1660544

allorine Dioxidm natant
03983-E 04206-D 04484-D

04648-D 04667-D
Chlorophenols 04895-D 05056-D

05092-D 05135-D 05263-D
05404-D 05578-D

P-Chloroesnyl Isocyanate 051148-D 05863-D
04238-r 05981-D 06112-D

06326-D 06699-D
agorcplasu 07061-D 07140-D

07446-G 07335-D 07432-D
07626-D 07749-D

loroprene 02121-D 07850-D 07887-D
11272-F 02592-J 0$285-D 011354-D

08357-D 0$519-D
Chlortetracycl_ine 08943-D 09342-D

02559-D 09365-D 09388-D
09574-D 10238-D

Chimmatograph Back 10946-D 11164-D
Bulb GIs 11554-D 11558-D
05057-J 11559-D 12001-D

12663-D 12668-D
Chromatography 00060-D 13779-D 13974-D

00108-D 00141-D 14430-D 14839-D
00230-D 00264-D 15529-D 15541-D
00469-D 01696-D 15902-D 15904-D
0278S-D 02706-D 16620-D 01980J
07153-D 078711-D 02160-M 02204-14
11068-D 1439144 02812-M

0811844
07395-14
13062-14

Cluomatography, Cohan 14500-14 1464841
00542-D 00624-D
00926-D 00934-D Clummatogrschy, Paper
01979-D 02227-D 00440-D 00766-D
025$1-D 04930-D 0086$-D 00911-D
063110-D 07435-D 01720-D 01991-D
11.574-D 126611-D 06903-D 11068-D
)4662-D 0281244 11485-D 022104
0698044 0730544 02495-14

Chromatography, GIs
01392-11 01559-11
04731-B 05337-B
07214-11 16494-11
00935-C 01761-C
00036-D 00479-D
00342-D 00610-D
00772-D 00911-D
00942-D 012711-D
01289-D 01310-D
01392-D 01430-D
01.503-D 01784-D
01926-D 01979-9

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION
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Chromatography, Thin-
Layer 00011-D
00 4-D 00399-D
00479-D 00624-D
00766-D 00767-D
00868-D 00912-D
00926-9 00931-D
00934-D 00991-D
01232-D 01581-D
01735-D 01781-D
01795-D 01826-9
02795-9 04321-D
04329-9 05092-D



thromatography, Thin-Layer
(contd.) 115461-D 06955-D
07743-D 08589-D
09223-D 09597-D

Cocklebur (Xasthim Cobustica, Oscillatosy
0358844
See also: Portuestioas

impfsdF47
-G

10767-D 110611-D Coffee 03354-D Caeustica Products
11091-D 11093111 09780-A 00027-1
11218-D 11574-D Coke 15914-14 017444 01761-11
14662-D 15337-D 020014 02336-1
0086944 01034-M Coke Omens 16125-1 04095-1 05011-1

05012-1 074514
Cluomotropic Acid Colloids 1004144 10475-1 10741-1

03680-D 00275-0 01280-0
Cincotts Smoke Coloriastric Analysis 017484 05605-D

03839-F 04245-C 00845-D 06328-D 04279-B
00867-D 01802-D 08080-B 08476-B

Ciliary Activity 01973-D 01995-D 05440-M 09172-M
02248-D 01997-D 01998-D 15411-M

01999-D 02077-D
Citne Crops 03611-6 02079-D 02083-D Cabustica Stability

02084-D 02085-D 0351844
Clam Rocas 0413941 02086-D 02087-D

020841-D 02089-D Ca:bunion laspraturos
Cleaner Air Package. 02090-D 020914 05043-N

00154-B 02092-D 02094-0
02095-D 02096-D Cam rCial Pi

Clomp 01628-M 02097-D 02121-D 01073-A 02234-1
02135-0 02161-D

Closed Ecological 02544-D 02595-D Compact Cars 04028-1
System& 01325-11 02785-D 02798-D

02801-D 02803-D Computer
Coal 0148241 050674 02803-D 02854-D L1225-C1C171117%

10429-1 01395-D 03096-D 035234 16023-M
07783-F 1029244 03537-D 03679-D
13636-M 03680-D 036114-D Concentraticas

03929-D 03937-D 01673-1 019511-11
Coal Briquets 02600-E 04029-0 04086-11 02610-1 03255-1

04099-D 04219-0 07635-1 03059-0
Coal Characteristics 04254-D 04255-D 03369-3 03520-0

13494-A 06636-E 04440-0 04742-D 04049-0 07838-0
13766-M 1388244 04825-0 05210-0 01910-J 05110-J
1541144 06112-0 06661-0

06876-D 06876-0
Coal Preparation Pro- 06893-0 08171-0 Candansatiol 08162-11

cesses 1004741 10019-0 15730-0 0749544
10039-14

Coal Tar Dye Plant.
01038-B

Coal Tar Pitch
0257341 00011-D
00230-D 02226-D
02725-B 11577-J

Coors. Porous Glass
Coln= 04484-D

Cocarcinogsnicity
01471-J

Combined liffect 11479-C

Cambintible Organic
Waste Gases 16211-0

Coinistiot Chambers
Dwosits 04460-1
14033-1

Combustion Ignition
04926-14

Caeustian laldbition
11210-14

CiiIetiaI NUClei
Couatan 06231-0
11540-D

Calif:nag Forssts
04256-G

Caasarvatia of Cloca
Air and Mater -
lantern bona.
(C)MM) 147901

Calstnactia Materials
00333-1 11486-0

Ss Nsd Wei 1155



Contact Processing
15872-14

Untinuous Air Nagtoring
(CHIP)

:61311.1 00929-C
00321-J 01912-J
030244 06701-J
067074 11267-J
See also: Continuous
Ncnitoring

Continuous /4sasurements
018284

Castinuoim Monitoring
00051-0 00141-D
00623-0 00977-D
01871-0 02354-D
03520-0 0 3569-D
05583-D 05837-0
06025-D 06433-0
06471-D 07564-0
07835-D 08257-0
08592-D 09234-0
13050-D 14722-D
15171-D 15200-0
15484-D 15909-0
15294-N
See also: Continuous
Air Monitoring

Contractility 16252-F

Control Agencies, Federal
14728-11

Control Armies,
Maher lends 14616-J

Control Eadimmant
09780-A 09787-1
00257-11 02411-E
02541-E 03462-E
03762-E 0$837-E
09793-B 09795-E
11058-B

Control Nfthods
003794 01744-B
15392-8 00063-0
00469-0 0311S-D
03166-D
07400-0 13301-N
13553-M 13466-14
14335-N 14388-N
15167-M 15524-N

1156

Control Programs
01165-1 04599-1
09752-B 09759-B
04962-E 05320-E
05895-J 08408-K
08899-K 00157-L

Castrolled Atmospheres
08025-1 08851-B
00142-0 02336-0
03185-0 03430-0
03829-0 04262-0
05042-0 10672-D
04279-E 06292-E
06512-E 03820-F
03821-F 08026-F
08028-F 11539-F
05666-G

Cooling 15778-E

Combustion 08359-11
10475-1
00060-11
07692-D
02973-E
15657-H
02253-N
0398541
04653-N
0532541
0904641
1205841
1437941
1438841
1462241

11263-1
02233-11
08136-D
05209-E
01241-N
0310744
04550-N
0504744
0564541
11210-N
13580-141
1438S-N
14399-N
15486-N

Combustion Guns 00030-B
05649-1 11231-1
02158-0 04667-D
11554-0 13028-D
14430-0 15277-D
14004-1 15657-H
02495-N 02734-N
03446-N 04550-N
05643-N 0662S-N
12949-N 14450-N

Copper Oxide 05147-B

COTO OM. 09803-1

Connote 11188-14
15491-14

Colligation Tedusiquss
01729-0 093411-D

Concision 02380-H

Costs 00566-B 04599-B
08394-13 08594-B
09759-B 11265-B
01623-E 06144-E
08365-E 13551-E
12045-G 07698-1
11204-1 16174-1
16417-1 03462-J
15078-14

Cotton 06546-G

Calloway 02162-0
12002-0
See also: Bromocoulo-
metric Analytical
Method

Coulter Counters
08083-D

Camalin Dimerization
03009-N

Cc:lateral:Tont Contacting
Daum 02374-N

Crinkceso Emissions
01894-1 03580-1
05155-13

Critical Orifices
08078-14

Cm& Oil
04109-F 04110-F

Cnde Oil Tars
04108-1

Organics 06070-0
15085-N

Uptal Stesecture
U405-14

Come Hydroperoxide
02595-D

°lyric Oxide-Alumina
01497-E

0/clic &siftings
16626-N

Lyclisatica 01628-14
01630-14 01632-N

Lyclohexadione 05425-M
07457-M

HYDROCAROONS ARO AIR POLLUTION



1,3-Cyc1ohemsnedian
03253-D

Cyclohexanol 02605-11

Cyclopentadienes
02801-D

Wmplints(c,d)pyrene
14301-D
See also: Prunes

Cyciccropine 16252-F

Ofcloprw/sedne
02411944
See also: Mines

Cylinders 07705-N

Cyto lop, 03678-F

Data Analysis 00910-F
00321-J 02351-J

Data 1nnd1ing System
06723-A 00337-1
00277-D 05339-D

(2,4-D) 2,4-Dich bro.
plummy ketic kid
07911144

(DM) 2,2 bis
(p-dtlorcchsny1)-1,1,1-
tridtloroethme
01616-11 1652641
04107-F 07956-F
08329-F

MOW Rates 06504 -D

DDC01190Bitilli 00426-D
1346741 0167744
03009-M 0445644
05051-M 0699744
0798844 0110544
09745-N

De Pubs 04179-1
13182-N

Dshydnimiation 01633-M

Density 01351-M

Deposition 1612541

07027-F 08483-F
03783-G 07705-N

Design Criteria
0301-A 00592-B
02001-B 16024-B
00623-D 03425-D
07838-D 08356-D
16170-D 06292-F
08365-E 09329-B
139584 14341-E
15664-N 16485-N

Design Engineering
01133-B

D°104ion

:74LD 15541-D
00583-B

Desulfurization of
Fuels 13779-D
06479-3 15327-E
00353-N

Detection Thresholds
14470-D

N,
02078-D
See also: Orgmtic
Nitrogen Caspands

1,2"5 6-Dibensanthracens
02607-D
See also: Mthrecenes

Dibairmsyremes 01631-M
See also: Prows

Dichloroethane
14773-D 08151-F
See also: Haloginated
hydrocasbons

Dieldrin 1,2,3,4,10, 10-
hexachloro-6,7, epoxy-
1,4,4a,5,6,7,8,8a-
octshydro-1,4-endo-em-
S 1-dismthmsornethalens
11526-1 06496-r
07352-F

DielsAlder Inectian
07791-N

Diesel Bus Garaps
06055-11

Mint Wu

1157

Diesel Engine Coshustion
0100841

Diesel Engthos 00650-B
04008-B 04374-B
04621-B 04663-B
05007-B 06039-B
06280-B 07596-B
07690-B 08497-B
08102-B 10044-B
14116-B 14119-B
14680-B 02785D
02786-D 03542-D
05170-D 09343-D
14607-D 154114-D
01867-B 04628-B
041188-B 09325-3
11234-B 14297-B
14609-B 15411-B
00058-N

Diesel Exhaust Products
06640-F

Diesel Propulsion Power
Msthod 002414
00251-J

Diethyl Ketone
08353-N
See also: Ketones

Diffusion 04933-C
06445-D 15104-N
15125-N

Diffusion Calls
03059-D

Diffusion Coefficients
03059-D 15032-M
1513144 15265-N

Diffusion Flames
1114341 12086-D
16363-D 05321-N
09172-M

Diffusion *dais
11225-C

Digarcording sYstaa
Di=y1 acids

Dimes. 03253-D

1157



P-dimethylaminsbenuldehyde
02092-D 02161-D

Dimethylaminoasobenzene
03929-D

1,1-Dimmthylhydrazine
01451-D

o-Dinitrobensene
00768-D
See also: Mimic
Nitrogen Compounds
BOMBS Compounds

Dinyl 05949-F

Diolefins 05844-D
15837-13 158754
15848-M
See also: Olefins

Dionne Sulfotrioxide
16082-14

Diphanylamines
02078-D
See also: Mines

4,4' Diplasny Latham

DuSoCyanate (M)
03924-D

Diphenyls
03924-D
09750-N

02078-D
04099-D
15055-N

1,2-di- (4-pyridy1)
Ethylene 03537-D

Direct-Floss In-
ciartation 30257-E

Discharp Detectors
159044)

Discoloration
0011S-H

Diseases ofCrops and
Ornamental Pleats
12042-G

Diseases aid Disorders
08331-F

Mapersion 03381-C

Dizrogoztionation

1158

Dissociation 054044
01680-M 15055-M
16218-M

Distribution 14158-N

2,4,6,8,10-dodecapentasnedi-
al 08827-M

Dap 11632-F

Domestic Heatim
04361-B 07230-B
09385-B 00275-D
05720-F

Dow Chemical Company
00730-J 064304

Driving Cycle
00277-D

Dr/ C
10411:1-rng9820-B

01333-D 14028-E

Dr/ Cleaning Solvents
04114-B

Drying 08296-D

Dust 16125-11
00451-D 0268S-D
02796-D 02963-D
05981-D 01296-D
063054 15614-E
08339-F 097134
16219-F 081634
11572-J 15248-J
16336-J 16440-J

Economic Effects
083944 01594-8
08365-11 09060-F
03610-G 03612-G
03616-G 05342-G
12042-G 030274
00359-K 15078-N

Effluents 05404-D

Electric Automobiles
11265-11

Electric Chary
07273-M

Electric Power PnAction
125034

Electrical 0ctivity
1S481-M

Electrical DisdUkrge
0749S-M

Electrical Equipment
03215-H

Electrical Particle
Counter 00862-D

Electrical Properties
02443-N 09172-N

Electrxhemical
Cleaning 24450-M

Electrodienical Methods
00092-D 08077-D

Electroconductivity
Analyzers 06112-D

Electrodes 08077-D
03343-N

Electrofilters
13784-E

Electrolysis 03940-D

Electron Affinity
09750-N

Electron Capture
Detectors 01832-0
03112-D 0395S-D
05981-D

Electron Microscopy
026S7-D

HYDROCARBONS MO AIR POLLUTION

Electrons Paramaipetic
liescance Spectra.
02493-M

Electronic States
09030-N 09079-N

Electronic Transitiak
03522-N 11181-N

Rlectrophoresis
01991-D



Blectrophoresist Paper
04328-D OSOUD

Electroplating Industry
05790-F

Electrostatic Nodal
03062-N

Electrostatic Particle
Counters 08083-5

Electrostatic
Precipitation
0037341 1056843

Electrostatic Precipitators
06793-E 1561441

ikbeyos 04712-F

Emission Inventories
00673-B 09737-B
11152-B 14019-C
02833-J 04770-J
06977-J 11224-J

Emission Sources
14811-N 1507841

lisission Standards
0635041 0762$-B
03115143 080754
00350-K 035113-1
03586-L 14842-1
165141-L

Emissivity 01824-N

Wyman 11309-F

Eadrin 06496-F

Enia9-11

Ensisz641Traufer

Enforcement Procedures
02951-A 00975-B

Engine Acceleration
16132-D

Blign[Iasi. 'Iodination
e580-11 02130-5

1390-D P0269-E
0187341 05122-E

08831-B 1395841
1545341 16124-B
16187-B 1524344

Engine Displacement
06350-B

Engine Exhausts
03761-8 12967-8
13951-8 1403341
14116-B 1446141
1446241 1448741
1469741 15399-8
16135-B 16170-5
14975-E 15490-F
See also: Automotive
Exhausts Autamtive
Emissions

ihrOPeratinf CYcles
562-B 05292-B

07629-B 07635-B
08493-B 15883-B
1602341

11= Operation
fication

02428-B 15367-5
01411-B 0240541
02753-B 03456-B
15321-B

Esters 02248-D
05959-D 08446-0
03985-N 08105-14
1002841 14220-14

Ethanol Gouging
1216141

Ethylene
11143-Acarat
00344-C 01244-C
01649-C 00214-D
05383-D 063014
14944-B 047714
08897-F 11484-F
12272-F 00737-G
01179-G 01809-G
02537-G 05728-G
06078-G 065464
07167-G 11072-G
11100-G 12042-G
03582-1 07605-1
15715-1 00001-N
00101-N 0123341
05226-N 07458-N
0907841 09099-N
15032-N 15074-14
15104-N 1514344
1516541 15183-N
1526541

Ethylene Glycol
EntrPerfor=ms 06907-F

i0-11 13544-N

Environmental Po nude:
Control Committee
(DOD) 1472841

Enzymes 00651-F 07446-G
13078-N Exhaust Emissions

00324-B

Ethylene (beide
05294-F 06895-F

Ex:entices 04705-F
04709-F 06680-F

Epidemiology 00375-B
00310-F 01286-F
01806-F 01813-F
01992-F 04051-F
04423-F 08243-F
16345-F 16542-F

Episodes 09310-A
00220-B 00375-B
00502-C 00783-C
10018-C 11489-F
00682-J

Equipment 05742-B

Equipment Criteria
03010-D 15167-N

Exhaust )mifold
lift-tors 11548-E

Exhaust Standards
0441743

Exhaust Stystem
0610-E

Experiaental Animals
00176-F 00803-F
04104-F 04416-F
06099-F 073324
0747$-F 104564
See: Mail
Experiments

Mint Wu 1159



Experimental Equipment
00492-D 00772-D
008904 01392-D
03527-D 07628-D
08356-D 08762-D
15354-D 0618244

Experimental Methods
00845-D 00966-D
03010-D 03527-D
03592-D 08762-D
10960-D 15354-D
08162-3 00842-F
01805-F 04253-F
08241-F 05666-G

Explosions 13050-D

Exposure Chesbers
00142-D 01495-D
04825-D 03813-F
03820-F 03$21-F
08026-F 08221-F
11539-F 15664-M

Exposing. Levels
131.34-D

Exposure Methods
01987-F 03822-F
06099-F 07068-F

Eye Irritation
00177-C 01602-C
04973-D 00084-F
00622-F 01402-F
01463-F 01591-F
01596-F 01603-F
02842-F 03270-F
03490-F 03978-F
04645-F 05600-F
05819-F 11260-F
12969-F 14119-F

Fatty Acids 1002841
10119-11 1345341
1346544

Possibility Studies
01626-8 11615-8
00092-D 06284-0
06471-D 08681-0
12887-D 15941-3
13886-F

Federal Air Quality
Act 1967 147724.

1160

Federal Installations
00206-3

Federal Government
06146-A 082734
090534

Field 'Pests 03965-D
08066-D 145254

Filters 067934
140284 15526-E
06182-M

Fish 07299-B

Fined Bed Recovery
System 0835241

Flew Afterburners
076374

Flamm Weikel Detectors
03967-D

Flatem Ionization Method
09751-B
01208-0
01230-D
01823-D
01979-D
023584
02848-0
03569-D
03967-D
04541-0
05834-0
058634
06052-0
08681-0
11496-0
11559-D
13974-D
14773-D
15277-D
01990-J
11210-14

00141-D
01225-D
01238-D
01926-D
02159-D
02500-D
03291-D
03955-D
03977-D
05617-D
05837-D
05981-D
08257-D
09731-D
11554-D
11567-D
14722-D
15200-D
01736-J
027624

Flares 03864-E

Florisil 00399-D

Flow Rates 01358-M
02935-M 03525-M
0807841

Flom-Vol= Device
12955-F

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR pouArnow
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Flomeeters 07626-B
0807844

Fluid Bed Recovery
System 0835241

Fluoremes 01997-D
02095-D 02797-D
02801-D 0920044

Fluorescein 06504-D

Fluorescence
11615-8 00146-D
00203-D 00230-D
00386-D 00426-D
00440-D 00624-D
00912-D 01232-D
01826-D 01922-D
02081-D 040$54)
04248-D 07435-D
07743-D 07908-D
08589-D 08644-D
09597-D 11567-D
14125-D 14658-D
14662-D 15337-D
04713-F 0086944
01034-M 15020-M
1S119-M

Fluorescence Emission
Vectrs
00934-D 02581-D e
06380-D 072904
14662-D

Fluorescent PP Tracer
Analysis 06504-D

Fluorescent Indicator
Analysis (FIA )ethod)
05042-D

Fluorimetric Analysis
00926-D 05136-D
07435-P

Scanning
01232-D

Fluorometry 00328-D
00479-D 009204
02797-D 04053-D
11218-D

Foss 063054

Ford narnmctor Ibibaust
Control System.
001714



Formaldehyde 00464-B
00845-D 01994-D
02086-D 02088-D
02097-D 03680-D
00658-F 01596-F
05294-F 07316-F

Formic Acid 02080-D

Fractionation 00293-D
05578-D

Free Fall Chemical Reactor
16207-M

Free Radicals 04029-D
01648-14 0208244
02243-N 0249344
02496-N 0251744
02534-N 02535-N
04201-N 0458344
0835341 0908044
13364-N 15045-N

Freezing Point 1616944

Fnmtrated Nultipla
Internal Reflection
(041R) 01451-D

Rail Additives
04460-3 14461-B
02048-D 06025-D
02648-E 04856-E
05300-E 07971-E
08080-E 11234-E
14636-E 07270-F
14596-F 03289-1
112044 0544044
09099-N 0974$44
15273-N

Fuel Cells 06950-B
07853-11 0797941
08873-3 09106-8
09148-B 12521-B
08476-E 02443-N
03343-M 07682-M
1468841

Fuel Charging 06086-B

FUelEvapontiax
094214 02411-E
04892-E 05537-E
05832-8 1602043

Rn1 Gases 01378-A
04995-8 05632-B

06488-B 09385-B
0398341 04357-13
14975-B 1642743
13544-N

Fuel Oil Preparation
PMWASSOS 10945-3

Rol Oil Resources
08393-B

Rol Oil Trends
08393-B

nal Oil Utilization
08933-B

Rail Oil 00030-B
01626-B 01838-B
03164-B 05477-B
11171-B 04856-E
07302-F

Rid Standards 07270-F

Rsel Talk Evaporation
lasses. 09347-B

Rigs 07204-A
0252741 03158-B
06104-B 07945-B
08200-B 10044-B
11263-B 00275-D
05605-D 01197-E
07550-K 02495-N
0273444 05208-14
0662544 06997-M
14145-N 1438844
15273-N

Ran 00257-B

8-F
Figg

10112844

Fogicides 05723-G

Ranson 01558-B

Rainra Reaction
08471-D

Galactolipids 07446-G

Gu Appliances 0629941

idled Index

1161

Gas Density Cell
07850-D

Gases 01558-8 10429-B
00173-C
00449-D
01451-D
02439-D
03425-D
05561-D
08285-D
09365-D
11540-D
12668-D
14470-D
08162-E
08078-N
14313-N
1507444
1512544
15165-N
15265-N

00092-D
01278-D
02349-D
03059-D
04541-D
07150-D
08519-D
11270-D
12663-D
14430-D
07882-E
08221-F
13876-M
14882-N
1510444
1514344
1518344
15744-N

Gu-Fired Incinerators
14967-E

Gas Liquefactiat
1648541

Cu Nixing Systems
0807844 1154344

Gas-off Products
04234-B 03828-D

Gasolines 01382-B
02636-B 0610841
13795-B 16352-B
01230-D 01503-D
05056-D 08316-D
09574-D 15513-E
glols-F 01030-F
04500-F 04539-F
07270-F 08153-F
08221-F 0311444
05208-N 13544-14
1416441

Gas RXWIES 14074-B

Gas Sapling 04630-B
15883-B 03673-C
03113-F
See also: Sampling
Method

Gas Svaratian 04484-D
093k- 0 15078-14
1518744
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Gas Separation Plants
1504844

Gas Traneport 1516544

GAS Utilization
08394-8

Gaschromatographic
Colon Circuit
0828S-D

Gaseous Compounds
1621844

Gases, Compressed
05056-D 00587-E

Gases, Expired
02406-D

Gases, Flue
10238-D 15614-E

Gases, Stack 11554-D
12072-D
See also: Stack Gases

Gases, Waste 07692-D
12072-D 13028-D
14476-D

Gasoline 2n02806-81195641
01803-E 04374-E

Gasoline Storage Tanks
08196-J

Genetic Effects
1470944

Glyalgaic =tr.
Glyomal 02079-D

Gownsunt 0864544

Grape leaves
05903-G

Grsphic Arts Indust:),
16498-8

Grasses 06498-G

Growth 04710-F
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Guaicol Rosins
02571-F

Gaines Pigs 00779-F

02277-F 06196-F

Halogens 05191-0
06682-D 08077-D
14428-D 00128-M
0091744 00925-M
0167744 01680-M
0168244 0188044
0188144 02258-M
0248944 0306744
0307844 03088-M
0561344 1513944

Hamsters 08274-F

Health Impairment
00020-8 00650-8
01763-8 0194141
07230-11 07596-11

01b04-C 00142-D
00451-D 00484-0
00728-D 00747-0
01302-D 02963-D
04262-D 06702-0
06858-D 07400-0
08079-D 08321-0
10767-D 11476-D
13154-D 15708-0
01351-E 00174-F
00308-F 00499-F
00910-F 01369-F
01916-F 01988-F
02357-F 02969-F
04037-F 05720-F
05882-F 07342-F
07573-F 08295-F
08511-F 08526-F
09060-F 11307-F
0976441 11571-M
13933-IM 14709-M

Health Statistics
03214-F 05639-F

Hearings - S 306.
0000341

Heat Recovery Somme
1438844

Heat Transfer
0917244 1504641

Helical-Coil Disti natio:
Colons 1585141

Hemorrhage Syndhyme
08526-F

Herafluorwomm
02854-D
See also: Halogenated

hydrocarbons

Hennes 02747-D
08207-E 04252-F
03627-G 03629-G
03630-G 05777-G
05778-G 0157944
See also: Olefins

Highways 15610-J

Hippuric Acid
06702-D

Histamine Release
04$29-F

Hi-Vol Sampler
099364

Hopcalite 0396944

Hot Gas Engine
15418-E

Hot Sosk 09347-11

Hummns 08851-8

Hybrid Electric Propulsion.
08873-11

Hydratines 04440-D
03821-F

2-Ifydrazinobouothiuo1e
02091-D

Hydrocasbon-Air Ca *yeti=
Ges Model 16023-N

1iydrocaston-Air Rol Cell

Basins. 14519-E

Hydrombon Amalyzer
064304

Hydrocarben Reels
0647941

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION



Hydrocartxm-Nitric Oxide
System 00345-C

Hydrocarbcm-Ozone
Products 04999-G

Hydrocarbons, Aromatic
13494-A 01815-B
01902-B 01958-B
10775-B 12084-B
00773-C 01194-C
00011-D 00108-D
00155-D 00386-D
00399-D 00440-D
00747-D 00766-D
00867-0 00868-0
00911-D 00927-D
00928-D 00931-D
00934-D 01178-D
01461-D 01499-D
01581-D 01997-D
02085-D 02095-D
02096-D 02159-D
02226-D 02227-D
02595-D 02875-D
03234-D 03991-D
04254-D 04484-L
04930-D 05042-D
05257-D 05959-D
06661-D 07061-D
10089-D 10772-D

11164-1) 11476-D
11559-D 12086-D
14607-D 19977-D
16701-0 001034
06674-E 106374
00622-F 00803-F
01029-F 016364
03933-F 05949-F
06004-F 06196-F
0841S-F 097664
00119-M 007704M
00916-N 0103444
01833-M 01978-M
0216044 024934M
02495-N 03986-M
04617-N 05325 -N
0739544 08827-M
09197-N 09200-N
10129-N 13553AM
14145-N 14220-N
151864M 15874-N
16052-N 16599-N

Hydrocarbon', Aromatic
Polycyclic

0100841 0105941
0145341 03543-11

05011-8 05109-11

09389-8 10741-8
1635241 00750-F
01762-F 09024-F
04651-J 0567S-J
08315-J 09936-J
15600-J 11147-M
15600-M

Hydrocarbons, Aliphatic
01902-B 09385-B
01649-C 01825-C
00584-D 00747-D
00845-D 0C927-D
00931-D 01178-D
01802-D 01926-D
02080-D 02084-D
02088-D 02097-D
02098-D
0287S-D
03369-D
04086-D
05257-0
01722-E
1587S-E

09766-J
01891-M
02528-M
044S4-M
05051-M
07798-M
09197-M
10129-M
11248-M
13713-M
14648-M
1S238,-M

16027-M
163484M
1660544

02657-D
03253-D
03937-D
04255-D
15541-D
1583743

01471-J

0183344
02506-N
02734-M
04456-N
0710844
09030-N
10028-M
11239-N
13062-N
1422044
15134-N
15869-N
16040-N
1648544

Hydrocarbcas Marinated
045354 00809-F
05729-F 06221-F
09316-F 10105-F

Hydrocarbons, Morinated
Solvents 04124-F

Hydrocaxbans, Fluorimatad
01426-F

Hydrocarbcms Ha laminated
0176341 016SO-C
002644 00765-0
01178-D 01310-D
01356-0 01832-0
02121-0 02135-0
02227-0 02559-0
02601-0 02854-0

03732-D 05092-D
05210-D 06008-D
06858-D 06876-D
07146-D 07375-D
08077-D 08136-D
08294-D 08446-D
08471-D 11164-D
11476-D 14773-D

15355-D 15529-D
06285-E 00843-F
00887-F 03820-F
03821-F 08028-F
08026-F 08151-F
08295-F 11539-F
0012044 01677-M
0187544 02337-M
0251744 02812-M
03488-M 03969-N
04228-M 0458344
09116-M 110974M
1414544 14220-Y
15139-M

Hydrocarbons, Polycyclic
1602441 0905541
0816541 0202341
1412441 05284-F
11299-F

Hydrocarbons, Polynuclear
01362-B 01788-8
05005-B 00386-D
00399-D 00440-D
00479-D 00624-0
00728-D 00766-D
00767-D 00912-D
00926-D 00931-0
00934-D P1238-D
01302-D 01395-0
01683-0 01696-0
01729-D 01795-0
01826-0 01998-0
01999-D 02077-D
02081-D 02083-0
02085-0 02087-0
02090-D 02091-0
02092-0 02226-D
02607-0 02685-0
02805-0 03040-0
03234-0 03523-0
03542-0 03592-0
33955-D 04014-D
040854 04210-0
04328-D 04930-0
05084-0 05461-0
05501-D 05502-D
05981-0 06135-0
06858-0 06902-0
06955-0 07298-0
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Hydrocarbcas, Polynuclear
(contd.) 07427-D 07435-D
07743-D 07908-D
08132-D 08296-D
08321-D 08589-D
09223-D 09388-D
09432-D 09597-D
10668-D 10755-D
10767-D
11485-D
11574-D

14173-D
08511-F
00119-M
00770-M
0092544
0162844
01632-M
02445-M
04022-M
05345-M
09750-M
14220-M

10946-D
11567-D
12086-D

14662-D
00058-M
00353-M
00869-M
01034-M
01630-M
01633-M
03986-M
04285-M
07273-M
10519-M
15491-M

Hydrocarbons - Un-
saturated 06674-E

Hydrochloric Acid
0223641 153924
16169-M

Hydrodhloric Acid
Manufacture 15392-B

Hydroconvers ion
14505-E

Hydrocracking 10458-E
0402241

Hydrodesulfurisaticn
1355344 1416441

Hydrofluoric 1349944

Hydrogen Iodine
07462-14

Hydrogen Peroxide
01693-D

Hydrogenation 0839041

0839141 107754
06423414 0745841
08118-M

HyotiaTlysis

nydrogue Sul fide
1217244

1164

Hydrolysis 15990-M

Hydrosphere 14158-M

Hydroxystyryl Groups,
Para 03081-D

Hypoxia 13960-F

Ice Fog 00834-C

Imines 00926-D

Ialanology 00210-F

02173-F

Impaction 0770544

Incingers 06025-D

Incineration 01788-B
03864-E 04535-E
04838-E 08084-E
08536-E 14609-E

15657-H

Incinerator Iffiulati
05834-D 15657-H

Incinerators 00027-B

0028841 01941-B
07561-41 08373-B
09830-B 12084-8

1215941

Indicator Ube Method
08226-D

Industrial Areas
00479-D 05951-D
07156-0 07335-D
07575-D 08471-D
14839-D 03902-F

07574-F

Industrial Omission Sources
00233-A 0010741
0037941 0097241
01059-11 01546-8
01744-8 02548-8

07570-8 0792541

09784-11 1539241

00479-D 1105841

1643541 01762-F

05954-F 07698-F
11426-F

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION

Industrial Gas Analysis

09369-D

Infimmiable Vapors
06471-D

Infrared Radiatics
15729-C

Inspectice 10662-B

Inspection, Automobile
00155-D

Instrument Weld=
07885-D

Instrumemntation
03352-B
00122-D
00277-D
00469-D
00772-D
00942-D
01495-D
01593-D
02349-D
02378-D
02433-D
02886-D
03527-D
0396S-D
04199-D
04318-D
04667-D
04880-D
04960-D
05583-D
05836-D
0602S-D
06052-D
06231-D
06328-D
06471-D
07403-D
0743S-D
07749-D.
08083-D

08519-D
09111-D
0951S-D
09738-1
10238-D
10960-D
11540-D
14773-D
11484-D
15507-D

00108-G
00141-D
00449-D
00623-D
00862-D
00977-D
01503-D
01832-D
02358-D
02406-D
02848-D
03485-D
03569-D
03967-D
04262-D
04440-D
04742-D
04881-D
0513S-D
0S617-D
05863-0
06050-D
06203-D
06284-D
06445-D
07386-D
07427-D
07627-D
07850-D
08285-D

08592-D
09365-D
09S97-D
09888-0
10489-D
11270-D
11574-D

5400-D
15528-D



Integrating Nephe lometer

15308-C

Interferometer 07403-D

Interfermmetric
Analysis 03485-D
07403-D

Internal Combustion
Engines 14608-E
08803-L

International Air
Quality Criteria
07251-F

Intenatimal Peace
Bridge 01673-B

In Vitro Effects
--01S7PP

Ion Exchange Resins
07884-E 13499-M

Ionization 00060-D

Icarizatics Detector
04839-D

Ions 01973-D 08077-D
01632-M 02443-M
02489-M 03343-M
05047-M

Irradiation Chambers
06300-8 00068-D
07838-D 03575-M
07806-M

Irritant 06910-F

Isomerizaticm
04547-D 02445-M

Isoprene 03679-D

Isotherms 13543-D

Isotopes 071814
01722-F 01632-M
01634-M 01635-M
05051-M 15063-M

Jot Airplanes 04792-8
09224-8 10428-8

01202-J 06788-J
See also: Aircraft
Airplanes

jet Fuel 10428-8

Ketcmes 00789-C
00146-D 01696-D
01998-D 02798-D
04254-D 07573-F
00355-M 00916-M
00917-M 01628-M
01632-M 01824-M
01833-M 01961-M
02534-M 03522-M
03985-M 04454-M
05333-M 07798-M
08105-M 08877-M
10512-M 1216944
See also: Bmazophenones
B-Ketosulphones

Xetosulphones, beta
03009-M

!Whey 04705-F

Kilns 02023-B

Knock 140454

Kraft Black Liquor
08359-8 08354-D

Kraft Pulping 00379-8
07214-B 08359-8
I6494-B 08354-D
08356-D 08357-D
08365-E 13505-M

lAboratory Animals
04701-F 04702-F
04703-F 07068-F
15664-M

Laboratory Facilities
00898-D 04318-D

Landfills 044L9-B

Lasca Leaves
0548S-G

Lasers 11030-D

&Mut hides

15139-M 15019-M
15020-M 15055-M
15119-M 15491-M
16257-M

Lead 06894-D

Lead Compounds
06894-D 07285-D
00015-E

Legal 4 Administrative
04053-D 09234-D
I4028-E 08598-F

Legislation 01863-8
01868-B 04315-B
08496-E 08463-K
13366-K

lavis Acids 04022-M

Light Radiation 03883-B

Light Scattering
04931-D 02935-M
07495-M

Lignin 13505-M

Lipids 00473-F
07886-F

Liquefaction 12085-8
15134-M

Liquefied Natural
Gas 15085-M

Liquefied Petroleun
Gas (LPG) 05632-8

Liquid Film Resistance
15851-M

Liquid Fuels 04610-E
09195-E

Liquid Hydrocarbons
15966-E

Liquid Rocket Fuels
04440-D

Liquid Transport
15198-14

Literature Survey
01626-B 02637-E
02129-J 04285-M
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Liver 04705-F
05729-F

Lahricants 02048-D

Weinman= 02607-D
15055-N

Lang Cancer 16542-E
00754-F 001142-F
01015-F 01806-F
01813-F 011144-F
03086-F 034116-F
03686-F 04423-F
04589-F 04590-F
05238-F 05304-F
05639-F 06266-r
06268-F 07161-F
07340-F 05243-F
08415-F 08511-F
08598-F 09435-F
10239-F 10241-F
11275-F 15345-F

Ling Clearance
00484-D 02963-D
01722-F 011105-F
08420-F

41013
02373-E

473-F 04037-F
06163-F 07106-F
08274-F 10456-F
14724-F

Lymphoma 04177-F

Mecro-Argcn Ianizatioa
Detector 16277-D

Magnetic Field
1501844

Maintenance, Automobile
10135-11 00155-D

Mhydride
02568-F

Monswese eyclopentadienyl-
tt -calbanyl (PICT)
14596-F
See also: Posl frdiditives

lanynese Sulfates
16463-N

Novels 05066-G

Manor tric lenhodi
06176-D

Materials Deterioration
002294 02472-N

Mathemetical Analyses
14417-5 04357-E
16486-E 06947-F
00739-J 04593-01
1052044 13580-14
13112-14 13933-14

Mathematical Modeling
15310-5 16017-11
00719-C 13657-F
00847-J 16023-N

Maximum Allowable Can-
centration 00081-1
02048-D 03773-D
05951-D 05952-D
06001-D 00562-E
000964 00499-F
01916-F 02551-F
02566-F 02571-F
02581-F 04070-F
04013-F 04087-F
01092-F 04111-F
04253-F 04258-F
059!4-F 06192- F
06195-F 07251-F
07270-F 07573-F
07574-F 12272-F
I2276-F 12284-F
00110-3 039111-.1
00411-1. 02510-L
05940-1. 06677-L
07079-1. 07197-L
07219-1. 01803-1.
13933-N

Medical Geography
01971-F

Neinene Filters
02205-D 15186-N

Merceptides 00379-5
16494-5 oun-D
04029-D 03521-F
0431444

Mesoclimatolog,
11052-C

Metabolism 06820-F
07026-F 14711-F

Metal Fabricaticn and
Finishing 08406-5

Meteorological Aspects
06043-C

Meteorology 00510-C
1100e-C 00259-F
110104

*than IeffiZatiCEI
Detector 13400-D

*thanes 01544-5
02152-11 04419-5
01394-11 12088-5
00139-C 01528-C
03064-C 03673-C
15729-C 00118-D
00623-D 01823-D
03924-D 08838-D
11558-11 13050-D
14430-0 15200-D
15484-0 15730-D
16277-0 16507-D
16620-0 OLSSO-E
03645-E 04179-E
04470-E 05250-E
06512-3 08012-E
16124-E 13960-F
01736-3 05057-J
08408-1 00608-14
01612-N 01771-14
02467-N 03446-N
03559-N 04288-N
04289-N 04413-N
10045-N 10292-N
13766-N 13931-N
14158-N 14379-N
14399-N 14622-N
15020-N 13078-N
15085-N 15081-14
15134-14 16485-N
See also: Natural Gas

Methanol 03918-3

Metheansldainestia
04927-F

Methomme 08433-D

3-Methy1-2- t nanthiazolane
Hydratame 02091-D
020974 02098-D

Methyl Bromide
05294-F

Methyl Iodine 07026-F
03783-G
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Methyl Metcaptan
06719-11

Milky Layton., alpha
121144

Methyl Sulfide
00952-C

Mica 01453-B 02573-B
00639-F 01030-F
02276-F 02332-F
04S51-F 04709-F
04710-F 04714-F
06710-F 07302-F
0736$-F 0$210-F

Microorpnisms
o4419-$ 01197-E
00651-F 00992-F

Misserrl Co women)
00451-0

lateral Processing
01544-11 02549-3
061136-J

16
13050-D

111429-0 15400-0
16507-0 16620-0
01550-E 04179-E

Missile Ethaist
06994-C

Missiles and Bockats
0745141 062114-0

Mobile Air-Sampling
Laboratory 02317-J
021122-J 02325-.1

Mobile Testing Facilities
16170-D

Molecular Associotion
16052-M

Molecular Models
0505144

Molecular Siew Malysis
005113-E

Molecular Sieves
11969-0 00103-E
16486-E 02374-N

Pim lecular Strocture
0510044

Molecular Nei&
07150-0 02734-M
OS44344

Molecules 04409-N

06)1ybdsnua Comma&
166011-14

Monitoring
02349-0 02406-0
03430-0 04596-0

Monitoring *Abode
01572-11

Monitoring
04616-.1

Morbidity
04014-F

Mortality
01051-F
030116-F
031116-F

.-F

Plural

01369-F
09440- F

00779-F
01992- F
03416-F
06195-F
13353-F

Mortality-Mnbidity
011244-F

Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Act
07193-E

Mame Neatate Assay
00966-0

Mofflen (Noti-Smog)
07560-E

Mdtiple Chamber In-
cinerators 02232-B
060116-11 09125-11

Miltiple-Tracer
Diffusion Emerimesots
04933-C

Motagenicity Testing
13116-F

*dation 02312-F
12173-F 13136-F

Mylar Bags 00534-D
03971-0 08141-0

fabled Net

;t1bilf

Nephthalanes
02011-0 03234-0
117011-0 0749S-M

Ilschthenic Soaps
15614-E

1,4 Naplithoquinanes
02021-0

Naplothylanimes 1170.-11

National Air Sampling
Network MOO
007394 02340-J
02351-J 02225-J

National Air Surveil-
lance Network (NAM
063444 06701-.1

Natural Gas
03304-B 12033-11
011403-11 14379-14
1439944 15134-11
See also: *tisanes

NOY Thmicology Unit
031122-F

Nephalantry 06021-0

Nereus Activitr, Effect
01221-F

Nereus 9ptsa
02531-F 04124-F
06120-F 07306-F
07316-F 0 3442-F
14596-F

Neuromuscular Neactian
15400-F

Nitrates 00145-0
01973-0

Nitration 11230-111

Nitric Oxide OD)
05411-B 001145-0
04635-0 06433-0
06435-0 10242-0
14119-F 001101-N
0003441 0111110-N
0113144 02337-31
0233344 0215144
03114-N 0342141
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Nitric Oxide Os1) (contd.)
0463544 05226-N
05425-N 011114S-S
09070-44 1341$44

429344 16236-N

Nitrites 01973-0
01995-0 02094-D
02799-D

Nitro Ilaassme
02510-F
See: Deana Capes&
Organic Dime= Capsule

Nitmeasse 1573)-D
See also: Organic
Ni trope Compounds

Nitro-olefists
00210-F 00610-F
03490-F 016024
Sse also: Mimic
Nitre.= Cawood'

Nitrogen Died& MO
004644 01264-c
00620-0 0004$-11
02747-0 02799-0
01096-D 10242-0
00097-F 015914
03820-F 0102*-F
11530-F 00034-N
0151944 0241244
02827-N 021151-44

34211-44 03575-74
0413344 09079-4
13115-01

Nit Oxides
00 -11 015754
011158-11 03103-0
07572-D 135624
01244-C 07237-C
00092-0 00469-0
021312-0 03444
04857-0 06301-0
080341-0 09515-14
152714 15554-0
15765-E 085904
00120-11 02734-74
03107-44 0351044
0450-N 04633-N
0415341 05824-14
0004644 13415-N
1436-41

Wawa %trued&
05649-P

5-11itrmin 02078-0

Nitamaksie 1573D-0
Des also: 01111111iC

atm= Caroni
Mimes

Ditreparaffias 03684-0
Des also: Orgaic
Nitzegsa Comma;

Nitrous Adds 03684-0

*tram Odds (420)
15729-C

Nam 02538-D

Da Agar Commas
03840-0

Nyasa, 141nost Dosansics
041316-11

ilist_dier_ Paw Plats
04402- 075464

Nuclear Simitisis
01461-14 0$042-0
15519-D 05209-E

°MC:rthank

141 100178-14
11321-D 091334
13154-0 0131-0
01550-0 045294
010964 00103-F
01010-F 01762-F
12210-F 040114-F
04177-F 057904
064841p-F 086411-F
068244-F 07165-F
07956-F 01295-F
0413211-F 1536-F

Ocean 06108-2

Mader Sensitivity
11476-D

Oast Casestsctinn
0113704 05110-D
1401144 143414
16772-E

Oast Pawls 14109-D

1168 HYDROCARIO*1 MO AIR mums

Oder ihreashis
141094

Odionst Maki
141094

Oderiastry 05170-14
000641-0 11416-0

Oars 00379-11
010154 06094
070804 008574
10075-11 144804
162004 164044
02714-21 03354-0
03142-0 14107-0
0 1817-0 073124
01504-0 01150-F

Oil bernsn 020014
04311-1 05133-11
100754

Oil Defiseries
O 78304 1016-0

Oils 1199041

Olefias 013834
O 191114 022444
03791-11 005244
111067-11 13M-1
441177-C 00773-C
01264-C 82352-C
1161432-C 00155-0
00772-D 01304-0
412158-1) 021111-0
112162-0 02747-D
0204-14 03179-0
O 3727-D 04647-0
049110-14 051364
05503-D 12002-0
039854 061704
152714 011184-F
400622-F 014024
015914 01403-F
02173-F 02223-F
03610-G 03117-G
O 36111-C 05103-G
OS1444 064994
O 1911341 019814
05627-i N03444
00128-44 0035641
011565-14 01233-41
O 1610-4 0112444
0183344 011110-4
O 118141 02204-4
0244544 0203741
02051-14 0311444



Olefins (contd.)
03421-N 04633-N
05050-N 0533341
05611-N 07101-11
0745841 0746241
0750044 07510-11
07790-N 09071-N
10129-14 12051-11
1313444 13415-01
16013-N
Sae also: Aliphatic
Itrdrocarbaes

OlfaCtory Perraptia
03773-D

Olfactory litnabold
114764

aPen010=115124
Operating Variables

003244 07615-11
160244 16132

Opinion Sway
074484

Optical Playbill
1.5045-14

Oranges, Naderin
140444

Orgheascas 033634

Otipasic Costiap
0523141

thymic Capon&
020744

Organic Blass idle
031044

Ogganic Nittagat
panda 00101-D
011146-0 00316-0
003194 004404
00761-0 00167-0
000111-11 00921-11
110911-31 01696-11
01826-11 01997-11
1120711-11 02814-11
0211044 31.12-D
3604-11 03137-D
01171-0 15700-0
00139411 01116-N
0208241 031811-N

0421541 0531941
See alio: Aliphatic
Mimeo (nptandi

OI$MiC Partialities

OrgatcamasPhoephorts
05114-11

022484 071014

Organic Solids
1411304

lac Silvan liaissicas
4:04-F 074434

onctivohms

Organic Sulfur Capita&
011154 001014
011714 012184
017144 040294
OG0654 054014
00353-N 0431441
074541 1510541
165111-N 16626-N

Onpas-Aludatim Capoundl;
04246-C

Orpno-Negnesim Capone&
16611-N

Orsowebtallica
111611-N

Christ tcparana 03352-11

Otto Regina 04731-11
1536)-1 002694
142024

Wants 00K2-11
00242-C 02474-C
05575-C 003214
02354-0 02747-0
035444 07130-0
005154 01511-F
1156116-0 059034
06491-G 04120-11
011051-N 002 WN
01579-N 0174741
0357541 11050-N

Oxidation 003714
07518-C 09430-C
002934 011420-0
032344 06719-1

WNW Wet

011051-14 01771-N
0221641 02834-41
04201-K 042111-01
04454-N 050511-14
0750941 07607-N
1004541 13034-N
1113141 146$841
16463-N

Oxidetica Reaction
Mechanism 11147-N

Oxides 03113-B

Oxygenated Fraction
03231-D ^'499-D

Solvents

Oqgnaates 00464-B

Olmsted Olefins
036'114

Mame 00092-0
002144 00620-0
0032114 02111-0
03537-11 03544-31
06050-D 10489-0
10637-1 11530-F
00326-F 03820-F
05666-G 1450044
0749141 05124-111
0499241 051113-M

OtawHydrocetban
lleactia 056111-F

Chase Olefht Miamian
03W54

Otase Oxidetion
157724

Osasolysis 03537-0
0356544

Mat Nomfacturing
007464 07136-E

Paints 039914
16159-E

Palladia 03213-11

Piper Ileaafecturbte
003794
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Paper Pulp 1350541

Paraffin, Limpid
07342-F

Paraldehyde 07316-F

Pmesegnetic Rosman=
07097-0

Particle Access latian
06112-N

Particle Classifiers
099118-1)

Particle' Casters
02433-D 06203-0

Particle, cravat
00069-N 14811-M

Particle Size 00484-11
01714-D 02433-0
02657-D 02963-0
06203-D 09738-D
09888-D 06793-E
01113S-N 0727141
0727344

Particles, Settling
0220$-1) 00499-F

Particulates 00293-0
00440-D 00451-0
00112-1) 00624-0
00767-D 01278-0
01592-D 01593-0
017911-D 02354- D
02706-0 021131-11
0S42-1) 1094*-0
15190-1) 01590-F
06116-J

Particulates, Nucloating
02412-N

Partiagate Classificstim
Methods
09738-D 01722-F

Patents (U.S.)
13554-E 13784-E
15861-E 1586241

Pathological Thchniqms
03671-F 07342-F
01020-P

Pastadimme 07442-N

1170

Mentenes 04083-F
04232-F 00128-N
01880-N 01881-N
Sea abo: Olefins

Perchlorosthylone
06221-4
See also: Halopested
Wdroambems

Perfluoroiscbutylsne
02164-0
See also: isaugmatikt
Preirocarteams

Periodic Acid 11147-N

Permed lity 15032-14
1507441 1540544

Peresation Standards
11279-0

hemmyncyl Nitrates
(MI) 00610-0
002294 007374
0321124 034724
06400-G 149684
06238-01

PervAbatias 0564344
Soo Combietiaa,
Oscillatoey

Payless, 03234-0
08643-0

PIS tiCi &IS 003884
01616-S 15996-11
16318-11 16526-8
06830-1) 11164-0
31031-F 010111-F
031162-F 04107-F
04901-F 06219-F
06496-F 06847-F
07332-F 07956-F
07964-F 08329-F
011090-F 10105-F
163064 045444
onsi-J 04228-14
11419741
See also: Ihdrocentons,

Nalogsasald

hamlets Distribution
091140-8

Petiole= Paraffin
Vapor 07154-1)

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR nuncio

Petroleum Prediction
01165-0 01453-11
01620-8 031284
06104-11 05191-0
07304-J 04022-N

Pet:Telma Refineries
03872-E 04198-J
11914-J

Patrolmen Renaming
01071-4 01138-11
02017-0 03420-11
03871-8 085244
09835-11 09838-9
14798-8 03875-C
03864-E 06127-5
06159-5 04170-E
01594-5 1u4511-5
06069-F 03280-1
13353-N

Phenalm-I-mie
11210-0 15337-0

Plissumthreses 03234-0

Phenols 01324-6
14717-11 00921-0
08150-F 16463-N
Sere also: hensene
Cempoteds

Phsayls Comma&
00146-D 13999-5

Phanythydratrls
02496-M

Plemylurothylans
0424$-C

Philips-Stirling Regina
15243-N

Phosphorescence 00146-0
00440-0 001168-11
07097-0 11567-0

Phosphoremtry 00146-0
00860-0 00998-0

Photochemical 01076-8
011102-C 0034$-C
01403-F

Photochemical Oxidems
04966-F

Photochemical Oxidation
022444



Pllotodrical bastion
014114 01571-9
01115-1 01007-11
06300-1 09094-11
153104 00130-C
00242-C 00312-C
00602-C 00611-C
00629-C 00757-C
01027-C 01194-C
012644 01117-C
05411-C 06432-C
07217-C 00101-0
01304-11 01613-0
02747-0 05572-0
06955-0 06636-9
014634 03270-F
04321-F 0464$-F
04610-F 0361S-C
00231-M 00313-M
00353-M 00356-M
00916-M 00917-M
0092141 0102644
0111644 01210-M
01311-M 01179-M
01133-M 01961-M
02203-M 01213-M
02211-M 02337-M
02412-M 0244144
02403-M 02496-M
02151-M 0300941
0306641 042644
04633-M 0510041
06720-M 07463-M
07110-M 07106-M
01551-M 09012-M
10129-M 1051941
1216941 11046-M
11130-M 1591141

Photodusical Asactivitiss
05533-C 00161-C

Photochnistry
03522-M 05613-44
05$4944 1051241
1123944

lliotocolorisstric
Paalysb 05376-0
05313-0 06025-0
06050-0 06902-0
01132-0 06446-0
011490-0

Photocyclisatiat
0035644

Pbotodsgradstion
0523341

thotaksasic
00966-1) 0131112%

Pbotoslisinatios
00916-M 00917-M
0123344

Photoionisatios
lIssosoos Spectra
14293-M

Photolysis 10034-0
01177-M 09010-M
0123344 07512-M
01641-M 02337-M
0212144 0300944
0306644 0311444
090711-M 02243-M
07731144 1051244
1101944 15491-M
11011-M 0355941
0445641 061135-M
09267-M 11110-M

Photowtric Msasurawat
Mrthods 00321-0
02121-0 0211111-0
02113-0 03024-0
06203-11 0611134
0 7305-0 11540-0

Photooddst ion 00109 -1
01214-C 015117-C
01911-C 03151-C
00060-0 06301-0
15351-0 05119-F
0000144 0003441
01717-M
02172-M
02531-M
0283744
02153-M
0 312844
04221-14
0499244
0561144
07101-M
0882744
09079-M
1336144

01971-M
0251744
0253544
02151-M
03114-M
0341841
04511344
OS 333-M
0502444
0135341
0804544
11241-M

Plwotopinscol lIssctions
0510044

Photosynthesis 03627-G

0023144

Physicochemical Studies
16608-M

SOW lodes

ts
iihneatc=011446- 2

00009-G 00316-C
001144 03116-G
03301-G 03573-G
03611-G 03612-G
03613-C 03616-G
03611-G 04991-G
01610-C 056641-G
01723-G 12042-G
16317-G 0000144
07911-M
Sec Sawbones

1-Picoliass 00761-D

PiAto ais 05610-F
03627-G

Pipsrunal Mist
01729-D

Pitch-Ccks Platt
07300-11

Planting I &ming
013130-J

Plats owl Programs
00599-A 03504-J
01601-K 07235-K

Plait Dowse
03265-11 OSS44-1
00242-C 00622-F
01402-F 02 142-F
00229-G 0023$-G
00316-G 00961-G
02299-G 03116-G
03315-G 03596-G
03601-G 03609-G
03613-G 0 3616-G
036174 03629-G
04911-G 04999-G
05103-G 05347-G
05420-G 0540S-G
056444 05724-G
057234 0S771-G
06071-G
11072-G 12042-G
12045-G 031127-J
0976444

Platt Growth 00601-G
01179-G 03629-G
03630-G 04991-G
05344-G 06499-G
06546-G
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Plan

Indicaton

03564-4

022994

163574

Plret

Injury

02537-G

05610-G

Plans

037938

05756-G

07167-G

11010-G

Plastic

B
ap

01913-H

Plastics

08486-1

11493-1

14609-E

Plastics

M
onufacturing

00905-B

041N
-E

Flatboat

04558-E

15271-E

Pnew
om

ia

07342-F

Polar

D
iepconde

03149-0

15329-M

154N
44

Polanivaphic

M
ethods

05456-11

15731-9

Pollutions

00914-A

Pollution

Precursors

01747-M

Polychlorinated

B
iphonyl(PC

B
)

16318-1

See

also:

H
alogenated

Ifydrocarbaes

Polyflusevethylans 08416-1
See

also:

H
alogenated1V

drocarbom
s

Polym
erization 15970-M

Polym
ers

0431444

15131-M

1540541

Pelynuclear

C
apon&

006214i

010084

01404-1

01103-1

0611141

0940$-B

001954

00511-F

00663-F

00170-F

01029-F

01011-F

01286-F

016684

01912-F

01144-F

03480-F

03616-F

04706-F

04004-F

06343-F

06947-F

07712-F

09435-F

11053-F

0062S-J

00619-J

02169-J

02517-J

03526-J

05675-J

06314-J

11577-JSee

also:

liydrocubas,

ctL
IB

U
C

A
O

SIT

H
rdrO

Polycyclic

Polystynoes

12580-F

Poly's&

lim
es

16013-M

Polyeseeham
e

07165-F

Polyvinyl

W
ands

lbsin

08294-0

15.5741

Polyvinylpyrrolidom
e 01049-F

Porous

C
lass

Filters

1511744

Porous

Polvorm
esticPolym

er

D
ealt

15102-0

Pom
pon:W

aal

Sayler

02378-0

Positive

C
rook:use

V
entilator

(FC
V

)

14193-E

Potassium

C s

04926-M

IIK
Il

Pow
er

C
ycles

06418-11

Polinuc

boar

A
rom

atic

Pcm
aor

Plants

016544

C
alm

s&

0727-J

02944-.1

Itnier

Production

See

also:

H
ydrocalbans,

01482-1

03113-1

Po

lynuclear

firhocarbans,

03592-D

0244344

Polycyclic

07682-M
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H
Y

D
R

O
C

A
R

B
O

N
S

A
N

D

A
IR

PO
L

L
U

now

.
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Precursors,

Pollution

00106-D

01253-0

Pressure

03448-D

0904641

Prim
a?

lim
ealhorgical

M
ousses

01617-1

06611-11

06816-J

11015-J

Printing

05919-B

16435-B

Process

M
odification

06170-1

06611-11

11033-E

Propane

G
Is

14494-F

Peopones

04233-1

05850-1

11143-1

038511-C

06482-C

02160-N

02253-M

04653-M

Propionates

02601-9

02154-D

Pra44119;1144

08145-M

09700-N
See

also:

O
lefins

Propulsion

Poen

M
ethod

01375-11

013112-1

0131134

01304-1

01404-1

0141111-1

07593-1

12521-1

02716-0

027I5-0

01067-1

Protective

M
aks

046411-11

Preto%

M
m

ipetic

Ilesatioce

M
aple

01316-11

Pardtaphysiodagical PU
rIC

tiC
1111

05418-F

Public

A
ffain

01073-A

Pax-tics

P111172113

03076-F

Ptdeonary

llesixtam
e

01.514-F

04125-F

06910-F 1



Pubsaaw tom
04711-F
See also: Usti Comet

Pi.iy Pesti intim
01109-F 12955-1

hogs 09$40-1

mire Deteneisstiat
-F

Pyronsdiesess 06980-M

Pyramus 01973-D
01999-D 112077-0
02336-D 03234-D
14301-D 05231-F
01631-M 01635-14
02405-M 06720-M

Pyridines 00765-0
00768-D 00998-0
01634-M 0163544
042041

Pyrolysis 0835941
10429-1 10631-1
13668-1 041195-D
05404-D 01294-0
11558-D 07812-E
00101-M 03996-14
0534S-M 07457-N
07458-M 15914-M
159118-M

Quintus Yield
03066-N 031114-M
00916-M 0908244
0102644 045113-M

Quesilinear Fluoresces=
SVOCtra
042441-D 10755-0
14662-D

Quenching 00928-0
01034-N 1504644
0182444
See Quenchoflortntry

Quenthofluometty
00928-D 00770-M
See also: Specto-
photometry, Fhaninetric
Quenching

cesnchaphospborisetry
00396-0

Qiiio1i 00203-0
006244 00998-0

Quinones 02081-0
02013-0 02017-0
02096-0 0215344

Rebbits 084424
125804

Rediaticns,
10041-M

Rediaticns, Ultraviolet

01810-M
01978-N
02496-M
02535-M
03066-M
030611-M
03184-N
0344111-N
0422844
0458344
0522644
05425-M
07458-M
07512-M
09197-M
10045-M
13034-M
1433544
14917-M
15046-M
16207-M

01191-M
02253-N
02534-M
02138-M
03067-M
03099-14
03428-M
03559-M
04483-N
050511-M
05423-K
07457-M
07462-M
0779144
0970044
10292-M
13686-N
14688-M
19320-M
15524-M
1634A

04199-0 09267-M
1004144 liberties Medunisan

00344-C 00629-C
bdioectiee Tracer 00952-C 03064-C

Stashes 00484-0 08526-F 09024-F
03103-0 13763-0 00161-M 01633-M
01805-F 08042-F 016W-14 01881-M
0561144 10119-14 01961-M 02445-N

02137-N 02831-M
Radio Chemist ly 03067-M 03061-M

04454-M 03088-N 04201-M
04228-N 05423-N

itadiolysis 00190-14 05425-14 0582444
01133-M 04454-M 0745841 07798-M

08353-N 09078-M
Rediasakhe 001113-0 09079-M 09010-N

09012-N 0970044
Rain 16526-5 09745-M 12058-M

13931-M 1425841
Reakin Engine 14379-M 1439144

14202-E 14145-M 14199-M 14917-N
1501944 15046-M

Rats 00664-F 02605-F 1519844 152311-N

01274-F 09339-F 1578441 15914-11

11494-F

Reaction Kinetics
Rsactivity Index

95323-3
0235-B 04621-B
1335141 00773-C Reactivity Scales
02352-C 02476-C 07937-D
03544-D 10034-D
04871-E 0 8207-E Recimulatian
0/241-M 0012041 04939-E
00128-M 0016144
00190-M 0102644 Rscaebination Inaction
0124144 0163244 02243-M 05043-M
0164/41 01677-M
01680-M 01682-M le/cycling Cabustion Gases
0177144 01133-M 07881-5

Sebled

11'73
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lbactiat 13033-E
13467-11 04273-M
0901244 111031-M
1330144

lbfisdag Aliphatic,
NepItthadc, sod Artertic
Ilydrombais, Pv
Plays. 130134

Refractive Index
09099-14 0911644

Regearrstica 1517244

11.81tiat
3

11111376-11 03554-1

Repulatiais 016344
048014 09711-1
03010-0 140211-E
08463-K 100134
10320-K

Reid Vapor Fresno,
14463-E

lbproductios 02332-F
04712-F 07142-F

Research 141tbodl1olios
00414-0 00966-0
05136-0 071136-0
0120641 00281-F
00734-F 00103-F
009W-F 04051-F

lases:at entrails 03015-A
01613-0 033311-1
06636-1 01391-F
11410-F 023764
10553-K 0164344

Residua= Time Oil
Durum 11;2314

Residual Pool Oils
04661-M

Resourcos 01304-1

laspiratory Diseases
060534 16542-E
00211-F 0031311-F
00310-F 07162-F
030274

Respiratory Flat
Resistance 011305-F

alintory Placa=
02277-F 061140-F

linvirstory Sessitintios
05737-F

Ibrzto,ty. Roney

Ilwirstory *opts.
W9117-F

Respiratory System
03372-F 07163-F
11632-F

Respiratory Tract
00499-F 07027-F
14711-F 14724-F

Retentita 07026-F
10105-F 13657-F
14724-F 16219-F

*adages 1 02111-0

Rocket Propellants
04731-F

Mr Paper
011634

Rotating-Slit Ferosol
Spectromoter
097314

libber 04706-F
03324-H

libber Aging
08471-H

Rubber Creckiag 04320-H

%Aber lesstfocturing
00105-1 002574
05737-F 03930-J

libber Tiros 04195-1)
10767-D

kale 66 051064
01376-1 015534
01557-1 071874
05471-B 1472141
074113-1 01354-K
01556-K 01126-K
09324-K 01135141
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liming animation
losses 04922-1
09347-1 14127-1

Safety lipalpamt
04179-E

Saplen 0011944
00214-0 00514-0
00620-0 02371-0
03527-0 04440-0
07104-0 02474-E
067934 0011944

Sapling lOsthed
015384 11154-1
00181-0 00214-0
00224-0 00469-0
005114-0 00610-0
00620-0 00747-0
010134 011714
01269-D 013044
01333-0 01312-0
01499-0 01392D
011176-0
.2131-D
02233-0
02351-11
02460-0
02716-0
03425-0
03327-0
03392-13
03071-b
OW49-11
04206-0
04347-0
04772-0
04960-0
05299-0
06112-0

01991-0
OZ20S-D
023234
023714
02500-0
02116-D
03464
03570-0
03966-0
04014-D
04053-11
04440-0
04667-0
0482S-D
04973-1)
03536-11
06612-1)

07061-0 07215-0
07373-0 07706-11
01270-P 01290-0
011848-0 01119-D
01762-0 09734-0
10668-0 10946-0
11574-0 11165-0
12072-0 14476-0
13277-0 15111-0
15909-11 0011941
See also: Gas Sapling

sanitary Cleaneas Kane
01196-J

Sarum 011330-r



Satellites 120174

Scientific baseartla

0610244 06690-N
0710641

Solvatt Vspon
03773-0 051140-0
077064) 16435-11

03031-A Sang Choben 153544 03410-F

Scrabblers 03330-R amag-Forning Potential Solvents 00746-3
0341724 043014 053234 051064 07111?-11
125034 130214 01376-3 00153-3
15116241 Jade Omenting Dation 00557-3 09731-3

116154 09115?-11 106404
See Lib 1 03429-0 15332-3 00747-D

Snobs Ileabaction 01333-D 02175-D
Seasonal 00271-3 04610-B 03773-0 03191-11

04143-0 04206-0
Season 1329441 Smiles 1161S-3 04716-0 06200-0

14124-3 141024 07333-0 07306-D
Senn 07703-F 00062-0 01270-0 011290-0 001411-11

031$5-D 04014-0 13334-0 02112-1
Sips 00531-E 04053-0 06135-D 037624 03763-1

01167-11 0311111-F 05471-1 05929-1
Silica Oslo 00542-D 06015-F 0304-3 06221-1 011345-1

030234 01333-D 03526-3 0220344 01332-1 01536-1
01499-0 07706-0 11033-B 1373341
13713-B Snobby 061011-3 11757-1 00109-F

0127t-D 30964-0 03002-F 0410-F
Sins latia 06400-C 157011-0 16701-D 01554-1 OISSE-K

02460-0 16132-D 034064 03506-F 01026-K 0655044
051404 01027-F 07161-F 11307-F 1404241
143974 00925-N 14711-F 13345-F
0299041 0710641 Soot 01744-3 02023-3

Skin 010774
04702-F 04705-F

Skin Omer 02276-F
045534 011210-F

nag 0254041

Om 035144
0S31241 011376-3
1531063 014014
01504-C 016024
024764 040110-C
06043-C 002244
031034 03544-D
0411734 112374
0164341 0311514
05140-11 00630-F
015064 02277-F
04321-F 04416-F
04066-F 051764
061634 066004
104564 113074
000094 00235-G
036104 054034
14100-3 002014
0003441 0006941
010334 0561344
050244 05040-N

Social Attitudes
07601-L

Sociomummaic Factors
00440-F

Soiling loan
10660-13 02340-3
067014

Soils 07400-11
100994 0672041
0711141

Solar Radiation
01113-J

Solid lien. Disposal
0110644 1563741

Salability 1400241
1503241 1514341
1510341 1374441
W 10-N

Solvent attraction
15174-N

Solvent Ilecovety System
02764-1

1175

10741-3 10740-3
13174-3 00275-0
01714-0 06135-0
12006-0 131105-D
14301-1) 06127-F
03210-F 011274-F
011333-F 0 N 6641
0420141 05325-N
1137141

Scenes 00337-3
05746-3 161744

Space Cobbs 04234-3
00551-11 0902 3-3
00751-3 00096-F
10613-F 00447-3

Spew Craft 07977-3
010334 0629241
07972-F 11241-F

Spate Craft Atmospheres
014313-0 02406-0
02460-0 03430-9
0331e4 06624-11
11593-F 152114-N

Spate %bide
04470-1
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Spelt Iipaitiar Engines
00592-1 025274
040084 04731-8
050074 055964
05632-13 05133-8
15063-1 04772-0
053110-E 08367-E
14975-E 15273-M

Spectromiter, Multiple-
Sam Interference
0348S-D

Spectrometry 097514
162S744

Spectrometry, Atomic
Absorption
04716-D

Spectrometry, Correlation
04080-D 04881-D

Spectrometry, tafrared
00277-0 00747-D
01310-0 014514
021148-0 01267-0
02500-D 034411-0
034115-D 04102-D
04631-0 05561-0
05572-0 06052-0
060704 061354
062114-0 06699-0
07627-D 08592-0
01111311-D 091114
11030-0 12072-0
12579-0 14470-0
16620-0 05233-H
02467-31 14917-34
15119-31

Spectrantry, Ultra-
violet 00449-0
0062I-0 013954
02581-0 02797-0
028054 02886-0
061354 07981-0
08643-0 08644-D
09111-0 11498-0
09030-31 13329-14

Spectrophotometry
07626-1 00011-0
00146-D 00214-D
00230-D 00293-0
003116-0 Li65-D
00766-0 0079-0
00868-0 01356-0
01693-0 01696-0
01922-D 01995-0

020784 02080-0
02081-0 020114-0
020115-D 008134
02090-0 02091-0
02092-0 02094-0
020911-D 02161-0
02336-D 02559-0
02705-D 027964
027994 02801-0
02805-0 03081-0
054304 03523-0
03679-0 036114-0
037274 03938-0
04053-0 04064-0
040111S-D 04102-0
043184 04329-0
04716-D 041157-0
048004 04881-0
04930-D 05191-0
06065-D 07435-0
075784 08592-0
08599-0 09111-D
09223-D 10767-D
110684 110914
11093-D 00111-J
00231-31 02082-3I
02804-N 13271-31

Spectrophotametry,
Fluorescent 159774

Spectrophotastry,
Fluorometric 006244
01795-0 0280S-D
032534 01523-D
06662-D 07743-D
0939 74 10735-D
110611-D 14125-D
146584 146624

Spectroscopy 001084
00440-D 01205-0
00916-33 01630-34
0248944 04409-31

Spectroscopy, Infrared
00271-8

Spectroscopy, Mess
00935-C 00224-D
01304-D 01305-11
02406-0 02460-0
03354-1) 05257-D
06135-0 10034-0
138135-11 14173-0
02204-M 04483-M

Spectroscopy Molecular
06070-D

Spinach 05666-G

Spans 10118-F
10028-M

Spot lasts 003864
00492-0 00767-0
00867-0 00927-0
01994-0 01997-0
02079-0 02080-0
02081-0 02083-0
020 16-0 02017-0
020184 02010-0
02090-0 02091-0
02092-0 02094-0
02097-0 033111-0
061194-0 01034-34
02802-34 02804-34

Stabilised Calibration
Otaber teposib
14461-11

Stack Gases 00030-11
01362-11 01482-11
019414 02153-11
See also: Cases, Stack

Stagratiat lades
11052-C

Straderds and Criteria
00155-0 059514
059524 004P3-F

Statistical Ana/yess
011331-F 11267-J

Steam Was 12521-1

St ma Flints 05012-1
03067-11 06411-11
0346-11

Stilbesee 02090-0
02301-0 134654

Stems' Dimmers
06231-1)

Storehouses 030314

Stratefite Project
04013-I

Streets 1371144

Styrene Poems
1S2117-.1
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Styrenes 01324-11
02S95-D 04219-D
10772-0 02551-F
064134 02002-M

Styrol 059544

thelibric Acid
15784-N

Steiner Tsmel
01673-1

Memoriam 00081-1
Surface

OISS341327-11
02336-0 0311$-D 1116104 0376241
013194 00373-E 037634 10013-1
031454 06215-11
16159-1 050S7-/ Surface Operation

05448-1C"t1:12.11-11

&gen 0279.-0
Calibikrallt2S

Sulfatia 14220-M

Su/fides 164944
0023144 13062-M

Sulfaution 14220-M
1571444 1602741

Sun* Compounds 011359-11
00142-0 00145-0
00942-0 01784-D
06065-0 013544)
0943241 114984)
137711-0 14421-0
0919741

SUfser Wed& 00620-0

00230-0 01335-0
051464

Surfactast 07816-F

Sony Methods 00337-11
11259-F 11261-F
1103311-1

SymenLae 06235-C
06640-F 11309-F
04S444

*monistic affects
02352C

Synthetic Fiben
02060- if

Synthetic Liquid Fuels
07298-0 07302-F

Tenn", Gradients

Terme Kosynthesis
1307141

Therms 06163-F
090024 05756-G

Th
Facilities

r9t1-11 16361-0

Teteadiloreetbine
03002-F
See also: Halogenated
ltdamerbans

latrechlomeenlene
04253-F
See also: Halogenated
Hydrocarbons

Tetraethyl Lead
14462-1 03456-0
06025-D 07215-0
14450-1 07270-F
032W-1 05440-M
0974541
See also: Fuel
Additives

Tetraflannhydresine
01077-D

Tetreenhyllead
00145-0 00942-0
01784-0 02103-0
0 3S20-1) 04125-0

Synthetic Organic
Otodcals 07:99-A

06025-0 0544044
09745-N
See also: Puel Additives

0S191-D 0951S-D
11S404) 16301-0 Synthetic ;Weer Textiles 0011541
12503-E 134674 073734 02060-H

On911-F 01311-M
02374-M 06102-N Synthetic Ibbber Thernicnic Detecton
0 7101-M 081145-M Cradkiseg 030954 07749-0

133/1-M 1S329-M
1S43944 1511644 Systems Engineering Theancetelytic Detecton
15141-M 13970-M 076134 10238-D

16040-M 16054-M
16083-M 16463-M Themodanistry
16605-M 00120-M

Sulfur Diodde °mounds
139964

Sulfur Dioxide Asearal
084764 14130-E

&elfin (bides Control
159664

Sulfur Triatide 15110544

Tinian Throttle Value
*sten 143534

'Maim Asto-Aealyzer
00977-D

Toperature 0003441
01$7144 02467-N
0293$-N 06641-N
1604044

Mimi Wei

1177

Theemodynanics
00120-N 0012844
01677-N 0161244
0112441 0111044
011181-M 03446-M
06997-M 10045-M
13544-M 13636-M
1371341 14622-M
1504644 15048-M
1545941 15S2444

1177



Theses 02 335-B
06 328-D 066 33-E
10116-G 06182-14

Mischa's' 0 8443-F
See also: Organic
SulfUr Ccwands

Thresholds 0 4529-B
06680-F 08150-F
0 8153-F

Thyaol 08150-F

Timed Fuel Injection
0 3989-B 05380-E
105394 15895-E

Tissue Where
02373-E 0066 4-F
01062-F 06 840-F
0 79 72-F 11299-F

Tissues 0 3962-F
0 4575-F 06710-F
10456-F

Tobacco 03265-B
00184-G 00696-G

Tobacco Tar
03678-F

Toluene Diisocyanate
08305-F 12955-F

Tohenes 0 7518-C
0 4219-D 16435-E
0 3652-F 0 3900-F
04082-F 06663-F
06905-F 0 7068-F
0 7165-F 07475-F
0 8442-F
See also: Benzeme
Compounds

Total Hydrocasban
Inalyzor 0 I519-D

Toxic Tole:moo
0 3556-A 00429-F
00103-F 00 887-F
01346-F 02605-0
03602-F 0 3702-F
0 4092-F 0410 7-F
04124-F 04142-F
0 4500-F 0 47384
04901-F 0616 3-F
07368-F 0 84434
10613-F

Toxicity 0260 1-11
00809-F 02568-F
02571-F 0 3820-F
OM 1-F 0 3902-F
0410 4-F 04258-F
0492 7-F 05 729-F
06710-F 06 329-F
06496-F 06840-F
0706 8-F 07270-F
0730 8-F 0 7332-F
07475-F 0 7573-F
079 72-F 0 802 8-F
08026-F 0 8295-F
08431-F 08442-F
08526-P 0880 1-F
09002-F 09074-F
099 85-F 112 41-F
115 39-F 1159 3-F
12272-F 12276-F
12284-F 14596-F
16345-F 16 356-F
139 33-14

Traffic 0 7366-J

Trans-2-Butene
116 82-F
See also: Olefins
Aliphatic Hydrocarbon

Tressaissanters
09111-D

Transpiration
05777-G

Transport Properties
03446-14

Trapping Methods
000 36-D 01876-D
022 33-D 03291-D
03425-D 04541-D
07887-D 0 82 70-D
08356-D 0 81148-D

1,1,:Trichloroethane
07375-D
See also: Halogenated
Hydrocarbon

Tridtloroethylene
06221-B 06 820-F
See also: Halogenated
Hydrocatbass

Trimethylamine
15816-14

1178 HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION

Trimethylbenzene
01984-C
See also: Benzene
Cceponds

Tritita 0 7181-A

Triton X100
15969-D

Tsucks 01404-B

Tumors 0 10 38-B
C470 3-F 05298-F
0729 1-F 0 7340-F

Ttsmels 02152-B
03255-B 15769-B
12579-D 1 19 12-E

Thatidinetly 00931-D
0 8136-D

Aubines 09 329-E

Thrbines, Gas 06435-D

11j0133.3n32ti2r "VW

Ultruasics 09085-14

Ultraviolet Gas Analyzer
02486-D 0 7386-D

Ultraviolet Light
Radiation 00602-C

Ultraviolet Radiatias
01481-C 0 336S-E
02 337-M 06 720-14

Lhor Apparatus 013.592-D

Uranitat Catalysts
0521443

Mal Areas 04487-A
0 3202-B 0 8165-B
111524 03381-C
14019-C 00114-D
00203-D 00230-D
01795-D 02227-D
02797-D 164444
02277-F 03486-F
05650-F 08243-F
01736-J 01830-J



Urban Areas (contd.)
03451-J (7393-J
11267-J 05571-K

Urinalysis 06702-D
09316-F

Uterine Muscle, Human
16252-F

Valves 04772-D 07104-D

Vapor Phase Gun
03983-E

Vapor Pressure 03525-H
06648-M

Vapor Recovery Systars
04892-E 0585943
15836-E

Vaporization 14850-13
14944-5 0664844

Vaporization Tank
Carburetiar
07846-E

Vapors 00449-D
01392-D 02162-D
02439-D 04199-D
04440-D 04547-D
06284-D 07061-D
0733S-D 07373-D
1.5749-D 0M162-E
15526-5 02571-F
0006944 0060844
0102641 1501244
1501944 1548644
1574444

Variable Dilution
Technique 05536-D

Vehicular Operation
04630-B

Vontilatiar 01544-B
02152-11 011198-J

Vinyl Chloride
0213S-D

Viruses 016684
11275-F
See also: Microorganisms

Viscosity 1508841

Visibility 03103-D
04931-D 04973-D

Vital Staining 06907-F

Vitamin A 07340-F

Volatility 09421-B
13795-B 14127-B
03354-D 04014-D
08296-D 08365-B
08337-14

Washout Coefficient
00173-C

Waste Heat Recovery
07836-E

Water Pollution
09839-B

Weather Modification
06482-C

Weisz Ring Wen
00492-D

Wickbold Combustion
Technique 11171-B

Wildlife 04544-G

Winds 07366-J

World Health Organization
MO) 06948-J
06811.5-L

Xylenes 04219-D
10089-D 06905-F
06663-F 07475-F
0970044 16054-M

Zenith Drqr lex System
0465943 08831-11
0933743

leo lites 0189141

%bled Index

1-1M
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Alabama
Birmingham 00534-J
03458-J 07448-J

Alaska 13040-J
Fairbanks 00834-C

Cal ifornia 001 6 4-A
00319-8 0096 9-B
07625-B 07844-B
00155-D 00277-D
04318-0 05339-0
02405-E 060 32-E
09027-E 0361 2-G
03613-G 03441-J
02055-K 0361 4-K
03944-K 09281-K
00157-L 01955-L
03007-L 03583-L
03586-L 16518-L
Los Angeles County
00224-D 14341-E
Fresno 03433-J

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION INDEX

IMITED STATES

058954 1 4 9 97-J
New Bri tai n 06966-J

District of Col umbia
01871-0 06 2904

Florida 0340 4-J
Jacksonvi 1 le
00220-B

Hawai
Sand Island-Oahu
03420-B

Idaho
Lewiston 000 54-B
06535-J

Illinois
Chicago 0 34 51-J
East St. Louis
11224-J 01 6 040 -K

08899-K

New Yort State
00673-B 050084
Erie County
02833-J
Nassau County
050094
Niagara County
04864-J
Chemung County
048344
Westchester County

069464
Ne York City
11152-B 09440-F
10987-F 11 489-F
006824 00169-K
New York Ci ty
07564-D
John F. Kennedy Inter-
national Ai rport
012024

Los Angeles
067234 001 0 7-B
03871-B 0449 2-B

Indiana 09737-B
03451-J
Indianapul is

New York - New Jersey
03454-J

05097-B 051 06-B 02822-J
05113-B 06031-B North Carol ina
07187-8 07623-8 Kentucky 03438-A
08376-B 0855 3-B Northern 0 2 376-K
08557-B 09785-B Louisville 0 3520-0 Ohio 05598-K
00502-C 01481-C Southwestern
04988-C 0557 5-C Louisiana 02376-K
01592-D 0497 3-D New Orleans 00638-F Cincinnati
05572-0 0496 2-E 00929-C 04933-C
00639-F 0077 9-F Massachusetts 010894 053364
01029-F 03978-F Boston 022 39-J St. Bernard
04416-F 051 76-F 02317-J 03426-J
10456-F 03609-G
03615-G 01980-J Maryland Oregon

03462-J 05110-J Bal timore 02825-J Mid-Wi 1 lamette Valley
05573-J 056 27-J 06977-1

14180-J 0461 6-K Michigan
05571-K 07483-K Midland 06 4 30-J Pennsylvania
08554-K 08556-K Allegheny County
08826-K 093 24-K Mi nnesota 0 3409-J 09370-K
San Francisco Phi ladelphia
01211-A 05106-8 Missouri 00679-B 04596-0
0133-D 0159 2-0 St. Louis 01 890-B 07550-K

031044 03554-K 03449-D 03 7 7 3-0 Pittsburgh
03027-J 007274

Colorado 0101 0-J Montana 03410-J South Carol ina
Connecticut 11 227-A New Jersey 00599-A Charleston

Oat
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03506-J

Tennessee
Nashville
00931-D 00847-3

01471-J

Texas
El Paso 03505-J

Argentina 11087-B

Australia 08633-B

Sidney 05501-D
05675-J

Austria
Vienna 15248-J

Belgium
Liege 11577-J

British Columbia
Chilliwack
00802-J 05652-J

Canada
Ontario 00689-J

Czechoslovakia
Ostravia-Karvina
04179-E

Denmark 03686-F

England 02152-8
02635-8 07945-8
01020-F 03086-F
03886-F 04051-F

035264 08408-K
London
04487-A 11489-F
04651-J
Southampton
14917-M

Europe 03122-8

03128-8 14475-L

14842-L

France 00453-C

02438-0 02541-E
Lyons 07408-J

Paris 00898-0

06788-J

1182

16266-J

Washington
03504-J
Clark County
01949-J
Clarkston 00054-B
06535-J
Ferndale 03864-E

FOREIGN

Finland 01794-F

Germany 07230-B
02973-E 04357-E
08594-E 11912-E

13913-E 16435-E

07235-K 07079-K

East Germany (DDR-

German Democratic
Republic)

10553-K 004114
Nordrhine Westphalia
02685-D 14028-E
Berlin 14722-D

08322-J 14776-J

15154-J 15575-J
Frankfurt 09234-D
Heidelberg 11572-J

West Virginia
Kanawha Valley
11259-F 11260-F

11261-F.

United States
01270-J 03353-K
Northeastern
05420-G

Tokyo 004514
03214-J 07198-J

Latin America
04052-A

Mexico
Mexico City 05839-J

Netherlands 14479-A
16345-F
Rotterdam 14534-J

New Zealand 07159-F

Norway 13952-B

13953-F 03685-J

Poland 10320-K

Greece
Athens 09117-J

Hungary 16440-J

Iran
Teheran 09209-J

Italy 03202-B
Florence 13788-J
Genoa 04423-F

Rome 09655-8

South Africa 013564
02415-D

Spain 16523-A

Sweden 06280-8

Switzerland 11457-B
13784-E 16336-J
Zurich 15657-H

U.S.S.R.
Turin 15600-3 03205-A 05184-B

Pescara 147854 07299-B 08165-13

Siena 08315-J 08524-B 026074
09936-J 03938-0 04064-0

07298-0 06674-E

Japan 042124 06744-A 10926-E 16444-E

16136-8 16404-B 02566-F 02588-F

06112-0 07335-0 025964 02605-F

04373-F 15345-F 03933-F 04109-F

067604 073934 04110-F 06869-F

14194 13366-K 07316-F 11426-F

07197-L 01270-J 03930-J

Osaka 156104 03931-J 07292-J

HYDROCARBONS AND AIR POLLUTION
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07304-J 081964
02580-L 05940-L
07289-L 14338-M
Baku 07830-D
Grozny 11914-J
Moscow 07400-D
07830-D 033634
040914
Tashkent 03925-J

aeotraphIc Location Index

U. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE :1870 0 - 408-262
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